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OF THE 
UBLIC LANDS COMMISSION, 
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THE ACT OF MARCH 3, 1879, 
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PUBLIC LANDS IN THE WESTERN PORTION OF THE UNITED STATES 
AND TO THE OPERATION OF EXISTING LAND LAWS. 
W .ASHINGTON: 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 
1880. 

MESSAGE 
FROM THE 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, 
TRA..i..~Sl\HTTING 
The report of the Public Land O01nrnission under the act approved Jfarch 
3, 1879. 
FEBRGARY 25, 1880.-Ordered to be printell. 
To the Senate mid House of Representatives : 
I have the honor to transmit herewith a preliminary report and a draft 
of a bill submitted by the Public Land Commission authorized by the 
oot of Congress approved l\Iarch 3, 1879. . 
The subject of the report and of the bill accompanying it is of such 
importance that I respectfully commend it to the prompt and earnest 
consideration of Congress. 
R. B. HAYES. 
EXECUTIVE MANSION, February 25, 1880. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, February 24, 1880. 
Srn: I ham the honor to transmit herewith for submission to Congress 
the preliminary report of the Public Land Commission, appointed the 1st 
July last under the sundry civil appropriation act of 3d March last (20 
Stat., 394), with the accompanying documents. 
Very respectfully, 
T~ PRESIDENT. 
C. SCHURZ, 
Secretary. 

PRELIMINARY REPORT 
OF THE 
PUBLIC LAND COMMISSION 
TO THE 
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives of the Fnited States: 
The act of March 3, 1870, making appropriation for the sundry civil 
expenses of the governa:;ent for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880, 
contains the following clauses : 
For the expense of a commission on the codification of exi ting laws relating to the 
survey and disposition of the public domain, and for other purposes, twenty thousand 
dollars: 
Proi-ided, That the commission shall consist of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office, the Director of the Geological Survey, and three civilians, to be appointed by the 
President, who shall receive a per diem compensation of ten dollars for each day while 
actually engaged, and their traveling expenses; and neither the Commissioner of the Gen-
eral Land Office nor the Director of the Geological Survey shall receive other compen-
sation for their services upon said commission than their salaries respectively, except 
their traveling expenses while engaged on said duties; and it shall be the duty of 
this commission to report to Congress within one year from the time of its organiza-
tion: first, a codification of the present laws relating to the survey and disposition of 
the public domain; second, a system and standard of classification of public lands, a 
arable, irrigable, timber, pasturage, swamp, coal, mineral lands, and such other classes 
as may be deemed proper, having due regard to humidity of climate, supply of water 
for irrigation, and other physical characteristics; third, a system of land-parceling 
smTeys adapted to the economic uses of the several classes of lauds; and, fourth, snch 
recommeuclations as they may deem wise in relation to the l>est methods of disposing 
of the public lands of the western portion of the U nitecl States to actual settlers. 
In conformity with the foregoing clauses a commission was apIJointed, 
cousisting, besides the ex officio members named in the act, of Mr. Thomas 
Doualdsou, of Philadelphia, Pa., Mr. A. T. Britton, of Washington, and 
l\Ir. tTohn W. Powell, of Illinois. It was duly organized at ,vashing-
ton on J nly 8, 1879, and it now has the honor to submit a preliminary 
report. 
In laying out its work a careful consideration of the above provisions 
of law led to a subdivision of the work into two priucipal parts. First, 
a codification of the present laws relating to the survey and disposition 
of the public domain; second, investigation looking to recommenda-
tions of new legislation. 
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!.-CODIFICATION. 
From the context of this act of Congress doubt bas existed whether 
the term "codification" was intended to be used in the strict sense, and 
to require the draughting in one system of the whole law expressed in 
general principles deduced from the pre-existing statutes and from the 
adjudications of courts and the executive departments; or whether it 
was intended to have presented in an orderly arrangement a consolida-
tion of the existing statute law, with references to decisions explaining 
and expounding the same. In either sense, however, very extended 
professional labor wi11 be required to fairly perform this part of the duty 
of the commission. The assistance furnished by title 32 of the Revised 
Statutes of the United States is limited, because the compilers were in 
terms restricted to statutes " general and permanent in their nature," 
while the duty of this commission was extended to all "existing laws 
relating to the survey and disposition of the public domain.77 
The original plan for disposing of the public lands was submitted to the 
House of Representatives by Alexander Hamilton, Secretary of the 
Treasury, on the 20th of July, 1790. I ts general features have been 
preserved with singular absence of radical changes. While, however~ it 
blocked out very precisely the line of general and permanent legislation 
to be enacted, it expressly provided "for accommodating to circumstances 
which cannot beforehand be accurately appreciated 'and for varying the 
course of proceeding as experience shall suggest to be proper." In the 
succeeding ninety years Congress has acted upon this elastic rule by 
supplementing the permanent system with innumerable statutes, local 
fa tbeir application and temporary in their intended term. A public 
land system has resulted which, while resting primarily upon laws "gen-
eral and permanent in their nature," is permeated with a series of laws 
local and temporary in their application. And while such local and 
.temporary laws may have been limited in their past or may be re-
stricted in their future operation, yet rights have accrued under them 
and extended over the entire public domain. The various grants of 
lands to States for purposes of education or of internal improvement 
are apt illustrations of this class of statutes; and it may well be ques-
tioned whether the titles of our citizens derived in late years from the 
United States do not rest as largely upon the local and temporary, as 
upon the general and permanent legislation. The jurisdiction <'f this 
commission was extended to all these laws so as to exhibit the whole 
system under which public lands are segregated and disposed of. In 
the performance of that duty the commission has found it necessary to 
collate all the laws enacted upon this subject by Congress (aggregating 
about 3,500), and by elimination of obsolete and repealed matter to 
reduce the same to existing legislation. It bas also been necessary to 
digest the land decisions of all the Federal courts; of the . supreme 
courts of the several States, and of the Interior Department. Very con-
siderable progress has been made in both branches of this work and the 
results will be presented to Congress hereafter in the form of a final re-
port. With the code will be an introduction reviewing the history of 
the origin, organization~ and progress of the land system. In this work 
also considerable progress has been made. 
ll.-NEW AND AMENDATORY LEGISLATION. 
In order to gain a more thorough knowledge of the subjects upon 
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bich the commission was required to deliberate; to ascer taiu the 
practical workings of existing laws and their adaptation to the settle-
ment of the public domain; and also to learn the views entertained rel-
ative thereto by the people of the West, the commission believed it 
necessary to visit that part of the country before formulating any rec-
ommendatiom-1. Accordingly, on the 18th of August, 1879, the commis 
ion met at Denver, Colo., and during the remainder of that month and 
until December 1st visited consecutively, either as a body or in detach-
ment , a1l of the States and Territories west of Kansas and Nebraska-
except Washington Territory. In order to acquire a much wider range 
and ful1er expression of opinion than would be possible by personal in-
terviews, the commission distributed, through the kind assistance of 
governors, Congressional delegation~, and United States land officers, 
a printed list of interrogatories, to which numerous answers were re-
ceived. The commission has been fortunate in securing the earnest 
attention of the most intelligent people of the West both in official and in 
nnofficial positions, and have succeeded in eliciting expressions of opin-
ion from those whose long experience and thorough practical knowledge 
of the working of our present land system gave to their advice a special 
value. It is felt to be a cause of peculiar gratification that the testi-
mony herewith laid before your honorable body contains so much that 
is both learned and practical. The commission is indebted to the several 
Oongressional delegations of the Western States and Territories, con-
taining public lands, for intelligent aid rendered by distributing the 
beforementioned circular Jetter of inquiry among representative con-
.stituents. \Ve also deem it just and proper to add that valuable 
assistance was rendered us by the Hon. George L. Con verse, chairman 
of the House Committee on Public Lands, who at his own expense ac-
companied the commission to the field and performed more than his 
share of labor in order to qualify himselt to act intelligently upon any 
report from this commission which might be referred to his committee. 
In carrying out its prescribed duties certain considerations seemed to 
the commission to be entitled to a controlling weight in guiding and 
determiniug its recommendations as to new legislation. 
1. In the first place the existing land system has been tried for many 
years, and on the whole is believed by everybody to be sound in prin-
c'ple and based upon a wise and beneficent policy. It is believed to 
have accomplished, thus far, the objects for which it was devised in a 
manner which may not have been perfect but which bas been reasonably 
atisfactory. Whatever faults it may now have were felt to be those 
arising rather from changes in the subject-matter with which the 
existiug land laws have to deal, and not inherent defects of the 
land system. Created for the disposal of the lauds in the original 
Northwest Territory it might need some readjustment of parts when 
extended over the widely different region of our subsequent acquisi-
tions of territory. But wbate,·er might be the changes rendered 
necessary by this shifting of their field of operation, it was felt that 
they could not be of such a radical character as to call for extended 
and sweeping changes, either in the aims and policy of those laws 
or in the general plan of the machinery by which they are admin-
istered. Hence, it seemed to your commissioners that their proper 
line of inquiry was to ascertain in what particulars the land laws re-
quired to be changed in readapting the pl to the arid regions of the West, 
while preserving as perfectly as possiole the original spirit and intent 
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:with which they were applied to the more favored regions of the Missis -
sippi Basin. 
2. Another controling consideration was that the policy of the gov-
ernment in respect to its public lands has been to devote them to settle-
ment by industrious citizens. It is true that at an early periotl in the 
operation of the public-land system the sale of land had been looked 
upon as a source of revenue; but this policy long ago gave place to one 
which regarded the public lawls as a field in which the great and rich 
harvest to be reaped consisted of thousands and perhaps millions of 
good citizens, instead of a few dollars arising from the net proceeds 
of·sales at trivial prices. Hence the policy of the government has 
of late years been to encourage settlement by fixing a nominal price 
.only upon it8 lands, but laying the greatest stress upon those conditions 
which are designed to secure bona fide occupation and utilization by 
actual settlers. It was a conviction of the wisdom of this policy which 
led Oongress to enact the homestead law, and that action has been 
abundantly justified by experience. 
3. A third material consideration is the policy limiting the amount of 
land which one person can acquire directly from the government. There 
is a deeply seated conviction in the minds of a majority of tlrn people of 
this country that an.v system which tends towards or even permits the 
aggregation of very large tracts of valuable land into the ownership of 
a single person is not only unrepul>lican, but is essentially unjust. In 
no respect is the principle of "the greatest good to the greatest num-
ber" more dependent upon wise legislation than in its application to the 
distribution of land. These convictions have led to the engrafting upon 
the several acts for pre-emption, home~tead, timber culture, and other 
forms by which pul>lic land is acquired, of limitations of the quantity 
attainal>le directly by one person to an unit of area, which in the theory 
of the law is sufficient, and no more than sufficient, to secure to the set-
tler a reasonable and moderate support suitable to a citizen in average 
circumstances. 
ThP- foregoing considerations being, as it were, cardinal points of pub-
lic policy towards the land system, it remained for the commission to 
.inquire how far and how well the legislative pro\"isions and executive 
machinery established for these purposes attain the objects for which 
they were devised. Here your commissioners are of the opinion that 
the laws and machinery of their execution have not been constructed 
in all respects so as to secure the objects which they contemplated. 
~rhe main objects have indeed been generally reached, though not with-
·out occasional failures. It may remembered, however, that a portion 
of these laws, and especially those which were enacted for the settle-
ment of the western part of the United States, are in a large degree 
recent, and are to a considerable extent experimental in their nature, 
and if they do not secure in the fullest measure their objects, they at 
least furnish suggestions as to the rneans by which tlieir defects may be 
remedied. 
Up to June 30, 1879, the quantity of public land surYeyed was 
734,591,936 acres, leaving yet to be surveyed, exclutling Alaska, 1,080,-
197,686 acres. The disposition of the public domain bas generally been 
in accorance with the fundamental principles of our land policy, and 
this disposition has been general satisfactory. Had it been otherwise, 
it would lrnrn been made known promptly to Congress tllrough loud 
and general complaints of the people. 1\loreover, the ease and rapidity 
with which auy qualified person can make entry of such public land as 
' 
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t remaiu. i · apparent to all. The system is a catholic one, and as free 
to the forPiirner a~ to the citizen. 
But, on the other hand, instances may be noted where the htws fail to 
ttain the very results which they were ordained to accomplish. As au 
illustration, the theory ot the settlement laws is that an unit of 160 
ere of land is sufficient for a person; yet u11der the various settle-
eat laws now in existence it is possible for a person to acquire 1,1~0 
res of tlte puulic domain. There can be no doubt that much laud 
passed from the government into the hands of h1diviclnals in a 
oner a111l under conditions which were not contemplated whe11 the 
ws were made; that the conditions required by law ilave been im-
perfectly fnltilled b.v settlers an1l claimants; that compliance witll 
uch requirements has often been perfunctory an<l nominal, or even 
vaded altogether. It also appears that lall(ls which shoulu be operwl 
to occupation and settlement are practically barred therefrom by the 
tfect of reRtrictious whicL render their acquisition extremely burden-
-some and ditlicult, or qualify the titles by means of reservations which 
render them undesirable anu leacl the best class of settlers to avoid 
them. In the case of timber lands, the position of tile settler with re-
pect to the laws is practically anomalotrn. The laws relating to miu-
ral lamls are such as are calculated to foment litigatiou aud contest 
rather tha11 to secure just ownership and quiet title. A very great 
proportion of the lands of the west cannot become settled and pass 
1oto prirnte ownership, because nnder the terms of existing laws it is 
not desirable to the settler to acquire them. 
These difficulties ham iu the marn grown out of the want of adapta-
tion to the present pnblic domain of the laws which were originally framed 
or the northwest Territory. In the latter reg·iou nearly all the lancl 
bad a value fully equal to the price whicll the government put upon it at 
the time it was tirst wanted for settlement, and so far as natural advant-
ges ~nd the Yalue arising from natural cause~, a.5 distinct from artificial. 
re concerned, oue acre of that region was alJOut as valuable as another. 
There was a kind of homogeneity in the quality aud rnlue of that region. 
It was all Yaluable fur agriculture an<l habitation. But in tile western 
1ortio11 of our country it is otherwise. Its most conspicuous charac-
eri tic from an eco11ornic point of view i8 its heterogeneity. One region 
valualJle exclusinly for mining, another solely for timber, a third for 
otbing uut pasturage, and a fourth serves no useful purpose whatever. 
The very small proportion which is capable of agriculture must, iu the 
greater part of the \Yest, be irrigated in order to yield a crop. Hence 
1t bas come to pass that the homestead and pre-emption laws are not 
uited under the old conditions attached to them for securing· the settle-
ment of more than an insignificant portion of th~ country. Bence, 
o, it has arisen that the \\ant for lands which coulcl not be advanta-
eously acquired u11der those laws has led to practices not ~outem-
platetl in the statutes for the purpose of acquiring them in quantities 
nd at prices more acceptable to occupants, or lrns even led to their 
ccupation by pos essory titles or rights, which amount to practically un-
mitell ,·eiznre without record or notice (except to trespassers) and with-
ut tender of payment. It may be said that tl.Je people of these regions 
veto a certaiuex.tent framed customs which take the place of laws. Iu 
ther words they are a law unto themselves. 
From time to time laws have been passed which were designed to 
eet these difficulties; not a systematic revision of the land laws, but 
tacks upon evils iu detail. Each law was designed to meet some 
cial and limited cla 'S of cases. Thus the timber-culture act was in . 
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tended to utilize lands in regions devoid of timber by offering a bonus 
upon its propagation. The desert-land act was intenued to promote the 
reclamation of lauds by irrigation which would otherwise be sterile. 
Laws were passed to prohibit and prevent depredations upon timber; 
others to make more stringent and exacting the forms of notice pre-
liminary to the perfecting of titles, in order to prevent the fraudulent 
acquisition of lands. These various and numerous enactments were in 
most cases beneficial aud even indispensable. They were natural efforts 
to meet special wants and necessities, or to counteract special abuses. 
But throngh tlJem all there runs a common defect. They were not co-
ordinated to the general system. Tbey were seldom titted and keyed 
into the fabric of the land-laws in such a manner as to form a perfectly 
ba1monious and congruous part of a symmetrical whole. While curing 
some defects they gave rise to others. Many of them did not look be-
youd the attainment of a narrow and specific object to the relations 
which it must necessarily bear to a comprehensive and intimately 
related code. It is true that codes relating to important branches of 
administration and jurispmdence do frequently grow into stable form 
and definite shape by this kind of accretion, but it is usually accompa-
nied by the protracted process of hammering and beating into shape by 
many blows of judicial decisions and by the addition of volumes of court-
made law to fill wide gaps in the statutes. During such a process ex-
perience bas shown that much hardship bas been entailed, many bitter 
and expensive contests have been provolrnd and both law and indi-
viduals have been trampled upon in the conflicts. In this connection 
the want of adaptation of the parts to the system wil1 be illustrated 
when the subject of the mining law is discussed, and also by the opera-
tion of existing laws relating to timber and to agriculture by irrigation. 
It may be proper to mention here the growth of one very serious evil 
arising from this piece-meal legislation, which is the necessity it produces 
of qualifying and encumbering the t,itles which the government issues 
with various forms of stipulations, reservations and provisos. Complaint 
has been made that in some portions of the West unusual difficulty and 
expense is rendered necessary in order to fulfil the requirements of two 
or more incongruous series of laws for procuring title, and that the title 
thus obtained is of uncertain v,tlue and validity. 
It bas been the aim of the commission, so far as practicable, to read-
just these incongruities witlJout introducing any unnecessary change in 
tlrn substance or essence of any of these statutes, and to harmonize the 
whole in consonance with the cardinal principles of the public-land 
laws which have already been specified. Much difficulty, however, bas 
been experienced because the various laws have already taken root, rights 
have vested under them, lines of judicial decision harn taken direction, 
and a definite method of administration and construction has grown up. 
Hence the question bas often presented itself wl:Jether it is wiser to ac-
knowledge and perpetuate existing evils which are known, or to intro-
duce fresh ones of unknown extent. In general, the commission bas 
chosen the conservative view. Instances, however, have arisen where it 
rnemed that the wisdom and even necessity of introducing both new legis-
lation and important modifications in the old were unmistakable. The 
commission will therefore recommend some new laws which will chiefly 
relate to classes of land peculiar to the western region and not hereto-
fore specially recognized by statute, and they will also offer amend-
ments looking to the perfection of existing legislation as to the other 
classes. Inasmuch as tl:Jis will necessarily cover the entire public-laud 
system, and as our recommendations for both new and corrective leg1s 
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tion will, if adopted by Congress, be substituted for some chapters of 
:1tle 32 of the Revised Statutes, and will permeate sections and parts of 
ctions of other chapters of the same title, we have put our recom-
endations in the form of a land-bill which covers the entire public-
and system in its general and permanent features. If enacted by Uou-
tess it will take the place of all of Title 3:3 of tlie ReYisecl Statutes 
d of so much of Title 11 as relates to the General Land Office. We 
mruend the enactment of the bil1 herewith submitted as the basis 
our report, and will now proceed to discuss briefly the snbordiuate 
eatares, and state the rea?ous wllich lla\·e iullnce<l their atloptiou by 
be commission. 
ORGANIZATION. 
The macllinery of the laud s_ystem lies at the threshold of the success-
ful administration of the law. If def~ctive and incomplete in its organ-
ization, it will not be operative from inherent weakness, and the law 
wilJ, in Urn ratio of such weakness, remain a dead letter upon the statute 
book. If cumbersome and complicated it will, by cumulative delays 
and excessiYe cost. impair and retard the operation of the law it was 
intended to execute. The commission has sought to put the officers of 
the land system on such footing in point of numbers and powers as 
would, at a minimum expeuditure, secure a, maximum efficiency. The 
present organization was adopted many years since, and it has not been 
perfected to keep even step with the administrative growth of the 
ystem. In the last twenty years the surveying districts have in-
creased from 10 to 16; the district land-offices from 53 to 94; the acres 
annually surveyed from four millions to more than double that quantity ; 
and the acres annually disposed of from three millions to over nine mill-
ions. During n~arly the same period the system of land grants to aid 
the construction of railroads aud wagon roads has been matured; the 
swamp-land, agricultural college, and other grants to States have beeu 
made; the homestead laws and the timber-culture laws have been en-
acted ; the practice of selling the fee to the mineral lands has been en-
graftecl upon our legislation; and by Indian treaties and the acquisition 
of Mexican lands the area of our public domain has been enlarged. 
The adjustment . of each of these involves the settlement of difficult 
questions of the most important character both to the settler and to the 
government. The bnsiness imposed upon the land organization has 
been tllereby largely augmented, and the executive labor arising there-
from has been proportionately increased. But Congress has heretofore 
met their increased demands only with temporary expedients, and the 
permanent organization of the General Land Office is e-rnn smaller to-day, 
when the population of the country has swollen to 48,000,000, than it 
was when only 27,000,000 acknowledged one national authority. The 
prosperity of a nation is interwoven with the security of its land titles; 
and the titles to our public domain depend largely for their security 
upon the accuracy anll p.romptness of the operations of the Land Bureau 
and its subordinate agencies. It is important that the officers of that 
organization should be of sufficient integrity and trained capacity to 
qualify them for the lawful adjustment of the intricate and delicate 
questions of fact and of law constantly arising in the auministra-
tive construction of tlle various statutes which constitute our lall(l sys-
tem. Duties of such responsibility require men of experience and 
ability, and for their employment and their retention au adequate 
compensation shoulu be provided. The temporary expedients here-
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tofore resorted to in Congressional enactments 1.ia,·e lJeen uniformly 
an increase of low-grade officers with small compensation. Bnt 
brains command a market price as wen as merchandise auu while 
the increase of small salaries bas augme11ted tbe hands and feet 
of the organization, it bas not materially enlarged the ·rnlume of intel-
' ]ectual power to direct their movement. The organization bas had an 
excess of physical force and a deficiency of lll'ain force. Tl.le commis-
sion has sought to iucrease the latter and to diminish the former. 
Taking the entire land organization, the commission bas increased the 
compensation and the number of the higher grade ofl:ice1 s, and has 
thus augmentPd the ·expenses by about $50,000; but it has also abol-
ished useless officers, and reduced the nurnller of low-grade employes 
so as to diminish in that direction the expenses about $90,000. An 
aggregate saving of about $40,000 would result to tl.Je annual appro-
priations for tl.Je land service if the w lwle of our recommendations 
should be adopted, which we do earnestly recommend in the interest of 
a wise and sound economy. 
GENERAL LAND OF:I<'ICE. 
The commission respectfully ask a careful cousi<ler,ttion by Congress 
of its statement regarding the officers and clerical force of thA General 
Land Office, tlleir salaries, and the duties they perform, and the recom-
mendations for securing greater efficiency in tbat office. 
The General Land Office was organized as a sepat ate bureau in the 
Treasury Department by an act of Uongress, appro,·ed A11ril 25, 1812. 
The duties, thougl.J important, were simple and without many complica-
tions at that time. The public lands were disposed of only by sales for 
cash. No grant of any kind had then been made; no mining laws were in 
existence; the population of the country was comparatively small, and 
settlement upon the public lands proportionately slow. 'l'he thirteen 
original States were sparsely populated and immigrants and native- born 
citizens found homes mostly witliin their limits, while i;;ettlements were 
founded but slowly in the Northwest territory. The Commissioner of 
the General Land Office, for the cornparatfrely unimportant duties then 
to be performed, was allowed the 8ame salary as was allowed "the 
Auditor" of the Treasury; and it remaine<l the same until the year 1836, 
when the office was reorganized, and the salary of the Commissioner 
was fixed at $3,000 per year, and has since been raised to $4,000, which 
amount is not adequate to the duties and responsil>ilities of the office. 
The salary should be equal to that of any other bureau officer of the gov-
ernment . 
.At the date of the reorganization in 1836, tllere was still compara-
tively little to do in the General Land Office; the method of disposal of 
the public lands was the same as in 1813, the amount disposed of being' 
greater. The territory acquired by the treaty of Guaualupe llidalgo and 
by the Gadsdeu purchases was very great in Pxtent, and consisted largely 
of gr'auts and private holdings which were not segregated from the 
mass of public domain acq aired by said treaties. Tlie work of ascertain-
ing the nature, extent, and boundaries of tlle grants and priYate hold-
ings, and segregating and patenting the same wlJiclt was devolved upon 
the General Land Office by laws made in pursuance of those treaties 
has been for mauy years more difficult, requiring a higher order of ability 
than all the work of the office prior to the date of the treaties named. 
In addition to the private land claims, and since the date at which 
their settlement became a duty of the office, al1, or uearly all, land frants 
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the government, such as grants to aid in the construction of rail-
s and telegraph Jines, tbe grants of swamp and overflowed lands 
the States, the grants for wagon roads, agricultural colleges, internal 
rovements, uni,~ersity grants, common-school grants, and grants for 
ck water narigation have been made, aud their adjustment added to 
other duties of the land office. The homestead, timber-culture, 
eral, and bounty land acts have also to be added to the great 
ume of work that bas in the last quarter of a century been laid 
n the General Laud Office under the various acts of Uongress. 
e work of 8elling lands for cash and the adjustment of Virginia mili-
y crip, which comprised nearly the whole duty of the office until 
ot the Jear 1850, would not make any perceptible difference in the 
rk of the ofiice to-day if it were entirely withdrawn or added to it; 
d yet, strange to say, the clerical force of the office was greater during 
e part of that time than it was in the years 1877 arHl 1878, and 
rly equal to wbat it is in tlrn year 1880. 
The conflicts arising between the government and grantees and be-
een settlers and grantees require the best ability for their adjust-
ents. Questions which thus arise are at all times pending before the 
ce. Cases inYol,ing greater amounts come before the General Land 
ce than before any other branch of the executive department of the 
vernment. The differeuce between what the beneficiaries of a land 
nt may claim and what may be awarded often amounts to millions 
dollars in value. The adjudication of many cases involving millions 
dollars worth of property is not infrequent. Prior to the acquisition 
the territory iu which private land claims are situated, a11d the en-
ment of laws granting lands equal to the area of one and a half 
tes the size of Pennsylvania, to a single corporation, and the enact-
nt of laws for the sale of mineral lands, cases involdng more than a 
hundred dollars could not often arise. 
otwitbstandiug the great increase of labor in this office, and the 
ange in the cbaracter of the work, requiring higher and better quali-
ations, the law offieer of the bureau and its principal clerks are paid 
Jy the salaries fixed by law forty-four years ago, w!len the salaries of 
mbers of Congress were fixed at eight dollars per day for the time 
ployed. Since then all grades of -salaries, save those of low-grade 
cers who toil throughout the year without vacation, liavc beeu greatly 
eased. Increase of numbers of clerks at low salariPs bas from most 
gent necessity been a11owed by law. 
The commission, with a view to bettering the service, would respect-
Uy recommend tlrn reorganization of the General Land Oftice shown 
the following tables, which sllow the <liffereuce between the present 
the proposed organization : 
PRESENT ORGA...,IZATION. 
1 Commissioner, at $4,000 .............. __ ..................••••...••. 
chief clerk, at $2,000 ................. ___ ......... __ ...•.•••..... _ .. 
:~:1:;1:,a!t$i2~~~0::: ~:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
principal clerk public lands, at $1,800 .. ~ ......•.•.•................ 
principal clerk private land claims, at $1,800 .................... - .. 
principal clerk surveys, at $1,800 .. __ ..... __ ........ __ .•.... _ ...... . 
clerks class four, at $1,800 each ..•••....•.....••••...•.............. 
draughtsman, at $1,600 ....•........•••...•.••....••..•.. ______ ...• 
clerks class three, at $1,600 each ...•....................••... _ ..... . 
istant draughtsman, at $1,400 ..... _ .........•....••............. 
clerks class two, $1,400 each .......•..... _ ... _. _ .....•......••...... 
clerks class one, at 1,200 each ....••.•.•. _. _ ...................•... 
$4,000 00 
2,000 00 
2,000 00 
2,000 00 
1,800 00 
1,800 00 
1,ROO 00 
10,800 00 
1,600 00 
35,200 00 
1,400 00 
5G,000 00 
96,000 00 
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30 clerks <:lass one, $1,000 each.... . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . $30, 000 00 
9 copyists, at '900 each ....•.......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 100 00 
9 assistant messengers, at $720 each .••..•...... _......... . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 480 00 
6 packers, at $720 each .. _ •................. _.. . • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 4, 320 00 
12 laborers, at $660 each.............................................. 7,920 00 
223 
PHO POSED ORGAXIZATION. 
1 Commissioner, at $6,000 ............. _. _ .............. _ ....••.... _ .. 
1 Assistant Commissioner, at $3,000 .•.•.....••.......... _ ........... . 
1 chief clerk, at $~,500 ...••...•.•.... _....... . ......... _ .......... . 
1 solicit.or, at $2,700 ........•. __ ...••••............... _. _ ...••••....• 
1 recorder, at $2,400. __ ...•.•.•...•.................. __ .....••.... _ .. 
1 clerk in charge of surveys ... _ .... _ ......•••.... _ .............•..• 
9 chiefs of divisions, at $2,400 each ................................. . 
1 chief draughtsman, at $2,200 ..............•••............••. _ .. _ .. . 
10 assistant chiefs of divison, $2,000 each ............................. . 
15 clerks class four, at $1,800 each . _ ..................... ~ .......•.... 
35 clerks class three, at $1,600 each .......................•.... _ ...... . 
40 clerks class two, at $1,400 each ...... _ .............•....•........•• 
50 clerks class one, at $1,200 each ..... _ .............................. . 
10 draughtsmen, $1,200 each ................. _ ..............• _ ...... . 
20 clerks, at $1,000 each ...........•..............................•••• 
10 copyists, at $900 each .....•...................••...•.............. 
2 packers, at $840 each .......••...••.....• _ .....•.•............•••.. 
1 chief messenger, at $840 . _ ................. __ .. _ .........•......... 
9 assistant messengers, at $720 each ...•.............................. 
12 laborers, at $720 each ...•.......•..••...........................•.. 
273,220 00 
$6,000 00 
3,000 00 
2,500 00 
2,700 00 
2,400 00 
3,000 00 
21,600 00 
~.200 00 
20,000 00 
27,000 00 
56,000 00 
56,000 00 
60,000 00 
12,000 00 
20,000 00 
9,000 00 
1,680 00 
840 00 
6,480 00 
8,640 00 
229 321,040 00 
The commission would recommend a much larger force for one or two 
years, if there were room in which to advantageously place it. Tbe room 
allotted to the Generel Land Office is not quite the worst that it could 
be, nor is it wholly inadequate, but it approximates both. The immense 
bulk of valuable records of the office is stored in cheap wooden cases in 
dark rooms and darker halls, to which clerks must constantly go for 
·examination of files of papers and volumes of records, which, when 
found, cannot in dark or cloudy weather, be read without Cil,rryiug them 
to a window, which may be a ht1ndred feet away. 
It may be safely estimated that the want of more convenient and suit-
able room costs the government the one fourth part annually of all 
money appropriated for clerica force iu the General Land Offi iJe. 
If there were sufficient and suitable room for the pnrpose, it wo~1ld be 
both wisdom and economy to add as largely to the clerical force as 
might be necessary to enable the Commissioner to· thoroughly inspect 
the records of the office, and ascertain errors, repro(luce all mutilated 
and worn-out records while it may be done, but the room is not suffi-
cient; and the best thing that can be done, until room is provided, is to 
give the maximum force that can be ernployell and pay salaries high 
enough to get good, if not the best, talent. 
APPEALS. 
Public-land controversies involve large values. Th.eir solution de-
pends upon an adjustment of conflicting averments of fact and the ap-
plication thereto of a proper construction of legal principles. In prac-
tice the original jurisdiction in the administration of the public land 
laws is lodged with nearly one hundred district lau,1 officers, and with 
sixteen surveyors-general. Their action is reviewable by the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office, and his in turn by the Secretary of 
the Interior. The rule is settled that, within the scope of their author-
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Hy, tile findings of fact by these executive officers are final; but that the 
correctn "Ss of their application of the law is reYiewable by the judiciary. 
It would seem to follow that the conduct of this extensive litigation 
before tbe executive should be governed by settled rules, which should 
define with ~ufficient precision tile rights of litigants and the methods 
by which their claims of right should be ascertained and adjusted. Hith-
erto such control bas mainly rested upon the loose and changing prac-
tices of executive regulations. So far as tlie commission. bas l>een ad-
vised, the pre-emption law is the only statute which in general terms 
enacts a right of appeal, and tllat nakedly affirms the right, but is silent 
upon the methods of its prosecution. Under all other statutes a review 
of the af'tion of subordinate officers iu the public-land service bas de-
pended upon the supervisory authority of their superiors, aud it is in-
voked by claimants, su~ject to the arbitrary regulations or caprice of 
executirn discretion. The privilege of review allowed to one claimant 
may be denied to another. If allowed, it may be under different condi-
tions of time and mode of presentation. The present Secretary of the 
Interior has sought to regulate these and kindred defects l>y adoption 
of sundry rules of practice; but the authority for such rules is not clear, 
and should be supported by express statute. We have therefore sought 
to leave in the Commissioner or Secretary unlimited discretion to snper-
vise the operations of the Land Department, when in their opinion the 
public interests require their intervention; but we ba,·e fixed the time 
and conditions witliin which claimants could by appeal compel such in-
tervention. We have made such appeal a matter of right, and not of 
privilege; we h:c0we fixed a period to its operation, and ba,·e prescribed 
the conditions of its prosecution. If adopted by Congress, tllese pro-
visions will not only extend the security of statute over the appellate 
prosecution of public-land contro\'ersies in the executive departments; 
but will assure a seasonable prosecution, and cut off stale claims. The 
occasion for much of executive delay iu the settlement of conte ... ts will 
thereby be arnided. 
SURVEYS AND SURVEYOH,E:!. 
The rectangnlar system of land-parceling surveys and the division of 
public lands into townships, sections, quarter-sections, and quarter 
quarter-sections was devised by a committee of the Uontineual Con-
gress, consisting of Messrs. Jefferson, Williamson, Howell, Gerry, and 
Reas, who, on the 7th of .May, 1784, rP-ported "An ordinance for ascer-
taining the mode of locating and disposing of laud in the ·western 'fer-
ritor.r, aud for other purposf's therein mentioned." The chairman of 
the committee was Thomas Jefferson, of Virginia, then a Delegate to 
Congres .. 
The ordinance was considered, debated, and amended; and on the 
3d of l\Iay, 1785, on motion of Mr. Grayson, of Virginia., seconded by 
Mr. :Monroe, the size of the townships was reducNl to six miles square. 
It was further discussed until the 20th of May, 1785, when it was finally 
passed. ( Vide Public Land Laws, Instructions, and Opinions, part 1, 
page 11.) 
The system thus initiated bas gradually been amended by subsequent 
acts of Congress, approved as follows: 
May 18, 1796. (U. S. Laws, vol. 1, page 464.) 
:May 10, 1800. (U.S. Laws, vol. 2, page 73.) 
February 11, 1805. (U. S. Laws, vol. 2, page 313.) 
April ~4, 1820. (U. S. Laws, vol. 3, page 566.) 
:c 
r 
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April 5, 1832. (U. S. Laws~ vol. 4, page 503.) 
May 30, 18G2. (U. S. Laws, vol. 12, page 409.) 
The second section of the last-cited act legalizes the :\lanual of In-
structions to the Surveyors-General, prescribed according to ]aw by the 
principal clerk of surveys, pursuant to order of the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office in 1855. 
All land-parceling surveys barn been made under this system since 
its adoption. Changes or a departure from it under certain circum-
Rtances ha,·e be~n authorized by law, but have uever been adopted in 
practice. 
Nearly a century of experience under this Jaw llas proved the wisdom 
of it. Unlike many other methods or systems in lrnsiness or science 
which owe their excellence to growth and experience, this system came 
from the bands of its founders so perfect and well adapted to tbe pur-
pose for wlJich it was intended that no organic change has been found 
necessary in ])ractice, tboug-11 authorized by law. .But the means or 
methods of giving effect to the system have l>een the subject of frequent 
legislative enactments. 
It was perhaps never intended or expected that land-parceling surveys 
should be made with the same accuracy as surveys made by the Super-
intendent of the Coast and Geodetic Surveys. Such accuracy would 
be impracticable arnl unnecessary in land-parceling surveys which have 
for tl.Jeir objects accuracy of description and location on the earth's sur-
face with reference to meridiau and base lines establislled for the pur-
pose of description of lands after survey. 
The present system cannot fail to commend itself to all when it is 
remembered that under it the survey arnl numbering of principal merid-
ians, townships, ranges, and sections, eacll smallest subdivision or 
fort.v-acre tract, may be instantly pointed out on an,v part of the map of 
the United States where the surveys bave been extended. 
A whole continent may be divided into tracts of forty acres or less, 
and the description of no two tracts be the same or so nearly the same 
as to create confusion. 
Objections have seldom if ever been urged against tlle plan of survey-
ing proYi<led by existing laws, but objections have been urged against 
the manner of performing the work on the ground. The task of remov. 
iag tbp,se objections is the one to which the committee addresses itself. 
In consequence of the rapid settlement of the ,v estern States and Ter-
ritorie~, large areas of country bad to be surveyed on short notice. 
These ~mrveys were made under contract not above the maximum price 
fixed by Jaw. Much of the country surveyed was situated at long dis-
tances from the offices of the surveyors-general. 
No adequate system of inspection was provided for by appropriation 
to defray the expense of such inspection, and consequently all has hacl 
to be left to the honest.v of the deputy having the contract. In addition 
to the surveys rendered necessary by the rapid progress of settlement, 
other large areas have been surveyed into tracts of one lrnndred and 
sixty acres, which should not have been surveyed until such time as 
actual or prospecti,·e settlement in the near future required them to be 
made. 
In cases where surrnys barn been made long prior to settlement, an<l 
marked only by the imperfect and cheap methods of monumentation al-
lowed by law, some difficulty has been found in tracing tbe Jines and 
finding corners, which facts have to some extent caused accusations of 
fraud, in the surveys. to he made wheu perhaps, in fact, no real grounds 
for such accusations existeo. 
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'Iht3 provisions of law relative to monumentation seem to haYe been 
rna<le in contemplation of being able, in all places, to find" witness trees" 
for or to each corner, and wood or stone in abundance and near at 
Laud, for monuments; consequently no provision of law has ever been 
rnaue for procuring monuments which would cost an,rthing more than 
monuments of wood or stone found near at hand, or by marking the cor-
ners by a moun<l of eartll. 
It does not appear to have been considered when tue law was enacted 
tllat surveys would necessarily have to be extended over great area 
like the plains of Kansas, Nebraska, and Dakota, where neither stone 
11or timber could be procured without considerable cost, all<l where 
mounds could ho easily destroyed by the wind or by stock, owing to 
the ligllt character of much of the soil. 
'rbe evils complained of in surveys heretofore made appear to be 
three: first, a waste of mnney by surveying into small subdivisions 
swamp and arid la,nds, which may not soon if m·er be used or occupied 
in tn1cts less than a township; second, difficulties arising iu retracing 
lines and finding corners, owing to i rnperfect monumentation; third, 
inaccuracies in surveying and measuring the lines, alleged to be in con-
sequence of letting contracts for the surYeys, instead of ha\·ing the 
work performed by deputies re~ei\·ing a fixed monthly OL' annual salary. 
To prevent the recurrence of the alleged evils, the commission deem 
it best to recummeud that hereafter lands which are notoriously swamp, 
which ham been granted to the States, and pasturage lands, may be 
surrn_yed an,l patented by townships; that a proper system of monu-
meutation may be prescrihed by the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office, and that the cost of monume-nts shall be paid from appropriations 
for the survey of public lands; that all surveys of public lan<ls shall here-
after be made by deputies, who shall be paid a salary by the day, month, 
or year, except in such cases as may arise where it would be manifestly 
for the interest of the government to have the work performed under 
contract. 
It is also thought best, to recommend that hereafter all boundary lines 
of States and Territories wuich remain to ue sun·eyed, and corrections 
of those already surveyed, shall be surveyed under the direction of the 
Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Surveys; for the reason that 
the survey of said boundaries requires instruments and qualifications 
which do not uecessarily appertain to land-parceling surveys and sur-
Yeyors. It is also proposed that the Superintendent of the Coast and 
Geodetic Sun·eys shall connect with his surveys such monuments of the 
land-parceling; surrnys as he may fin1l in extending his surveys. 
The foregoing comprise all the radical changes which the commission 
deem it proper to recommend. Some immaterial changes are recom-
mended which will appear by a comparison of the existing with the pro-
posed law. 
The commission is of tue opinion that the salaries of surveyors-geu-
~rcll ·honld be uuiform and three thommnd dollars per year. The pro-
po 'e,l legislation requires that all surveyors-general hereafter appointed 
:.;hall have scientific and practical knowledge of surveying, and it is sub-
mitted that men poss·essing such qualifications and o~hers fitting them 
for the re~ponsibilities of sncil an office should be entitlerl to the salary 
named. Tbe salaries of the deputy stuYeyors are also fixed at a rate 
uot e:s:cl::'eding three thousand dollars per sear for the time employed in 
the tield, the actual amount to l>e fixed by the Commissioner of the 
(1en ~ral Land Office, witll the approval of the Secretar.v of the Interior. 
H. Ex. 46--n 
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REGISTERS AND RECEIVERS. 
Section sixty-turee of the act proposed by the comrmssion reads as 
follows: "There sllall be appointed by the President, by and with tlle 
advice and consent of the Senate, one officer for each land diRtrict es-
tablished by law; who shall be styled register of the lan<l office." By 
section sixty-ti rn it is proYided that such rPgisters shall l>e allowed an 
annual salary of three thous::iml dollars. The oft.ice of receiver of pub-
lic moneys is not provided for or continued by the proposed legislatiou , 
as, in tbe opinion of the commission, no necessit;v for such an office ex-
ists. There were no such offirerH in tbe beginning of the public Janel 
system. Tbe,v seem to have been appointed for the purpose of attend-
ing land sales iu the northwest territory to receive and convey the money 
to the Treasury of the United States. If facilities had existed equal to 
those of the present day for transmitting and depositing moaey, it i,· 
not probable that any receivers would ever have been appoiute<l. If a 
necessity for recei,·ers of public mone;ys arising from sales of land ever 
did exist it no longer exists. The sales of land for cash is no longer the 
policy of the government. The amount of money received in any 
one year is not large. Safe and reliable express companies have officer.: 
in nearly e"ery town wbere a land-office is located, and these fact1--
at least lessen the necessity for such an officer. By executive regulation 
some other slight duties haYe been required of receivers, sucll as bear-
ing contested cases, and joining with tbe register in giving opinions in 
eases beard. It is thought that the receiver concurs in the opiniun of 
the register more frequently than be bears testimony or assists in form-
ulating tlie judg_ment. For the reasons given and others which might 
be, if necessary, the commission is of tbe opinion that two heads to a local 
land office are uot more necessary tllan a duplication would be in anJ 
other office, There were iu the fiscal year 1879 ninety-four local land 
offices, each having a register and receiver at a salary of $300 a. year, anrl 
each was entitled to $~,500 more, provided the business of the respective 
offices entitled them to that ammrnt. The gross amount actually paid to 
the one hundred and eigllty-eight re,gisters aud receivers for the ~·ear, 
was $373,554.99 or an average of $1,986 99. If there had been uut ninety-
four registers, at $3,000 each, a saving of $91,554.90 would barn been ef-
fected, and the work performe<l in a more satisfactory manner by reason 
of having a good and well paid officer in each office wholly responsiule 
for the work. At many of the local land offices, wbere tbe business is so 
small that the salary and emoluments amount to less tllan $1,000; good men 
cannot be induced to accept appoiutments as registers and recei,·ers and 
tlle result is that the work is badl_y doue, wbicll causes mncb labor and 
expense on the part of the General Land OfficP, making it eventual1y cost 
the government more than it would have done ha<l a competent man 
heen employed iu tbe first instance, aL a salary of $3,000 a year. 
In many ot the local land offices tltere has hitherto been neither order 
110r system. The busiuess has been neglected, the books not luwing been 
posted, and neither the papers p1operly filed 11or letters answered. Thi!:; 
condition more frequently occurs in the offices doing but a small amount 
of business t"han in offices doing more. It is often the case iu offices 
where but little work is to be done, and collseqnently but little pay to be 
received by tlle officers, that they entirely neglect the bnsiness. The 
little they do consists of sending up a moutbly statement of the few 
entries made or declaratory statements filed. The data upon which the 
returns are uased being loose papers and memorandums, which are Jett 
carelessly lying about the offices an<l finally lost before the tract and 
. 
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plat books are written np. The manner of doing business in such officei--
as those described results in duplicate entries and filings, causing much 
confusion, expense, injustice, and greater cost to the government tllau 
would accrue urHler a better system ancl with better paid officers. 
CLASSIFICA'l'ION. 
The administration of land affairs in the United States, with its sys 
tern of parceling, methods of survey, and modes of disposal, was inau 
gurated at a time when all the lands were considered as available for 
agricultural purposes. It is true tuat <lifterences were found in quality 
of soil, in topographic features, and in the charaeter aud value of the 
growing tirn bPr, but the general pllysical conditions were such that on 
all of these lands agriculture could be prosecuted with a certainty of 
reward by relying on climatic conditions relating to rainfall and tem-
perature. That is, all of these lands were supposed to be AR.ABLE 
LANDS. 
Later it was discovered that great values existed in lauds bearing 
certain minerals, as coal, iron, lead, and copper, of mncb importance to 
the industries of the country. By various methods an attempt wa,· 
made to dispose of these mineral lands-all local or temporary-until 
gold and silver were discovered in California and the adjacent conutry. 
Tile rapid development in mining industries in this region of mineral 
wealth led to the practical establishment of a second class designated 
as mineral lauds. Tlle establishment by statute of this new class merely 
confirmed the local customs where the mining operations were in pro-
gress, and tbu:-; supplied a want demonstrated by wide- ex1wrience. 
Tbe method of disposing of tlie public land by homestead settlemeu1 
was in Yogue iu the western portion of the lJnite,l States dnring the 
ver.r time of the chfef development of mining industry, and this method 
was justly popular among the settlers themselves and with a large ma-
jority of the people of the United States. But home.-,te:ul 8ettlemeut 
was applicable only to agricultural lanll, and the mines were nsnall:, 
fonn<l. in lands having little or no agricultural value. Great nnmlJPr~ 
of people went to tbe mountains in qnest of speedy wealth, and not fo1 
the purpose of making homes by settling on the mountain sides as agri-
culturists. The army of prospectors which roamed from mountain raug·l4 
to mountain range, burrowing into the earth everywhere on the slightest 
indicatiou of gold or silver, was composed of persons who desired tc 
obtaiu titles to mines. As the region was a wilderness, and the author-
ity of the general government was but imperfectly extended over th~ 
country, the miners framed for tllemselves regulations for their own 
government-crude, it is true, but in. a general way securing justice. 
Under these local regulations or la\\'S, posse1:,sory nghts to mineral land._ 
were acquired which were afterwards confirmed by statutory law, and 
thus tiiis second class of lands was practically recognized in the admin-
istration of laud affairs. Had the mining region of tl.Je \Vest been occu-
pied in such a manner as to have placed all the mineral lauds in private 
ownership, it is not probable that the first discovery woLild hav-e led to 
any great system of prospecting, as tbe a,lventurer· would have bee 
barred from private lands, and the mining iudm;try which has so rap-
idly grown up in that country would have been delayed for year:,, per-
haps for centuries. A wilderness of unoccupied land was a primary 
condition of rapid discovery, as on public land every man might search 
for precious metals where he pleased, and on public lands every mar 
might acquire property rigats in. discovered values. Under these con-
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ditious thousands of poor meu, lurc<l by the hope of discoveri11g gold 
and silver, traversed the mountaiu ranges of the far West with pick, 
shovel, a11d pan, scrutinizing every indication of the presence of ores, 
and thus an army of men was engaged in discovery. Free exploration 
and tlJC right to acquire property in mines by discovery led to the estab-
lishment of the great miuing industries of the ,Ye~t. 
,Yt.iile the establishment of mining industries depends upon the con-
ditio_ns abo-rn enumerated. its permanent prosperity depends chiefly upon 
deep miuing. Deep mining is secured by aggregating the small hold-
ings acquired by discovery into holdings sufficiently large to warrant 
expensi\·e "plants" in works and macllinery. Thus a wise system of 
administering affairs relating to mining lands must recognize the im-
portance of discovery in which poor men can engage, and the impor-
tance of deep mining, wllicb requires aggregated capital. Summarily 
stated, it is essential to recognize tlie foliowiug facts relating to mineral 
]ands: 
1. 'fhe values of mineral ]ands are chiefly subterranean. 
:!. The mineral lands Leariug gold and silver arc chiefly in mountain-
ous regions. 
3. It is frequeutly the case that large values are found in very small 
areas. 
4. Values are not immediately appareut, but must be discovered. 
5. The de,Telopment of mining industry in precious minerals depends 
primarily and clliefly upon the vrogress of discovery. 
u. The permanence aud continued prosperity of the industry depends 
npou deep mining, which requires aggregated capital. 
It is appare11t from these consideratious that a system of administra-
tion relating to the survey and disposal of lands chiefly Yaluable for 
tlrnir ores mu~t differ widely from that relating to arable ]ands, and 
hence it is necessary to recognize a class of MINERAL LANDS. 
Under the genera] head of mineral lands a sub-class of coal and iron 
lands is practically recognized by providing for their disposal in a man-
ner differing from other mineral lands. 
Ooal is not found to occur in the same geological manner as gold, sil-
nr, and other minerals of like geological distributiou. A coal bed is a 
stratum interbedded among otlter strata. \Vorkable gold ores are found 
in fissures or otherwise irregularly aggregated in rocks stratified or un-
stratified, but, perhaps, never found in a regularly deposited stratum 
interbedded among other strata. A single continuous stratum of coal 
may extend over a very large area; a single deposit of gold or silver ore 
ha~ an exceedingly restricted area. In many other ways the two classes 
of deposits differ widely. 
Iron sometimes bas the same method of occurrence as coal and some-
times as gold, and thus in geological distribution is allied to both classes, 
but it is thought best to include iron with coal, and to provide for the 
sale of coal and iron lands in larger tracts than gold and silver lands, 
and without the conditions and restrictions imposed on the latter. 
Westward in the United Stat~s the continuity of arable laud is broken, 
so that in the Pacific half tllere is a vast area where agriculture is de-
pendent upon artificial irrigation. These lands are not immediately 
available to the settler for agricultural homesteads; they must first be 
1'edeemcd by conducting the waters from the rivers aud creeks o,~er them 
by canal8 ramifie<l through the tracts to be cultivated. 
In tlrn proper administration of affairs relating to these lands, it is 
necessary to consider tlJe following facts : 
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1. These lands, in their natural condition, cannot be used for agri-
culture. 
2. These lands, to be of any Yalue, must l>e irrigated by conducting 
the running waters of the region upon them. 
3. In general it is not practicable to redeem them in small quantities. 
Economy demands that all of a stream should be utilized in irrigation 
when it Lias once been taken from its natural channel. Hence their re-
demption requires the investment of aggregated capital. 
It thus appears that special laws must be enacted for the disposal of 
thesP arid lands, and hence the necessity of recognizing a class of IR-
RIGABLE LANDS. 
In all of that region where agriculture is impossible without irriga-
tion the streams are comparatively small and infrequent, and the water 
which they will afford for irrigation is limited to such an axtent that 
oul,v a small part of the land can be irrigated thereby. But these aricl 
lands have a Yalue, as experience has abundantly shown. They 
bear scant bnt nutritious grasses, and flocks of sheep, herds of cattle, 
and bands of horses are pastured thereon. A great pasturage industry 
has thus grown up on lands belonging to the general government, for 
which at present there is no adequate protection, as the people en-
gaged in these pursuits have no proper titles to the lands whieb they 
occupy. 
In the administration of affairs relating to these lands it is necessary 
to observe the following facts: 
1. ThPse lands are so arid that in tbeir natural condition they cannot 
be used for agriculture. 
2. These lands cannot be redeemed by irrigation, as the waters of the 
living streams are not sufficient for that purpose. 
;3- Tbese land.:; bear no timber of commercial value. 
J. These lands are valuable in large quantities for pasturage ptuposes . 
. }. To a very large extent these lands are already occupied by people 
engaged. in pasturage industries. 
From these considenttions it appears that a land system adapted to 
arable lands, mineral lauds, or irrigable lands will not meet the wants 
of people who are to occupy the pasturage lands. Hence it i ~ neces-
sary to recognize a class of PASTURAGE LANDS. 
Throughout this same general region, where the irrigable ancl pastur-
age lauds are situate, the high plateaus and mountaius are, to a greater 
or less extent, covered with forests va.lual,le for timber for commercial 
purposes. But these lands are not arable by reason of inexorable cli-
matiic and topographic conditions. In this region all forests grow at 
altitudes where summer frosts aml snows forbid successfol culture. 
:For these reasons tlwy are not available for agricultural purposes, eitller 
with or without irrigation. The precipitous mountain :-;lopes and caiion 
walls that dissect the plateaus make access to the forest land exceed-
ingly difficult, and these forest lands are distant from tne irrigable lauds 
that lie along the rivers and creeks. Tl.ms, in general, the forest lands 
are not accessible to the agriculturists who settle upon the irrigable 
]ands, but railroads, flumes, or other means of transporting the timber 
from the mountains to the ,alless must be constructeu for the proper 
utilization of the timber. 
During tl.Je short summrr these I.ands are valuable for pasturage pur-
poses, hut 1mcll value is inconsiderable in comparisou with the \'"alue of 
their forests for timber purposes. All ·of these forest lands, with cer-
tain exceptions in favor of mining industries, should be treated as 
timber lancls, principally valuable for no other purpose, but of enor-
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mous value for their forests, if properl.v protected from destruction, a.:; 
these are the only ti_mber lands of all tlrn regiou where irrigable lauds 
and pasturage lands are fou11d, aud of the greater part ot the regio11 
where tlrn mines of irn1d and silnr occur. 
Hitherto, i11 the settlement of the arable lands of the United States, 
all forests growing thereon have been considered quite as much an 
fojury to tuem as a benefit. for while on the one hand the timber was 
valuable to the settler for building and f(lncing· purposes, on the other 
band it was an obstruction to the progress of cultivation, and the cost 
of clearing fields was scarcely counterbalanced by tbe belltfit derirncl 
from the supply of timber and fuel. But the p1fo10val forests of the 
arable lauds have been everywhere invaded, and to such an extent havP-
they been destroyed hy the ax and by fire, that the remai11ing forest 
lands of the arable region are obtaining a greater relative value as forest 
than as agricultural lands. 
U 11der these circumstances it seems wise to preserve such of the 
forests of the country as are of prime ,alue for the timber which they 
will produce rather tlrnn to permit them to be usell for agricultural pur-
poses, and the forests destroyed. · 
In dealing ·with thP. forest.lands tbe following facts must be con-
sidered.: 
1. In that vast area in the West where agriculture depends upon irri-
gation thr; forests are on the mountains aud plateaus. 
2. These lands are of ,alue chiefly for the forests wbicli tlJey bear. 
3. These forest .lands are not immediately accessible to the agrieul-. 
turists on the irrigable ]ands. 
-!. To utilize the timber in the industries of the conn try it is necessan 
to invest capital, not only tor the purpose of ma11nfacturing lumber, bu't 
also to provide mrans of transportatiou for the lumber to the districts 
where it is to be used. 
5. Tbes(~ timber-lands are, to a greater or less extent, mineral lauds, 
aud bear great subterranean as well as surface values. 
H. Tbe most valuable lands of the arable -region should be resene<l as 
forest-lands. 
All of these considerations necessitate the establishment of a class of 
'.l'DIBER·L.A.NDS. 
The commission Lias endeavoi-ed to earefnlly define the ti ve classes of 
land above ennmerated so that each definitiou should be properly inclu-
sh~e and exclusive. Tlle practical application of this system of classifi-
cation of the lands themselves is to be execu~ell by the surveyors in the 
field, and the evidence upon which the classification is based is to be set 
fortll in the plats and field-notes of the surveyors. But this official 
classification ma,v he modified or cllanged upon proof of error satisfac-
tory to the Uommissioner of the General Land Office, in accordance with 
regulations to be prescribed by liim. And it is further provided 
~, that the issue of the patent by the United States shall, in the absence 
-Of fraud, be concl11sin~ as tu the character of tlie laud covered thereby.'i 
HOMES'.l'EAD ENTRIES. 
The great body of pn blic lauds are situated in the western portion of 
tlle Uuited States. lu that region the method of di.5posiog of thrn5e 
lands by homestead settlement is in great favor, and the homeutead sys-
tem is widely popular throng-bout the United States. The maxim that 
'' Be who tills the soil should own the soil" is accepted as a fundamental 
principle of pohtical economy. · The condition of agricultural industry 
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itffvlved in large lloldiugs with tena11t farmers is olmoxious alike to the 
trallitions of the people and the principles enunciated by statesmen and 
publicists. Small holdings distributed severally among the tillers of the 
soil is believed to be a fundamental condition for tlte prosperity and happi-
ness of an agricultural population. In so far as tbis condition is affected 
by the administration of land affairs under the general goyerument, dis-
po~al of the public lauds to homestead settlers is the most efficient 
method of securing the desired en<l. If provisions should be made to 
~ell the lands in limited quantities, the vlau would be made inoperative 
to secure small holdings, unless such purchased lands were made inalien-
able for a term of years, and purchase at anything more than a nominal 
priee would operate against the very men who seek to establish home 
in the uninhabited districts and operate in favor of those desiring· to 
purchase lands solely as a speculative investment for capital. The essen-
tial principle"of ti.le homestead law is the maximabovequoted, anditoper-
~ites to secure that end by primarily giving title to the land to the per-
sous who themselves till the laud, as residence and cultivation are the 
cl.lief conditions on wbicb the property is secured. The simple state-
me11t of this principle is a complete vindication of its wisdom and benefi-
cence. 
Since the passage of the homestead act entries of public land have 
lwe11 made under its pro~isions as follows: 
"latt1,1ent of II umbei· of acres entered under the home8lead lai!'s frorn the date of the orivinal 
act, .May 20, 186i, 11p to a net including June :30, 1879. 
Fi ·al year ending J nne 30-
11-63 .••••...•..••• -- .••••• 
1::<t)4 ••.••••••••••••••••••• 
L::<G~l • . • • • • . • • • • • • ••••• ___ _ 
1--Gt,_ ............ _ ....... . 
lt-67 .......•....••.....••. 
l~li--. - -• -...... - - - •. - - - - - . 
1-:'6~1 .••••. _. _ ••••••••• __ _ 
lt-70 ... --- .. ---- ·-. --- --- • 
1~71 ..•••.....•...•.•..... 
1 'i'! .... ---· ---- ... --- --- -
.Acres. 
1,040,988.51 
1,261,592.61 
1, lG0,532.9:2 
1,89i,516.l-36 
1,788,043.49 
2, 328, 92:3. 25 
2, 737, :365. 0G 
3, 698, 910. 05 
4,600,006. 2:J 
4,670,00~. 14 
A.ere::; . 
1873... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 793, 612. 52 
1874 ............ -- . . . . . . . . :1, 519,861.63 
1875 .... ---··· ••••. ------ 2,356,057.6 
1876.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 875, 97 4. 67 
1877.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,178,098.17 
1878.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 418, 344. 92 
1879.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 260, 111. 29 
Total. .........•.... 49, 582, 591. 9u 
"lat, ,,1c11t of number of homestead entl"ies from the date of the ol'iginal act, May 20, 1862, up 
to and incl11di11g Septernber :30, 1879. 
Ca\mder year-
No. of entries. 
1--li:L... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:3, :356 [~t: : : ~::: ~ ~ ~ ~:: : ~ : : ~:: ~ ~ : : : : ~i: gi~ 
1 G7 .. . . . . • . • . .•• • . • • • • • . • • •• • . . 19,369 
18li~ .......•....•. -- . . . . . . . . . . . • 23,542 
1, G,1...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . :10, 054 
1 -.70.... . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . • . • . • • . :34, 44:3 
};~L:.: :::: ::: : :::: :::: ::::: :: : ~~: ~i! 
~o. of entries. 
1873.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • . . . . ~34, 670 
187 4.. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 25, 179 
1875...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . 22, 230 
1870 ......••.• ·----· .... ------ -- 21,88{j 
1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 23, 036 
1878 . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37, 823 
1879, up to September 30........ 34,344 
Total ...........•...•..... 485, 002 
The table only rnns to September 30, 1879. Completed to the present 
time tlle number would exceed half a milliou. 
During the time in which this law has been in operation half a mil-
lion of homeR have been established on land previously unoccupied ex-
cept as the bunting-ground of savages and the feeding-ground of wild 
beasts. It is reasonable to suppose that the greater part of the people 
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who have been thus benefited could not have obtained title to lands 
under a purchase system. Perhaps, under the benefits of this act, 
4,000,000 of people are now living in their own homes, cultivating· 
their own soil, with that feeling of responsibility to society and sense of 
dignity in citizenship which comes with proprietory rights in land. 
But for this wise provision the majority of those people would be home-
less. Impelled by such considerations, the commission is constrained 
to recommend that all the arable lands of the western portion of the 
United States be held for the benefit of actual settlers under the home-
stead act. 
It will be noticed that tlrn system ot acquiring titles to homesteads of 
160 acres each applies alike to arable, irrigable, and pasturage lands, but 
not to mineral and timber lands. 
In the history of land affairs a great step was taken in passing from 
the method of diRposal by unconditiontd sale to tbe pre-emption meth-
ods. By "vre-ernption," lands we-re sold to actual settlers on deferred 
pasment. This privilege has sen"ed a valuable purpose, but it is now 
less frf-'quently used, as those wbo wish to obtain homes prefer to a-vail 
themselves of the l10mestead privilege. Poor men who cannot pur-
chase at once liave their wants supplied by gift, and if lands are to be 
sold at all there is no substantial reason why paymeut should be 
deferred. Its only use now is to increase the size of holdings-a re-
sult of doubtful value. It appears from evidence before the comnissfon 
that a very large number of the people residing in the region where 
land set remains in the public ownership desire its repeal. For all these 
reasons the commission has recommended that it be stricken from the 
statutes. 
Under the terms of the act authorizing tlie organization of this com-
mission, recommendations for the sale and disposal of lauds are limited 
to the western portion of the United States. For this reason exception 
has been made iu the bill drawn by the commission to the operation. of 
the clause reserving all the arahle lands to homestead settlers in the 
States of Arkansas, Louisiana. l\Iississippi, Alabama, and Florida. Iu 
th ese States the public lands are now open to entry by homestead meth-
ods and by purchase. 
'l'IMBER-CULTURE ENTRIES. 
In the central portion of the United States there is a vast area of 
arable land, of the highest value for agricultural purposes, destitute of 
timber, generally known as the prairie region and the western portiou 
of the great plains. On these lands it is greatly desirable that trees 
should be cultivated, and for this purpose laws have been enacted, 
known as timber-culture laws. Under the -various statute.s enacted for 
this purpose, inchoate titles to land have been secured, . as set forth iu 
the following schedule: 
PUBLIC LANDS. 
Xumbe1· of ac,·es of lancl cliRposed of under the timber-culture act. 
~tate,i and Territories. 1877. 1878. 
Arizona.......................... . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 2,440 1, HOO 
California........................................... 10, !l06 8, 18!1 
Colorarlo............... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . 3,023 15, 47-1 
Dakota........................ .. . .. ....... .. ....... . 68,188 5,!l, 04 
Idaho...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 035 22, 169 
Iowa ................................................. 4,791 7,5:37 
f:~~11:;1;;.-.·.·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::: : ..... ~:!~·. ~~~ ..... ~!~~~ ~~~ 
llinne~ota .................................... : . . . . . . 76, 020 34:'l. 508 
Montana............................ .............. .. 398 ()60 
Nebraska.......................... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86, B33 Hl5, 652 
Nevacla...................... . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 600 
New Mexico......................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . 320 
g~!lfio~ ... : : : :·.::::: :: : :: : : :·.: ·.·.·. ·.:::::: .. : : : : : : : ::: : : . 2, ~~~ lf: :tg 
Washington . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . 19, 746 I 77, 237 
1::37!). 
:i, 21'0 
15, (i18 
I.i, !162 
,:H, 68, 
22,634 
6. 577 
1, 11."i, 65!1 
BO 
23';, 552 
:l, 134 
4U3, 968 
160 
1, 8!11 
17, 046 1 
:1, 328 
66, 990 
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7. 3:21) 
34. :1:1 
34, ~,",!} 
1 3-() 1,-9 
' f1i: ~Oa 
b,!lO."i 
1, !qf:, 3;13 
~l) 
(i":!. 0:-0 
- 4, ~~~ 
,-1:,,,,,),l 
),{IOI) 
·•·1ll 
38'. 001 
4, ll:26 
)6:!, !)j:J 
----------------
Total ......................................... . 320,667 1, 70,430 2,726,566 :i, 117, ftJ:l 
It will appear from an inspection of the above schedule that the 1°e-
ratious of the timber-culture law are chiefly coufi1wd to the prairie land." 
and the eastern portion of the great plains. \Vherever land i, covere<l 
with native forest, it is not applicable, and wlierev-er laud is so arid that 
timber caunot be cultivated without irrigation it is practically inopera-
tive, (1) because of the excessive cost of irrigation; and, (2) because the 
lands that are redeemed by irrigation are more valuable for other pu ·-
poses. Nori~ there any pressing necessity for timber.cnlturc laws ap-
plicable to irrigable land, for where,·er irrigating c:.rnals ara constructc·tl 
their banks are planted with trees as a protection to the emrnls as well a.'. 
to secure a growth of timber. and even where this precaution is ueglectt>tl 
nati\'e trees spring up from seeds deposited by natural methods, so that 
in anJT case the frrigating canals are soon bordered with a vigorous :11Hl 
valuable growth of trees. 
But within that region where trees will grow without irrigation, and 
which is uatura11y devoid thereof, it is a desideratum of the highest i11-
portance that trees should ue cultivated to afford a conve11it:>nt aml 
economic suppl,, of fuel ail<l timber for the inhabitants of the count ·y. 
to protect the fields an<l flocks from tlie fierce storms of an nmrno<lt·<l 
region, and to check the great floods of the rain., seaso11 by whid1 tbe 
land adjacent to i-ivers and creeks is so frequently injured. 
Ob,i11ction has lH'en urged a~ainst tim lier-culture law~ by those mo:-;t 
familiar with their ,vorkiugs that adnrntage has been taken of them to 
. ecnre for a term of VNll'S the withdrawal of lauds from aetnal settle-
meuti and the utiliza'tion of the same nuder inchoate titles without ~i 1-
cere pnrpose on the part of persons assn ming to obtain title~ thereto· 
to actually cnltivate tirn ber trees. 
In the timber culture cbapter prepared by the commission an attempt 
bas been made to secure the substautial benefits of such a, law, arnl to 
aYoid its abuse by restricting its benefits to those persons who are 
making·, or ham actually made, homesteads upon the public land, and 
debarring those who would make entries of land for specnlatiYe 1wr-
pose8 from the benefits of its operation. 
Tbose who are actually making homesteads on the public lands an' 
the persons most deeply interested in executing provisions for securing 
the growth of timber, and it is beliernd that they would, under ordinary 
circumstances, faithfully comply with the requirements of tbe law; while 
those persons not actually making homesteads on the public land, b·•t 
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simply desiring to acquire title to land for speculative purposes, would 
be persons who would comply with the provisions of the act in the mo.st 
perfunctory manner. 
TOWN-SI'l'ES. 
Tbecorn mission report the existing law iu relatiou to town-sites, with the 
inoperative sections eliminated. Two different systems have heretofore 
applied. to tllis same subject-matter-one bas been the entr.v by the county 
jlHlg·e, 01· mu11icipal authorities in trust for the inhabitants, ancl the other 
bas been a direct sale by the United States to the individual occupants. 
·Only t~ro cities: Petaluma in California, and Virginia City in Nm-ada, 
haxe sought to ~wail thernsekes of the latter law. After expensi,·e effort 
to utilize its cumbrous machinery, those towns abandoned the effort. All 
o:-.lrnr towns upou the public lands have been entered u1Hler the first law; 
and as its value is settled by experience, the commission recommend its 
-contl nuance and the repeal of the alternative system. 
The opening or' a mining camp is necessaril,y attended with the settle-
ment of a Yillage or town. These usually spring up with great rapidity, 
their growth being in the ratio of tlrn public attention attracted to the 
n:ines. Streets and alleys are opened aud blocks of buildings erncted 
in the supposed Yicinity of the miues, but without intent to trespass upon 
the surface ground oYerlying sucli mines. Ou the other hand, the 
uuderground workings of tlie mines are pushed without reflecting that 
they are piercing the earth lJeneath such towns. An apparent conflict 
of right between the surtace occupants and the underground mines is 
thus created, for the adjustment of which existing legislation is defective. 
These rights are capable of segregation without mutual inconvenience 
or disturbance; and we have recommended to that end tlie insertion in 
the respectin~ patents of certain special clauses of exception and reser-
vation. Tbey are in haec verba the language insArted by tlie Executive 
Department since the Secretary's decision in 1875 in the case of the town-
site of Central City, Colo.; and the phraseology has been universally 
acceptable. But as the right to insert such special exception rests purely 
upou Executi,·e decision, the commission has deemed it wise to recom-
n:end its being eugrafted in the statute. 
IRRIGA.'l'ION ENTRIES. 
Agriculture is dependent upon irrigation in the southern portion of 
California, iu ~evada, Utah, Arizona, Colorado, 1Vyoming, and the 
great.er part of I<lallo. Irrigation is also necessary in a portion of Da-
kota, a portion of Montana. and a portion of Eastern Oregon and East-
ern Wasliington Territory. In tbe four last-mentioned political divisions 
experience bas uot fully demonstrated the extent of the land on which 
irrigation is necessary. Tl.le area where agriculture is thus conditioned 
is Yery large. The region thus imperfectly defined is beiug rapidly 
settled by reai:mn of the discovery of gold, silver, iron, coal, and other 
minerals, and is rapidly becoming a region where gigantic mining in-
dnstries are prosecuted. It is mainly a region without navigable waters, 
s~) that the importation of food from other regions more favored with 
rainfall is expensive. The home market, necessary to supply the wants 
of tbe miniug population, has, therefore, led to tlie growth of extensive 
agricultural industries, based upon irrigation; and experience has 
abundantly demonstrated that such agriculture is remnnerative; and 
still further, that it is greatly attractive to a large number of persons 
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dN,iring to follow ngricnltnral pursuits. for wbeu the land is once brought 
11ntler cultivation by tbfl use of runuing water, the water1-, themseh·e. 
are a perennial source of enricbmem, superior to any and all other arti-
ficial fertilizers. The soil of lands rulti n1ted by irrigation can 11eYer be 
t·xllausted. This industry bas already obtained a fair start throughout 
the 1.>utire l'egiou where it is properly applicable, antl iH, in no remote 
future, to be multiplied many times. Millions of people are to be 
thus (•111ployed; millions of homes are to be based upou this indmstr.\. 
HIid 110 irn1,edime11t should be placed upon it, but it :should be fostere,l 
by a wisfl ~.vstem of dispmml of tbe irrigable lauds. Tim conditious for 
tlrn successful reclamation of these lands, otherwise so arid as to be 
properly drsignatP<l as '' deserts," are as follows: 
Tbt> \Yaters of tbe lidng streams must be turned upon them. For 
tbis purpose, in e,·er_y case the couri-;e of some stream must be cbeckecl 
and the waters diverted rnto a canal and canied to the tract, to lJe irri-
gated, ,md there rlh-,tribute,l by a ramification of minor c,;,nals and 
ditc·hes, and othPr snb~idiary de,,ices, so as to be made to flow completely 
o,·er the elltire surface of the land to be redeemed. But the construc-
tion of the hJdraulic ,rnrks, such as dams a11d canals, necessary for this 
purpose, <lemands aIJ outlay of cornsideraule ~nms of money. I11 the 
caseof small brooks a11d creeks, indiYi<lual fanners 111a_y, with their 
own lahor or by the invPstment of a littie capital, compass tlie reclama-
tion of a single farm. fo sueh cai-;es the ge11eral homestead law, appli-
cabl e to aralJle lands, is also appli<.:able here, but the amount of land 
that can tlrn ~ be rerleerned is stuall in com parisou with tbe whole amount 
that can be redeemed hy tlie use of all the 1·tmning· waters. To exhibit 
the Yerity of thi~ t,;taterm-'llt, two great facts must l>e folly set forth. 
T. 'l,o a great extent only tbe large streams are available for irrigation. 
thongl.J eYer.r large stream is in fact made up of a multitude of smaller 
on,'s, yet tb(lre are certain hy<lrographic conditions tlrnt render it al-
mo~t impossible to use the smallP-r streams severally but nrnke it nece::,-
sary to conduct their waters upon the land after they have been com-
hiul-'<l into larger streams. 'rhe general region of country where irriga-
tio11 is uecessary has but a small average rainfall, and this rainfall i~ 
very unequally distributP.d over the land. It is concl3ntrated chiefly 
along the great highlands-the plateaus and monntains which rise abo"'e 
the plains and valleys. Tbe highlands where the grea':i bod,v of precip-
itation occurs arc not properly agricultural lands as has been pre\'iously 
set forth, and if they were would not need irrigation; but in this elevated 
region where the rains fall the mi11or streams are found and the rivers 
l.ntve their origin, and to a very large extent all of these minor streams 
unite before the rirnrs tbemseh·es emerge from the highlands. 
In general the rainfall on the lowlands where irrigation is necessary is 
Ro light that no perennial brooks or creeks are formed, an<l in general 
only large streams whicll come from elev·ated n,gions course tllrough 
tlJese IO\wr lands, and these are the streams to l>e utilized in irrigating 
the lowL111ds. ]~or this reason tiJe agricultural region depends chiefly 
upou the utilizatiou of the large streams. 
II. The season of inigatio11 is in general in the spring- ancl summer 
time when crops are growing, rarely more than tlHee montlls all told. 
During the remainder of the year the waters rnu to waste unless reser-
voirs are constructed for their storage. Jn many c:ises people inter<:>sted 
ha,,e already commenced their construction, and eventually the area of 
the irrigable lands will be largely iucrease<l by utilizrng, through the 
means of reservoirs, the waters tllat flow in tbe non-irrigating season; 
for the reason that irrigation depends upon the large streams and the 
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construction of res3rvoirs, it is apparent that it can be developed only 
by the use of aggregated c>tpital. It is probable that more than three-
quarters of all the future redflmption of land l>y irrigation will dema1)d 
the expenditure of $1,C00,000 or more in each enterprise. Under these 
circumstances it is unwise and impr;1cticable to hold the irrigable lands 
for homestead settlement, except iu the very limited instances vredousl.v 
mentioned. Poor men canuot make homes on the inigable lauds till 
capital intervenes for their reclamation ; cai:;-ital will not be invested in 
the redemptiou of the lands it' it must wait for remunerative returns till 
the lands are settled by homesteaders after they are redeemed. To induce 
capitafo;ts to in vest in these euterpris<>s, they must be permitted to ha n~ 
control of the land, and to seek their recompense in the great value 
given to previously worthless lands by their enterprise. For thi~ reason 
it appears that the irrigal>le lands should be sold in uulimited quanti-
ties, subject only to the condition that the purchaser8 do actually re-
deem tbe lancls by constructing the hydraulic works necessary ti..Jereto. 
Sliould it be feared that this will result in a monopoly ol tlrn irrigable 
lands, it slionkl be remembered-
!. That poor men cannot reclaim them. 
II. 'rhat under the laws of inllerita,uce prevailing in the United States, 
estates do not remain intact for many generations, but are speedily di-
vided and 8ul><livided. 
III. That the agriculture carried on under conditions of artificial irri-
gation m nch more resembles horticultural than agricultural operations in 
regions of arable land. After a great outlay of capital in the reclama-
tion of lands there is necessarily a great outlay of labor ia their timely 
and constant irrigation. The minute streams nrnst he trained along the 
rows of growing plants, or evenly flowed o,;er small areas of levels, all of 
which requires minute supervision that every plant may receive its 
modicum of water, and agriculture under these conditions is most suc-
cessfully prosecuted with small individual holdings, while large agricul-
tural operations under these conditions carried on by the employment 
of man,y laborers cannot be 1m1de remunerative to capital. Heuee it is 
that these great irrigating enterprises will be undertaken chiefly to se-
cure the enhanced value given to the land. 
IV. In the United States our people do not primarily buy lauds as a 
profitable inn~stmeut for morwy, but chiefly to establish homes, and 
eYerywliere laud is an1l always will be worth more for a home.steall than 
:for a specnlati,·e lmsi11ess. Hence men "'·ill seek rnther to invest their 
mone,y in enterprises that will yieid greater returns. 
On this theory tlie chapter relating to irrigable lands bas beeu pre-
J)ared. 
Tllere is, howeYer, an altemative proposition. The general govern-
ment or State govnnment may itself construct the hydraulic works 
necessary to the reclaruatiou of these lauds, and own and coutrol them 
in such a manner as to derive a re,·errne from the sale of the water. 
Such is the metllod often adopted by other governments, but such a 
method is not in consonance witlt tile traditions of the American people, 
but is utt1:.·rly opposed to the prevalent theories of wise legislation. It. 
wouhl require the establishment of a vast irrigating department with an 
extensive retinue of officers and the appropriation of man.r hundreds of 
miliions of dollars. It would therefore seem wiser to invite enterprise 
to these undertakings, and indeed capitalists have not shown an un-
willingness to m1dertake the redemption of these lands, but hitherto 
they have been greatly fettered in their enterprises from the fact that 
they could not freely obtain titles thereto. Should the recommen<lations 
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of tbe commission on this matter be accepted by Congress adequate op-
portunities for tbe purchase of i rrig-able lands will be furnished and thi · 
iudustry will at once be pursued with Yigor. 
PASTURAGE LANDS. 
Iu tlie yast area described in tbe last chapter as being so arid as to 
1·cqnire artificial irrigation for successful agriculture but a small portion 
of tbe lan<l can be irrigated. When all tbe streams are utilized to their 
utmost exteut by the construction of reservoirs so that the rainfall of 
the entire J·ear is saYed, there will yet be but a small per cent. of the 
lands redl~emed. Vast areas mauy times greater than all tbe irrigable 
larnls will remain to be utilized for other purposes. Tlrn most elm-ated 
portion of tbe couutr_y-tbe mountains an<l high vlateaus-bear timber 
of commercial Yalue; but betweell the lowlands along the larger streams, 
and the highlands co-vered with forests, there are many millions of acres 
of Yalue only for pasturage purposes. These grazing lands are so scan-
tily clothed with grass that persons accustomed only to consider lands 
of arable regions would suppose tllem to be worthless; but experience 
bas sllown tllat the grasses which tbey support are Yaluable. Tbey are 
found to be exe;eedingly nutritious by reason of the great burthfHl of 
seeds which they bear. Olimatic conditions make tlJem further Yalua-
ble in that tbe meager precipitation of moisture, as rain and snow, doe 
not beat them down and bury tllem in the soil, but they are left to stand 
during tbe winter to cure, forming an uncut hay. Thus it is that winter 
pasturage on such land is considered Yaluable, and will richly support 
herds and flocks throughout the entire year even to tbe northern boundary 
of the United States without resorting to any other supply of food than 
that furnished by the grass standing on the ground. The fact that 
flocks and herds can thus be sustained without any other supply of 
food has already attracted a great uumbn of persons into this pastur-
age industry, so that tbe greater part of all the pasturage region as 
aboYe described is covered with all the horses, cattle, and sheep which 
it will sustain. Millions of animals now roam over these lands, multi-
ply, grow, and fatten, with no other care than to be collected periodi-
cally aud branded, shorn, or driven to market. \ ;Vhile these pasturage 
lands arc already to so large an extent supporting thousands of people, 
yet the lands remain in the possession of the government, the laws for 
tlleir disposal being such that no practical method is presented by which 
these pastoral people can obtain proper titles thereto. The only method 
of obtainiug title heretofore has been by homestead settlement, as the 
lauds were not of sufficient value to warrant their purchase by scrip. 
As the people cannot obtain title to the lands, permanent settlements 
arc rarely made. To the men living on the government land who raise 
istock by pasturage thereon no inducements to local improvements are 
presented. Homes are rarely found. The owners of stock and their 
herders liYe iu wago11s, tents, or temporary cabins; schools are not or-
ganized, churches are not built, high ways are not constructed, and many 
of tbe institutions so intimatel., connected with tbe best interests of 
ci\'ilized society fail to be established. If these lands are to be occu-
pied by permanent settlers, and the institutions of modern civilization 
founded, some new method of disposal is imperatively demanded. 
1n the adoption of a proper method adequate to the fulfillment of tbe 
requirements tbus indicated the following co1Hlitions must be obserrnd: 
I. The latuls must be disposed of in quantities snfficicut to the estab-
lishment of a home. 
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II. The price of these lands must be fixed so low that men can afford 
to take them solely for pasturage purposes ; that is, the farm unit must 
be large and the vrice of the farm must be reasonable. 
After the most thorough investigation possible for the commission to 
make, the conclusion has been reached that the farm unit should not be 
less than four square miles. It is not believed that this would on a gen-
eral aYerage be equal to 160 acres of arable land, but for the best of the 
pasturage land this equivalence may exist, and when the better tracts 
are taken it may be founu wise to increase the farm unit. Tbe reasons 
which llave impelled the commission to recommend that arable lands be 
disposed of only as homesteads have led to the furtl.Jer recommendation 
that tlle .homestead principle be also applied to these lands, modified 
only to that extent necessary for the 1:,uccessful settlement of such 
lands. Prodsion bas been made for the acquirement of single home-
steads and also for the acquirement of colony homesteaus analogous 
to the provisions for the acquirement of homesteatls on the arable 
lands. It is believed that the colony method will l)e best adapted to the 
pasturage lauds and will be the method to wllich the pastol'al people 
of that country will chiefly resort. When these people desire to make 
permanent homes they will wish to have society and the i nstitu t10ns of 
civilized life that cau be established only by social co- operation, and 
these advantages can be secnred only by resorting to the colony home-
stead plan, for if the past,umge farm unit must be fom, sqnare miles, 
homes will be thus separated by long intervals from each other. 
Schools, clrnrches, roads, aud all local public i!31provements will be im-
possible-social conditious from which the American people will shrink,. 
Again, homes on the pasturage lands will be more prosperous when snch 
homes have att:.tcheu to them small tracts of irrigable lands where gar-
dens and small fields may be cultivated, but irrigation will itself re-
quire associated capital or co-operation iu labor for its successful ac-
complishment, and such irrigable tracts can only be successfully cul ti-
vated by poor men establisbing homes on tbe colou,v Llomestead pla.u. 
The effect tlJen of this colony plan will be twofold. E'irst. The settlers 
will be enal>led to acquire titles to small tracts of irrigable land aud h.v 
co-operation redeem them; and second, !Jomes will be so grouped in v-il-
lages that society and social institutions and conveniences will be pos~ 
sible. 
As the pastnra.ge lands are already largel.Y occL1pied, if this system 
meets the approbation of tlJe pastoral people who are already in tbe 
country, thesti lands will speedily be taken up, l>ut if this method should 
prove iuadequate to their wants, or for auy reason be so objectionable as 
not to meet that favor u ecessary to secure the establisliment of pas-
turage homes, a few years' experience will be sufficient to dem0nstrate 
such inadequacy, and a method of rec.ucing the price of these Ltnds by 
tirne graduation will in a few years result in phwing them in such a 
condition tlJat they can be purchased at a proper valuation. A gradua-
tion act applied to arablelan(ls would not securejast resL1lts. 'rhe mar-
ket value ofland in au unsettled country bears no relation to its intrinsic 
value. It acquires market value solely b,y the pr0gress of settlement, 
and it is only after it has thus acquired a first market value that such 
value is affected by intrinsic qualities. Hence a graduation act would 
have the effect of disposi0g of the lands to the settlers iu later years at 
prices less than in earlier years, tllough sucll land sold in the later years 
might equal in value the lands sold in earlier years at the time of their 
sale bs the government. Thus a graduation act applied to such lands. 
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would sim1}ly result in discriminating against present settlers in fay r 
of future settlers. 
Ent tbis argument against a general graduation act could not lJe pror 
erly nrged against one specially applicable to pasturage lands, for tbe. , .. 
Ja11dR are already occupied and ba,e a marketable value, tlwugh th:.1t 
Yalne is small and depell(1S far less npon the progress of settlement 
witll proximity to lines of tra11sportation than upo11 the qualities iuher-
e11t i11 tlrn lands tbeurnelYes, for they will produ<·e no ag1frultmal croh 
no forests can lJe g1own thereon, and their ndne dc•pends soll'ly upon the 
nnmbf\r of animals they can support; and the -value of thes,~ a11imals. 
uulike the products of .field culture, is but slightly affected by mean:-; 
of transportation. Hence the graduation act applied to the pasturage 
hrnds would secure proper results and substantial justice to the settle1s 
tl1ereo11. 
SALE OF TIMBER. 
By the pr0po, ed classification or public lands "all lands, excepting-
mineral, which are chiefly valuable for timber of commercial rnlne f r 
sawedo r hewed timber, shall be cla~sified as timber lauds." 
By this classification all timber-bearing lands which are mineral or 
agricultural, and all lands bearing timber which does not possess va]ue 
for sawed or hewed timber, are excluded from the classification as tin~-
ber lands. 
Timber ]ands, as thus defined, comprise a comparatfrely small area . 
In Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida, bnt little. 
if any, lands will fall under tlie classification. 
There may be small areas in Michigan, Wisconsin, and l\1innesota . 
which should come under the classification, but the existeuce of such 
tracts is a matter of doubt, and consequently the classification will prol--
ably only ine;lude lands in the Territories and Pacific States. 
In presenting a proposed law for the sale of timber and the retention 
of the soil, it becomes necessary to give, as briefly as may lJe consistcut 
with the importance of the subject, the reasons for the departure from 
the custom of selling the soil. 
Tlle most valuable tini ber in the Territories, and in the States on tlle 
Pacific coast, grows upon lands possessiug very little, if any, value for 
agricultural purposes. 
Large areas of the land in tlle Territories and Pacific States are eithe 
~nown or supposed to be more valuable for minerals than for any other 
purpose. ·where the mineral character of the land is known, it is, of 
course, sold as mineral, without regard to the value of timber. 
The rate of consumption and the destruction of timber by fires in tllc 
United States have been so great during tlle past twenty-five years ati 
to cause alarm, not only on the part of thoughtful men at home, but in 
all countries not producing timber supplies equal to their wants. 
The area of timber land, according to the classification, is small, and 
its retention by the government neither withdraws nor withholds agri-
cultural lands from settlement. 
The commission is of the opinion that the provision for the sale of 
the timber upon alternate sections only, and reserving all whicll isles. 
than eight inches in diameter, as well as the fee in the soil, will result 
in the maintenance and reproduction of the forest. The experiment is 
at least well worth trying. 
Referring to the necessity for the legislation recommended, or some 
other, it is proper to say that much difficulty is encountered in trying 
to suppress depredations upon the timber on the public lands. The 
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difficulties arise from a variety of causes, el.lief among wlliclJ has been 
and still is the impossibility of purchasing, in a straightforward, honest 
way from the government, either timber or timber-bearing lands. 
Until ~ Yery recent <late, no public lands in the States of Arkansas, 
Louisiana, l\lississippi, Alabama, or Florida could be procured in any 
other manner than by a compliance with the homestead law. This con-
dition of the law ,fas the primary cause of thousands of fraudulent 
homestead entries. It was no uncommon thing for one person or oue 
firm engaged in the timber or turpentine trade to procure to be made 
large numbers of homestead entries with apparently no intention of 
,complying with the law. So far as relates to the States mentioned this 
c0111lition no longer exists, as the lands have all been brought into 
market under the act of June 22, 187u, and rendered subject to sale at 
$1.~5 per acre at private entry, and. consequently depredations on the 
timber in those States have, to a Yery gr~at extent. ceased. 
"Gntil the passage of the act of Jnne 3, 1878, entitled ';An act for the 
sale of timber lauds in the States of Califoruia, Orrgon, Nevada, and in 
,vashingtou Territory," tliere was no manner by which timber or timber 
lane.ls in either of the States or tlle Territory mentioned could be obtaine<l 
excepting by settlement under the homestead and pre-emption laws, and 
by the location of certain kiuds of scrip and additional homestead. rights, 
which cost several dollars per acre. 
Settlements upon timber-bearing lands in the States and Territory 
montioned in the act, under the homestead and pre-emption laws, are 
usmtlly a mere pretence for getting the timber. Compliance witll those 
laws iu good faith where settlemeuts are made on lands bearing timber 
of commercial value is well-nigh impossible, as the lands in most cases 
pos~ess no agricultural value, and hence a compliance with the law re-
JUiring cultivation is impracticable. 
The commission visited the red-wood producing portion of tlie State 
of California, and saw little huts or kennels built of" shakes" that were 
totally unfit for human habitation. and always had been, which were 
the sole impr0Ye111euts made under the llomestead and pre-emption laws, 
and by means of which large areas of red-wood forests, possessing great 
Yalue, had been taken under pretenses of settlement and cultivation 
which were the purest fictious, ne,Ter having any real existence in fact, 
but of which "due proof" had be~n made under the laws. 
In some sections of timber-bearing country where there sboul<l l>e, 
according to the "proofs" made, large settlements of industrious agri-
culturists engaged in tilling tbe soil, a primeval stillness reigns supreme, 
the solitude heightened and intensified by the grandier of high moun-
tain-peaks, where farms should l>e according to proofs made, tlle mytll-
ical agriculturist ha,ing departed after making his '' final proof" by 
perjury, which is an unfa,Torable commentary upon the operation of 
purely beueficent laws. 
~rlle law of June 3, 1878, is onerous, and ameliorates tlie condition ex-
i 'ting uefore its passage but very little, if any; something further is 
neeessary. 
Anotller act was approved on the 3<1 of June, 187S, entitled ''An act 
authorizing the citizens of Oolorado • and the Territories to fell aud 
remove timber on the public domain for mining and domestic purposes," 
by lie proYisions of ,Yllich settlers and other persons may take timber 
for mining and agricultural purposes from mineral lands. 
The provisions of this law, when understood, mean but Yery little. 
Tiuiber may be takenji·o1n mineral lancls. Perhaps not one acre in five 
tho·1sautl in the State and Territories named is mineral, and perhaps 
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not one acre in five thousand of what may be mineral is known to be 
such. Tile benefit of this law to the settlers is better understood when 
these facts are known. 
The whole subject-matter of existing Jaws in reJation to the sale or 
disposal of timber-bearing lands may be briefly stated, as follows: 
Timber lands in the States of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ala-
bama, and Florida may be bought for cash by any persons in any quan-
tities, or may be taken nnder the ho•nestead and pre-emption laws. 
In sucb parts of the States of .Michigan, ,-visconsin, :Minnesota, and 
:i\lissouri as contain public lauds, which are at the same time agricul-
tural and timber lands, the title may be obtaine<l ouJy under the home-
stead and pre-emption laws. 
There is no way JJrOYided by law for disposmg of lands which are 
chiefly rnluable for timber of commercial value in those States, as it 
must be conceded by all that the homestead and pre-emption Jaws apply 
only to lands valuable for agriculture. 
In tlie States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and in Washington 
Territory, timber lands can be bought by certain persons, under certain 
onerous conditions, in quantities not exceeding one huudred and sixty 
acres. 
ln the States of Nevada (both tbe laws approved June 3, 1878, are 
applica\Jle to this State) and Colorado, and in all the Territories except 
Washillgton, auy per~on may cut and remove all the timber he may 
need for mining aud domestic purposes from niineral land. This law, 
strictly observed, would not coufer any benefit upon one in one thousand 
of the inhauitauts. There is no other law by or under which timber or 
timber lands can be procured in the States and Territories last above 
named. 
The population of two States and sernn Territories should not longer 
be compelled by the laws of the country to be trespassers and crimiuals 
on account of taking the timber necessary to enable tbem to exist, as 
is the condition to-day, and as it has been, according to law, ever since 
settlements were commenced, or since tbP policy of selling lands for cash 
bas been abandon~d by the government. 
If the bill proposed by the commission should become a law, tirn ber 
upon agricultural lands may be taken with the-land, under the l10me-
stead law; timber or pasturage land may be taken under the law for 
sale of pasturage land, and also under pasturage homesteads ; and tim-
ber may be takeu from any land not classified as timber or agricultural 
land b_y all citizens and others requiring its use. Under the chapter of 
the act referring specifically to the sale of timber, the timber upon alter-
nate sections of the timber lands may be bought without tbe soil. These 
provisions, together with the law as it now stands in reference to the 
States of Arkansas, Louisiana, :Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida, will 
place all the public timber land of tbe United States under laws for dis-
posal to persons requiring it, Pxcepting tbe timber upon alternate sec-
tions of the lands embraced under the classification of timber lands, and 
thus make it possible for all persons, in every part of the country, to 
get timber or timber land, and at the same time making some provision 
for the retention of the timuer on a part of the land and the reproduction 
of it upon another small portion. 
MINERAL LANDS, 
The United States mining laws of 1866 and 1872 are directly descended 
from the local customs of the early California miners. Finding them . 
H. Ex. 46--III 
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sekes far from the legal traditions and restraints of the settled Ea.st, 
in a patlJless wilderness, under the feverish excitement of an industry 
as 8wift and full of chance ns tbe throwing of dice, the adventurers of 
1849 1-pontaneously instituted neighborhood or district codes of regula-
tions, which were simply meant to define anti protect a brief possessory 
ownership. Tue ra,·iues atl(1 river-bars which held the placer-gold were 
YalueleRS for settlement or home making, lmt were splendi<l stakes to 
hold for a few short Reasons and gamble with nature for wealt,h or rnin. 
Ia tbe absence of State or Federal laws competent to meet tue novel 
indnstr.,, and witlJ the inbred respect for equitable adjustments of 
rigl1ts lletween man and man, which is the inheritance of centuries 
of .ffinglish common Jaw, the miners only sought to secure equality 
of rights and protection from robbery by a simple agreement as to 
the maximum size of a surface claim, trusting, with a well-founded 
confidence, that no macl.iinery was necessary to enforce their regulations 
other than the s~rift rough blows of public opinion. Tile gold-seekers 
were not long in realizing tbat the source of the dust which bad worked 
its way into the sands and bars, and distributed its precious partieles 
o,er the bed rocks of ri,~er1-, was derived from solid quartz Yeins, which 
were thin sheets of mineral material inclosed in the founuation rocks 
of the country. Still in adrnnce of any enactments by legislature or 
Congress, tlJe common seuse of tbe miners, which ha<l proved strong 
enough to govern with wisdom the ownership of placer mines, rose to 
meet the question of lode claims, and decreed that ownership should 
attach to the tlling of value, 11amely, the thin sheet-like ,eins of 
quartz, 8;lld that a claim should consist of a certain horizontal block of 
the vein, however it rniglit run, but extending indefinitely do"'n ward 
with a strip of surface, on or em braciug the vein's outcrop, for the placing 
of necessary machinery and buildings. Under this theory, the lo(le was 
the property, and the surface became a mere ct~sement. 
This C'arl,y Californian theory of a mining claim, consisting of a certain 
number of running feet of vein with a strip of land covering the surface 
length of the claim, -is the obvious foundation of the Federal legislation 
and present ~ystem of public disposition and private ownership of the 
mineral lands west of the Missouri River. Contrasted with this is the 
mode of disposition of mineral -bearing lauds east of the Missouri River, 
wLere the common law has been tLe one rule, an<l where the surface 
tract Las always carried with it all minerals \"ertically below it. 
The great coal, iron, copper, lead, and zinc wealth east of the Rocky 
Mountflins, have all passed witll the surf.me title, and there can ba little 
donl>t that if Califoruia llad l>eeu contiguous to the eastern metallic 
regions, and its mineral de,elopment progressed naturally with the ad-
vance of home-making settlements, the power of common-law precedent 
would ha,·e g·o,erned its wbole miuing history. But California was one 
of those extraordiuary historic exceptions tllat defy precedent and create 
original modes of life aud law. And since the developers of the great 
precious metal mining of the far West ham for the most part swarmed 
out of the California hive, California ideas have not onl,v been every-
where dominant O\'er the field of industry, but have stemmed the tide 
of Federal land prilicy an<l given us a statute-book with English com-
mon law in force over half tlle laud, and California common Jaw rnling 
in the other. 
Your commissiouers ham e.:rnmineu typical mining localities in all 
tlie far western States and Territories, studying the metalliferous deposits, 
the character aIHl mode of den~loping the same, the titles on which 
owurrship rests, and the Jines of litigation which haye governed the at-
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tacks upon and <lefense of mineral property. It has been our main pur-
pose in this branch of inquiry to determine how well the laws now upon 
the J?e,leral statute-book convey into private ownership portions of 
mineral.bearing public lands, aud how well the grantees of the govern-
ment are enabled to hold, enjoy, ancl develop their properties. While 
in a large class of cases ~·otu commission finds tllat the law conve.vs 
definite rigllts and }Jrotects the grantees, in a far larger class it simply 
beqneath1-1 a, piece of paper aud a legal contest. 
We find an extraordinarv and characteristic difference between the 
mineral <lernlopment east of the l\lissouri and tllat we:;t. Tlle first is 
n]most absolutely exempt from litigation growing out of conditions of 
the gonrnment conYeyance. The oth~r is a history of the most fre-
qnent, vexatious, costly, and damaging litigation. 
While tbe total litigation concerning miueral titles in tlle great copper 
and iron region of Lake Superior is represen tecl b_y a sing-Ie suit, which 
turned on a conflict between two titles granted respectively by the State 
and tlle Governmrnt, the dockets of the far western courts are cumbered 
with an excessive number of suits, involdug man_y million dollars of 
-ralue. In that region the irP;rester of capital too often buys only a law-
suit, with a possilrle mine tllrowu in, and :finds himself forced to choose 
between au expensive legal defense of bis rights or robbery. That the 
mineral industry ad rnuces an<l prosper3 in the face of the statutes is 
proof only of the wealth of the conutry, and the buoyant energ,y of the 
people. 
Tllere are t\TO general features in the existing tatntes wLicb 11am 
provoked and directed the main lines of legal con test, and they are, first, 
the recoguition by tlle law of the local customs and regulations; second, 
the attempted conve_yance of a lo,le, ledge, or deposit of rock in place 
bearing mineral, as a thiug separate from and indepenc1eut of the surface 
tract of ground, with the permission to follow such Jodi' or depo~it on its 
dip, even when in the down ward courRe it passes beyond the side lines 
of the surface claim. 
The law leaves all the conditions as to location, notice, record of 
location and area of claim within certain wide limits to local regula-
tions. That is to say, the government proposes to convey a portion of 
its public land, and bases the very origin and initiation of that convey-
ance on the acts of an official wholly outside its jurisdiction. 
Title after title hangs on a local record which may be defectirn, muti-
lated, stolen for blackmail, or destroyed to accomplish fraud, ~nd of 
which tlle grantor, the government, bas n<'ither knowledge nor con tro1. 
In the testimony taken by your commission it was repeatedly shown that 
two or tbrfe prospectors, camped in the wilderness, have organized a 
miniug cli"trict, prescribed regulations, involving size of claims, mode of 
location, and nature of record, elected one of their number reconler, and 
th~t officer 011 the back of au envelope or 011 the ace of spades, grudg-
ingly spared from his pack, can make, with the stump of a lead pencil, 
an f•11try that the government recognizes as the iucepti on of a title 
which may convey millions of dollars. 
From S~lCh extreme cases, frequent as the.Y h,n-e been, there is a wide 
range of orgauiz,ttion to tbe u.uly-electe<l connty recorder, lrnt e,·en that 
official, wbo represPnts the most fav11ntlile working of tl1e system, is not 
respo11!-ihle to the U11itell States. He is neither boucled nor under oath. 
He ~nay falsify or clestro,r bis record; lie ma~· ,·itiate the title to rnil-
bons of dollars' worth of claims, aud s:iap lii8 ti11g·t·rs in tlie face of the 
gorern111e11t. All the local officers are made iudirectly the agp11 t of the 
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government at the critical stage of a vast class of transactions without 
an iota of responsibility or a syllable of instruction from the principal. 
It is true that the statute of 1872 does not make a record obligatory 
nor does it <lefine its effect. Miners at their meetiugs might draw the 
provisions of their code without mention or requirement of record, hut 
practically they exercise the pri dlege which the statute does not 
inhibit, a11<1 create a record. Having, as is universally the case, made 
the record a part of their code, the Federal law, having recognized and en-
forced tlJe codt>, is thereafter bound as to its conveyances by the record 
"'itli all its preposterous seeds of harm. 
Such Federal law and sucli a state of affairs as tl1e law plaiuly neces-
sitates would, it might be supposed, cure itself. The bnrden of litiga-
tion, the uncertainty of ownership, an<l tl:ie actual loss of property: 
should ha,·e long ago brought the mining people to a realization of the 
damage wrought, by lo~al records; but unfortunately the class of men 
who o"n our mines~ fight thA great costly fawsnit~, and discover the 
absurcli ty of the Jaw, are not the class who make tbe locations. 'rhe 
prospector's so]e attempt is to follow the custom of other prospectors, 
make bis location as other locations ham beeu made since the golden 
days of early Ualifornia, and sell out to a capitalist. · 
If the capitalists of London and ~ew York, Chicago and San Fran. 
cisco, bad anything to do with miue lo~ations, they would clamor for a 
change. 
The contiuna11ce of this earl\"' practice, wliich has survived not only 
its original necessity and usefulness, bnt every semblance of value, is 
pfrbaps due more thau a11 otller causes to the excited, sudden, and 
transiu1t character of the industry. The immediate returns, the move-
ments of the stock-board to-day, the swift conversion of bonanza into 
bullion, are the points which absorb men. Permanent ownership and 
security of tenure are less considered. Like a great wheel of fortune, 
the dazling prizes i blind men to the sober legal conditions on which se-
curity drpends, ano, as a result, no branch of American enterprise has 
ever paid to litigation so great and so unnecessary a share of its gross 
returns. 
One of the al>lest jurists who has admiuistered the mining laws, 
Chief Justice W. H. Beatty, of Nevada, argues conclusivel,v that the 
local records are of no practical value, and hence there is absolutely 
nothing whatever to weigh against the crying e-vils which their contin.-
nance entails. On page :393 of the book of testimony, he says: 
It thus appears, if the foregoing statements are correct, that upon three out of four 
points, subject to local regulation by the miners they make no u8e of their privilege, 
and that tbe regulations which t hey do make on the fourth point ( uamely, record), hav-
iug no 1'eason to support them, are Himply useless and vexatious. If this conclusion is 
well founded, my first proposition is e:stablished, that the whole subject of lode loca-
tions is so simple that it not only may be, but actually is, fully regulated by act of 
Congress. That t,he right of local regulation ought to be taken away if it is of no 
practical valne, is a plainer proposition than the first. The interest of the public 
would be subserved by cutting off a source of endless litigation, and the mining com-
munities would be especially benefit ed by the enhanced value of mining property. 
The magnitude of the evil resulting from the uncertainty of mining titles will, per-
haps, be appreciated, when I say t,bat after a residence of seventeen years in the State 
of Nevada, with the best opportunities of observing, I cannot at this moment recall a 
single instance in which the owners of really valuable mining ground have escaped 
expensive litigation, except by paying a heavy blackmail. 
Besides the worse than useless permission to prescribe a record over 
which tbe gov-ernment bas no control, the law of 1872 leaves but two 
points which may be regulated by local organizations. It fixes the 
maximum <limeusion of tlie claim or tuing· granted, anu. it fixes the 
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minimum requirements of survey, cle\Teloprnent and payment upon which 
the claim may pass to the grantAe. 
Within these narrow limits is all the room left for local regulation. 
Miners may voluntarily limit their pri\'ilege of mineral pre-emption to 
an area less than the statute offers them, or they ma_y reqnire of tllem-
Relves conditions more onerous than the law demands. vVith bis eyes 
oprn the American citizen is somewhat unlikely to do either. 
Yonr commission find that a large majority of tlle mining men con-
sulted during the examination of the "'\Vestern States and Territories 
clearl.r shared our conviction: first, that the local regulations are of no 
use; secondly, that they are a great positive harm; thirdl.,, that by 
Uongressional euaetrnent they should be promptly abolislled a to all 
future locations. 
Accordingly, in the corle of leg·islatiou submitted herewith, it is di-
rectly prodded that" all future occupation, location, or purcllase of pub-
lic mineral hrnds shall be gO'vernell by la wH of Congress, to the exclusion 
of all Im!al customs and regulations and State aud Territorial law" 
(section 172); and a mode of location is prescribed which requires all 
tlie acts necessar.r to pa<.;s title for public mineral lands from government 
to the purchaser, to be performed bv the locator, bi assign or agent, 
and the du]y bouded and q nalitiAd officers of the United State . 
The second great class 0f eYils which our proposed law ha sought 
to cure are those incident to the theory of tlle iode or ledge location. 
Tliis outgrowth of the early Ca1iforuian practice stands thus in tlie 
statute of 187:3: 
SEC. :2:3~2. The locators of all miuiug locations heretofore rna<le, or which liall here-
after be made ou any mineral veiu, lode, or 1t,<1ge ituated on the public domain, their 
heirs aud assigns, where no adverse claim exiiits, on tbe tenth <lay of May, eighteen 
hundred and seventy-two, so long as they comply with the la"'s of the United States, 
and with State, Territorial, and local regulations U:lt in conflict with the laws of the 
United States governing their possessor~, title, shall hase the exclnsive right of pos-
session and enjoyment of all the snrface inclmled within the line8 of their locations, 
anc.l all Yeins, lodes, and ledges throughout their eutire depth, the top or n.pe.· of 
which lies inside of such surface lines exte.nded dowu ,vanl vertically, although :mch 
veins, lodes, and ledges may so far depart from a perpendicular iu their conn,e down -
wanl as to extend outside of the vertical side liues of such surface locations; bnt 
their right of possession to such outside parts of such veins or ledges shall be confined 
to such portions thereof as lie between vertical planes drawn downward as above de-
scribed through the end lines of their locations, so continued in their own direction 
that such planes will intersect such exterior part::. of such veins or leLlges. 
The grant therefore consists, first, of a definite ~urface tract, whiclJ, 
if properly marked, need never become a subject of dispute; aud, sec-
ondly, of all veins, lodes, and ledges without limit as to depth or de-
parture beyond the side lines of tlle surface location, whose tops or 
apices lie inside the prism of earth bounded by vertical planes through 
the exterior boundaries. 
But the lolles which are to be followed are not definite or lirnitable, and 
in the book of testimony ,Judge Moses Hallett, of Uolorado, in a clear 
exposition of the impossibility of describing or identifying a lode, which 
is the valuable thing grante<lJ remarks: 
It is safe to say that the greater part of the legal complications for which miues are 
notorious over all other property, grows out of the practice of dealing with lodes as 
distinct and severaule from the earth in which they may ue found. In comlemnatiou 
of that policy it is only necessary to say that very many lodes have not that charac-
ter, aull of those that are pretty well uefined itis often <lifticult and sometimes impos-
ible to distinguish one from another. If we can return to the common-law principle 
which giYes to the owner of the snrface all that may be fonnrl within in hi. lines ex-
tended downward vertically, we should avoid hereafter folly one-half the controversies 
that now embarrass the miuing interests of the country. 
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It has proved in practice and in law that a lode or ledge is an abso-
lutely indefinite thing, and the act of following this formation whose 
nature and limits cannot be fixed beyond the locator's surface ground 
and under the surface ground of another owner, is the most frequent 
and Yexatious cause of litigation. 
The right of a locator to thus follow a lode into the ground of a second 
party works its miuimum of mis~hief in the case of a well defined fis-
sure vein of regular course and <lip, the mineral material and walls of 
which clearly define it from the surrounding rock, and which, by its 
smooth unbroken continuity from a visible apex or outcrop upon tlie 
surface down to its lowermost working·s, show plainly the unity of 
the whole formation. In such cases, if attacked at law, the locator 
would in the end be able to prove that the ore or vein which, at the 
bottom workiugs, lay under the surface claim of a second party, was in 
truth the lode or ledge whose apex lay in his own ground and was the 
one granted to him. 
With such a ,lefined fissure Yein, by spendiug many thousand dollars 
and provided his cloud of expert wituesses are not tripped up by clever 
cross-examination, and the judge is impartial. and the jury are not 
corruptly influenced against him, after many months and perhaps 
years, during which bis enterprise has been handcuffed wit,h injunctions 
and himself reduced to poYerty, the owner might derive whatever hollow 
comfort b·e could from a victory which left him rniued. 
From this somewhat favorable working of the law, your commission 
have gone on to the examination of another class of cases, in whicb the 
lode was not a simple fissure easily recoguized at its apex, clearly 
defined from the inclosing rocks, au<l continuous without change or 
break, but a complex and indefinite body, without apex, so merged with 
the surrounding rock that its limits could not be fixed by science., and 
so extensive that no oue surface claim could cover its outcrop, if it had 
one. 
Ore deposits may be horizontal sheet8 interstratified with sedimentary 
beds. 'fhey may occur as scattered impregnations of metallic minerals, 
disseminated without connection or ssstem througb broad zones of rock. 
Tlrny may consist of a main central ore bo<ly, with small depende.nt 
bodies, connected with tbe parent mass by minute threads or seams of 
,eiu material, or ore, so that one discoverer locates on the apex of the-
main body, and another locates on the apex of a dependent body. Both 
tirace their way dowu ward into a single ore chamber, each haviug 
honestly followed ore all the way from his "apex.'' In such cases 
murder sometimes, litigation always, eusues. .Again, some ore deposits 
are so e:xtensi ve and broad on the smface tliat two or more parallel 
claims way be located side to side across tbe outcrop; each has an apex, 
to each the government solemnly conveys bis lode. On mining down ward 
all find themselves in one lode, which rapidly narrows to the thickness 
of a sheet of paper, and contest ensues. This latter case might seem 
an inexpensive one to demonstrate, but on the'' Comstock Lode" it cost 
three millions disbursed in litigatiou, and ten millions in underground 
development. The above cases, and others too numerous and compli-
cated to adduce here, are the causes of innocent and una'\"oidable con-
flict, where, owing to the character of the deposit,, the law brings honest 
neighbors to the point where they discover that the government bas 
seriously sold them both the exclusive right to the same thing, anu the 
courts have forced one honest rnau to rob the other. 
But there is still another, and, unfortunately, a lamentably numerous 
line of cases where the government sells a lode to one manr and by its 
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laws invites a general, a frequent, even a promiscuous blackmailing and 
robbery of its grantee. 
The existiug law provides no administrative control over inspection 
of the a11egecl discornry. The mere location and reconl of an alleged 
lode give Yali<l possessory title whether there really is a lode or not, for 
it is never questioned till the proceedings for patent, and even then the 
existence of a lode is determined by ex parte affiLlaYits without official 
inspection. 
The line of ad verse proceedings is this: One man locates an honest 
claim on the evident apex of a true lode. Fifty or a hundred tramps 
locate claims all around him and over him, burying bis tract deep with 
tllickly stratified possessory titles. Not one of tlie tramps bas discov-
ered a lode; he has simply marked ont a piece of ground and paid the 
recorder's fee, bestowing some name upon bis imaginary disco-rnry. The 
tramp's claim is obviously rnlneless for working, but he is in a position 
for a fee of five dollars to mine without the cost of muscle or plant. 
And where 1 Not on his alleged lode, but in the alreau_y coined earn-
ings of his neighbor, the honest discoverer. 
Tlle blackmailer's metlJOd is simple and effectiYe. Located over tlie dip 
of tlle honest disco-verer he lias only to say to him "It will cost you 
less to pay than fight." 
The robber's method is somewhat boll1er and less certain of success, 
\Jut his prize is greater. He sinks through bis wortltless claim and cuts 
the honest locator's veins where, in the language of the law, they" so far 
depart from a perpendicnlar in their conrse down ward as to extend out-
Ride the Yertical side-lines" of the honest claims. The honest miners 
are then in the hands of justice, w!Jich meaus injunctions, trials, expert 
testimouy, juries, and an auominahle waste of mouey. 
Your comrnissio11, after a re\"iew of tbe lines of mining contests and a 
consideration of tlJe colll plex uat ure of ore tleposits, are uua11imous iu 
the co11\·iction tliat any attempt on the part of the Uuite<l Stat<.·s to 
conny ·uch <leposits as individual things beyond tlie vertical planes 
l>omuling tlle surface claim, mn 't always end in a histOl'.Y of iutoleral>le 
injustiee. 
The result of our test of pu!Jlie opi11iou ·bows that, while there are 
regions whose simple th,sure veins hct\'e uot eau:;;ed battles, and where, 
cousequently, the people aik no cuangl', the majority of e.x:perieuced 
miniu~· men de ·ire a change from the lode locatiou, with its disastrous 
se<1nel: hack to the security and peace of the· solid ol<l common-law doc-
triue. It is ur~e<l uy oppouents of this doctrine th,tt this limitation 
will discourage deep mining. Ou tliat seore we in\·ite your attention to 
the following opiniou. 'flrn Great Bonanza firm, after due reflection, 
ul>mitted tlleir views to your commission through their counsel, J1:1dge 
B. C. "Thitman, of Virginia City. His expositiou of the operations of 
mi11iug law is to he found ou page 410 ot' tlie book of testirnon_y. As a 
smnmary of his Yiews on the sullject of locatious he remarks on page 
J'.!1: 
I thiuk the ~<prnre location (i.e., comruo11 law· J would have no injurious effect upon 
deep rumiug; on the contrary, I tllink it would iwprove it, have a goocl effect, alwa,ys 
provitlell that the United States survey aud fix. the monuments. .A man could go in 
there then feelmg that be owned that piece of ground, and 1 think every prospector 
wunlcl be willing to avail himself of that, and go to work 011 that supposition. The 
hi tory, so far as I know, of every mine and mining company is continued litigation 
antl e.·peni-e by adverse locations. \Vith a square location there conld be no litiga-
tiou. :\liuing men wonld be more willing to invest in a square location tba,u they 
would in what we call ledge locations. 
Sul.Jterranean rights are terminated by vertical plains carried down-
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ward tbrong·h the end lines of the claim. But in ff very large class of 
ore deposits, the valuable bonanza or pay chimney does not descend ou 
the line of tlle dip, where it may be legally followed beyond the side 
lines, but rakes off at a sharp angle aud the ore chimney passes out 
through the plane of the end lines, where the owner caunot tollow it. 
In such cases, he stands precisely where the common law ,rnuld. place 
him. 
Again, if, as is often the case, the course, and hence the dip, are not 
discoverable on the surface where the locatiou was made, a man lays 
out the length of his claim, as be supposes, on the strike of the lode, 
and draws bis side lines where be supposes the valual>le deposit will 
pass out of his surface, giving the rig·ht to him to follow it; but on 
mining down, perhaps for years, he finds that be was mistaken; and the 
whole vein, instead of dipping through his ::,ide line, dips through the 
end line, and the courts have held him to his unavoidable mistake. 
The existing law bolds out the conditions for obtaining patents. Hav-
ing permitted an inception of title daugerously vitiated by acts oflocal 
agents outside of the Federal jurisdiction, having permitted a lode loca-
tion with its indefinite conditions, having permitted the robbers and 
blackmailers to acquire a cheap and secure fighting title, the govern-
ment then causes its unfortunate Yictim to set himself up as a target 
for attack by advertisement for patent, and when attacke<l calmly tnrns 
its back and permits him to be dragged iuto the local courts. 
In short, the present law might be fitly entitled "An act to cause the 
government to join, upon unknown terms, with an unknown secon(l 
party, to convey to a third party an illusory title to an inclefimte thing, 
and encourage the subsequent robbery thereof." 
Briefly, miners' laws aml customs were initiated from necessity, and in 
the absence of legislation. They naturally dealt maiuly with the min-
eral to be extracted. The essence of their laws related to the lode. 
There was room enough for all, and the surface ground was not regarded 
as a definition of claim, but as an easement for the convenient working 
of the mineral beneath its surface. 
As the mineral domain became occupied, conflict of locations natur-
ally ensued. The necessity for some precise definition of rights then 
followed. Congress, however, simply acquiesced in the loose customs 
which had sprung from the necessity of frontier explorations in the ab-
sence of legislation. The definition of rights and the harmonizing· of 
conflicting and obscure customs were remitted to the construction of the 
courts. Precisely as the railroad law of the country has, in the absence 
of legislation, grown out of the application by the courts of the law of 
common carriers by wagon and by boat,, to the great lines of railroad 
traffic, so the courts have been compelled to apply the varying customs 
of innumerable local districts to the increasing complications and de-
velopment of a national mining industry. It has resulted that the stu-
face location has by construction become the coutrolling factur, and the 
miner often loses his lode when in its course it departs therefrom. 
The Belen Tarlrnt decision by the Supreme Court of the United 
States lays down the latest rule of constructton. It is not an unfair 
criticism to say, that, by judicial construction, the old miners' tlleories 
are, in partial and fragmentary form, being· reduced to a quasi applica. 
tion of the common-law rnle. 
The commission has thought that the time has arrived when Congress 
should formulate the legislation to govern the changed conditions of an 
occupation which bas passed from a frontier experiment into a national 
industry. 
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If mining is to be continued as an experiment, or for speculative 
purposes alone, an adherence to the existing customs is desirable. If it 
is to be continued as a business, upon settled principles and with ex-
11ectation of legitimate returns, it should be governed by the same rnles 
which the wisdom of centuries has formulated for the definition of all 
real property titles. 
Tile insecurity and hazard of the first system could be well followed 
u,r a continued relinquishment of Federal control over its own property, 
both in the inception of title and in the adjustment of controver~ies. 
The certainty and security of the second sy 'tern should be maintained 
by an assertion of the national jurisdiction over its own property in all 
stages of progress, until the title is vested in private ownerslnp. 
In the new law submitted for the consideration of your honorable 
IJody, we have attempted to preserve all the valuable and practicable 
provisions of the present statute, and sought to cure all its flagrant 
wrongs. 
"'\Ye have protected the pro ~pector for au ample time to test his dis-
covery, but we ham fixed a limit to hi~ pos, e sory title; aud thereafter, 
failure to tender purchase morn"y shall work a forfeiture of the claim. 
,ve have in terms abolished all the local organizations and regulations, 
reserving to the Uuited State foll j nrh;diction over all 'l ue ·tions: from 
location to patent. 
We ha\'e repealed the loue location, and substituted tbe comlllou-law 
rule in its stead. 
We ha-ve, by a system of official survey and mineral inspection, pre-
rnnted blackmail and robbery, and obvi,tted those conte'ts wllicb ne-
cessitate the intervention of the conrts before patent. 
Providing thus for all que8tious of legal principle, there is one point, 
namely, tile area of the common-law claim, on which we ba,e made 
no recommendation. The limited time allowed for our taking of testi-
mony as to this point bas left us without, a foll expression of popular 
opiuion, and we remit t!Jat question to yonr legislative judgment. 
PRIVATE LAND CL.A.DJS. , 
So far as coucerns all private la1td clairm1 situate iu any cessions from 
foreign go,ernmeuts out ide of the boundaries covered by the treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo and the &nbsequent Gadsden purchase, the com-
mission has but one recommendation to submit. Numerous acts of 
Congress haYe, from 1806 to 1872, inclusffe, granted indemnity scrip 
for confirmed private land claims, wholly or partly lost by non-location, 
or conflict with other claims, eutries, or rights, or reduced by deficient 
surrns s. l\Iost of these acts were temporary or local, or botli; but an act 
of Uongress, approved June:?, 1858 (Stat. at Large, vol. II, pp. 20-!-5), 
made general provision for all claims eonfirmed by Congress before 
tuat date and then remaining- unsath,fied. The ascertainmeut and sat-
isfaction of the claims therein provided for was placed within the juris-
diction of the executive officers of the United States; but as the ques-
tions involved are purely legal, th·e cowmissiou recommend a transfer 
of the jurisdiction to the Federal court. . The Geueral Land Office 
wonltl then lJe restricted to issning such scrip ouly upon judicial con-
firmation. This will uot impair sncb rigl.Jts as may have vested nuder 
past laws, but it will provide a safer and more satisfactory lllode of as-
certainment. This recommendation is formulated in sections 221 to :?23, 
inclusive, in the accompanying bill. 
The commission has no recommendations to make concerning- prin~te 
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land claims in that part of the cessions from Mexico which fall within 
the State of California. Tile laws governing the confirmation and tile 
segregation of these claims have been so far executed that very few 
claims are unsettled. So far as we are ad vised, none of these claims are 
pending in the courts upon the confirmation of title, and but thirty-
seYen have not been finally adjudicated upon the question of survey. 
Enn as to tilat limited uurnber, most of them have been suneyed by 
the government, and the questions incidental thereto are rapidly ap-
proaching a final settlement. Whatever views we might have desired to 
submit if the question was res integra, there is no subject-matter to 
which new legislation by Congress would be applicable. 
Sections 206 to 219, inclusiYe, of accompanying bill embody our recom-
mendations at to the private land claims within the cessions from Mex-
ico by treaty of Gu3:dalupe Hidalgo and the Gadsden purebase, but 
exclusive of the State of California. These sections are literal transcripts 
of a bill introduced in the Senate <luring the present Congress !Jy Hon. 
George F. Edmunds. 
In California, Congress, by the acts of March 3, 1851, Jnne 1±, 1860·; 
July 1, 1864, and July 23, 1866, prodded machinery for the ascertain-
ment and settlement of these claims which has resulted in their final 
confirmation or rejection, and in their subsequent segregation from tbe 
adjacent public lands. Questions of title were settleu by the Federal 
courts, and authority to segregate claims judicially coufirmed was vested 
in the proper executive officers of the United States. 
But in the remainder of the territory d.erivtd from Mexico a different 
mode from settling p1h·ate land cLlims was prescribed. The basis of 
such settlement is the eighth section of the act of July 23, 185-!, which 
made it tlrn duty of the surrn:yor-geueral to "ascertain the origin,. 
nature, character, aud extent of all claims to 1ands under the laws, 
rnmges, and customs of Spain and Mexico," and to report bis conclusions. 
to Congress for its direct action upon the question of confirmation or 
rejection. 'J be law was singularly defectiYe in machinery for its admin-
istration, and it imposed no limitation of time in the presentation of 
claims, an(l no penalty for failure to present. Its operation has been a 
failure amounting to a denial of justice both to claimants and to the 
United States·. After the lapse of nearly thirty years~ more than one 
thousand claims have been filed with t.lle surveyor-general of which less. 
tlrnn one hundred and fifty have ueeu reported to Congress, and of the 
number reported Uongress has finally acted upon only seveuty-one. 
Under the law, only copies of the original title papers were submitted to 
Congress, and it is not presumed tlrnt its committees are so constituted 
as to make safe judicial findings upon the validity of tit.Ies emauating 
from foreign governments, nor to measure the area of claims whose 
boundaries rest exclusively upon meager recital of natural objects in 
terms of very geueral description. As a consequence tbe committees of 
Congress have naturally beeu reluctant to act with insufficient data upon 
questions which involved the functions of the judge rather than of the 
legislator, and as these claims have heretofore pertained to a semi-foreign 
population in ::1, comparatively unsettled portion of our Territories, busi-
ness of more importance to the general welfare of the nation has been 
permitted to exclude these local matters from regular consideration. In 
the limited number of cases finally confirmed, Congress has been com-
pelled to confirm by terms of general description, which have usually 
proved to include much greater areas of laud than Congress would know-
ingly have confirmed. The established rule of area under the :Mexican 
colonization law was a maximum of eleven leagues to a claimant, beiug 
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a Jittle Jess than 50,000 acres; but as illustrations of the natural result 
of confirmation without proper ju<licial investigation, one confirmation 
by Congress to two c1airnants bas proved to em brace 1,000,000 acres and 
another abont 1,800,000 acres. 
The time has arrived when the States and Territories, containing these 
treaty claims, are no longer on the frontier, and they have ceased to be 
popu]atecl exclusively hy a foreign population. Lines of transcontinen-
tal railroads are piercing them in e\·ery direction; tlie restless activity 
of Amel'ican cidiization is spreading towns and farms over the plains~ 
and has exposed tlie bidden treasures of the mountains; emigration is 
flowing in with magical rapidity, and imlustry and thrift are explor-
ing eYery avenue for development and i11vestment. But at the founda-
tion of all permanent growth lies the security and certainty of land titles, 
and no discussion is required tv prove tl.Jat this is unattainable in com-
mu11itie~, coYered with claims to title of foreign derivation, and of uu-
ascertait1ed bouudaries. E\·en the g·overnmeut is ignorant of the line 
of demarkation bNween its 1mblic lands and these treaty claims, and 
nucertaiuty and insecurity taints tlrn titles of its purchasers. The sec-
tious proposed in our law are intended to cnre these evils, an<l to pro-
vide a practical and speedy mode of settling these claims to title. Tlie 
eminent ~ource, from which the commission has copitd its recommenda-
tion, iuspire us with great coufillence in tl.Je snffieiency of the remedy 
proposed. It is in substance, ajndicial determination of the validity of 
the claims, with bar for non-presentation within a preseribe1l perioll, and 
a compulsory segregation aftn confirmation. 
The experience of California has, bowenr, <lemontrate.d tllat in the lapse 
of years, during which the Uuited States ba,Te slept upon the folfillment 
of these treaty obligations, many of these claims ba,·e passed into tho 
hands of innocent purchasers for ,aluable consideration. Cases will 
doul>t1e~s occur, when the title of their grantees will be rejected, or the 
lands so purchased will ue excluded from tile final survey of the grant. 
It was deemed simple justice to gi rn sncl1 grantees a prel'ereuce right 
to purchase froru the United States at $l.~3 per acre, to the extent of 
their actual pos8essiou, accunling to the lines of their origiual purchase, 
and sectio11 ~~O is recommended to that c-ud. It is simply a literal enact-
me11t as general legislation of Hection 7, of the act of Congress of July. 
23, lSUG, and applicable only to U,tlifornia. It has operateu witll extreme 
beneficeuee iu tlie Stat~, aud its principle 'houhl be equally applied to 
auy other locality, wherein the same conditious exist. 
ST A.TE S ELEC'TIO~S. 
The eigl.Jtl.J. section of the act of September :I:, 18±1, gmuted to named 
States aud to '' each new State, that Hhall be hereafter admittt>d into 
the Union," 500,000 acres of land for purposes of internal 1mprovement. 
All other grants of public laud to States were either restricted to States 
in the Onion, or were contained in tlie enabling· acts of the several 
StateR, or in special g-rants. NeYertl.Jcle s, controversies have arisen 
before the executive department as to the right of new States to 
gra11ts, wliich were iu express terms restricted to States in the Union 
at date of tl.te grauting act; as, for illustration, the swamp grant. Such 
claims have been uniformly denied, but as the denial rests upon executive 
dscision it was deemed wise to recommend a direct expression of the 
legislative intent. Section ~24 is purposed to that end, and is in accord 
with the decisions of the executive department. It leaves to Congress 
the determinatio11 of tlie grnnts, to which States liereafter admitted 
shall be entitled. 
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Section 225 re-enacts the rule of indemnity fixed by act of Congress 
approved May 20, 1826, and which bas since prevailed without amend-
ment. 
Section 226 is recommended to cover omissions and defects in exist-
ing legislation governing the conveyance of title to the States in the 
matter of their several grants of land from the United States. The 
General Land Office has al ways denied its power to issue patents for 
land except when thereunto specifically authorized by acts of Congress. 
When named tracts were granted, like the sixteenth and thirty-sixth 
section grant for public schools, no evidence of title whatsoever was 
given to State, The granting act passed the title vroprio 1,,igore. 
When the grant was to be taken by selec(ion, the practice grew 
up of preparing lists of such selections for the approval of the Sec-
retary of the Interior. The originals thereof were retained lin the 
General Land Office, but without record; and copies tllereof were 
transmitted to the governors of the States interested. Such States re-
ceived no other evidence of title from the government. The immffi-
ciency of this system became so apparent, and yet it had by lapse of 
time become so general, that by act of August 3, 1854, Congress pre-
scribed that such lists should be construed to convey the fee simple 
title, but with the limitation tha't "'wllere lands embraced in such lists 
are not of the character em braced by such acts of Congress, and are 
not intended to be granted thereby, said lists, so far as these lauds 
are concerned, shall be perfectly null and void, and no right, title, claim, 
or interest shall be conveyed thereby." This provision has al.ways been 
embarrassing. It taints State titles with a supposed infirmity, which is 
aggravated by the lapse of time. No good reason is apparent why the 
executive should not be required to ascertain that the State is entitled 
to lands before the fee should be conveyed from the Unitetl States; nor 
when tbe conveyance is made, why it should not be in the ordinary form 
by patent to be made of proper record. lt would involve too much out-
lay for clerical service to reform tb.is as to past certifications; but the 
commission recommend that the evil be cured for the future. This 
anomalous form of listing without record has heretofore, in connection 
with other causes, led to careless adjustments of these grantR, whereby 
it has rrsulted in one State at least that illegal certifications have been 
made and in excess of the grants. Many thousands of acres have 
thus been nominally conveyed to the State, for which there was no 
authority of law. The decisions of the Supreme Court in Moore vs. 
Robbins denied the power of the executive to issue a second patent 
until the outstanding deed should have been judicially avoided. This 
decision has been construed by the Interior Department to apply to these 
State certifications. It results that whilst the holders of these State 
lists have no valid title, they are excluded from acquiring in some other 
form valid title from the V"nited States, and the operation of the public-
land laws are suspended as to these lands thus unlawfully listed. They 
.are suspended like l\fahornet's coffin, awaiting a suit to determine their 
patent in validity, which suit the United States can alone bring, but 
with great expense and delay. The second proviso to section 236 vests 
the Geueral Land Office with clear power to adjust this matter, and, in 
the absence of valid adverse rights,gives a preference right of purchase 
from the United States to innocent pnrchasers under color of title from 
such illegal certifications. The provision is confidently recommended 
with the approval of the General Land Office as a satisfactory and 
equitable solution of a vexed question, affect,ing large bodies of the 
public lands. 
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Inasmuch as the laws goyerning thi ~ title relate exclusively to the 
past, and effect in future only the adjustment of rights heretofore ac-
cruetl, the commission has not proposed any cllauge in the existing 
law, as found in chapter 10 of title 3:.! of tlle Revised Statute~. 
}IISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 
The irnport~nce of the mining debris question is et forth in the testi-
mony accompanying- this report. It will appear therefrom that a serious 
and increasing conflict exists in Ualifornia npon this subject between 
the miners and the agriculturists. It would also seem to be a question 
falling witllin the legitimate scope of Congressional action. The United 
States still own forty per cent. of the lands in that State, a large por-
tion of whicli contain minerals. Facilities for running off their tailings 
are indispensable to the sncce sful working of tllese mines; and the 
government could scarcely expect to sell tlrn same to purchasers, and yet 
deny the necessary conveniences for their operation. But it is claimed 
that such unrestrained clebris facilities destroys the agricultural lands 
on the lower portions of the streams, and that by the slioaling of rivers 
and bays navigation is being destroyed and commerce restricted. It 
should be satisfactorily determined whether these allegations of fact 
are true; and, if so, whether there is an appropriate and just remedy 
This commission has enjoyed neither the requisite time nor facilities for 
an intelligent solution of this important question; and it is not clear 
tliat it falls within our jurisdiction. But it is so closely allied to the 
future disposition of tlle public domain in mineral localities, and it is of 
such growing importance, that we feel warranted in recommending the 
creation of a properly-organized commission, clothed with authority to 
ascertain the facts, and to propose to Congress an adequate remedy for 
any evils they may firHl to exist, which shall settle this \"exed question 
with even-banded justice to all parties interested. 
Sections 260 to 202, inclusiYe, are literal enactments of the existing 
law. 
Section 263 is a condensation of sections 2369, 2371, and 2372 of the 
ReYised Statutes; and section 26-1 is a substitute for Revised Statutes 
2370. It adds to existing law the authority to reissue patents, '' when 
necessary or proper, to correct errorR in description, or in names of par-
ties, or in other material particulars." It seems singular that no such 
authority has heretofore existed, and its ab ence bas been a serious em-
barrassment to the Land Department and au annoyance to patentees. 
Section 265 prescribes a method of fixing, under our proposed system 
of classification, the price for sale of released reservation lands. 
Sections 206 to 268, inclusive, cover the matter of repaying purchase 
money where the United States refuse to convey to the purchaser. We 
have put the matter upon the broad proposition that when the govern-
ment refuses to girn the citizen an equivalent for his purchase money, it 
should bA refunded to him, and the parties to the canceled contract be 
put back exactly into their original position. The appropriation for this 
purpose has for more than fifty years been treated as a permanent ap-
propriation, but a ruling of the Secretary of the Treasury now throws 
these claims into a class requiring speer.fie appropriations from Congress, 
which will lapse at the expiration of two years. No good reason is ap-
parent why the goverrneut should seek to retain money never belonging 
to it, nor to embarrass its prompt return with narrow construction, nor 
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the neceiSsity for special legislation iu each case. The occurrP.nce of 
such cases could not be anticipated by executive officers, and hence 
they could not be embraced in annual estimates. We have, therefore, 
sought to put this matter where it bas stood for more than fifty years, 
by declaring it to be a permanent specific appropriation. 
Section ~G9 provides equitable relief for settlers to whom the United 
States has sol<l lands at the double minimum price on the assumption 
-0f their being within the lateral limits of railrnad grants. It subsequently 
prove8 that said. grant is forfeited by reason of non-construction ; or l>y 
change of location, or uy more accnrate adjustment of the withdrawal, 
it tram,pires that the lands tlrns sol<l were not within said limits, and 
became properly snl~ject to sale at the single minimum price. In such 
cases, the United States have failed to give the settler the promised 
equivalent for his excess payment, and in some form he is entitled to 
equitable satisfaction. Various modes of aujustmeut ha,·e heretofore 
been pr11posed to Oongres8, the most favored being by way of indemnity 
scrip, or the right to loc,1te, "·ithoat oc mpation, au equivalent area of 
single miniwnm lands. The commission beliern that the scrip policy 
is vicious both in theory and practice; and we have preferred to recom-
mend the ordinary business mode of refunding to the settler the excess 
payments erroneously exacted from him. The excess money was paid 
by the settler under an assumed state of facts wbiell rwo,·e not to exist. 
Tbe governmeut simply returns it to 1Jim 1 as ha dug l>eeu exacted wlth-
out consideration. 
Section 270 is the present law. 
Section 271 provides a mode for absorl>ing outstandii1g land scrip. 
The commission respectfully calls tlle attention of Congress to the dan-
gerous and unwise practice which llas heretofore prevailed of authorizing 
the issue of scrip locatalJle upon the public tlomain. These are usually 
in satisfaction of equitable land claims against the United States, which 
the government is unwilling or uuaule to.satisfy in place. If the claim 
is just, it should be satisfied with a money equivalent; and the govern-
ment should not resort to a compromise payment in land scrip, which 
does not do justice to the claimant, and wllich complicates other public 
land titles with the incnbus of unknown and speculative floats. \Ve are, 
however, confronted with tlie fact that, more or less of this Rcrip is out-
standing, and has pa~sed under the faith of existing legislation into the 
hands of innocent purchasers for a ,·alual>le consideration. Our recom-
mendation is to devote the arable lauds exclusively to homesteads, and 
abolish the pre-emption law and the cash commutation privilege. But 
under e:s:i:-.ting laws this outstanding scrip is mainl_y usable in paying 
for pre-emptions and commuted l.10m esteads. To extend sitnple justice 
to its purchasers, section 271 makes it loc:itable within two years from 
passage of this net upo11 lauds of similar class to which it was hereto-
fore applicable. 
Sectious 272 and 273 are iuteuded to meet a gTeat defect in present 
legislation, and to destroy the ability of trespass<..,1·s to vractically suspend 
l>,v their trnlawfnl occupation the operation of the public laud laws. 
They are in furtherance of the polic,r of the proposed settlement laws, 
which rrquire that persons, claiming title or coutrt>l of public lands, 
shall perfect by some prescribed act tllL!it' possessory or other claims of 
title; aud that their refusal or omission so to ,10 shall not lock up the 
public domain against other lawful claimants. 'fhe decisions of the Su-
preme Uonrt in Atherton ts. Fowler (G Octo~ 573), and in Hosmer 'ts. 
Wallace (7 Otto, 573), have pointed out the infirmity of the present set-
tlenwnt laws; ancl these. sectio11s are designed to provide an nlleqrrnte 
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remed.r against the continued ausorption of the puulic lands by the 
mere fact of illegal occupation. 
Section 27 4 ~rnd the tirst part of section 275 are re-enactments of the 
present law. The latter part of 275 reserves, in all lands hereafter 
sold or granted l>.v the United States, au easement to the pnl>lic for 
high wa~s. The methocl of declaring- the easement is left to local discre-
tion and legislation; but the reserrntion is deemed wise, as it will tend 
to preYent the locking up of water front._ on inland streams, and ob-
Rtruction to parties owning- back lands from getting out timber. A 
Rimilar reservation is found in tlle Canacla land laws, except that it is 
define(l by a prescribed width on the section lines. But tlle topographi-
cal featnres of the country may make a, highway on any given line im-
1n·acticabk, and we baYe, therefore, simply resernd the easement and 
left its application to local necessity. 
Section 276 is intended to bring special rights of way to raHroads, 
,rnd wlJich ba,·e not as yet been utilized, within the provisions of tbe 
general act of :March 3, 1875 Congress has heretofore made some spe-
cial grants of this character, without requiring any definition of the 
right of way, either by the filing of maps with the Interior Department, 
or by location upon the earth's surfaee. In a general way, tlley are 
claimetl to ue easements during the life of the statute, locatable at 
pleasure, and to tbe exclusion of ever.v one throughout the general sec-
tion of country which the road pretends to occupy with its local cha,rter. 
Tbe section suggested will put these roads in the general requirement 
to girn precision by location and to gi'C'e notice to the puulic by the 
filing of their maps with the Secretary of Interior. 
Section 277 provides for an exchange and consolidation, under proper 
conditions, of certain lands held by corporations under Congressional 
grants. The provision is recommended as being of great advantage in 
aiding irrigation projects, and in facilitating actual settlement under 
.he homestead, colony, and other settlement laws. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
J. A. WILLIAMSON. 
CLARENCE KING. 
A. T. BRITTON. 
THOMAS DONALDSO~. 
J. W. POWELL. 

DEP ARTl\IENT OF THE INTERIOR; 
Washington, Febriwry 25, 1880. 
Sm: I Lave tlle honor to submit herewith, for the consideration of 
Congress, copy of letter addressed to me, on the 21st instant, by Maj. 
J. W. Powell, a member of the Public Land Commission appointed un-
der the sundry civil appropriation act of Sd March last (20 Stat., 394), 
in which he suggests certain amendments to the preliminary report of 
said commi~sion, submitted by me to Congress this day, tlereby quali-
fying, in some respects, his approval thereof. 
The Hon. T1-:rn SPEAKER 
Of the Hoitse of Representatitl.'es. 
C. SCHURZ, 
Secretary. 
DEP ARTnIENT OF TIIE INTERIOR, , 
PUBLIC LAND CoivnIISSION, 
Washington, D. 0 .. February 21, 1880. 
Sm: I desire to qualify my apprornl of the report of the Public Land 
Commission, and accompanying draft of bill, as follows: 
It is recommended that section 151 of chapter IX be amended by 
striking out the words" by the person conducting the same" * * * 
"or to," and adding a new clause to the section. As thus amended it 
will read: 
SECTION 151. The right to the use of water on any tract of irrigable land shall depeu(l 
on boi,a j1de prior appropriation; and such right shall not exceed the amount of water 
actually appropriated and necessarily used for the purpose of irrigation and reclama-
tion; and all surplus water over and above such actual appropriation and use, to-
gether with the water of all lakes, rivers, and other sources of water sup}Jly upon tho 
public lands and not navigable, shall remain and be held free for the appropriation 
and use of tlrn public for irrigation, mining, and mannfacturing pm·poses, subject to 
existing tights. 
The right of way for the constrnction on tlie public lands of canals and other 
hydraulic works necessary for irrigation is hereby established; but whenever any 
person in the construction of such canals or hydraulic worl·s injures or damages an-
other settler on the public domain, the party committing such injury or damage shall 
be liahle to the party injured for such injury or damage: and, in the absence of nec-
essary lrgislation by Congress, the legislature of any State or Territory may t>nact 
laws arnl pre!;icribe rules relating to the easements necessary for irrigation. 
It is also recommended that section 193 of chapter XII be amemdetl 
by striking out the words ''agricultural" * * * '' or other," and in-
serting after the word " n::iining" the conjunction " or." As thus. 
amended the section will read : 
8£cnox 193. Whenever, by priority of possession, rights to the nse of water for 
ruining or manufachu-ing purposes have vested and accrued, and the same are recog-
nized ancl acknowledged by the local customs, laws, and the decisions of courts, the 
possessors and owners of such vested rights shall be maintained and protected in the 
same, ancl the right of way for the construction of ditches and canals for the purposes 
herein specified is acknowledged and confirmed; but whenever any person in the con-
struction of an~' ditch or canal injures or damages the possession of any settler on the 
public domain the party committing such injury or damage shall be liable to the party 
injured for such injury or damage. 
These amendments are designed to prevent the severance of water 
property from land property, and to provide that the right to use the 
water for irrigation purposes shall inhere in the land and pass with the 
title to the land on condition of continuous use, and to prevent a state 
of affairs under.which all of the agriculture of the vast area where irri-
gation is necessary would be subject and tributary to a few stock com-
panies owning the water. 
It is further recommended that a new section be added to chapter X,. 
following immediately upon section 154, as follows: 
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S1wnox -. In the lancls patented under the provisions of this chapter all subter-
rnnean mining property, aud rights for mining purposes, are hereby severed from tbe 
surface property and rights for pasturage purposes, and whenever the surface prop-
erty and rights for pasturage purposes to any tract of laud have passed from the gov-
<irnment under the provisions of this act, subterranean property and rights for mining 
purposes therein may be acquired under the provisions of the twelfth chapter of this 
act, and iu absence of necessary legislation by Congress the local legislature of any 
State or Territory may proYide rules for discovering and working such mines iuvolv-
.ing easements, drainage, and other means necessary to their complete development. 
In every patent issued for pasturage land under the pro,-isions of this 
chapter there shall be inserted the following clause: 
Except and excluding from these presents all subterranean property rights in any 
mine of gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, coal, iron, or other valuable mineral 
deposit ; and tue property conveyed in this patent shall be servient to the easements 
necessary for discovering and working mines therein, and in the absence of legisla-
tion by Congress the local legislature of the Sta:e or 'l'erritory in which the above-
describecl land is situate may proYide rules for exploring and prospectinll,' thereon, 
and for the working of mines therein inYolYing easements, drainage, and otner means 
necessary to discovery and development. 
In every patent for mineral land issued under the proyj.,ions of this 
section there shall be inserted the following clause: 
Except and excluding from these presents all surface property rigl1ts; pro\' ided 
that there shall be dominant in the property conveyed in this patent the easements 
on the surface property necessary for discovering and working mines therein, an<l. in 
the absence of legislation hy Cougress the local legislature of the State or Territory 
in which the above-described land is situate may provide rules for exploring and pro-
specting for mines thereon, and for working of mines therein, involving easements, 
drainage2 and other means necessary to discovery and development. 
About one-half of all the lands in the western portion of the United 
States bearing gold, silver, and other ores of like geological occurrence, 
are coyered with forests, and hence are both timber and mineral lauds. 
Provision has been made in the tentative bill for the sale of the timber, 
the fee of the land to remain in the government, and such lands are 
held free to exploration and acquirement of title.as mineral lands. The 
-other one-half of these mineral lands are also pasturage lands. It is 
believed that the enactment of the pasturage law as recommended by 
the commission, without the amendment above indicated, would result in 
_passing a large amount of mineral lands into the hands of people en-
gaged in pasturage industries, anrl thus the mining industry of the coun-
try would be greatly retarded. The pasturage homestead is necessarily 
very large, and as it is given to the settler he should not consider it a 
hardship if thP-mines contained therein are severed from his ownership. 
It is believed that at least ninety-nine one-hundredths of all the coal 
lands of the western portion of the United States are situate in lands 
belonging to the class designated in the tentati\:"e bill as pasturage 
lands. It has been recommended that the coal lands be solrl at ten 
-dollars pP-r acre; but in the pasturage homestead act titles can be ac-
quired to four sections of pasturage land at a nominal price, and such 
lands might and would be defined properly as coal lands; that is, they 
would contain beds of coal of commercial value. The pasturage home-
stead act, without the amendment proposed, would defeat the measure 
-designed to secure the sale of the coal lands at ten dollars per acre. 
I would respectfully request that these suggestions for amendments 
be transmitted to Congress. 
I am, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
J. W. POWELL. 
The Hon. the SECRET.A.RY OF 1.'HE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
0 
AN ACT to p~·o\ ide for theaurvey and tli:.;_posal of Lbe pulilic lands of the U1)ite<l States. 
Be it enacted by tlie Senate anrl IIouse of Represenfatii,es of the United 
States of America 1n (Jongress a::;sembled, vi.:: 
CHAPTEU I. 
TU.!.: Gl~:;:-am.1.L LAND OFFlCB. 
SECTION 1. The Sec ·etary of the Interior shall, in bis discretion, ex-
ercise supervisory powers ornr the atlmiuistration of all laws concerning 
the public lands, including mines, and over the survey and patenting of 
private latHl claims. 
SEC. 2. ~here shall be in the Department of the Interior a Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office, who shall be appointed by the Presi-
dent, py and with tbe a<lvice and consent of the Senate, and shall be 
entitled to a salar.v of six tbousand dollars per year. 
SEC. 3. The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall perform 
or (lircct subject to the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior, all 
executive acts appertaining to the surveying and sale of the public lands 
of the United States, or in anywise respecting such public lands, and 
also such as relate to private claims of land, and the issuing of patents 
for all grants of land under the authority of the Government; and in 
such routine duties as may be assigned to his subordinates by the Com-
missioner their orders shall be considered as emanating from him, and 
shall haYe full force and effect as s1,1ch. 
SEC. 4. AU returns relative to the public lands! and all official infor-
mation or reports from oilicers in the public land service, shall be made to 
the 0ommissioner of the General Land Office, or to such officer as be may 
direct, and all the duties of said officers shall be performed under his 
authority and direction; and he shall have power to audit and settle all 
public accounts relative to the public lands; and upon the settlement 
of any such account, be shall certify the balance, and transmit the ac-
count, with the vouchers and certificate, to the First Comptroller of the 
Treasury, for his examination and decision thereon. 
SEC. 5. The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall, when re-
quired by the President, or either House of Congress, make a plat of 
any land surveyed under the authority of the United States, and give 
such information respecting the public lands, antl concerning the busi-
ness of his office as shall be directed. 
SEO. 6. The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall retain the 
charge of the seal heretofore adopted for the office, which may continue 
to be used, and of the records, books, papers and other property apper-
taining to the office. 
SEC. 7. The Commissioner of the General Land Office is authorized to 
decide upon principles of equity and justice, as recognized in courts of 
eqnity, anu in accordance with regulations to be settled by the Secretary 
of the Interior, the Attorney General, and the Commissioner conjointly, 
consistently with such principles, all cases of suspended entries of or 
locations upon public lands, which have arisen in the General Land Of-
fice since the tmmty-sixth day of June, 1856, as well as all cases of a 
similar kind which may hereafter occur, embracing as well locations 
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with warrants or scrip as ordinary entries or sales, and including home-
stead entries and pre-emption locations, and cases where the law has been 
substantially complied with, and the error or informality arose from i,;-
norance, accident, or mistake, which is satisfactorily explained; and the 
said Commh;sioner shall adjudge upon which of such cases patents 
shall issue. 
SEC. 8. Every such adjudication shall be approved by the Secretary 
of the Interior and the Attorney General acting as a board, and shall 
operate only to divest the United States of the title to lands embraced 
thereby, without prejudice to the rights of conflicting claimants. 
SEC. 9. The Commissioner is directed to report to Congress, at the 
first session after any such adjudications have been made, a list of the 
same, under the classes prescribed by law, with a statement of the prin-
ciples upon which each case was determined. 
SEO. 10. The Commissioner shall arrange his decisions into two 
classes; the first class to em brace all such cases of equity as may be 
finally confirmed by the board, and the second class to embrace all such 
cases as the board reject and decide to be invalid. 
SEC. 11. For all lands covered by claims which are placed in the first 
class, patents shall issue to the ·claimants; and all lands embraced by 
claims placed in the second class, shall, ipso facto, revert to and become 
part of the public domain, to be thereafter subject to disposition a/i 
other lands of similar classification. 
SEO. 12. Where patents have been already issued on entries or loca-
tions, which are confirmed by the officers who are constituted the Board 
of Adjudication, the Commissioner of the General Land Office, upon the 
canceling of the outstanding patent, is authorized to issue a new patent, 
on such confirmation, to the person who made the entry or location, his 
heirs or assigns. 
SEO. 13. There shall be appointed by the President, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, an Assistant Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, at a salary of three thousand dollars a year, who 
shall be charged with such duties in the execution of the public land 
laws as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of the Ge!}eral Land 
Office, or by law, and who shall act as Commissioner of the General 
Land Office in the absence of that officer, or during any vacancy in that 
office. 
SEC. 14. There shall be in the General Land Office an officer called 
the Recorder of the General Land Office, who shall be appointed by the 
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, and shall 
be entitled to a salary of twenty-four hundred dollars a year; and in 
the absence of said Recorder, or during any temporary vacancy in said 
office, the duties thereof shall be performed by a chief of division in the 
General Land Office, to be designated by the Commissioner thereof. 
SEc.15. All patents issuingfrom theGeneralLand Office shall be issued 
in the name of the United States, and be signed by the President and 
countersigned by the Recorder of the General Land Office, and shall 
be recorded in that office in books to be kept for the purpose. 
SEC. 16. The President is authorized to designate from time to time 
one or more clerks of the General Land Office, whose duty it shall be, 
under the direction of the President, to sign in his name and for him the 
patents for lands sold or granted under the authority of the United 
States. 
SEC. 17. It shall be the duty of the Recorder of the General Land 
Office, in pursuance of instructions from the Commissioner, to certify and 
affix the seal of the office to all patents for public lands, or private 
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iand claims, and to attentl to the correct engrossing, recording, and trans-
mission of such patents. Re shall prepare alphabetical indexes of the 
names of patentees and of persons entitled to patents, and be shall pre-
pare and certify such copies and exemplifications of matters on file or 
recorded in the General Land Office as the Uommissioner may from time 
to time direct, or as may be authorized by law. 
SEC. 18. Whenever any person applies to the General Land Office for 
copies of records, books or papers filed and remaining therein, in any-
wise affecting titles or claims of title under the public land laws or treaty 
· stipulations, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office to furnish such copies, authenticated under the band of the 
Recorder and the seal of the office for the person so applying, upon the 
payment by such person at the rate of fifteen cents per hundred words, 
and of two dollars for copies of township plats or diagrams, .and the 
actual cost of the preparation of copies of plats larger than township 
plats, with an additional sum of one dollar for the Recorder's certificate 
of verification with the General Land Office seal ; and one of the em-
ployees of the office shall be designated by the Commissioner as the 
Receiving Clerk, and the amounts so received shall, under the direction 
ef the Commissioner, be paid into the Treasury; but fees shall not be 
tlemanded for such authenticated 'Copies as may be required by the offi-
cers of any branch of the Government, nor for such unverified copies 
as the Commissioner in his discretion may deem proper to furnish. 
Copies of any documents, records, books or papers in the General Land 
Office, certified by the Recorder under the seal of the General Land 
Office, or, when the Recorder is absent, or his office is temporarily vacant, 
by the officer acting as Recorder for the time, shall be ·evidence equally 
with the originals. · 
SEC. 19. There sha,11 be in the General Land Office a principal clerk 
of surveys, who shall have scientific and practical ~now ledge of survey-
ing, and receive a salary of three thousand dollars a year. He shall 
assist the Commissioner of the General Land Office in the surveying 
duties herein devolved upon that officer, and so far as he may be thereto 
authorized by said Commissioner his orders and acts shall be deemed the 
orders of the Commissioner. 
SEO, 20. That from and after 
all o!h er officers, 
clerks, and employees in the General Land Office shall be as follows : 
A chief clerk, who shall receive a salary of' two thousand :five hundred 
dollars a year . 
.A solicitor, who shall receive a salary of two thousand seven hun-
dred dollars a year. 
Nine chiefs of divisions, who shall each receive a salary of two thousand 
four hundred dollars a year. 
One chief draughtsman, who shall receive a salary of two thousand 
two hundred dollars a year. 
Ten assistant chiefs of division, who shall each receive a salary of two 
thousand dollars a year. 
Fifteen clerks, at eighteen hundred dollars a year each. 
Thirty-five clerks, at sixteen hundred dollars a year each. 
Forty clerks, at fourteen hundred dollars a year each. 
Fifty clerks, at twelve hundred dollars a yeat each. 
Ten draughtsmen, at twelve hundred dollars a year each. 
Twenty clerk8, at a salary of one thousand dollars a year each. 
Ten copyists, at a salary each of nine hundred dollars a year. 
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Two packers, at a salary each of eight hundred and forty dollars a 
year. 
A chief messenger, at a salary of eight hundred and forty dollars a 
year. 
Nine assistant messengers, at a salary each of seven hundred and 
twenty dollars a year. 
Twelve laborers, at a salary each of seven hundred and twenty dollars 
a year. 
And said other officers, clerks, and employees shall be appointed by 
the Secretary of the Interior, upon the nomination of the Commissioner 
of the General Land Office. 
SEC. 21. That all offices heretofore authorized in the General Land 
Office, but not specifically provided for by this law, shall be, and the 
same are hereby, abolished. 
SEC. 22. The officers, clerks, and employees of the General Land Office 
are prohibited from directly or indirectly purchasing, or becoming inter-
ested in the purchase of, any of the public land; and any person who 
violates this section shall forthwith be removed from liis office. 
CHAPTER II. 
APPEALS. 
SEC. 23. The right of appeal to the Secretary of the Interior from the 
decisions, orders, or acts of his subordinate officers shall be exercised 
by claimants only in the events and upon the terms ancl conditions 
hereinafter specified. 
SEO. 24. The right of appeal to . the Commissioner of the General 
Land. Office from tbe decisions, orders, or acts of his subordinate officers 
shall be exercised by claimants only in the events and upon the terms 
and conditions hereinafter specifie<l. 
SEO. 25. Any decision, order, or official act of the Commissioner of 
the General Land Office shall be subject to appeal to the Secretary of 
the Interio · by any party having a bona fide interest in the subject-
matter affected thereby: Proi•ided, That notice of intention to so appeal 
be filed in the General Land Office at Washington within ninety days 
after date of such decjsion, order, or official act: And provided further, 
That said appeal be thereafter perfected and prosecuted according to 
regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, whose 
duty it is hereby made to prescribe and publish such regulations. Upon 
failure to file such notice of intention within said ninety days, no right 
of appeal shall thereafter exist; and in the event of such seasonable 
filing, upon failure to perfect and prosecute said appeal accorcling to 
the regulations previously prescribed and published by the Secretary of 
the Interior, said appeal shall be dismissed. 
SEC. 26. ~he Commissioner of the General Land Office shall each 
week print copies of such laws, decisions, regulations, and circulars as 
may be necessary for the information of the public; and he shall trans-
mit copies of the same each week to the several district land officers 
and the surveyors general, who shall be required to post the same con-
spicuously in their several offices for the convenient use and examina-
tion of the public. Said publication is hereby declared to be competent 
evidence of the several decisions, regulations, and circulars in all the 
courts and public offices of the United States without further proof 
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o · authentication thereof; and copies thereof sllall be furuishe<l by the 
Commissioner to any person applying therefor upon payment of t.be 
costs witli twenty-five per centum added. 
SEC. 27. Any decision, order, or official act of any officer subordinate 
to the Commissioner of the General Land Office shall be subject to 
appeal to the said Commissioner by any party having a bona jFle inter-
est in the subject-matter affected therebJ.,: Provided, That notice of in-
tention to so appeal be filed with the said subordinate officer within 
thirty days after notice of such decision, order, or official act: And pro-
'tided further, That said appeal be thereafter perfected and prosecuted 
according to regulations to be prescribed by the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, whose duty it is hereby made to prescribe and 
publish such regulations. Upon failure to file such notice of intention 
within said thirty days after notice, no right of appeal shall thereafter 
exist; and upon failure, after such seasonable filing, to comply with 
tlrn regulations previously prescribed and published by the Secretary 
of the Interior, the appeal shall be dismissed. 
SEC. 28. When a party entitled to take an appeal, as l1ereinbefore 
provided, is an infant, insane person, or imprisoned, such appeal may 
be taken within the time heretofore prescribed, exclusive of the term 
of such disabi1ity. 
CHAPTER III. 
SURVEYS AND SURVEYORS. 
SBC. 29. 'Ihe Commissioner of the General Land Office shall direct 
and superintend the making of all surveys connected with the public 
land system and all matters relating thereto. 
Ile is hereby authorized to prescribe the use, by Surveyors General 
and their deputies, of such instruments as he may deem best to secure 
economy and accuracy in the execution of the surveys, and to adopt 
such methods of monumentation and marking of lines on the ground as 
he may deem best to secure the permanency of such monumeuts and 
marks and their most ready and certain identification. 
Ile shall cause the surveys to be made in such manner as to determine 
under what class the several tracts surveyed shall be placed, and the 
plats to be so constructed, and the field notes to be so prepared, as to 
exhibit the character of the lan<ls and the facts necessary for their 
proper classification. 
SEC. 30. It sha11 be tbe duty of the Commissioner of tbc Gene1·al 
Land Office to prepare ina.nuals of instruction for the survey of public 
lands, private land claims, and mineral locations, and he shall have au& 
tbority to reyise the same from time to time as the service may require. 
81<:c. 31. It shaU be the duty of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office to cause to be prepared annually, and to keep on file, a map of 
m,eys for each land district, exhibiting the extent of the surveys in such 
district at the close of each year ; and he shall furnish to the Register 
of each land district, annnally, a copy of the map of surveys of his dis-
trict; aml be shall furnish to each suryeyor general, annually, copies of 
the maps of all the land districts in the Suryeyor General's surveying dis-
trict. All copies of the original maps of surveys shall be made by au-
tomatic methods under tbe direction of the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office, and shall be furnished to any person appl:ying for the same 
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at the cost of paper and printing with twenty-five per ceatum added 
thereto; and all moneys received for such copies of maps shall be covered 
into the Treasury of the United States. 
SEC. 32. The States of California, Colorado, Florida, Louisiana, Min-
nesota, Nevada·, Nebraska and Oregon, and the Territories of Dakota, 
Idaho, Montana, vYashington, Wyoming, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico 
shall respectively be surveying districts, and the President shall, by and 
with the advice and consent of the Senate, appoint one Surveyor General 
for each of said districts. 
SEC. 33. The salary of each Surveyor General shall be three thousand 
dollars per year, and every Surveyor General hereafter appointed shall 
be a man having scientific and practical knowledge of surveying. 
SEO. 34. There shall be but one office of Surveyor General in each 
Surveyor General's district ; and such office shall be located as the Pres-
ident, in view of the public convenience, may from time to time dirMt. 
SEO. 35. Every Surveyor General, while in the discharge of the duties 
of his office, shall reside in the district for which he is appointed. 
SEO. 36. The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall take all 
the necessary measures for the completion of the surveys in the several 
surveying districts for which Surveyors-General have been, or may be, 
appointed, at the earliest periods compatible with the purposes con-
templated by law; and whenever the surveys and records of any such 
district are completed, the Surveyor-General thereof shall be required 
to deliver over to the Secretary of State of the State or Territory includ-
ing such surveys, or to such other officer as may be authorized to re-
ceive them, all the :field-Hotes, maps, records, and other papers apper-
taining to land titles within the same; and the office of Surveyor-Gen-
eral in everv such district shall thereafter cease and be discontinued: 
Provided, Tiley shall in no case be turned over to the authorities of any 
State or Territory until such State or Territory has provided by law for 
the reception and safe-keeping of the same as public records, and for 
the allowance of free access to the same by the authorities of the United 
States. 
SEO. 37. In all cases where, as provided in the preceding section, the 
:field-notes, maps, records, and other papers appertaining to land titles 
in any State or Territory, are turned over to the authorities of such 
State or Territory, the same authority, powers, and duties in relation to 
the survey, resurvey, or subdivision of the lands therein, and all mat-
ters and things connected therewith, as previously exercised by the 
Surveyor-General whose district included such State or Territory, shall 
be vested in and devolved upon the Oommissioner of the General Land 
Office. · 
.SEC. 38. Under the authority and direction of the Commissioner of 
tbe General Land Office, any deputy surveyor or other agent of the 
United States shall have free access to any such field-notes, maps, rec-
ords, and other papers, for the purpose of taking extracts therefrom, or 
making copies thereof, without charge of any kind. 
SEC. 39 . . Every Surveyor-General shall engage a sufficient nnmber of 
skillful surveyors as his deputies, to whom he is authorized to adminis-
ter the necessary oaths upon their appointments, and who shall under 
his direction survey the public lands and private land claims. He shall 
have authority to frame regulations for their direction, not inconsistent 
with law or the instructions of the General Land Office, and to remove 
them for negligence or misconduct in office. 
Second. He shall cause to be surveyed, measured, and marked, with-
out delay, all base and meridian lines through such points and pcrpet-
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uated by such monuments, and such other correction parallels and 
meridians and other Jines as may be prescribed by law or by instructions 
from the Commissioner of the General Land Office, in respect to the pub-
lic lands within his surveying district, to which the Indian title has been 
or may be hereafter extinguished. 
Third. Be shall cause to be surveyed r,ill private land claims within 
his district so far as may be necessary to complete the survey of the 
public lands. 
Fourth. He shall transmit to the registers of the respective land-offi-
ces within his district general and particular plats of all lands surveyed 
by him for each land district; and he shall forward copies of such plats 
to the Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
Fifth. He shall, so far as is compatible with the desk duties of his 
office, occasionally inspect the surveying operations while in progress in 
the field, sufficiently to satisfy himself of the :fidelity of the execution of 
the work according to law and instructions; and the actual and neces-
sary expenses incurred by him, while so engaged, shall be allowed; but 
when a Surveyor-General is engaged in such special service he shall receive 
only bis necessary expenses in addition to his regular salary. The Com-
missioner of the General Land Office is also authorized to send out spe-
oial inspectors to examine the character of the work being performed in 
the field ; and the salaries and expenses of such officers shall be paid from 
the regular appropriation for public surveys. 
Sixth. He shall in the taking of testimony authorized by law, or un-
der the direction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, exer-
cise the powers and duties as to issuing subpronas or perpetuating tes-
timony as are granted to Registers in sections 68, 69, and 70 of this act. 
SEC. 40. The official seals heretofore authorized to be provided for the 
offices of the Surveyors General of Oregon, California, and Louisiana 
shall continue to be used; and official seals shall in like manner be fur-
nished for the offices of all Surveyors-General, and any copy of or ex-
tract from the plats, field-notes, records, or other papers on file in those 
offices, respectively, when authenticated by the seal and signature of 
the proper Surveyor-General, shall be evidence in all cases in which the 
original would be evidence. 
SEC. 41. Any copy of a plat of survey, or transcript from the records 
of the office of any Surveyor-General duly certified by him, shall be ad-
mitted as evidence in all the courts of the United States and of the Terri-
tories thereof. 
SEC. 42. An accurate account shall be kept by each Surveyor-General 
of the cost of surveying and platting private land claims, to be reported 
to the General Land Office, with the map of such claim ; and patents 
shall not issue for any such private claim until the cost of survey and 
platting bas been paid into the Treasury by the claimant. 
SEC. 43. When any person or persons who may be entitled to acquire 
lands under any law of the United States desires a survey of unsurveyed 
public lands not reserved by proper' authority or otherwise appropriated, 
such person or persons may file an application therefor in writing with 
the proper Surveyor-General, who may, under such instr~ctions as may 
be given him by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and in 
accordance with law, survey such lands and make return thereof, as of 
other surveys of public lands, to the General and proper local land of-
fices~ Provided, lw'lcever, That such persons shall deposit in a proper 
United States depositary, to the credit of the United States, a sum suf-
ficient to pay for such survey, together with all the expenses incident 
thereto. 
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SEC. 44. The deposit of money in a proper lJ nited States depositary, 
under the provisions of the preceding section, shall be deemed an ap-
propriation of the sum so deposited for the objects contemplated by that 
section; and the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to cause the 
sums so deposited to be placed to the credit of the appropriations for the 
surveying service ; but any excesses in such sums over and above the 
actual cost of the surveys, comprising all expenses incident thereto, for 
which they were severally deposited1 shall be repaid to the depositors 
respectively. 
SEC. 45. Where persons make deposits in accordance with the pro-d-
·sions of section forty-three, the amount so deposited may be used in pa,.v-
rnent for their lands situated in the township, the sun·eying of which is 
paid for out of such deposits; or the certificates issued for such deposits 
may be assigned byindorsement and be received in payment for any public 
lands of the United States which the assignee may be entitled to enter 
under the law. Provided, That when such certificates of deposit are in 
excess of the price of the land so entered the Commissioner of the Gen-
eral Land Office shall give to the purchasers excess certificates, which 
may be located on the same terms as tbe original certificates of deposit. 
SEC. 46. There shall be allowed for the offices of the several Survey-
ors-General, for the employment of deputy surveyors, for monuments to 
mark surveys, for instruments, clerk-hire, office rent, fuel, books, station-
ery, and for other incidental expenses, such sums as may be appropriated 
for the purpose, by Congress, from year to year. 
SEC. 47. Every deputy surveyor shall, before entering on the duties 
of his office, execute and deliver to the Secretary of the Interior, a bond 
with good and sufncient security for the penal sum of five thousand dol-
lars, conditioned for the faithful disbursement, according to law, of all 
public money placed in his hands, and for the faithful performance of 
the duties of his office. 
SEC. 48. The Surveyors-General, in addition to the oath now author-
ized by law to be administered to deputies on their appointment to 
office, shall require each deputy, on the return of his surveys, to take 
an<l subscribe an oath that those surveys bave been faithfully and cor-
rectly executec.l according to law and the instructions of the Sun,eyor 
General. 
SEC. 4!>. The deputy surveyors may each be allowed as compensation 
for their services, when employed either by the day, month, or year, 
such salary, not exceeding the rate of three thousand dollars per annum, 
as may be fixed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office and 
approved by the Secretary of the Interior. 
SEC. 50. Whenever any portion of the public surveys are so required 
to be made as to . render it expedient to let a contract for the survey 
thereof instead of having it done by salaried deputies, it shall be lawful 
for the Oommissioner of the General Land Office to make such fair and 
reasonable contract as in bis judgment may be necessary to insure the 
accurate and faithful execution of the work. 
SEC. 51. The Imes bounding townships on the east an<l west sides 
shall, in all cases, be true meridians, and those on the north and south 
sides shall be chords intersecting circles of latitude passing through the 
angles of the townships, so as to form townships six miles square as 
near]y as the convergence or divergence of meridians will permit; ex-
cept where tbe line of an Indian reservation, or of tracts of land hereto-
fore surveyed or patented, or the course of uavigable rivers, may render 
this impracticable; and iu that case this rule must be departed from no 
furtlrnr than such particular circumstances require. 
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Rccoud. The meridian passing north and south from the initial point 
of a system of townships shall be designated as the principal meridian, 
and the parallel passing east and west from the said initial point shall 
lJe designated as the principal base line. A tier of townships succes-
sively contiguous from north to south Rball be designated as a range. 
Ranges shall be numbered east and wPst respectfrely from the principal 
meridian, and townships shall be numbered in the range north and south 
re~pectively from the principal base line. 
Third. The corners of the townships must be marked with progressive 
numbers from the beginning; each distance of a mile between such cor-
ners must be also distinctly marked with marks different from those of 
the corners. 
Fourth. The towuship shall be subdivided into sections, containing, as 
nearly as may be, six hundred and forty acres each, by running througll 
the same, each way, parallel liues at the end of every mile; and by mark-
ing a corner on each of such lines, at the end of every mile. The sections 
shall be numbered respectively, beginning with the number one in the 
northeast section and proceeding west and east alternately through the 
townships with progressive numbers till the thirty-six be completed. 
Fifth. ,vhere the exterior lines of the townships which may be 
subdivided into sections, half sections, or other smaller subdivisions 
exceed, or do not extend, six miles, the excess or deficiency shall be spec-
ially noted, and added to or deducted from the western and northern 
ranges of sections, half sections, or other smaller subdivisions in such 
township, according as the error may be in running the lines from east 
rn west, or from south to north; the sections, half sections, or other 
smaller subdivisions, bounded on the northern and western lines of such 
townships, shall be sold as containiug only the quantit.v expressed in 
the returns and plats respectfre!y, and all others as containing the com-
plete legal quantity. 
Sixth. The field-books shall be returned to the Surveyor-General, 
who shall cause therefrom a description of the whole lands surveyed to 
be made out and transmitted to the officers who may superintend the 
sales or cfo,posa1. He shall also cause a fair plat to be made of the town-
ships and fractional parts of townships contained in such lands, describ-
ing the sub-diYisions thereof, and the marks of the corners: This plat 
shall be recordeu iu books to be kept for that purpose; and a copy there-
of shall be kept open at the Surveyor-General's office for public informa-
tion, and other copies shall be sent to the places of the sale, or disposal, 
and to the General Land Office. 
SEC. 5~. The boundaries and contents of the several ~ections, half 
Rections, and quarter sections of the public lands shall be ascertained in 
conformity with the following principles: 
First. All the corners marked in the surveys, returne<l by the Sur-
Yeyor-General shall be established as the proper corners of sections, 
or snl>di\'isions of sections, which they were intended to designate; and 
the corners of half and quarter sections, not marked on the surveys, 
:Lall lie placed as nearly as possible equidistant from two corners wllich 
stand on the same line. 
Second. The l>0undary lines actually run and marked in the surveys 
returned by the Surveyor-General shall be established as the proper 
boundary lines of the sect-ions, or subdivisions, for which they were in-
tended, and the length of such lines, as returned, shall be held and con-
sidered as the true length thereof. And the boundary lines which have 
not been actually run and marked shall be ascertained byrunuing straight 
line~ from the e:--tablished corners to the opposite correspouding corners; 
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but in those portions of the fractional townships where no such opposite 
corresponding corners have been or can be fixed, the boundary lines 
shall be ascertain~d by running from the established corners due north 
and south or east and west lines, as the case may be, to the water-course, 
Indian boundary line, or either external boundary of such fractiona 
township. 
Third. Each section, or subdivision of a section, the contents whereof 
have been returned by the Surveyor-General, shall be held and consid-
ered as containing the exact quantity expressed in such return; and the 
half sections and quarter sections, the contents whereof shall not have 
been thus returned, shall be held and considered as containing the one-
half or the one-fourth part, respectively, of the returned contents of 
the section of which they may make part. 
SEC. 53. In every case of the di vision of a quarter section, the line for 
the division thereof shall run north and south, and the corners and con-
tents of half quarter sections, which may thereafter be sold, shall be 
ascertained in the manner and on the principles directed and prescribed 
by the section preceding; and fractional sections containing one hun-
dred and sixty acres and upwards shall, in like manner, as nearly as 
practicable, be subdivided into half quarter sections, under such rules 
and regulations as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of the Gen-
eral Land Office, and in every case of a division of a half quarter sec-
tion, the line for the di vision thereof shall run east and west ; and the 
corners and contents of quarter quarter sections, which may thereafter 
be sold, shall be ascertained, as nearly as may be, in the manner and on 
the principles directed and prescribed by the section preceding; and 
fractional sections containing fewer or more than one hundred and sixty 
acres shall, in like manner, as nearly as may be practicable, be subdivided 
into quarter quarter sections, under such rules and regulations as may 
be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
SEC. 54. Whenever, in the opinion of the Uommissioner of the General 
Land Office, a departure from the ordinary method of surveying land on 
any river, lake, bayou, or water-course would promote tee public inter-
est, he may direct the Surveyor-General in whose district such land is 
situated, and where the change is intended to be made, to cause the 
lands thus situated to be surveyed in tracts of two acres in width,'front-
ing on any river, bayou, lake, or water-course, and running back to the 
depth of forty acres ; which tracts of land so surveyed shall be offered 
for sale entire instead of in half quarter sections, and in the usual man-
ner and on the same terms in all respects as the other public lands of 
the United States. 
SEO. 55. Whenever, in the opinion of the Commissioner of the Gen-
eral Land Office, a departure from the rectangular mode of surveying 
and subdividing the public lands would promote the public interests, he 
may direct such change to be made in the mode of surveying and desig-
nating such lands as he deems proper, with reference to the existence of 
mountains, mineral deposits, and the advantages to be derived from tim-
ber and water pri-vileges; but such lands shall not be surveyed into less 
than one hundred and sixty acres, nor subdivided into less than forty 
acres. 
SEC. 56. Every person who in any manner, by threats or force, inter-
rupts, hinders, or prevents the surveying of the public lands, or of any 
private laud claim which has been or may be confirmed by the United 
States, by the persons authorized to survey the same in conformity with 
law, shall be fined not less than fifty dollars nor more than three thou-
sand dollars, arnl be imprisoned not less tl.Jan one nor more than three 
years. 
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SEC. 57. Whenever the President is satisfied that fordble opposition 
has been offered, or is likely to be offered, to any .surveyor or deputy 
surveyor in the discharge of his duties in surveying the public lands, it 
may be lawful for him to order the marshal of the State or district, by 
himself or deputy, to attend such surveyor or deputy surveyor wh;h 
sufficient force to protect such officer in the execution of his duty, and 
to remove force should any be offered. 
SEC. 58. 1'he public surveys shall extend m·er all mineral lands ; and 
all subdividing of surveyed lands into lots less than one hundred and 
sixty acres may be done by county and local surveyors at the expense 
of cla.imants. 
SEC. 59. Whenever monuments of surveys upon public lands are ob-
literated, upon due proof of that fact to the Surveyor General,. the set-
tlers upon the land may have the monuments re-established under the 
provisions contained in sections 43, 44, and 45 of this act. 
SEC. 60. All State and Territorial boundary lines hereafter to be sur-
veyed, and corrections of those heretofore surveyed, shall be surveyed 
under the direction of the Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey. And the said Superintendent shall also cause the meridians 
and base lines and township corners of the public land surveys to be 
tied into his coast and geodetic surveys as the same are extended over 
2urveyed public lands; and he shall furnish, upon the application of the 
Commissioner of the General Land Office, the true location of such lines 
and corners, so as to give the requisite information for their restoration 
if destroyed or removed. 
SEC. 61. That if any person or persons shall knowingly or wilfully 
remove, obliterate, or destroy any stake, stone, or other object placed 
or marked as a monument to indicate a corner of the surveys made by or 
under the authority of the United States, such person or persons shall, on 
conviction thereof, be punished by a fine not exceeding one thousand 
dollars, and shall moreover be liable to imprisonment not exceeding 
one year, or both, at the discretion of the court; and the place occupied 
by any such monument shall be forever reserved for the purpose of 
perpetuating such monument. 
SEC. 62. Lands classified in this act as pasturage and irrigable may 
be surveyed into townships, omitting the subdivisional lines, and may 
be described and patented as such, and this provision may be applied 
to lands notoriously swamp and overflowed. 
CHA.PTER IV. 
LA.ND OFFICES. 
Registers. 
SEC. 03. There shall be appointed by the President, by and with the 
advice and consent of the Senate, one officer for each land district 
established by law, who shall be styled Register of the Land Office. 
SEC. 64. Every such Register shall reside at the place where the land 
office in the district for which be is appointed is directed by law to be 
kept, anrl shall have a seal, to be provided by the Commis~ioner of the 
General Land Office. 
SEC. 65. Every such Register shall be allowed an annual salai·y of 
three thousand dollars; and it shall be unlawful for sucl, oflicer to re-
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cehTe for llis own use or benefit, directly or indirectly, any other com-
pensation, whether by way of fees, rewards or otherwise; and on sat-
isfactory proof that sueb officer bas charged or received fees or other 
rewards not authorized by law, he shall be forthwith removed from 
office. 
SEO. G6. The compensation of such Registers shall commence from 
the time they respecth.,.ely enter upon the discharge of their duties, and 
the.r shall be removable at pleasure. 
SEC. 67. Said Registers shall perform all the duties connected with 
the sale of the public lands heretofore enjoined by law upon Registers 
of land offices; and shall, before entering upon the duties of their 
offices, girn bonds each in the penal sum of ten thousand dollars, with 
approved security, for the faithful discharge of their trusts ; and in ad-
dition thereto they shall also perform all the duties, and under similar con-
<litions and bonds, which have heretofore been imposed upon or required 
by law from Receivers of public moneys; and the separate office of Re-
ceiver of public moneys is hereby abolished. 
SEC. GS. Each Register of the land office is authorized, and it shall 
be his duty, to administer any oath .required by law, or the instructions 
of the General Land Office, in connection with the entry or purchase of 
any tract of the public lan<ls; but he shall not charge or receive, di-
rectly or indirectly, any compensation for administering such oath. The 
findings of the Register upon a question of fact shall in the absence of 
appeal be final. 
SEC. 69. Each register of the land office shall have power to issue 
subprenas, to require before him tbe attendance of witnesses upon any 
proceeding authorized by law, or the instructions of the General Land 
Office, in connection with the disposal of public lands; but he sb all not have 
power to commit for contempt. Said subprena shall run throughout the 
land district for which the officer issuing the same is the Register, and 
it may be served by any disinterested party duly authorized by the 
Uegister to make such service. Conclusive proof of service shall be by 
the affidavit of the party so authorized to serve and actually making 
such service. Witnesses subprenaed pursuant to this section shall be 
allowed the same compensation as is allowed witnesses in the courts of 
the United States, to be paid in advance by the party appIJring for the 
subprena. 
SEC. 70. Whenever any person so su bprenaed before such Register of 
the Land Office fails to appear in obedience thereto, or whenever any 
person examined before said officer refuses or declines to answer, or to 
swear, or to sign bis examination when taken, or to be otherwise guilty of 
contempt, the Register of the Land Office shall forthwith transmit his cer-
tificate of contumacy, setting forth all the facts, and submitting the orig-
inal subprena and proof of service thereof to the judge of the nearest 
United States court, who shall have power to order the person so acting 
to pay the costs thereb;y occasioned and to punish him for contempt in 
like manner as if such su bprena had issued originally from said court, if 
such person be compellable by law to appear and answer such questions 
or to sign such examination ; or such Register of the Land Office may in 
like manner certify the matter to the nearest State or Territorial court 
upon which the legislature of said State or Territory may have conferred 
appropriatejurisdiction in such cases. 
SEC. 71. If any person applies to any Register of the Land Office to 
ente~ any land whateYer, and the said officer knowingly and falsely in-
forms the person so applymg that the same has already been entered, 
and refuses to permit the person so applying to enter the same, such 
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officer shall be liable therefor to the person so applying for fi \'e dollars 
for each acre of land which the person so applying offered to enter, to 
be recovered by action of debt, in any court of record having jurisdiction 
of the amount. 
SEC. 72. All fees now bylaw exacted at the district land office in con-
nection with the disposition of the public lauds, shall be, and the same 
are hereby, n bolisbed. 
SEC. 73. Each Register of the Land Office shall charge and receive for 
making transcripts for incfrdduals or furnishing any other record infor-
mation respectiug rublic lands or land titles in his land district such fees 
as are properly authorized by th~ tariff existing in the local courts of 
his district; and all moneys received from such fees shall be accounted 
for as other public moneys; and the deposit thereof in a proper deposi-
tary of the Unitetl States sllall be deemed an ad<litiou to the appropria-
tion for inci<lental expenses of district land offices. 
SEC. 74. The Commissioner of the General Land Office is authorized 
to make a reasonable allowance to each district lan<l office for office 
rent, clerical services, and other necessary expenses, including the cost 
of depositing public moneys; said allowance to be paid out of the ap-
propriation for incidental expenses for dh;trict lan<l offices; but no 
such allowance shall be operative unless first sanctioned by ·the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office. 
SEC. 75. All proofs, affidavits, or oaths authorized bylaw or the regu-
lations of the General Land Office, in connection with the disposition of 
the public lands, may be sworn to eitlier before the Register of the Land 
Office or before the judge or clerk of any court of record, or before 
any officer authorized to administer oaths whose official capacity shall 
be properly verified; and such proofs, affidavits, or oaths, when so made 
before any such judge, clerk, or other officer, and duly subscribed, shall 
have the same force and effect as if made before the district land officer, 
and the same shall be transmitted by such judge or clerk to the proper 
district land office : Provided, however, That in contested cases proofs 
may be taken by deposition, with notice to the opposite party and oppor-
tunity for cross-examination, under regulations to be prescribed by the 
Commissioner of the General Land Office. If any witness making such 
proofs, affidavits, oaths or depositions, before such Register, judge, 
clerk, or other officer, swears falsely to any material matter contained 
therein, the said false swearing being willful and corrupt, he shall be 
deemed guilty of perjury, and shall be liable to the same pains and 
penalties as are prescribed by section 5392 of the Revised Statutes of 
the United States. 
SEC. 76. Where a plat of the survey of any township or fractional 
township of public lands shall have been filed pursuant to law in any 
district land office, the Register shall forth with cause a notice of such 
filing to be published for thirty days in a newspaper published in the 
place nearest to such township; and the lands embraced in such town-
ship shall not be subject to application, entry, or location until the ex-
piration of such publication. . 
SEC. 77. Every person making application at any of the Jand offices 
of the United States, for the purchase at private sale of a tract of land, 
shall produce to the Register a memorandum in writing, describing the 
tract, which he shall enter by the proper number of the section, half sec-
tion, quarter section, half-quarter section, quarter-quarter section, frac-
~ion,~r lot, as the case may be, and of the township and range, subscrib-
mg his name thereto, which memorandum the Uegister shall file and 
preserve in his office. 
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SEC. 78. Where two or more persons apply for-the purchase, at private 
sale, of the same tract, at the same time, the Register shall determine 
the preference by forthwith offering the tract to the highest bidder: 
Provided, That the same shall not be sold for· less than the price fixed 
by law for lands in the same classification. 
SEC. 79. Where two or more persons have become purchasers of a 
section, or fractional section, the Register of the Land Office of the dis-
trict in which the lands lie shall, on application of the parties and a 
surrender of the original certificate, issue separate certificates, of the 
same date with the original, to each of the purchasers, or their assignees, 
in conformity with the division agreed on by them; but in no case shall 
the portions so purchased be divided by other than north or south and 
east or west lines, nor shall any certificate issue for less than eighty 
acres. 
SEC. 80. Whenever the quantity of public land remaining unsold in 
any land district is reduced to a number of acres leus than one hundred 
thousand, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office to discontinue the land office of such district; and if any land in 
any such district remains unsold at the time of the discontinuance of a 
land office, the same shall be subject to sale at some one of the existing 
land offices most convenient to the district in which the land office has 
been discontinued, of which the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office shall give notice. 
SEC. 81. The Secretary of the Interior may continue any land district 
in which is situated the seat of government of any one of' the States, 
and may continue the land office in such district, notwithstanding the 
quantity of land unsold in such district may not amount to one hundred 
thousand acres, when, in his opinion, such continuance is required by 
public convenience, or in order to close the land system in such State. 
SEC. 82. Whenever the cost of collecting the revenue from the sales 
of the public lands in any land district is as much as one-third of the 
whole amount of revenue collected in such district, it may be lawful for 
the President, if, in bis opinion, not incompatible with the public inter-
ests, to discontinue the land office in such district, and to annex the 
same to some other adjoining land district; but when the cost of collec-
tion in any land district exceeds the amount of revenue collected, such 
land district shall be discontinued and be annexed to some other ad-
joining land district. 
SEC. 83. The President is authorized to change the location of the 
land offices in the several districts established by law, and to relocate 
the same from time to time at such point in the district as he deems 
expedient. 
SEC. 84:. Upon the recommendation of the Commissioner of the Gen-
eral Land Office, approved by the Secretary of the Interior, the Presi-
dent may order the discontinuance of any land office and the transfer 
of any of its business and archives to any other land office within the 
same State or Territory. 
SEC. 85. The President is authorized to change and re-establish the 
boundaries of land districts whenever, in his opinion, the public inter-
ests will be subserved thereby, without authority to increase the num-
ber of land offices or land districts. 
SEC. 86. In case of the division of existing land districts by the crea-
tion of new ones, or by a change of boundaries by the President, all 
business in such original districts shall be entertained and transacted 
without prejudice or change, until the offices in the new districts are duly 
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opened by public announcement under the direction of tlrn Secretary of 
the Interior. All sale.s or disposals of the public lands regularly made 
at any land office, after such lands have been made part of another dis-
trict by any act of Congress, or by any act of the President, are con-
firmed, provided the same are free from conflict with prior valid rights. 
SEO. 87. Until changed as hereinbefore provided, the number and 
boundaries of the several land districts, and the location of the respect-
ive land offices, shall continue as now established. 
CHAPTER V. 
CLASSIFICATION OF LANDS. 
SEC. 88. For all purposes of surveying and sale the public lands of 
the United States shall be classified as arable, irrigable, pasturage, 
timber, and mineral; and said lands, thus classified, shall be disposed 
of only under laws specifically applicable thereto. 
SEC. 89. All non-mineral lands which will produce agricultural crops 
without irrigation, and which are not chiefly valuable for timber for 
commercial purposes, shall be classified as arable lands; and such lands 
shall be subject to entry and disposal only under the town-site, timber-
culture, and homestead laws, except in the States of Arkansas, Louis-
iana, Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida. 
SEO. 90. All lands, excepting mineral lands, and excepting lands 
chiefly valuable for timber of commercial value, which will not, without 
irrigation, produce some agricultural crop, except grass, for the recla-
mation of which sufficient water can be obtained, shall be classified as 
irrigable lands. 
SEC. 91. All lands, excepting mineral lands, and excepting lands 
chiefly valuable for timber of commercial value, which wm not produce 
crops without irrigation, and which are chiefly valuable for pasturage 
purposes, shall be classified as pasturage lands. 
SEC. 92. All lands, excepting mineral, which are chiefly valuable for 
timber of commercial value, for sawed or hewed timber, shall be classi-
fied as timber lands. 
SEC. 93. All lands which contain veins or lodes of quartz or other 
rock in place bearing gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, copper, coal, iron, 
or other valuable deposit (and which are rendered thereby more valuable 
for mineral than for agricultural purposes), shall be classified as mineral 
lands; and the same shall be subject to entry and sale only under the 
provisions of the mineral laws. 
SEC. 94. In ascertaining the character of lands according to the classi-
fication hereinbefore prescribed, the plats and field-notes of the offi-
cial surveys shall operate as prima facie evidence of such character; 
but such showing shall be subject to correction upon proof of error sat-
isfactory to the Commjssioner of the General Land Office, and accord-
ing to regulations to be prescribed by him : Provided, however, That if 
unsurveyed lands are settled upon, or sought to be entered under au-
thority of law, or ff lands heretofore surveyed have not been classified 
according to the provisions of this chapter, the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office shall prescribe the mode and character of proof to 
establish to his satisfaction the character of such lands : And provided 
further, That the issue of a patent by the United States shall, in tho 
absence of fraud, be conclusive as to the character of the land covered 
thereby. 
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CHAPTER VI. 
H01'.IESTE.A.D ENTRIES. 
SEC. 95. All tho public lands of tbe United States, excepting as 
hereinafter provided, shall be subject to homestead entry under the con-
tlitions, restrictions and stipulations provided by law. 
SEC. 96. The following classes of lands, unless otherwise specially 
provided for by law, shall not be subject to homestead entry; to wit: 
1st. Lands to which the Indian title has not been extinguished. · 
2d. Lands included in any reservation by any treaty, law or procla-
mation of the President, for any purpose. 
3d. Lands included within the limits of any incorporated town: Pro-
vided, That if said incorporation exceeds the m axiumm area which 
may he entered as a town site under existing laws, the restriction upon 
the right to homestead shall apply only to so much of said excess as 
shall be actually settled upon, inhabited, improved, and used for busi-
ness and municipal improvements. 
4th. Lands actually settled and occupied for purposes of trade and 
, business, and not for agriculture. 
5th. Lands classified as mineral or timber. 
SEC. 97. Every person, male or female, who is the head of a family, or 
who bas arrived at the age of twenty-one years and is a citizen of the 
United States, or who has filed his or her declaration of intention to 
become such, as required by the naturalization laws, shall be entitled to 
enter one quarter srction, or a less quantity of unappropriated public 
lands subject to homestead, to be located in a body, in conformity to 
the legal subdivisions of the public lands; and every person owning or 
residing on land may, under the provisions of this section, enter other 
lands lying contiguous to his or her land, which shall not, with the land 
so already owned and oc~upied, exceed in the ::iggregate one hundred 
and sixty acres. 
SEC. 98. The person applying for the benefit of the preceding sM 
tion shall file his or her application in writing with the Register of the 
proper land office, together with his or her affidavit that he or she is 
the head of a family, or is twenty-one years or more of age, or has per-
formed service in the Army or Navy of the United States, and that 
such application is made for his or her exclusive use and benf'fit, and 
that the entry is made for the purpose of actual settlement and cultiva-
tion, and not, either directly or indirectly, for the use or benefit of any 
other person; and upon filing such affidavit with the Register be or she 
shall thereupon be permitted to enter the amount of lan<l specified, upon 
the payment of eighteen dollars to the United States. 
SEO. 99. No certificate, however, shall be given, or patent therefor, 
until the expiration of three years from the date of such application; 
and if at the expiration of such time, or at any other time within two 
years thereafter, the person making such entr.v; or if he be dead, his 
widow; or in case of her death, his heirs or devisee; or in case of a 
widow, or a single woman making sucb entry, her heirs or devisee, iu 
case of her death, proves by two credible witnesses that be, she, or 
they have resided upon or cultivated the same for the term of three 
years immediately succeeding tbe time of filing· the affidavit, and makes 
affidavit that no part of such land has been alienated, except for church, 
cemetery, or school purposes, or for the right of way of railroads or 
highways across such homestead, and that he, she, or they will bear true 
allegiance to the Governmeut of the United States; then in such case he, 
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he, 01 they, if at that time citizens of the United States, sh, JI Le rntitlcd 
to a patent, as in otller cases provided by law. 
SEC. 100. In case of marriage by a woman who may lia,e iuitiate<l 
title under this act, and who was at the time of said marriage bona, fide 
prosecuting the same, she shall be permitted to consummate her title in 
her own right upon performance of the acts aud for the term n'quired 
by this chapter. 
SEC. 101. In c~ e of the death of uoth father and mother, lca\'ing an 
infant child or children nuder twenty-one years of age, the riglit and fee 
shall inure to the beuetit of 8Uch infant child or children; and the execu-
tor, administrator, or guardian may, at any time within two ~·ears after 
the death of the survivi1 g parent, and in accordance with the Jaws of 
the State in which such children, for the time bein[l', have their domi-
cile, se11 t,be land for the benefit of such infants, but for no other pur-
pose; and the purcharer shall acquire the absolute title by the pur-
chase, and be entitled to a patent from the United States. 
SEC. 102. In case of any person desirous of availing himself of the 
bencfi+-s of this chapter, but who, by reason of actual service in the ruil-
itary or naval service of the Unit~d States, is unable to do the personal 
preliminary acts at the district land office which the prec~,1ing- sections 
require, and whoso family, or some member thereof, or some duly au-
thorized representatin•, is residing on the land which be desires to 
enter, and upon which a bona-fide improvement and settlement ha,e 
been made, such person may make the affidavit required by law before 
the officer comµmn<ling in the branch of the service in which the party 
is engaged, which affidavit shall be as binding in law, and with like 
penalties, as if taken before the Register; and upon such affidavit being 
filed with the Register by the wife or other representative of the party, 
the same shall become effective from the date of such filing. 
SEC. 103. The Register of the Land Office shall note all applications 
under tbe provisions of this chapter on the tract-books and plats of bis 
office, and keep a register of all such entries, and make return thereof 
to the General Land Oflice, together with the proof upon which they 
have been founded. 
SEC. 104. No lands arquired under the provisions of this chapter shall 
in any ernnt become liable to the satisfaction of any debt contracted 
prior to the issuing of the patent therefor. 
SEo.105. If at any time after the inception of any homestead claim and 
prior to issue of patent thereon, it is proved, after due notice to the set-
tler, to the satisfaction of the Register of the proper land office that tbe 
~aid homestead applicant has actually changed his residence or aban-
doned the land for more than six consecutive months, or that the said 
claim for any cause was originally illegal or invalid. then and in that 
event the land em braced in said homestead claim shall revert to the 
government, and any intervening claim or right to the same tract shall 
be deemed to have taken effect, as if the canceled homestead claim bad 
never been made. In the event that no appeal shall be filed from the 
decision of the Register against such homstead claimant, said Register 
shall forthwith cancel said claim from his records, and sball receive any 
other claims to the same tracts in the order in which they may have 
been, or shall thereafter be, presented. 
SEC. 106. No person shall be permitted to acquire title to more than 
one quarter-section under the provisions of this chapter, but no person 
shall be deemed to have had the benefit of this act except upon issue 
of patent. 
SEC. 107. No person wbo has served, or may hereafter serve, for a 
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period not less than fourteen days in the Army or Navy of the United 
States, eituer regular or volunteer, under the laws thereof, during the 
existence of an actual war, domestic or foreign, shall be deprived of the 
benefits of this chapter on account of not having attained the age of 
twenty-one years. · . 
SEC. 108. When a settlement, with a view to a homestead, has been 
or shall be made upon unsurveyed public lands of the United States, 
but otherwise subject to homestead, the right of such ho!Ilestead claim. 
ant shall relate back to the date of his said· settlement, but upon the 
express condition that the applicatioti and affidavit heretofore required 
shall be filed wi.thin sixty days after the date upon which such lands, 
after survey, shall become subject to such filing: Provided, That the 
period of his continuous residence upon unsurveyed land shall be de-
ducted from the three years herein before required after the filing of hi8 
application. Upon failure to so file within said sixty days, the right of 
said claimant shall take effect only from the filing of his application, as 
in all other cases upon surveyed lands. 
SEC. 109. When settlements ha·rn 'been made upon unsurveyed lands, 
as provided for in the preceding section, and it shall prove, after sur-
vey, that' two or more settlers have improvements or cultivation upon 
the same legal subdivision, it shall be lawful for such settlers to file a 
joint application for their lands at the local land office, or for either of 
said settlers to enter into contract with his co-settlers to convey to them. 
their portion of said lands after a patent is issued to him, and after 
making said contract to file application in his own name, and proof of 
joint occupation by himself and others, and of such contract with them 
made, shall be equivalent to proof of sole occupation by himself: Pre-
vided, That in no case shall the amount patented under this sectfon ex-
ceed one hundred and sixty acres. 
SEC. 110. Where settlements, with a view to homestead, and followed 
up after survey with seasonable filing of application, barn been made 
before the survey of the lands in the field, and are found to 
have been made on sections sixteen and thirty-six, those sections shall 
be subject to the homestead application of such settler ; and if they or 
either of them have been or shall be reserved or pledged for the use of 
schools or colleges in the State or Territory in which the lands lie, 
other lands of like quantity are appropriated in lieu thereof; and other 
lands are also appropriated to compensate deficiencies for school pur-
poses where sections sixteen and thirty-six are fractional in quantity, or 
where one or both are wanting by reason of the township being frac-
tional, or from any natural cause whatever. 
SEC. 111. No distinction shall be made in the construction or execu-
tion of this chapter on account of race or color. 
SEC. 112. Every private soldier and officer who bas served iu the 
Army of the United States during the recent rebellion, for ninety-days, 
and who was honorably discharged and has remained loyal to the gov-
ernment, including the troops mustered into the service of the United 
States by virtue of the third section of an act approved February 13, 
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and every seaman, marine, and officer 
who has served in the Navy of the United States, or in the l\Iarine 
Corps, during the rebe1lion, for ninety days, and who was honorably dis-
charged and bas remained loyal to the government, shall, on compliance 
with the provisions of this chapter, as hereinafter modified, be entitled 
to enter upon and receive a patent for a quantity of public land not 
exceeding one hundred and sixty acres, or one quarter section, to be 
taken in compact form, according to legal sub-divisions including the 
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alternate reserved sections of public land along the line of any railroad 
or otlJer public work, not otherwise reserved or appropriated, and other 
lands subject to entry under the homestead laws of the United States; 
but such homestead settler shall be allowed six months after filing his 
application within which to make bis entry and commence his settle-
ment and improvement. 
SEC. 113. The time which the homestead settler mentioned in section 
t'me hundred and twelve has served in the Army, Navy, or l\Iarine 
Corps shall be deducted from the time heretofore required to perfect 
title; or if discharged on account of wounds received or disability in-
curred in the line of duty, then the term of enlistment shall be deducted 
from tbe time heretofore required to perfect title, without reference to 
the length of time he may have served; but no patent shall issue to 
any homestead settler who has not resided upon, improyecl, and culti-
-vated his homestead for a period of at least one year after he shall have 
tommcnced his improyements. 
SEC. 114. In case of the death of any person who would he entitled to 
,i, homestead under the provisions of section one hundred and twelve, 
his widow, if unmarried, or in case of her death or marriage, then his 
minor orphan children, by a guardian <luly appointed and officially 
accredited at the General Land Office, shall be entitled to all the benefits 
enumerated in this chapter, subject to all the provisions as to settlement 
:md improvement therein contained; but if such person died during 
:his term of enlistment, the whole term of bis enlistment shall be deducted 
from the time heretofore required to perfect the title. 
SEC. 115. Every soldier,.sailor, marine, officer, or other person coming 
within tbe provisions of section one hundred and twelve, may, as well 
by an agent as in person, enter upon such homestead by filing his appli-
tation; but such claimant, in person or by bis agent, shall, within the 
time prescribed, make bis actual entry, commence residence and im-
provements on the same, and thereafter fulfill all the requirements of 
law. 
SEC. 116. Each of the chiefs, warriors, and heads of families of the 
Stockbridge Mun see tribes of Indians, residing in the county of Shawana, 
State of Wisconsm, may, under the direction of the Secretary of the 
Interior, enter a homestead and become entitled to all the benefits of 
this chapter, free from any fee or charge; and any part of their present 
reservation which is abandoned for that purpose may be sold, under 
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, and the proceeds applied 
for the benefit of such Indians as may settle on homesteads, to aid them 
in improving the same. 
SEC. 117. 'rbe homestead secured by virtue of the preceding section 
shall not be subject to any tax, levy, or sale; nor shall it be sold, con-
veyed, mortgaged, or in any manner incumbered, except upon the de-
cree of the district court of the United States, as provided in the fol-
lowing section. 
SEC. 118. Whenever any of the chiefs, warriors, or beads of families of 
the tribes mentioned in section one hundred and sixteen, having filed with 
the clerk of tlJedistrictcourtoftbe United States a declaration of his inten-
tion to become a citizen of the UnitedStates, and to dissolve all relations 
with any Iudian tribe, two years pre\fious thereto, appears in such court, 
and proves to the satisfaction thereof, by the testimony of two citizens, 
that for fi\'e years last past he has adopted the habits of civilized life; 
that he has maintained himself and family by his own industry; tlJat be 
reads and speaks tlJe English language; that he is well disposed to 
become a peaceable and orderly citizen; tuat lie has sufficient capacity 
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to manage his own affairs, the court may enter a decree admitting him 
to all the rights of a citizen of the United Statf'S; and thenceforth he 
shall be no longer held or treated as a member of .-lny Indian tribe, but 
shall be entitled to all the rights and privileges and be subject to all 
the duties and liabilities to taxation of other citizens of the United 
States. But nothing herein contained shall be construed to deprive 
such chiefs, warriors, or heads of families of anunities to which they are 
or may be entitled. 
SEC. 119. That any Indian, born in the United States, who is the 
head of a family, or who has arrived at the age of twenty-one years, 
and who has abandoned, or may hereafter abandon, his tribal relations, 
shall, on making satisfactory proof of such abandonment, under rules 
to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, be entitled to the 
benefits of this chapter, and of sections one hundred and fifty-three 
and one hundred ap.d fifty-four of chapter ten of this act: Proridef.1, 
That the title to lands acquired by any Indian by virtue hereof shall 
not be subject to alienation or incnmbrauce, either by voluntary con-
veyance or the judgment, decree, or order of any court, and shall be 
and remain inalienable for a period of ten years from the date of the 
patent issuecl therefor: And providecl fitrther, That any snch Indian 
shall be entitled to his distributive share of all annuities, tribal funds, 
lands, and other property, the same as though he had maintained his 
tribal relations; and any transfer, alienation, or incnmbrance of any 
interest he may hold or claim b,r reason of hi:::; fonner tribal relations 
shall be void. 
Sec. 120. That in all cases in which Indians ha,.·e heretofore en-
tered public land nuder the homestead law, and have proceeded in ac-
cordance with the regulations. prescribed by the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, or in which they may hereafter be allowed to so en-
ter under said regulations prior to the promulgation of regulations to 
be established by the Secretary of the Interior under the preceding sec-
tion of this act, and in which the conditions prescribed by law have been 
or may be complied with, the entries so allowed are hereby confirmed, 
and patents shall be issued thereon, subject, howm·er, to the restrictions 
and limitations contained in the next preceding section of this act in re-
gard to alienation and incumbrance. 
Sec. 121. That from and after the passage of this act the alternate 
sections reserved to the United States within the limits of any grant of 
public lands to any railroad company, or to any military road company, 
or to any State in aid of any railroad or military road, shall be open to 
settlers under the homestead laws to the extent of one hundred and six-
ty acres to each settler, and any person who has, untler existing laws, 
taken a homestead on any section reserved to tho United States within 
the Jim.its of any railroad or military road land grant, and who by exist-
ing laws shall uave been restricted to eighty acrns, may enter under the 
homestead laws an additional eighty acres adjoining the land embraced 
in his original entry, if such additional land be subject to entry; or; if 
such persons so elect, be may surrender his entry to the United States 
for cancelation, and thereupon be entitled to enter lands under the 
homestead laws the same as if the surrendered entry had not been made; 
and the residence and cultivation of such person upon and of the land 
embraced in his original entry shall be considered residence and culti-
vation for the same length of time upon and of the land em.braced in his 
additional or new entry, and shall be deducted from the three years res- , 
idence and cultivation required by law: Provided, That in no case shall 
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pat('ut br,uc upon an additional or new homestead eutry u1aler this act 
nuhl tliJ persou has actually, and in conformity with the homestead 
kws, occupied, resided upon, and cultivated the land embraced therein 
at least oue year: And pro1.,i<l.edfurthor, Tuat except as provided in this 
section all unap1u·o\-ed additional homestead rights shall l>e and are 
hereby repealed. 
SEC. 1:3:!. Ilereafter homestead applicants shall not be required to 
publish notice of their intentiou to make final proofs; but in cases of 
contest, parties interested shall be cited according to regulations to 
be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
SEC. 1~3. "\VheneYer twenty or more persons severally qualified under 
the proYisions of this chapter shall file in the proper district land office an 
application to form a homestead colony, togetber with a map of their 
proposed homestead colony, the register of said district land office shall 
receive and admit their separate filings for one hundred and sixty acres 
of land each, as in other homestead filings upon the arable lands of the 
cnited States. 
Said homestead colonists shall be permitted to reside in a village l>y 
them to be formed, and to be shown upon the map, directed to be filed 
in the district land office, to be located as near as may be in the center 
of said colony; and the homestead colonists, upon whose tract the said 
village shall fall, are hereby authorized and permitted to give a deed for 
village purposes and occupation to the authorities of ~aid village: Pro-
rided, That said deed shall not run as against the United States until 
after title has passed from the United States for the tract upon which 
the village is situated. 
Continuous residence in said Yillage, while cultivating and using for 
agricultural purposes their separate tracts, and said cultivation and use 
uy said. colouists, separately, for their own use and benefit, of the land 
embraced in their said entries, while residing in the said village, shall 
be considered eqniYalent to actual residence on their said lands. 
·when said colonists shall settle upon unsur"\"eye<l lands, they shaH 
file the map and application before mentioned in the proper district ]and 
office, conforming, as nearly as can be ascertained, their separate claims 
to the size of the present l~gal subdivisions of the public lands; and 
they Rhall bave possessory title to their separate lands, until the date of 
the return of the plat of the surveys of said lands to the district land 
office, after \Ybich time they shall proceed to acquire title in the manner 
..,et out aud directetl in this section for acquiring title to colony home-
:tea(h, on snrveyed lands. Joint entry of tracts in case of joint occu-
pancy hereunder Rhall be permitted as in other homestead cases. 
The JH'OYisions of this chapter, relating to homesteads on arable lands, 
hall, where the same are applicable, apply to entries under this section. 
Tlie Commissioner of the General Land Office is hereby required to 
make all proper rules and rcgulatious for carrying into effect the above 
proYisions of law. 
SEO. l'..!·!. •Wlwre there is joint and several occupancy, at tbe date 
of the passage of this act, by duly qualified homestead settlers of the 
public lands, in cJtrnntities less than the present smallest legal subdivi-
ion of the public landR, it shall be lawful for one of said settlers and 
occupants to enter in trust under the homestead law the entire tract at 
the proper cfo,trict land office, and to apportion to each of the several 
settler~ or occnpa11ts their specific portions, and to make title to them 
fter be or she shall ha,e first obtained title to said tract under the home-
~tead act from the Uuiterl States. 
SEr.. 1~3 . .Any bona. fide settler nuder tlrn homestead laws of tho 
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United States, who has filed the proper application to enter public 
lands in any district land office, and who has been subsequently ap-
pointed a Register of the Land Office, may perfect the title to the land 
by making the payments required by law, and fu_rnisbing proof of resi-
dence and cultivation up to the date of bis appointment, to the satisfac-
tion of the Commissioner of the General Laud Office. 
SEC. 126. The pre-emption law shall be, and is hereby, repealed; but 
nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to impair or interfere 
iu any manner with existing pre-emption rights. 
CHAPTER VII. 
TDIBER CULTURE. 
SEC. 127. Any person who bas made or consummated a homestead 
entry under the laws of the United States, aud who still resides upon 
said tract, shall be permitted to enter upon any vacant public lands 
contiguous to his or her tract eighty acres or less in le.gal subdivisions 
for timber culture, on which he or she shall plant, protect, and keep in 
a healthy growing condition for eight years ten acres of timber. He 
or she shall, at the expiration of said term, be entitled to a patent for 
the whole of said tract, 9r of such legal subdivision as the case may be, · 
on making proof of such fact by not less than two credible witnesses 
and of full compliance with the further conditions proYided in the fol-
lowing section. 
SEC. 128. The person applying for the benefits of this act sha11, upon 
application to the Register of the land district in which he or she 
is about to make such entry, make affidavit as follows, to wit: I,---
---, having filed my application, No.--, for an entry under the 
provisions of the timber culture act, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that 
I have heretofore filed· an application for or entered a homestead, No. 
--, under the laws of the United States, at the district land office at 
--- ---; that I now reside upon the land em braced in the said 
homestead filing; that the section of land specified in my said applica-
tion is composed exclusively of prairie lands, or other lands devoid of" 
timber-; that this filing and entry is made for the cultivation of timber, 
and for my own exclusive use and benefit; that I have made the said 
application in good faith, and not for the purpose of speculation, or 
directly or indirectly for the use or benefit of any other person or per-
sons wbomsoeYer; that I intend to hold and cultivate the land and to 
fully comply with the provisions of this said act; and that I have not 
heretofore made au entry under tlrn timber culture act. And upon filing 
said affidavit with -said register, ao,d on payment of ten dollars, be or 
she shall thereupon be permitted to enter the quantity of lllJld specified; 
and the party making an entry under the provisions of this act shall be 
required to break or plow fixe acres covered thereby the first year, five 
acres the second year, and to cultivate for crop or otherwise the ft ve acres 
broken or plowed the first year; the third year be or she shall be required 
to cultivate for crop or otherwise the five acres broken the second year, 
and to plant in timber, seeds, or cuttings the five acres first broken or 
plowed, and to cultivate and put in crop or otherwise the remaining five· 
acres, and the fourth year to plant in Umber, seeds, or cuttings the re-
maining five acres: Providcrl, TIJat in case snclt trees, seeds, or cuttings 
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shall be <lestroyed lJy grasshoppers, or by extreme an<l unusual <lrought, 
for any year or term of years, the time for planting such trees, seeds, 
or cuttings shall be extended one year for e,ery such year that they are 
so <lestroJ·ed: ProvidecZ, further, That the person making such entry 
hall, l>efore he or she shall be entWed to such extension of time, file 
with.Urn register of the proper land office an affida,it, corroborated by 
two witnesses, settiug forth the <lestrnctjon of such trees, and that, in 
consequence of such destruction, he or she is compelled to ask an ex- , 
tension of time, in acconlance with the JffO\Tisions of tbis act: And pro-
1Jidedfurther, That no final certificate shall be given, or patent issued, 
for tue land so entered, until the expiration of eight yean:; from the date 
of such entry; and if, at the expiration of such time, or at any time 
within five years thereafter, the person making such cntr.r, or, if he or 
she be dead, Lis or her heirs or legal representatives, shall prove by two 
credible witnesses that be or she or they ha,e planted, and, for not less 
than eight years, have cultivated and protected such quantity and char-
acter of trees as aforesaid; that not less than twenty-seven hundred 
trees were planted on each acre, and that at the time of making such 
proof there shall be then growing at least six hundred and seventy-five 
living and thrifty trees to each acre, they shall rcceiYe a patent for such 
tract of land. 
SEC. 120. If at any time after the filing of said affidavit, and prior 
to the issuing of the patent for said land, the claimant shall fail to 
comply with any of the requirements of this chapter, then and in that 
event such land shall be subject to entry under the homestead laws, or 
by some other person under tbe provisions of this chapter: Provided, 
That the party making claim to said land, either as a homestead settler 
or under this chapter, shall give at the time of filing his application such 
notice io the original claimant as shall be prescribed by the rules estab-
Jisbed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office; and the rights 
Qf the parties shall be determined as in other contested cases. 
SEC. 130. That no land acquired under the proYisions of this act 
shall in any event become Ji.able to the satisfaction of any debt or debts 
contracted prior to the issuing of the final certificate tuerefor. 
SEC. 131. That the Commissioner of the Gener~ Land Office is 
hereby required to prepare and issue such rules and regulations, consist-
ent with this act, as shall be necessary and proper to carry its provis-
ions into effect. 
SEC. 132. And the fifth section of thA act entitled "An act in ad-
dition to an act to punish crimes agaimt the United States, and for 
other purposes,'' approved March 3, eighteen hundred and fifty-sevell, 
shall extend to all oaths, affirmations, and affidavits required or author-
ized by tbis act. 
SEC. 133. The parties wlio ha"Ve alrea<ly made entrius under the 
acts approved l\1arch third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, and 
liarch tllirteen th, eighteen hundred and se,enty-four, and June four-
teenth, eighteen lrnndrcd and seventy-eight, shall be permitted to com-
plete the same upon full compliance with the pro,isions of said acts. 
CIIAPTER VIII. 
TOWN SITES. 
SEC. 134. The President is authorized to rescr\'e from the public 
ands, whether surveyed or unsurveyed, town-sites on the shores of bar-
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bors, at the juuctiou of l'ivers, important portageH, or any natural or 
prospective centers of population. 
SEC. 135. ·when, in the opinion of the President, the public interests 
require it, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Oijice to cause any of such reservations, or part thereof, to be surrnyed 
into urban or suburban lots of suitable size, and to fix, by appraiseqrnnt 
of disinterested persons, their cash value, and to offer the same for sale 
, at public outcry to the highest bidder, and thence afterward to be lleld 
~mbject to sale at private entry according to such regulations as the 
Commissioner of the General Land Office may prescribe; but 110 lot 
shall be disposed of at public sale or private entry for less than the ap-
praised value thereof. And all such sales shall be conducted by the 
Register of the land office in the district in which the resen·ation may 
be situated, in accordance with the instrnctions of tlw Commissioner of 
the General Land Office. · 
SEC. 136. Whenever ally portion of the public lands llave been or 
may be settled upon and occupie<l as a town-site, it is lawful, in case 
such town be incorporated, for the corporate authorities thereof, and, 
if not incorporated, for the judge of the county court for the county in ( 
which such town is situated, to enter at the proper land ofllce, and at 
the minimum price, the land so settled and occupied in tr1:1st for the 
;'evcral use and benefit of the occupants tllereof, according to their 
respective interests; the execution of ,Yhich trust, as to the disposal of 
the lots in such town, and tlie proccec.h; of the sales thereof, to be con-
ducted under such regulations as may be prescribed by the legislatiYe 
authority of tho State or '.rerritory iu which the same may be situated. 
Any act of the tmstecs not made in couformity to the regulations in 
in this section shall be void. 
SEC. 137. Tlle entry of the land pro'\'icled for in the precediug,section 
shall be made, or a cleclaratory statement of the purpose of the inhabit-
ants to enter it as a town-site shall be filed, with the Register of the 
proper land office, and the entry or declaratory statement shall include 
only such la.nd as is actually occupied by the town, and the title to which 
is iu the United States; but in any Territory in which a land office 
may not have be.en established, such declaratory statements may be 
1lled with the surveyor general of the surveying district in which the 
lands are situate<l, who shall transmit the same to the General Land 
Office. 
SEC. 13S. It shall be lawful for any town which has maue, or may 
hereafter make, entry of less than the maximum quantity of land named 
in section 143, to make such additional entry or entries, of contiguous 
tracts, which may be occupied for town purposes, as, when added to the 
entry or entries theretofore made, will not exceed twenty-five hundred 
and sixty acres: Provided, That such additional entry shall not, to-
gether with all prior entries, be in excess of the area to which the town 
may be entitled at date of the additional entry by virtue of its popula-
tion, as prescribed in said section. 
SEC. 139. No title shall be acquired, under the foregoing prodsions 
of this chapter, to any mine of gold, silver, cinnabar, or copper, or to 
any valid mining claim or possession held under existing laws. 
SEC. 140. The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to military 
or other resen·ations heretofore made by the United States, nor to 
reservations for light-houses, custom-houses, mints, or other such public 
purposes as the interests of the United Sta(es may require, whether 
lleld nuder reservations through the Laud Office by Utle deriYed from 
tlrn Crown of Spain or other'\lise. 
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SEO. 14:1. In the patent to be hmned by the Uuited States for any 
townrsite on mineral lands, under this act, there shall be recognized 
the underground and surface rights, recognized by local authority or 
law, of persons owning or possessing mining veins, and the surface 
rights of the owners or possessors of town lots, together with the neces-
sary use thereof; but nothing contained iu tltis section shall be so con-
strued as to recognize any color of title in possessors for mining pur-
pose~, as against the United States. 
There shall be inserted in mining patents for claims "'itliin the ex-
te1for limits of a town, under this act, the following clause: "Except-
ing and excluding from these presents all town property rights upon 
the surface, and there are hereby expressly excepted an<l excluded from 
the same, all houses, lmi ldings, and structures, lots, blocks, streets, 
alleys, or other municipal improvements on tlle surface of the above 
premises, not belonging to the grantees herPin, and all rights necessary 
or proper to the occupation, possession, and enjoyment of the same." 
In the patent to be issue<.l for a town site under this act there shall 
be inserted the following clause: "Provided, That tlo title shall be hereby 
acquired to any mine of gold, silver, cinnabar or copper, or to any 
rnlid mining claim qr possession held under existing laws: And pro-
vided, furthei·, That the grant hereby made is held and declared to be 
subject to all the conditions and restrictions contained in section - of 
the Uevised Statutes of the United States, so far as the sawc are appli-
cable thereto." 
SEC. 14!!. The several counties and parishes of each State aud Ter-
ritory, where there are public lands, are authorized to enter, at the 
minimum price for which public lands of the United States am sold, 
one-quarter section of vaca,ut land in each of the counties or parishes, 
in trust for sucli counties or parishes respectively, for the establishment 
of seats of justice therein; but the proceeds of the sale of each of such 
quarter sections shall be appropriated for the purpose of erecting public 
bniluings in the county or parish for which it is located, after deducting 
therefrom the amount originrrlly paid for the same; and the seat of jus-
tice for such counties or parisl.Jes, respecti,·ely, shall be fixed previously 
to a. sale of the adjoining lands witl.1in the county or parish for wlJ.icll 
the same is located. 
SEC. 140. It upon smTeycd lands, the entry provided in section one 
Jmndrell arnl thirty-six shall in its cxteriQr limit be made in conformity 
to the legal subdivisions of the pnblic lands authorized by law; and 
where the inhabitants are in number one hundred, and less than two 
lnmdrcd, sl1all embrace not exceeding- three hundred and twenty acres; 
and in cases where the inhabitants of such town are more than two 
hundred, and less than one thousand., shall embrace not exceeding six 
hundred and fort.;y acres; and where the number of inhabitants is one 
thousand and over one tl10nsand, shall embrace not exceeding twelve 
hundred and eighty acres; but for each additional one thousand inha\>-
itants, not (:xceeding :five thousand in all, u further grant of three hun-
dred aml twenty acres shall be allowed. 
SEC. J..1:4:. TlJ.e words "not exceeding :five thousand in all," hi the 
preceding section, shall not apply to Salt Lake City, in the Territory 
ot' Utah; but such section shall be so construed in its application to 
that city that lands may be entered for the full number of inhabitants 
contained therein not exceeding fifteen thousand; and as that city 
covers school-section number tllirty-six, in township number one north, 
of range uumber one west, the same may be embraced in such entry, 
a1Hl indemnity shall be given therefor when a grant is made by Con• 
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gress of sections sixteen mHl thirty-six, in the Territol'y of Utah, for 
school purposes. 
SEC. 145. The existence or incorporation of auy town upon the. public 
lands of the United States shall not be held to exclude from homestead 
entry a greater quantity than twenty-five hundred an<l sixty acres of 
laud, or the maximum area which may be entered as a town-site under 
existing laws, unless the entire tract claimed or incorporated in such 
town-site shall, including and in excess of the area above specified, be 
actually settled upon, inhabited, impron•d, anll used for bnsiness ancl 
municipal purposes. 
SEC. 146. Whenm'cr the corporate limits of any town upon tlie public 
domain are shown or alleged to include lands in excess of the maximum 
area specified in section one hundred and forty-three of this act, the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office may require the authorities of such 
town (and it sllall be lawful for them) to elect what portion of said lands 
in compact form and embracing the actual site of the municipal occupation 
and impronment shall be withheld from homestead entry; and thereafter 
the residue of such l!nds shall be open to disposal under the homestead 
laws. And upon default of said town authorities to ma,ke suet selections 
within sixty days after notification bytbe Commissioner, be may direct tes-
timony respecting the actual location and extent of said improvement· 
to be taken by the Register of the district in which such town may be 
situated; and upon receipt of the same he may determine and set off 
the proper site according to section one hundred and forty-three of this 
act, and declare tbe remaining lands open to settlement and entry un-
der the bomestea<l laws; and it shall be the duty of the Secretary of 
each of tlle Territories of the United States to furnish the Surveyor 
General of the Territory, for the use of the United States, a copy duly 
certified of every act of tbe Legislature of tbe Territory incorporating 
any city or town, the same to be forwarded by such Secretary to the 
Surveyor General within one month from date of its approval. 
CH.APTER IX. 
IRRIGABLE LANDS. 
SEC. 147. It shall be lawful for any citizen of the Uuite<l States, or 
any person of requisite age, who may be entitled to become a citi- . 
zeu, and who has fileu his declaration to become such, and upon pay-
ment of twenty.five cents per acre, to file a declaration, under oath, with 
the Register of the land district in which any irrigable land is situated, 
that be intends to enter and reclaim a tract or tracts of irrigable land 
by conducting water upon the same within the period of three years 
thereafter. Said declaration shall describe particularly said land, if sur-
veyed, an<l, if unsurveyed, shall describe the same as nearly as possible 
without a snrvey, and each tract of land shall be in a compact form, ex-
cept that where the same is within a railroad grant it shall be deemed 
compact if in a form which, including the sections so granted, would be 
compact. .At the time of filing the declaration, the party shall also file 
a map of said land, which shall exhibit a plan showing the mode of con-
templated irrigation, and which plan shall be sufficient to thorongbly 
irrigate all of said laud ; and persons taking up separate tracts of irri-
gable laud shall 1..tave the right to associate together in tlie construction 
of canals and ditches for frrigating all of said tracts, and may file a joint 
map or maps, showiug their plan of intended imprO\~emcnts. 
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SEC. 148. No lantl shall be patented to any person under this chapter 
uuless he or bis assigns shall have expended in the necessary reclamation 
thereof at least two dollars per acre of tbe whole tract reclaimed and 
patented. The determination of what may be considered irrigable land 
shall lle subject, under the limitations of this act, to the provisions of 
section ninety of this act and tl.ie regulations of the Commissioner of 
the General Land Office. 
SEC. 149. At any time within the period of three J·ears after filing the 
declaration, affidavit, maps and plans named herein, upon making sat-
isfactory proof to the Register of the reclamation of said land to tlrn ex · 
tent and cost, and in the manner aforesaid, and substantially in accord-
ance with the plans herein provided for, and upon· the payment to the 
Register of the additional sum of one dollar per acre tor said land, a 
patent shall issue therefor. 
SEC. 150. All locations of irrigable or desert lands heretofore made 
lil.nder an act entitled '-An act to provide for the sale of desert lands in 
certain States and Territories," approved l\Iarch third, one thousand 
eight hundred and seventy-seven, may be re-entered under this act by 
the persons making the same, or by their successors in interest or as-
signs, upon their filing with the Register of the land district the decla-
rations, affidavits, maps and plans required under this chapter; and such 
persons shall have three years from the passage of this act to complete 
the reclamation of such lands; and the payment of twenty-five cents 
per acre originally made by them shall be considered as the first pay-
ment required under this act. 
SEC. 151. The right to the use of water l>y the person conducting the 
same on or to any tract of irrigable land shall depeud on bona fide prior 
appropriation; and such right shall not exceed the amount of water 
actually appropriated and necessariiy used for the purpose of irrigation 
and reclamation ; and all surplus water over and above such actual ap-
propriation and use, together with the water of all lakes, rivers, and 
other sources of water supply upon tlle public lan<ls, and not navigable, 
shall remain and be held free for the appropriation and use of the public 
for irrigation, mining, and manufacturing purpor.es, subject to existing 
rights. 
CHAPI'Elt :X. 
P AS'l'URAG E LANDS. 
SEC. 1.32. From and after the 1st day of January, A. D. 1881, all sur-
Yeye<l public lands of the United States, classified as pasturage lands 
11nder this act, excepting such of those lands as are legally occupied under 
the laws of the United States, shall be subject to purchase at private sale, 
upon application by any person at the respective district land offices of 
the United States, for the sum of $1.25 per a~re. 
On and after January 1, A. D. 1886, the surveyed lands not legally 
occupied under la.ws of the Uuited States, and classified as aborn, and 
remaining unsold, Rhall he sold as above directed at $1 per acre. 
On ancl aftei· January 1, A. D. 1890, any lands classified as above set 
out, and not legally occupied under the laws of the United States, 
remaining unsold, shall be sold for seventy-five cents per acre. After 
the year A. D. 1890, the price of said lands shall be decreased twelve 
and one-half cents per acre each three years they shall remain unsold, 
until they shall reach twelve and one-half centR per acrr, at which price 
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they shall be sold, but for no Jess sum: Provided, That as to lands 
unsurveyed on the first day of January, A. D. 1881, said land shall be 
subject to private sale at one dollar and a quarter per acre for five years 
after survey, and thereafter they shall decrease in price upon a gradua-
tion of time and value equivalent to that herein provided for for lands 
now surveyed. 
Provided, lwu·ever, That nothing in this section shall in any manner 
prohibit or interfere with settlement on said pasturage lands, or their 
withdrawal from prfrate sale by settlement nuder the homestead, pas-
turage homestead, or irrigation laws. 
The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall make all needful 
rules and regulations· for carrying into effect tlie above provisions of law. 
SEC. 153. Any person qualified under the provisions of this act to 
make entry of a homestead on the arable lands of the United States 
may, upon application at the proper district land office, be permitted to 
file a homestead upon the pasturage lands of the Uniteu States: Pro-
vided, That no one separate entry shall embrace more than four sections 
or two thousand fi-ve hundred and sixty acres of such pasturage lands, 
and the same shall lie in a compact body. A.ncl provided further, That 
the applicant shall pay to tlrn United States, at the time of making bis 
application, one hundred dollars. 
SEC. 154:. That the provisions of this act relating to homesteads upon 
the arable lands of the United States, and the proYisions of this act 
authorizing tlie formation of homestead colonies, through separate 
individual entries upon the surveyed and unsurveyed arable lands of 
the United States, shall, as far as they may be applicable as to term, 
location, entry, character of occupancy, settlement and village resi-
dence, apply to entries under this section: Providecl, That such con-
tiguous Yillago lots may each contain not more than twenty acres 
of land, and may be selected from either irrigable or pasturage lands. 
And proi,ided further, That use for grazing purposes of the lands 
embraced in a pasturage homestead entry, with residence upon the tract, 
or in a colony village, shall be in lieu of actual culti'rntion and use for 
agricultural purposes. 
CHAPTER XI. 
'.l'DIBER LANDS. 
SEC. 153. All timber lands, excepting those bearing mineral, which 
are chiefly valuable for timber of commercial value, as sawed or Il.ewetl 
timber, are hereby withdrawn from sale or other disposal. 
SEC. 15G. All timber exceeding eight inches in diameter growing or 
being upon the even-numbered sections of public land, which are chiefly 
valuable for timber of commercial value, as sawed or hewed timber, ma..v 
be sold for cash in lots of not less than forty acres nor greater than six 
hundred and forty acres, or one section containing more or less than six 
hundred and forty acres: Provided, That this section shall not apply to 
lands reserved by competent authority. All moneys derive<l from tlie 
sale of timber shall be accounted for and covered into the Treasury iu 
the same manner as moneys received from the sale of public lan<ls. 
SEC. 157. In the sale of timber from the public lands there shall be 
three grades, witll a fixed price for each grade. The price of the first 
grade shall be dollars per acre ; the price of the second grade 
shall be cJollars per acre; and the price of the third grade 
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shall be <lollars per acre. The grading of the timber shall be 
done by the deputy surrnyors at the time of the surveys of said lands, 
and the kind and character of timber on each section so surveyed shall 
be noted in the field notes and marked upon the township plats. In 
case of contest said grading sllall become a matter of proof, as in other 
cases proYided in this act in matters relating· to the character of the 
public ]ands. Timber upon lands surrnyed before the passage of this 
act shall be. classified nnd graded under tlle direction of the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office. 
SEC. 158. The Commissioner of the General Land Office is hereby au-
thorized to appoint snch officers as Congress may from time to time 
appropriate for, which officers shall, under the dircetion of the said Com-
nnssioncr, act as agents for the preservation of the timber on ·tbe public 
lauds and for the prevention and suppression of depredations thereon, 
~nd shall perform such other duties as may he assigned them iu 
connection with the public land service. 
SEO. 159. Every person purchasing timber under the provisions of 
this chapter shall remove the timber from the land within five years from 
the date of notice to be given by the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office, aud thereafter be shall have no right to, or claim upon, any 
timber remaining upon said lands, nor upon the purchase-money pail 
therefor; and any sale made under this ehapter shall be subject to this 
express condition. 
SEC. IGO. All timber standing upon the public lands shall, after pur-
chase as herein provided, become subject to taxation in accordance with 
the laws of the States or Territories in which the same may be situatecl. 
SEC. 161. All citizens of the United States and other persons bona fide 
residents thereof, shall be, and are hereby, authorized and permitted to 
fell and remove, or cause to be felled and removed, for building, agricul-
tural, mining, and other purposes, but not for purposes of sale, com-
merce or export, any timber or other trees growing or being on the pub-
lic lands not subject to entry under this act, and whether upon surveyed 
or unsurveye<l lands; but subject to such rules and regulations as the 
Secretary of the Interior may prescribe for the protection of the timber 
and undergrowth growrng npon such lands. 
SEC. rn~. Any person wl10 shall cut, or cause, or procure to he cut, 
or aid, or assist, or be employed in cutting, or shall wantonly destroy, 
or cause, or procure to be wantonly destroyed, or aid, or assist, or be 
employed in wantonly destroying any timber, standing, growing, or be-
ing on auy lands of tJ}e United States, including Indian reservations, 
excepting upon lands reserved for militar.v and naval purposes, while 
lield in such reservation, and not subject to the control of the Depart-
ment of the Interior, shall pay a fine of not less than triple the value of 
the trees or timber so cut, destroyed, or remoYed, anc.1 shall be impris-
oned not exceeding twelve months. 
SEC. 103. If the master, owner, or consignee, of any Yessel shall 
knowingly take on board any timber cut on the public lands of the 
United States without authority of law, the vessel on board of which 
the same shall be taken or seized, shall, with the tackle, apparel, and 
furniture, be wholly forfeited to the United States, and the captain or 
master of such vessel wherein the same was exported to any foreign 
country against the provisions of this section, shall forfeit and pay to 
the United States a sum not exceeding twice the value of the timber so 
transported on board his vessel. 
SEC. Hi4. It shall be the duty of all collectors of customs within the 
States of Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, California, and 
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Oregon, an<l iu Washington Territory, before allowing a clearance to 
any vessel laden in whole or in part with lumber or timber, to ascertain 
satisfactorily that such timber was cut from private lands, or cut from 
public ones by the consent of the Interior Department. And it is also 
made the duty of all officers of the customs, and of the land officers 
within those States, and within Washington Territory, to promptly 
inform the Secretary of the Interior of the acts and offenses of all per-
sons known to them against the provisions of this law. 
SEC. 165. All penalties and forfeitures incurred under the provisions of 
sections one hundred and sixty-three and one hundred an<l sixty-four of 
this act shall be sued for, recovered, and accounted for, under the directions 
of the Secretary of the Interior, and the Secretary is authorized to miti-
gate in whole or in part on such terms and conditions as be deems proper, 
by an order in writing, any fine, penalty, or forfeiture so incurred; and 
all actions or causes of actions, either civil or criminal, for depredations 
committed by cutting or removing timber from the public lands, prior 
to the passage of this act are hereby condoned and quashed: Provided, 
That in all cases where suits have been commenced, the dismissal of the 
cases shall be at the cost of defendants. 
SEC. 166. Nothing contained in the four preceding sections shall be 
construed as repealing sections 2460, 2461, 2462, 2463, and 4751 of the 
Re"Vised Statutes, but the same shall be of general application. 
CHAPTER XIL 
l\HNERAL LANDS. 
SEC. 167. The public lands of the United States, classified by law as 
mineral lands, shall be reserved from sale or disposal, except as expressly 
directed by law. 
SEC. 168. All valuable mineral deposits in public lands of the United 
States, both surveyed a.nd unsurveyed, are hereby declared to be free 
and open to exploration, and surfacA and subterranean prospecting. 
The lands in which such mineral deposits are found shall be open to 
occupation and purchase by citizens of the United States, and those 
who have declared their intention to become such, upon the terms and 
conditions hereinafter prescribed. 
SEC. 169. Any mining claims located after the day of , 1880, 
shall be bounded as to surface by straight lines, and all right to min-
6rals contained therein shall be confined within vertical planes passing 
downward through said straight boundary lines. 
SEC. 170. A mining claim located after day of may equal 
but shall not exceed a square of feet on the side, and the same may 
be in any shape, so that neither length nor breadth shall exceed feet, 
nor the aggregate area exceed that of the square hereinbefore first 
described. 
SEO. 171. Proof of citizenship under this chapter may consist, in the 
case of an individual, of his own affidavit thereof; in the case of an 
association of persons unincorporated, of the affidavit of their authorized 
agent, made on bis own knowledge or upon information and belief; and 
in the case of a corporation organized under the laws of the United 
States, or of any State or ~erritory thereof, by the filing of a certified 
copy of their charter or certificate of incorporation. 
SEC. 172. All future occupation, location or purchase of public min-
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eral Janus shall be governed by laws of Congress, to the exclusion of all 
local customs and regulations and State or Territorial laws. 
SEC. 173. No title, or valid claim to title, to public mineral lands shall 
be acquired as against the United States or third parties, except upon 
compliance with the following conditions and requirements. 
SEC. 174. Any qualified person may acquire such claim or title: 
First. By marking the position of his claim by monuments upon the 
ground and by posting notices thereon. Said monuments shall con-
sist either of firmly set wooden stakes, not less than six inches square, 
and not less than three feet above ground; or of well set piles of stones 
not less than four feet square at the base and not less than three feet 
high, posted at each exterior angle of the claim. The northeasternmost 
monument shall be the initial point for description and survey, and shall 
be conspicuously marked ~, 0." Said notices shall, within five days 
from the establishment of the monuments, be posted conspicuously upon 
each of said monuments, and, in addition thereto, at least three of said 
notices shall be posted upon conspicuous places within the interior of 
said claim. Said notices shall be dated with the establishment of said 
monuments, shall describe the exterior boundaries of the claim by 
specific reference to the monuments established on the ground, an<l 
shall note the approximate courses and distances passing southerly, 
westwardly, northerly, and eastwardly from tbe initial monument 
around the entire boundary closing upon said initial monument. A 
specific form of notice shall be prescribed by the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office to embody the foregoing requirements, and be so 
explicit as to operate as notice to third parties. 
Second. By the discovery within said claim of a lode, placer, or other 
l'aluable mineral deposit, either before the posting of said notice or 
within ninety days thereafter. 
Third. Within ninety days from the posting of said notice, the locator 
shall file with the United States Surveyor General for the surveying 
district in which the claim lies a copy of said posted notices, together 
with proof of mineral discovery and an application for survey of his 
claim, and evidence that he has deposited to the credit of the United 
States in a proper United States depositary the sum of fifty dollars, 
which deposit shall be deemed an addition to the appropriation for the 
survey of the public lands. Said proof shall consist of affidavits 'of the 
locator and of two disinterested persons, and the fact of said mineral 
discovery shall be subject to such further proof or verification as the 
Commissioner of the General Land Office may deem necessary. Said 
application shall be in writing, signed by the locator. 
lfourtli. Within one year from the approval by the United States Sur-
l'eyor General of said survey, the locator, his assigns, or his duly author-
ized agent, who has or have ·complied with the terms of this chapter, 
shall file in the proper lan<l office an application for patent under oath, 
showing such compliance, together with a copy of the plat and field notes 
of the claim, duly certified by the United States Surveyor General, and 
proof that $500 worth of labor has been expended or of improvements 
made upon the claim by the claimant or his grantors. Said proof shall 
consist of the affidavits of the claimant or his duly authorized agent, 
corroborated by the affidavits of two disinterested witnesses, which shall 
set forth the facts in sufficient detail to satisfy the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office that the said mineral claim has been worked in 
good faith. Upon the filing of the application and plat and making the 
above-required proof, and upon payment to the proper officers of 
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per acre in full for the acre3ge of bis claim, the cl,:lim::mt sllall be enti-
tled to a patent for his said claim. 
SEC. 175. The right of assignment of a mineral claim after approv-al 
of survey by the United States Surveyor General is hereby expressly 
authorized, but such assignment shall confer no right as against the 
United States, and shall simply substitute an assignee in place of bis 
grautors. No assignment prior to survey shall be recognized. 
SEO. 176. Failure by a locator to make application for survey and sat-
isfactorily prove the mineral discovery within ninety days after the 
posting of the notices shall subject his claim to location by any other 
qualified party. 
SEC. 177. Failure of the claimant to make proof of work and pa_,ment 
within the time herein before prescribed shall work a complete fo rfeit-
ure of the claim, and the survt·y theretofore made shall be canceled. 
SEC. 178. On or before , 1880, the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office shall divide the territory west of tbe 100th meridian 
into mineral districts, so that each Snrveyor General's district shall be 
made up of one or more mineral districts, having due regard to the 
number of surveys of mineral claims and applications for the same. 
SEC. 179. The Surveyor General sball-
First. Cause to be established in all mining neighborhoods or districts 
permanent neighborhood or district initial mineral monuments, which 
shall serve as initial reference points for mining claim surveys, and 
which shall be connected by trigonometrical measurement with mineral 
base lines, to be established and measured by such methods as may be 
prescribed by law. 
Second. He shall cause to be determined by trigonometrical measure-
ment the exact course and distance between said initial district mineral 
monuments and the hereinbefore described initial claim monuments. 
Third. He shall receive, place on file, and record, in a book kept in 
bis office for that purpose, every application for the survey of a mining 
claim, together with the original location notice of the claimant. 
Fourth. When two or more locators make application to a Surveyor 
General for the survey of the same tract, either in whole or in part, and 
neither survey bas theretofore been approved, the right to approval slla1l 
be in him who made the first location on the ground; and such priority 
of location shall, in ~he first instance, be determined by the officer in 
the field, and any part,y aggrieved thereby may, within ninety days after 
such determination, appeal to the United States Surveyor General, by 
whom the question may be reviewed, upon notice to the appellee, and 
after reasonable opportunity for the introduction of proof by both par-
ties. 
Fifth. He shall cause some duly appointed deputy mineral surveyor, 
chosen by the applicant for survey, to execute a survey of each claim 
for which an application is filed in his office, and to return the plat 
and fi1tld notes of said survey to his office. 
Sixth. He shall keep in his office connected maps of all mining neigh-
borhoods in bis district, upon which shall be shown the positions of all 
mineral monuments and their relations to leading topographical features 
in their immediate vicinity, and the positions of all surveyed claims 
whicµ do not overlap previously surveyed claims, numbering said sur-
veys consecutively in the order of the return of plats and fielu notes by 
deputy mineral surveyors. He shall ascertain in whatever moue he 
shall deem most practicable the location of all mining claims heretofore 
surveyed or pa.tented and shall delineate the same upon the connected 
district maps as accurately as possible. On the return of tbe said plats 
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and field uotes l>y tlrn <leputy mineral tun•yor, the Snn·C'yor General, 
having caused the trigonometrical measurerueut as bereinbefore pro-
vide<l. to be made between the nearest iuitial district mineral mouurnent 
and the initial monument of the mining claim, shall apply sa.id mineral 
claim surrny to his district m, p and, provided said tlaim or any part 
thereof does not ornrlap any pre,Tiously applied plat and i" otherwise 
correct, he shall approye said ~nrvey and withiu tPn days thereafter 
shall delineate it upon said district map aud make t\Y0 full copies of 
said plat and field uotes, forwarding- one to the Commi::--sionPr of t'.·10 Gen-
eral Land Office and the other to tbe Register oft he proper laud office. 
Said district map slJall be open to examination by the public. Copies of 
all approved snrYeys shall be fnrnis 1 ed to interested parties on p~yment 
of costs as fixed by the Commissioner of the General Lantl Om.c~. If tl..le 
said Surveyor General applies any duly returned plat to said district 
maps, and said plait is found to conflict witll or o,f'rlap a previously 
approved survey said Surveyor General shall withhold approval thereof, 
and no legal effect shall attach to the same by reason of its having \>een 
made in the field nor by reason of any approval thereof if the Rame 
should inadvertently or accideuta.lly be approved in conflict with prior 
approval. 
SEC. 180. It shall be the duty of each Sun.,.eyor General within whose 
surveying district any mineral surveys have been or shall be made, and 
within thirty days after expiration of the ten days above mentioned, to 
furnish, free of cost, to each district land office and to tlrn recorder of 
ea1·h county certified copies of such of said connecting mapR as may 
embrace lands within the limits of said land district or within said 
counties, respectively; and copies shall also be furnished to deputy 
mineral surveyors at the discretion of the said Surveyor-General. 
SEC. 181. ·within thirty days after approval of any subsequent sur-
vey it shall be the duty of each Surveyor General to turnish to each dis-
trict land office and to the several county recorders a certified copy of 
such of said subsequent surveys as may fall within said land district 
and counties, respectively, and the district land offices shall forthwith 
cause said survey to be immediately delineated in its p oper position 
upon the connecting maps theretofore furnished them. 
SEC. 182. Each of said connecting maps shall show in a marginal table 
the date of approval of the several surveys delineated thereon, and 
said marginal table shall be regularly continued as subsequent surveys 
are added to said connecting maps. Hach copy hereinbefore provided 
for sµall also exhibit the exact date of sucll approval or approvals. 
SEC. 183. In the event that proof of bona fide development a d pay-
ment of purchase money shall not be made or tendered within the year 
heretofore prescribed, it shall be the duty of the Register of the proper 
land office to notify the Commissioner of the General Land U ffice, who 
shall forthwith cause said survey to be cancelled in all the offices under 
his control, and shall cause notice thereof to be sent to the recorder of 
the county wherein the cancelled survey was situate. After said ca,n~ 
cellation no right or claim of any character shall survive in any party 
by reason of said survey:, and the land embraced therein shall be sub-
ject to the claim of any intervening or subsequent party, as if no such 
survey bad ever been made or applied for. 
SEO. 184:. Copies of said connecting maps shall also be furnished to 
the Commissioner of the General Land Office, who sbal,l cause the same 
to be continuously perfected, as hereinbefore prescribed as to other of-
fices. 
SEC. 185 If any Surveyor General, wilfully or negligently omits to 
H. Ex. 46--vi 
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promptly perform the <luties prescribed in this chapter, it shall be con-
sidered sufficient cause for his dismissal from office. 
SEC. 186. If at any time after application for survey, and prior to ap-
plication for patent, it shall be proved, after personal notice to the min-
eral claimant, to the satisfaction of the Register of the proper land dis-
trict, that said claimant has left his surveyed claim with the intention 
of not complying with the provisions of this chapter, the right of said 
claimant shall cease and determine, after notice in the usual form to 
the claimant of said decision by the district Registet; and in the absence 
of appeal to the Commissioner of the General Land Office, the latter 
officer shall cause the cancellation of the said survey, as hereinbefore 
providAd. 
SEC. 187. The Surveyors General of the United States may appoint 
ju their respective districts as many competent surveyors, furnishing 
satisfactory evidence of professional capacity, and giving bond in the 
penal sum of $10,000, as shall apply for appointment to survey mineral 
claims. The expense of surveying claims shall be paid by the appli-
cants, and they shall be at liberty to obtain the same at the most rea-
sonable rates ; and they shall also be at liberty to employ any United 
States deputy surveyor to make the survey. 
SEc.188. The Commissioner of the General Land Office shall also have 
power to establish the maximum of charges for surveying, and any dep-
uty surveyor proved to Lave exceeded this maximum shall forfe1t his 
commission, and shall not thereafter be eligible for appointment. 
SEC. 189. All affidavits required to be made under this chapter may 
be verified before any j L1dge or clerk of a court of record, or before any 
officer authorized to administer oaths, whose official capacity shall be 
properly verified ; and all testimony and proofs may be taken before 
any such officer, and when duly certified by the officer taking the same 
shall have the same force and effect as if taken before the Register of 
the land office. In cases of contest as to the mineral or agricultural 
character of the land, the testimony and proofs may be taken as herein 
provided, on personal notice of at least ten <lays to the opposing part,y, 
or if such party cannot be found, then by the pul>Jication of at least 
once a week for thirty days in a newspaper to be designated by the 
Register of the land office as published nearest to the location of such 
land, and the Register shall require proof tllat such notice has been 
given. 
SEC. 190 . .A.11 rights wllich have attached to mining claims under pre-
vious acts of Uongress shall not be affected by the operations of this 
chapter: Providc'-1, That where such claims have not been or shall not 
within one year thereafter be consummated by the rc•qnired payment of 
purchase monPy, such unconsummated claims shall lapse, aud the land 
embraced therein shall thereafter be subject only to the operations of 
this chapter. 
SEC. 191. Where land is used or occupied by the proprietor of a min-
ing.claim for mining or mill purposes, such land may be em braced and 
included in an application for a patent for such mining claim, and the 
same may be patented therewith, subject to the same preliminary re-
quirements as to survey and notice as are applimt,ble to mineral claims; 
but no location hereafter made of such mill-site shall exceed five acres, 
and the same must be paid for at the same rate as :fixed by this chapter 
for the superficies of the mineral claim. The owner of reduction works, 
not owning a mine in connection therewith, may also receive a pat-
ent for his mill-site as provided in tbh1 section. 
SEC. 192. As a condition of sale, in the absence of necessary legisla-
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tion by Congr<'ss, the local Legislature of any State or Territory may 
provide rules for working mines, involving easements, drainage, and 
other necessary means to their complete development; and this condi-
tion shall be fully expressed in the patent. 
SEC. 193. Whenever, by priority of possession, rights to the use of 
water for mining, agricultural, manufacturing, or other purposes, have 
vested and accrued, and the same are recognized and acknowledged by 
the local customs, laws, and the decisions of courts, the possessors and 
owners of such vested rights shall be maintained and protected in the 
same, and the right of way for the construction of ditches and canals 
for the purposes herein specified is acknowledged and confirmed; but 
whenever any person, in the construction of any ditch or canal, injures 
or damages the possession of any settler on the public <lomain, the party 
committing such injury or damage shall be liable to the party injured 
for such injury or damage. 
SEC. 194. All patents granted) or pre.emption or homesteads allowed, 
shall be subject to any vested and accrued water-rights, or rights to 
ditches and reservoirs used in connection with such water-rights, as may 
have been acquired under or recognized by the preceding section. 
SEC. 195. v'Vherever, upon the lands heretofore improperly designated 
as mineral lands, which have been excluded from survey or sale, there 
.h.ave been homesteads made by citizenH of the United States, or persons 
who have declared their intention to become citizens, which homesteadi 
have been made, improved, and used for agricultural purposes, and upon 
which there have been no valuable mineR of gold, silver, cinnabar, lead, 
eopper, coal, ironj or other valuable deposit discovered, and which ara 
properly agricultural lands, the settlers or owners of such homesteads 
shall have a right to avail themselves of the provisions of chapter sixth 
ef this title, relating to homesteads. 
SEC. 196. Upon the survey of the lands described in the preceding 
section, the Secretary of the Interior may designate and set apart such 
portions of the same as are clearly agricultural lands, which lands shall 
thereafter be subject to homestead and. sale as other public lands, and 
be subject to all tbe laws and regulations applicable to the same. 
SEC. 197. ~l'he President is authorized to establish additional land 
districts, and to appoint the necessary officers under existing laws, 
wherever be may deem the same necessary for the public convenience in 
executing the provisions of this chapter. 
SEC. Ul8. The provisions of the preceding sections of this chapter 
shall not apply to the mineral lands situated in the States of Michigan, 
Wisconsin, and Minnesota, which are declared free and open to explora-
tion and purchase, ac-cording to legal subdivisions, in like manner as 
before the tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two. And 
any bonajide entries of such lands within the States named, since the 
tenth day of May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, may be patented 
without reference to any of the foregoing provisions of this chapter. 
Such lands shall be offered for public sale in the same manner, at. the 
same minimum price, and under the same rights of pre-emption as other 
public lands. 
SEO. mo. No act passed by Congress, granting lands to States or cor-
porations to aid in the construction of roads or for other purposes, or to 
extend the time of such grants, shall be so construed as to embrace 
mineral lands, which in all eases are reserved exclusively to the United 
States, unless otherwise specialJy provided in the a"Jt or acts making the 
grant. 
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SEC. 200. Section 232,'3 of the Revised Statutes of tlrn Uuitcd States, 
relating to tunnel rights, is hereby repealed. 
SEC. 201. Every person above the age of twenty-one years, who is a 
citizen of the United. States, or who lias declared his iutention to be-
come such, or any association of persons severally qualified as above, 
shall, upon application to the Register of the proper land office, have the 
right to enter, by legal subdivisions in a compact body, any quantity 
of vacant public lands of the United States containing coal and iron 
valuable for domestic or commercial purposes, not exceeding three hun-
dred and twenty acres, and not otherwise appropriated or reserved by 
competent authority, upon payment to the Register of not less than ten 
dollars per acre for such lands. 
SEC. 202. Where any such person or association of persons shall have 
opened or improved any coal or iron mine upon unsnrveyed public lands, 
and shall be in actual possesRion of the same, such person or association 
shall be entitled after sun~ey to a preference right of entry of sdch 
lands: Provicled, That said entry shall be effected within sixty days after 
publication of notice of return of the township plat to the district land 
office. 
SEC. 203. The two preceding sections shall be held to authorize only 
one entry by the same person or association of persons ; and no associ-
ation of persons, any member of which shall have taken the benefit of 
such sections either as an individual or as a member of any other asso-
ciation, shall hold or enter any other lands under the provisions thereof; 
and no member of any association which shall have taken the benefit of 
such sectious shall enter or hold any other lands under their provisions. 
SEC. 204. In case of conflicting claims for the purchase of coal or 
iron lands, where the right of either party was initiated when the lands 
were unsurveyed, priority of possession and improvement, followed by 
continuous and bona-fide occupation, shall determine the preference right 
to purchase; but joint purchase shall be allowable on consent of the par-
ties, or wheu, iu the judgment of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office, the conflict was created without notice of any prior claim. 
SEC. 205. Nothing in the four preceding sections shall be construed 
to destroy or impair any rights which may ham attached prior to the 
passage of this act, or to authorize the sale of lands valuable for mines 
of gold, silver, or copper. The Commissioner of the General Land Office 
is authorized to issue all needful rules and regulations for carrying into 
effect the riroYisi.ons of this and the four preceding sections. 
CHAPTER XIII. 
PRIVATE LAND CLAD1S. 
SEC. 206. It shall and may be lawful for any person or persons, or 
their legal representatives, claiming lands within the limits of the ter-
ritory derived by the United States from the Uepublic of Mexico and 
now embraced within the Territories of New l\fexico, Wyoming. Ari~ 
zona, or Utah, or within the States of Nevada or Colorado, by virtue of 
such lawful Spanish or Mexican grant, concession, warrant, or survey as 
the United States are bound to recognize by virtue of the treaties of 
cession of said country by Mexico to the United States, which, at the 
date of the passage of this act, have not been confirmed by act of Con-
gress, or otherwise decided upon by lawful authority, in every such case 
to present a petition, in writing, to the judge of the district court of the 
United States in a State or Territory for tbe judicial district in which 
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to tl.Je lands, aud pnrticularly stating the date and form of the grant, 
concession, warrant, or order of suryey under which they claim, by 
whom made, the name or names of any person or persons in possession 
of or claiming the same, or any part tllereor, otherwise than uy the lease 
or permission of tlrn petitioner; and, also, the quantity of lanu claimed 
and the boundaries thereof, where situate, with a map sllowing the same 
as near as may be; and whether the said claim llas heretofore been con-
firmed, ronsideretl, or acted upon by Congress, or the authorities of the 
United States, or heen heretofore submitted to any authorities consti-
tuted by law for the adjustment of land-titles within the limits of the 
said territor,y so acquired, and by them reported on unfavorably or rec-
ommended for confirmation, or authorized to be surveyed or not; and 
J)raying in such petition that the validity of such title or claim may be 
inquired into and decided. And the said courts respectively are hereby 
authorized and required to take and exercise jurisdiction of all cases or 
claims presented by petition in conformity with the provisions of this 
act, and to hear and determine the same, as hereinafter provided, on the 
petition and proofs in case no answer or answers be filed after due no-
tice, or on the petition and the answer or answers of any person or per-
sons interested in pre\"'enting any claim from being established, and tho 
answer of the district attoruey, where he may have filed an answer, ancl 
such testimony and proofs as may be taken; and a copy of such peti-
tion, with a citation to any adverse possessor or claimant, shall, im-
mediately after the filing of the same, be served on such possessor or 
claimant in the ordinary legal manner of serving such process in the 
proper State or Territory, and in like manner on the district attorney 
of the U uited States; and it shall be the duty of the United States 
attorney for the proper district, as also any adverse possessor or claim.-
ant, after service of petition and citation, as herein before provided, 
within thirty days, unless further time shall, for good cause shown, be 
granted by the judge or court to whom said petition is presented, to 
enter an appearance, and plead, answer, or demur to said petition; 
and in default of such plea, answer, or demurrer being made within said 
thirty days, or within the further time which may have been granted as 
aforesaid, the court shall proceed to bear the cause on the petition and 
proofs, and render a final decree according to the provisions of this act; 
and in no case shall a decree be entered otherwise than upon full legal 
proof aud bearing; and in every case the court shall require the peti-
tion to be sustained by satisfactory proofs, wllether an answer or plea 
shall have been filed or not. 
SEO. 207. All proceedings subsequent to the filing of said petition 
shall be conducted as near as may be according to tbe rules of the 
courts of equity in the proper Territory or court of the United States in 
the States, except that the answer of the attorney of the United States 
. hail not be required to be verified by his oath, and no continuance shall 
be granted unless for good cause sl10wn; and the said courts shall have 
full power and authority to hear and determine all questions arising in 
said case relative to the title of the claimants, the extent, locality, and 
boundaries of said claim, or other matters connected therewith, fit and 
proper to be heard and determined, and by a final decree to settle and 
determine the question of the validity of the title and the boundaries of 
the grant or claim presented for adjudication, according to the law of na-
tions, the stipulations of the treaty concluded between the United States 
and the 1-tepublic of l\1exico, at the city of Gnadalupe Ilidalgo, on the 
:eeond day of Fd.>ruary, iu the year of our Lord one thou..;and eight 
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hundred and forty-eight, or the treaty conclu<led between the same 
powers at the city of Mexico, on tha thirtieth day of December, in 
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and :fifty-three, and 
tbe laws and ordinances of the government from which it is alleged to 
have been derived, and all other questions prop~rJy arising between the 
claimants or other parties in the case and the United States, which 
decree shall in all cases refer to the treaty, Jaw, or ordinance under 
1'"hich such claim is confirmed or rejected; and in all cases tile party 
against whom the judgment or decree of' said district court may be 
ii nally rendered shall be entitled to an appeal to the supreme court of 
the proper Tertitory, or if the case be in a United States court in a State, 
to the Supreme Court of the United States, which shall be taken and 
allowed in the manner now prescribed by law for taking appeals from 
said courts; which Supreme Court shall retry the cause, as well the 
issues or questions of fact as of law, and may hear testimony in addi-
tion to that given in the court below; and either party shall be allowed 
one year in which to appeal from the decision of the supreme court of 
such Territory or the district court in a State to the Supreme Court of 
the United States, in which court every question sball be open, and 
·whose decision shall be final and conclusive; and should no appeal be 
taken, the judgment or the decree of the said district court sball in like 
manner be final and conclusive, as also the decision of the supreme 
court of the Territory unless appealed from. 
SEC. 208. The testimony which has been heretofore lawfully anc. 
regularly received by the Surveyor-General of the proper Territory or 
State, or by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, upon al: 
claims presented to them respectively, shall be admitted in evidence in 
all trials under this act when the person testifying is dead, so far as the 
. ubject-matter thereof is competent evidence; ancl the court shall give 
it such weight as, in its judgment, under all the circumstances, it ought 
to have. 
SEO. 209. It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the Genera~ 
Land Office of the United States, the Surveyor-Generals of such Terri, 
tories and States, or the keeper of any public records who may bavE. 
possession of the records and testimony pertaining to any land-grants 
or claims for land within said States and Territories, in relation to which 
any petition shall be brought under this act, on the application of' any 
person interested, or by the attorney of the United States for either of 
said Territories or districts, to furuish copies of ~mch records and testi-
mony, certified under his official signature, with the seal of office thereto 
annexed, if there be a seal of office; which copies, if the originals are 
not within the jurfsdiction of the court, shall have the same effoct as 
testimony that the originals would have if produced. Tue legal fees 
shall be paid for such copies by the parties applj·ing for the same, ex-
cept the attorney of the United States. · 
SEC. 210. The proYisions of' this act shall extend only to such clairrrs 
as may be presented and filed within three years from tlle date of its 
passnge; and all petitions un<ler this act may be presented in vacation 
or term-time, but tile final hearing on the same shall be had and tlle 
final decree rendered only at the regular terms of the district courts; 
aud the jndges of said district courts and the supreme courts in the said 
Territories are hereby authorized, in vacation, in all cases arising under 
this act, to grant all orders for taking testimony, or otherwise to hear 
and dispose of' a11 motions, and do all other things necessary to be done 
to bring the same on to a final hearing. 
SEC. 211. Upon the final <lecision of any claim prosrcnted under this 
act, in farnr of the claimant or claimantR, it sha.U be tile duty of the 
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clerk of the court in whicll such final decree is had to transmit a duly 
certified copy of the decree to the 8urveyor-General of the proper 'l'er-
ritory, who shall thereupon cause the lands specified in said decree to 
be surveyed at the expense of the United States. Triplicate plats and 
certificates of the survey so made shall be returned into his office, one 
of which shall remain in his office, and one, duly aut,henticated, shall be 
delivered, on demand, to the party interested therein, and one shall be 
sent to the Commissioner of the Geueral Laud Office; on receipt and 
.approval of which survey and plat by said Uornmissioner the President 
of the United States slrnll issue a patcut to said claimant, snbject to 
the provisions of this act; but one-half the necessary expense of making 
such survey a.nd plat shall be paid by the claimant, and shall be a lien 
on said land, which may be enforced by sale of so much thereof as shall 
be necessary for that purpose, after a default of payment thereof for 
six mouths next after the approval of such stuvey and plat; and no 
patent shall issue until such payment. 
SEC. 212. The clerk of the court in which such petition may be filed 
sha11, and he is hereby directed, when any petition or claim is filed un. 
der the provisions of this act, before any proceedings thereon, subject 
to the direction of a judge, to require reasonable security for all costs 
and charges which may accrue thereon in prosecuting the same to a 
:final decree; and the district attorney, clerk, marshal, and witnesses 
shall severally be allowed such fees for their services and attendance as 
rna.y be allowed by law for the like services and attendance in the United 
States courts for the proper State or Territory. 
SEC. 213. It shall be the duty of the attorney of the United States 
for the proper Territory, in every case when the decision or decree of 
the district court is against tlie United States, to appeal tbe cause to 
the supreme court of the Territory; and if the decision of the latte 
court be against the United States, a copy of the decree, with a state 
ment of the legal questions involved, shall be transmitted by the distric 
attorney to the Attorney-General; and in like manner he shall transmit 
a copy of the decree in any case in the district court in a State, and, 
unless the Attorney-General shall otherwise direct, the district attorney 
shall appeal the cause to the Supreme Court of the United States. 
SEC. 214. If in any case it shall so happen that the lands decreed to 
any claimant under the provisioQ.s of this act shall ham been sold or 
granted for a valuable consideration by the United State::;, it shall be 
lawful for such claimants, or their legal representatives, at any time 
within one year after the rendition of the final decree in their favor, to 
execute and file, in the office of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office, a release to the U nite<l States of all right, title, or claim to the 
land so sold or granted by the United States; and thereupon there shall 
be issued by the said Commissioner (under such regulations as may be 
prescrioed by the Secretary of the Interior), to snch claimant or his 
legal representatives, scrip for an equal amount of acres so released 
in quantities not exceeding six. hundred and forty acres each, which 
scrip shall be assignable in such form as may be prescribed by said 
Secretary, and shall be receivable in payment for any public lands in 
either of said 'rerritories or States respectively that may be subject ta 
private entry. 
SEC. 215. The provisions of this act shall extend to any city lot, town 
lot, village lot, farm lot, or pasture lot held under a grant from any cor~ 
poration or town to which lands may have been lawfully granted for the 
establishment of a city, town, or vi11age by the Spanish or Mexican 
Government, or the lawful authorities thereof; but the claim for said 
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city, towu, or village shall be presented by the corporate authorities of 
the said city, town, or village, or, where the land upon wllicll said cit.y, 
town, or village is situated was originally granted to an individual, the 
claim shall be presented by or in the name of said individual. 
SEC. 216. All claims which are capable of being prosecuted under the 
provisions of this act shall, after three years from the taking effect of 
this act, if no petition in respect to the same shall hav-e been filed as 
hereiubefore provided, be deemed and taken, in all courts and elsewhere, 
to be abandoned, and shall be forever barred. 
SEC. 217. All the foregoing proceedings and rights shall be conducted 
aml decided, subject to the following provisions, as well as to the other 
provisions of this act, namely : 
First. No claim shall be allowed that shall not appear to l>e upon a 
title lawfully and regularly derived from the Goverument of Spain or 
Mexico, or, if incomplete, one that at the date of the acquisition of the 
territory by the United States the claimant would have bad a lawful 
right to make perfect, had the territory not been acquired by the United 
States, an·d that tlrn United States are bound upon the principles of 
public law, or by the provisions of the treaty of cession, to respect and 
permit to become complete and perfect. 
Second. No claim shall be allowed that sba!l interfere with or ornr-
throw any just and unextingnished Indian title or right to any land or 
place. 
Third. No allowance or confirmation of any claim shall confer any 
right or title to auy gold, silver, or quicksilver mines.or minerals, unless 
the grant claimed effected the donation or sale of such mines or minerals 
to tl.10 grantee; but all such mines and minerals shall remain the prop-
erty of the Uuited States, with the right of working the same, which 
fact shall be stated in any patents issued under this act. 
Fourth. No claim shall be allowed for any land the right to which 
has hitherto been lawfully acted upon and decided by Congress, or 
nuder its authority. 
Fiftll. No proceeding, decree, or act under this chapter shall conclude 
or affect tlte private rights of persons as between each other; all which 
rights shall be reserved and saved to the same effect as if this act had 
not been passed; but the proceedings, decrees, and acts herein pro-
vided for shall be conclusive of all rights as between the United States 
and all persons claiming any interest or right in such lands. 
Sixth. No confirmation of or decree concerning any claim under this 
chapter shall in any manner operate or have effect against tlle United 
States otherwise than as a release by the United States of its right and 
title to the land confirmed; nor shall it operate to make the United 
States in any manner liable in respect of any such grants, claims, or 
lands, or their disposition, otherwise than as herein provided. 
Seventh. No confirmation shall in any case be made or patent issued 
for a greater quantity than eleven square leagues of land, to or in the 
right of any one original grantee or claimant, nor for a greater quantity 
than was authorized by the respective laws of Spain or Mexico applica-
ble to the claim. 
SEC. 218. Section _eight of the act of Congress approved July twenty-
seconcl, anno Domini eighteen hundred and. fifty-four, entitled "An act 
to establish the offices of surveyor-general of New Mexico, Kansas, and 
Nebraska, to grant donations to actual settlers therein, and for other 
purposes,:' and all acts ameudatol',Y or in extension thereof, or supple-
meutary thereto, and all provisions of law inconsistent with this chnpter 
shall be, and the same arc llereby, repealed. 
--
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SEC. ~rn. Iu case of any claim to laud in any State or Territory which 
has heretofore been confirmed by law, and in which no provisiou is ma,de 
by the confirmatory statute for the issue of a patent, it may be lawful, 
where surveys for the land have been or may hereafter be made, to 
issue patents for the claims so confirmed, upon tlle presentation to the 
Commissioner of the General Land Office of plats of survey thereof, 
duly approved by the Surveyor General of any State or Territory, if 
the same be found correct by the Commissioner; but such patents 
shall ouly operate as a relinquishment of title on tlle part of the United 
States, and shall in no manner interfere with any valid adverse right to 
the same lantl, nor be constrm"d to preclnde a legal investigation and 
decision by tlie proper jndicial tribunal between ad rnrse claimants to 
tlie same land. 
SEC. 220. ·where persons in good faith aucl for a ,aluable consid-
eration have purchased lands of Mexican grantees, or assigns, which 
grants have subsequently been rrjected, or where the lands so purchased 
ba,e been excluded from the final survey of any Mexican Grant, and have 
used, improved, and continued in the actual possession of the same as 
according to the lines of their original purchase, such purchasers shall 
have the right to purchase the same, after having such lands surveyed 
under existing laws, at one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, upon 
making proof of the facts as required in this section, under regulations 
to be provided by the Commissioner of the General Laud Office, joint 
entries being admissible by coterminous proprietors to such an extent 
as will enable them to adjust their respective boundaries: Providecl, 
That the provisions of this section shall not be applicable to any city or 
town, nor shall tlie right to purchase herein given extend to lands con-
taining mines of gold, silver, copper, or cinnabar. 
SEC. 231. In all cases of confirmation by the first section of the act 
of Congress approved June second, eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, 
entitled "An act to provide for t!..ie location of certain confirmed private 
land-claims in the State of Uissonri, and for other purposes," and in all 
cases of fi.ual decisions in favor of land claimants made by the commis-
sioners under section fonr of tlrn act of Congress approved March third, 
eighteen hundred and seven, eutitled "An act respecting claims to land 
in the 'rerritories of Orleans and Louisiana," or where any private land 
claim had been confirmed by Congress before June second, eighteen 
hundred and fifty-eight., and tue same, iu whole or in part, had not been 
located or satisfied, either for want of a specific location prior to sucb 
confirmation, or for auy reason whatsoever, other than a discovery of 
fraud in such claim subsequent to such coufirwation, tbe confirmees, or 
their heirs or legal representatives, may proceed by petition against the 
United States for certificates of location for a quantity of land eqnal to 
that so confirmed and unsatisfied, in any· district court of the United 
States witllin whose jurisdiction any part of such claim may Ee; and 
the petition shall be verified by the oath of the petitioners, and conform 
to the practice of the courts in cases arising under the act of Congress 
approved June twenty-second, eighteen hundred and sixty, entitled ''An 
act for tlrn final adjustment of pri \7 ate land claims in the States of Florida, 
Louisiana,, and l\Iissouri, and for other purposes," and the acts revivrng 
or amending said act; and the attorney of the United States for such 
district shall defend against the same for the United States; and the 
case shall be adjudged as equity and justice may require, and if it shall 
appear to the court, upon satisfactory proof, that such claim has been 
so conth-me(l, and that the same, in whole or in part, remains unsatis-
fied, the court shall decree accordingly and order certificates of location 
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to be issued to the petitioners in the manner provided by an act of Con-
gress approved January twenty-eighth, eighteen lrnndred and seventy-
nine, entitled "An act defining the manner in which certain land-scrip 
may be assigned and located, or applied by actual settlers, and provid-
ing for the issue or patents in the name of the locator or his legal rep-
resentatives, which certificates shall be divisible, assignable, locatable, 
and patentable according to the provisions of saiu act of January tweuty-
eighth, eighteen buntlre<l an<l sernnty-nine. 
SEC. 222. The d.ecree so rendered, whether for or against the United 
States, Rhall be final, unless the area or aggreg·ate of the certificates of 
location claimed in the petition shall exceed, at a valuation of a dollar 
and a quarter an acre, the sum of five thousand dollars, in which case, 
if the decree be against the Uuitetl States, an appeal may be entered 
to the Supreme Court of the United States, and if it be against the 
petitioners, they may take an appeal directly to that court, as of right 
and course, without affidavit or security other than for costs; and the 
appeal shall be adjudged de novo in the Supreme Court, as in other 
cases of appeals thereto in chancery, and as the principles of this act 
may reqaire; and the decision of the Supreme Court shall be final. 
SEC. 223. So much of the act of Congress approved June secon<l, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, chapter eighty-one, or of .any other 
act of Congress, as authorizes executive officer·s of the United States, in 
their judgment and discretion, to allow indemnity locations, floats, 
scrip, or certificates of location, on behalf of confirmed private land-
claims which come within the purview of this act, be, and the same is 
hereby, repealed. 
CHAPTER XIV. 
ST.ATE SELECTIONS. 
SEO. 22-!. The several grants of public lands heretofore made to the 
several States shall be adjusted in accordance with the laws of Uongress 
now in force; but the States which may hereafter be admitted into the 
Union shall be entitled only to such grants oflands as may be specifically 
provided for in their several enabling acts. 
SEC. 225. The lands appropriated by section one hundred and ten shall 
be selected within the same land district, in accordance with the following 
principles of adjustment, to wit: For each township or fractional town-
ship containing a greater quantity ofland than three-quarters ofan entire 
township, one section; for a fractional township containing a greater. 
quantity of land than one-half and not more than three-quarters of a 
township, three-quarters of a section; for a fractional township contain-
ing a greater quantity of land than one-quarter and not more than one-
half of a township, one-half section; and for a fractional township con-
taining a greater quantity of land than one entire section aml not more 
than one-quarter of a towns!iip, one-quarter section of land. 
SEC. 226. It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office to cause patents conveying the legal title to be issued to 
the several States for all lands, not heretofore certified un<ler existing 
laws and regulations, which have been or may bereafier be granted to 
them for any purpose whatever: Pr<)vided, That where grants of lands 
have been made to a State for a specific purpose, and such State shall 
have transferred its interest in tlle lands to any corporation or individ-
ual, patents sllall be issued to sucll corporation or indivi<lnal on compli-
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ance with the terms and conditions of the granting act; but nothing 
herein contained shall be construed to revive or continue the provisions 
of any grant beyond the period fixed by law: Provided, That where 
lands have been heretofore certified without authority of law, or in ex-
cess of the grant, the Commissioner of the General Land Office shall 
treat such certifications as absolutP-ly null and void, and shall dispose 
of the lands covered thereby under the public land laws applicable 
thereto in the same manner and to the same extent as if no such unlaw-
ful or excessive certifications bad been made, but innocent purchasers 
under color of title from such illegal certifications shall, iu the absence 
of valid adverse right, have a preference right to purchase from the 
United States at one dollar an<.l twenty-five cents per acre. 
OIIAPTER XV. 
BOUNTY LANDS. 
SEC. 237. All warrants for military bounty-lands which liave been or 
may hereafter be issued under any law of the United States, and all 
valid locations of the same which Lave been or may hereafter be made, 
are declared to be assignable by deed or instrument of writing, made 
and executed according to such form and pursuant to such regulations as 
may be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General Land Office, so 
as to vest the assignee with all the rights of the original owner of the 
warrant or location. 
SEC. 228. The warrants which have been or mav hereafter be issued 
in pursuance of law may be located according to the legal ~ul>divisions 
of the public lands in one body upon any lands of the United States sub-
ject to private entry at the time ot' such location at the minimum price. 
When such warrant is located on lands which are subject to entry at a 
greater minimum than one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, the lo-
cator shall pay to the United States in cash the difference between the 
value of such warrants at one dollar and twenty-ft ve cents per acre and 
the tract of land located on. But where such tract is rated at oue dol-
lar and twenty-five cents per acre, and does not exceed the area speci-
fied in the warrant, it must be taken in full satisfaction tllereof. 
SEC. 229. In all cases of warrants for bounty-lands, issued by virtue 
of an act approved July twenty-seven 1 one thousand eight hundred an,d 
forty-two, and of two actp apprornd January twenty-seven, one thousand 
eight hundred and thirty-five, therein and thereby revised, and of two 
acts to the same intent, respectively, approved June twenty-six, eighteen 
hundred and forty-eight, and :February eight, eighteen llun,lred and 
fifty.four, for military services in the revolutionary war, or in the war of 
eighteen hundred and twelve with Great Britain, which remained un-
satisfied on thesecon<l day of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, it 
is lawful for the person in whose name such warrant issued, his heirs or 
legal representatives, to enter in quarter sections, at the proper local 
laud office in auy of the States or Territories, tbe quantity of the public 
lauds subject to private entry which he is entitled to nnder such war-
rant. 
SEc. ~30. All warrants for l>0unty-lam1s referred to iu the preceding 
section may be located at any time in couformity with the general laws 
in force at the time of such location. 
SEC. 231. Bach of tbe surviving, or the widow or minor ehildron of 
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deceased, commissioned and non-commissioned officers, mus1e1ans, or 
privates, whether of regulars, volunteers, rangers, or militia, who per-
formed military service in any regiment, company, or detachment, in the 
service of the United States, in the war with Great Britain, declared on 
the eighteenth day of June, eighteen hundred and twelve, or in any of 
the Indian wars since seventeen hundred and ninety, and prior to tbs 
third of March, eighteen hundred and fifty, and each of the commis-
sioned officers who was engaged in the military service of the United 
States in the war with Mexico, shall be ~ntitled to lands as follows: 
. Those who engaged to serve twelve months or during the war, and act-
ually served niue months, shall receive one hundred and sixty acres, 
and those who engaged to sen"e six months, and actually served four 
months, shall receive e1ghty acres, and those who engaged to serve for 
any or an indefinite period, and actually served one month, shall receive 
forty acres; but wherever any officer or soldier was honorably discharged, 
in consequence of disability contracted in the service, before the expi-
ration of his period of service, he shall receive the amount to which he 
would have l>een entitled if he had served the tull period for which he 
had engaged to serve. All the persons enumerated in this section who 
enlisted in the regular army, or were mustered in any rnlunteer com-
pany for a period of not less than twelve months, and who served in the 
war with Mexico and received an honorable discharge, or who were killed 
or died of wounds received or sickness incurred in the course of such 
service, or were discharged before the expiration of tne term of service 
in consequence of wounds received or sickness incurred in the course of 
such service, shall be entitled to receive a certificate or warrant for one 
hundred and sixty acres of land : or at option Treasury scrip for one 
hundred dollars bearing interest at six per cent. per annum, payable 
semi-annualJy, at the pleasure of the Government. In tlrn event of the 
death of any one of the persons mentioned in this section during service, 
or after his discharge, and before the i.ssuing of a certificate or warrant, 
the warrant or scrip shall be issued in favor of his family or relatives; 
first, to the widow and his children; second, his father; third, his 
mother; fourth, his brothers and sisters. 
SEC. 232. The persons enumerated in the preceding section received 
into service after the commencement of the war with Mexico, for less 
than twelve months, and who served such term, or were honorably dis-
charged are entitled to receive a certificate or warrant for forty acres, 
or scrip for twenty-five dollars if preferred, and in the event of the death 
of such person during service; or after honorable discharge before the 
eleventh of February, eighteen hundred and forty-seven, the warrant or 
scrip shall issue to the wife, child, or children, if there be any, and if 
none, to the father, and if no father, to the mother of such soldier. 
SEC. 233. Where the militia, or volunteers, or State troops of any 
State or Territory, subsequent to the eigteenth day of June, eighteen 
hundred and twelve, and prior to March twenty-second, eighteen hun-
dred and fifty-two, were called into service, the officers and soldiers 
thereof shall be entitled to all the benefits of section two thousand four 
hundred and eighteen of the Revised Statutes of the United States 
upon proof of length of serYice as thereiq. required.. 
SEO. 234. No person shall take any benefit under the provisions of the 
three preceding sections, if he has received, or is entitled to receive, any 
military land-bounty under any act of Congress passed prior to the 
twenty.second March, eighteen hundred and fiftv-two. 
SEO. !:!35. The period during which any officer or soldier remained in 
captiYity with the enemy shall be estimated and added to the period of 
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his actual service, and the person so retained in captivity shall receive· 
land under the provisions of sections twenty-four hundred and eighteen 
and twenty-four hundred and twenty of the Revised Statutes of the 
United States, in the same manner that he would be entitled in case be 
had entered the service for the whole term made up by the addition of 
the time of bis captivity, and bad served during such term. 
SEC. 236. Every person for whom provision is made by sections 
twenty-four hundred and eighteen and twenty-four hundred and twenty 
of the Revised Statutes of the United States shall receive a warrant 
from the Department of the Interior for the quantity of land to which 
he is ent.itled; and, upon the return of such warrant, with evidence of 
the location thereof having been legally made to the General Land-
Office, a patent shall be issued tberefor. r 
SEC. 237. In the event of the death of any person, for whom provision 
is made by sai<1 sections twenty-four bundreu and eighteen and twenty-
four hundred and twenty, and who did not receive bounty-land for his 
services, a like warrant shall issue in favor of his widow, who shall be 
entitled to one hundred and sixty acres of land in case her husband was 
killed in battle; nor shall a subsequent marriage impair the right of 
any widow to such warrant, if she be a widow at the time of making 
her application. 
SEC. 238. Each of the surviving persons specified in the classes enu-
merated in the following section, who has served for a period of not less 
than fourteen clays, in any of the wars in which the United States have 
been engaged since the year seventeen hundred and ninety, and prior to 
the third day of March, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, shall be entitled 
to receive a warrant from the Department of the Interior for one hun-
dred and sixty acres of land; and, where any person so entitled has, 
prior to the third day of March, eighteen lrnndred and fifty-five, re-
ceived a warrant for any number of acres less than one hundred and 
sixty, be shall be allowed a warrant for such quantity of land only as 
will make in the whole, with what he may have received prior to that 
date, one hundred and sixty acres. 
SEO. 239. The classes of persons embraced as beneficiaries under the 
preceding section, are as follows, namely: 
First. Commissioned and non-commissioned officers, musicians, and 
privates, whether of the regulars, volunteers, rangers, or militia, who 
were regularly mustered into the service of the United States. 
Second. Commissioned and non-commissioned officers, seamen, ordi-
nary seamen, :flotilla-men, marines, clerks, and landsmen in the Navy. 
Third. Militia, volunteers, and ~tate troops of any State or Territory, 
called into military service, and regularly mustered therein, and whose 
services have been paid by the United States. 
Fourth. Wagon-masters and teamsters who have been employed un-
der the direction of competent authority, in time of war, in the trans-
portation of military stores and supplies. 
Fifth. Officers and soldier~ of the revolutionary war, and marines, 
seamen, and other persons in the naval service of the United States 
during that war. 
Sixth. Chaplains who served with the Army. 
Seventh. Volunteers who served with the armed forces of the United 
States in any of the wars mentioned, subject to military orders, whether 
regularly mustered into the service of the United States or not. 
SEO. ~40. The following class of' persons are included as beneficiaries 
under section twenty-four hundred and twenty-five of the Revised Stat-
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utes of the United States, without regard tothe leHgt.h of service ren-
dered. 
First . .Any of the classes of persons mentioned in the preceding sec-
tion who have been actually engaged in any battle in any of the wars 
in which this country has been engaged since seventeen hundred and 
ninety, and prior to March third, eighteen hundred and fifty-five. 
Second. Those volunteers who served at the invasion of Plattsburgh~ 
in September, eighteen hundred and fourteen. 
Third. The volunteers who served at the battle of King's Mountain, 
in the revolutionary war. 
Fourth. The volunteers who served at the battle of Nickojack against 
the confederate savages of the south. 
Fifth. The volunteers who served at the attack on Lewistown, in 
Delaware, by the. British fleet, in the war of eighteen hundred and 
twelve. • 
SEC. 241. In the event of the death of any person who would be enti-
tled to a warrant, as provided in section twenty-four hundred an-d 
twenty-five of the Revised Statutes of t,he United States, leaving a 
widow, or, if no widow, a minor child, such widow or such minor child 
shall receive a warrant for the same quantity of land that the de-
cedent would be entitled to receive, if living on the t,hird day of March, 
eighteen hundred and fifty-five. 
SEC. 242. A subsequent · marriage shall not impair the right of any 
widow, under the preceding section, if she be a widow at the time ef 
her application. 
SEC. 243. Persons within the age of twenty-one years on the third 
day of March, eighteen hundred and fifty-five~ shall be considered minors 
within the intent of section twenty-four hundred and twenty-eight ef 
the Revised Statutes of the United States. 
SEC, 244. Where no record evidence of the service for which a war-
rant is claimed exists, parol evidence may be admitted to prove the ser-
vice p~rformed, under such regulations as the Oommi.ssioner of Pensions 
may prescribe. 
SEC. 245. Where certificate or a warrant for bounty-land for any less 
qtiantity than one hundred and sixty acres has been issued to any officer 
or soldier, or to the widow or minor child of any officer or soldier, the 
evidence upon which such certificate or warrant was issued shall be re-
ceived to establish the service of such officer or soldier in the applica-
tion of himself, or of bis widow or minor child, for a warrant for so 
much land as may be required to make up the full sum of one hundred 
and sixty acres, to which he may be entitled under the preceding sec-
tion, on proof of the identity of such officer or soldier, or, in case of bis 
death, of the marriage and identity of his widow, or, in case of her 
death, of the identity of his minor child. But if, upon a review of such 
evidence, the Commissioner of Pensions is not satisfied that the former 
warrant was properly granted, be may require additional evidence, as 
well of the term as of the fact of service. 
SEC. 246. When any company, battalion, or regiment, in an organ-
jzed form, marche~l more than twenty miles to the place where they w~re 
mustered mto the service of the United States, or were discharged more 
than twenty miles from the place where such company, ba1.talion, or regi-
ment was organized, in all such cases, in computiug the length of serv-
ice of the officers and soldiers of any such company, batta1ion, or regi-
ment, there shall be allowed one day for every twenty miles from the 
place where the company, battalion, or regiment was organized, to the 
place where the same was mustered into the service of the United 
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States, aud one day for every twenty miles from the place where such 
company, battalion, or regiment was discharged, to the place where it 
-was organized, and from whence it marched to enter the ser-vice, pro-
vided that such march was in obedience to the command or direction of 
the President, or some general officer of the United States, command-
ing an army or department, or the chief executive officer of the State 
or Territory by which such company, battalion, or regiment was called 
into service. 
SEC. 247. The provisions of all the bounty-land laws shall be extended 
to Indians, in tl10 same manner and to the same extent as to white 
persons. 
SEC. 248. Where a pension has been granted to any officer or soldier, 
the evidence upon which such pension was granted shall be received to 
establish the service of such officer or soldier in his application for 
bounty-land; and upon proof of his identity as such pensioner, a war-
rant may be issued to him for the quantity of land to which be is enti-
tled; and in case of the death of such pensioned officer or soldier, his 
widow shall be entitled to a warrant for the same quantity of laud to 
which her husband would have been entitled, if living, upon proof that 
she is such widow; and in case of the death of such officer or soldier, 
leaving a minor child and no widow, or where the widow may have de-
ceased before the issuing of any warrant, such minor child shall be 
entitled to a warrant for the same quantity of land as the father would 
have been entitled to receive if living, upon proof of the decease of father 
and mother. But if, upon a review of such evidence, the Commissioner 
of Pensions is not satisfied that the pension was properly granted, he 
may require additional evidence as well of the term as of the fact of 
service. 
SEC. 240. All sales, mortgages, letters of attorney, or other instru-
ments of writing, going to affect the title or claim to any warrant issued, 
or to be issued, or any land granted, or to be granted, under the pre-
ceding provisions of this chapter, made or executed prior to the issue 
of such warrant, shall be null and void to all intents and purposes 
whatsoever; nor shall such warrant, or the land obtained thereby, be 
in any wise affected by, or charged with, or subject to, the payment of 
any debt or claim incurred by any officer or soldier, prior to the issuing 
of the patent. 
SEC. 250. It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office, under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Secre-
tary of the Interior, to cause to be located, free of expense, any warrant 
which the holder may transmit to the General Land Office for that pur-
pose, in such State or land district as the holder or warrantee may 
designate, and upon good farming land, so far as the same can be ascer-
tained from the maps, plats, and field-notes of the surveyor, or from any 
other information in the possession of the local office, and, upon the 
location being made, the Secretary shall cagse a patent to be transmitted 
to such warrantee or holder. 
SEC. 251. No person who bas been in the military service of the United 
States shall, in any case, receive a bounty-land warrant if it appears by 
the muster-rolls of his regiment or corps that he deserted or was dishonor-
ly discharged from service. 
S~o. 252. ·when a soldier of the Regular Army, who bas obtained a, 
lml~tary land-warrant, loses the same, or such warrant is destroyed by 
1dent, he shall, upon proof thereof to the satisfaction of the Beere. 
tary of the Interior, be entitled to a patent in like manner as if the war 
rant was prod uce<l. 
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SEC. 2.33. In all cases of discharge from the military sen<ce of the 
United States of any soldier of the Regnlar Army, when it appears to 
tlie satisfaction of the Secretary of War that a certificate of faithful 
services bas been omitted by the neglect of the discharging officer, by 
misconstruction of the law, or b.v any other neglect or casualty, such 
omission shall not prevent the issuing of the warrant and patent as iu 
other cases. And when it is proved that any soldier of tlie Regular 
Army bas lost his discharge aud certificate of faithful service, the Sec-
retary of "\Yar shall cause such papers to be furnished such soldier as . 
will entitle him to his land-warrant and patent, provided 'uch measure 
is justified by the time of his enlistment, the period of serdee, and the 
report of some officer of the corps to which he was attached. 
SEO. 254. Whenever it appears that any certificate or warrant, issued 
in pursuance of auy law granting bouuty-laud, bas b~n lost or de-
stroyed, whether the same has been sold and assigned by the warrantee 
or not, the Secretary of the Interior is required to cause a new certifi-
cate or warrant of like tenor to be issued in lieu thereof; which new 
certificate or warrant may be assigned, located, and patented in like 
manner as other certificates or warrants for bounty-land are now author-
ized by law to be assigned, Jocated, and patented; and in all cases 
where warrants have been, or may be, re-issued, the original warrant, 
in whose-ever hands it may be, shall be deemed and held to be null and 
void, and the assignment thereof, if any there be, fraudulent; and no 
patent shall ever issue for any land located therewith, unless such pre-
sumption of fraud in the assignment ue remO'ved by due proof that the 
same was executed by the warrantee in good faith anll for a valuable 
consideration. 
SEO. 255. The Secretary of the Interior is required to prescribe such 
regulations for carrying the preceding section into effect as he may deem 
necessary and proper in order to protect the government against impo-
sition and fraud by persons claiming the benefit thereof; and all law8 
and parts of laws for the punishment of frauds against the United States 
are made applicable to frauds under that section. 
SEC. 256. In all cases where an officer or soldier of the revolutionary 
war, or a soldier of thewarof eighteen hundred and twelve, was entitled 
to bounty-land, has died before obtaining a patent for the laud, and 
where application is made by a part only of the heirs of such deceased 
officer or soldier for such bounty-land, it shall be the duty of the Secre-
tary of the Interior to issue the patent in the name of the heirs of such 
deceased officer or soldier, without specifying each; aml the patent so 
issued in the name of the heirs, generally, shall inure to the benefit of 
the whole, in such portions as they are severally entitled to by the laws 
of descent in the State or Territory where the officer or soldier belonged 
at the time of his death. 
SEC. 257. When proof has been or hereafter is filed in tbe Pension-
Office, during the life-time of a claimant, establishing, to the satisfaction 
of that office, his right to a warrant for military services, and such war-
rant has not been, or may not be, issued until after the death of the 
claimant, and all such warrants as have been heretofore issued subse-
quent to the death of the claimant, the title to such warrants shall vest 
in bis widow, if there be one, and if there be no widow, then in the heirs 
or legatees of the claimant; and all military bounty-land warrants issued 
pursuant to law shall be treated as personal chattels, and may be con-
veyed by assignment of such widow, heirs, or legatees, or b.v the legal 
representatives of the deceased claimant, for the use of such heirs or 
legatees only. 
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SEC. 258. Tbe legal representatives of a deceased claimant for a 
bou11ty-land warrant, whose claim wa:; filed prior to his death, may file 
the proofs necessary to perfect such claim. 
SEC. 239. Where an actual settler on the public lands bas sought, or 
hereafter attempts, to locate the land settled on and improyed by him, 
with a military bounty-land warrant, and where, from any cause, an 
error has occurred in making such location~ be is authorized to relin-
quish the land so erroneously located, and to locate such warrants upon 
the land so settled upon and improved by him, if the same then be va-
cant, and if not, upon auy other vacant land, on making proof of those 
facts to the satisfaction of the land-officers, according to such rules and 
regulations as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office, and subject to bis final adjudication. 
CHAPTER XVI. 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS. 
SEC. 2GO. The Secretary of the Interior is authorized to permit the 
purchase, with cash or military bounty-land warrants, of such lands as 
may have been located with claims arising under the seventh clause of the 
second article of the treaty of September thirty, eighteen hundred and 
fifty-four, at such price per acre as he deems equitable and proper, but 
not at a less price than one dollar and twenty-fi\"e cents per acre; and 
the owners and holders of such claims in good faith are also permitted 
to complete their entries and to perfect their titles under such claims 
upon compliance with the terms above mentioned ; but it must be shown 
to the satisfaction of the Secretar.v of the Interior that such claims are 
held by innocent parties in good faith, and that the locations made 
under such claims bave been made in good faith and by innocent holders 
of the same. · 
SEC. 261. In an cases in which land has lieretofore or shall hereafter 
be given by the United States for military services, warrants shall be 
granted to the parties entitled to such land by the Secretary of the In-
terior; and such warrants shall be recorded in the General Land Office 
in books to be kept for the purpose, and shall be located as is, or may 
be, provided by law, and patents shall afterwards be issued accord-
ingly. 
SEC. 2G2. The gold coins of Great Britain and other foreign coins shall 
be received in all payments on account of public lands, at the value 
estimated annually by the Director of the Mint, and proclaimed by the 
Secretary of the Treasury, in accordance with the provisions of section 
thirty-five hundred and sixty-four of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States, title '' The Coinage.'' 
SEC. 263. In an cases of an application, entry or location hereafter 
made, of a tract of land not intended to be applied for, entered or located, 
by a mistake of the true numbers of the tract intended to be applied 
for, entered or located, where the certificate of the original applicant, 
purchaser or locator has not been assigned, or his right in anv way 
transferred, the said applicant, purchaser or locator, or, in case of his 
death, the legal representatives, not being assignees or transferees, may 
file bis or their affidavit, with such additional evidence as can be pro-
cured, showing the mistake of the numbers of the tract intended to be 
applied for, entered or located, and that every reasonable precaution 
II. Ex. 46--vn 
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anct exertion had been used to avoid the error, with the Register of the 
land district within which such tract of land is situated, who shall 
transmit the evidence. together with his written opinion to the Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office; and if the said Commissioner shall 
be entirely satisfied that the mistake has been made, and that every 
reasonable precaution and exertion had been made to avoid 'it, he is 
authorized to change the application, entry or location, and to transfer 
any payment made to that intended to be applied for, entered or located, 
if unsold; but, if sold, to any other tract liable to similar application, 
entry or location ; but n~thing herein contained shall affect the right of 
third persons. 
SEC. 264. The provisions of the preceding section shall extend to all 
cases where patents may hereafter issue, but upon condition, however, 
that the party concerned surrenders his patent to the Commissioner of 
the General Land Office, with a relinquishment of title thereon-, executed 
in a form to be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior; and upon 
like surrender of any patent, with similar relinquishment of unincum-
berefl title, the Commissioner of the General Land Office is authorized 
to reissue said patent, when necessary or proper to correct any error-in 
description, or in names of parties, or in other material particular. 
SEC. 265. Whenever any reservation of public lands is released by 
proper authority, said lands shall thereafter be subject to disposition, 
under the same laws and conditions, as other public lands of like classi-
fication, but at a price to be fixed by the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office. 
SEC. 266. When, from any cause whatsoever, the United States here-
after refuse to issue patent, or other final evidence of title, to an appli-
cant for any tract of public land, the Secretary of the Interior is author-
ized to repay to the a·pplicant, or his legal representatives, the sum of 
money which was paid therefor, orin connection therewith, whether by 
way of fees, costs, or purchaRe money, out of any money in the Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated; and the Secretary is similarly authorized 
to repay excess payments which may have been, or shall be, illegally 
exacted. The appropriation herein provided for shall be deemed a per-
manent specific appropriation. 
SEC. 267. Where the moneys, derived from the payments mentioned 
in the preceding section, have been invested in any stocks held in trust, 
or have been paid into the Treasury to the credit of any trust fund, it 
shall be lawful, by the sale of such portion of such stocks, as may be 
necessary for the purpose, or out of such trust fund, to repay the pur-
chase money to the parties entitled thereto. 
SEC. 268. Whenever proof shall be made, to the satisfaction of the 
Secretary of the Interior, that innocent parties have paid the fees or 
commissions, or excess payments, required upon the location of claims 
under Rection 2306 of the Revised Statutes of the United States, which 
said claims were, after such location, proved to be fraudulent and void, 
and the entries or locations made thereon canceled, the Secretary of the 
Interior is authorized to repay to such innocent parties the fees, or com· 
missions, or ex~ess payments paid by them, out of any money in the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated. 
SEC. 269. Where any actual settler shall have paid the double mini-
mum rate for any lands on account of said land being, at the time of 
payment. within the granted or indemnity limits of a railroad grant, 
or the withdrawal for the same, and the location for the line of the road 
is subsequently changed, so that such lands are thrown outside of said 
limits, or it is discovered, by adjustment of the withdrawal, that such 
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lands are not within said limits, or said railroad grant shall be forfeited 
to the United States, and restored to the public domain, for failure to 
build such railroad, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to repay 
to such actual settlers the sums paid by them in excess of the single 
minimum rate for public lands. 
SEC. 270. Where patents for public lands ha\'e been or may be issued, 
in pursuance of any law of the United States, to a person who bad died, 
or who hereafter dies, before the date of snch patent, the title to the 
1and desiguated therein shall inure to an<l become ,m~ted in the heirs, 
devisees, or assignees of such deceased patf'ntee, as if the patent had 
issued to the deceased person during life. . 
SEC. 271. AU scrip heretofore issued in pnrsuance of laws and re· 
ceivable in payment of pre-emption or commuh•ll homestead entries, 
, may hereafter be located by the holders then,of, n )OD any public lands 
of the United States subject to entry under the homestead, irrigation, 
or pasturage laws: Provided, That said locatiou shall be made within 
two years from the passage of this act. 
SEC. 272. Where a party in possession of any part of t,be public 
lands of the United States fails, refuses, or omits to protect or evidence 
his right of possession, as required by the laws of the United States, and 
who bas no claim of title under acts of Congress or treaty stipulation, 
the said land shall be deemed vacant public lands, and as snc!1 subject 
to the occupation and claim of any other person set:1 king to acquire 
title under any of the public land laws. 
SEC. 273. It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of the General 
La.nd Office to take the requisite measure~toascertain allca~esproperly 
falling within the act of M~rch 3, 1807, entited "An act to prernnt set-
tlements being made on lands ceded to the United States uutil authorized 
by law," which act is hereby made part of this section, and he Hhall 
cause tlle same to be enforced in favor of parties seeking to acquire title 
untler the public land laws. 
SEC. 274. All navigable rivers, within the territory occupied l>y the 
public lands, shall remain and be deemed public highways; and in all 
cases where the opposite banks of any streams not navigable belong to 
different persons, the stream and the bed thereof shall become common 
to both. 
SEC. 275. The right of way for the construction of highways oYer 
public lands, not reserved for public uses, is hereby granted ; and all 
patents for public lands hereafter sold or granted by the Uniteu States 
shall contain a clause, reserving to the public an easement for highways. 
SEC. 276. Where the United States have heretofore granted a special 
right of way over the public lands to any railroad company, and the 
same has not been fixed by actual location upon the earth's surface, to· 
gether with bona.fide occupation of the line located, the same shall here· 
after be subject to all the conditions, limitations, and restrictions of the 
act entitled ''An act granting to railroads the right of way through the 
public lands of the United States," approved March 3, 1875; or if said 
special right of way has been heretofore fixed by location and occupation 
only in part, the unlocated and unoccupied part shall hereafter be sub-
ject as above prescribed. 
SEC. 277. When a land grant to any railroad company falls in whole 
or in part upon lands classified as irrigable or pasturage lands, the Sec-
retary of the Interior is hereby authorized upon the application of said 
railroad company, and when in his judgment· the public interests will be 
subserved thereby, to exchange alternate reserved sections of the public 
lands for sections granted to said railroads so as to consolidate the re· 
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spectivo ownerships of the United States and of the comp.my in sepa-
rate blocks of not less than four contiguous sections each, and he is 
authorize<l to cause the requisite patents to be executed: Provided, That 
said railroad company shall first file with him the proper conveyances 
to the United States of tlie granted sections intended to be exchanged, 
with satisfactory proof that the title thereto is free and unincumbered 
in said company. 
SEC. 278. The Commissioner of the General Land Office, under the 
directions of the Secretary of the Interior, is authorized to enforce and 
carry into execution, by appropriate regulations, every part of the pro-
,isions of this title not otherwise specially provided for. 
CHAPTER XVII. 
REPEAL PROVISIONS. 
SEC. 279. The foregoing sixteen chapters em brace the statutes of 
the United States, general and permanent in their nature, and applica-
ble to the survey and sale of the public lands in force on the day 
of , A. D. 
SEC. 280. All acts of Congress passed prior to said 
A. D. , any portion of which is embraced in any section 
of the foregoing laws, are hereby repealed, and tbe section applicable 
thereto shall be in force in lieu thereof; all parts of such acts not con-
tained in the foregoing laws, having been repealed or superseded by 
subsequent acts or not being general and permanent in their nature: 
PrO'l,ided, That the incorporation into tl.Je foregoing laws of any general 
and permanent provision, taken from an act making appropriations 
or from an act containing otber provisions of a private, local, or tem-
porary character shall not repeal or in any way affect any appropriation, 
or any provision of a private, local, or temporary character, contained 
in auy of said acts, but the same shall remain in force; and all acts of 
Congress passed prior to said last name<l day, no part of which are em-
braced in the foregoing laws, shall uot lJe affected or changed by its 
enactment. 
SEC. 281. The repeal of the several acts embraced in the foregoing 
laws shall not affect any act done, or any right accruing or accrued be-
fore said repeal. 
SEC. 28i. 'l'be arrangement and classification of the several sections 
of tue foregoing laws have been made for the purpose of a more conven-
ient and orderly arrangement of the same, and therefore no inference 
or presumption of a legislative construction is to be drawn by reason of 
the chapter under which any particular section is placed; nor shall any 
part of this act be construed to affect the term of service of present 
officers, excepting those herein specifically abolished. 
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LETTERS AND TESTIMONY 
TAKEN BY 
THE PUBLIC LANDS COMMISSION. 
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, 
Testimony of John Wasson, United States surveyor-general, Tucson, Ariz., relative to agri-
cultuml and timbm· lands and lode claims. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet facing 
page 1. 
UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Tucson, Ariz., September 30, 1879. 
To the Public Land Conimission, Box 585, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: Your circular, accompanied by a citation of the law under which you 
are acting and followed by numerous interrogatories, has been received, as has also a 
package for distribution, and the request complied with. . 
AP, I am quite sure the Commission will be troubled with too many replies and sug-
gestions rather than with too few, I will confine my observations to a small number 
of your queries. Beginning with your first series of ten, I have to say, viz: 
1. John Wasson, Tucson, Ariz., surveyor-general. 
2. Nine and one-half years. 
3. Not under any Jaw of the United States, except mere possessory rights to mining 
claims. 
4. Over eight years' experience as United States surveyor-general. 
6. As a partial answer to this enticing question, I will say that the "desert land 
act" should be absolutely repealed and no attempt made to amend it. The law is a 
positive damage to nearly every one who attempts to acquire land under it in a prac-
tical and honest way. In most instances it simply operates to get twenty-five cents 
per acre from poor men for nothing, and tends to bring land legislation into contempt 
among those most in need of public encouragement, because practical settlers and 
cultivators. · 
7. Narrow and rich valleys, with streams of more or less volume ; mesa or table land, 
mostly covered with grasses, upon which cattle and other stock fatten at all seasons, 
with considerable inferior timber useful for fuel, and some springs and small streams, 
but upon which reliance for water is in wel1s; mountain land containing minerals of 
nearly all kinds known to the commerce of the world, notably silver and gold, copper 
and lead, and iron, all in practically unlimited quantities, and timber valuable for 
all purposes required in mining, agriculture, and building in general, and mostly covered 
with rich grasses. The mountain and some of the mesa lands are cut by deep canons, 
and considerable areas of the mountains are precipitous and rocky, with little vegeta-
tion of any kind. 
8. As I understand this, it will be practically treated in next. 
9. ·would continue present system of surveys, into sections, of all rich bottom or 
valley lands, and sell in one-hundred-and-sixty-acre tracts at present price; would 
survey mesa or table land into whole townships, making corners of such solidity and 
with such bearing that they would be easily found a century hence, and then sell the 
land in quarter, half, and whole townships at a norninal price, with reasonable and 
practicable conditions concerning actual occupation, improvement, development of 
water, &c., compelling undoubted proof of strict compliance. At present, under exist-
ing legislation, the poor cannot properly turn this land to any considerable account, 
and the rich will not. Not one quarter section in one hundred is alone of any value to 
anybody, and it is hardly possible more ever will be, under present laws. It is absurd 
to hold these lands for occupation under tµe homestead or pre-emption acts, or for 
"homes for the homeless'~ or "lands for the landless," in the demagogic sense thes~ 
expressions seem to have been used. The land bearing timber of commercial value 
I would survey into sections, sell in quarter sections, without conditions, after due 
public notice, at public auction, to the highest bidder, and thereby induce the pur-
chasers to protect the timber from wastage and perhaps lead many to protect and even 
cultivate the young growth. 
Actual observation of government protection of timber by the efforts of special 
agents leads me to these clear conclusions, viz: That in too many instances these 
agents boldly extort money or do not-resist the temptations to be bribed, to the mani-
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!- \Vhat i yonr namP, rc• de111·<', au<l oc<·11patio11 f 
~- How long hav • _you Ii\, l iu th· ·011111,,·,, 'tat .. , or T,·1Tilory, i11 whit•h vo11 rP id1·. 
-3; Have you ~cqmn•<l, or ou~ht to at11nirl', tit IP to a11y of thf' puhlic· Ii nd. of th, 
mted tat ;,a_ncl, if. ·o, how or nn<l<·r what law· • 
. 4. What add1~10n: l 11wa11s oropportu11iti(• · han~ ,ron h:ul to learn thl' pradi1·al worl·-
rngs of the puulH"-laud laws 
5. From your P r oual P.·perit•11c·e, or from your :wtnal lrnowkclge of the 1·.·11 rie11c<· 
of others, what ha b e11 tlH· i111 aucl xpen e of pro<·11ring- a public-land titl1 ! Picas<· 
st:1-te_ fully a to an uncontl' t1•1l or to :t contP ·t<'<l a. 'l' a the sanw may have h Pn 
within your actual knowl •cl <'. · 
. 6. Have .Y?U observe<l an~ tiC'fcCt in tll<' prncti<'al op ration. of tlH' la1ul l:iws whi h 
rn Y?Ur opunon ought to ht• remNlied? If so, tato folly such <l •i ct and auy sug-
ge. t10ns you may hav to otfrr in the way of re111cdyi1w them. 
7. Please tate the conformation and phy.-ical chiiractn of th pnblic lan<lH in yonr 
county, _State, o~ Territory, ·o far as known to yon; an<l wheth<'r a,gricn11 nraJ, 'pas-
toral, mineral, tunber, or othcrwisr. 
~- 1?xamine the act of ougrcs · pre crihing the dutic of tbi commis ion, c., and, 
roferrrng to your an wer to t_hc la ·t ,intnTogatory, stat<' how, in your opinion, tho 
government can b •st asccrta111 and ftx the character of the several cla es of land 
named by you; wh thcr hy. gener~~l ml<', or hy ~<'ographical division. , or oth rwi.·cJ. 
9. Sta,te the system ~f larnl-parc«>lrng surveys which, in ycnu· opi11ion, wonl<l IH' h('St 
adapted to_ the ecouo~nc use· o_fthese. ev~·ral cl~Hs 8 of lan<l, giving yonr rca om; au<l 
your practical acquamta11vt• with the , ubJcct of sm·\·cys. 
. 10. PleaRe make suggestions as to ru~y bPtter methocl of cfo;posiug of the pnhlic 1::wclH 
11;1 the West to actual settlers than 1s prescil> cl h,v thr ('xi. ting land system; nncl 
either as a whole or in part. ' 
AGJUUUL TURE. 
1. What have you to say :ihont the climate, rainfall, leno-th of seasons snowfall in 
the winter, and the supply of water for irrigation f O ' 
2. _At what season of the year does the rainfall occur, ancl in what quantity ancl pro-
portion f Does the greater water supply come at the season when most needed for 
irrjgation f 
3. What proportion of yonr section can he cultivated without irrio-ation ~ 
4. What proportion can lie cnlti vated with irrio·ation? " 
5. What crops are rai~ecl iu your section by irrigation 1 
·. 6. How l~rge a quantity of water is required to irrigate one hnnclrecl acres of wheat 
rn your section? 
7. What is the source an<l supply of water that could be applied to irrigation! 
8 .. Please_ st~te ~ny knowledge you may have from observation or experience on the 
subJect of irngation, '.1nd wl10ther the fert_ility of the soil has been injured thereby, 
and to what extent __ ; also, at how: gr_ea~ alt~tncle~ crops_ can be raisecl in your section. 
. 9. :W-hat proportion of water m 1ri:igati:ng ditches 1s exhausted, and what propor-
tion 1s ret~r"°:ed to the streams; ~ncl 1s this retmn voluntary, or bJT regulation; and 
what restrictions, local or otherwise, are placed on the use or waste of water? 
10. How far has the water been taken up, and in what manner and under what 
laws or local customs 1 ' 
11. What conflicts, if any, have arisen in relation to water riO'hts f 
1~. W~iat. proport~on of your land~ is adapted to pasturage otly f 
1.3. Is 1t, 11;1 _your Judgment,_ practicable to establish homesteads on the pastmage 
lands; and, 1f so, what quantity of land should be allotted for pastoral purposes to 
each settler 1 
14. Is it, in your judgment, advisable for the government to put these lands in the 
market for private entry; and, if so, shonlcl the quantity to each purchaser be lim-
ited f 
15. What is the average <1uantity of pasturage land required in your section to raise 
one head of beef for market F How does yonr section compare in this respect with 
other sections you are acquainted with f 
16. What number of cattle is required to support au average familyf 
17. How many cattle to the square mile are there at present in your section f 
18. Has the growth of grass increased or diminished f 
19. Do cattle-raisers fence their ranges, or any part thereoH And can cattle be I 
confined with safety in winter by fences on the range 1 
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i11 n ·1·1·1·taini11g- th" ·orn1·1· 
TIMBhIL 
l.~ How TlltH'h timh<'r lautl h1 th1)t' in your i-;oction, and what i. t,111 t'lt:tractM of lh1• 
timp<'r l 
2. What killll of' timher, if' a.n.v, is plantl'tl in your 8 ctiou, :uul wh:tL iH rog-ar<l1•1l aH 
the >m;t, a.1ul what, iH the• timo of'itH growth? ' 
:t How \\onl<l ,vou <lispos11 of tlw puhlit: timhr.1· la11<ls ! ,'t:ito whl'tlu r hy Hall', hy 
11':tHI', or othcrwis1·. Hn• dl'tails of your plan nnd tho l'<'aso11s thc•rpf'or, i;t.ati ng parl ic11-
l:~rl. t~H'. pric<', i;i;.m of trnct, and what, 1 imit at io11s, i I' any, i;houl<l he i111posc1l 11111m HII<' h 
<liHl >. 1hon / 
4. Wonl<l you, or not, cl:tssi(y t,hc <litft rc11t kinds of forest lau<lH, whl'lh r in man111•1· 
of <1l spositio11, pri,·<·, 01· size of tracts 
. i>. \Vhen fore h arl' fol1(•d in your rrgion, i. or is th .r 11ot a . l'<'ond growth of 
t1111ijerl Ifso, stak its <"haractl•r, tiuw of growth, nncl a11y like i11t'ol'll1:ttio11. 
6. What ha.v, yon to 1-l:t) of th(l origin of forest li1·1·s, thl'il' o,· 1m1t, 1l1:Htl'tlcti\.·1•111'HH, 
a1Hl node of prevention? 
7. \Vhat h:we yon to 1my as to depredations upon th<' puhlic t imhrr, whnthc•r for 
th<' ntti11g of railro:ul tie , use for mineral, hnilcling, agricnltural, or oth<·t· p111·posnH ! 
ta ~ the cx:tent of s11ch clqH'C<l:ttionH, llllll('('!\SSary W:t'!t<I OCC:t'!iOll •tl LherPhY, IIJHI 
wh , if any, lcgisla,tion is n<'crssary to limit or pn vnnt HttCh 1leprnclatim1H. ' 
8. \Vhat arr th<· local cnstoms as to Mu~ <'Hl,ting of' puhlic ti111 lwr hy iucli vi,ln:tlH or 
coq orations? , lat<· p:irticnlarly a to tho owncn;hip of frllc<l t imlH'r. 
9. \Vould or wonlcl not tho timl>nrbwi; ho 1110ro efliciontly <'xecui.o<l if th ir :ulmin-
istr tion and th<' gc'n<'ra,I cnsto<ly of the pnhlic forests w< t'<' i>lac<•ll within tho jnl'ii;dic-
tion of the lTnit<·<l tates clistricL Ja.11<1 ot1icerH I · 
LODE CLAI f.'. 
1. What exp ri<'nce have yon hacl, and wltcrr, mul in whn.t cap:t<'ily, in the hu i11Pss 
of n ining, mine surveying, a,11(1 mine litig:ttiou I 
2. What clefcrts, if any, in 1he United Stat sla,wH, tlwiroporation an<l :ulminiHtration 
as ~ >plied to lode claims, clo yon know, either from ;your own e.·pcriPnco or from 
ous ·vatiou f 
3. What is your opinion :tfl to the propriety of tho present official prnct,i •c• of Jiling 
sur ys of lode claims which ovcdap on th• surfaC'o? 'ln.te instan<'(lH nncl inferences 
in f111. 
4. What clo you underntaucl to l>e the top or ap · of a vein or Joel(' ? ':tn or cannot 
the op or apex, the course, ancl angle or direction of the <lip alwttys 1><' <lclcnninc,l in 
the arly workings of the veins or lodes? 
5. If no, are the intended rights of a clisroverer properly defined :wet protrdP<l by 
the ocating of a claim nuder the existi11g law , of which the fon•goiug t,<'l'IIlH arc 
esse tial parts f 
6. Within your experience and knowledge has, or ha8 not, litigation and inj11 I i<'1: 
gro rn ont of the impossibility of determining the above pointf.! ·? 
7. Have you known of two se:tms, parallel or oLbcrwiso, of the same outcrop being 
loca ed by different parties giving rise to contest'? 
8. If yes, in snch a contest have you known of the original loca.tor 1,eing cnt off in 
dep by the later locator f 
9. Are or are not the outcrops of lodes often wider than the le~al wiclth of rlaims, 
whe her as defined by the Umtecl States, State, Territorial, or 10cal <listric:t regula-
tion V 
10 Do or do not outcrops of narrow lodes sometimes so deviate from a straight line 
as t pass beyond the side lines of claims f 
11 Does the practice under the law of permitting Ioele locations of all~g<'cl locl 8 on 
non-mineral ground work to the advantage or di ad vantage of the d1 cov r r of 
truellodes f 
J>LA 'EI ('LAIM, '. 
1. \Vhat proportion or thr J:rnds in your H<'l'fion ar< rninrrnl, n.n<l wha.t i. tho natm 
oftlH' 111i11<·rnl dPposil1, / 
~- Ar<' you familiar with the pr:H't ieal op<'l'ations of tlu t nit<'cl , 't akR mining Jaw. f 
lfso Htat<' how :lll(l to what c•:trnt. 
1 :t From your JH'l'H<mal C'"-P<'rieJH't', plras<• :-;tat<- th<' ti11H• and<•. JH'IIH<' of Jll'O<·ttring a 
111in1•rnl tit]P, wlwtlt('I' J)ORSC'HHOJ',Y OJ' h,\' p:ttt•11t, hoth \\ith :tll(l witl1011t COJttl'sf. 
4. , 'tall' your lrnowl(•tlgc of thP c·:1lPl'iP11<·1• of' oth<'I' p:irt i1•, npon tlw :-;a1111• poinlH. 
f1. \Vil hi11 your prnctic:al c Xp<'l'i<'n<·c·, an: the· 1•:ist i11g- 111i11in11 JawH aH to pla<·<·r claim. 
tl1•f1• ·ti\'C· or otlu·rwiH<'. 
Ii. If <l1!{1•t!i\c•, Hlal1· in \\ h:tt, part ic·u]ari;; h:ni11g- C'HJl<'<·ial n•fpn•1H·1· to tlrn facl. of 
original ]oC':Ltion 1111d1·r lm·al c·11Hlo111s or ]:t\\H' tlw i;hap<' a1ul izr of. 111·h daims; tlwir 
0<·1·11panc·,v and <lPH lopmc·nt; th1· opportu11iti<'H for 1·m1.·oli<lating two or 111<m• 1·lai111. 
in or JH'l'Hon h_v p11rc·h:u,1•; what <·vid('tH'I' of' tl1P <"liai n of tit IP i. 1·1 •<ptin·rl ; what 11 (' 
iH m1ul<· of HU<'h dai111H ol1H·1· than actnnl working, if a11y: :uul \\hat i thl' gc•n •ml 
charnctt•r of flu• litigation n•latin• to thc•s1· pl:H'l'I' <·laim .. 
7. \Vithin your k11owl1•1lg<·, arc titl1·. ohtai1ll'll 11111l<'r till' pl:tr·1•r 1:l\\ fol' 11011-mirn ral 
land.; a.1111, if Ho, Ht ate i11:-;t:uH·1•, . 
. \ ithin yonr 1<11owlc·fl~1' has th pla,· 1· Jaw lwr11 11 P<l to ohtain titln-1 to Joel 
claimi., ! If Ho, st at i nHt a1H·rs. 
9. l>o yon know vah1ahlr pla<·1·r 1:uuls whith arc 1111work1•cl hPc·an th 011tld ar 
coutroll •<l hy ·laimant. uud!'l' oth •r than min ml title• If o, tat• in tancc• . 
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fest injury and disgrace of the public service, without either protecting the timber or 
rightfully punishillg trespassers, and impresses all fair-minded and, at the same time, 
well-informetl men with a &pirit of opposition to, and of even revenge upon, ~e 
unfaithful officials, which makes it very difficult and disagreeable :for honest officers 
to perform efficient service. Provide an honest, ready way to procure timber laud by 
purchase, and yon will, in my judgment, most thoroughly protect unsold timber, insure 
the best economy in its use in general, and most certainly encourage its reproduction 
UNDER HEAD OF "AGRICULTURE." 
1. Any true report on New Mexico will be true as to Arizona. 
~- Same as above. 
3. Crops are not certain every year in any portion without irrigation. 
4. No reliable answer can be given, for not one-fourteenth of the area of Arizona 
has been surveyed, but the proportion must always depend upon the supply of water. 
Millions of acres of table lands would produce crops with plenty of water; and the 
truth is that with a perfectly economic and, of course, scientific system of irrigation 
there is hardly water enough in running and surface streams to produce crops on all 
the rich valley land. 
5. Every kind grown in the temperate zone, including many of the fruits and fiber 
and root products of the tropics. 
13. Yes; see answer to question 9. 
14. Yes; see answer to question 9. 
28. Yes. Surveys ha,ve been confined to the best lands, embracing springs and 
streams. Cattle naturally roam over such land, and they as naturally paw and other-
wise rake fresh turned-up earth, and in some sections, to my own knowledge, where 
the most thorough work was done and conscientious attention was given to building 
corners with posts in dirt mounds, cattle closely followed the surveyors and almost 
obliternted mounds and pits. Then, in the valleys, the bearing trees are often taken 
by wood-cntters, who are mostly ignorant of what they are doing, and by campers gen-
erally. Indians and Mexicans pull up the posts for fuel. Other causes might easily 
be given. If more attention were required to the solid esfablishment of township 
corners with carefnl bearings, and in the open, smooth, grass plains the section corners 
be marked by some imperishable substance, planted at least two feet deep, the public · 
would be much better served than now. 
UNDER HEAD OF "TIMBER." 
1. Impossible to approximate quantity without a careful inspection of mountains 
and canons hundreds of miles in area. The timber of the mountains embraces pine 
and fir of commercial value, nnd oak, cedar, juniper, ash, walnut, wild cherry, and 
other varieties, of more or less value for building, but mainly for fuel. The rich val-
ley land is mostly covered with mesquite, palo verde, and cottonwood, and the mes-
quite is abundant and the best fuel of all the timbers. Its abundance in valleys may 
be correctly inferred from the statements that it is the only fuel used in Tucson, that 
the town is perhaps two centmies old, and that this wood is yet plentiful within sight 
of the town, both north and south. East and northeast of Prescott there are bodies 
of excellent pine, interspersed with fir and other kinds, extending continuously from 
fifty 1 o over one hundred miles over mountains and high, rocky, and grassy table laud; 
and in the canons and near the summits of all the mountains in eastern, southeastern, 
and southern Arizona, east of 111° longitude, there is pine timber of excellent quality 
for all kinds of building, including quartz-mills. The mesa or table land contains 
considerable scrub oak, cedar, juniper, and other inferior varieties, of much value, but 
almost exclusively for fuel. • 
2. Very little is planted. Cottonwood, willow, and ash are the kinds I have ob-
served. Cottonwood is preferred, and the time of its growth evidently depends upon 
the· size required or desired. 
3. See reply to No. 9 (page 4 this letter) in first series of your questions. 
7. Substantially answered in No. 9, first series, on page 4 of this letter. 
8. No customs of which I am aware. Men in want of timber for their own use or 
sale generally hunt till they find it to suit their purposes and ta.kc it. The only pro-
tection they have from others is in the ownership of a costly private road, over which 
public sentiment justifies them in excluding travel or traffic in general and particular. 
To procure lumber at rates within any reasonable price private enterprise of this kind 
must be encouraged, otherwise lumber would have for the most part to be imported, 
or each person in want of boards take a saw-mill or whip-saw and go to the mountains, 
saw, and haul it himself-a practically impossible way. 
9. Yes; vastly better executed than by special agents. District lancl officers mostly 
have local interests and are actual residents, and their reputation and good policy are 
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combined in their favor; but t.lH' lwst pr0tection as well as encouragement to growth 
of timber will be found, iu my opi1110 11 , rn tramferring as speedily as possilJle the itle 
to timber-bearing lands from govi n111 ( ut to iudividuals. 
U.!DEP. HEAD OF "LODE CLAIMS." 
I 
1. As surveyor-general. No litigation. 
2 . .Answered in following replies .. 
4. The highest point at which the ore fll' rock is found" in place," or between the 
walls of the veiu, and not a" blow out," or part of ledge broken <lown outside of the 
walls. Tbe "top or apex," in my view, is often not found until after costly and ex-
tensive explorations. 
5. Section 2 of the mining act of May 10, 1872, provides that" no location of a mining 
claim shall be made nntil the discovery of the vein or lode within the limits of the 
claim located." If this provision of law were fully complied with, all rights of a dis-
coverer can be fully protected un<ler existing law. 
11. Unquestionably it works to their disadvantage, and if the law were rightly 
enforced (as per section 2), no such locations would have a moment's consideration or-
standing before any .tribunal or officer. 
13. Yes, and the "legal attack" is aimed at the pocket of the honest claimant 
although the approach may be by way of the said" dip." 
14. Yes, so as to not provoke honest litigation; but my observation of over fifteen 
years among lode mines convinces me that no faw that the ingenuity of man can 
devise will prevent blackmailing litigation, if not in the respect referred to, in some 
other. 
16. The mode generally adopted or followed throughout Arizona is that prescril,ctl 
by the mining act of May 101 1872, and tho General Land Office regulations there-
under. 
17. In my view, it is capable of lawful amendment, viz: A claimant in undisputed 
possession finds the record of location incomplete or wanting in lawful requirements, 
He relocates by reciting in his notice the fact of his original location and continuetl 
and undisputed possession; that the new location is ma-lo for the sole purpose of per-· 
fecting the original one and to meet the requirements of law and regulutio1rn, &c., and 
then have said notice duly recorded. Thereafter abstracts of title wonld show two 
locations, with the reasons therefor, by the original locators or their ln,wful grantees. 
19. Emphatically, yes. To lode claims the same law and regulatidns should apply 
in all parts of the United States, and all local, State, Territorial, and district law·s 
should be wiped out by an act of Congress which should prescribe, with all the c]P.ar-
ness the English language is capable of,jnst what each claimant or locator sbonhl do 
and perform from the :first act of location to tho receipt of patent. 
20. Emphatically an<l unreservedly, yes. An honest claimant contemplates witll 
horror an<l despair in about equal proportions a contest which involves an array of 
attorneys, witnesses, and jurors, with their attendant demands, and without hope that 
after all demands are met the merits of his case will have little or no weight in mak-
ing up the verdict. 
21. I would retain all the provisions of the mining act of May 10, 1872, which expe-
tience has proven suitably adapted to acquiring title to lode claims. I would retain 
the ol<l structure but cut off and build on. The public is familiar and content, so far 
as I have hearJ, with much of the act. I will otter but few suggestions in detail. I 
would retain the provisions requiring end lines of claims to be parallel in all cases 
wherein the ground at the time of location will permit, and provide also for locat.ing 
and patenting in any shape in cases of remnants of unclaimed ground between locationtr 
made in accordance with the law as now 1·equired. Without such provision there will 
always remain small tracts, from a few feet to one hundred or more in length and of 
all conceivable shapes, unclaimed and certainly unsold by the United States. Most. 
all such tracts could be sold at $5 per acre if provision were made therefor by law,. 
no matter whether they contained mineral of much value or not. While I would 
give a claimant six hundred feet in width, I would modify the law with regar<l to 
limiting him to three hundred feet on either side of the middle of the vein. Locations 
made in good faith do not always and in the nature of things cannot be always made 
to strictly conform to this requirement, and before the error can be corrected subse-
quently acquired rights prevent a correction. 
If a claimant have a clearly defined lode within the lirnits of the 600 feet in width, I 
woukl maintain him in the whole of the surface ground, and let him follow the llip of 
the vein as now provided. I would not permit the pa.tenting of mill sites, even in 
connection with a bona fide wining claim, unless such mill site were pr;1etically occu-
pied with ore-reduction machinery of some kind. l\fany choice pieces of grouncl are 
claimed and held under present law for merely speculative purposes, and owing to the 
refusal of Co:µgress to appropriate money for the survey of pastnrage lands cienegas 
or springs are sometimes taken and held for stock purposes, bnt <lone under the min-
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ing law providing for locating and patenting of mill sites. I would also permit mill 
sites to be located upon mineral land, since the full price of $5 per acre is exacted. It 
often happens that the choicest mill sites (for steam machinery) are on mineral land, 
though rarely of great value as such, yet under present law the fact of its being 
mineral prevents t,he best and most necessary use to be made of the land at any price, 
,unless claimed and patented as mineral land. 
22. Emphatically no. Continuous possession, with practical work thereon, should be 
regarded in law as the ,:ery best of title. 'l'o limit the time, upon penalty of forfeit-
ure of claims, in which to acquire title or patent (as I presume patent is meant) by 
}lurchase would open perpetual occupation to the army of blackmailers. If the law 
-0ould and wonld fix the limit of time in which such creatures should establish a 
superior right,, then a like limit might safely be :fixed for the continuance of a pos-
sessory title in the case of honest claimants. 
Without perhaps taking fully into consideration all the points in the premises, I 
· would favor a change in tho laws so as to not exact payment for land of any class 
(save in sales at private entry and auction) until patent should be placed in the hands 
-of the local land office for delivery. It seems as if government should not, as it 
does now, demand payment long in advance of giving patent. An actual and bona 
ii.de occupant of public land is least able to pay, as a rnle, when patent is applied for, 
and I certainly woulu give him the benefit of the use of the price of the land up to 
the very day government were ready to hand him a patent for his money. If Con-
gress fail to appropriate money to enable the General Land Office to promptly exam-
ine applications for and issue patents to land, I would not punish an honest man by 
compelling him to pay for it in advance-sometimes several years-of receiving title. 
It is r.ot, in my judgment, a sufficient answer to say that government exhibits 
large liberality in permitting settlers to live upon and have the benefit of public land 
several years without any pay, because thousands of settlers, owing to the uncer-
tainty of life and human affairs in general, would prefer to promptly pay for their 
land if title could l>e had. With title the land is an available security, and the pos-
session of patent is the best stimulant to care and improvement. 
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN WASSON, 
United States Suney01·-GenNal. 
Grants of land by Spain and .Mexico, in the ultramarine possessions of the Spanish Crown. 
The ancient laws of Spain declare that the ownership and full dominion of conquered 
kingdoms belong to the monarch. (Law II, Title I, Partida II.) 
,vherefore, the '\Vest Indies having been conquered by the arms of the Catholic king 
and queen, I'crnando arnl Isabel, in the sixteenth century, in consideration of the fact 
that no person can live without the means of subsistence, and no city exist without the 
rents necessary for its support, their majesties thought proper to cede to the towns 
(poblaciones) of America and to the councils of the same certain portions of lands from 
which to derive their support, using the same for pasturage and cultivation, or in the 
manner that may be directed by the municipal ordinances; these lands were denomi-
nated consejiles, or de propios. 
Another portion of the ( conquered) lands was distributed by concession of the king 
to those who assisted in conquering the .country as rewards for their services; and 
lands were also sold to individuals (particulares) for the purpose of obtaining means 
to supply the necessities of the crown. These lands, don:1ted or sold, were denomi-
nated de clorninio particular ( of private property), as in fact they are, because the fnll 
-ownership thereof was transferred to the donees or purchasers, and hence they are truly 
private property. 
The usufruct of the remaining lands was ceded by the kings to all their vassals, that 
they might make use of their pastures, woods, waters, and other natural productions, 
for the support of their flocks and herds; which lands are called " common lands," 
because they are for the common use. They are also called valdios (vacant lands), be-
cause nothing is paid for the use of the pasturage, or fire-wood that may be cut thereon. 
They are also 1·edJ,engos (royal lands), because the dominion and property thereof are 
reserved to the king by his right of conquest, although he ceded the usufruct of the 
same to his vassals. (Law III, Title VIII, Book VIII, del Ordenamiento; Law X, Title 
XV, Book II, Recopilacion; Law II, Title I, Book III, del Ordenamiento; Law I, 'ritle 
V, Book VII, Recopilacion.) 
For the disposition and settlement of the realengo lands of Spanish America, royal 
decrees were from time to time issued, and laws and ordinances passed, changed, or 
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modified to snit the circumstances of the times, having for their end a proper disposi-
tion of the realengo lands an<l the enconragement of the occupation of the country by 
the actual settler. The royal decree of the 24th of November, 1735, required petition-
ers for realengo lands to apply to the royal person of the king for a confirmation or 
their titles. This decree, however, was found to be prejudicia 1 to the settlement of the 
realengo lands, the expenses a,ttending such applications being so great as to prevent 
many persons from applying for these lands; wherefore to remedy this difficulty were 
issued the royal instructions of the 15th of October, 1754. 
Article 1st of these instruct.ions provides that from the date thereof the power to 
appoint snb-delegate judges to sell and comprcmise for vacant lands of the royal do-
main shall l)elong exclusively to the viceroys and presidents of the royal audencin.s of 
the kingdom, who are required to notify the sub-delegate judges of their appointments. 
and furnish them with a copy of the instructions, the viceroys and presidents heing 
required to give immediate notice to the secretary of state and nni-versal dispatch of 
the Indies of the ministers whom they might appoint as sub-delegate judges of their 
respectiYe districts. 
Article 3d provides that all persons who snall have possessed royal lands, whether 
settled and cultivated or not, from the year 1700 till the date of the publication of this 
order, may prove before the sub-delegate the titles and patents in virtue of which they 
hold their lands. · 
Article 4th provi<les that persons in postjession of royal lands by vfrtue of sales or 
compositions made by snh-delegates before the year 1700, although the same may not 
be confirmed by the royal person of the ki11g shall not be disturbed in the possession 
thereof. 
Article 5th provides that the possessors of lands sold or compromised for, from the 
year 1700 till the present tim<', shall not be disturbed in the possesi,;iou thereof, pro-
vided their titles have been confirmed by the royal person of the king or by the vice-
roys and presidents of the andeucias during the time that they e:s:ercisecl this fac-
ulty; but such possessors of lands as have not obtained such confirmations shall apply 
to the auclencias of the district to have their titles confirmed. Un<J.er this decree or 
instructions the preliminary proceedings of survey, valuation, publication, and sale of 
the realengo land petitioned for having been taken by the minister snb-delegad.o of the 
district in which the land was sitnate<l, the expediento i:;howing such proceedings was 
transmitted to the real audencia for approval ; and if the precceclings were founrl to 
be regular, they were approved and the tit]e was issued and registered in a book kept 
for that purpose. 
The provinces of Sinaloa and Sonora belonge<J. to the real ·audencia of Guadalajara, 
an l hence the sales made of real~ngo lands in these provinces under the t}ecree of 1754 
were registered in the office of the real au<lencia in the city of Guadalajara. 
The law of 1754 remained in force until the 4th of December, 1786, when to cure 
some defects and remedy some inconveniences fonn<l in the practical workings of said 
law the royal ordinances of intendentes were issued. Under these royal ordinances 
the Kingdom of New Spain was divided into twelve intendencias, exclusive of the 
Californias, one of which was to be the general intendencia of the army and province 
and to be established in t,he capital of Mexico, and one, the intendencia of Sonora. 
and Sinaloa, the capital of which was established at the city of Arizpe. 
The viceroy was to exercise the superior anthority and the various powers conferred 
on him by royal commission and by the law:'! o-r the fodies as governor and captain-
general, but the superintendency of the royal treasury, in all its branches and rev-
enues, was committed to the care, direction, and management of the general inten-
dency of the army and treasury, established in the capital of Mexico. A snpel'ior 
junta was esta.blished in the capital, having jurisdiction over all matters relating to 
the royal treasury a,nd the army, and also over the public property and revenues. 
Article 81 of these ordinance's provides that the intcndentes shall be the exclusive 
judges of all causes and questions that may arise in the district of their provinces in 
relation to the sale, compositiori, and grant of realengo lands. 
Under these ordinances the proceedings preliminary to a grant of 1·ealenqo lands 
were taken in the same manner as under the la,w of the 15th of October, 1754, but 
these proceedings, instead of bring referr0J to the real audencia for approval, were 
submitted to the intendeute, who referred tho same for examination to the promotor 
fiscal, who made a report thereon; whereupon they were referred by i.he intern1ente to 
the" provincial junta de hacienda," anu when approved were tran1;mittecl through 
the ofilce of the comandunte-general to the city of Mexico for final approval by the 
"superior junta. de hacienda,," a.nd, if found to be correct, tho proceedings were ap-
prove(l, the approval registerc(l in tho proper hook, and the expediente returned to the 
province where it belonged. 
On the_ 22d day of October, 1791; Don Pedro de Nava, comandante-general of west-
~rn provmccfl, made a decree to the effect that, "not,withstanding what was provided 
rn article t,L of the ordinances of intendentes," captains of pre::iidios were authorized 
to gr-ant house lots and hrnds to soldiers aud settlers who might desire to establish 
.. 
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themselves nuder tLe protection of the presidio. These grants were, however, limited 
to tbe teiritory embraced within four square leagues, measured one league from the 
11residio to eacli of the cardiual points. The motives of this decree are manifest; they 
were that the soldiers of the presidio might make homes for their families, and that 
pne1Jlos might grow up around tbe presidial establishments. 
The ordinances of the 4th of December, 1786, were further modified by the royal 
decree of tlle 23d of March, 1798. This decree provides that when the value of the 
realengo lands petitioned for and sold by tlle intendente does not reach the sum of 
$200 it shall uot ue necessary to refer the proceedings to the superior junta for ap-
proval. Tbe reason for the issuance of this decree was that the expenses attending a 
reference to the superior tribunal were often greater than the value of the lands sold, 
which prevented persons of small means from making application for realP.ngo lands, 
and much retarded the settlement of the country. · · · 
Under these onlinances, with the modHications referred to, grants of realcngo or 
rn;yal lands continued to be made until the dominion of Mexico was lost to the crown 
of Spain by the revolution which resulted in the independence of Mexico in 1821. 
From the foregoing laws, ordinances, a.nd decrees it is seen that the constant policy 
<>f Spain was to encourage uy all means the settlement of her possessions in the New 
·world; that, while ·the absolute ownership of the realengo lands was retained by the 
crown, laws from time to time were passed for the purpose of enabling actual settlers 
to outain titles to so much of these realengo lands as they required for their use and 
occupat.ion in the pursuits of agriculture and stock-rnising; yet, while the terms un-
,cler which titles to these realengo lands could be obtained for actual use and occupa-
tion were made so easy as to ue within the reach of petitioners of humble means, still 
the government guarded with jealous ca,re their disposition by passing such laws as 
made it impossible for the vassals of the king to acquire them for any other purpose 
than that of actual use and occupation. 
Grants of "ter·renos valdios,'7 or vacant lancls, by the Gorernrnent of Mexico subsequent to 
the year 1821. 
The revolution o.f 1821 changed the form of the Government of Mexico without pro-
duciug any radical change in tbe halJits or thoughts of the people. In 1822 an impe-
rial government was established, which, ltowever, was soon abolished, and the repub-
lican form adopted, and in 1824 a. fe.deral constitution was formed, modeled somcwhai:; 
.after that of the United ,States. On the 4th of August, 1824, the sovereign constit-
uent c011gress of the United States of Mexico passed decree No. 70, in which are spec-
ified the sources of ihe fedeml revenues, and the eleventh article of this decree recites 
'' thai, the reuts that are not included in the preceding articles of this decree belong 
to tlrn States.'1 As a compensation for this concession by the general government the 
sum of $,i3,13G,875 was required to be paid yearly by the states for the support of the 
general government. This sum was apportioned to the different states according to 
their population nnd wealth, the sum apportioned to the State of the West (Estado 
·del Occidente,) em bracing the Spanish provinces of Sonora and Sinaloa, befog $53,125. 
Under this law gi-a.nts or sales of land were made in the State of Sonora from 1824 
down to the time wben the system was chaugeu by legislative enactment. 
After the independence of Mexico, the old inteudencia of the Spanish Government, 
embrnciug the provinces of Sonora and Sinaloa, was called El Estado de) Occjdente 
{the State of the West), continuing united under that name until about the year 1830, 
when they ,rnre divided by the 'Lonndary as it now exists . 
On the 20th of May, 1825, the constituent congress of the free, independent, ancl 
sovereign State of the West (Estado dcl Occidente) pa,ssed provisional law No. 30, reg-
ulating the system of selling the public lands. Under these provisional regulations 
the prices at which the public lands cou]d be sold were graduated according to the loca-
tion and quality of the land. The quantity allowed to one individual was limited to 
ionr squa,re leagues, unless the applicant could satisfy 1ihe government tha,t he re-
quired more for the use of his stock. Under this provisional law the State of the 
\Vest, in making grants or sales of land, continued the system that bad been estab-
]isbed by the Spanish Government. The same formalities were observed; the lands 
were surveyed, valued, published for thirty days, aud at the end of that t.ime were 
sold at public auction to the highest bidder, the treasurer-general of the state occu-
})ying the same posit-ion under the state government that the intendeute did under 
the Spanish Government. The grants, however1 issued by the treasnrer-geueral re-
quired uo approval by the supreme government. 
Between the time when grants cease to ue made within the jurisdiction of the int~n-
dencia of Sonora and Sinaloa by the authorities of the Spanish Government and the 
time w ben tbey were made hy the authorities of the" Estado del Occidente" under the 
law of the general congress of 1824 and the provisional law of the congress of the 
state of 1825, the granting power was exercised by an officer entitled cmnisario gen-
.~1·al, pi·ovisional de hacienda, c·redito publico y guerra,, whose headquarters, as shown by 
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the records of the times, were generally at Fuerte, a town in Sinaloa, near the north-
ern boundary of the State. 
Report of special agent, Mr. R. C. Hopkins, states: " That notes on expedientes of 
grants of laud in the government arc hi ,es of· Sonora show that ahout the year 1825 a 
number of grants were issued by the n,boYc-named officer, on proceedings which under 
the Sp:.mish Government bad not gone beyond tho approval of i.he provinci.11 junta de 
badcrn1a," having doubtless at that point been arrested by the rnvolution of 1821. In 
these cases uo horradores or draughts of title are found in the expedientes, but notes 
are found of the TcgiBter of the grant in mtardeno No. 2 in the office of the comisario 
general. 
Oa the 30th of May, H334, the constituent congress of the State of Sonora issued 
decree Ko. 10, which provides as follows: '' Article 1st. Six months' further time is 
granted to possessors of lands who have failed to obtain titles of ownership thereof, 
as required by decree No. 10 of the 2tlth of Juno, 183:t" 
Article 2d declares that if at the end of this i ime, which shall not be extended, the 
possessors of lands shall not appPar aud make their grants effective, their lands shall 
be denounceable, and the claimants thereof shall be subject to tl10 penalt.ies imposed 
by (lie organic law of the treasury, which is about to be passed. This law was re-
quired to be circulated arnl published in all the pueblos of the State, the respective 
authorities being directed to furnish exact lists of the lands in iheir districts for 
which titles had not been obtained. 
On the 11th of July, 1834, was pas8ed the "ley org-anioa de hacienda" (organic law 
of the treasnry). Art,icle 57 of this law provides: That any one having- necessity for a 
tract of land for grazing or other purposes shall present himself before the treasurer 
general, applying therefor iu the name of the Sta,te, accompanying his application with 
tbe testimony of tbree impartial witnesses in relation to the circumstances of the peti-
tioner, character of land, &c. 
Article 58 declares that to no new settler (creador) more than four square leagues 
shall be granted or sold, nnless it can be shown tlrnt, on account of the .a,bundance of 
stock owned by such new settler, he needs more; in wbich case tho treasurer general 
will concec1e him only so much as he may need, as shown by the testimony of impar-
tial witnesses. 
Article 60 declares that tho treasurer general, as the immediate chief of all the reve-
nues, shall make sale of tho lands and issue titles therefor. 
Ai iclo 61 declares that those who possess lands to which they have not obtained 
titles, although the lands have been applied for and surveyed, shall present themselves 
to tho treasurer general within the time designated by the law No. 10 of tho :30th of 
May of the current year (six mouths from 1st of June, 1834). The lands of tho pro-
prietors, which may not bo regulated in accordance with this disposition, shall remain 
vacant ::md denounceable, provided the proprietors thereof shall not present themselves 
and make application for their titles within the time prescribed by Raid law, setting 
out in writing the cause of the failure to obtain title. 
Article 62 directs the treasurer general to refer these matters to the promotor fiscal 
for his opinion, whereupon the matter will be determined in view of the rights of the 
interested party and of the public treasury. 
Article G3 requires grantees of lands to construct boundary monuments of rough 
stone and lime within throe months after the issuing of the title, and failing to do so, 
they have to pay a :fine of $25 and tho cost of constructing the necessary monuments. 
Article 64 fixes the ,alue of tho public lands as follows: For dry lands only suitable 
for grazing, $1f> per square league; for such as may be irrigated from reservoirs and 
contain pasture, $40, and without these circumstances, $35 per square league; for such 
as may contain springs or rivers, but are dry and broken, $60 per square league, and 
$SO 11er square league for such as are very fertile and suitable for agriculture. These 
ivere the minimum prices, for less than which lands could not be solcl in any case 
whatever. 
Article 72 directs the surveyors to appoint as appraisers of the lands petitioned for 
llersons who are free from prejudice and uot especially partial to the petitioner. 
Grants made subsequent to the passage of tho foregoing law refer to the decree of 
the g~neral congress of tho 4th of August, 1824, and to the decrees of the congress of 
the 8tate of Sonora of the 30th of May, 1825, and of the 11th of July, 1834, as the basis 
on which they were made; and all the grants of land in Sonora since the passage of 
these laws were made under the authority thereof. 
Grants imcla the la·ws of colonization. 
,. 
To encourage the settlement of the vacant lands of the republic, the sovereign gen-
eral constituent congress of the United States of Mexico, on the 18th of August, 1824, 
passed a law, article 1st of which declares: "That the Mexican nation offers to for-
eigners, who may come to establish themselves in the territory, security in their per-
sons and property, provided they submit to the laws of the country." 
\. 
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Under this law any lands of the nation that did not belong to private individuals or 
pertain to corporations or pueblos were subject to colonization, except such as were 
embraced within the twenty leagues bordering on a foreign territory, or the ten leagues 
bordering on the seashore. In the granting of these lands Mexican citizens were to be 
preferred to foreigners. To carry into effect this general law the congresses of the 
states were to form such laws and regulations as might be necessary, in accordance 
with the general constitution and principles established by this law. 
The maximum quantity that could be granted to one person under this law was 
eleven square leagues; one of irrigable, four of arable, and six of pasture lands. 
The concluding article declares that, in accordance with the principles established 
by this law, the government will proceed to colonize the territ01·ie8 of the republic. 
Under this law gra'nts were made in 'the tenitory and <l.epartment, <Jf the Califor-
nias down to the change of government on the 7th of July, 184{:j, 
On the 4th of April, 1837, a decree was issued "to render effective the colonization 
of the lands of the republic." This decree declares the government, in concHt with 
the council, shall proceed to render effective the colonization of the ln,nds which may 
be, or should be, the property of the guvernment, by means of sales, leases, or mort-
gages, applying the proceeds thereof ( which in case of sale shall be at a price not less 
than $1.25 per acre) to the extinguishment of the national debt, which has already 
been or may be contracted; al ways reserving a sufficient quantity to fulfill the prom-
ises made to the soldiers, as a reward for their services in the wn.r of independence, 
and also sufficient to satisfy the co11cessions made by congress as Indian reservations, 
and to those who had assisted in the re-establishment of the government in Texas. 
On the 15th of September, 1837, an agreement was entered into in the city of Lon-
don between the agents of the Mexican Government and the holders of Mexica,n bonds 
to the following effect: Article 1 provides for the consolidation of the national debt 
at 5 per cent. interest per annum. F. de Lizardy & Co. were appointed as agents of 
the republic to act in the matter; these gentlemen to issue, in the name of the Mex-
ican Government, the corresponding bonds of the consolidated fund in sterling money, 
payable in London on the 1st of October, 1866. A certain class of these bonds were 
receivable in payment for vacant lands in the departments of Texas, Chihuahtrn,, New 
Mexico, Sonorn, and California, as might he desired by the purchaser, at the rate of £ 1 
sterling for four ac1·es; interest to run on the bonds until the purchasers of the lands 
should be placed in possession thereof. 
Article 7 of this agreement provided that the payment of the principal and interest 
of these bonds should be secured by a mortgage, in the name of the Mexican nation, 
on one hundred millions of acres of the vacant lands of the departments of the Cali-
fornias, Chihuahua, New Mexico, Sonora, and Texas. 
On the 1st of June, 1839, the foregoing agreement was approvetl by decree of Presi-
dent Santa Ana . 
.Attempt of President Santa Ana to annitl gramts made in the ten·it01·;i1 of the rl'publio 
aftei· 21st of September, 1821. 
On the 25th of November, 1853, President Santa Ana issued a dictatorial decree de-
claring: "That the vacant lands (terrenos vald·ios) being the exclusive property of the 
nation, could never have been alienated by any title whatever, by virtue of decrees, 
orders, and dispositions of the legislatures, governments, or authorities of the states or 
territories of the republic; wherefore such sales, cessions, and alienations as may have 
been made of t,he vacant lands, without the express order and sanction of the general 
powers in the form prescribed by law, are declared null and void." On the 7th of July, 
1854, President Santa Ana issued a second decree in relation to public lands, requiring 
all titles of the alienation of public lands made in the territory of the republic from 
September, 1821, to the date of the decree, given either by the general authorities OP 
by the extinguished states and departments, shall be submitted to the revision of the 
supreme government, without which they shall be considered of no value, nor shall 
they convey any right of property. The foregoing decrees of President Santa Ana were 
annulled as follows: ''On the 3d of December, 1855, Juan Alvarez, president, adinterhn 
of the Mexican Republic, issued a decree abrogating in all their parts t,he decrees of 
the 25th of November, 1853, and of the 7th of July, 1854, issued by President Santa 
Ana, and declaring tliat aU the titles issued during the period referred to in said de-
crees of 1853 and 1854 by the superior authorities of the· states or territories, under 
the federal system, by virtue of their legal faculties, or by the authorities of the de-
partments or territories, under the central system, without the express authorization 
or consent of the supreme government for the acquisition of said lands, the same being 
in accordance with existing laws in relation to such alienations, shall in a,11 time be 
considered as firm and valid, the same as the titles to any other property legally ac 0 
quired, without in any case being subject to a new revision or ratification by the gov-
. ernment." · 
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This decree further declares: "That the alienations of vacant lands that may have 
been made by the authorities of the states, departments, or territories, without the 
requisites mentioned in the foregoing article1 and in contravention of the requirements 
of article 4 of the law of congress of the 18th of August, 1824, are null and void, and 
the possessors of lands in such cases shall be subject to such penalties as may be im-
posed by the laws of the republic." 
Article 4th of the law of the 18th of August, 1824, above referred to, is as follows: 
'' The territories embraced within the twenty lea.goes bordering on a foreign nation, 
and the ten leagues bordering on the sea, cannot be colonized without the previous 
approval of t:l.Je Supreme Government." Decree of President Alvarez further declares : 
"That the concessions or sales of vacant lands which may have been made by compe-
tent authority and in accordance wi1 h the laws in force controlling the same, under 
the express obligation of colonizing them within a fixed time, on a failure to comply 
with this condition shall be void, the land in such case reverting to the nation." The 
decrees of President Santa Ana of 1853 and 1854 were also abrogated by the act of the 
lfexican Congress of the 16th of November, 1856. But even if the dictatorial decrees 
of President Santa Ana had not been declared null, they could not affect the Mexican 
grants in Arizona, since the treaty was signed on the 25th of September, 1853, while 
the decree of Santa Ana was not issued until the 25th of November, 1853, and that al-
though ratificat,ions of the treaty were not exchanged until after the 25th of Novem-
ber, 1853, these ratifications have a retroactive effoct, relating to the date of the treaty, 
(September 25th, 185:3), and bound both governments from that <late. 
From the foregoing historic sketch of the laws, ordinances, and decrees of the gov-
ernments of Spain and Mexico in relation to the tlisposition of public lanus is gath-
ered : 1st, that under the ancient laws of Spain the foll dominion of a conquered king-
dom was claimed by the monarcll by right of conquest. 2d, that the lands of the 
conque1·ed kingdoms were divi<led into three classes; first, such as were conceded for 
the establishment and support of pueblos, which were denominated consejilesordepro-
pios j second, such as were granted by the king to those who had assisted in conqnering 
the country, and such as wero sold to individnals, for the purpose of obtaining means 
to supply tbe necessities of the crown, whicll lauds were denominated £le d01ninio par-
ticular j and thfrll, such as remained of the conquered kingdom, which were called 
"common lands," "vacant lands," and '' royal lands." :kl, that the usufrnct of this 
last-mentioned class of lands was cede<l by the kings to their vassals, under the provis-
ions of such laws as from time to time were passed in relation thereto. 4th, that 
these royal lands were granted for use and occupation, and that tho quantity granted 
was limited to such an amount as the applicant might need and was able to use and 
occupy. 5th, Lhat up to the lGth of October, 17G4, grants or concessions of royal lands 
required tho approval of the king. 6th, that from the 15th of October, 1754, to the 
4th of December, 1786, grants of laml were issued by the real audencias, arnl did not 
require the approval of the king. 7th, that from said 4th of December to the date of 
the Mexican independence grants of the royal lands were made by the iutendentes ar 
governors of provinces, and required the approval of the "superior junta de hacienda" 
established in the capital of Mexico. 8th, that the exceptions to this rule are as fol-
lows, to wit: On the 22d day of October, 1791, Don Pedro de Nava issue(l an order 
permitting captarns of presidios to make grants within the four jurisdictional leagues 
of the presidio, and in 1798 grants of the royal lands of a value less than $200 did not 
require the approval of the" superior junta de hacienda." 9th, that on the cha,nge 
of governments in 1821 the realengo or royal lands of the Spanish Government became 
the public lands of the Republic of Mexico, and continued to be disposed of to settlers, 
by valuation and sale, much in the same manner as they had been under the Spanish 
Gavernment. 10th, that the act of the Mexican congress of the 4th of August, 1824, 
gave to the S1ate of the West (Estado del Occidente), composed of the states of So-
nora and Sinaloa, the public lands embraced therein, requiring from the state for this 
concession the annual payment into the federal treasury of the sum of $53,125, and 
that based upon this act of the general congress the congress of the states of Sonora 
and Sinaloa u11iteu, on the 20th of Ma.y, 1825, passed a provisional law providing for 
the disposition of the public lands, which provisional law was followed by the organic 
law of haciernla, passetl by the congress of the state on tho 11th of July, 1834, con-
firming the provisional law of 1825, with some amendments thereto. 11th, that on 
the 18th of August, 1824, tho general congress of Mexico authorized the colonization 
of such lauds of the nation as did not belong to individuals or corporations, directing 
the legislatures of the states to make such laws or regulations as might be necessary 
for the carrying into effect the provisions of this general law within their respective 
jurisdictions. 12th, that the provisional regulations made by the congress of Sonora 
on the 10th of May, 1825, for the disposition and settlement of the public lands, may 
be considerNl as authorized to be made by the act of the general congress of the 18th 
of Augmt, 1824. 13th, that on the 25th of November, 1853, and the 7th of July, 1854, 
General Santa Ana, by dictatorial decree~, attempted to annul the grants of land ma.de 
subsequent to the 15th of September, 1821, which decrees were abrogated by deceree of 
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l ,rf·::iidcnt Alvarez on 1.he 3d of Dec em 1Jer, 1855, and uy act of the l\lexica n congress, passed 
Nnvemher rn, 1856. 14th, that grants of the 1·calengo or royal lands were nrncle by the 
Spanish Government, for f1ettlement, use, and occupation, and that grants under the 
l\lexica11 laws of colonization, aud under the provisional regulations made by the con-
gress of Sonora and Si1rnloa, of the 20t,h o:f ~fay, 182G, and tho organic laws of hacienda 
of tlie 11th of July, 1834, were made under the condition of occupation within a lim-
ited ti mo, under penalty o:f a forfeiture of the right granted, unless a good cause coulc1 
Le shown why the condition of occupation had not lleen complied with. 
·wherefore) since grants of the public law.ls were given on condition that they con-
tinued to be occupied, and if aktndoned they wore subject to denouncement and could 
lie regranted by the government, it is manifest that these grants of the public domain 
by the government were conditional, and did not pass tb.e absolute title or fee of the 
land. 
Mines and 1ninerals. 
In accordance with Interior Department instructions, I have collected information 
from authentic sources in reference to the laws of Spain and Mexico respecting min-
erals and what conditions attached to grants embracing mines. 
From the earliest European settlement of the country mining for the precious metals 
constituted the principal uranch of industry in Spanish America, and being the one 
that yielded the largest revenue to the government, laws and royal ordinances were 
from time to time passed for the encouragement of the adventurous prospectors ancl 
for the protection of the fortunate discoverer of mines of the precious metals; yet, 
although these laws and ordinances dignified the mining profession by attaching 
thereto the privileges of nobility, still the government went no further in its liberality 
than to grant the miner the exclusive privilege of working the mine he might have 
discovered in tlie manner required and under the conditions imposed l>y the laws and 
ordinances in relation thereto; and when these conditions were disregarded or violated 
the ownen;hip of t-ho mine, or rather tl.te exclusive right to work it, was lost, and the 
same reverted to the government, to be acquired 1.,y a,riy one else who might under-
take to comply with the conditions nuder which it bad been granted to the former 
owner, the absolute ownership of the mine evet remaining in the government. 
Joaquin Escricho, in his Diccionario Razonado de Legislacion y Jurisprmleucia (a 
standard authority), under tlle head of Minas, says: "According to tho ancient Romau 
law, mines o:f gold, silver, copper, iron, and other metals pertained to tho owner of the 
land on which they were discoyered, erant p1·frati,juris, et in libero pri1xitormn usajuris 
comercio, because tbey are benents bestowed by nature, to be enjoyed by the owuers of 
the land producing the same. Subsequently the Roman emperor approprin,tecl one-
tentL of the products of the mines of every character. 
"Under the Spanish law a different rule was adopted; mines of gold, silver, lead, 
and other metals could not be worked without royal permission, since they (and also 
alt pits) belonged to the king. Any one was permitted to' dig' in search of minemls 
or stones on his own lands, or on the lands of others with the consent of t,he owner, 
under the condition that the discoverer should receive one-tllird part of the 1iet pro-
ceeds of the discovery, the other two-third parts to be given to the government. 
Every Spaniard or foreigner was permitted to 'dig' in search of minerals on public 
or private lands, under the obligation of compensating for the damages occasioned. 
In Mexico, Venezuela, anc1 Chili the matter of mines is governed by the ordinances of 
tlle 22d of May, 17d3." (Escriche, new edition, printed 1869, Mina.) 
As early as the year 1383, Don Alonzo XI issued a "pragrnatica" in which it is de-
clared: "That all mines of silver and gold and lead, and of any other metal whatever, 
of whatsoever kind it may be, in our royal seigniory shall belong to us, therefore no 
one sllall Jlresume to work them without our special license and commanu; and also 
the salt springs, uasins, and wells which are for making salt, shall belong to us, where-
fore we comma.ncl that they revert to us with the produce of the whole thereof, and 
that no one presume to intermeddle therein except those to whom the former kings, 
our predecessors, or we ourselves may give them as a privilege, or who may have 
held them from time immemorial." ( Vide Book VI, 'l'itle XIII, Law II, Recopilacion 
de Castilla; Book IX, 'l'itle XVIlI, Novisima Recopilacion.) 
The law of Philip II, 15G9, declares: '£bat ina,smuch as the discoverers of mines, after 
having discovered and registered them, pretend that by that act alone they have 
acquired such a right to them that no other person can, within the limits and space of 
such mines, enter, or try, or work, and that they can thus keep them encumbered 
without working them themselves or permitting others to do so, uy which they prevent 
the principal produce and profit which belongs as well to us as to our subjects and to the 
public welfare, since that principally consists in the working and reduction of mines 
and metals, and not merely in their discovery, we declare and command that such dis-
-coverer of tlle mine or mines of silver, after having made registry iu tlie manner pre-
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f,CJ il:cd, i:;hall lJe obliged within six months to bink and excavate to the depth of three 
C8fados (a mcasnre of about six feet), aml not sinking and excavating liis mine to the 
depth of three ('8iados, it may be denounced 1.Jeforc the judge and r<'gistry macle thereof 
as of a yacaut or undiocovered rnine. Also, 1bat i>C reclaim, rcsuruo, f:ud incorporate. 
in our .. e1f, ill our crown and patrimony, all tho mines of gold and sHvcr and <Jnicksilver 
of these kingdoms, in wlmtsoe-ver part.sand place~ they ma~' he and are found, whether ' 
in 1oyal lands, or in those of lordship~, or of the clergy, and wlwther in public, munici-
pal, or vacant lands, or in inheritances, places, and soils of individuals, notwithstand-
iug the gnrnts wbich by us and hy the king~, onr prc<lecci-sors, lrn:ve been made to any 
per,-011s, of whatsoever condition, rank, and dignitf tlwy nrny be. (Book VI, Title 
XIII, Law IV, Recopilacion de Castilla. Ah;o, Book lX, Title XVIII, Law III, Novisima 
Recopilacion.) 
Royal ordinances j-;r the clircetion, rcgnlaiion, and om•ermnent of tlw important body of mining 
of New 1"1_Jain and of its royal tribunal oeneral, May 22, 17~:1. 
Article I, Title V, declares : That mines arc the property of tLo royal crown, as well 
by their nat.nre am1 origin as by their reunion declarnd in Law IV, Title XIII, Book 
VJ, Nueva Recopilacion. 
Article II, same title, decla,res: That witbont separating 1hem from the royal patri-
mony, they arc grant .d to the suhjects of the king in property and possession, in such 
manner t,hat tlle~· may sell, rent, donate, and pass them by will, either in the way of 
inheritance or legacJ', or in any other manner alienate the right which in the mines 
belongs to them, on the same terms on which they themselves possess it, and to persons 
capable of acquiring the same. 
Article III, same title, declares: That this grant is understood to be with the condi-
tions that tbe ~rrantecs contribute to tbe royal treasury the pref'cribed portion of the 
metals, and that tlwy shall work the mines in the manner prescribed by the ordinances, 
so tbat they shall be considered forfeited whenever a failure Hhall occur in complying 
with tbe ordinances in which it is provided, and that they may be granted to any 
person who for that cause may denounce them. 
Article I, Title VI, declares: That the discovt>rers of one or more mineral 11il1s, abso-
lutely new, 1miy ac<]uire on tlic principal Vt'iu which they m,,y select as J!laL.· as three 
pel'te11e11cias, continued or interrupted, according to 1he mensurell!C'uts -n·l,icl fl1all be 
prescribed., and if they ma,y have discoverefl more veins, they mny haY<' o!lc patencncia 
on each vein, said pcrtc11c11cia being dt>termiued and rn:nked out witLin en clays. (A 
perfe11e11cia -was in extent t,wo hundred raras, measmcd on the vein, tho width being 
determined hy the dip or angle tlwreof, being sufficiently "ido to vreYe111, the ,ein 
frou.. ueing cut by u shaft sunk on a side claim, at a depth of less tlurn iwo lrnn<lred 
i·arns, this l.Jeing the epth heyond which, in those times, it was considered rnprofitaLle 
to work a mine.) 
Article X, same title, declares: That if the denouncer of :t mine docs not put his 
working-shaft in order nor take possession within sixty days, he shall lose bis right, 
and the mine may bed nounced by another. 
Article XIV, same title, declares: Tlrnt any one mP-y discovf'r and denounce a vein 
or mine, not only in common land but also in the private lands of ilny indi-vidual, pro-
vicled he pays for the land of which he occupies the surface, and tbe damage whicli 
immediately ensnes therefrom, accoriling to the valuation of the experts appointed by 
both parties, and a third in case of disagreement. 
Article II, Title IX, provides: That no one shall be permitted to work mines without 
the direction and continual assistance of one of the intelligent and practical experts 
who in New Spain are called 11Iineros or Gitarc1a-miuas, who mnst bo examined, licensed 
and affirmed by one of the professors of mining, which each Real or Asiento must have. 
Article XIII, same title, declares: That as mines require to be worked continually 
and incessantly in order to procure their metals, and as they require in them works 
and operations which can he executed only in a long time, and as their re-establish-
ment, if their working be suspended and interrupted, will cost as much as in their 
original unilcrtaking, therefore to obviate this inconvenience, and also to prevent any 
owners of mines who cannot or will not work them, from keeping them without use, 
and for a long time impeding by pretC1Jded working, the real and effoctivelaborwhich 
others might bestow upon them, l order and command that any one who shall for four 
consecutive months fail to work a mine with four operatives regularly employed and 
occupied in some interior or extnior vrnrk of real utility and aclvantage, shall thereby 
forfeit the right which ho may have to the mine, and it slrnll belong to the t:cnouncer 
who proves its desertion . 
.Article X, same titllj, declares: That no mine shall be abandoned without first in-
f?rming the deputation of the <listrict, in ordertbat it may be published by fixing no-
t1ce.s on the uoors of the churches and other accustomed places, so that all may have 
nohcP thereof. 
Article II, Title XIX, grants in fayor of scientific professors of mining the privi-
leges of nobility in order that all persons who devote themselves to this important pro-
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fession and occupation may be considered and treated with all the distinction due to 
so noble a profession. · 
According to Escriche, the laws of Spain passed prior t-0 1821 and the laws of Mex-
ico passer1 since that date have not changed the fundamental principles laid down in 
the ordinances ·of the 22d of May, 1783, m relation to the ownership of mines and the 
manner of acquiring title thereto; hence these ordinances have been in force in Mexico 
since the date of their passage in 1783, the Mexican mining laws passed since the year 
18~1 not having essentially ch:;1,nged the spirit thereof. 
From the foregoing it is mani.f!tst that under the laws and royal ordinances of Spain, 
from very early times down to the date of the independence of Mexico, and under the-
mining laws of Mexico down to the publication of the new edition of Escriche (1869) 
the miner could acquire no absolute title or fee in any mine discovered by him in any 
part of the Mexican terr-itory, the usufruct thereof being all that wp,s granted him by 
the government, and this under such regulations, instructions, and conditions as were 
imposed by law; anc1 when these conditions were not complied,with, the right to work 
the mine was lost, and could be acquired by any one else who might undertake to com-
ply with the conditions and regulations inseparable from the privilege of working 
mines. The Spanish and Mexican Governments, in granting lands in Mexico, neve-r in 
terms reserve<l. the minerals contained therein, for the reason that under the constitu-
tional laws they were reserved by and for the government. For this reas.9n, in the 
many grants of land made by Spanish and Mexican authorities in Sonora,, as well as in 
California, no mention is made of minerals. 
Pastora.I and mining pursuits were separate branches of industry, and in a certain 
sense independent of each other. Both were cherished and protected by the govern-
ment. To the grazier and agriculturist was granted so much of the soil as he had 
means to occupy and improve, together with snch appurtenances thereto as were neces-
sary to make the occupation of the soil possible and the use thereof valuaule; and to 
the miner were grantell the minerals he might c1iscover in the soil and the usufruct of 
the mine in which they were found. But to neither of these parties was the grant un-
conditional. To the gra,zier were granted lands on condition that he occupied them 
usefully to himself and to the government, and the abandonment thereof was followed 
by a forfeiture of tii,le, in which case the land reverted to the government to be re-
granted to a more industrious applicant. To the miner was granted the exclusive 
right to work the mine he might have discovered, on condition that be observe cer-
tain rules and regulations established by law and paid to the government a certain, 
portion of the products of.the mine; a violat.ion of these conditions was also followed 
by a forfeiture of such title as he possessed, the usufruct of the mine reverting to the 
government to be regranted to a more vigilant and '' honest miner." 
The objects of the government in granting lands for settlement were the increase of 
the wea1th and population of tbe country, the spread of the holy Catholic faith, and the 
extension of the power of the Spanish monarchy; and the motive that induced the grant-
ing of privileges to miners was that the royal treasury might be supplied with Amer-
ican gold. No grants of lands or mines were ever made by the Government of Spain 
or Mexico for speculative purposes. Itis true that lands were sometimes granted as a 
reward for distinguished services, but in all other cases on condition of occupation . 
. Prom a careful consideration of the foregoing laws and ordinances, as well as of the 
usages and customs of Spain and Mexico, I am forced to the conclusions: 
First. That the grantee of land under the Spanish and Mexican Governments ac-
quired no title to the minerals contained in the granted land. 
Second. That the title to the minerals contained in the tract granted remained in 
the government notwithstanding the grant of the land. 
Third. That un<ler the Spanish and Mexican laws and ordinances any one had a right 
to " dig" in search of minerals, under certain conditions, on his own lands or on those 
belonging to individuals or private persons. 
Fourth. That the Government of the United States under the treaty of 1853 for the 
purchase of ~t portion of the territory of Sonora succeeded to all the rights and obli-
gations of the Mexican Government in relation to the ceded territory at the date of the 
trea,ty. 
The result of these conclusions necessarily is: That since our government succeeded 
to all the rights and obligations of the Mexican Government in relation to the ceded 
territory it is boun<l. by the treaty to recognize and confirm all rights, titles, and privi-
leges which had been granted by that government to private individuals prior to the 
cession of the territory, and to carry out the intentions of the Mexican Government 
toward those having ownership in lands and mines precisely as if there had been no 
change of sovereignty. 
It is therefore clear to my mind that any one has at present a right to prospect for 
minerals on such portions of the ceded territory as may have been granted by the Mex-
ican Government to private individuals, and a right to work any min(tS that may be 
found on said lands, under no more onerous conditions than the reasonable ones im-
posed by the mining laws of Mexico. See.Article XIV, Title VI, Ordina,nces May 22d, 
1783, heretofore cited. 
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Testimony of William Ashburner, of San Francisco, Cctl. 
WILLIAM AsIIBURNER, who resides in San Francisco, testified, October 11: 
I have lived in San Francisco since 1860; I have been through tlle Sierra Nevada 
Mountains a great deal, and am very familiar with them. 
Question. Give us a little account of the timber, and the way in which the timber 
is destroyed.-Answer. The timber on the plains of California and near the coast 
rauge of the Sierra Nevada Mountains is very Ecarce indeed. It consists mostly of 
oak, of no great value except for fuel. When you reach the foot-hills it becomes larger 
and there is more of it; as you rise to an altitude of two thousand or twenty-five 
hundred feet the eyergreen sets in, and from until you reach the very summits of the 
Siena Nevadas the timber is very thick. On the summits themsel vcs there is a smaller 
pi.ne, which is of peculiar growth, being almost Alpine in its character. For a range 
of perhaps thirty or forty miles in width, extending very nearly the whole length of 
California, is a region very thickly timbered, and it is very valuable. In'the neigh-
borhood of towns and settlements the destruction of timber has been enormous, both 
for the purpose of building and sale. In the lower foot-hills and for mining purposes 
a great deal of it bas been wasted by burning and clearing up agricultural lands. 
This bas occurred in the central portion of California, and also in the northern part 
as far south as Kern County. They would claim the timber for agricultural purposes, 
and it would be V1asted. I think it would be for the best interest of the government 
if they should provide for the sale of it at a certain price, allowing the people to 
buy it for certain purposes. If they wished to use the timber for building or saw-mill 
purposes, they should have that privilege. No wanton destruction of it should be 
tolerated, an<l should bo made e-vcn a criminal offense; because if the waste goes on 
for fifty years as it ha:; becu during the past twenty-five years it would seriously 
affect the cUmate of Californja. The rain and snow fall in the mountains, even if it 
was as great as it is now, would be dissipated much more rapi<lly, and the usefulness 
of the water would consequently Le much impaired. 
Q. Can the government dispose of this timber in small quantities to actual set-
tlers 1-A. I think men would settle on IGO acres, but not at the preseut time ; but 
they would before long, because probably in twenty-five or 1.liirty ;years the timber 
will be much more valuable than it is now. In the mountains it is being destroyed 
by fire, and I would put very severe restrictions over it,s nse. The sheepherders go 
through the mountains, and are Ycry carelc~s in lmilding their tires, which catch in 
the timber and rage through the mountains for weeks, and :i do 110t know but for 
mor1ths, during the snmmer, as soon as tlio woods become dry, nnd they continue fre-
q ucntly until the rain. Some years ago there was a great deal of difficulty in the 
great tree groves of Mariposa County. At that time fires annually used to run through 
these groves. They were started by the sheepherders, and perhaps by the Indians, but 
that has been stopped without any difficulty. There have not been any fires there for 
six or seven years. Some little cure is exercised by the persons in tlte neighborhood, 
hut it is ,ery slight indeed; yet it is sufficient to stop the fires. I vrnukl recommend 
that the government make reservations of the big trees au<l the redwood groves. 
There are several localities I cannot indicate at this time which are almost inaccessi-
ble now for saw-mill purposes. They could be reserved without doing any injury to 
any parties. They are on government lands. If the destruction of the redwood 
and big trees is allowed to go for a few years there will be none existing. There are 
the Calaveras grove, the Mariposa groves, the :Fresnel groves, several in the Visalia 
district (ext.ending over a very extensive area, as much :1s twenty miles in length). 
There arc oeveral saw-mills in these, cutting the big trees; and, in addition to this, 
there are several small groups containing a very small number of trees. The Mari-
posa grove has 3o5 treeM in it. The Visalia grove has several thousand. I would rec-
ommen<l the reservation of a11 the big-tree groves. The timber in these groves.is not 
very good,_ the trees are so very old, a.i.ld if they were destroyed entirely they would 
nc,·er grow again. I would not only recommend tl.Je reservation of the big trees, but 
aho the reservation of other species of sequoias. They exist in other places, although 
I ,•m not familiar enough with the locahties to tell off-hand wher0 they are. There 
aie maps, however, in this land office that will show you. 
Q. Are not these irrigable lands, which are valuable for agriculture only by irriga-
tion, somewhat extensivef ·what would ~·ou do with them 1-A. They are very ex-
tt>.nsi-.:e indee<l. In the San Juan country there are thousands of acres that can be 
maue available only by irrigation. I do not feel myself competent to suggest any 
change of the laws. This question is a very complicated one. I believe the experi-
ments of the Indian government have proven that irrigation works have not been 
rt'munerative to those who built them. Whether in this State the State government 
or general government should build these ditches and sell the water is something I 
cannot express my opinion about. Individuals are not ableto take out the streams 
for irrigation purposes; it is simply out of the question for them to do it. There is a 
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great deal of land that by irrigation could be matle exceedingly valuable, more valua-
ble than any other land in the State. I have seen tLat very frequently in Nevada,. 
Yon know what the general nature of the soil is there. It is a barren wildernesg but 
nearly all of tbat soil can be made to bloom and. blossom like a garden. There are 
somo valuable farms there, which have been made so entirely by irrigation. They 
i,roduce a very large arnl valuable crop: 
Q. Yon recognize that there is a, large body of land valual>le only for pasturage pur-
poses; what system of disposition sl.10uhl the government atloptfor these lands ?-A . .I 
think they should be soltl as ordinary lands. I <l.o not think it is judicious to allow 
very much holdings on these lands by private individuals unless they pay for them and 
pay taxes upon them. 
Q. How many acres will support a beef f-A. I cannot say. If you coulu irrigate 
this land it would fake very few acres; but if you cannot irrigate it, it would take a 
good many ruore acres to stipport a beef than it would by irrigation. It seems to me 
that eight or ten acres would be equivalent to one acre under ordinary circumstances. 
There is a, great deal of difference in different portions of these pasturage lands. I see 
very large ranches devoted to small bancls of cattle all through the State, particularly 
in the central and southern portions. The grass dries up with the wet immediately 
after the rain and the cattle then live upon the burr clover. They lick it up from the 
soil. After the first rain, when the rain drives the seed into the soil again, from that 
time until the grass grows up again the cattle lead a very preca1·ious existence. 
Q. If a man was allowed to select this land would he not control large areas of it by 
controlling the water ?-A. If the pasturage lands were thrown open to settlers the 
persons who located upon them "\Vonld secure the streams of water (whatever streams 
there might be), and thus inevitably control a very much larger portion than they 
selected. I cannot suggest any remedy for this unless the government will take con-
trol of the water courses and Eiprings. 
Q. ·with reference to some comprehensive plan of frrigation, how would it do to sur-
vey the land in tracts covering all the water, so as to give the water privileges to the 
greatest possible number of tracts 1-A. That would be best, if it could be tlone; but 
woul<l not that untler the present law inevitably compel a change in the land system. 
Q. It would change the forms arnl the tracts to be surveyed ?-A.. You woultl have 
the price graded then. I see no objection to that being done provided there was not 
a uniform price for the land; otherwise a ·rnry large amount would remain in the hands 
of the government indefinitely and never be sold. The pasturage Janus, I think, 
should be sold according to their value, with reference to their producing power and 
their proximity to water. 
Q. ln disposing of timber land and pasturage land in the several portions of the 
conn~ry some of it might also be mineral lands. Should the right to prospect aml dis-
cover mines be abridged and the land sold for pastnrage,farming, and other purposes 1-
A. I think so, sir. I think in California that we ha,e had a very fair chance to pros-
pect the whole State. We ·have been engaged in that business for twenty-five years; 
and when land is taken up for agricultural or mining purpose·s it should be devoted 
to that only. Persons who have no rig)lts interfere with the rights of another; I 
should put mining and agricultural rights on the same footing. 
Q. Would you not sever the subterranean rights from the surface rights and let the 
government dispose of the surface rights for pasturage or timbering purposes, reserving 
the mining land ?-A. If you did that, it would be returning to that principle of other 
governments that all minerals belong to the crown. They are there especially reserved 
and worked under the authority of the government. If that were done, it woukl work 
a complete change in the whole system. Individually, I see a great many advantages 
in. tbe government reserving rights over the minerals, for the reason that they can 
control the manner in which it should be worked. Take the Comstock, for instance. 
It bas not been worked very scientifically. The waste of precious metals there has 
been·very great, and this seems to be the case with most of the precious-metal mines 
in the United States. There are many mines in California that have not been worked 
judiciously antl carefully. 'l'hey might be producing to-day, had they been worked 
under some system, wllereas they have been abandoned, and probably will remain so 
.for an indefinite time. So far as the government does not claim any right over the 
mines, I srn no reason why a special reservation should be made in favor of the miner. 
I think at the time that the reservation of the mineral lands was made, which I find 
was very shortly after the discovery of gold in California, that all lands within five 
miles of any known mineral belt were reserved for mineral purposes. That I think 
was very judicious at the time it was done, for the reason that California was not con-
sidered to be of any value for agricultural purposes; it was valuable for its mineral 
only; it was a mining territory. 'l'he discovery of gold brought people here, but their 
only ob,ject was mining for gold. That time is now past, and in conuection with the 
mines there are small ~gricultural settlements in the mountains, antl the value of these 
agricultural places is quite as gre.at for agriculture as they would have been for mines. 
I think the prohibition on these I'eserved lands should be remoyed, and I think they 
-.,.1 
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should be faken up according to the desire of the locator, either as agricultural or 
mineral lands. 
Q. Plem,e give a statement of the facts relating to the Spanish claims in this coun-
try which are supposed to arise from their non-settlement. Have you any rt'mec1ies to 
suggest for this st,ate of affairs 1-A. I have never had any experience with these 
claims, not being a landholder, and all that I know about them ba,H bC'en h·arm d from 
personal observation. I have never had any personal experience with them at all. I 
can merely say that in my opinion they exercise a very injurious inflne111 l~ uvon the 
settlement of California. I wish to say a word in regard to this hsdr:rnlic mining. 
There has been a great deal said in regard to its injurious effect upon tl:l, :· gri<-ultural 
lands of California and upon the harbors. Ulldoubte(Uy the mining stn :.rn::, which 
flow down into the valleys and which receive the tailings and debris from u it,es haYe 
been filled up, but most of this work was done in the early history of miniug in Cali-
fornia. The material which is now being washed down in the greatest quantity is very 
much heavier and consists of very much larger rocks and coarser gravel than the surface 
dirt which was washed down ten or twelve or twenty years :;igo; and in my opinion 
a very large proportion of it remains within a short distance of the mines; but the 
floods of winter scour the rivers and bring down· now, and will continue to bring down 
for years to come, accumulations of past washings. If we take in consideration the 
value of the gold produced by direct washing and the value of the land that is being 
injured, the.one is out of all proportion to the other. I consider that the annual produc-
tion of gold here, from what is known as the hydraulic mining of California, does not aver-
ageless than$11,000,000peryear, while the amountofland which is beingdirectlyinjurecl 
is very small in comparison to this. Should hydraulic mining in the mountains of 
. California be stopped it would render not less than one hundred thousand people home-
less and destroy their means of support as well as destroying eight or nine counties. 
It is probable that not less than $100,000,000 are invested in hydraulic mining in this 
State alone. I also consider that the amount of damage done by mines of this kind 
has been very much exaggerated, and that the effects of the winter rains upon the 
loose soil on the steep hillsides plays a very important part in helping to fill up the 
streams which :flow through the valleys. Frequently in the winter season I have seen 
streams on which there is no mining whatever flowing dc,wn toward the valleys with 
the water yellow and almost as thick as cream from the dirt being washed down from 
the hillsides. I consider that the mud in the streams of the Sacramento and the San 
Joaquin Valleys is largely due to cultivation of the soil and the removal of the cba.p-
::ural and grass which naturally cover them. This is especially the case with pasturing, 
for the streams in the coast range, where there is no mining iD. the winter season, are 
always heavily charged with vegetable and mineral matter in suspension. In Fresnal 
and Napa Counties there are large tracts which have been filled up by means of the 
ground washing down during the winter season when the torrents are frequent. 
Testimony of G. F. Allardt, San Francisco, Cal., on the effect of mining debris on the agri-
cultural lands and navigable waters of California. · 
To the honorable the United States Land Cornrnissioners : 
GENTLEMEN: My name is George F. Allardt. I am a civil and hydraulic engineer 
by profession; have been actively engaged as such for twenty-six years, and in this 
State since 1858. My business office is in San Francisco. 
For several years past I have made a special study of the subject of mining del>ria 
and its effect upon the harbors, rivers, and agricultural lands of the State. In 1878 I 
had occasion to make a reconnaissance of the Bear River country and its hydraulio 
mines; this year I made a detailed instrumental survey of the Yuba River and its tribu-
taries, extending from its mouth at the city of Marysville up to the bead of the hy-
draulic mining belt in the Sierras. In this connection I have also surveyed and other-
wise examined all the hydraulic mines located on the water-shed of the Yuba and de-
positing their tailings into the same or its tributaries. I am enabled, therefore, to sub-
mit a few leading facts and figures relating to this important matter that may tend 
to disprove many of the random statements and positive misrepresentations that have 
been made to your honorable committee, either by parties grossly ignorant of the sub-. 
ject or by parties holding large interests in hydraulic mines. 
One of your informants states, for example, '' that the value of te farming lands 
destroyed by hydraulic mining, when compared with the value of the mines, is not over 
2 per cent.," and in the next sentence he declares "that the debris of the mines is, on 
the whole, beneficial to farming lands." 
Now, from accurate surveys made by the State engineer of California, it has been 
certainell that over ejghteen thousand (18,000) acres of valley land on the Yuba-
land that was once the finest bottom land in the State-have been utterly desti:oyed 
}()ii 
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and buried beneath the minjng debris, so that now this vast area has been transformed 
into a barren desert of sand and slickings, alternating with impenetraule jungles of wil-
low swamps. Probably as much if not more of equally good land has been similarly 
destroyed on Bear River. , 
Although these lands have been exposed to sunshine and rain for years they produce 
not a blade of grass, nothing but willows and kindred semi-aquatic plants that derive 
their nourishment chiefly from the stratum of water percolating underneath the sur-
face, and not from the soil itself. 
This gentleman further says '' fully 95 per cent. of the tailings are lodged in the 
canons (gorges) or near the mines, and the remaining 5 per cent. finds its way down 
the lower portions of the mining rivers." The reverse of this percentage would be 
nearer the truth, would in fact be remarkably near the truth. :From the beginning of 
hydraulic mining down to the present time the enormous aggregate of 162,000,000 of 
cubic yards of material has been sluiced out of the hydraulic mines into the Yuba and 
its tributaries, while the amount now retained in the river above the valley, or lodged 
in the canons, will not exceed 12,000,000 cubic yards. This we have from actual sur-
veys. 
Thus, 150,000,000 cubic yards of solid material have passed the foot-hills and have 
been deposited on the bottom lands of the Yuba into the waters of the Feather and 
Sacramento Rivers, the bays of Suisun and San Pablo, and finally into the Bay of San 
Francisco. (One company alone, the Excelsior Hydraulic Mining Company at Smarts-
ville, admit in a published circular that they have sluiced 1,800,000 cubic yards into 
the Yuba.) 
To present to the mind this enormous mass of 150,000,000 cubic yards of material in 
a more familiar form, it may be stated that such a mass deposited on a farm of 160 
acres would cover it to a depth of 581 feet; or, if spread evenly one foot in depth, 
would cover 93,000 acres or 145 square miles of lan~, and absolutely destroy the same 
for agricultural or any other purposes. 
The bed of the Yuba. at Marysville is now filled up to the level of the streets of that 
city, where prior to the era of hydraulic mining there was a well-de.fined channel of 
clear water from 20 to 25 feet in depth. The authorities of Marysville have just closed 
a contract amounting to upwards of $50,000 for raising its levees and protecting the 
city from the further encroachments of the mining debris. 
The Feather and Sacramento Rivers have shoaled in a lesser degree, but still suffi-
ciently to almost destroy their usefulness as highways of commerce. A resurvey of 
Suisun Bay recently made under the direction of the United States Coast Survey De-
partment has developed the fact that tules are now growing at points where fifteen 
years ago there was several fathoms of water. 
The complete filling-up of this bay is a mere question of a few short years, after 
which San Pablo Bay will become the next settling reservoir, to be followed, finally, 
by the rapid shoaling of Sau Francisco Bay, and the eventual destruction of its harbor. 
'This result is sure to follow, the laws of nature make them enevitable, unless, indeed, 
hydraulic mining be discontinued or unless some adequate works be constructed for 
arresting the tailings before they reach the valleys or enter the navigable waters of 
the State. 
On this head our r:mrvey has given us sufficient data to warrant the belief that such 
works are not only feasible, but entirely within the bounds of a reasonable expendi-
ture of money. 
Your informant further avers "that of the material deposited in the rivers the farm-
ers contribute 12 and 15 yards where the miners contribute one yard," an assertion so 
palpably absurd as scarcely to admit of argument. The farming lands of California 
are exceptionably free from wash, the soil being generally of a resisting and tenacious 
character with a comparatively level surface. Moreover, nearly all the farming lands 
adjacent to the rivers actually lie below the plane of the present river banks, hence 
"farming debris," if any there be, must run up hill to enter the rivers. 
As to the few scattering farms in the foot-hills or on the mountains, their aggregate 
area is too insignificant to cut a figure in the case. Indeed, I have failed to discover 
any material wash in any one of them, and I have seen them nearly all in the course 
of my explorations. 
The same may be said of the washings from wagon-roads. One of your informants 
says, "the cutting of wagon-roads along mountain sides is a fruitful source of sedi-
ment, large masses of earth being washed down from them during winter rains." 
Now, I have traveled hundreds of miles over these mountain roads, observing them 
closely, but have found no slides or washings originating from them worthy of men-
tion. It is evident that if the roads were subject to slides or washings to any extent 
they would soon become impassable, while in point of fact they are, almost without 
exception, in a very fair condition. And tendency to slides or wash is promptly 
checked by the owners if they are toll-roads, or by the authorities if county roads. 
Now, as to the present condition of the Yuba and its hydraulic mines. It is ad-
mitted that during the dry season 17,000 miner's inches of water are used daily by the 
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hydraulic mines of the Yuba, and that such miner's inch removes not less than three 
cubic yards of material in twenty-four hours. This gives a daily total of 51,000 cubic 
yards. Fully one-half of this amount is held in suspension by the running waters, 
and carried down the river in the shape of muddy water, or more correctly speaklltg, 
in the shape of liquid mud, and is deposited as before stated, partly on the bottom 
lands of the Yuba and partly in the rivers and bays beyond. That is to say, and I 
wish to emphasize this fact, 25,000 cubic yards of earth and sand, say 43,750 tons, 
are daily poured from the mountains into the valleys by the hydraulic miners. To use 
a familiar illustration, suppose it were required to transport this amount on railroad 
cars: it would take one hundred and ten trains of forty cars each ( one train every 
thirteen minutes) to accomplish the daily task. 
In the rainy season more water is used and correspondently more material is sent 
down; moreover, the winter freshets invariably clean out the caiions and sweep 
away the heavier material that has accumulated at the mining dumps during the low 
stages of the river. The lighter material runs down with the stream, the heavier ma-
terial rolls along the bottom with varying velocities, depending on the height and 
volume of the freshets, and in due course of time finds its way to the level rt-aches of 
the ri,er in the foot-hil1s and the valley. 
It is estimated on competent authority that there yet remains between the South 
and Middle Yubas 700,000,000 cubic yards of known gold-bearing gravel deposits. At 
the present rate of hydraulicing this will be worked out in about forty years. 1'he 
hydraulic miners contend that it can be worked successfully only by the present hy-
draulic method. As it is well known, however, that the gold-bearing stratum in these 
mines, the "pay-streak," as it is called, is usually at the bottom of the deposits, next to 
the bed-rock, and that the large masses of superincumbent earth seldom, if ewr, pay 
working expenses, it may seem pertinent to inquire just here whether the hydraulic 
method is really the only and the most economical process and whether the method of 
dl'ijt 111ini119 would not average more remunerative results. The drift miner, namely, 
runs his tunnel through and along this pay-streak, and orings to the light the pa,y-
gravel only, from which he extracts the gold in the usual hydraulic way. As all ex-
ca-ations are done by manual labor with pick and shovel, the debris arising from that 
source is necessarily limited in amount. At a liberal estimate the material taken out 
of all the drift mines on the Yubas will not exceed a half million cubic yards, the 
greater portion of which being heavy material remains in the dumps at the mouth of 
the tunnels and never reaches the water-courses. 
There are quite a number of so-called drift mines in successful operatiou in the Yuba 
belt, some of exceeding richness, notably those on Bald Mountain at Forest City. It 
is officially reported that the gravel extracted averages over $"3 per cubic yard. 
Quartz mining is also an industry of growing importance in this section. It consists 
in exploiting a gold-bearing quartz lode, crushing the quartz in a stamp mill, and obtain-
ing the gold by means of amalgamating pans. One of the largest and most productive 
quartz mines in the State is the "Sierra Buttes," near Sierra City, on the north fork 
of the Yuba. Over three hundred men are steadily employed in and about this mine. 
The tailings from quartz mines are inconsiderable, and their effect upon the flow of the 
river is scarcely appreciable. 
It remains to mention still another method of gold mining known as river mining, or 
the reworking of the old taiHngs in the river-beds. This class of mining is confined 
almost exclusively to Chinamen; it creates no debris, but merely shifts it from place 
to place, and does not, therefore, enter as a factor in the debris problem. 
Much weight has been laid by the miners on the importance of hydraulic mining in 
supporting a large population, alleged to exceed one hundred thousand inhabitants. 
This figure is nn<loubtedlyexaggerated. According to my observation, the total number 
of workmen actually employed in the hydraulic mines of the Yubas does not exceed 
1,500 all told, three-fourths of which number, probably, are Chinamen, the white men 
being engaged only for the higher grades of labor. It is but fair to name the Excelsior 
Mining Company, of Smartsville, as an honorable exception to this custom, all of its 
employes being white men, most of them men of family. 
On the other hand, the number of men employed in the quartz and drift mines is 
very large, all of them, with few exceptions, being white workmen. 
The Sierra Buttes Company, for instance, employs three hundred men; the Derbec 
Company, near North Bloomfield, about one hundred; the Bald Mountain mines sup-
rt a community of over eight hundred souls. Grass Valley and Nevada City, with a 
on~ population of some ten thousand, depend almost exclusively on their quartz min-
mdustry. 
CONCLUSION, · 
In this 11ap~r I have confined my remarks mainly to the mines in the Yuba belt, yet 
th re are many extensive hydraulic mines in operation on the Feather, Bear, American, 
an Mokelmune Rivers, all of which are constantly pouring their tailings into those 
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rivers, thus contributing their quota toward destroying the farming lands and shoal-
ing the navigable waters of the State. 
Viewing the whole subject of mining debris in its various bearings, and fully recog-
nizing the magnitude of the hydraulic mining industry, and the vast amount of capi-
tal invested, yet a candid and impartial observer must necessarily arrive at the follow-
wg general conclusions: . 
1st. The process of hydraulic mining is destroying the best agricultural lands of 
the State. . 
2d. It is threatening the very existence of the cities of Marysville and Sacramento. 
3d. It is rapidly shoaling the navigable waters of the State, and, if continued, will 
eventually destroy the harbor of San Francisco. 
4th. Hydraulic mining, from its very nature, is destructive and ephemeral, and can 
never become a permanent or desirable industry in any community. 
5th. It is chiefly in the hands of rich and powerful corporations who monopolize the 
water privileges and thereby control all the contiguous mining ground, to the exclusion 
of the citizen miner of limited means. 
6th. As the water is made to perform the principal work of the process, the number 
of laborers employed can never be large. 
7th. Justice to the farming interests, the public safety and welfare, alike demand 
that in future the hydraulic miners be compelled by law to take care of their tailings 
by means of dams or settling reservoirs, from which the water will return to its proper 
channel in a condition of comparative purity. 
Respectfully submitted, 
SAN FRANCISCO, Octobe1· 25, 1879. 
G. F. ALLARDT, 
Civil and Hydraulic Engineer. 
Testimony of Jolin A. Ball, mechanical engineer and contrcwtor, Oakland, Cal., relative to 
aqricultural and tirnber lcinds. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet facing 
page 1. 
Answer to questions 1 and 2. John A. Ball; residence, Oakland, Cal.; occupa-
tion, mechanical engineer and contractor. I was born in 1831, in New Jersey; re-
moved with my father to Northern Illinois at the age of thirteen years, where my 
occupation was farming nearly all the time to the year 1862. I was in California in 
1850 and 1851. I came to this State the second time in 1862, and have farmed the 
greater portion of the time in Nevada County until I came to Oakland in 18il. 
Question 3. In 1871 I pre-empted 160 acres in Rough and Ready Township, Nevada 
County, but relinquished my rights to anot,her party before perfecting title. 
Question 4. My living, a farmer, in Northern Illinois and in Nevada County, in this 
State, at the periods above named ha,s afforded me many opportunities for learning 
the practical workings of the public-land laws. 
Question 6. Yes. The desert-land act and pre-emption laws should be abolished. 
No one should obtain public lands by any other way than by homestead entry. 
There are several enactments of this State's legislature relating to swamp, over-
flowed, and tide Iands-lancls 'under water-that the general government should, by 
prompt action, put an end to. 
Lands that are covered by water at ordinary low tide-navigable natural channels of 
water-and the lakes should not pass into private ownership, but should be the gov-
ernment's property, and under its control. 
If there are any enactments by the United States that have caused a surrender or 
have ceded to any State any such lands they ought to be abolished, and Congress 
ought to, by its authority, make all such State acts null and void. · 
My reasons are that by individuals or incorporate companies owning any natural 
navigable channels, harb01·s, or water front8 of any city or town prevents the government 
from making improvements essential for the commercial interests of the country. 
The present state of affairs in regard to the Oakland Harbor is an example of the 
evils produced. 
If said lands, under water, are not owned and controlled by the government there is 
danger of the government being embarrassed when engaged in defense in time of war. 
I refer you to a map of the bays of San Pablo, San Francisco, and tributaries, pub-
lished by the State board of harbor commissioners. 
Question 7. In answer to questions with regard to the county in which I reside I refer 
to Nevada County, in this State, where I have formerly resided. The county is mount-
ainous, lying ou the western slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, extending from the 
aummit into the foot-hil~s, nearly to the great valley of the Sacramento. 
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There are several valleys in the county of considerable size that are fertile, and very 
many small valleys, especially in the foot-hills-I mean the lands that are below about 
three thousand feet altitude. Except it be limited to a few small spots thew hole county 
is mineral land-placer, deep gravel, and quartz mines. The quartz mines are princi-
pally gol<l. There are some paying copper mines near the western or lower boundary of 
the county. The whole county, except small spots of balcl hills and some portions of the 
valley lands, are timbered. 
The timber on the foot-hills is principally oak, with some niit-pine. The latter 
increases in proportion as the altitud@ is greater, until at about twenty-five hundred 
feet the oak and nut-pine begin to give place to heavier forests of yellow or Norway and 
sugar pine, spruce, balsam, &c., and at an altitude of about four to eight thousand feet 
the growth of timber is the heaviest, with considerable black-oak in some places. 
A great deal of the timber bas been felled and used for lumber and fuel for the mines 
and mining towns and the adjacent portions of the Sacramento Valley farms. 
More than half of the county is adapted to agriculture. The soil in the valleys is 
very productive for cereals and vegetables. The latter requires irrigation, but the 
former does not, not even on the hill lands. The soil on the hills is generally light. 
:Fruits and vines flourish exceeding well where thoroughly cultivated, without 
irrigation in nearly the whole county wherever a plowshare can find a sufficient 
amount of earth for their support. 
The rainfall is generally abundant in winter from the 1st of November to the 15th 
of April. The county ranks as first of importance as a mining county, and always 
has from the early days of mining in this State. 
Questions 8 and 9. Some lands are valuable for and adapted to either agriculture, 
horticulture, grazing, timber, or mining purposes, and others are only adapted to one 
industry. 
The present occupants (I mean the farmers) are seldom utilizing these lands to the 
uses they are, by natu,.e, the best adapted. 
When our State shall have nearly attained its full growth in development, we may 
expect advancements in the facilities for and systems that will bring about transporta-
tion and fares to rates so as to accommodate the warranted demands of every locality. 
We must expect these changes to take place gradually and to require considerable time. 
I think that the miner should be allowed to prospect or mine on any lands in the 
countryi but should pay for all damages to the occupants before him, before he occa-
sions any damages. 
After ]ands have been occupied for mining purposes and abandoned they should be 
open to the homestead settler, and he should also be allowed to take up timber lands 
that have been " skinned" and abandoned or unoccupied. 
Question 10. So far as disposing of the public lands by the government require it, I 
think there is no need of any classification of the lands in the State or the United 
States except it be to class them as either valley or mountain land. 
The government should not dispose of any lands in large tracts to individuals or in-
corporations for grazing or other purposes, for the reason that nearly all of the lands-
including the desert lands-that can be irrigated would be more valuable when highly 
cultivated by the aid of irrigat ion. It is only a question of time what systems shall 
be in vogue; whether the owners of small or moderate-sized farms sha,11 till the lands 
in a manner similar to that of the settling of the Western Atlantic States, bringing 
the best results to our social and political welfare, and insuring universal contentment, 
or whether large land owners shall hold and only half utilize large tracts, hiring the 
cheape1:,t labor, thus causing the majority of our population to be hirelings degraded 
to a level with the slave. 
Suppose there is no other way of entering save by the homestead entry of 80 to 160 
acres of valley lands or 160 or 320 acres of mountain lands ; to allow each county, or 
the State, to regulate the privileges of grazing on the public domain or common. By 
common I mean land unfenced and untilled, whether owned by the government or 
other parties. 
The grazing man enters his homestead for his home, does not say whether it is for 
grazing or what use in particular, and by the local laws he may control adjoining lands 
for grar,ing; but his possession shall not debar other men from entering homesteads on 
the same, except one homestead shall not lap one over the other. 
The homestead settler to occupy the land as a bona-fide home for ten years before he 
shall be entitled to a clear title. 
I woul<l rather the government to own the land perpetual'ly, and the homesteader to 
have control and fnll use of it so long as he lives upon it as his home, and to be allowed 
to enter lan<li; as a homestead as many different times in his lifetime as he chooses. 
His being required 1,o occupy the land of a specified amount before he can make an 
entry urovides there shall not be any confusion caused by his having more than one 
entry. 
The man who bas a homestead can relinquish his rights to any one at any time, but 
the second party shall show proofs to such effect. or that the land is unoccupied, be-
fore the government grants the second homestead on the same Ian more than once. 
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Questions land 2, relating to agriculture. To describe the climate of our State would 
require a volume of writing, it is so varied in different localities, even within short 
distances. We have as desirable and as pleasant a climate in California as there is in 
the world. 
The annual rainfall in some parts of the valleys there is scarcely anything, perhaps 
four or five inches, and in some parts of the mountains the rainfall is seventy-five 
inches a111.l often more. 
In the greater part of the State that is most inhabitable the seasons are a perpetual 
sururner. The rains fall in the valleys in winter; the snow seldom whitens the ground. 
In the Ingber mountains it seldom rains, but the snow falls to a great depth. In this 
way nature bas provided an abundance of water for all purposes for nearly the entire 
State; but it requires the aid of man to properly engineer and carry out a plan for a 
general system of reservoirs, and canals for irrigation, transportation, reclamation, 
manufacturing purposes, and the supplying of water for the cities and towns. 
Fifteen )'ears ago I supposed that before this present time that a general system by 
the goYernment would have been farther advaneed than it is. The large land owners 
(individuals and incorporate companies) have fought•all legislation on the subject of a 
general system, and in fact all schemes of irriga,tion except where they have an indi-
vidual interest to monopolize the water and the land in large tracts. Irrigation com-
panies, formed of small or moderate land owners, are almost always hindered by the 
large monopolists in the lands or in the water rights. 
The · now is falling in the mountains in winter season within plain view of the farmer 
while he is plowing and planting in the valleys, and that, too, while the weather to 
him is generally clear and pleasant as summer. 
There is only a small portion of the farming lands in the g1'eat ralleys that produce a 
full crop with certainty every year. For want of sufficient rain in winter the crops 
always fail partially or entirely. Annually, in spring and the early summer months, 
the water that has been stored in the mountains in the form of snow, as it melts comes 
down the natural channelt. through the valleys on its way to the ocean, causing long-
continued freshets just when crops most need it but does not now benefit them. 
Often the crops along the streams are destroyed by :floods in harvest time, and at the 
same time the crops on the plain or valley lands are scorched up lJy drought to the very 
edge of the water that is thus allowed to pass by unutilized, whereby the whole land 
should be made to bloom the whole year round, producing immense crops once, twice, or 
three times a year. 
I favor a general system of canals, under direction and control of the government, 
in all the States and Territories where irrigation and reclamation is necessary. 
When I speak of the government providing and carrying out the system of canals 
I mean the main canals and reservoirs, but not the distributing ditches. I approve 
that the government should bear the burden of providing and executing such a system 
of canals in order to place the lands under the best possible condition to be reached by 
the occupancy of the tillers of the lands themselves. But rather than the present 
course to run any longer I would say let the government devise some plan whereby a 
return shall be had for the necessary outlay incurred by moderate taxation upon the 
products of the land, each acre at its just ratio. 
Lands owned by other parties than the government should be, by special laws, 
taxed to bear their proportion. 
The water to be free to all, and under control of the government, except each dis-
trict elect its officers for distributing and allotting to each consumer. 
There is an abundant supply of water if properly stored, as the surface of the 
country provides many sites for reservoirs. 
Question 6. Throughout the State, where wheat is a common crop, if it be properly 
planted twenty to thirty inches of rainfall during winter will insure a crop; but if 
the land is plowed deep two or three times for each crop, much less water is required. 
Twice plowing is the best practice to remunerate the farmer for his labor. 
If water is flooded over the ground repeatedly without the soil being stirred to 
loosen it, while in proper condition after being irrigated, the soil settles and bakes by 
the heat of the sun, and therefore the land is seriously injured. But if properly pul-
verized after each irrigationr when the soil is not too wet the process will tend to 
enrich tbe land, because it decays the vegetable material that is mixed with the soil, 
and also other substances to decay, especially where, in some localities, the soils have 
ne...-er been thoroughly wetted by the rains-for example, the desert lands of Kern 
Connt,y. In the localities where fruits and vines thrive well they should not be irri-
gated in summer. If the ground is once well saturated with water in the winter by 
the proper 8ti1'ring and keeping the weeds from growing, to prevent their taking the 
moisture from the soil, leaving it loosened deep, it will retain sufficient moisture all 
through tlte dry season. 
The fruits are far better in flavor, and as well developed as can be raised. 
Question 9. As the ditches are now managed it is very wasteful and unsatisfactory 
to those using the l ater. No systematic regulations in regard to waste. 
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Questions 10 and 11. About two-thirds of the streams leading into the great i·alleys 
of the State are taken up, so that late in the dry season the canals are not more than 
half :e.llecl. But for eight or nine months out of the twelve the canals do not take all 
the water that :llows down the natural channels. 
The annual percentage of water taken up by the canals is small compared with the 
whole amount shed from the Sierra Nevada Mountains. 
The present system of taking the water by individuals and companies causes numer-
ous conflicts. They all seek their own individual or -local interests. Strife and con-
tention is the rule under the present system. 
Question 14. As homesteads only, as before stated. 
Question l 5. Up to the present time the foot-hills are principally occupied, for graz-
ing, and are the most valuable for such use of any lands in the State, but as the 
country advances the present occupants, or others in their stead, will use the lands 
for the purposes to which they are l>est adapted-for the vines and fruit trees. Then 
the stock-grazing would appear insignificant. 
Question 16. There are no families or occupants in the foot-hills that depend solely 
upon stock-raising for their support. Generally they cultivate small or larger tracts 
of the valleys or bills and graze the adjoining hills. They raise vegetables, fruits, 
&c., for their own use, and often to sell, and generally bay and other feed for their 
stock in winter. The storms are severe, often cold rains ancl snow, the latter lying on 
the gronrnl sometimes f'everal days. It certainly is cruelty to anirncils to wholly clepend 
on the range for their stock to subsist upon. 
Questiorn, 17 ancl 18. Perhaps twenty or twenty-five heail. I:t the cattle had the 
range to tbetm,elveR exclusive of other stock a sqnare mile would not support more 
than thirty head. The grasses have diminished in consequence of being overstocked. 
The wild oats and some other varieties of grasses have nearly tlisappeared. 
Qnestion 19. They seldom fence their ranges. Stock can l>e safely kept inside of 
goo<l frnces on the ranges, and there is generally an abundance of material to make 
the fences on the land, but it will not pay the large stock man to keep up good 
fences for 1 he range only. 
Question 21. Springs only. 
Question 23. A few sheep will diminish the feed so cattle will not do well on the 
same range. 
Question 25. 'l'here are many conflicts. Generally the local laws do not allow sheep 
to be a free coninwner. 
Question 26. I think the large herds comprise about one-half of the amount of stock 
in the county. 
Quest,ion 2, relating to timber. None planted except for ornamental use, &c. 
Questions 3 and 4. The heavy timberecl lands are chiefly in the higher mountains, 
and are valuable fo1· lumber, which, to make it remunerative to any one, must be trans-
ported long distances to find a market. 
These lands perhaps might l>etter be classed as milling timber lands, and the timber 
be sold to those who will make lumber of it and supply the market. But the timber 
ought to sell at a higher price than five or ten dollars per acre; the timber to be 
sold, not the land; the purchi:iser to have possession only sufficient time specified 
for him to cut the timber, and then vacate the premises. 
My object in advancing this idea is to preserve some of the timber that is the 
most valuable, for future gen.erations. Some of the trees in these forests were stand-
ing just where they do now, but were smaller, when our Saviour was on this earth. 
It is wrong, I think, to encourage any system that might cause men to make oath to 
settle upon those lands for a home, when in reality his desire is to aid some rich man 
or company to obtain the privilege to cut the timber without its costing anything. 
Questions 5 to 7. The second growth of timber is very rapid. The pines, cedar, 
spruce, &c., come only from the seed, which seem to be plentiful when the large 
trees have been taken off the land. They spring up thickly together, and soon make 
valua,ble timber for common lumber, fuel, &c., but not of the quality of those that 
have had a growth of two thousand years. 
Penalties should be enforced for wasting the timber or for depredations on the tim-
ber lands, but windfalls and deadwood should be free to any one. 
Question 9. Penalties could be more efficiently executed if under the care of the 
government. 
I will write some suggestions with reference to mining on the government and 
other lands as soon as convenient. 
Respectfully, 
JOHN A. BALL. 
Norn.-The writer of the foregoing remarks having long since been awakened to 
the importance of a general system of irrigation has been prompted to devote the last 
thirteen years of his life to endeavor to introduce stearn machinery for excavating and 
dredging, the results of which are to some extent known. 
J. A. BALL. 
O~AND, Octobei· 18, 1879. 
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Testimony of Aaron Bell, late 1·egister of Shasta land office, California, relat-ivt to ag-
ricultural, m,ineral, and timber lands, and i1Tigation . 
.Mr. AARON BELL, late register of Shasta land office, testified as follows, October 2, 
1879: 
I have been in the United States Land Office ten years and over, and register of thls 
office for six years past, until within a month or two, resigning- the office to accept a posi-
tion on t be bench. The general character of the unsold public lands in this land district 
would be mountainous timber land, with some good agriculturalland, what yq_u would 
call second and third grade agricultural lands. I would say that there was ork-fourth 
of it agricultural land. These agricultural lands are adapted to the raising of anything 
that is raised in this climate, as wheat, barley, oats, hay, fruit, and vegetables. The lands 
in this norr,hern country are extra lands for wine culture. It is very good also for 
cereals. Wheat would average twenty bushels tot.he acre, annual crops. We do not 
have to resort to irrigation except for vegetables. The average rainfall this year was 
about eighty-four inches. Last year there was ninety-six inches and over. That 
would not be so all over the district. 'rhere is a greater rainfall in this place than 
there is probably in nny other section of the State. Some valleys in this district will 
rnise more wheat than is 1,1tated above. For the purpose of irrigating vegetables, 
water is obtained out of torrent streams. Tliere is but little difficulty arising out of 
the adjustment of water rights. The laws of this State generally regulate the supply 
of water. In ordereto o·btain a water right in this State, it is requisite tha t a person 
shall post a, notice at the intended place of diversion, and in that notice he must state 
where and for what he is going to use the water, and the size of the ditch, which is 
measured under a four-inch pressure, miner's measure; and he is required to com-
mence work on the ditch within sixty days from the time of posting the notice, and -
also required within ten days from the time of posting th~ notice to record a copy: of 
it in the county recorder's office for the county in which the water right is situated. 
He must then, within sixty days, commence work on the ditch and work continuously 
until completion, except he be interfered with by deep snows. These things give him 
a right to the use of the water against all other pa,rties. 
Que1:,tion. The unlimited right ?-Answer. Yes, sir; against every person excepting 
the Uuited States. 
Q. Can he take it in any quantity that ditch will flow and use it for any purpose?-
A. Yes, sir; if he is the first locator he can. He must make the use of it that he stated 
in bis notice. ·w'hen he ceases to use it the right ceases, but he can use it at his own 
discretion. The oldest location carries with it a right to take as much for actual use 
. as the locator sees fit. In other words, he has the exclusive right to whatever water 
his ditch will fl.ow. He cannot enlarge that ditch afterward, as against subsequent 
parties. If there is not water enough to furnish that first man with water for artifi-
cial purposes, as against tbe second person wanting it for natural purposes, he can use 
all tho water his ditch will carry. The use indicated is not necessarily accompanied 
by the ownership of the land. It would be possible for a party, under the State law, 
to take up the whole stream without acquiring any land, and deprive any person pur-
chasing land from the United States of its use without himself owning any land. 
_ There are some considerable bodies of public land in this district which are rendered 
useless to purchasers unless water privileges are purchased from the owners of ditches. 
About one-third, if not more, of the lands remaining unsold in this district are what I 
would call timber lands, and about nine-tenths of the land in this district is still unsold. 
It js mostly mountainous land that is not fit for any purpose or use. Some might be 
used for the purpose of pasturage but a great deal would be of no use whatever, being 
rocky and barren, having neither timber nor grass upon it. Nearly one-fourth of the 
land unsold would be in this condition. About one-tenth, or very nearly one-tenth, 
of the lands in this district are non-mineral in character. 
Q. How large a part of the district has been reserved, by withdrawals, for minerat 
pm1,uses ?-A. I cannot say any of it bas been withdrawn for mineral purposes in this 
district. 
Q. Does not this fall within the general belt of reservations made for wining pur-
poses, as designated, which would put the onus of proof upon an.a,gricultural appli-
cant ?-A. That is so as regards the whole district. Applicants for agricultural 
claims are required to file an affidavit of the non-mineral character of the land. 
My PXperience in connection with the administration of the land laws leads me to 
the opinion that at the present time the existing land system is not the best that could 
be adopted as regards this State, in the matter of restricting sales to agricultural set-
tlers in one-hundred-and-sixty-acre tracts, for the reason that the better portion of 
agricultural lands have already been taken up and the remainder that are agricultu-
ral in character are of a second and third grade, and a great deal would be classed 
perhaps as more valuable for grazing purposes than any other. For grazing purposes 
one hundred and sixty acres of land is not enough. That amount would be totally in-
adequate. 
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Q. Under a system that purports to extend 160 acres only to a settler, how many 
difforent claims can a man in fact geU-A. He can get a homestead of 160 acres and 
a pre-emption of 160 acres more. lfhere is but little land in this district that could 
be taken up under the timber culture act, because land destitute of timber would be 
hard to find. I do not know of any desert land. As regards additional homesteads a 
man may locate them without restriction, and so with Sioux and Valentine scrip. So 
that in fact, under the lJresent law, there is no bounds (except a money availability) 
to the amount of land a man may acquire. I think it would be best if the govern-
ment should take away the restriction as to the amount of land and the whole land 
in this 11istrict should be reduced to one dollar and a quarter per acre. The lands act-
ually valuable have been bon~ht up at $1.25. I think a, system of putting the land up 
at a fair valuation would work more advantageously to the poor man than the present 
one does. Un1ler the present system a poor man can only acquire 160 acres, whil~ a 
rich man may acquire as much as be pleases. Up to the present time I think about 
one-third of the tilings made in this office or a little over that number have been con-
summated. A great many of the balance have been abandoned. Unless it was the 
intcution of the government to give settlers the right to take more than one claim, or 
320 acres of laud, I do not think that there would be any occasion for both the home-
stead and pre-emptiou law to remain in operation. Were one abolished, and the 
amount of land represented by both given by the remaining. one, it would be better 
for the settler. 
Q. Were any of the lands in this district offered at public sale; and, if so, at what 
time and in what proportion f-A. They were offered from 1859 up to 1867, and there 
is now a little offered land remaining unsold. The lands sold since this office was 
opened have been in very small quantities. I do not know that we have sold over 320 
acres to any one person, but there were entries made here before this office was open, 
by parties, in large quantities. I am of the opinion that a system of private entry 
would not tend to create a monopoly of lands-at least such as are in this district. 
I do not know of any special benefits to be obtained by the present law requir-
ing settlers to advertise in newspapers. I think it puts them to some trouble and ex-
pense without any corresponding good to the settler or to anybody else. They have_ 
to pay the printer for the publication, and the whole expense of advertising the pub-
lic lands has ranged from three to ten dollars. My idea is it is an imposition of an 
expense without corresponding benefit. 
As regards the cancellation of a homestead entry, I could never see any necessity 
for sending the case away from the local officers, who generally have the whole matter 
before them and understand it fully, when it is canceled; that is, unless there is a 
contest. The present system tends to speculative frauds, and the parties who initiate 
an attack upon an abandoned homestead do not al ways get the homestead; other par-
ties frequently step in and get the benefit of it. I think the law should give the person 
who makes the application to have the homestead canceled the privilege of making 
the entry for, say, ninety days. If it is necesRary that it should be passed upon at 
Washington, his application could be received subject to the cancellation, and the 
application dated back. 
A great many of the mineral lands here are placer and lode, the greater portion 
being placer. It is deep gravel mining-principally deep hydraulic mining. They 
have some difficulty in hydraulic mining as regards dumpage, by reason of running 
the tailings on other people's land. Those difficulties are generally settled in court, 
and the courts here generally give the parties the right to an outlet and the right to 
dump tailings on the land of another, if they are satisfied they could not utilize the mine 
without such right, by paying whatever damage they may do. Most of the dumpage 
of tailings is on lands totally inadequate to cultivation, but not having mineral under 
them they are only subject to agricultural entry. Some provision should be made in 
this State for selling agricultural lands. It would greatly facilitate the sale of placer 
mines. I know of cases where there have beon suits between the agriculturists and 
mineral men arising out of this kind of difficulty. Sometimes the tailings are run on 
quite good agricultural lands. As regards the inter val between the dumpa,ge and the 
mine-where the agriculturist takes up the land-it is generally done to blackmail 
the mine; but I do not know of any such in this district. 
I think that it will be better to abolish the local customs and rules under which 
miners commence their titles, because there often is a different custom an.d rule in 
different places. Take the records of a given district-at one time they have all been 
written out, but they have become lost or destroyed, and one can hardly know what 
they are, and the local records should all be abolished. 'l'he districts are all the way 
from a mile to six miles s']_uare, just as the miners happen to take the notice; so that, 
under the })resent local laws and regulations, it is possible for a space· of six miles 
square to be subjected to a new system of laws adopted arbitrarily by men to subsorve 
tlieir own purposes. There is no guarantee for the security of the records kept by the 
If:COrder. There is no provision in this State for the transfer of the custody in case of 
his death or departure, and no security against their destruction or manipulation; 
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and yet, under the present system, the United States has to accept any certified copy 
of that record as the whole foundation of a claim, which I think is a great absurdity i 
and in my judgment the whole thing should be tra,nsferred to the United States and 
let the parties commence there in the first instance. It would be best, and avoid 
unnecessary conflict between miners, to require them to commence with an official 
survey in the first instance, so as to avoid any overlapping of mines, though there 
should be some provision to make them as little expensiv~ as possible. It would be 
well to provide by statute what the cost of survey should be. The ·usual expense of 
a survey now varies according to what a man sees fit to charge. It runs from twenty 
to forty, and even to sixty dollars. 
In cases of controversy arising between claimants to land or mineral claims, I think 
they should be adjusted by the Land Depa,rtment. It would be a proper place and a 
great deal less expensive to parties, and nine out of ten would prefer it. I have no idea 
of the period of time it takes for the courts to settle such controv~rsies, tliough I know 
of some who have been in the courts for the last six months and no decision reached 
yet. It is quite costly to many, much more so than it would be to contest a ,case in the 
Land Office. Thejurors who pass upon a case are likely to have their yjews in the 
matter-the district court here, for instance; the only thing they decide is as to the 
right of possession. In fact I have known cases to be tried when I knew that neither 
one of the parties bad complied with the United States land laws in locating their 
claims or in working them, and the courts will decide such a one is ent,itled to posses-
sion, and he comes in and files the judgment of the court and gets a patent without 
complying with the regulations and the laws at all. If the same party had undertaken 
to come here and make proof that he had complied with the law, he could not have 
done it. 
Q. Do or do you not see any reason, Mr. Bell, why the mineral lands should not gen-
erally be sold in the same manner as agricultural lands, in sectional tracts ?-A. I 
know of none. I think it would tend to prevent litigation and render mining very 
secure. 
Q. Are thern any mines in this district that would be imperiled by restricting them 
to their i',jide lines, provided you gave them sufficient tract to protect them ju ordinary 
· deep mining ?-A. I know of none. Deep mining has not progressed here very far. I 
do not suppose there is a mine in this district being worked that is one hundred feet 
down on the vein, and even under the present law twenty-one acres would protect 
them for an indefinite period. There is often much hos~ility between lode claims 
where they cross each other, as they often do in various directions. The angle at 
which a lode dips in this district varies considerably. They have no uniform dip. 
There are no fl.at lodes ; I think all are true fissure veins. 
Q. What is your opinion as to the applicability of the timber laws to the public 
uses and to governmental interests in the future f-A. I think this act for the sale of 
timber lands is a very good one. However, they have never taken advantage of it in 
this district. I do not consider the law inopportune unless for a man who is engaged 
in the timber business, and in that case he should be allowed to purchase more than 
one hundred and sixty acres. That is the only objection I have to that law. There 
is no doubt that this law by giving permission to cut timber for purposes of mining, · 
domestic, and agricultural uses tends to create an unlimited trespass under the color 
of law. There are no means of determining the character of the lands except by un-
supported evidence. These things have been called to our attention, but we could not 
tell whether it was mineral or not, and without proper complaint to us we can take 
no notice of it. 
If the effort was made to enforce the law for trespassing npon mineral Jands, I think, 
as a general thing, the effort would substantially fail; either by reason of the infirraities 
of the law or by lack of public sympathy. As a general rule the efforts on the part of 
public officers to enforce that law would be inoperative. 
I think t,he timber lands would be better protected if they were reduced to private 
ownership. I am satisfied there would be less waste and destruction. In this country 
fires are set and destroy much timber. It is hard to tell how they originate. They 
destroy thousands of acres of timber lands, and no one feels interested in trying to stop 
them. This summer I traveled over a, place where miles of timber had been destroyed 
by fire. I do not know how long it takes timber to reproduce itself in this section. 
The timber is geuerally pine; some sugu,r-pine and white and yellow and spruce pine, 
and some fir. There have been large bodies of these timber lands taken up by addi-
tional bo·mestead. entries in tbif; district, and also by the agricultural college act of 
this State. Titles to many of these locations have been secured by patent under the 
homest,ead right, but under the agricultural college act I do not know that any have 
been secured. 
Q. What; would you think of reserving alternate sections of valuable timber to the 
United States and selling the timber on the others, reserving all title to the soil Y-A. 
I think that would work; but, as a general thing, the land here is not worth much 
after the timber is k,ken off. It might be valuable to the government to reserve it 
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for the protection of growing timber upon the same land. I think a person would get, 
as much for the timber as he would for the timber and land. The mines are usually 
located among the timber. It would therefore be necessary sometimes to insert a 
reservation of the mineral, even though the land were sold ; otherwise you would be 
disposing of the mineral lands while selling the timber. In other words, reserve the 
right for miners to prospect and develop the lands the same as now. There is no doubt 
but what there is a great deal of land that people would want only for the timber, 
and would pay as much for·the timber as for both the wood and land. The timber in 
this district is generally marketed at Red Bluff, carried there by flumes, and I think 
at Tabama and Chico, and it is generally shipped from there by railroad. 
Q. Can you suggest any ways in which the administration of the settlement laws 
can be made any more economical and expeditious for the benefit of settlers, either by 
the new law or a modification of the present system f-A. I think the buyer could be 
more readily accommodated by selling the land at private entry, or a portion of it at 
least. If they were sold at private entry they might select the amount for themselves 
to prevent their getting into the hands of monopolies, though in this district it has 
not generally had that effect where large bodies of land were sold. I do not think 
that idea of monopoly is a practical danger. If a person sought lands for speculative 
purposes he would almost at once seek customers, and would be more active eve~ than 
the government would be. My opinion is, taking into consideration the lands in this 
district, that there would be no danger in throwing them open to private entrv. I 
think it would be a good thing, and I think that the price should be reduced to t1.25 
uniformly. At presentthe price of$2.50 per acre is too much. The land is not worth 
that. The hulk of lands in this district, forty miles wide, are wHhin railroad limits, 
and are only subject to entry at $2.50, the even sections. I think it would tend to the 
more speedy development of the public lands if the government could make arrange-
ments with the railroad companies to take the land on one side of their roads, or aggre-
gate the lands on each side into alternate blocks. It is often the case now that a party 
does not buy the government section because he does not know at what price he can 
buy the railroad lands adjoining. A system of alternate sections between the Govern-
ment and the railroad tends to prevent the sale of lands rather than to facilitate their 
disposition. It would be much better for the railroad and for the government to each 
get their lands in a body. 
I would suggest the following: There are great masses of lands in this district and 
other districts in the State in which there are some mineral. Some portions of these 
lands might be more valuable for agricultural than for mineral purposes, bnt it is all 
returned as mineral land. I think such land should be disposed of to the settler with-
out requiring proof of its character, and let him do with it what he pleases. The set-
tlers are often put to great cost and expense in disproving the alleged mineral char-
acter of lands they desire to posseRs, and I believe they should be allowed to pre-erupt 
a homestead, or purchase it without inquiry being made whether it was mineral or not 
in character. I think it would be better for the government, either when it surveys 
the land or in some other practical manner, to classify it and afterward to stand by 
the classification, although it might not be right. It would still be better for the gov-
ernment interest and cheaper for the settler. 
Q. Under the present system, do you, in point of fact, pay any attention to the clas-
sification made by the surveyors f-A. Yes, sir. For instance, they return a townsl ip 
as mineral land. A homestead applicant comes in to make an entry, and we do not 
allow him to make it until he disproves the mineral character of the land. As a mat-
ter of fact, we allow the surveyor's official report to be put on trial at the instance of 
any person who attacks it, although the surveyor is sworn to the correctness of it; it 
only throws the proof on the other side. Under the present law, I do not know how 
a classification established by law upon reports that were not proven to be fraudulent 
would work, but I think it would be beneficial as a general thing. The lands here 
are put upon the market at $2.50 per acre, which is the same price that we ask for 
mineral lands for placer mines, and I never could see any good reason for putting the 
settler to the expense of disproving the mineral character of the land when he bas to 
pay the same price for it as though he was buying it for the mineral. I think that 
part of it should be abolished. 
Q. In your judgment, would or would it not be well to cut off these possessory min-
ing titles and fix some limit of time within which clai.mants must consummate their 
titlesf-A. I would say that when a mining claimant makes his applicatiou there 
should be a time set within which he could make his final proof and payment for the 
claim. As it is now, he makes his application, which withdraws that land from sale 
or entry, and never pays for it, perhaps. There are many such cases on file in this 
office now, and perhaps the lauds involved in them will never be paid for. 
As regards placer mining, I would make a rule that where a man works a claim con-
tinuously he should be required to pay up within a reaaonable time, but where the 
claim is of little or no va,lue they should not be required to acquire title of the United 
States at once. T:!ie government price for the land is a small price, and I think a man 
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should pay for it; and while there should be some limit to the time a man may work 
a, mine without paying for it, and the government should be liberal to him in the way 
of' time, just as they do in pre-emption and homestead cases, he should not be allowed 
to keep the land for any considerable time without compensating the government. I 
think it would be well if a new law was introduced to :fix some limit of time within 
which all these old claims should be consummated or else wiped out, or some similar 
arrangement made. 
Q. Is it very expensive to mineral claimants under the prese:Qt system of making 
out their abstracts of title 1-A. I think it is; and I think it could be simplified in 
some way. So far as filing their abstracts of title is concerned, I never could see, for 
my part, the necessity of doing that. For instance, a party comes in and makes an 
application, and the names of claimants are set forth in that. In adverse claims, 
parties are requfred to come in and file their adverse claims within a certain time. If 
no adverse claims were :filed, and the parties desired to push the matter to conclusion, 
the idea would be to allow them to made the entry without going to the expense of 
making up their showing. That publication, without conflict on the part of others, 
should be sufficient evidence of their possession of a mine. 
Testirnony of C Bielatvski, dmughtsrnan in United States surveyor-general's offioe, San Fran-
oisoo, Cal., relative to surveying the publio lands. 
UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
San Francisco, Cal., October 17, 1879. 
Honorable Public Land Commission appointecl by aot of Congress approved Maroh 3, 1879: 
GENTLEMEN: Having been asked by you for my opinion about the system used here-
tofore of surveying the public lands, and for some suggestions for improving the same, 
I beg to state: 
1st. That the present rectangular system, if faithfully executed in accordance with 
surveying instructions, is the best and most economical one to prepare vast and sparsely 
populated lands for settlement. This sy1::Jtem has been tried for a long period of time, 
and the simplicity of its construction, as well as the practical way in which it exhibits 
the boundaries of the lands Rubdivided, made it so famj.liar and I may say so useful 
to our people, that it bas become a part of their elementary education. 
2d. If this system is faithfully executed, the four miles bounding every square mile 
will be found so well ulazed, when passing through wooded wilderness, in all cases so 
well marked every half mile by substantial and prominent corners, and their topography 
as well as the quality of the land generally so well described, that everybody in search 
of a new home, and provided with a few notes obtainable at the land offices, can easily 
follow the same, and in such a way :find out by himself which parcel of land will best 
suit his purposes. 
3d. To require more extended topographical details in the survey and a more scien-
tific research about the quality of the soil and other resources of the land than the 
present system prescribes, would d<mble or even treble the expenses of the same with-
out any remunerating practical results for the settler. 
And besides that, I am of the opinion that minute topographical surveys and other 
scientific researches, except along the coast for navigation purposes, should not be 
made by the United States in the subdivision of public lands; and that they should 
properly be executed by the people of the State in which these lands are situated. 
As soon as a State becomes sufficiently populated, it certainly will not omit to de-
velop its resources and institute geological surveys, irrigation schemes, and settle debris, 
questions, as California is trying to do now; and its counties will gladly pay for accu-
rate topographical maps and a true classification of the land for the sake of a just 
taxation. 
4th. All the United States should do in leading the way of progress is to spr11ad 
over the whole country a system of large trigonometrical triangles, the points of which, 
carefully determined as to latitude and longitude, should be permanently established 
on prominent landmarks, and their position and description communicated to the 
respective surveyor-generals. 
This triangulation system, '.t believe now partially in process of execution, combined 
with a general scientific research, will form a substantial basis to connect the public 
surveys with and to correct the unavoidable geographical errors made in the latter. 
5th. Having thus expressed my opinion about the merits of the present rectangular 
system of surveying, I now come to answer the question asked me: 
Which way I thought best to execute the same, by salaried surveyors or by surveyors 
under contract t 
My answer is, by surveyors under contract, controlled in the execution of their :field-
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work by examiners of surv~ys. These examiners should be appointed and paid in such 
a way that they can fulfi.11 their duty independently of .all outside influences, and 
should be selected from experienced public-land surveyors of well-known ability and 
integrity. 
The main reason why I prefer the surveys to be executed under contract is that they 
will cost half or two-thirds less than those made by salaried deputies. 
The salaried deputy must be paid the whole year around if employed in the -field or 
not. The cost of the out-fit of his party, of surveying instruments, assistants' wages, 
board and traveling expenses, repairs, &c., will amount to a great deal more than the 
price paid to the same deputy for the same amount of work done as a contractor. As 
such be will nse the greatest economy in his expenses, push the survey ahead with all 
energy, and tinish it in a great deal less time than when acting under a salary. 
There is another reason why I prefer the contract system, and this is that it can 
happen that some of the safaried deputies are found out as unfit for the place and that 
their surveys are proven to be as erroneous as those of some deputy contractors. \Vhat 
other remedy remains hut to dismiss the salaried deputy and a,ppoint somebody else to 
do work over again t ·whereas the bad work of the contractor will not be certified as 
being correct by the examiner, and therefore not approved and not paid for. 
6th. It cannot be denied that some of the surveys made in this State are defective; 
but in justice to many of the deputy surveyors in California, whose contract surveys I 
examined. and platted since 1854 to tbe present time, I must add here that a consider-
able portion of their work executed at that early date in several parts of this State 
still exists, and witnesses to the faithful performance of their work, although made 
under such imperfect control as was practiced. then; and as it also must be acknowl-
edged that the later surveys were executAd in a far better way than the earlier ones. 
I do not see any necessity to recommend changes or improvements in the establishment 
of corner monuments. Those set in strict accordance to the surveying instruction 
will last many years if not destroyed by mischief. · 
7th. I think that from two thousand to three thousand townships have been sur-
veyed in California, many of which are fractioual. Of this number about two-thirds 
are settled upon, some only partially. 
8th. To my knowledge some of the Mexican grants in this State have been, on a 
second survey, largely increased in size. I do not know the reason why. 
~th. I believe that only a few Mexican grants remain 1.rnsurveyecl; but there are 
more not patented yet. All these cases should be promptly settled in order to finish 
the everlasting disputes about land titles, the uncertainty of which disturbs the prog-
ress of our State. 
10th. As to the prices paid by the government to contractors for surveys, there are 
higher and lower ones for the same kind of surveys made on different ground. In the 
mountainous, heavily timbered, and brushy parts of the State the prices are $16 for 
standards and meridians, $14 for township, and $10 for section lines. In open valleys 
and rolling, open bills the same lines are paid $10, $7, and $6. It is my opinion that 
even the highest prices are too small a compensation for the faithful survey of the 
part of the State yet to be surveyed. This is mostly mountain ]and brokAn by pre-
cipitous canons, but containing many fine valleys, inviting settlements, excellent graz-
ing lands, and very large tracts of valuable timber. Appropriations for surveys are 
small; and as the number of surveyors seeking contracts is increasing every year, the 
consequence is that only small contracts can be given out, in the execution of which 
the contractor is subject to heavy expenses in preparing his outfit and paying his 
assistants, while the rough character of the country he bas to penetrate and survey 
obliges him to make but a very slow progress in his work. 
11th. There is one more point to which I wish to call the attention of the honorable 
Public Land Commission, and this is the office of the United States surveyor-
general of California. Please to get a good insight in1,o the amount of work per-
formed in this office, and ask bow much work is left undone for want of clerical force; 
and I am certain that you will join me in the conclusion that the slow progress in the 
settlement of many kinds of surveys, of which California justly complains, cannot be 
attributed to want of industry and zeal of the clerical force of this office, but solely to • 
insufficient appropriations made by Congress for the same. 
I remain, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
C. BIELAWSKI, 
Draughtsrnan in United States Su1•veyor-General's Office. 
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Testimony of John Boggs, of Colu,sa, taken at San .Francisco, Cal., reluti-&tJ to da,s8ijlcaticm 
of the public lands, tirnbet·, and irtigable lands, water 1·ights, pastoral and mineml 
lands. 
JOHN BOGGS, of Colusa, Cal., testified at San Francisco, October 10, as follows: 
I have lived in the State a little over thirty years. I have been engaged in farming 
antl grazing, and have dealt some in lands and know something of them from experience 
and from observation. I have traveled nearly all over the State, and been in nearly 
every county. 
Question. What would be a proper classification of the land under physical circum-
stances ?-Answer. There would first be the arable land; that which would produce a 
crop of cereals without irrigation, and which lay in the the northern part of the State. 
Agricultural lands; that is the lands without irrigation, lands upon which crops can 
be raised with safety, without relying upou inigation; they lie all north of the San 
Joaquin River, excepting a strip upon the coast that is watered by the fogs. Then 
there are the irrigable lands-those that lie in the San Joaquin Valley, and extending 
down into Arizona and Nevada. Then there are the tiruber lands. 
Q. What would you do with the timber lands ?--A. I have not paid much attention 
to the timber, except in a disconnected way; but I think it wonld be best for the 
preservation of the timber iands, and for their protection, either for the State to own 
them or reduce them to private ownership. There is a great deal of waste in the pub-
lic timber now. It is not utilized as if it belonged to you or me. We would use up 
the whole tree, but I notice in the mountains that they will take some of the best 
trees and only use one-half of them, and allow the balance to go to waste, which 
makes food for fires; and when they do take fire they burn up the whole country. 
Q. Do you think it practicable to sell or dispose of the timber lands to small 
owners ?-A. In regard to them it might be better to do so, but I hardly think it prac-
ticable for this reason: it is very expensive to put up mills, and you have to manufact-
ure tbe lumber where the trees grow. Parties putting up a mill must have some assur-
ance that they will have sufficient material to manufacture. If it was in the hands 
of small owners the mills would have to depend upon them for the timber, and the 
small owners might form a combination and put the timber up on them; ancl nobody 
can afford to pnt up a mill fQr one hundred and sixty acres of timber laud, because it 
is so expensive to construct a mill. Agriculturists would not enter this land because 
they are not contiguous to the agricultural lands. California, is peculiarly situated in 
that resl'ect. Tbe timber is generally some distance in the mountains, away from the 
agricultmal bnds, and 1armers can buy the lumber they neetl for bnil<ling purposes 
much cheapvr than they can have a mill constructed on the land and manufacture it 
themselves. It is a very mistaken idea that farmers that have,' fa:-m of a, section or 
quarter of a section shon1d own timber enough for building purposes. This is impos-
sible here, because the 1 iml>er and aglicn1tural landi:; are not contiguous; and then to 
have ro put up expensive machinery and wanufacture the lumber takes aggregated 
capital. They cannot manufacture their material any more than they can build rail-
roads or export their farm products; it is a busiuess by itself. 
Q. What have you to say of the irrigable landi, '?-A. 'fhe Irrigable lands are in the 
southern part of the State, and I have not had much experience with them. I know 
that the land in that part of the State is of no value to the farmer without irrigation. 
I do not think our agriculturists can compete with o1;her places, for they have to cul-
tivate by means of irrigation. A great deal of the best wheat land h1 here ou the low 
foot-hills, but it will be impossible to irrigate them without enormous expenditure for 
inigation that the production of wheat will not justify. I think the small farmers 
can take out water-that is, where it is not too far from the streams--but I am under 
the impression that it is decidedly better that aggregated capital should build the 
water ditches, canals, &c., ancl take out the water and take it to the farmer. Then 
tbe farmer can use it. There cannot be a monopoly, because in some seasons they can 
,do wHhout water; if they put up the prices, they will do without it. I think the ditch 
companies woulcl be compelled to sell the water for a reasonable price. I do not ap-
prehend much danger of a monopoly in irrigation from water rights if the rights are 
granted in a proper manner. 
Q. How should these rights be granted '?-A. Well, I think it would be best, if they 
could all agree together, to have a community system of irrigation, but yon will find 
in any communify that have got to do it on the co-operative plan there wm always 
be disagreements. Yon let a lot of communjty farmers own a water ditch, there is 
very apt to be many disagreements, and it would hardly succeed; but if a company 
owns it and they have capital in it, and manage it as they do steamboat companies 
or railroad companies, &c., there will not be any danger of monopolies. Yet, while I 
do not think there is any danger, it would be better, if it was practicable, for the par-
ties owning the laud to own the water rights. 
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Q. What have you to say concerning pasturage lands 7-A. The pasturage lands are 
far greater in extent in this country than the irrigable lands. There is a great deal 
of land that is only :fit for pasturage. These lands are situated in the foot-hills and 
mountains; the valleys in California are always, unless it is very dry, suitable for 
raising crops, except in the southern part of the State. The valleys, properly speak-
ing, in the southern part of the State are all productive and are not now used for graz-
ing, because there is very much sheep laud that does not cost them anything t-0 graze 
on, and which they use for grazing instead of these valley lands. 
Q. How can pasturage lands be best utilized by actual settlers thereon 7-A. I do 
not know. There are grades even in the grazing lands. You might say there is first, 
second, and third class grazing lands. The :fin,t class is suitable for horses and cattle; 
the second is suitable for sheep, horses, cattle, and goats; the third class is rough and 
rugged, aud is only fit for sheep and goats. I think if some plan could be adopted to 
bring them into private ownership it would be better, for this reason : they could be 
improved and utilized, and would bring a revenue to the State and country. I think 
the grass would be better preserved. I have noticed that after the lands are closely 
cropped it only takes a year or two to reproduce the pasturage, and to get a crop as 
good as they had before. Most grasses out here are reproduced by the seeds; but some 
by the roots, as the bunch grass. These lands certainly cannot be pre-empted or home-
steaded in small tracts, for the reason that there are sections that you cannot get water 
on, and then nothing smaller than a section could be utilized for grazing purposes. 
They certainly ought to be sold in large bodies. Thus they should be reduced to pri-
vate ownership; they would be improved and would bring revenue to the State and 
government. Six huudred and forty acres would be enough for the first-class grazing 
lands; then, after that, it would take two or three thousand acres of grazing land to 
make the equivalent of 160 acres of agricultural lands. 
Q. Are there any grazing lands where a man could live on 640 acres 7-A. There are 
some few localities where they might, but it is owing, of course, to what their needs 
are. If I was going into the business of grazing I would want more than 640 acres of 
the best land, but t,here is a spirit that fears monopoly. It would be better, of course, 
if the stock men had a small area of irrigable land to go with the pasturage land. I 
think it would be better if the streams could be reserved, and that the owner of stock 
might raise a small allowance of grain off his farm and have his place where be could 
build his home. If each stock man could have 10 or 15 acres of iPrigable land with his 
pasturage land it would be decidedly better. If such a system could be adopted I think 
it would be advantageous. 
Q. What do you think of continuing the reservation of mineral lands 7-A. I think 
in a mining district you cannot do otherwise than reserve the mining rights, but to 
some extent it would depend upon the size of the mines, as to how much timber would • 
be needed to operate them. I am inclined to think that it would be a difficult mat-
ter to so separate the timber from the land as to preserve the rights to both the timber 
and t he mines. I would not like to place any impediment in the way of discovery or 
in the way of working the mines, except that I would not want to have the washings 
from the mines go into the valleys and destroy the best lands we have. They have 
destroyed a great deal of valuable land in that way. 
I should like to speak of an evil that exists under our present system, under which 
par.ties by throwing a brush fence around several thousand acres can hold it under a 
possessory claim and keep out settlers. I think that those who have the exclusive 
right to the land should pay some revenue to the State or to the government. As I 
understand it, most of the grazing lands are on the hills and mountains, and there are 
streams running through them. You cannoi, water stock very readily by digging or 
boring in the land. Whatever else is necessary for a stock farm it must have some 
water on it. I am decidedly of the opinion that it would be better if each farm should 
have a certain amount of this grazing land attached to it; but the farming lands and 
grazing lands are so remote from each other that it would be difficult. 
· I am satisfied that a great many farmers who are farming in the mountains want 
grazing lands. If they can get them a few miles off it would be of value to them and 
the two interests could be carried on together ; but the fact is, that the valleys are 
suitable for farming and t,he grazing lands are in the foot-hills an immense distance 
off. In a word, if you could get them together and give each farmer a small portion 
of it, it would do, for he could utilize it, but I do not think in the grazing districts 
there are sufficient arable lands for a man to be a farmer and carry on bis grazing. A 
great many meu, however, now have a farm in the valleys and a grazing farm twenty 
miles off. That is a very good arrangement. I think this in time would bring the 
grazing lands cheaply into the market and would induce farmers to have a farm in the 
valley and to get hold of these arid lands and use them for grazing purl?oses when they 
could. 
I want to make a little additional statement in regard to the timber lands of this 
State. There is a great deal of grazing now in the mountain districts. I :find that pas-
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turing it really is an advantage and keeps out fires. I think that the sheep never 
browse upon the fir and pine timber; but, on the contrary, they eat out the grass and 
undergrowth, and keep out the fires in that way. I do not think that the sheep and 
goats injure the timber in any way. It has been said that there is a tendency to de-
stroy the young timber by grazing,\but I think it is not so; stock would have to be very 
hard up to eat up the young trees. 
Testirnony of H. S. Bmdley, N('Jl)ada City, Cal. 
MARYSVILLE, October 28, 1879. 
H. S. BRADLEY, of Nevada City, Cal., testified as follows: 
Question. How long have you lived in the State, and what is your profession ?-An-
swer. I have lived in this country 29 years, and am a land surveyor by profession. 
Q. Upon what subjects do you wish to testify ?-A. What I am now about to say 
a,pplies solely to Nevada County. The rivers run easterly and westerly, that is, the 
main streams run east and west, and between them there are ridges. Nevada County 
extends clear over to the Nevada State line, and from the summit of the Sierra Neva-
das to the State line there is a tract of country upon which there is no mineral, 10 
miles wide by 25 miles in length. The western portion of the county, or rather the 
middle portion, is entirely a mining section, and it is about this that I desire to 
speak. · Q. What is the character of the mines ?-A. Placer mines and quartz mines. By 
placer mines I mean gravel mines. 
Q. Suppose, Mr. Bradley, we speak of this land in the order of timber land, agricul-
tural land, and mineral land.-A. Very well. The ridge between these streams to 
which I have referred, and which run to the west, are high and are covered with timber. 
The formation of the surface is several hundred feet in depth, and is what we call up 
there "mountain lava." All the ridges are covered with this lava until we approach 
uearly to the lower end of the mountains, and as we -come down in altitude the gravel 
appears on the snrffice, and the "lava" gives out. Extending easterly these same 
gravel deposits exist, capped by this "lava" and covered on the surface with timber. 
Originally it was very heavily timbered, but most of the timber has been cut off-more 
than half of it. 
Q. Is there a new growth ?-A. A new growth does not seem to take place there as 
readily as it does in the lower altitudes. In Grass Valley a growth is very rapid, and 
can be used for timber in the-mines in a very few years. -
Q. What was your proposition about this land ?-A. This land comes under the head 
of mineral land, upon which under the laws of Congress they have made J_ocations. 
They make locations under the law allowing 20 acres to each man. Probably the 
whole of it is located for ''drift" mining, while not one hundredth of ·it is worked at 
present, neither by drift or any other kind of mining. It is held under the law of Con-
gress, and without any expenditure of labor upon it either. It is held simply by filing, 
recording, and describing the proper subdivision that they claim. There are 100,000 
acres of this land, all of which is claimed in that way. It is pre-empted legitimately 
under the laws of Congress. It is done in this way : I think well of a certain locality, 
and I get my own name and your name and 8 others and place my notice on that 
ground, describing what subdivision of land it is, and place it upon record in the 
county recorder's office. I then buy you all out, and thus hold the eight locations. I 
then go on and locate another 160 acres in the same mann@r. It is fraudulent in one 
sense of the word, still it complies with the law. There are men up there who hold 
thousands of acres. They do not have to expend any labor upon it. 'I'he law of Con-
gress is explicit upon that point in regard to quartz claims only; as soon as they come 
to placer claims they evade it by saying that" if it is a local custom to put a yea,rly 
expendit]J.re upon these claims, the locator shall do so; if it is not the case, he need 
not do so." Since '72 the local laws have not been recognized. 
Now, the point we are getting at is this: These ridges between the water-courses 
are wide and flat upon the top, in some cases 10 or 12 miles in length, and very good 
grazing land a great deal of it. The timber is pine. Now comes up the conflict. Men 
go on this land and make their application for agricultural land; it goes throngh its 
regular course, and the parties are cited to appear at the land office, and if they do not 
appear in person they must settle by affidavits the character of this land, whether or 
not it is agricultural land. The man gets an absolute patent to it. To do this he must 
actually live upon it himself. He builds a little cabin, lives there, and makes a small 
clearing. When he gets his title he moves off, and as he does not want the land he 
moves off and goes through the same process again. 
Q. Can he do that twice ¥-A. They attempt it somet;imes twice, and it seems to me 
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that a man is allowed to file on land twice. If he does not file on it himself he gets his 
cousin or some one else to do it for him. 
Now we will go on with this subject. This conflict is taking place more and more 
every year between two classes of claimants for this land; one wants the timber the 
other wants the mines. The deposit may be from two to six hundred feet in depth and 
the miner may have to develop it from the sides, or he may have to go down in shafts; 
at all events, he wants all the timber for mining purposes; be needs every stick of it. 
Now, I am not prepared to make any suggestions how the law can be modified to give 
the two conflicting interests their different titles. The miner wants the bottom and 
the timber, but he does not want the surface of the ground. If the two interests could 
be arranged satisfactorily it would be advantageous. As long as the mining popula-
tion has to be there it must make a living as well as the agriculturists. Take the mining 
population, over here in Nevada County where there is not a foot of agricultural laml, 
they cannot live on cabbages and oat hay, he must have some other commodity, so 
that any law that prohibits or curtails the mining interest stops it all, for the agri-
culturist cannot live in that neighborhood if the mines are stopped; they cannot haul 
their products tQ San Francisco ; they must sell to the miners, and if they are stopped 
they cannot live there. 
Q. Are you acquainted with the timber on this slope of the SierraNevadas 1-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. To what extent is it being cut off1-A. I am not prepared to say. I coulrl have 
told you just how many feet is cut annually in that section of the country, but I can-
not now. , 
Q. Is there large tracts being stripped of forests 1-A. Yes. The entire area I have 
mentioned is being stripped of timber because it is available. The canons are also full 
of timber, but I do not count them because they are inaccessible. 
Q. Is there large timber tracts burned off by fires 1-A. No. There are heavy fires 
there every fall, but I never observed that they destroyed much living timber. They 
burn underbrush and fallen timber and dead logs, but never standing timber. The 
worst damage done is to the young growth of trees which are destroyed by the fire. 
Q. Is there any waste of timber ?-A. Oh, yes. 
Q. How is it destroyed ¥-A. The waste of timber has been caused, and is still to a 
great extent, by "shake" makers; they have destroyed almost all the accessible 
sugar-pine. You can pasP through the woods and see it lying in every direction. The 
sugar-pine tree will have a few feet taken out of the end of it, and the rest left to 
decay. When the fires get in the dead timber burns out, but I have never observed 
that it destroyed any of the standing timber to any·amoun.t. Sometimes I have seen 
a tree killed here and there, but never to any great extent. 
Q. How do mill men get their timber ¥-A. They get their timber now by locating 
this land I am speaking of, as mining land. 
Q. Do they complete their titles ?-A. No, sir. In some instances they do. One 
mill in Nevada County, above Dutch Flat, holds a United States patent to quite a 
tract; others, in some instances, have obtained possession by buying the locations 
made by third parties; others have located aa mines, preliminary to applying for and 
obtaining a patent hereafter. As a general thing, they take off the timber and then 
abandon the land. This is true in many cases. 
There is still another complication upon this land. The Central Pacific Railroad 
claims all the timber upon the odd sections, and they sell it to individuals in tracts 
from 40 to 160 acres, or any legal subdivision. They have sold considerable to saw-
mill men. They sell it for a term of five years; that is, the timber upon it, and allow 
a man to cut off what he can. Then, I presume, at the expiration of the five years he 
can go and buy it over again, but there have been instances where they have sold it 
after a mineral patent has been issued upon a grant. A man holds a patent and 
grant from the United States that says in consideration of what he pays he is to have 
that land with all its "privileges, immunities, and appurtenances." Another indi-
vidual goes to the railroad authorities and buys the timber upon the same land and 
cnts it off. That leads to violence. There was one murder committed within the last 
two weeks on that account. 
Q. Are these conflicts frequent ¥-A. They have not been carried so far as that, but 
there are several such threatened. I have never been driven off ground in surveying 
lines myself, but I have several times expected it, and I have heard men come jump-
ing through the woods near where I have been and say: "Oh! it is you, is it f If it 
had been so and so, he would have had to 'git' from here." It has caused a great 
deal of feeling. 
Q. What do you think of the government trying to protect its timber laud and sell 
its timber, retainining the fee to the land ?-A. My interests and feelings all center 
right upon this land I have been speaking of, and in that case I think the govern-
ment should sell it directly to the miner from the surface down with all its timber. 
It seems to me that he has then a title as a basis to go on. He can sell it to whoever 
he pleases, and make his own conditions as to use hereafter. The miner really needs 
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the use of the surface and the timber upon it. He needs a portion of the surface for 
access to his mines. 
Q. How much of that lava-carried gravel is there in California ¥-A. There is 100,000 
acres in Nevada County, and there are some ridges running through Placer County, and 
they run through Sierra County. North and south of these two counties, I am not 
familiar. 
Q. What would you do to prevent the damage by debris ?-A. I should say at once 
in a general way that you cannot stop this damage that is coming on to Marysville 
and this lower country unless you can reverse the laws of gravitation. I say as an 
engineer that you cannot stop the tailings and coarse material too from coming 
down, but as long as the water flows this sediment comes with it, and it will deposit 
down here; that is what does the mischief. I do not think there is any remedy to it. 
I can convey it to the tule (too-li) lands, but it will be at the expense of taking all 
the wat1:ff from the river. It would make excellent land of the tule land. What I 
say does not apply to Smartsville but above Smartsville. It must be at some point 
with sufficient grade to take out to the tule land. The dumps of the principal mines 
in Nevada County are some 1,500 feet higher than these towns. 
Q. After this exceedingly :fine soil called slickings is once deposited, is it easily taken 
up again ¥-A. It is easily acted upon by the action of the water, if there is any grade 
for it to move down. 
Q. Does it not form another colored clay 1-A. No; I think not, generally. I know 
what you allude to. Where•hydraulic mines have a top to them of this red loam and 
this is run exclusively, that sediment looks like "adobe." 
Q. Is not all of it of that character, mostly ¥-A. A very little proportion of that 
comes clown is of that character. There may be about six feet of that earth on the 
surface and then the remaining 200 feet or more is sand, pipe-clay, and gravel under-
neath that. 
Q. The coarser material does not come down ¥-A. Well, Mr. Saxie told me to-day 
that stones are beginning to come down more and more every year. 
Q. What would be the cost of carrying the tailings to the tule lands f-A. The 
average cost of lumber would be $18per thousand feet, and I cannot call to mind any 
particularly difficult places to construct a flume that would make it very expensive. 
Most of the flume would be on the ground or low tresstle-work. There is this difficulty: 
If you conld take all the fall from the claim itself where it is high and the river has 
a little more fall you could dump it in the foot-hills, but the hydraulic miners must 
use the whole of this fall clear to the river itself for the sake of the gold, so you can-
not take it out as high up as that-you cannot get height enough to be of any good. 
Q. Suppose you were to dump it into the tule swamps, would it not choke up the 
flume very soon ¥-A. It would do that in many cases, but it would spread over a vast 
area. You would have to add on box after box and then divert it and add on more 
boxes. You cannot dump it in one place very long. It would take a big flume. 0 wing 
to the long distance up and the low grade, it would take all the water of the river. 
That is the difficulty ; it would not do to take all the water of the river. I think 
that would raise greater trouble tlian the debris question itself, if the river was dry at 
Sacramento. Take out all this body of water that comes in from the Yuba and Bear 
Rivers there would be very little water in the summer season, notwithstanding the 
Feather and Sacramento Rivers. The Sacramento would be nearly dry. If the tail-
ings were taken into the first tule swamp it is trne that the water would return to the 
Sacramento River above Sacramento, but it would take an immense body of water. 
I am personally interested in hydraulic mining, but I give it as my opinion that 
either Marysville or hydraulic mining must go. 
Q. If hydraulic mining goes on, how long will it be before Marysville and the whole 
section of country is destroyed ¥-A. Marysville is in danger at any time. If you 
stop mining to-day the next severe winter that comes is liable to destroy Marysville. 
Q. Suppose an injunction is procured against hydraulic mining, would the miners 
abide by it ¥-A. I think they would. I think the sentiment of the miners at Smarts-
ville is that they are willing that this thing should take its course before the courts. 
The Smartsville people say, let this thing take its course and whatever is done we will 
abide by it. 
Q. What would they do then if an injunction were procured ¥-A. They would be-
come impoverished and this section would become depopulated ; but I think they are 
willing ultimately to be recompensed, if their industry is destroyed, either by the 
State or general government, for the value of their claims. The government has sold 
us this land, and have recognized a certain condition of things hem for a generation 
and protected us in it; the legislature has been in our favor; it has gone on for a 
generation, and the miners think it preposterous that it can be stopped at a moment's 
notice. They do not realize that it ca,n possibly be done. 
Q. Is it not possible for the miners to take care of this debris and still obtain a 
pro:fiU-A. No, sir; I dont think it is. 
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Testimony of V. G. Bell of F1·ench Corral, Ne;vada County, California. 
SAN FRANCISCO, Octobei· 15, 1879. 
V. G. BELL, of French Corral, Nevada County, California, president of the Milton 
)lining and Water Company, testified as follows: 
I have lived here since 1857, I think. Practically, in this matter of debris there is not 
amfficient account taken of the material collected in the rivers during the early mining 
in the State. In the first place mining that was done in the State was, as a matter of 
course, done in the canons and gorges, and this went on for some years before the hy-
draulic mining process came into vogue. I think it was in 1854 that tho first hydraulic 
mining I know of was done. Prior to that time mining had been going on in the gorges 
and on the surface altogether, :.1nd a lot of alluvial material was already removed and 
stored up, and afte1· the hydraulic process came into me the principal part o.f the min-
ing had been completed. The first season that we had a flow of tailings or debris was 
in 1862-'63. All old Californians will recollect that that was a very heavy season and 
it rained very bard, and the floods ensuing therefrom brought down the whole of this 
light substance antl deposited it in the beds of the streams. That was the first year 
the Bear and Yuba Rivers were flooded up above their banks. This accumulation of 
course came from all this washing that had been going on from 1849 up to t,hat time. 
This light material had accumulated to a considerable extent, but still tbe floods of 
1862-'63 concentrated it and run it down and filled up the rivers and spoiled all the 
good farming land that there was in the country, which in our section-in Yuba and 
Neva'da Counties-was the bottom ]and. Outside of the bottom ]and we did not t!Jen 
consider the land of any value whatever. In fact it seems strange to me that there is 
farming land in the country. I, as a miner, always looked upon it as a mining coun-
try, and I would not have taken a thousand acres of land lying between Marysville 
and Sacramento as a gift, because I looked upon it as a mining country. After the 
floods of 1862-'6:J the debris covered up all that I considered forming land. Thil'l red 
land that we supposed of no value for farming has turned out to be a very good iarm-
ing land. 
Since the floods o.f 1802-'63, hydraulic mining has improved and got the more 
modern appliances, and facilities for that kind of mining have increased. They have 
run long, expensive tunnels t,o the bottom of the channels, but during the mining of 
the early days the tops were being washed off and it was the light material from the 
surface and the gorge diggings that went down. Now we are running off the bottom, 
and it is just as much as we can do to remove this heavy, rocky material from the 
mines, and when we shove it through to the river there it stops, and whereas the floods 
of early days carried down thomsands of yards of material there is now really only a very 
ilmall percentage that is being washed down. It has practically ceased, on account of 
the heavy nature of the material. There are large fields for hydraulic mining and 
there is still a great deal of this top material which may come in, but at the same time 
a very large proportion of it was washed off at an ea,rly day, and we are now mining 
the heavy material at the bottom. 
The Milton Mining and Water Company during the last mining season spent $40,000 
in giant powder to blow up the banks and blast and break the rocks; so that you can 
imagine something of the kind of work that we have to do in order to break up the 
rock and ureak up the material so as to get it into and through our sluices. 
I do not pretend to be an engineer, but it looks common sense to me that by dam ruing 
up tllese river channels and by stopping the heavy debris and not letting the light 
material go through, we simply prevent all the material that we are running down 
from going into the rivers. We have abundance of land in every 8ection of the coun-
try which we could :fill up with the tailings. We have two large tunnels, one to the 
South Yuba and the other to the Little Yuba, about 400 feet above the main channel 
of the stream. The inclination is about eight inches in fourteen feet, or two-thirds of 
an inch to the foot, and then from the mouth of our tunnels down to the river it is in 
the descent about 400 feet. From either one of these tunnels at present the dumpage 
down of this dtm·is is comparatively small. 
The lower country is still experiencing the effects of the old original mining done 
rears and years ago . .l<'or instance, I know one or two persons who have helped to put 
.ma great deal of this debris and now want to sue us for filling up the river. 
Q. What do you think about the square location Y-A.. I do not pretend to be a lode 
miner, but if I was I would very naturally be inclined to think that one ought to have 
lhe right to follow the dips and angles. 
Q, Do you wish to say anything about the timber f-A. No; except that the destruc-
tion of timber ought in some way to be stopped. The destruction of timber that is 
now going on is terrible. Timber is destroyed that is never utilized at all. For in-
stance, there is a great deal of timber cut oft' for shakes or shingles; a portion of the 
tree is used and the balance lays there and rots ; there are thousands and thousands of 
feet of timber of that kind. The sugar-pine, which is the finest timber in the coun-
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try, is being all destroyed. SLi1l, there is a great deal of it left, ancl I think it would 
be better for the government to put that land into private ownership-sell it to any 
one who would cowe in ancl purchase it for milling purposes, or for the purpose of util-
jzing it; they would take care of the timber then themselves. Very frequently it is 
the case that a winer will go out ancl cut down a tree to get only a few lengths, and 
in that way a great deal of timber is destroyed. The timber will be better protected 
in private ownenihip. 
Q. In what si7,ed tracts would you sell it f-A. I would sell it in tracts of 1,000 acres. 
and I would sell it from $1.25 up to $5 or $6 per acre, according to the growth and 
quantity. All the timber lands should be placed under the control of the district land 
office. 
Q. What clo yon think :1bont the locators of placer claims being compelled to pay up 
within a certain time f-A. I have had some experience in obtaining patents for placer 
mines, and 1 think a man ought to be compelled to pay up for his placer mine within 
a year from the day of entry. A great deal of litigation has been brought on by men 
going on to a prior location. Under the mining laws it has been a custom that the prior 
locator had original right. We have had considerable litigation from the fact that 
when we have made application for a patent some person who had probably located 
the land years and years ago, and about whom nobody knew anything, would file an 
adverse claim in the Land Office and cause us a great deal of trouble. That sort of 
thing should be done away with. 
Just here I wish to say that this whole subject of contests should be left to the dis-
trict lan<l office. 
With regard to adverse claims, I should say that the law should provide that adverse 
claimants should not (after a certain period) be allowed to come in and file an adverse 
claim. I would have a statute of limitation. We are fighting a case now in the Land 
Office. Our predecessors held a mine for twenty-five years, the location of which was 
made in 1853. Now there is an adverse claim filed against us. The surveyor testifiet1 
that there was a certain amount of work done, but he does not testify by whom this 
work was done. His affidavit does not say that the adverse claimant did it or who 
did it, and the fact is our predecessors did the work that he claims to have done. 
Now we have to go to work to show to the contrary, and it is a good deal of trouble, 
and in fact there is too much red tape about the land business. The first placer pat-
ent that ever I got through was held up about twenty months. Since that time I have 
one that has been pending since 1873 and is still pending. The evidence is plain and 
sufficient, but it was sent up some six or seven months ago on some little technical 
point. I applied to an agent in Washington, and he seemed to expedite it along. He 
expedited it so much that my partner and I thought he did it too quickly, and that there 
was some little underhand arrangement about it. I think pe1·sons should be enabled 
to get their patents at once, and not be compelled to pay agents in Washington. If 
t,his matter was left with the clistrict land officers, they could facilitate matters very 
much. I do not think these questions should be taken into the courtsJ but that they 
should be settled in the Land Office, as they involve matters of fact. The questions 
that arise are generally questions of fact rather than questions of law. 
Testi.rnony of Pail'ick Carroll, Nicholas, Cal., relati1,e to the effect of rnit1i11g deb1·is on the 
agricultuml lands and narigable waters of California. 
PATRICK CARROLL, of Nicholas, Cal., testified, October 27, as follows: 
I have lived in this State twenty years exactly. I have been engaged in farming 
nearly all that time, except one winter I spent in the mines. 
Question. Where do you live now f-Answer. I live close to Nicholas; about two 
and a half miles south of Nicholas. . 
Q. You are familiar with the extent of the silting of Bear Rived-A. Yes, sir. : 
Q. Please state what you know of the matter.-A. Undoubtedly Bear Riveris:filling 
up to a great, extent. I think Mr .. Justice stated it correctly when he said that at the 
point where he lived it was twenty-eight feet to the. bed of the river at that point. 
Taking it at the mouth of Bear River-and I have been familiar with it for nineteen 
years at this point-I am confident that at the present time the loss of bed does not 
exceed five feet, and probably four. This loss arises from the filling up of the bed at 
the mouth. As I stated, I have seen the Bear River at this point when there was no 
debris in the river scarcely; and seeing it now and then ever since, it seems to me that 
the filling is more above, growing less as you descend. The :filling bas deen decreas-
ing to the mouth, and there there has been a loss to the bed of about four feet. 
Q. What has been the spread by this means of the flood plains f-A. I will answer 
that question by saying that the Bear River Valley is a narrow strip of land. Now, 
this portion of Bear River that is under water is not very extensive; that is, the land 
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on which ihe debris is now settling. .A.t this point where the lawsuit has originated-
ihat is, the point where the debris wants to spread out the most on to the land, and 
they have tried to confine it by levees-at this point Mr. Key's levees raise the water, 
as l think, about sixteen feet above the bed. The dist,auce between the two points is 
about eighteen miles. In this eighteen miles the bed of the river has been raised about 
twenty-four feet; the consequence is that it has a rapider current. Since the capacity 
of the river has lessened they have been trying to control the water to prevent its 
8J)reading. The siltings are, of course, damaging the crops. 
As to the character of this debris, I would divide it into two parts, the quicksand 
and that which is held in solution and carried through to the lands below. I call that 
fertile. It is not good for grasses; but for corn and potatoes it is exceedingly good, I 
think. .A.t Mr. Key's, where the water wants to spread out, I think the quicksand pre-
Tails; and that is almost lJ.seless. .A.s we coipe down from that point the quicksand 
drops, being the heaviest. .A.t that point I think they have every reason to complain. 
Mr. Key is, I know, a great sufferer. He has been trying to control this water, but 
it breaks out of the levees on his tract and leaves the quicksand; and it is impossible 
10 grow grain there, for it is aimost sure to be caught by the debris and lost. There 
is no question of the justness of the complaint of the farmers along in the belt in which 
Mr. Key has his range. I don't wonder that they should complain ; because the de-
posit is there so great, and it breaks out there so much, that it destroys all the crops. 
The nearer you get toward the hills the greater is the deposit, growing less as you 
eome down toward the mouths of the rivers. Last winter I differed with my neighbor. 
Without knowing that it was the business of the State engineer, I set up a low-water 
notch at a point near Nicholas. I found the water at its lowest stage, and left it there, 
io see how much the river would rise at that point. On examining it this year I found 
that the water had sunk eight inches since the previous year. · 
My idea of the river debris is this: that there is a grading of the river taking place. 
The tributary streams I look upon as raising up at the upper end and getting a greater 
fall. I consider that the change of the Sacramento is merely the leveling of the un-
even bed, as the water does not run up and down the various irregularities that we 
:tind in the river. When t,he water comes down charged with deposits I think there 
were deep holes that were filled up, bnt not the whole bed of the river. 
Q. To what extent on Bear River have . farms been destroyed and injnretl f-.A.. Mr. 
I:ey's and Mr. Brewer's farms have both been destroyed. Their lands were very well 
eultivated, but the debris has come on them S!, tha.t they do not find it very profitable to 
!arm their landsnow. 
Q . .A.re there any other persons similarly situated f-.A.. I believe at the point above 
it is about the same way. The qmcksand 1s so great there that they can only raise 
potatoes, and t,he greater portion of it is grown up in willow~. There is no fertilizer 
in quicksand. Generally speaking, I would say that the area of spread has not in-
areased. 
Q. How far from the mouth of Bear River do you reside ¥-.A.. Where my residence 
is situated is about four miles from the river; my land is next to the mouth of Bear 
River. 
Q. How far from Bear River do you reside Y-.A.. I live about four miles from Bear 
River; that is my residence. My land goes to the month of Bear River. 
Q. Two years ago was there not a greater water plain over your section than you 
ever knew before f-A. No, sil.', I think not, because the amount of water that broke 
out was not as much as when I had no levees. In 1862 the Coon Creek and the waters 
of the Sacramento came up next to my house, but since levees were built up of 
course the volume of water cannot fl.ow in them that could in the early days; so that 
1 claim the flood land plain bas not been much extended. 
Q. Do you build the levees yearly f-A. Every year. We build the levees in this 
way: Whenever we find them trying to hold the river on both sides we buil<l. our side 
higher. We built the levees on our side first. In trying to control the streams to do 
it you must level off the easements of the river; so in that way we bave to raise the 
levees, and the loss to the river comes too in this way. We have lost in the depth, 
but gained in the fall, and have a rapider current. I will explain hre why there bas 
to be higher levees and why the levees are broken. The water co:;1ing from the foot-
hills around the bends of the river surges strongly up against the banks of the lcveeR. 
The consequence is the levees are too weak and break. You can see that over here at 
Yuba City. 
Q. Where did you live before you came here f-.A.. I lived on the Missis;,ippi River to 
1ome extent before I came here. But I did not take any active part in making the 
levees there. I have no knowledge of the levee system there. 
Q. You said that you had land at the mouth of Bear River, and you bad land between 
Bear and Feather Rivers, outside the levees 1-.A.. Ye·,, sir; I have 160 acres, lying 
between the levee and Bear River. 
Q. Do you notice any perceptible filling from year to year on that land ¥-A. On the 
land itself, yes, sir. On a portion of land that was thrown out by the levees into the 
water there was a, hollow I exuect 11bout 200 feet and that hollow is filled up now. 
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Q. In general, are the areas of lands that lie between the rivers and levees filling 
up f-A. Yes, sir; and almost already are filled up, nearly all that it ever will; wher& 
the water stood 10 feet before, now it cannot stand over 2 feet, so that we have mud 
now instead of water. 
Q. And is all the land along the Bear River between the foot-hills and its mouth-
the bottom land-is it now in the hands of private individuals ¥-A. Yes, sir; I think 
it is now as far as I know; I don't know of any government land except that among 
the foot-hi Lis; there may be some railroad lands. Whatever effect this debris is having, 
it is on private land. · 
Testi1nony of Uharles H. Uhaniberlain, receiver of pitblic rnoneys, San, .Francisco, Cal., relative 
to public lands, irrigation,pastoral lands, homestead and pre-emption laws,privateent1·y, land 
laws, a9ricultnral lands, timber lands, 1.msurveyed lands, contests, cancellations, records, 
framing of notice, timber ·unsold, tirnber laws, title, age of timber land, mineral lands, de-
claratory statements, clai1ns. 
CHARLES H. CIIAMBELA.IN testified at San Francisco, October 6, 1879, as follows: 
I have been receiver of the land office at San Francisco since September 6, 1866. 
I should sa,y that perhaps one-third of the lanus in this district yet remain unsold. 
There is very little mineral land in this district. Most of the remaining uusold land 
is grazing and timber land. The southern portion of t,his district and all south of the 
bay that remains unsold, reaching down to Santa Barbara, to within six miles of this 
city, is grazing land. There may be spots that can be cultivated, but principally they 
are grazing lands. 
Question. If there are spots cultivatable, can it be done without irrigatiou !-Answer. 
From here down to Santa Barbara there canuot be much irrigation; there are no streams 
that amount to anything, except in the valleys in the lower part of tlJe district rigM 
along the water-courses; there may be a little saline land that can be irrigated, but there 
are few streams on tlJe ~lope toward the ocean; very little of the land in this district 
can be irrigated. The San Juan district does not come within my jurisdiction. 
Q. State, in a general way, the area of this land district.-A. It takes a south ward 
line five or six miles north of Santa Barbara ; takes in a portion of Santa Barbara 
County, all of San Luis Obispo, and all of Monterey, and all of San Bunaventura. It 
runs from the line of Humboldt to the southern portion of San Bernardino and takes 
to the summit of the Mount Diablo Range on the east. 
Q. In that range yon stated that the agricultural lands remaining unsold are almosi 
entirely pastoral in character.-A. Very generally paRtoral in character. There are 
spots that can be cultivated, but most of them are grazing lands. They graze both 
sheep and cattle. They generally calculate that it will take one acre to one sheep and 
three acres to one steer. That is north of San Francisco. [t is where they have plenty 
of rain. Our average rainfall here is nineteen inches, and is more as you go north. 
South of San Francisco, taking a good season, it would be about as it is north. It 
grows bunch grass, and bunch grass grows from the roots ; other grasses grow from the 
seeds. If the bunch grass dies out the alfi.Uaree grass comes up. "\Vben one grass dies 
another comes in next year. The gra8ses naturally reproduce themselves. The ground 
seems to seed itself; that is, where it comes from the sletl alone. Then we have wild 
oats in spots, but it is mostly on the coast. These unsold public lands are very thoroughly 
used for stock. 
Q. Under what law can title now be acquired to them ¥-A. Under the homestead 
and pre-emption law. There was some considerable amount that was put up at public 
sale some years ago. They cannot afford to pay very high for these lands. 
Q. Are the pre-emption and homestead laws applicable to the sale of these lands f-
A. Yes; though I would increase the a.mount that could be taken. I would allow them 
to take 640 acres, so that a man could support himself and family. I would require 
the land to be put to such use as it was fit for. This would require a slight change in 
the law. I would make a pastoral homestead law; that is, a residence on the land, with 
pastoral features. 
Q. What would be the objection to allowing the land to be purchased in different 
sized tracts, as purchasers might desire to take it in !-A. The trouble is they would 
fall into the handB of a few men. It throws the whole land into the hands of a few 
men who would keep out population. 
Q. Has that been the general result in this land district !-A. I think this would be 
true in the southern portion. A whole township has been bought np there by one or two 
individuals, and this township I think is still held by the same individuals. Another 
trouble that appeared in their system was that they bought up right along the streams; 
they controlled all the water by that means and thus controlled all the country back 
of them. By and by they found that there was danger of men going back of them 
and buying up the land along the river, above their possessions, and then they bought 
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op both the water and the land. There should be some provision by which they wuul<l. 
be compelled to confine themselves to one section, an,1 there should be some such pro-
vision precedent to the survey of that part of the countty. Up north it does not make 
any difference, because there there is plenty of water. The land should be surveyed 
in accordance with the character of the water, so as to give each lot a certain amount 
of water. I do not think that can be done now because it is rather late. lf that had 
been done at an early date it would have been better for the country. From my own 
knowledge I cannot tell whether it is practicable to do this now. I think it can be 
done in some parts of the country. 
Q. Do you know of any streams where the United States bas not sold the land 1-
.A. There are streams on the map, but whether there is water in them or not I cannot 
tell you now. That portion of the district.is driest. The surveys were made in early 
duys along the streams. The land along the streams was taken up and the baPk coun-
try was left; and now you cannot tell from the maps whether there is water in these 
streams or not. 
Q. You object to the system of private entry because it tends to create monopolies f-
A. Yes. 
Q. Under the present law, how much land can a man get ?-A. He can take up 3:20 
acres under the pre-emption and homestead laws, and he can buy from others. If they 
could raise timber, through the timber-culture act they could have another 160 acres. 
'l'be desert-land act does not amount to much here; if it did, that would be 640 acres 
more. 
Q. Do they require ex-parte evidence Y-A. They require them to show the character 
of t.he land before thev can locate it here. 
Q. It is done by ex-parte evidence, is it not ?-A. They never attempted it but two 
or three times in this district. 
Q. If a man offered you his application and sliowed you the evidence, would you not 
bE' obliged to take it Y-A. If they made prima-facie evidence I suppose I would. 
Q He can come in and get it under that ex-parte showing, can be not?-A. I sup-
pose be can, subject to having it set aside by the courts. 
Q. Has there ever been an instance where a man showed you the proofs established 
by law and you have objected to it?-A. There have been such cases. We have never 
rad but one or two such cases. I should refer the matter to the department. We 
refuse them if we know from the character of the country that it could not be culti-
vated. 
Q. If I understand you, a man can take up 320 acres of land under the homesteacl 
and pre-emption aets, and it is possible for him to file on 160 acres more, and it is pos-
sible for hJm to buy 640 acres under the desert-land act. He might have, say, some-
thing more than 1,000 acres f-A. Yes, provided he can find land suitable that would 
come within the provisions of these laws. He could not always get a desert-land loca-
tion alongside of his homestead. 
Q. Under the law he comes with his ex-pai·te evidence as to the character of the land 
"nd pays you 25 cents an acre ; you have only an arbitrary power to refuse that man 
his application f-A. Yes; that is true. lt can be set aside afterward. That has never 
been attempted. 
Q. In addition to that is there any hinderance to any man's taking any amount of 
• land with additional homeste,-ds T-A. None but the price we charge for them. I 
don't think they can afford to locate these common grazing lands. It is simply a ques-
tion of cost; they will be paying too high for the use of the land for merely grazing 
purposes. They could atlord to use the desert lands for that purpose and pay 25 cents 
an acre for them and bold them for three years and get the use of them for the 25 cents. 
It is simply a question of a man's means and whether it will pay him as to the addi-
tional amount of land he would get. 
Q. Under this present law that restricts the claimant to 160 acres they in fact allow 
of a system of monopolies or taking up a much larger amount f-A. Well, the law pro-
vides that he can take 160 acres of pre-emption and homestead 160 acres ; that is no 
evasion. He can take up timber-culture homestead, and if he rea,lly cultivates the 
t,imber he has benefited the country. 
Q. Under the rulings on the homestead and existing laws can they take up any 
amount of additional land f-A. TTnder the laws they can. 
Q. What objection is there to llassing a law that would enable a man to take this 
large amount ·of land at once f Would not that be less expensive to the people ?-A. 
Yes; that is what I say. I would give him 640 acres of these lands through his pre-
emption or homestead-that is of these grazing lands-and change the law so that by 
keeping herds it will comply with the law as much as by agnculture. Then you 
might give them an additional 160 acres if they would cultivate the timber 011 it. 
Q. Returning to the strictly agricultural lands, do you see any need of keeping both 
the pre-emption and homestead laws in force ?-A. No, I do not. They could give 
them the right to pay for it and let their rights run back to the elate of set,tlement. 
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There would be no necessity to keep them both in force; that will cover the whole 
thing. 
Q. Can you state in this counectiou what bas been the proportion of pre-emption 
filings proved up f-A. A little more than 50 per cent. of the filings made have been 
proved up. Down in the southern country there has been a great many filjngs made 
and allowed to run out. There are a great many cases \\'here a man never paid for 
them. The sheep men who have their h<>rds file upon these lands so as to keep control 
of tho land, and then when the time runs out they have another man file on it. I 
think that is a common practice. I know in the sontheru part of t,he State but very 
few filings are proved up. Persons living in the southern part de8ire to preserve their 
ranges for their herds, and file a declaratory statement in order to maintain their con-
trol over 1 be land. When that filing expires somebody else t akes it. There are some 
secti"ns where there must have been fifteen different filings made upon one section. 
It is simply done by the proprietor of sheep herds for the purpose of maintaining 
sufficient land to support his herds upon and keep other people off. They especially 
file upon the water. Th.ey have a shanty t,here for their sheep-henler. A stranger 
comes here and looks upon our books and finds tLat section filed on, and there is in 
reality a man there, and upon the face of it it is a legal claim. The government gives 
a receipt for the filing, but it will not prevent another man from settling there and 
:fighting it out. L 
Q. Suppose it is a homestead application instead of a pre-emption filing, what would 
be the situation then 1-A. It would have to be canceled. Nobody else could file on 
it. Under the pre-emption law it is a mere notice for him to do somethiug, but under 
the homestead law it is an entry. In one case it is a filing, in the other case it is an 
entry. This filing can be done under the homestead application as well aF! the pre-
emption, but under the homestead application it costs too much. It costs $16 under 
the homestead act; under the pre-emption act it costs $3, a difference of $13. That 
will hardly stand in the way, but it is very cumbersome. He has to come to the offi-
cer, and it gives him too much trouble. I don't, think the homestead right is much 
resorted to in order to maintain control of their land. 
Q. Aside from the pasturage-land entry nuder this dummy system, is the dummy 
system resorted to to maintain control of the timber lands 1-A. No; I don't think it 
is used to hold the timber lands: although it may have been used to acquire title to 
them. I think that probably mill companies sometimes employ men to file on the land 
and enter it. 0£ course they commit perjury by doing so. 
Q. Then ;you have reason to believe, from your expe1·ience, that entries under the 
pre-emption laws have often been used for tbe benefit of parties other than he who 
makes the entry 1-A. Yes; from what I can see I should conclude they have been so 
made. Of course, men say they have entered for other men, but they are never will-
ing to face the music. ' 
Q. Is it your observation that these lands thus taken up were afte1·ward held by a 
number of different claimants, or do they immediately pass into other ownership f-
A.. I have never been over these lauds, and do not know exactly; but I think that a 
man who takes the timber land intends to sell it immediately to the best advantage. 
They sometimes use it. They sometimes work the timber up themselves. 
Q. What is the rule as to the unsnrveyed lands f-A. They violate the law in that 
they cut the timber off for sale. The trouble is you cannot get the courts to punish · 
a man for cutting t,he timber. The only man we ever punished was a justice of the 
peace named Gilroy. He advised men to cut the timber, and cnt it himself. We had 
him arrested and the court fined him $15. 
Q. Are there many cnses like these, where men engaged in lumber and timber enter-
prises have their emp1oyes file upon the land and bold it long enough to cnt the timber 
off and then abandon it f-A. I donit know of any such cases. 
Q. Suppose that a record claim under the pre-emption or homestead laws is filed in 
your office and the question of abandonment is afterward raised, what steps are neces-
sary afterward to have that abandoument established ?-A. The department have 
rules about that. A man has to ma.ke affidavit that it has been abandoned over six 
months. Thon he will have to pay the exµense of investigation. 
Q. 'rhe expense of the investigation is upon the party who makes the affidavitf-
A. Yes; the applicant bas to pay tbe cost. We hold the investigation, and if we 
reach a conclusion that tho homestead has been abandoned, we send the testimony up 
to Washington; and if they are satisfied wi1h the proof, they cancel the entry and 
send the case back here. If the man who abandons the land make a declaration of 
forfeiture, we have no control in :such case; it rests altogether with the department, 
just as in other cases. Until the caucellation is declared made by the department we 
have nothing to do in the matter at all, not until we are notified by the government. 
Q. Under that system do parties who make application and deposits of money get 
the benefit of it 1-A. Often they do, but sometimes they do not. I think there should 
he an amendment in that respect. 
Q. Have yon ever had any occai,;ion to observe what proportion of original applio&· 
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tfons for abandonment get the benefit of the final order i-A. There are only one or two 
cases where some one else has stepped in and taken the land away from him, although 
he had to pa,y all the expenses. 
Q. What is there to hinder an original holder from filing on that land again f-A. 
He cannot, because he has exhausted his privilege. That is the rule of the depart-
ment. 
Q. How long does it take before this notice of cancellation comes back from the 
department i-A. Generally about one month. 
Q. Ilow long does it take to get notice from a contest ,-A. It takes on an average 
a,bout one year. 
Q. The expense of that eontest to prove the land abandoned rests with the person 
who desires to :file on it. What does it cost 1-A. The costs generally would not 
amount to more than $6 or ~7, probably not more than $5 where there is no contest. 
Q. Do ~' OU think it would be proper to permit the land officers all over the country 
to niake cancellations f-A. It seems to me that would be giving them too much 
power. The better way would be not to allow entry at all, but let them file on it 
without regard to the fact that, it had been homesteaded. 
Q. Suppose a man walks into this office, tiles with you a written abandonment of 
his claim, has the registe1· or rnceiver the power to declare it abandoned i-A. Yes, 
sir ; of course. 
Q. Suppose he does uot do that, but suppose a second claimant comes in and declares 
upon the affidavits of two persons that it had been abandoned, what objection would 
there bo to perm.itting you to set that title aside 1-A. Well, I suppose it would ex-
pedite business. 
Q. The General Land Office keeps a duplicate of all township plats, and all entries 
that are made upon the original plat are also made upon the duplicate township plats 
in Washington. If you were allowed to make cancellations it could be recorded there, 
could it not i-A. Perhaps it would be the better way to <lo t.hat. 
Q. When the notice of that cancellation is received by you the laud then becomes 
subject to application, by whom ¥-A. By the very first comer. But if there is a pre-
emptor living on the land bis rights will attach Lefore any other person comes in. If 
there was a man living on the land his rights would attach the very moment that land 
is canceled. There have been cases of tlJat kind decided, where there was an entry 
canceled, and the real man living on the land at the time has the first chance, in pref-
erence to the man who wishes to file wit,h his scrip. 
Q. All that you would have to do when that notice of cancellation came, would b~ 
to receive the :first legal applicant that came. If anybody subsequently appeared, that 
would involve a contest, would jt not ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The relative rights of these two parties would be a matter for subsequent contest. 
You would be obliged to receive the first application, which might not be that of the 
man who had been making this particular effort for the cancellation of this claim¥-
A.. Yes, sir. I think a man who makes an application for cancellation ought to be 
protected. 
Q. How would you suggest a remedy for that ¥-A. I would amend the law so that 
the man who had settled on the land shoulrl have a right from the date of the settle-
ment. The greatest trouble at present is the decision of the Supreme Court, which is, 
that occupancy and inclosure is sufficient to remove the l::iud from the jurisdiction of 
the United States Land Office. There should be a change in the law that the mere in-
closure or occupancy of United States land, without any claim under the United States 
law, should not be held to give a title to the land as against a United States officer. 
It would be better for them to hold it in that way; then they would not have to pay 
for it and pay taxes for it. The decision of the court (made by Judge }'ield) is that 
the possessory right holds. 
Q. How long after the :filing of the township plat does the settler have to place his 
claim upon record ¥-A. Three months. 
Q. Suppose he does not do it ¥-A. Then it is subject, uncler the law, to other claim-
ants. 
Q. What form of notice do you have f-A. There is no form now. There was a pro-
vision under which we used to advertise. We have a blank now, and as soon as there 
is another applicant we mail that blank to him (the first applicant). 
Q. There is no legal form of notice as to filing upon that land by some one else. If, 
then, the settler resides a hundred miles from this office, would it not be possible for 
speculators to cover over the whole of that land before he could get in to :file upon 
it f Don't settlers often neglect to file within ninety days from lack of knowledge 1-
A. Yes, sir; there are some who do not file for a year. I do not know of but few 
cases where they really lose anything, because if any other settlers came in squatter 
location could not keep them off. 
Q. The law provides that these lands shall be open to entry and settlement. That 
notice which is sent is sent by the courtesy of the officer, and not by law. It is only 
on the old surveyed lan<.l that it is likely to occur. On other lands a man does not 
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file in time. It simply illustrates that parties who are on the ground can keep 
parties off this land. The person on the ground has great advantage over those at 
a distancef-A. Yes, except that the other has three months to file on it. 
Q. And should there not be some modification of the law prescribing the framing of 
notice f-A. I think there should be some provision by which (as it was some t~me 
ago) the surveyor-general should publish a notice that on such a day he should put 
in such and such a range. But the publication notice would not do it all. 
Q. Would it not do to have the register and receiver, when application was filed, 
to publish a notice in the paper nearest to the township letting the time of the 
pre-emptor rnn from the date of that publication f-A. I think our way is about as 
well as another. We send to the nearest post-office and have the notice stuck np 
there, and unless the postmaster has some interest to prevent it from being stnck 
up that would be as good a way as any. 
Q. Would not the whole thing be simplified in the form I suggest by authorizing 
the register and receiver to publish it in the newspaper nearest to the land f-A. 
Yes, but it would not reach in all cases. In some cases there are no newspapers pub-
lished. In the district of San Luis Obispo, which reaches away back to the mount-
ains, there is no paper published. 
Q. What proportion of timber in this district remain unsold f-A. I could not say. 
It is chiefly redwood, and there is some oak. It is only used for fires, but the bark 
is used for tanning. That is the great trouble; they cut the timber off for the sake 
of the bark for tanning purposes. The land in that vicinity is mostly in private 
ownership, so that there is not so much depredation. . 
Q. In your judgment, does the present timber law work beneficially or not 7-A. 
It does not. It does not seem to have done much one way or another. I do not 
think there has been more than three or four applications in this district, tbongh 
there is so much timber cut. Where it is accessible from the coast the timber has 
been pretty well taken out; back from thH coast, where it requires consh1erable out-
lay of capital, there is a great deal left. There is pine and spruce timber. Where 
they cnt off the redwood the spruce and pine sprung up. There has been a good 
deal of timber taken off the government lands on that coast. You cannot t ell much 
about it. Nobody ever complains unless they have an ax to grind. You canuot 
get a man for $3 a day to bunt up timber depredations. 
Q. Do you not think the timber laws of the United States would be l1etter executed 
under the juri~diction of the land offices than by any body of agents here Y-A. The 
land officers themselves cannot leave tbe office. The care and charge of the timber 
land would be better suuserved by the district land offices than by anybody else. 
Q. Under what forms do they get title to the timber Y-A. They used to get it by 
State selections; most of the large companies got it thus, but this is stopped now. 
That is the way it used to be. There is but, little buying of the timber land at present. 
So far as they have taken the timber it has been by State selections and additional 
homestead; so that, while there is a timber law, the timber is disposed of under other 
laws and the timber law is not operative. Persons up in the mountains cut and sell 
the timber. 
Q. How do the provisions of the present law as to taking it on mineral lands for 
domestic, mining, and agricultural purposes operate f-A. I guess it is a free license to 
take all the timber there is there. . 
Q. Would you have the subterranean rights reserved from the surface rights Y Would 
you sell a man the timber, reserving the land to the government ¥-A. I would give a 
man the timber from bis land. I would make no distinction. I would subject the 
mineral lands to the same laws that I did the agricultural lands in the same tracts. 
Q. Would you sell the fee to the timber land and make no provision for the timber 
for the future Y-A. No; I would compel them to keep a certain portion of their land 
in growing timber. I would only allow them to cut certain sized trees. 
Q. Suppose yon sold the standing timber in alternate blocks, and reserved in each 
alternate block the fee of the land to the governmentt-A. You misunderstand me. 
I mean tbat I would let them buy it all, but they should be regulated and compelled. 
to keep certain portions of it in growing timber. 
Q. If you sell a man a tract of 640 acres of land and undertake to put a condition to 
t,he title, would that amount to anything as a question of law f-A. That might be; I 
do not know how the courts would hold it. 
Q. Is not the general policy against forfeiture of title Y-A. Yes, sir, I believe it is; 
but I believe that Congress could make a law by which they would forfeit the title if 
they did not comply with the law. 
Q. Do you think that the natural morality of this section is such that they would 
prefer to steal rather than to use their own timber Y-A. Human nature is about the same 
everywhere. 
Q. Is human nature such that when a man possesses a thing he wants to go and 
steal his neighbor's ¥-A. They don't look upon it as thieving. 
Q. Now, they practically cannot get it, and they must have it. Is that the case f-
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A. Yes, sir. That is just the reason why they take it. Many men who take timber 
now go and cnt it without any intention of making the land from which they cut it 
their homts; but tliero is an inducement that leads them to enter the land and cut 
the timber. The man who cuts the tree does not take into consideration the interest 
of the community. 
Q. What is the age of this timber land f-A. I do not know that anybody has ever 
counted the rings on the trees. They average eighteen hundred years. Red wood 
springs up very quickly. 
Q. Suppose we ha.ve a law passed by which the timber land can be sold in quantities 
to suit purchasers for building purposes, &c. Frequently the timber lands as a gen-
cral thing are mineral l:.m<ls. Now, what will be the effect on discovery and prospect-
ing for mineral if title to the lan<l passes from the government to individuals as tim-
ber land f For instance, suppose I could buy 640 acres of timber land as timber land; 
but that land is also minern.l; what effect would that have upon the discovery of min-
eral f-A. If it was in the mineral region I would confine the entry to 160 acres. 
Q. Would you sell the surface rights and reserve the subterranean rights f-A. If it 
was mineral land I should sell the timber (because if you do not the government gets 
nothing for it) and reserve the subterranean rights. 
Q. Suppose the land is mineral and timber land both .-A. If you reserve it at all, I 
would sell the timber and reserve the mineral land. • 
Q. How would it do to sell the title to the surface of the land for agricultural and 
timber purposes and reserve the subterranean rights t-A. We sell land now and the 
title goes to the people; but if there is mineral discovered, the government can claim 
the title to it. 
From what I can learn about the red wood, it sends up twelve to twenty sprouts. 
If they would take pains to cut those sprouts out and leave from one to three, the 
timber would grow very rapidly. 
Q. Don't you think a man should have the right to make as many declaratory state-
ments as he pleases T-A. No; because then a man would have an opportunity to file 
on the whole country. A man fails to make his improvements; he cannot hold the 
pr()perty; another man comes along and buys him out. Then, under your theory, he 
would jump another claim and make other slight improvements, and sell it. 
Q. Why not allow a man to do that f-A. The law says that no man shall file under 
this section more than once. If he had used up his homestead pre-emption right prior 
to the act of 1873, he would have the privilege again; because the statute says, since 
the passage of that act. 
Q. Suppose a man does not prove his title and moves off from and sells the land to 
some other party, and goes off somewhere else and again files on a piece of land, why 
should he not be permitted to have a second claim f-A. Why should he have the 
privilege of tying up land two or three times t 
Q. Does it do the government any harm f-A. No; but it is a mere speculation. 
Q. Still, would it not be a speculation beneficial to the government, to the country; 
does it not make a home for some other person ¥-A. Well, yes, if he has improved the 
land at all; but the other man has to pay him for his improvements. 
Q. Would not the actual fact be that the man coming there has the benefit of the 
land f-A. Yes; the old law in 1853 provided that anybody who had had the benefit of 
the pre-emption in any other State should not be prevented from filing on lands in 
this State. 
Testimony of S. R. Chandler, Yuba City, Cal. 
MARYSVILLE, October 28, 1879. 
S. R. CHANDLER, of Yuba City, made the following statement: 
I came to this place in October, 1849, and have been here ever since most of the 
time. We did not suffer in Sutter County much until 1865, and in 1867 we made an 
effort to build a levee. There was a committee appointed to make services and esti-
mates, and I was appointed a sub-committee of one to attend to this matter especially, 
and I made estimates and superintended the building of the first levee. It was from 
Yub:1 City north to the opposite side of Feather River, to keep off the slough. About 
Christmas the water came, and what we supposed to be an enormous pile of dirt 
the water ran over and washed away. We then got a law passed by which we could 
form a district known as the levee district No. 1. This district contained about sixty 
acres of land. We proceeded to levee. Our law would permit only 2 per cent. tax to 
be levied on all of the property in the district. We did not come quite up to that. 
We worked at first on the 2 per cent. tax, but that was insufficient for the purpose. 
We· afterward got the law changed, allowing the commission just what taxes they 
needed. Last .year we levied a tax of 3 per cent. for leveeing purposes, and expended 
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all. This season we have levied a tax of 4 per cent. and are a~ain building our leveef!, 
but it is very likely they will break again from the fact that the water just above tho 
mouth of the Yuba River at low tide is at least twelve feet higher than it was when. 
I fi rst came bere in ltl50. A keel of a boat would be twelve feet higher now than it 
would have been in lt350. In consequence of t,his the water stands so high that, were 
it not for our leYees, the water to-day would be running waste over some of the mos1i 
valuable land. 
Q. What amount of land is exposed in this mannerf-A. About six thousand acr8il 
in levee district No. 1, every acre of which would be destroyed if the water came over 
the levees, and there is two or t hree times as much, which is equally valuable, liable 
to be destroyed iu the same manner just in that neighborhood. Taking it all, then, 
would he lGU,000 acres which would be destroyed to-day were it not for our levees. 
The tax is from :3 to 4 per cent . on every art icle of property in the district. 
Q. What is the condition of the land between the Yuba and the flooded lands to the 
east, spreading from the Yuba to the Bear Rived-A. I do not know the number of 
acres, but it is fifteeu or six teen millions, ancl were it not for the levees they would be 
destroyed. Much of it is alrea<ly destroyed. 
Q. How much land would be destroye<l if the levees break ?-A. An area, say, of ten or 
fifteen million acres. It is not destroyed yet, but it has only been saved by the expendi-
ture <,f large sums of money. It has probably cost as much money as the land would 
sell for to-day to save it. 
Q. There is a large body of swamp land west of Feather River. How far back is i, 
from the river before you reach that swamp land 1-A. Well, from six to eight miles. 
The laud desceuds gradually toward Feather River west until it reaches what is termed 
the tule or swamp land. 
Q. What is the area of that tule land ,-A. That is perhaps 100,000 acres. I do 
not know exactly. There is a large amount of it in the levee district No. 5-95,000 
acres of it, and there is some other besides that, which would make it aliout 100,000 
acres in all. This tule land and the lands bordering on them is only for haying. 
Much of it is valuable for grazing, and then again much of it is not valuable for any-
thing. 
Q. Is it on the next river below the Bear1-A. American River. 
Q. Are ;you acquainted with the condition of affairs on the American Riverf-A. 
When you have the history of the Bear River yon have the history of the American 
River. 
Q. Is the area destroyed as large on the American as on the Bear River f-A. The 
property there was not so much flooded as on the other rivers. 
Q. Has there been as much mining !-A. 'fhere has been a large amount of mining, 
and the land is badly injured and would all have been destroyed but for the levees. 
Q What is the next river south f-A. There are threeorfourlittle rivers. I am not 
well acquainted wit,h that region. I have been from the country and I am not well 
acquainted with it. The history of one of these rivers is the history of all of the 
rivers where there has been hydraulic mining. There has not been so much hydraulio 
mining on those rivers as on this, in consequence of the filling up of the Yuba and the 
damming of :Feather River. There are some very valuable farms on the Yuba side of 
Feather River that were the oldest and most valuable orchards (with the exception of 
the Briggs orchard) that we had, and they are all gone. 
\Ve have used, for the purpose of saving our lands, large sums of money and for the 
mining hundreds of thousands of dollars. If it continues three or four years longer 
it is utterly impossible, even with an assessment of a hundred per cent., to save them. 
That is my conviction, having studied the matter as thoroughly as any other man. I 
wrote the first law in which we attempted to levy a tax and the revised law. I have 
paid especial attention to it for the last twelve years, almost to the exclusion of other 
business. 
Testimony of Galen Clark, Yosemite Valley, Mariposa County, Califoniia. 
YOSEl\HTE VALLEY, CAL., December 7, 1879. 
1. In reply to a few of the questions submitted by the Public Land Commission, I 
will state that my name is Galen Clark. I reside now in Yosemite Valley, Mariposa. 
County, California. 
I am one of the commissioners appointed to manage the Yoseruite Valley and Mari-
posa Big 'l'ree grants, and am the guardian appointed by the board of commissionel'li 
to look after the local interests of these public grants. 
2. I have lived in California 26 years, and in Mariposa County 25 years. 
3. I settled on public land in Mariposa County, township 5 S., R. 21 E., Mont. 
Diablo meridian, in March. 1857. 
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In 1871 I, with three others in the township, deposited money with the United States 
surveyor-general in San Francisco to pay for sectionizing said township. 
In January, 1875, the surveyor appointed to survey this township had not yet filed his 
plat of the survey in the land office at Stockton, and the land not yet being subject 
to pre-emption, I sold my claim and interest in my improvements to other parties, hav-
ing put $20,000 worth of improvements upon it. 
I have never sought to acquire title to any other public land since, and still hold my 
certificate of deposit, and also one issued to my son at the same time, who died before 
the completion of the survey. 
6. Yes. As by the present law these certificates are not transferable, the law 
should be so amended that if a person dies, or other circumstances take place so that 
he cannot make use of his certificate of deposit in entering land, eitber·be or his heirs 
may get bis money back again. There are a great many such certificates now lying 
useless in California, while the Land Office Department has long since bad the benefit 
of the money. 
7. The physical character of the public lands in this county is hilly and mountain-
ous, and nearly all either pastoral or timber land, very little being :fit for cultivation, 
or mineral. 
AGRICULTURE. 
13. It is practicable to establish homesteads on the pasturage lands for small stock-
raisers, more especia,lly for raising Angora goats, as this land is mostly covered with 
brush and scattering, scrubby timber up to 2,500 feet above tide-water. Each settler 
should be allowed not less than one section, and as much as four if he can pay for it. 
The price should not be more than one dollar per acre. 
14. It is advisable that these lands should be put in market as soon as convenient. 
Perhaps the quantity might be judiciously limited to about six sections taken in one 
body. 
23. The growth of grass has diminished where sheep have been pastured in the foot-
hills and mountains. 
24. Cattle will not graze on the same land with sheep or goats, if they can get off 
of it. 
28. Most of the corners of the lands surveyed are well defined and ma,rked. 
TIMBER. 
1. All the eastern mountainous portion of the country is timber land. From an ele-
vation of about 2,500 feet above tide-water up to about 6,000 feet the forests are com-
posed of Pinus ponderosa, P. lambertiana, Picea grandis, and Libocedrus decuITens, 
all very fine, with black oak and live-oak in some localities. Above 6,000 feet the 
trees are mostly Pinus jefn-eys, P. contorta, P. monticola, Pinus :flexilis, a..nd Picea 
amabilis. 
2. No timber is planted in this country. 
3. All the timber land in the Sierra Nevada Mountains should be sold up to an ele-
vation of from 5,000 to 6,000 feet above tide-water; in regular lots up to one section 
or two, to one purchaser. The price should be not less than two do1lars per acre. All 
above about 6,000 feet elevation should never be sold to private parties or subdivided 
into sections. It had better be given to the Sta-te of California upon the express con-
ditions that it shall be forever inalienable, and the strictest laws passed for its protec-
tion and preservation ; none of it ever to be cut except in certain localities by special 
permission, to be used in mining interests of the same locality. 
The sheriffs of each county, or some other suitable person, should be made a deputy 
marshal to look after this higher unsold portl.,n of the timber lands, with a compensa-
tion for every arrest and conviction for trespass, either by cutting timber or setting 
fires, such as will make jt a matter of self-interest to be vigilant in his duty. Perhaps 
aome localities with :fine meadows and grazing lands might be,. leased to stockmen to 
graze horses or cattle, each county in which the land is located to have the larger por-
tion of the lease-money for the benefit of its public schools; but neither sheep nor 
goats should ever be allowed upon any condition to be rauged on this reserved public 
mountain domain. Every possible safeguard should be made use of to protect and 
preserve the forests of the higher Sierra Nevada Mountains. If these mountain forests 
ever in any way or from any cause become in a great measure destroyed it will cause 
a. large portion of the richest part of California to become uninhabitable and compar-
atively valneless, rendering it annually subject to great floods and severe drouth, and 
rnininp; all ihe mountain streams as a source of water supply for irrigation. 
5. When pine forests are felled in California there is a second growth of the same 
original kind starts up and grows very rapidly when :fires are kept out of it. 
6. Fires originate in the mountain forests in various ways; by hunting parties and 
camping parties, of either whites or Indians, from carelessness in leaving their camp-
fire!-. But many originate with stockmen, especially sheep herders, who set them to 
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clear up the country to enlarge their grazing grounds. Fires at present do not spread 
to so great an extent as formerly, before any stock were driven to the mountain~, but 
are more nnwerom1, arnl destroy great quantities of trees, both great and small. Large 
quantities of stock herded in the mountain forestR tramp up the dirt and make trails, 
which prevents each fire from spreading to very great extent; but being more numer-
ous the damage is about the same. The only way to prevent fires t,hat I know of is to 
make the penalty so severe for setting them, and the reward of 1he depu t,y marshal for 
arres~ and conviction of offenders so liberal, as to make him ever vigilant. This que~ 
tion of the prevention of fires in mountain forests is a very difficult one to solve. If 
fires are kept out of the forests for a considerable term of years there is such an abun-
dance of combustible matter, such as pine cones, leaves, dead limbs, and fallen trees, 
accumulated that if a fire does get started by any aecident it is very difficult to stop 
its spread, and it is liable to destroy large sections of the forest, the heat being so in-
tense as to kill nearly all the trees in its course. I have personally known several fires 
to originate by lightning. 
7. The only way to effectually stop the depredations on the public timber is to sell 
all of such portions as I have recommended below about 6,000 feet elevation, and let 
private interests protect its own domain by its own vigilance and the laws of the 
State. 
The foregoing remarks are respectfully submitted. 
GALEN CLARK, 
Yosemite Valley, Cal . 
Testimony of J. T. Clark, Livermore, Alameda County, Cal., 1·el,ative to public lands, irn-
gation, water rights, pastumge lands, titles, homesteads, Spanish land grants, governmettt 
patents. 
J. T. CLARK, of Livermore: Alameda County, Cal., testified at San Francisco, Octo-
ber 10, as follows: 
I Lave lived in the State fourteen years, and have had ample opportunities to be-
come conversant with the public lands of the Stat~. I have been for the last ten 
years connected with litigation growing out of the land system of this State. I know 
but lit,tle about timber lauds; my experience has been altogether with the arable and 
irrigable lands. I do not know that l have paid as much attention to the classes of 
lauds as to the meaus of obtaining them. .In so far as the arable lands are concerned, 
I differ from most persons. I believe that a great portion of the lands called irrigable 
lands are, in fact, under proper cultivation, arable lands. Indeed, I have observed 
that fine crops of corn and vegetables may be grown upon the adobe lands by culti-
vation. I thiink t,hat the arable lands of t,he State, as well as the irrigable lands, should 
be held for actual settlers instead of for speculative purposes, as has been so often the 
case. 
Q. Take the lands in Southern California ; can they be cultivated without irriga-
tion Y-A. Possibly the great volume of these lands can't be made arable, but there is 
a large qua,ntit.y of lands in the State that are regarded as not being susceptible of 
proper cultivation without irrigation which I believe can be cultivated without irri-
gat,ion. I think the arable lauds cover a greater extent of country than most people 
think they do. There still remains a large amount of irrigable land, and as I stated 
before they should be held exclusively for actual settlers in small quantities. 1 believe 
that has been done in Tulare, Fresnal, and other places. All the water necessary for 
irrigating purposes will he brought upon the land by the labor of settlers, and I believe 
that the troubles which grow out of the extortionate water rates would thereby be 
avoided. .My opinion is that the people who would make homes upon the land and 
add to the t,axable property of the State by building school-houses anddevelopingt~e 
resources of the country, the men who need homes, ought to have them, and they will 
1.,ring the water upon their homesteads and reclaim them. I would not, except in very 
exceptional cases, charter water companies. I think the streams could be taken out 
by the actual settler, and I think if they were forced to do so they would do it. I 
think that in course of time people would settle on the Colorado Desert and take out 
the water of the Colorado River to irrigate it wit,h. There are thousands and thousands 
of men who need homes, and my opinion is that these men will adopt a system of irri-
gation which will be successful, and by which that country, like a great portion of the 
San Joaquin Valley, will be reclaimed anu then made exceeding valuable. 
Q. Have you thought of a plan or law by which the water right shall inure to the 
land ?-A. It unquestionably should, because the land without the water is worth 
nothing in those districts that are only susceptible of reclamation by irrigation. 
Q. What would be the effect eventually in this country on the agricultural indus-
tries if water companies are organized and have control of the water f-A. If water 
companies have control exclusively it strikes me it would be ruinous, since it places in 
the hands of a corporation the power to sorely oppress the agriculturists. I do not 
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think it would be judicious to permit a corporation or association of individuals to 
have control of that without which the lands of the State are valueless. 
Q. You recognize as being a physical basis of classification the body of Jand I call 
pasturage land; how would you dispose of that T-A. That class of land, of course, is 
only useflU for persons who own herds, and herds require a great deal of food, and 
food is, to a considerable extent, scarce upon a large portion of this land. Thus it 
would necessarily require more land than is now allowed by law if a person desired to 
live upon tha.t land with his herds. Of course the quantity of land that should be 
given to a man for grazing purposes would depend upon various circumstances. I 
think that one or two sections would, ordinarily, be sufficient. Sometimes it wonlcl 
:require very much more, and sometimes less. 
Q. Suppose the water of the small streams was reserved for the use of pasturage 
farms, so that when a man acquired title to a pasturage farm there would be water 
sufficient to irrigate a few acres of land 7-A. That would give him a portion of land 
that might be irrigated for the purpose of raising a small amount of grain, &c., and 
would necessarily diminisli the amount essential for a pasturage farm. 
Q. What are the means of obtaining titles T-A. It seems to have been the policy of 
the government in the homestead act to provide homes for people who need them, and 
it strikes me that this is one of the best provisions that has ever been attempted by 
the government. It is founded on the idea that men need homes and the govern-
ment needs people to own homes to make the country prosperous. It strikes me, how-
ever, that the pre-emption feature might be abol:i.shed, since it is surrounded with a 
great deal of fraud. People oftentimes take up a piece of land under the pre-emption 
law under a previous contract to sell the land to somebody else, as soon as the title is 
obtained. It appears to me that the homestead law is right in policy, and that the 
length of time necessary to obtain title should be extended. No titles should be granted 
at all. It is a question in my mind whether the title should ever pass to the individ-
ual. I think, instead of that, that the right to the occupancy of the land should be 
granted upon condition of continuous cultivation, and the government should have 
the right to give the lands to somebody else in case an occupant sought to alJandon it. 
I think the fundamental idea that "homes for the people and people for the homes" 
is the one that should be adopted by the government. The prosperity of the people 
depends upon their having homes. It is a question in my mind whether, having ob-
tained homes, they should be permitted to alienate them. 
Q. What effect would that have upon the improvement of the countryT-.A. I can 
understand that that argument might be presented with considerable force. I think 
the policy of furnishing a homestead upon which people have been required to live for 
five years has been so effective and beneficial to the country that I should like to see 
it carried out to its logical sequence, which would seem to indicate that you have the 
same right to require a man to live on the same homestead ten or twenty years that 
you have to require him to livo there five years. I can understand that there are ex-
ceptional cases, and that there might be exceptions to the rule, but in my judgment 
it would work great good to the country. As the system exists now, the moment a 
man gets into embarrassment he hastens to mortgage his homestead, oftentimes at ruin-
ous rates of interest, and eventually he loses it all; and he not only loses his property, 
but the State loses a valuable citizen, and the community is to that extent damaged. 
The effect is that the poor men who need homes and who cannot live without them 
get them tied up in such a manner that they lose their homesteads, which pass into 
the hands of men who do not utilize them, but hold them for speculative purposes. 
It strikes me it would be well for the government to exercise a fatherly supervision 
over the welfare of the people. 
Q. Suppose your system was adopted and you permit men to sell their homes, would 
their improvements .revert to the government T-A. I am offering this as a suggestion, 
and possibly it might be unjust not to permit the occupant to sell his improvement. 
Q. The improvements include a great deal; the hor:ses, barns, cattle, sheep, orchards, 
even the cultivation of tho soil, are improvements.-A. Of course it is an idea that 
can't be successfully contradicted that no government can be successful and prosper-
ous whose people are not prosperous, and the p1osperity of every branch of industry 
depends directly upon the success of private interests. When they are prosperous, 
all branches are prosperous; and when they are bankrupt, the country becomes bank-
rupt also; audit is with this in view that I believe that the homes of people should 
be secured to them, and that they should be kept in possession of those homes inde-
tiendent of exterior influences; then they can't become bankrupt. They may lose the 
produce of this year's labor or next, but tbe,v have the soil to depend upon for the 
year to come, and they can't to any irreparable extent be -ruined. The condition of 
affairs which exists all over the United States to-day will show the fact that the 
farmers of the State are, to a very considerable extent, either bankrupt' or in process 
of reaching bankruptcy; and if that be true, a ruin that can't be measured will be the 
eonsequence; and if our people can be inoependent, if they have a home which under 
the motst adverse circumstances they own and which can't be alienated, the country 
ean't be otherwise than prosperous. There has been a law in force, and I believe it is 
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in force now, under which the ·state receives from the Government of the United 
States title to every 16th and 36th section. This, in my judgment, has been of -very 
great damage to this State, and should be repealed. There has arisen here the fol-
lowing custom: for instance, John Smith held a grant under the Mexican Government 
(prior to the acquisition of this territory by the Government of the United States) for 
an indefinite amount of land, say :five leagues, within certain definite exterior limita-
tions, perhaps forty leagues, within whose exterior boundaries would of course fall many 
16th and 36t,h sections in townships, and persons in this State who wished to acquire 
title to valuable lands anywhere within the State, a,nd particularly in the land district, 
would go to the State surveyor-general's office and show by the lines of the land 
claimed that those Mexican grants covered the 16th and 36th sect,ions, and. make appli-
cation for one-half or for one section of land through dummies, in lien of those 16th 
and 36th sections claimed under the Spanish grant. 
It has been the custom to have this land approved to the State from the general 
government, and after having been listed thousands upon thousands of acres of such 
lands were turned over to the State which should have been held for pre-emption and 
homesteads, and which fell into the hands of men anxious to obtain large bodies of 
land by the payment of $1.25 per acre for lieu lands. When t,hese Spanish grants came 
to be surveyed, instead of taking in forty lea,gues of land, they would be ·cut down to 
:five leagues of land, and the Hith and 315th sections, for which land had been improp-
erly taken off in the good portion of the State, would fall outside the graut, aud as a 
rule they too were applied for by these men who were anxious to obtain large tracts 
of land; thus they got both. A law requiring the settlement of the title to these 
Spanish grants would settle the matter. I think all these grants ought to be settled 
within one year, or they should be forever barred. I am opposed to the granting of 
land tu a State or to any individual. If they are granted to anybody, they should be 
granted to the citizens of the country, who should be compelled to live upon them. 
Q. Do you know of an instance where lieu lands have been granted and subse-
quently the original ]ands for which the lieu was made have fallen into the hands of 
the State f-A. Yes, sir; I can give you an instance where the government ruled on one 
section of land in my neighhorhood. A section of land was claimed under a Spanish 
grant. It was settled up by four men. After the Spanish grant was cut down to its 
proper limits, they made application in this land office for the land. In the mean t,ime, 
however, they had settled what that land was, and it was restored to the public domain, 
and before it was posi:;ible for anything to be done with it it was listed to the State, 
and the parties paid the State for it. In the end, the listing to the State was can-
celed, and other parties were permitted to make their proof in this land office, and 
they did so, and paid the government for the land, and got a patent from the United 
States Government for the land, and the original men drove them awa,y from their 
homes five times, and, :finally, they lost their lauds, although they had actually paid 
for it. 
Q. Do you know that, after land grants have been settled by Congress and their 
boundaries defined, the deputy surveyors in surveying the grant for the owner 
changed the boundaries as defined by the approved grant lines, and that persons have 
obtained rights to them in that way f-A. It strikes me there is a very notorious case 
of that kind in Los Angeles County, -v. iiere there were two grants lying about four 
miles apart. I know of a case in Alamacla County, in which the deputy surveyor sent 
down to survey some land that was claimed under a Spanish grant surveyed a town-
ship on account of the Mexican grant, and at the time he was making this survey other 
parties were making applications for the even-numbered sections of land under the 
lieu location. 
There is one thing more I would like to say. I suppose the scope of your investiga-
tion is imencfed to reach all classes of public lands, and I presume you have been in 
Tulare County. If so, I have this to say about that: The land grant of the Southern 
Pacific Railroad was through a certain district of country, and certain counties were 
named through which the ron.d shoulrl pass. There were parties at a distance of 125 
miles from where the railroad was beiug built who had brought water upon their 
lands and irrigated them by means of miles of ditches, and after they did that the 
railroad procured a joint resolution from Congress to change their route and run their 
road through the lands of these settlers, and the road is att,empting to drive them off. 
'fhey are not respecting the rights of these settlers at all. 
There is another thing. I recited to you awhile ago the case of four men who re-
ceived patents from the Government of the United States for their homes, though it 
was decided by the government to have been an error to have listed the la,nds to the 
State, and the parties purchasing from the State took away from the pre-emptors their 
homes, for which they held government patents. It seems to me that this error having 
been committed by the officers of the United States, it js the duty of the United States 
Government wherever they issue a patent to defend it. This case was :finally carried 
to the Supreme Court of the United States, and the decision of the State court was 
overruled. The decision of the djstrict court was in favor of the pre-emption patent, 
but it was overruled by the Supreme Court of the United States. 
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Testirnony of J. W. Clarke, of Liverrnore, Cal. 
J. W. CLARKE, of Livermore, Cal., testified at San Francisco, October 15, 1879, as 
follows: 
I have lived in this State since 1860. My object in coming before the Commission is 
to call its attention to the manner in which settlers on public land are treated. My 
own experience in the State has been that it costs more to pre-empt land than it does 
to buy it outright. My theory is that wheri the Interior Department declares land 
public land that the settler should be protected in his rights upon that land. Take 
Livermore Valley. In the first place, settlers took up the whole of the eleven leagues 
that was claimed in the Livermore grant, whereas the grant was only entitled to two 
leagues, as decided by the government, which declared that all outside of the two 
leagues was public land; accepting which decision, we filed upon jt and have been in 
constant litigation ever since. We were on the State lieu lands. My experience is 
ihat it costs every man $500 to pre-empt one quarter section of land. Litigation has 
eost me $500 on my quarter section. I would do away with the pre-emption right 
entirely. Make it a homestead, but require a long residence to confirm the title. I 
would do away with the 16th and 36th sections of school land for the reason that they 
have caused more litigation than all other causes combined in the State. Surveyor-
General Minnis tells me that he found over three thousand applications for lieu land 
that were delinquent. He brought suit in the district courts to set the purchases from 
the State aside, and they were set aside. The land speculators had located lien scrip 
on large bodies of land. 'rhey paid 20 per cent. when they located their tracts, and 
then, from that time, 10 per cent. per annum, and, havfog failed to make these pay-
ments, General Minnis held them to be delinquent and brought suit in the district 
courts to set the purchases from the State aside. Mine with many others were set 
aside by the decision of court; and one year after that snit was brought against me, 
cfaiming that I held a United States patent in trm;t for these lien locations that were 
made in 1863 and had been declared forfeited. These are the evils that we have to 
complain of. I think the United States law should be so amended that whenever the 
Secretary of the Interior declares a piece of lan<l. public domain the United S,ates 
Government should protect the settlers from litigation, and this is one of my reasons 
:for wanting the 16th and 36th section law done away with. Let the government make 
donations instead of that. I would not have any person acquire title to the public 
domain except by homestead, and I would grade them according to the quality of the 
fond. 
I object to the theory that some gentlemen ha,ve advanced in regard to the home-
litead pasturage-the theory of allowing persons to accumulate all the land they saw 
fit. I am opposed to the holding of land in large bodies. In Livermore Valley there 
is an instance of that. In 1871 the Secretary of the Interior declared all the land out-
side of two leagues public lands and ordered the register and receiver to treat them 
as such. Every quarter section outside of the two leagues, instead of the eleven 
leagues that the grant-holders were trying to obtain in the valley, was settled upon 
our schools. We tilled up some seven houses with the school establishments, and then 
the railroad ca,me and claimed the odd number of sections and went to litigating the 
1ettlers one by one and dispossessing them. The cont:<eqnence was that it took more 
than one-half of the land from those seven schools. Now that railroad land is farme<l.-
perhaps one or two sections by one man-and rented. The tenant has no children, 
perhaps, and you can't have schools and villages where the land is held in large tracts. 
I think this hilly and mountain land might be graded, and if you confined a man to 
Rix hundred and forty acres of land it might do, but to allow him more than that 
would be bad policy. 
As to the surveys, that country was all surveyed in 1867, and I guarantee that there 
are no two surveyors that can take the field-notes of that survey and run the same 
lines by those field-notes. The settlers there have had two or three different county 
1urveyors take the field-notes and go to one of the township corners to start, but they 
could not find the next township corner they were running to. I think it was the 
fault of the surveyor, because if the survey had been made upon the ground the cor-
ners would have been established, and they would have been found, at least some of 
them, but t,here is a scope of country from twenty to twenty-five miles square that I 
venture to say you can't find five corner stakes in. This is in the Livermore Valley. 
Where stakes have been put in the ground they were of California oak, and they 
rot out in two or three years. Then another great trouble has been the large lai'itl-
bolders, I think, destroy the stakes. I never saw them do it, but it was generally un-
ierstood that they obliterated the corners wherever they possil.)ly could. The fault 
was with the government in not compelling the surveyors to establish the corners 
more permanently. I think the present system of surveying is a, good one, and the 
itne system. 
Question. Has there been much destruction of timber ,-Answer. I find that there is a 
great deal of timber being destroyed all over the country wherever the timber is accessi-
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ble. Men will go and squat upon a piece of heavily-timbered land. Perhaps they 
will file on it, if they think they are in danger of being molested. Then they have 
two years and a half in which to prove up, and by workiug on that land for that 
length of 1,ime they will cut off an immense amonut of timber and sell it. All the 
wood that is hauled in the. town of Livermore is hauled off of land that the govern-
ment bas never been paid for. Private individuals, when they get hold of it, pro-
tect the timber, and it will be safer in priva.te ownership than it will be in any other 
way. I would confine the sale of the timber to 640 acres; I would not exceed that. 
It ought to be graded, making a distinction between timber that is suitable for mill-
ing purposes and timber that is suitable only for fuel. The timber is being greatly 
devastated, bnt not so much by tire as by cutting. There has been some fires this 
year that run over thirt,y or forty thous~d acres perhaps. It is to the interest of 
the farmers to protect the timber. That interest would be intensified if t hey owned 
the timber land. 
Q. Have you bad any experience in irrigation ¥-A. Irrigaliion is difficult in some 
years. It would be an immense beuefit to that country, but I have had very little 
experience in irrigation. '\Ve are without the means of irrigation, though we think 
we are pretty well off if we summer-fallow. That is the next thing to irrigation. 
Q. What is the difficulty in the way of irrigating ¥-A. The difficulty is with the 
supply of water. It would be impossible for us to get a supply of water without 
taking it awa.y above where we are, out of King's River, in order to get it over the 
Livermore Mountains. Artesian wells would be our only means of irrigation. There 
was one artesian well bored to a depth of four hundred feet, and the water rose to 
within two feet of the surface. 
Testimony of Sherman Day, of Berlcely, Cal. 
SHERMAN DAY, Berkely, Cal., testified at San Francisco, October 14, 1879, as follows: 
I was formerly United States surveyor-general of California. I have lived here for 
thirty years. There is a subject I would like to make a statement to you about now, 
because it is not quite certain that I will have another chance while the commission 
is here, and which relates to surve,vs. When I was iu office here, I noticed that the 
State of California bad very great difficulties in getting appropriations for the survey of 
public lands from Congress. A great many people have been disposed to blame either 
Congress or the Commissioner of the Geneml Land Office, or the surveyor-general, 
because those appropriations did not come and because we did not get all that we 
asked for. We cannot expect all we asked for, because we are brought into competi-
tion with the necessities of many other States, aud get our full share of public appro-
priations. The Army and Navy have to divide a good deal of their appropriations on 
this coast, aud we are not likely to get all that the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office and the Secretary of the Interior recommend, or even the amount we ask for; 
though I do not blame Congress, because t,bey are trying to economize. Now, under 
that state of things, it has occurred to me that if Congress would limit the use of the 
appropriation for public surveys in California to the townshiping lines, that that 
would bring the United States land survey and its stakes and established corners 
within the reach of something like four times the number of people that it does now, 
by spending a portion of its appropriation in townsbiping and a- portion of it in 
sectionizing. There are twenty-four miles to be surveyed around a township, and 
there are sixty miles to be surveyed within the limits of a township after the town-
ship lines are run, for the purpose of subdividing and sectioniziog it. The d1ffexenoo 
between the price of surveying the township lines and section lines would enable us 
to survey other townships. For two or three hundred dollars we can bring the stakes 
of the United States survey within three miles of any legal subdivision of a township. 
We can survey (by saving the money paid for sectionizing) something like four times 
the number of townships that we can when we use it for sectionizing. Then, if they 
want more appropriations for sectionizing, the best place to get that appropriation is 
right there in the township, or in the neighborhood of the township, where there are 
persons who are interested in having that subdivision made. By a proper system of 
special deposits, they can have their lands surveyed in tµe locality that way, or in any 
other manner the government shall devise. This is the principal idea I had in regard 
to spending the money that is received for surveys annually; and instead of waiting 
ten or fifteen years to get through tho survey of such public lands as mmrt necessarily 
be surveyed in California, we can do it in one-half the time. 
Q. How much land has been surveyed which has not yet passed out of the hands of 
the government f-A. I do not know. There was a great deal of desert land surveyed. 
on the Colorado Desert, and some other places where it was very easy to run the lines. 
In order that they might get their pay under the contract for surveying, they would 
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bring in the returns and show on the map a large amount of land surveyed. Whether 
the stakes arP>there or not I do not know . . Since that (that occurred during the first 
years of the country) I suppose there must have been in different parts of the State 
a good deal of land surveyed that has not been purchased or pre-empted or home-
steaded, for the reason that there must always be in the public lands a portion that is 
useless. They cannot all be rich and desirable. The surveys would naturally go over 
a considerable portion of land which would be common, in proportion to other parts 
that would be surveyed in a township. To pick these out and state exactly where 
they are and to classify them I am unable, because I have not been during the last ten 
years in the land business. I have been doing some surveying and examining mines, 
which has tn.ken me to different parts of the State. 
There is another class of land which has been spoken of here which remains in the pos-
session of the United States for the reason that some party has pre-empted all the water 
which pertains to this land. Take, for instance, a township in Mendocina County. 
There ma,y be a great deal of desirable timber aud sheep :1nd mountain land, &e., and 
the desirable timber land will be taken up and the other lands adjoining these timber 
lands (probably good homestead lands) are not taken up, and when you come into 
what is called the sheep-grazing land there you will find the same reason why the 
government has not sold all that land, because settlers have gone .there and cannot 
get the water. The streams are taken up by somebody, and they were driven off on 
that account, so that poor men cannot take these homes which are desirable. The 
land is counted in these districts as surveyed lands, and, while they have in reality 
been, uo one can settle on them. I think since these old-fashioned desert-land sur-
veys, which were thought desirable lan<J. to be surveyed by the surveyor, and which 
were surveyed many years ago-I think the disposition of the surveyor-general has 
been to fi.ncl out where the lands were wanted by the people in the neighborhood to be 
surveyed, and I think that principle has been followed in the administration of the 
land office. There has been some difficulty with th~ surveying. Sometimes the sur-
veyor has sought out a piece of smooth land, where he could make his money under 
his contract. Those are the actual desert lands, the dry lands. I think there are no 
places where you can go to survey a new tract without hitting some group of land 
searchers or settlers outside the boundarv line of settlement. 
There is one ot,her point I want to speak of. A proposition has oeen made to apply 
the geodetic system, or the Coast Survey triangulation system, as it is generally 
called, to the survey of the public lands. I do not see any necessity for superseding 
one with the other, but I think one may help the other. In the surveying instructions 
we worked by years ago we were not allowed to triangulate or shorten the mode of 
making the survey, except in cases of impassable rivers or inaccessible mountains, 
but generally we were required to keep the same line, staking as we went. My idea in 
introducing the geodetic survey is that it should not be introduced for the excessive 
accuracy which prevails with the coast surveying, but to introduce as an assistant in 
the rectangular survey. My idea about it is in surveying that if a surveyor has acer-
tain township to survey, and he starts from some established corner, he will very often 
find smooth hills, from which he can run lines a long distance, and he will find natu-
ral points to which he can triangulate. He may find ledges upon the land upon 
which he can also run triangulation lines to set the evidence of the survey, no.t at-
tempting to obtain extreme accuracy, but to use the geodetic plan in marking out his 
prominent points, so that from them he can go with short chaining and establish 
his township corners. And he can go over there and secure the second corner, which 
his plat must have shown him is there, or near there, and so on with each corner of 
the township. In many cases, where he is to go down steep canons and go up and 
down hills, he will find that he has got his township in much better form for closure 
and much better adapted to closing than if he had not had the privilege of intro-
ducing the geodetic system where it was needed or expedient. To do that success-
fully you must employ men who are capable of understanding that system, ancl men 
at tlte same Hme who are not going to waste their time in excessive minute accuracy. 
~ think if th~~e suggestions which I have made concerning the,surveys were acted upon 
it ,vould faCLhtate the surveys of the 1mblic lands, and leave the main body of the ap-
propriation to be made 1,y the people themselves in the localities where surveyiug has 
to be done. I have had in the course of my life as surveyor-general, mining surveyor, 
andminingengineertosurveybythechain amlcompass,and thus while traveling around 
I have bad an opportunity to see and become acquainted with, almost all the classes 
of land that you ha,ve in view in your series of printed questions. I have been all over 
t~e t~:i.ctsof desert land or what may be called desert lands, that is desert with~ut ir-
r1gat1on. I have been in many of what are called sage-brush deserts, down m the 
mountainous portions of the State. I have not settled on this land but I have seen 
crops cnltivated where they got wafor, and I may profess to be an expert in those mat-
~ers, On difforent occasions I have had some experience with people who are occnpy-
1eg unsurveyed lands, and want to keep them in large qu~ntities, and who had in some 
way put brush fences around the land and thus fenced off every accessible point to pcr-
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haps several thousand acr€s. I remember on one occasion I sent out a deputy sur-
veyor in the Mendocina County. I sent him somewhere along in October to survey 
three or four townships, He bad not been out very long before a number of stock 
men who had been herding their cattle there, and who bad been there for a long time 
and had fenced in tracts here and tracts there, in a rude way for the purpose of hold-
ing the land as ranchers, came in and complained that these surveyors were in their 
settling stakes, anu subdividing the townships, and that their camp-fires set :fire to their 
grass and they were being injured, and they wanted me to stop the survey. I told 
them that we were not authorized to stop the public surveys; that they were needed 
and that many people wanted to take up the lands; that I could not see any good 
reason for stopping them, &c. They complained that until the rains came they had 
no places to go to, so I suspended the surveys until the November rains came, and let 
them then go seek other places. That showed me that there was a good many people 
on this land who desired to take up large tracts of it, but did not care to pay a very 
high price for it; but at the same time there is danger that classifying these lands as 
pasturage lands and allowing them to be sold at low prices in quantities of 2,500 acres, 
there will be some one who in one way or another will get a good deal of land, and 
that capitalists may secure a good deal of land and a good deal of water that may be 
used for cultivation, by taking up land that may be classified as pasturage lands and 
sold for twenty-five cents per acre. And that is where the government will have to 
exercise some caution; not that the system should be objected to, but that they should 
use great care, so that the lands of one class will not, to a considerable extent, get in-
cluded in another class in that classification. 
Q. What disposition would you make of the timber land ,-A. I suppose the timbe,r 
land must be sold in such tracts as will enable capitalists to put up saw-mills and be 
properly supplied with timber, or there would be danger that the small owners of 
timber would combine against the saw-mill men, and destroy their whole capital. 
The suggestion has been made that the timber-land should be sold in 160-acre tracts. 
I have often thought, in traveling over the timber and watching the manner in which 
it was secured by large mill-owners, why cannot poor men have some of t,his laud; 
why cannot they avail themselves of their pre-emption privilege; avail themselves of 
160 acres of this land as well as the large landholders, the timber-men; why should 
they have the whol~ privilege, and the poor man not have any? At the same time I 
can see the difficulty of regulating these two classes, the mill-owner and the settler 
on the small tracts of land. The same difficulty occurred here some time ago, and ex-
ists at the present time, between the ditch owners and the mining companies. Tbe 
ditch owners were one class of men not owning the land, and the mining owners were 
another class of men wanting the ditch water. The ditch owners began by askiug 
something like forty cents per inch, and afterward they gradually came down to twelve 
and a half cents; the miners always growling and declaring the price was too high, 
and refusing to use the water. Then there was a combination of the settler., against 
the ditch owners, and the case of the strongest came in. Now, that is the same thing 
that would. occur in the timber land unless there was some provision to prevent col-
lision and coml>inations of some sort. Just what the law should be to meet these 
cases I do not know. 
Q. How would you arrange it so as not to have one right interfere with another; for 
instance, so as not to have them acquiring large tracts of pasturage lands destroying the 
right to prospect for minerals, &c. ?-A. There is to be considered in this connection a 
proper guardia,nship of these lands and their occupation for the uses to which they 
can be properly adapted; thus the timber lands for milling:, the past.ura,ge lands for 
pasturing, and the mining lands for mining purposes. There is to be considered the 
difference between our general government and the government of Mexico, and the 
government of any particular State, as regards the regulation of the minr:l'al land 
particularly. 
Mexico has the law of the Spanish Government, and is expected to be always, by her 
mineral system and by the long existence of the traditions of her people, the proper 
guardian over the private interests of her citizens and to distinguish between them ; 
adjust the laws whenever they come in collision, endeavoring always to harmonize 
the many different interests of her people, &c. 
Now, under the Mexican Government, there never could have arisen any controversy 
over the title to the Alamadan mine, and if a controversy should have arisen it never 
would have arisen over getting possession of the mine through pasturage title. 
There are places here where t,he pasturage lands and the mining lands lie together, 
and large tracts of mining land might be taken up as pasturage land. There is a 
great deal in that idea. There are some things in the Mexican law which might be 
very well adopted by our government, while at the same time the spirit of our gov-
ernment has been to keep aloof from meddling with private affairs as much as possi-
ble. 
Q. How would you dispose of the pasturage lands f-A. I would classsify them in 
each locality and sell them in tracts of a certain number of acres, say perhaps a quar-
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ter section, or 1,200 acres, or some multiple of the legal subdivision out and out, 
and have done with it; but if you want to combine that with another system, and 
where the minera.l lands are allow people to prospect all over them for minerals, you 
will have to prepare a system which I do not think it is politic for the government to 
do; that is, a system of holding supervision or guardianship over such of these lands 
as are not yet appropriated. I think the policy of the government is like that of the 
merchant who has been out here for thirty years and who wants to close out his busi-
ness, sell off bis goods and be rid of them. 
Q. There are in the United States very large areas of pasturage lands; say, four-
tenths of the whole area of the United States are valnable only for pasturage purposes. 
Would you allow a man to take up 40 or 80 acres along the water-courses f-A. No, sir; 
I would not. I would locate the water-courses and springs in such a ruannerthat every 
one might have a p c.rt to use, and in that way a spring could be utilized for perhaps 
ten miles around. I should say it would be better to locate the land so that every man 
might reach the water of that spring. If there was a water front I would adopt a 
system of ranches along that water front, having them extend back in a long strip, so 
that each man coald have his measure o:f the water front. That is the way that either 
the United States or the State government must do to deal fairly with the public; 
for the moment you allow this monopoly of land, that moment you have given away 
to an individual some four or five or fifty times the water he ehould have, and thereby 
he utilizes large areas of land that he does not own. There has been a great deal o.f 
that already done here. The location must be made with discrimination, and then 
some governing power put in there with discretion to keep these people from taking 
more than their share of the water. In regard to the guardian powers, the legislative 
power, and the modification of these land laws, it seems to me that eventually, and 
before a great while, a State egislature may be found to be the proper place to inau-
gurate this legislation. 
So far as California is concerned the members of Congress who go from this State 
know very little about the State and its peculiarities. They know very little about 
this constant collision of water rights and the wants of the dry land and the pastur-
age land and of the mineral land, as compared with the agricultural land. They know 
very little of this debris questi~n, and they are not fit to legislate on this subject. 
When Congress legislates for this coast it legislates through a small body of members 
who do not know much about it; while in the State legislature the whole legislature 
is posted on the subject, and therefore it would be better if this matter could be regu-
lated by the State. 
Q. Have you any suggestions to make in regard to the irrigable lands f-A. I think 
the irrigable lands must in some way follow the irrigating streams and be attached to 
them in some manner and by some mode of law which shall give a man who has all 
irrigaule land along a certain artificial water-course the right to always have his meas-
ure of the water that flows there. Just in what way that can be done I do not know. 
Then again, in regard to the control of the irrigable land and the control of the water-
courses, it is advocated sometimes that it should be in some general United States 
system, or the State should control all the irrigable lands in the State. There are cer-
tain points which a general State law may arrange or provide for, just as there are 
certain points which it is the duty of Congress to provide for; for instance, in regard 
to the commerce and the postal system, or something of that kind; but to make one 
law which will apply to every irrigating district in the State is not an easy thing to 
do. I think the general law and the system that was recommended by General Alex-
ander and the commission that sat with him iu regard to the irrigable lands of the San 
Joaquin embodied the correct idea-that so far as possible, under some law, the control 
of a particular stream of water should be placed in charge of a body of men limited 
to the charge of some particular water-shed along its entire course. Take, for instance, 
the water-shed that comes from the Sien-a Nevadas, and that water coulcl be placed 
under one set of commissioners, and they have nothing to do with any other water. 
They must enforce the distribution of this water and see that the land owners got a 
proper share of water, and that the water companies shall receive their proper revenue. 
Q. Are you familiar with these troubles concerning hydraulic mining ?-A. I am not 
very familiar with it, but I have surveyed hydraulic mines and know many of the 
principal owners of the State. I am not sufficiently well acquainted with hydraulic 
mining·to be able to testify in regard to it. 
There bas been a statement made here in regard to the location of quicksilver mines 
anu the disposition of them, and I would like to confirm some portion of that testi-
mony. Quicksilver is not a regular deposit, and should be taken out under the square 
location. In the manner in which it is taken out at present it is not a profitable oper-
ation for the claimant, and he should not be required to testify that it is one vein, &c., 
becau~e quicksilver is not found in veins. It is not found in regular veins or lodes, run-
ning in between regular walls like a :fissure vein, nor is it found in stratified formations 
like coal beds. They are, to some extent lodes, though they are not regular and change 
very capriciously. Sometimes the deposit follows down on what you might call a reg-
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u:lar <lip, but after following it a little way it will turn around and run almost hori-
zontally. On that account it should not be subjected to the law which requires a claim 
to be taken up in the direction of the vein. There has been a great deal of delay in 
the matter of tho Spanish and Mexican grants. Taking the statement of the people in 
general, with their complaints of delay in the case of these claims, you might suppose 
they had some system of settling them in one year, and that if the government would 
only provide men for surveying the land that it would be done a,t once. Surveying is the 
first cure recommended by these people. So far as the government has made prepara-
tions for surveying these ranges at government expense it helps very much, especially 
where the owners have refu.sed or declined to have them surveyed themselves. They 
have an interest in not having them surveyed, because they were hol<ling under their 
grants two or three times as much land as they finally; got when the claim was settied. 
During the interim, having no segregation from the public land, they bad been enabled 
to sell quitclaims to the land within these boundaries that were claimed, although 
they had no title to the laud; and hence it is nob to their interest to have the surveys 
ma<le, and they do not want the government to make them. ·when the government 
forces the survey upon them, that question of grant boundaries comes nearest settle-
ment. Unless there is some dispute, a claim should go through within a year or two. 
The ranches still unreserved m:1y be classified into as many as three classes. Thero is 
that class that merely requires the paying of a small snm of money to the land office 
by the owners in order to entitle them to a patent where there is no contest ; only a 
little delay on the pa,rt of the owner to pay expenses. I do not know to what extent 
this class has been disposed of. 
There is, next, a set of claims which involve contests of bounuaries of disputed own-
ership, contests arising from overlapping with other claims, &c. These, I suppose, to a 
certain extent can be adjudicated by th~ surveyor-general under the present laws, and 
closed up in that way. There are still others which involve such important questions 
of litigation and such conflicting questions-that involve not only questions of bound-
ary and surveys, but likewise legal questions that reach back to the jurisdiction of Con-
gress; the jurisdiction of the Land Office-questions of that kind, which will eventu-
ally have to come before the ordinary courts of justice, and ought to be sent there from 
the surveyor-general's office, to be settled under the rules which have been adopted by 
the court to adjudicate such cases. They ought to be m the ordinary courts of justice, 
where testimony could be taken and where somebody can enforce the attendance of 
witnesses. The surveyor-general has no power to issue subprenas or enforce the attend-
ance of witnesses, yet he is called upon to hear these cases. When I came into this office 
I found there was something like two hundred cases in the office that demanded settle-
ment. I sent out some thirty or forty cases, but to what extent it has been going on 
since then I have not known. I have not followed up in the office here the progress of 
the cases. 
Testimony of W. H. Drum, of Ma1-ysville, Cal. 
W. H. DRUM, residing at Marysville, Cal., testified, October 27, 1879, as follows: 
I have lived here since 1857. I came here in that year. 
Question. Are you familiar with silting that is filling Yuba River bed f-Answer. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Please give us a statement of that filling, in your own way.-A. In 1857 I bought 
a piece of bottom land on the Yuba, and paid a pretty good price, becau1'!e I thought 
it was the Lest land I had ever seen. When I bought there, the banks of the Yuba 
were from 20 to 22 feet high at low-water. The stream was clear, with plenty of 
salmon-fish everywhere. My piece of land was two miles from Bear River, an<l. I hn,d 
· no difficulty with the water. The high water of 1853 barely came out of the river 
channels, over the banks, and filled a few of the smallest sloughs, but it never came 
up to the ridges. "\Ve got no sediment here, as we call it, until 1862. In that year our 
water was very high, and it covered the whole bottom, in some places 6 feet deep; but 
it was comparatively clear in appearance. Yet when it went down we found large 
banks of sand aud much of sediment. The current of the Bea,r River was rapid. After 
the fine stuff bacl passed clown, the deposit left was chiefly sand, and not a gre:1t deal 
of it. The :first flood left very little, but the succeeding ones, afterwards, left more of 
it. This has kept going on, from time to time, as the river grew riley and thick with 
mn<l, dnring the winter1,, until it has now covered the bottoms. I had about 1,030 
acres and it has covered them. It has been doing that now, from time to time, until 
it has reached the height of 25 feet. All my places are level. I y;ras over there a year 
a.go, looking for some wild cattle I hacl in the waste, and I coulcl just trace the lino of 
the telegraph poles. The hmd has filleLl up within a few feet of the top of the tele-
graph poles. I am s:1tisfied that it was not so deep as on the other side. It was only 
from 12 to 20 feet deep a,ll through that body of land. I had about 90 acres that I 
protected TTith levees; the remainder was destroyed eight years ago. In 1875 these 90 
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acres which I protected with levees were destroyed; t.he water :flowed over the lovees 
and filled the ground over 4 o:: 5 feet. It did not destroy t,be levees, but flowed over 
them, thus deslroyiug the remainder of my land. I had a garden, fenced with a strong 
fence and posts. The tops of these posts have been 5 feet under for the past six years. 
They destroyed all my land. My house was 20 feet a-hove the low-water mark in the 
river, and last winter the water was up to the top of and around the house, and left a 
sediment of 8 inches. My buildings all set there still, but they a e useless. It cost 
me $3,500 to put them there, and I had to go awa,y and leave the on that land. I 
raised 94 bushels and 34 pounds of wheat t,o the acre on·that land. That was a sworn 
statement before the agricultural fair. I had raised 103 bushels of barley per acre. I 
raised the first grain that was grown this side of Sacramento. All tllat Janel has been 
destroyed; it is nothing but a swamp now, and you cannot go into it to-dn.y. If I bad 
that land to-day, in good condition, it would be worth $175,000. 
Q. Can ~·ou give the Commission any idea of the extent of the damage to the land 
on the Yuba f-.A.. It has been destroyed; it is stripped three miles wide and twenty-
two miles long. 
Q. To what extent has this sediment invaded the plains land ,-A. The water has 
now got up so that the levees will not prevent it from spreading ovt-r ten miles; that 
is, the snow-water that comes down; and the water is at times~ feet above the high-
land. It is only tho levees that protect it from the land, and when it breaks the levees 
it runs at random over the plains for :five miles. 
Q. Taking a :flood similar to the one of 1862, what would be the el.:tent of the over-
flow and sedimentary deposit at this time 'f-A. If we had the water come down as it 
did in 1862, I think it would sweep these levees by the board, and the water would 
come from the foot-hills at Auburn to the Sacramento River. I do not believe there 
would be nny land that would not be nuder water. The water ran at that time 6 feet 
over the land, and the current there was rapid ; but now it runs slowly and the chan-
nel is entirely obliterated. No man can tell now where the old original channel of the 
river was. The country then was covered with farms; now it is a wilderness of wil-
low trees, through which a man would have difficulty in findiug his way. There was not 
a shrub on the Ja,nd then 3 feet high where it was cultivated, and that was the case with 
all the land around here. There was the Briggs orchard, which was &upposed to be 
worth $300,000. It is not worth anything now. Hundreds of cords of wood were cut 
off it a few years ago. There was no willows on it in 1862. There were a great many 
trees in his orchard, and he made a great deal of money out of it, until the c1e b1·is came, 
when it was destroyed. It is now a wilderness of willows. 
Q. Is that deposit of benefit to the soil as a fertilizer f-A. I have found this deposit 
to be no loss than a poison. I have experimented with it for twelve years, and I have 
not been able to do anything with it. In :five years they must put other levees where 
the levee;; are now, because the debris is rising 2 feet a year. Opposite the mainland 
there are four different channels. In this sandy waste, where nothing will grow, the saud 
is about 26 feet deep, and perhaps 30 feet. 'l'here was formerly only one chanuel where 
there are now four. The debris fills in and the water cuts another channel. In some 
places in cutting new channels buildings are swept away. This riley water will weigh 
11 pounds to the gallon, while clear water only weighs 8 pounds. In the snmmer-time 
it is heavier and thicker. In summer it will weigh 12 pounds to the gallon; th:1t waA 
the difficulty with the levees last year. Their owners calculated for the winter water, 
aud the summer water was too heavy for them to withstand it, and their levees were 
destroyed. I have tested it often in different ways; I have fought the water year 
after year, and it has driven me steadily back, until I have lost . all my land. I have 
put in crop after crop, and the water would steadily destroy them, until I was driven 
away. Many other persons, like myself, have spent many years on their fa.rms and 
have built levees, but when a freshet came they would be destroyed also. 
Q. Are you acquainted with Feather River f-A. I am well acquainted with Feather 
River and have been for twenty years. It has :filled 8 feet. There is not so much 
mining on that river. The greatest damage is done on the Feather, Yuba, Bear, and 
American Rivers. 
Testirnony of ThornaB J. Filcher, Ma1·yBville, Califm·nia. 
MARYSVILLE, CAL., October 28. 
THOMAS J. FILCHER made the following statement: 
I have resided here for twenty years. In the fall of 1860 I purchased a claim where 
the Dry Creek empties into the Feather River. I gave $2,000 for two hundred acres of 
land. It was considered at that time one of the nicest little places in the country. 
There was no title to it, as the land was not surveyed. The:first injury it received was 
in 1861-'62, when the large overflow came, and since that time the injury has been in-
creasing and the value of the land has decreased till now not an acre can be culti-
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vated. It has all been destroyed, not directly by the debris, but by the water backing 
up from Feather River. The water backs up and stays upon it so long that it cannot 
be cultivated. That is about a statement of the condition of my place. Now there 
are other farms in the vicinity which are in the same condition. Mr. Barry adjoins 
me, and he is suffering from the same trouble. All this land was for grain-raising 
purposes, and since that time I got a patent to the homestead, but before I abandoned 
it I changed the J.wmestead for the piece of land on which I now reside. It is on 
higher ground. ID consequence of this change I was compelled to tear down my 
barns aud outbuildings and rebuild my house. That was all in consequence of the 
overflow. 
Question. What is the area of the overflow by the backing up of Fall Rinr f-
Answer. It is very large. I should think it amounted to perhaps a thousand acres; 
that i8 a,bove my place one mile, where it spreads out. There is one circumstance that 
I would like to make known concerning this. I have had an opportunity to know the 
facts about it ; it bas been stated to this Commission. I see from reading the testi-
mony that a great deal of the debris that has accumulated fo the 1ivers is washed from 
the agricultural ground, and that but a small proportion of the debris comes from the 
mines. I am so placed that I get an opportunity to test that matter. Ury Creek 
branches off up toward the foot-hills. On this branch there is no mine, so that what-
ever earth comes down from that branch would be from th~ agricult ural land. There 
is no Mbris from this branch. In winter there is a great deal of water that comes 
from the branch, but there is never any debris. This branch and Feather River meet, 
so that the water stands still. If there waf, any solution there it would be desposited, 
but there is no sediment on my land. That is positive evidence that there is no earthy 
matter brought into the river from the wash from agricultural land. If there was it 
would settle 011 my land, but it never settles there. Sometimes there will be a little 
scum, which shows that it is in consequence of the water from Feather River mixing 
with the other water where they meet. My laud is injured by the water standing on it so 
long, but it is not injured by the debris. It will remain there all the year sometimes, and 
sometimes from six to ten months. Mr. Robinson makes a statement I saw that there is 
about twelve million cubic yards washed from the mountains, and 95 per cent. remains 
in the canons; but it appears to me that if that was reversed it would be a more ac-
curai e statement. Ninety-five per cent. of twelve million cubic yards would soon fill 
up the canons, and I think the estimate should be reversed. There is adjoining me 
large bodies of land that is in the same situation as mine. It is all cultivated land 
of the best quality that is destroyed in this manner. The owners have all spent large 
sums of money for leveeing. A neighbor of mine has just lost $12,000 by the breaking 
of the levee. This water did not destroy bis land by depositing sediment, but by the 
backing up of the water and the overflowing of it. 
Q. When did hydraulic mining commence f-A. I am not well enough acquainted 
with it to say, but the :first years I ever received any injury was in 1861-'62. 
Testimony of Daniel Fraser, of Wheatland, Cal 
DANIEL FRASER, of Wheatland, Cal., testified at Marysville, Cal., October Zi, 1879, 
as follows: 
I came to California in May, 1852. I have been farming since 1853. I was one year 
in the mines. Where I live now I have farmed ever since 1853. I have cultivated 
from 200 to 600 acres of land every year, more or less. It would average 300 acres. I 
live on a tributary of Bear River. Formerly it was a part of Bear River, and at high 
water the two streams mingled. That was in 1853. I bought my land from Henry E. 
Robinson and A. W. Von Schmidt. When I bought the lanrl from Mr. Robinson in 
1856 I bought 160 acres. I was on the land before I bought it from him. When I 
bought that land he offered me 600 acres of high land at the same price that I paid 
for the 160 acres, and I would not accept it. I would not have had it then as a gift. 
The reason why I bought this low land was because it was bottom land. I did not 
want the plains land, which we call red land. I have fa1·med that land, and I find 
that the banks of the stream are a little higher than the laud, which gradually slopes 
back from the line of the stream. I have lived on that andfarmediteversince. They 
have been mining since 1852. The .first thing I saw when I came into the country was 
the mjnes. They had been washing with long toms-that is, the short sluices-and 
they washed I could not exactly say how much. There must have been 160 acres of 
land washed, all tohl. It will wash on an average 18 inches in depth, and the tailings 
run into the stream or creek that I live on. Every winter that has been tbe case. 
When they could get the water the depth of the washing has been 18 inches. The 
tailings all went into Dry Creek, and it has never filled the creek one inch. This wash-
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ing is on surface ground, near Dry Creek. Sluice mining never fills up streams. I 
crossed Bear River in May, 1852, at Johnson's crossing. The stream was clear water. 
We had to get out at the time and walk up the banks of the strearu. Coming up out 
of the bed of the river to the banks, I should say they were 12 or 15 feet in height 
from the bed of the river where we came out. The bottom of the river was gravel. 
I was at Camp Far West, at the mouth of Bear River, near where it comes from the 
mountains, in 1852. I did not go back again until 1858, and it was still the same there, 
not filling up at all. I saw, however, that the water was a little riley, but the rocks 
were still the same on the Bear River. I did not get there again until ten years after-
wards-1867-'68. The bank that formerly was 20 feet high was covered up, and I did 
not know the place. I asked a man where a certain house was. He replied, "There 
it is." There were willow trees on the place where the house bad been. I was there 
again last year, and where Camp Far West had stood the ground was tilled up 30 feet. 
The camp is there no longer. 
Question. To what extent has farming been destroyed on Bear Rived-Answer. I 
should think tbat from fifteen to eighteen thommncl acres has been destroyed. 
Q. How much on the Yuba River?-A. I cannot state. Not more than that on Yuba 
Riyer; and it is wider on the bottom. 
Q. Are you acquaiuted with Feather River ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. What is your judgment as to the value of slicking as a fertilized-A. It is very 
poor. I have seen Jand on Bear River, upon which the flood came in 1862, which was 
the best laud I ever saw. But since the flood of 1862 it has never raised two stalks 
of corn. 
Q. If the land is covered the dept4 of the plow by these slickings is it productive 
at all ?-A. No, sir. I had it on my place in 1862, and I have got that land into culti-
vation by plowing deeply and manuring it. For the first six or seven years it never 
raised a single thing, but by plowing it 18 inches deep and manuring it, it now raises 
a crop. 
Q. Can you indicate the condition and character of the land which is now threat-
ened with destruction from this cause ?-A. The bottom land bas been entirely de-
stroyed, and it has now commenced to cover up the plains land. 
Q. If you had such a flood as you bad in 1862, to what extent would it come over 
this valley, in your judgment ?-A. It would come over this valley of the Bear River 
and run ten miles over where it is at the present time, toward the Sacramento. It 
woulu run at random all over the valley. I was here in 1852 at the high water, and 
in 1653. 
Q. When a flood of that kind spreads over the land and leaves an incrustation or 
sediment, what is the character of that sediment Y Is it hard or sandy V-A. It is 
sandy; it is a kind of white crust. I do not know what it is, but it comes on the top 
of the soil. 
Q. Is it a hard crust V-A. No, sir; it cracks open; and that is what they call slick-
ings. I have been acquainted with the land along the course of the river when it was 
the finest land I ever saw, and when it raised two crops a year-a crop of grain and a 
crop of corn ; and I have seen better vegetables raised on Bear River in 1854 than I 
have ever seen since. 
Q. The farm-lands on Bear and Feather Rivers have been pretty much all destroyed, 
have they ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The character of the land now threatened is the higher plains land, is it; and 
that represents the entire valley ,-A. Yes, sir. Formerly, where my house stands, we 
put a spirit-level to the bottom of the levee, and the line just struck the sill of my 
house. To-day it strikes the top of the levee and the eaves of my house. The water 
to-day would break over my house if there was a flood. The bed of the river is 
pretty well up to my windows now. In 1852 I went to Bear River to see the stage 
of the water. It was pretty high. It had run over the banks, and these sloughs 
drained off the extra w~ter, and it went down, and left no sediment; but now the 
sloughs through which the water used to run and the little feeders from the hills are 
all filled np with sediment; and willow-trees alone grow there, with a few cotton-
woods. As to the land along the Yuba and Feather Rivers, I know something about 
them; and the land down the Feather River, toward the mouth of the Bear River, is fill-
ing also. There used to be, in 1852, as fine ranches as I ever s~w at the mouth of Bear 
River; and to-day it is a barren waste. There was a thousand acres of fine land there 
then, and the destruction has all been caused by hydraulics. The surface of the earth 
that was washed from the foot-hills was from eight to fifteen inches deep, and went 
ri~ht into that creek. When the water came up and overflowed the land it did not 
injure it a bit. The debris from the sluice-minings seems to be of a material different 
from that of hydraulic mining. 
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Lette11· of Robert Gardner, of Oakland, California. 
OAKLAND, CAL., Dece11nber 1, 1879. 
To the honorable Comrnissioners of the Public Land Commission, appointed under act of Con-
gress approved March 3, 1879: 
GE~TLE:\IEN: In pursuance of an invitation from Hon. A. T. Britton, a member of 
your commission, to express my views upon the laws regulating the sale, settlement, 
survey, clatisification, and irrigation of the public lands in the State of California, I 
submit the following statement relating thereto. The opinions and suggestions em-
bodied herein have been formed from a residence in this State of twenty-two years, 
and from an active interest in and contact with the public land service of the United 
States and the State of California for a period of over seven years, both as register of 
the Hnmboldt land office in California and as State surveyor-general. 
From careful estimates, the surveyed and unsurveyed area of the State of California 
consists approximately of 100,500,000 acres. Of this amount probably 12,500,000 acres 
are embraced within mining claims, private or Mexican grants, mission church prop-
erty, Pueblo lands, Indian and military reservations, lakes, bays, navigable rivers, 
swamp, overflowed, and tide lands, leaving about 88,000,000 acres of public lands to 
be disposed of by the United States. Of this 88,000,000, about 50,000,000 acres have 
been surveyed. The great and productive valleys of this State, the grazing and tim 
ber lauds have nearly all been surveyeu, as well as several million acres of the dry and 
arid plains situated in the counties of Keru, Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and San 
Diego. But a very small portion of the residue of the unsurveyed area of California, 
something over 38,000,000 acres, can be utilized by the settler, or by those persons 
seeking homes on the public domain. For the most part the unsurveyed area, of the 
State of California consists of the four following divisions, viz: 
1st. Those bleak and barren portions of the Sierra Nevada and Coast Range of 
Mountains entirely destitute of vegetation and timber. 
2d. The <lesert and arid lands in the southeastern part of the State. 
3d. An occasional small mountain valley. 
4th. '.fhe grazing districts of the foot-hills, not heretofore surveyed, which includes 
some oak and pine timber lands. 
The selling of the grazing lands of this State to purchasers in large tracts has been 
a theme of fruitful discussion. My experience leads me to believe that all the grazing 
lands in California of any value will be purchased by actual settlers as the State in-
creases her population. A number of years ago, while register of the United States 
land office for the Humboldt land district in this State, I was informed by stock men 
holding large tracts of grazing lanc.1 unsurveyeu in what is known as the Bald Hill 
district, lying in the counties of Humboldt and Mendocino, that "if these lands were 
surveyed only forty-acre tracts would be purchased, or those subdivisions possessing 
living springs." On my application to the United States surveyor-general for Cali-
fornia these lands were surveyed by the United States during tbe years 1872-'n-'74-'75. 
The records of the Humboldt and San Francisco land offices will show that thousands 
of actual settlers have taken a<lvantage of this opportunity and settled upon these 
lands. In fact, as far as those lands have already been surveyed they have been 
utilized by actual settlers for stock raising, orchards, and vineyards. I believe it to 
be opposed to our theory of government to allow an individual to acquire and control 
large tracts of land (not desert), and that the people will be greatly benefited by the 
diF.tribution of these lands through the hands of many small owners; and that the 
country will gain more by such widespread industry than it can from the sums that 
may be realized from the sale of these lands to parties not residing on the lands in 
question. The great need of this State at the present time is an increase of the num-
ber of small landholders. 
No more" scrip" of any kind should be allowed to be located on the public lands. 
Most all the "sorip" heretofore issued has been conceived in fraud, and located under 
the rules and regulations of the Land Department without authority of law. It seems 
to have been the policy of the Land Department at Washington to so incnmber the 
homestead and pre-emption settler with useless rules and regulations, also local land-
office fees, that the lau<l. which the settler has in contemplation must possess an in-
trinsic value of from $3 to $5 per acre in order to cover the first cost and various ex-
penses. At the same time extraordinary facilities were allowed the holders of land 
scrip to make their wholesale purchases of the public domain. 
Several million acres of surveyed land situated on the western slope of the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains are practically reserved from sale and settlement by the action of 
the department at Washington in suspending the maps of the same, and declaring 
them to be mineral lands. These foot-hill lands are valuable for grazing, orchard, and 
vineyard purposes. This mineral suspension should be removed except where shown 
to be mineral on the maps by the survey of the United States deputy surveyor; and 
the settler not compelled in order to obtain possession to incur the expense of produc-
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ing testimony in order to show that the land in question is not mineral. When a patent 
is jssut:d to a pre-emption or homestead claimant on the public domain it should be 
without any reservation of mineral that may hereafter be found upon the laud. With-
out an absolute title the claimant possesses no security for making permanent improve-
ments upon the land. 
SURVEYING THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
As to the method of the survey of the "public lands" in California, I would advise 
that the rectangular system of surveying adopted by the United States in subdividing 
the public lands in its present state of perfection be adhered to. This method is the 
best and simplest that could be devised. The existing system is the result of many 
years' trial and experience. The contract system is the best, if faithfully executed, but 
has been shamefully abused in this State It is an undisputed fact that several million 
acres of land already surveyed in California can never be sold either to actual settlers 
or· speculators, as these lauds are entirely destitnt~ of vegetation and not susceptible 
of irrigation. They possess no value for any purpose whatever. The object of their 
survey has been simply to exhaust the yearly appropriations made by Congress for the 
survey of the public lands in California. Lands are being surveyed in this State re-
~ardless of their character and adaptability for sale and settlement. This is not the 
fault of the law, but of those in authority under whose jurisdiction these matters belong. 
The United States laws and the Surveying Manual specifically declare in what manner 
and what class of lands should be surveyed. It requires.no topographical or geological 
survey of this State to determine the class of lands that are subject to survey. The 
appropriation act authorizing the expenditure of money for the survey of tbe public 
lands in the State of California specifically declares what classes of land should be 
surveyed, viz: 
1st. Those adapted to agriculture without artificial jrrigation. 
2d. Irrigable lands, or such as can be redeemed, and for which there is sufficient 
accessible water for the reclamation and cultivation of the same not otherwise utilized 
or claimed. 
3d. Timber lands, bearing timber of commercial value. 
4th. Coal lands, containing coal of commercial value. 
5th. Exterior boundaries of town-sites. 
The survey of mining claims is provided for under the specialrdeposit system. It 
will be seen that Congress in its wisdom provides for the survey of all lands in this 
State that can be of any benefit or practical use to its people, and endeavors to protect 
the national Treasury against the wasteful expenditure of the public moneys in the 
survey of bleak and barren mountains and desert wastes. I respectfully invite the 
attention of your honorable commission to the manner qf the survey of public lands 
in California1 and the evasion and abuse of the laws relating to the same. 
I would suggest that all the timber and grazing lands which remain to be surveyed 
should continue to be sectionized as heretofore and platted the same as agricultural 
lands. The same laws now apply, and should apply, to their sale and settlement. 
The present system of surveying mining claims by authority of the United States 
surveyor-general should be continued, as this method is in an advanced state of 
perfection. 
I would guard the rights of prospectors and miners seeking mineral deposits upon 
the public domain. They precede the agriculturist, the stock raiser, and the fruit 
grower. They have been and continue to remain the advance guard in the settlement 
of this State. They are entitled to liberal laws and an impartial rendering of the 
same. The miner, as well as the agriculturist, should be allowed the privilege of 
using all the timber necessary for actual development from unsurveyed land without 
restriction. 
MINING AND MINING LAWS. 
The mining laws for the government of quartz mining should be amended in this: 
that the miner shoulcl have the right to follow the ledge or vein, with all its spurs, 
dips, angles, and variations, to any distance, without regard to surface ground. With-
out this right the miner has no security for deep mining, and may expend a fortune 
in finding the true course of the vein only to discover that bis own location embraces 
but a small portion of the lode, and the adjoining claim, upon which not one dollar 
may have been expended, will receive the entire benefit of his discovery and invest-
ment of his time and money. The old miners law was enacted on this theory, and is 
rigllt and just; and the spirit of our government in dealing with mining claims should 
lle more in harmony with the old mining laws, which gave the locator his ledge and 
the right to follow it do-wn at any angle the vein might take and wherever it might 
lead. A recognition of this right by the government would relieve discoverers of true 
fissure veins of costly litigation arising in cases where a portion of the vein or lode 
passes beyond and lies without the exterior lines of the surface ground. Square loca-
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tions of mining claims cannot be adopted where therA is a true fissure vein, with its 
dips, spurs, and angles, but may be seriously considered in those mining districts where 
the limestone formation prevails, and where the deposits of ore arn found in large and 
small bodies, and 1vhere there is an absence of a true fissure 1:ein. All controversies over 
minii,g titles should be settled by the land department, which consists of the Secretary of 
the Interior and the Commissioner of the General Land Office, and the contests should 
be governed by the same rules and regulations that determine the settlement of other 
contests before that department, without the interference of loca.l State courts. A 
vast amount of litigation has been occasioned where the imperfect records of old 
mining districts, for which no titles have ever been issued, and long since abandoned, 
would l.,e brought to light as against subsequent locations made many years after, and 
where large sums had been expended in developing these subsequent claims. In view 
of this fact I believe it to be in the interest of those making mining a business -that 
all local minin~ laws should be abolished, and subsequent locations should conform to 
uniform Unite<.l States statute laws aud be governed by tho rules and regulations 
issued in conformity therewith by the authority of the Land Department. There 
shoulu be a limit of time in which the locator or mi.ne owner should be allowed to ap-
ply for and perfect their titles to their claims. 'fhis limitation of time should not 
extend over two ;years a.fter the notice of discovery has been posted on the claim. To 
a certain extent the same l::iws should govern this limitation of time as are now ap-
plied to pre-emption aud homestead claimants. It is for the interest of both the gov-
ernment and the State of California that titles to mining claims should issue as ra.pidly 
as posbible to all bona-fide claimants. As the mining interests of the United States are 
so extensive, and in many States so important, it is very probable that in the near 
future a "mining department" will have to be created in order to render justice to 
this valuable and rapidly increasing branch of our domestic revenue. The facilit.ies 
afforded by the Land Department at the present time for the settlement and disposal 
of controversies arising from mining litigations are totally inadequate for a proper 
and comprehensive adjudication of the same. "The means to the end" would be the 
appointment by the Prnsident of a "commissioner of mining," whose official actions 
should be subject only to appeal to the Secretary of the Interior. 
TIMBER LANDS. 
Timber on surveyed land should be sold to the people in tracts of not more than one 
hundred and sixty (160) acres to each purchaser at not less than two dollars and fifty 
cents ($2.50) per acre. The laws providing for the sale of these lands should be liberal 
in their operation, and should not require settlement. The enactment of such a law 
would be the means of converting rapidly all the valuable timber lands surveyed, or 
to be hereafter surveyed, into private ownership. The passage of such a law is ab-
solutely necessary in order to protect the unsold timber lands from waste and destruc-
tion. 'fhe timber lands are one of the important sources of our natural wealth, and 
should be protected for the benefit of future generations. 
IRRIGATION. 
The majority of immigrants coming to California are farmers in quest .of public 
lands available for agricultural pnrposes. The tendency of this immigration, until 
within the last three years, has been toward the southern portion of the State, com-
prising the counties of Fresno, Tulare, San Bernardino, Kern, Los Angeles, and San 
Diego. 'l'he average rainfall in these counties is less than in the more northern por-
tions of the State. The greater part of the bottom lands, naturally irrigated by overflow 
and percolation from the rivers, was either taken by Spanish grants, or has been secured 
by settlers under the various laws for that purpose. 'fhe remaining lands of the val-
leys of the sonthern portion of the State are equally fertile in character, but unavail-
able for profitable agriculture without irrigation. Under the laws of California, 
enacted at an early date, when minil\g was the prominent industry of the State, water 
rights were allowed to be acquired, and the water diverted from the natural bed of 
the streams. This claim and appropriation of water has been recognized as a legal 
right without regard. to the riparian rights of the occupants of the land living below 
the point from which the water was diverted. The result; of this' system is that all 
the available waters of this State are covered by some kind of claim possessing more 
or less legality. Should our present system continue, ancl these claims to water be 
further recognized, in a few years a system will grow up different in form, but practically 
in effect ~imilar to that which prevails in countries possessing laws of primogeniture 
and entail. Vast tracts of our lands are worthless without water. The settler may 
own the lands, bqt if the water and the price of its use lies within the control of 
another man who may at will withhold it from him or levy a price upon its uso suici-
dal in its effect upon the profits arising from the cultivation of bis land, he will 
occupy a position similar to that of a tenant at will, who turns over his whole produce 
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to his landlord, after deducting the amount consumed in producing it. This condition 
of things is sure to exist in the near future, unless remedied by prompt action on the 
part of the legislature of this State. Land and water should be inseparable where the 
land in question is susceptible of irrigation. I am well aware that this problem of 
irrigation is one of great complications, involving, as it does rights already acquired, 
the disturbing of values already created, and the adjustment of rights that have not 
yet accrued. I would therefore suggest that, as far as I have given the subject 
thought, it would seem that the btitter plan would be for the legislature to appoint a 
competent commission to make an examination of all the streams of water available 
for purposes of irrigation in the valleys, to create irrigation districts as extensive 
and as numerous as each stream will irrigate, and with power to obtain water rights 
already acquired on these streams by purchase or 'condemnation. I believe some plan 
which involves these principles, if enacted into a law, will avert the evils which seem 
to threaten the farmers of California in connection with this subject. 
DESERT .AND ARID LANDS OF CALIFORNIA. 
As before remarked, there are millions of acres of desert and arid land in Southern 
California. The ancient records of this State show that ever since the settlement of 
the country by the Spaniards the rainfall has been very light and seasons of extreme 
drought have been frequent. Wherever the old missions were established in that 
section of this State it is shown that ditches and extensive canals had been dug for 
the purpose of irrigating the lands upon which they depended for their support. 
Though many of these canals have long since been abandoned they can be traced over 
many portions of Southern California. There is no question as to the fertility of these 
arid and desert lands if properly irrigated, and where so irrigated will yield abun-
dant harvests. The question of irrigat.ing the above-mentioned lands is one of great 
importance to the interests of this people, and one which is attracting great interest 
among men of capital and intelligence. Every effort put forth to increase the area of 
agricultural land by the irrigation of these desert lands in this State should receive 
the hearty support of the State and national legislature. Every man who directs his 
attention and money to the praiseworthy object of reclaiming these lands is entitled 
to the just term of public benefactor. This reclamation of desert lands by means of 
irrigation can be only accomplished, as a general rule, through the agency of organized 
bodies of men, possessing large capital. It should be the policy of our government to 
grant title to the lands in question to those persons who will provide for a complete 
irrigation of the same. This class of lands possess no value at present, and never will 
possess any while they continue to remain in their present condition. I would have 
the government determine by geographical survey of our State just what portion is 
desert land, and for which there is sufficient accessible water for the reclamation and 
cultivation of the same. Congress passed a law March 3, 1877, relating to desert lands 
in California and other States, providing for their sale and reclamation. This law was 
imperfect in many respects, but was all that could be expected, as the nature of the 
country to which it applied was not fully understood by our national legislators. 
Under this law numerous irrigation canals have been constructed in the Tulare and 
Kern Valleys, and large tracts of land have been completely irrigated, and a large ex-
tent of country has been thrown open to cultivation which heretofore was a desert 
waste. In some cases these lands have been reclaimed by farmers, who organized and 
expended large sums of money to conduct the water from the streams to their lands ; 
while in some cases capitalists have undertaken the reclamation of these lands by 
irrigation, with successful results, after the expenditure of immense sums of money. 
1 would suggest that a law should be passed providing that individuals should be 
allowed to take up these lands in large tracts at the nominal rate of 25 cents per acre, 
on proof of complete reclamation by means of the irrigation of the same. Tbey can-
not be profitably reclaimed in small tracts of 640 acres. .That section of the law of 
March 3, 1877, restricting the sale of desert lands in tracts of 640 acres shoulll be 
amended. This restriction has delayed materially the reclamation of these lands and 
been the means of preventing capitalists from investing their money to a greater ex-
tent. An individual who will make one blade of grass grow where none has ever 
grown before is a public benefactor, and the government shoultl donate to him for a,, 
small compensation all the desert and arid land that he will successfully reclaim by 
the irrigation of the same. I would have the proper safeguards thrown around this 
law, and would make it impossible for the speculator to purchase an acre of this class 
of land until he had filed indisputable evidence with the proper officers that be had 
fully and completely reclaimed the same by irrigation as shown by growing crops. 
In this way the water is rightfully used, and the desert is made to produce crops where 
no green thing had ever grown before. Legislation by Congress providing for a speedy 
settlement of this question of water rights and desert lands would be of great benefit 
to the people of this State. 
With these few brief and general remarks and suggestions upon the sale, settlement, 
• 
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survey, classification, and irrigation of the public lands in the State of California, I 
have the honor, gentlemen of the Commission, to remain, 
Yours, very respectfully, 
ROBERT GARDNER. 
Testimony of Hon. Williarn JJI. Gwynn, of San .Francisco, Cal. 
Hon. WILLIAl\I l\I. GWYNN, of Sau Francisco, testified, October 9, as follows: 
Question. What is the best way of utilizing the timber Jands?-Answer. As regards 
the timber lands of this State, they are of course important, not only to the State, but 
to the whole country, and for thirty years they have been constantly destroyed, for 
want of proper attention on the part of the government; and if there is not some 
additional legislation on the subject they will ultimately be all destroyed. My judg-
ment is that the government ought to have supervisors or foresters to protect these 
lands from depredations. Each one should have a range or district which should be 
well known, and their authority should be well recognized. If they are interfered 
with it should be understood that the law was being violated by such interference. 
These timber lands have at all times been very troublesome. When I was a planter 
in Louisiana, we used to have our levees threatened by timber men who used to raft 
their logs down the river. There are the same kinds of depredations here; the waste 
is absolutely enormous, though I do not know so much about it as I did years ago. 
For twelve years I was canvassing the State among the mountains and have seen the 
most horrible destruction of timber that could be witnessed almost anywhere in the 
world-great trees cut off and the butts used and the balance left on the ground. We 
have timber enough here to last until Gabriel blows his horn if it is taken care of; 
but it has not been taken care of since I have been in the State. I would have these 
foresters sell the timber by stumpage and have the title to the lands remain in the 
hands of the government. Every tree that should be sold should be sold wr some 
useful purpose. If the government will not protect the timber, they ought to sell the 
la.nd. They ought to sell it in a way that will enable people to buy it for proper pur-
poses, and not for speculation. My son has a very large mining property where he has 
to use a great deal of timber, and l.ie is now rafting it down the Columbia River. Last 
year he pre-empted some land there, and he took it up under the school section. He 
secured this land up in tho mountains in order to raft the lumber down to his mines. 
It is becoming such an important question to the miners that wherever they can't 
secure a portion of this timber laud that they can look to in the future for mining pur-
poses, they will, I think, be reduced to the necessity of stopping their mills. This I 
know of my own knowledge. The destruction of the timber is due far more to wan-
ton carelessness and waste than to utilization. The timber is being taken off in such 
a way as to leave a large part that is not utilized. I do not think the virgin forest 
is injured much by fires. It is the trees that fall and decay that are easily ignited. 
The hunters and stockmen are careless and let the fires get in. If the timber was cut 
off, the Janel could be used for pastoral purposes. Where you strike the snow-belt, high 
up in the mountains, the land remaius in the hands of the government; below the 
snow-belt it should be sold, and I think the land ought to belong to the State, because 
the State can utilize it better than the government. No one person should be allowed 
to take more than one-half section of timber land. We ought to guard against tak-
ing the land in large quantities. I would make the mill-owners buy the timber from 
the land-owners and I would not allow them to monopolize the land and the timber. 
It would be better for the mill people to buy the logs outright than to sell them the 
land. That is a matter of experience. My son would rather buy the logs than cut 
them for himself. He can buy them for a great deal less. 
Q. ·what system would you suggest for getting irrigable lands and getting them 
covered by actual settlers '?-A. I <lo not think it is possible for_ the government to get 
any advantage from the irrigable lands, for such lands cannot be made available for 
crops unless they are irri~ated, which is so expensive that people can't afford to pay 
much for the fantl. There are large quantities of irrigable land in this State which 
could be irrigated, a,nd there is plenty of water for that purpose if it could be secured. 
They are now entirely worthless, but with irrigation they will be among tho most pro-
ductive lands in the State. I do not think a system of irrigation can ever be estab-
lished here that will be effective, unless it is clone by the United States or by the 
State nuder a national or State system. The United States cannot directly do it, be-
cause that would make a precedent for other improvements in the State. It can be 
accomplished by the Stnite, but, under the present circumstances, I do not think there 
is very much prospect of ever utilizing these lands by a public system of irrigation. 
Private individuals can't do it, and it will have to be done by driblets. 
Q. What would you do with the pasturage lands ?-A. When I was in Congress, 
many years ago, we had that question up. There had been lands opened to pre-erup-
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tion at $1.25 per acre for years, and nobody would buy them, because they were not 
worth it, and we introduced and passed a law grading the price of these lands, grad-
ing them down to a nominal :figure, and they were all purchased, and now some of 
these lands are worth from ten to twenty dollars per acre in the State of Mississippi, 
and it is looked upon there now as a great monopoly; but this system of granting 
lands to railroads I have always fought for, because it brings in the railroads. These 
lands must be graded in price to make them utilized by the people. I would limit 
the quantity of land a man could purchase. You can't raise stock unless you ha.Ye 
la.rge quantities of land. One section is worth nothing for pasturage purpose. 
Q. What would you do with the irrigable land f-A. The present pre-emption and 
homestead laws should prevail in rega,rd to irrigable lands, because they ca.n be titil-
izecl for agricultural purposes, but land fit only for grazing purposes I would sell in 
large tracts, in which latter class I would not include any land that can be redeemed 
by possible irrigation. I think the settler ough-t to be allowed to take up large tr:1cts 
of this pasturage land, and occupancy of it should operate in the same way as improve-
ments on agricultural land. I would leave the disposition of this land a matter of 
private enterprise, Lecause, whereas one man would have to have a certain amount of 
this land, another man would require a much larger amount. There is a very objec-
tionable uncertainty about the ownership of the school sections. The supreme court 
of California has decided that the act of Congress gave the school sections to the State, 
and the government of the United States has never tested that decision, and it stands 
on record now that these lands belong to the State; but it will remain an unsettled 
question until the government of the United States tests that decision or acquiesces 
in it. I drew the law (I was in Congress then) under which this privilege was given. 
Literally, it is the reading of the law that these lands belong to the State. The exec-
utive branch of the government takes the other ground. It ought to go to the Supreme 
Court of the United States and have it decided. We have made application for these 
lands as timber lands, but do not know whether we have the right to cut the timber 
off them or not. 
Q. Do you think that the water should become a property severed from the land, or 
should the rjght to the use of the water inure in the land where it was first utilized?-
A. I would not like to give an opinion on that question. One man's opinion does not 
have any effect. Under the constitution which has been adopted we have appropri-
ated the water rights to the State, and whatever a man's opinion may be, we have to 
accede to that. I will say, however, that I have my doubts whether or not it will 
be best to give the owner of the land the control of the water. I think it would 
stop enterprises of the greatest possible consequence. I do not think any system of 
irrigation can be made thoroughly effective in those portions of the State where the 
lands are unreliable to make crops without irrigation, unless it is done by the United 
States or the State. It requires to be done on a large scale, and needs a great amount 
of capital; and I do not think private capital can be so centered as to make a system 
of irrign.tion, therefore it has to be done by driblets. 
Testimony of Arpad Haraszthy, San Fmncisco, Cal. 
ARPAD HARASZTHY, president of the Vineculture ·Association of the State of Cali-
fornia, testified at San Francisco, October 13, 1879, as follows: 
I wish to speak in relation to the vine-culture in California. I can state, approxi-
mately, the entire quantity of land in the State, and how much there is that is good 
for vine-culture. The best lands for vine-culture are not yet taken up. They are too 
poor for anything else, and they have been neglect.eel heretofore for that reason. The 
chaparral la.nd in the foot-bills are the best for vine-culture. Such lands as those I 
have mentioned are not good for pasturage, and are entirely unfit for the raising of 
cereals of any kind, because crops will not grow upon it. These lands are so poor 
usna.lly and so very steep that you cannot use farming machinery ; you can barely 
use a plow. They usually lie at a low altitude; you will find tllem on the coast not 
higher than 500 or 600 feet above the sea, and when you go into the interior you ·will 
find them from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the level of the sea. These lands are com-
11oscd of red earth, mixed with clay and gravel. They are the best lands for vines. 
'fhcy are called red lands, and they must have a great deal of gravel and iron mixed 
with it. It does not require that this soil should be very deep. Two or three feet of 
soil b a very good depth. '\Ve have some land like that in Sonoma, which is about 
800 or 1>000 feet above the level of the sea. 
You only foul bunch grass here and there, prolJably not more than a hunclred 
bunches of grass to the acre. ]t is only fit for growing rabbits. There are millions of 
acres of that lan<l that will do to raise vines npon, and it will be the richest land we 
have for tllat purpose. Then the Mojave Desert (from what I have seen of the cli-
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mate) will grow grapes. They tell me there is an enormous rainfall there sometimes. 
It requires very little moisture for grapes, not more than 7 or 8 inches during the 
year. 
The vines will thrive better in a dry year and even two dry years than they will in 
one wet year, and bear grapes very abundantly. The vine takes as much nourish-
ment from the moisture as from the soil ; of course it impairs its growing qualities 
and its productive qualities. A moist climate will produce more grapes to the acre 
than a dry climate, but even the minimum of production is a paying one in this State. 
These lands are all dry, and they have produced grapes in great profusion. They are 
larger and have a richer flavor than those growing immediately under a hill, and the 
crops ripen all the year. In my judgment the land in the northern portions of the 
State would not be better adapted to grape-growing than in the southern. The foot-
hills at a high altitude in the northerly part would make the light wines, and the 
grapes in the southern part of the State will make the heavy wines and raisins. 
Question. What is the highest altit.ude at which you can grow grapes ?-Answer. I 
have known grapes to grow well at an altitude of 7,000 feet. I think it is best between 
1,800 and 2,000 feet. I have seen grapes growing at that altitude-i. e. 7,000feet-
which made very excellent wine, and from that down to 30 feet above the level of the 
sea, pmctically at the sea level. A great many vineya,rds in Sonoma and Napo Counties, 
down in San Jose, will grow at a less elevation than about 100 feet above the level of 
the sea. Sacramento County is about 120 feet above the level of the sea, and the vines 
grow there luxuriantly. Of course there is a distinction in the quality of the vines; 
the higher they are the finer they are, even up to the altitude I have named. I cannot 
answer for anything above that. 
Q. What proportion of the State will bear these vines ?-A. It has been variously 
estimated, but there is about 40,000,000 acres of vine land in this State. More than 
two-thirds of it is this kind of land that I have spoken of, and I think there is more 
poor vine land in the northern part o.f 1he State than in the southern; that is, above 
the lines of Monterey. I believe that more of the lands of which I have spoken is 
above than below that point. There is probably no portion where the grapes will not 
grow, except it is on the western slope of the Sierra Nevadas, because fogs and frosts 
come in on the western slope of the Sierra Nevadas, where they are any distance from 
the coast, say twenty miles; they will grow from there clear to the interior, and they 
will thrive with three inches of rain one year if they have more rain the next year. 
I was engaged in vine culture some years ago and had one of the largest vineyards 
in the State. I got my education in France. I was secretary for n, commission which 
was sent out to Europe to get grapevines, and I passed through the grapevine regions 
of Europe. In my O})inion, so far as my experience bas shown me, our production, on 
an average, is about double per acrea,ge that of France, and I think we have got fully 
as much, if not more, ground that is adapted to grape culture than France has. I 
think we can make from two to three times as much wine as France can, if we plant 
the same acreage. We are producing very little wine here. I do not think our pro-
duction is over 7,000,000 of ga11ons, and we have a capacity for producing over 
10,000,000 of gallons. We would be able to produce after three years' time 30,000,000 
of gallons of wine annually. We have crops enough to make 20,000,000 of gallons 
annually. The annual production in France is 1,500,000,000 gallons. If you will put 
an average on that production and compare it with our production, in proportion to 
the acreage you will find our production far ahead of theirs. 
Nine-tenths of all the wine made in France will not stand shipment, and will not 
keep over one year; it is generally drank in the immediate vicinity of where it is 
made; whereas I have failed to see, in the la~t sixteen years that I have given atten-
tion to the subject, one gallon of California wine that would Dot keep and stand ship-
ment to any portion of the world and be improved by that shipment. Our wines keep 
under adverse circumstances and bear handling, and theirs do not keep with the utmost 
care and the best of handling; the reason being that our grapes contain an abundance 
of saccharine matter. You will find wines made from grapes in France containing as 
low as 8 or 9 per cent. of alcohol. With us it is very hard to get wine that contains 
less than 11 per cent. of alcohol, and the average is 12½ per cent. This is why our 
wines are said to be harsh. Considerable age will of course improve and mellow 
them. Capital has been so high and hard to acquir·e that the wines here have never 
been kept long enough before use. 
There is probably no old wine in the State. Age does not eliminate the alcohol, but 
it mellows it; and if these wines were old, they would keep without any difficl}lty. 
They have an individuality of their own, which I think is a good thing. Why should 
not California wine be very different from all other wines 1 
It is a mistake here that we hav been trying to produce something like their vine-
yards produce. We should have our own type. 
We find that the greatest drawback to the sale of our wines is ow:.ng to American 
snobbery. We have a production of 2,500,000 gallons of wine every year, nine-tenths 
of which is drunk by foreigners. It is only the Americans who won't drink American 
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wine. The average production during the last eight years has been 6,000,000 gallons. 
Last year we sltipped away 2,000,000 gallons of wine, and the year before that we 
shipped away 1,500,000 gallons. This wino is all made here, and large quantities 
have been distilled into brandy and vinegar, because (in 1876) the wine was so low in 
price and the production so great (there being more than 7,000,000 gallons made that 
year) that the vinegar factories made their vinegar out of wine. I know fine lots of 
wine that could have been purchased for less than 15 cents per gallon, and one lot 
went for 10 cents, although it cost from 12½ to 15 cents to produce it. 
The average production in Sonoma Valley is about 350 gallons per acre. The aver-
age production in Los .Angeles County is 200 gallons per acre. The average produc-
tion in Napa County is between 400 and 500 gallons per acre. 
There is a place in Napa County where 12 acres produced 17 tons of grapes, and there 
are places where the land produces 2t tons per acre. 
Our wine business has increased very greatly in the last :five years, and as our wines 
are liked better, bettor prices are paid for them. 
Q. What is the life of a vine f-A. The life of a vine has no limit. After 100 years 
there are vines still living and producing. After the slip is set out it takes about four 
years to prodnce the grapes. 
The varieties of grapes we use are thus bought by the commission of which I spoke. 
There are said to be 41:iO varieties, but tllere are several that we rely upon. 
The Zinfaudel grape is that from which we produce-the claret wine. Tbe best class 
of heavy wines, liko Burgundy, are made from the Burgundy and the black Pienau 
and Geuasclie. The best white wines are still wines, like the Hock and Sauterne. 
They are made from Chasselas and the Riesling. They can make very good wine out 
of the raisin grape. Mission grapes make a very poor wine, because its compouent 
parts do not seem tQ be such as will answer for wine-making. 
The foreign vines brought from Europe will not bear until from seven to eight years 
have passeu, but ours bear at the end of four years. When foreign vines are brought 
here the skiu becomes a little thicker and the berry gets very much larger, and the 
saccbarino matter becomes very much more abundant, and the wine made from them 
has more alcohol in it; the aciu of the grape diminishes. 
The Pren ch say that the Phylloxera came from America, that our climate develops it 
on the plants. I do not believe that it did originate in America. Professor Riley says 
he has known it for forty years. We found Phvlloxera about four years ago in Sono-
ma Valley, and it is confined to that valley. I have found it nowhmt,e else. It takes 
about three years after its first appearance to destroy the vine and kill it. The :first 
year it is on the vine its appearance is noticed by a little color and tho edges turning 
up instead of down. There is also a little furze on the leaf itself. The next year, in 
the spring, you will :find a very short growth in the canes from the buds. Another 
year the growth has stopped entirely, and there is hardly a sign of sap. 
Q. There are about two millions of acres that have been withdrawn from settlement 
because they were mineral. Do you know anything about those lands ,-.A. Yes, sir; I 
know somet,hing of them. These lands would be more valuable for grapes than for 
mining, because we do not know how much mineral there is in them, and we do know 
they will produce grapes. I know vineyards in Europe that have been yielding for 
1,200 year!:!. We do not know of any mine that has been yielding for that time. I 
think the land would be used for small homes if it was thrown open to Aettlement. 
The small growers sell their grapes to the wine-makers. The gra,pe yield produces 
over $3,000,000 worth of wine per year. It could be increased to $50,000,000. 
'rhe vines are becoming killed out in Prance, and the people here are fast becoming 
wine-makers. 
The reason that wines are becoming adulterated is because of the demand for them, 
and there is not a sufficient supply to meet the demand. One man can manage alone 
and take care of about 15 acres of vineyard, and 15 acres of vines is about ten times 
more profitable tbau any cereal crop. 
I think the only solution of the temperance question js to substitute wine for alco-
holic drinks. If wine was drank instead of tea and coffee there would be no dyspep-
sia and no drunkenness. We fin<l all over Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Prance, Ger-
many, and wherever there is much wine-drinking, there is very little drunkenness. 
I do not think the Ca1ifornia wine, if steadily drank, wo 1ld have any effect upon the 
noses of the drinkers. They would have to get their polish hy some other method. 
Q. How would you dispose of the land ?-A. I would leave these lands to be settled 
np under the homestead and pre-emption method, just as the other lands are. 
I think California can produce wine for all .America when there 100,000,000 people. 
I know of no reason w by our wines should not be as good as the wines of other coun-
tries, and the only reason why our wines are not is that they are not allowed to acquire 
age. Louis .A. Rodier, who sells the best champagne we have, only sold the vintage of 
1871 or 1872 last year. His :firm has about $5,000,000 in their business. It takes some 
years to make old wine. You see there is the cost of the bottles, which is a large and 
important item. There is 50 per cent. saved in purchasing our wines. California wines 
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w9uld be cheaper in the East if transportation was not so high. Then, too, we have 
no hard wood to make casks of. .A.11 the hard wood is in the mountains, and it is very 
difficult to get, so we find it cheaper to transport our casks from the East. The casks 
have been cheaper for the last few years. 
I would lea.ve these landsjust as they are,givingthem to everybody who chooses to 
come ju and get them, for the wine industry is so assured from this time forward be-
cause our wines have such a reputation abroad. The only difficulty we have met with 
was right here at home. Doubtless there are thousands of people in France, whose 
vineyards are destroyed, who would take up these lands if they thought they could get 
them for $1.25 per acre. There might be some inducement given to emigration by allow-
ing the emigrant to enter a quarter of a section if he planted out, say, 20 acres in vines1 
and then give it to him. 
We need more water for irrigating wine after it is made than for irrigating the vines. 
That is a great drawback. The wine is cheaper than the water down in the San Jose 
disi.rict. I think that water should be under the right of eminent domain, and then be 
divided up and allowed to be used by all free. I do not see any reason why the land and 
water should not go together. 
Testimony of A. T. Ha1·riman, of San Jose, at San Francisco, Cal., 1·elative to the present 
system of surveying and frr·igation . 
.A.. T. HARRIMAN, of San Jose, Cal., testified at San :Francisco, October 10th, as fol-
lows: 
I am deputy surveyor. I have bad contracts under the United States for the last 
five or six years, and have them now. I think the present system of surveying is an 
excellent one, but I think it should be improved. I would make some changes. I think 
that our manual has become obsolete n.nd old, and newer and more scientific methods 
should be allowed the surveyors, so that they could be able to make better surveys 
and make them quicker, in order to do away with this terrible array of complaints 
which seems to be made everywhere against the settlers-our own settlers as well as 
other people. If the work is properly done the present system is adequate to the pub-
lic service. If the lines are run well and carefully and the corners are well set they 
wiU laet. A few years ago I found posts that were set in 1850 and 18G4 ; but they were 
of oak wood. If they had been pine they would have lasted only one or two years. I 
think there should be at the commencement of every fourth township a permanent 
monument, and if you can get them closer than that I think it will be better. I would 
improve the surveys as much as possible, and think the surveys could be improved 
now were it not for the niggardly policy of the government. The pay is entirely in-
sufficient. I would have two different kinds of pay attached to the contract system. 
I would pay per mile in subdividing and townshiping, and I would then pay for the 
topography and exploration separately per section. I will illustrate the second idea. 
I have heard it very often stated that under the present system men will get hold of 
a whole range or township by simply acquiring some sub-division of forty or eighty 
acres of a section upon which a spring is located. That being the only water it of 
course controls the land. The surveyors at present do not care for those springs ; they 
are not directed to look for them at the present time, and the rates being so low and 
the work being scattered as it is all through the country, the only thing the surveyor 
thinks about is to get it done, and it is a common thing for it to take eight or ten days 
to find the place where to begin, and then we hava got to hunt four or five days for 
the corner. And often we are under a big expense in hiring extra help, &c., and when 
we find our corners there is often only one township instead of three or four to be sur-
veyed; and we don't think anything about exploration, but only about getting done 
and not losing money. 
A deputy surveyor should have better pay and have a better method of doing his 
work. I believe in more instrumental methods. I do not use a solar transit; we do 
not need a solar transit in our county; we determine the points by solar observations. 
The mountain transit is all the surveyors use. We run onr lines as we go along, and 
instead of having one flagman I have three. One flagman is for the line, and the :fla,gs 
on the two sides are for tlte topography. .A. flagman goes over to a prominent point 
or junction of a creek, a prominent peak, a clump of timber, or a little bench on the 
mountains, and holds up his rod, and I know at once where the points all are. I 
measure the distance to this point and put it on the map instantly, and sketch in my 
topography as I go along, and thus give to the government a perfect plat of the whole 
towns4ip instead of a little index plat that shows little or nothing. That takes just 
four times as much time, and it would give three times as much data. I always take 
altitudes, but I have been informed that it was not necessary. I always carry a 
barometer in my pocket to determine the altitude. If any man hires me to make a 
survey of bis ranch, of bis timber, or anything else, it is none of his business how I 
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get my points. I am supposed to understand my µrofession, and the quicker and 
better I get them the bett,er it is, and that should be the idea. The United States 
sbonhl leiwe it 1. rge1y to the discretion of the deputy surve~·or, with this a<lclirional 
caution, that an inspector sbonlc1 be appointed to personall~, inspect the work l,cfore 
it is paid for. If the deputy surveyors are men of sufficient capacity to take drnrge 
of the survey, we should not need inspectors. I ,lo not think the matter should he 
left to the discretion of the Snrveyor-General, for he has not time to look after these 
things. 
I would improve the manuai. It can be done in this way: A commission of fonr or 
five able, intelli~ent snrveJors, men who understand their business thoroughly, r-hould 
be selected; they should be selected from men having experience in the field; an<l in 
a very short time they could make up a manual and select much better metborl · of 
surveying. The Surveyor-General should then see that this manual is followed by the 
deputies. 
The government allowance of variation in closing lines in plain open lam1 is too 
much; in the billy land it is not enough. No man can aftord to measure u.r a chain 
and compass in such way as to close anywhere near the government allowance on ac-
count of the small amount paid now. If you all instrumentally work there is no nec-
essity to increase the amount of allowance on the mountains and hills-if yon put it 
on a higher scientific plane. It costs $1,000 sometimes to get one small claim of 160 
acres of 1am1 surveyed. I charge $10 a day, and when I furnish men and teams I 
charge $20. If these surveys were properly done it would not cost so urncb, but, there 
would be more or less of this to do no matter how the surveys were made. The comers 
are sometimes destroyed, but in some places the surveys have been most ·wretched. 
The surveys on the east side of the Santa Clara Valley are wretchedly done. I have 
yet to find a single line that measures a mile aceurately, and have yet to find the first 
corner-stone. This valley is :!O miles long north and south, and 12 or 15 miles wide. 
I have known men whose work demonstrated that they were not fit to be tmployed 
as deputy surveyors. I have known this in several insta11ces. I think where the 
survey of a country is to be a basis of a title the surveys should be made accurate ancl 
with a proper description of the land, and with the corners well set, so that at the 
end of fifteen or twenty years they cau be readily resurveyed. I think, if it was prop-
erly done with the corrections I suggest, that any competent man could 1int1 out where 
the section or some subdivision of it was. The present system is ingrafted in the 
people; it is simple, and the people can very easily find out how to locate a section. 
I do not think there is any necessity for any additional notice. The settlers generally 
keep track of the matter, and know where their land is. 
I am in favor of a national system of irrigation under State or United States auspices. 
I think the experience given to us by engineers ought to be crystallized and a system 
should be worked out by which the States or the United States becomes the i,.ource of 
all irrigation; but I am afraid that is somewhat like shutting the door after the horse ' 
is stolen. There is no system at present. I think if the contract system was entirely 
abolished, and if parties were sent out into the field and equipped by the United States, 
that the cost would be so terrible that it would be unbearable. 
Testirnony of TV. T. Haywood, engaged in irrigating San Bernardino County, California. 
Mr. W. T. HAY\VOOD, engaged in irrigating business in San Bernardino Connty, 
California, testified as follows : 
I have had some experience in the matter of irrigating Janus for five or six vears. In 
my judgment the public lands and waters should never be separated. In Spain, Italy, 
ancl all other countries except India, the waters and the land are not separated. In 
India all the canals' are owned by an English company and the waters sold to the 
natives who lease the Jands. This is an interesting question to every man in this State 
who has lands. The difficulty of securing water rights permanently depreciates the 
valne of this kind of p"opert.v to a very great extent. There are thousands of acres of 
landi-, not only in San .Bernardino County but in other parts of the State, that coul,l 
be made available, anfl would be made so at once and be occupied, provided there was 
a certainty of getting a title to the land and water alike; for title to the land alone is 
~>f no ,alne. Xow tlrn tlitforence iu valuation of land with water oyer that without, 
m the same neighborhood and h:wing the same soil precisely, will ue from ti.i:teeu to 
twenty dollars per acre. For instance: I have been president and superintendent of 
the Hi versitl<1 Company, a111l we bave spent ~:.W,000 in furnishing water and irrigating 
about twelve thousand acres of land. Now this land was put upon the market with 
other large uollie. of land as earl.v as 18j:l b;v procla,mation of the President. 1t laid 
th:re unoccupied as government lan(l until lHGG, when in conequences of greenoacks 
llemg at a low figure it was bought up !Jy men in California at$1.2G per acre from the 
5 LC 
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government. It laid there idle from 185:3 to 1865, and then it was held from 1865 to 
lt,74, when I purchased it. Now that land was apparently of no value, not worth ten 
cent8 per acre. Without water it conld not have been beneficial in any way. Having 
put water upon it ·we h:we sixteen hundred people occupying that tract of laud, who 
have four hundred thousand orange trees irowing, and one hundred thousand fruit 
trees, and we have a very prosperous and thrifty class of people there. That is the 
1·esult of one irrigation scheme. I do not believe extensive irrigation is possible with-
out organization. There should be a government system of irrigation, and there mast 
be some organization, or else you must leave the matter to work itself out. We nm1er-
stand that the law by wbich we have acquired our water rights from the State bas been 
confirmed by Congress and that we are safe. Other people have different Yiews and 
they are contesting the rnat.ter with us in the courts. All such actions have a teudeucy 
to depreciate that property, to prevent its sale and settlement. ' 
And then there is auother important point which bas not been settled in any court 
in 1bis State-what is termed '' riparfa,n rights." That question bas been before the 
courts time and time again. It was brought up in Judg.e Neely's court a year ago 
last September in a snit instituted by a man named Talbot against parties in Sall Ber-
nardino County, but he did not decide the question. 'l'he matter should in some form 
come up before the Supreme Court, and then Southern California will prosper and go 
aheatl. . 
I am not in favor of pasturage homesteads. No benefit can be derived from them , 
because they cannot get water. I tell you there are not a hundred acres of land in the 
southern portion of California that can be used without water, and there are hundreds 
of thousands that can be with watel', and it cannot be obtained unless by irrigating-
wells. I would favor pasturage homesteads if there was any land that could be thus 
utilized. 
As regards the condemnation of ditches and water rights to be used for public pur-
poses, if such condemnation is made the parties who have invested their money should 
be indemnified. I would be satisfied for the government to come in and condemn all 
our ditches and then pay us for the money in vested, and let them adopt a general system 
of irrigation. Either the national government or State ~hould adopt such a system. 
vYe would be perfectly willing to pay for the waste land. Of land which could be 
reclaimed in California there are about 10,000,000 acres, which, if abundantly supplied 
with water, would never: in my opinion, require any manure. It is a patent fact that 
land irrigated with water taken from mountain streams and rivers will produce dou-
ble the quantity that lands irrigated with artesian wells will. I have the facts to 
prove that proposition. It is the observation of all intelligent farmers that land thus 
irrigated will produce the most money and improves in quality. The difference in 
value of lands in Spain is calculated upon the basis of land irrigated and land not 
, irrigated. You can buy land for $10 an acre equal in every respect with that costin~ 
$2,000, excepting that it is above the line of irrigation. It may be in the same :field. 
and identically the same soil. 
Jn Valentia, Spain, you pay $25 an acre for the use of land for agricultural purposes, 
::tnd yon can buy adjacent land of equally good character at the same price and get a 
perfect title, but without water. We have in San Bernardino and Los Angeles Coun-
ties hmd which has been under cultivation for thirty years, and produces as good a 
crop now as it did at :first,just by irrigation and without manure. It takes less water 
year after year after the soil is soaked. We sank wells in 1874 and 1875 to the depth 
of 45 or 60 feet and got :fine water. The grouml was as dry as powder from the sur-
face to the bottom. Now wherever we have irrigated that larnl it is moist to within 
a few feet. It is a positive fact. There is another important thing in rega.rd to irri-
gation. Where there is not an abundance of water always the land will be saturated a 
littlo at a time-and after awhile it will require only a little surface water and no deep 
soaking. It will then only re<]uire annually sufficient water to cover it. A 3,000-inch 
stream (miner's inches) will coYer 12,000 acres 3.n inches deep. At that rate a 5-inch 
stream covers 20 acres to the same depth. It will do it as a fact. T4ere may be some 
loss by solar evaporation. You can easily make a calculation of the actual amount of 
water required to irrigate a given tract of land and measure the streams. The amount 
of water that is available for irrigation could be measured by scientific gentlemen in 
the field, and they can make reports containing all the data needed to show how much 
land in any section can be irrigated. I have been all through Los Angeles and San 
Bernardino Counties with engineers who have made such estimates. 
There is another matter that is very important to us and that S('ems a great hard-
ship. We have added $1,000,000 to the tax-paying property of San Bernardino County 
by the investment of $250,000. Now then we are taxed for our canals. They tax the 
land which is under irrigation $15 to $20 an acre, while that not reclaimed is taxed on 
a basis of $1.25 per acre. It. i8 all of the same quality and value without the water. 
Nowhere else on tbe face of the civilized world do they tax canals. In Spain they 
give every encouragement possible to private parties. Canals should be exempt from 
taxation. Our property is doubly taxed. 
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In regard to these large tracts of land and how they should be developed, I cannot 
concei\·e any way in the world in which they can be made available without a combi-
nation of capital. The result in San Joaquin, where men have combined and engaged 
to build canals, has been that there has not been a day since they commenced work 
that there bas not been litigation. There has never been a <]_nestion settlfld. They 
are all the time quarreling. 
I have been over vast tracts of territory examining it, with a view to irrigating it and 
taking it up as desert land. If there was a certainty about tbis law, I know of several 
large tracts of land which can be put under irrigation immediately, and could inaugu-
rate a system of irrigation that would suit all the parties interested-which is a very 
strange thing. There are several agricultural centers where there is not a family 
who does not wam to enter into a combination with some large irrigating system. It 
costs them too much money and labor to do it for themselves. They will sell all their 
rights at once and ta.ke their pay in water. Would not this be a benefit to everybody 
that wanted 10 or 50 acres of land to have that land put on the market at a price they 
can afford to pay? If you put water on 5,000 acres, into 160-acre tracts, they will sell 
it right off to the first man who comes along. The present _ law and system are not 
applicable to the present condition of the lands. Either allow the irrigatfon to be 
done by the companies, or allow the State governments to do it, or inaugurate a 
national system. If the government had kept the control of the water it would have 
been tL good thing. Now they cannot get it without reimbursing the parties, because 
having encouraged parties to take up land and put water upon it, the government can-
not now equitably confiscate their property. 
There is another question which will come before the next legislature here, which 
is w bether there shall be one water system and one price. In my opinion that can 
never IJe done. The price must have direct relation to the cost of obtaining it. In 
some places you could obtain the same quantity of water we have in some places for 
$20,000, and it would not be right for those parties to receive the same compensation 
we do, who have so much larger capital involved. As I before said, we would be per-
fectly willing for the government to appraise our water property and pay us for it. 
There are certain difficulties in disposing of the timber lands. The law operates in 
this way: Por instance you sell a hundred acres of land at $2.50 per acre. Suppose 
the timber on that land will cut 100,000 feet to the acre. I know some that will cut 
300,000 feet of lumber. One-quarter part of uh.at may be fine, choice lumber, which 
would be very valuable to lumbermen. A will come to some such man and say, "I 
have found a fine batch of timber." The lumberman sends his expert to examine it. 
He finds, perhaps, 100,000 feet of timber, of which much will be worth $15 per thou-
sand while the balance will be worth $8. He sends his teams down ::ind buys it, or 
the man making the location supplies it himself. That gives the same man an oppor-
tunity to select other similar tracts. Now what is the use of 160 acres to a saw-mill 
man V He cannot do any business on such a basis. Nobody is to-day making a profit 
of a dollar a thousand on lumber in the foot-hills. I would put the jurisdiction of 
the timber lands in the register and receiver. ·when lumbering is done in a forest it 
leaves the ground encumbered with brush, and fires break out and the whole country 
is de:stroyed; but where the forests have not been disturbed and are dense the fires 
will not run to any considerable extent. As long as the government owns forests 
they should be protected by foresters, or persons specia,lly designated to care for them. 
A. long time ago, tnrough tbe columns of the old Natioual Intelligencer, the govern-
ment advertised the country around Puget Sound as being magnificent timber coun-
try, and invited people to go into it. I was among the first to do so, and put up a 
saw-mill, and then made application to the government for permit to buy timber. 
I wanted to buy 5,000 or 10,000 acres, either by paying stumpage or in some other 
manner. This was in the spring of 1863. I was informed then that I must confine 
myself to 160 acres. It is very difficult, generally impossible, to get a good mill loca-
tion and good timber together. You have got to put your mill wherever you can get 
good water,,and afterward hunt up the timber and get it where you can. The next 
;year I went to Washington and put this matter before the de-partment and wanted 
the right to cut timber, but got no encouragement. I spent $50,000 in that business, 
cul yet there was no way in which I could get the timber to work my mill with, and 
I was informed that surveys would be ordered to go on, but that if I trespassed upon 
the timber I would be liable to imprisonment and fine. 
About 1856 the government sent out circulars addressed to all the mill and business 
men on Puget Sound and in Washington Territory inquiring where they had erected 
tileir first saw-mill, bow much timber they had made the first year, how much the 
eecond, how much they expected to make the next, and so on. A copy of this circular 
eame to me. I did not fill it up, but other parties did. Some parties who hacl made 
000,000 feet put down their product at 12,000,000 feet. The next year :1 district 
mey came out with those very documents and prosecuted every man cutting tim-
ller on government land. When you want to prosecute a man in Washington Terri-
tory or Oregon you have to go before a grand jury and get him indicted, and you 
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charge him with cutting timber on section 3, range 4 south, &c., as the case may be~ 
The case d1·ags along for awhile, and you get as witnesses the men who cut tl1e timber,. 
and they are asked, ''What do you know about Mr. L. cuttin(Y timber on government. 
land,,, and the other side will contend and the judge will rule that yon must confine, 
the evidence to the particular section cut over and which is specified in the indict-
ment. You must confine the prosecution to the indictment section 3, range 4 south, 
and the witness will most always be unable to tell what section of land the timber 
was cut from, and your case will fail. That is generally the history of timber prose-
cutions. In order to prosecute successfully you have got to have surveys made. The 
present system of timber protection worhs badly. 
Testimony of Patrick J. Healy, of San Francisco, Cal. 
SAN FRANCISCO, October 16, 1879. 
PATRICK J. HEALY, secretary of the California Land Reformers' League, testified as 
follows: 
This is an institution or society that exists for the purpose of getting a better system 
of tenure of public land for settlers. It has a central organization here in the city, 
and has correspondents throughout the State. There is no other organized society at 
present. 
I have ueen a miner and I say (and believe I represent the organization of which I 
am speaking) that the puulic lands in the United Sates should not be sold to any per-
son, and that no person has the right to sell, bequeath, or in any way encumber the 
land by selling it, so asto give anybody a moneyed right in landed property. The fact 
of use Fhouid be the only title to the land. We simply mean that we wish to have a 
tenure of land in this country, and I woul<l suggest for myself that the land where it 
exists in townships should be so surveJ·ed that communities and colonists could have 
better facHities to settle upon it. For instance, a man now is supposed to live and 
settle npon a claim be pre-erupts. I would like, and I think it would be to the inter-
est of settlern, especially in tbe northern portions of this country, in ,vashiugton Ter-
ritory and Oregon, for settlers to be allowed to pre-empt one quarter section and live 
upon another, and not lose their right to pre-emption lJy so doing. Tbis right Lhould 
be extended to aJl those who wiHh to avail themselves of it; that is a community sys-
tem under the present law of tbe United States. That, I believe, would be something 
that does not exist under the present land laws. 
Question. Is the present acn~age enough f-Answer. I think in some cases the acreage 
is entirely too much, and in other cases not enough. One hundred and sixty acres of 
land in some of our southern counties would not be much for a pasturage ranche. I 
would not give a pasturage homestead. I would reduce the pasturage ranche as it 
existed in old times, and 1 would not survey it at all. 
Q. What have you to say about irrigation '1-A. The question of irrigation is a ques-
tion of great importance, aud should be discussed by the national government. I be-
lieve the general government ought to undertake all this irrigation and that private in-
dividuals, so far as they have gone on improving the land by irrigation, should be recom-
pensed by the government, and that it all should be controlled by the government. 
No individual has the right to control the natural resources of the country to the ex-
tent that the government has; hence it follows that the government should hereafter 
control irrigation. I believe that the land now called arid and the desert land by a 
wise system of irrigat,ion would be all producing land in the future, equaling oar foot-
hills. There is no reason whv the canons could not be made available as natural res-
ervoirs, such as they have in vlndia and have had for hundreds of years. They could 
store the water there for future use. This system suggests itself to every one, but 
private ownership can't carry it out. I would not allow any man to own land so that 
he can mortgage it and sell it. The use of the land should be the only title to it. He 
might sell the improvements, but the lands themselves he never should. He ought 
not, by right, be allowed to sell it; then if he can't sell it, of course he would not 
want any more than was necessary for his own use, and the question of land monopoly 
would then cease. This would not stop settlement of the land, but would extend it. 
People would then be compelled to incorporate, and rely more upon each other's honor 
than upon any bounden duty. 
Q. How would you acquire the right to use the land '1-A. File his right with the 
government-go on the land as they do now, and let the government say, after you 
have been there a sufficient length of time you can have the land. Occupation is, 
after all, the right to the land. How has this city been acquired except by that very 
right l Let the government lwld the land for the people. I would draw a distinction 
between those lands that have been already granted, if you wish to preserve the vested 
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"right, and after the death of the liolclt>rs it should revert to the government. I am not 
in favor of any l::tw which would take a,vny tbat which any person has honestly ac-
-quired, without ny:ompensing him, nor dot:11:1 the body which I represent have any 
such communistic ideas. vVe art~ not communists, but .American citizens who wish 
the preservation of Americau institution'-, 
Q. Wha,t would yon do in t,be case of land tbe oc<'npant of which has died after 
having; placed valuable irnproYemPuts npon the land! How ·wonld the government 
dispose of the improvcrrwnts '?-A. Sell hi::,; improYemeu'.s for the benefit of bis heirs, 
just as you would any other property. 
(~. To whom should the occupancy or use of the laud be accorded ?-A. 'l'o his heirs. 
Q. Tl.Jen the government should sell the right to nse the land '? -A. 'l'hat would be 
its only method of raising taxes for its snppor~ \V,, think this plau is feasible. We 
:see that tLo:re is agitation all over the worltl. It is not confiued to England or Ireland, 
and in tbi:,; country it will be a great problem. As soon as the lal](l is all gone here, 
the land qnestion will become au important one. This commission iH probably the first 
of n, grt>at many commissions which will l.w,ve to deliberate upon this qnet.tion. Any 
n1an who has lived here knows tbe liability of persons to get shot for trying to get the 
use of an old piece of land, if it is not agreeable to the surrounding settlers for hiru to 
]1ave it.. Th:it; would cease if the government held the land in trust for the people. 
Q. WI.lat is the difference between your process and the other processes for disposing 
of the la,nrl !--A. Iu our process tbe government could not give the right to use the 
land to an~· pt>rsons who did not use it, the land would not go to persons who would 
not n:,;e it. The difference between that and the present system is this: that the gov-
·-ernment allows the land to go to persons who llold it idle for centuries, while the peo-
ple :iroun{l are starving. Parties obtain possession of land and leave it vacant, and by 
.a law it remains vacant. Under our proposed system this cannot exist. No person 
,could hold land vacant for speculative purposes. 
Q. How extensive is that holding of land without occupation 1-A. I would say that 
the major pa.rt of it is held under such tenure-held vacant for speculative purposes, 
·without, any improvement whatever. Sometimes they run up a fence, hut as a rule 
they <10 not. If the fence is put up it is usually made to serve as a uotice to keep off 
-tho property, and they have men hired to keep people from settling on their lands. 
'That, system exists all over Nevada and all over the southern portion of this State. It 
i s not so extensive in Washington Territory or Nevada as it is here. 
".1.estinwny of A. T. Herrmann, surveyor and ci'Vil engineer, San Jose, Cal., relative to rect-
1 angu,lar siirveys and cost of surveying. 
To the honorable Public Land Com,mission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: In reply to some of the questions of your circular, issued under the 
act of Congress approved March 3, 1879, 1 beg leave to off•:r the following reply: 
.\ly na.me is A. 'l'. Herrmanu; I have lived in California since 1861, :1n<l have been a, 
11.'esi<lent surveyor and civil engineer in the city of San J011e, Santa Clara Count,y, Cal-
ifornia, .since 1866, having practiced my profession principally in tbe counties of Santa 
!Clara, Santa Cruz, San Mateo, Atameda, Merced, Sau Benito, and Montere~;. 
Have never sought to acquire title to public land for myself, but havl'- necessarily 
ren a good deal of the working of the public land laws incident to my professioual 
.-duties. 
Deeming, however, the questions regarding the system of public survevs arnl their 
-execution of infinitely greater importance to the professional snrveyor than the work-
ing of the land laws, r would in my a,nswers or suggei,tions rather confine mrself to 
matters bearing directly t1pon the ,:survey," and leave matters of law to persons ha,v-
ing made that part a specialty. 
I have no hesitancy in saying that I consider t,he rectangular system of surveying 
-as t_he yery I.Jest one which can possibly be devised. It is easily understood l>y the 
-profess10nal ruan as well as the layman. Its methods of nomenclature and location 
naming by town1,hips and ranges even long in advance of the subdivision in every 
part of the country in a manner at once precise, short, and unmistakable, is perfect 
. ml simplicity it~Eilf. 
Its correction of foreseen and unforeseen errors, following closely the liaes and 
met~ocl~ of the geographical division of the globe, are so well planned that, even if 
but rnd1fl'erent,ly executed, they make large mistakes impossible, transferring them-
elves from point to point and from old districts into new ones. 
Its excellent subdivision into sections and the different parts of a section down to 
·the smallest mining claim, taking as a base the measure of length everywhere used 
.and known to every child, is at once so clear, so simple, and so easily understood by 
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anybody having mathematical knowledge enough to conceive of a square, that it 
would be impossible to discover anything more to the point or better adapted to the-
wants of the people. The most uneducated backwoodsman, knowing simply the, 
points of the compass by the sun, and with arithmetical knowleag, stopping perhaps 
at the figure 4 or the number of the :fingers on his hands, will readily learn and find 
any given snbdivision of a sect,ion, without even so much of a chance of a mistake, 
while I have found it an everyday occurrence that settlers, baving the experience 
gained by watching the survey of one township, even without the islightest knowl-
edge of the art of surveying, would, some of the section corners ueing established, 
invariah1y locate prominent objects or pieces of choice land tn the smallest legal sub-
division, without making a fatal error as to general location of tbe corred subdivision 
lines. Aud, being- so easily understood, thfl system bas become really a part of the 
penates of tbe American settler. He knows it by heart, be swears by it, he instills it 
into the minds of his children, to whom perchance the school-teacher gives a few more 
valnable hints furthering a more thorough understanding than tbe rough and unhewn 
conception of the old man ever dreamed of, until it has become so permeated with the 
i;i,verage American having any dealings with land maUers, that to uproot it out of 
t,he minds of the people would, in my opinion, be really a far harder task than devis-
ing a new and better one. 
Its facilities for re-establishing lost corners and the percentage of clrnnces of getting-
tbem, as near as may be, into the original positions is greater tbi:m in a.ny other S)•tem 
of surveying, as it will take fewer and straighter lines to prove the missing point. 
Its definitions for the purposes of chains of title in propert,y is so far ahead of any-
thing else in that line in the world that a comparison is hardly possible. Compare, if 
you p1E>ase, the abstract of title of a subdivision of a, Spanish grant with that of a 
legal subdivision of a piece of public land. In the on~ case it wili take at least one 
very good lawyer, one or two good surveyors ( often a dozen or more), an<l endless ex-
p1auations, resurveys, and descriptions over pages and pages to properly locate and 
define the object and, so to say, to pin it down beyon<l a doubt, wbile in the other 
case, tLe proper legal subdivision once being given in the patent, no other elucidation, 
researcb, or survey is necessary, but a simple reference to the official plat, tbe autben-
ticit.y of whicb is beyond a doubt, proves the entire question at a glance and saves the 
people lots of money, which otherwise would find its way into the pockets of lawyers, 
sun·cyors, searchers, or agents. 
Wberever you test the system on its merits you will find it true to the core as long 
as its exe.:ution bas been administered by competent, trustworthy, and bonest band:c, 
answering to perfection all the purposes it was devised and created for; and when-
ever, according to popular complaint or official inquiry, it has been found wanting 
the cause may safely be put down to the abuse of its rules and maladministration, as . 
well in its spirit as in its ddail; and right here is where an improvement is urgently 
called for. Just as little as you would think of letting the sailor rnn the instruments 
of the Coast Survey or making the common soldier the commander of a regiment at 
the eve of battle, just as little you ought to think of deputizing any but the most 
competent and vroperly trained professional men to make the surveys of the public 
]ands. 
"Ou," it is said, "there are only straight lines to be run, and anybody can do that," 
when really just that is the most difficult problem of all, the solving of which bas 
macle the best heads of the world ache and quail. 
Bnt is it really only the running of a few straight. lines Y If so, I misunderstand 
the spirit of the ruanual entirely. To my mind tbe deputy surveyor is the means by 
which the government gets acquainted, an<l thoroughly acquainted, with its vast do-
main. He is sent there, not only to set a few corners and blaze a few lines, but he is 
appointed a committee of one to thoroughly eiplore the new country, getting not only 
such information as ma,y happen to lay openly along the side of bis line, I.mt make it 
a point to see everything wort.h seeing, everything which may be of any valu'e to 
either the government selling the land or the settler in search of a homestead. 
But how, in practice, is the execution of this iuea ¥-I am professionally almost 
ashauied to refer to the books and books of field-notes on file containing from one end 
to tlie other barely anything but "40.00 chs. ¼ sec. cor., 80.00 chs. cor. to sec. - ; land 
third rate," and five lines of general remarks at the end, and a township sketch, if one 
at all L,e added, more like the scrawling of a schoolboy than like the result of the in-
telli~ent survey of the professional surveyor. 
But, leaving the discussion of individually bad work for another place, is really the 
deputy to blame for such bad results, and should not the blame rest with somebody 
else f The deputy, and especially the young deputy, may start out on his first con-
tract with the very best of intentions. He has carefully studied the manual and goes 
to work with a will, but he soon finds out that he is put into a very awkward position. 
He organizes his camp, he buys or hires his animals and wagon, be pays in full or in 
part for bis provisions, and he starts out. Let us follow him : 
He reaches the nearest place of his work after traveling from say five to ten days,, • 
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and, after he bas been obliged to leave his "agon at the eml of the road and resort to 
packing OYt>r trails that must be s~t>u and triecl to he appreciated, u.nd getting some-
where near his point of beginn.ing, be bunts and bnnts in vn.iu for a corner. He lo1Ses 
a <lay, anc1 anotller one, and perhaps a half a doze11 more, and fiual1y may even be obliged 
t o pack back and retrace lines miles off so as to get a safe and well-authenticated 
nlace to commence from. 
· At last be is certain to be right; he starts in for good, aud just by accident he re-
members the day of his starting from home, and, lo, be sees that he bas been out two 
full weeks already; that he has, as it were, paid already wages to two ebaiumen, one 
flagman, one marker and axruan, and one cook, aggregating about $7.GO per day, for 
twrlvo days; r hat he has not earned one single dollar so far, and that the country is 
so rough tb::.t, at the slim mileage allowed by an economical government, he has a still 
limmer chance to work ahead of the daily growing debt. Is the deputy, after men-
tally considering all these little items, in a fit mood to play the role of the faithful 
1:xplorer an<l expounder of the manual¥ Will he look to the right and left? Will he 
leave his instrument and crawl through yonder deep canon to examine the very curi-
ous formation on yonder cliff, looking as if it might be a vein of some metal-bearing 
rock anxious to be developed, and add thousands to the wealth of the people? Or 
will he try to penetrate yon thicket, looking so fresh and green as compared with the 
<hied-up aspect of the barren mountain peaks, to ascertain on ,,rhn,t legal subdivi1Sion 
the clear f-lpring of water is located, the possession of which will virtnally bo the pos-
f-!ession of the entire monntain range f Or will he not n1,ther be inclined to curse and 
swear when, after a day's work i-:i the broiling snn-workas bard as any ever invented 
by man-he sees that he cannot possibly make more than one and one-half or, at best, 
t M> miles a day, and not even that if he strictly follows the rnles of the manual, and 
it is qnite a thankless job to retrace and search for days and, finally, perhaps find the 
error mili>s off, and be allowed one or two miles for retracing somebody else's mistakes, 
consm!1ing twice and treble the time of new work. 
But be may not find the error; what then¥ Is it probable that the error will he found 
out at once, or is t.he government snpervii,ion snch that there is no danger of immedi-
ate discovery f I think the less said the better about the examinations now in vogue, 
where the law restricts the government to such a small compensation that no efficient 
professional man can be found to do the work. 
'fo return, however, to our subject; onr depnty has finished his township and he pro-
ceeds to the next one, some thirty or fifty miles off. He sees at once that be has to 
change his modus operandi j that he has to lop off all extras, first of a.ll being neces-
sarily all explorations outside of the immediate vicinity of his line; and tbat his sole 
aim and cry must be, "Ahead! ahead! hurry up! we nw,st make so much, so as at least 
cover expenses." But as he proceeds he fjnds, first, that ouly about one-third of bis 
township is surveyable-tbe balance being dense c ,1 aparra.l, 1>ractica.lly impenetrnble 
to the claim nnli>ss a trail at an additional expense of $12 to $20 per mile be cut-
and, next, that his closing is not within limits. 'fbere are two dilemmas: First, be 
finds only one-third of t,he expected work to do which he has gone to a large out.lay, 
based upon tile best obtainable information; and, second, there is au error somewhere 
eith{'r in l.tis work or somebody else's work, such a thing as A lot of contiguous town-
ships being, generally speaking, a thing of the past, and there the same thing repeats 
itself, with perhaps this addition by way of change, that one of his horses dies, that 
hi1, wa~on breaks down, or a pack rolls over the precipice, taking a mule alon~ with 
it, or tbat one of the men gets disabled, and another ~reen hand bas to be hired at 
high wages, and, in order to be in strict accordance with the rules, has to be sent on 
horseback some fifty or sixty miles to the nearest justice of the peace to be sworn in; 
or, perclrnnce, as I happen to know by bitter experience, his instrument is upset and 
smashed up, and he has not been able for some reason or other to have an extra tram,it 
along. All t.bese things can happen, and they do actually happen a great deal oftener 
than the department is aware of, playing quite an important item in t,he possibility of 
a margin on a contract. 
However, our deputy worries through his contract and returns. First, of course, he 
has to pay his men; there is no credit in that line, even if he can find a grocer who for 
the consideration of high prices and bad provisions will trust him ; and then the notes 
have to be made out. That, especially for mountainous country, takes more time than 
generally assumed, and when finally everything is ready and he casts up his accounts, 
he finds that if the department allows him for the miles he thinks he is entitled to, he 
covers expenses and makes from $3 to $4 per day, and in lucky cases even $5. But now 
be~ius the waiting. He files his notes, but there are piles of them ahead of his notes. 
Why 1 Because an economical goveroment cannot afford to pay draughtsmen enough 
to keep up with the demands of the service, and so the days wear on until it may be 
ten months or a year from the time Mr. Deputy started out to the day when be finally 
receives his warrant, the amount of which often falls short considerably of what he 
knows is clue him. And does it do him any good if in such a case he appeals f Let those 
who have tried it answer that question. 
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Is it a wonder, under tbese circumstances. if tLe <1epnty steps down from tlle lligh 
pluue of professional pride uud iuteg1ity and simply looks to the financial side of the 
quC'stion and governs himself accordiugly? l tlliuk not; but I do think that the rem-
edy lays in the hauds of the government, and there alone. 
Begin at the root, and appoint permanent deputies solely with a view to their pro-
fessional standing and to ti.J.eir character. Have it understood that, once a, deputy, 
the poshi.ou is oue of honor and trust, which once abused brings dismissal and disgrace 
fo1uvcr, but that otherwise the position is au assnre<l. one, no matter who be elected 
Presiuem or what the politics of the deputy may be. Let it be under tood that the 
appointments will be made with a view fo possibly employ the permanent deputies 
al1 the year around, so that they may find it to their interest to devote their entire 
time to their office; that they will be paid in such a way that they can affor<l. to do 
good work and be honest, allowing them such a mileage that possibilities which must 
necessarily be taken into cousideration by every prudent contractor need not be 
dreade<l. as swallowing up every little margin without a chauce of recuperation; and 
that they will have a superior officer, one a thorough surveyor and engineer, whose 
sole business it will be to personally examine and supervise their work, and who will 
attend to his duty without fear or favor. 
Let the office work be conducted in such a way that the least possible time may 
elapse from the date of filing the notes up to the payment for the work; or, better 
yet, make a rule by which, after a pre1'imin3,ry examination of the notes by the 
draughtsman department, and the supervisiug officer's certificate as to the performance 
of tlle field work, a certain percentage may be paid the deputy, su as to take him 
out of the hands of the sharks who are anxious to advance him money at ruinous 
rates, and enable him to square up his bill of expenses. 
'fbe appointment of a thorough, practical surveyor as inspector or examiner I deem 
one of the most importai . t and beneficia,1 improvements. He should be a man well 
acquaiuteu with the State, should hold bis office during goo<l. behavior, and be paid 
enough to do his work well. He should examine all surveJ'S without exception, so as 
to be able to keep the office thoroughly posted as to where surveys are ueeded and 
ougtit to be pushed ahead. 
As to the surveys themselves, I would suggest that the manual be remodeled with 
a view to keep step with the general advances the profession has made since the be-
ginning of the systematical public imrveys. The piains and valleys, generally speak-
ing, haYe been subdivided long ago, and what is left is partly llill land, mostly mount-
ains, and to a great extent the very roughest ruountaius of the State. lt is well 
enough to confine the deputy to compass and chain as long as be has only to carve 
away on the wide and open plains, where nothing is met to prevent exact and good 
chaining and good closing a long way within the leg3,l limits. But when it comes to 
rugged mountains, covered partly with timber and partly with brush, cliff following 
chasm and precipice deep canons in quick successiou, one peak overlooking the other, 
the liue being one continuous obstruction from the south line to the north line of the 
township, and when then it becomes desi.rahle to get a pretty correct topographical 
sketch of the country, theu I think it would be very advantageous to tell the deputy 
to use every advantage science offers him, to show in the very use of his instruments 
that he understands his profession, and that as long as he g~ts his corners into the 
right place and well set, geti bis line well marke<l and his topography in good shape, 
the department will be satisfied and say, "Well done, faithful servant." 
If one man, with a good tacbymeter and two or three rods, or even with a good light 
mountain transit and the proper and careful use of 1:1tadia rods, can give better results 
and do qujcker and better work than another man who, with compass ao<l ebain and 
strictly in accordance with the rules of the manual, worries ahead and tries to do 
iropos::.ibilitics, I should thiuk that it would be to tho general advantage if the newer 
metho11 of the first man be adopted. 
·wh~· is it that the great surveys of other nations and our own coast survey invaria-
bly employ stadia measurements, getting results much more exact than obtainable 
with ihe chain 7 Anybody who ever has tested the coruparative merit of common 
chaiuing and of !-ltadia measurement in rough country will, without hesitation, testify 
to the fact that the comparison is about the same as between an open compass and a 
transit, and that the rougher the country the greater the difference in favor of stadia. 
To measure a mile in, 1:1ay, the roughest parts of our coast range, and get it within 
legal limits (keeping, of course, within the time a surveyor at the higheet present rates 
can afford to spend on that distance), is simply impossible; while with stadia measure-
ment, properly and carefully done, it becomes a question of a difference of a few links 
only. 
How is the best topographical work the world kuows of done V Surely not with 
compass and chain! A gla,nce at the newest tachymeters and the result of work clone 
with them on the ra,ilroad lines of the Ol<l. World, at the accuracy of the canton maps 
of Switzerland, of the military maps of Germany, and of the ordinance survey of 
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Englan<l will soon answer that question and dispel any doubt as to the va] ue of instrn-
mental rn , ·,umremeui s. 
Would uot t be very use of tbis method, adapted to the peculiar and intensely prac-
tical wants of our country, lie the best solution of the dei;ire expressed in certain qnar-
ters to change the present system altogether an<l give it into the ban<ls of tbe Geolog-
ical or Coast SurYer, or other scientific survey, :md producf', with but slight additional 
cost, e_·actly the thing clamored for, and giving all the information which possibly 
can be wanted in the next ono hundred years about those of our public lands which 
up to to-day nre unsurveye<l f 
Agrcei.ug that this desire for better surveys is justified, that the Land Office should 
be able to afford settlers bet,ter and more detailed information than that had at pres-
ent, tlmt for military and iudnstrial pnrposes the township plats ought to give a better 
guide than t,bey do a.t preseut, would it not be better to improve by new methods of 
measurement on the old svstem at a small additional cost than to turn the entire 
question ovn to some st:ien i ific body, gauging the cost by the experience of our coast 
survey1 How many townships would it take, surveyed by extending first the triangles 
of the coa:,;t survey and tht·n plane-tabling the detail in the same way as the coast 
iine, to bunki-upt the nation f Arnl would that be of any practical value to the set-
tler, the boue and sin~w of our country, unless it was simply a collateral to lines de-
fining a.reus and boundaries of homesteads which necessarily had to be established 
separately f 
It may be perfectly right for European nations,and especially for France, Germany,and 
Italy, to goto an enormous expense aml prepare the most accurate topographical maps of 
their comirry that can be produced by hnman skill. The results so obtained, no matter 
at what cost, are to them worth every penny paid for them; bnt it does uy no means 
follow that t,be same argument applies to the United States, and, more strictly speak-
ing, to thew, )et unsurveye<l portions of tbe public lands. \Ve are a nation of peace; 
they are nn,tiuns of war. v\o-e do nut exhnust the treasures and the labor of genera-
tions to pr<'-pa,re for war, but, they do. We as a nation are more interested in the 
question w.l.iether the next Latch of prospect,fre settle-rs can find homes and live on 
them in the enjoyment of our liberties and in peace, bnildiug u11 \'ill:tgPs and towns; 
they want to know which hill is high enough to rake, if crowned Ly eanuons, a,11 the 
surrounding country and destroy towns and villages at the command of a military 
chieftain. We hope that never a battle may be fought over our valleys, nor our 
mountain passes be climbed by armies eager for conquest; they know that their broad 
fields have been the chosen battle-ground for the nations of the world for ti.Jonsands 
of yeurs; that nearly every great commotion between the nations of the Ohl World 
bas been decided by the sword on practically the same :fields; that tbe battle-grounds 
of the nations repeat themselves, have done so and will do so, and must be stti.diul for 
the sake of self-preservation; that on the proper and most intimate knowledge of their 
country may depend the fate of the nation; that every other consideration bas to give 
way at this point, that they must know at all hazards, at whatever cost. .A.nd t,hey 
do kuow their country well. Their maps are models; but do they as much as even 
care for a property line; do they even pretend to show them except for military pur-
poses¥ Not even the fine maps of free repnblican Switzerland take the trouhle to 
inform the citizens where and what they own, aUhough every contour line iti care-
fully given, to the highest glaciers and ice-crowned peaks. 
If the idea of such a survey ha<l prevailed when the now 86ttltd and densely popu-
lated portions of our country were "open to entry," there might have been someseuse 
in it, to combine the detailed topographical survey with the right-angled system; but 
to commence at this late day, when none but the roughest lands are left unsurYeyed, 
looks rather like shutting the barn-door after the horse is stolen. 
I do believe that it would be worth while for the department to make a thorough 
trial in subdividing by instrumental measurement, combined with a rough topograph-
ical survey. Have it done by competent han<ls and give them all the liberty they 
want, with instructions to give the fullest returns as to classification, topography, 
water, minerah,, and springs, and any other important object which, like a spring in a 
dry country, could be covered with the very sma.Jlest subdivision for the purpose of prn-
vcntiug the sale of all the surrounding lands. Let tbe deputy sketch his topography 
iu snch a way that with his notes he can prepare au index: plat on a scale of at least 40 
chains to an inch, which shall be well drawn antl give all main topographical points by 
actual measurement, made as the deputy may choose ei tber by chain or by sta<lia or by 
triangulation. Let him carry his aneroid constantly with him, so that he can give alti-
tudes of all main points, mountain passes, and cultivable lauds; and above all things 
pay him a sufficient amount per mile and a sufficient amount per section for exploring 
and topographical measurements, that he may not be obliged to make the one ques-
tion, "Can I come out without losing money," he uppermost in his mind to such an ex-
tent as to make him derelict of his dut-ies. 
I have no doubt the surveys so made, properly supervised by a permanent inspector, 
will soon find favor with the public and with the depattment, and I can assure the 
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honorable Commission that the work can be done, and can be well done, by educated 
professional men, without doing injustice to the spirit of the manual. And I am fur-
ther certain that the additional amount of money so spent upon each township would 
not alone be well invested, but would effectually stop all growling and trouble about 
bad surveys, badly or not at all set corners, imaginary topography, and all the endless 
array of other complaints a.t present made against the field-work of the Surveyor-
General's Office. It would classify the land in a detailed and intelligent manner, de-
scribing it at length in the general notes, thereby giving the Land Office all facilities 
needed to deal understandingly with the people and discriminate between the bona-
fide settler and the land-shark, and it would offer sufficient topography for all prac-
tical purposes that might arise for the next fifty years, and offer the general compiler 
all he can possibly claim for the purpose of mapping the State. 
I am afraid that I have dwelt at greater length on the subject of the" survey" than 
agreeable to the honorable Commission, and although 'most willing to say what little 
I may know in regard to the other questions, I feel it my duty to refrain from making 
this communication lengthier than it is alreauy. I shall be most happy, however, to 
elucidate by verbal testimony any points upon which the Commission may want to be 
further informed, or to practfoally demonstrate or help in any trials which may be un-
dertaken. 
Respectfully, 
SAN JOSE, October 8, 1879. 
A. T. HERRMANN, 
Su1·veyor and Civil Engineer. 
When giving some testimony before the honorable Commission in San Francisco I 
was requested to add tow ,· written answer my estimate in dollars and cents for pay 
per mile of such work as 1 ltad described. I think it ought to be: 
Line survey per mile: In plain, $8; in rolling country, $10; in mountains with scat-
tered timber, $15; in mountains with dense timber, $20. 
And for topogr:c.,pbical surveys and exploration per 1mction: In plain, $:i; in rolling 
country, $10; in mountains with scattered timber, $20; in mountains with dense tim-
ber, $30. · 
A percentage of 25 to 30 per cent. to he added for township and standard lines re-
spectively, aud from 10 to 15 per cent. for subdivisions, if the surveys be pushed to the 
highest parts of the Sierra or kindred mountain ranges. 
A. T. HERRMANN. 
SAN JOSE, Octobtr 14, 1879. 
Testimony of Harry C. Hill, San Francisco, Cal., relative to niinir,g laws. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, 
Septernbm· 19, 1879. 
Sm: At your request I beg leave herewith to submit to your Commissiop my views 
upon some of the points or questions propounded in your circular under the head of 
LODE CLAIMS. 
At t.he close of the war I was sent by a New York company to Chihuahua, in old 
Mexico, as :financial agent of a mining company. Shortly after my arrival at the mines 
I was promoted to the superintendency. Since that time I have been actively engaged 
in mining, either as superintendent in charge of property or as mining expert, to ex-
amine and report upon mines. I am tolerably familiar with mines and mining in 
Dakota, Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California, and in old Mexico, and in mines of gold, 
siiver, quicksilver, and coal. 
To point out existing defects in the laws is a much easier task than to suggest prac-
tical remedies for such defects. 
I believe "all mining district laws, customs, and records could advantageously be 
abolished as to future locations, and the initiation of record title should be placed 
exclusively with the United States land officers." It seems absurd to allow a few men, 
always interested and often incompetent, to make laws for a district that virtually set 
aside the laws of Congress; and in very many cases these district laws have proved 
the greatest drawbacks to mining enterprise. I may cite the case of Mont,gomery dis-
trict, Park County, Colorado, where, in a limestone country with" bedded veins," the 
width of a claim was made twenty-five feet on each side of the discovery. On Mount 
Bross, in this district, mining at 14,000 feet above sea level was an expensive experi-
ment, and no one was willing to risk capital on 50 feet of ground with such surround-
ings. The result was, that ,>rospectors and locators were forced to sell their narrow 
I 
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claims at low :figures to capitalists, who were equally forced to purchase an indefinite 
number of such strips before they were justified in going to the expense of making 
roads, and erecting buildings necessary for the shelter of the men working a.t that 
altitude. So that in this one case of so many that could be cited the district law 
proved the worst possible law for both parties that could have been devised. 
I believe the present size of what miners call a "Congress claim," 600 feet l,y 1,500 
feet, cannot well be improved upon. If a ledge is found to be wider than the 600 feet, 
alluw other locators to have an opportunity upon it; 600 feet in width of ore ought to 
satisfy the most avaricious. 
The present system of record is very defective. Mining titles are disturbed and ex-
pensive litigation is continually occurring through the fraudulent manipufation of 
t,he8e records. District recorders are not always either competent or honest, and some- , 
times lack both of these qnalificat ions. District records are many times found the 
most useful engines for the destruction of titles. So many districts are organized and 
records made that are in a short time forgotten that district recorders are careless 
about the preservation of the flrst records, and when these records come to have value 
it is often found impossible to cure the carelessness with which these recor<ls were 
made and handled. In Deadwood, Dak., the :first recorder appears to have been an 
old bunter who was too lazy to prospect, and was the only man in the district who 
woulcl take any trouble about recording the few claims that were first discovered. 
With the history of the Leadville records the Commissio11 is probably familiar. They 
were passed from one man t.o another without authority, sometimes lost entirely, and 
at length a saloon was set on fire for the express purpose of destro:ving them. 
The public land office is the proper place for records of public la,nd, whether agri-
cultural or mineral, and the United States officers are the proper persons to make the 
records, and these same officers should have the power to adjust all controversies con-
cerliling mineral lands pnor to the issue of patent. Some means should be provided 
for the appointment of deputy registers, at least in mineral districts at an inconve-
nient distance from the United ~tates land offices. 1 
· I believe that the sm·veyor-general should be required to survey and map mineral 
districts as soon as possible after their organization, and all locatfons should be dis-
tinctly marked upon the map, a copy of which sliould be kept in the local office, and 
the register or his deput.v should be required to refuse to record locations that inter-
fered wit,h locations already made. The present official practice of filing surveys o:f 
lode claims which overlap on the surface should be·changed, and surface-ground prop-
erly recorded and designated should not, until forfeited for non-compliance with the 
law, uo suhject to other location or record. I believe every possible prot~ction and en-
couragement should be given to the original locator, but this same locator should be 
ma<lti conform to the laws enacted for his protection by the C~ngress of the United 
States, and should not be aUuwed to make laws to suit his own ideas of the case, and 
this renders the amendment of existing United States laws an absolute necessity. 
I would clothe the recording officer with discretionary power sufficient to prevent 
locations that bore evidence of fraud. He should refuse locations unless the locators 
so fully described their claim as to make it possible to describe it upon the map already 
referred to. He should insist upon ore or mineral" in place" upon tbe claim being so· 
descri lied by posts or monuments that other locators could ha.Ye no reasonable excuse 
for overlapping his location or interfering with it. He (the locator) should be required 
to do a reasonable amount of work upon the claim, all(} within a reasonable amount 
of time should be required to pay the government price of $5 per acre, and upon such 
payment a patent should issue. No more expense should l~e inflicted upon the mineral 
locator than upon the man who takes up agricultural land, save in the first cost of the-
land, and patents should issue in the order of application, providing the law bad been 
complied with, and not, as is now the case, with such marked favoritism as to lead ono 
to doubt the integrity of the officials in charge of this department. 
In the American Fork district in this Territory a patent was applied for upon the 
Silver Dipper lode. No protest was made. The law appears to have been complied 
with in the letter as well as in t,he spirit. No objection of any kind was made to the 
appli:iation, and three years elapsed before the patent was received. 
]n the West Mountain district of this same Territory a patent was asked upon the-
Stewart mine. After the papers had gone to Washington and had been returned on 
account of some irregularity, an alleged fraud in the transfer of title from the original 
locators was discovered, aml affidavits were sent to the Land Office in Washington 
asking that the pa.tent be withheld pending an investigation. 
No investigation appears to have been made, and a patent was issued within a few 
days after the arrival of one of the parties in interest at the national capital, leaving 
one to believe that the mining laws need amendment in the administration as well as. 
the text. 
I believe that mines or mining claims should be confined by vertical lines. I am 
aware that this idea will meet with great opposition from various quarters, and will 
in some cases work hardship to locators; but once a record is properly made litigation 
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will practjcally ceas<>, and the opportunity for fraudulent manipulation of miniug titles 
will no lon1.r.er exist in great measure. 
Thero are; o maoy different kinds of mineral deposits that it is practically impossi-
ble to frame a general law that will not work some llardsbip to some few cases. A 
classification of Yeins or deposits, and a law or la"'s to fit such classification, has been 
suggested and frrely 11iscussed by mining men. I do not 1Jelieve the plan a practica-
ble one; the laws will necessarily be cumbersome and difficult of interpretation, and 
the opportunities for fraud in the classificat,ion Yery many. 
B.v allowing tbe locator to lay tlle six hundred feet as he thinks best, not as now 
compelling cqua.l distance on either side of the discovery, in most cases-I believe in 
87 per cent. of locations-sufficient ground will be covered to either make the locator 
rich or hopelessly bankrupt him if he persists in working. 
In the Brodie district of California the veins are small ones, inclosed within hard 
walls, and very irregular in both strike and pitch; yet in no case that I can remember 
-a.nd I am familiar with most of the mines in the district-woulcl the irregula,rity of 
the vein have taken it out of the side lines in a length of 1,500 feet along the &trike. 
Again, I do not think the side lines should of neces1:<ity be Tight lines; allow them to 
<mrve or follow the irregularity of the strike. The fact that the lines, Loth side a.nd 
end, when once described, are to definitely Louud the claim, Loth on the surface and 
in going down, will make locators more careful in making tl.Jeir locations, l'IOmethiug 
that at this time under the existing laws they are particularly careless about. 
At -present the constant fear of every miner and investor in mines is that at some 
time be will be "traced out." He never feels secure; and to the dishone&t ruani pulator 
nothing affords so many chances for pro)itable fraud as tl.iis same scheme of'' tracing 
out" a valuable claim. I know of many pnrchases of valnele!-s claims having been 
made for no other reason than they offer a chance to '' trace out" sorue other claim. 
Leadville, Col., Deadwood, Dak., many places in Utah, Nevada., and California, are 
now currnd and progress impeded by expensive litigation that would a11 have been 
impossible had the cfaims been located with vertical side lines. 
:Expensive litigation is not the worst feature in the cases, altbough for Pxamples of 
tho cost of maintaining title I may point to the suits between the Raymornl aud Ely 
.anu. Lhe Meadow Valley, in Pioche, and those between tbe Eureka Consolidated and 
.Richmond, in Eureka, as fine examples. 
The shameless frauds of various kinds that are continually practiced in mining cases 
.have brought discredit upon the entire business. In Deadwood a judge from the bench 
denounced the verdict of a jury in ft. mining case, where murder had beeu committed, 
as a <fo,grace to the law and insult to the court, and, bidding the clerk take the names 
of the jurors, ordered that none of them should ever be allowed to sit on a jury again 
cluring his administration. Such juuges are rarely to be met with. The venality of 
some of tbe juuges in Utah and some that were in Nevada when that State was under 
territorial government bas passed into a proverb. 
Men are pointed out in California and Nevada that have got rich by buying and sell-
ing juries, and in all mining camps certain men exist that are known as "affidavit 
.men "-men who are ready to swear to anything for a consideration. 
Of course no law will make men honest, but the major part of all pe1:jnry is com-
.mit te<l in SW(:aring to the" apex" of [l, lode; and by making side lines vertical lines 
you at ouo stroke take away all importance from and all value to this disputed point 
calle<l. " apex,'' which is the alpha and omega of uine mining suits out of every 
ten. 
I bel ieYe every mining country should bavo a federal officer, with powers simila.r to 
those of the golu. commissioners of the British colonies, selected if possible from the 
U11ited States Army, by which selection men both competent and honest could be ob-
tained for an office that would be a very respom,ible one as well as a most useful one. 
I mako no apology for the style of this article, which I have written while en route 
irorn one mining camp to another. I have had no time to write either more briefly or 
more elegantly, but in the midst of other duties havo hastily set down my ideas upon 
the subject, in the faint hope that in some way I may be instrumental in aiding your 
Commission in the encouragement of legitimate mining enterprise and in the supprP.s-
sion of fraud. 
Very respectfully, 
Captain C. E. DUTTON, 
HARRY C. HILL, 
San Francisco: Cal. 
Secretary Public Land Commission. 
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Testirnony of Williani Holden, Jlenllocino, Cal. 
The questions to which the following answers are gi rnn, will be found on sheet facing 
lJage 1. 
Answers to questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
1. My name is William Holden ; reside at Ukiah, :Mendocino, Ca!ifornia. 
2. Eight years. 
3. No, not for myself. 
4. Practice as a lawyer. 
5. In an uncontested case, six months. In a contested case, from one to three years. 
6. The right to pre-empt but 160 acres in this country, where land is largely :fit only 
for grazing, and that small amount being of no use or of small value as a gruzing farm, 
parties wishing to procure a grazing farm are compelled to procure others to pre-erupt 
so they can buy them out and thus get grazing land sufficient for their purposes; the 
remedy would be to permit them to pre-empt 640 acres of grazing land. 
7. This county is composed of small valleys, chimere mountains, mountains or hills 
covered with redwood and other timber, and open rolling hills covered with wild 
grass and scattering timber. 
8. The character of the land could only be :fixed by proof before the laud office 
where parties purchase; could not be done by geographical division. 
9. Would not advise any change. 
10. No other than permitting pre-emptors to take 640 grazing lands. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate is good; rainfall from middle of November to 1st of April; little or 
no snowfall. 
2. Rainfall about 54 inches; comes when most needed, as the ground is dried and 
parched when it comes. 
3. All. 
7. Springs, Russian River, and many small streams that empty into the ocean might 
be used for that purpose. 
8. My knowledge is limited; the fertility of the soil not injured; crops can be raised 
at an altitude of 3,600 feet above the level of the ocean. 
9. There are no irrigating ·ditcbes in this county. I do not know. 
10. None, or but very little for irrigating purposes. 
11. None. 
12. Four-fifths. 
13. It is practicable; 640 acres. 
14. Yes, to 640. 
15. Two and one-half acres. The rolling hills will produce more grass than the 
level plains in San Joaquin and Sacramento Valleys. 
16. About 100. 
17. But few cattle. 
18. Increases with pasturing. 
19. But few cattle raisers. Can be safely confined. 
20. Would be improved if range not overstocked. 
21. Springs and creeks. 
22. Between three and four. 
23. It has. 
24. No. 
25. None, because they do not run together. 
26. Two hundred and :fifty thousand sheep ; herds from 500 to 5,000. 
28. There is, in the old surveys. 
Tll\:IBER, 
1. There is a large quantity of timber land in Mendocino County-redwood, fir, pine, 
oak, and burr chestnut. There is a large belt of redwood and fir timber running from 
Sonoma to Humboldt Connty, along the ocean on an average 25 miles wide. Along the 
streams putting into the ocean, which are large enough in high water to float logs to 
the mills at the month, most of the timber has been cut and made into lumber. 
2. Australian gum, if any. 
3. I wonld srU as now provided by law. 
4. I wo·~ld classify as :first, second, and third rate for timber purposes, and require 
proof as to <:lass, when sold. 
5. Yes; tho :;prouts putting out from the roots of the stump grow very rapidly. 
G. Forest tire st originate from logging camps and hunters. Rewards for prosecuting 
to conviction of offenders might prevent it. 
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7. Large timber thefts are perpetrated. When taken for ties or lumber for sale, 
heavy penalties should be inflicted. For mining or agricultural purposes, no. There 
.are large wastes and destruction of timber not used. • 
9. I am of opinion that the laws would be more faithfully carried out if placed in 
the bands of local land officers. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Have no or very little experience. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. A very, very small proportion. Gold. 
WM. HOLDEN. 
Teatinwny of J. D. Hyde, ,regiale1· lJinited States land office, Viaalia, Tula1'e Connty, Cal. 
SAN FRA..i.."'WISCO, CAL., October 28, 1879. 
J. D. HYDE, register United States land office, Visalia, Cal. 
All fees for reporting evidence in land cases should be abolished. 
Registers should have a seal. 
Local land officers should have more authority. 
Fees for salaries should be aboli,,hed, and a salary :fixed for registers and receivers. 
Experience of years is required to make efficient officers (United States land). 
I believe in the present system of rectangular surveys of the public land, with 
improvements. I believe in more permanent monuments for public surveys; we have 
a great deal of trouble with settlers who are unable to find the stakes and corners of 
the old imrveys. 
Our district is agricultural. We h:.tve large districts of land now arid which can be 
eventually recl:.timcd by irrigation ; a la,rge quantity of water is now wasted. There 
should be a national or State system of irrigation. 
There are large tracts of foot-hill lands only :fit for grazing. 
I believe in the pastoral homestead of, say, 3,000 acres on arid tracts. 
There is very little t,imber land in our district-timber fit for building purposes; 
what timber "e haYe is on tl.te high mountain-tops. It should be sold in tracts of not 
less than 160 acres; from that to 640. The timber is now ravaged by :fire; fire destroys 
more than is used. The timber lands in private bands would be better cared for than 
in public control. 
Registers and receivers of districts should have charge of the timber lands. 
Local miniIJg recorders should be abolished, and claims for mines should be :filed 
with the United States local land offices for preservation of title, for prevention of 
litigation, and certainty of description. 
All mining controversies up to patent should be tried in the local district offices. 
Registers should have the right to subprena witnesses in land matters and to per-
petuate testimony. 
Local land officers (district) should have authority, as they take the testimony in 
and recommend cancellation of homesteads and D. S. pre-emption filin~s, to at once 
permit entry on the tracts by legal claimants, without waiting as now m some cases 
six months for cancellation from ·washington. 
Patents now require at least a year from issuance, when everything is regular. This 
should be altered, and patents issue at once. 
Contested cases sometimes now hang up four or :five years in the General Land 
Office at Washington. This should be radically changed. The local officers should 
decide many of the minor cases now sent up to Washington. 
Goverumeut ::;houkl pay for rent and fuel of offices of district land officers. 
Testimony of E. 0. F. Hastings, of San Franci8co, Cal. 
E. 0. F. HAsTrnGs, attorney-at-law, San Francisco, Cal., testified October 15, 1879, 
as follows: 
I have lived on the coast twenty years and have had some experience of the country. 
I have been a cat,tle proprietor. I was register of the land office at Marysville from 
1858 to 1862, and I was subsequently an attorney and land agent for the State, and 
resided in Washington from 1870 to 1875. 
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Question. Give Us your opinion as to the timber-land question.-Answcr. Well. 
from observation and experience I am satisfied (and concur with the other gentlemen) 
that some action should be taken for the preservation of the timber. The course that 
I would suggest from my experience in connection with this land would be that the 
timber land proper-the timber fit for sawing and producing lumber-as soon as it is 
found that there is a demand for it in any particular localit,y, should be surveyed by 
the government at once. There should be a special fund set apart for the survey of 
those lands, and the alternate sections (either the odd or even sections) should be 
offered at public sale at stated times, at a minimum price. The other sections not dis-
posed of, as a matter of course, should be held intact for the future. 
By pursuing a course of that kind the wants of the country would be supplied and 
the country would not be denuded for timber. It would also be an inducement to 
persons owning the timber to see to it that waste was not committed on the sections 
not sold. It would be to their interest to do it. It would also be to their interest 
to prevent fires ana depredations of every kind; and besides that the government, 
if it thought proper, could have agents for the purpose of protecting the unsold lands. 
That is all I have to say on the timber question. 
Q. What have you to say about the arable lands f-.A. The lands you have reference 
to I presume are the lands that are entirely unfit for cultivation without irrigation. 
I think these lands should be sold direct by the government, but without any special 
reservation as to quantity, for the reason that we know from experience in the past 
(and we can only judge of the future by the past) that vast bodies of land are now 
lying in this State of that character which have been surveyed and not disposed of by the 
federal government. Settlers could have occupied them if the government had made 
it possible for them to take them up in 1;u:fficient quantities for purposes of irrigation 
and improvement. That has not been cboe. 
Then again we see that all kinds of maneuvering and trickery have been resorted 
to for the purpose of getting title of this land from the federal government. Per-
sons were compelled to do that, for the reason jlat they could not buy them. It is a 
very grave question as to bow long it will take to utilize these lands, even if you get 
water on them, and therefore I think the sooner they pass into the hands of t,he peo-
ple the better. But the lands really susceptible to cultivation, and even the inferior 
lands that can only be utilized by the expenditure of large sums of money, I think 
should be held for the people-held sacred, and only to be taken up under pre-emption 
and homestead law. 
Q. You have had practical experience in the matter. Now, in your judgment, can 
the pre-emption and homestead laws be consolidated and simplified f-.A. Yes, sir; I 
think they can. It is a matter which I have not given much thought to, but I am 
inclined to think it would be best to increase the amount of tbe homestead claim from 
160 to 320 acres. Of course that would be the maximum of land that a party could 
take under the homestead or any other law of Congress. I would repeal the pre-
emption law. 
Q. What do you think of the pasturage lands f-A. It is a notorious fact that the 
pasturage land, as distinct from the irrigable in California, is of such a character that 
in order to make it valuable and to enable persons to utilize it the land must be held 
in large tracts, larger than 160 acres, and in many instances 2,000 acres would be of 
but little value to a person for pasturage purposes. My views are that this land should 
be surveyed by the government as early as practicable; that is as soon as the demands 
of the settlements of the country require it. Of course it would be nonsense for the 
government to go five hundred miles away from settlers and survey these lands, but 
as they are required they should be surveyed and proclaimed or offered at public sale, 
at a fixed rate, in tracts of not less than 1,000 or 2,000 acres, and those not sold should 
be subject to private entry. 
Q. At what rate f-.A. That would be a matter for consideration. The government 
would have to determine that after the lands bad been classified. I see no objection• J 
to increasing the homestead privilege, and giving persons the privilege of taking up :: 
the land under the homestead act. It ought not to be less than a section-enough to 
make a homestead. 
Q. What would be the effect if this land were sold so that a man could obtain small 
quantities about streams and springs, so as to have the greatest number of water 
fronts '1 What effect would that haw1 on the monopoly of water "I-A. If it were prac-
ticable to do so that would be wise; but you take the foot-hills for instance, and there 
you may find one or two springs, and there might not be another spring or small 
stream for miles. It would be difficult to so apportion that land as to give parties 
access to the water. The only way that I could see that it could be done would be 
this: for the government to hold in reserve the water ( with a certain amount of land 
in conjunction with it), and not sell it at all, but leave it open to the people and the 
public, the whole community being allowed to take their stock there to water. I 
think that would prevent monopolizing the land. Monopolies in this hilly land, in 
many instances, has resulted from that fact. When I was register parties would come 
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in and pre-empt one hundred and sixty acres of land: aucl when I asked l;hem why 
they di<l not ta,ke more, they would say: we do uot want more; we ,Yant the water; 
we lmythis water, and we have the key to thewholeconutry. That1sthe same wa,ywith 
the foot-hills-a man goes in and purchases the n-ater, aml that, ,vill giYehiui the key to the 
wbole country around. That is. the way the hmds Lave been alisorbed and kept out of the 
market, and the people prevented from settling 011 t]1em. People locate the water soas to 
control the land. It would be well to make t be greatest unru bnof past,urage farms front 
on the water and extend back. If the land could be diRposed of in that way it would 
be well; but it, is hardly practicable to get at it iu that way. I am still of the opinion 
that the government should hold the water and the la,nd adjoining intact, and not 
dispose of it. In that way it would leave the whole ma,Uer open, and there would Le 
no such thing as monopolizing the land. All persons could have access to the water. 
I can well suppose, for instance, tl.Jat there wafl a, spring in a region of conntry, and 
that for milt's around it was a desert, but, the government should hold the water and 
the lancl adjoining, ancl not dispose of it, at all. For instance, the forty acres upon 
which the spring was located should be reserved, just as saline springs are reserved. 
In tbe foot-hills, where the streams extend lrnt a, short distance, it would Le difficult 
to make a reservation with regard to tbe land, but if it was possible it would Le just 
as well to do it.. Where the streams extend only three or fonr miles, I would reserve 
that from sale. That would hold the wa,ter iLtact for the entire comrnunitv. Then 
the settlers outside of that would regulate the right of way.to suit themsf'ives. No 
party or set of persons could monopolize the water. 
Q. Do you favor a State or national system of irrigation ,-A. Yon have reference 
to the disposition and mode of a,ppropriating the Wt',ter by digging canals, &c.1 That 
is a very difficult question, aud one tbxt I ba,-e not thought about sufficie1 tly to pass 
an intelligent opinion upon. If, under our system of government, we could adopt 
some national system of irrigation it would be well; it would Le tbe true course to 
be pursued, if it was pr·acticable. · 
Q. What do you think about the right to work mines in lands that you have dis-
posed of as pasturage lan<lsf-A.. I think that when the government has made a sale 
of the surface that it should pass title to ever;ything in the laud1 mineral or whatever 
could be found there. 
Q. Would miners be willing to agree to that f-A.. I <lo not know. I presume there 
would be considerable opposition to it, but if those lands have been determined not to 
be mineral and the government disposes of them, bow would it be posr;ible for it to 
maJrn reservation in regard to the mineral, If the government can do it for one year 
it can do it for fifty years. The goYernment sets aside the sixteenth ancl thirty-sixth 
sections as school lands and recognizes the right of tbe State to them. I boy a section 
of that land, and twenty years from now I make a discovery of gold on it; would it 
not be 1'easonable to suppose that I own that gold, and would it be reasonable to say 
that I should not have it, Or, some one else comes along and discovers the mineral 
upon it after it was sold to me. It would unsettle matters -very much, indeed, to give 
the party making that discovery t,he title to the land or even to the mineral. 
Q. Would not the fact of any mining prospector having a right to go upon a man's. 
land be a cloud upon the title to that man's property ¥-A. Of course it would; any-
thing that interferes with the value of property certainly is a cloud upon the title to 
it, particularly where you cannot help Jourself. I 'do not see that any special good 
results in making that reservation. If mineral is found upon a piece of land it will 
be worked. The general idea of preventing monopoly of mineral land or any kind of 
land is a myth. You cannot pass laws to prevent it which will ever reach it. This, 
of course, relates to mineral la.nds. With agricultural lands it is a different proposi-
tion. There men want to make homes and they should be protected in their rights. 
Q. You have some knowledge of this stirip of country which has been reserved for 
mineral purposes in the foot-bills, do you think it will be wise to restore that to settle-
ment ?-A. Yes; I can give you my experience in reference to the reservation of this 
land. The first reservation that was made in the State '(that is of federal land after 
it had been reserved by the United States as public land) was in 1858. Surveys had 
been made (I speak now of land of which I have knowledge) in the early days com-
mencing with 1853-'54. There was a large amount of surveying done following the 
line of the foot-bills and extending down into the valleys. Much of that land in the 
valleys and foot-hills were ascertained to be agricultural land, and was offered for sale. 
A.bout the time these lauds were offered for sale mineral was discovered upon 
them anc.l placer mines were Leing worked. I could see that the government by mak-
ing the sale of that land would sell land that it ought uot to, anrl I communicated 
witb the department and sta,t ed the facts. I immediately received instructions to 
take testimony as to the cha.racter of these lands, as to whether they were more val-
uable for mineral than for agricultural purposes. Most of the proof was in favor of 
their being mineral laml 1 ancl the land was withdrawn. I took the testimony, and a, 
large amount of land was withdrawn from sale. The instructions and regulations 
were issued at that time. This land upon which I reported was in isolated tracts. 
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Subsequently the department issued a general order withdrawing all these lands from 
sale and reserving them as mineral, and then provided tha·~ the persons who desired 
to take up the land should make proof that it was of more value for agricultural than 
for mineral purposes, and the consequence is that the land has been held in this con-
dition ever since. 
Now, I think those lands which have been held for a long time, and upon which 
there are no mines, or upon which no mines have been worked, ought to be thrown 
open to pre-emption and homestead, and parties making the pre-emption and home-
stead entry should not be required to make the non-mineral proof. That is my view 
in relation to these lands. 
Q. What do you think of the idea that where there is a cause for doubt as to the 
mineral character of the land the burden of proof should be upon the miner and not 
upon the agriculturist i-A. That would be the most rational course to pursue. The 
rule is the other way now. 
Q. Would not that be practically inoperative 1-A. Well, I do not know. The pros-
pector always precedes the agriculturist. In connection with the foot-hills in this 
State there would not be much danger of a person taking the lands upon which there 
is mineral, because they have been rooting upon these lands for the last twenty )Tears, 
and if there was anything there it would have been found long ago. Those sections 
up along the foot-hills that yoors ago were being mined have been worked out, and 
there is nothing there now. When you go higher up into the mountains, of course it 
is a different thing. 
Q. From your knowledge of the gold land in that section what has been done with 
it; is it more valuable for agricultural than for mining purposes i-A. As to the por-
tion of this land that extends down through the valleys from ten to twenty-five miles 
these lands have been so thoroughly prospected that they really cannot be so very 
valuable for mining purposes, and therefore they would be more valuable for agri-
culture, but when you get up into the mountains, where these gravel and hydraulic 
cl:J,ims come in, that is a different proposition. 
Hydraulic mining extends south, going a considerable distance, but the mines have 
not been developed, for the reason that they have not ha<l a supply of water. For 
instance, up here in Tahama County there has been a discovery of gravel diggings 
where they had uot supposed there was any at all. It has been a creek, called Deer 
Creek. 
Staternent and suggestions by Alf1•ed, James, register, Los Angeles land district, and W. H. 
Norway, deputy surveyor. 
Before the United States Land Commission, Los Angeles, October 17, 1879. 
ALFRED JAMES examined. 
I ham been in the land service of the United States now more than seven years as 
register of the Los Angeles land district. . 
The general character of the unappropriated land in this district is hilly and mount-
ainous, suitable only for grazing, and desert lands. I refer now, of course, to the 
public lands of the United States. By "desert lands" I mean land destitute of 
grass and timber. It is not all totally unfit for cultivation under fair conditions, for 
some of the desert lands would be good land with water. I presume the proportions 
of desert and pasture land remaining in this district would be one-third desert and 
two-thirds pasture lands, and that two-thirds of all the lands are desert and pasture 
lands, compared with the whole area of land in this district. I mean public lands-
that is, exclusive of private grants and lands disposed of. 
All the lands in this district are unoffered lands, to be disposed of under the home-
stead and 'pre-emption laws. These laws are wholly inapplicable to the disposition of 
these lands, because 160 acres of land or 320 acres, the limit which can be acquired 
under the pre-emption and homestead laws, combined would be wholly insufficient for 
an~' man-would not support one man. 
There is a great diversity in the character of the pasture lands, and upon an aver-
age it would 1·equire of the wild pasture land perhaps ten acres to support or sustain 
one head of beef. But this would exclude the <lesert land. Of the same pasture 
land it would take five acres or more to sustain one head of sheep. Sheep waste much 
more thau cattle by tramping over the ground. 
In Rome ])laces there is good grazing for sheep and cattle entirely to the summit of 
the mountains. They range to the summits. In the San Jacinto and Cuyamaca 
Mountains there are good pasture l:tnds npon the summit. 
This district does not extend back to the Sierras; but I know something regarding 
the tim1?er lands in the Sierras, for I lived there several years. In the Sierr~ Nevadljl, 
where timber grows grass is very seldom found. Grass in the mounta,in 1·~nges of 
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California is mostly con:finei1 to the Coast Range and the foot-hills. On the heavily 
timbered mountains there is no grass to speak of. 
Of the Yosemite Mountains I do not offer an opinion; I don;t know anything about 
them. I have passed over the Sierra Nevada by several different routes and have 
lived there for several years, but I know of no locality where there is any grass in the 
timber to amount to anything, except in some of the valleys, high up on the borders 
of Lake Tahoe, and in the tamarack region. The grass line runs from 5,000 to 7,000 
feet, and it is frequently in considerable quantities, and is cut for hay. Hope Valley 
has an elevation of 7,000 feet and is covered with grass. Sierra Valley is a good grass 
and stock country and is very elevated; it has an elevation of about 6,000 feet. 
Grazing lands of this part of California are simply held by mere occupation by sheep-
herders. Much is occupied by foreigners in this portion of California. There are large 
tracts of land both in this and San Diego County which is so occupied by sheep-herders. 
I have known those men to start in business as herders for others in the sheep busi-
ness and in a very short time gather up a flock of their own ; and in some instances 
they become very wealthy, owning several thousand head, grazing them upon the 
public land, frequently to the exclusion of men who would be glad to purchase these 
lands if they could do so in sufficient quantities to maintain the business of stock-
raising. Those herders are nomadic in their character. They drive their flocks over 
I don't know how much territory. I have heard considerable complaint from stock 
men in regard to those nomadic sheep-raisers from the fact that they freqmmtly drive 
on the ranges occupied by other persons, and in some instances gather up stock belong-
ing to such persons and drive them off in thefr own flocks. 1 might state, however, 
further regarding these sheep men that when feed is very scarce they often rent land 
from private-grant owners for a season, but this is always when they are unable to 
find sufficient feed on the public lands to maintain their flocks. lt is their custom, as 
soon as grass and water fails, to move off. In moving they are protected by State 
laws, yet the moving of their stock is often a serious annoyance, and litigation very 
frequent,ly arises out of the damages done in moving stock from place to place. They 
frequently make unnecessary delays, and so depredate upon private grants in order to 
feed their sheep. Besides this, moving has often the effect of evading the tax-laws to 
some extent, and in every instance more or less difficulty is experienced in collecting 
the revenues. They sometimes pass from one county to another and evade the taxes 
altogether. 
I think the value of the pasture lands bas deteriorated to a considerable extent, in 
my own experience here. This I attribute to the excessive grazing or overstocking 
and eating up of the seed, as the grasses grow entirely from the seed; all the valuable 
grasses here are produced in this way. In some places the pastures in this way be-
come exhausted. Where there is no overstocking there is always enough to seed the 
pastures. The lands in this district have all been injured in this way; that is, the 
wild pasture la,nds. The water facilities are quite limited in California. Wherever 
there is water, such as a spring or rivulet or any valuable water supply, the land has 
been occupied. 
Water cn,n be obtained on nearly all these lands by the expenditure of capital, 
either by surface wells or artesian water; artesian water can be obtained nearly every-
where in California. There have been many successful experiments in obtaining ar-
tesian wn.ter, none of very great magnitude; bnt a great many artesian wells have 
been sunk upon mesa lands, and water obtained at a depth of from 200 to 500 feet. 
In the San Bernardino Valley artesian wat,er may he obtained at from 30 to 60 feet, in 
an abundant fl.ow. But those wandering herders have not yet been reduced to the 
necessity of sinking wells for water, from the fact that in the foot-hills there are yet 
some springs from which they can obtain water. They depend upon this natural sup-
ply; but the failure of water sometimes necessitates their moving. 
As a means of approximating the size of their bands of sheep, I can only state that 
wool-growing is one of the principal industries of this State. 
Collisions sometimes occur between cattle and sheep men. Cattle and sheep will 
not gra.ze profitably upon the same lands. Sheep pasturage invariably deteriorates 
and destroys the quality of the pastures, and renders them totally unfit for cattle. I 
think, though, as a matter of fact, about all our cattle raisers have private ranches. 
Very few are dependent upon the uncertainty of the public lands for their grazing, 
while these are used very largely for sheep. Sheep-grazing would necessarily drive 
out cattle. 
I am of the opinion that the· public lands are being rendered, by this unrestricted 
herding of sheep over them, less and less valuable every year. Eventually it will be 
difficult for the government, under the present land system, to dispose of these lands 
at any price. The parties occupying have acquired no title, and yet they are in the 
occupation to the exclusion of all others, and their occupation is destroying the value 
of the lands so that it will not be disposed of. 
There is no way under the present law by which it can be acquired in sufficient 
quantity to enable a man to make a living upon it. It can be acquired by homestead 
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and pre-emption in quantities of 160 acres, and then only by cultivating the land, 
which is an impossibility; and if the land is in the occupation of these nomadic sheep 
men it is not subject even to those laws for acquiring title, under the ruling of the 
Land Department. 
In my opinion this character of land should be sold outright by the government, 
perhaps in unlimited quantities by private entry. I am in doubt about the propriety 
or feasibility of limiting the quantity which should be allowed to any one man or per-
son, as an evasion of the law in case of limitation would be almost certain to follow 
as the result. One thousand acres of our average pasture land in this district would 
be insufficient for ordinary stock-raising by one man. 
Under the present system of legislation, as well by the United States as by this State, 
sales of lands here are supposed to be confined to 160 acres, and the intention is to 
avoid the existence of monopoly. But the claimant can take up a pre-emption, then 
homestead, then a quarter section under the timber act, and as much homestead scrip 
as he can buy and pay for. He can in this way, if he is rich enough, get an unlimited 
quantity of land, so that the restrictions against monopoly are a dead letter; but it 
would be better to provide an easier way to attain this end, and a way that would 
avail to prevent perjury and fraud. Most people think that by acquiring land under 
the forms of the law they are not committing any fraud or perjury. Besides, it is a 
fact that there are no more lands in this district that are worth entering under the 
homestead or pre-emption laws. 
A law to dispose of this class of land should be applicable to the whole country. I 
think an excellent plan of disposition would be to make the ownership-the actual 
possession at the time-of a herd of cattle or sheep the qualification of every pur-
chaser of large tracts of public land. 
Again, if you should limit the quantity of land there would be less inducement to 
a man to spend large sums of money in the work of developing artesian water. 
As to price, the graduation law or system should, I think, prevail. Under that plan 
the better part of the land would be brought up and the remainder soon be sold. In 
fact all the land in this district worth $1.2fi an acre has already been sold. As I have 
stated, the value of the land is decreasing by reason of overstqcking. If the govern: 
ment is ever to dispose of these lands it will have to be done soon or it will not :find a 
purchaser at four bits an acre, by reason of this deterioration. 
Perhaps at this time 50 to 60 per cent. of the pre-emption and homestead entries in 
this' district are perfected. Perhaps of those perfected one-half were entered legiti-
mately under the la,w for personal purposes, and I see no necessity of maintaining the 
homestead law and the pre-emption law at the same time. The homestead law is de-
fective as it stands. I know of a great many advantages which would accrue by 
material modifications. 
The law itself (section 229i, Revised Statutes) provides that the question of aban-
donment shall he determined by the register and the receiver; but under the rules of 
the Department it is required that the register and receiver shall determine the ques-
tion of abandonment primarily and send the report, with the evidence and their joint 
opinion, to the Commissioner of the General Land Office for his action, which, when 
had, is transmitted back to the local office-taking a period of from six months to a 
year-when the case is held for sixty days subject to appeal to the Secretary of the 
Interior, when, if no appeal is taken, the fact must be reported back to the depart-
ment and a cancellation is ordered, and the local office is then notifi d from tho Gen-
eral Land Office that the cancellation has been entered, whereupon the land is at 
length subject to entry for the :first time-requiring in all a period ranging from one 
to three years. 
To determine a question of abandonment there should be no further fact than the 
written abandonment and the surrender of the duplicate receipt by the party claim-
ing in homestead cases, and the land so abandoned ahonld be subject to immediate 
filing and entry . 
. I think as a general thing that perhaps half the persons applying for the cancella-
tion of homesteads lose the benefits. The trouble is that under the present rulings of 
the department the person securing the cancellation of a homestead has no preference 
over any other person, and it is as subject to be entered by any other person as by 
such person-by the first man that applies-and the expense may have been very con-
siderable to the party who has applied for cancellation. He ought to have the pref-
erence. 
The party living nearest the land office has alwaya the best opportunity; and the 
person making the application and spending his means is liable to lose his opportu-
nity. I have known of cases where parties have received telegraphic communications 
from Washington of the cancellation of homesteads, and in such cases I have experi-
enced some considerable annoyance and trouble. In such case the local land office is 
blamed and suspected by the party injured. I think it would be generous to let the 
homestead go upon record, where affidavit has been :filed to the satisfaction of the local 
officers that an abandonment has been made; to authorize the local officers to receive 
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any application and act finally in the premises. The circumlocution now required to 
effect the cancellation of an abandoned homestead deters in many instances the per-
son applying therefor from ever acquiring title to these lands. 
'l'he timber-culture act is of no material benefit in this district. Land~ are usually 
taken up under this law for the purpose of holding the land beyond the reach of any 
other person. A person can hold those lands for one year without being subject to 
proceedings for abandonment at all, the rnquirements of the law for the first year being 
nominal. Then to clear the record of a timber-culture entry would require three years' 
time and a very considerable expense. It amounts to occupation without rent for an 
average term of :five years. It might be safe to say that the land might be held with-
out rent and to the detriment of all others for :five years. 
Twenty-nine entries have been made under the timber-culture act in this district, 
and none perfected. I know of no case where they have undertaken to comply with 
the law. There may be such instances, but none has come to my knowledge, and it is 
my opinion that none of the timber-culture entries upon the records of this district 
will ever be perfected. · 
About the desert-land Jaw my opinion, so far as its application to Southern Califor-
nia is concerned, is that it is one of the best laws ever passed by Congress in regard to 
the public lands; because there is a large area of land, known as desert lauds, which 
without water is wholly and totally valueless. The law, however, is in my opinion 
defective in that t,he quantity of land to be entered by any one should not be limited, 
for the reason that it requires the expenditure of very large capital in order to reclaim 
the land and render it fit for cultivation. The law, so far, has ploved a dead letter in 
this district, although large sums of money have been expended under its provisions. 
The regulations of the department in regard to the proof required to establish a recla-
mation of desert land are so onerous as to render it impossible for a person to reclaim 
a piece of land under them. They require a person to put w~ter upon the lands. It is 
required that the water be carried upon the land not only sufficient to raise crops, but 
that crops be produced by the introduction of water. The proof seems to contemplate 
that water should be carried over the whole of the lands, which is impossible in nearly 
every instance on account of the configuration of the land. Even the dimensions of 
the canals are required to be established by proof. I don't think the department 
should require that water should be conducted upon the entire tract before title should 
pass to him. • 
There ought to be some discrimination made in regard to the requirements of reclama-
tion. For instance, a man may take up a piece of desert land and go to great expense 
to bring water upon it, requiring the land for vineyard purposes and for fruit-grow-
ing, in which case it needs a comparatively limited quantity of water, compared with 
what would be required to reclaim the land for the purpose of producing grasses for 
pasturage, as alfalfa, or for vegetable-raising, one-half the quantity of water required 
for raising vegetables or for alfalfa would be sufficient for the purposes of raising trees 
or vines, while the re~ulations of the department seem to make no distinction. 
The gist of the law 1s, or rather ought to be, the reclamation of the land, and not the 
question as to who reclaims. 
From the fact that the desert lands of California are valueless without reclamation 
the man who spends his money and time in an uncertain speculation of reclaiming 
such lands shoul.Q. be rather patronized by the government than otherwise. 
Much of the land in San Bernardino County is desert land, and some tracts here and 
in other counties, notably in San Diego County, as also in Ventura and nearly all of 
Kern Co:unty which falls in this district. All of Kern outside this district is desert 
land. 
In this connection I will say that it would be impossible to reclaim, even under the 
most liberal lPgislation, a very great percentage of this land, for the want of water. 
Only a small percentage of it ever can be reclaimed. 
If the law was more liberal in its terms and provisions, parties might be induced to 
spend some capital in sinking artesian wells, and by that means much of the land 
might eventually be reclaimed; but, as the law BOW stands, capitalists are prohibited 
from undertaking such enterprises. 
Timber lands in this district are very limited. There is a very limited quantity of 
timber which could be manufactured into lumber situated in the San Jacinto and the 
San Gabriel or Cabon Mountains, inaccessible without the expenditure of large capital 
for the building of roads. As this timber is on the northern slope of the mountai~s, 
it is inaccessible except by building roads, as it must be brought over the summit. 
This would render fluming impracticable. The timber is not of the better class, how-
ever, I think. It is principally pine and fir. The quantity of good sugar-pine is verJ 
limited. 
There has been no title from the United States to these lands, for the reason that 
t tle can be acquired only by homestead or pre-emption or the timber act, which is 
ii ::i,pplicable to that class of timber land. The trouble is that a man cannot get on 
th· se lands without an expenditure of $20,000 or $30,000, and then could get only 360 
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acres. The timber has not been appropriated, nor is the timber here adapted to build-
ing purposes. 
At San Bernardino the timber is obtained from the mountains, and some of that 
timber was appropriated under indemnity selections. One great mistake is that all 
the wood lands have been recorded by the department as timber lands, and parties 
have been prosecuted for cutting timber only fit for fuel for domestic purposes; and 
this notwithstanding that the only source from which the population of the com-
munities in this part of the county have been able to obtain wood for domestic pur-
poses, for fuel, is from the canons and the mountains and isolated spots of scrub-oak 
and other classes of timber growth upon the public lands. 
If the government would provide any means by which the title coulrl l)e acquired 
to this class of land, such as is yet valuable for the wood growing thereon, it would be 
readily purchased. But there being no means of acquiring title, and the necessity 
continually existing for fuel for domestic purposes, these lands in a few years will be 
divested of timber in spite of the efforts of the government to the contrary, and thereby 
rendered whollv valueless. 
The governrr1ent might receive no inconsiderable amount of money for these lands, 
but a very great proportion bas already been stripped of wood, and can never be sold 
for any price. 
It would be one of the most difficult things possible to cover this case by gmieral 
legislation, from the fact that the timber is found growing in isolated parcels in the 
mountains and canons, being in nearly every instance inaccessible without the con-
struction of roads at great cost, and containing no land fit for agricnlturnl purposes 
whatever. It would be impossible to sell this land out in regular subdivisions as 
under the present system. They could be sold only in parcels under special survey, 
as placer cla:ims are now sold. What I have said applies to every portion of Southern 
California. 
The better plan would be to sell the timber, reserving the land, so that the govern-
ment would then be enabled to reserve the new timber, if any such there might be ; 
and if the thing were possible, in such case there ought to be some legislation provid-
ing against waste. 
The wood lands have been largely damaged by fires, and these fires have often oc-
curred from th~ negligence of hunters and sometimes of ruining prospectors who care-
lessly set fire to the timber. 
I will add to what I have said about the homestead and pre-emption laws. The 
law requiring the publication of notice in contested cases is a useless law and should 
be repealed. It imposes an additional expense of from $5 to $10 to no purpose what-
ever, for the reason that when the records show an adverse claim, persoual service is 
necessary, notwithstanding the requirements of publication; and also the law re-
quiring the publication of notice of final proof in pre-emption and homestead cases is 
entirely useless and adds to the expense and causes unnecessary del~ in the entry of 
land. The law is cumbersome and difficult of execution from the fact that it often 
occurs that when publication is had the witnesses named in tlie publication at the 
expiration of the time set for proving up cannot be bad, and even when they can be 
had there is still in the way of closing up the case mau.y difficulties and hundreds of 
perplexities to the local officers. It is a cumbersome, useless, and unnecessary law in 
every respect, and I have never been able to see the first particle of public good from 
that law. 
In general terms, again, I don't believe that the public is benefited by taking tes-
timony other than by the register and receiver, for various reasons: and among others 
that the testimony so taken is very seldom satisfactory and in nearly every instance 
is incomplete and leads to much correspondence and delay, compelling the local offices 
to keep proofs open for a greater or less time after the proof is taken. In many in-
stances, if not generally, it costs more than to come before the local offices. Often the 
testimol!y has to be returned for correction, and entails unnecessary labor upon the 
government. We have found in the experience of this office since the rule went into 
effect that our labors have been greatly increased. It would be a wise regulation of 
law to empower the register and receiver to visit remote localities to take proofs, and 
it would incur no additional expense upon the government. It would also facilitate 
business if the register and receiver were authorized to issue subpamas and to compel 
the attendance of witnesses in contested cases. Under the State laws, or by calling 
in their aid, we are in some measure empowered to bring in witnesses, but it would be 
much better if the authority were direct. 
From my experience with them I should also recommend that the local mining regu-
lations of mining districts be abolished, because they are so easily evaded and s.q sel-
dom complied with. The mining records under the local regulations are copied in a 
very loose and unsatisfactory manner. Mining recorders are generally irresponsible 
persons, not under bonds, and are easily used for the purpose by those that wish to 
evade the law. Mining districts are irregularly organized. There is no established rule 
as to the number of persons necessary to organize a district. It may be by three per-
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son", ::rnd I have known districts organized by two miners at a miners' meeting of 
themselves-the meeting called by themselves upon notice sent to each other; one 
presides and tho other is secretary. There is no evidence needed as to whether they 
are miners or whether they are citizens; all this has to be assumed. 
Having elected themselves president and secretary they pass a code of laws to govern 
the district, and pass such laws as will subserve their own interests, and proceed to 
record t,he claims they cannot hold themselves by" dummies." 
Some of these districts aie nearly as large as the State of Rhode Island, often as 
large as a whole township. Some may be comparatively small. 
It often occurs that a mining recorder is elected, makes a few records, abandons the 
district and takes the records with him. 
The boundaries are designated without survey, often by illiterate men, and so very 
frequently overlap boundaries of other districts. It also occurs that a seconc1 mining 
district is organized, and the old laws repealed and new ones enacted. 
Where a mining claim is taken rip under local laws and regulations it frequently occurs 
that, in order to avoid the work necessary to comply with that law, about the time the 
year would expire the claim is simply :relocated l>y the same parties. 
Under these laws the first act is to stake off the lode and stick up notices, which are 
often vague and very indetlnite in their terms, being written by illiterate persons. The 
second step is to have it recorded. 
There is no restriction upon the recorder to re~ulate these notices or recocds. He is 
not required to go upon the ground generally. 'l'here is no security against the altera-
tion and destruction of these records. The personal integrity of the recorder is all. 
These records are the foundation and inception step to perfect a government claim. 
Under the regulations of the department the local registers are required to certify to 
the entries from his records, and, having no seal, he is required to certify before some 
person having an official seal. No other certificate of its genuineness is required. 
'rhese entries ::ire almost invariably very vague and indefinite. 
In many of the mining districts recently formed the laws of the United States in 
regard to the location of mining claims have been established as the laws of the dis-
trict, showing that the United States laws are more satisfacto.ry than any local laws 
that the miners have made. 
In place of these local laws I should suggest a general law of Congress. I should 
require the notice to be filed in the local land office, the same as a declaratory statement 
is filed for agricultural land. 
It would he well to have the locations made by official surveys, if it could be done 
without duplicating the survey and causing the expense of another survey before the 
issuance of a patent. There would not be any necessity for a further survey. The only 
objection to this would be the expense of locating the claim. But, in answer to this, it 
would prevent people from locating in bad faith, and from incumbering the districts 
with fraudulent claims, which have become very common. 
Two-thirds of the claims now held in this district, with which I am acquainted, are 
held without doing the necessary work required by law, merely for purposes of specu-
lation. 
I should further limit the time within which parties filing should come in and pur-
chase from the government after filing; that there ought, first, to be time-say, two 
years-giveu for development. I think that the expendit.ure of money should be more 
satifactory than the performance of acts to constitute the proofs. 
I think, also, that the same rule would apply with advantage to government lands, 
and I think all controversies between parties in those cases should be settled in the 
local land offices, and it would save half or two-thirds of the litigation. 
As between the ~quare or dip location, I should favor the dip location. In deep 
mining the square would fail in many cases. In deep mining, under the square .loca-
tioc, the lode would often extend beyond the limits of the claim. Fifteen hundred 
feet would be sufficient to cover the dip in most cases, perhaps, hut not in all. In the 
Comstock Mine the dip covers 2,900 feet. For practical purposes, generally under the 
square location 1,500 feet would be sufficient. 
By a law designating the initiatory steps to be taken and securing the title to mines 
the government would derive a considemble revenue, from the moneys of which it is 
now deprived without any detriment to the miners themselves. This would throw 
the mines into the bands of legitimate, bona-fide operators. I have known of many 
instances where companies have held claims in districts which they never saw and 
without complying with the laws for years, simply by procuring certificates that work 
had been done and by relocating claims. 
I should not allow the same parties who have forfeited their claims by abandon-
ment to rerecord them. Yet I don't think that it would be well to restrict miners to 
one location as in pre-empting land, because the business is one of the most uncertain 
pursuits. If a man devotes himself to the business of mining and risks all upon one 
mine which is undeveloped, he is resting his efforts upon a very frail claim. It is true 
that miners are migratory, going from mine to mine in pursuit of something better, 
but still I think it would not be well to confine one to one claim. 
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If the law should compel one to initiate his claim by having a survey made, the cost 
would confine them to single claims with more tenacity and do more, perhaps, for 
their development. But if one claim prove unsatisfactory, I think there should not 
be a law that would compel him to quit the business. 
In matters of controversy between mineral and agricultural claimants, if the land 
is returned as mineral lands the burden of proof should fall upon the claimant claim-
ing it as agricultural. 
We have had whole township plats withdrawn here simply upon the affidavits of 
persons interested in mining-plats that have been withdrawn for years to the detri-
ment of persons desiring to settle as agricultural claimants, notwithstanding that 
upon those lands no mining developments have ever been made. 
I think it would be the preferable way for the government to classify her lands and 
then adhere to her cla,ssi:fication at all events, no matter what subsequent experience 
might show. At present, as the law is, the sale at best is only conditional, notwith-
standing the settler thinks himself secured by his patent; for if his land is held and 
patented to him as agricultural and should be found to be :µiineral afterward his 
patent is no protection. I think if the sale is made by the government to the indi-
vidual, either as agricultural or mineral, it should be :final. There should be no reserva-
tion, and all controversies should be settled. But the patent should be final so far as 
the mere character of the land is concerned. 
I don't recollect whether I stated, but I intended to have done so, that the home-
stead law, like the pre-emption law, should be retroactive. Rights should date from 
the day of settlement, whether upon surveyed or unsurveyed lands. 
As to private land claims, the segregation ought to be done by all means, and 
speedily. It never will be done if left to the claimants to do, because it is to the in-
terest of private grant claimants not to do it. I should suggest that when it is done 
permanent monuments of some sort be erected, because where lines of private grants 
have been surveyed settlers desiring to enter have no reliable means of knowing where 
the lines are run between the private grants and the public domain. As it is, the cor-
ners when established are very soon obliterated, monuments that mark boundaries are 
often in obscure places and very difficult to :find. It is always for the interests of the 
private claimants not to segregate, because they have the use of the public domain 
for stock purposes. What I mean by segregation in this instance is the separation of 
the private land claims froµi the public lands of the United States, so as to inform 
the public where the boundaries are by marking these boundaries in a conspicuous 
manner. 
It has been the practice of the department, when the boundaries of private ranches 
are undetermined, or where there is any question about the boundary, to withdraw 
from public entry the land in the neighborhood and sometimes to a considerab.10 
extent. 
Such cases exist here where plats of public surveys have been withdrawn for years 
pending the' settlement of private land claims. Whole townships have been with-
drawn when only a portion of the land is claimed. Parties frequently come to the 
local offices and want to make their claims to lands, but :find it impossible to :file upon 
these lands, get discouraged, and give it up. There is a great deal of public land here 
in just this condition. On account of the San Jacinto ranch we have three townships 
suspended. 
In the event of a compulsory segregation, I think the government ought to be at 
the expense of the surveys instead of the claimants. I think it would be to the inter-
est of the government to do it. 
There should be some process by which the immediate restoration of lands would 
take place upon a forfeiture of a railroad grant. A vast portion of the public lands 
in this district is withheld from pre-emption and homestead by reason of the with-
drawal for railroad purposes, notably on behalf of the Atlantic and Pacific and the 
Texas Pacific Railroad Companies. These withdrawals cover three-fifths of this en-
tire land district. t takes an average strip through the entire district of about 120 
miles in width on an average. 
This withdrawal withdraws all the odd-numbered sections from disposition of any 
kind, and raises the price of even-numbered sections to $2.50 an acre, which price is 
in excess of the value of the land. 
A great many settlers are clamorous to make entries on these lands, and are prohib-
ited from doing so. This paralyzes the disposition of the lands in this land district. 
Many of those lands are now occupied through the necessities of t.he people, and a 
large number of applications to :file upon these lands, particularly within the with-
drawal of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, are now before the department. 
Much litigation and much suffering hereafter will be occasioned by the attempts to 
enforce these grants. The attempt would be attended with much difficulty and even 
resistance. 
Every citizen interested in the prosperity of Southern California feels an abiding 
interest in the restoration of these lands to the public domain. 
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Testimony of Williarn Neely Johnson, San Fmncisco, Cal. 
WILLIAM NEELY JOHNSON, of San Francisco, examined. 
I organized the la,nd office at Sacramento in 1867, and was register until about May, 
1869. 
The timber lands of the State of California consist of two belts-one a belt that 
ranges near the Pacific coast, along what is here called the Coast Range, except that 
the Coast Range, as defined here, extends back northerly from San Francisco some 40 
miles, while there :1re valleys which make the timber lands commence three or four 
miles from the Pacific coast. The timber runs up into an altitude of 1,500 feet, and 
p;oing westerly about 40 miles, where you find what is called the Coast Range proper. 
The next belt is on the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Therefore I say there are two belts 
of timber. I concur with gentlemen who have testified here in their classification of 
the timber lands-Mr. Redding and others. 
The difficulty of dealing with the timber lands arises from the impracticability of 
carrying out the present system of national law, which is in effect inoperative. That 
is my experience as a government officer. In a country like this villages have to be 
built up wherever there is a mining or agricultural center, and if the timber lands in 
the vicinity are not surveyed, or if the people cannot buy timber wjth which to build 
houses from the government, they will take it without permission. They do not re-
gard such taking as stealing. It is public property, and if the government does not 
pass laws under which they can obtain it legitimately, they will take it anyhow. The 
Central Pacific Railroad was obliged to have timber for the construction of its road 
over the mountains, and the timber was given it by law. But the question came up 
as to whether the railroad company would expend considerable sums of money in 
erecting mills to manufacture their own lumber or give out contracts to supply it, 
which latter they did, of course. Mills were constructed that run out from 80,000 to 
120,000 feet of lumber every twenty-four hours. I know mills near Truckee that 
turn out that much lumber. They were erected upon government lands. Where they 
could get a survey made they would pre-empt a quarter section, build a mill on that, 
and use the timber on all accessible lands. 
The government can do nothing with the present timber lands without their being 
surveyed. 
In my judgment stumpage is only an incentive to people to commit trespass upon 
the public timber lands. I found that people who had made large disbursements 
were getting their employes to file declaratory statements on timber lands under the 
pre-emption laws, and then cut the timber off, and the pre-emption would never be 
completed. The money was furnished by the mill men, and the laws of the United 
States were simply an encouragement to perjury. If you are going to prevent perjury 
you had better sell the timber lands in altitudes from 4,000 to 6,000 feet above tide-
water, where the seasons are too short for practicable or profitable agriculture. Lands 
at such altitudes are of a peculiar softness, but have not sufficient strength to raise 
any of the cereals. You can raise vegetables, though, to some extent. There are little 
valleys where grain might be raised, but they are so inconsiderable in number and area 
as compared with the entire slope of 450 to 500 miles, hav-ing a width of 25 to 30 miles, 
that they should not be taken into consideration at all. These valleys are principally 
used for pasturage purposes. The timber on the mountain sides is valuable, but its 
great distances from market would make it impracticable for any individual pre-empt-
ing 160 or 320 acres to bring it to market. To make this timber available it must be 
worked by combinations of capital. In this belt there are sections very sparsely set-
tled. If it was the policy to preserve part of the timber, it should be done by reserving 
trees of a certain size; but I have uniformly found that seeking to protect timber by 
employing agente was a failure. A man perfectly familiar with a certain locality might 
be efficient as a timber agent there, but he could not guard any considerable territory. 
I regard the employment of such agents as a failure, and I do not regard such a policy 
worthy of consideration by intelligent gentlemen. 
I think the timber in the belt of the Sierra Nevada should be sold in sufficiently 
large tracts to justify persons engaged purely in the lumber business in erecting suit-
aLle mills. The price must depend upon the locality and upon the market. I do not 
believe a practical lumberman would engage in such an enterprise unless he could 
purchase directly from the government at least two to four sections of land. 
I do not believe the acreage should be taken into consideration in fixing the price 
for the sale of the timber in this llelt. The price should cover all expenses incurred in 
making surveys, negotiating sales, issuing patents, &c. Perhaps $2 an acre would 
cover this, but the people coulcl well afford to pay $5 per acre. In the high altitudes 
the cost of surveying, plotting, &c., is great, and is much more expensive in somo lo-
calities than in others. This could be determined from the township plats returned 
from the loca,l offices. 
I do not believe it is good policy for the government to withhold our timber lands 
from sale either to individuals or to capitalists. I have witnessed for more than 
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twenty-five years past operations in timber lands, and have almost uniformly found 
that where an individual locates or purchases a srnall tract of land in the timber belt 
he has voluntarily tl'ansferred the same to somebod;v else, or could afford to hold and 
work it himself. 
The timber belt upon the Coast Range of California, say from Santa Cruz County 
northerly, is composed of a different character of timber from that which grows upon 
the Sierra Nevada belt. The redwood timber grows along the Coast Range, passing 
from Santa Cruz northerly from San Francisco. Santa Cruz, Sonoma, Mendocino, and 
Humboldt Counties as far as the Humboldt River have a fine growth of large red wooo. 
timber. The trees grow closely together and are very large and tall. I haive traveled 
through this rich belt of timber from Mendocino County to the Pacific Ocean, a dis-
tance of 20 miles, over a road which was cut out by the government as far back as 
1856-'57. Tlte timber along this part of the coast beltg1ows so thickly that it is often 
the case that when a tree is felled it lodges between two others, and there are many 
places where perhaps the sun has not reached the ground in centuries. These trees are 
from 10 to 15 feet in diameter through the butt, and range from 150 to 250 feet in height. 
Many of them nearer the coast will reach from 75 to 100 feet with scarcely a limb. I 
have seen trees cut down in the redwood belt along the Pacific coast where 12 to 14 
feet above the ground they erected a scaffold and the chopping men got up about 12 
feet high where they cut the tree. I have seen trees cut there where the timber would 
be 15 feet wide 6 feet above the butt. 
The growth of the redwood tre~ is very slow. The soil along the Pacific coast in 
front of the Mendocino reservation is a dark loam that appears to be very powdery. 
The employes of the Indian reservation planted potatoes one year and had a good crop; 
the second exhausted the strength of the soil and afterward they could not grow any-
thing upon it; and I found that there is a rank vegetation on this range and where 
you cut the timber on the eastern slope there is a fair grass following the timber that 
sheep can live on; but I know of no place on the western slope where you could sup-
port one sheep to the acre. I think that as a general rule in this country you can 
safely pasture two to three sheep to the acre where you have a fair average rainfall. 
I would give on an average two sections of fair land for a pasturage homestead. I like 
the idea of a pasturage homestead. In California we can raise sheep enough on that 
amount of land to make it profitable. 
The Eucalyptus is of a very rapid growth and will acquire a diameter of 6 inches in 
four years. It does not need a great deal of water. Mr. J. T. Stratton planted Eucalypti 
upon the side of a mountain which was considered worthless for anything in the way 
of agricultural products, vegetables or cereals, and they :flourished splendidly. He is 
supplying slips to the whole State now. There are several varieties of fine hard-wood 
trees in the State that are useful for manufacturing purposes. 
There is not a sufficient amount of rainfall in this country to render the land prac-
ticable for agricultural purposes without irrigation, and the supply of water is hardly 
sufficient for that purpose. Therefore, as the land is worthless without the water, the 
two should be inseparably connected. 
I have had considerable experience in mining, both as a practical miner and as an 
attorney and agent for them, and I have come to the conclusion that the placer lands, 
which are chiefly situated in the foot-hills of California, should be sold immediately 
by the government. Let them pass into private ownership, and there is scarcely a 
quarter section that cannot be utilized for the finest qualities oi_ fruit and vegetables. 
They form splendid and healthy locations for homes for families, and they are infi-
nitely more valuable for agriculture than for mining. Fifteen or twenty years ago 
the government, simply upon a superficial and inefficient survey, without proper ex-
amination, reserved as mineral lands hundreds of thousands o.f acres, affording pre-
text for much liligation as to their agricultural or mineral character. While register 
of the Sacramento land office I had occasion to pass upon eight or ten thousand acres 
of land in certain counties which had been suspended by an order from the Land 
Office in Washington in 1859, and withdrawn as mineral in character and withheld 
from homesteading. When an examination was held we found that there was not one-
quarter section in ten that had not had holes sunk in the ground bere and there by 
miners fifteen years before, and yet the land was purely agricultural. The same 
thing will apply to the counties of Nevada, Sutter, Calaveras, Amador, El Dorado, 
Butte, and all the counties that lie alon~ the foot-hills in what is regarded as the min-
eral belt. This would embrace the hillsides north of a certain latitude which are good 
for grazing purposes. They have wild oats growing upon them in many of the counties, 
and sheep and cattle can remain in them the year round. They will µnd wild oats 
growing upon these mountains where you could not raise anything-but south of a 
certain belt this is not true. 
As regards the number of acres of average lands required to sustain a beef in Cal-
ifornia, I know of no lands in the State from the Mohave Desert to Del Norte that have 
not natural grasses; though in some seasons there are no grasses at all. My idea is 
that 25 acres would sustain a beef. 
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I would suggest that the government turn over to the States all arid lands that are 
not worth settlement under the homestead and pre-emption law, and that the proceeds 
realized by the States from their sale be devoted to their reclamation to make them 
arable for farming. 
I would stop the system of hydraulic mining where it was injurious to agriculture. 
I would sell the placer lands as placer lands, and the purchaser should be allowed to 
use his land for any purpose he pleases. 
I would place the jurisdicti9n of timber lands, with strong restrictions, in the hands 
of local land offices, and I would have an act of Congress punishing perjuries com-
mitted before the land officers ; and I would make the statute of limitation :five years 
instead of one, for perjury in the land. office cannot often be proven in less tim,e. 
In my opinion, the forms in the land offices could be simplified. Under the present 
arrangement the settlement of contested cases is procrastinated and not expedited. 
'l'he registers and receivers occupy an executive, administrative, and judicial position. 
In their judicial capacity they pass upon and decide important cases, sometimes in-
volving many thousands of dollars. A litigant comes before an office where his case 
is to be decided and asks for a subprena for a witness . . Under the present system the 
local officers as . a matter of courtesy issue it, but there is no law compelling the 
attendance of witnesses. There should be some way of perpetuating testimony in the 
local offices ; they should be allowed to use the seal of the Gem•ral Land Office with 
their name in it. I see no need of a receiver any more than of a :fifth wheel to a coach. 
I would change the present law of Congress concerning the rights of miners to take 
up mining claims. I would have the register of the local land office the recorder of all 
mining claims in his district. I would give the register the power to take and perpetuate 
evidence and afterward to certify it up to the courts. I would authorize them to take 
testimony in a contested mining claim before it is certified to the courts, and then if 
they deemed it a case of contest, after having been passed upon by the Commissioner 
of the General Land Office, I would refer that case to the courts, but not otherwise. 
Te8tirnony of George W. JoneB, Alpine County, California. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet facing 
page 1. 
EXCHEQUER MILL, 
Sil1:er Mountain, Alpine County, California, October 14, 1879. 
GENTLEMEN : Having devoted the greater part of the past twenty years to prospect-
ing, mining, an<l. working various kinds of ores in Colorado, Utah, California, Canada, 
New Hampshire, and the Lake Superior iron and copper regions, I feel competent to 
answer some of your inquiries appearing in the Mining and Scientific Press of the 27th 
ultimo. 
The :first question is answered in the above. 
Second. The width allowed by the present law is not sufficient to cover the width 
of all lodes in all cases in all sections of t.he country. As far as my experience ex-
tends to Colorado, outside of Lead ville <listrict the ledges range from 3 to 10 feet in 
width. My experience in ·that section, however, was at an early day; wider forma-
tions or fissurer; may have since been discovered. I discovered several veins in Utah 
that were 60 feet in width. I opened what is now known as the "Jordan" Mine in 
1870, and exposed a body of ore 60 feet in width. I was defrauded out of the property 
by the workings of the old law regulating mining locations. The old Telegraph Mine 
is a continuation of the same ledge to the east. In this county, in Monitor and Silver 
Mountain districts, it is quite different. Here I :find eight formations; each formation 
consists of a group of veins or :fissures, all bearing the same course and dip, showing 
the same outcroppings and producing the same combination of minerals (when devel-
oped) peculiar to themselves. The first and oldest formation produces gold and mag-
netic iron; the latter, when crushed and washed in the form of black sand, runs north 
14° west, and dip 32° west of the vertical line; they are on a large scale, ranging from300 
to 2,000 feet in width. The gangue is pure quartz stained with oxide of iron. The sec-
ond formation consists of a ledge ranging from 120 to 150 feet in width, running due 
north and south and dip 14° west, from lO0to 500 feet apart. This belt is about five miles 
in width from east to west, cut off by the granite range west <;>f Silver Mountain, and 
porphyry or trap east of Monitor. I have not traced their full length from north to 
south. This formation produces gold and silver of about equal value, copper and lead 
in very small quantities, zinc and iron pyrites; the gangue is soft decomposed quartz, 
almost a clay. The ore is well distributed through the veins, but is richer near the 
east or footwall side of the vein. This formation would be of immense value if other 
later formations had not distorted a.nd mutilated large portions of it along their course. 
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The third and fourth have at no point been sufficiently explored to warrant my ex 
pressing an opinion as to their value ; they both run north of west and south of east; the 
former dips to the southwest an<l the latter northeast. The fifth is composed of a group 
running magnetic north and south, dipping to the east. (Magnetic variation here 16° 
east.) They are thoroughly impregnated with iron in the form of oxide near the sur-
face and sulphurets at lower depths, but do not produce the precious metals, as far as 
explored, in paying quantities. I would call your attention to an important fact that 
I have discovered in regard to this formation. The magnetic needle indicates the true 
north when passing over any one of this group. (.A.11 other fissures appear to have no 
effect upon the compass.) They are from 60 to 500 feet in width, and are from 50 to 
600 feet apart. Ledges of tbe sixth formation run west 16° north and rlip north 16° 
east, and produce black oxides and sulphurets of copper, except at the point of con-
tact with an older mineralized vein; it then contains the combination of metals belong-
ing to the ledge it is crossing, although it ,preserves its own stratification and gangue. 
I attribute this to the precipitating power possessed by the metal belonging to that 
particular group ; they are 120 feet in width, a few attaining a greater width. The 
seventh formation bears north 60° east and clips 8° northwest. The eighth bears north 
40° east and dips southeast. The last two formations ha·;re not had sufficient age to be-
come mineralized j they show prominent outcroppings, as the action of tho elements 
have not had time to decompose and obliterate them; their width range from 10 to 
600 feet. .A.s they are quite numerous, they destroy a large portion of the older min-
eral-bearing ledges, and serve to deceive and 'tnystijy the niiner by cutting off ore deposits and 
leading him away from the valiiable ledges. 
I :find simila.r combinations in Colorado and Utah, but as the formations a,re com-
paratively narrow, t,he mineralized ledges are not cut up and displaced to the same 
extent they are in this section of the country. 
In Bingham Canon, Utah, I found several naturally worthless ledges being ,vorked 
profitably, owing to the fact that the fissure worked cut a group of mineral-1)earin~ 
ledges, enriching the otherwise worthless ledge, producing ore deposits in the form of 
chutes or chimneys. Prospecting beyond the line of contact with the mineralized 
veins, the walls and stratification remained perfect but destitute of mineral. 
4th. The courses of all :fissures, as well as their width, dip, and comparative age, can 
be readily determined without any outlay of capital in developing, if proper means 
are employed to that end. 
5th and 6th. Answered in my reply to the fourth. 
9th . .A.s previously stated, I have found ledges in this section of the country, the 
width allowed under the present law not being sufficient to cover the full extent of 
the ledge. 
10th. I have thus far found that each group of ledges carry their regular courses, 
varying but three or four degrees, allowing for elevations and depressions of surface 
and the dip of the ledge. If they appear to otherwise curve or present an angle, it is 
owing to the presence of a later formation that may run nearly the same course; the 
dip will also probably change, although it may be but slight, and the gangue and com-
bination of minerals will also change. 
Having other facts to communicate and fearing my statements may be too lengthy, 
I will not undertake to answer the balance of your questions at the present time. I 
will state that I find each and every fissure possessing an electric current of its own 
independent of all others. I have been investigating its bearing upon mineral depos-
its for the past twenty years and have given you some of the results of my discoveries. 
If the laws of nature were perfectly understood ( and it is only a matter of time, as 
they are as plain and can be as readily comprehended by those who will devote the 
necessary time and study as the movement of the planets) there will be no occasion 
for the numerous litigations that are now hampering this industry, and the money 
now being expended in developing worthless veins would be employed in working the 
older mineralized veins and produce remunerative results. 
The" Comstock" was a source of wealth to the country while it was worked in its 
true dip to the west. When, reaching a later formation dipping to the east, the iden-
tity of the old ledge was lost and destroyed and the later-formed ledge was followed 
in its dip until reaching the crossing of another old mineralized vein, cutting it in 
such an angle and dip as to form the" kidney" shape deposit found in the California 
and Consolidated Virginia claims. When the workings pass below the point of con-
tact the ledge resumes its naturally barren condition until, at still greater depth, it 
may cut another of the mineral-bearing group. The fact that a drift has been run or 
a diamond drill sent into the" west country" does not demonstrate the incorrectness 
of my statements, as I :find here fully four-fifths of the ground covered by the older 
formations also occupied by those of later date, and but few of the latter retain the 
wealth of the former at the point of contact. The older formations show no outcrop-
pings but create depressions, as both chemical and magnetic forces decompose the 
ledge matter, rendering it more sensitive to the action of the elements. I could give 
you additional facts and information gathered from numerous :fields that I have vis-
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ited, but knowing the strong prejudice existing against the idea that any knowledge 
can be obtaineil beyond the point of the pick and drill, I shall await the result of my 
first communication in order to know if your commission is disposed to make use of 
these discoveries to assist in preventing the present waste of time, lal.Jor, and treasure 
under the present system, or rather want of system, in mining. 
At the present time mining companies, as·a rule, are legalized lotteries where the 
manipulaters take the prizes and the general public the blanks, the wealth of the West 
being absorbed into the overflowing coffers of the few. 
For various reasons I attribute mineral deposits to magnetic focce or conducting 
power, as I find metals that are the least sensitive to magnetic influence are found in 
paying quantities only in the line of the older formations. Again, I find samples of 
the second formation, showing native gold, native silver, black sulphurets of silver, 
silver glance, zinc blende, pyrites both iron and copper, all separate and detached 
each from the other in the same sample. If the deposit bad been formed by heat in a 
melted condition, or by infiltration, the deposits would have been in the form of an 
alloy. The iron and copper ranges of Lake Superior are but a few miles apart. If the 
deposits were formed by any of the means now advocated by scientists, some of the 
Portage Lake copper wouh.1 have found its way into the iron range of Marquette from 
the latter point to L'Anse Bay. Again, here I find the fifth formation producing iron 
only, and the sixth copper, each group thoroughly impregnated with their respective 
metals in close proximity to older formations producing the "noble" mefals. The 
"Old Telegraph" and Jordan mines of Utah (the sixth formation) have yielded and 
are yielding (at present more particularly the former) immense masses of lead ore, 
but containing only from 11 to 25 ounces silver with a trace of gold, per ton; except 
at the point of contact with older formations, where bunches of ore assaying up into 
the hundreds of ounce8 are found. Again, the Winnemuck, also of Bingham Canon, 
(a vein of the fourth formation), yielded averageassaysof 60 percent.lead and 60 ounces 
silver per ton; at the crossing of two older formations masses of ore assaying 500 
ounces per ton was extracted. A slip of eighty feet displaces this vein in the lower 
workings. I could cite other instances to prove the correctness of my theory. From 
my own observation I should judge that fissures start from a great depth, probably 
many miles (perhaps thousands) from the point of outcrop, breaking through the 
earth's crust at points presenting the least resistance, where fractures have been caused 
by earlier upheavals, forming vast mineral belts consisting of groups of ledges, each 
group possessing different combinations or variety of metals, as the starting-point of 
each group (as they a,11 have different dips), may be many miles away from other 
groups, and cutting through metallic deposits, the electric currents impregnating the fis-
sure with the variety or varieties of metals encountered along their course. 
I am now in the employ of the Isabelle Gold and Silver Mining Company, Limited, 
of London; Lewis Chalmers, esq., manager. This company is engaged in running a 
long tunnel to strike a group of ledges at a great depth. Several months ago I made 
a survey of the various formations and stratifications they would encounter, giving 
their cleavage and fracture. They are now in something over 1,100 feet, and the 
workings thus far demonstrate the correctness of my survey. I would state that there 
is nothing in the appearance of the formation where exposed at the surface to indi-
cate the various chanl{es they have already ancl will in future encounter. 
Yours respectfully, 
GEO. W. JONES. 
The PUBLIC LAND COMMISSION, 
P. 0. Box 585, WaBhington, D. C. 
TeBtimony of CharleB JuBtice, of Wheatland, Cal. 
CHARLES JUSTICE, of Wheatland, Cal., testified at Marysville, October 27. 
I have lived here for uearly thirty years. I came here in May, 1849. I am some-
what acquainted with the progress of California settlements among these valleys. I 
purchased a farm on Bear River in 1854 and came to reside there in 1857. I was in the 
cattle business up to that time. 
Question. What has been t,he progress of settlements since that time i How early 
did they commence farming here i-Answer. Mine was about the first farming done 
here. There was a little farming in 1853. It steadily increased since that time until 
1862, and then it commenced to decrease. The waters in the river in 1862 commenced 
to come down so muddy that they filled up the channel of the river and overflowed the 
farm lands on the river banks. That was the commencement of the filling up of 
streams. I commenced farming in 1854. I sowed a large crop of barley. At that time 
when the water was low it was about 16 feet from the surface of the land to the sur-
face of the water. The water was still deeper than that. The water would fall in the 
river some 16 feet. It then commenced to fill up until the whole channel of the river 
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became entirely :filled up. I built my house in 1854, and I placed it about 2t feet 
above the levee on large· blocks of wood so there would be a circulation of air under 
the house. I remained in my house until 1867; previous to which time the whole of 
the channel became filled up ; in fact the mud and sediment and sand got out on the 
land, and the water, some two or three winters ago, got into my house while I was 
living in it. The :first -time it ever got in there I heard a sort of rumbling noise, and 
I said to my wife, there must be some water running somewhere; so I put my foot out 
and stepped into the water on the floor of tte house. We moved away from t_here in 
1869, and since then the water has got up to within about 3 feet of the ceiling of my 
:first story, which is 9 feet high. It has :filled up on my farm about 9 feet deep. My 
house bas gone. You can just get into it by creeping into the highest story window 
I had a very pretty place that cost me $4,000, and I had to vacate it. 
Q. Do you farm any of the lands f-A. It cannot be farmed now. It is of no value 
whatever now. If I was to offer it for sale to-day for one cent per acre no man would 
buy it. It is not worth anything. 
Q. Describe the character of the land tb:1t the farming was principally carried on 
upon prior to 1862 f-A. It was altogether bottom land; there was no red-land farm-
ing at that time. In 1853 that land was covered by water, but that was clean water 
ancl in six hours it went back and there was no damage done. 
Q. The injury, so far as you know, is confined to what is known as the flood-plain 
lands or bottom lands, is it not f-A. Yes, sir. Since then it has extended out more 
and more, and filling up the flood plains will widen it in many places more than a 
mile on either hand. The rise of a foot will widen the surface 1:j,bout a mile back from 
the river. 
Q. The slope, then, from the higher land to the :flood plain is very gentle f-A. Yes, sir, 
when you get a few miles from the foot-hills; when you get near the foot-hills it is 
very steep. 
Q. To what extent along the Bear and Yuba Rivers has the flood-plain been widened f 
-A. Iu some places it has widened a mile, and some other places more than a mile, 
and in others it is not very wide. My farm was within three or four farms of where 
the water debouched from the mountains. 
Q. 'l'ake the Bear on both sides, from the foot-hills-the river to its mouth where 
it enters into tb':l Feather River-how much has the flood plain been spread on either 
side there f-A. In many places the building of levees has stopped the spread of the 
water; then at other places it has widened out considerably. I should think on an 
average it is over half a mile wide on each side of the river. It would have been still 
further widened if it had not been confined by these large levees. 
Q. Where these levees have been constructed the water depth has filled up against 
the levees, over the old flood plains to the present flood plains T-A. In some places it 
has filled up on an average 6 feet. 
Q. On what side of Bear River are the levees Y-A. On both sides, to some extent. 
Q. How wide apart are these levees Y-A. In some places 200, in other places 400 or 
500 yards wide. The levees have not been built systematically, but wherever it suits 
them. These levees have been constructed by inilividual enterprise. I spent much 
money in building levees, but they have all been washed away. 
Q. What is the character of this debris ?-A. The greater part of it is gravel and 
sand, and wherever it has overflowed nothing will grow upon it. The silt or slicking 
goes on over into the Sacramento River when there is a rise in the water. It spreads 
over a greater surface the lower it goes, so that the slicking as the water commences 
to go slow commences to settle. 
Q. Suppose that you could provide for the retention of the gravel and sand, to what 
extent would the slickings injure the country f-A. I think it will ruin it. I never 
raised anything on slickings in my life and never could, unless I put rich, black dirt 
over it. 
Q. These flood-plain lands, which were originally farming lands, were not irrigated, 
were they ¥-A. No, sir. I commenced to make my farm in 1854, and in 1862 I had all 
the varieties of fruits, apples, cherries, pears, plums, apricots, and most everything a 
man could think of. I had all sorts and kinds of roses; I had yellow, red, green, and 
blue; and I had everything on it that a man could wish for to make it a home. I 
raised everything that I wanted; my principal crop was wheat and barley. I raised 
corn, potatoes, pease, beans, cucumbers, and all the other vegetables I wanted to use. 
I did not raise anything to sell but wheat and barley. I had some cattle on the hills 
back of my place. 
Q. Are you as well acquainted with the valleys of the other rivers as you are with that 
of the Bear ¥-A. No, sir. I am acquainted with the Yuba River. In the early days 
when we lived right down here we used to ford it. We used to ford all our cattle 
just here at the Buckeye Mill, and I have seen the river when it was not more than 
2 feet and pretty clear water. I have got on board a steamboat on the Feather River 
here many a day and gone right to San Francisco. 
Q. Is this deb1'i,3 filling }.,eather River also Y-A, Yes, sir. 
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Q. Does it overflow the banks of Feather River as it does the Bear Riverf-A. Yes, 
sfr. I have seen the Feather River below the mouth where the Bear River enters into 
it, and they have built levees on both sides of it. Feather River sometimes rises 6 or 
8 feet above the level of the land. I believe the government has expended some money 
to try and keep the Feather River navigable. 
Q. Where would the water have spread to if the levees had not been built f-A. If 
the levees had not been built, it would be almost impossible to tell what would be the 
extent of the flood plains of the river now. I think all the country from the mouth of 
the Bear River, where it comes out of the mountains, clean to Sacramento City-hun-
dreds of thousands of acres of land-if this thing continues will in less than ten years 
be destroyed. 
Q. Where would that river now run if it was not for the levees f-.A. It would prob-
ably be three miles out on the plain now if the levees had not been built. In one 
case, on the farm of Mr. Brewer, where the levees broke the water extended back more 
than a mile. 
Q. Do the levees break frequently f-A. Almost every year. 
Q. Do they increase the height of the levees f-A. They have, pa,rtially, on this side. 
They have built them regularly every year, and on the opposite side the water appears 
to come from the south, and breaks the bank in that direction. The right bank of the 
river, coming toward the mouth, is always the highest side of the river, because the 
river tends toward the south. 
Q. What was the character of the stream for fish beforetliis debris commeneedcom-
ing down f-A. Well, sir, we used to catch wagon loads of salmon near my house. 
There was plenty of salmon there; now none can live in that water. 
Q. Are there fish in any other river f-A. I don't know. 
Q. Do the trout come down ?-A. Not a great many; the water is too muddy. The 
salmon come up the Sacramento River in preference to coming up the muddy water. 
I remember very well I had a partner who bad a fishing-boat; be afterward built a 
bridge, aud the bridge washed away and the boat sunk. I remem her telling my part-
ner in 1862 that we would not live to see it, but I said I have got children who will 
live to see the day that the sand will be up to the ceiling of this house, and I have 
pret.ty nearly lived to see it myself. It only lacks 2 feet of being there now. 
Q. How far from the mouth of the Bear River are you f-A. About ten miles. 
Q. How far from the foot-hills to your farm f-A. Thirteen miles to the foot-bills. 
Q. Does the silting increase in volume up the stream from you f-A. There is more 
up stream than there is down ; it is higher up stream. At the mo~tb of the river, 
where it comes out of the mountains, it bas filled up as much as 30 feet. 
Q. How much has it filled up at its mouth below Bear River f-A. I cannot say. I 
have not been at the mouth of Bear River for many years. 
Testimony of J. H. Keyes, Marysville, Cal 
MARYSVILLE, October 28, 1879. 
To the Public Land Cornm.ission : 
My name is J. H. Keyes; I am a farmer and reside on the south side of Bear River, 
in Sutter County, State of California; I have resided at my present residence 
since 1856. I have observed the flow of mining deb1·is since 1862, at which time it first 
made its appearance in the channels of Bear River, filling the lower slou~bs with 
liquid mud, and since the year 1865 the flow has been continuous, and increasmg from 
year to year until at this time it bas filled all the old channel of Bear River and 
raised the bottom lands where they are not protected by levees to near the level of 
the plains, the deposit of debris varying from 3 inches to 15 feet in depth. I make 
this statement of facts as to the effects of the flow of mining debris over agricultural 
lands that your honorable Commission may not be led into errors by the theories that 
have been presented you by some of the statements that have been made to you: 
first, that our rivers were filling up from the washings from plowed lands; second, 
that the debris was a valuable· fertilizer; and, third, that if it was doing any damage 
it was but small in comparison to the great interest of hydraulic mining. 
I do not consider the first proposition as requiring any refutation at my hand; for if 
the working of farming lands produced this great amount of wash, all the river chan-
nels in the world would have been obliterated long before hydraulic mining was ever 
known. And I have never read of any rivers having their channels obliterated in the 
short time of ten years by washings from farming lands. It is a fact that all of our 
rivers run upon high ridges, with large bodies of tule land on each side, in which the 
wash of the greater portion of the farming lands would find a place of deposit, and 
consequently leave our rivers free from all filling from this source. 
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Second. That the mining debris possesses great fertilizing qualities. It is a fact that 
the soil of the mountains within the mining belt is composed of matter not deleterious 
to agricultural lands; but the proportion of this is as one in two or three hundred 
parts, while that which comes from a greater depth possesses none of the vegetable-
producing qualities. Neither wheat, barley, nor any of the cereals grow with any 
success upon any lands covered with debris to a greater depth than the plow can 
reach. Corn grows plenty of stalks, but does not ear well. Potatoes grow but spar-
ingly. It is not the case, as stated by one of the parties before your honorable Com-
mission, that the best potatoes are raised upon the sediment land, and two crops in 
the year; but most of the potatoes raised on Bear River are raised on the original soil, 
where it is protected from the fl.ow of mining debris by levees, 12 and 15 feet high. 
Nearly all the vegetables grown upon sediment land are of an inferior quality, and in 
no way has the debris benefited the farming lands that are now covered with it. On 
the contrary, the mining debris has permanently destroyed in the Bear River bottoms 
several thousand acres of the very best farming land in the State; and another effect 
of this covering of the bottom lands with debris is that there forms on the surface 
of the filling a white crust of alkaline substance, near which no vegetation grows. 
Third. That the damage was small in areas and values as compared with the min-
ing interest. This question must be considered in all its bea,rings upon the material 
prosperity of the State. It will not do to decide it upon the relative value of au acre 
of mining land and an acre of agricultural land. At this time, if the acre of mineral land 
contains fifty or one hundred thousand dollars, it is valueless when the mineral is ex-
tracted (if done by the hydraulic process), while the acre of agricultural land, with 
its continuous productions from year to year, so long as the product of the soil is re-
quired to support human life, is valuable beyond computation. Nor is the acreage 
small when taken upon all the streams that are like affected, which has been va-
riously estimated at from three to eight townships of government survey. Nor is this 
but a small portion of the damage as compared to the obstructions of our navigable 
rivers and the filling up of the bays and harbors. The statement of one of the min-
ing experts before your honorable Commission that the farmers contributed fifteen-
sixteenths of the filling to the miners' one-sixteenth only requires one look a,t the 
streams (that are the outlet of the hydraulic mines) from the window of a passing 
train to convince one of the unreliability of this statement; and, from my observa-
tion, I should change the proportion to one part contributed by the farmers to ten 
thousand parts coutributed by the miners. The covering up of the lands of the river 
bas driven the people away. Where before this destruction commenced there were 
prosperous communities, school-houses and churches, to-day is a sand waste, unfenced 
and uninhabited, growing nothing but willows, with here and there a cottonwood. 
This witness also states that great damage would be done if the mines should 
stop by reason of debris coming down. 
If this theory is correct, then when the mines are exhausted we may expect a 
deluge of mining debris, or go on sending down the mountains indefinitely. I con-
sider the damage done to the present time greatly underestimated. The filling 
done in the rivers and bays can only be determined by actual survey, which is now 
being done, and a report is to be made. 
Hoping that you will get the true facts on the subject of your investigation, 
I remain respectfully, 
J. H. KEYES. 
• Testimony of H. L. Knight, at San Francisco, Cal. 
On October 8 H. L. KNIGHT appeared before the Commission at San Francisco, as he 
stated, on behalf of the workingmen's party, and testified as follows : 
Question. What class or party do you represent ¥-Answer. I was the first secretary 
of the workingmen's party when Mr. Kearney first came into existence, and when be 
became emperor and dictator I seceded. I do not now belong to what is equivocally 
called the workingmen's party. At the same time I still represent a large party who 
are interested in some reformatory measures, particularly in our land system. 
Q. Do you recognize the classes of land based on the physical characteristics that 
we talked about this morning f-A. Yes. I have been in the State of California since 
1862. I have repeatedly canvassed the State over and over and talked with farmers; 
I have seen the whole of it, and know it as I do San l!.,rancisco. I recognize the dif-
ferent classes-mineral, irrigable, timber, and pastura,ge land. 
Q. What system would best secure the preservation of the timber and its utiliza-
tion for the best industries of the country f-A. Let me say one more thing. Perhaps 
it will explain further my position. I have been in England, Ireland, Scotland, 
France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Mexico, and over most of the United States, and lam 
familiar with the United States land laws as they are. I have practiced some in the 
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land office as attorney in the State of California, and I come here representing those 
who are opposed to land monopolies in every shape, and I would desire to so manage 
the public domain as to prevent, as far as possible, the patrimony of the people 
falling into a few hands. Let me say to you that I am the farthest removed from the 
communistic fallacies of those who want to throw everything open and want to have 
the land in common. To make the land useful it must belong to somebody that will 
take care of it. The first thing to be done is to have something to distribute, and the 
next thing is to distribute it. As a general thing communism and all tendency to 
communism is not (i.e., against) private ownership in lands, and tends to the protec-
tion of nothing. It proposes a wide distribution, but it utterly fails as a protective 
system. In our State, as a gentleman stated here this morning, our lands had been 
thrown open, and every man has destroyed the timber and turned his cattle upon the 
grass, and the result is that everywhere the oats and other wild stuff has all gone, and 
the cattle, in consequence of the dearth of grass, have in a great measure died, not 
having enough grass to eat-a dead loss to the State and country. My opinion. is that 
the land of the State should, as soon as possible, be put in the care of private owners, 
but the general policy of the government should be, as quickly as is consistent with 
public interests, to dispose of the land in some way or other, and always to those who 
are actual settlers on it and improve it, no matter what the condition is. 
Q. liow can you do this !-A. First, you have observed, in relation to the irrigable 
land where one quarter section is competent to maintain one family, I think the old 
method is a good thing-that is, the homestead and pre-emption method; but there 
are lands in this State that are utterly debarred from settlement in this way, and my 
opinion is that the government might OWll them a hundred years and no man could 
take hold of them in that manner, because the land itself is not worth the govern-
ment price by a long ways. Consequently no one-quarter section of this land will 
maintain a family or do anything toward it. These lands are of a different class. 
Take first the plains lands that require irrigat ion. In relation to that land I would 
make a rule that after being in the market a certain time, if no one takes any of it, 
no one wants it, and the government was well satisfied that without irrigation it is 
not available for settlement, and that individuals will not apply for it, this land should 
then immediately be offered in large tracts to companies, binding such companies as 
purchased it to expend money in irrigating it, and binding them to sell a given pro-
portion of it to actual settlers within such a length of time. 
There is the timber land. In this country some of it is very valuable, and some of 
it perhaps not worth $1.25 per acre. The timber lands should be appraised and offered 
for sale at once. Some of it will, perhaps, sell for $20 per acre. I do not know, but 
whatever the price might be the best interest of the State requires that it should all 
pass from the general gove-rnment to private ownership, that it might be liable to 
taxation in the State and undergo some sort of improvement. 
But let me here ·put in a sentence concerning another matter. There is a large 
,quantity of land in the State that was granted to different persons for different pur-
poses. Their right is perfect, and it would never be disturbed. I think the general 
government ought to pass a patent to these parties at once, so that their land might 
be amenable to State taxation. That would apply to the railroad lands and to other 
grants of lands. The State needs the revenue that could be derived from them. 
This timber land should be graded and offered for sale to anybody. These lands are 
valuable only for timber. '!'here might be a yearly reduction of price-a greater re-
duction-say every five years, so that the lands not taken the first five years should 
during the next five years be offered at a lower price, and so on successively until 
the cost would be so low as to warrant tho speedy taking up of them all. 
There is another class of mixed lands in the foot-hills. Some of tM land is valuable, 
here and there, in small patches. I have my eye on a great many little valleys in the 
mountains where, after having ridden twenty miles through a desert that is worth 
nothing, I have come upon a small creek, where there were a number of settlers with 
their families located in a straggling manner along the creek for ten miles. Such 
places as these are not worth surveying, and hardly worth the attention of the gov-
ernment. In tbe Alps in Europe there are lands similar to these. A man bas gone on 
those lands, and at first the place he located on was not worth anything, but as years 
went on he made the land worth something. I think there is hardly a township in 
California but what bas little isolated spots capable of the same thing. I believe that 
as to State lands throughout the State of California it would be better for the govern-
ment to make an arrangement, either through its own surveyor or through the county 
surveyor, to let him award to any man who would go and make settlement on these 
little pieces of land just as great a quantity as he deemed necessary for the main-
tenance of a family. I would give such a man a liberal supply, and yet not make him 
a land monopolist. I think in some cases a square mile might do it, and in other cases 
four square miles, and in still others nine square miles. I am bold to say in some cases 
it would take a township to induce him to go there, and the government should give 
him a fee-simple title to it; I think it would be wise to do so-wiser than to let it 
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Temain tbe property of the government, at the mercy of depredators; and if it is tims 
ber land, to have the timber taken off from it, and if it is flat land, to have all the gras-
graZf·d off of it. I am opposed to monopolies, and of the Janel I would be very sparing, 
but land like that I would give enough of it to any man who would go on it to induce 
him to establish himself there. 
"\Ye have very large bodies of irrigable land in this State that are reasonably pro-
clnctiYe, providing water can be got to them, but water can't be brought there by any 
individual owning a, quarter section, or one section, or even ten sections; it most be 
tbe work of large companies; therefore I would advise the government, wherever re-
spom,i b1e compaoiPS apply for such a body of land, to make it over to them on con-
diti on that they wonld spend so much money, and that after so many years they should 
sell so many sections or quarter sections to actual settlers. I do not know of any 
other way of making them valuable. 
Q. How would you dispose of the grazing lands f-A. I would dispose of tqem io the 
same manner as the waste desert land in the mountains and foot-hillA. Every man 
"Who. b~ going into some land office or some other designated office and making oath 
thh lle wanted so mnch land in such a place, and that its quality was such that the 
amonut f!pecified by him was not moTe than was necessary for the maintenance of a 
family, shonld have it, or as much of it as would be necessary for that purpose, for $200; 
or allow him to homestead it. I would allow him to get title at once. I would limit 
the qnantity in proportion to t~ quality of the land. If it required a county to sup-
port his family, I would give that. I would give it to some man who wo1,1ld take care 
of it, and bring out what there was in it. At the same time I wish it to be <3.istinctly 
uDderstood that I am opposed to monopoly. Put the land in private ownership ; I 
do not care what it is; call him a private owner if you please, but let him set to work 
to develop some value there, so as to bring taxes to the State and population to the 
couDtry. Throwing these lands open to everybody only encourages trespass and dep-
redations, and discourages all improvements. 
There is one thing more I wanted to say. I suppose you know I am not in favor of 
the Chinaman. The Chinaman has been such a retarder of settlement in this State, 
keeping down its population, its wealth, and its prosperity, as no other one circum-
stance has done, besides impoverishing the land office in this way: There is a great 
ranch of 10,000 acres of land; I know of several in the State larger than that. You 
will :find a great number of Chinamen employed on one of those ranches; all the solid 
work is done by Chinamen. The owner hires a few white men, but the solid work is 
done by Chinamen. The white men are taken on and discharged at different times, 
when there is a hurry in the work. On or in the neighborhood of this ranch there 
are little nooks or valleys along the wat~r-courses, where, if that farm employed white 
men, these white men, steadily employed on that ranch, would discover these nooks 
in course of time and take the~ up and establish their families on them. They would 
buy the land and build cottages, because they could get work on the big ranch when-
ever they pleased and work their own places at odd times. In that way they would 
open up small farms, and in that way the country could be settled up, and with their 
wives and children they would soon make villages. But as it is now the ranchmen 
employ Chinamen, and these little nooks go to waste. I could find twenty thousand 
places of this kind that would make homes for white men, with their wives and chil-
dren, if the men could find employment until they could get fairly settled upon it. 
Q. What have you to say about the destruction of timber by fires f-A. Non-owner-
ship of the public land induces depredations of every kind. I have lived in the mount-
ains and on the open plains, and there is hardly a township in the State where I have 
not been, so that I am acquainted with the whole of it. The State wants private 
ownership to protect the timber. It is destroyed to a great extent hy fires, and cut. 
It is hard to state which is the worst. Fire, when well started, does a good business; 
but the cutting is constant and perpetual. Men travel through the forest, cutting the 
finest timber they can find for the most paltry purposes. Private ownership would not 
permit that. I believe it should be sold at once. I believe in private ownership. 
Testimony of R. F. Knox, San Francisco, Cal. 
R. F. KNOX testified at San Francisco, October 11, 1879. 
I have been considerably engaged in mining for a good many years up in the north-
ern part of Napa County. The only thing that has occurred to me about the land in 
that section of country is concerning what is denominated third-class lands, or lands 
that are covered with chaparral, which also covers the mountains, although here and 
there you will find a little valley in which there is something growing; and it was in 
reference to this chaparral country that I think there might be improvements made 
in the manner of surveying them, so that some of the lands would get into the market 
7LC 
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and be used. The chaparral grows on the coast range of mountains and into the 
interior through the whole mountains. The Saint Helena Mountains are 4,400 feet 
high, and these mountains probably range from 1,500 feet up to the height of the 
Saint Helena Mountains, and all of them are covered with chaparral and a growth of 
brush not amounting to timber. There are portions of that land that are wanted by 
the people; and, as the whole is not worth surveying, what I was going to suggest 
was this: that there can be an improvement in the matter of surveying that land by 
having t,he government make the survey in townships. Then anybody that wants 
that land can go to the county surveyor and find it for himself. If the United States 
sectionizes the land it bas to be found by the county surveyor, because the stakes rot 
out aml because the government only divides the land into 640-acre tracts. I believe 
this same system might be equally well extended to all classes of land. The govern-
ment should only township it, and let the sectionizing and subdivision be made by 
the county surveyor. In this kind of country there are a great many townships that 
are uot worth surveying, and never will unless some such system as this is a<lopted. 
I think there is considerable of that land that would be good fruit and vineyard lands, 
but it is not in demand at present. It seems to me that this system of surveying could 
be advantageously adopted in all the public lands. There are a great many townships 
right around here where the quicksilver mines have been surveyed; but, because of 
the hurry, the lands were not surveyed. It costs twice as much to township that land 
as it does open lands. No surveyor can run more than one-half the lines a day that 
be c~m in other countrie8. That difficulty may be overcome by triangulation to a con-
siderable e:s:tent. 
There is one other thing that occurred to me in reference to entering mineral claims, 
in regard to which I think the laws should be a little changed. It now requires that 
the advertising shall be done in the papern nearest the mines. In the first place, the 
advertising amounts to very little; and, in the next place, the newspapers where you 
are obligecl to insert an atlvertisement will charge you twice or three times as ruuch for 
it as Hit were optional to advertise in that paper, and I think the newspapers ought 
to be compelled to charge commercial rates, unless you are allowed to advertise in any 
paper you please, so that there will be competition. I think, also, that the attorney in 
fact ought to have the right to <lo all his client's business after the application has 
been made by the claimant. The whole matter, as I regard it, should re1:,t with the 
district land office, and the county recorder could then be made a <lepnty of the dis-
trict land office. I will also favor the trying of all contests in the district land office, 
and will suggest that the district land office should have a seal. I think it is impor-
tant that they should have the power to perpetuate testimony aml subparna. witnesses. 
In reference to homesteads, they are Yery popular in this conn try, and it is very pop-
ular, too, iu some people, to vote away other people's money and other people's land, 
and it is a question in my own mind whether anybody has a right to vote away 
propert,y that bdongs to me and other people. I do not believe that the homestead is 
right. I thh1k there are ways by which the government may control speculation in 
property by putting a higher price on its lands. The land should be got into the hands 
of actual settlen1 and cultivation as soon as possible, and it is bad that the lands are 
allowed to Le bought up in large tracts. Now, if t,he ~overnment should put a higher 
price and give a liberal ti1ue for payment at a slight interest, I think it would stop 
speculation and give the land to the producers. I would do away with homesteaas, 
but I wouhl not al>olish pre-emptions. I think it would he but just to allow a com-
pany, by its officers, to enter as much timber land as an individual could enter. The 
mining corporations must have wood, especially in quicksilver mining; if they cannot 
buy the land from the goverhment they will steal the timber. If a man goes to enter 
a piece of land for the benefit of a friend, he then goes in and makes oath that he is 
doing it for his own benefit. The law in this respect is evaded by a man swearing 
with a very loose conscience, in order to get hold of land that he would not be entitled 
to under the law. 
Q. What system of disposing of the timber land would preserve the timber and be 
beneficial to the interests of the country ¥-A. My idea is embraced in the general re-
mark I made a few minutes ago, that the sooner these lands are in the hands of any 
person who will pay taxes on them the sooner the timber will be preserved. The only 
question is, not to get these lands into the hands of large speculators. I believe right 
there comes in the question of how you shall put the price, so that it will not pay to 
speculate in the timber lands, but at the same time such a price as will enable a man 
to invest in the timber for manufacturing purposeEJ. I do not think $5 per acre will 
be too much. I would sell the land in quantities to suit purchasers. I would not sell 
it for $1.25 per acre; it will be gobbled up by speculators if you do. 
Q. How would you dispose of the irrigable lands 1-A. In general I would dispose of 
them in the same way. I would have graded prices for the different classes of land. 
I would not sell the third-rate land for as much as the first-rate land. I would grade 
the land by the government surveyor when he surveyed it, and sell it according to the 
grade he gave it. 
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Q. How would you dispose of the pasturage lands f-A. For the pasturage lands I 
would recommend the same disposal. Allow a man to buy as much as he wants, after 
putting a proper price upon it. There would be danger that they would take up all 
the water; I do not know just how to prevent that, for sometimes taking up the 
water enables a man to hold adjacent land. 
Q. Would you allow prospectors to prospect on the placer lands1-A.. If a man has 
a right to enter a large tract of land up in the mining section that might be desira-
ble; but in this coast range there is no mining, and in regulating the matter by gen-
eral law you must grade them, because this is a thing which the miners would see at 
once, and of which they would be exceedingly jealous. It might work badly in the 
mining section of the country to allow anybody to go and enter 640 acres of land for 
grazing purposes, although that would be too small an amount for that purpose. Why 
not have a system by which anybody could enter and buy the land, and buy the sur-
face right to the ground, leaving out the lodes which might be under the surface, 
The privilege of mining could then be sold separately. I would divide the two rights. 
The man who buys the land for grazing purposes ought not to keep out a man who 
wants to dig in the earth for what is in the land and is more valuable a thousand 
times. 
Q. Have you had much experience in mining 1-A. I have bad considerable experi-
ence in regard to quicksilver near Knoxville. The Knox and Redding mines have been 
more successful than any other mines of that character. It is a fact that in quicksilver 
deposits there is no such thing as a lode; there a.re seams, found generally in the ser-
pentine. They sometimes lie down, aucl sometimes stand up. TheAlama,lan deposits, 
so far as I have observed the seams that have been worked out, have been between 
200 and 300 feet long by perhaps 150 feet perpendicular and 60 or 70 feet wide, being 
smaller at the top than at the bottom. So far as my observation goes most of the 
quicksilver deposits are in that shape. I am under the impression that it is infiltration 
that has made it. I do not think the lode law applies to the quicksilver. I would 
suggest that the laws be amended in regard to the quicksilver mines, and that the area 
should be vastly enlarged. The law is evaded now, to some extent, in this wa.y: a 
large number of men join and thus get enough land to make a mine; for instance, 
three men w~ll form a company to work a mine as a whole. I think it a more desira-
ble way to sell the quicksilver tracts in 40 acres, as in placer claims. The quicksilver 
district is very large, and so far as it is developed at present will commence with Lake 
County on the north and willextendinto Sonoma, Napa, Yomo, and Calusa. I do not 
think there is any in Marion, but in Sutter there are valuable mines, and in Fresnal 
and San Luis Obispo there are mines. These counties produce nearly all the quick-
silver in the State. There is some little quicksilver mining in El Dorado County. At 
present I think the production is about 400 fl.asks, running about 70½ pounds to the 
flask. If the quicksilver was sold for GO cents, so that all the mines could be ruuning, 
I think there might be 75,000 fl.asks taken out a year. It is so low now that a great 
many of the mines have shut down and some of them are bankrupt; but in case of 
failure of these mines quicksilver would go up very rapidly. The supply might be in-
creased very much more if there was any demand for it. The price, in my opinion, 
should not be less than $5 an acre for the quicksilver lands. I do not believe in selling 
the land at $1.25 per acre. I think they should be graded before they are sold. Placer 
lands should be sold for $5 per acre; if it is not worth that it is not worth anything as 
a mine. The lowest I have ever known quicksilver to be was this summer; it reached 
the price of 33 cents; I have known it to be $1.55 per pound. You will generally find 
the quicksilver in the dirt. There is no apex to a lode. You will find it sometimes 
when there is a wash. 
In addition to the a,bove statement, Mr. Knox submitted the following letter: 
, SAN FRANCISCO, October 11, 1879. 
DEAR Sm : In addition to what I said this morning on the land question and survey, 
&c., would add that of the survey in townships I would hl:bve township plats drawn 
as at present, except that the sections and subdivisions would be full as if tho survey 
was perfectly accurate and sell 640,320,160, 80, or 40 acre tracts. The county surveyor 
would give tho earlier locations full acres, and if the last entries were an acre or two 
over or short tho improvements in the surrounnings made by the first locators would 
more than compensate for the difference. 
To grade the quality of land and sell at a price reasonable to settlers, and yet high 
enough to keep speculators from gobbling it, is the happy medium to be reached. By 
this system some land would quite likely be graded too high, and to correct this pos-
sibility I would after land had been in market five years remaining unsold reduce the 
price-say 20 to 25 per cent.-after ten years another like reduction, and after fifteen 
and after twenty years until it was reduced to 25 cents. 
By giving purchasers time to pay at a small rate of interest they will not be op-
pressed, and speculation shut out and government get twice as much as now for the 
land, and everybody get a piece of land that wants it. If you and the author of the 
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homestead law heard men curse the government as I have while they were living on 
the land government gave them without consid6ration, I think you would say with 
me the homestead law should be repealed , The freedom with which some people vote 
away other people's property is astonishing and I find no parallel to it so to the point 
as the story of the "unjust steward," which you may have read-his sagacity was com-
mended, but not his high-toned honesty. 
Respectfully, 
R. F. KNOX. 
Hon. THOMAS DONALDSON. 
Testimony of William J. Lewis, of San Francisco, Cal. 
WILLIAM J. LEWIS, civil engineer, resident in San Francisco, testified October 15, 
1879, as follows: 
I have lived in the State since June, 1849. I was a United States surveyor for some 
time, and have had considerable connection with the department since the establish-
ment of the land office in this State, and I made some surveys before the land office 
was established. My first surveys were made in 1850. 
Question. What disposition should the government make of the timber land 1-An-
swer. I think that it would be difficult to make a general law. A law that would 
apply to the southern portion would not apply to the middle part of the State. To 
the north of this there is a very dense timber land. When you go further south it is 
much more limited. I think south of this I would sell the land absolutely in tracts 
of, say, 160 to 320 acres. Take Santa Clara and Santa Cruz for instance: a great deal 
of redwood there bas been cut off, and all persons w4o hold tracts of 160 acres can 
cultivate the land, because the soil is fertile and the ground is very valuable for agri-
cultural purposes. Right on the very summit of the Santa Cruz Mountains, and be-
tween San Jose and Vera Cruz, they make the best wine in California, at an elevation 
of from 1,400 to 1,700 feet; and where the sides of the mountains are cleared off the 
land is very good. A considerable portion of it is now under cultivation. 
Q. What do you think of the timber upon the high Sierras 1-A. The question is, is 
this timber at present accessible to market or likely to become accessible. 
Q. How can the timber be best preserved and utilized by the people t-A. It appears 
to me that it would be safer to reduce it to private ownership, or have government 
officers take charge of and protect it. I do not know which would be the best, but I 
think one or the other ought to be done. It certainly ought to be preserved. In re-
ducing it to private ownership you guard against this destruction, and I think I would 
.sell it gradually, but not too much at once, or perhaps limit it to 640 or 1,280 acres to 
one purchaser. I do not see the policy of reserving alternate sections. It is very 
important that tJie timber should be taken care of, because if you allow it to be de-
stroyed on these mountains you will undoubtedly change the climate very materially. 
A great deal of care ought to be taken of the timber, and ther~fore I would not part 
with it loosely. I would sell it as the requirements of the country demanded, and no 
faster. 
Q. You know what we call irrigable land. What disposition would you make of 
that land !-A. I think I would sell it absolutely, and not in very limited quantities. 
Q. Why is that necessary; why not allow a man to homestead it !-A. If men home-
"Stead it they might be able to combine together and irrigate the land afterwards. It 
will require, in order to carry on a general system of irrigation, that there should be 
a, large amount of capital invested; but if these lands are homesteaded and the water 
secured or held by the government, then you might leave open these lands and the 
settlers could unite together in forming companies of citizens. That would be better 
than giving any corporation of men a large monopoly of land, which is one of the 
greatest valuables in the State. 
Q. You recognize the pasturage lands. What disposition would you make of them T 
-A. I think I would sell them in tracts to be governed by the quality of the pastur-
age, because in some parts of the State two sections will be sufficient, while in the 
southern part, where the grass is much inferior, probably four sections might have to 
be sold together. It would depend upon the quality of the grass entirely. Let the 
surveyor report upon the character of the land and grass, and from that report deter-
mine whether they should be sold in smaller or larger quantities; but hardly less than 
two sections would be sufficient under any circumstances. In the southern part of 
the State I think four sections would hardly be sufficient. 
Q. How would water rights be managed in this case !-A. I have not given that 
subject sufficient consideration to be able to give an intelligent opinion, although I 
am favorably impressed with the idea that the government should hold the water 
and make small tracts on the water-courses national reserves. I know that parties 
r 
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now take up springs ancl can thereby control many more acres of lancl than they own. 
There was one man that hacl a grant that really covered four leagues, but by the de-
cision of the commissioners they only gave him two. The grant was described as two 
leagues in length and two leagues in width, and the Mexican Government gave bim a 
title, describing it as two leagues in length and two leagues in width and containing 
two square leagues. The Commissioner confirmed the two square leagues and no 
more. I spoke to the owner of the grant, asking him to appeal from that decision; 
but he said, I have the springs and I have the water; I do not want the other land; 
I would not pay taxes on it. 
My chief object in coming before the Commission was in regard to the system of 
public surveys. Now, there are certain prices paid per mile which are grossly insuffi-
cient if the surveyor should do his duty, and he is now prohibited from receiving com-
pensation from the settlers. He cannot possibly make a proper survey at the price set 
down. On all but plains land the price is $6 per mile, that is, where it is lrna.vily tim-
bered and mountainous. You go among the mountains, where the lan<l. is difficult to 
survey; you come down to that price of $6, and even at $10 per mile on Leavily tim-
bered land it will not pay if the work has been clone properly. 'fhe price ought to be 
raised at least 50 per cent., and the surveys would not be desirable at that. Then, in 
addition to that, there are extra duties imposed upon the surveyors that are not re-
quired by law, and a good many of them it is impossible to perform. The surveyor is 
out on the ground, and be cannot make expenses now. 'fhere is not a single deputy 
surveyor who has made anything the past ten years. I am satisfied that they have 
not made an average salary of $100 per month, and most of the best deputies will not 
have anything to do with the work. In that way the old citizens are completely driven 
out and will not have anything to do with the surveys. It is not enough to do what 
is originally required, but extra duty must be imposecl upon them. Among other 
things the deputy must take care to report all depredations upon the timber and the 
names of depredators. On page 6 of "Special Instructions to United States Deputy 
Surveyors," by the surveyor-general of California, the following instructions are given: 
"Your special attention is called to the extension of the lines of public surveys from 
south to north, as required by the manual of surveying instructions. No deviation 
will be allowed, and you are hereby notified that a non-compliance therewith will 
cause a rejection of your work. Depredat.ions on timber growing on public lands hav-
ing been carried on by parties in violation of law, and Congress having provided the 
necessary measures for putting a stop to future unlawful destruction of valuable tim-
ber on public lands, in obedience to directions from the honorable Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, you are instructed to report any depredations of the kind which 
may come to your knowledge, from personal observation or derived from reliable 
sources. The information should state particular localities where trespass is being or 
has been committed; the names of parties implicated, and the extent of the depreda-
tion committed. Each deputy executing contracts for the survey of public lands will 
be required to return with his field-notes a special statement, under oath, that he has 
correctly reported all depredations upon timber growing upon public larnls which have 
come to his knowledge, either from personal observation or from reliable sources, and 
that he has used due diligence to ascertain the names and present residence of the 
parties who cut or procured saicl timber to be cut or carted away, or manufactured the 
~ame into lumber. Any failure to comply with this requirement will result in with-
holding approval of the work and of the account of the deputy therefor. Deputy sur-
veyors are required to give these special inst,ructions their careful attention, and to 
execute their surveys in strict conformity therewith, and they are reminded that by 
the provisions of section 2399 of the Revised. Statutes these special instructions are 
made a part of their respective contracts.'' Now, bow can he do that? 
Again, on page 4 of "Special Instructions" it is stated that, '' Desert lands are defined 
by this office to be lands which will not, without irrjgation, produce any agricultural 
crops, and which may be reclaimed by irrigation, and for which there is sufficient 
water available. In classing lands under these various heads, the deputy will state 
precisely what are the productions of the soil, both natural and by means of cultiva-
tion." And, further on, "If the land produces any species of plant naturally during 
either the whole or portions of the year, the fact shoul<l be stated." He is only there 
part of the year, how can he tell that 1 These instructions go on to say: "Deputies 
will also ascertain as nearly as practicable the approximate amount of rainfall, and 
how distributed during the season; the usual time of the year when different crops are 
planted and matured, which are usually raised in the particular locality"; and also, 
"Deputy surveyors are prohibited from giving information to any person regarding 
81lrveys made by them, and are prohibited from charging or receiving moneys or valu-
ables from settlers or others for work included in their contracts." That is to sa.y, that 
'!hen we establish corners we must not let persons know that the corners are estab-
lished. I supposed, on the contrary, that deputy surveyors ought to give all the in-
formation possible in regard to the surveys and the corners established by them. 
Then, there is another thing: when we establish corners we have marks on the stakes 
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which indicate precisely what the section or quarter section is, and it is very important 
that those living in the vicinity should know where those corners are. If a man 
knows where his corners are, he is interested in protecting them. If there are fires, 
the people will rush out and protect these corners. 
Q. Give your observation in regard to the permanency of stakes, marks, &c.-A 
Many of those surveys were made twenty years ago, and in surveys that I have made 
nobody knew where the corners were. I had to start north of Sacramento City and 
cut my way south two miles, and then could only make my survey by ,means of bear-
ing-trees. The bearing-treee are more important than the stakes. Oak stakes decay 
in six or seven years, redwood stakes will remain for twenty years. Redwood is 
almost imperishable; it has been known to last in t,he mission buildings for eighty 
years. 
Q. What would you suggest concerning permanent stakes 1-A. Stakes and mounds 
are now used; but then you have bearing-trees, which are the most important points. 
Where you come to the plains, where mounds are erected-Mr. Day, I think it was, 
testified to the cattle pawing them down. He would go on, and by the time he got a 
fow miles away be found that the cattle had tom away those mounds, anu. thus they 
destroyed the marks of the survey. As fast as he could put the mounds up the cattle 
destroyed them. It ought to be done entirely differently, and the government ought 
to pay for it. This letting it out by contract is peruicious. It can't be done in a 
proper way, because the more miles a contractor runs over the more pay he gets. 
There·should be a corps of surveyors selected in regard to qualifications, and not influ-
enced by politics at all. But as long as we have a contract system, whet,her we raise 
the price or not, the work will not be faithfully done. There is no question about 
that. When good prices were paid twenty years ago it did not result in good work 
being done. I got a survey more than twenty years ago for a grant, and I had to con-
nect with the government lines , I found the lines, and they had run the government 
lines until they were within six miles of the United States meridian. The surveyor 
had then reported that it was impracticable to make the connection, but there was no 
obstacle in the way. I could go easily the whole six miles, and I connected with the 
United States meridian, but that township was thrown out; yet the surveyor got his 
pay for it. '.fhis survey was one mile out of the way. In going thirty miles in the 
Santa Clara Valley they had got absolutely one mile out of the way. Up in Tahama 
County I made a survey of a Spanish grant, and I tried to connect it, but there was an 
error of more than a quarter of a mile in one of the townships surveyed. The line 
run through the timber for a considerable distance, but there was not a word about 
timber in the field-notes. There was not a bearing tree in the whole line. This was 
in former times, but your testimony will show that there was township after township 
where they really surveyed a little only and reported notes for the whole township. 
There was fraud after frand, and you will find the evidence in Washington. 
Unless you go into the country and see it, how do you know that they have been 
surveyed at all f If the deputy surveyors do not inform anybody where the stakes 
are or anything about it, some one would come and say you hadn't made the survey at 
all because they hadn't seen the evidence of it. That is very natural, and yet we are 
prohibited from letting him know anything about it. 
I think the remedy for this is to have a corps of regular salaried surveyors; and it 
will never be done otherwise than by having a system of salaries. Let permanent 
monuments be placed; and in regard to the character of survey, instead of restricting 
them to one particular mode, let them do it by triangulation or any other way that is 
the best, and let that be decided by the judgment of the surveyor, who should be a com-
petent man, and who should understand his business; and let his superiors be men of 
superior qualifications. I think this ought to be insisted upon; and, above all, you can't 
have yom work done right at the present prices. 
I desire to add just one more word, and that is, I have heard Mr. Redding's state-
ments concerning debris, and I fully concur in them. 
:L'estimo11y of Jerome Madden, agent Southern Pacific Railroad Cornpany at Sacramento, Cal. 
JERO:.\IE MADDEN, land agent of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, testified at 
San Francisco, Cal., October 10, 1879, as follows: 
Question. Do you recognize the classification of the land I have meutioned i If so, 
what system of disposition would be the best for the interests of the country and the 
actual settlers ?-Answer. The arable lands are all right. The present system of dis-
posing of them is, in my opinion, the correct one, except that there are some minor 
disadvantages in the way of delay in the land office. I believe the general system of 
the United States is adapted to the disposition of its lands, and is a very good one, 
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apart from this delay which I have mentioned, and I think it should be kept up. 
There is one further exception to this: I have lived in this country ,a long time-thirty 
years-and I ];lave had a great deal of experience in land matters, and I find that it is 
one of the weaknesses of human nature that a man will take a false oath quicker about 
a piece of land than anything else I know of. Some men, who are good men and good 
citizens, won't hesitate to take a false oath about a piece of land when it adjoins their 
farm. It must be one of the weaknesses of human natute. 
Q. If the government should classify the lands would that avoid the difficulties f-
A.. Not altogether. That would be a most excellent, thing to do. The government 
should classify these lands as individuals do; but I had reference more particularly 
to the application of a man. I think t,hat ought to be inquired into; whether it is 
bona fide or not. I do not wish to throw any impediment in the way of a man's ob-
taining title to the land. No honest man has anything to fear. I would inquire into 
his purpose in getting the land, but I think the classification would be a most excel-
lent thing, and I think it would help the government to sell the lands. I think the 
government could charge a better price for the good land, and for the poorer classes 
of land it should charge a less price, so it would end in the same thing. I think after 
a man gets a patent for bis land he shoulc1 have it clear, out and out, from the sur-
.face to the center of the earth, with everything that it contains. This is the result of 
observation and a good deal of experience, and I am confident this is the best method. 
He either is or he is not entitled to the land, and I would give him a clear title to it or 
none at all. 
Q. How would you regulate the disposal of the timber larids f-A.. The timber lands 
should be talked about a great dea I. After thirty years' residence in California, after 
having heard a great deal about timber countries, I do not think that I ever read of 
such deplorable waste. Such a deplorable, foolish, profitless waste of timber as there 
has been in California has never before been known in the world. Every person has 
bad an opportunity to get in and slash down timber right and left. There does not 
seem to have been any care taken of it by the government at all; on the contrary, they 
have looked on with apathy. Every person thinks he has a right to come in and cut 
down, for a whim, the ti.nest sugar-pine that can be found in the mountains. I have 
seen them do it to try an ax or to get out 4 feet of a butt. I have seen them cut 
down a magnificent tre·e, :300 feet high, and leave it to waste there and dry and rot 
to feed the forest fires. If you remonstrate with them about it, in some instances it 
will be as much as s·our life is worth. Miners and other persons have cut it down for 
purposes they thought it was needed for, when it was not needed at all. Men come 
in and strip off the bark and leave the tree to die; men come in and tap t,he trees for the 
turpentine, and after ten or twelve tappings the trees are fit for nothing. They do it 
for a small compensation, at a terrible loss to the government, and there has been a 
deplorable, not to say a criminal, neglect on the part of the government and this State 
in this matter. 
Sometimes, when reflecting on this, I have thought of the stripping of the country 
the watetsbed of which flows into the Mediterranean Sea-the barbarous States of 
Morocco, Algeria, Tunis, and Tripoli, and along there, which lie in the same latitude as 
California-I remember reading of old times, in the histories of the Carthagenians 
and Romans, that these places were covered with timber, and supported a very large 
population, five times more than at present, and this alteration was in consequence of 
and resulted from the destruction of the timber. They destroyed it, so that now it is 
a barren waste, supporting only one-fifth of the number of persons that it formerly did, 
and they only find a scanty living where formerly :five times their number could get a 
living. 
I was thinking that California, a most excellent country, with jts gold and silver 
and quicksilver, wheat, wine, oils, fruits, and grapes of every description, I think it 
is worth saving; that all of us here will pass away in a very short time, but our chil-
dren will live after us, and if things go on as they are at present we will have the same 
condition of affairs as thos~persons of whom I spoke have at the present time. Instead 
of having trees which will protect the moisture and retain it they will have a dry, 
sterile country, which, instead of being a large and prosperous State, will be but an 
insignificant one. I would get men to preserve this tim her; I think it is worth it, and I 
think that the getting of foresters or protectors for it is one of the factors in its preser-
vation. It is true, apparently, that the timber costs but little at this present time; 
but the hiring of men to protect it is money well spent in a small way to save a large 
amount. Even if it costs a large amount I would consider tbat the expenditure of 
the money would be the greatest economy in the end. I would have this timber all 
snrveyell, so that a person who wanted the timber land could have it in reasonable 
quantities for legitimate purposes. I would. try to do the best I could for the people 
who reside here. I should be in favor of giving every person a piece of timber land 
to get wood anrl timber, within reasonable bounds, for legitimate uses; and I would 
prevent anything like waste or destruction. I would make laws very stringent if I 
could, and I wonld make it obligatory upon persons who destroy timber to replace it 
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in some way. Over on the Sierra Nevada they have a western slope about65mile -
that is to say, the Sierra Nevada Mountains are practically 450 miles long, and at the 
base, beginning at an altitude of 300 feet, across to the base of the Sierra Nevadas, 
it would be 70 miles wide to the other side, where it goes into the other basin. The 
largest portion of the timber is there. I would see that the young trees are pro-
tected and that others are planted. I think in that way you will keep a prosperous 
State. I think that timber land should be held by private persons unless they are 
properly protected by the government. That would be the best way to protect them. 
If I wanted to go into the lumber business I think I ought to havp enough timber land, 
so that it would be an object to expend necessary capital. One hundred and sixty 
acres or three hundred and twenty acres would be no use; it would depend, howe,er, 
upon the thickness of the timber. 
Q. Why is the expensenecessaryfortimber enterprises so great 1-.A. In the first place 
labor here is very high, and in the next place machinery costs a great deal; then there 
is the investment in the timber land, and, taken with the teams and everything else 
which will be necessary for the proper outfit, it amounts to a very considerable sum, 
and no poor man can go into it. In the Eastern States a man puts up a saw-mill, where 
labor is cheap, and where you can have plenty of coal, and all t,hat sort of thing quite 
cheaply; but you cannot put up a saw-mill at an insignificant expense out here. In 
the East the timber lands, or a great many of them, are accessible. You do not haye-
to go into the mountains for them. Here you have timber lands on the sides of the 
mountains, and you have to go to a great deal of trouble to get out the timl>er. In the 
East, in Canada and New York State, they cut it in the winter time and float it down 
the streams, but you cannot do that here. The profits derived from cutting and man-
ufacturing the timber upon 320acres of land would not generally be of any use; it would 
depend, however, upon the character of the timber and the character of the country. 
The timber on the high mountains must be cut down, and it requires a vast expense to 
do it. Timber is sometimes floated fifty or sixty miles in flumes. The quantity of tim-
ber land which will be necessary for a mill would differ in different localities. In one 
place it might be necessary to have a large quantity of land, while in another place a, 
small quantity of land would be sufficient. No man will go in and locate a saw-mill on 
640 acres of land if the timber is standing thin; but if it is standing thick he might be 
induced to do it. This question of topography controls him to some extent. I would 
survey the timber tracts on the mountains with regard to the topography; that is, to 
the quantity of timber to the acre. I would have a sort of elastic system. .Around a 
mining camp the trees are all cut down; there is no regard for them; there is nothing 
in the way of protection. People in California have got an idea that there is no owner-
ship to the timber lands, and when a man takes up a mine he takes the finest timber 
upon it, without any return at all, and keeps what we call a shot-gun possession of it. 
If a man goes to jump his claim h~ will run him off; so that I think as soon as a min-
ing camp is located the best thing for the United States to do would be to sell the tim-
ber immediately, because if this is not done it will be taken any way. There is some 
destruction of timber by goats and sheep. There is a great quantity of .Angora goats 
.n the foot-hills, and they destroy the young trees that are coming up. I am not very 
much acquainted with this, personally, but I am told so. 
~- Would any protection for the timber be sanctioned by the people in the courts V-
A . .As it is at present, I do not think it would. It would be an impossibility to convict 
a man in California of any crime in connection with cutting the timber. It will be 
best to have convenient facilities for purchasing. If you go to interfere, they say: 
this land does not belong to you; it belongs to the United Stn.tes, and if you inform on 
me, and take me l>efore the United States commissioner, there will be nothing done in 
the matter. 
The more you create ownership interests in timber, the more you create a sentiment 
in favor of protecting it. Until you create a sentiment, it is almost impossible to affect 
the amount of depredation upuu the timber. I know regions where there ,-vas beauti-
ful nut-pine, and now there is not a tree there. The reduction of the timber lands 
into private ownership would be the readiest method of producing a sentiment in fay or 
of protecting the timber. -
I think the United States and the State of California should encourage the replac-
ing of these forests. Every man will protect his own interests, and he will be very 
careful, for instance, that I should not cut down his trees without paying him for them. 
If a man has an interest in the soil, he will see that pine trees are growing there, and 
he will protect them. I do not think that the owner will cut the timber, and even if 
he did destroy it, be would be doing it by right and not in violation of law. If in the 
hands of private owners it would bring in a revenue to the government or the State, 
and it would stop the lawless destruction of timber by non-owners. 
Q. How would you dispose of the irrigable land ¥-.A. There are, in California,, vast 
tracts of land that are not arable. Some lie in the extreme northern part of the State, 
in the Klamath Basin, and some lie about Honey Lake, and in that California district, 
and some lie in the central valley of California south of Stockton, and away on down 
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to the Sau Joaquin and Tulare Valleys. Some also are in the Mojave Desert and in the 
Colorado Desert. I think there is ample means of irrigating all this land under a wise 
and judicious system of irrigation. 
I called attention awhile ago to the question of the watershed of the Sierra Nevadas1 
and also to the fact that the watershed slopes for some sixty-five miles to the west, 
taking almost all the moisture that comes from the Pacific Ocean. I think that the 
water and land should go together if possible. I think that every man, if he could, 
should have his own ditch for irrigation; but as that seems to be impossible and imprac-
ticable in a great many instances, I think that the federal government in conjunction 
with the State, or the State in conjunction with the federal government, should devise, 
under scientific management, a system that would answer the wants of the present 
population; and that system of irrigation, by a series of reservoirs in the mountains 
and that sort of thing which can be easily done, should be taken so much care of at 
the commencement that the future interests of population as it increased would only 
require the enlargement of this commencement. Then I think that anybody who 
wanted a certain tract of land should have not only the right but the inalienable right 
to bis proportion of water. I think that a stringent law should be passed in regard to 
the distribution and administration of this thing, and that there should be no chance 
for discrimination or anything of that kind. Everybody should have a free, equal, 
and just chance. I think that the State ( or the United States) should fix the tariff on 
the water; but if the United States or the State of California did not wish to do any-
thing of that kind, or will not do it (though if they can encourage it it will be a most 
excellent thing), then, if neither of them will do it, I think that the aid of private 
enterprise should be called in, and the person investing bis money in irrigation works 
should be controlled by the laws of the State, and a person should be appointed by 
the State; with assistants to be appointed by him, who should have charge of the dis-
tribution of the water, and the management and distribution of it should be taken 
out of the hands of the owner of the irrigation work ; so that in seasons of drought 
and short supplies of water the owner might get rid of the arduous task of discrim-
inating between individuals. 
In regard to the farmers, a great deal has been said about associations of capital 
and labor, &c. I notice that because it was done in the mines in the early days it is 
now said that it could be done also by combinations of agriculturists. I think the 
person advancing that proposition is mistaken. In the Sacramento Vailey there is 
about 30,000 square miles of level land, and there are 450 miles of water-shed by 60 
miles wide, and there is certainly enough water in that space to irrigate to the hills 
east of the Sacramento River. It may be a question whether the streams of the coast 
range will irrigate the western side. I think if a certain tract of country which would 
be controlled l>y a certain stream should be laid off into a class by the government as 
"irrigable la,nd," it would be a good idea for the government or the State to take 
charge of the distribution of the water and pass stringent laws for the administration 
and distribution of it. It would be a policy that would work well. In that case I 
think a smaller amount of land would do for a homestead than is given under the 
present system. , 
As location is practiced in the State at the present time it seems to me in a measure 
inoperative. I will illustrate it in this way: If my farm is on a stream and I make an 
appropriation of the water for the purpose of irrigating this farm, and another gentle-
man wishes to locate a larger tract above me and wishes to take out all the water in 
the stream, he thus utilizing all the water of the stream, I, who made my location in a 
bad place, by my obstinacy and selfishness spoil all the effect of this latter location, 
and because I won't yield the water the whole thing goes to waste; whereas if it was 
taken out on a proper place all the land on the river could be utilized; and so I think 
that the farmers or association of farmers cannot do this thing. There will be con-
tention all the time and personal difficulties. There are large valleys in the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains that are not now fit for anything at all, where, by appropriate en-
gineering, there could be water enough stored in one year to irrigate the whole dis-
trict. And it wil have this further effect, too, upon the floods and dry years in Cali-
fornia: In the year1:1 of floods all these men who have swamp land are ilooded out; in 
the dry years persons who own the uplands are starved out. Now, by making a system 
of reservoirs, where these waters could be collected and stopped, it would prevent dis-
astrous floods upon tba swamp lands, giving tbe dry land sufficient water at all times. 
This thing could commence now, to meet tho wants of the comparatively few who are 
upon that character of land, and as time advances and population increases here these 
things could be enlarged. It would take probably fifty years, may be a hundred years, 
to complete them. This is done in Spain, and the production has increased twenty-
fold. 
Q. Will any difficulties be encountered by reason of vested rights in the spots where 
the water should be stored ¥-A. Yes, sir; there are vested rights. The water has 
been monopolized, and it has been truly said that water is the basis of the wealth of 
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California. The water is all being taken up; irrigation works, as a general thing, are 
not very productive to the individual who invests in them. 
Professor Davidson estimated some years ago that it would cost five or ten dollars 
per acre to irrigate the Tulare Valley. I think I heard Mr. Ha,ggin say that it costs 
a million and a half of dollars to bring in the water in his locality. I think he bas 
redeemed something like 300,000 acres. Then there is, in addition to that, the cost 
of the land. It ousts about five to ten dollars per acre for canals and distributing 
ditches. 
The Congress of the United States passed an act, called the " desert land act," which 
was intended to reclaim some of this desert land; but in the way in which it is worded 
it seems it is inoperative. I think it could, measurably, have accomplished the pur-
pose intended under a liberal interpretation of the law, but in the way in which it is 
administered it does µot amount to anything at all. In those places which I have de-
scribed, and on which there is no water, under this act yon have a right to take up 
640 acres of land-in Tulare Valley, say. The land is good enough if you can get 
water there. There are two methods of getting the water: one by bringing it from 
the mountains, the other by sinking artesian wells. You are called upon to pay 25 
cents per acre in order to be permitted to file on t,he land. Then yon have got to go 
off twenty-five miles to have the water brought on the land. Then, possibly, you have 
to buy out the water rights of those who have appropriated the water, and go to the 
expense of building ditches, &c. Now, taking into consideration the evaporation of 
the canals, you have got to have a pretty large head of water before ·you can use any 
of it on your 640 acres. Thus you get 640 acres that cost something like eight or ten 
or twenty dollars, or perhaps fifty dollars, more than the land is worth. But it does 
not end there: the Commissioner of the General Land Office in his instrnctions to reg-
isters and receivers says if I pay 25 cents that the rights I have acquired in the land 
are not assignable; tllerefore there can never be any a,ssociation of capital. 
The Land Office in Washington thus goes to work and throws an impediment in 
your way by saying it is not desert land at all, and yon shall not have it until you 
have proved it to be such. You have to get two men to go to the register andrec.eiver 
and swear that it is desert land and that you cannot raise crops on it without irriga-
tion. Then the register and receiver may have some objections, and you do not get 
your title. Then the government may come along and say it is not desert land, and 
you will have a contest; and, finally, another man may come in and take the land 
under the homestead or pre-emption act. You sa,y to the government, take back the. 
land and give me my money. The government officers say, "You have paid in your 
money, and you cannot have it back." Generally the fact that the land is irrigated 
should be sufficient to prove that it is desert land and requires irrigation. I believe 
that the really irrigable land should be sold in tracts of 40, 80, or 160 acres, at such a 
price as might be deemed best, and I think the certainty of water should go with the 
land, in proportion to the amount of land that is sold. 
If the government should go into the irrigation business itself, it would be better. 
I think the State or federal government should have control of the water. If it goes 
into the hands of private individuals, I think the government should still retain con-
trol of it, so that there will be no unjust distribution of the water. If the government 
does not take control of it, it may be well to sell it in such tracts as persons might 
desire, compelling them, after the water was taken out, to sell the land to parties 
desiring to purchase. If the government coulcl not do it, then it would be a better 
way to get it into the hands of private individuals, allowing them to reclaim it, and 
then compel the companies or individuals to sell it in small quantities to satisfy set-
tlers; but I think there should also be stringent laws about keeping the control and 
distribution of the water in the hands of the government. I think the water ought to 
inhere in the land. I should want it so fixed that there could be no injustice done in 
the matter of water. 
Q. So large a portion of the peop1e are opposed to making jt a subject for internal 
improvement, and it not being the genius of this country to favor such a system, and 
the State not caring to enter into any such enterprise, and it being desirable upon the 
part of the government that the country should be settled up and occupied and these 
lands sold, by what system would you induce capitalists to invest $150,000 to put in 
dams and take out the water, so that the greatest good should be done, ancl they feel 
safe in their investment ¥-.A. I would allow tlle people to go and select these lands 
and take them at private entry, and give them a full and square title at once. There 
are lands in the Tulare Valley that ltave been surveyed for twenty years, and are still 
unoccupied. You can go forty miles and not see an inhabitant. No one wants to go in 
and reclaim that, and it is absolutely useless as it is. I wou1d make it worth while for 
capitalists to take hold of that land and recbim the remaining portion of it. Yet in 
doing that it should be so arranged tllat they should be compelled to sell the land to 
actual settlers after the water had been taken out of the rivers and put upon it. 'rhese 
lands are like squares on a checker-board; no man wislles to go in and reclaim any land 
in that condition; it would not be worth his while, for in reclaiming his own land he 
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would Le reclniming the land of other people. I should so fix it that he could get all 
bis land together Tb ere is no danger of this ]and remaining in large tracts in the 
hands of corporations or associa,tions. The corporations would.:finl!their greatest profit 
in dividing the lands np and selling them. With water on these lands and the lands 
made irrigable, the value would be raised so high and the taxation would be so exces-
sive that they could not afford to bold them; and, in the next place, if a man had 
money enough to hold them for any length of time, after he was gone the land would 
be subdivided. If persons went into this business, they would do so for the 1mrpose 
of making money, and that money could best be made by selling the land. A man can 
pro:fita,l,ly work by his own labor but ten acres of land, if it is not in grain. If it was 
in anything else, say in frnit, he could not work 10 acres. No individual could work 
160 acres. 
Q. What have you to say about the pasturage lands ¥-A. I concur fully with the 
testimony of Mr. Boggs. I think the pasturage lands should be surveyed with refer-
ence to the water. 
In the State of California, there has been a great deal of injustice done to the peo-
ple at large by holding the water separate from the land. Here is a spring, or a swamp, 
or a run. I go into the land office and buy that, by :filing a declaratory statement, 
taking up a homestead. I take it np and fence it. Now, here are thousands of acres 
of land near it that are rendered valueless, because I have the only 40 acres in the vicinity 
that contains the water, and the consequence is that I have the control and benefit of 
all that for nothing, and without paying any taxes. I would :fix it so that this land 
should be surveyed with reference to the water. I would give a man enough to make 
a living on, and would make that water wholly free to all within reasonable limits. 
I would not let him be destroyed if he bad only water enough for 100 head of stock. 
I would let him keep all that water, l,ut if he had water more than enough for a hun-
<lred bead, I would make him divide with others who needed it. 'I'be only true way of 
disposing of these lands is to divide up the water proportionately to the land. There 
are many places where there are valuable lands, and I have known persons who would 
take up the lands along the streams, and when I or any other man came along to take 
up part of that land, I could not do so, because it is all practically taken up by the 
man who controls the water. I would compel him to put lanes through his lands, so 
that other persons could use that water within reasonable limits. If there are any 
valuable mines upon that land, I would give persons the right to prospect and work 
them. And I would reserve, in selling the land, all the subterranean rights. Each. 
pasturage farm should have a little tract of irrigable land upon it, on which a man 
could locate his home and raise a small amount of grain, to protect him against dry 
seasons. If it were possible I think it would be well to have pasturage communities 
about the water courses, in order that they might establish schools, churches, &c., 
and form intelligent communities. The foot-hill region I left out. There is in Cal-
ifornia a region called the foot-hills that reach all the way from this 300-foot elevation 
of which I spoke awhile ago away up to an altitude something like 2,000 and sometimes 
3,000 and more feet, -where the oak and nut-pine grow. There are, in these places, some 
of the finest lands in the world, and my opinion is that in time to come all the respect-
able farmers of California will live in the foot-hills, and I believe in time to come 
that the finest spots and the finest homes will be in these foot-bills. They are close 
to wood and water; they have a diversity of scenery; the conditions are more health-
ful than in the valleys, and then, too, a greater variety of farm products and fruits are 
grown there than anywhere else. You can grow fruits there that you cannot grow 
where it is warmer, because the warm air of the valleys will rise fo that level, and 
things that would freeze in the valleys would not freeze there. These lands cannot 
be had by monopolists, because they are too remote and too scattered. It is the duty 
of the government to survey these places immediately, when they will probably be 
irrigated. Right in each of these valleys there is sufficient water to develop them, 
ancl they should be surveyed. It may be necessary to make a geodetic survey instead 
of the rectangular one. and, if necessary, they shonld do it. That country is not 
densely settled up, because you do not give them titles. Another thing, most of it 
is reserved as mineral. I do not think that agricultural lands ought to be set aside as 
mineral. \Vhen a man comes and locates on these lands, and just when he has the 
water going nicely on what is really agricultural land, some miner will come along 
and declare that it is mineral land, and, as the burden of proof is on the agriculturist, 
he can blackmail the owner of it for one or two hundred dollars. 
Where the government gives a man title to small tracts in the mountains, I think 
be should have a clean title from the surface to the center of the earth. When you 
give a man a title to these large tracts of pasturage land or mineral land, I would re-
serve the subterranean mineral rights. In surveying the land I would take 'the topog-
raph~· of the ground and also the quality of the soil, the kind of soil, &c., and. all that 
kind of thing, in a more thorough manner t,ba,n it is being done at the present time. 
I would make a thorough physical survey, more especially of the water. If it.was 
fonr1tl out that the stakes of the surveyor were not :firmly fixed and substantial, I would 
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make him amenable for it. If the geodetic points were established you could then 
urvey isolated tracts accurately without going all over the country. 
I desire to say another word. Within the limits of the railroad grants there is a 
great deal of land that is entirely pasturage, and I find it is very hard to dispose of it 
for the reason that the land is controlled in connection with the water. Sometimes 
you find a spring on a railroad section, and sometimes you .find it on the adjoining e,;-en-
numbered section, which belongs to the government. If it is on the eYen-numbereu 
section, a person goes into the land office and gets title to 40 acres of it on which the 
spring heads. If be finds the spring is on the railroad land, he will go in and buy the 
tract upon which the spring is located. From experience, I find they do not take the 
remainder of the section on which the stream or spring was found. I found, after 
awhile, that if I sold that part of a section with the wat~r on it I could not sell the 
remainder of the section on which it was situated, so I generally say I won't sell the 
land on which that spring is located unless you take the whole section. I think t he 
land should be sold in blocks or strips, paying especial and particular reference to the 
water on them, and that a piece of agricultural land should go with the pasturage 
land. Where yon have a government section intervening between two railroad sec-
tions, or a railroa1l section intervening between two government sections, you cannot 
make what they call here a ranch. 
I think it, would be wiser on the part of the United States t o make some arrange-
ment which woultl be mutually agreeable, so that there might be a fair interchan6e 
of the odd-numbered sections and t he even-numbered sections, so that the government 
land should lie in a block or strip and the railroad lands in a block or strip. Then 
they could be sold out in tracts suitable for ranches. So far as the purely arable or 
agricultural lands are concerned, under ordinary circumstances this block system would 
seem to be all right; but I find many persons coming to me, some of them represent-
ing people in England, France, and Germany, and some from the Eastern States, who 
wish to emigrate to California-they say," we want some twelve or fifteen thouEand 
acres of land_; have you such for sale'/" 
"Yes." 
" "\Vhere are all these lands 'I" 
I will then designate some certain locality. 
They say : "Haven't you a body of land of those dimensions in one tract 'I " 
''No; there are intervening even numbered sections." 
"But you cannot acquire title to them except by pre-emption and homestead." 
"No; but the persons you bring with you, if they are citizens, can have the benefit 
of the pre-emption act; they can pre-empt or homestead the government lands, and 
the railroad company will sell you the odd sections at a moderate price." 
"Oh, no! that won't do at all, for they are foreigners; they cannot take up the 
land." 
So I think that in land of that character an exchange would be beneficial, both to 
the government and the railroad company. It destroys the sale of the la.nds and pre-
vents their disposal in that way. You cannot prevent persons from getting large tracts 
of land, even if you want to. If you look back at the older settled places, you will 
find single owners in possession of larger tracts of land than are em braced in those 
farms in Ca1ifornia; but if these lands in California were surveyed properly, and t he 
ownership put somewhere, there would be a fixed interest. They could not afford to 
keep them for an unlimited time. 
Suppose I have got a very large farm; when I die, in the absence of any la ...,. of 
entail, it would be divided up and go to my children and heirs. I think, with regard 
to the fands of which I spoke, and the land which the desert act was intended to 
cover, that something should be done with them, for as i t is at present they are entirely 
useless. Either the government should take back the railroad sections or it should 
give one tract to the railroad company and take the corresponding tract, making 
an equal division; or it should be divided up into blocks, or else the government shoulcl 
take control of the whole thing and sell it out, giving the railroad company credit for 
its lands. I wish it to be understood always that great care should be exercised con-
cerning the water, and that :ill persons should have access to the water where it is in 
large quantities. Roads, lanes, &c., should be made through it that would be free to 
all, and the water should be considered common property. I have seen thousands and 
thousands of acres which are controlled by one pool of water, and the man who bought 
that water paid the government only a hundred dollars for it. He got one of his 
herders to live there during the time required by law, and then, as there is no water any-
where around there, he has the pasturage of all those hills and plains. No person can 
use the wa,ter but he, and he would not a11ow any one to come and take it. If that 
water right was divided up it could be utilized by many families. I think the lauds 
should be parceled out in proportion to the water. If it was capable of watering one 
hundred head of stock, then let the spring go with a range large enough for one hun-
dred head of cattle; if it was capable of watering a million head of cattle, I would 
then divide up the land necessary for that man's stock in such a. way that all the stock 
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u ing it could have part of the water. I think that the true prosperity of the country 
consists in having the land divided up into ramall farms and held by a great number 
of persons; as it is in France, for instance. 
There have been a great many land grants in California, and, as a matter of course, 
the persons who selected the laud did not select the worst, but always the best; and 
the boundaries in early days were so indefinite and the papers were drawn so loosely 
that it was imvossible to tell where the actual boundaries are or were at tltat time. 
Sometimes they would sell a tract of country which would contain three or four times 
the land grant, and so it happened that persons claiming a Spanish grant would take 
the benefit of the description and exclude ot,ber persons within the boundaries desig-
nated in that grant. A man would have a grant of 3 square leagues, but the descrip-
tion would contain 12 square leagues, a,nd the man would have the use not only of the 
3 leagues that were gr:mted to him, but also the use of the other 9 leagues contained 
in the description, thus keeping settlers off from these land grants, which are usually 
of the very best quality. Now, I think these should be settled up immedidely. I 
would not take from any man that which legitimately belongs to him, but I think bis 
possessions ought to be segregated from the public domain very quickly and the other 
lands thrown open to :a;ettlement. They will assert that they have a right to holu all 
the land named in tL6ir description; and they used to sell off at high prices large 
tracts of lan<l within these boundaries. Afterwards, when the survey was made, it 
W'Ol 1d be found that these lands were entirely outside, and that really they bad been 
seliing land that did not belong to them, but to the United States; and the United 
States had so much sympathy for the persons who bought these supposed private 
lands that it passed an act giving to those who had bought iu good faith the right to 
come in and take up these l;mds on the same ground as a pre-emptor. 
Q. When a grant is stated to be within certain boundaries, which are described, 
does the grant as finally confirmed include only the ground stated, or does it include 
the whole area within the boundary stated f-A. In some cases it probably only in-
cludes the area stated in the grant; in some other cases it takes in a great deal more 
than the area stated. These boundaries are usually indefinite, and it is left for the 
owner to assert where the boundaries are, and the land within these limits is retained 
until final segregation. 
Q. Can you suggest a plausible remedy f-A. This can be remedied by a provisi-00 
fl r tlleir immediate survey. Of course it cannot be done altogether, but it could be 
done in a verv short time. If the law of 1866 was enforced it could be clone in that 
"°ay. That law provides for a compulsory segregation; and if that should be deemed 
inoperative a supplementary act should be passed which would meet the case exactly. 
It i an outrage upon the people of the State, and it is bad business on the part of the 
gornrnment, to allow that state of things to exist. There are very fine tracts of land 
withheld from settlement in that way. If a man has a legitimate claim, give it to 
:him, but let it be determined immediately where that claim i:-i, and then do not allow 
him to keep the land that he does not own. The government should make these sur-
veys and keep the cost as a lien on the property, if the persons owning it are not will-
ing to bear the expense. Of conrse it is to the interest of the grantee to keep off sur-
veys, because he can then hold more land than he is really entitled to. In such case 
the government should go to work, survey it, and make the owner pay for it. 
Q. Does not the law of 1866, if properly carried into effect by the officers of the 
United States, compel the survey of Spanish grants, if parties do not apply for the 
survey within ten months after 1ne-emption ?-A. It does, but there are many laws 
that are void by non-user. The fanlt lies with the government and its officers. I 
rhink that the government does not pay sufficient attentiou to the matter. 
In the next place, I think that, owing to the tenure of office in this country, there 
i' not as much interest taken in public affairs us there would otherwise be under dif-
ferent methods. It could be done nndor the act of 1866, l,ut I would have an addi-
tional act ordering the surveyor-general to do it, and I would have a commission organ -
ized for that purpose to settle all the grants in the States and Territories. 
If there was a commission invested with the powers, and an appropriation by the 
ieneral government made, to prepare a law compelling this thing to be done, I think 
1t could be done properly, and I think it is to the interest of the people of the United 
States that it should be done. 
,n reference to the mining law, I desire to say that I think this idea of allowing 
a man to go in and make affidavit that a whole tract of country is mineral is wron$-
There are a great many persons who for their own selfish purposes make these am-
davits, under which much land .in the mountains is excluded from settlement, and 
then they occupy them too. There are persons who wish to use these lands for 
grazing, and, in order to accomplish that without any expense to themselves, they 
nake oath that it is mineral land. 
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lestirnony of William Magee, deputy niineral su1·vey01·, Shasta, Cal. 
WILLIAM MAGEE, deputy mineral surveyor, testified at Shasta, Cal., October 2, 1879, 
as follows: 
I have been connected with the public service in this county for twenty-five years 
as a mineral surveyor. I was the first deputy appointed in the county, and have been 
in that capacity every since. I connect my mineral surveys with the government sur-
veys, or with the mineral monument when the surveys are not within proper distance of 
already established corners. There are mineral monuments erected in this district but 
they are temporary ones. I generally establish an iron bar and put a rock mound around it 
to make it more permanent than corners are generally made, and that is about the amount 
of it. I establish the location of that mineral monument by connecting it with the 
forks of the nearest streams, water-courses, or some prominent mountain point, and 
estalllishing a bearing tree. That is the only way .that has ever been done by me. 
Question. So that if the stream changed its course or if the tree were cut down you 
bave lost your location ?-Answer. The tree might be cut down, the stone removed, 
the stream change its course, and means of relocating the true boundaries of a min-
eral claim lost, but it is not likely that all these·things would occur. Mineral monu-
ments might be established more permanently so that they would not be likely to be 
removed, bnt the best way to my knowledge woulfl be to identify them with a govern-
ment survey whenever it is practicable. I hardly know of a mining district in this 
county where they could not be so connected. We are now limited to a hundred 
chains. The location of these mineral monuments is ma<le at the expense of the claim-
ant, and of course, having mineral monuments more permanent, would make the sur-
vey more expensive. 
Q. In locating mineral monuments from the confluence o.f streams or from some 
mountain tops, do you really gain anything from the taking of such an indefinite 
object as a mountain summit as a monument ?-A. I think on the whole you can. It 
is a large object, but a very permanent one. Such distances are at best indefinite 
things. Then you put your instrument upon a mountain bead, you will determine 
that you are pointing right at the top of the mountain, and another surveyor will 
point his instrument several degrees away. I think it is a very vague kind of monu-
ment. Then, too, the forks of streams often change. I have seen it ofteu myself, 
and I regard an artificial monument carefully erected as a better mark. The location 
of tho monument is taken from the confluence of these streams and trees. I look 
upon a connection with a good surveying corner as being better than these things, 
better than the mineral monuments, and better than the fork or bed of streams or the 
top of the mountain. The l&tter I look upon as a very vague mark indeed. No two 
surveyors would hardly ever agree upon the same point. I woukl have the monument 
erected at some convenient point and where there are several claims to be connected 
bv one monument. I have run to connect with the mineral monument as much as 
sixty chains, and when I was locating several connections with the same monument 
in running from the monument to the claim I run simply by the needle and chain. 
That is generally the way I run all claims. I use the needle instrument altogether. 
Q. So that if there is any error in your Yariation or any error in your chaining the 
location of the claim may be all out ?-A. Tliere is always error in chaining. There is 
not always any change in the variation of the needle. Variations of the needle occur 
more frequently in some places in these mountains than in others. 'l'here is several 
minutes variation, but the chain in this rough country varies more. I am generally 
particular to triangulate to a corner whenever I can. I tllink it is more accurate than 
chaining. If I chain I do both. If a, system of permanent mineral monuments were 
establislled over a region and you locate claims by them, I think you could locate such 
claims very accurately. There need be no difference to the locator of the mining claim. 
Sometimes it would cost a deputy a few dollars more or less to do the work, which will 
amount to a mere nothing in the aggregate. If the government establish the mineral 
monuments, it would be less expensive to claimants and deputies and more perma-
nent, and if it established the location of such monuments by correct observaticn, so 
that if they were removetl they could be replaC'ed, it would be much !Jetter, especially 
if they established several monuments within view of each other and connected the 
mineral claims with them. I think that would be decidedly lletter than to establish 
a monument for every claim. Then if one of the objects were destroyed it could ·be 
replaced by running from ano-ther one. The expense of establishing such monuments 
would be very trifling for the government. A deputy could establish all the neces-
sary monuments on prominent points in this county by triangulation very simply, and 
it woulcl cost very little to do i-t. 
Q. Where you have a number of claims adjacent to or overlapping each other, and 
mm of them has been surveyed, do you, as a matter of fact, generally locate the later 
claims from the location of the first one '?-.A.. Yes, sir. · 
Q. So that if the location of the first was incorrect, it would necessarily follow that 
all would be out of place f-A. Yes, sir; to a certain extent it would. 
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Q. Could you not connect your mineral monuments with the township corner to estab-
lish your minera.l claim? If yonr township corners should be obliterated, cannot they 
readily be re-established agai.u l-A. They <lo very often get obliterated in this coun-
try, and I was at first very much put out by that fact until I 'became familiar with 
surveys here. When I first commenced examining the corners made a few years be-
fore, I found them obliterated and it was difficult to determine precisely where they 
were. I had to run lines to re-establish them. I thought then it was the fault of the 
deputy who had established them, but afterward I found that it was due to the de-
struction of the monuments from natural causes. I have found by experience that 
monuments made on gravel hills and on certain kinds of ground frequented by hogs 
are not at all permanent; frequently the hogs will root under them, tear them down, 
aml scatter them for a grass or root that grows there. I found that to be the reason 
from my own experience. The bogs will destroy a rock monument in one pr two or 
three years. The only thing that makes a permanent corner is a bearing tree. When 
the marks of a corner are obliterated you have no absolute certainty of being able to 
re-establish the same point if the bearing trees have'been cut down or cut up. I can 
show corners established by two different surveys that are 14 rods apart where the 
corners and landmarks have been obliterated. 
Q. Suppose you bring two sets of surveys from opposite corners; do you or do yon 
not k1rnw of any instance where you can connect these, where they come well to-
gethed-A. I have known one or two instances; but where there is one instance where 
it will do it I have seen a dozen where it will not. 
Q. Can you suggest any better way for establishing the corners of a government 
survey f-A. No, sir; I don't think that I can suggest any better way, except by be-
ing very particular in establishing with great permanency the corners, and establish-
ing many bearing trees wherever it is possible to do so. They are the most permanent 
marks. I have known instances after a survey where they were all cnt down, hut it 
is very seldom the case. You can most generally find one or two, if not all. They are 
the most certain landmarks. I think they may ue considered decidedly the best mon-
uments. If you do not have a corner, they are the best monuments that can be sug-
gested; they rarely fail. I do not know of more than two or threo instances but 
where you can find one or more, and any one of them is enough to establish a corner 
from. 
Q. What do you think of the propriety of abolishing all local laws and customs and 
obliging a parry seeking to record a mineral claim to commence in th~ Unite<l States 
Land Office with an official survey in the first instance f-A. Do you allude to unsnr-
veycd ground, or where a government survey has been already extended over it f 
Q. Either.-A. In other wor<ls, make the claim legal through a government survey. 
It has always been my opinion that that would be a proper way, and that they should 
not get a title in any other way. In many counties there are no records of mining 
districts. In 1867 we could not find a scratch of a pen on that subject in this county. 
I have frequently had trouble about mining records, and I haYe frequently been con-
sulted about them, and have been in the habit of making the record from my data 
and tLe man interested woulu. take it to the record office and would bring it back to 
me. There is no such thing as a record of location except in a few instances where 
they have been made with the county recorder, but I do not know of a single mining 
district in this county where there is a record except very recently. Records are now 
made by miners, who are required to furnish a copy from the mining record, and they 
have in every single instance to be made new where they are called for. I have not 
been able to find many able to produce one, and I am spoken to almost every day 
about manufacturing records of this sort. A man is not able to describe a claim the 
way he wants to make his record, and sometimes I make a preliminary survey and by 
my preliminary survey the record is made. Afterward I make a legal survey by the 
record originating with myself. That is true with claims that have been worked suc-
cessfully twenty-five years, and there is nothing unusual about that thing; ibis fre-
quently <lone. The mining records heretofore made, if any of them have been pre-
ferved, are of no value ; it would not do to respect them. There is not one of those 
old records that describes the ground the claimant now wants to take up. He want 
to change it in some point to suit himself, so that the location be makes now will not 
be the one he originally claimed. Where there is no conflict in the claim, I look 
upon it that there is no wron~ done any one in changing it. It is all government 
laud, and if there is no other claim conflicting I do not see any harm in it. 
Q. Supposing that controversies bad arisen between these parties who bad new loca-
tious and others, how would that conflict be settled f-A. They would have to go into 
the courts and adjust them in some way that would suit themselves, and each one 
woul<l have to ma.lrn the best showing he could by parol testimony. I am telling you 
about the situation of those district records in this count,y. So far as I have hall any 
knowledge of them, they have become obliterated and laid aside. 
Q. Is there at any time any guarantee as to the.integrity or protection of these rec-
ords except the personal houei,ty of tLe recorder1-A. None that I know of. He is 
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under no obligations, and never even took an oath or gavo a bond. It is all a matter of 
organization among the miners. When the district was organized some man was ap-
pointed recorder; three weeks afterward another man would be appointed, and most 
generally there has been a number. In some parts of the State it is different, but in 
this count,y it is as I have stated it. I confine my remarks altogether to this county. 
I think the proposition which I have heard discussed of selling mineral lands in simi-
lar manner to those sold for agriculture, by square tracts, and confining the owner of 
a vein within his side walls as bounded by his surface survey, would work great injury 
sometimes. A. lode that would dip 45° a man would not be able to go very far down 
on before it got outside his walls. 
Q. Suppose you gave a man 40 acres and restricted him to the ownership of that 40 
acres ?-A.. Then he might be able to get more; but after the large expenditure of 
money on what might be a good paying ledge some one else would come in and take 
it n,way from him. I think that would be very obnoxious. I think he should be 
allowed to follow the dip. 
Q. Suppose he was not restricted in his discovery shaft to the center of the claim, 
but could put it anywhere f-A. It would be liable to run outside the limits of a mine 
ou which he bad ex.pended a fortune just as be was beginning to makeitpay. Ithink 
that would work great injury in some instances. 
Q. That would be so if be bad only the amount of land covered by the present law, 
wbich is between 20 and 21 acres. Suppose he had made his discovery shaft on one 
side of the claim. He would then have 600 feet, and if his vein ra,n down at 40° he 
could follow it 2,000 feet in depth. Would not that practically cover all the deep 
mining that could be done for a generation f-A.. That would be so if he bad a regular 
cropping to begin with in the start. But I know of many mines that were worked 
several years before finding out that the vein is 300 feet or more from where it is thought 
to be, and a man may work ten or fifteen years before he discovers bis claim, and then 
near his outside lines, when some one else would get the benefit of opening up his 
ledge. 
Q. Suppose you gave a man unlimited right of inspection and restricted the appli-
cation of the act to the actual working of the claim 7-A. No, that would not do. The 
country would be entirely :filled with explorers, and they would never be ready to ful-
fill the provisions of the act. I do not like the theory of restricting a man to his side 
lines. It might answer very well; but it has always occurred to me that whereamau 
found a lode o~ the ground be should have the privilege of following that lode wher-
ever it went, as far as he can follow it. I do not know of any mine down 100 feet. I 
have no experience in thelitigationfollowingdeepmining. Underthelawasitst:111ds 
now any man takinO' up a lode claim outside of a placer claim, and :finding the vein 
ran into the placer, he would have a right to run into that placer, and I think that 
would be right. If you take up a lode claim and develop it, it costs money and a man 
should have the benefit of it. Every one seems to understand that where a man bas a 
lode he can follow that anywhere for 1,500 feet. There are difficulties that have started 
here, where a man can go upon another's ground and continue to take ore for a long 
time, and he cannot be driven off without expensive litigation and digging; but there 
is a limit to that sort of thing here. The quartz mines have been worked in this coun-
try about two years. 'fhe oldest claim has been worked twenty-five years. They are 
gold mines. I do not know any mines here that are down more than 100 feet. They 
have been stopping work. They came to a kind of rock from which they could not 
extract the gold, but they are doing some little thing with it now; but still they 
intend to apply for a patent for it. I cannot tell how long it would take them to reach 
the side lines of such a claim as that, made by a square location, which would undoubt-
edly do away with much of the difficulty of litigation. I do not know of any improve-
ment that could be made in the placer law. I think it would be very difficult to draw 
a.ny provision for easement for an outlet to such mines; if it could be, it might work 
well. I have never thought of it, except where I have purchased claims of my own. 
There have been no conflicts about outlets hore that I have known of; no conflicts 
between owners of property, and no trouble about them. 
Te8tirnony of William Magee, Unitecl States deputy su1-veyor, Shasta, Cal. 
SHASTA, October 6, 1879. 
To the honorable Public Land Comrnission, Palace Hotel, San Francisco : 
GENTLEMEN: In my statement to you made in the Shasta land office on the 2d in-
stant I spoke of some inaccuracies in the sectionizing of some townships in this 
county. I expected to be asked to explain that matter; but as I was not, I will now 
ask to be permitted to state particulars. 
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In the £all of 1854, township No. 30 north, range 3 west, Mount Diablo mcrit1ian, 
was sectionized by Department Surveyor C. C. Tracy, and very soon quite a, number 
of settlements made in the township; and in the year 1858 or 1859 some other man, 
a United States department surveyor (whom I never saw), came into the same town-
shlp and resectionized the whole township ancl again starting in on tl10 same south 
boundary line that Tracy bad started from in his previous survey, but establishing 
the section corners over the entire township, differing from Tracy's corners from 50 
links to 350 links as before stated by me. Very soon I was called on by some of the 
settlers to show them the correct lines, ancl on finding that there had been two sur-
veys made e::ittending over the township I immediately wrote to the surveyor-general's 
office for information as to which of the surveys was to be regarded as the correct 
one, and I was soon informed that the first (Tracy's) survey was the correct one, and 
I was requested to furnish the office with the name of the second surveyor, which I 
did after some inquiry; and I did not hear of the matter again until a few months 
ago, when our county surveyor happened to discover the awkward situation of these 
section lines, and' without making any inquiry about it he made the matter the sub-
ject of a long article published in a newspaper, over an anonymous signature, and 
insinuated that I was to blame for the erroneous work. This is the only instance of 
any such erroneous work ever coming to my knowledge in the course of my survey-
ing, and as I have several years ago advised the office of this discrepancy I should not 
have mentioned it again but for the publication made by our county surveyor. 
Very respectfully, 
WM. MA.GEE, 
United States Depa1·tment Sul'veyor. 
SHASTA, CAL., Septembe1· 26, 1879. 
A11swers of William Magee, of Shasta, to questions submitted by the Public Laml Commission. 
To 1st: My name is William Magee; residence, Shasta, Cal.; my occupation, sur-
veyor. 
To 2d: Have lived in Shasta, Cal., during the last twenty-five years. 
To 3d: I have acquired title to various tracts of land by purchase at the public 
sales and by private entry; also, by purchase, school lands from the State of Cali-
fornia under the State laws; also, placer-mining land from United States Government. 
To 4th. By general observation as a private citizen. 
To 5th: Uncontested applications from six months to two years. Contested a,pplica-
tions from one year to seven years. 
To 6th: There does appear to be some defects in the land laws; but as these laws 
are so voluminous, I cannot undertake to make any suggestions for a remedy. 
To 7th: Shasta County is about 60 miles north and south, and about 100 miles east 
and west. The Sacramento Valley runs from north to south through the county, being 
about ten miles wide. A.bout one-third of this valley is good tillable land, the balance 
mere pasture land. Timber only fit for firewood. The land on the east and west of 
the valley is rolling gravel-hills, interspersed with small valleys, nearly to tlrn summit 
of the mountains to the east and west. These valleys contain good tillable land, gen-
erally well watered, while the ridges and high lands are only fit for grazing lands. 
Placer gold-bearing mines, and also gold, silver, and copper bearing ledges, are found 
and are now being worked in many of these low hills and mountains. Iron of a very 
superior quality has been found to exist in large bodies in these mountains. A. soft 
coal is also found in small bodies in the low hills. Marble of a very fine quality and 
in large bodies is also found in these mountains. And on the high mountains every 
kind of pine timber, of the finest quality, is found in inexhaustible quantities and 
extent. 
'l'o 8th: I have not had an opportunity of examining the acts of Congress prescrib-
ing the duties of the Commission. 
To 9th: I do not know that I understand what is meant by parceling surveys. If 
it is meant to extend the public surveys, I am of the opinion that the long-established 
l)resent system is as good as any system that could be adopted, for the reason that our 
people seem to understand the present system well, and no good could result to the 
settlers by a change. 
To 10th: In my opinion the present pre-emption ancl homestead laws are all that 
the actual settler should require-all that the bona-fide settler shourn ask for should 
be somo modification of rules in filing and proving up his claim; much cost of adver-
tising and filing notices, where there are no conflicting claimants, might be <lispensed 
with without injury to the gover!lment or to any other party. 
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AGRICULTURE, 
To 1st: Nothing. 
To 2d: From ·october to May; quantity from 60 inches to 100 inches; does not fall 
at the season when irrigation is wanted. 
To 3d: Any portion or all can be cultivated for grain or hay without irrigation. 
To 4th: Not more than one-tenth part of the whole land. 
To 5th: Hay, corn, and all kinds of vegetables. 
To 6th: The irrigation of wheat is not known jn this country; that crop grows only 
in winter during rainfall. 
To 7th: The Sacramento River and all of its tributaries. 
To 8th: I have never known any injury done to land by irrigation. Good crops of 
wheat and all kinds of vegetables are raised at the altitude of 5,000 feet above tide-
water; lmt at that altitude the bodies of tillable land are very small but very fertile. 
To 9th: As a general thing the amount of irrigating water returned to the stream 
after being used is -very small, all depending on the situation of the land irrigated. I 
do not know of any local restriction in regard to the use of irrigating water, eJtcept 
that the oldest claim controls the water for all time to the extent of amount claimed. 
To 10th: The taking up of irrigating water is regulated by common custom, and also 
by State laws. It is only our small streams that are taken up in this county for irri-
gation purposes; none of the large streams are taken up for irrigation as yet. 
To 11th: I have not known of a single case of a conflict about water taken up for 
irrigation. But for milling and mining purposes the conflicts have been numerous and 
the litigations have been frequent and very expensive to the parties interested. Con-
flicts have generally grown out of the loose mode of taking up water-rights under min-
ing rngnlations; want of system. This shows the great evil growing out of mining 
laws. 
To 12th : One half at least. . 
To 13th: In my opiuion it is neither practicable nor expedient"to establish home-
• steads on pasturage lands. These lands should be disposed of by the government for 
cash only, and iu large tracts, if desired by the purchaser, say from 1,000 to 2,000 
acres to each settler, if a limit is necessary. 
To 14th: Yes, these lands should be put in market at private entry for cash only, and 
let the uoundaries be described by natural boundaries (natural streams or ranges of 
mountains), and the extreme limit not less than 5,000 acres-as might be desired by 
the purchaser. 
To 15th: I have no means of knowing what number of acres of our corumon grazing 
lancl would l)e sufficient to raise one head of beef for market; I presume that the graz-
ing land in this county is about the same as in other parts of this State. 
To 16th: I am not competent to answer. 
To 17th: I cannot attempt to answer. 
To 18th: Diminished. 
To 19th: Cattle raisers do not fence their ranges; cattle could not be confined by 
fences during winter on the range. 
To 20th: I do not think they would. 
To 21st: Abundant at all seasons. 
To 22d: I am not competent to answer. 
To 23d: Sheep pasturing increases the grass because it manures the land. 
To 24th: Sheep and cattle will not graze on the same land; cattle will leave. 
To 25th: Joint occupation of the same land by sheep and cattle owners is not at-
tempted here, it being impracticable. 
To 26th: I cannot state as to the number of either in the county. Cattle are owned 
in herds of as many as 1,500 and sheep in herds of as many as 5,000 liead. 
To 27th : I do not know of anything fut'ther necessary to be stated here. 
To 28th: In many instances where the surveys have been made a few years it is nec-
essary to call a surveyor to ascertain the location of the corners as from the lapse of 
time they become obliterated. 
TIMBER, 
To 1st: It is very difficult to approximate the amount of timber land in this county; 
all of our mountain ranges may be classed as timber land. The quality is pine, fir, 
and cedar, all valuable to manufacture into lumber. Water privileges very good in 
the mountains where the timber grows. 
To 2d: No such thing as planting timber known in this county. 
To 3d: I should suggest as the minimum price $2.50 per acre, to be offered at auc-
tion in lots of 160 acres, and if a limit is to be placed on the amount to be sold to one 
man ; let that not be less than 5,000 acres. I name a large limit, because a man who 
wants to go into the lumber business will not buy a small tract of land. All govern-
ment land should be sold for cash only. 
To 4th: I do not see how timber land could be classified beneficially for the govern-
ment. 
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To 5th: My observation has been, when pine timber is felled a scrub oak springs up, 
and is valuable for :fire-wood only in about 15 years. When oak is felled a scrub 
pine springs up, but is of but little value for any purpose. 
To 6th: I settled in this county when all of the mountain portion of the county was 
occupied by the wild Indians, and then the woods was bumed over every year by the 
Indians without any damage to the timber. As soon as the whites settled in the low 
mount,ains the setting out of :fires in the mountains was stopped, and very soon pro-
hibited by law, with heavy penalties. The result was the leaves fell from the timber 
and became very thick on tlie ground in a few years, and when :fire did accidentally 
get out the heat was so great that it destroyed all timber as it went over the ground. 
I should suggest frequent burning of the mountains to preserve the timber, as fire is 
sure to get out sooner or later. 
To 7th: In my opinion, to sell the land is the only remedy. A law against trespass 
on timber is a dead. letter on the statute-books, as experienced. 
To 8th: I do not know of any custom of cutting timber on the public land, except 
that every man cuts all that he wants. 
To 9th: From my own observation I have long since come to the conclusion that 
any laws against trespass on timber on the public lands, no matter what is the pen-
alty nor in what officer's hands it is placed for execution, is a dead letter on the stat-
ute-books; and, likewise, a stumpage law would never bring a dollar into the public 
treasury. 1 
LODE CLAIMS. 
A.s to interrogatories from 1 to 19 inQlusive, I do not consider myself competent to 
make any valuable suggestions. 
Interrogatory 20th. I am of the opinion that all contests and conflicts as to title 
should be left to and decided by the United States land officers, in the same manner as 
contests under all other land laws. 
21st. I could not make any suggestion. 
22d. I am of the opinion that all locations should be :filed in the county-record office 
in the county where the mine is situated; and that application for a patent should 
be filed in the United· States land office of the land district within twelve months 
from · date of location of the claim, and pressed on to patent without unnecessary 
delay. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1st. It is very difficult to state even approximately as to the amount of placer-min-
ing land in this county. ·The land of this character which now remains unworked is 
generally gravel bills, and generally deep gravel deposits. 
Interrogatories 2 to 8, inclusive. I do not believe myself competent to give any in-
formation of value. 
9th. I do know of quite large bodies of placer-mining land in this county, which is 
known to contain gold in quantities that would pay for wor:J{, that if water was in-
troduced on to it the working might be stopped for want of outlet. Therefore it 
might be well for the law to provide a mode of obtaining an outlet for tailings for all 
such land. 
I would now make one suggestion as to mining districts and mining-district records, 
from my own know ledge of the facts as to the very loose and irregular manner in 
which they are generally kept : that such records should cease to be recognized in 
law so far as all future records hereafter made in that way are concerned. 
WILLIAM MAGEE. 
OCTOBER 3, 1879. 
Testirnony of John Ma1·kley. 
SALINAS CITY, MONTEREY COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. 
Septembe1· 30, 1879. 
My name is John Markley ; residence, Salinas City; occupation, county cler:Jr. I have 
lived in Monterey County about nine years. I have not sought to or acquired title-to 
public land for myself, but I have obtained titles for others. I have been county clerk 
nearly six years, and have made many applications for public lands for citizens of 
Monterey County under the pre-emption and homestead laws, and have taken proofs 
in homestead cases. From my personal experience I find the great delay in getting 
patents from Washington a source of very great annoyance. 
California is a mountainous country, with valleys running through it. A very large 
part of this Monterey County is covered with mountains. All the good valley and a 
large part of the best hill grazing land is covered with Spanish grants ; then a very 
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large part of what is left is reserved and covered by the Southern Pacific Railroad aud 
Atlantic and PacHic Railroad reservations. 
Wbat wo want in this part of California is the restoration of the lands held nnc'er 
the railroad reservations, so those lands can be taken up by pre-emption and home-
stead settlers; then we want all the lands surveyed, so after all those lands that are 
fit for pre-emption and homestead settlers have been taken the balance can lie sold 
for sheep ranges. The valley land in Monterey County is used for raising wheat, bar-
ley, potatoes, beets, l>eans, &c., principally wheat and barley. The hill land is used 
for dairy purposes and grazing sheep and cattle. The full, actual cash value of the 
great bulk of the mountain grazing land in Monterey County is' about 60 cents per 
acre, and the value of the choice spots of mountain that would be pre-empted and 
homesteade(l is from $1.25 to $3.50 per acre . 
.A. part of the Salinas Valley could be irrigated from the Salinas River, which is much 
needed in dry years. It only rains in the winter in Monterey County, commencing 
generally in November and ending:in April. The valleyshavelittle or no timber; the 
mountains have live-oak, white oak, &c., only good for firewood. There is some good 
redwood on the coast in very rough mountains. 
No mining of any note in Monterey County; some good indications of coal and 
gypsum. 
Testirnony of Jolin S. McBride, San Joaquin, Cal. 
SAN JOAQUIN, CAL., Octobet -, 1879. 
JOHNS. McBRIDE made the following statement: 
I came here in the fall of 1865. I have been engagecl in mining aud am well ac-
quainted with mining purposes. 
Q . .A.re you acquainte(l with the timber ?-.A.. I can't say that I am. When I came 
here the timber was pretty well cut off. 
Q. Do you think the timber is being destroyed ?-A. !think so, but I have no knowl-
t>dp;e of the matter only from hearsay. 
Q. Wbat is your opinion about reserving this mineral belt ?-.A.. I think it is benefi-
cial to mining interests. I think altogether it has been beneficial. 
Q. Do you think it would be to the interests of the country still to hold this land 7-
.A.. I think so. I do not agree with Judge Stiger in putting the lands on the same foot-
ing and sell them all at the same price. I think tho mining interests would be taken 
advantage of. Parties would take up lands for agricultural purposes, knowing it to 
be mineral, and hold it for speculation. 
Q. They can do it now, can't they f By the way, how many claims can a man buy?-
A. I suppose a man can buy all the claims he can pay for. In making selections I be-
lieve a party can take up forty acres for mineral purposes. The distinction is this : 
that you require a man to do a certain kind of work has not a good title to mineral 
land. I do not know that he is compelled to do that; he is compelled to do that in tak-
ing up agricultural land. ' 
Q. In taking mineral land is there any advantage to the country in permitting a 
man to file on a claim, to hold them bypossessoryright without obtaining title to them, 
to paying,for them f-A. The benefit to the party would be just the same whether he 
acquired. a government title or not if they develop their mine, but if they take it up 
for speculation simply, I think they ought to be compelled to pay. !think a law does 
require to do something with it before they can obtain a patent. 
Q. You know many claims are simply held on application 7-.A.. That is -true, but 
they are required to do considerable work before they obtain a patent. 
Q. In hydraulic claims are they required to do any work before holding them f-.A.. 
rhey are required by local laws to do it. 
Q. Suppose there are no local laws ?-.A.. I believe that all cases that have been tried 
here have rested on that basis. 
Q. Suppose there are no local laws which govern the taking up of claims, are they 
required to do any work f-A. I do not know local laws. I believe the law requires 
before they can get a title that they must do so much work. 
Q. What I want to get at is this : a man filing on a piece of land, and without do-
ing any work, and without taking the proof up and obtaining a final patent, holds 
the land simply by his :fl.ling this to one quarter title to your land for an indefinite 
time; eventually if they want to sell they complete their titles and sell them, and 
very often they hold the same for an inde:fini te time on the mere filing. That is wrong-
to merely locate a claim, doing no work and holding it under an application. ·would 
you shorten the time, so that in a limited time a man who files on a claim must go 
ahead and complete his title ?-A. I would not, so far as my opinion goes. I would not 
care whether he got a government title or not if he developed his mine by working on 
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it, and thus carried out the inten,tion of the government in disposing of the mineral 
lanrl. 
Q. What have you to say about the debris guestion '?-A. I cannot say that I am fa-
miliar with the debris question. I am not acquainted with the lower country. I have 
passed through it several times. I suppose that the agricultural lands in the neigh-
borhood of the Yuba River and Bear River have been injured to some extent by the 
sediment that comes down from the mines. There is a belief that hydraulic mining 
is doing great injury now. I think that the streams have filled up so that the wash-
ings spread without running down so far as they did. If there is any injury it is con-
fined nearer to the foot-hills than it was in earlier days. 
Q. Have you any remedy to suggest?-A. No, I do not know that I have. Myopin-
ion is that there ought to be such, or government aid, so as to protect both interests. 
Q. How could that relief be extended by the general government 1-.A. I do not 
know just exactly how it can be done. I have. no definite plan. The government, 
however, can furnish means to build levees and build' dams, flumes, or something or 
other, and through these flumes carry the debris on the tule land, or dam it up on the 
foot-hills, and keep it from spreading out over the agricultural land. I presume it 
would be a benefit to the tule land to have the deb1'is carried down on it. 
Q. Do you think the government ought to do that '?-A. Either the government or 
the State. The work could be done just as any other internal improvement which 
the government makes (keeping open navigation, for instance) that would be for the 
benefit of the _people of this State. 
Q. How would it benefit anybody except relieving the mining classes of a certain 
difficulty that distresses them '?-A. It would relieve the agricultural interests, too. 
We think that mining is a public benefit. 
Q. Is it your opinion that the complaints that have been made are caused by bona-
fide hardships, or are they fiictitious cases, made for the purpose of obtaining excessive 
damages from corporations '?-A. I have no definite information on that matter. I 
presume we have been damaged to some extent, but I do not think we have been dam-
aged to the extent that bas been claimed,. I do not know just what particular claim 
any one has. They claim that their land is destroyed, while there is a claim that the 
lancI has been improved by the deposits or slickens. I think in some places it will raise 
better crops than before, but I am not familiar with the matter ; I only .state from 
hearsay. 
Testi1nony of John McClay, of San Joaqwin, Cal. 
JOHN MCCLAY, of San Joaquin, October 24, made the following statement: 
I have been here since the fall of 1853; have been engaged chiefly in mining. I am 
somewhat acquainted with the timber-land country. 
Question. To what extent has the timber been destroyed f-.Answer. I am not prepared 
to give a definite answer, but there has been a great waste of timber. I concur with 
Mr. l\foMurray that a great deal of pine timber has been cut down and allowed to lie and 
rot. They woultl take two, three, or four cuts, say 20 or :~o feet long, and leave the rest. 
There has been a great deal of that in Sierra County and it is going on there now. 
Q. What would be the most effective way of preserving the timber 1-.A. Private 
ownership, I think. 
Q. Would you place a limit on the amount of land you would permit a person to 
take ?-.A. Well, in this part of the country it would be necessary for a man to own 
quite a large tract of land in order to make it of any value t,o him. The making of 
roads would be expensive, and it would be only useful for milling purposes. It is so 
far removed from everything else that it requires a great many roads to get your lum-
ber out and get your logs to the mill. For that reason a small tract would not pay 
for the investment. 
Q . .Are you familiar with the debris question 7-.A. I am familiar with it somewhat. 
Q. To what extent are the agricultural lands being injured, in your judgment?-.A. 
So far as the Yuba lands are injured I agree with Mr. O'Brien's statement. I think 
his statement was correct in regard to the damage done on the Yuba River, but the 
Bear River I am so familiar with, but I understand that some of the land has been 
improved and some of it very much damaged. 
Q. Have you any remedy to suggest ?-A. I have read a good many different plans 
suggested, but it seems to me that the most feasible plan that I have read is this: 
dam the rivers, stop the tailings, and take the water out on the plains below here. It 
seems to me to be a good plan. There are many low places that can be filled up down 
in the foot-hills and on these red lands, enough to hold all the debris there is in the 
country. It would make very valuable land of i_t; in fact a gentleman told me last 
winter-he was complaining very bitterly of the debris question, but he finally 
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acknowledged that he had received thousands of dollars' worth of good from it. On 
his land they filled up the tules for him, and it is now the best of land. 
Q. Are there any large bodies of tule land f-A. Yes, they are in the vicinity of the 
Yuba River and below that on the Sacramento River. 
Q. Do you think it practicable to carry the confined silt so far as that Y-A. I think 
it would be more practicable to put it on the plains outside of Marysville, and use the 
water for irrigating purposes. It would then make all that land valuable. As it is it 
is comparatively worthless. 
Q. Do they irrigate much here f-A. They do where they can get water to irrigate. 
Without water we cannot raise fruit or anything. 
Q. Do you raise much wheat hereY-A. Not any, except for hay. We sow it in the 
spring. The owner cuts it for hay. 
Q. What do you think of the policy of retaining the mineral. reservation on this 
land Y-A. I think the present policy is a good ~me and should be continued. 
Q. Does it tend to the injury of the agricultural industryT-A. I think not; I do 
not see that it does. 
Q. What do you think about the policy of shortening the time in which a man can 
obtain title to the placer land T-A. I think it would be an excellent plan. It would 
stop so much speculating and holding claims for the purpose of speculating without 
d~veloping it. If a man could get his title in six months or a year he could develop 
his land sooner. . 
Q. Give your opinion of the practicability of restricting the time of placer claims.-
A. I think it would be a good policy for the government to pass a law restricting the 
time. A person who makes application for mineral land should be compelled when 
they make the application to pay for them, or they forfeit their right of possession, 
and I would remove the restriction compelling them to do $500 worth of work. Five 
hundred dollars' worth of work may be placed upon land that may be worthless. I 
should remove that restriction and place a restriction compelling them to pay for 
their land in one year or else forfeit their right. I think it would be a good idea to 
pass such a law, and I think the $500 restriction should be removed. The money may 
be spent on it and prove valueless when the parties come to work their mines. 
Q. What would you do in the case of an ad verse claimant T-A. In such a case if the 
other party did not make his payment inside of one year, let the adverse claimant into 
possession of it, if he pays for it. I would cut off these men who file upon land and 
hold for speculative purposes. Under the decision of the Commissioner a man can 
hold the land forever, and no person can claim that tract of land. He need not pay 
for it, but just have the survey made and file it in the land office, and there he holds 
it for all time to come. Plenty of this land is held now right here. Parties have had 
the survey made and :filed on it, and there it lies. I would have a law passed by which 
he could not hold land for more than one year in that,,way. 
Q. Why should he not have as much time as an agriculturist has f-A. The object 
of the two is very different ; in one case a man wants to get a home, and the other 
simply wants to make money out of it. 
Testimony of John McDonald, San .Francisco, Cal. 
JOHN McDONALD testified at San Francisco, October 14, as follows: 
I have lived in the State about twenty-nine years. I am not very familiar with 
hydraulic mining, but I will answer some q_uest,ions that have a bearing upon hy-
draulic mining. 
Question. You understand the classification of land which we have adopted f-An-
swer. Yes, sir. 
Q. How can the timber land be best utilized and disposed off-A. I have been in 
timber land a good deal, and I have seen so much waste and destruction of it as to ex-
cite in me the highest concern, and I might say indignation. I believe the only way 
to protect the timber is to put all such as is within reach of the market into private 
ownership. I do not mean to say all the timber in the country should be sold, because 
a very large portion of it is beyond the 1·each of a market at this time; but all that is 
now within reach of the market should be surveyed and sold, in such tracts as ex-
perience might suggest and in such tracts as would justify the erection of extensive 
works for the manufacture of lumber and in furnishing wood to quartz miners for 
the purpose of timbering their mines. A great deal of it is used for that purpose. 
You must have mills in the first place, and you must have roads in the next place, and 
both mills and roads are expensive in this country. Roads have to be constructed, 
running into the timber regions from the place of demand, probably ten or twenty 
miles. Timber has to be transported on wagons, and there are many expenses to be 
incurred in getting it to the market. I believe the timber land should be graded and 
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classified, and the price graded correspondingly. Some lands are much more valuable 
than others. 
Q. How would you protect the timber that did not get into the hands of private 
individuals '?-A. When you get into the timber beyonc1 the reach of a market, t here 
is not much danger of fire. :First, t he hunters and tramps anrl campers do not pene-
trate beyond the border lines of where profitable operations are being conducted, to 
any great extent. Secondly, the trees are in a, state of nature, the ground is not cov-
evered with brush, and it does not readily burn in the deep forests-at least not so 
readily as where it has been partially cut and worked over. The largest source of 
the destruction of timber is the inconsiderate cutting and the felling of trees, leaving 
them upon the ground to rot and start the fires that destroy the forests. 
Q. Are these timber lands valuable for agriculture-the timber lands that are not 
included in the arable region ¥-A. As a general rule I think the timber lands am not 
valuable for agricultural purposes, in the higher altitudes. I believe there is a very 
large amount of land that has been covered with timber in the lower foot-hills that is 
valuable for agricultural purposes. In California (and it is of California tha,t I am 
mainly directing my remarks) the foot-hill region is the region the mineral is found. 
On the tlanks of the mountains the land was covered sparsely with timber; had it been 
cared for, it would have been very valuable to-day for the timber that grew upon it. 
The timber being gone a considerable portion of it is now valuable for fruits, vines, 
and berries, and it even embraces considerable tracts of grain land. 
Q. This tract is withdrawn from sale, is it noU-A. Yes, this is a gold and mineral 
tract, and I believe it has been withdrawn from sale. 
Q. What would you recommend in that case V-A. I would recommend the sale of it 
for agricultural purposes, reserving the right to explore for mines. I would sever the 
subterranean from the surface rights. The man who buys agricultural land buys it for 
what the soil will produce; he does not buy it for what is in the bowels of the earth, 
which will enhance, and it may be exceed, the value of the surface. 
Q. Would you do the same with timber land V-A. Yes, sir; any land that is sold for 
its surface vegetable productions, whether timber, gra.in, or fruit. I would reserve the 
right to explore for mineral. 
Q. If the ?,overnment, in the body of a patent, reserves the title to the mineral in tihe 
land, a mans title is uncertain; but if they make no reservation except simply of the 
subterranean values, that is a different thing V-A. That is the sense in which I meant 
to be understood. That the government should sell the surface as agricultural land 
absolutely; and if it is found to contain mineral, the man shall be compensated fully 
for all that is taken off his surface-fully compensated for its value; and it should be 
taken as railroads take land for railroad purposes, or something in that sty le. The 
ownership is absolute, and the owner of the soil must be fully compensated for any 
damage done him. It is to the interest of the miner, it is al ways to the interest of the 
owner of the soil, that this provision should be made, for this reason : if the miners 
discover valuable mines they pay him all damage done him, while the value of bis land 
is enhanced by the prosecution of the mining industry. The two interests help each 
other. Furthermore, the man who buys the soil is not a prospector for mineral, and if 
the mining professional is forbidden to go on the land its mineral wealth will never 
be revealed. We have two classes (almostorders) of men who follow mining. The 
men of the one class, wherever they go, keep their eyes open looking for indica,tions. 
They are hunting for the precious metals, and it is this class of men who will discover 
the mineral. If you wish to develop the value and wealth of the land, you must allow 
the miner to prospect for it; never, however, to the prejudice of the interests of the 
agriculturist. If the miner wants to do anything there, he must pay for all damage 
he may commit. 
Q. If the great body of mountainous lands in this country pass into private owner-
ship for timber and pasturage or agricultural purposes, do you think that it would 
impede mineral discovery f-A. I think if all the lands are given into the ownership 
of agriculturists, absolutely, with a title from the surface to the center of the earth, 
as bas been sfoted to this Commission, it would stop the development of the mineral 
interests. 
I wish to a<l.d that the wealth of what is called the mineral region or belt in this 
State is yet, in the opinion of a number of men, in its infancy as to development. 
They have scarcely scratched the ground, and a great many mines of great value and 
importance will yet be discovered. The mines already known, now too low in grade 
to be worked, ,yill be successfully worked by improved machinery that will hereafter 
be discovered. 
Q. Give us your opinion of the best system of disposing of the irrigable lands and for 
the utilization of them, having in view these two facts: first, that the greatest devel-
0_\)ment of the interest of the country is advantageous to it; and, secondly, tl1at the 
disposition of the land to the greatest number of holders is of advantage to the 
conntry.-A. I will say that ever since I have been in California what is considered 
non-productive land without irrigation has been yearly growing less and less. When 
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I came here the whole country was considered a desert and non-productive, and I 
know lands now between this and Sacramento that a man would not have paid for 
the snrveying of in the early days, in 1862, that are to-day worth from $20 to $fi0 per 
acre, and produce :fine crops without frrigation, and I believe the same thing is true 
of most of the land in this State. By the adaptation of crops, by plowing the soil 
deeply, by plowing early, by summer fallowing the land, and dividing it up so as to 
cultivate the different sections alternate years, and alternating crops, I believe that 
nearly all the land in California will ultimately be productive without irrigation ; and 
I believe further that the possibilities claimed for irrigation are largely overestimated. 
When we ·have anything like an average rainfall in California you can produce a 
crop by judicious cultivation almost anywhere. 
Q. Do you think you can in the Mohave Desert ?-.A.. I do not know whether it can 
be done there or not. I am informed that in Central California this is the case. I want 
to say that when we have an average rainfall, as stated before, we can produce a 
crop almost anywhere; and when we fail to have that rain in the valleys, then there 
is likewise a failme of snow in the mountains; and if it is a dry year there is no 
water to irrigate with or fill your ditches with, hence, I believe the possibilities claimed 
for irrigation are largely overestimated. The use of water from artesian wells will 
largely contribute likewise to the production of crops, fruits, &c. 
Q. In the region where agriculture is manifestly dependent for certainty upon irriga-
tion, would you suggest anything about the disposal of the lands therein 1-.A.. No, sir, 
further than to let it wait. There is no scarcity of land here. The land can be had 
at government prices, or it can be had second-hand from men who have bought it for 
speculation. As regards those lands that are considered non-productive without irri-
gation, I would rather let them wait than to dispose of them for nothing. 
Q. Do you recognize what we call pasturage lands, where they are valuable for pas-
turage only f What system would yon suggest for disposing of them 1-.A.. I would 
suggest that they be sold to private owners in tracts of such size as would justify men 
in settling the land; sell a man one, two, three, four, or six sections, if it should spread 
over the mountainous lands. In some instances I would sell him even more tlrnn that. 
Q . .A.re these lands used for stock'?-.A.. You can get surface water in many places by 
digging wells, and there are occasional1y springs flowing out of the cafions. There are 
some places that can be used at present, anu there are other places that can be usell 
in the future by artesian wells. I believe almost all the land in California in the cen-
tral part rnay be nsed for stock watered from wells, either the ordinary surface wells 
or artesian wells. 
Q. \Vould it not be an advantage if every pastoral farmer had a little piece of land 
that he could irrigate to make farm land so that these industries would be mhed f-
.A.. I think there is scarcely any place where a man can't find such a tract upon which 
he could produce fruits and garc..len vegetables for his family and a, little hay for his 
stock when it was necessary. 
Q. Do you think it advisable to lay out these tracts with a view to securing that?-
A. No, sir. I would allow a man to go and choose his land, selling what he wanted 
within certain limits, and he would find for himself a place that would suit him. · The 
first that made locations would perhaps get the best, the next wouhl get the next best, 
a1Hlsoon. 
Q. Would not that result in taking up the spTings and little streams into individual 
ownership, and thus give such a, man command of a, great pasturage tract ?-.A.. The 
streams and little rivulets are all taken up all through the districts. Really none of 
the public lanu. is taken up, except that which contains the water. This is not alto-
gether irue in Southern California, but it is true to a large extent all over the State. 
The possession of good wells makes a man independent almost of these little streams. 
Q. In Central and Northern Califoru.ia, Western Oregon, &c., there is a great body of 
land, that we call arable, where agriculture is sustained by the precipitation of moisture 
and without irrigation. Would you suggest any changes in existing Jaws in regard 
to that ?-.A.. No, sir. I find no fault with the land laws so far as they apply to that 
kind of land. 
Q. Could the method of obtaining title to lantl by pre-eruption and home::st.ead be sim-
plitied, to the advantage of the applicant for lanu 7-.A.. I think wllcrn the law is 
aclwinistered with impartiality and courtesy to the applicant that' the present law 
aft'orcls facilities enough. I mean where it is faithfully and diligently n.dmiuistered. 
I h,ive heard that th.it is not the case in the lanu office. and I think tllat snch com-
plaints mu::;t be sometimes well founded. · 
Q. Have you considered the subject of mining a,ud lode claims 1-.A.. Yes, sir; some. 
Q. Do you think that the old dii:;trict-mining system, under which minert1 organized 
miuing <listricts, and by which titles to mineral claims are initiated, and in which 
districts they are without local laws, are of any further advantage 7-.A.. No, sir; ancl 
they ought to be abolished, and the laws should '\:lonform to the laws which have been 
aud which shall hereafter be passed by the general government. 
Q. You are aware tha,t the. present law gives a m~n the right to follow the dips, 
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spurs and angles of his lode. Do you approve of that ¥-A. That is right, sir. A man, 
:when he locates a ledge or lode and begins to develop it, should have all the benefit 
it will yield him, and it should be his. Wherever it wanders to he should be allowed 
to follow it along. 
Q. Do you prefer that to a square location f-A. Infinitely, sir. The square location 
is very unjust and works great injustice. A man might locate a claim costing large 
sums of money and much labor for its development. He might prove it to be valuable, 
and its dips and angles might be such as to directly take it off his mining claim, if 
the locations were made by vertical lines. He should be allowed to follow it wherever 
it goes within the limits of his eud lines, which shoulcl be vertical and parallel with 
each other. 
Q. You have some knowledge of hydraulic mining; to what extent is that kind of 
mining carried on here f-A. Very extensively. My understanding is derived from 
two sources of information, which leads me to believe that it is an extensive interest 
in this country. 
Q. Is there not a complaint that the wastage of tailings from the hydraulic mines 
is destroying large tracts of agricultural land and injuring the harbors of California f 
What is your opinion about that matter J-A. The complaint is not well founded. 
That the rivers do carry some earth loosened by miners out into the valleys and into 
the bays is doubtless true; but it is but a small percentage of the whole that is carried 
clown. Hydraulic mining is not the chief source of these immense deposits of sedi-
ment. Every industry of the people of the State contributes to it. .Agriculture con-
tributes very largely to it; grazing contributes to it through the animals running over 
and dragging up the mats of roots and loosening the soil, and subsequent rains wash-
ing it away. 1'he lumbermen contribute to it very much; every log he drags over the 
roads loosens the earth, and eventually it is washed into the rivers. Every wagon-rut, 
railroad, and county road contTibutes to the sediment that flows into the canons. I 
have seeu acres of earth slide bodily down the mountain-sides into the rivers. I have 
known the cutting of a wagon-road along the mountain-side to so take away the props 
to the soil on that side that a heavy winter rain carried the whole mountain-side down, 
acres upon acres, with the forest trees upon it, until it obliterated the marks of the 
road. The soil in our valleys, even in the agricultmal portion, is being washed away, 
and you can go along and find great gulches ten feet deep and twenty or thirty feet 
wide that did not exist there twenty-five years ago. The stock trampling over the 
grass have broken up the roots or mats, and the soil which they held together begins 
to crumble, and then the rains of winter carry it off little by little. It cuts off the 
bauk by the square yard. These are things that did not exist in California prior to 
it::i cultivation. 
I would like to say a word about the timber. I feel a great concern and indignation 
at the manner in which tlle timber of this country has been wasted anu criminally 
destroyed. I havo seen whole tracts of timber cut down and left to rot upon the 
ground because the enterprise which prompted its cutting was not we]l considered 
the project was abandoned, and the ·whole forest rotted and wasted. Within the lines 
where once was a splenclic1 growth of oak and pine sufficient for the fuel 'and for all 
the lumber necessary on this coast for one hundred years, if it bad been judiciously 
handled, it has been entirely demuled, and you may waJk over land ancl find the 
stumps and mutilated trunks lying there now. Thns they are cut down by the waste-
ful band of man, who had no interest in protecting them, and lay there rottmg. I want 
to say another thing. The government should send its surveyors ahead of the a,x-
men and lumbermen, and not follow behind them. 'l'he rule here has been that all 
the timber is cut and wasted hefore the survey is made. It is to the interest of these 
lumbermen to keep the _ surveyor from overhauling them, and they succecc1 in uoing 
it. Snrvcys are generally made where it is most advantageous to the surveyor, with-
out reference to the wants of the people. The valuable timber lands are usually rough 
and interspersed with underbrush, and it requires a great deal of labor to cut the brush 
in order to run the lines through. The surveyors do nut like to have to chop like that; 
they want to go upon the plains where they can see from one corner of a section to 
another, where there is no bush in sight, and then measure it off by miles with.out 
reference to whether it is desert or agricultural lands or desirable for any purpose. I 
think the contract system would work well when submitted to competition, and would 
perhaps secure a better survey than we now have. Then if a man went into a rough 
country he would receive a proper price for the work done there. I think tile present 
law allows a surYey of the lands easiest and the quickest surveyed, without reference 
to the tle1,1i.rnbility of the land. It cannot be of any value either to the government or 
the people to have desert ln,nds surveyed, because no depredations can be committed 
upon that character of lan<l, while the timber land is being despoiled of its value every 
year. 
I have had some experience in the ma.rki.ng of sections. The corhers as esta,blished 
by surveyors do not amount to anything, particularly in grazing districts. Cattle and 
heep knock t4em down and carry them off the fl.rat thing; :fires burn them off, and 
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the stock also destroy the mounds, and all signs and indications of the lines are lost. 
There should be more permanent monuments of some kind established; either hillocks 
thrown up or some permanent monument located. 
Accuracy in the original survey is highly important. A man may locate a pre-emp-
tion claim and he will purchase that land according to the official survey. Sometimes 
the post that designates his corner is lost, or stolen for a purpose, and no man can tell 
exactly where it stood. A survey is accurately made, and may change a man's house, 
or ba,rn, or mill off that section which he bought on to another man's land, and he 
thereby loses it. I have known instances substantially of that character. Therefore, 
accuracy in the survey is of the highest importance, because if accurate in the begin-
ning all after surveys conform to it. 
:Testimony of James McG-ilUvray, of Oakland, Cal. 
JAMES MCGILLIVRAY, of Oakland, Cal., testified at San Francisco, October 11, 1879: 
I have lived in California since 1850. I have been in different localities, and have 
acted as an expert in mining cases. I am familiar with hydraulic mining, and follow 
that business. 
Question. State what injury is done by hydraulic mining to tho agriculture of the 
State.-Answer. There is a portion of the State where the land would be injured by 
hydraulic mining; some low land in the neighborhood of Marysville, for instance. I 
consider that the amount of land that would be injured by it would be very small in 
comparison with the benefit that would be derived from gold-mining. Hydraulic 
mining is the sole cause of the population that is in eight or ten counties of this State. 
Many millions are invested in ditches and dams and mining operations of different 
kinds. I think that it only injures a few thousand acres in-the neighborhood of Marys-
ville, at the mouth of Bear River. That is the only portion of the State that it has. 
injured. The northern portion of the State is not affected at all. In Trinity and 
Shasta Counties and south of Nevada County it has not affected the land. I do not 
think hydraulic mining is doing any injury to harbors. By examining the overflow 
on lands in this place it is found to be salt marsh. Underneath the upper soil it is all 
stratified with a clayey substance which was formed there by water that came down 
previous to the commencement of hydraulic mining operations. Of course there is 
some that comes now, but not enough to affect the bays, as the water which flows out 
of the Golden Gate is sufficient to scour the harbor and keep it clean. I think the 
river can be helped by a straightening process. Wherever wate1· is running in small 
streams or ditches for mining purposes it always runs well; where there are sharp 
turns it runs very badly. This is the same case with the Sacramento River. If they 
were to cut off the sharp points and fill in the curves with. walls, I think the river 
would scour out and be impro~ed. I think the difficulty would pe relievecl by straight-
ening this channel so as to get a more rapid fl.ow of water, causing scouring. There 
was a company appointed to investigate the possibility of constructing a canal. I 
think I convinced them that it would be a good thing to straighten the Sacramento 
River. 
Q. What.have you to say of the timber land ?-A. The timber land is used for min 
ing purposes; outside of that it is not being injured. Of' course it could be sold. 
I wish to say a word in regard to the ground that is taken up for hydraulic pur-
poses. According to the present law a man can pay $40 and have his land surveyed, 
and let it lie without paying or working it, and while it is in that condition he pays 
no taxes, while land alongside of it does pay taxes. I think something should be done 
to make those people obtain title to their land. They dig pit-holes and call that an 
annual working, and that is the improvement that they put on it. I would compel men to 
pay just as soon as the survey could be made. The present system encourages people 
to hold the land idly for a long time. Now, with regard to the tailings which come 
from these mines. Where a man uses 2,000 inches of water, if he has a good grade he 
can run off eight yards of gravel to the inch of water per day of twenty-four hours, 
so that he would wash away 16,000 cubic yards a day, and that fills up a great deal 
of space. Of course, instead of reaching the bay it reaches some partially fl.at coun-
try, and lodges there and fills up its depressions. 
Q. Can any method be provided for tak~ng care of these tailings V-A. I have had 
some experience, while mining and farming in Trinity County, in that respect. A 
man worked some grouncl back of me and built large dams, and held the tailings for 
years. Now, where I am mining at present, from the bed rock ti), the old channel, 
and down the present stream, it is 1,800 feet, and in a space like that you can under-
stand that an immense amount of tailings can be deposited; dams can be made simply 
by laying brush in the channels for carrying off the waste water, and as the water 
passes through the hard material is held there. 
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Q. If these accumulations of deposits are made in this way will they not subse-
quently be broken rip by the channels of the streams, and go down very slowly, and 
spread over the agricultural lands 7-A. There has been very little of that damming 
done, and I think they would hold there. I think it would be a complete protection 
for the country, for a long time at least. They had a flood in this State in 1862, when 
all the streams overflowed. I had a farm at that time, and the farm was overflowed; 
the water left a sediment on the ground from 2 to 10 inches, and I found it of great 
advantage to the land as a fertilizer. Of course, if it bad been heavy sand it would 
have injured it. That flood was widely spread all through this State. If the mines 
were stopped at the present time Marysville would be worse off for the :first few years 
than it would if mining continued, for this reason: there are a great many dams built 
in the mountains to reservoir the water in time of flood-some as much as 100 feet 
high-and they run back for hundreds of acres and hold the water back from run-
ning down the natural channels in times of flood. If mining was stopped all these 
obstacles would be abandoned, and where the Bear and Yuba are now filled up this 
debris would come down and bury Marysville up in less time than the mining would. 
There might be large places set apart for the water to flow on, and by building dikes 
it can be kept in place. There is water enough held to run the mines through all the sea-
son. After they stop mining from the natural flow of water until the water comes again, 
the water they use is taken from supply held by reservoirs. There is a great deal of cap-
ital invested in the construction of reservoirs-there is one that cost $200,000. I pro-
pose building one myself 100 feet high. I regard hydraulic mining as being in its 
infancy. I think there is as much gold in Forest Hill Divide as all that has been taken 
out in California up to this time. Of course it will never all be taken out, but it is a 
thing that will always be a source of income. 
Q. How do you obtain title to the water 1-A. Formerly all we did was to go and 
dig a ditch, and we were not limited as to its size. Our system then was, no matter 
how much water you carried from a stream, you held that right if it was three times 
as much as you wanted to use. By an act of Congress, which says that in taking up 
water you shall first put a notice on the ground where you wish to divert it from the 
stream, saying how much water and under what pressure, and by what means, and to · 
what points it is to be carried, and for what purpose, as soon as you place that 
noticEJ there you then have to get that recorded in the county in which the water 
flows. If the water is in two counties you have to record it in two counties, and 
you must commence work in sixty days. If you don't your right is gone up ; and you 
must finish and protect your work within a reasonable time. 
Q. Do you all believe !that you can "float" your rights ?-A. That is the decision of 
the courts, provided you do not interfere with any accrued rights. If a man had a 
right above you which he had had for a long time it would be a hardship on him to 
take it from him. You can move your water as long as you do not injure him. Most 
of our laws governing this matter are court-made laws, most of them being decisions 
of the supreme court. If we have a new case that has not been before the supreme 
court, we don't know how it is to be determined until it gets there. The supreme 
court has held that when a man has had undisputed possession of his land for :five 
years that he can hold Mi as against any one else. If a man has occupied his land for 
five years without any other counter-claim he could not be disturbed. Our statute of 
limitation is for five years. 
Testinwny of 0. H. McKee, San l!'rancisco, Cal. 
SAN FRANCISCO, October 15, 1879. 
0. H. McKEE, attorney-at-law, made the following statement : 
I would say that I have ha.d a great deal of experjence in mining litigations includ- . 
ingtitles to mines in California, Nevada, and Utah. I had charge of theminerai branch 
of the General Land Office at Washington until 1872, before coming here. Since that 
time I have been practicing law here, so that .-I have had an opportunity to see the 
administration of the mineral land laws in Washington as well as here, and I would 
give it as the result of my experience that the present law does not work satisfactorily 
and is by no means free from difficulties. I am decidedly of the opinion that if we 
were to start anew to dispose of the mineral land it would be better to adopt the square 
location with vertical side lines. Under the present law the right to follow the dip 
or lode has ~iven rise to such needless litigation that many claimants are ruined, even 
though owning valuable property, by becoming entangled with the claims of others, 
and the law, although entitled "An act to develop the mineral resources of the coun-
try," is, in some respects, a misnomer. Of course in old districts the beginning now of 
the square system of location would be attended with a great deal of difficulty. It 
would be different from a new dist,rict, where everything would be clean from deep 
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locations; though square locations might be made in the old districts, of course suh-
ject to the vested rights of parties who have filed locations, whether patented or un-
patented. In new districts I think it would work admirably, and give greater confi-
1ence and security to the prospectors and investors in mining claims. With regard to 
the size of locations I should judge that they ought to be about forty acres in area, 
which would be 1,320 feet square. That is nearly double the present size. .A.gain, there 
are difficulties inseparable from the manner of locating the claims at present-the 
maintenance of claims in outlying districts which are in charge of a recorder who may 
be irresponsible, indiscreet or indifferent, or who may be even in some cases corrupt, 
where under the fee system he would be induced to allow relocations of the same 
ground merely for the purpose of obtaining additional fees, until the whole district 
woulll be in a tangled-up mass from which it seems impossible a man could free him-
self. I would recommend that every United States land district in which there are 
minerals be subdivided into mining districts and mapped off. For example, the Bodie 
land district could be divided into three or four submineral districts, each with a 
United States deputy surveyor, who should be surveyor and recorder, to be paid di-
rectly hy the government like other officeFs, or by fees to be arranged as Congress 
might direct; that the district surveyor or recorder shall survey the claims and see 
that they do not overlap, and shall furnish the register and receiver of the land dis-
trict with a monthly abstract of all locations of surveys made, so as to perpetuate the 
record and also for better security. With regard to obtainin~ titles from the govern-
ment, I think it should be mandatory upon miners after their locations are surveyed 
and recorded to initiate proceedings with a view to obtaining patent and paying the 
government au acreage. There is a question upon which I am hardly clear in my own 
mind, whether we should compel them to institute proceedings for obtaining a patent 
within a certain given number of months after their location, or whether they should 
be compelled to institute proceedings for a patent in every instance as soon as the 
claim has produced a given amount. 
Question. Would you not also have a limitation when they should pay up on placer 
claims f-Answer. I would apply this to all mining lands. The present law providing for 
the sale of q nartz veins by the acre never was to my mind a proper one. In the first place 
the government would get more in the way of revenue from the sale of claims that were 
1>ractically worthless than out of those that were of enormous value. I thii\k that 
even under the present law claims should be sold. by the linear foot. Take, for exam-
ple, a claim of 1,500 feet. If the government price was 50 cents per foot they would 
receive $750 for the claim, and also something for the adjoining surface. However, 
they did not do that, but just enacted a law providing for the sale of quartz lodes by 
the acre. I think the district organizations, which receive a sort of quasi recognition 
by the law of Congress, should be abolished, and the government take entire custody 
of the matter of mining claims right from the initial point up. Furthermore, I think 
it was certainly a mistake to surrender the jurisdiction of the district land office in the 
case of contested mining claims to the courts. I am unable to see that it has 
expedited matters or that it has cheapened justice or been of any benefit. The ques-
tions that arise are nearly all questions of fact, and they can be just as well deter-
mined before the register and receiver whose attention is entirely confined to land 
matters as before a court whose time may be taken up by a thousand other matters, 
aml jurors who may have but little interest in the case. I favor the immediate resto-
ration of that power to the district land office. Now, in contested cases, the matter 
is referred to the court and the government is unable to do anything with regard to 
its own property until the court may determine what shall be done. I should be in 
favor of the restoration of a jurisdiction to the register and receiver, acting as a court. 
I would have the whole matter come under them. Of course I would not approve of 
any legislation that would interfere with any vested rights. 
Testirnony of R. McMiirray, San Joaquin, Cal., 1·elati1:e to timber ancl mineral lands, 
place1· claims, title, tailings. 
R. MCMURRAY, Sau Joaquin, October 24, made the following statement: 
I have lived here twenty-seven yearb; am familiar with the timber land in this 
county, particularly on this ridge. 
Question. What class of timber have you he1·e ?-Answer. We have, or did have, 
land heavily timbered with sugar-pine, spruce, fir, and oak. A portion of it is still 
heavily timbered. Lower _down the -timber is lighter and of a different character 
from that above, and not so well calculated for milling purposes as the timber above. 
This section of country has been. heavily timbered, but you see tho condition of it 
now. · 
Q. To ~bat extent has timber been wastecl f-.A.. I have known of millions of feet 
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of sugar-pine trees from 100 to 150 foet in length that have been cut down, with only 
50 foet of it used, and that is carried on to a certain extent at the present time; and 
we have little sugar-pine left except that which protects itself by being in the canons, 
where it cannot be reached, and a great deal that is being cut at the present is 
cut by those who are making ----. They will cut down a sugar-pine which has 
20,000 feet of lumber in it, and perhaps use only 20 feet o.f timlJer; and sometimes 
when the tree doesn't contain the right kind of timber they w,11 leave it and cut an-
other. I do not think tl.ere is such large timber destroyed by tir e that has been repre-
sented to you usually: His ~mall timber that is destroyed h~· i~~e frequently. You 
will see large trees, but nnt often. 
Q. What effect does t,hf' waste of choppers have upon fires f--A.. It has a very inju-
rious effect. Judge Stiger said it adds fuel to the fire; and wLerever there is a num-
be1· of trees cut near each other the trunks and limbs left have destroyed the large 
timber, because it makes a large fire. 
Q. In your judgment, is heavily timbered country of much value for agricultural pur-
poses 7-A. Some portions of it is valuable, but that portion upon which the timber is 
left now I do not think is valuable for agricultural purposes because of the great alti-
tude · the season is very short, in fact forever snowing, and, I was going to say eight 
months in the year, but they have it six months at least, and it would be of no value, 
except for grazing purposes and lumber. 
Q. What land system could you suggest as being advantageous and preserving the 
timber from wanton destruction, fires, &c., and still leave it open to legitimate indus-
tries 1-A. I do not know any better way than having it owned by individuals. I am 
inclined to think it would be a better plan, and particularly where the timber is used 
where there is a market for it; and I think if the timber land that is left now was 
sold, allowing individuals to get title to it, it would be very much better for the land, 
and the government would realize what is paid for it. It sometimes costs $10 an acre 
to get this land. If I want a piece of land of 160 acres, I would go live on it. Myself 
or some other person must go do it. I will have to get a purchase title for him. A 
pre-emptor can live on the timber land if it is valueless except for the timber. I think 
if there was a law by which you could go on a piece of land and obtain title in sixty 
days, I think it would be a benefit to everybody and a benefit to the timber. The con-
dition.of the timber at present is such that a small quantity of the land would be of 
no value, because it is generally in the canons or on the hills, where it does not pay to 
go for it; unless you could purchase 640 acres, it would be of no use to you, but would 
be expensive above the mHling and the hauling of these logs to the mill. In this 
section of the country roads would have to be constructed before any hauling the lumber 
ont arid getting the logs to the mill. Our hills are very steep here, and it would cost a 
great deal of money to build roads. 
Q. What do you think about continuing the reserving of the mineral belt 'f-A. I 
think it most certainly should be done. It is protection to the mining interests, and 
I think that it is greater than the advantage would be to the agricultural if it was 
thrown open, because the local laws prohibit a location to such land as would be sold 
for agricultural purposes. If it was allowed to go on, I think it would be very detri-
mental to the mining interests·. It would thro.w this mineral land into the hands of 
monopolists and grabbers, and they would buy it and hold it. The agricultural inter-
est is such that they must prove this mineral off before they can purchase it. I think 
this reservation is very beneficial. 
Q. How do they prove it off 'f-A. They take the proper evidence before the Land 
Commissioner and prove that it is more valuable for agricultural purposes than it is 
for mining purposes. 
Q. How do they prove there are no lodes in iU-A. They only know that there are 
no evidences of lodes in it. I believe that all that is required under the present laws 
is proof by ex-parte affidavits. 
Q. What have you to say about the debris question 7-A. I hardly know what to say 
about it. It comes too near home whether lands where the coarser material (gravel 
and sand) could be dammed above the valley lands that are cultivated. That I cannot 
state. I think there is very little of this coarser material that reaches the valley land; 
that is, the lower portion. There is very little of this coarser material which reaches 
Marysville. 
Q. Is there much sand ¥-A. I have never examined it to see whether it was slickens 
or not. It'always appeared to me to be a lighter material. 
Q. To what extent are the lands above the valleys in the hands of the government, 
and to what extent have they been taken up by individuals i-A. I presume nearly 
all tell you, "Go to the .foot-hills"; tb'.at has been my impression about it. Except the 
red lands below Smartsville, I always supposed that the lower lands and valleys have 
all been taken up. 
Q. Are any lands benefited by slickens ¥-A. I think the red lands outside of Smarts-
ville would be benefited by it. 
Q. Tho injury which they claim, was it a permanent injury or a temporary one Y-
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A. They claim. it is permanent, but I cannot see it in that light. We have, for instance, 
reservoirs where the same material has been deposited, and we have one of them to-day 
that can raise hay and clover as well as any land in this section of the country. They 
can raise three crops a year where this same material is deposited, but it has lain there 
some years before it was cultivated. 
Q. What do you think of the propriety of limiting the time in which a man can 
acquire title to his claims in placer mines f-A. I think it would be a great advantage. 
For those who locate for an honest purpose I think it would be beneficial; for those 
who locate for speculative purposes,.of"course it would be a detriment, and that class 
of people we are anxious to discourage. For the generaL interests it would be advan-
tageous to let them acquire title without expending the money that is now required. 
· They now have to make affidavit that there is $500 worth of work expended on that 
claim. Frequently all the money is to be expended to no purpose; that is one reason 
why many of these mining claims have not been opened. For instance, a man will 
locate between two hills or mountains; there is no outlet from which he can wash his 
mine; he must lay on bis claim until he can get enough land to justify him in making 
an outlet, and if he wants to acquire title to it he cannot do that until he has expended 
$500. If he desires to acquire title he must expend $500, which may be of no value to 
the mine. After it is opened the investment in the development of a mine is great, 
from the fact that long channels have to. be driven to get an outlet for their tailings; 
then there is iron pipes for hydraulic purposes, :flumes, &c. 
Q. Can you suggest any practical remedy for the tailings f-A. I have noticed here 
so many plans that I would not undertake to improve upon them. I have listened to 
Mr. Von Schmidt and others, and it seems to me that the plan the most practical is tbat 
of Mr. Von Schmidt; that is, to dam a sufficient portion of land, to be used as a dump-
ing ground; a territory that Judge Stiger suggests would hold all the tailings; while, 
on the other hand, to dam the upper portion would deposit the tailings on the red 
lands. I am quite certain it would be beneficial to the lands and make them very valu-
able, and probably pay the expenses of doing it. The farmers ought to find some plan 
for disposing of them. I do not know any better way than to have the protection come 
from the government. 
Testimony of H. A. Messinger, Campo Seco, Calaveras County, Cal. 
Hon. H. A. MESSINGER, of Campo Seco, Calaveras County, California, testified at San 
Francisco, Octpber 14, 1879, as follows: 
I came into Calaveras in 1852 and have been living there ever since except two years. 
I have been engaged in farming and mining:--all kinds of mining except quartz min-
ing; and have been engaged in the stock business. 
Question. How can the timber be best utilized by the people and preserved from 
destruction f-A. In my opinion the only way is for the government to dispose of it to 
private owners, and they will protect it the same as they would their own interests. 
Much of the timber has been disposed of under the pre-emption and homestead laws-
as much as it would pay for people to enter. It is a mistaken idea to suppose that 
Calaveras County is covered with timber. The timber of the foot-hills consists of oak 
and pine. It has been destroyed and consumed by miners and ranchers. The second 
growth that is now springing up is being destroyed shamefully. The people go and cut 
second growth oak from 3 to 6 inches through, and it takes a great maµy of them to 
make a cord. Where this second growth is cut off (and it is the same way with pine 
where it is cut off) there is very little chance for a third growth. t~ sprout or C?me up, 
because the young trees are not at an age to produce seeds. This 1s the expenenoe of 
those who have Colorado pine lands. After the second growth is cleared off there is 
never any third growth to amount to anything. The land should be sold in tracts of 
sufficient size to warrant a man in putting up saw-mills. 
Q. Why not sell this land in quarter-section tracts °I-A. That is a good idea. I 
should limit a man to a certain amount, though a quarter section is not enough for 
milling purposes. Sometimes there would not be 40 acres of timber land on a section. 
Q. Do you use frrigation in your county f-A. We use irrigation to some extent-it 
is being practiced more every year. In the eastern part of Calaveras County there is 
as g{)od land as there is in the State. It produces crops without irrigation, though if 
you irrigate the land it does much better. You can cut five crops of grass a season 
where you have irrigation. We rais~ wheat and barley now. We sow early in the 
winter after the rain has fallen sttfficiently to keep it alive. We sow our wheat and 
barley from the 1st of December to the 1st of March. That which is sowed late we 
take chances on. We do not expect rain much after the grain has got to growing well, 
after about the 25th of March. 
Q. How can the government dispose of those lands that are irrigable lands, that 
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can't be cultivated without irrigation, in such a manner as to induce settlement ?-A. 
I think in nearly the same mariner as timber lands-in large quantities, so that when 
it wa,g actually needed by individuals they could go to work and bring in ditches. I 
do not think the government nor the State has any right to enter into irrigation en. 
terprises. 
Q. How would you dispose of the pasturage lauds ?-A. The only thing that inter· 
feres with pasturage or grazing land is the mineral. 
Q. Are there not pasturage lands that have no value except for pasturage purposes?-
A. Yes, sir; there is a great deal of such land. 
Q. How can they be utilized ?-A. By cash entry. That would be the simplest way. 
This trying to compel a man to reside upon land upon which he can't make a living 
is the grPatest piece of folly in the world ; it submits him to so much expense with-
out any good results. 
Q. Suppose he could homestead a sufficient quantity of land for a pasturage farm?-
A. Well, there are two classes of pasturage land. The sheep men and a great many 
cattle men are so situated that they have to take their stock to the mountains, and, 
as a general thing, away above these timber lands in the summer. The difficulty is the 
'laud could only be sold in quantities to suit herders who own stock. They can't make 
any residence there. The land is claimed now, and they recognize each other's rights, 
which are not now disputed, if they go into the mountains and stay five months until 
the snow falls. That land will never be useful in any way except the way they use 
it now, and a great deal of it is above pine timber. Take the whole range of pastur-
age lauds, which is situated along the foot-hills. I think the intention of the ~overn· 
ment is to dispose of it to actual settlers as soon as possible. I think it ought to be 
done with as little inconvenience to the settlers as possible. 
Q. What impediment to tho prosperity of the country is there in the fact that these 
:pasturage men do not have titles to their homesf-A. All that they have now is simply 
a possessory right, and if they were compelled to buy the land a great deal of this land 
would be bought. Of course it should be sold at a low rate. My object would be to 
get this land question into a shape so that we could collect a revenue from the men 
who are occupying the land. We think if a man uses anything he ought to own it. 
Q. In your experience are not the high valleys apportioned out and kept by herders 
who recognize each other's rights and understand that t,he use of the land belongs to 
them, but they do not pay any taxes ?-A. That is the case. Most of the land has 
been sectionized, but a great deal of it bas not been surveyed. 
Q. What is the principal value of the foot-hills f-A. Undoubtedly the foot-hills are 
principally valuable for mines. If we had no mines they would have no market, and 
all that the people living in them could do would be to eat what they raised. There 
is no doubt but that mining is the great interest in our part of the country, and the 
mines are certainly in the foot-hills. 
Q. Would you sell the foot-hills for agricultural purposes f-A. That is a very hard 
question to answer. Sometimes I think it would have been better if the land had 
never been thrown into the market at all. My opinion is that it would be well to give 
title to those who now live on those lands, reserving the rest for mineral purposes, or 
else sell it out at cash entry and give a man a title to it. If $1.25 per acre is not con-
sidered enough for it, sell it for more; but when he bought it let him have a clean 
title to it. The foot-hills are good orchard and grape lands. 
Q. Are you familiar with placer mining?-A. Yes; I have worked placer mines. 
My opinion about the debris question is simply this: the agriculturists bought their 
lands since mines were discovered and worked, and havin~ bought the land at their 
own risk, knowing the consequences, why should we bother ourselves about it f Can 
a man go and buy a piece of land with another working on it above and after he gets 
his title tell the other man to stop working f We certainly should not wish to stop 
all mining for the little damage that may be done to the few farmers below. I do not 
see how it can be made our part of the business. Water will run down-hill and take 
the dirt with it. I do not think there would be much more destruction by continuing 
the mining than there has been already. Of course large tracts of land have been ren-
dered almost worthless by being washed over, but, as a gentleman testified this morn-
ing, as all the gulches are filled up it would not make any difference in the future. I 
do not see bow the government can do anything about it; it is a question which the 
State will have to settle. 
Q. Does the making of non-mineral proof work a hardship on the agriculturistf-
A. The making of non-mineral proof works a great hardship upon persons who wish 
to take up non-mineral land. We went on our land in good faith, and when we made 
our proof we then received a notice that more non-mineral proof was required. This 
placed us under an additional expense of $50, and no.good can result from it whatever. 
It takes just that much money out of our district, and is of no benefit to any one that 
we can seo, and we feel that we have been wronged. There may have been mineral 
land obtained for agricultural purposes, but where that has been done it is very easy 
for a man to file an affidavit showing that there has been fraud committed in certain 
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cases, and then proceed in the same way as in other cases 9f adjusting difficuHy between 
farming interests and mining interests. Suppose, for instance, I own 160 acres of land 
to which I have an undisputed right; some man comes along and discovers that he 
may make a few dollars mining on it; all he has to do is to come to me and say," I 
want to mine on this .land and I will pay you for any damage I may do." These are 
the men that have cause'1 ail i he trouble. No one i.s going to run against his own 
interest and say," No; tLis .:-;:d has got to lay there, and nobody shall get any good 
from it." 
Q. Would not you, as a rnr e1' y for that, say that when a man comes to prove up on 
a piece of land at the land oft:cc he should furnish the proof of its non-mineral char-
acter, and having furnished that, and having satisfied the register and receiver and 
tho Commissioner of the General Land Office, should not his patent give him an abso-
lute right to everything from the center to the circumference f-A. Yes, sir; I believe 
a man should buy from the surface to the center of the earth ; but where there are 
quartz or any other mines on that land I would recommend that when the mines were 
surveyed it should be in the form of 10 or 20 acre blocks, or in some way so as not to 
have any fractional parts or diagonal lines running across the land, cutting it up into 
such shapes that you don't know what is left. I know one man who bas a copper 
claim running across a portion of 40 acres, which renders the land on both sides value-
less for anything else. Another thing: A gentleman this morning was speaking in regard 
to suryeying. Of course, in su.rveying over hilly land it is almost impossible to make 
an accurate survey. Suppose a section-line ran over top of a mountain on to the other 
side; they would not make an accurate measurement by 20 rods. It is very difficult 
to do that, and how are you going to do it f They should be liberal in setting their 
stakes, and when a stake is set it should remain there under all circumstances. I 
think where it is surveyed for 160 acres it should always be 160 acres. These corner-
stakes are set up in the most trifling manner. When you want to get your land sur-
vey-eel it will cost you $20 to find where that corner-post was, though it has not been 
surveyed ten years. There should be a mound made or some permanent stake fixed. 
Another thing of which I should like to speak is the timber-land homestead. Now 
it requires a man to plow and plant a certain number of trees every year. That, I 
think, should be construed to mean that where a man filed on a timber-land home-
stead if he would protect the young growth that is on the land for a certain length of 
time it should operate the same as though be had planted. If that act were construed 
to mean taking care of the young timber growth, why would that not be just as good 
as planting the trees, Almost all the foot-hills will grow up in timber if it was pro-
tected. ~ 
Testimony of N. C. Miller, San Joaqitin, Cal. 
N. C. MILLER, San JGaquin, October 24 (lives at French Corral), made the following 
statement: 
I have lived in the State since April, 1850. 
Question. Are you familiar with the timber land of this country 7-Answer. Only 
partially so. 
Q. In your judgment what system of disposing of this land would be the best for 
the protection of the timber ?-A. I am inclined to think that the system of private 
ownership would be the best as it stands now. Perhaps it would have been better if 
it bad been earlier put in force. 
Q. What limit would you place on the amount of the land sold f-A. I should think 
that as far as the timber is concerned, and of the kind to be called timber land, that 
a square mile would be as little as anybody would wish to look after. If they wanted 
to put a mill anywhere for the purpose of milling, a mile of the timber would not answer 
the purpose. 
Q. What do you think of the policy of reserving this belt of mineral land f-~.\.. It 
seems to have wonked so far, and I think it would be well to continue it. 
Q. You are familiar with this question of the debris?-A. I am as familiar as every 
person interested is. I read everything that is published on the subject. 
Q. To what extent are the agricultural lands being damaged f--A. It appears to me 
that a large portion of the damage is already done. A little narrow belt of fertile land 
along the Yuba and Bear Rivers has been covered, now off. A large portion has been 
covered here on the Yuba; they are protected, some portions of it. 'rhey have made 
a large dumping ground of a large area clown toward Marysville. It does not seem to 
me that we will trouble them very much more from the Yuba. I do not think there 
is near as large an area of mineral land on the Yuba washed as a great many of the 
agricultural papers seem to think. There is a larger proportion gone down now than 
what they seem to carry in their mines. Some of them P.eem confined to the idea that 
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the whole mountains are·going to come down, while it is only a very small portion, 
comparatively, that can be sent down. 
Q. Can you suggest a remedy 1-A. The remedy that Mr. Von Schmiut suggested 
seems to me to be feasible; that is., to build brush danis in the canons to retain the 
heavier portions there, then to take the silt or sand or slickings, or whatever you may 
call it, on to this red land that lies back of Smartsville, and endeavor to keep as much 
from coming below as practicable; then there are large swales where there are dump-
ing grounds for all of the sand that would be sent down for any length of time. 
Q. What is the character of this red land !-A. They afford pasturage to the stock 
in the spring, and after that they don't seem to be of much value. 
Q. Can they raise grain upon them 1-A. I think they could if they had water and 
a top deposit. I do not think they can raise grain upon them as they now stand. 
They appear to be a kind of clay, not fertile at all, but still if they are stocked with 
water during the winter, when the spring opens there is enough grass that grows 
upon them which if not eaten off too closely affords good pasturage for a short time. 
If these tailings could be turned upon them they would be beneficial to them, and I 
think it can be done. The swales might have brush dams constructed, and these 
would strain the water. It would not raise the bed of the river, but turn the bed of 
the stream. I think by building ditches we might take care of anywhere from twenty 
to fifty thousand inches when there is that much water. As a general thing there is 
not more than ten thousand inches altogether that comes down the river. The coarser 
debris should be held back along the dumping ground. 
Q. Would not that raise the bed of the stream considerably !-A. I do not think it 
would injure the stream at all. It would quicken the flow of the river in places. 
Q. Would not iliat increase the transporting powed-A. It would increase the 
transporting power for a distanc"', but wherever it came to a flat place it would de-
posit again. If there were dams put in where the dumping places are, or near where 
they are, I think· they might be made of brush that would stand and bring the tail-
ings right onto the dumps. 
Q. To whom does this land in the mountains belong f-A. I think it all belongs to 
the government or the railroads. 
Q. Does the railroad land extend as high up as this ?-A. Yes; they extend west of 
here to the other side of the river. The Oregon Railroad grant does not ext~nd so far 
as this, but this is the Central Pacific grant. 
Testimony of John W. North, a.twrney-at-law, San .Francisco, Cal. 
To the Public Land Oornrnission, Washington, D. 0. : 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular contain-
ing questions in relation to land entries, &c. I will attempt a reply to a few of them 
as to obtaining title: 
To the questions propounded I will reply in their order as numbered: 
1. My name is John W. North; residence, San Francisco; occupation, attorne_y-at-
law. 
2. I have lived in the State of California nine years, and all that time at Riverside, 
in the county of San Bernardino, until I came here three weeks ago. 
3. I have sought to obtain title to 100 acres of government land at Riverside for the 
past nine years. I made a homestead claim ~nd settlement on said land in September, 
1870; built a, house and moved into it with my family in November of that year, and 
have resided there ever since; my family are still there. I expended on that claim 
$6,000 prior to the government survey, which was made in the spring of 1878 and 
showed 23 acres of my claim to be an odd section. I was on this land nearly six 
months before the railroad grant passed Congress, yet the department gives the best 
part of my claim to the railroad, and rules out my whole claim, including 77 acres on 
an even section. The mling in favor of the railroad as to the 23 acres is made to de-
feat my entire claim, including the 77 acres on an even section. My long residence on 
the land and valuable improvements seem to have no weight with the Commissioner. 
This case suggests several wrongs which should be remedied. 
1. Homestead entries should not be confined to "surveyed lands" any more than pre-
emption entries. Homestead claims should date from "the first act of settlernent" as 
well as pre-emptions. • 
2. A prior and bona-fide settler should not be allowed to be ousted by a subsequent 
settler or by a railroad company. 
3. The government should not forbid a man to ft~ his homestead claim until the 
survey, and then oust him because his claim was not filed priot' to a railroad grant. In 
my case I cannot pre-empt, for I have once filed a declaratory statement. My homestead 
9LC 
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claim is ruled out by the Commissioner, and the land is not subject to private entryr 
I am therefore excluded from obtaining title. 
4. I have ba<l some opportunity to observe the working of our land laws during my 
residence in Minnesota from 1849 to 1861. Also, as surveyor-general of Nevada in 1861 
and 1862. Also as attorney in most of the land cases in San Bernardino County for a 
few years past. 
I have resided on the frontier more than twenty-five years, and during. that time I 
have been strongly impressed with the fact that our land laws, instead of being a pro-
tection to the government and to honest men, offer frequent inducements to perjury, 
which are very frequenLly improved. As an illustration of this I will state that while 
riding over the ground where the city of Minneapolis now stands I was shown a claim 
shanty which was set upon an ox-sled, and which had been hauled about from claim 
to claim for different claimants to swear by, they making up by lard swearing what 
they lacked of a compliance with the law. 
5. My personal experience with land cases in the county of San Bernardino has been 
this: In the summer of 1870 I organized a company that established the colony of 
eastern people at Riverside, in that county. We took a dry and worthless plain, and 
by conducting water upon it made it habitable. Settlers who came there in Novem-
ber, 1870, and some of them soldiers in the late war who settled on government land 
have been trying from that day to this to obtain title, and those on odd sections havtl 
not yet succeeded. They would have pre-empted the first year if the law had per-
mitted. But-
lst. There were ranch lines to be settled before the township could be surveyed. 
The government, instead of settling those lines, left them as open questions for more 
than twenty-five years. 
2d. This gave opportunity for many corrupt schemes to change lines for the advan-
tage of designing persons. So bona-fide settlers had to delay all improvements, or im-
prove at a risk, while capitalists played with the claim. The same expert was sent 
down from the United States surveyor-general's office, as he himself informed me, four 
times to report oi;i. those lines, and I think he made a di:fterent report every time, as he 
was sent down by different surveyor-generals and on the application of different par-
ties in interest. The settlers had to wait during· this protracted game, and at last 
were obliged to incur considerable expense in order to prevent the sliding of the ranch 
lines over their improved claims. After about eight years the lines were settled so 
that our township could be surveyed. Then the settlers filed their claims at once, and 
since the 1st of July, 1878, have been trying to obtain title. Most of them are waiting 
still, and near a score of their cases are before the department in Washington. 
All who are on odd sections are decided against, notwithstanding the fact that they 
were on the land before the railroad land grant passed Congress. They then appeal 
and wait. Many common-sense men think it would be better that the first presump-
tion shoulcl be in favor of the bona-fide settler, and that he should be permitted to 
lJroceed at once before the local land office to prove bis claim, and, if he showed clearly 
that he was a bona-fide claimant, let him have his land wit:uout subjecting him to the 
hardship of waiting for years, and in addition to that having to spend the price of his 
land in fighting a powerful company. 
6. Out of my numerous clients I will name one, H. M. Streeter, an excellent citizen, 
who has just been electe<l to the legislature from our county. Sturges Lovell, a sol-
dier in the late war, made a pre-emption claim to 160 acres of government laud in the 
autumn of 1870, about four months before the railroad land grant passed Congress. 
About four years ago H. M. Streeter outained from him 80 acres of this land, on which 
Lovell bad resided constantly up to that time. Streeter has made valuable improve-
ments and bas resided continuously on the land. 
The law of April 21, 1876, provides for exactly such a case as this, and we hoped 
that Streeter would not be delayed at all. But he was met promptly by a ruling 
against him at the local land office. He then appealed to the Commissioner, who, after 
some eight months' waiting, decided against him, apparently overlooking the law of 
April 21, 1876. He then appealed to the Secretary of the Interior, and has had to em-
ploy an attorney at Washington. There his case remains, while he, a poor man, has 
been on the point of leaving his claim, with his orange trees almost to bearing, and 
going back to Massachusetts. From present appearances his claim will cost him, even 
if he succeeds, a large share of its value in getting title from the government. This 
is but one case out of near a score in that county where the same experience is had, 
under the same circumstances. 
Another quite common case is where joint entries are to be made, and where there 
is entire agreement between the parties; no conflict whatever. These cases, which 
any local land officer ought to be able to decide in five minutes, are all sent to Wash-
ington and delayed as long as the others. These are cases on even sections, where no 
railroad claim comes in. 
Another delay and expense is caused by the law requiring every claimant to adver-
tise before proving up. These vexatious contests, dela,ys, and expenses do much to 
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irritate the people against the government, the administration, and the officers of the 
Land Department. One of these claimants said to me a few weeks since that he would 
prefer to buy land at $75 per acre, where he could get title at once, than to uudertake 
to get title from the government where he could get the lan<l. for nothing. 
Such circumstances as I have narrated have long since forced upon me the firm be-
lief that it would be infinitely better for the governrnent and the settler, and also for the devel-
<>pment of the country, to repeal all h01nestead and pre-emption laws and open all public lands 
to private entry, restricting the amount each individual can enter. And the 1·ights of the set-
tler should be as sacredly guarded on unsurveyed as on siirveyed lands. 
When the government permits a man to settle on unsurveyed land, it should not 
then give that land to another party. 
The 7th, 8th, and 9th questions, under this head, I leave to others. 
To the 10th question I will answer briefly. 
10. My ideas under this head are anticipated in what I have just written. · The 
object of the government should be to enable the bona-fide settler to obtain title as 
speedily and as cheaply as possible. Under the present system numerous clifficulties, 
long delays, and expensive contests are, to say the least, quite too common. Our laws 
under which the settler must obtain title, if at all, have been so often amended, added 
to, and qualified that they have become hinderances rather than helps to the honest, 
straightforward settler in his efforts to obtain title. The very object of the faw itself 
seems, in many cases, to be lost sight of, while technical difficulties are multiplied. 
For these reasons I think the attention of the government should be directed to an 
effort to make it as easy as possible for the settler to obtain title before be invests all 
he has in improvements on land that may never be his. 
I think it would be advantageous, both to the government and the settler, to repeal 
both the present homestead and pre-emption laws, and offer all lands at private entry, 
to actual settlers, in such limited quantities as shall suit the various wants of the set-
tlers, giving to the settler a reasonable time in which to pay for his land, provided he 
lives on it and improves it, but giving to the first settler an absolute right to purchase, 
without hampering hint with any disabling laws. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. W. NORTH. 
SAN FRANCISCO, October 9, 1879. 
Testirnony of Judge J. W. North, San Francisco, Cal. 
Judge J. W. NORTH testified, October 7, 1879, at San Francisco, Cal., as follows: 
I have lived in the State since 1870. In the lower part of the State some portions 
of the land which have been heretofore regarded as not susceptible of cultivation 
without irrigation are being found to be susceptible by more diligent culture. In that 
portion of the State lands that seemed to require irrigation near the coast, where the 
moist winds and fogs are very frequent, are found to need very much less irriga-tion 
than back fifty miles or so from tbe coast, where the winds become dry. 
At Riverside, where I resided for many years, irrigation is much more needed than 
in Los Angeles County, wh~re they seem really to need little irrigation. Most irriga-
tion is needed when the lands are exposed to dry winds, which seem to absorb the 
moisture into the atmosphere much quicker than where there- are fogs. 
A large proportion of the landA that are irrigable can be irrigated by the mountain 
streams. The expense of irrigating the land varies according to the distance that the 
water has to be conducted in irrigating canals. Some of the lands that are apparently 
easy of irrigation when you get the water to their vicinity are very expensive to irri-
gate, when you take into consideration the expense of bringing the irrigating canal 
to where it can reach them, and consequently you cannot state precisely how much 
different lands will cost to irrigate ; because the expense of getting the water to them 
varies widely. 
Question. Have you any suggestion to make concerning the destruction of timber f-
Answer. I think the destruction of timber is general and wanton. I think there should 
be some effort on the part of the government to restrain it, aud take means to protect the 
timber from destruction. It is being destroyed very rapidly and very uselessly. There 
are two sources of destruction; one by cutting, and another by fire. The first one is 
caused by neglecting to survey and sell the land so that persons could go on to the gov-
ernment land and get what they wish. There would then be no necessity for destroying 
thA timber. A large share of the timber that is cnt down is left to decay upon the ground; 
while j£ the lands that bear the timber were cut up and sold, without great difficulty in 
obtaining ti.tle-if it was made subject to private entl'y at once and sold to the people who 
need it, and who would be glad to pa,y a fair price for it-the timber would be protected 
and ta.ken care of. 
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By the policy that has been pursued for a number of years, the timher is Lein~ de-
stroyed very rapidly. I will illustrate: Take the State of Nevada. I was appomted 
the :first surveyor-general of that Territory, and while there had never been any public 
lands surveyed at all in the Territory, I was instructed by the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office to prohibit the destructiou of the timber on the mountains. I 
endeavored to make the Commissioner understand that that would be wholly impossi-
ble ; that while every settler was a trespasser the government bad recognized their 
title, and that towns and cities had grown up, mines were developing, and that the 
timber taken from the mountains was indispensable to the various industries there. 
I went so far as to tell him that the office which I rented-the very table upon which 
I wrote-was tho property of a trespasser. It was wholly impossible to exist here 
without it ; but I could not make the Commissioner appreciate that fact. The destruc-
tion of the timber went on. I might say that three-fourths of the timber upon the 
government land which might have l,een sold for good prices was never purchased, 
and the government did not seem to take into consideration the fact that these lands 
ought to be sold so as to facilitate mining and to develop the resources of the country. 
I speak of that as an illustration-simply of what has bel:;n done in the past; and 
to illustrate my idea of the importance of t hrowing open these lands to private entry 
in a judicious way, limiting the amount of land that an individual can purchase so 
monopolists would not monopolize the entire country. 
I want the people that need the timber to get it. The title should be obtainable in 
the ea&iest manner possible, and it should be open to private entry, setting a limit as 
to the quantity, so as to prevent monopolists from taking it all. 
I know that fires would be prevented if the land was owned by individuals. 
B. B. REDDING. I can state that I'inus larnbertiniana (sugar-pine) is the most val-
uable timber in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. It grows at an elevation of not more 
than 7,000 feet. It is used for finishing houses. It is shipped abroad for use, even to 
South America. It is a large tree, and never grows in forests by itself. It has the 
peculiarity of growing among other pines sparsely, not in forests. It neYer grows in 
clumps by itself. Probably in 100 feet square there would be one tree, and the next 
100 feet square there would be another tree. It is largely used for what we call shakes; 
they am a kind of shingle. 
There are a class of men who traverse these mountains; going through the mountains 
and :finding a large and apparently free-splitting sugar-pine tree they fell it, ma.king 
one cut from the butt, and if it splits freely into shakes, they probably get two cuts 
out of a tree; if it does not split free, they leave it on the ground to die and go and 
hunt another. That tree, if made into ordinary lumber, in this market sells for from 
$40 to $60 a thousand. It is the most expensive wood we have. These trees are 
destroyed yearly by the thousands, aml left to rot and waste on the ground, for the 
sake of getting two cuts off the but,t for making shakes. That should be prohibited, 
if possible, for that destruction of our most valuable tree goes on at an enormous rate. 
Mr. WORTH. I have observed that same thing. 
Q. Are the timber lands that are high on the mountains available for agricultural 
purposes 1-A. They are of no value for agricultural purposes. Their principal value 
is for timber; only they use them somewhat for pasturage purposes. In these timber 
sections there will be some small sections of pasturage land, as in the San Bernardino 
country. There are some small valleys for pasturage purposes and some marsh lands, 
but generally they are valuable only for timber. 
Q. Are these timber lands available to poor men as agricultural homesteads ?-A. 
They are not. The men who go up into these mountains for lumber uniformly sus-
pend all operations during the winter and go down into the valleys, leaving only one 
man to look after the mill <luring the winter. 
Q. I understand you to say they are valuable for timber purposes only. Could they 
be owned advantageously in small tracts of, say, 40 to 80 acres by men who have agri-
cultural farms on the streams f-.A.. I think not, for the reason that the meu who go 
into the mountains for timber would need larger tracts than 160 acres; and if they 
were not able to get that, they would be likely to cut the timber from off those por-
tions which were owned by the farmers while they were at their farm-work. The 
timber lands are too remote, and they would not want to buy lands under these con-
ditions. In many instances they would have to go from 20 to 40 miles to their wood 
lands and to which there would be no road, and roads could only be constructed by a 
combination of capital to get up to this timber land. 
Q. What system of disposing of the timber lands would be most advantageous to 
the country-first, in the preserTation of the timber; and, second, in the utilization 
of it by delivering it to the people who desire to use it ?-A. I do not claim to have 
made the matter a profound study, but from information and the observation I have 
made, I <lo not think any system could be so well adopted as to let these lands be 
opened to private entry. I do not know that I would say in unlimited 9.uantities; 
that would be infinitely better than the present system. 
Q. Would you reserve the alternate !3ections in the hands of the government, for some 
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years, say f-.A. The mere reservation, I think, would hardly keep up the timber as well 
a.s if it was owned by individuals. They would then have an interest in protecting it 
from fires and from depredations. . 
Q. What is the reason that timber must be owned in large quantities to be utilized T-
A. A man won't go into the mountains and put up a mill to manufacture lumber and 
make that a business, constructing roads to bring it out, &c., if he could not have more 
than HiO acres. He must have land enough to make the profits commensurate with the 
money be has invested in the business. Take it in the San Bernardino Mountains. The 
base ofthe mountain is seven miles from the city. Then you have to go up the mount-
ain (they are very steep and abrupt) for five or six miles; perhaps seven. It is a very 
difficult ascent and roads can only be constructed at great cost. The timber is on the 
northern side of the mountain, while the plains are on the other side, and there is no 
timber worth looking at until you go over the summit. The available timber is found 
at an elevation from four thousand feet and upwards. After the road has been con-
structed and the timber sent down (it is cut scattering) there will be a comparatively 
small amount to the acre as compared with other sections in the Sierra Nevada Mount-
ains; so that to get a sufficiently large amount of timber to justify the location of a 
mill and the building of a road, it will be necessary to have thousands of acres of this 
timber land in order to enter upon the business at all. 
Q. Would not the tendency be to have all this timber fall into the hands of a few 
mere monopolists, who do not care either to build mills or construct flumes, but hold 
the timber for a future great rise T-A. At this time I hardly think it would be, for 
the reason that these difficulties have all been overcome to some extent and the busi-
ness is being carried on. The lands have been sold to some extent, and there is now 
no opportunity for such a monopoly. I question if a monopoly was attempted if the 
competition with the coast lumber trade would not prevent it, because now the price 
of lumber from the mountains is very little below the price of lumber brought down 
the coast. That would effectually prevent any monopoly of these timber lands. There 
is no parallel between timber lands on the mountains and on the prairies. It does not 
require a great expenditure to get out the timber on the prairie; not so much as it 
does in the mountains. In the mountains a man would only buy the timber to utilize 
the :wood, but on the prairie a man cuts off the timber and still has the land. 
Q. What is the extent of the timber belt in the Sierra Nevada Mountains f-.A. The 
available pine land is about five hundred miles long, with an average width of thirty 
miles. That is the timber belt that is available for saw-mill purposes on the western 
slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. It is broader at the north, and narrows south-
ward until it runs out into the San Bernardino Mountains. 
Q. What land system can the United States adopt which will secure eventually the 
redemption of these lands and throw them into the hands of actual settlers T What 
are the conditions under which agriculture can be practiced 1-A. While I have been 
in favor of the pre-emption and homestead laws, and have observed their practical 
operations, I am forced to the conclusion that the best method of disposing of the gov-
ernment lands-of all lands that are irrigable, especially those that require large ex-
penditure of capital to bring the water to them-would be to make them sub_ject to 
11rivate entry; for while without irrigation they would be compara.tive]y valueless, 
yet with irrigation they become valuable. In order to induce the requisite amount of 
capital to be expended for purpose of irrigation it will be necessary for the parties 
to get the land in tracts large enough to make it an object to spend the money requi-
site for the irrigating canals, and it wm be infinitely better if the land were subject 
to private entry. 
Many companies of individuals-say, for instance, a colony at the East-wish to 
come into this State and t,o find a place that can be irrigated by the expenditure of 
capital, and I speak of enterprises of which I am familiar; I know people t,hat would 
he very glad, indeed, to enter the requisite amount of land capable of irrigation (these ' 
lands are now worthless) if they could get a title without difficulty and immediately, 
so that when they enter upon this enterprise they would know that they would be 
safe in so doing and not have a long and prot.racted struggle to get a title from the 
government. If they coul<l get these lands at private entry, there would be thousands 
of acres sold by the government for actual settlement and improved by individuals, 
whereas now these lands are unoccupied and unimproved. 
I think to have these lands subject to private entry would encoura.ge settlement, 
would encourage colonies, and would encourage enterprise nmch more than it does 
under the present system. There is uot the least danger ·that monopolists in this State 
would come in to purchase the land for the simple purpose of owning and controlling 
it for themselves and their children, but they would go on to it and get possession of 
it for the purpose of investing their capital, and eventually of selling the land and 
wat~r in small tracts to small settlers. I would say that the object of capitalists in 
investing money in land in large quantities and appropriating the water in large 
qnanties for irrigation is ultimately to sell bot,h the land and water to small settlers 
at a profit. 
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Q. What have you to say about the water rights V-A. I have my own idea about 
them. The idea of Mr. Redding that the water should be owned and controlled by 
the State I fully concur in. I think nothing would be so desirable as to have the 
water rights administered and taken possession of by the State, and controlled for all 
future time by the State. Now, there are difficulties arising, and, as Mr. Redding sug-
gested, it will be the source of more litigation in this State than most anything else, 
and it is a subject upon which the vital interests of large settlements depend, and the 
settlement of that question has become one of vast importance. 
I would say that the constitution of this State provides for the organization under 
the ~eneral law of corporate companies, subjecting these companies to the control of 
law oy a specific provision of the old constitution, which says "that any law passed 
under this constitution, either providing it be for or against corporations, shall be 
subject to amendment or repeal by the legislature." That subjects all corporations to 
the control of the le~islature, even un<ler the old constitution, and the new· constitu-
tion is still more stnngent, subjecting corporations to the control of the legislative 
power. 
Now, in regard to the monopoly of ·;h(' water by ccrporatfon compa.uies, this diffi-
culty exists at present. My idea would l,e to tscape that di:fficu lt)~ hy the plan pro-
posed. To illustrate this proposition I might refer 10 the Riverside settlement, which 
I started myself, and therefore I am familiar with that above any other enterprise. 
ThP plan was to organize a corporation, to purchase the land and appropriate the water 
for the use of a colony-to supp1y the settlerA in the colony, within certain townships, 
with ·watet. The water was so appropriated; but as time went on some settlers located 
upon governmeut land, aud onr irrigating canal had been t::tken across the government 
land, the government giving ns the right of way for this irrigating canal. For five 
years or more settlers were supplied with water during my administration as president 
and as general agent of it. 
To those on the government land and on the laJ1d the company sold to settlers the 
water was supplied at the same price, with this one condition attached to those settlers 
on the government land, which they acceded to the first year, that they should make 
their own distributing ditches. They did that at once, and tben they were supplied 
for more than five years on the same terms as our settlers. After my health failed I 
was compelled to ]eave the enterprise, and then new capital came in and the enter-
prise was enlarged. Then the difficulties arose. The parties wished to sell the water, 
they wished to sell their lands, but they maue their terms such that the settlers on the 
government land could not possibly accede to them. 
The tocttlers on the government land were taxed $20 an acre to put them on a par 
with the settlers on the land sold by the company, thus discriminating against the 
government, for the government land would not have been sold without this irrigating 
ditch had been there. 
In the discussion of this matter, when the litigation commenced, the company as-
sumt\l this attitude: A few persons have come from three to four thousand miles and 
settled upon the lands; they have purchased from the company; the company takes 
the position that they are not under obligation to sell a urop of their water to settlers, 
even if they have purchased the land, because there was no civil contract in the pur-
chase of the ]and that required them to do so, and that, therefore, they were not bound, 
even if the enterprise was commenced for the ve1·y purpose of supplying the land 
with water, and notwithstanding the laws of the State t,hat water must be approp1i-
ated and used for useful and beneficial purposes, and that when it ceaeed to be so used 
the right to it also ceased. The compauy assumed that attitude. 
There comes in a very important question to settlers who buy land of corporate 
companies. They have got their arrangements made, trees bearing, their homes built 
ui,, their improvements made, and the company says: ''Weare not under obligationis 
to furnish you a drop of water, and will not unless we choose to do so." Then all those 
settlers who have been induced to settle in that manner on the lands sold to them by 
the company will be broken up. Suppose they take it in this light and claim a right 
to cut off any settler's water supply. This destroys his farm; and this is an inatance 
where n, man is a slave. The laws of the United States and the laws of the State 
ought to provide a remedy. There should be protection to the settler, and there 
ahouJ<l be nothing left to the mercy of any corporation. This matter is now being 
tested in the courts; it is now before the supreme court of this State, and has been 
pending for two years. 
Q. Now, the laud and water do not go together; we ha,ve a water property and we 
have a land property. Throughout tho whole area where irrigation is necessary in 
the United States all agriculture is then dependent upon the water, and in all the irri-
gable country we have two properties independent of each other. In all of that same 
conntry, too, there is more laud than there is water to serve it, and that makes the 
water companies independent. If you do not want it on your land they will take it 
f;Omewhere else. In view of these conditions would it uot be l>etter for the water and 
land to go together, that title and 1igh1 to the water should inhere in the land ?-A. I 
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think it would be much better to have the land and water go together. If the land 
and water shall be entirely separate in years to come, my judgment is that there will 
be thousands of instances where very valuable fruit trees and vineyards will be left to 
perish for the want of water, unless there is some control by the-State over that water 
and compel the use of it for the settler. · 
Mr. REDDING. If you will get some intelligent Spaniard from Southern California 
you will find a system which works exceedingly well. 
Mr. NORTH. I think practically that water should inure in the land. In San Ber-
nardino Cotmty the mode is this: Here are settlements along the plains on either side 
of the stream. Fl'Om time to time as new settlers come in the distribution of the 
water wants to be adjusted anew. For t,his purpose commissioners are elected. When 
any question of ground arises these water commissioners meet and determine how 
much water is needed and give direction to the different districts, and they have 
water masters who control the distribution of the water to a particular neighborhood 
for which each is selected. A water master has charge of certain ditches under the 
control of the water commissioners. He has directions to ~pportion out to each indi-
vidual the particular amount of water he is to receive, and so it is arranged from 
ye::ir to year. This is the general law. The only private corporation for the distri-
bn1,i.on of waiter is at Riverside. 
Mr. REDDrnG. This belt of irrigable land is 500 miles by 30 miles. That would be 
15,000 sqn.bre miles, about 96,000,000 acres. It is not likely that any company would 
monopolize this amoi;Dt of la.nd. 
Mr. NORTH. As a general principle the water should go with the land, if it is to be 
so regulated as to distribute it when neede<l. 'rhnit could be done by water commis-
sioners. 
Q. What do you think the condition will be here in fifteen or twenty years if the 
present state of affairs continues T-A. I think it will produce a very general embar-
rassment, and in many instances ruin, and in a great many other instances anarchy 
and communism. There would be lots of meu driven to desperation who would seek 
to secure by force and violence what they deemed their inherent rights. I think the 
national government should regulate it, so far as the government lands are concerned, 
hereafter. They now give the right of way for irrigating ditches; they could append 
certain conditions to these rights and, so far as they have any control, use it in the 
1·ight direction. Most of the water would bo a subject for State actiun. The only 
remedy I see would be to have all water rights in the State condemned and purchased 
by the State under eminent domain. , 
Q. What suggestion have you to make concerning the timber and pasturage land T-
A. Concerning the pasturage land, I concur with Mr. Redding's statement. 
Q. Where the timber lands and pasturage lands were reserved, would you reserve, in 
the hands of the government, the mineral rights that might attach f-A. It seems to 
me it would be wise to reserve the mineral rights, so that if a man should wish to 
have just the timber land, I don't think it should be sold for anything else. I would 
give a prospector an opportunity to prospect upon the land, tiubject, of course, to the 
rights of the holder of the timber upon it. Under the present law the mineral is re-
served. I really think there is no system that could be adopted that would not, in 
many instances, in the bands of some men, work to the prejudice of the community; 
but in view of the enormous difficulties now existin~, I cannot help thinking that there 
would be much less of it if. the regulations by which lands could be entered permitted 
the title to be obtained at once by private entry. The interminable delays and long, 
tedious, and vexatious litigations, and, where there is no litigation, the vexatious labor 
of getting a claim through the departments is all very oppressing. There are thou-
sands of men in .this State to-day being crushed on account of the expense of getting 
titles to their land where there is hardly any contest at all, having to wait and wait 
from year to year, where they should get the title at once. I think the parties who 
have the disposition to improve the lands and make homes, if they could obtain titles 
at once it would be an immense advantage. The people are obstructed continually 
now, and if there was facility by which honest men could step forward and obtain 
homes rapidly, the development of the country would be fourfold to what it is to-day. 
'fhat is the way it looks to me. I have lived on the frontier for twenty-five years, 
and during that time I have had more or less to <lo with obtaining titles to govern-
ment land, and this is the result of my observation. There is no obstruction so great 
to settlement as the getting of titles. The unsettled condition of the ranch lands, 
under Spanish grants, is a great drawback. In my case everything had to be kept here 
obstructed for eight years, before I could get title to the Spanish ranch land, and 
there are very few of them that now have titles. There are a score of them whost} 
cases are now hung up at Washington awaiting action; waiting on questions that any 
intelligent local land officer could settle in five minutes. How much longer they will 
have to wait I do not know. 
Take a case of double entry, where two parties are fouud upon the same local suu-
{1iYision. They must make a joint entry o.f it. They agree perfectly between them-
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selves; there is no contest whatever. They agree exactly as to the position of each, 
and all that they want is to let the department give either one of them title, that they 
may divide it. All that has to be sent to Washington, although the local land officer 
could decide it in five minutes, and there it sleeps in the Land Office for years. 
I do not see the propriety of sending these cases to Washington at all. They could 
be settled by any intelligent local officer. If there are defects in the law they should 
be amended. As it is now, if a man ventures anything he may lose it all by some rule 
of the department. After a man obtains title it should be a real, genuine title. 
I have within my knowledge something of an illustration of that kind, where the 
unsettled condition of Spanish titles and Spanish lands will illustrate that feature of 
the case. There is a portion of the land on the lower bank of Santa Ana River, in San 
Bernardino County, where a considerable portion of government land lies between two 
ranches, and there has been a dispute for years about that land. It is said to have 
existed for more than twenty years. One of the ranch-owners claims that the line 
should extend to one place, and the other claimant declares it should extend to another 
place. The government settlers then came in a,nd declared that neither of them were 
right. This has been running for more than twenty years, and the result is that a few 
persons have gone on there with little stock, and, feeling the uncertainty of their po-
sition, they have made no improvements amounting to anything at all. They have 
waited and waited, and under this system it seems there like desolation; whereas, if 
it had been entered by individuals, it would have been a thrifty portion of the county. 
Up to this past season that line has been unsettled. It has been settled since; the 
surveyor-general went down there and examined it for himself. Now the settlers 
know where they are; some of them are on and some are off their proper places, but 
now they can go on and improve understandingly. That incident is one out of many. 
The way it affects the other government lands is this: Until the lines of the ranches 
are settled the government lands cannot be surveyed officially, and therefore no home-
stead claims can be filed and no farms can be made available; no titles can be obtained 
from the government, and everything bas to wait and wait. The pre-emption claims 
cannot be transferred, and therefore a claimant must hold on. 
Under the <lecision of the Supreme Court of the United States, where the lines of 
the Spanish grant are undefined-for instauce, where a man bad originally eleven 
leagues and the description indicates fifteen leagues-he bas the right of ejectment all 
over the fifteen leagues until it is determined where the eleven leagues are. There-
fore his object is to defeat the survey and keep off settlement. The courts have de-
cided that they cannot settle on that land until bis eleven leagnes have been deter-
mined upon ; and thus he holds the fifteen leagues and fights off surveys in order that 
he ma:v bold the whole land. This Commission cannot do any wiser thing than to rec-
ommend a speedy mode by which the Spanish grants in Arizona and New Mexico can 
be settled at least before men now born die. 
To illustrate the difficulties that spring up now under these delays : Take that 
Harupa case. It was hanging more than twenty years. 'fhe grantee was not satisfied 
with the west line of the ranch as it was surveyed by the surveyor; he applies for a 
re-examination of that line, and the surveyor-general sends down an expert from bis 
office to run it; he goes down there and reports in regard to it and in regard to the 
initial point of Pecbapa. This was the initial point of the survey of that range. 'fhe 
expert reported that there was no doubt about that point; he goes back, and then the 
thing hangs for more than two or three years, when another application is made for 
an examination of the line, the railroad company having objected to the confirmation 
of the survey because there are bends where there should be straight lines. If these 
lines were straightened it would throw out some lands that the railroad company would 
be benefited by. 
In the mean time the expert is sent down again to examine it, and he reports in favor 
of straightening the liue, but the decision of the Supreme Court prevents the railroacl 
company from getting any of it, so that their interest in it was lost when a new in-
te1·est springs up . 
.Following this second examination of the land by the expert, the owners of the 
ranch claim that they were injured by straightening the lines, and call for a re-ex-
amination. Then the same expert is sent down, and reports as to the east lin1:J that it 
should not have been straightened, and reverses the prevfous recommendation. Sub-
sequently to that another application is made to remove the pachepa, the applicant 
stating that it is not on Pachepa Hill, but that the real point was two miles east of 
that. The same expert is sent down a.gain and reportll that the eastern point was the 
one. Then settlers make a sharp conflict to prevent the removal of that pachepa, 
that bad been settled there after twenty years, and this expert told me himself that 
be had been sent down four1,imes to report upon the lines of that oneranch,and !be-
lieve he made a different report every time. 
That illustrates how new difficulties spring up by these tlelays, difficulties that 
were not dreamed of in the start. 
The settlers are kept constantly in trouble by these delays. It seems to me that in-
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asmuch aa these difficulties must be very crippling the sooner and quicker they are 
settled the less difficulty they will have in the future. 
Mr. REDDING. A law should be passed that the claimants of Spanish and Mexican 
claims in Arizona and New Mexico should, within one or two years, file a plat of sur-
vey making those claims by definite and natural bounds, and those boundaries should 
be those within which the claims should eventually be fully satisfied. These persons 
can settle outside of these boundaries with safety. I would make a failure to com-
ply with the law a forfeiture of the grant. There should be a limit of time within 
which persons having claims living in New Mexico or anywhere else should be com-
pelled to file a plat of their claim. If a man has 11 leagues and wants 15, the 11 
leagues sboulcl be found somewhere within the 15 leagues. Then there should be a 
statute of limitation as to time within which he should be compelled to find the 11 
leagues. 
Mr. NORTH. The department, as I understand, has to pass upon all these questions. 
It seems to me the sooner they can take some steps about it the better it will be for 
all hands. 
Mr. REDDING. This question cannot be settled in the courts, because the court has 
no knowledge of the locality. Some cases that went into the courts nineteen years 
ago are still there. 
Testimon;iJ of W. H. Norway, deputy su1·veyor, Los Angeles, Cal., relative to Atlantic and 
Pacific Rawroad land grants a'¥1,d pa~ toral lands. 
W. H. NORWAY, deputy surveyor, examined. 
I have been depu'ty surveyor since 1864, some fourteen or fifteen years. I am famil-
iar with the country covered by the forfeited grants to the Atlantic and Pacific Rail-
road Company perfectly, and the grants to the Southern Pacific Railroad also. 
The terms of the Atlantic and Pacific charter are to tide-water, tbat is to the Pacific 
Ocean. They surveyed also a line by Joledad Pass, and it strikes tide-water at Santa 
Buenaventura,. They have not run to San Francisco, but the land is suspended even 
after striking tide-water. We have always contended that they had no right above 
San Buenaventura. There are a good many fractioual townships that have been sur-
veyed that have been suspended and none of the odd sections can be entered and the 
even-numbered sections are held at $2.50 an acre. 
This thing is working very badly with us. I have understood that the agents and 
attorneys of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad have offered to take the sum of $40 for 
their right to any H:iO acres in their grant. I know some land to which they did waive 
their right, that of Newbold. I have been told that one Luce, of Washington, is the 
attorney, who is authorized to perfect claims at $.(0 for every 160 acres on behalf of 
the railroad grant-for that sum to get a release from the road. 
I corresponded with Coffin, the land agent at Saint Louis of the Atlantic an<l Pa-
cific Railroad. I asked him if 1m could waive the company's rjght to certain town-
ships, they being fractional and small portions -oaving agricultural land and a few 
settlers wishing to procure titles. He answered me that he was not authorized to 
waive any right, yet in all probauility the settlers would never be disturbed in their 
occupation of the land; that the road was in the dim, distant future, even if it had a 
future. I saw some of the letters from thii:; Luce firm in Washington to Mr. Cooper, 
but did not take such particular notice of them as to atate their contents now. I can-
not state the language of the letters now, but either the letters or Mr. Cooper informed 
me that he was prepared, through parties in Washington, to make a release upon these 
terms of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad intl:lrest. He asked me if I wante<l to eu-
gage in the business, and I told him I did not wish to engage in the business, for I 
thought it was a system of blackmailing. I sent a copy of this letter to Coffin, and to 
Booth at Washington. He introduced a sort of general bill, and not a special bill as I 
had wanted. He also referred the letter to the Commissioner, who stated that be had 
no a.nthority to restore tbe land without legislative or judicial action. Luce wrote 
Cooper that the Atlantic and Pacific Company intended to avoi<l. the forfeiture of 
their grant on the ground that the government had failed in its obligation to extin-
guish the ID<lian title through the Indian Territory, and consequently they had the 
right to not build the road ; that they bad not wrought the forfeiture. 
There is not a foot of land in Santa Barbara or in Ventura County but wha,t is 
included in this withdrawal of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, and yet these lands 
are rapidly filling up with settlers. 
Whenever there is made the survey of a township, and the same is returned ap-
proved, there ought to be some way by which parties will be advised that the map is 
on file. For my own part, I have been advised through the courtesy of this office; 
but there ought to be some authority of law for it. There should be some provision 
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by which the filing of plats should be published in a paper near the claim, and the 
time should begin to run from the expiration of this notice. It might be well to pub-
lish such notice a month in some weekly newspaper. In point was the case of a man 
who told me yesterday that for want of such notice he failed to file, and the Southern 
Pacific Railroad Company got his land. 
In this district the local officers notify us and we give notice to the settlers, but all 
this is a mere matter of accommodation. There may be many settlers that I cannot 
reach. And then, if a settler sees a notice of filing in a paper, he will pay more atten-
tion than if told by an individual. 
The last maps I sent in I got my draught three weeks before the map reached this 
office. 
And now, to go into the matter of the segregation of the petroleum land from the 
agricultural land, it is very difficult to make this segregation. I know of some parties 
who are holding 160 acres as agricultural also filed a mining claim upon it, and also 
took up adjoining claims as miners ; and then these hold 160 acres as pre-emptions. 
Those remove on the petroleum lands, the department having ruled that petroleum is 
a mineral. They renew their notices year after year under their local mining laws. 
They got me to go out and show them the lands. 
My policy woulcl be to dispose of the public land as fast as possible, and there should 
be some law l>y which parties should take up more than 160 acres of grazing land. 
Now, along the rivers they can get water, but the balance is good grazing lands; and 
I know of parties who would purchase the whole township, 3 north 21 west, if it could 
be had for grazing lands. But there is no water upon it, for they have sunk 100 feet 
and failed to get water. I know of one party who wanted to take up 160 acres on 
the run, and said he would be willing to take a portion bac;k of the ranch here at $1.25 
an acre. 
There is scarcely any land in Santa Barbara or Ventura County that is fit for agri-
culture that has not a settler upon it, but no means exist for acquiring title. But 
other lands remain unsold; while, if they could be sold at $1.25 per acre, many persons 
would take up those lands for stock purposes, and then the government would get a 
good price and the State would get her taxes. 
I believe in selling the government land, and if there are settlers, giving them the 
preference. Beyond this I should recommend the graduation law to dispose of the 
public lands, and I could not suggest any other system that would be so well adapted 
to the case. 
Testinwny of George A.. Nourse, at San Francisco, Cal. 
GEORGE A. NOURSE, attorney at San Francisco, Cal., testified October~, 1879: 
Question. By what method of administration system can the timber lands be best 
utilized, as that the timber necessary for the industry of the country can be used and 
at the same time the greatest amount of timber be preserved from destruction and 
waste ¥-Answer. My impression is-tihat the sale of the timber lands will be decidedly 
the best instrument to prevent the waste. I think when men can own the land they 
will take a great deal better care of the timber than they will of the government tim-
ber; and the sooner the government can get the timber lands out of its hands and into 
the hands of persons who will manufacture it, the better it will be all round. As long 
as it is in the hand of the government, it will be stolen. I have had something to do 
with lands all the way from Minnesota to California, and in every State I have known 
the universal experience is that government lands are considered fair booty. My idea 
fa that while the people on the timbered lands are cutting and slashing upon govern-
ment timber they feel that they are liable to be stopped every moment, and hence 
they have no interest except what they can take, and they strive to get all they can; 
.and they take only the best trees and <.>nly the best portions of the trees. They will 
waste a great deal of the top and of the butt, and the tops being left on the ground 
there is much more liability to fire, and so in every way the timber is wasted and is 
used wastefully without any economy, as would not be the case if it had passed into 
private ownership. Probably if the timber was properly protected it would furnish 
several times as much lumber for the convenience or necessities of a community as it 
will under the present system. If it was owned by individuals who themselves had 
.an interest in economizing for manufacturing uses, there would then be no stripping 
frl)m the government lands. It must be remembered that the authorities at Washing-
ton have <lone very much to bring about this state of affairs. I attempted to check 
depredations when I was attorney-general in Minnesota, to that extent that I sent a 
man up to the woods-measured every stump, so that we had accumulated by the 
spring data of the amount cut by each lumbering party. The next thing we knew, 
the depredators had taken the alarm, and after trying in vain to stop the proceedings 
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in the State, they started on to Washington, and on ex-parte evidence, without even 
the courtesy of a notice from the Interior Department to us, they were allowed to com-
promise by paying a ludicrously small amount. We found it utterly useless to prevent 
these depredations. I mention this to show that the government is responsible for the 
idea that has grown up that it is the right of individuals to take timber. The thing 
that perplexes me most is how to manage the sale of timber land so that it shall not 
pass into the bands of monopolies. Almost all pr~vious laws intended to prevent that 
have proved to be a dead letter. I am not prepared to say how that can be prevented. 
Q. Could this timber be profitably and individually owned by farmers who live in 
irrigable districts V-A. Very seldom. I do not see what they would do with it. Their 
lands are a long way from the timber, and to manufacture lumber in this State-to get 
the timber and manufacture it-requires a larger expenditure than any place I ever 
saw. It costs too much to build mills away up on the mountains and in the construc-
tion of roads, &c. They bring' logs here a long distance, and they have flumes as well, 
which are very expensive. This fluming the lumber is very expensive. The timber 
that grows on the mountains has to be brought down. Ou the coast, among the red-
woods, which is not on very high land, they have to lay down railroad tracks; they 
have to do it in the summer-time on the dry grounu, and haul the logs on the tracks 
a long distance. Sometimes they put up the mills and then build railroads to bring 
the lumber out, and in this way a large investment bas to be made. No man can be 
in a profitable business in lumbering here without a very large investment, running 
up into tbe thousands and tens and sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars. There 
is on the coast an additional outlay in the building of chutes, &c., for loading. Then 
they have to have mooring grounds for their vessels; so that it is a tremendous opera-
tion to get ready for successful lumbering on the coast. There are companies that 
have hundreds of thousands of dollars invested in materials and the appurtenances 
for lumbering. 
The lands should go into the hands of persons who are engageu in timber enterprises. 
It is not worth while to go into milling operations unless the owner can have timber 
enough to supply him a great length of time. It would be foolish to go into these 
large investments for a small amount of timber. Practically, the mills on the coast 
have got control of the valuable timber, which naturally goes each to it:1 own mill. 
Q. Is the land, as land, of any value f-A. There is much more land in this State 
that is capable of irrigation. If you cut off the timber the land is left in large tracts, 
and for the present nobody would go to cultivating timber lands after the timber has 
been cut off. Persons sometjmes now go in and say that the land jg agricultural land; 
that they are cutting the timber off in order to cultivate it. But I do not think that 
timber land is goo<l for agricultural purposes as a general thing. 
Q. What interest would a ma,n have in keeping tho timber on it-why would he not 
sweep all the timber offf-.A.. Because be wants to leave a good growth to grow up 
and keep up the supply of timber; he wants to use it as economically as possible. In 
beeking to protect his timber that is now valuable he must necessarily protect the whole 
ground. He cannot protect only a few trees and let all the rest around him burn up; 
and fo so doing he protects the entire growth for the sake of the young growth, which 
will finally be worth something to his children. I do not know whether there is any 
:young growth here that will in a generation be of any value; but it has proved so in• 
Maine, and it may be so here. I would say, in regard to the small owners of ]and, that 
there is a class of men that have done something with lumber. There is a class that 
you might call permanent settlers, an<l not a class that add very much to the wealth of 
the State. They go on to a piece of ]and, claim to be pre-emptors, fell the trees, make 
railroad-ties, shingles, spokes, &c., and so on every quarter section they get work to 
do, and turn their work into money for a num her of years. I doubt whether such a 
population, whose residence is so temporary, is especially desirable. They are cer-
tainly not so desirable a population as those who cultivate the land. 
Q. What is your opinion of the irrigable lands f By what system can they be dis-
posed off-A. I find it very hard to make up my mind. I will say this: that the pop-
ular cry and prejudice against those who purchase large bodies of land with the 
intention of constructing irrigating canals aud ditches, and who have spent large 
sums of money in that way, is unfounded. I think those men are doing the best work 
in the State. I think that at present it would be very nearly impossible to get irriga-
tion works, to any considerable extent, by the action of small owners. My experience 
with the farming population has been always that it is very difficult to get them to 
work together; their solitary lives make it very much more difficult for them to work 
together than for people in the States, who are in the habit of co-operation. I know 
of the irrigation works of Messrs. Haggin & Carr, and Livermore. They have very 
extensive canals for irrigation in Kern County. It is my impression that they will be 
the men who will make the least out of the improvements they are making. The 
expen<liture is very large and the return is remarkably small. All -these irrigation 
works are being uone a.t the expense of wealthy men, and the.y are going to result in 
the benefit of the future owners of the land. 
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Q. What are the difficulties in the way of settling and utilizing the pastoral lands 
by actual settlers f-A. The trouble is, that under the present laws no man can get 
more than 160 acres by a homestead or pre-emption, and this is a ridiculously small 
territory to give a, man to live on, merely for grazing cattle. The pastoral land here 
is not like the pastoral land in the Eastern States, that grows white clover. It takes 
acres and acres to support one animal, and especially when it gets toward fall. To 
have enough stock to support a family you must have much more than 160 acres, 
taking the average hill pasturage lands. A man cannot do anything with less than 
several sections. I should think that four sections would be none too much. Of the 
pasturage lands now owned by the United States, four sections would be as little as 
any man could support a family on. Four sections would be sufficient in most places 
in Nevada, with such little cultivation as they could get, where they live very roughly 
and away from civilization. 
Q. Would it be well to reserve the subterranean rights until the lands are taken 
up ?-A. I do not think that if we should sell the timber and pasturage lands in large 
areas that would include the minerals. My idea is this, as I have stated, that the sale 
of the pasturage lands should not prevent other persons from prospecting for mining 
or taking up mines under proper restrictions, so as to indemnify the owner for damage 
done, and they should not be excluded from the privilege of locating mineral there if 
they do it in the ordinary way. The parties taking up the land for pasturage or agri-
cultural purposes should be put on the same basis as the prospectors. In the matter 
of irrigable lands in the foot-hills, I do not think the question of mineral ought to be 
opened after the patent issues. 
As Mr. Redding has told you, Commissioner Drummond declared 200,000 acres of 
land mineral, and thus compelled men who wanted to locate upon it to prove it non-
mineral. The pre-emption law simply excludes from its operation, so far as mineral 
is concerned, lands upon which there are any known salines or minerals, clearly leav-
in~ open to pre-emptors lands upon which there may be salines or mines at present 
unknown; and when a Commissioner or any executive officer interpolates in any pat-
ent such exemption, if there is no other authority of law for it,, it seems tomethathe 
attempts officious legislation, aml it seems to me, too, that the law as I understand it is 
right in that respect, and when a man has his pre-emption patent that he should own 
his land. If there is any mineral found upon it afterwards, that unless the patent is 
set aside by due course of law for the reason that the pre-emptor knew at the time of 
making his entry that there were salines or mines concealed on it to hit- knowledge. 
except in such a case the pre-emptor should receive a title to all there is upon it. 
I wish to say a word about another matter. I noticed that your printed questions 
refer to obtaining title. I think that one great difficulty is that there is no compulsory 
process for the attendance of witnesses. I think it is very necessary to the ends of 
justice that in contested cases before the Land Office the land officers should have that 
power. For instance, there may be a person who knows all the facts that are neces-
sary to give one claimant his case, but he is a friend of the other claimant and the 
first one can't compel him to testify. Then I think it is very necessary that better pay 
be given the clerks in the Commissioner's office, who have to pass upon the questions 
involved in these contests. Frequently it is a contest over homestead or pre-emption 
• entries or State locations, &c., and I think the pay should be such as would secure the 
services of more competent men than you are likely to get for $1,800, because some of 
the most involved questions of law come up in those cases and their determination 
requires men of real judicial ability. I do not suppose you can expect to get that 
ability unless you give them better pay. However efficient and competent a, man may 
be as a man, no clerk who is there now, if he is ignorant of the law, is competent to 
pass upon these clispnted questions. The Commissioner can't, of conrse, be expected 
to examine these cases. The <l.uties of his office in regard to t]ie mere matter of in-
terviews are so onerous as to take np most all of his time, aPd he bas to depend upon 
bis clerks. 
There is another maUer. Our surveys arc miserauly executed and unreliable. My 
own impression is that they are likely to remain so nntil the snrveyor1:1 shall be paid 
a price that will enal.,le them to make you a reliable and :J,ccura·c Fmrvey wiil:out lo"s 
to themselves. I do not think the mere paying of a hi~ber price wiJl immrc an accu-
rat<' survey, but it will make it possible. As I unden1i,and t1Je case now it is b:trdly 
HO. I have had occasion, by a case in court recently, '" here it was ut·cessary to find 
the corner of a township (I think it is the corner of town:-<hips 15 an<l 16 north, in 
ranges 16 and 17 west, on the Mount Diablo meridian), to examiue this qnest.inu of 
Rnrve~·s. In the case I cite, where the lines came together, it is in:possible to locate 
the corner of the townships with any degree of certainty. I have come to the con-
clusion that no stake was over set there. The work was done long before the present 
surve,yor-geneml was in his office. The survey was mu.de by private individuals and 
paid for at the time by one McLeod, on the fortieth standard parallel, and the meas-
urements that have been made since show it to overrun enormously. Some years after 
that a contract was let ~o this same man to run that line offici~.lly, and he never made 
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any other survey, but, as will appear by the files of the office, he filed the :field-notes 
of the survey made some years before the contract was made. He took these field-
notes and used them as the field-notes of the survey under the contract, no trouble 
being taken to alter the dates or anything, so that upon its face it presents the ab-
surdity of a survey having been made before the contract for it was let; and those 
corners have never been found by anybody that I can learn of, and the location, as 
:fixed by the field-notes and as fixed by the :field-notes of the subsequent survey that 
was run north and south between these two townships, will vary in some cases 30 or 
40 rods. If it is located as the field-notes would seem to say, theu section 36, in the 
southeast corner of township Hi north and 17 west, will have straight lines nearly at 
right angles to each other for the north and west lines, while its east line will shoot 
off in nearly a southeast direction, and the south line in a directioIJ. considerably south 
of east, and it will come together at an acute angle a long way from where the real 
corner would be if the section was made square. Now it certainly seems to me that 
before it had been admitted to proof at all it should have been examined in the field 
by some person other than the surveyor. 
Q. You have been engaged in the practice of law and probably know the forms of 
procedure in obtaining titles to land from the government under the homestead and 
pre-emption law. Won't you tell us what you think the difficulties are in obtaining 
titles ¥-A. I had not thought much of that, but I will say this: That which is said by 
those endeavoring to obtain title under the pre-emption and homestead laws must be 
taken with some grains of allowance. There are a vast number of persons who will 
endeavor to get title that way who are not bona-fide settlers; and many of those diffi-
culties in the law, especially those which require settlers in acquiring homestead land 
to stay on the land, are necessary for the reason that without these requirements they 
would make it a mere matter of speculation; and if the theory of selling the land off 
at low prices or even giving it to actual settlers is at all correct, I do not see very well 
how that result can be obtained without these precautions and without these require-
ments that are considered so onerous. There are general laws which are adapted and 
tend to secure good faith, and the rules have to be pretty strict. I will say this, that 
I have seen and heard more hard swearing in pre-emption cases and more fraud on the 
part of the United States pre-emption settlers than I have in any other class of people 
I know of. It is du_e to the fact that so many dummy cases are made; it is not done 
by actual settlers, but by persons who are making fraudulent entries. There are a 
great many of these people. 
Q. Do yon think there is any man living who can take the pre-emption act oath of 
1841 and the proof that is ordered in that act, and do it without committing perjury? 
-A. I don't see the difficulty. If the government chooses to make a conditional sale 
and you choose to purchase upon those conditions, I do not see why a person need take 
it. The government has the right to sell it subject to those conditions; the require-
ments of the law only relate to the intentions of the person at the time of entry. I 
do not know of any condition after the entry is made; there is no subsequent condi-
tion that I know of. I have never so interpreted it, and I do not know of any re-
quirements that will prevent a man from selling the land afterward if he wanted to. 
A man can sell upon the duplicµ,te receipt of the receiver, and it is only objectionable 
when the attempted sale is made so speedily after the entry as with other facts to 
1:;how that the pre-emptor's intention was really, notwithstanding his oath, to sell it. 
If be really did buy it on speculation and if he really ha.cl made a bargain before own-
ing the land to sell it, then, of course, he would be pe1jming himself. 
The Supreme Comt has decided that they can sell the land on the duplicate receipt 
of the receiver. The only times the department has set aside an entry for that reason 
has been _when, taken with other circumstances, it shows that the entry was a fraudu-
lent one; not because of the entry alone, but because of the proof of fraud of which 
that entry constitutes a portion. 
I think there ought to be a law that the register's certificate shall hold good. I do 
not know any policy that would be subserved by preventing the miner from selling his 
lands; I do not know any practical result that would be subserved by preventing it; 
and yet there is another matter in relation to that, which is that is it desira.ble to fur-
nish facilittes for taking up mines. They hold them and let them lie without doing 
anything upon them. The requirement that keeps men at work upon these mines 
until they are patented has a tendency to promote development. The government 
virtually parts with title when they get the register's certificates. 
Q. Cannot all the forms of the Land Office be simplified f-A. I am not prepared to 
say that all the forms could be simplified; I find that certain things have to be done 
before a certain end is brought about. There has got to be a tribunal to decide when 
these acts are done, and you must decide that on testimony, and when you come to 
take the testimony, then the flood-gates are opened and there is no limit to the amount 
that may be recorded or taken. I do not see that, so far aA the method of taking tes-
limony is concerned, how it can be simplified; but it never seemed to me that there 
was a great deal of red tape about the paper form. This blank form for taking the 
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testimony, instead of being an onerous requirement, is simply a reduction to a system 
of the requirements and a great relief to the one who is taking the testimony. 
Take pre-emption and homestead cases. The settler files his affidavit, and there-
upon the register's certificate issues. Then comes the making of proof; then non-
mineral affidavit; then, again, comes his two witnesses and his own application to pay 
for the register's certificate and the receiver's receipt, and all these things are neces-
sary to keep a record of what is done. 
Q. Would it not be well to put it all on one sheet of paped-A. The only thing 
about that would be perhaps some would go to one place and some to another place; 
possibly, though, they might all ue put upon one piece of paper. I do not think the 
charges are particularly onerous upon settlers; I think the most onerom, part is the 
distance they have to go to have their witnesses examined. If there were no tricksters 
to take dishonest advantage, I should say let them all go before a notary public or clerk 
of a court and make their affidavits and send them; but I am a little afraid that there 
would result a very loose system of doing things. 
In land cases I do not see why you should not allow an attorney in fact to attend 
to all the business. Except where affidavits are required, which can only be prop-
erly made by t,he applicant himself, I do not see any advantage of personal sig-
nature. 
Q. What <lo you think of taking the testimony before county judges and outside 
officers f-A. I have rather an objection, owing to my early political training, to the 
use of St.ate judicial officers uy the United States. I would prefer that they should 
be government judicial officers before whom the testimony should be taken. I have 
never looked with any favor upon a State judicial officer having any connection with 
United States proceedings. It seems to me it is a little degradation to the State 
judiciary. 
Q. What is the effect upon the character of evidence f Does it improve or injure· 
the character of the evidence, both as to form · and credibility f-A. I should not be 
able to say. There does not occur to me any reason why there should be any change 
in the matter. 
Q. Have you had any oc:,casion to examine the testimony taken before these outside 
officers ?--A. I have not had any experience. 
Q. What, in your judgment, is the advantage of continuing the present system of" 
mining laws, customs, and regulations ?-A. I do not see any advantage at all. It 
should be purely a matter of United States law. 
Q. State the disadvantage of the present system and the system you would suggest 
as a substitute for it.-A. In the first place, there is always great difficulty about the 
local laws as to what they are. It seems to me that the United States ought to have a 
system of its own. I think this idea of local laws is a mere continuance of institu-
tions that sprang up from necessity. When mhters settled upon the land for the pur-
pose of extracting the mineral from it, and the United States <1id not offer any protec-
tion for the rights acquired by those miners, it was found that it would not do for-
every man to be a law unto himself. The State had no authority to make laws about 
United States lands in possession, &c., and so these laws grow up simply as a crystal-
lization nf the customs and public sentiment of the people in each locality. That was. 
an there was of it. Each land district made a sort of mutual-defense club. The 
people in that district said, 1' We will stand by each other;" but if there were not 
some rules to go by there would be nothing but murder, and the ta,king and defending 
of these mineral claims would be a matter of brute force; a.nd· so each little commu-
nity agreed to stand by its members. They said," We will have these rules and de-
fend each other under them. We will giYe each man a right to locate so and so, and 
so long as he does that we will uphold him. The State is powerless and the United. 
States does not regulate it, and we will regulate it ourselves." Now that necessity no 
longer exists, and it ought to be discontinued. , 
Q. How many parties does it take to organize a mineral district ?-A. I do not know 
that there is any rule about that ; some are ridiculously small. I do not happen to 
t,hink of anything that would prevent two men from coming together and organizing 
a dist,:ict and fixing the boundaries. They need not be miners, if they only profess to 
be. There is not,hing to show that they are citizens of the United States or miners. 
I do not know what the sjze of mining diBtrict,s are; I am not familiar enough with 
the subject t,o say. 'fhere must be no limit to the size, for a dozen men frequently get. 
together and take in a region, sometimes twenty miles by ten. There is nothing to 
prevent the districts from overlapping; in such cases it would be held that the laws 
within the limits of the first district would take precedence. There is no authority to-
prevent others from making a mineral district within an old district. In such a case 
different regulations may prevail in the same district. There might be two organiza-
tions making on the same day districts that overlap each other; and you cannot say 
by any rule which should take precedence. 
The usual method adopted by a miner is to stick up a notice on the claim and then 
record it, in the form prescribed by the local mining law. They never have required the · 
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same strictness that the United States laws do in establishing the boundaries, and the 
result is that miners do not give the information as required by the Land Office, and there 
is not one location out of ten that is made in accordance with the United States law. 
There are several decisions made by the Supreme Court where both locations were 
made in accordance with the mining law and pronounced by the court good for nothing, 
because they did not establish their boundaries properly. 'I'.hese notices are written 
either by miners themselves or by some briefl.ess lawyer, in their own forms of descrip-
tion just as they themselves fancy. You will find many of these claims recorded where 
they say "I have located this day fifteen hundred feet of this ledge running one hun-
dred and fifty feet each way, north and south from this stake;" and there is nothing 
to show where that stake is. A large proportion of the locations made up to this time 
are made in that miserable inefficient way, breeding litigation and failing to carry out 
the object for which they were intended. The location notice is recorded with the 
district recorder. There is no security for the preservation of the records and they are 
very frequently destroyed, and generally are very difficult to get at. There is no other 
security than the individual honesty of the recorder, and the whole system works op-
probriously. It was the first attempt to bring order out of chaos. If the records are 
changed there is no means of remedying or correcting it. They might be proved by 
parol evidence, but that opens the doors to all sorts of perjury. They have always 
allowed in any county of the State where the records were destroyed by fire parol 
evidence. If the records are carried off, I suppose the same rule would apply. 
Q. Is not the certifie4 copy of the record made sole evidence of mineral patent under 
the United States Iaw,-A. It is; the government has no other method of proving 
that certificate except the existence of the records. I would abolish that system en-
tirely, and have the location recorded as is now required. I think it is an excellent 
provision that the boundaries should be fixed and permanent monuments established, 
so that the boundaries could be easily traced. I would provide for some record of 
location, within reasonal)le time, to be fixed by law, and in some permanent office, 
whether the recorder's of the county or the land office I am not prepared to say; my 
impression is, in the office of the recorder of the State. If a fraudulent copy is pre-
sented to the United States land office, the land office is obliged to accept it, unless 
they know of the fraud. They have no means, nor can they have any means, to prove it a 
fraud. In ex-JJarte cases there is no check. It would be well to require that the notice of 
location should be filed with the United States land office. It at first occurred to me 
that that might be onerous, on account of the distance, but it can be sent by inail. 
I think that would be the best way. I think the United States should keep it in charge 
of its own officers. There should be a limit in the land office primarily. Within three 
months of the location I would require duplicates to be sent to the General Land Office. 
There would then be a check in the General Land Office. 
Q. Would it not be well to require that locations should commence with an official 
surveyY-A. Well, there is frequently a good deal of excitement in the locality where 
locations are made and men are rushing to get the first locations. I don't think it 
would he well to require that just at the commencement; but it would be a good 
requirement that it sbonld be done within sixty or ninety days after the location; but 
a man cannot get a survey made that way in the first rush. It would be important, 
but it is a v.ork of time to get a survey of a district, and a man might not be able to 
get his survey. It would eost more to make an application for a survey than it would 
for the filing of the notice. 
Q. Would not your objection be met by having the survey, when it was made, date 
back to the date of application 1-A. Well, that is my idea exactly. The only objec-
tion would be as to the necessary time for making the survey. A man must be enabled 
to obey the law, to initiate his claim, by one single act of locating the post and the 
notice. He must be able to do, promptly, what is necessary to initiate his claim. 
Then there should be an application for the survey, and the survey should be made as 
1:1peedily as possible after that, in order to get certain possession of the claim. 
Q. The whole thing will be regulated by causing him to mark the boundaries of 
the land, post his notice in a conspicuous place upon the claim, file his notice, and 
make application for survey. Then, when the survey is made, have it date back to 
the date of application Y-A. I think his merely posting the claim should enable him 
to date hack to the act. Then he might follow that up with the marking of his boun-
daries. 
Q. Should not the surveyor-general be prohibited from making any survey upon any 
claim that has already been surveyed Y-A. I think that, he should not be allowed to 
make any survey of so much of a claim as had been previously reported on in a prior 
valid location; but I think he should be allowed to make a survey of the balance of 
the claim, provided the applicant preferred that. He should not be allowed to make a 
survey of the overlapping part. If any valid controversy existed, that controversy 
should be adjusted before the recording of the claim should be allowed. It seems to 
me that the rule should be, that no claim should be surveyed that overlaps any valid 
application which, in its initiation, antedates the application for·the survey sought. 
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Q. Having initiated a claim in this form, would you allow it to rest upon a posses-
sory title, or would you make him prove up on his claim ?-A. They should be required, 
within a certain time, to make their proof and pay up. I do not see any benefit to be 
derived from delay. The purchase money of a mineral claim is a mere bagatelle. It 
is allowing a possessory claim when there is no necessity for it; the government should 
require payment for its land. A very large proportion of the litigation of the present 
day is caused by parties not proving up on their claims. For instance, there has been 
a second location on a mine, which is found to be valuable; then a claim of three, four, 
orfiveyears' standing will be revived, and it will be astonishing with what facility they 
can prove that work bas been done upon that old claim. The testimony will be parole. 
This possessory title seems to operate as a medium for :fighting. I would say that 
one year would be ample ·time within which a man should prove his title. By that 
time he should know whether a claim is worth patenting or not. I would require a 
proof of the discovery of mineral before issuing a patent, and would not allow them 
to locate land upon which there is no known ledge. I think there should be reason 
to believe that there is mineral in the land before they are allowed to take out a pat-
ent for it. Under the present law a mere affirmation under oath of the applicant that 
there is mineral affori!.s him an opportunity to obtain title in an uncontested case. 
Q. Can you suggest any better form of proof as to the fact of discovery ?-A. I have 
no suggestion to make in that respect. The officers cannot go to examine these things; 
all have to be proven by evidence, and when you require the sworn evidence of two 
witnesses it seems to me you have done all you can. I «lo not think of any better way 
now. In any proceeding in court, where a fact is to be established by the sworn evi-
dence of the testimony of two witnesses, that would be deemed abundant to establish 
it, and I do not see why we should not deem that amount of testimony good in mineral 
cases. Of course there is liability to perjury, but I do not see why there is much liability 
to pe1jury on that score for this reason, that until there is valuable mineral known to 
be on that land there is no apparent good object in committing perjury. A man will 
not be likely to commH perjury without some motive for it. 
Q. In the case of the passage of such a law would it not be well to provide some 
statute of limitation as to possessory claims, in possession as such t-A. I think they 
should be entered within a certain time. That is generally the practice in statutory 
limitation, and I do not see why the same rule should not apply here. 
Q. After application, notice, and survey, would you require any proof of develop-
ment and cause expenditures to be made? If so, to what extent 1-A. As I understand 
it, the object of the mineral law is to pot the mineral lands into the hands of parties 
who will develop and work the mines-not to sell the lands, for the parties may hold 
them for twenty years-and I think there Ahould be, before entry, a fair showing. 
That can only be done by development to a certain extent of the ledge or lode. I do 
not think it is any object for the government to sell its mineral lands except upon the 
presumption that they will be worked, and there should be a fair presumption that 
they are worth the working before patent issues. 
Q. At the expiration of the time for making proof and payment, should not there be 
a cancellation of the claim of any party or parties failing to prove up and pay ?-A. I 
think it should become void and canceled from the fact that proof has not been made. 
I should not wait until another party makes application for the mine. I do not seo 
any reason why there should be any delay in the matter. 
Q. Are you familiar with the lines of litigation in the courts ?-A. I have never had 
much practice in that respect. 
Q. Does not that litigation come from parties on barren ground trying to strike the 
ledge of other parties 1-A. I think that is very frequently the case; the great cause 
of litigation is the method of their locations. Parallel to the locator, who is follow-
ing along the dips, spurs, and angles of his claim, there will be another claimant, who 
is supposed to be on a separate ledge ; but ultimately they find they are on the same 
ledge, which bas two croppings, which fact could not be established until a great deal 
of development has taken place. And this danger would be very much lessened, if not 
entirely obviated, by the square location. I would confine these locations to their own 
side lines under the ordinary common-law rule. I have not had much discussion of 
the matter, and have no reason to offer, but so far as I have thought over it myself it 
seems to me that that is a proper method of location. I think it is a very great object 
where a man has made a location of the same extent laterally to another claim, having 
every reason to believe it is a separate ledge and the other believing his ledge to be 
separate, and this not being the case but the two coming together. As it is now one 
takes the whole location away from the other. 
Q. To what extent would you cripple deep mining by establishing a square loca-
tion !-A. Well, it is pretty evident by such a system that the development of the 
first locator, who found his ledge run off under hi1:1 neighbor's land, will insure a good 
deal of benefit to that neighbor. 
Q. Would people invest large sums of money in deep mining if there was a limit to 
these developments fixed by law f-A. They certainly would not invest largely to fol-
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low a ledge which they found rapidly getting into another man's ground, unless they 
could buy it. 
Q. Would they arrange to sink a shaft four or six thousand feet deep f-A. They would 
not without buying beforehand all the land into which they deemed it possible the 
ledge might run. On the Comstock they seem to be following the ledge without any 
great agreement of opinion whether it is one ledge they are following or not. 
Q. Wouhl it not be possible for the next man to claim the next piece of ground, thus 
cutting off deep mining f-A. A makes a location. He follows the ledge down ; it has 
a dip, perhaps, of forty-five degrees. If he has a claim of 300 feet in width on each 
side of his ledge, he will run out of his ground at 300 feet below the surface. The 
ground that it runs under cannot very well have been located by another upon that 
ledge; if there was no ledge cropping and no cropping of that ledge upon the adjacent 
land that would enable some other party, perhaps, to locate that laud it would not 
be likely that another party would have possession of the land on which his ledge 
would run. 
Q. Could not that objection be coverecl by increasing the size of the claim 7-A. You 
might have so enormous a ledge in width-for instance the Comstock-that it would 
seem, perhaps, not a good policy to allow so very large a location. I have never thought 
of the distance, but they must be, on the Comstock lode, without running off, a very 
long way to the east. Their shafts are all sunk away down the hill. The area, too, 
alJowed under the present law is 300 feet on either side and 1,500 feet in length, which 
is 20.60 acres. If you allowed 40 acres to one man it would cover the case. If you 
take a square location of 40 acres I do not think it would be too much. A man could 
then sink nearly 2,000 feet before going out of his claim, and the next man would ha,ve 
to sink 2,000 feet before getting on the ledge, and that would deba,r him from sinking 
on the next claim. Unless there is a cropping, the man who :first works the mine would 
have the advanta~e, because he discovers the mine on the next claim when he strikes 
the trne edge of his claim 2,000 feet below the surface. The question of priority would 
he with the man who should discover the mine 2,000 feet below, and he would ~o and 
locate it. It is my impression that the square location is the best thing; on thmking 
it over I am not so sure as I was at :first, but it still seems to me that, all things con-
sidered , it is the best thing. If you allow a man's foot wall to be the initial point, 
that will be a good thing. 
Q. If the square system of location is introduced, should not a man be permitted to 
make bis discovery shaft at any point within the claim f-A. I do not see why not. 
Q. In the event of the square location being adopted, do you see any necessity for 
continuing the tunnel claims 7-A. I do not see any reason for discontinuing them. 
If a ruan has a reason to believe that there is mineral in the place, I think he should 
have the rig-ht to it in any way he pleases. In tunnel location a man has the right to 
everything he discovers on the line of the tunnel, providing the body of mineral is 
not larger th:m bis tunnel. 
Q. Would it not conflict with a square location ¥-A. No; he would simply have a 
right, when he struck mineral, to locate the claim where he discovered the ledge. He 
could not take the claim if it had been previously discovered. 
Q. Would not the rule which allows a man making a tunnel location the right to 
anything below the surface of a claim located by another party destroy the squ,are 
location f-A. No; I think not, because if a square location is made, then the locator 
takes all there is there and the tunnel man gets nothing, the land being located. 
Q. Before his tunnel reaches the vein there would be two men on the same ground 1-
A. If the :first man takes all of it, there is no harm in ·the second one bein~ there. 
Q. Is there any necessity for continuing tho law f-A. Yes; the tunnel 1s a form of 
discovery. There is no other necessity in the law, except that it applies to one form 
of discovery. 
Q. Is there any necessity for considering the mill-site privilege f-A. I have not 
thought of that, but it seems to be a convenience and a very nece<1sary thing to be 
able to take up a mill-site in regions of this kind that have not been generally sur-
veyei!. and subdivided. In the event of the establishment of a square-location sys-
tem they would have sufficient area, but then it does not follow that it would be a 
good mill-site. They have to have water and timber, which is not always to be found 
upon the mining location. 
Q. Do you understand that under the present law the mill-sites are restricted to non-
mineral ground f-A. Yes; aud I can say that it would be very awkward. Mining 
locations are mostly in a region where there is more or less mineral, and to obtain 
mill-sites the miners have really to commit perjury in many instances. There could 
be no harm done by allowing a mere location of a mill-site. I have thought whether 
there should not be a requirement as to mill-sites that work should be done before 
title to the site is parted with. I think that it would be a wise provision to compel 
a 1 al'ty to show that the mill has been erected before they got title to that land. 
Q. fa there a11y provisiou regula.tiug the <listance a mill shall be from the miuef-A. 
}1J recollection is that there is not, ancl I think it would be pretty difficult to regulate 
10 LC 
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the position of mills. The circumstances under which they are locatetl vary widely 
You have to go sometimes very far to get water, and in other cases you can get water 
close by. The circumstances are so various that I do not think it would answer at all 
to regulate the distance at which a mill shall be located from the mine. 
Q. Are not mill-sites taken up simply to hold the timber land and obtain possession 
of the mining land ?-A. I have known cases where the mill-sites have been taken up 
and no mills erected. Of all the mills I have known I can't say how many have been 
taken up as mill-sites; but-to carry out my explanation-the Ophir mill was located 
originally some sixteen miles from the mine. It seemed a sensible location then. They 
could get water there and had grazing land for their stock. There was no good loca-
tion any nearer, but as they began to develop the mines there they struck water and 
soon began to have enough of it to run a mill. Then, us soon as ever they got water-
works it became a good place for mills. At the time their mill was first erected it was 
considered to have been erected in the most desirable location attainaole. 
Testimony of Jarnes O'Brien, San Joaquin, Cal., relative to ti1nber lands, mining debris, land 
damaged, mineral lancl, qum·tz 'mines. 
JAMES O'BRIEN, of San Joaquin, October 24, Marysville, Cal., made the following 
statement: 
I have lived here since 1853. 
Question. Are you familiar with thetimher land at-Answer. Very little; I live in the 
foot,-bills. 
Q. You are familiar with the debris question and live very near to the country where 
the land is injured; to what extent are they injured ?-A. I should judge there was 
about 12 sections of the land injured on the Yuba River. 
Q. What is the nature of this injury f-A. It is a light deposit of land s1ickings or 
loam that settles into the valley and strikes where the grade is low. There is a large 
portion of that which is covered that will mise very good grain now as well as corn 
and potatoes. Where the sand covers the land the injury is permanent. 
Q. Is it not f-A. Where it is covered with slickings the land after a few years can be 
used again if the water can be kept off of it. 
Q. Have you any suggestions to make concerning relief in this mat,ter ?-A. Nothing 
more than the construction of good levees in the valleys to hold back tho debris. In the 
mountains and canons on the Yuba River there is about 8 miles of the river, about 1 mile 
wide, where if dams were put in they would hold a large portion of these larger tailings 
before it comes down onto the plains below. Large portions of this st,uff that has set-
tled around Marysville to about 6 miles is caused by the growing of willows. The 
water rushes down there and it deposits the material after holding it from the mount-
ains. There is not more than one-half of the 12 sections of land that is covered with 
sand and the other half covered with sli.ckings. There is a line of levees on both sides 
of the Yuba River from Marysville to the foot-hills. The miners built one line of them 
on the south side and the farmers built the other. The levee that the miners built is 
about 7½ miles long, and that is the extreme end and where there is no damage. The 
damage only extends about 7½ miles east of Marysville on the Yuba River. The levee 
is built about one section back from the river, and the levee on the north side is about 
the samo width, it being about 2½ miles between the two levees. 
Q. How long have lands that have been damaged been in the possession of indi-
viduals ,-A. A large tract of land on the south side of the river that is covered has 
been in the possession of the parties that own them now about sixteen years. The 
owners of this land in 1862, in the freshet, left them; and the parties that have them 
now, they got them by tax titles. There is one tract of 2,200 acres, and I should judge 
that 2,000 acres of that lie between the levee and the river, and possibly 200 acres lie 
south of t,be levee. All of that property was got by tax titles. 
Q. When was the damage done T-A. The greatest damage was done in 1862 ; we bad 
a very severe freshet that yea1-. 
Q. Generally speaking, at what season of ·the year is the damage doneT-A. In the 
month of January-or probably from January to Februaryis probably the time of the 
greatest freshets. 
Q. What do you think of the policy of continuing the mineral reservation Y~A. I 
think it would be wise to continue it as it is. 
Q. Don't you think it a great barrier to the progress of the agricultural indus-
tries ,-A. I do not know that it is a great barrier or hardship to prove the mineral 
off. Now I think it is advantageous to the mining industry, and l think it leaves a 
better field open for prospecting and development of the mines. 
Q. What do you think of the policy of shortening the time that a man can obtain 
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title to mineral land f-A. I think it would be very advantageous. I think the time 
allowed now is too long. 
Q. What do you think of the effect of organizing mineral districts and putting the 
districts under the local laws here, then leaving them to be worked on under the United 
States law f Are local laws of any advantage to the country f-A. They have been, 
but now I don't know but that they create more litigation than there would be if they 
were done away with and the United States law prevail entirely. 
Q. Have you had any experience in quartz mines f-A. No, sir. 
Testimony of George Ohleyu, Yuba City, Cal. 
MARYSVILLE, October 28, 1879. 
GEORGE OHLEYER, residing in Yuba City, made the following statement: 
I have lived on Yuba River from 1858 to 1865, and since then I have lived in Sutter 
County. . 
Question. Just give your opinion of the depth and lateral extent of the debris which has 
been carried down since the hydraulic mining commenced.-Answer. I was living then, 
before there was any trouble from hydraulic mining and before there was any hydraulic 
mining, a man, or anything on the Yuba River, about four miles from this city. My 
occupation was farming and threshing. In early days people did not want the high 
plains here, they being very dry and worthless as farming lands; so consequently every-
body applied for a piece of bottom land; the result that this Yuba Valley was thickly 
settled from the left of the Yuba to the foot-hills. I am not positive as to distance, 
but I think it was eleven or twelve miles. This valley bottom land, I should judge, 
was an average of two-and-a-half miles wide. It was thickly settled a,nd was as fine 
land as I ever saw. In many places it was cultivated right up to the banks of the 
river and was cultivated along its entire length. 
Q. How many people were in the neighborhood and valley at that time f-A. I 
think there was, on an average, a family with hired help, &c., or perhaps twenty-five or 
thirty persons to the square mile. 
Q. Are there any of those farms leveed f-A. There is not a foot of one, and the 
people have abandoned their farms, many of them have died, and others have moved 
a.way because they have nothing left. During the years 1858-'61 I threshed on both 
sides of the river, from the mouth of the Yuba River to the foot-hills. I threshed 
wheat, barley, and oats all along, and could raise corn and vegetables too. All these 
farms have pretty good buildings on them. 
Q. What was the character of the buildings f-A. They were mostly frame build-
ings-some of t:6.em had fine two-story houses and three-story ones, different and sim-
ilar houses, and they had barns, which were well fenced, and had very expensive or-
chards and vineyards. 
Q. What would that land be worth per acre, with improvements on it, if it was 
recovered to-day f-A. I think a reasonable view of it, in consideration of the or-
chards and vineyards, would be $100 per acre. Some of the grain might not be worth, 
were one exchanging hands, for $100 per acre. A portion of this land, which was 
covered with buildings then, is now covered with sand. I made a statement before 
on this subject to the committee, and I will read the following statement which 
I made and which was printed in one of our newspapers, showing the immense losses 
that had been sustained by farmers in the river valleys by the inundations of sand, 
water, and seiliment at that time. They are as follows: 
Twenty-four sections of land destroyed on the Yuba River-15,360 acres-
valued at $200 per acre . __ .. ____ . __ . ___ . _ • __ .. ____ .. ____ .. ___ . ___ - . _. 
Personal property and improvements. __ . ________ . ___ •. ___ • __ . __ . _____ .. 
Loss and depreciation of property in Marysville ____ ..•• ____ . ___ ... - . - - -
Dest.ruction on Feather River, _____________________ ·----· ____________ ... 
Eighteen sections on Bear River-11,520 acres-valued at $100 per acre __ 
Destruction in Yuba Conn ty _. _____ ..• __ •. __ •• __ ..•. w _. __ • _ ••• __ • 
Assessed value of all property in Yuba County for 1875 .•... ___ ••. _ ...• _ . 
Assessed value of all mining property in Yuba County in 1875 _ •••.••••.. 
$3,072,000 
3,000,000 
2,000,000 
500,000 
1,152,000 
9,724,000 
===== 5,025,720 
===== 298,600 
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Destruction of property in Sutter County: 
Eighteen sections of land on Bear River-11,520 acres, valued at $100 per 
acre ..................................•.......................... _. _ . 
Personal and improvements .........•..............................•.. 
Destruction in southern portions of the county, Coon Creek, and Anourn 
Ravine ..................•••.......••..........•........••.......... 
On Feather River on both sides ..•••....•............••..•............. 
Total in Sutter County .........•........••...•............. ' ..... 
1,152,000 
1,000,000 
500,000 
500,000 
3,152,000 
This rather underestimates. Since then this backwater that has been spoken of bas 
injured on Feather River all my land above the confluence with the Yuba River. Be-
low there are many fine orchards that are totally ruined, and below as far as the mouth 
of Feather River two millions are almost ruined. It is unsafe to do anything with 
them. These we attempted to farm, and, having continuous loss of money, most of 
them failed financially in trying to do anything with the two millions on Feather 
River. Total in Sutter County, $3,152,000. I also estimated that the amount already 
spent by the building of levees to protect what was then not wholly destroyed, 
$1,000,000, and I claim that at that time the levee works were still protecting prop-
erty that was worth $20,000,000. They had attempted to keep out Fea,tber River at 
very great expense, but in many places the levee is all banks, and 'if it keeps on filling 
as it bas for the last few years we must levee, or we would have to keep building 
artificial banks, or it will overrun us. . 
Q. Tbe Feather River, then, has entirely filled up its old channel ?-A. Not entirely; 
but in many places whet_e banks are low it is entirely full. 
Q. Does the water a~low water flow against your levees 1-A. Yes, sir; in some 
places. I am connected with a farmers' co-operative union, and in 1874 there was a 
big warehouse building and the floor was but one foot higher than the levee. The 
levee was built, I think, in 1868, three feet above high water, and we put the floor of 
this warehouse one foot above the levee, and we now have found it necessary to add 
three feet on the top of that levee. This is right in the town, and the water reached 
over that old height in 1878 where it hadn't been raised. This was Jast winter, and 
it was not a very great winter for frAshets either. The bridge that was orig"iually on 
a level with that levee, ancl perhaps higher, the county supervisors are now raising 
six feet. 
Q. Do you think that the debris goes back on Feather River or crosses it ?-A. Well, 
it crossed to some extent, I think, below this levee. I have not seon much evidence 
of it, though. I havo seen some, say 18 miles down the river, as much as three or four 
miles north of Feather River. It does not come out of the Sacramento, because that 
is comparatively pure. It would come in here all the year round if it wa1:1 not for the 
levees. If the water was clear we would not mind a particle, or we would not com-
plain of the debris. 
Q. Does your statement include that district of country between the Bear and Yuba 
Rivers T-A. My statement just made only included tl:ie Bear River Valley. It dots 
not include the stretch of country between the Bear and Yuba Rivers proper. 
Q. To what extent are the lands injured between the Bear and Yuba Rivers f-A. 
Where they are protected by the levees there is no material injury; but they would 
be certainly overrun by the debris but for the levees. 
Q. How far back from the river is the levee f-A. On the south side I have not been 
for some years, but on the north side I saw them recently; it is a considerable dis-
tance. 
Q. What land has been injured on Feather River f-A. Taking the bottom land 
along Feather River, and between the Bear and Yuba Rivers, it is injured some, but 
I have not ueen on this land for some time. There has not as much injury been done 
as to the land on the Bear and Yuba Rivers. 
Q. Is that country leveed also f-A. On one side, where the wat~r backs up. 
Testimony of D. A. Ostl'01n and others, Wheatland, Cal. 
D. A. OSTROM, of Wheatland, Cal., testified at MarysvilJe, October 27, 1877, as fol-
lows: 
I have lived in this State since 1850. 
Question. How long on Bear River f-Answer. I first came on Bear River in Feb-
ruary, 1852. 
Q. You are familiar with the farming operations on Bear Riverf-A. I am and have 
been. I would state that when I first knew Bear River it was a pure stream of water, 
clear at all times, in flood t.imes as well as dry, and it continued so until about the 
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years 1861-'62. There was no very perceptible change until the winter of 1861-'62, when 
there was quite a fl.ow of tailings and debris, as we call it, which filled a good many 
smaller sloughs that usually carried most of the flood water in flood times, and par-
tially filled the channel of the rivers but not entirely. The channels continued filling 
up to date. My knowledge is extensive. I was familiar with the laud five years prior 
to thait, and I think that the settlings of these tailings and debris has teen going on 
in an increasing ratio year after year ever since the years 1861-'62; so that the water 
coming down Bear River contains perhaps four or five and possibly ten times the 
amount of tailings now that it did in the year 1865. It comes in an increasing ratio 
each succeeding year. When I first knew that country the .bottom lands were all the 
lands that·were cultivated, and not all of them was under cultivation. That was the 
only land that was considered valuable in those early days. Compared to the high 
lands, which is now farmed, and which will raise what we now consider a fair crop, 
it was valuable, while these high lands were considered worthless in our est,imatiou. 
The Bear River valley was from one and a balf to two miles wide. That would be 
a fair approximation up from the mountains to its entrance into the Feather River, 
which I believe would be at a rough approximation something near sixteen miles :from 
where the river debouches from the foot-hills to its entrance into Feather River. That 
was a very thickly inhabited section, and it was very rich land; it was the garden 
spot of Califomia, and was thickly dotted with fine homes. There were some four or 
five school districts within six miles up and down the Bear River bottoms. To-day I 
think there is but one little school-house in that section of country and it looks terri-
bly dilapidated. The population have almost all gone. The value of the property 
along the rivers in Yuba and Sutter Counties, with the ordinary increase in value of 
property, would by this time be ,almost incalculable. That land in the condition in 
which it was would reach, perhaps, the price of a hundred dolla'ts per acre on an average. 
There is no doubt but at that time it could be readily sold for that sum. Now, if it was 
in the condition it was before this overflow of debris, it would sustain a population as 
great as that of the most productive spot on the earth that I have ever seen. It was 
even then thickly settled; almost in every instance a farmer on a quarter section was 
doing well; to-day I do not believe there is one-twentieth of the population that 
was there at the commencement of this overflow. I have been almost as well 
acquainted with the Yuba River and the city of Marysville since 1862 as I have been 
with the Bear River Valley, and I have been something of an interested observer of 
this thing from the first. I have watched it closely, and, I think the Yuba River bot-
toms are larger and more extensive than those of the Bear River, with equally good 
soil, lacking only in one particular. The Yuba bottoms were covered with underbrush, 
and it had to be cleared out at a cost of from $20 to $30 per acre. With that excepliion 
I should class the Yuba River bottoms as equal in value to those of the Bear River, 
and they were held and used in the same manner as the Ia.nd ou the Bear River, which 
I consider the best body of land I ever saw in my life. A description of one will 
answer equally well for the other. The Yuba River from the foot-hills to its junction 
with Feather River is not so long as the distance along the Bear River from the foot-
hills to the junction of the Bear River with the Feather River, but I should say it was 
somewhere from ten to twelve miles. The land along the Yuba River is perhaps wider 
than the land along the Bear River, and would average about two and a half miles, 
making, perhaps, as large and possibly a larger area than the Bear River bottoms 
would. It was very productive, and some of the largest orchards in the world and 
many smaller ones were there. The Briggs orchard, which was one of the best, is now 
a waste of sand. The population of Yuba River bottoms h~s decreased in as great a 
ratio as that of the Bear River Valley. In fact it will complete the depopulation of 
these river bottoms if this thing continues. 
I heard a gentleman state in regard to the overflow of 1862 that it was a noted 
water year. It was one of the heaviest floods we have ever known in California, over-
running a great portion of these bottoms, perhaps the greater portion, but to my 
knowledge it did no damage. The water was clear and pure ; the only damage it did 
(which in those early days did not amount to a great dea.1) was the removal of a 
little fencing, or something of that kind. If we had a flood to-day as great as that of 
1862 the water would, in my opinion, reach up to the first floor where we are sitting, 
in the streets of Marysville. I doubt if the levees which are being constructed would 
be sufficient to keep back the :flood, and, as I have expressed myself to citizens in 
Marysville here, I do not think they can build a levee to withstand these floods, 
neither here nor in Sacramento City. In regard to this filling: I have been acquainted 
with hydraulic mining. As an old Californian I have been through the mining dis-
tricts a great deal, and have seen hydraulic mining perhaps in its incipiency, and until 
they began to pipe these hills I saw no debris in the streams; not until hydraulic min-
ing proper commenced with the great force of water which they bring to bear, and 
their perfect machinery with which they are literally melting down these mountains. 
They undermine a bank and place in it a charge of powder, and bring down immense 
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quantities of earth, and then carry that off with water. They are really precipitat-
ing mountains down upon us. That is the way to express it. 
I read some statement made by a gentleman in San Francisco, with whom I am 
somewhat well acquainted, having lived near him some years, and as it is a little con-
tradictory to the statement I .have made, I wish to refer to it: 
Mr. Von Schmidt made a statement I remember that vegetables could not be suc-
cessfully grown at all until the accumulation of a certain amount of this debris upon 
the land, and that they had never been successfully raised without it; that it was 
impossible to raise them. 
Now, with the utmost deference to Mr. Von Schmidt, who has some reputation as an 
engineer, I wish to say that prior to the overflow of this land by this clebri'B there were 
better vegetables and more of them, and that it was ten times as easy to raise them; and 
they were far superior, infinitely so, before this overflow to what they have ever been 
since. It· is true they raise good vegetables now; and I would call your attention to this 
fact, that they only raise them on the portions of the land that have been protected from 
this overflow. 
Q. Will the levees protect these lands ,-A. Many gentlemen are working away, 
building levees, &c. My experience teaches me that it is almost a frui,tless effort. 
A farmer with a tract of this bottom land upon which at favorable times he can raise 
from fort,y to :fifty bushels per acre, valued at a dollar a bushel, undertakes to build 
levees to keep off this water, with its steady increase of tailings from year to year. I 
think it will take every cent of his profits, and perhaps more, to do that; until finally, as 
I have seen over and over again, there will come a little extra flood and sweep it away, 
and utterly ruin the land. I know farms on Bear River that cost from twenty to forty 
thousand dollars the owners of which are as poor to-day as church mice. , This was all 
caused by this debtis. 
Q. During what season of the year are these flows 7-A. They occur, properly speak-
ing, from 1st of April to the middle of summer; they vary from season to season. 
Q. The injury is done at the time of flood, is it not f-A. The greatest amount of these 
tailings make t,heir appearance here <luring the winter season; it is thrown out of the 
channels at that time. Apparently-I :flattered myself the same way-we have a wash-
ing out of our channels, and it appears as though it would work out; but the following 
summer we find that the channels are raised perhaps two feet higher than they were the 
previous year, and we find the adjoining sand-beds on each side of the channel have 
been raised in the same ratio; that, as a matter of fact, the harm is almost altogether done 
in the winter-time. The floods sweep sand and debris out of the channels which have 
been filling up during the summer and spreads it out on the land, and the next summer 
other accumulations fill up the channel again, and the next winter spreads it out a,gain 
over the land. This is the action of it, as I have observed it, with an increasing ratio 
from year to year. 
You asked the gentleman who was making a statement a little while ago in regard 
to the width and the widening process of these sand-beds. You saw it here where 
you crossed the railroad. The widening process has now reached. a point where it has 
become very rapid; more so from this very fact: these river bottoms were originally 
something of a trough, into which you came down from the plain lands, and as you 
came down from the plain lands into the river bottoms perhaps it would average eight 
or ten feet. These high lands were higher than the bottom lands proper. 
We now find it in this condition : These bottom lands or troughs have filled up until 
· they are almost as high as the highlands adjacent ; in many places as high. In one 
place the Bear River, for a mile or a mile and a half below the railroad, bas wid-
ened over two miles, and for the last five or six years has flowed over a ridge of the 
high-land that in the great flood of 1861-'62 was high, but which it now flows over at 
low-water mark. 
The levee which Mr. Keyes built afforded protection at low water, but I believe it 
broke last winter, and it has widened again indefinitely. My opinion is that it is only 
3:question of a short time when this whole upper Sacramento Valley (and I speak from 
experience) will be simply a swamp and willow thicket and a waste. Perhaps this 
will extend over most of tho Sacramento Valley. It will be some little time before 
that will occur, but the water will eventually fill up these channels. 
I wjsh to refer to another propoeition while I think of it. It has been said that there 
is a great deal of wash from the plo ·,dng of land, and a great deal of stress bas been 
placed upon that; and some of our most skilled engineers, men of perhaps national 
reputation, have advanced the idea that the plowed land bas done a large part (if 
not the greatest part) of this mischief. 
Now to disabuse this Commission of any such opinion and to show the absurdity of 
that idea it is only necessary to go to any of our streams that have no hydraulic mining 
on them. That would be a fair test. I live out here on a stream we call Dry Creek. 
There is no hydraulic mining on that creek. I have known it for the last twenty-six: 
years or more, and I have been farming on it; and I give you my word it has not 
filled over three inches in all that time, nor is there ever any muddy water in it. On 
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the borders of that creek for t,he last twenty years there has been the most snccessfu 
farming, and as successful grain farming, too, as there has been in Upper California. 
The abslU'dity of the idea could be better proved if yon could possibly spare the 
time to take a little trip over the agricultural districts during one of our most violent 
rain-storms. You would then see a great deal of water on the flood land, and you 
would see it every time absolutely clear. 
I refer to every farmer in this room if this is not the fact. Why is it so; because 
it has flowed over flat land, and there is nothing to create a commotion. That is the 
effect, and the very small amount of cultivation that is going on in the foot-hills it is 
not worth while to consider, because it does not amount to anything in the way of fill-
in ~ up these streams. 
Again, there is another point: Some gentleman in making a statement before the 
Commission referred to the roads that had been dug in the mountains. I have trav-
eled over these roads year after year, and do so still, and it is my opinion that if the 
roa<ls that send down mud into the channels of the rivers of Colfax County were 
taken together the debris would hardly be perceptible. I do not believe that it is one 
hundredth or one millionth part of what constitutes the debris does come from the 
roads-not even if you include these washings coming from agricultural lands in the 
foot-hills. 
The flat plains lands were settled first, because they were the productive lands of the 
count,ry as then considered. In the early days of California there was a great deal of 
what we call low lands that would produce a fine crop of wild hay that was worth 
more than the very best wheat land, and these bottom lands along the rivers all pro-
duced this wild hay or grass. Now, in addition to that, I would say that these lands 
were really the most productive grain lands that there was at that time in the country. 
I have harvested 100 bushels of grain, and again over 70 bushels, and ag;1,in over 60 
bushels of grain from this quality of bottom land. 
I am not an engineer, nor am I skilled in the technical phrases in regard to the differ-
ent qualities of soil, but these bottom lands were different in every respect from the 
other lands. Under our highlands and in fact almost the whole of Upper California 
we find an underlying bed rock, or hard pan, from 2 to 6 feet deep. In almost all of 
Upper California it is so. The tules have this same sub-stratum, and between the Fea-
ther and Sacramento Rivers you will find the same hard pan underlying the land. 
These bottom lands have no such strata. The winter floods bring the water to this 
quicksand subsoil which, in the bottom lands, takes the place of the hard pan, and up 
through this quicksand comes the moisture as it is carried along, so that in the morn-
ing you find a dew on this land; but when you go back fifty yards on the highlands 
you find nothing of the kind, but the dirt is as hard as a brickbat. 
As to the different qualities of the soil, I do not know anything about that. 
A gentleman made a statement in regard to the rivers filling up. I had the honor 
of conducting an _investigation under the authority of the legislature at the last ses-
sion, and I have a copy of the testimony here of skilled engineers and of men who 
have been familiar with the river and its channels and its changes since the year 1849. 
The testimony of one of them relates to that one point; and in the matter of navi-
gation I wish to call your attention to the statement of Captain Albert Foster, who 
was in the employ of the Steamboat Navigation Company at Sacramento City. He 
has been in their employ for ten or twelve years, and prior to that he was on the upper 
rivers, both the Sacramento and Feather. His statement is as follows: 
" Captain ALBERT FOSTER sworn and examined. 
"My occupation is that of a steamboat captain ; I have been acquainted with these 
rivers since 1851; I have run on all the streams, but more particularly on the Upper 
Sacramento 'and on the river between here and San Francisco. 
"Question. Describe the changes you have noticed since that time.-Answer. Well, 
starting from the Upper Sacramento, I can notice no filling in there since the time I 
commenced running; I had soundings, but I haven't them ; l have soundings taken 
on the river all the way from the mouth of Mill Creek clear down to September, 1851. 
I have found shoal places below Wright's place at that time which I have never seen 
since. The banks up there are of such a nature that in high water they kept cutting 
and the river kept changing all the time. Still, the current is such that the bed would 
not fill. I would not change much from Captain Pierce's statement until you get down 
to Knight's Landing; from Knight's Landing down to Fremont the Feather River 
backs up the water so that now we run over places where in 1851 were dry bars. There 
are bars there now, but there is water enough, from the backing up of the Feather, to 
enable us to run right over them. The filling in of the river from Fremont, down all 
the way to the Feather River, is much more, I think, than mnny of them think. I 
have some facts in reference to this river immediately in front of this town. In my 
judgment, in 1849 the river would average about 24 feet from shore to shore, in front 
of the city here at Sacramento. I sounded the river to-day so as to give facts. The 
lowest water of 1869 was 2 feet 9 inches above that of 1849 ; in speaking of 1849, I 
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refer to the gauge that has been kept here-the '49 gauge; that was here before there 
was any perceptible change in the rivers. The lowest water in 1869 was 2 feet 9 inches 
above that of 1849; the lowest in 1874 was 4 feet 9 inches above that of 1849; the 
lowest water in 1875, October, was 4 feet 5 inches above the '49 gauge ; the lowest in 
1876, October, was 7 feet 1 inch above the '49 gauge; the lowest water in 1877, in Sep-
tember and October, this laAt fall, was 5 feet 3 inches above that of 1849. 
"Q. Now, as to the seasons; how did the seasons prior to this time compare-were 
they drier 0r wetterf-A. I think never but once since I have been 1'.ere was there less 
wnter in the river than there was this past season-1877. At that time the difference 
was 5 feet 3 inches. There was an average depth to the river a,long the city front 
here in 1849 of 24 feet at low water. 'l'his depth extended nearly clear across the 
river. The average depth in front of Sacramento in 1878 in low water would not 
exceed 8 feet; and as the water was 5 feet 3 inches above that of 1849, it would show 
a filling of debris equal to 21 feet 3 inches-solid filling in. I h:1ve made soundings 
to-day, starting on the Sacramento side and going on a, line below the piers across to 
the Yolo side, about two hundred feet below the ·bridge; we sounded between the piers. 
We found by these soundings 45 feet of water on the Sacramento side, next 42, next 
:~6. next 36, aml last 30. Again opposite I street we started with 45 feet; next sound-
ing, going across, 38 feet; next 33 feer., and the last 33. Opposite K street the first 
sourn:1ing was 36 feet, next 36 feet, next 30 feet, and Jast 24 feet. 'rhese were made, 
all of them, in a straight line across the river. Opposite M street the soundings were 
30 feet. 27 feet, 30 feet, and 21 feet. Opposite P str.eet, 27 feet, 27 feet, 27 feet, and 21 
feet. Opposite the gas-works, on Y street, 30 feet, '27 feet, 21 feet, and 18 feet. This 
gives an average of 30 feet 5 inches on all the soundings. The u-ater on the gauge 
was 22 feet 1 inch-on the gauge at the time, at K street. The soundings were both 
abov~ and below that gauge. The average depths, compared with 184v, would be 8 
feet 4 inches. Detlucti..ng 22 feet 1 inch shows that the debris at this time is 15 feet 8 
inches more than it was in 1849. The scouring away during this flooil, according to 
these :figures, would be 5 feet 7 inches; that is, from bank to bank. 'rhc washing out 
has been 5 feet 7 inches during this last flood. That will overrun, take it all along 
the river. It ha,s scoured out more than that, take all along the river. This shows 
that the flood has scoured the channel out on the Sacramento side here about down to 
the original channel of 1849, but it has oot done so on the Yolo side. • 
"Q. From your knowledge of the river, have other deep places filled in in about the 
same proportion 1-A. Yes, sir; about the same. 
" Q. In early days about what proportion of the river-beds was occupied by bars and 
rleep places f-A. There were very few bars-what we call bars-in early days. There 
were shoals-the Hog's Back and several bars down that way. I suppose we would 
carry an average depth of three or four fathoms of water in early days-all except 
t,hese particular shoals I speak of. The average now, I shouldsayt woulcl not be half 
that much. These bars and shoal places are much shallower now than they were then. 
"Mr. GARVER. How much bas it raised at Hickox Shoals T 
"A. Well, we have, as against 11 feet, less than 6 feet this last season. The debris 
has raised, I think, more in proportion, because the water don't go as low in its banks. 
Rut where we would have 6 feet at low tide this year we used to have 11 feet. 
"Mr. KERCHEVAL. Speaking of Hickox Shoals, you say now the relative condition 
is as 6 to 11 T 
'' A. In the channel. 
"Q. So in early times you went almost anywhere T-A. Yes, sir; we generally made 
about one crossing. Where there is a dry bar this summer we generally had 8 or 9 feet 
in early days. 
"What do you think of the relative carrying capacity of the river, take it from 
Sacramento down to the bay, compared to 1849 and 1850 T-A. Well, it is in times of 
flood perhaps one-quarter less, may be not that much difference. The water now from 
the first rise goes off quickly, more so than the same amount of water in 1849, because 
t,here is more fall. 
"Q. Do you notice any difference in the tides T-A. Yes, sir. The tides in 1849, I 
have seen schooners swung upstrea,m right here in town. Then the tide used to go 
from 20 to 30 inches. The tide at Fremont used to be from 10 to 12 inches. At Knight's 
Landing it was pPrceptible-some 3 or 4 inches-so it would show on the bars. The 
tides this last season-I do not think our highest tides exceed a or 10 inches here at 
Sacramento. Onlv a ver:v full tide is seen at all here. Full tides swell the river a 
little, V • 
"Mr. GARVER. How is the water on the Hog's Back bar T 
"A. There is about the same difference in the depth of the water. There ha,s been 
a wing-dam there. But at low water it is not over 6 feet on an average. I have not 
been there to sound it for two or three years. It used to carry 11 feet, in high tide, in 
early days. 
"Q. Is it not more than 6 feet now at high tide f-A. Yes, sir; but 5 feet at low 
water. 
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"Q. What is the average tide there in low water f-A. I know they used to :figure on 
it, and came up there with vessels drawing 11 feet of water; it must have been more. 
I don't know the average tide there in summer. 
"Q. Did not a schooner sink there in early llays and obstruct the channel ?-A. Mo, 
I think not. . 
"Mr. OSTROM. What is your opinion about the debris :filling the bay? 
'' A. It is noticed at two points, in places where there is slack-water. In the main 
channel I think there is but little difference in the depth. At Seal Island, I think, 
there is less water there now than in 1849. The channel is {!,bout the same. 
'' Q. You think the jilling that takes place is around the edges of the l>ay f-A. Yes, 
sir; in sh.wk-water. 
"Q. What is your opinion in regard to this relief canal, so called ?-A. Well, it is no 
new opinion. I have always advocated the building of a canal here on the west side 
of the Sacramento, so as to carry the natural overflow of the Sacramento River from 
above Colusa. They could do that, I think. 
"Q. About what width such a canal would require ?-A. With these large floods there 
would not be much danger of their getting it too big. I would not build it less than 
600 or 1,000 feet wide. 
"Mr. KERCHEVAL. Now there bas been some talk of cutting a canal up at, I think, 
Gray's Bend, cut into the river, digging it from 300 to 1,000 feet wide, cutting the bank 
down 6 feet, and put weirs in so the water would pass over. Now I want to ask you 
what effect the diversion of that amount of clear water would have in decreasing the 
scouring forces, thereby enabling the Sacramento to keep itself clean of the sediments 
coming from the mines f-A. I believe every particle of water that you t:Jke out of the 
river that you can force to go through decreases the scouring capacity just that, much. 
"Q. Will not diverting this clear water have that effect ?-A. In high water the 
water is quite muddy that comes down the Sacramento. In low water it is clear. 
"Q. Now, my proposition is to take it out below the mouth of the Feather River, so 
as not to take the clear water.-A. Well, in taking the overflow above Colusa, flowing 
toward the Fea1.,her River, also from the Feather River, it :fills a very large basin of 
uater there. My idea is to reclaim that, to cut a canal through there. In doing so, 
if they carry that water in a canal, they have to strike the Sacramento River above 
Fremont. In doing tbat it would necessitate the cutting of a bank and making the 
canal from the opposite side. 
"Q. Would it not be better to take the water out below the mouth of the Feather 
River, in order to divert the clear water entirely ?-A. I am satisfied tha,t the water 
below Fremont is muddier than above, so that a canal running out below Fremont 
would carry more sediment than one taken out above; in high water, however, not to 
any great extent. 
"Mr. WATERS. Did you ever figure on the probable cost of a canal thatwould carry 
such a flood as we have bad t 
"A. No; I have guessed two or three times. I think it would go up into the mill-
ions. I think one of the hardest things to attain is in making the banks of the canal 
stand. I think the same trouble would be found in trying to keep the water in the 
Sacramento with levees. I consider it is impracticable to levee against the wat6r of 
the Upper Sacramento River, because I have seen the banks cut away in oue rise, in 
one place, 100 yards to the depth of 25 or 30 feet; and the more you confine these 
waters the more they will drive into the bends. It will go half a mile to a levee and 
cut through it. If even you could build the levees high enough, they would under-
mine and cave in. You would never know when you had the levee far enough away. 
As you get down this way there is less current, and the levees are less liable to cut. 
I believe it has been shown that the river will carry from 24 to 25 feet,, and I think it 
is policy to make the river carry all you can. If you could take the waMr by this 
canal straight across and empty it into Suisin Bay, where it would not back up the 
water of the Sacramento, that water would get down there and spend its force before 
the rise in the Sacramento would get near to the bay. It would have a shorter cut 
and a great deal more fall than the Sacramento. 
"Q. Did you ever make any calculation on this basis? I understand the fact to be 
t,hat the upper end of the streams are all of a higher grade than down here t-A. Ye~, 
sir. 
"Q. Now, how big a canal is it going to take to carry the water up there so as to 
keep it from overflowing t We find just so many gallons per hour passing here. How 
deep a canal is it going to take ?-A. Well, if your canal is ready to work as soon as 
the water comes over the banks it is ready to travel off in the canal. It will not work 
as it does now. Now it :fills up in the tule lands above Knight's Landing. It gets that 
full, so that it is two or three feet higher than in the river. Then it breaks through and 
comes down to the next district, and so on down. I noticed the other da~7 , down at 
the islands, at the foot of the island it must have been two feet higher than the river 
itself. It breaks over and runs uown inside of the levees, and thus breaks through one 
place and another. If they had no levees at all the water would not have gone near 
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as high at Grand Island, in my judgment. I think there was not as much water as 
there was in 1862. 
"Mr. KERCHEVAL. Now, as a relief, not full but partial, what do you think about 
cutting a canal through the Montezuma Hills, and meeting the tide-water over at Den-
verton? 
'' A. I think if a canal was made there it would relieve you down about the islands 
in such time as this-in fact, all the overflowed lands down there. We have a foot or 
eighteen inches more water in the Sacramento to-day than we would if it was not for 
the rush of water going off Cache Creek Slough. It forms a regular dam. It backs 
the water up as far as here. The current is not as strong in the river now as it was 
two weeks ago. 'rhis checks the current and prevents us getting rid of the waters-
commences the stuffing process. Take Old River, and it is slack-water there now. 
There is no current at all this side of the Montezuma Hills. The sediment, with this 
current here now, travels on down to the slack-water and there it will fill in. 
"Q. Tbere is a terrible current down at Cache Cr.eek now ?-A. Yes, sir. A barge 
came up, and had to make three trials to get up. In 1864, in the measurements I made 
in the big flood, we had 34 feet at the Wright Place. It spreads out and drops very 
rapidly. Just in the canon above there they had 45 feet. Take it nea,r Princeton, and 
the average <lepth would not vary much from 24 feet. When you get here it decreases, 
and at the bead cf the islands they had 24 feet on an :werage-14 feet 6 inches above 
low water. .As you go on down it is not more than 2 or 3 feet above the highest tide, 
so when you get, below there you don't notice it. In the si-raits of Carquinez we only 
noticed a rise tLere of some GOT 6 feet above high tide. 
"Q. What effect does this seuiment have, or did you notice any material change in 
· the American Rived-A. We used to have quite a little river here in early times; now 
there is none 
'' Q. What t:>ffect. <loes the filling of the American River ha Ye on the cit.y of Sacra-
mento hem f-A. The more it fills up the easier it will overflow, making it necessary 
to build higher levees. It would not make very much difference as long as the levees 
are away above whether it fills up or not. 
Mr. OSTROM. You ar-e acquainted with the Feather River. Can you make any 
statement in regard to the Feather, the navigation and the condition then and now? 
"A. I have not na·vigatrd the Featber River but little of late ;years. I have been 
up but once or twice, within the last five years, in low water. I will say that the 
Feather RiYer is not as low, does not go as low in its banks, take the average from 
Fremont to tbe mouth of the Yuba. I don't think it goes as low in its banks by 8 feet 
as it did then. We have no shoal water now. There is not more than two-thirds the 
water in it now that there wn:s then, because the whole river-bed has filled up. The 
shoal places are no shoaler now than they were in 1849; but it confines itself to a canal 
now, whereas it used to be quite a river. 
"Q. It used to be that ti.le steamer Governor Dana ran on this river in summer 
time ?-A. Yes; they used to rnn the boats in summer. 'l'his is the Governor Dana, 
No. 3. This new boat is ~Lbout 160 feet long, and the old boat was only about 115 feet. 
'' Q. What is the difference in the draught of water f-A. I think the old boat used 
to carry not less than 20 ilJChe1:1 of water, perhaps nearly 2 feet. She never went up 
in low water. The second Governor Dana used to go up in low water; -it was about a 
15-inch boat. The present Dana draws heavier; she draws about 22 inches; called a 
2-foot boat,. 
"Q. About how much would you average the filling of Feather River 7-.A. There 
used to be a good many deep holesthere. Theaveragefillingof theshoal wateris,say,6 
feet rjght at the mouth of the river. .But if you take the deep holes, and there used 
to be a good many of them, the average from the mouth to Marysville would be at 
least 12 feet. The carrying capacity is filled up or decreased about 6 feet. 
"Q. Does that include the whole filling along the banks ?-A. There are a great 
many bars now where there used to be none. The carrying cap.acity between the nat-
ural banks, without reference to any cubic measurements, would be at least one-third 
less than it used to be right at the mouth of the river. 
"Q. Would the same r11le hold good as far as Marysville ?-A. I think it will hold 
good as far as Marysville. 
"Q. About how deep were the banks of the river in former times ?-.A. In places it 
would go over 20 feet. There are otherplace~wherethereis not over 18feet. There are 
places where these banks vary with the width of the river. Some of these people 
built their levees without a surveyor, and the floods go right over them because the 
river varies more in high water than it does in low water; it will change. Even sur-
veyors find they have to make calculations for the bends. I presume the height of 
the banks at the mouth of the Yuba and the mouth of the Feather would have been 
about 20 feet. 
"Q. You stated that you thought there wa,s not more than two-thirds of the water 
coming down the Feather River. How do you account for that ?-A. It is used up in 
mining and for different purposes, mining mostly. · 
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"Q. It has been suggested by one or two witnesses the loss was to be attributed to 
the water seeping through the sand.-A. There is no doubt but that has something to 
do with it. This light sand all carries more or less water. 
"Mr. GARVER. Has the river scoured down this winter to its original channel f 
"A. Take the average from shore to shore it has scoured down 5 feet 7 inches. It 
has scoured out that much since the low water of last summer. 
"Mr. OSTROM. fa it not your experience that these rivers scour out in time of high 
water, and then fill up again in low water more than they were filled before f 
"A. I think the fill is not so great now as it was several years ago, on account of 
the increased grade." 
Report of the committ ee on mining debris, twenty-second -session general assembly 
of California. 
D. OSTROM, Chainnan, 
REUBEN KERCHEVAL. 
BYRON WATERS. 
I wish to impreiss upon the Commission that this is sworn testimony. 
Captain Foster testifies that the Sacramento has filled 22 feet up to the year 1877, 
and at the mouth of the Feather River it has banked up until it dams back the water 
of the Sacramento River some 12 miles up the Sacramento River. 
Another gentleman, who was then running a steaml>oat on the Sacramento River, 
states that at the Hog's Back, and along for a number of miles above that, the chan-
nels they run in are pretty nearly as deep as they had been. Perhaps they had less-
ened some few feet in depth, but they had closed in some three-fourths of a mile or 
more. In other words, where the river had formerly a carrying capacity of a mile in 
width and 16 or 20 feet in clepth it now has a carrying capacity of less than a quarter 
of a mile in width and 4 to 6 feet in depth. 
The same might be said of the Sacramento River. While the carrying capacity 
along the city front has increased 8 or 10 feet or more, on the other side of the river 
it bas decreased, and the average amount wbicll the river bas filled is some 22 feet or 
more; so that the carrying capacity of the channel is on the Sacramento side of the 
river. 
A gentleman also stated that he thought the filling was not in the shallow places, 
but he said it was only filling in the deep places. I would beg leave to say tba t while 
I am not an engineer I can see that it fills from both sides of Feather River, and it 
fills rapidly. Where there was water fifteen years ago 15 feet deep willows are grow-
ing to-day and high water flows over the tops of them. That can be seen at any time; 
and it is not in one spot, it is all the way to a greater or less exteut. 
That Commission to which I refer also took testimony in _regard to the filling of the 
harbor of San Francisco, and this testimony corresponded to some extent with some 
statements I have seen brought forth by the Coast Survey recently, that Suisun Bay 
was rapidly filling; that there was a large area on the borders of the bay that the 
tide now hardly ever reached the surface of where was formerly deep water, and that 
this filling of the harbor is rapidly going on. 
By Mr. CRADDOCK: 
Q. If Mr. Ostrom will permit me, I would like to interrupt him a moment. The fac·t 
I wish to call attention to i._;; this: them has been some contradiction in regard to this 
sedimentary deposit wbich is brought down by the water. Yun have had some little 
experience in farming it yourself, and I would ask you this one question: If the lancl 
is susceptible of cultivau·ou, will it be where it is covered with the debris toan extent 
that a plow will not reacli the original soil, say, plowing from four to six inches deep-
is it susceptible of cultivation in that case f--A. My experience would only correspond 
with that of gentlemen who have fanned this class of land; and while I h ,tve heard 
the statement that it is susceptible of cultivation, I sliglltly disagree with it,; and, so 
far as has been <leveloped, the exception only proves the rule, and that rule is that this 
class of land, notwithstanding all the chemical forces that may be pnt, upon it, will 
not produce if it goes to a depth of ten inches. There is no producing qnalit,y in it 
for grain. If you can reach the original soil and intermix that with this sedimentary 
deposit, perhaps you can raise a crop after a fashion, but it is not a good crop. One 
class of this debris is sand, and which is devoid of all producing qualities; it is an en-
tire waste, in my opinion, even where it is four inches deep. I consider it a very _great 
injury. 
I wish to state one thing more: There has been a statement made by Mr. Redding 
(at San Francisco, I oelieve)-and he pretty much the same statement before this 
co~mittee-in regard to disposing of these tailings; he said it might, by engineering 
skill and proper plans, be put upon the tole lands between the Feather and Sacra-
mento Rivers, south of Bear River. Now, while that may be done, I rather doubt it. 
I think it would be far easier to retain it in the foot-hills for this reason: That in en-
deavoring to carry it into these tules (if it was desirable to put it there and it could 
be done) you fill up your channels in the summer-time, and you can only keep your 
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water in that channel by levees. Whenever a flood comes that channel is filled up, 
and it overtops your levees, and it is all gone to destruct.ion. If Mr. Redding or any 
other man can show me how they can prevent this filling-up of the channels then I 
may believe in the filling-up of these tules, and they can accomplish one whenever 
they accomplish "the other. 
Personally I do not know that I have anything further to say. I would take the 
liberty of filing with the Commission the report of that committee. 
Testirnony of William H. Parks, Marysville, Cal. 
Mr. WILLIAM H. PARKS, of Marysville, testified, October I, as follows: 
As regards the applicability of the present system of homestead and pre-emption to 
the wants of the couutry, I am of opinion that it would be expedient to retain the pre-
emption law, with an amendment doubling the quantity a man hasarighttopre-empt. 
I would make it so that a man could file his pre-emption claim before survey, and then 
require him to conform to the survey as afterward m~tde, which is practically the law 
now. I would then offer all the land at public sale, as the old law used to. After the 
offering of the land I would leave it open to private entry; at the same time I would 
still retain the pre-emption law to this extent, tha,t a man might have it when be com-
pleted the payments on his land; that is to say, I would open it to public entry or 
pre-emption as a man saw fit to take it. If he bought at public entry, he could buy 
an unlimited quantity; i£ be wanted t.ime to make bis purchase of the government, 
which time I should be in favor of giving him, he should confine himself to 320 acres. 
If he really wanted a farm under the pre-emption law he could pay for it. I would 
give him, sa;r, a year. My idea is to enable every man who wants a farm to have an 
opportunity to get it. Under that arrangement tLe homestead law would be unneces-
sary, but I see no objection to allowing it to remain on the i,tatute-books. After that 
I would give a man 320 acres more if the 160 acres he has is not sufficient for bim to 
make a comfortable living for his family, for the reason that the profit in our staple 
article, grain, is not sufficient to enable a man to maintain ~1 family on what be can 
raii,e on 160 acres, particularly on the Pacific coast, where they have to resort to the 
expedient of raising crops only every other ~·ear. 
I i,ee no objection to maintaining the homestead act if a man be allowecl 320 acres, 
but I would so frame the law as to make it an inducement for the greatest possible 
number to go into agricultural pursuits; for, in my opinion, too great a proportion of 
the American people are professionally engaged, and there should be every inducement 
thrown out by the government to extend agriculture and reduce the uumber of people 
entering into professions. To illustrate: there are two mercantile houses where there 
should be one; double the number of attorneys there should be; double the number 
of doctors; twice as many people engaged in other learned pursuits as is necessa,ry 
for public convenience, and public policy should be directed toward making more pro-
ducers, and, by intelligent laws, we should make it an inducement for men to settle in 
new countries. The present system of land-parceling does not hold out suflicient in-
ducement, and I would double the quantity of land that might be pre-empted allll give 
plenty of time to pay for it-, or double the quantity they should have under the home-
stead law either. After all have had an opportunity to pre-empt, then all should have 
an opportunity to come into competition for the purchase of land at public bidding. 
I would leave it optional with any one to buy it at the government price, i. e., restore 
the old law about that. 
My opinion is, as to the amount of wheat raised over the State, that the average 
would equal 16 to 18 bushels per acre. The average has been reduced in the State by ex-
tending farming to the least fertile lands, the red lands, where they do not yield to exceed 
10 to 12½ bushels per acre, and that only every other year. The choice lands still main-
tain an average of 31J bushels an acre, and some of them go as high as 50 and 60. The 
cost of cultivating an acre of land, including harvesting, sacking, and hauling to the 
depot, does not exceed $12.50 per acre. It will bring on an average 90 cents per bushel. 
I make this calculation in the supposition that a man hires everything, machinery, 
teams, &c. When a farmer puts in bis own labor and horses and machinery of course 
he reaps some little result. Even if he employs his team and himself he does not make 
much money. I think the cost of production will perhaps run a little less than $12.50 
per acre. 
Taking the public lands still remaining undisposed of within my knowledge, they 
are best adapted for grazing purposes. As a rule they are not adapted to raising 
cereals, with some few exceptions, and in the exceptional cases they can hardly be made 
available for raising cereals for want of transportation. There are some valleys un-
disposed of in the State which, had they tbe means of transportation, could be utilized 
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for grain-growing purposes. The foot-hill lands are adapted to vineyard and fruit-
growing, but I do not think that industry can at present be prosecuted successfully, 
for the reason that there is only a limited market for our fruit. The wine interest is 
new and is entirely experimental, and our inhabitants not being accustomed to the wine 
business, many fail for want of knowledge, and no man with moderate means can take 
one of these farms as a gift, plant it to a vineyard, and make a living off of it and main-
tain himself until he can make a profit off his wines. I believe our soil is well adapted 
to vine growing, and when our State has a greater population to consume wines and 
a, greater population to reduce wages it will become a great wine-growing State. At 
present I do not consider it a profitable industry. 
The foot-hills are capable of producing fruits, but it is not known how far up the 
lands can be thus utilized. A very small proportion of the lands capable of cultiva-
tion can be brought into use for that purpose without irrigation. In fact there is not 
perhaps over one-third of such lands that can ever be cultivated except by manual 
labor; it cannot be done by plowing. Crops in this part of the State seldom fail for 
want of rain. The land is broken into small patches by rock. Water used in irriga-
tion is derived from lit,tle mountain streams. There is no system of irrigation and 
very little irrigating done i11 the northern part of the State. It has been demonstrated 
that our fruits and garden products are much better without than with irrigation. 
The idea of irrigation has long been abandone<l.; cultivation is all tbat is r, quired. 
Our rainfall, which generally occurs between November 1 and April, averages from 
8 to 30 inches in the northern part of the State, and at the extreme northern boundary 
sometimt:s runs as high as 36 and 37 inches. The rainfall of course increases as we 
approach the mountain!:!. 
It is almost impossible to say how much land is required in this section to raise a 
head of beef. There is no constant raising. Our pasturage has been found by driv-
ing stock to the mountain valleys and mountain sides, where they have unlimited 
range. There are no large herds of cattle here. A consi<l.erable portion of our beef 
is fattened in the valleys adjacent to and in the southeastern portion of Oregon. 
To keep a flock of sheep well in this country between December and May in the 
foot-hills it will take an acre to the sheep, and then they must be moved either to the 
mountains or to the low lands for summer grazing. This would take about another 
acre, making two acres required for the support of one sheep. 
The supply of water in this section is derived entirely from strea.ms heading in the 
tmow-clad mountains, i.e., from natural sources. Nothing is done here in the way of 
obtaining water through artesian wells. 
The general kind of timber in this section of country is oak in the valleys, and in the 
foot-hills what is called nut-pine. Then we have spruce and pitch-pine, and as you ap-
proach the summit of the mountains you come to the sugar-pine. I think I would 
dispose of the public timber lands by opening them to public purchases in quantities 
to suit. I should not impose any restriction as to the quantity one individual might 
buy, leaving the land open, however, to private entry at the government price of 
$1.25 per acre. Where reservations of public lands have been made which it is 
deemed advisable to restore to the public domain, I would always offer them at public 
competitive sales, in all cases reserving the right to a man to settle there if he chose 
the land as a homestead. I would not make any distinction in the price between the 
different kinds of tiruber, but would, simply put it up at public auctiou, and if there 
was any difference the public would find it out and the gornrnment would reap the 
benefit; and the best evidence in the world that it was not worth more than a private 
entry would be that no one would purchase it. I would only limit the quantity of 
land a man should have when I gave him special privileges, as under the homestead 
and pre-emption laws, and in all other cases I would take the limit off. 
As regards timber, I believe it is the true policy for the government to get its timber 
lands into the hands of private individuals, and that in such hands the timber could 
be better protected than it is now. The fact that speculators buy lands and hold them 
does not make such lands more valuable; on the contrary, it reduces the price. That 
is the experience of almost every one. Those who bought wild lands in this State have 
and will sell for less than they paid. There is sometimes an extraordinary inducement 
to get hold of wild lands near or along railroads, and I would in those cases offer the 
lands at public auction and let every man have a chance, without any limitation as to 
the quantity he could buy. 
Q. As a matter of history, has not the experience of this part of the country and of 
other countries demonstrated that when all the timber lands passed into private pro-
prietorship the timber simply was stripped off the land and the country becawe tree-
less f-A. I see no inducement for a man to strip the timber land, any more than there 
would be for him to make his agricultural land worthless. A man would maintain his 
own timber lands more carefully than he would those of the public. At present the 
value of the lands may be vested in its timber, but when we have the population on 
this coast that we have elsewhere the land will be valuable for more than the timber. 
There is probably as large an amount of timber growing to-day in California upon the 
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lands which have been stripped as there was upon them formerly, and the lands which 
have thus been denuded will in fifty years be covered with a respectable growth of 
timber, much thicker on the ground than before. And I believe that here now, in the 
foot-hills, there is as much timber growing as has been cut off'. The best, cheapest, 
and safest manner of protecting timber in this State is to reduce it to private owner-
ship. In my judgment the timber of the foot-hills will reproduce itself in one hundred 
years as regards quantity, though the trees would not be so large as at present. If the 
government sold off all its timber lands to parties who should market it, I do not think 
the water supply would be affected one way or the other. Our rivers are fed by rain 
and snow fall, principally from snow, and if the timber was cut off I do not think it 
would materially affect these streams. I think too much credit is given to forests as 
regards their power to produce rainfall. This coast depends upon certain currents of 
air for its rain and snow fall, and therefore I do not think the absence of trees would 
afl:'ect us materially. But suppose they did, my answer is that the forests would be 
better protected under private ownership than they could be under governmental 
supervision. They will be preserved longer and more completely. 
The mineral lands in this State are mainly distributed through the timber belt, but 
they are not, as a rule; located in thickly-timbered sections. 
Under my proposition for the disposal of timber lands by private land entry I would 
not propose the reservation of such mineral lands as are contained within the timber 
districts. I do not see what difference it makes to the government how a man gets the 
title to a mine; whether he pays the government $4 or $20 for it. If a mine is worth 
developing, the man who buys it is as much entitled to the property as the discoverer. 
The country is equally benefited by the wealth taken from it. It is a pretty difficult 
t,hing to determine just when a piece of bnd is worth more for mining than it is for 
agricultural rn,es or timber, and in disposing of doubtful land I think it will be better 
to reserve the right to lodes, quartz veins, &c .. contained in it. Sometimes the question 
whether land contains mineral or is only agricultural depends upon how a fellow wants 
to prove it. I think µerhaps it would be well to leave it, in doubtful cases, free to the 
prospector for mineral. When a man was actually developing a piece of land under the 
mineral laws, he should be allowed to go on; but it is a bad thing for a man to have a 
piece of land under control and not know whether he wants it or not; and there should 
be some limit as to the time he should hold it. 
As regards the origin and destructiveness· of forest fires, my opinion is that under pri-
vate ownership they would be better cared for than under the government. Fires are 
started by men generally through carelessness, and I know of no way to control them. 
But parties owning the lands would be directly interested in putting them out. 
As regards the ascertainment of corners of public lands in this section, it was orig- • 
inally a very <lifficult thing. They are now pretty well established. They are estab-
lished by the county surYeyors. 'l'he government only sectionized the highlands and 
left the swamp lands out, and they were surveyed by the State surveyors. 
It is my opinion that the government should reserve the right of easement on every 
section of land of at least 33 feet each way for a public highway, and that such reser-
vation should be made when the title passes to the individual. It has been a source 
of more annoyance and expense to settled countries to obtain the right of way for 
roads than it would have been to have bought all the farms across which the roads 
ran. In this and the other States the government could reserve 66 feet on each sec-
tion liue for public high ways, and I would recommend that be ·done in all future sales; 
and it should then be left to the States to determine whether or not such right of way 
should be made available. In Sutter County the State paid more for right of way 
than the owners of the farm paid for the land originally. 
There is one qualification I want to make to the above statement. I am not in favor 
of granting large sections of country to any individual or corporation, and when I 
suggest taking the restriction off as regards the amount of land a person may purchase, 
I do not think it is good policy to grant whole sections of country together; but when 
put up for competition and right of entry I would take the limit off. 
As regards the idea embodied in the so-called Plumb bill, I do not like the idea of 
selling a section of timber to a man with restrictions as to what kind of trees he shall 
or shall not cut. The very best guarantee that timber will be taken care of is found 
in the fact that a man owning it will consult his best interests, which will generally 
coincide with the country he lives in. If he wants to use a piece of land for timber 
purposes, he will take care of it; and if he wants it for agricultural purposes, he will 
do likewise. My opinion is a,gainst that proposition. 
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Testimony of Charles M. Patte;rson, 1·egister, and L. T. Crane, 1·eceiver, Marysville, Cai. 
To the honorable the Public Land Commission, San Fmncisco, Cal.: 
GENTLEMEN: Referring to your -iircular, we have to say that we occupy the posi-
tions of register and receiver of the land office at Marysville, Cal. Have held said 
positions for more than four years last past. We have each lived in Yuba County, 
California, since 1852 ; have neither of us ever acquired or souiO'ht to acquire title to 
public lands except in one instance each, and that for mineral ands. 
'fhe expense of acquiring title to the public lands in uncontested cases, so far as our 
experience goes, is but little beyond the lega,lfees and commissions. In some instances 
a fee is paid to attorneys to hasten the issuance of a patent; and some parties, incom-
petent to make papers, pay small fees for having it done. 
Some changes in the practice under the present la,wsi we think, might be made in 
the interest of claima.nts and not detrimental to the government. For instance, in 
filing either homestead or pre-emption claims, if parties were required to first clear 
the record there would be more security and less litigation. In some cases we think 
pre-emption claims are :filed over others through malice and for the purpose of hinder-
ing and annoying bona-fide claimants. When two or more have claims to the same 
land, neither is disposed to make the improvements they would if they knew their 
claims were valid. 
Under the present practice a person abandons his homestead claim before it is re-
stored to the public domain, his abandonment must be transmitted to the Commis-
sioner, and bis order of cancellation returned to the local office. We can see no reason 
why, wl.J.en the claimant :files his written and acknowledged relinquishment, that fact 
should not, be sufficient to authorize its cancellation and the restoration of the land. 
Evil practices have grown out of the present rule, such as the employment of attor-
neys in Washington to telegraph the date of the mailing of the honorable Commis-
sioner's letter of cancellation, thereby preventing the party, who p~rhaps may have 
bought improvements, from obtaining the land. 
The rule that holds in regard to homesteads of deceased claimants we think might 
be changed. In cases where the parties have died intestate, leaving no heirs and no 
estate other than their claim, which is not of sufficient value in ma,ny cases to juetify 
an administration, but would be taken if clear, it would seem that if complaint is 
made for abandonment the publication of the citation ought to be sufficient notice to 
any one having an interest in the matter. In :mch cases the homestead remains valid 
the full seven years under the present rule. 
There is a question whether the order withdrawing the large body of lands because 
of mineral was a judicious act. Even if it was then the best, now that mining has 
become a secondary interest in this State, would it not be in the interest of the peo-
ple to reverse the position, and place the mineral claimant on the affirrnativ~ 7 Along 
the foot-hills are many tracts well adapted to the growth of fruit, and particularly 
vineyards. The cost and trouble of disproving the mineral character restrains· per-
sons from settling upon these lands, and they remain vacant, used generally for herd-
ing sheep and cattle upon. In some cases those who occupy these lands in that man-
ner keep settlers off by representing that they contain minerals. 
In this connection we will 8ay that, 160 acres of foot-hill land is not enough to jus-
tify settler8 in attempting to support a family upon. But few acres probably of the 
160 would be adapted to orchard or vineyard, and the remainder would not be suffi-
cient for grazing purposes. Feed for stock is produced on those lands but a few months 
in the year, and then in a limited amount. Three hundred and twenty acres is as 
small an amount of land of that class as we t;hink claimants should be limited to. 
Really the best way to dispose of the public lands would be as soon as surveyed to 
offer them at public auction, and thereafter allow them to be sold at private entry, 
Past experience in this State indicates that the evil of large holdings will cure itself. 
Now that the new constitution has been adopted and lands are to be taxed for their 
full value, llO large bodies will be retained by speculators. If the timber lands were 
thus disposed of, the forests would be more likely to be guarded a.gain8t fire and 
waste. The act for the sale of timber lands has been it1 force since June, 18781 and 
yet, although there is a large amount of :fine timber land in this district, not. to exceed 
half a dozen entries have been made under it. True, the lumber business has been at 
a stanclRtill during that time, but, in our judgment, that is not the only reason so few 
have availed themselves of the provisions of that act. The quantity is too small. 
The only way to acquire a sufficient quantity to justify the erection of mills is to evade 
the law and procure others to make sworn statements to what is not true-that they 
are acquiring the lands for their own use. 
In regard to changing the manner of making surveys, we are satisfied that if the 
proposed method had been :first adopted it would have been much more accurate and 
better every way, but doubt the advisability of changing from the rectangulair system. 
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Our experience leads us to think that the same rule should hold in mineral that 
does in agricultural lands-the adverse claims should be disposed of by the Depart-
ment. 
MARYSVILLE, CAL., Octobe1' 6, 1879. 
CHAS. M. PATTERSON, Register. 
L. T. CR.A.NE, Receiver. 
Testirnony of Dana Perkins, Placel' County, Calif01·nia. 
SAN FRANCISCO, October 10. 
DANA PERKINS, of Rockland, Placer County, California, testifies as follows: 
I have for some time been in the employ of the Central Pacific Railroad Company, 
disproving the alleged mineral character of lands within its limits, declared to be such 
by the deputy surveyors whose reports went up to the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office and then to the Secretary of the Interior, at whose order they were with-
drawn from settlement because of the mineral alleged to be contained in them. I 
have proved 40,000 acres of those lands that were shown to be mineral upon the maps 
to be non-mineral. The railroad takes all the odd sections, and when they find any 
mine on those sections they leave them as mineral land, and do not question its char-
acter; but when we ,10 not find existing mines upon the section, that proves its non-
mineral cbaractn. We have never failed in any instance where we have ur.dertaken 
to show the non-mineral character of the land. I do not think there are mines on one 
acre in five thousand of what is now called mineral land. . 
Question. How would you correct this designa tion of mineral land when there is no 
mineral upon it ?-Answer. I do not think it can be done in any different manner from 
what it is done now, but the Secretary has declared it to be mineral in some places 
where the deputy surveyors had declared it to be agricultural land. The whole foot-
hills country, for eighty miles in length, ought to be declared agriculturalland. If that 
land was open to settlement it would sustain a great many thousand farmers, and they 
would be promptly occupied if this ban was taken off of these lands, and they would 
then be settled up. They are worth more for agricultural purposes than they are for 
mineral. They are not being mined at all, and they will never again be worked as 
mineral lands. It has all been worked out. It takes but a short time to work out sur-
face claims, and these lands, having been worked out, have now been laying idle for 
thirty years. I think these lands ought to be declared agricultural instead of mineral, 
and let the proof fall upon the miner. I think that when a man makes a settlement 
upon that land he should get title to it. I think if a mine is alleged to exist on land 
the miner should prove its existence, and that otherwise the land should be classed as 
agricultural. I think there should be a limitation of the time within which he should 
pay for his mine. Give him one mine and let him pay for it. Throughout the min-
eral belt there are many men who have sheep and cattle, and they tryto keep the land 
under its mineral designation, so that they can continue using without paying for it, 
and get the use of it for nothing. By an agreement b~tween themselves the stock men 
divide up the land into several tracts for their own use. They are not taxed and the 
country derives no revenue from them. 
There is also trouble with these shake-makers. They will cut down a sugar-pine 
that will make ten or :fifteen thousand feet of lumber and take out one or two of the 
best cuts from it, and then leave it. - These timber lands should be sold. I would di-
vide it up into sections and grade the price. The railroad company sell their .lands for 
five, seven and a half, and ten dollars per acre, and the government could obtain as 
much as the company. The railroad companies sell their other lands for $2.50 per 
acre. If the government parted with its title to the timber lands, they would be cared 
for. If there was no law passed for their sale I should put them under the control of 
the district land offices. They are not protected now, and are being divested of their 
timber by shake-makers, fires, teamsters, &c. There is annually a great destruciiion 
of timber, and if it goes on much longer the timber land will be greatly injured. The 
timber here reproduces itself-the same kind of timber. There is a great deal of fallen 
timber all through the forests, which I would give to the settlers. This would benefit 
the timber by taking out this combustible material. I do not think any person should 
be allowed to cut timber, except for his own use. In regard to saw-mill men, I would 
sell them tracts of land for saw-mill purposes-all they wanted. I would sell the tim-
ber and land together and give the mill men the title to the land. I would sell them 
the mining interest too. I would not reserve subterranean rights. The government 
is issuing patents now in this mineral belt and it reserves the mineral rights. I think 
there should be an absolute law that when a man purchases the land he shall be enti-
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tled to all there is on or in it. I would sell a man all the pasturage land he wanted 
at 3, graded price. It can all be irrigated. I would sell it for $2.50 per acre. Men are 
all the time coming to me to buy land at that price. There is no offered government 
land. They don't buy it now, because they can't buy it. As fast as the railroad com-
panies can disprove the mineral character of its lands they are being sold. 
Q. In Colorado and California, where large portions of land have been set aside as 
mineral by the Secretary of the Interior, it costs a person a,bout $28 to p rove the non-
mineral character of that land. You think the remedy for that is to make the miner 
prove that it is mineral f-A. Yes; it is the sa,me in California, as it is in Colorado. A 
man has to prove the non-mineral character of the land here, at a very great expense, 
and if there was a contest or some other man wanted to be bought off it would cost a 
good deal more. It is very burdensome and onerous on the settler to prove the non-
mineral character of the land. It would give five thousand farms in the foot-hills if 
these lands were released, and that too of the very best grape-growing country in the 
world. Any of the foot-hills will bear grapes and fruit, and all that laml is more val-
u:1ble for agriculture than for mineral. I think it shoulu be declared agricultural and 
opened up for settlement. This one withdrawal is keeping a million of acres of land 
merely at the disposal of men who desire to prospect on it, to the detriment of the coun-
try and of the State which it keeps from being settled up. 
Q. How can it be better done f-A. I do not know o.f a,ny better way, but I should 
give the miners one year to make final proof on their lands, and then let all that is 
not paid for be declared agricultural land. As I said before, the placer claims are 
worked out here, and there is hardly any person now engaged in placer mining. The 
placer miners do not hold their claims hy filing in the United States Land Office; they 
hold them by local regulations. The method of taking a placer claim is by several men 
staking out a district and each one taking his claim. There is not one man now work-
ing in the rivers where there used to be thousands, but that land is still held as mineral, 
thus preventing it from being settled up. It was the hest part of the State for fruit. 
It will raise the most beautiful oranges. 
Q. If that land need irrigation, as I presume it does, could you reclaim it through 
irrigation hy saving the water in reservoirs along the foot-hills f-A. No, it has to be 
brought in ditches from the rivers; there is ample water there to irrigate with if it is 
used. The source is from the snows and runs that feed the streams, and if the water 
is taken out by the ditches irrigation can be made practicable over a very large area. 
I do not think there should be a national system of irrigation, though I really should 
not speak positively about that. There is a great deal of water still needed for irriga-
tion purposes. The mining ditches are now selling the water for irrigation, which is 
l'equired on all the foot-hills up to the timber belt. They raise three crops of clover 
and alfalfa a season by irrigating. All these side-hills raise alfalfa. They cut two or 
three crops a year hy irrigating. I know of many cases where three crops have been 
cut _in a year. 
Q. Would you give a man a sufficient amount oflandfor a pasturage homestead f-
A. I think it would be a good idea. It is a good idea to let a man have plenty of land. 
Men want to fence their land, but they will not fence it unless they have a sufficient 
quantity. During four months of the year this land will graze cattle, and then they 
drive their stock up in the timber lands during summer, bringing their herds back in 
the winter. They like to have a sufficient quantity of irrigable land to raise grass. If 
the men owned this land they could ·only make it possible to live there the whole year 
round by irrigation. If the timber land is sold the stock men will buy it for small 
ranches, and would protect it and keep the proper trees for the mill men; and if the mill 
men bought it they would sell the land to the stock men after cutting the timber. Under 
the present system they can't buy it, but if they bad a chance to purchase it at not 
more than $1.25 per acre they would do it. I'm speaking now about California. I do 
not know anything of Nevada. All the sheep and cattle men in the State are buying 
the land wherever they can. I think it would take, on an average, ten acres to sus-
tain a ueof here, taking the winter and summer ranges together. If the title to these 
lands could be obtained there would he no conflicts between the cattle and sheep men. 
Cattle men leave where sheep have been. 
I think these questions ought to be settled as soon as possible. These lands are 
held in severalty by a system of usa.ge. If nothing else is done, they had better be 
held by common consent, but I think it would be better for the government to sell 
these lands. I would not compel the settler to leave. It would be better to charge a 
man something more, and not compel him to lie to get the land. I have lived herefor 
twenty-nine years, and we are proving the non-mineral character of these reserved 
lands at the rate of 20,000 acres per month. 
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Testimony of B. B. Redding, at San Francisco, Cal. 
B. B. REDDIXG testified, at San Francisco, Cal., October 6, 1879, as follows: 
I have lived in this State twenty-nine years. I have traveled from one end of it to 
the other, have lived in several portions, and am pretty well acquainted with the 
entire country. There are three sections of this State which are differently affected 
by tbe climat.ic laws. All of the lands west from the summit of the coast range and 
nearly to Point Conception are influenced by the fogs made by the Japanese Gulf 
Stream, which flows clown this coast in a stream 200 miles wide. That water is colder 
than the surrounding ocean, and the wind blowing eastward across this cold current 
is cooled :md gives rise to fogs. The moisture from this gulf stream falls on the coast 
range of monntaius, giving them these nightly fogs. They are probably equal to 
three or four inches of water. This is shown by the crops. 
Question. In what portion of the State is agriculture possible and profitable with-
out irrigation ~-Answer. It is profitable in the whole State of California wherever 
possible. Agriculture is possible wi1 bout irrigation in the average number of years in 
the Sacramento Valley north of Stockton and west of the summit of the coast range 
of mountains, south of Stockton and as far south as Point Conception and Santa 
Barbara, and everywhere in the Sierra Nevada Mountains south of Stockton at an 
elevation of 2,000 feet; for it bas been found by observation that the increase of rain-
fall on the western :flanks of the Sierra Nevada is actually one inch over that part of 
the valley for each 100 feet increase in altitude. Except in very exceptional years 
agriculture without irrigation has not been practical in the San Joaqnin, Tulare, and 
Kern Valleys below the elevation of 2,000 feet. So far as relates to climate and rain-
fall, there are valuable lands in the northern part of the State in the valleys which 
can be readily cultivated, having sufficient rainfall annually. South of the line drawn 
through the center of the State in the valleys crops can only be raised by artificial 
irrigation. There are ext,:insive tracts of land of good quality, so far as relate to 
constituents that go to form the soil, which would be valuable if water could be put 
upon them. Then there are on the foot-hills above this, lauds valuable only for grass 
and for some oaks that grow upon them. Above these, again, higher up, are lands in 
the southern part of the State principally growing the yellow pine, which possibly 
could be cultivated, but which now have no value except for their timber. Then there 
are also vast tracts of land entirely desert, and macle so by the fact that sufficient rain 
does not foll to produce vegetation. 
Q. I should like to have your opinion in regard to the change in the rainfall, i,. e., is 
it decreasing l-A. I have no authorit y to base it on, but I know it is Professo1· Whit-
ney's and Lieutenant Wheeler's opinion, and that it is the opinion of the surveyors 
who surveyed the different routes of the Pacific Railroad, that the ,rainfall i.n the 
lower part of this State was at one time very much more t,h an it is now. The water-
courses all show that at some former age of the worlcl it was very much more, and 
that it has for some occult reason gradually lessened; tliis is also true in the lower 
portion of the State, and upon these and similar circumstances I base my opinion. The 
rain-gauge records have not been kept long enough to obtain any definite results 
based upon rain-gauge records. It is my opinion thatitiR lessening, but I cannot give 
you any authoritative statement for it. This is c~rtainly t rue on this side of the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains. When the trees are cut down they immediately reappear, not, as 
in the Eastern States, in other kinds of trees, but the same kinds come up thickly- in 
abundance and grow abundantly and rapidly. 
In Grass Valley trees that were cut down in 1853 have grown up again and are 
about one foot in diameter. It would take fifty or sixty years to reproduce them of 
the same size as those originally felled. Whenever on the western slope of the Sierra. 
Nevada timber has been destroyed it is immediately reproduced of tile same species, 
while on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevadas wherever trees are cut down no others 
come in their place, or very rarely. There are exceptional places where there is a gap 
through the mountains through which moist air comes, and in such gaps a few of the 
same species of tree will be reproduced, showing, I think, tha,t the condition 0£ things 
as regards the climate when these trees originated was not the same as it is now. In 
other words, when these trees originated ou the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevadas 
there was more moisture than there is now, and it is one of the things that confirms 
me in the opinion that in the southern portion of the State the rainfall is lessening 
When you get north of Stockton the trees have not been cut down; so you cannot 
tell, and besides there is plenty of rain there where the timber has been cut off. 
On the eastern slope of the Sierra, where is situated the Comstock mine, yolL very 
rarely see a second growth, while on tho western side of the mountains they come up 
so thick that a rabbit can hardly get through. The moisture comes in from the Pa-
cific Ocean, strikes on the western side of the Sierra Nevadas, and here the trees are 
reproduced, but on the eastern side, where the clouds descend toward the desert afte1 
having been robbed of their moisture, the trees do not grow. 
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Q. I want to ask you about the destruction of timber south of the altitude where 
there bas been abundant rainfall, say south of Stockton and south of the railroad.-.A.. 
The deEtruction is very large in the mountains near Bodie. The destruction by :fire, 
principally, is enormous. I cannot tell what the proportion would be between the 
destruction by fire and the destruction by man. But the :fires every autumn are im-
mense. There is more destruction by fire than by man. 
Q. What, in your judgment, is the origin of these forest :fires f-.A.. Hunters, camp-
ers, sheep herders, and other persons traveling through the mountains set the :fires; 
and then, too, it is very dry in autumn in our mountains, and I have no doubt a great 
many :fires are started by the friction of trees swaying in the winds and by lightning. 
I saw a fire the other da,y, up near the summit, where it seemed to me almost impos-
sible for any one to get without ropes. That fire must have taken place naturally. I 
do not think the Indians generally set :fire to timber. 
Q. How would you preserve the timber 1-.A.. Let somebody own it; get the timber 
into private ownership, so that there will be somebody to watch and preserve the 
forests. 
Q. Will you suggest a law to accomplish that result ?-A. Under the present law 
you can get 160 acres, but I should say seven-eighths of the Sierra Nevada is not yet 
surveyed. 
Q. Is not the execution of the timber laws under the present condition of affairs 
practica1ly inoperative ?-.A.. For the want of surveys it is; and then we have not a 
demand for it yet. There is not population enough to demand it. The timber land 
is only valuab.le for timber purposes and grazing and agricultural purposes. This 
land is of small and exceptional value for agricultural purposes, and of slight value 
for pasturage purposes. Its chief value is for timber. If this land is to go into the 
hands of private individuals it will go into their hands because they want it for tim-
ber enterprises, and some exceptional cases for grazing purposes. 
Q. Is it practicable, in general, for farmers to own their own timber '?-A. The valu-
able timber lands on the mountains are at such an altitude above the vnlley where 
the cultivation of cereals is carried on that for a direct use they are unavailable to 
farmers. They are only available to the farmer through the railroads or by long 
transportation by team. Some of the valleys near the water-courses produce some 
scattering oaks, which are valuable for :fire-wood only to the person who owns the 
land. The timber lan<ls of the State of California that are valuable for building and 
manufacturing purposes are at an elevation of from 3,000 to 6,000 feet above the val-
leys, and are not available for the use of farmers, because of their immense distance 
from the lands in the valleys. That is, t,hey can be utilized only by the construction 
of railroads or flumes, or by long transportation by wagon. Persons who go into the 
enterprise of cutt.ing timber for this market in the Sierrai Nevadas ordinarily are 
required to invest a great deal of money in steam saw-mills. In some cases they have 
to construct short railroads and in others flumes for the transportation of their timber 
from long distances to the mills, and from them to t,he nearest available point for 
transshipment. The consequence is that it requires a long investment, and the saw-
mill man is required to own a la.rge tract of timber land to make bis business profit-
able and to warrant an investment of capital necessary to carry on the business. 
Q. How do these saw-mills now get their timber lands?-A. Each person connected 
with the saw-mill takes up a tract of 160 acres by :filing declaratory statements in the 
land office. They get their employes, each one, to take up 160 acres more. By the 
time that is cut off they move the mill to some new point and employ a new set of 
bands to get some other tracts of 160 acres. . 
Q. If a man owns a saw-mill, as they do in the Sierra N evadas, would it not be just as 
profitable to buy the logs of the small owners as it would to own the timber lands'?-
A. I cannot answer. The persons around the mill file on the ]and, and in the course 
of two or three years the small men sell out to the saw-mill owner. 
Q. Is not this general habit of appropriating the timber land due largely to the want 
of facility in acquiTing title ?-A. Yes, sir. There has not been, until within a few 
years, any right recognized in any person as to the ownership of timber lands on the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains. The reason bas been that the law compelled a man who 
wanted a title to the timber to take a false oath; he had to swear that he wanted it 
for agricultural purposes. 
Q. Is there any law now in existence by which a party can honestly obtain title to 
the timber lands in sufficient quantities to be of value ?-A. There is not. A man can 
get 160 acres under the act passed two years ago, but frequently that is not enou$h. 
'!'be land laws so tie up and hedge about the timber lands, and require oaths which 
must conform to the oath in the pre-emption of farming lands, that they are practi-
cally inoperative, and they render it impossible for the saw-mill owner to obtain title 
to an amount of land sufficient to warrant him in investing his capital in the location 
of a mill and going into the lumber business. 
Q. In your judgment, would or would it not be wise to provide convenient facilities 
for acquiring title to the timber land in the present generation7 and take soroe steps 
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for tllc preservation of timber for future generations ?-.A. I should put them in the 
market an<l take chances that private ownership would care for them. Where they 
have had no ownership I note that on the western side of the Sierra Nevada Mountains 
the timber renews itself. I suppose it would do the same by planting on the eastern 
side of the mountains, and wherever the land gets into private ownership it; becomes 
taxable. .A man has something he can mort,gage, something that be can raise money 
on, and he immediately feels a personal interest in it, for himself and for his heirs 
hereafter, and so he protects it and does the best he can with it; but where it is left 
in the present condition the idea is to clear from it everything you can. I would 
reduce everything in the r,:hape of public lands to private ownership in sma,ll tracts, 
so that it may all be held by private ownership. While in its present condition, it is 
excluded from taxation. 
Q. Are you familiar with the results of the indiscriminate sale to private pa,rties in 
other countries-say in the European, for instance?-A. I am familiar with the land 
about the Mediterranean Sea. It was once a much more heavily wooded country, but 
it has ceased to be wooded now. In Italy they are rewooding the country by plant-
ing olives, waluut, orange and various other trees, and are, owing 1o the increase of 
population, increasing the supply of food by replanting in Ita,ly those trees that are 
of value to man. In France the cultivation of timber is kept up. You see there a 
strip three-fourths of a mile long with one kind of trees on it, and other strips "·ith 
other kinds of trees on them. There is an immense deal of wood in France. Germany 
is very well wooded. No man has a right there to cut a tree, unless he brings the 
proof that he has planted two in its place. The effect of this is, that every farmer has 
to protect his trees. These laws have not been io operation very Jong, lmt long enough 
to have largely increased the growth of timber. 
Q. Would or would it not be advisable for this government to make some provision 
for the future in the matter of the timber land? Why wait until the timber is all 
destroyed and then try to reproduce it ?-.A. That would be the most profitahle thing 
this State or the government could do to-day. Here we have a tree which existed in 
a, former age of the world, and exists nowhere except upon this coast-now here except 
in the midst of fogs. This is the one place it exists upon earth. Tbat is our redwood. 
It grows within the influence of the fogs; it grows only where the fogs will reach it. It 
extends to the northern portion of the State, just to the edge of Oregon, and south to 
the bay of Monterey. It would pay the State to-day to spencl a million of dollars in 
procuring the seeds of this tree and planting them, and preserving this kind of tree. 
Our climatic conditions are so different that we have JUot one tree identical with the 
EaAtern trees. The nearest is the little juniper that grows on the snowy crest of the 
Sierra Nevadas. 
Q. As I understand you, the timber lands are of very little value except for the tim-
ber f-A. 'rimber is practically their only value. 
Q. And this timber is cut wherever there happens to be a market for it ?-.A. Only 
where there is a market, unless mines spring up in the country, and then the timber 
land is denuded. It might be wise for the government to pass such a law as would 
furnish the present generation with all necessary facilities for obtaining its timber, 
and at the same time making a reservation for the future. It is a question whether 
that could be accomplished by reserving the fee to the land on which the timber 
grows. The main point is to make the people pay the taxes on it. Now they skim the 
tiru ber off it and let it go. They should be made to buy the land. I would got the 
land out of the hands of the government and into private ownership. That land has 
no value except for timber purposes. 
Q. Don't yon on your raihoa<l lands see that your timber is protected or taken care 
of 1-A. No, sir; we sell the land as rapidly as possible and let the owner take care 
of it. The railroad company has all kinds of propositions to strip the timber and let 
the railroad keep the land and pay taxes on it. It would Lot do for the government 
to sell the timber jn alternate blocks. They would steal the timber on the govern-
ment blocks and bold on to their own. Sell it, get rid of it, turn it into money, and 
Jet the owner manage his own interest. I suppose tho result of' carrying out s11ch a 
proposition as mine would. bo this: suppose tho government woulu allow a miU com-
1rnny to buy, say at five dollars per acre for cash, at private entry, all the land on one 
slope of the mountains where the timber could be got. That particular saw-mill 
company, to use that timber land, invests fifty or seventy-five thousand dollars in a 
timber ancl saw-mill enterprise; then tho company coulu go there with its saw-mill. 
It wou1cl know just exactly v,bat timber it bad to cut, and how long it would take to 
cut it; but no man can afford to make bis investment without holding that amount 
of l[_tnd. His personal interests wonld induce him to preserve that timber from fires 
and from neigh boriug saw-mills. He will have gone into tho business with his eyes open. 
He knows what his horses and oxen cost, and be knows his market facilities, and it 
has been a straight, honest transaction between him and the goYernment, and when 
he bas taken out the timber for three, four, five, six, or eight years he will know that 
that is the end of Lis invEstment. Then that tract of land he will i:,eU to sheep and 
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to cattle men, and it will still be in private onwnersbip and used for grazing. That 
seems to me a sensible, practicable way of disposing of the timber question. 
Q . .As a matter of fact, do not the large mill ownero own their mills now; take, for 
instance, Tahoe County ?-.A. I think they do. That company is compose<l of well1thy 
men, and had the monopoly of supr>lying all these mines. They deemetl it a<l.vis~Lhlo to 
obtain title to the land because they had a monopoly of supplying the timber for these 
mines aud knew of a certainty what they would need; benco they acquired tit1e to 
tbose lands. 
Q. Does the fact of their owning that large body of land have any restriction upon 
their cutting the timber upon the government land 1-.A. I do not know. 
Q. Is not Hrn timber in their district denuded ?-.A. Yes, in their immediate vicinity. 
Q. Would the fact of the private ownership of timber lands prevent the public lu,nds 
from being stripped of the timber ?-.A. The railroad takes care that its t1mber is not 
stripped. It owns it, and goes for a man who takes that timber. 'rhey are fnablecl to 
protect their timber, and they protect it for the same reason that one would protect 
bis pocket. 
Q. If a corporation can protect the timber because they have much wealth and means 
can a private individual do that ?-.A. Yes sir. If I had a tract large enough I would 
protect it. I would not buy six hundred and forty acres unless I had a saw-mill or 
expected very immediately to sell it. I have bought some timber Jauds and obtained 
title to them, and am holding them, and have a man to see that there is no destruction 
until I get ready to sell them. Individuals buy timber lands for saw-mill purposes. 
There is none bought for speculative purposes. 
Q. ·would not tbe placing of these lands in such possession promoting private owner-
ship practically operate as simply establishing a nuclens from which they could operate 
upon the adjoining timlJcr land belonging to the government ¥-A. No, sir; I think not. 
I do not think a man would invest fifty or seventy-five thousand dollars in a saw-mill 
without a certainty of really holding the timber, and if all the timber land in the vi-
cinity of that saw-mill had not been already purchased from the government they 
would take very good care to purchase it, for if they did not the neighbors would 1;1nter 
it and make them pay for it. There is no speculation of the timber land in California. 
There bas never been; it is not practicable that there should he. There is no danger 
of a monopoly of the timber land; even if there was, they are not yet open to private 
entry. The timber lands of California extend for 500 miles along the flanks of the 
Sierra and Coast Range Monntains and are at least 40 miles wide; and there is not 
money enough to spare in California, e-yen if they were taken at private entry, to pay 
taxes. My idea is that they should be taken at private entry. 
Q . .Assuming that these lands should be sold a·t private entry, what price woultl you 
pay for them.-.A. The railroad has ascertained that timber lands in the Sierm Nevada 
:Mountains are worth from $4 to $10 per acre, dependent upon the thickness of growth 
of the trees and facility of transportation of lumber, &c., and the average would be 
from $4 to $10 per acre. If the government would sell these lands for $3 or $4 per acre 
they would not be taken upon speculation but by men who propose to make money 
from putting the timber into lumber. 
Q. Do you think there should be a difference in price for the different kinds of tim-
ber ?-.A. No; the price should not be :fixed upon the kind of timber but upon its thick-
ness. We have no bard woods in the Sierra Nevaclas. Hard wood grows here, but it 
is not available for manufacturing purposes. The six months of dry and six months 
of wet weather make our hard-wood timber so brash that it is not available for man-
ufacturing purposes j though most bard woods do not grow high up on the Sierra, 
Ncvadas, they grow in the foot-bills. We have no lmrd woocl of any sort, except a few 
oaks, above the elevation of three thousand feet. .Above that elevation arc the forests 
of pine, spruce, allll .fir. 
Q. Would you sell the ordinary Sierra Nevada pine for the same price as the ordinary 
nut pine ?-.A. The nut pine grows where oaks grow. 
Q. Would you sell those two trees at the same price ¥-A. If it could be properly 
done when the lands are surveyed-if the surveyor was an intelligent man he should 
be made to grade them for the quantity and quality of the timber upon them. These 
township plats would t hen be th1;1 guide for the land office in selling the timber at dif-
ferent rates. You would require an honest man for that work, and should pay him 
more money than be is paid now. You cannot do good work for the money now paid. 
Q. Can you suggest any system by which the lands can be soltl uo1:mrveyed ~-.A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Yet without sellin~ them unsurveyed woulu this system of private entrJ- amonnt 
to anything 1-.A. I don t see how it could be done. You might let the district land 
offices appoint men to sell the timber for the stumpage, but let it be surveyed. It can 
be surveyed as rapidly as reqnired. 
Q. Would it not be necessary in order to protect that timber to go a step further, aud 
simply sell those lands which are surveyed and provide some mode by which unsnr-
veyed lands can be obtained; for instance, in a newly discovered mining district?-
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A. It should be the duty of the surveyor-general, when a new mining district is 
opened, to run lines connecting it with some survey, and then survey it that the miners 
ruay attain title to the timber land in the vicinity of the mines. 
Q. Would it not be wise to prepare a system by which you would have to wait until 
the surv·ey is made to dispose o.f the timber f-A. I don't think you can do that unless 
some man is appointed to collect the stumpage. I would provide means so that when 
a mining district is started the land can be surveyed. I would have Congress make an 
appropriation for a fund out of which the surveyor-general could pay for surveys made 
out of 1l.1e or<li1rnry course of surveys, progressiqg as the demands of the settlers re-
quire. Then, when in the new mining districts a new settlement is made, this fund 
could be applied directly to the survey and settlers would thus be enabled to obtam 
tlH'ir ti11e sooner. 
(~. Will the Ja,n<1s that need to be surveyed be surveyed 1-:--.A.. I think that would be 
attended to properly. 
Q. \.Voul<l ~ou have the surveys made only to the extent required by the public ne-
cessity, then f-.A.. Let me say that the law has always been made applicable to agri-
cultural set,tlemcnts, and it has grown into a rut of that kind. 
Q. Uncler that law does it not result that the lands which are really necessary for 
the public-people havo to come forward and ueposit money to have them surveyed 1-
.A.. 1n some cases that is true, in some it is not ; the money paid should be returned 
after they have obtained their title. 
Q. Is there any difficulty under the present law in selling mineral land unsnrveyed f 
-.A.. Oh, yes; no uusnrveyed mineral lauds are sold or patented. 
Q. Canuot that same thing obtain with timber land ?-.A.. Yes, sir; the method em-
ployed for the mineral lauds is this: Here is a piece of mineral land in the Sierra Ne-
vada Mountains, and there are no surveys within 40 miles. I have a mineral claim 
and I want it surveyed. I apply here to the surveyor-general and make a deposit in 
the :,;uh-treasury, and the first thing is to run a line, a known survey, measuring the 
distance accurately to this point, and then from that any kind o.f survey can be made. 
For the timber land I would run the township line and subdivide it regularly. 
Q. Why not survey that claim as you would a mineral claim? Why not locate t1rn.~ 
point by triangulation, and then survey and subdivide according to the recfo,ngular 
system T-A. That would do. 
Q. What would you do when you got along with the rectangular surYey?-A. I 
would connect it and make it a part of the public survey, but I certainly would reduce 
the lands to private ownership as soon as possible; give people the opportunity TO buy 
the land and they will take care of it and preserve it. The movement must come from 
somebody authorized by the government. It will not come from the people; they 
want the timber without paying for it. It must come from the surveyor-general or 
somebody else whose business it is to see that these lands are surveyed. There is no 
difficulty about this, for the surveys are extended in the vicinity, anu they can find 
the corners or township lines somewhere without very much difficulty; practically 
there would not be much difficulty. The deputy surveyors are not sufficiently well 
paid, and they cannot afford under present prices to do the work as jt should be done. 
There were some surveys in this country that when they were joined were very much 
out of the way. It is aU settled now because they have connected them, and, of course, 
in surveying nothing is an error that is known to be an error if you know how much 
the error is. 
Q. I understand that your idea for protecting the timber lands would be private 
entry without restriction in the Sierra Nevadas f-.A.. Yes. 
Q. Do you make any distinction in other places ?-.A.. Yes; that law would not apply 
in other States. 
Q. Why not in the Eastern States f-.A.. If I could enter at private entry chestnut 
and black walnut iu the Eastern States, I would consider it a very valuable invest- · 
ment to keep for my children. In the 8ierra Nevadas it takes so much capital to loca,te 
a saw-mill and obtain means of transportation to the market that there would be no 
danger of monopolists, and the timber lam.ls, if they were thrown open to private 
entry, would not be seized upon by monopolists. That is my idea. 
Q. What etfoct would this unlimited sale of timber land have upon t<he development 
of the mineral portions of the country ?-.A.. It would not have any effect. 
Q . .A.re not the mining camps generally among the timber 1-.A.. No, sir; very ex-
ceptionally. 
Q. How is it with Virginia City V-.A.. Virginia City is not in a timber locality. 
Q. How far is it from the timber f-.A.. Fifteen or twent-y miles. ' 
Q. How is it at Bodie f-A. I think Bodie is from 15 to 20 miles from the timber. 
Let me state here so that you can have a fair understanding about that. At one time 
in the history of the world thei-e was a series of rivers running almost parallel to the· 
rivers that now :flow from the Sierra Nevada,s. At th::1t tirue these raviues that we see 
were uot cut out. Probably glacial action wore off those stones aml c:uried them 
<low11. The glaciers unt out these ravine:;, and the gold that was in the quartz among 
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these rocks was deposited in the ancient rivers that made these ancient liver bec1s. 
Afterward when the volcanoes, when the whole Sierra Nevadas were almost n volcano, 
the basalt or lava was thrown up, and occupies the summits of the mountains, and the 
river-beds were covered up. Then after that came the present condition or age of the 
world, when I think there was more rain and snow on the Sierra Nevadas than there 
is .now, when these present ravines and canons were cut out, leaving our present 
rivers. Wherever thev cut across or came in contact with these ancient rivers, of 
course they cut them out, and the gravel and sand was.washed into the present beds. 
Thus were formed the benches and bars of our lower streams, ancl wherever they were 
not cut out they made what is called placers. Thus our hydraulic mines are a long 
distance below the summit of the Sierra Nevadas. There are no mines at the snm-
mit of the Sierra Nevadas, except at Meadow Lake, where there lH'e some rebellious 
ores for the presence of which no explanation has been found, that is so far as I know, 
except perhaps tho Reese mine up above Downeyville, and which is the only mine I 
know of at tbe summit,. At other points where the granite cro1,s out at the ::-nmmit of 
the Sierra. Nevadas there appears to lJo no ore. The mines :iro all below. The placer 
mine.; were made by these rivers cutting forough the ancient river clrnnnels and wash-
ing them down and depositing their sands and gravels to make the l)('Dches and bars 
of the present streams. Up to the SUJJJ.mit of the Sierra Nevadas, where tbe timber 
commeuces, there are practically no mines and never ha e been. That will explain 
away the danger you spoke of. 
I might add that the Reese mine is very rich. This group of mines at ~ieadow 
Lake are at the summit of the Sierra Nevadas, but I know of no others on the sun.unit. 
There would be really no practical interference, except in rare cases, in the sale of the 
real timber lands of the Sierra Nevadas -without the mining interest-that is, in that 
immediate neighborhood. It is settled for mines lower down. 
Q. Would it be any harm to insert ina grant for timber land a clause reserving the 
mineral rights f-A. No; I think not. 
Q. Would it be an advantage f-A. I think it would be an advantage, except that 
it encumbers a man's title, which is a disadvanta,ge. I think, on the whole, that action 
would make an immense deal of litigation in this State. It throws tit.les into con-
fusion. Wherever you give a man anything but a clean absolute title you injure him; 
you embarrass him; you trouble him to sell the land, and you leave him uneasy, be-
cause he is subjected to every wandering devil who wants to dig into his ground and 
see if something is not there. But here is a clause that any ditch company can come 
in and put a ditch upon that land. That is wrong. That is all wrong. Those min-
eral clauses have preventtd the settlement of thousands of people in onr foot-hills 
who would have come in and planted orchards and vineyards. 
Q. Would it be a disadvantage to divorce the timber and mineral interests and sub-
terranean rights f-A. Inasmuch as the only object of p~rsons who would enter timber 
in the timber lands of the Sierra Nevadas at private o'ntry would be to use them for 
saw-mills, such people would have little interest in the land after tho timber had been 
removed; therefore to make a clause in bis patent which would reserve any minerals, 
if any such should be found therein, would not be a serious disadvantage to him. 
Q. Would such a clause as that be advantageous in permitting prospecting and 
discovery f-A. I hardly think it would. Minerals have only been found in excep-
tional cases among the timber lands of the Sierra N evadas. The discoveries made would 
not be made in such lands1 except in rare instances. Very few mines have been 
found among the real timber lands of the Sierra Nevadas. Practically the timber 
line is as low as 2,000 feet in the Sierra Nevadas. The timber line in Shasta will come. 
down lower. We find the same timber growing at lower elevation on the bills in 
other parts. Trees in the vicinity of Shasta, yellow pines for instance, will grow a,t 
the elevat,ion of 500 feet. At Tehachepa we do not find them at 4,000 feet;; they fol-
low the Siena Nevada on that same slope. As you get south tho timber takes a 
higher elevation. I cannot see any objection to that reservation for timber lands. It 
is only when it bears on a poor farmer that you will distress him. I think it would 
be well to couple it with a provision protecting any improvements which he made. In 
other words, when a man goes there and makes a home, give him that home. 
Q. What do you think of the propriety of the withdrawal of large bodies of public 
land in this State for alleged mineral purposes, there being no evidence that they con-
tain any mineral f-A. ln addition to the lands in the foot-bills of the Sierrn Nevaclas, 
made mineral by the affidavits of the miners, say from 1850 to 1852, when placer min-
ing practically ceased on the benches and bars of the rivers-in addition to the land 
made mineral by the affidavits of the miners at that time, Commissioner Drummond, 
by an order, at one fell swoop, reserved from the public domain more than two million 
acres of land along the base of the Sierra Nevada Mountains, along the foot-hills 
stretching through three degrees of latitude, and having a width of 15 or 20 miles, 
and required that any farmer who settled upon any portion of these reserved lands 
should be at the expense of advertising, of first posting his notice on the fort,y-acre 
tract, and then by publication in the newspapers fixing the time when he would appear 
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at the Land Office with witnesses to show that each 40 acres was more valuable for 
agricultural purposes than for mineral. The expenses and this bother more than 
doubled the cost of the land to the settler, and then, when settled, it was not settled, 
for the patent itself still reserved any mineral, hhould such be found thereon. All 
mineral lights were reserved. He was still linhle to annoyance and bother from. bis 
neighbors or any person who <lit.diked him. He was bothereu because bis land was so 
open to inv:u-1iou that it was difficult for him to raise money upon it, and the fact has 
been that this withdrawal has probably prevented the settlement of from 2,000 to 
5,000 familie8 ou one of the most valuable sections of the State, which is left in part 
for the use of ca.ttle an<l. sheep men, who are interested in keeping the mineral decis-
ion banging over it to exclude settlers from it, an<l. thus it pays no faxes to the State 
or county. It is nsed only for grazing purposes and by the few people who cut the 
oak wood that grows upon it. 
What should be done is this: There were some placer mines among these lands thus 
reserved, principally upon the benches and bari-1 of river courses, but very little any-
where else. They were practically worked out before the Chinamen took hold of them 
in lt:!68, but still the reservation is ou this lanrl, the climate of which is better than in 
the val]eys, and upon wLich oranges and semi-tropical fruits can be grown an<l. which 
will produce the best berries and fruits in the State. It is also a productive and val-
uable land for wheat. It is almost practically unsettled, growing out of the difficulty 
of obtaining a title and the uncertainty of the title after it is acquired. The whole 
effect of this thing is that it is injurious to the State, and the order, in the interest of 
the public, ought to be revoked, and tht\ burden of proof should not be upon the farmer 
but upon the miner to show that it is mineral, if be finds a mine there. 'fhat order is 
used for the purpose of keeping large herds of sheep and cattle grazing over the land 
without paying anybody for the privilege ; and the herders and stockmen make it so 
expensive to the agricultural applicant that he abandons his application. After he 
has been to all this expense of making proof he gets nothing, for the mineral is still 
reserved if any is found on bis land. When a man gets a title to a piece of land, puts 
on his vineyard, his apple trees, and bis home, and digs his well, give it to him clean; do 
not take it from him afterwards; do not leave him open to wandering prospectors, who 
can come into his orchard and hunt for a mine that bas no existence whatever. If 
there is any mine there let it be his. 
Q. In your opinion, should not the government, when it surveys a townf'lhip, return 
it properly classified, and thereafter adhere to that classification f-A. No, I wonld 
not do that; but when a man obtains a title to it let it be his undisturbed. They 
cannot well do that, because if your surveyor, in surveying that land, saw a man dig-
ging for gold upon it he would classify it as mineral and return it as such. In two 
years afterwards eve;:y particle of gold might be worked out, and when it was worked 
out the land would cease to be mineral and that character should no louger attach to 
it. I sent to .the Secretary of the Interior oranges raised on land that was classified 
v,s mineral land, but from which the mineral ha(l been exhausted. These reservations 
of mineral land admit of the most miserable system of living by men who live on it 
and cannot get any title to it, and they just grub along. They are not like men who 
own the land; they don't pay any taxes, except upon their possessions, because the 
government owns this land. The fact of the matter was that the department at Wash-
ington did not originally understand the condition of the mineral lands and what part 
of the mineral belts were valuable, and in a fright reserved everything, and iolms tied 
up all the land in favor of the mineral which has been gone for years. If a scientific 
classification were made in the future, I think the government ought to adhere to that 
classification; but I do not think a clean title to tbe land should ever be disturbed. 
If a wan purchasecl it for agricultural purposes he should own it, and everything in it 
should be his, clean. 
Q. What and whPre are the lands that are valuable for grazing purposes exclusively 
in California f-A. I would call all the lands in the southern portion of the State be-
low the timber line on the hills, and the mesa lands above the plains, an<l the lands of 
the valleys where the valleys do not receive to exceed an avera.ge of 8 inches of rain-
fall, grazing lands. 'rhen, :further, I would call grazing lands all of the lauds in the 
vnilleys where there is not sufficient water in t,he rivers th11,t can be taken ont for pur-
poses of irrigation-below the timber line of the hills, in fact. Now, wherever in the 
southern parts of the State the waters of the streams can be directed on to the mesa 
lands, or on all the valley lands, so far as that water extended and can be spread over 
the land it would cease to be grazing land; but the very line above which the wa.ter 
cannot reach would be the line of grazing land, until yon get up to the timber line. 
So yon see that I consider that grazing laml consists of the various classes of land 
that are fit for grazing and nothing else-not from the quality-of the soil, but simply 
from the want of water. The soil may be entirely fit for agriculture. Where the 
snow-water fails to produce enough grass in the spring and the winter rains are not 
sufficient for irrigation, these would be grazing lands, until you got up higher in tho 
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mountains where there is an increase of rainfall due to elevation-there would com-
mence the timber lands. 
Q. What can be done to make pastoral fands, as we have defined them, available 
to actual settlers as pastoral homesteads f-A. They should be surveyed in tracts, 
having regard to the springs and small streams that may be found upon them, and 
sold in large bodies, the whole thing having relation to the water for the use of 
the stock that may be found upon any portion of them. For illustration, take the 
State of Nevada, which contains the largest bodies of this land. The bunch-grass 
that grows on the hills is very nutritious and bears an abundance of oily seeds, 
which fatten all kinds of stock; but those hills only have a value for grazing pur-
poses when. there is enough_ water to supply stock. When the water cannot be found 
within reasonable distance of the stock, to which they can travel back and forth 
morning and evening, they have no value, for the reason that stock cannot be grazed 
over them for want of water. They are then left in a state of nature, to be sold by 
the government. -Pasturage land should be subdivided in large tracts with refer-
ence to the water, so that each tract may, as nearly as practicable, be endowed with 
a suitable proportion of water, and then sold at private entry. 
Q. On account of the scarcity of water at times, would it not be well to resurvey a 
certain amount of water and irrigable land, so that the pasturage men could have 
little gardens and a little feed for themselves and stock; that is, the pasturage 
farm to include a large amount of pasturage land and a little land :fit for cultiva-
tion ¥-A. That is the Mormon system, and it seems to work very well with them. My 
opinion is this, that so far as it is available that land should be got into condition for 
cultivation by some common ownership. Take Walker River here: I would :first get 
the land in a position so that it could be bought if practicable. Large tracts could be 
irrigated by the water from the river which could not be irrigated if you prohibited a 
man from obtaining title to more than 160 acres. No man or company would expend 
$15 or $20 per acre on such small tracts. I would get that land in position, so that it 
could be acquired in quant,ities sufficient to warrant capitalists in putting in dams and 
digging irrigating ditches, so as to enable them to recla-im it and sell it in small tracts, 
properly supplied with water, to actual settlers, and that should be the :first object. 
Whenever you get a man attached to the soil by that process, then yon settle up the 
country and create at once towns and settlements, churches and schools, and advance 
the interests of the whole community. Then, as regards the land that lies back of 
them, fit forpasturage only, I would provide that at convenient distances from the river, 
say three-fifths of a mile, or whatever might be thought best, the water remaining 
in that river or in those ditches should be opened by law to the back pasturage coun-
try, and it should be given to all the people along tbe banks of that river for t,he pur-
pose of watering their stock, and by that method the irrigable land could be utilized 
and the pasturage land utilized, for the men who owned the stock should have an in-
defeasible right to get their stock to that water. I would not provide that pasturage 
men should own the steppe back of the river, but I would provide that tho farmer 
should own it all. At the same time I would give the right to the pasturage men to 
use the water for their stock. 
Q. What amount of pasturage land would be equivalent to 160 acres of arable land 1-
A. I cannot state at all. I have seen in the Mohave Desert large bodies of G40 acres, 
ajilaree covering the whole ground, and I have seen it the next season without a single 
spear of anything that looked like vegetation. It wonld support immense :flocks of 
sheep in one season and would not support a rabbit the next; thus it depends upon the 
natnre of the grass. Take the bunch-grass : I have seen lots of land bearing that 
grass that looked so barren that a crow would not light upon it, and yet it would support 
Rtock all the summer; it depends upon the native production of the soil. I think there 
<-:;ioul<l be-if it is for cattle in the ordinary grazing country-it should be sold in 
tracts of four or five thousand acres; ntYt less than that; it is difficult to tell exactly. 
I will state it this way: it should be in such quantities that a man of ordinary 
means who proposes to follow stock-grazing shall be enabled to acquire a sufficient 
amount of land to graze his sheep, and the land shoul<l correspond in area with the 
()nantit,y of cattle and sheep tha,t an ordinary average farmer who goes into thl)it busi-
ness would naturally have. 
Q. What system would you suggest for disposing of the irrigable land that will best 
secure its occupation by actual settlers; what are the difficulties at present in settling 
this land, and what system would relieve settlers of those difficulties ?-A. I do not 
know why the desert-land act, if it were made more liberal, is not a good law. There 
is hardly time enough allowed for persons to complete their work and take out the 
water. Irrigation works in California on the land that does not naturally receive a 
sufficientam,onnt of water by the rainfall is an expensive work of engineering, and then 
of actual labor. Haggin & Carr, of Kern River, have expended in irrigation and dis-
tributing ditches nearly one and a half milliorn, of dollars. Probably in Kern County, 
near Bakersfield and south of Kern Island, they have expended that much money in 
dams and irrigating Jitches, and other large sums have been expended by other par. 
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ties in cultivating land, not to exceed half a, million acres. These moneys have been 
expended and they have acquired title nuder the desert-land act to some portions of 
the land, but to other portions of it the title is still inchoato and imperfect, for the 
reason that, while the main ditches are there and some of the main distributing ditches, 
a full compliance with the law has not been made, for the reason that three years have 
expired and the requirements of the law have not been fully met. .All that money bas 
been expended, yet the detail work has not been entirely completed. In other words, 
there is not t,irne enough given . 
The fact is this: probably $3:000,000 have been expended and the work is only par-
tially completed; the details are imperfect, anu the government devils then commence 
suits :rnd commence investigations at the instance of anybody who makes an affidavit 
that such and such a piece of land, that he might wttnt, is not desert land; and it 
costs them a large sum to employ lawyers. Then it is tied up in the departments and 
remains unsettled for a, long time. These people have their money invested in those 
improvements au<l will not get any returns except then- alfalfa and some other crops 
they are raising upon it. They are unable to bring in any settlers, as they desire to 
do, for the reason that Lhey are still left in this unsettled condition. It requues large 
capital, and it requires the expenditure of that capital without returns for a number 
of years to reclaim this land. 
The men ,Yho go into these operations do not propose to farm the laml, but they pro-
pose to get the land from the government and to expend five or six millions of dollars 
or more in irrigating and bringing water to it, anu then they expect to sell it for $15 
or $20 per acre, after a number of years, to people who will cultivate the soil and make 
homes there. Therefore, the law, though well enough in part, must be amended so as 
to make it available. 
Q. What objection is there, if any, to the government reserving every ot,her section 
of this desert land and allowing it to be irrigated in alternate sections ?-A. That would 
not work, because no man would want to spend five dollars per acre to bring water to 
one section when the government retains the neighboring section fo[' somebody else, 
whose land would then be irrigated withont pay. 
Q. As I understand you, the great body of land to be irrigated can be redeemed only 
by the utilization of the large streams, where much capital is required ?-A. That is it. 
Q. What proportion of land can be irrigated by the small streams and by utilizing 
the larger ones, where only capital can do it ?-A. I think very nearly all the small 
streams in the southern portion of the State that can be utilized for irrigation on small 
tracts have been acquired, and are in use and occupation. What remains are the 
large rivers, that can only be utilized by the expenditure of large sums of money. 
My idea is that this land, after the main ditches are taken out, where the main dis-
tributing ditches are not yet cons l.ructed, they, the latter, can be constructed for $4 
or $5 per acre. Tulare Lake, on its eastern side, has a hard clay bottom, and that clay 
bottom extends up toward the foot-hills in the form of hard-pan-bow far up toward 
the foot-hills, 1 cannot tell; but King's River, Coon Creek, Rockwood Creek, and various 
other streams that flow down from the mountains have brought down sediment and 
leaves and other trash, and made a deposit upon that hard-pan on the shore of Tulare 
Lake about four feet thick. This sand and silt have made up the richest kind of soil, 
and ditches have been taken out of King's River for the irrigation of that soil. 
The slope from the hills to the lands· of the Muscle-shell Slough Company is about 
one foot to the mile. An irrigating ditch bas been brought across the northern end of 
the section, :flowing along the section line, and that water settles through the sand 
and silt and runs toward the lake slowly on that bard-pan, and gi,7 eS up its moi!:lture 
to vegetation which grows to a distance of a half a mile from the lake. 1'his is the 
most inexpensive irrigation in the world. That condition of things only exists where 
the rivers have brougbt down deposits which rest upon hard-pan like that; but I do 
not know that such a condition of things e:x:ists anywhere else. So, you see, it is hard 
to state what irrigation will cost. 
The great body of irrigable land now remaining in California is not availal.Jle for 
poor men. Take the stretch of country between Kern County and Tu1aro Lake. There 
are probably 250,000 acres of plains land, with occasional patches of alkali ground, 
because where there is not sufficient rainfall the alkali deposits are always fouud. 
Take that country of 250,000 acres, and it is almost impossible to irrigate it, unlesB the 
remaining waters of Kern River sboukl be taken out and cxten<lecl along north of that 
section of country for a, distance of, I should say, 40 or 45 miles, and then brought down 
and spread over the ground by ditches. This is the only process by which it can be 
irrigated ( unless they can find artesian water), and probably it cannot be done short 
of an expense of three or four millions of dollars, if, indeed, there is sufficient water in 
Kern River still unappropriated. Itis nonsense for a man to take lti0 acres or 640 acres 
or less of desert land. The only remaining land available for poor men, t.ben, are the 
pa6turage lands which are still left. There is a, stretch of country 450 miles 'long from 
Redding to Tahechepah. If yon take off the mineral restriction from that land it 
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will be available, for it is some of the best land in the country. It is 450 miles long 
and 20 miles wide. 
Q. Outside of this land there are no other lands, are there, oxcept the grazing lands f 
Now, would there be any objection to extending the homestead privilege to the pas-
turage lands and make a homestead include a sufficient amount for a pasturage 
farm 'l-A. There would. The man who proposes to go into the grazing business has 
some capital, or else he would not have money to purchase his sheep and cattle. 
p:'hat man should be made to buy the land from the government, and not have it given 
to him. If he has money enough to enter the stock business he has money enough to 
purcha e his land. I woul<l. have a surveyor to survey it and grade it ; and be should 
be a man of some intelligence, and he should be required to be more particular in 
report,ing tlio character of each HiO acres, and note all the grasses that are upon it, 
and the streams that are upon it, and all other objects by which a commissioner conld 
get a general description of it, which would enable that commissioner or some one 
else properly authorized to grade that land. Then it should be sold in these certain 
tracts, at a price which would be a, low price for the government, for the use of these 
grazing men, instead of giving them homes upon it. . 
The surveyor who makes the survey of these pasturage lands should be required to 
given, statement in regard to the character of the soil, and the vegetation that grows 
on it, and, approximately, the water there is, and any other information that might 
occur to him that would be of benefit to a cc1mmissioner, in order that he might pass 
upon and grade the value of this land. This value should be fixed by the government 
at the cost of this survey and examination, and then these pasturage lauds should he 
sold in convenient tracts of, say, from two to five thousand acres to persons who 
desired to occupy them for pasturage homesteads, at the cost of surveying and 
grading. 
Q. Where should the title or right to the water rest¥ Who should own the water¥-
A. The State should own the water, and the State should regulate and cont,rol jt, It 
should regulate and control it by a commission that should have an almost absolute 
power to <lo justice to the parties who take out the water and those who use it finally. 
As we st,and now, it is in the next fifty years to be a great source of trouble, strife, 
and bloodshed. The people who use that water will be the slaves of those who bold 
it. This is true to some extent to-day. With a parceling survey there should be a 
physical survey, but with the present manner of surveying it cannot be done with 
sufficient accuracy to make it possible for irrigation. For irrigation contour lines 
and elevations must be computed with the greatest and minutest exactness, and the 
ordinary surveyor is not competent to do that. 
Q. Suppose the land was so classified that the man who obtained title to a certain 
tract of land obtains title to it as irrigable land. Now, having set aside a certain 
amount of the ]and as irrigable land, should not the water right inhere with the land 
and pass with it f How would that do ¥-A. 'l'hat cla.ssi:fication cannot be made 
accurate enough. Take the land lying between Kern River and Tulare La,ke, above 
Buena Vista. The question of how much of that can be irrigated from Kern River 
depends upon where you put in your dam; it depends upon a great many other con-
siderations also. The surveyor may report that all of a given tra.ct of land is irriga-
ble, and probably it is irrigable, but it will take a million of dollars to irrigate the 
whole of it. He cannot very well classify the land, because he must know where the 
water will reach; below that point it is irrigable land; above it is pasturage land. It 
is the line of the ditch that makes the distinction, and it is necessarily an engineering 
problem where the dam should be put, and the dam being put there you have next to 
ascertain where the water can be taken to. Th~ question is, can the water be taken 
out here or taken out there, and th~t question must be left to the State, to be under 
State control. But yet the government must classify the fands as nearly as possible; 
and then it is absolutely necessary, if they are classitied and sold, and it is afterwards 
found that a piece of 'land, that is put in one class turns ont to be of another., that 
there should be no tampering with any man's patent, as in the mineral cases; for when 
he gets his title from the government it should be final and complete. 
Tho settler should never be bothered with these mineral questions. There should 
not be so many reservations in his patent. When a poor farmer comes to ma,ke bis 
improvements he often finds there are so many reservations that the title means 
almost nothing. There should be no such condition of things. Whenever the land is 
sold, it should be sold absolutely and clean. 
Q. Would you ·aid irrigation corporations by giving them each alternate section ¥-A. 
You cannot do that; this alternate-section business prevents anything being done. 
SAN FRANCISCO, October 8. 
B. B. REDDING testified as follows: 
The la.nu of the Central Pacific Railroad runs through Nevada, down the Truckee 
River, going east ; then across the filllk of the Humboldt and Carson, and into the de-
pression of country into which these two rivers empty, where their water is then 
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evaporated; then up the line, following the general course of the Humboldt River to 
its source at the Humboldt \Velis, and so on into Utah, around the head of Salt Lake 
to Ogden, where it connects with the Union Pacific. The general character of the land 
in the sections above referred to is desert, and like all other <leserts is made so by a 
lack of sufficient rainfall. The rainfall is less o:rr that line at Wadsworth and in the 
sink of the Humboldt than elsewhere, not averaging to exceed three and one-fourth to 
four inches annually. It gradna1ly increases, following- up the Humboldt River along 
the line of the railroad to J<'ort Halleck, to the Humbolut Wdls, wuich is the highest 
elevation on the line of the railroad, and which point is the source of t,he Humboldt 
Rfrer. Here the ave1·age 1·ainfall is li inches. 'l'l.te consequence is that while there 
are ~ood pastoral lauds on this line and good natural grasses, and occasionally smnll 
patebes of arable land, there is not in that portion of Nevada much arable land, ex-
c:ep1, by irrigation. There are some natural grasses on the hills, such as the bunch-
grass, which appears to be :fitted by nature to live in an ari<l and dry region, and which 
produces some considerable nutritious food for stock. Wherernr the water of the 
Humboldt has been taken out and distrilmted on the fla.t ground on its banks the land 
is found to be very productive. It is only in a small degree utilized for the purpose of 
cultivation, because the putting in of dams and irrigating ditches involves a large 
expenditure of capital. 
'rhe land on each side of the Humboldt River, which is on the line of the railroad, 
is partially owned by the railroad for 20 miles on each side. The sections belong alter-
nately to the railroad company and to the government, the odd-numbered sections 
being those owned by the railroad and the even-numbered sections by the government, 
held for the use of settlers. These government lands are now only subject to pre-emp-
tion in tracts of one hundred and sixty acres. Ca,pitalists are ready to invest large 
amounts of money in taking out the waters of the Humboldt River and carrying it up 
to the edge of the hills and then distributing it down over the flat lands, provided 
they could receive the benefit of their investment, which, as the law now stands, is 
not permitted to them. The railroad would willingly sell the odd-numbered sections 
at the government price of $2.50 per acre, but capitalists are not willing to make this 
invbstment simply for the land that they could purchase from the railroatl company, 
for the reason that the benefit of their investment in the construction of irrigation 
ditches and dams, distributing ditches, &c., would only reside one-half in them. One 
half of it would go to any settler who saw :fit to pre-empt 160 acres of this land from 
the government after it had been irrigated. 'rhe result is that capital cannot be found 
to make these investments. .A. further consequence is that this section of the country 
is unsettled and comparatively non-productive, and promises to continue in the bame 
condition while the law remains as it is now. The bottom land of the Hum bok1t River 
susceptible of cultivation varies in width at different points. It would be difficult' to 
say how wide it would average, but I should say no~ to exceed 10 or 15 miles through 
its entire length. Back of these lands are the pasturage lands on the hills, looking 
bare and unproductive, but in fact, year by year, containing variable quantities of 
bunch-grass and other native grasses which are fattening for cattle. These lands can 
never be used while the earth is at its present climatic condition for any other purpose 
than the pasturage of herds. 'rhey now support large herds of cattle, and are really 
divided up among the owners of herds of cattle, who, by common consent, occupy dis-
tinct sections without any ownership. It is merely conceded that :from such a hill to 
such a bill a certain area of grass land shall be under the cont.rol of one person, so 
foat the most of these pasturage lands are utilized without title from the government. 
The people who graze over them have no desire that there should be any title. 
Now, to make these lands availablo and settle up this section of country with thrifty 
and irnlustrious farmers and a grazing population, who would utilize the bottom lands 
for agriculture and utilize the lands back on the hills for grazing purposes, requires 
an entire change in the present system of laws controlling ,nd governing these lands; 
but just how this should be done is a question for the consideration of Congress. All 
-0f these lan<ls might be utilized by several methods, and be a source of revenue to the 
government and add prosperity to the country. If the government were to take back 
the odd-numbered sectionr:; throughout this whole strip of country, cause them to be 
surveyed again with reference directly to their facilities for irrjgation, and then allow 
them to be sold in large tracts and bodies, so that persons having capital could enter 
them at private entry, irrigation works would be constructed, dams put in the rivers, 
distributing-ditches made, and these parties, having the lands so irrigated, would then 
sell them, with rights to the water, in small tracts to actual settlers, who would soon fill 
them up and cultivate them. If this were not considered advisable, then the govern-
ment should take from the railroad all the odd-numbered sections on one side of the 
railroad-the land of the railroad lies along the bank of the river-and give the rail-
road in exchange the even sections on the other side. This would enable the railroad 
company to have all the lands on one side of the river surveyed, with a view to their 
sale to capitalists, who would put in dams and irrigating ditches, and, after irrigating 
..... 
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them, would resell them to the settlers at a profit, while the settlers would cultivate 
the soil and make it available. 
If this should not be approved, then the one other plan that I see is for the govern-
ment to take back the odd sections for a distance of ten or twenty miles in alternate 
blocks and give the even sections to the railroau. for the &ame distance, in alternate 
blocks, so that the blocks of land could be got together, which would ue susceptible 
as a body to irrigation. Then the government could arrange its portion io any way 
it saw fit, and would probably adopt the same system that the railroad woukl adopt, 
w bich would be to see if the several bodies could be irrigated, and then sell them to 
tapitalists to take out the water to irrigate them with. 
These are the various plans that have occurerl to me. The object of any system to 
make these lands available must be to get together every portion that is susceptible 
of one system of irrigation, by a ditch which could be taken out, say on the right 
hand, and carried to the foot-hills as far as that oitch could be extended. Everythiug 
below the line of that ditch would create one irrigating district, and the expenditure 
of money in putting in that ditch, so far as the flowing of water into it is concerued, 
would irrigate all the land between the ditch and the river and would constitute what 
would be one block o-f land susceptible of irrigation at that point. Any system that 
will make these lands available to the railroad must be arranged. in that ruanuer. 
Nature has so formed that country that I cannot conceive of any other IJlan that will 
do it. I want to say that while these lands remain in the condition they are, with 
this divided ownership, nothing can be done, except in a desultory manner, for settlers 
in that country to make it available for agriculture. Men will not invest capital in 
one-half of the lands. They will not invest one hundred thousand dollars' worth of 
capital to bring in water which every man can use by going to the land office and ob-
taining title to the even-numbered sect10ns. It must be so arranged that capital can 
be induced to bring the water to the land. Any system that will accomplish that will 
accomplish the'settlement of that country; but in the condition it is it must remain 
a desert that cannot induce settlement there, because it costs too much to get out the 
water. 
It is no use to go into the .history of our form of government; but one of the ends for 
which this government was created was to get rid of primogeniture and entail. That 
fear of large holdings, growing out of the exi ·ting faults in the old country, has )Jeen one 
of the dreads that has worked into the public mind everywhere. I think there is no such 
danger in this country, for the reason that these wealthy men must die after thirty 
years, and cannot leave their property entailed. It is divided up, and when the first 
heirs die the same condi.tion of affairs takes place. I have known a man who died Lere 
-one of the wealthiest men in the State, who died four or five years ago-and now his 
estate is all scattered; and within about thirty years from this tirue those holding this 
estate will die, and it will be redivided again. In that way ~he men that got hold of large 
grants in early days were all men of middle age, and generally men w bo came here in 1849 
with some capital and some experience. They saw the State was tilling up with pop-
ulation, and instead of going to mining they got hold of the Spanish Tanches. Most of 
these owners aTe now men long past middle-age of life, and they are dying, and their es-
tates are being divided. Another generation will see all these estates divided up; ancl 
in two generations they will all be in small tracts and farmed. That prevailing fear in 
the country where there is no primogeniture and entail is a fear that, to my mind, in 
anotber generation will have so worked itself out that it will have disappea,re<l. 
Now t,ben, to come back to this other question: suppose there are 30,000 acres in a body 
that can be iITigated through these ditches, and that it will cost $100,000 to bring out t,he 
water, or $200,000 to bring ont that water to irrigate that land, and that capiL:tlists ¥ho 
invest in that operation did it not for the purpose of farming that land. Tl.my cannot 
farm it. Farming bas never succeeded in large tracts. I don;t know of ten rueu iu the 
State who at the end of fifteen years have not made an absolute failure of farmiug over 
a few thousand acres. They do not invest in these ditches and these irrigation works 
and in these lands with the object of getting an estate to leave to their chiltlren. Ca.pi-
ta.l is too active here. Their object is to invest their money, having an absolute l:!ecurit,y 
in the land, knowing that it is not the land but the wa,ter that gives the land a value. 
Then their object after the work is done is to sell that land in small tracts, at a 1n·otit, 
to people who wHl cultivate it. I do not know of one chtim of irrigation on irrigaule 
lands in this State, ma.de under the '' desert-land act," where the object of the parties 
investing their money was for the purpose of farming that land. Imrne<liatelJ' after L!Je 
water was put on the land they commenced searching for people who would t;ettle on it 
and buy it of them at a profit, to remunerate them for their outlay of capital. 
I want to add ::igain, tha.t it these lands are taken back by the government and these 
irrigation districts formed, the government should provide in a la,w that there should 
be certain clistiuet lines and rnadH by which people having their stock iu the hills be-
yond irrigable lnnd sl.10uld have opportunity for their stock to get to the water of that 
river, and that should hP- commou and free. That is absolutely necessary to them, 
otherwise pasturage lands cannot be sold . lf a man owned an irrigable tracli and lrn.d a 
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right to shut out these ditches from the pasturage lands on the hills, those lands could 
never be sold, because there is no water, and the stock must have an opportunity to go 
to the water. 
Question. Has the tendency been, in the last few years, to increase the size of the 
herd8 and diminish the number of owners, or bas the tendency been the other way!-
Answer. 'l'he condition of things is this: Before the Americans came to this country it 
was settled by Mexicans. They were a nomadic, pastoral people, and their only object 
was to feed large herds of cattle. Their government made them concessions of lands 
for that purpose in large tracts. The most nutritious grasses grow, of course, on the low 
bottom lands, and keep green the longest in summer; and the Spanish and Mexican 
grants naturally covereu. these portions of the land, and theirs was the best land in the 
State. After th~ Americans obtained possession of the country they naturally sought 
these lands au<l. purchased them. As a rule they have turned out to be the best farm-
ing lands. The Spanish grants took the best farming lands in tho State. When it was 
ascertained that California was a wheat-growing country these lauds immediately ac-
qnired too much value for grazing purposes; they were worth morf' for wheat than for 
grazing purposes or for orchards. As a consequence these large herds of cattle have 
disappeared, and the parties who were in that kind of business moved away and went 
to less productive lands, and we have ceased to be a pastoral people. 'fhe only pastoral 
portion of the State now is in some of the southern count,ies, some little on the plains of 
the south in the Tulare Valley; but it is gradually working from the State over into 
Nevada, Utah, Idaho, Montana, and Southern Oregon. We have ceased to be a pastoral 
people. Sheep are still owned in large numbers-vast bands-but we have ceased to 
be a beef-raising people. We still, however, produce immense quantities of wool, and 
sheep are owned in vast bands all through the State. They are fed in the winter on 
the dry plains; in the early spring, with the annual grasses, they are driven into the 
mountains wherever there are any green spots from the Oregon line to the Gulf of Cali-
fornia. Everything that contains any moisture they eat. The snow of the mountains 
remains until it gradually melts in the spring, causing it to fall upon the thick under-
brush composed of various kinds of 01JJnanthus, which was the natura,1 feed of the deer, 
and this band of sheep eat all of that and leave the ground bare. The consequence is 
that snows do not remain so late in summer, and for that reason our rivers are becom-
ing more torrential in consequence of the vast herds of sheep that are grazing in our 
mounta.ins. 'l'l.ie raising of cattle ancl horses in herds bas ceased, and that business is 
being conducted in those pasturage lands in Nevada. The sheep are also extending. 
The State bas probably to-day almost as many sheep as can be grazed. 
Now, there is another enterprise springing up. Wherever on the bottom lands al-
fa.lfa can be sown and the land can be irrigated, it is so vastly productive that four 
crops on an average can be cut every year, so that in a small way the farmers are com-
mencing to raise cattle at home-as many as their land will sul_-)port-and instead of 
owning a vast range with wild cattle, each farmer now has a herd of ten to fifteen. 
This adds fargely to the supply of beef in this State. In other words, we are grad-
ually changing from a pastoral people and becoming a cereal-growing people. In an-
other twenty years we will be more strictly an agricultural people, because there will 
Le markets in tile towns and cities of the State for agricultural products. 
I should like to say a word on the debris question. A great deal of valuable farming 
land is being destroyed in Sacramento Valley and along the river bottom by the rivers that 
tlow down from the Sierra Nevada Mountains, where there is hydraulic mining. Some 
uf the ancient river beds created in a former geological era contain large quantities of 
gravel from which the gold can only he extracted by turning upon these beds large 
bodies of water under a heavy pressure due to the elevation of artificial streams brought 
in for the purpose. 'l'hese, in the course of a season, remove an almost incalculable 
amount of earth, which is washed into the streams and carried down by the floods and 
deposited over these bottom lands, destroying for the present their agricultural proper-
ties. This is not the only source of injury, for the reason that as cultivation has ex-
tended into tbe foot-hills, mostly where the land is plowed in the winter time, and 
wherever the earth is broken up by the plow the mins make small brooklets, which run 
into the valley, and from that into little rills, and from that again into the rivers, car-
rying an immense amount of earth, which also add8 to the quantity brought down 
by the hydraulic mines. This uecomes a very serious question in cei'tain portions of 
the State. In relation to the legal rights of hydraulic miners, and also as to the legal 
rights of the farmers whose lands are being destroyeu, these questions are now before 
the courts for determination. 
An examination of the maps of the State, in connection especially with those rivers 
un which there are hydraulic mines, will show, I think, that in every instance there is 
provided :1 place for the deposit of this sedin:ent and earth, so that for a great many 
years, probably twenty-five or thirty, by which time hydraulic mining will probauly 
cewse, all the earth and sediment brought down by these ri,ers during the bydranlic 
miniug can Le deposited, and made to create valnl!,ble lands without injury to any 
farms at present in existence, and without injury to beds of the rivers. I will illus-
,.... 
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trate: Right north of the city of Sacramento, north of .American River, which flows 
by Sacramento, and east of the Sacramento River, there is a tract of swamp or over-
flowed land of about 100,000 acres known as the Swamp Land District No. 1, in the 
swamp land segregation of the surveys of the State. A large amount of money has 
been expended in attempts to reclaim this tract of Ia.nd, but without success. For-
merly, before hydraulic mining commenced, the lowest portion of this basin was at 
about the same level as the bed of the Sacramento River. Since hydraulic mining 
has been in vogue the bed of the Sacramento River has been raised until it is now 
some distance above the level of the land in this basin. Formerly the Sacramento 
River, in the flood period, flowed through sloughs into this basin which became a vast 
reservoir, and in which it may be said the Sacramento stored some of its water. When 
the river fell this basin poured out these waters through these same sloughs into the 
Sacramento and helped to keep the Sacramento in the summer time at its average ele-
vation. Late in the season all these reservoirs would pour out through these sloughs, 
and these tracts of land would become dry, or nearly so. Since the eleva.tion of the 
bed of the river it has converted 100,000 acres into tule land below the present bed of 
the Sacramento River, because the waters from the basin can't run back into the river, 
the consequence of which is that it remains there, only a portion of it evaporating. 
'Ibis tract of land has in consequence never had any value, and is utterly useless, 
except a small portion of it used late in the season for grazing purp0ses. 
This tract of 100,000 acres of irreclaimable tule land, valuable only for grazing a 
short period in the autumn, lies a short distance from the Bear River, on the banks of 
which the greatest destruction by hydraulic mining has been committed. It is almost 
a level plain for ten or fifteen miles from the banks of Bear River to the nearest part 
of this tract of tule land. If a canal were dug from a point on the Bear River across 
this plain to the head of this body of tule land, and a dam put in at Bear River, all 
the water of that river with this sediment could be turned through this canal into 
this basin, and it would become for a time a stationary body of water, from which the 
sediment would settle upon the bottom, and then gradually overflow as the volllme of 
water coming in increased, and pass out through the slonghs I have spoken of into 
the Sacramento River. Judging only from the deposit that has been made in the rivers 
by h;ydraulic mining during the past fifteen years, I would make a rough estimate and 
say that this body of tule land would contain all the debris that by any possibility 
~ould be sent down the Bear River during the next twenty-five or thirty years, by 
which time hydraulic mining will have ceased. 
The next largest injury done by hydraulic mining has been on the Yuba and on the 
Feather Rivers. On the banks of these two rivel's is ~.lso provided a depositi.og ground 
for the sediment brought down by their water. East of the Sacramento and north of 
the Feather River is another body of swamp and overflowed land which at a rough 
estimate I should say contained between 200,000 and 300,000 acres. I have forgotten 
its number, but it is generally known as Park's Reclamation District. A vast sum of 
money has been spent in trying to reclaim this district of laud, but without success. 
By a short canal a very few miles in length, perhaps not to exceed five miles, the 
waters of the Feather and Yuba ::livers, at the time of the year when the deposits 
come down, could he turned into this basin, where their sediment would be al1owed to 
deposit, and then flow out through sloughs into the Sacramento. 
On every other river, so far as I have examined the map of California-and I have 
examined it carefully for the purpose-near every river on which there are hydraulic 
mines, there is, down below the foot-hills on the plain near tho banks of that river, a 
tract of swamp and overflowed lancl into which this sediment could be turned. Th~se 
lands are now entirnly useless except for grazing purposes. The effect of depositing 
these sediments there, in the creation of new and valuable laud, would only demon-
strate itself after a series of years when that sediment had been allowed to settle there 
and deposit so long that it had filled up the swamp at the height to which water comes 
down in flood-time. Then, by keeping the water away from it for a period of years, 
it would reclaim itself and become, in my opinion, as valuablo as the lands at the 
mouth of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers, which are now the most valuable 
lands in the State and the most productive, and which, in my opinion, were made by 
the same processes of nature ages ago; that is, by the depositing of the silt that 
came down and was compelled to drnp by the water meeting with the brackish tide-
water where it comes in from the ocean. 
These lands, now worthless except as I have stated for grazing during a few months 
of too year, would then become as rich, moist, bottom lands as there are in the State. 
Nothing but an examination by engineers of the amount of earth settlings at the river 
by hydraulic mining, and an exact comparison of the areas of these basins and cafou-
lations of the amount of sediment which is sent down each year, would determine bow 
many years it would take before these basins could be filled up to make valuable land; 
but this is certain, that there are none of these rivers on which there is hydraulic 
mining that, near their outlet from the hills, have not basins into which their depos-
its can be carried to settle and be made fertile land. This problem can be. demon-
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strated in this manner: The Cherokee Spring Valley Water and Mining Company with 
other mining companies in Butte County mined for some years before the lands on 
Table Mountain Creek and Butte Creek were occupied by farmers, until the construc-
tion of the California and Oregon Railroad. The distance was so great from the set-
tled region of the country that, although these lauds were very good, wheat could not 
be produced with profit on account of the long distance from a market. 
This tract of country lies between the Marysville Buttes an<l Chico. It is now 
crossed by the California aud Oregon Railroad. Directly the railroad was constructed 
farmers bought lands from the railroad company lying along the borders of this Butte 
Creek and Table Mountain Creek. Others pre-empted the even-numbered sections 
from the government. At the point I speak of where the railroad crosses Butte Creek 
it is probably :fifteen or twenty miles from where that creek emerges from the foot-
hills on to the plain. These mining companies had been in the habit of sending their 
water and debris through Butte Creek and after it reached level lands or plains the sedi-
ment was deposited, and in time Butte Creek :filled up and this water with the sedi-
ment fl.owed right and left anywhere on the plains. The farmers who bought land 
from the railroad and those who pre-empted from the government made complaint that 
they were unsafe in the cultivation of the land there, for the reason that they were li-
able at any time without warning to have this creek with its sand make a turn in a 
new direction and overflow their crops. Suits were threatened to be commenced; the 
railroad company ceased selling any more land in this vicinity, because people were 
afraid to purchase it. The government also ceased to permit any more land to be pre-
empted for the same reason. The owners of this mining company determined if possible 
to obtain possession of this land, and first ascertained what the odd-numbered unsold 
lands on that creek could be purchased for from the railroad company. In consequence of 
the inability of the railroad com pan~ to sell it the price had been reduced, and having 
obtained the price, the owners of the mining property visited the several farmers who 
were supposed to be in process of injury and engaged with them for their land, and 
having purchased the fand from the farmers, they came and purchased the railroad 
odd sections, and this h:wing been done, they then built levees on each side of Butte 
Creek, probably about a mile or a mile and ahaH from each side of the creek-I can't 
state the distance exactly. Then they put dams across the lower end, and havin er done 
this they allowed the debris to flow into it until it filled up and settled upon those lands, 
and allowed the clean water to fl.ow .off. After two or three years they made what had 
been adobe or stiff clay soil into a sandy loam by this deposit. They then put levees 
further down on the banks of Butte Creek and did the same thing in the sections be-
low, and through these lands that ha:cl been thus made they made a canal through the 
center and constructed levees so as to prevent any more overflow of the land which 
had been thus created, and going on below they did the same thing and turned the 
debris into another poor section. And this land thus created takes ca,re of the deb1·is, 
which in turn forms valuable land which they sell for a very large profit and avoided 
lawsuits with the farmers by taking care of all the debris so that they will ·be no more 
troubled there by the debris while hydraulic mining lasts. Now I think the same op-
erations can be performed on a larger scale in the "swamp-land district, No. 1," and in 
this" Park's district," the number of which I have forgotten, at the junction of the 
Feather and Sacramento Rivers, so that all the debris from the mines as long a,s hy-
draulic mining exists can all be deposited there and tend to the creation of new and 
valuable farming lands. The only question is who is to pay for this. A number of 
owners of swamp land in swamp-land district No. 1, that is this body of swamp land 
north of Sacramento, have stated publicly that they will be thankful if the debris-
from Bear River can be turned into that district as a money speculation; that for them 
it would be safe to hold that land for the :filling up of the country by this debris above 
the floods so that it can be utilized for farming purposes. I do not cloubtbut that the 
owners of this Park's district would also be glad to have it done. It is clone generally 
in other countries, and I think it has been done in England, where it is called "warp-
ing." 
MEMORANDUM FOR LAND CO:!\IMISSION, BY MR. B. B. REDDING. 
So far as the elevated region-the ridge or "bulge" of the continent lying between 
the one hundredth degree of west longitude and the Sierra Nevada range of mount-
ains-is concerned, it is, by its plfysical characteristics, so widely different from the 
territory to the east of it, as to require a distinctive, separate treatment. "With an 
altitude averaging between 3,500 to 4,000 feet above sea level, it is subject to .£arly 
and late frosts, with generally a scarcity of precipitation of moisture, and, for the 
most part, not susceptible of irrigation, and is unsuited to field culture and subdivision 
into arable farms. Nevertheless it is not wholly valueless. Portions of it abound in 
precious wetals, other portions in coal deposits, on a small portion of it timber may 
be had, and a very considerable area may be devoted to grazing purposes. In pa,st 
times this region has sustained vast herds of the native bison and antelope; and expe-
rience shows it is capable of supporting equally vast herds of our improved varieties, 
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of cattle and sheep-sufficient indeed to supply the population of the United States 
with flesh meats if properly managed. Though worth but little per acre, these lands 
are still worth something for these purposes m connection with the available water 
supply, and as there are millions of acres the aggregate value is by no means insig-
nificant. 
As has been repeatedly shown, a tract of forty, eighty, or one hundred and sixty 
acres of this land, taken at random, is of no use on these apparently sterile plaius for 
either gmzing or irrigation. The lands are dependent on their proximity to a supply 
of water ; therefore the small tracts bordering upon the unfailing streams and springs 
have a value which, if detached from the surrounding tract, deprives a much larger 
area of all value. Especially is this true if the land is parceled out into townships 
and square-mile sections and the subdivisions thereof. The practice has been to ad-
just these rectangular surveys to the conformation of the country by surveying in this 
zigzag fashion the sections occupying the watered valleys for sale or occupation, and 
leaving the more unprofitable hillsides as not being wanted. Meantime the herds 
roam over the whole area of public lands. In this way the coveted pieces or squares 
containing water have been and are being sold away from the United States into pri-
vate hands, leaving the unsold portions valueless to any other than the purchasers of 
the water. Homesteads sold or granted in this manner are likely to be a serious loss 
to the country. 
Obviously it will be necessary to abandon the present system of connected rectan-
~ular surveys by meridianal base lines. The design of its authorR undoubtedly was 
its symmetry and simplicity when applied to the level alluvial lands east of the Mis-
souri. The symmetry cannot be preserved, even if it were worth the cost, for the 
continuity is broken by the presence of large tracts of French and Spanish grants, 
Indian reservations, and the like. Moreover, the sixteen or more standard points of 
departure will not, if prolonged to a union, make a perfect and symmetrical junction. 
So far as the sim~licity is concerned, the records of the Interior Department afford 
abundant evidence that the confusion and mistakes could hardly be greater if the 
surveys were run from landmark to landmark by compass, according to immemorial 
usage, in most countries by metes and bounds. The rectangular surveys may be per-
haps retained with advantage in places where they have prevailed and the greater 
part of the lands disposed of under it, or where the formation of the surface favors it, 
but to carry this network of perfect squares over the great plains west of the one 
hundredth meridian and over the mountainous regions beyond would be a manifest 
waste of public money from which no corresponding advantage would follow. 
Congress has also heretofore seen proper to authorize a departure from this method 
of survey on account of physical peculiarities in the States of California and Nevada, 
as will be seen by reference to sections 2408, 2409, and 2410 of the Revised Statutes. 
There is no good reason why this <liscretion should be limited to those States; but it 
might with equal reason be applied to the whole of this" dry half" of the country, as 
it may be called, and made obligatory by statute instead of discretionary with the 
Secretary. 
We are met in the outset with the patent fact that Congress, in pursuance of the 
policy of opening up means of communication through the public lands with a view 
to strengthening the arm of the government and opening the lands to public occupa-
tion, has granted alternate sections of public lands (the odd-numbered) to railroad 
companies, and although the value of the reserved sections has been increased so as to 
be worth more with the roads constructed than the whole was before, the exhaustion 
of the best lands, no less than the concurrence of public sentiment, dictates that there 
should be a stop to this policy. A change in the system of surveys would require, at 
any rate, a change in the terms of such grants, as they should not be made as hereto-
fore, in alternating sections, if there were no such sections designated. The better 
policy would be to make no further grants to corporations by way of aid, and to re-
cover all grants already made, as fast as the forfeitures occur a,t least, and perhaps 
also to recover OD terms of equity such other valuable tracts as have been granted or 
sold away to the prejudice of the public estates. It will be seen thiit the vast terri-
tory west of the Missouri and c;me hundredth parallel is severed into irregular belts 
from east to west by grants to four railroads to the Pacific-the Northern Pacific Rail-
road Company, the Union and Central Pacific Company, the Atlantic and Pacific Rail-
road Comp.my, and the Texas Pacific Railroad Company. It is true that by the terms of 
the _grant the lands of two of these companies are liable to restoration to the public 
domain for the unbuilt portions, the time for completion of the Atlantic and Northern 
Pacific roads having expired, and it will require some renewal of the grant by Con-
gress to prevent that result. As to the other, the Texaa Pacific, less than two and a 
half years remain in which to construct the road across the Territories, ano as its east-
ern terminus is still 'hlore than 600 miles distant from the Rio Grande, it is probable 
this grant will fall into the same state of suspense and liability to forfeiture as the 
others. In the event that Congress shall determine to make no further grants of pub-
lic lands to railroad companies, and not to renew any of those which have lapsed, 
12 LC 
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there wm be no difficulty in dealing with these several grants of 60 and 80 miles in 
width and 800 to 1,200 miles long, as if they were still integral portions of the public 
domain. 
In the case of the grant to the original Pacific Railroad constructed by the Union 
Pacific and Central Pacific Railroad Companies the case is different, but by no means 
intractable. These lands have been earned by the building of the road, and the com-
panies have an indefeasible, though inchoate, title to the odd-numbered sections along 
a forty-mile belt from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, of which they cannot 
l>e divesteu without their consent. Fortunately, in this case, it is as much for the in-
terest of the railroad companies as for the government to desire a change in the sys-
tem of survey and disposal. Neither party can make the present system work to their 
advantage, and it appears that they actually stand in the way of each other in the 
matter of land transfers, the advantage, if any, being on the side of the companies, 
while the disadvantage is reflected upon the intending settlers and the local indus-
try. This question bas l)een fully set forth liy the government directors and by the 
land agents of the companies. , 
It is obvious that it would be better to do away with this paralysis of ownership in 
these lands by placing the whole body of the public domain under one control, and as 
soon as practicable under the ownership of either• the government or private settlers. 
Various plans have been suggested to do away with the present anomalous relation. 
The Secretary of the Interior has suggested that instead of the present alternate sec-
tions interspersed among an equal quantity of government sections on each side of the 
roads, the companies should take the solid strip of odd and even sections on one side 
of the road and the government the solid strip on the other side. This does not, how-
ever, wholly get rid of the difficulty, so far as the government policy is concerned; in 
fact, it leaves the question but Jittle better than before, since it still would be neces-
sary to run the lines by rectangular sections at the two edges· and center of this forty-
mile belt, which now virtually bisects the public domain, and would not adapt the 
shape of the tracts to the practical uses they are fit for. 
The government directors of the Union Pacific Railroad Company in their annual 
report for the year 1877 discussed the question at length, and recommend a system of 
joint leases for long periods. Leasehold ·property, besides entailing greater complica-
tions than our present system of freehold tenure, is contrary to the genius of our in-
stitutions, and would tend to perpetuate the controJ of the railroad corporations over 
vast bodies of land adjacent to their roads, which the granting acts and sound public 
policy would reject as undesirable and not contemplated. Neither of these proposi-
tions, in our judgment, goes far enough, though either of them would be an improve-
ment on the present plan, and if the cardinal distinction of tLe technical "section 11 
of our surveys is tQ be maintained, one of them may be chosen. The present owner-
ship is tantamount to an undivided half, and it may as well become legally and equi-
tably an undivided owners4ip, terminable at some future date either by operation of 
a sinking fund or by voluntary agreement. But our view of the necessities of the 
public lands would lead us to obliterate, so far as this ·territor;y between the hundredth 
meridian and the Sierra Nevada Mountains is concerned, all segregation of odd and 
e,-en numbered sections as unnecessary, wasteful, and inconvenient, and instead t o 
merge these reserved belts all into one undistinguish~ble public domain, to be dealt with 
the same as the rest of the public lands, with the single exception of the formality of 
passing the title and disposition of the proceeds of the strip within 20 miles of the 
line of the railroads. At present, in theory, this immense territory is to be subdivided 
into several hundred thousand checker-poarded 640-acre squares, the railroad com-
panies taking every other square. 
It is useless to carry out this ptuely arbitrary demarkation; for economic uses they 
are one and inseparable, and they may and ought to be so in treatment. It is believed 
that the railroad companies would consent to surrendering their lands back to the 
cont,rol and disposition of the government, and, if we mistake not, have offered to do 
so upon consideration of an allowance upon their indebtedness to the government 
growing out of their subsidy bonds. Even this is not necessary, and their consent can 
probably be had, or at any rate it can be proposed, to a plan whereby the whole of the 
lands within the limits of the reservation shall be thrown into the general scheme of 
survey and disposal as herein outlined in which the territory shall be cut up and sur-
veyed into tracts of such shape. and size as will best adapt them to their proper eco-
nomic uses. In this system the boundaries will be settled of each particular parcel by 
these considerations, in which, of course, the shape and contour of the surface of the 
earth, timber, and water supply will have due weight. Townships and sections need 
not be run at right angles as now. The lands will be surveyed geologically and eco-
nomically, with a view to allot the water to the land it naturally serves; and not, as 
now, sell the water away from or without the adjunct of the area of land it confers 
value on. · 
In regard to compensating these railroad companies for this surrender, the difficul-
ties are not so great as may at first glance· appear. It happens that both the Centra: 
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and Union Pacific Companies, and perhaps the Kansas Pacific, and Atchison, Topeka 
and Santa :F6 might be in part included, have had to borrow money upon the pledge 
of tl1ese lands for the completion of their roads. The lands have been mortgagecl to 
secure bonds to the extent of $10,000,000 in the case of the former company, and to 
the amount of $10,400,000 in the case of the latter. By tho terms of these mortgages 
the net proceeds of bud sales am to be used in redeeming the honds themselves, and 
a pecial and particular release of each several tract by the trustees is 1·eq_ui.red in con-
veying title to the pnrc:haser. Bonds have been redeemed oy the Central amounting 
to --, and hy the Union Pacific Company, $---; leaving$--- and$---
out +~mding respectirnly. The Kansas Pacific lands west of the hundredth meridian 
are wortgaged separately, and conlcl be dealt with in a similar manner. 
~,.ow, it occurs to us that thi same machinery might be made use of by the United 
St;itcs to get rid of this lien, and to pass a perfect title to purchasers. If Congress 
wil.t l,nt pnss the act herein recommended relating to the survey and disposal of pub-
lic l..m<ls, ono Rectiou of which shall provide for the recompense of the lands granted 
to thc,;e Pacific Railroad Companies subject to these mortgage claims, giving to the 
United States authority to survey and parcel them as it may see fit without regard 
to ·ectiou or township linei.;, and to dispose of the same like other public lauds at such 
1.ric,• as it may elect, not less than $2.GO per acre until otherwise ordered, one half of 
the proceeds of any such tract or parcel, any portion of which shall be situated within 
the twenty-mile limit from the center line of said railroad, to be paid over to the 
trustees under said laud mortgage and lJe by them applied to the redemption or pur-
chase of said bonds; ancl the assent of said trustees shall be necessary to the convey-
ance by the United States of any such tract or parcel, arnl shall not be refused nor 
withheld from such conveyance upon the tender to them of one-half of such purchase 
money at the time said deed or patent is offered for signature. These bonds are due 
between the years 1887 and 1895, and will within fifteen years be nearly, if not quite, 
extinguished. ,vhen paid and canceled, the one-half of the proceeds of the public 
lands sold thereafter might be turned into a sinking fund for the extinction of the 
indebtedness to the United States in cases where there was any. 
The lien of the land bonds is superior to that of the United States, and it will ac-
quire perfect title by their extinction. The lien of its debt claim is subordinate to 
that of the first mortgage bonds. Every bond of either class redeemed out of the 
proceeds of these lands is therefore improving the tenure and security of the govern-
ment for its debt. The practical working of this would be sales of a hundred or pos-
sibly a thousand acres for oue now sold. Instead of confining purchases to a 
single quarter section containing a spring or water course, with the expectation of 
grazing several thonsand acres adjacent, the lands would be divided according to 
their industrial fitness, and who wanted to buy water must buy land with it in this 
dry region. In this way there would be no tendency to monopoly of water such as 
is now witnessed, nor such liability to breaches of the peace and demoralization of 
steady pursuits, where a~l are alike trespassers on the public lands. 
To lwnomble Public Land C01mnission: 
WASHINGTON, D. c., December 3, 1879. 
The foregoing is respectfully submitted as a practical solution of the difficulties 
which now surround the lands of the government and the railroad companies in the 
great basin between the Wasatch and Sierra Nevada. 
B. B. REDDING. 
Testimony of J. H. Redstone, 1Jresident of the Califomia Protective Union, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. 
J. H. REDSTO~TE, president California Protective Union. 
It has not been understood by the settlers thro~ghout the State that this Commission 
de..:igned to enter into the subject of lands in the manuer it has entered into it-i. c., in 
regard to the disposition of the land. It was supposed that they were here for an 
espe0ial purpose. l regret very much that we cannot have some witnesses here from 
some other counties. 
I will state first that the views of the settlers of the State relate more especially to 
the social effects of the jurisdiction of the land system than to t.he moneyed consid-
eration. We believe that it is for the interests of the State that the most nseful set-
tlers should be subserved in the disposition of the land-i. e., those who intend them-
elves to improve the land. "\Ve are opposed to the sale of land iri toto. We do not 
believe it should be sold or homesteaded only under a system that will inure the 
occupation of the land by actual settlers. We do not think .that it is proper for 
the government to be in any hurry to dispose of the land; that it is a better custo-
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dian of the people's interest in the land than any one else. We believe that these 
lands should be held in the interest of the coming generations, as well as for our-
selves. It has been stated that we have useless lands. Lands that at the first seemed 
to be barren and useless have proven to be the most valuable lands in the State. The 
mountainous lands are among the most valuable lands we have, and they have become 
valuable iu supplying the world with the :finest of fruits. The best and :finest fruits 
can be raised upon the slopes of these mountains. For that reason-the water rights 
should not have passed into the hands of the State. They should be reserved for the 
people. Every inch of land that can be irrigated by that water should be protected; 
the water being a part of the land, should not have been disposed of by the State in 
such way as to jeopardize tho future reclamation of the land in any particular, be-
cause the land is dependent upon the water for its irrigation. 
It has been said that the lands cannot be irrigated by the settlers themselves, and that 
they should pass into the hands of large owners or capitalists, who would irrigate 
them and sell them. I understand the railroad companies have suggested that the 
government should exchange the odd sections, thus bringing their bodies of land to-
gether, and by that means they would secure the whole of the irrigable lands and 
some of the timber lands. By that method they would certainly secure the whole of 
the irrigable land, an<l the people would not know bow it was done. It is my opinion 
that if we will look at the history of the organization of these land-owners we will 
find that the land bas been taken up and held with the prospect of profit; that it is 
not in the interest of people that the lan<l has been taken up, but it has been taken up 
and withheld from settlement until the clamor of the people for land has forced it into 
the market at a high price. That is the result of owning land in large quantities. It 
is not to bring the land into tlte market, but to keep it out of the market until it is 
worth a high price. Anything that tends to keep all the lands in the hands of one 
individual is detrimental to the people. The character of the settlers who occupied 
Miller and Simons's lands is that of men who spent their earnings in the whisky-shops. 
We propose that the government shall sell no lands. AU the land sold is for specu-
lative purposes. It should be homesteaded, and the land should be open only to actual 
settlers in order that it may be scientifically and properly improved. We contend that 
no land can be properly improved, even by irrigation, if it is held by a large company. 
There is a company that has 1,500 miles of ditches; but yet there is strife there, and 
there will be the same result here-it is only a difference in degree. "\Ve are opposed 
to the monopoly of land in any form. We believe it is taking away our rights. The 
settlers of California believe in that policy which will produce the largest number of 
men. 
Q. What have you to say concerning timber lands ,-A. I contelH.l for the present 
that we should not be in a hurry to dispose of the timber lands. Whenever a man is 
willing to take up 160 acres, or whatever more is deemed by the uest judges as the 
proper amount, he should be allowed to take up that amount, and if he wants to build 
his little ranch there, and have the timber to sell, he should have the right to cut it 
down and sell it to the men who have the saw-mills. The timber land will not then 
be taken and the land stripped of its timber where there is no market for it. I think 
it is the duty of the government, when they :find out the condition of affairs here, to 
prepare these lands as fast as possible for homes by a general system of irrigation. It 
may be irrigated, it may be cut up with a perfect network of transportation, by which 
it may be made one of the great supplies of land of the nation. I would have a na-
tional system of irrigation. 
Q. How would you protect the timber l-A. I would protect-I would have the same 
safeguar<l thrown around the timber that there is now. I would allow no man to cut the 
timber for sale on the government land. I would protect it by punishing depredators 
the same as for any other criminal act. I really think it can be done by opening up 
our lands to actual settlers, and by throwing off all this disguise and all those false 
provisions which, it is pretendfcl, are in the interest of the people, and whereby the 
large corporntions of this State and other places have got their mterest together and 
have got the public machinery to working in their own interest. I think that we 
ought to stop all that as soon as we can. Large tracts of land would be taken up and 
a system of irrigation adopted if men could be sure that they could settle on the lands 
without being overreached by these land grants. The grants ought to be settled and 
their boundaries 1ixed. The government ought to exact a survey in every instance, 
and it is the duty of the government to take hold of the matter and have it adjusted. 
I think it is the duty of the government, :first of all, to have the land in this State 
surveyed thoroughly, so far as these conflicting titles are concerned in regard to large 
grant:c:. It wiJl stop the trouble ancl bloodslted which will come after awhile if it is 
not done, for the people in Tulare County, who have settled on the Janel and taken out 
the water, will not leave these lands alive; and if they are forced to pay the price 
demanded for them by the owners I believe they will either live there without paying 
it or die there. · 
I believe in the timber ranch the same as the agricultural ranch. In the valleys timber 
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is one of the best crops that can be raised in that country. I would limit the timber 
ranch so as not to have ~t exceed 160 acres. The homestead laws are generally made in 
such manner as to decmve the people. The laws are usually made so that the people 
cannot fulfill the provisions of the ln,w. These land laws ought to be made definite and 
clear. We have no laws. Our laws have all been destroyed, so far as their practical 
use is concerned, bythis law of precedent. I would not have any lands sold. I would 
leave the ownership in the government. I do not see any practical way of doing that, 
but it would be the best way. I think the government ought to hol<l. it in common 
for au. 
Here is another point. It has been suggested that $5 per acre should be paid for 
aral>le lands. Five dollars would not be too much for the timber lands, but there is 
not a man, under the present rate-system, who can go on a piece of land with the expecta-
tion of earning that land in a lifetime. No man should be forced to purchase the land. 
He cannot take care of bis family and save enough money to do it. All the government 
lands are taken up here. 
I am oppose(]. to an increase of acreage. I think it would be :.:, benefit to but a few 
men. The government can dispose of these lands as the people in Tulare Valley got 
them. As soon as a man undertakes to pre-empt a piece of land now, and he gets one 
or two neighlJors, here comes a large laud owner and takes a large piece of land there; 
the chances are that he will be surrounded by large land owners. You can prevent 
them taking these large tracts of land in two ways. I would take the way Pennsyl-
vania has done, of forcing these large men to improve their lands. I do not believe 
there are but very few men who can take large tracts and improve them. I should 
have no land sold by the government except such land as was to be occupied as home-
steal1s. You give me a right to do this and I will bring you one million of men who will 
take these lands and irrigate them. The moment this land is opened up to settlement 
they are all taken. As long as men have the money and power, as long as men are selfish, 
they will wrong their fellow-men and monopolize the rights of others. 
I am a.ware that irrigation-I have been a civil engineer for some time-can be had 
at a nominal expense, compared with the expense that heretofore has been considered 
as necessarily attending it. A gentleman will testify before you who is an expert. He 
will tell you that in all the coast this thing can be done at a nominal cost, and at an 
expense which will add but little to the cost of the land. I would prefer that the 
government should manage these irrigation ditches and then offer the land for safo, 
instead of letting companies do it. 
Q. Have you anything to say concerning the desert-land act !-A. The desert-land 
act is one of the greatest engines by which such things have been done. There are 
many others, the Mexican grant system being one of the most prominent. They are 
false grants more than anything else. 
Tesfonony of J . .A • .Robinson, San .Francisco, Cal. 
To the Pllblic Land Conimission : 
GENTLEMEN: With reference to the mining law I will state the act of July, 1866 
limited mining claims located subsequent to that date to 3,000 feet fa length, and 
recognized the validity of all the locations in force at that date. 
The act of May, 1870, referred especially to placer claims. 
The act of May 10, 1872, reduced the length of mining claims to 1,500 feet with sur-
face ground 600 feet in width. 
The act of July, 1866, required the applicant to present his application to the local 
land office and after advertising the same for ninety days the survey would be made 
upon the certificate of the register of the United States Land Office certifying that 
there was no adverse claim, &c. 
The act of May 10, 1872, changed this and required the survey to be made first by 
the United States surveyor-general, and the advertisement to follow. 
There are many valid claims in California of a greater length than 3,000 feet yet to 
be surveyed and patented. Patents have been issued in this State to claims of 5,000 
feet in length with surface ground claimed for milling purposes sever.al hundred acres 
in extent. 
There is nothing in the mining law compelling the owner of a mine to have it pat-
ented. 
l\Iiany of the locations under the present instructions, rules, and regulations will be 
found defective. In many cases the record of location is lost and an affidavit of some 
person or persons becomes the basis' of the survey. 
Under the act of 1872 many surveys are made overlapping each other, producing con-
fusion and endless litigation. 
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Many claims after being surveyed and advertised are not paid for by the owners, as 
they either do not have the money or want to use it. 
The Commissioner of the General Land Office during the past eight or ten years has 
promulgated many rulings and decisions, which under the law he is authorized to do, 
hence it is more difficult to obtain a patent now than formerly. For example, the con-
necting line at first was several miles in length if the mine was on surveyed land, the 
Commissioner then fixed the limit at two miles and subsequently at one mile, hence a 
large number of mines surveyed in 1873, '74, and '75 are now coming hack with instruc-
tions to the surveyor-genernl to require the survey of the connecting line to be made 
to conform with the present instructions. This is done at the expense of the claim-
ant and has caused a great deaJ of bad feeling, as the miners claim they complied with 
.the law at the time the survey was made. . 
Another cause of complaint is with reference to the office-work. In 1872the office-work 
in the surveyor-general's office was :fixed at $30 per claim, it is now $45 per claim of 
1,500 feet in length by 600 in width; this includes $5 under the head of stationery. 
Mine owners say this cha.rge is exorbitant, that the United States m'ight as well include 
a charge for rent of office. The examination of the reports of the surveyor-general for 
Utah shows that the office-work charged in that Territory is $25 per claim. In the 
State of Nevada it is $30 per claim. In Colorado it is $16 per claim. Hence there 
should he a uniform price charged as the work should be similar in each office of Unitecl 
States surveyor-general. 
In .the matter of the United States deputy mineral surveyors there is not suffici~nt 
care exercised in the appointment of these officers, many of them being unreliable. The 
law at present requires the applicant to swear to all his papers within the land dis-
trict. This has occasioned much inconvenience and unnecessary expense in com-
pelling mine owners residing in San Francisco to visit distant points to comply with 
this requirement. An affidavit made before any officer legally authorized to adminis-
ter oaths should be received in any land office. ·For example, it is required of the 
claimant in a mill-site to swear to the non-mineral charactt>r of the land. Living in 
San Francisco and perhaps never having visited the locality he is unable to comply 
with the law. So with reference to the proof of posting the notice on a mine during 
the sixty days' publication, it must be made by one of the claimants. 
As a large portion of the mines are owned in San Francisco by capitalists and 
bankers it is hard on them to comply with this requirement, as they cannot leave 
their business and watch the posted notice during the publication of the application 
for pa,tent. 
The United States mining laws should he amended in many particulars. The local 
laws, rules, and regulations of miners should be done away with. A party wishing to 
locate a mine should apply to the United States surveyor-general and have him make 
a survey of his claim, establishing the corners. If upon surveyed land, the surveyor-
general should plat it in its proper place on the township plat, and the land embraced 
in the location should be heJd in reserve until it could be advertised and sold. After 
survey no second survey should include any part of said mine so surveyed and 
approved. The length and breadth of mining clainis as fixed by the act of May 10, 
1872, should be continued. A person can locate and own a number of these claims if 
he so desires. 
With reference to side lines, the law should pe1·mit the owner of a ledge or lode to 
follow it, even if it passes outside his side lines. When the mine owner pays for the 
land he should be credited with the amount paid for office work as shown by his 
subtreasurer's receipt. A time should be fixed within which payment shoulcl be 
made for land embraced in a mining survey. Six months after the expiration of the 
published notice would be a reasonable limit within which to make payment. The 
registers and-receivers shoul<l be competent and qualifiecl to examine the papers filed, 
and should not be permitted to send up defective cases to the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office and make the latter officer perform the duties devolving upon 
them. They should be required to send up a statement with each case, and not send 
up a case unless on appeal without every paper and date had been supplied. 
The department should fix a time within which a patent should be issued after it 
reaches the General Land Office, say not to exceed one year. As it is now, cases are 
sent up badly and improperly prepared by incompetent persons, requiring the depart-
ment to do the work the owners ba,ve paid some attorney to do, thereby causing delays 
in the issuance of patents. Furthermore, deputy United States mineral snrveyors 
should be prohibitetl from preparing applications for patent or any other paper, 
excepting the field-notes of their surveys. 
The law with reference to registers. and ·receivers should be amended so that in the · 
event of a vacancy in either of the offices the other officer should perform the duties 
of both offices until the v~cancy is filled. 
The Commissioner should designate one paper in each land district within which all 
applications for patent should be advertised, and should establish the rate to be 
charged for publishing the notice. 
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SPANISH RANCHES. 
Judge J. W. North, in bui testimony before your Commission, says "that not more 
than half of the Spanish ranches have been surveyed." He is mistaken. Seven-eighths 
of them have been surveyed and patented, and one-half of the remaining eighth have 
been surveyed and are pending before the Commissioner of the General Land Office 
and Secretary of the Interior. 
Some of these snrveys have been made many years and have been pigeon-holed in He 
Commissioner's office for a, number of years; for example, th_e "San Vincente y Santa 
}lonica " "Los Palos Verdes," both in Los Angeles County; "City Lands of Monterey," 
"Mission La Purrisima," "Pueblo of San Jose," "Pueblo of San Francisco," and "Ao·na 
Caliente." 0 
Mr. Mad<len, of the Southern Pacific Railroad Company, also refers to Spanfoh 
ranches, and says they ought to be surveye<l at the expense of the United States :rnd 
the cost taxed against the grant. 'fhis is now the law, and there is money appropri-
ated by Congress to make these surveys whenever there are any to be surveyed. This 
work is not behind in the surveyor general's office in this State. 
PUBLIC SURVEYS. 
The present rectangular system of surveys cannot be improved, and should be con-
tinued. The rates for public surveys now paid are ample and sufficient to do good 
work and leave a profit to the contractor. The contract system should be abolished 
entirely and the deputies should be paid a salary. They should be men of ability and 
integrity. 
IRRIGATION. 
This question should be left entirely to the State. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., October 13, 1879. 
J. A. ROBINSOK. 
TestirnonY_ of L. L. Robinson, San Francisco, Cal. 
L. L. ROBINSON, of San Francisco, testified, October 14: 
I have lived in the State twenty-five years, and have had a great deal of experience 
in all matters connected with lands, mining, &c. 
Question. ·would you recommend any change in the system of disposing of arable 
lands ¥-Answer. No; I don't think I would. · 
Q. Do you recognize what we call timber lands¥ To what extent are they being 
destroyed ¥-A. I am familiar with the Umber · lands, and they are being wastefully 
destroyed. The waste of timber is dreadful. The chief source of destruction is by 
irresoonsible parties going in and cutting the finest trees they can find for the pur-
pose of making a few shakes, and of course the balance of the tree is left to decay. 
This is one of the causes of destruction; another one is the carelessness of sheep 
herders and cattle men. They are very careless about their fires, and when they leave 
them nnextinguished they catch to the timber and burn up the forests. Another cause 
is, there i:-i no ownership in the land. Everybody comes i!1 and gets it anrl cuts it down 
to snit his own purpose. A man will come in and start a saw-mill, and having no 
capital to carry it on, he will have to cut down the best kind of timber, which is never 
used: The destruction of timber is fearful, and if it is continued I think the most 
disastrous resnlts will follow to this State. My idea is that the proper remedy fa 
either to put the timber into private ownership, or else es.tablish a supervision under 
very rigid faws, which should be enforced. I would establish foresters or establi12h 
some department that should exercise strict supervision and coI1t.rol over the timber. 
I do not care how it is done; but somebody should have control of it as long as the 
ownership is under the government. Have it supervised or guu.rded. I should pre-
fer that it should pass into the hands of individuals, because then they would talTe 
care of it themselves. It is not practicable to hold this land with small ownerships; 
but I am inclined to think that it is desirable to sell these lands into one-hundred-and-
sixt:r-acre tracts. I think the timber lands should be sold with reference to location 
and.its abundance, particularly in the mountain regions, where men can only get to 
the wood by the construction of roads, because it is very broken country. A man may 
take up 160 acres of timber land, but he cannot get to it. I would suggest that they 
be surveyed with reference to the topography of the country. 
Q. What about the mineral interests in this country f If you allowed large tracts 
to be taken up for timber· purposes, would people not in that way obtain control of 
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large mineral tracts 1-A. I would separate the two rights. I would never have a 
mineral right interfere with the surface right. I think the subterranean rights should 
be 1·eserved, because the mineral interest is one of the most important. It would be 
unwise to give title to the center of the earth to the agriculturist or to a man who 
would cut the timber. How that system is to be carried out I am not prepared to 
state, unless it is done by the olcl Spanish ancl Mexican method. Any man should be 
enabled to go aud "denounce" a mineral claim on another man's land if he paid for 
the damage he did. 
Q. What are your views in regard to the irrigable lands ,-A. I am not entirely 
familiar with the question. There ~re several portions of the State of California in 
which little or nothing can be raised except by irrigation. It certainly cannot be de-
pended upon except by irrigation. Mojave Desert is certainly valueless for agricul-
tural purposes except by irrigation. Take the Tulare Valley; it would be almost val-
ueless except that it can be irrigated. Take tho west side of .the San Jo::J-quin from 
the foot of Tehatchepi Pass clown for miles; the raising of crops is very uncertain 
except by irrigation. The question of water right comes in and demands immediate 
attention, and as soon as some proper law is adopted a great deal of litigation will 
cease. The irrigation question is one that requfres a, most careful study. I think in 
some cases the water and land should go together ; but again there are other cases 
where the control of the water would give a man absolute control over a large body 
of land. The difficulty with the water rights is that the amount of water necessary 
for irrigatiou purposes is always taken out higher up than the land, and may be forty 
or fifty miles from the land it is destined to irrigate. I do not know of any system of 
government laws that will regulate that. 
Q. Here is an area of land to which the water can be taken. Should the utilization 
of the water to that land secure the right to its exclusive use, and should the water 
right "float," thus enabling the owner to take the watei.· wherever he pleases 1-A. I 
am connected with the Riverside Irrigating Company. They have spent much money 
for irrigating ditches and are continuing that system to a large extent, and they use 
the water only in connection with the soil for irrigating purposes, and the water is 
always to be used for that purpose. To some extent the old riparian rights must fail 
here. I know many instances where riparian rights are owned where the land is 
totally valueless. If that water was diverted it would make good agricultural lands. 
I think that water should attach to the irrigable lands. Our irrigation laws have not 
as yet been well adjusted; the system is inchoate to a great extent. 
Q. Can, in general, small irrigable tracts be utilized by individuals ¥-A. Not judi-
ciously, except in special instances. As a rule, in the country where it is necessary to 
irrigate lands they have to be located in a body sufficient to justify the parties in con-
structing irrigating ditches, reservoirs, &c. Agriculture by irrigation is not, as a rule, 
available to small owners of land. The body of land to be irrigated must be large. 
It requires a large capital to construct the ditches, and after they have been con-
structed anu the land irrigated, then it is divided up into small tracts to indivi(jual 
owners. Large owners cannot farm to any advantage; they must dispose of the·land. 
The land is eventually certain of being divided and passing into the hands of indi-
vidual owners. That is the object of these irrigating companies. They purchase the 
land for $1.25 per acre, and after the water is put upon it it will bring a much higher 
price. This justifies men in taking hold of it, but it eventually passes into the hands 
of small owners. At least I don't think the Government can properly carry on these 
irrigation schemes. The corporation system is the only one, in my opinion, that will 
l>e successful. 
Q. What have you to say about the pasturage lands ,-A. There are three classes of 
11asturage larn.ls in this country. One is the mountain pasturage, another one is the 
l.tnds in the great valleys that are not fit for agricultural purposes, and the third 
ciass· of the pasturage lands is upon the tules. The tule lands are generally in private 
ownership. The dry pasturage lands in these arid valleys are not irrigated, and prob-
ali ly never will be, for they cannot be reclaimed in small tracts-anybody who takes 
up 160 acres will starve on them-and they cannot be bought in large tracts; and yet 
it rnust be held in large tracts in order to justify the keeping of stock upon it. The 
mountain pasturage lands are. open to every one who sees fit to drive stock into them.. 
They are pasturage lands only in the summer season; these mountain pasturage lands 
are also timber lands. The foot-hill lands, which extend as high as twenty-five hun-
dred feet above t.ide-water, contain a good deal of early pasturage; but as the season 
advances, and water fails in the streams and the springs dry up, the stock is forced 
higher up, where they stay the balance of the season, until the snow drives them out. 
Q. What do you think of the propriety of reserving these foot,-hills as mineral 
lands f-A. I think they should be disposed of in 160-acre tracts; that is, if tho gov-
ernment proposes to foster the mining industry- at all. A great deal of the foot-hills 
may become very valuable for raising fruits and vines and some grain. They are be-
ing occupied more and more every year, and I think a great many people obtain a 
sort of quasi title without getting a government title. I would separate the surface 
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and mineral rights. If a man has been damaged by the operations of a prospector, 
he should be remunerated, but om local laws can'regulate that. The prospector is not 
a farmer, nor does the farmer want to prospect. The interests are distinct for that 
reason, though they are closely combined. 
In the ]ands of the Sierra Nevada are found the most valuable quartz mines we have. 
Hardly any quartz mine in the State will run above an elevation of 3,000 feet. I am 
speaking of the west slope of the Sierra N evadas. My method for correcting the evil 
would be to sell the land as agricultural land, reserving the right to the mines. Ten 
acres of land may hold untold millions, and, as the mining here is in its infancy, par-
ties, even in agricultural operations, may develop quartz lodes.or mineral lodes of very 
great value. Where a prospector might hunt for months the greenest might strike a 
mine. I would reserve the mineral land for mining uses and purposes. 
Q. How much of these-pasturage lands is necessary for a homestead f-A. I do not 
think any given rule will apply, because it depends upon what part of the State the 
land is in. In some portions of the State a man will get along with a small tract of 
pasturage land, but in other portions he will want many thousands of acres. I know 
quite a large tract of land where as sheep and cattle eat up the food in the upper val-
ley they keep moving down toward tide-water to get grass. All cattle and sheep must 
have water; but you cannot always get it. Even a system of artesian wells will not 
supply eighteen or twenty thousand sheep. 
Q. Does grass deteriorate under pasturing, and will it not finally be destroyed 1-A. 
No, sir; that has .not been my observation. The grasses are perennial. If the cattle 
are put upon th.e land when it is not muddy I think the grass will al ways come up. Of 
course it depends upon the seasons. I do not think, as a general rule, the grass will 
all die out finallv. It is worse on theeasternside of theSierrnNevadasthan it is here. 
Q. Have you thought of dividing these pasturage lands into farms in such manner 
as to secure the greatest number of water fronts to the pasturage farms ¥-A. No, I have 
not. I think at the present time it is scarcely possible to do that, because the best 
water has been taken up. The Spanish grants, whose exterior boundaries run to the 
boundary line of the State, have taken up all the water that is desirable for stock pur-
poses. Most of these lands, however, are subdivided and are now passing into small 
ownerships. 
Q. Have you any suggestions to make concerning the Spanish grants ¥-A. '!'here 
are very few grant cases now undetermined in the State. Almost all of them have 
been surveyed; indeed, I do not think I have ever known a set of men worse treated 
than the Spanish ranchmen. With reference to the surveys, I think the surveys of 
California, as a general rule, are very far from being correct. I think there has been 
great carelessness displayed, and I think there are very few surveys that will bear 
close inspection in the State of California. Whether it is owing to the mode in which 
the lands have been surveyed by contract, or from carelessnesS", I cannot say. Nor do 
I know of a better mode; but I would recommend the employment of a better class of 
men. It is my opinion that the contract system is one which tends to secure very poor 
work. I think the day system, under conscientious surveyors, would be preferable. 
It would conduce to more accurate work. I have been connected with hydraulic 
mining for fourteen years. There has been a great deal said with reference to the 
value of farming land injured by the debris, and the value of the mines causing the 
injury, and I think some testimony has been given here concerning this point. 
Q. I understood, Mr. Robinson, that you are familiar with hydraulic mining. Will 
you gfre us in your own way a statement concerning hydraulic mining and its effects 
generally upon the agricultural lands f-A. As to the relative value of farming lands 
injured by cleb1'is from the gravel mines compared with the value of the mines, I desire 
to state it is a very small percentage. The debris (so called) from the gravel mines 
alone is not as injurious to farming land as is the case with the tailings from quartz 
mines and mills, which are poured in large quantities from these sources into the riv-
ers, as the quartz does not decompose, whereas the material held in suspense in the 
rivers from the gravel washing, after it if? deposited on -the land in the main valleys, 
will in a few years make excellent arable land. The industry of hydraulic mining or, as 
it might properly be called, gravel mining, is a very large and important one in the 
following counties: Stanislaus, Tuolumne, Calaveras, Amador, El Dorado, Placer, Ne-
vada, Sierra, Plumas, Butte, Yuba, Shasta, Siskiyou, Del Norte, Trinity, and Klamath. 
In these counties, and connected directly or indirectly with gravel mining fa variou\ 
ways, at least $100,000,000 has been invested. 
The most important branch of gravel mining is done by what is known as the hy-
draulic process. I am personally interested in two mines of this kind, and have been 
for the past fourteen years. In these two mines, the North Bloomfield and Milton, 
situated in Nevada County, about $4,000,000 was invested, taking over ten years to 
get them in complete working operations. In connection with these two mines we 
haYe driven, through hard rock, over four miles of tunnel to reach the gravel, the 
largest single tunnel being nearly two miles in length, constructed at a cost of nearly 
!600,000. One of these mines, the North Bloomfield, is supplied with about 3,000 
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miner's inches, or 55,000,000 gallons of water per day of twenty-four hours the year 
through. The miner's inch of water is 2,230 cubic feet, that will flow in a day of 
twenty-four hours. This is rPgulated by an opening an inch square, with a pressure 
above the opening of six inches. We settled that two years ago by a large series of 
experiment~. The water is brought from a reservoir in the high Sierra Nevadas, 45 
miles, through a canal across a most <l.ifficult country, at a cost of over a half million 
of dollars. This reservoir, which consists of two stone dams, one of which is nearly 
100 feet high, having a storage of 1,000,000,000 cubic feet of water, was constructed at 
a cost of $250,000. The other mine, called the Milton, is supplied with about 50,000,000 
gallons of water per day, brought 75 miles over a very rough section 9f mountain 
country from a reservoir near the summit of tho Sierras. This reservoir, whicl:i is 
formed by three stone dams, one of which is among the highest in the world, being 
nearly 150 feet in height, will bold 900,000,000 cubic feet of water. In the mines of 
these two companies alone there is use<l. yearly about 1,750,000 miner's inches of water. 
Each inch of water is equivalent to 2,230 cubic feet. The amount of gravel moved per 
year by this quantity of water, usetl as we use it, under a pressure varying from ~i5 
to 400 feet, through nozzles varying from 6 to ~ inches in diameter, against gravel 
banks varying from 50 to 400 feet in height, will amount to about 5,000,000 cubic yards, 
and the gross ;yield of gold is about $1,000,000 per year, averaging about 20 cents per 
cubic yard, or 55 to GO cents per inch of water used. The yield of goltl from the gra ,el 
mines of this State is about $12,000,000 yearly, averaging about $1,000,000 per month. 
This yiel<l. will continue for tho next forty or fifty years to come from this s.onrce aloni>, 
I do not think it will increase materially, from the fact that the water supply is lim-
ited. Nor do I think that the mining machinery and appliances employed at present 
can be materially enlarged or increased with economy in results. The machinery and 
appliances connected with this class of mining has about reached its maximum. 
On the western slope of the Sierras there are some eight or teT}- conn ties where gravel 
mining is the principal industry. The number of such mines, including byclr:rnlic, 
(lrift, placer, and river, is very great. At lea:st 100,000 persons derive their supporr, 
directly and indirectly, from this kinu of mining. To stop it woul<l depopulate nine 
or ten of our most prosperous counties, ruin a large proportion of our State popul:1tiou, 
and load down the balance of the State with taxes which they would be unable to 
bear, and would be most disastrous in all ways. 
The damage to the lower rivers, bays, and harbor, caused by gravel mining, has been 
very much exaggerated. Much the largest portion of the material filling our harbor 
comes from the operations of the farmers anu other causes, anu not from the opera-
tions of the miners at all. The mining rivers, as they are called, from the gravel mines 
to their debouchment into the plains, have been filled up to a great extent by the 
operations of the miners, both gravel and quartz; but even this filling is aided by nat-
ural causes. As to the damage caused to the lower rivers, bays, and harbor, by filling, 
the acts and doings of the farmers and others contribute 15 cubic yards or more where 
the miners contribute one. In our light soils, upon land at all rolling or inclined and 
not ausolutely level, the constant yearly degradation is very great. And when it is 
remembered that the area draining into our lower bays and harbors covers nearly 
60,000 square miles, it is not to be wondered at that a large amount of material is con-
stantly being poured into them. The general impression is that all the vast amount 
of material deposited in our lower rivers and bays is from the hydraulic mines, when 
the fact is that their operations have but a very slight effect upon this :filling. 
In early times in California, before tho country was occupied by the Americans, the 
population was quite limited and scattered. The land was hel<.l in large tracts, autl 
was only used for grazing. Our present system of cultivation was unknown, and the 
surface of the ground was rarely or never broken up by the plow of the farmer. It 
was protected. from ,vashing by the grass roots, and the ~mount of material washe<l. 
into the rivers was very limited in quantity; so much so that very little of it ever 
reached the harbor. Since farming has been carrietl on by our peoplo-upon its present 
large anu .increasing scale and area, the yearly increase in the amount of material 
pouring into the rivers and bays has steadily and rapidly increaseu, until it has at-
tained such vast proportions as to cause great fears for the fntnre. Dnring the winter 
months the streams running into tlre bays and lower rivers are thick with mud. I should 
say that the degradation of the surface of the country occupied solely by the farmer 
has been increased, since farming was first commenced in California, say since 1850, 
from ten to fifty times, depending upon soil arnl locality. Other causes are nlso tend-
ing to shoal our harbor antl its entrance. The most impol'tant, perhaps, of these causes 
are the sewerage an<l. waste from our city and the operations of the railroad company 
on the Oakfand shore. This work is perhaps as injurious, if not more so, 'than any 
other single cause, for they are not only depositing a very large quantity of new ma-
terial in the bay, but it is done in such a direction an<l manner as to cause the rapid 
shoaling of a large area of San Francisco Bay, diminishing its tidal area, with a con-
sequent injury to our harbor. · 
These grave results, which appear to be inevitable, are certainly not caused by the 
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miners1 for their contribution is but a very small percentage ofihe injury from all other 
sources. \Ve can measure with much certainty the results of mining operations, and 
part,icularly so with hydraulic mining, as in this class of mining our knowledge is de-
rive<l. from close observation and ex1}orience. There is use<l. per year in hydraulic min-
ing not exceeding 10,000,000 miner's inches of water ( each inch representing 2,230 cubic 
feet). This quantity of water used under the hydraulic system of mining will move 
not exceeding 30,000,000 cubic yards of gravel. 0£ this amonnt at least 95 per cent. is 
lodge<l. in the ca'ilons at or near the outlet of the mines. The remainder finds its way 
into the lower portion of the running rivers, filling them gradually, until by the time 
it reaches the lower rivers and bays but very little is left. This material is not injuri-
ous to any land, on the contrary it is as fertile as the silt or deposit from the Nile or 
any other alluvial river. 
Much the largest portion of the damage committed in proximity to the mining 
rivers between their outlets at the mouth of the canons and the main Sacramento 
River (which has been very much exaggerated) is due to mining upon these rivers and 
their tributaries long before hydraulic mining was in operatiou upon a.large scale. The 
placer mines were innumerable, and the amount of material of comparatively li~ht 
nature moved by the vast number of individual miners engaged in this class of minmg 
was very great indeed. The material was of such a character that it fl.owed quite 
readily down the tributaries into the main ca'ilons toward the plains, where a larger 
portion of it remained until a stormy winter like 1862 came, when the canons were 
swept clean to the bed-rock, and the debris was poured into the lower portion of these 
rivers, filling them up. Since hydraulic mining has attained its present magnitude 
the material movetl is of a much heavier character, and does not pass down the canons 
to the plains with the same facility as the lighter material moved from the placer mines. 
The heavy material moved by the hydraulic process lodges in proximity to the outlets of 
the mines, fills up the main ca'ilons where it becomes impacted, widens out the beds of 
these rivers preventing the winter rains from washing it out rapidly by causing the 
water to spread over a greater area, and impairing its force and power to move the 
material. In many places these canons are filled to a depth of one hundred feet or 
more, and the surface of the river is in consequence widened to several times its nor-
mal width. The material thus depositP-d and impacted will not move down the canons 
unless mining ceases. If mining continues as at present, these vast canons will be con-
stantly :filling in the mountains until their beds are raised up to a level with the mining 
outlets, and as each year fills them more and more the surface of the river-bed becomes 
wider, while the power of the water to move the material down the ca'ilon will steadily 
decrease. The miners are now investigating the question of the construction of a series 
of brush or tree dams in the caiions to aid in retaining both the old and new debris in 
proximity to where it is first lodged. The miners are, in fact, duplicating the :filling 
of the old rivers from whence they are now mQ.ving the material with which they are 
filled to extract the precious metal contained therein. 
Should mining now cease, all the material at present in these canons (and the quan-
tity is very large indeed) will certainly work down with the water upon the lancl below 
the mon tbs of the canons on the plains, and so continue for many years to come, to 
temporarily damage the lands in proximity to and along the course of these rivers 
after they have debouched from the mountains. 
There is but little doubt as to the feasibility of retaining the material at present in 
the canons in place, as well as to retain a very large per cent. of any new material which 
may be poured into them from the mines. Nor is there much doubt but that the bal-
ance of the material which will be held in suspense in the water can be utilized on the 
low lands (now valueless) in the main valley below, as well as upon the foot-hill lands 
in the way of inigation, by distributing the muddy water over them as is now done to 
quite an extent in Yuba County successfully. 
The imponncling of such large bodies of water as is contained in the reservoirs 
of the hydraulic mines has a beneficial effect in two ways; it prevents it from 
coming down in winter season, thus diminishing the destructive .power of these rivers 
in rainy season and stores it for summer use (when there is very little water in the 
rivers) for mining and inigatioD, equalizing, to a certain extent, the flow of water <l.ur-
ing the year. The mining reservoirs, costing from $50,000 to $250,000 enich, already 
constructed for hy<1raulic purposes, can storn at least 10,000,000,000 cnuic feet of water, 
which is ntilizecl during tho summer or clry season through long lines of canals or 
tlitclies, constrnoted at a cost of from $5,000 to $10,000 per mile . The amount of money 
expended in construction of these reservoir.,; ancl canals c:s:.ceeds $20,000,000. Iu the 
future, when the gravel mines which these works were constructed to supply are ex-
hausted, they will serve to irrigate all the lower slopes of the Sierras for cultivation. 
No possible Rystem of agriculture coul(l afford to construct such an extensive ancl ex-
pensive system of irrigating works, and although the miners may in their operations 
for a few years commit some temporary injury upon a limited quantity of farming lands 
below them, yet the great benefits which such a vast water system will confer upon 
the million acres on the lower portion of the western slope of the mountain in the facil-
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ity and cheapness of irrigation after the mines are exhausted will compensate our 
State many times over for aH the temporary damage now being committed. 
It is estimated by competent authority that there is yet remaining of known gravel 
between the South and Middle Yuba Rivers alone about 700,000,000 cubic yards of 
gravel, which will be mined out by hydraulic process, besides a large amount which 
will be mined out by drifting. It is safe to estimate that this gravel will yield from 
$150,000,000 to $200,000,000, and the principal part of it will be mined out during the next 
thirty or forty years. The gravel mines are situated on and along the mining rivers, at 
distances varying from 10 to 70 miles from their outlets in the plains, and they will all 
be exhausted long before these river canons will be :filled to a level with the outlet from 
the mines. The gravel channels, where hydraulic mining can be carried on profitably, 
are well known and can be measured and est,imated with considerable accuracy; but 
the drifting mines·in gravel are as yet scarcely known, aml this latter class of mining 
as well as quartz mining (requiring but little water) will continue long after the for-
mer class of mining has ceased entirely. The vast gravel deposits wllere hydraulic 
mining is carried on cannot be worked in any other way; and there is, in my opinion, 
no doubt whatever but that the interests of the miners and the comparatively small 
number of farmers and others in the valley injured by mining operations can be har-
monized by proper legislation, guided by intelligence and a desire to arrive at results, 
but it can never be done by litigation guided by those whose interest is subserved by 
fostering such a course. The interests at stake are of too momentous and important 
a nature, and the number of persons whose all i~ invested in mines and whose support 
depends solely upon mining industry is too great to be interfered with and destroyed 
by litigation. 
The net profits derived from hydraulic mining are not at all excessive, when the risk, 
length of time necessary to develop a mine, and the amount of money involved and 
expended, are taken into account. The North Bloomfield Gravel Mining Company was 
over ten years in opening its mine, and before any net returns were received expended 
over $3,000,000. The Milton Water aucl Mining Company was many years in opening 
its mine, and expended some $2,500,000 before any net return was received byit. Upon 
such ventures a larger percentage is justifiable than would be the case in any other 
industry; indeed it is believed that none other than a mining community like Califor-
nia would undertake such a risk requiring so much capital and time. Yet it is believed 
that none of this class of mines pay over twenty per cent. per year as an average upon 
the capital invested, with interest, and nothing but the permanence of such a mine as 
those above mentioned would justify the risk and expenditure in any community. 
Many :first-class hydraulic mines promise more than 20 per cent. but pay less. There 
i6 a great number of second-class mines of this kind, running during rainy season only, 
which pay their workmen good wages, with but little profit to the owners, and still a 
larger number of fourth-class, which barely pay their workmen and embarrass their 
owners. Yet they all find employment for a large number of persons and support for 
their families. 
The gravel miners have gone forward with their enormous works, in the shape of 
reservoirs, canals, tunnels, and other works, such as have never been equalled in any 
other portion of the world, under the full cognizance of the United States and State 
governments, indorsed by the customs and usages of the community, and by the de-
cions of the courts, and have expended over $100,000,000 in purchasing their claims 
from the government and iil developing them, creating a property estimated at $250,-
000,000 or more in value, and claim that they have acquired by their acts and doings 
vested rights which cannot, at this late day, be taken from them. Hydraulic mining 
oannot, as a general rule, be carried on with profit on a small scale. It requires a large 
body of ground to justify the expenditure necessary to open a mine, bring water to, 
and work it. Hence the necessity of large capital and consolidation of the smaller 
claims, which were originally taken up under the mining laws of the Unitetl States 
long ere this kind of mining was introduced. 
It will be a very serious matter, not only to California, but to the nation at large, 
if mining is stopped upon this coast on account of the injury committed upon a lim-
ited and comparatively small body of farming land and a very limited number of peo-
ple occupying the same. The value of all the land already damaged, or which ever 
will be damaged, is certainly not one per cent. of the amount of gold extracted from 
the mines committing the damage, and the number of people injured financially from 
these mining operations does not exceed five per cent. of the number which would be 
iujured irreparably if mining was stopped. 
Our rivers in the great valley of California are extremely alluvial in proportion to 
t,heir length, and are becoming more so yearly, owing to the physical conformation of 
our State, the close proximity of the lofty and abrupt mountain ranges, as well as the 
character of our soils, and the long dry season, followed by a heavy rainy season, and 
the operations of the farming and mining population. The material brought down 
by these rivers, highly charged as they are with alluvium, would, if utiliz<id, make 
the valley of the Sacramento and San Joaquin tbe most productive portion of our con-
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tinent, and the time is not very far removed when our people will seek to utilize the 
alluvium instead of finding fault with it, as there are thousands of acres, now value-
less, which would become the choicest of agricultural lands if the material held in 
suspense in our rivers from the forms and mines was utilized, instead of doing injury 
to our bays and harbors. 
I beg to attach hereto a map, compiled by Mr. P. Huerne, architect and engineer of 
the section of mining country between the South and Middle Yuba Rivers, in Nevada 
County, in this State, and in proximity thereto. This map exhibits, with much accu-
racy, the general course of the known gravel channels, also the principal rivers and 
mining claims, as well as the location of several mining reservoirs, and the ditches or 
canals connecting them with the mines; anc.l shows also the general lay of this section 
of our State, where are located the largest and most important gravel mines of the 
world. 
I want to add a word more about the swamp lands. I used to have a good d-eal of 
controversy with gentlemen about the segregat.ion of swamp la.nds, and what were 
swamp lands and what were not. There iH still needed some le~is1ation to modify the 
law of 1850, which was made for Arkansas, because the adjudwation of the swamp-
land question here requires a consideration of different seasons of the year and the 
difference in climate in different years as regards the water. In one case that was 
tried before me up at Knight's Landing, in which Mr. Redding here was counsel for 
the railroad, and in which there was a provision made for irngating swamp lands in 
wet and dry seasons, I asked a man whether he would take this land on lease for teu 
years and take it without any artificial means, without dikes, levees, &c., but just a 
it was and cultivate it, and be said he would not take it. "Why noU" I asked. "Be-
cause," said he, '' I would be drowned out seven years out of the ten and bun1ed out 
the other three." The three years in which he would be burned out would Le because 
the sediment of blue clay would be impenetrable to the plow. 
Then, again, I have seen lands not protected by levees where a crop had been raised 
for two years together, and when I was on the land I saw the remains of wheat stnb'Jle 
which had produced fifty or sixty bushels to the acre, but where I saw it I was walking 
in tules over my head. This shows the difference in the land at different seasons, and 
you see how it is possible for a deputy surveyor to come in one season and say it is 
dry land, while another season he might be up to his neck in water. And, then, there 
is a difference in the lands upon the mountains, which are swamp lands in one sense, 
but which the water does not injure, but rather improves. They are swamp lands in 
one sense, but, then, they are really swamp lands. You can't drive a wa,gon over them 
but at a particular season, and still they are profitable lands. 
Testimony of W.R. Robinson, fa1·mer, Tulare County, California. 
HANFORD, TULARE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, 
October 4, 1879. 
To tke Public Land Cornmission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: Seeing a request from you in the agricultural public press of this 
State asking for answers to questions you have put forward, and being anxious to see 
what I consider some defects in the land laws and attendant snbjects altered, I have 
tried to give a short reply, which I should have given at greater length but I am very 
pressed for time. However, if any of my suggestions are of use to you, and should 
you wish to know more on any of the subjects, I will gladly answer your further in-
terrogations and do my best to further the objects you have in view. 
I remain, yours respectfully, 
W.R. ROBINSON . 
..d.nswers to prelintinm·y questions. 
1. I, W. R. Robinson, of Hanford, Tulare County, California, am a farmer, in joint 
partnership with J. S. Robinson, and of the firm of W. & J. Robin~on. 
2. I have lived nearly five years in Tulare County, and seven years in the State of 
California, living formerly partly in San Francisco and partly in Mendocino County 
of this State. Am au Englishman by birth; came to the United States in 1872; was 
a student of the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, England. 
3. Never. 
4. By observation and study. 
6. I treat this questjon under question 27 of agriculture, latter part. 
7. They are so varied that I cannot do justice to the subject for want of time. The 
most of the public lands now left are mountainous and timber-clad. 
8. I have no means of examining the act of Congress referred to; I shall try to treat 
the questions of land and classifications in answering your several questions. 
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9. I think it advisable to allow any one the right to lmy 160 acres of land irrespect-
ive of the fact that he has pre-empted or not, because I find there are many men who 
have pre-empted laud and they have adjoining them a piece of land that is valuable 
to them, as lying adjoining their property, but useless to any one olse either from the 
w:mt of a spring of water, or incapacity, owing to rock, to sink a well. Thus land is 
held unpaid for, untaxed, and unoccupied uy settler, and practically owned by the pro-
prietor of adjoin in~ deeded land. At other times by armngementsome man will acquire 
a title to such land only to redeed it to the first party abo-ve named This system is 
morally wrong and necessitates false swearing, seldom detected and punished; while 
the right to buy such land not to exceed 160 acres would generally be availed of in 
these cases. 
AGRICULTURE. 
l. (1.) The climate of this locality, the "Muscle Slough district," situated in Tulare 
County, California, is warm, naturally dry, and healthy. 
(2.) Rainfall uncertain ::n1d deficient, averaging about 3 inches per year; often 
not more than 1 to 1 ½ inches, and up to as many as 6 and 8 inches, in w lrnt may bo called 
good years in this locality. 
(3.) ,vinter or wet season begins about November 15, to March 15 of each year, the 
rest being rainless. 
( 4.) Snowfall none, but frost prevalent during winter. 
(5.) Supply of water for irrigation uncsrtain, owing to existing circumstances which 
I shall deal with under Question 8. 
2. (1.) First part already answered under Question 1. 
(2.) According to the season; if warm weather in the mountains sets in early, water 
comes down in sufficient quantities in the spring to supply every ono moderately, but 
the bulk of supply comes generally too late for early grain. 
3. Without irrigation, directly or indirectly, except in exceptional years, none of 
these lands will pay to cultivate. 
4. With irrigation the whole, more or less, according to the prevalence of alka.-
Hne properties, which kill all vegetation where they are too concent,rated. 
5. Crops raised are varied; principally wheat; also alfalfa (Luzerne), beans, 
maize, Egyptian corn, pumpkins, melons, garden vegetation, and anything it pays·to 
raise. The soil is susceptible of raising everything, but the discrimination in freights 
and the wretched prevalent laws regarding irrigation and water rights bas crippled 
the district to a great extent. Five years ago people here raised castor beans, got a 
good crop, and could have made money at it, but the Southern Pacific Railroad, who 
carry wheat at $60 per car, levied a rate of $300 per car, same weight, as freight for 
castor beans and broom-corn, both of which we can grow to perfection, and both of 
which require a great deal of labor, giving employment to men and boys at remuner-
ative rates; but existing freights are prohibitive, and neither crop is now raised. 
Fruit can be raised of any kind, but market is poor and local demand very small. 
These rates are suicidal to tho railroad company, since it enjoys a monopoly of the 
carrying trade, because either of the two last named crops can be grown after the 
wheat each year has been removed, and thus they would get freight to carry which 
they have not now. Such is the art of discrimination in freights as allowed and prac-
ticed in these States, whore the Central Pacific Railroad and Southern Pacific Rail-
road (both one company) reign supreme. Roots of any kind can be grown here. 
6. If the land is dry and has never been watered before, a stream of water that will 
go through a headgate 1 foot by 1 foot under, say, a 4-inch pressure, will wet 160 acres 
in four months, provided the neigh boring quarter sections are being wetted also at the 
same time. Second year, water sufficient to keep the ditches full that are on the land 
will suffice-say one-quarter the quantity. 
7. A part of this distric~ is watered by water from the Kaweah River, through one 
of its channels known as "Cross Creek," which bounds the district on the east, but the 
hnlk of the land is watered by King's River. 
8. Under question I, section 5, I mentioned that the supply of water for irrigation 
was uncertain, and for thA following reasons: :First, because nature's supply is not 
always the same, lJut principally because of State laws on irrigation are conflicting, 
intricate, and undecisive. A short history of the several canals (irrigating) that take 
out of King's River will be necessary to convey my meaning. As long ago as twenty 
years one J. Morrow took out a small ditch direct from King's Ri.er to irrigate his lands 
on the margin of the same, carrying, say, 8 feet of water. Two or three others fol-
lowed his example in the same small way. Then a man named Chmeh took out a 
larger ditch and appropriated an old slough to convey it a farge part of the way; he 
appropriated 44 feet. Then, about 20 miles below him, on the oppo:-;ite. side of the 
river, a company (known as Lower King's River Company) of al>out 70 men took out 
what may be called a canal to carry 100 feet, which it uuly ap1ffopriatcd. Then 100 
men formed a similar company on this the same side, known as the People's Ditch 
Company of King's River, took out a canal, and duly appropriated 100 feet. Then a 
, 
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company, known as ''The Last Chance Company," did thl' same, likewise appropriat-
ing 100 feet. Then a company, known as the" Endgrant Ditch Company," appropri-
ated 100 feet of water. These larger canals made Church's canal small by comparison 
and gave him larger ideas. He then took out a charter for :\000 feet and cnlirgedhi 
canal, and carries now, when full, 1,500 feet. Another company who helped him have 
taken out a canal of, say, 200 feet. Now, both the last companies take ont higher up 
the river than any of tbe four above named (viz, Lower King's River Ditc!J Company 
People's Ditch Company of King's River, Last Chance Ditch Company, and Emigrant 
Ditch Company), and, when water is low, which it is from July to February, they, by 
maintaining a dam each unrl by the superior grade that the fall of the country allow 
their canals to have, clo take nearly all the water in the river, BO that the four com-
panies, who re::tlly have prior rights by appropriation, are dry while they are foll. 
Church, the proprietor of the 3,000-foot canal, is a scheming- man, who docs not work. 
while tho owners in the four canals above named, about 350 men, are ordinary farm-
ers, working with their hands each day, and lia.ve 110 money to keep attorneys contin-
ually under their pay watching the transactions of legislature regarding irrigation: 
and thus, by complying strictly with the requirements of law, Church has been ahle 
to stand off an endeavors, where those defram1ed have sought redress through the 
courts to obtain the water which uy actual appropriation they have a right to. The 
people are in many cases fo favor of a commission authorized by legi.s1ature, and would 
be willing to oe governed by their decision after they had fairly investigated foe 
whole; but Church .vould oppose any such investigation, and those to whom he 
upplies water would back him, and so matters stand to-day. Those who jointly own, 
bi.lt who are poor, a right to 400 feet of water are now, and are so for seven months in 
the year, dry, while those who came after them are preferred before them. Our peo-
ple are in favor of a State control of our water system, but such changes generally 
give greater taxation and often a chance for some dishonest men, not the choice of the 
people, to get into power and become enriched by their management, to the detriment 
of the lanc1-owners. This question (8) has already taken up so much of my time that 
I must here drop the subject, but if you would wish further informa.tion I shall be glad 
to give you further particufars. 
(2) Irrigation has a tendency to bring the alkaline matters in the soil to the top, 
and often in such quantities as to damage the crops, but this is only in localities where 
alkali has previously heen already predominant but laid dormant in the subsoil or 
elsewhere. 
9. (1) By percolation about 50 per cent., where the canals are new, is wasted ·n the 
main and its branches before it is distributed ; in after years, les& ea~h season until, 
say, 20 per cent. is reached; this includes evaporation by the sun. 
(2) Only such portion is returned to the streams as is not required, and that seldom 
occurs, us a preferable plan is adopted of not allowing that water to enter the canal 
when it is not required. There are no restrictions. 
10. A.ll the water taken up in this locality was taken up under the mining law:< 
then existing, and the law was complied with to the best of the ability of the appro-
priators. For rest see Question 8. 
11. Please aga.in refer to Question 8. 
12. Our lands are adapted to one crop as thoroughly as to another. A.ny or the 
whole can be sown to grasses. 
13. All the land in these parts herein referred to are taken up, and any family, after 
the ground is wet, can make a good living off 80 acres; but in the neighboring unirri-
gated lands which are not naturally fitted for irrigation (there is plenty uninigated 
that can be irrigated), and in the foot-hills and mountains, less than 640 acres of land 
cannot support a family; hence it is that so much land still remaine in the hands of 
government in these parts, and alwass will, being strictly pasturage, and will average 
one sheep to the aero or one cow to five acres. 
14. (1) Not until five years after sett.lers have been allowed to pre-empt and home-
stead 640 acres each. 
(2) And then each purchaser should be limited to 1,000 acres for at least five year . 
15. (1) One steer to the acre 011 irrigated lands; one steer to five acres on unirriga-
ble 1an<ls. 
(2) All things being equal in Los Angeles and other parts, both places give equal 
results. 
16. Of cattle of various ages, about 60 head, as 12 to 15 should e marketable each 
year, giving $35 as value of each on the farm when marketable. 
17. Owing to the fact that we are without water in our canals for seven months in 
the year, and tbat these cattle are mostly dependent on pumps and windmills, cattle 
are bnt little raised here, so I cannot give statistics. 
18. With in-igation grass has increased twenty-fold; without irrigation no altera-
tion is perceptible. 
19. (1) Generally fence what they have deeds for, and sometimes unsurveyed land 
also where there is no natural fence. 
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(2) Yes. 
20. Difficult to say, as it depends on the owner. 
21. By pumps, and in a few cases by natural ponds, except when there is water in 
the ditches. 
22. Where both are confined to grass only, 1 beef to 10 or 12 sheep; but where brush 
larp;ely prevails, 1 cow or beef to 5 sheep. 
23. According to the management of the owner. If be has allowed sheep to eat 
the pasture too low and close, and kept it so, the grasses, artificial and natural, die 
out, especially those wild grasses which must seed each year, and which spring each 
rainy season from seed and run their lives out each season. 
24. Yes, if not fed too close; but if overstocked the sheep will thrive while cattle 
starve. 
25. Cattle men keep sheep men away when they can for the above reason. 
26. About 10,000 sheep to 1,000 cattle, or even greater. Cattle seldom herded; 
sheep in bands from 500 to 3,000 or 4,000. 
27. In surveying lands and establishing counties, natural boundaries, such as a 
river or the summit of a range of mountains or bills, should if possible be the estab-
lished limits by law. The division between Fresno and Tulare Counties ought to be 
King's River, whereas it is an arbitrary line, giving the whole of King's River over to 
each county in different parts of its line. It rises in 'fulare, bends and goes into Fresno a 
mile or so, comes back a mile or so and runs a long way again in Tulare, goes into Fresno 
again three or four miles, and eventually empties in Tulare. Our people represented 
the matter through their senator and got the river recognized as the boundary, but 
interested parties secretly prevailed on the next senator to change it back again, which 
was <lone. Again, in our mining districts the county terminates half way down a 
mountain, and two adjoining claims, for no good reason, are in two different counties, 
and each claimant has to apply to a different county recorder and clerk, and to differ-
ent supervisors, for privileges or services according to their necessities. One of the 
laws of the State is that the supervisors shall have the granting of privilege to take 
water from rivers in their respective counties. Thus men who took out canals on the· 
Tula,re side of King's River had to apply to Fresno board of supervisors. Again, a 
company applied to the Kern County board of supervisors for a charter to fake water 
from Kern River; but the bulk of water has its rise and drains from Tulare streams. 
Several farmers have taken the water out of the river up high, wh~re it is in Tulare 
County, and when the Kern companies complain they are told that that water rising 
in Tulare an<l never having been in Kern, the Kern County supervisors have no juris-
diction. Such things should be national law, and not left to every scheming man to 
arrange through his particular friend in the local legislature. 
As I understand the laws of pre-emption, when a man wishes for his deed be must 
pay to the local agent from $200 to $400 for the government. This is often difficult to 
do, as the settler generally sees rough and hard times during even his first five years, 
often and nearly always during the period of pre-emption, when the laws necm,sarily 
hamper his actions to a certain extent. Thus he goes to a money loaner, who unfor-
tunately is not unfrequently -indirectly the local agent himself, who finds the money at 
high rates, from 12 to 30 per cent. per annum; in return -takes a mortgage on the land1 
and in numerous cases he eventually owns the land if he desires, and the man, thus 
defrauded indirectly through the rigidity of government demands, is once more turned 
adrift, with his homestead and timber-claim rights alone left him, and thoroughly dis-
heartened besides. I would suggest partial payments, giving in return a conditional 
deed stipulating that within five years the whole be pa,id in or the first and subse-
quent payments forfeited, the latter condition so as to prevent settlers from throwing 
the land exhausted in to the hands of government. This gives settlers an opportu-
nity for some little freedom, without danger of forfeiture of title, and an opportunity 
to be independent of the frontier capitalist. 
28. It is often impossible to find corners, because often the stock men pull them up 
where they wish to keep the range, hitherto unsettled on, for their cattle, hoping 
thereby to delay settlemeut, even if only a few months. I would suggest that at least 
all along the township lines a larger ancl more durable external monument be erected. 
The charcoal, when findable, is good enough, but the pegs get smashed by stock, or 
settlers' wagons, or animals digging, and in various ways. Nearly every settler here 
has had in his day to pay for the county or other surveyor to resurvey for him. 
TIMBER, 
1. Along the river banks and in the foot-hills and mountains plenty of timber. In 
this section the natural timber is oak, sycamore, willows, &c. 
2. (1) Principally Lombardy poplar, Carolina poplar, cottonwoods, blue and other 
gums, catalpa, and numerous others, more or less. 
(2) Best are poplars and gums; growth in spring, summer, and early fall. 
3. By lease only, returnable in ten years to the government conservator. The forest 
laws as practiced in Germany and India, varied sufficiently to meet the requirements 
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of our people, seem to me the best and most just when tlie claims of future genera-
tions are considered. Taking into consideration the struggle which our frontier set-
tlers generally have to make a home, it would be hardly right to enhance the price of 
lumber by making mill owners pay heavily for the right to cut out the timber in tlte 
logging country, bnt a rental of $5 per acre would not be heavy on any mill man, or 
$3 where the lumber is such as to fetch but low rates in market. In order to enfo1'ce 
the laws and regulations it would seem that the civil-service system should be fol-
lowed, because if a man who was elected by the people loca.lly were to enforce the 
laws he would be objectionable to those whose interests he had to oppose, and they 
would leave no stone unturned to insurn his not being re-elected. In India it is one 
of the finest departments of the government, and so long as the conservators do their 
duties they have nothing to fear. In going over those districts in this and other States 
one is struck with the wasteful way in which timber lands have been left after all the 
valuable timber has been cut out; large spaces treeless, then several huddled in 
close proximity to each other. 
4. Certainly, if by the word "classify" yon mean discrimination as to value of tim-
ber growing, whether hard or soft woods, not in manner of disposition or size of tracts, 
leasing all by the acre, but in price only. 
5. Generally an irregular but vigorous growth of the same sorts as those trees that 
formerly held the ground. 
6. Forests eatch fire from carelessness of hunters, desire on part of people who are 
pasturing to burn up o1dfeedsothatthecomingyearthefoedmaybecleanandfreefrom 
rubbish, desire on part of miners and others to clear underbrush, from fires of campers 
and Indians, blasting by miners, and carelessness ·of people generally, often widely 
extended; very destructive, especially to young trees. Their occurrence can hardly 
be prevented, but their spread can be controlled by roads kept clear of brush and 
trees and used to take out the timbers. If the roads are quite straight and at inter-
vals of say five miles apart, which would be necessary under a thorough system of 
supervision with bmnch roads also straight, these fires cou]d often be subdued and in 
many cases die a natural death. 
7. Tax every railroatl for every tie they buy; they would tax the producer in return, 
so that the weight would fall on the right shoulders, but the government would be 
spared the expense of hunting up the right parties. Legislation, I am afraid, would 
not reach the case, except at great cost. The depredation and waste is notorious, 
whether it be for railroad ties or building, mining, or agriculture, but it is more or 
less unavoidable. 
8. There ara no restrictions practically. The man who fells a, tree owns it unless the 
land be deeded. 
9. No; because the land office is not subject to a system of civil service, and if a, 
district land officer did his duty he would not hold his office long. In manv cases also 
they are not tried and trusty men. • 
Testimony of Joseph Russ. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page--. 
To the Public Land Commission : 
GENTLEMEN: The interrogatories submitted to me by the Commission, although some-
what arduous, I will endeavor to answer to the best of my ability with the data I have 
at hand. 
1. Joseph Russ; Ferndale, Humboldt County, California. 
2. I have been in this section about thirty years. 
3. I have acquired title to lands chiefly by purchasing from those who held United 
States patent. 
4. By observation. 
5. In pre-emption cases where there is no conflict the pre-emptor usually makes 
his proof as soon as the law will allow him; he then has to wait on the department at 
Washington for his patent from one to four years, unless he will send his duplicate 
receipt to some attorney in Washington with $25. In that event it will come in about 
six or eight months. The ways of the department are certainly mysterious in this par-
ticular to most people. "Where there is a conflict, and an appeal is taken from the de-
cision of the local land office to the department at Washington, the decision is often 
deferre,l so long as to work, if not in effect an abrogation of the rights they may have 
acquired, certainly great injustice to the parties concerned. 
6. The land laws of the United States remind me very much of an eccentric rich 
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man who is williug to give his poor neighbors a good dinner-, provided, however, that 
they will first swim across a river whose waters are not overly clean to obtain it. In 
my opinion the land laws should be so amended as to give every citizen who wishes 
the right to obtain title to 160 acres of land or more in the most direct way possible. 
Years of observati.on have forced upon me the conclusion tha,t the present land law 
has been instrumental in making more men pe1jure themselves thnn all the other causes 
that operate upon men in new countries. In short, however well the intention of the 
law, it certainly operates as a reward for crime. 
7. The public lantls in Humboldt County are grazing, mineral, and timber. LiHle 
if any agricultural land now belongs to the public domain. ,v e have some sma11 Yal-
leys, but th«rn1ost of the county is rather mountainous and better adapteu to grazing than 
anything dse. 
8. The several classes of lands can onlv be ascertained aud their character fixed b:v 
an actual suryey. Nothing short of this would be reliable. I am of the opinion tb.at 
whenever a United States deputy surveys one or more townships it would be an easy 
matter for bim to determine the character of the land; but in order for tbe govern-
ment to get honest work and an honest report, soruPthing that can be relied upon, it 
mm t, first be honest with those they employ. Since the reduction in the price paid 
by the goYernment for surveying land it io irnpossip]e to get an efficient surYey with-
out the people paying t,he deputy ext;ra, because in this mountainous and wood coun-
ty m~Lny townships cost from $400 to $GOO more to do the work well than the gov-
ernment pays; hut if the government will deal fairly with their deputies, that is, 
pay them what it is worth to do the work, the information could be reliably obtained 
so far as concerns those townships that are yet to be surveyed. In regitrd to those 
that are already surveyed it seems to me that the county surveyor with some aid 
eould easily give the character of the lands. 
9. 1 think I bave answered this interrogatory in 8. 
10. As I liave heretofore stated it is my opinion that the actual settler ought to be 
:tble to obtain title to lands in a more direct way than at prescnt1 aucl indeed it is the 
opinion of tbe great majority of men in new countries that the land should be sold 
to anj' one who wishes to purchase after it bas been held for pre-emptors six mouths 
or a year. There is little doubt, however, but what it would ue mouey in the Treas-
1,1ry if 160 acres was given to ench actual fiettler at just the expense of surveying the 
land, witbout compelling him to live on it fh·e yea.rs. He would certainly do so if it 
is to his interest; and if it is not, then anytbil1g that the government may do to com-
pel bim is simply injuring one of her own citizens, consequently hen1elf. 
AGRICULTURAL, 
1. Our climate on the coast is yery even; we have neither extreme heat or extreme 
col<l. 
2. Onr rainy season commences in October and lasts until May. We have no snow 
on the coast, but it falls to a considerable depth in the interior. It does not, however 
remain long on the ground, except in high altitudes. 
3. It is not necessary to irrigate in this county, and has therefore never been re-
so1te11 to. 
12. About one-third of the land in the county is adapted to pasturage, one-sixth 
latmiug, and one-half is timber land. 
13. lt might be practical, but it would require at least 640 acres to insure a family 
a living, and that too in the best of the grazing section. 
14. It is my best judgment that all grazing land should be put in the market for 
private entry without any limit as to quantity that each individual should pur- · 
chase. 
15. It requires about 8 acres of pasturage land to keep one beef. The grazing land 
in this section compares favorably with the best in the State, and in fact I am of the 
opinion that they are the be1:,t. 
lG. From 7f> to 100 head of cattle would support a small family, provided the mar-
ket was good, otherwise it would require a much greater number. 
18. The growth of grass in this county has diminished. 
19. The cattle ranges are generally fenced in this connty. 
20. I cannot see that it wonld make any material difterence. 
21. ,ve have an abundance of good water on all the ranges. 
22. Ahout seven sheep are equal to one beef in grazing. 
2:1. The growth of grass has increased in sheep ranges where uot fed too close. 
24. Sheep and cattle cannot be kept on the same ra.nge with profit. 
25. There is no conflict between sheep and cattle- men in this county. 
26. We have in our county about 15,000 cattle and 100,000 sheep. 
27. I would by all means 1:mggest that the public la.nus be surveyed, and that every 
citizen be given IGO acres where the land is agricultural, and 640 or more of grazing 
1and, and this in the most direct way and at just the expense of surveying. 
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2,~. There certainly is much trouble in finding the corners of surveyed lands in t,his 
coi n ! y, and in fact it is impossible in many instances because there are no corners. 
An<l, as I have already said, we can never have an efficient survey until the govern-
ment will pay what it is worth to do the work. A post at least 6 inches square should 
m~:rk t be corner of every section, and it should be 2 feet in the ground and ;3 feet 
ahoYe the ground. This would enable poor men looking for lands to know where any 
given piece of land is without having to resort to a surveyor, as they now do. 
Til\IIlER LANDS, 
1. About one-half the land in the county is timber land. · It consists of redwood, red 
fir or Oregon pine, spruce, cedar, white fir, hemlock, oak, and maple; but the kinds 
used for manufacturing into lumber are redwood, spruce, aud Oregon pin,e. 
2. No kind of timber is planted in this section; it is not necessary. 
3. I woulcl sell the timber lands to those who wished to manufacture it in such 
quantities as would justify them in making the necessary outlay. The price should be 
$5 per acre for 1·edwood, and $3 per acre for spruce and Oregon pine, This would not 
lie too high for those who wished it for immediate use, but too high to buy on mere 
speculation. 
4. I think it would be well to divide the timber land into two classes so far as price 
is concerned. First class should constitute the redwood, and the valuation be $5 per 
r. ere; second class pine, spruce, and fir, and the price be $3 per acre. The other tim-
ber lauds that are good only for wood should go into the agricultural class. 
5. There is a second growth of redwood, spruce, and pine, but it will come to no per-
fection in one generation. 
G. We have no forest fires in this county that injure the timber in the least, in fact 
fire bas no detrimental effect on redwood. It is well-nigh impossible to kill the stand-
ing timber. 
7. There are no depre-dations upon the public lands in this county. 
8. We have no local customs governing such cutting of timber. The habit does not 
exist. 
9. I think those officers are generally too far removed from the forests in order to 
exercise any beneficial supervision without t'he aid of local deputies. It seems to me 
that as long as we have local officers they are the proper ones with whom to lodge such 
jurisdiction. 
EUREKA, Octobe1· 20, 1879. 
My knowledge of lode and placer claims, and mining in general, is too limited to 
admit of advancing any opinion upon the subject. If what I have said shall prove of 
any value to the Commission I shall be well paid for my trouble. 
Respectfully yours, 
JOSEPH RUSS. 
Testimony of A. A. Sa.rgent, lawyer and ?niner, San Francisco, Ca"!. 
Testimony of ex-Sona tor SARGENT before the United States Land Commission: 
Question. What is your name, residence, and occupation ¥-Answer. A. A. Sargent, 
San Francisco, Cal.; occupation, lawyer and miner. 
Q. How long have you lived in California ¥-A. Thirty years. 
Q. Have you acquired or sought to acquire title to any of the public land of the 
United States; and, ff so, bow or under what laws ¥-.A. I have, under the mining laws, 
title to a placer mining claim. 
Q. What additional means or opportunities have you had to learn the practical 
workings of the public land laws T-A. My residence for most of the time mentioned 
ha,, been in Nevada County, in the midst of a mixed mining and agricultural popula-
tion, where questions as to both interests were constantly arising and referred to me 
a· a lawyer or as a public man, and I bad the conduct of much of the litigation that arose 
in C:onsequence. Added to this I served six years in the House of Representatives and 
six in the Senate at Washington, and was in cori:espondence with thousands of my con-
stitut>nts all over the State on land questions, nind•I helped originate much of the legis-
lation for the disposal of mining and other public lands which has been passed by Con-
grebi during the past ten years. • 
Q. Rave yon observed any defects in the practical operations of the land laws which, 
in your opinion, ought to be remedied f If so, state fully such defects and any sug-
gestions you may have to offer in the way of remedying tbem.-A. In California the 
conditions are peculiar, and a general land system adapted to the older States works 
here to the disadvantage of the general government a,nd settlers. For instance, it is a 
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good general rule that the public lands shall be sold in quantities not to exceed mo 
acres to actual settlers. But such a faw consigns to perpetual barrenness the great 
stretch of desert lands in the Tulare Valley and lands similarly circumstanced. Au 
actual settler would starve there. He would have to haul su bsisteuce for himself and 
his cattle and even water to drink. To irrigate llis piece of land-and he could do 
nothing without irrigation-he would have to build a canal miles in length, which his 
little patch woald 11ot justify. Some means must be taken to secure associate<l ca11i-
tal. The land is fertile enough, and bears excellent crops with artificial irrigation. 
Congress passed a law relating to desert ]ands in California March 3, 1877, by which 
capitalists were induced to expeml large sums of money in redeeming part of the Tulare 
Desert, with very beneficial results. One year after their operations commenced their 
:fields were the only fertile spot in Southern California, from Lathrop to t,be Colorado 
River. The operation of this beneficent law has been impeded in the Interior Depart-
ment to such an extent that capitalists have been deterred from taking up and redeem-
ing more land, of which there is an immense quantity of the same kind, and those who 
have embarked in the enterprise heretofore are denied title, though they have fulfilled 
all their uuty under the faw. Congress seems to have done its full duty, wisely and 
well, in provitling a means of redeeming these deserts, but the mode of administering 
the law bas defeated its design. 'fhis is a" <lefect in the practical application of the 
law" well worthy the attention of this Commission. 
Ag,ain7 in regard to timber lands. The great timber belt of the Sierm Ne,adas is 
admirably calculated to supply the wants of a vast population on this slope for lum-
ber for dwe1lings, fencing, mining, &c. But to produce this lumber i:- is necessary to 
use saw-mills, and the latter cannot be erected and run on 160 acres of land. The 
present law for the sale of timber lands is too restrictive in the amount allowed to one 
purchaser, and its machinery is too cumbrous. It would be well to al1ow a persnn 
to buy at least a section, and to buy on nnsurveyed as well as surveyed lands. The 
job of surveying the Sierra Nevada 11ountains is too formidable, while here and there 
are found patches of valuable timber which wonld be preserved from fires and depre-
dations in private bands, and could be surveyed and segregated as sold or applied for, 
without regard to the rectangular system of surveys. 
Thern is another class of lands in California, viz, grazing lands, which ougbt not to 
be suhjected to the pre-emption or homestead system, because the lands are not fertile 
enough to support life on limited areas. These lands are good for cattle or sheep 
rnnge1<, and should be sold at tt less price and in h!.rger quantities than fertile lands. 
Q. In how large quantities ought grazing lands to be sold F-A. First-class pasture 
land requires from one to two acres to support a sheep, and from three to fi,;e acres 
are necessary to keep a steer. A man could not make a living off the iucrease of stock 
that a, ihousand acres would keep. I would sell, in five or ten thousand acre tracts, 
all lands :fit only for grazing and at very low prices. Then I would compel cattle and 
sheep men to buy, or follow them up and enforce the payment of a round sum for every 
sheep or head of stock pastured on the public domain. I would first give a chance to 
buy at re2.sonable rates and in adequate quantities, and theu levy a toll on the ani-
mals of those who refused to buy. This would protect the men who buy land and use 
it for grazing purposes from the dishonest advantage gained by others who pasture 
their stock on one or two hundred thousand acres of government land for which they 
pay nothing. It would make a market for grazing lands, to the advantage of the gov-
ernment, and reduce to an honest industry a pursuit which now has many of the feat-
ures of A.rah life. 
Q. Is it not the fact that title has been obtained to both timber and grazing lands, 
under the pre-emption laws, under pretense that they are cultivable ,-A.. Withont 
doubt the title to both has been obtained by questionable oaths and sham improve-
ments to a considerable extent. But this has been almost a necessity. It has been so 
less with grazing than with timber lands. It ought not, of course, to be so at all; but 
the government is as much at fault as the pretended settler or more so. If it wishes 
to dispose of its lands, as it does, it should provide a mode of sale adapted to the c1ai;s 
of lands. The settler must have them-he mnst have timber and cattle rauges-bnt 
the law provides no ready and practicable mode of obtaining them. Before the lal:'t 
Congress acted on the matter there was no law for the sale of timber land in Califor-
nia. There was an opulence of timber all around ns, guarded by savage laws agai!1st 
trespass, and no honest mode of acquiring a stick of it. Towns might bnrn down, 
farms be unfenced, and mines unworked for want of timber; the law was inflexible, 
,vbat wonder that men tried to get the timber land by pretended settlement and pa.v-
ing for it under the pre-emption laws, though they knew that the settlement a.nd cul-
tivation which they swore to wasJmt a sham 7 Congress at iast gave partial relief, 
but it is inadequate. The want of understanding of the subject in the other State::; is 
the 11rincipal impediment to proper legislation. Care should, of course, be takeu to 
prevent the timber belt from padsing into the handq of speculators, though that wonl<l 
be a lesser evil than keeping it locked up iu the bands of the government, refusing to 
sen, as it has for years past. 
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Q. Please state the conformation and physical character of the public lands in your 
county aud State, so far as known to you; and whether agricultural, pastoral, mineral, 
timber, or otherwise.-A. The surfa0e of California is greatly diversifierl by mount-
ains, hills, and valleys. It contains vast tracts of each kind of land named in the 
question, to which may be added vrnll-<lefined desert lands, gaining their quality from 
tbe slight rainfall rather than from defect of constituents in the soil. The mineral 
lands are intermixed with agricultural lands in the foot-hills of the Sierra Nevada, and 
it is better as a general proposition, in legislating in reference to these mixed lands, to 
proceed upon the presumption that they are mineral rather than agricultural, so that 
a person applying to purchase lands in the mineral belt as agricultural should be re-
<t uired to furnish proof, to the satisfaction of the land office, that it is more valuable 
for agriculture than for mining. 
Q. Examine the act of Congress prescribing the duties of this Commission, &c., and 
referring to your answer to the last interrogatory, state how, in your opinion, the gov"-
ernment can best ascertain anil nx the character of the several classes of land named 
by you; whether by a general rule, or by geographical divisi'>ns or otherwise 1-A. I 
do not see how a general rule can be made applicable. The boundaries of these vari-
ous classes of lands can be arrived at without any very close survey. Suppose, for in-
stance, alJ lands in the Sierras between ~00 and 3,500 feet above the sea level were 
presumptively mineral lands, all above that altitude timber lands, the Tulare Valley 
and desjgnated parts of the San Joaquin and other valleys desert, the coast range and 
certain other bills grazing land, &c., &c., with power in the land office, on proper show-
ing, to set asi<le the presumption antl treat land in the named boundaries as of some 
other class-it seems to me that some such system as this would reach the peculiarities 
of this State. 
Q. State the system of land parceling surveys which, in your opinion, would be best 
adapted to t,be economic uses of these several classes of land; giving your reasons and 
your practical acquaintance with the subject of surveys.-A. Min\,!ral-land surveying 
cannot be done better than it is under the present system. Agricultural land, which 
shonld be disposed of in not exceeding quarter-section tracts, should be surveyed in 
the present mode, except in cases of isolated mountain valleys, where connection with 
regular meridian and base lines should not be required ; reference to natural local mon-
uments being sufficient for identification. Mere timber and grazing lands should be 
i,nrveyed iu large lots, and not sectionized. My reasons are that these proposed meth-
ods seem best adapted to the various kinds of land; but I am not a practical surveyor. 
Q. How far has water been taken up in your section, and for what purposes !-A. My 
home for a great many years has been in Nevada County, in this State, an actively 
worked and productive mining region both iu placer andq uartz mines. In that county, 
as in tbe neigh boring ones in the foot-hills, water is taken up in canals for placer-min-
ing purposes. The amount of capital expended in canals and reservoirs is very great. 
The claims existing to water are of very early date, and the rights have been recog-
nized by onr State courts aud legislature, by the United States Supreme Court, and by 
Congress. 'ruese rights cannot be modified by legislation. Elsewhere in the State 
there are numerous irrigating canals, the principal ones having been constructed under _ 
ttle desert-laud legislation of Congress. Uncloubte,1ly there will he a great many more 
constructed if clue effl~Ct is given to that legislatiou. 
Q. What conflicts have arisen, if any, in relation to water rights ?-A. Litigation 
over water rights was very common in the early history of this State, and roach of the 
skill and learning of our supreme court was employed in devising and applying rules 
to meet the peculiar condition of things in this State in this regard. Such litig.a,tion 
ba8 ceased, except in some few cases where there are disputes about facts of priority 
of location, amount of diversion, an<l such matters. The principles of law governiug 
such cases were long since satisfactorily settled. Any good digest of California de-
cisions will put the Commission in possession of full information on the subject. 
Q. How would yon dispose of public timber lands f State whether by sale, by lease, 
or otherwise.-A. By sale, certaiuly, and not by lease. The government onght not to 
keep the title to rmlJlic lands, except sueh as it needs for its owu purposes. It ought 
not to keep a host of agents to feed upon the Treasury and increase the numuer of 
office-holders. It should be the study of legislators to diminish rather than increase 
thi:- class. Leasing the timber lands terminates nothing. It may lead to irritations 
and frauds. The timber will be better preserved in private bands. But I wonl<l not 
recommend putting the lands up for sale at auction, or submitting them to "private 
entr:v ." Selling to separate purchasers in section tracts or thereabouts would be, in 
m~· judgment, the best moue of disposition. I would not classify timber lauds as to 
manner of disposition, price, or size of tracts. It makes too much detail. Uniformity 
is Hu.filcient. 
Q What have you to say as to depredations upon the public timber, whether for 
the cutting of railroad ties, use for mineral, building, agricultural, or other purposes f 
State the extent of such depredations, unnecessary waste occasioned thereby, and what, 
if any, legislation is necessary to limit or-prevent such depredations.-A. Depredations 
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upon public timber lands have been carried on ever since this State was :first settled. 
In a large part of the State the timber had to be cleared off to make a place for resi-
dence and cultivation. In such regions it was the same as in the States east, where 
the native forests covered the land now occupied by improved farms, by villages, and 
cities. Men removed timber as a mode of settlement. Again, in all the mining regions 
lumber is necessary for mining. A miner must have timber to support bis tunnels and 
drifts, for his flumes, &c. He mm1t have logs to construct his cabin. Towns must be 
built, farms must be fenced, &c. As I have said, until recently there was no law to 
sell timber land (not susceptible of cultivation), and none for the sale of timber. Yet 
farms were necessarily cleared and fenced, towns and villages built, mining prosecuted. 
To take government tiru ber for these uses was depredation ; hut the government which 
provided no means for the honest acquisition of the timber could not complain of its 
citizens, whose necessities, rather than their inclinations, them made trespassers. Of 
course this system has been wasteful, and should be effectually stopped. A law for the 
sale of the timber lanus in I'easonable quantities would stop it effectually. 
Q. What experience have you had in mining and mine litigation f-A. I have been 
engaged in placer and quartz mining most of the time for tliirty years. As a lawyer 
in large practice I formerly had charge of many suits involving conflicting mining 
rights. I am more especially engaged in placer mining. 
Q. Within your practical experience are the existing mining laws, as to placer claims, 
defective, or otherwise f If defect,ive, state in what particulars; having especial ref-
erence to the facts of original location under local customs or laws; the shape and 
size of such claims; their occupancy and development; the opportnmties for consoli-
dating two or more claims in one person by purchase ; what evidence of the chain of 
title is required; what use is made of such claims other than actual working, if any; 
and what is the general character of the litigation relative to 1 bese placer claims.-
A. I consider them excellent. The provision of the statute that, dispenses with proof 
of original location and chain of title where the claims are ancient-have been held 
by the claimants and ancestors beyond the period prescribed hy the statute of limita-
tions-makes it possible to acquire title which auy other rnle wonld prevent. In curly 
times, in this State, mining claims passed by delivery, there I.wing no 11a1wr wri1,ing, 
in numberless cases, and such conveyar;ce was upht:ld by the 1·11m·ts; tll~ old records, 
which were kept by mine.::s, in their cabins, have long b ~·1m lost, or O':',troyed. The best 
improved claim in the State could not be patented on any Gb owlng that could be mad,1 
under a more st.ringent rule. 
Some rule might be prescribed governing original locations to be hereafterrnade; but 
it would be difficult to prescribe one tliat would operate equally in reference to devel-
opment and working. So much depends, in placer mining, upon water, and the sea-
sons are so uncertain, and water is so frequently scarce, that, unlike the case of quartz 
mining, regular or profitable work, work in good faith and not mere form or show of 
work, is often irnpossiule for considerable periods of time. A claim may depend wholly 
on the rains for water, and get none during a dry season. If the law shouhl require 
so much work on a mine every year, during that dry year it could not be obeyed, at least 
in good faith. 
There seems to me to be no objection to the consolidation of two or more claims in 
the hands of one person or COU11Jany uy purchase. Iudeed this is often necessary for 
purposes of development. An individual or company may be willing to undertake the 
construction of a bed-rock tunnel, or long water ditch, for the mineral prnsumably in 
two or three claims, but not fer that in one. The law should not hinder such enterprises. 
Q. Within your knowledge are titles obtafoed unc.J.er the placer law for non-mineral 
lands¥ And, if so: state instances.-A. I should say the practice is not extensive either 
way, but that, if either happens, mining land is more ai,t to be taken for agricultural 
land. It is sometimes a very close question whetherland is more valuable for mining 
or farming. Its agricultural capacities lie on the surface, and can be 1,een by any one. 
The mining character is matter of development, which may not have taken place. 
Besides, as mining land costs twice as much as agricultural land, there would be no 
motive to procure it under the latter rather than the former uharacter. 
Q. Within your Jrnowledge bas the placer law been used to procure title to loue 
claims?-A. No; such cases must be of rare occurrence if they ever happen. 
Q. Do you know valuable placer lands which are unworkecl because the outlets a.re 
controlled uy claimants un<1er other than mineral tit.les !-A. I know tlui,t suits are 
pending, by persons owning farming hrnls along the banks of st1·eams which serve as 
outlets for mining deposits, to prevent the further prosecution of hydraulic miniDg. 
If such parties prevail in their actions and stop hydraulic mining, they will inflict a 
severe injury upon the prosperity of the State. The yield of gold frolll our mi11es 
comes very largely from hydraulic mining. This gold passes into the currents of 
trade and goes far toward maiutaining the credit of the State aml natiou. Upon this 
industry several of the most prosperous counties of the State principally <lepen<l. The 
great system of canals, brmging water from the sources of supply iu the Sierra Nevadas, 
. costing many millions of dollars, was created to feed this industry. OlJPOSt!d to all 
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this is the claim of a few people along a part of Bear and Yuba Rivers, that their farms 
are injured by tailings. It is in fact a question between populous communities con-
ducting a great industry and (not agriculture or the farmers of the State) a few 
farmers, which shall cease work. The miners are not intentionally wrong-doers. 
They have bought their mines in good faith, put on costly improvements, and are en-
gaged in a useful industry. There is an obligation on them to do as little damage as 
possible, and this I know they desire to do. But I cannot believe it good public pol-
icy to strangle this vast industry at the instance of a few persons who are inconven-
ienced by it, many of w horn located at a comparatively late day on the mining outlets 
knowing them to be such, or in other words "came to a nuisance," and whose total 
product would not be missed by the State if subtracted from its resources. On the 
other hand, statistics show that the hydraulic mines yiel<l. several millions of gold an-
nually. What it means to subtract that from the business of the State need not be 
stated. The principal market of the farmers affected is with the hydraulic miners or those 
who depend on their trades, and if all the mines were stopped which are involved in 
this litigation, with their depending industries, the whole Bear, Feather, and Yuba 
Rivers region would perish from iuanition. 
Q. Have the miners ever offered to make compensation for the injuries inflicted by 
theruf-A.. They offered a large sum to the city of Marysville to aid in protecting it 
from injury, and I doubt not would be glad to pay any reasonable sum which would 
be compensation and not blackmail. · 
Q. What interest has the general government in this question ¥-A. It has a vast in-
terest. It is the owner of an immense area of mineral land, worth to it $2.50 per acre, 
which is continually being purchased of it, and means millions of dollars in its treasury. 
Q. Has it not the same interest in the sale of agricultural lands f-A. True. But 
the amount of agricultural land so situated as to be affected by mining op.erations is 
extremely limited-not one aero to one hundred thousand of its unsold mineral lands. 
Another interest the ~overnment has in the prosecution of mining is to preserve its 
credit, which California gold has heretofore largely contributed to mainta,in, and will 
tend to do hereafter if still produced. 
Q. What can the governmeut do to protect this interest f-A.. It is difficult to retrace 
lost gronntl. A stipulation should have been put into the agricultural land patents, issued 
for l,11 ·ds t-itua,t.ed like those on Bear River, that they should be subjected to the ease-
me. •s of : ho mines u.uove. The goverument could have better dispensed with the sale 
,1f the few thou ·ands of acres on Bear River than lose the sale of its mining lands on 
Bear River ancl it,, t ri bntark.'i, or for mining to be stoppe<l. on all of these. If it bad 
sold, those who bou~;ht "·onl<l tlo it with notice and could not now complain. That 
which it ought to l1:t\·e (1Pne before. it. ought to do iu future. Again, the government 
should appoint a commission to study this question of hydraulic mining and drainage 
and dett:irrnine if works cannot be constructed. to carry off tailings and deposit them 
on the tule or swamp lands. Its great interest in its unsold mining lands wonld be 
adequate reason for its undertakiug such work. 
Q. Does not t,he prosecution of placer mining wash away agricult.ural land, and thus 
do niore harm than the production of gold from it does good ~-A.. Placer mini9g land 
is rarely gdod for agriculture. Proh~tuly not one acre of it iu fi.ft,y thousand would 
ever lie cultivateJ. It is refuse laud except for the golden harvest which it, yields, 
whicb, liowever, oftcu exceeds in amount, in a ready pttyment,, all it woultl produce in 
an hundred yL•ars if goocl agricultural land. I do not undervalue agriculture. It is 
the basis of " ·en.Ith, of course, and our State and the worl<l. is full of land for its ap-
propriate and ail.equate prosecution. But I claim for the placer miner the usefulness 
of biA work and bis limited area of refuse land for its prosecution. 
Q. Is it not alleged that hydraulic mining injures the navigaule streams of the State 
and shoals the bays 1-A. Yes, it is so alleged, aml the st:1tement is important if true. 
The general government should take steps to verify the truth of such allegations. At 
present such statements rest on no proofs. I rememuer what is c~Llled the '' Hog's 
Back" in the Saeramento River iu 1850, and it was as much an obstruction to naviga-
tiou tlieu as now. I have seen a, uewspaper statement that the w,1,ter in the channel 
of Snisnn Bay is deepn than it formerly was, and the har of San Francisco habor is 
apparently unaffected. The fiats in the bays are <leveloping without donut; but this 
happens everywhere, in civilized and uncivilized countrits, and where there is and 
where there is not mining. The work is gre~ttly hastened by m:.tu's agency, and the 
greatc:iuse of the uegradation of t,he earth's surface and tilling up water-ways is the stir-
ring the soil by cultivation. But a rainfall of from 2 to 6 feet, like that on t,he S-ierra 
NPvaclas, on steep hillsides, necessarily carries off and deposits uelow vast amounts of 
earthy matter. Old Kern River is full aml crowning with silt, and the water bas forced 
a new channel, yet no mining has ever been done on it 01· its tributaries. The Platte 
is another ease of a similar character. 'l'ue Potomac River, opposite Washington, is 
full of flats like those of Suisun Bay, where plowing lands, digging roads, and such 
works only are answerable. Tue rnuuth a.ud bed of Saint John's River, Florida, and 
Columbia River, Oregou, are illn1Stratious of the filling-up of great navigable waters 
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by the ordinary washings of nature. The same effects are observable in Boston, 
Charleston, and Savannah harbors, &c., where there are no hydraulic miners to rail 
at as the abominable cause! If the Commission will visit Pacheco in this State it will 
see large grain warehouses buried to the eaves, I think, by earthy matter sent down 
by the wash of land, largely arising from farming operations. Ought not the owners 
to get out an injunction to stay farming in the valley and hills above them f All these 
causes hurt the navigable waters of the State, and the miner is not wholly or chiefly 
responsible. 'l'he great agricultural valleys of the State have been formed by debris 
from the mountains, and the process would still go on if there were no mining as it did 
thousands of years before the white man saw this region. 
Q. Does not the great mass of earth handled hy the hydraulic miner and the greater 
grade given to the streams make his operations more injurious f-A. The great mass of 
material that the miner handles stays at his dump or in the upper streams; it is oJJ.ly 
the loamy stuff, discoloring matter, that travels far. When men talk about hills being 
hydraulicked into the valleys they are wild. Probably 90 per cent. of a gravel bed 
cannot be urged by water more than a short distance after it drops from a flume. The 
mass is bowlders, gravel, pipe-clay, and other heavy matter. This never reaches the 
valleys, and could not unless the grade could be increased toward 30 degrees. Ex-
cept between Smartsville and Marysville, where the distance is short, the increase of 
grade cannot be over an inch or two per mile for a quarter of a century's work, which 
is insignificant; but to speak of increase of grade of the mountain streams, having in 
view the lower bays or a°'17" effect on them, is idle. Filling in San Francisco Bay under 
authorit,y of law, and so lessening its capacity to take in water to scour in and out 
and keep down the bar, is, in my judgment, more mischievous than the discolored water 
that reaches the bay from the mines. H this work of private gain and public stupid-
ity goes on and damage ensues to the bar, the blame for this, as well as for the debris 
from agricultural work and from natural causes, will still be put upon the miner. 
Q. Calling your attention to the fact that under present laws an adverse claim, in 
proper form and seasonably filed, suspends the administrat.ion of the mineral laws by 
the United States land ofilbers, and transfers the jurisdiction to the courts of law, 
botb State and United States,-please state whether, in your opinion, tbe adjustment 
of controversies coo.cerning mineral landS' prior to issue of patent should not be left 
absolutely to the United States land officers, in the same manner as contests under all 
other laud laws 1 
A. I think not. First, Congress will not give adequate force to the General Land 
Office, and the work of its mineral division is now far behind. To add to its present 
work all the vast labor of reading the evidence and briefa or hearing arguments, and 
deciding controversies of conflicting claimants as to the title to mining claimants, 
would overwhelm it with business hopelessly, especially as applications for mining 
patents are constantly increasing. Second, many questions of fact arising in such 
cases can be satisfactorily settled by juries only, under the instructions of able judges, 
after argument in open court. The interests involved are too great to be satisfactorily 
disposed of by a clerk of the department, with such legal experience and knowledge 
as a small salary can command ; to say nothing of the suspicions tha,t would arise, 
however unjustly, of unfairness, corruption, or carelessness. Such matters are far bet-
ter between the hands of a regular court of the vicinage. 
Q. Ought there not to be a limitat.ion as to a possessory title under the mineral laws; 
and should not locators be compelled, on penalty of forfeiture, to acquire the title by 
purchase from the government within some reasonable time f If so, what would be 
your idea of the time f 
A. There should be no limitation of time, at any rate not yet. If all the miners in 
the United States were required to apply for their titles in one, two, or five years, they 
would do it little more than at present until the time approached, and would then 
block up the land offices with business that could not be cleared off in fifty years. 
There would be great opposition and prejudice against any such proposition. Such 
a project was introduced into Congress some five years ago, and was followed by ex-
cited miners' meetings in the mining States and Territories, denouncing it and its pro-
moters. 
The mining laws are, as a whole, popular and satisfactory. They are beginning to 
be understood, and miners are more or less availing themselves of the right to pur-
chase. It would be injudicious, by radical changes, to produce dissatisfaction, and 
retard the process of transferring the title to their claims to the miners, and the price 
of them into the government coffers. • 
The work of developing mines is frequently slow and expensive. The claimants 
sometimes cannot ascertain for years-employed in hard and expensive labor----whether 
they wish to buy or not. 'ro compel them to buy an undeveloped claim is to make 
mining business still .more uncertain, and may lead to shifts, by ficticious abandon-
ments, &c., to avoid an onerous law. 
In this matter I would earnestly recommend the Commission to "let well enough 
alone." 
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Q. With regard to quartz claims, what, if any, defects have you observed in the United 
States laws, their operation and administration f 
A. I think the Jaws for the location and purchase of lode claims are in a much more 
unsatisfactory condition than the provision relating to plucer claims. Where the crop-
pings of a ledge are not visible through the whole length of a claim, the miner may 
expend thousands, perhaps a hundred or two thousand dollars, in determining the 
course of the vein, only to £.ad that bis location embraces but a small part, of it; and 
some one who has not ~pent a dollar ma,y get the ledge by an adjoining location. I 
understand that the Supreme Court of the United States bas just decided that where 
a ledge goes out of the surface lines of a claimant he has no right to follow it. This 
is, perhaps, a fair interpretation of the quartz laws; but it suggests the need of amend-
ment to avoid a great hardship and injustice to discovers. The old miners' law tre&ted 
the subject better, and gave a locator so many feet from his starting point, in either 
direction, '' following the ledge, with its spurs, dips, angles, and variations." This is 
-0ommon sense. It secured to the discoverer or developer of a ledge the full extent of 
his claim, no matter in what, direction it ran under ground. It is often impossible to 
determine where the ''apex" of a vein is, or its course, or the angle or direction of the 
dip, by the early workings, and therefore the intended rights of a discoverer are 
poorly detined and protected in locating a claim under existing laws. The impossi-
bility of determining these things without extensive development, which must follow 
.and not preoede location, bas led to much litigation and injustice. 
Q. Is there any other feature of mining locations that leads to litigation? 
A. Discoverers of veins: or their assigns, are sometimes burdened with litigation to 
defend their rights from subst.(]Uent looators in their immediate neighborhood, where 
the legal attack is directed to the portion of the clip of the lode wbioh bas passed be-
yond the exterior lines of the surface tract. Bnt a quartz mine would be of no value, 
in most cases, where the locator bad uot the legal right to follow his ledge down at 
any angle it might take and to any distance. Only claims of extraordinary richness 
could be worked when the possessors were confined within perpendicular side lines. 
Q. In view of the known variety and complexity of mineral deposit'3 in rock in 
place, is it, or is it not, in your judgment, possible to retain in the United States min-
eral laws a provision by which locators can follow the dip of their claims outside their 
Bille lines without provoking litigation f 
A. For the reason given, viz, that a claim woulcf be usually valueless that could 
not be followed into the earth to any workable depth, it is essential to retain such a 
provision even if litigation does sometimes ensue. Such litigation is caused by 11ues-
tions as to identity of ledges and not, from abstruseness of principle. I am satisfied 
that tlrn government, in dealing with these matters, must get nearer to rather than 
farther from, the oM mining laws, which gave the locator his leflge wherever it dipped, 
or however it crooked. It was still a question of identity, often contested, but the 
law did as much as possible toward assuring a workable claim to· the discoverer and 
his associates. 
Q. Would notalldifficulties be obviated by makingaquartzclaiml,500feetsquare? 
Would not that give the dip as far as a miner would wish to follow it T-A. Such a 
feature in mining locations would be objectionable for many reasons. In many places, 
such as Austin, Nevada, Cottonwoocl Cafiou, Utah, all(l in parts of California, the dis-
tinct mining claims and ledges are too close together to affonl such 1:1pace. One man 
wonl<l own too many ledges. Laws must be uniform, and while snch a provision might 
aptly apply to the case of a ledge having a uroall extent of non-mineral land each 
side of it, it wonld make mischief in nnmherless cases, am1 not be applicable in them 
at all. l donbt if it ,,,ould be safe to predicate that in all case1:1 where there are 700 
feet of non-mineral land each side of a ledge that the flip wonhl not carry the lode nff 
the claim. Sometimes the dip is forty-1fre degrees. I have known it greater. It will 
be observNl where the dip wonld take the 3,000 feet level. I reiterate, tho only safe 
rule is to let the miner follow the ledge wherever it goes, in clirect,ion or dip, without 
regard to surface grouml. If that right is restricted miniug is made more hazardous 
ancl nn~erta.in to tbe extent it is restricte<l. 
Q. Have you ever ta.ken par~ ~11 organizing a local mining district J If so, state 
fully where it was done; by how many parties, and whether necessarily actual miners 
or citizen . \Vhat oflict>rs were elected, and their duties. What books of record 
pr9vided, and their object '?-A. I took part in organizing tbo quartz-mining diHtrict of 
Nevada County in 185~, at a meeting of the qnartz miners of the count,y assembled at 
Nevada City, on published notice, and acted as secretary of the meeting. Some se\·enty 
persons were present, all of them interested in quartz mining. A code of ln.ws was 
adopted, which has ever since been recognized by the miners, arnl often proved in and 
enforced by the courts. The county clerk of the county was made ex-ojjicio mining 
recorder. He was re(Jnired to keep in his office a book of records, open for inspection, 
in which any person locating a quartz claim wa,i required to have his notice recorded. 
This duty has been performed down to the preF1ent (~ay, thouih eome of the early 
• 
• 
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books of record were destroyed, with the county records, by a fire that burned the 
court-house. 
Q. State generally the mode of originally taking up and locating a mineral claim 
under mining customs, and the effect of a record of c;uch location.-A. Locations were 
usually ma<le by a number of persons, or by one person using the names of others, a.11 
of -whom became tenants in common by such location. Location was made by setting 
stakes and putting up a written notice signed by the locators. Record was then made 
in the record book of the district, and work to a certain extent must be done, and con-
tinued periodically, else the claim was "jumpable." All these condit.ions being com-
plied ·with, the right of the locators was sustained by the courta and public opinion. 
The effect of [ such J a " record" was to give notice to others, and to conserve the right 
of the locators to the number of feet legally claimed. 
Q. Is that record capable of subsequent amendment; and, if so, how 1-A. It is, by 
suuseqnent notice posted and recorded, if no other right intervene, uut not otherwise. 
Q. Within your knowledge, bave mining titles been disturbed or litigated tbrough 
fraudulent manipulation or destruction of these records , If so, what security is there 
against such frauds 1-A.. I do not think this difficulty has ever arisen. Inconvenience 
arises from the accidental loss or destruction of records, but not from fraudulent ma-
nipulaiion of them, or, so far as I ever heard, from intentional destruction of them. 
Q. CalliIJg yom attention to the fact that a copy of the certificati3 of location, as 
certified by the local mining recorder, is the sole basis of the paper title for a mining 
claim, uncler existing law, and that compliance with the varying cmstoms of innumer-
aule mining districts constitutes the preliminary acts upon such claims, state whether, 
in your opinion, all mining district laws, customs, and records could advantageously be 
abolished us to future local ions, and the initiation of record title be placed exclusively 
with the United States 1:, :,d offieers.-A. The principal objection to making the reg-
ister of the land office t L,~ mining recorder is the difficulty miners would have in ex-
amininf; bis records to ascertain what locations have been m::vle. They could not travel 
such distances for such a purpose. The invulnerabilit,y of the records would be some 
compensation for this, hut not adequate. Great care should be taken in abolishing 
"miuers' rules and regulations." They contaiu a good cleal of practical wisdom. The 
present ln.w embodies some of them, of general application, and perhaps still more 
could be utilized. I should recoi].mend this rather than their abolition. 
I sbonld like to remark that what I have said about the inexpediency of compelling 
locators of placer claims, under penalty of forfeiture, to acquire t,itle by purchase from 
the gov~rnment within a limited time, applies with equal force to the locators of 
quartz claims. 
Test·irnony of James W. Shanklin, San Francisco, Cal. 
JAMES W. SHANKLIN, State surveyor-general-elect of California, resident in Oak-
land, testified at San Francisco, October 8, 1879, as follows : 
I have lived in the State more than twenty-five years. 
Question. In wbat part of the State is agriculture possible without irrigation f-
Answer. In that part of the State north of .Monterey; particularly the valleys and a 
portion of the foot-hills, and in the mountains. I consider that portion of the State 
poor for agriculture without irrjgation south of that; it does not have sufficient rain-
fall. 
Q. Yon recognize the three classes of land-pasturage, irrigable, and timber. Now, 
won't you give us your idea, of the best disposition to be made of the timber land, a.nd 
wha,t administrative system of disposing of it would be most advantageous to the 
State and tend best to the preservation of the timber f-A. The chief object in deal-
ing with timber lands at all, either on the part of the United States or the State, is 
their preservation from waste, and to allow such use as is necessary for the people of 
the State and nothing more. The question to be determined is how this shall be 
accomplished. It can be accomplished in two ways: Either by the State under State 
control, or by the United States, through its officers especially appointed fot' that pur-
pose a,nd nothing else. Timber agonts or foresters should be appointed. I do not 
think it can be protected in any other wa,y under onr present system of government. 
If you make it an adjunct to another office, it will fall between the two and noth-
ing will be accomplished for its protection. I had something to do with that myself; 
for when I was register of this land office I had a good deal of work of that kind be-
fore mo and I undertook to stop it, and I did stop one largo company that had their 
railroad and steamboat employed to transport to this market the government lumber, 
and so eftectnally stopped it that it broke up their railroad and their steamboat too; 
but the department did not sustajn me in it. Therefore, I say you must have a sep-
arate department to attend to that exclusively. If it is attached to ,anything else, it 
will fall between. 
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Q, What is the source of the destruction of timber i-A. By mills, fires, aml by per-
sons cutting off what they want for their own use and wasting the, balance of the-
timber. 
Q. What ratio does the amount destroyed by fire bear to that cut by man f-A. I 
sboukl say at least twice as much, at t,he present time. 
Q. Would not an organization of a corps of foresters or suit,able officers for UHi.t 
purpose be an odious measure before the people 7-A. Not at a.U; just tho reverse. 
Q, Could jurors be found to convict men for taking the timber for their own use~ 
notwithstandingthatitwasin contraventionofthelawsof tbe United Statosf-A. Tlmt 
is another question. When you appoint foresters, the men having charge in different. 
localities where the timber is wantetl will provitle means whereh,v people can obtain 
,,-hnt t hey really require. Then there is no inducement to steal the timber. That is 
the object in having foresters-not to prevent tbe use of timber, but to provide tbe 
mean~ whereby a reasonable amount can be used under their supervision. In other 
words, allowing them to exercise such control as shall best subserve the interests of the 
people and of the United. States. I will answer the second. question in refere11ce to the 
measure. There will be some men who will be law-breakers wherever you place them~ 
but when you take away every inducement to break the law by giving them means 
whereby they can obtain what they require at a reasonable figuro, I t.l1ink they will 
be far less liable to break' the law than under any other circumstances. 
Q. Just recall the number of settlements and mills in special localities where timber 
would have to be supplied to the growing condition of the country, and then give me,. 
in a general way, your idea of the number of foresters which it will be necessary to, 
employ in the State for the purpose of properly protecting u.ml <lisposin~ of it by such 
a plan. How many fOl'esters would be neccssar;y to protect and dispose of i.t f-A. My 
opinion is that it would require one only for each township wher0 timber is to be used. 
Where timber is not accessible and cannot be used there is no necessity for such a for-
ester. The revenue to be collected by these men won ld pay three times over the ex-
penses of tl.ie foresters. The timber belt here is about 30 miles by 500 miles; that is, on 
the Sierra Nevada; the coast belt would come very near that too. I <lon't think the 
timber of tho State should be sold in t,racts, either to mill companies or anybouy else. 
I think it shoul<l be kept anu preserved for the people of the State. 
Q, Please give us your own i<lea about the extent of the two belts of timber.-A. I . 
should say that the coast belt would average about 20 to 25 miles in wi<lth and by 100 to-
300 milc~s in length along the portion of the coast lying north of San Francisco. Then 
tho Sierra Nevada belt woulu be about the same, or perhaps more; in some places it 
"ould be over 40 miles in width and in some places not over 20. It would. bave an 
twerage of about 30 miles in width and extend overthe northern portion of the State 
down to the south of it, to the San Joaquin Valley, being about 450 miles long. In 
a<lditiou to that, between the two belts, there are many groves in the north. South 
there are none, except between Point Concepcion and Stm Bernanlino. ·when I speak 
of the government not disposing of the timber lands in large quantities I do not intend 
by t,bat to exclude settlements where cultivation is possible. After the removal of the 
timber there is left, as the result, land that is valuable for cultivation-good arable 
la r1<l ufter the timber is taken off. I do not object to its being sold to actna-l settlers~ 
Q. The purpose of these foresters would be to cu.re for and protect the timber ¥-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. The timber area is valuable for what purposc ?-A. For its timber, lmt a portion 
of it would be valuable for fruit-growing and occasional small homes. The orchards 
woulu grow up to 3,000 feet, and the timber commences from 2,000 feet. At 2,000· 
feet it is the nut-pine. About 2,500 feet commences the yellow and the pitch-pine. 
Then this goes on up to the summit. The timber valuable for commercial purposes. 
is not found to a great extent where these orchards coulu be established. 
Q, What objection would there be in permitting men to own homesteads of agri-
cnltnral lands in the forest, providing that snch men may obtain t,itles to small tr~cts 
of timber lands ¥-A. It would be like giving them a title to land in the moon. They 
conltl never use it, because of tile distance of the timber from the agricultnr::tl land. 
Q, Is this difficult for any other reason than distance ¥-A. Distance and cost of 
transportation. TrauspoL-tation is very clifficult, because the timber is on the mount-
ains, and it would be necessary ro construct roads or flumes to bring it from the mount-
ains to the valleys, and t,his would be too expensive to the farmers, and they could not do, 
it at all. The timber, to be utilized, must be utilized by persons connected with tim-
ber enterprises. It can be by nobody else to any advantage. 
Q. Is it true that the present system of cutting the timber is wasteful T-A. I con-
sider it wasteful in every sense of the word, and detrimental to the State, because-
there is no care taken to preserve it. 
Q. What way is it wasteful f-A. By stripping the land anu burning up a great deal 
that could be used. If necessary and proper measures were immediately taken for-
its preservation and for compelling them to use it instead. of destroying it, it wonl<l be-
well. They only use the best part of the tree and let the rest _lie and rot. 
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Q. What effect does the cutting of timber-taking and using the better portion and 
leaving on the ground the tops and wasted portion-what effect does that have on 
the fires ?-A. It adds fuel for the fires and furnishes the best material for their 
spreading. 
Q. The cutting of timber is mainly by mills for the purpose of selling it, is it not? 
Do they cut beyond the market, as a rule f-A. You would think so if you asked the 
older men of the State. At the present time, in this State particularly, they cut 
sometimes far beyond the demands of the market, either for home consumption or for 
shipment abroad. 
Q. This timber is cut for use either by the State or people abroad. They send a 
great deal of it from this coast to the East. Does your scheme of foresters contem-
plate a stopping of this use f-A. No, sir; only to keep it within a reasonable control 
and compel the entire use of the material, so far as it can be made available, for any 
purpose. 
Q. What is your property idea in regard to the forests f-A. H is this: to see that 
a reasonable amount should be used for the mills; second, that there is no waste 
allowed and the surplus, after the lumber portion of the tree bas been removed, 
utilized. 
Q. Would it be practicable for any timber mill to run by the designation of partic-
ular trees by the foresters ?-A. Yes, sir. They themselves have to do it. They do not 
take the trees promiscuously. They have a man, to whom they give twice as much 
wages as to any other man, to select the trees and determine how they shall be felled. 
Every mill bas its man especially for that purpose. 
Q. In engaging in the lumber business is it not attended with much expense in the 
,construction of flumes, mills, &c. ?-A. Of course it is. 
Q. Is that expense warranted unlesa they have large tracts of land to cnt from¥-
.A. I think it is, and I think there bas been a mfataken ·policy on the part of lumber-
men in securing large tracts of land. I have in my mind's eye now two or three com-
panies (that have acquired large tracts of land) that are to-day insolvent, and that 
would not have been so had they done without these tracts of land. I know of one 
company that has over $50,000 laid out in lands obtained at cheap rates, and upon 
which the taxes amount to a great deal. They would be far better off to-day if they 
had that money in their pockets. They could have just as much income without own-
ing that land as they have by owning it. 
Q. Would you undertake the expeIJ.se of putting up a saw-mill having only 160 
acres of timber land to cut from ~-A. No, sir; I would sooner undertake it without 
any land except that the mill stood ou 
Q. What area of timber land .would you deem necessary for the successful oper-
ation of a mill ¥-A. I should think at least 2,000 acres would be required; but wher-
ever there is a mill put up without its owner possessing any timber in the vicinity of 
it, as the law now is and has been, settlers would take up 160 acres each, and being 
allowed to use the timber would supply the mill with timber at a less figure than the 
owner could get it by owning the land and employing his own men to cut it. I speak 
from experience. If there is a tract of timber extensive enough to supply a mill there 
is no necessity for restricting the mill men from cutting it, because settlers will settle 
.arounrl that mill on tracts large enough to supply all the demands of the mill. 
Q. In view of the facts that the marketable timber grows above three thousand 
feet, and that agricultural people can only live below that altitude, what would they 
be there for ~-A. The settler is there for the timber. 
Q. Then it is but another way of disposing of the timber, is it not ~-A. Each man 
has a right to take 160 acres, and it would be decidedly better for the mill company to 
have no land at all and purchase the timber of the settlers. 
Q. Your idea is it would be better to have it pass into the hands of individuals than 
for the mills to have it in large tracts ~-A. I think it would be better. 
Q. How do you explain that f-A. I explain it from what I have seen in connection 
with the lumber business and from my own knowledge. I have owned one myself for 
about six years, and I found tha,t I could obtain timber for the mill at much less expense 
from those who lived on the land and furni shed me with the logs than I conld to own 
the land and furnish the teams and everything necessary to bring it to the mill. 
Q. Was not that owing to the fact that you could not get the land from the gov-
ernment and only through indirect and expem,ive ways f-A. No, sir; I dicl not have 
to pP.y the government anything to take all the timber we wanted. 
Q. In every instance, whether by allowing each individual to purchase 160 acres or 
by allowing the purchase of land in large tracts-there is no distinction in particular-
in every instance it is selling the timber lands for the purpose of marketing them, and 
the only distinction is yon would divide it up among a larger numbed-A. That is it; 
I would divide it up into small tracts, placing the purchasers of it under restrictions. 
The small owner would have no inducement to spoil his timber. He would protect 
it; and when you have the ownership of the timber distributed among many it would 
be far safer than to have it held in the hands of a few. 
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Q. Would not monopolists, if they could not get title to the land or the right to cut 
timber for themselves, but were dependent upon other people coming and taking up 
the timber and selling it to them, would not such a state of affairs deter them from 
entering into these enterprises 1-A. That might be the case, sir. Sometimes ii, would 
be an advantage to the government to keep them out, and that would be of advantage 
to themselves and to the country. I do not think we should be allowed to exportlnrge 
amounts of lumber, and I do not think it would be a judicious law that would allow 
that to be done. 
Q. Is there not danger of monopoly by allowing the sale of timber at private en-
tryf-A. Yes, sir; there is some danger of monopoly, and especially on this coast, 
where monopolists :flourish more than anywhere else in the United States. From the 
very beginning of this State it has been trammeled by a tendency to monopoly. 
Q. What is the source of that danger 1-A. Combinations of capitalists for the pur-
pose of controlling the timber industry entirely. 
Q. If these lands were sold at $3 or $4 per acre, the moment they passed into private 
hands they would become subject to taxation. Now, would the holding of these lands 
in large bodies without use be profitable for capitalists 7-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Could they make anything by it f-A. That is another question. 
Q. ·would they engage in enterprises where there are no sure gains 7-A. They do 
it just as men hold land. They think the chief wealth of the country must come from 
its lands, and hence they seek to obtain large bodies of it, and they Lold it even where 
it embarrasses them. To-day I know of one mill company that has at least 20,000 
acres of land purchased as high as $5 per acre. They wonlcl be glad to sell it, because 
they are :financially embarrassed; but if they were not in these circumstances they 
would hold it. That land, in addition to other matters, helped to bring them into 
financial difficulties. 
Q. Would not that tend to force them to distribute tbi:,, timber land 7-A. lt will 
ultimately do so. Some put it into the hands of other capitalists who are a1le to buy 
the whole together. It doe1, not tend to distribute it to the small owners, but that 
large tract has to be bought by concentrate'd capital. This would keep it in the 
hands of monopolies, and when they find that they can only make their property 
aYailable by making still larger companies they will do so. 
Q. Did yon ever know of a capitalist who bought timber land for the sim1)le pur-
pose of holding it, when he was not actually engaged in the mill business f-A. Yes, 
sir, I do; in connection with lumbermen; men who were capitalists, but who were not 
lumbermen, but held land in connection with men who were lumbermen. It was 
bought for the purpose of supplying the mills. It would not pay simply to hold the 
lands without using the timber. 
Q. Would not the vast area of timber land which you have described act as a prac-
tical preventive to any actual monopoly by timber men ¥-A. I think not at the pres-
ent time. I think combinations could be formed which could control all the timber 
which was accessible. 
Q. Suppose the government sold the stumpage upon alternate blocks of land, re-
serving each alternate block, would or would not that accomplish the purpose f-A. 
That would be much better than they are now doing. It would be supplying the 
present want and protecting the timber for the future. 
Q. What system for disposing of the irrigable lands would, in your judgment, most 
thoroughly secure their <l.evelopment, ownership, and utilization by actual settlers¥-
A. My opinion is, the irrigable lands cannot be used by settlers to any great extent 
until such times as the means of irrigation are produced-until the main and distrib-
uting ditches that are necessary to make the lands available for the support of fami-
lies are constructed. The building of the ditches must precede the settlement of the 
land. They cannot settle upon the land and live there until such time as the ditches 
are put there. 
Q. Are these lands available to small settlements among men of small means 1-A. 
They are not at present, sir. They are only available by the use of aggregated cap-
ital. They can not be used in any other way. The early law of this State contem-
plated the above mode of doin~ it. The law was passed in 1854; it corresponded 
with the Mexican law on this subject, and that was this: in any country where irri-
gation was necessary for the support of the people, that the people would be equally 
interested in making ditches and the distribution of the water be regulated by over-
seers or supervisors, and hence (like the old road law we had in the EaRteru States 
where every man was compelled to go on the public work), regarding ditches as public 
work, a man had to pay his poll tax or his tax in proportion to the area of land 
that he held. They built the ditches and supported them in that way, and the distrilm-
tion was then made under State law, without charge to those who had aided in bnild-
ing the ditches. This was a system of co-operative labor regulated by local laws. I 
listened yesterday with a great deal of interest to the allegation that the water rights 
had all been appropriated. I don't believe it. I believe that, under 1ho law of this 
State; the water is under the control of the State; that corporations and companies 
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may huild as many ditches as they please, but they have acquired no right to the 
water. vVe have never tried to override the law in this respect and claim the appro-
priation of it. But by law I think they never acquired it, and my reason for thinking 
that is this: that the early settlers of the State, knowing that there was land that 
must be irrigated to make it available, as in Mexico, in order to secure a proper dis-
tribution of the water and prevent its being grasped by corporations and individuals 
to the exclusion of o1,hers, a law was passed in 1854 devising these especial means of 
-constructing the ditches and reserving to the State tLe control and dist,ribution of the 
water; aud these special laws, which named the counties wherein these privileges 
were to be used, have never been repealed to this day. 
Q. Do you mean to say that these companies who are taking out this water have 
not such an exclusive right to it that no other company could come and take the 
waterf-A. Yes, sir, that is my opinion of it, by charter or without charter. 
Q. How about priority of right 1-A. That gives nothing in the irrigable counties. 
In order to overcome that law in Tulare County, they tried to pass a law that would 
give them the control of thewater. I rnfer to the law of May 15, 1854. Now, this law 
-expressly claims the control of t.be water by the State and takes away the right of 
indi,..,idua]s to control the water. In Mexico they had two laws, and our State tried to 
preserve these two laws. \Vhen the miners bega,n to leave the mountains where they 
bad become accustomed to the mountain system of making ditches, and went to the 
vaHeys to make homes, knowing no other law, they carried that law into the valleys 
and practiced it. This is the only way they acquired tbe water. They did not acquire 
it by law. The law making a modification is the only one in Los Angeles-called the 
Bush law. I think if the United States attempted any system of irrigation, it would 
have nothing to do with buying up these companies. Under the new constitution of 
the State, which says the uso of all water now appropriated or which may be hereafter 
appropriated for sale, rental, or distribution is expressly declared to be for public use 
and subject to the regulation and control of t,he State in a manner to be prescribed by 
law. No private control is allowed, and the old constitution was the same. There 
are no vest,ed rights in irrigable counties-as the San Joaquin County. This early 
system which grew out of the law of 1854 was practically admitted. After the Santa 
Ana companies were organized to build a ditch, supervisors were appointed for the 
distribution of the water, and these supervisors have always exercised that power. 
They know no other law, and need none. Immediately below San Bernardino-you 
have the testimony of Jndge North that at Riverside they built two ditches, and 
there they have adopted a system of appropriation, and claim the right to the water 
because t,hey have built the ditches; and the result is that the two ditches take up all 
the water of that river and a great deal of the water runs to waste. In 1857 the 
people of Anaheim built a ditch and incorporated it under a general law, not under 
the special law. They took out the water, and since the Riverside ditches are in 
operation the people of Anaheim have not one-half the water that they used to ha,ve. 
Then, again, above Anaheim they built another large ditch and have taken out the 
water ; that also t,akes the water from the Anaheim people. On the north side of the 
river there is another ditch, in the building of which I broke myself up, a,nd we take 
out a quantity of it. Now, if the rights of private corporations are to govern along 
that river, who has the right to it f What will it end inf }'or the peace and protec-
tion of the people of the State it is necessary that it should be under the control of 
the State, so far as the distribution is concerned. Let any combination or any people 
build as many ditches as they please, but let the State say how much water they shall 
use, and when they shall use it. 
Q. Has this question ever been decided f-A. No, sir; it bas never been decided. 
All the early decisions of our courts relate to the uses of the water within the mining 
districts, and the real question for irrigable districts has never been tried. They have 
endeavored to control it by riparian ownership, but riparian ownership never meant 
diversion for irrigation. 
Q. Let me call your attention to the United States law of 1866.-A. That law is that 
the companies shall have the right to the water, s11bject to the rules and regulations 
of the State. It gives them no right to the water except as the State gives it to them. 
(Commissioner J. W. Powell read the law.) You see it is all subject to the State law, 
customs, &c., and the customs are a part of the law. 
Q. What effect would it have on the agricultural industry of this State if the riparian 
rights under t,he common law were enforced '?-A. I do not think it would do in this 
State. I do not think it should ue applied to the sections of the State that require 
irrigation, because it is too limited altogether. The man who owned the frontage 
along the river would have all the rights, and those back of that land would not have 
any rights; whereas if they were able to divert the water they could have reasonable 
use of it. 
Q. 'w ou]d not the best remedy, so far as the fecforal f,l"(),erument is concerned, be 
the repeal of the law of 181G and leave that question to the State f-A. I t.J..iink it is that 
way now. I do not think it gives them any vested rights, except as regulated by the 
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State. It• is the fault of the executive officers that the clause is inserted in their pat-
ents. 
Q. Conceding that it is a question of construction, would it not be well to abolish 
that question of construction, and provide the patent should issue clean 1-A. I think 
it should be abolished, and I think that the officer bas no businoss to put it in as long 
.as the law does not compel him to do so. The patent would be trammeled, and the 
law sets aside these trammels when it comes to the contest. 
Q. What would be the effect of a system of disposing of the irrigable land, with the 
-condition that the right to the water necessary to their reclamation should inure to 
the land and pass with the title to the land ?-A. That is a question that would have 
-to be examined very carefully, for this reason: Suppose you take tbe land of a district 
in which the water, you say, can be usecl, and a person could go higher 11p on the 
·stream and carry the water higher up aud bring under cnltivation more laud that he 
could make use of for orchards, and thus reclaim as much more land as that you have 
set aside as being reclaimable. That can't be done. ~Iy iclei:1i in reference to the irri-
gable land in the State is that a, similar disposition should be made of it by the United 
-States as is made of the swamp lands; that these irrigable lands should be put entirely 
under the control oftbe State law and not of the Unitecl States, so that tbe State, which 
is supposed to know what is best for the interest of the people, woulcl adopt such a 
-course as would be for their interest. The new constitution makes this provision, and 
I would _adopt the same in reference to the irrigable lands of the State; only reduce 
the quantity, for no reasonable sized farmer can use as much as this, if he has to trri-
gate it. I think the quantity ought to be reduced. I think all the irrigable land of 
the State should be transferred to the State, ancl let it devise a system for the reclama-
tion of the land ancl the distribution of the water. Let the United States send engi-
neers into the field and determine what bodies of land can be irrigated from any par-
ticular stream. 'fhe new constitution says that the lan<l.s that belong to this State, 
which are suitable for cultivation, can be granted only to actual settlers, and in quan-
tities not to exceed 320 acres to each settler, under such conditions as shall be pre-
scribed by the law. Now, suppose we say that the land belonging to the United 
States which can be utilj.zed sball be granted on]y to actual settlers in such and such 
quantities. Then, after tbe ditches have been built by the State or by the combina-
tion of the settlers that are on the land, let the settlers pay back to the State the cost 
-0f building the ditches. I do not believe the United States ought to control the lands 
that are capable of irrigation and that are worthleas without it. I think they should 
be in the hands of the State. 
Q. Is not your main objection to tbe application of the common law, really, that it 
would exclude the back lands from the use of the water i-A. That is it exactly. It 
~xcludes them from the use of the water. 
Q. Suppose the United States reserved t,he right to the water on every alternate 
~ection; would not that remove the difficulty f-A. Not if you give the land along the 
.stream riparian rights-the exclusive use of the water. This riparian law and riparian 
-Ownership is the use of it by a man for the length of his front, and to the channel, and 
he has the right to the exclusive use of that water. Suppose the Riverside company 
to have a riparian right ; what becomes of the people below them, if they use all the 
waterf 
Q. f you apply the common law principle, do not you protect all the back country T-
A. If' you 11eserve a strip on each side, then you do away with· riparian rights. The 
Mexican law is, in my opinion, the only good, sensible law that there is. That reserves 
the distribution of the water. 
Q. I am contemplating, under the application of the common-law principle, to re-
serve a belt of land-every alternate quarter section-to the. government. Would not 
that enable the back country to have a supply of water V Would it not answer the 
purpose of an easement for the back land i-A. That would do it, provided you did 
not give the entire control of it to the owners along the stream. .. 
Q. If a system of that kind could be adopted, would it not answer the purpose f- ; f. 
A. Yes, it would do that. I do not believe in allowing the water rights of this State\' 11 
to go into the hands of any corporation or company, to the exclusion of every one else. 
Q. Would a man be willing to make improvements on his land unless he was assured 
that he woulcl have a perfect title to it V In order that the proper improvements should 
progress, a man must have some certainty that he could continue there and make it a 
home. Now, under these circumstances, would it not be beneficial if, by some process 
or other, the right to the water \vas made to inure to the land, so that by no state of 
circumstances thereafter could a man be deprived of the use of his water 1-A. When-
ever you build a ditch in connection with the land, for the purpose of using it with 
the land, tlie law should not allow any subsequent diversion in any other way. At 
the same time, it should not give to that one man the entire use of the water; others 
should be allowed to use it also. All reasonable security should be given to a man in 
the enjoyment and use of the water; yet unseen considerations might sometimes arise 
where it would be necessary to divert his water for the public good. Therefore, the 
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stress of the law should be to protect the man; but, over and aboYe all, the public in-
terest must be first considered. It would not be well to make a condition of things in 
regard to the water and the land which the law could not reach. My idea is that if 
the water was preserved until such time as it was needed, there would be sufficient to 
supply all wants. Our water-sheus are so abrupt that it flows off rapidly; but if you 
could retain it for four or five months there would be ample for all the irrigable lands 
in the State. I think the irrigable lands would be greatly increased by construction 
of reservoirs. Go into the southern part of this State, where the lands are irrigated 
by artesian wells. You will find reser,oirs on every one of these land tracts, and they 
store the water there, instead of using it all the time, and thus they always have the 
water to use when they want it. 
Q. What do you think of the pasturage lands f-A. They have been a source of a 
great deal of trouble in this country uetween the cattle men and the sheep men. In 
that portion of this country south of Monterey the grass, on account of the litte rain-
fall, is not abundant, and hence it takes a large area to sustain an animal, and in pro-
portion to tlle area that is necessary to sustain one animal you must increase the 
quantit.y. Onlinarily, in order to justify a man giving bis time and attention to the 
keeping of stock, it is necessary to increase the area in proportion to the cattle he has. 
One hundred and sixty acres 0£ ordinary pasturage land in this State, south 0£ Mon-
terey, wonld not. do. No man could take 160 acres of ordinary pasturage laud and 
support his family, or do anything toward it; hence, if you wanted to divide the tracts 
into past1.m:1ge districts, you must give even the poor man a much larger tract than 
you do in the Eastern States, where they have plenty of grass. The grasses here are 
not like those in the Eastern States. We have no grasses from the sod. They grow 
from the seed; they are a,nnuals; and whenever t,he seed is prevented from falling, as 
it has been to a great extent from excessive pasturage for the past few years, we have 
no grass, or comparatively little to what there was in the early days. If we bad rains 
enough to make a sod, a less area would be necessary for the support of the stock. 
The clover has disappeared and the wild oats have almost done so, and the cattle go 
over a range and tramp it hard, and that must necessarily decrease the grass from year 
to year. I do not think that, taking the ordinarily good parts 0£ this State, less than 
1,000 acres would be worth a cent to a man, anu. from that I would give him up to 5,000 
acres. In this Sfote, on the ordinary pasturage lands, it will take 5 acres to support 
one animal. A head of bee£ 1·eady for the market is worth from $14 to $20. They are 
not worth anything until they are four years old. A man in this State who has 250 
head of cattle can easily send i5 a year to the market, and at 5 acres to the head that 
would be more than 1,000 acres. I would offer about 5,000 acres even for a poor man. 
That is as little as he could make a good living for his family off of. 
Tesiirnony of 0. B. Stiger, San Joaquin, California. 
0. B. STIGER, 0£ San Joaquin, Cal., October 24, made the following statement: 
I have lived in the State since 1849. I am familiar with the timber industries so far 
as this section of the country is concerned in Yuba Placer, Sutter County. 
Question. What is the condition of the timber as found here f-Answer. We have 
the heavy sugar-pine and the yellow-pine timber. 
Q. Is the region 0£ country where the timber grows 0£ any value for agricultural 
purposes 1-A. They are of very little value for agricultural purposes; it is mostly 
mountainous. There ar~ valleys that would be good for agricultural purposes but the 
larger portion of it is too mountainous. 
Q. Is the timber being destroyed V-A. Yes; very extensively. 
Q. What are the chief sources of <lestruction V-A. The lumbering business. 
Q. Is there much waste in the busi uess ¥-A. Yes; considerable. A great many large 
trees have been felled and. not utilized after they have been. cut down, and allowed to 
go to waste. 
Q. Is tbere much destruction by ftre 1-A. Yes; there is a, great deal of destruction 
by fire and waste. Year after year a great deal 0£ the timber have been thus destroyed. 
Q. What effect does the cutting 0£ the timber and leaving it lie on the ground have 
on fires ¥-A. It is a feeder for the fires; that the trunks of the trees that have died will 
increase the fires. 
Q. Do ~'OU think the fires spread in regions that have been cut more than in regions 
that have not been cut f-A. Yes; vastly more. 
Q. What system of disposing of this timber would you suggest that would conduce 
to its protection and still leave the timber available for industrial purposes 1-A. I 
would suggest a law of Congress to prevent any person from cutting timber on the 
public lanHs at all; I do not know any other mode by which you can protect it. If 
people are allowed to go and chop down trees at will this destruction 0£ the timber 
land will go on; as there is no one planting timber around here, it will all be destroyed. 
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Q. Coulu such a law be enforced f-A. Yes; I think such a law could be enforced 
here. I think a man could be indicted, but it is impossible to tell whether he would 
be convicted. Many complain because where the jury ought to convict they do not 
doso. 
Q. Would the sentiment of the people then be against the timber cutters f-A. I 
think the feeling is the other way. I think it would be a dead letter unless it was 
enforced by persons authorized by the general government to enforce the laws. I 
think the juries would acquit them every time. The sentiment of the people is so 
against protecting the timber that I don't know but what it would be a dead letter. 
Q. What would be the effect of putting the timber lauds in private ownership f-
A. It would have a tendency to protect the timber. They would only take so much 
of the timber as would answer for their private purposes ; they would then protect it. 
Q. If the timber was put into the market would it be taken up f-A. I think it 
would wherever it can be got at for lumbering purposes. In large portions of this 
section of the country the timber has been taken off entirely. There is very little left 
standing here. We have had a great many saw-mills in the neighborhood, and they 
have taken off all the timber for lumbering purposes. 
Q. Are you familiar to some extent with the belt of country which has been reserved 
as mineral f-A. Yes; I am pretty well acquainted with that section that has been 
reserved. 
Q. What, in your opinion, does the effect of reserving that land have on the agri-
cultural and mineral industries ?-A. I think the effect it has had was to compel a 
desire to take up agricultural land. A person then does better for agricultural than 
for mineral purposes. If it were not so, large portions of the land would not be 
taken up of agricultural land which is mineral. I think it has been a benefit to the 
mineral section of the country, and I think it would be beneficial in the future to 
keep it so. The obstruction to the prosecution of agricultural enterprises is less than 
the injury which would be to the mining enterprises. I think if you took off that 
restriction to require the miners to prove that there was mineral on the land, large 
portions of the country would be taken up of the agricultural land that was mineral. 
I think it would be very difficult to prove it mineral; as it is now, agriculturists can-
not determine the character of this line. I think it best to leave the matter as it is. 
I think it woulu be a good idea to let it be taken up for agricultural or mineral pur-
poses, making the price the same. I think it would be a good idea to put the land 
all at an equal price, and let the agriculturists or miners come in and take such land 
either as agricultural or mineral land. It would then require no proof as to its agri-
cultural or mineral character. 
Q. State such facts as you are familiar with relating to debris question.-A. The 
mining industries began here when first. I came into the country m 1849, and there 
was very little agriculture here at that time. It was chiefly going on in the valleys 
below this belt of coast that is being washed by the hydraulic process. I was among 
the first settlers in the town of Marysville. I was there in 1849. There was then no 
farming at any place except at "Hop Farm." In that portion near Yuba City, in Sut-
ter County, there was no agricultural work going on at that time. Hydraulic mining 
was known as early as 1853 and 1860. They were working extensively. In these val-
leys, where hydraulic mining has been in progress, they commenced agriculture in 1852 
and 1853. I was a resident at Marysville when they commenced sowing wheat and 
grain in Sutter County. By 1860 there was considerable· agriculture developed. The 
two industries have grown up together. I came to reside at this place in 1853, and 
they were working hydraulic mines here then. Since 1860 large quantities of water 
have been used. 
Q. To what extent does this hydraulic mining injure agricultural land Y-A. I know 
but little of the land and the injury received along the rivers. It has covered a very 
large extent of country on the Bear River, in the neighborhood of Marysville, and that 
large portion of country which lies on the south side of Yuba River has been entirely 
destroyed. · 
Q. How large an area is that ¥-A. I think about the distance of 14 miles from Yuba 
River south, and extending along Yuba River 12 miles, a very thick deposit hits been 
made there. Where the Yuba River channel was there is no channel there now. It 
was mostly sand, with a very little gravel, that we called" slickens." That portion 
of land lying next to the Feather River, I noticed, is not covered with debris. 
Q. At what season of the year are these slickens carried on the land ¥-A. When 
they have freshets in the winter season. When the river is very high these sHckens 
are then carried down. The slickens is held in solution, and is carried down and de-
posited, and then it is baked dry, and it is then called" slickens." 
Q. Is there any possibility of determining what is slickens, what is only wa9h of 
the streams from the country around Y-A. I suppose you could only tell by the color 
of the water. I have seen the rivers when they were thickened by the wash from the 
surface, and I think by the color of the water you can tell the difference. 
Q. To what extent is the country being washed due to the construction of roads, 
14L C 
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plowing of the :fields, &c. ¥-A. That would aid some; but I do not think it would be 
aiding ve1·y materially to it. The agricultural works in this section of the country are 
so sparse that I do not think the plowing of the land has much to do with it. 
Q. Can anything be done with this material f-A. I think the slickens, when it has 
paRsed upon the land, is beneficial to the land. If you keep the rocks and sand from 
coming upon the agricultural land, the slickens are beneficial to it when it comes on 
the land alone, It is only in time of freshets that gravel and sand is carried down on 
it to the land. 
Q. Can the gravel and sand be disposed off-A. I think it can be, and I think there 
is a process that will prevent it from going on the farming land. I have an idea 
which I think would protect it. I have found in passing over the country that a sys-
tem might be arranged so as to protect the agricultural land from the debris. I men-
tioned it to Professor Van Schmidt when be was here and he thought it a good idea. 
My plan is to have the land condemned by the State for miles this side of Marysville; 
then construct this side of Marysville a row of pilings and catch the debris there; 
thEln construct a system of ditches and carry the slickens off into some of the marsh 
lands. 
Q. To what extent does land belong to the government ?-A. I think a good deal 
of it belongs to the government, and much of it belongs to the railroad company, and 
some of it is in private hands. Condemn that which is in private hands and pay for 
it, and construct this system of piling, and I think there would be money in there to 
run these mines for fifty years. The only difficulty in the way is in regard to Sm arts-
ville, whether it would give them enough room for dumping. That is the best section 
for mining in the country. 
Q. Would not the government be compelled to condemn that land under "mining 
domain."-A. They can take it under that principle. They can have the value of the 
land appraised and ascertain its value. 
Q. Is it not generally allowed by the courts that under the exercise of the "mining 
domain" it can be done for public purposes altogether'?-A. Yes. 
Q. Could this be considered as a public purpose ?-A. That could be developed. 
Q. Would it be so considered ?-A. Perhaps not; I think it doubtful. 
Q. Is there land enough belonging to the government for reserving for that pur-
pose of farm and dumping ground in these mines '?-A. Ye8, there is land enough be-
longing to the government if it could be had for that purpose; but jt is intermixed. 
with private land, and I do not think it would be available. 
Q. Have you any means of estimating the quantity of material carried down an-
nually ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Your opinion is, then, of the debris which is carried down, that by far a greater 
portion of it comes from the hydraulic works f-A. That is my opinion. I have reached 
that conclusion from my knowledge of the channels of the rivers through which the 
debris passes. I have seen the banks of the Yuba River, on the Marysville side, when 
they wero 40 or 50 feet high, and it is almost filled up now with debris. 
Q. Is there any great proportion of the coarse defo·is passing down in flood times?-
A. No, sir; I think not. The gravel and sediment remain in the rivers, but consider-
able sand passes down. A large quantity of the sediment remains in the river beds. 
It is mostly sand and light gravel that passes down. 
Q. In case this laud which is now classed as mineral land was sold by the govern-
ment, how large an amount would you allow a person or corporation to take up?-
A. To any individual I would not sell a larger proportion than 40 acres. If it was a 
corporation I would sell in proportion to the number of individuals composing that 
corporation. I do not think any one man ought to enter more than 40 acres of mineral 
land. 
Q. How about the agricultural land ¥-A. I would sell the agricultural land in 320 
acres of the tracts that are in the mountains here. 
Q. What effect does this reservation which the government makes on all the min-
eral in the land have upon the title of the person who acquires agricultural land, in 
proving its non-mineral character ?-A. I do not think it has interfered at all. I have 
never known a case where a man who obtained his patent to land for agricultural 
purposes was ever disturbed. I do not know of a case where two persons claimed the 
land, one for agricultural and the other for mining purposes. I know of only one case 
where the land located as land for agricultural purposes, who made application to the 
government for a patent for a homestead, and afterwards went to work for the pur-
pose of ascertaining whether there was any mineral on it, because he could not make 
anything on it as agricultural land and wanted to try and prove it mineral land, and 
thus cheat his creditors, as he had a mortgage on it. I do not know of a case where 
the title has been acquired as agricultural land, and no other persons have gone in and 
tried to obtain a right to the land as mineral land. 
Q. Does this practice of reserving the rights of mines upon land which may have 
been patented as agricultural land have a tendency to weaken the title ?-A. I think 
they do. I know of a case which I could cite, and where it has injured the owner of 
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the land because of the reservation. I think it has that effect. I think I can point 
out land where the title has been acquired for agricultural, and if they attempted to 
11ell it to-day persons who wanted to purchase it would be fearful of doing so on account 
of this reservation, because it is possible that there is mineral upon that land. 
Q. Have you ever known any cases of conflict between the owners of land and per-
M>ns or corporations who desire to run ditches across them ¥-A. Yes; I have known 
cases of that kind where there has been difficulty growing out of the fact that persons 
claimed it for agricultural purposes. 
Q. Can any compensation be claimed for that right of way V-A. They claimed it, 
but I have never known a case that has ever been tried in the courts in the matter of 
the right of way. I think Congress passed a law, and they generally settle in courts 
with that law of Congress. There is very little litigation on such subjects in our 
courts; the matter is generally arranged by proving in the right of way. Thero has been 
gome difficulties, however, growing out·of such matt.era. Any reasonable corporation 
would much prefer to compensate a person for his right of way than undertake to ride 
over him rough-shod, because the ditch owners are sometimes troubled by bad men 
cutting ditches. 
Q. Suppose the timber land was open for sale, who do you think would buy it ¥-A. 
Mill owners. 
Q. Practically, at present don't mill owners prefer to buy their logs to owning any 
land f-A. Yes; they prefer selling them in preference to buying them, or get somebody 
to sell them for them. A man will go and enter a quarter section of land, a mill owner 
will buy the timber of him, and as soon as the timber is taken off the land is valueless; 
the man will not pay for it, he just enters it. That is the way they sell it. Hundreds 
of acres of land within a radius of ten miles of this spot have had all the timber taken 
off the land and never paid for. 
Q. Would there be any improvement if the land was open for private entry f-A. 
Yes; that would prevent a man from taking the land, and would compel him to pay for 
it, and will protect timber. 
Q. Will it not require an army of men to enforce any such law ¥-A. I do not know. 
Uncle Sam is very stro11g, and if he had some such law on the subject~ I think it would 
help matters. 
Q. Suppose you were to put this timber land in the market, what would you do 
about mineral rights f-A. Men would buy land for timber purposes and thus acquire 
title to a great body of mineral land. I propose that the goverument shall put the 
mineral land, as well as the other land, at the same price and let them purchase it for 
any purpose they please. 
Q. Then a man might get title to the mineral land; and would it not be an impedi-
ment to the prospecting and developing mines ¥-A. I would limit the mineral land 
to forty acres to any one person. If a corporation was formed for mining purposes, I 
would let the timber go with the land that they occupy for that purpose. A large 
portion of the land is not mineral land here. There is only a belt of mineral land 
that runs through here, starting from French Corral and extending up to the Sierras. 
Q. Can quartz mines be found anywhere in the Sierras f-A. I know very little 
about quartz mines. We have no paying mines here. 
Q. Suppose in the heavily timbered country, which is valuable for timbering pur-
poses (you say 1t is necessary to sell that land to mill men, as they now do, they must 
allow them to take a large quantity of it), what effect would the reserving of the sub-
terranean rights have, giving them title only to the surface. May a man who wished 
to engagein quartz mining do so on condition that he should pay any damage that he 
had done to the agriculturist who had the surface right f-A. For quartz mining that 
would answer very well. You could sell it then for timber purposes and for quartz 
purposes, but I do not think it would do for hydraulic mining at all. 
Q. I was speaking of the quartz, not of the hydraulic mines.-A. Yes; the disposing 
of the surface, leaving the quartz open for the miners, I think would work admirably. 
I would make the title to the surface complete and give the miners an opportunity to 
work the subterranean rights. 'l'he miners would, of course, have to pay for the 
damage done to the agriculturists. 
Testimony of B. B. Spillman, Y'liba City, Cal. 
MARYSVILLE, October 28, 1879. 
B. B. SPILLMAN, of Yuba City, Cal., made the following statement: · 
I have lived here 28 years. 
Question. You are of course then familiar with this question of the spreading of the 
debrief-Answer. Yes, sir. I have lived in Sutter County twenty-eight years and knew 
these rivers when the water was all clear and had high banks. I have known since 
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hydraulic mining has been used their filling up and to have no banks and their over-
flowing and destroying the land. 
Q. When did this commence-this change f-A. This change commenced about 1860. 
It was very perceptible at that time and has been increasing ever since. 
Q. What is the effect of this on the Feather River countryf-A. You mean west.of 
l!..,eather River f 
Q. Yes.-A. You mean below the mouth of the Yuba River. The result is from this 
:filling up that did this. The land lying anywhere adjacent to the stream is in a great 
measure liable to be lost, and that very soon. 
Q. Is the debris ever carried across Feather River f-A. I do not know. I have not 
been there lately, but the river bas no banks, but relies on the levee to keep the water 
out. If the water comes on the land it renders it unfit for cultivation. The land lies 
flat and the water will not go oft' in time to produce crops. Above here Feather River 
overflowed the land last year from the fact that there was no discharge for, the water, 
because it was :filled up so. The water backs up above the levee and runs on the land 
and injures it. This land never had any water on it before. It is all through there 
being no discharge for the water. They fill up so below it increases the water above. 
It is getting worse every year. 
Q. Are the citizens abandoning their farms f-A. They are not abandoning them, 
but I think some of them want to sell out. I look upon the land as being injured 
materially. The levees are very expensive and unreliable, and without sufficient pro-
tection. By levees alone this land cannot be cultivated. It is only a question of 
time, in my judgment, whether the levees will be sufficient to control the water and if 
it continues to fill up. 
Q. Have you any idea of the approximate amount of land that is overflowed byrea-
son of the damming of the waters of the Feather by the Yuba River f-A. I cannot 
give any correct statement of that, because I am not in possession of the facts, but i~ 
is very large. The extent of the lands on the Yuba is very large. 
Q. Does it affect many farms f-A. Yes. Many farms are totally destroyed on the 
Yuba River, and many on the Feather River also. 
Q. How many f-A. I don't know how many, but many thousand acres of land are 
destroyed. The most valuable land in this State is now nothing but a lake. It cannot 
be cultivated because it is covered up with sand upon which willows are growing. 
Every year the water is in among the willows. A large body of land opposite and 
south of here, and the :finest I know of in the State, is totally destroyed. 
Q. Are you acquainted with the Yuba River Valley f-A. Yes, sir; I first resided in 
this county. 
Q. In what other ways is land damaged on Feather River f-A. The damage by the 
damming is in various ways. One is land owners now have to be heavily taxed to 
build levees, whereas the people did not have to pay for them in former times. They 
pay heavily for this alone and while they are damaged all the time it thus reduces the 
value of lands. It seems to me that it is only a question of time when they will have 
to be abandoned unless there is a remedy applied in some way. 
Q. What remedy have you to suggest f-A. Only to stop the putting of the deb1·is in 
the rivers and try and scour them out. I think the rivers would gradually carry out 
the suppression of the debris that is now in them and they would in time have a deeper 
channel, but if this debris continues to come in I have no hopes at all. There is a large 
body of land lying south and west of Yuba City upon which money has been expended 
in its improvement, and I think if tbis thing continues it will be a total loss. That is 
my judgment from observation in the past. 
Testimony of Sampson Thonias, of San Joaquin, Cal. 
SAMPSON THOMAS, of San Joaquin, October 24, made the following statement: 
Question. How long have you lived here 1-Answer. I came here in 1859. 
Q. Are you familiar with hydraulic mining f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. To what extent do you think the agricultural lands are being injured by hydrau-
lic mining f-A. I do not know ; I have not been in the lower country much. I sup-
pose they have been injured some, but not to the extent that they claim down there. 
Q. Are you familiar with the settlements in this country f-A. Some little. 
Q. Which of the two industries were here first; the hydraulic mining or the agri-
cultural f-A. I believe the mining was here first. 
Q. What do you think can be done to obviate these difficulties f-A. It is hard to 
tell what can be done. I have no plan to suggest other than that proposed by the gen-
tleman who has just spoken. The rivers can be dammed and then thus keep the larger 
portion of the large material up in the mountains and take the slickings onto the 
tule lancl. This sediment can be carried off in the way canals are made, ancl I think it 
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would be a benefit to the land. The slickiugs grow good crops of grain, clover, and 
grass. 
Q. What value do the foot-hills have for agricultural purposes Y-A.. 'l'here is a lit-
tle portion of it that grows good grapes, but the larger portion of it is not worth any-
thing at all for agricultural purposes. There are a great many little places where the 
rancheros can scarcely make a living on them. They raise a little wheat in the foot-
hills; they raise it for hay. I do not think that any one raises it for threshing purposes. 
Some years ago there was some vineyards planted out here, but they didn't seem to 
pay. 
Q. Do you raise much fruit here Y-A.. Yes, they raise considerable fruit here-apples, 
pears, grapes, plums, peaches, &c. I think these lands are better for fruit than any-
thing else. 
Q. What do yon think of the policy of continuing the present mineral reservation 1-
A. I think it is a very good policy, the best that can be done. 
Q. What is your judgment of the advisability of shortening the time in which a 
man can complete his title to placer land f-A.. I think it would l1e a good idea to 
shorten the time; there would not then be so much litigation. If the time was short-
ened it would not then hang fire so long, and the land would not be held without 
development, and it would serve to check speculation also. 
Testimony of Edward F. Taylor, register United States land o.ffice at Sacramento, Cal. 
LAND OFFICE AT SACRAMENTO, 
Septernber 30, 1879. 
I have been connected with land business for ten years as land clerk, attorney, and 
register. The lands undisposed of in the Sacramento district are generally mineral in 
character, interspersed with strips of agricultural lands. I think but a very small 
portion of them are really mineral in character, though reserved as such. I do not 
think it is expedient to withdraw large bodies of land as mineral, as tending to retard 
the settlement of the country without corresponding benefit to mineral interests. The 
expense thrown upon an agricultural claimant in disproving the mineral character of 
a piece of land is, on an average, $25; that is aside from making any payments for the 
land and aside from the attorney's fees that may be involved. In an ordinary pre-
emption case I suppose $25 would cover the expense, and in the homestead case proba-
bly $40 or $45. 
Question. What would make the difference between the pre-emption and homestead 
cases f-A.nswer. I include the fee paid in the homestead case, which is larger. 
Q. I am referring to the additional expense thrown upon a man by reason of his 
having to prove the non-mineral character of a piece of land. How much would that 
be Y-A.. I presume it would be about $10. The expense depends mainly upon the 
number of witnesses and the amount of testimony. There are a great; many contro-
versies as to the character of the land in my district, and in all of them the agricult-
ural claimant has to take the burden of proof. In my judgment the general tendency 
of the law has been to retard the taking of government lands. I think it Rhould be 
made as fully incumbent upon the mineral applicant to prove the character of his land 
as upon the agricultural claimant, and that some provision of law should be made by 
which he should make his proof, else his application should expire by limitation. I 
am speaking of the mode of disposing of mineral, or so-called mineral, lands. If no-
body applied for a tract reserved as mineral, it would be good policy to allow an agri-
cultural claimant to give notice by publication that he would make proof and payment 
at the land office; and if there were no adverse claimants, then to dispose of it to the 
agricultural claimant. If it was afterward discovered that the land was mineral, I do 
not think that the United States should be permitted to dispute that title. If it turned 
out that the man knew the land was mineral, that would be another matter, because, 
if he knew that it was mineral land in entering it as agricultural land and making 
t,he proof required by the law, he obtained it fraudulently; but I would not require as 
specific proof in reference. to the character of the land in cases where there was no 
contest as in other cases. I l>elieve that were land so disposed of in either manner it 
would be of advantage to the government. I do not; understand why it should make 
a difference how I obtained a tract of land if I make the required proof aml payment. 
If the land was not known to be mineral, and there were no mines existing upon it, 
and none bad been discovered, and I was using t.bat land for agricu1 tural purposes and I 
should discover a-mine upon it, I think I would use that land more judiciously tban 
one who should lmy a small part of it for mineral purposes and leave the rest to go to 
waste. It would be well to adopt some rule of law which would ti:s: the rights of such 
parties as a~ainst discoverers of mineral. My idea is, and has a1 ways been, that any 
tract of land that was not fully esta.blished as minera,l in chn,racter should be ,Hsposed 
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of as agricultural land, and where a party applied for it as ag,ricultural land, and his 
proof that no mines existed upon it and that no discoveries had been made upon it 
was accepted by the government, no subsequent discovery of mineral after the entry 
bad been made should militate against him unless the proof was proven to be false. 
In reply to the question whether-in view of the fact that in making surveys in-
structions require that a deputy should declare the character of the land in his field-
notes, and yet, after he has returned the survey and the land is classed as agricultural 
lands, the present practice allows anybody to dispute that and to introduce ex-parto 
testimony of its being wrong, by which the character o.£ the land is never settled-H 
would not be better for the government to settle the question o.£ character before 
offering the lands as agricultural, and that they should forever, to all intents and 
purposes, belong to the classes then designated, I do not think that would be the 
proper way, because a surveyor might go into the field, examine lands, and make his 
returns and a long tjme elapse before any application was made for that land for any 
purpose whatever, and in the mean time there might be a discovery of mineral made 
upon it. 
Q. Suppose there were, what harm would that do f-A. Let parties then make their 
application for it as mineral lands and show it to be mineral in character. Of course 
in this district, where nearly all the lands undisposed of are regarded as mineral, 
there is a very small portion of them really mineral; but so long as there is a definite 
manner in which the agricultural character of them shall be established, the agri-
cultural claimant who makes an application and makes an entry of such land would 
never know whether he is to become possessed of it until he receives his patent. 
Q. Suppose, in making a survey, the government does make a determination of the 
character of the land, would not that be better than allowing subsequent disputes f-
A. I think that would be better than it is now. Allow any man who might desire to 
make an entry of a tract of land to make the entry, but only of that character of land 
previously established by the government. I think that would work very well. When 
a patent is issued it should be given as against subsequent discovery. I think that the 
custom of establishing mining districts under local laws and regulations should be 
abolished and all mining in this country carried on under one United States law ex-
ecuted by United States officials. I believe this advisable, because in a great many 
instances it is impossible to say what the lo':lal laws are, and in a great many mining 
districts there are no laws except such as are recognized by miners as custom. There 
are no written laws, and it would be very desirable in making an entry of mineral 
lands or noting the discovery of a mjne that it should be located under United States 
law; aud then if an owner is afterward required to show a chain of title, he should 
only be required to show it back to the original locator under the United States law. 
I would require :1 notice, allow whatever be deemed best as to quantity, and let that 
be the basis of a chain of title to bind that land. I do not mean this should be done 
without regard to locations that have already been made in districts that have written 
laws and regula.tions. Such should be maintained. As regards the local laws and 
customs under which mining is now conducted, I think there are objections against 
the continuance of that system by reason of the loss and destruction of records or op-
portunities for their manipulation, which ure afforded by the loose and irregular man-
ner in which they are now kept. This would be corrected by commencing with the 
United States land officers in the same manner as is now done where agricultural lands 
are involved. I would abolish all recording of mineral claims under any local cus-
toms, rules, or regulations, and by law make it imperative that the quantity of mine-
ral fond applied for should be a legal subdivision. I would make lode claims in this 
district by legal subdivisions. 
Q. After a man bad made a mineral location by legal subdivision, would you allow 
him to follow his vein outside of the land, or would you require him to confine his oper-
ations entirely within the vertical sides of his own tract f-A. I scarcely know about 
that. If a 40-acre tract is entered as a lode claim and the forty acres adjoining is an 
agricultural claim and the lode was found to have penetrated the agricultural claim 
below the surface, I think he should be allowed to follow it, but ii' both tracts are en-
tered as mineral, I think if the lode goes on to the second he could hardly claim the 
privilege of following it there. So far as my judgment goes, no injury would resuU 
from bounding the side lines of mines in this country, as their end lines are now 
bounded. I do not remember the depth to which mines are carried in this country. 
There a,re mines here that have reached a great depth, but I do not remember the exact 
depth of any of them. I think, if the present system of lode claims is continued, it 
would be a good idea to require locators to commence by an official survey of their 
proposed claims, the surveyor being prohibited from making any survey which would 
overlap one already on record. I think that the best plan for doing away with litiga-
tion that could be adopted. I suppose the details of such a survey and its cost could 
be fixed by statute as well as any other fee. It would be more expensive in some in-
stances than in others. If tho application for a mineral survey was commenced by an 
official survey, I think the proper way would be to file the survey with the surveyor-
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general and require hiln to prepare a diagram showing its location and relation to the 
public surveys, in the same manner as be now ~oes in some cases, and require that to be 
filed, immediately upon the survey being reported, in the local office of the district in 
which that claim is situated; and I think it would be best to make it the duty of the 
surveyor-general to furnish the local office with an amended plat showing just where 
that claim was located upon the township plat, and I suppose he should give the same 
kind of notice at Washington. That would not require any correction of the original 
plat; the amended plat, showing the location upon any certain section or subdivision 
of land when compared with the original plat, would show the changes, and the dia-
gram could be attached to those original plats, in many instances, instead of the amended 
plat. Or he should be required to furnish immediately diagrams of the section and 
afterward furnish an amended plat, showing all of the locations in that particular 
township or range, every three or six months, keeping one extended plat in his own 
office. It is true that there would then be a greater or less period of time between 
the :finding of the claim and the date when the official survey could be made. As it. is 
now, if be complies with the law he marks his claim off on the ground as he locates 
it; then, if there is any other applicant for the same tract or claim it cannot be oth-
erwise than that he would have notice of that fact when the adverse claim comes up. 
Q. I mean the man who is the :first discoverer. How would you protect that man 
against subsequent parties up to the period when he gets a survey made f-A. In that 
instance it would be best that he should give notice in some place of his having taken 
up a claim. Under the present system he protects himself by filing with the mining 
recorder. 
Q. Why not make it his duty, after making a discovery, to ascertain himself in what 
legal subdivision that land is located, anu 1.ile a notice of intention to claim it ,-A. 
Suppose he has gone out a hundred miles in the wilderness and a long way ahead of 
surveys, under the present law no one could make au application for patent until the 
survey is made. 
Q. I am speaking of the acquisition of possessory rights. You do not have to make 
a survey for that f-A. No. I think if he wants the land for mining purposes he 
should be required to take some steps to procure it, and there should be a time within 
which he alone should have the right to procure title. 
Q. Under the present system, as a matter of fact, does a man when he takes up a 
possessory claim do anything more than file his notice of location with the mining 
recorder and allege that he has discovered a lode T Is there any other evidence of that 
fact except his say-so T-A. No, sir, not until he makes application for his patent. 
I think, therefore, it would be well to provide that a discoverer should take up his 
claim in such manner as to give notice to other parties of the limits of his claim until 
such time as he could get a survey made. That is as regards proof of the discovery of 
a lode, but the best evi-Uence would be in the form of ex-parte testimony. If any other 
plan were adopted with reference to taking evidence the same character of testimony 
could be furnished by adverse claimants. Under the present system the existence of 
a lode is always assumed. A system should be devised by which that fact could 
always be proven, and I know of no better way to do it than to require that proof be 
made in the same manner as it is now rnquired. Of course there could be a system of 
determining it by governqiental inspection. You might make it incumbent upon him 
to have a United States deputy surveyor go on the grouml and report whether there 
was actually a lode there or somewhere else, and it might be made the duty of the 
surveyor to do this before he made the survey applied for, and he might have instruc-
tions not to make the survey unless he actually determined the presence of mineral. 
I think ninety days would be a sufficient time for a man who had located a claim to 
show that he had a lode. He is better able within a short time to go in and prove 
up his claim if it is a gold-bearing lode than an agriculturist is. 
There should be some period of time within w_hich all persons who have made min-
eral locations should be required to come in and prove up under penalty of having 
their applications wiped off the books. All applications on file should be completed 
within a given time or should be canceled. All parties who have presented applica-
tions should have notice to come in and complete their cases within a given time. 
and I think that six months would be enough for all applications, and I would pub-
lish it that the principals in all applications on file, on or before a certain date after 
the passage of the law, were required to prove up and make payment for their lands. 
In case of controversy arising in relation to mineral claims, I do not know of any reason 
why it should be taken out of the executive department and turned over to a court, nor of 
any benefit arising from such a course. Such controversies can be determined by the 
Land Department with more facility than they can be by a court, and I cannot conceive 
of any good reason why any case of that character should go into a court. 
The United States should retain jurisdiction over its mineral as well as agricultural 
lands until it relinquishes title. I think the settlement of questions arising under the 
land laws would be attended with less expense to the claimants and be determined in 
less time by keeping them in the Land Office. I am of opinion that more substantial 
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justice would be done by a United States officer three thousand miles off than there 
would be by a local jury where there ia more or less feeling. There is a certain set of 
men who will always testify in favor of a party belonging to their class, and there 
must necessarily be prejudice to some extent in the minds of a jury, and I think that 
if after the testimony in a case was taken it was referred to officers three thousand 
miles distant and who only had the cold testimony to look at, they would probably ar-
rive at a more just conclusion than those knowing the parties. I think that the ex-
ecutive officers of the Land Department should be clothed with jurisdiction to see that 
there was a meritorious adverse case made out before it was referred to the courts at 
all. Such cases are frequently never reached in court and then the :final patenting of 
the original claim must be suspended. I think the better way would be for the Land 
Department to have exclusive jurisdiction of all land matters. 
As regards the recording of mining claims, I am clear that it would be best to sub-
stitute the jurisdiction of the United States officers from beginning to end until the 
patent is issued and the land reverts to private ownership. 
I think it would be an improvement in the manner of disposin~ of public lands on 
which lodes are discovered if you require the discoverer to take his claim in a 40-acre 
tract; as it is, I know of no instance in this district where there is more than one lode 
or claim upon any subdivision of land. Now when a party makes application fora lode 
claim and it is surveyed small pieces of loo.d are left in the subdivision probably bear-
ing timber and no use is ever made of that fraction. The miners cut the timber and 
the land lies there and is that much dead loss to the government, whereas if they were 
required and allowed to take the entire subdivision it would not be more expensive to 
the miners and more profitable to the government ; but if a subdivision of 20 acres 
would embrace the claim, and leave just one-half of the 40 acres in proper shape, I 
would give that; but I would fix the maximum limit and the shape in which it should 
be taken. Timber lands of course are protected when they pass into the bands of pri-
vate parties, but there is now little or no protection for them. Under the law miners 
now have the privilege of going upon public lands and removing the timber for mining 
purposes, and the result is that all the timber is taken off a tract of land and it is then 
valueless and it can never be disposed of. If they were permitted to apply for it in 
the other wa,y, it would all be taken. There is a great deal of timber in this district 
and great destruction of it. A great deal of the land is valuable for no other purpose 
than the timber, which consists of oak, pine, cedar; and some sugar pine in the mount-
ains. I do not think I would be able to give or to get accurate data of the amount of 
lumber manufactured and exported from this district. The greater part of what is 
made is, however, consumed in it. The department has ruled that on mineral lands 
people have the right to cut timber for mining and domestic uses. The law which 
allows this character of timber to be taken I regard as wrong. The parties who use 
such timber are well able to buy it. I know both from statements made to me by par-
ties living in the different neighborhoods and by personal observation that there is great 
destruction of timber in this district, and many applications have been made to my 
office in the interest of lumbering firms. Very many fraudulent entries have been made 
on this account and a number of agricultural claims have been taken up for the sole 
purpose of cutting and selling the timber from the land. I could not give more than 
a very rough estimate of these depredations but will prepare and forward a statement 
concerning them. My opinion is that where a party wants to enter a tract of purely 
timber land for the purpose of using the timber, he should be permitted to enter a sec-
tion at a dollar and a quarter per acre. There might be some method prescribed to 
show that the tract designated was actually timb~r land, and notice should be given 
to the world that the land was claimed for its timber alone, and within a specified time 
after giving such not.ice he should be required to make payment. 
I am of opinion that the placing of these timber lands in the hands of private in-
dividuals would be the best way of solving the problem of timber depredations. I 
think it is the only possible way in which the timber can be protected from exter-
mination, for after passing into private ownership it would be protected and utilized. 
I do not think there would be many instances where lands withdrawn as mineral 
would be taken up as timber lande, if proper rules were established for determining 
whether they were timber lauds or not. The people who want to purchase the tim-
ber do not generally want the land after it has been removed. It then frequently be-
comes good for pasturage, and might be sold by the first owners for that purpose. A 
good portion of it would have a value asi<le from the timber. 
Q. In disposing of timber lands generally, in the midst of which mining camps are 
located, the first objection to your proposition would be that under the guise of buy-
ing timber much mineral land would be acquired by dishonest parties.-A. You could 
avoid that by selling the timber on the land without disposing of the soil; then if 
there were any mineral discoveries afterwards they would be on land belonging to 
the United Statee, which could be entered as ~uch and sold subject to the provisions 
of the mining laws. I do not think it would be well to dis1lose of timber lands 
chiefly valuable as such, without reservation, in view of the fact that mineral dis-
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coveries are liable to be made upon them at any time ; nor do I think the government 
should make provision for sale of alternate blocks of this timber, as such timber would 
be cut and removed just as it is now. If you reserve the alternate blocks and give 
the public an opportunity to buy the alternaLe blocks of timber, they would cut from 
the government sections under cover of their own lands, and would have greater fa-
cilities for so doing than they now have. 
As far as my knowledge extends I believe that a law that would put such public 
lands as are not mineral on the market in this State for sale at one dollar and a 
quarter or two and a half an acre would meet the approval of the community-that 
is, I mean such as are not timber or .mineral, but such as should be applicable to entry 
under the homestead and pre-emption laws. I think such a law would be popular foi: 
agricultural and pasturage lands. I do not think that much valuable timber land 
has been entered under tho homestead and pre-emption laws by perjury ; I think as 
a general thing such entries ar(! actually for homestead purposes. 
We have on :file in this office over 7,000 declaratory statements, of which some 3,300 
have been perfected by making payments in the authorized manner. In some cases 
:five or six applications have been filed for the same tract of land that was ultimately 
entered by one of the parties as a pre-emption claim. I do not kn ow what the proportion 
of that kind would be, but I think a majority of applications for surveyed lands have 
been covered by other similar applications. I do not know whether it wouJd be ex-
pedient to repeal the pre-emption law and leave only the homestead act. My opinion 
is it would be well to have some other method of disposing of the land besides the 
homestead act, because most partie~ who enter land under the pre-emption law also 
enter a tract as a homestead, and in that way they get 320 acres of land, which is not 
too much. That has been the custom of tbe actual settlers in this district. They 
commence with their pre-emption first; file their claim to a traGt of land, prove up, 
and make payments. They then make a settlement under the homestead law, and 
as they respect each other's rights they generally get adjoining land. If the pre-
emption law were abolished the settler could only claim title to 160 acres of land, and 
he could have a larger quantity of the kind than he could obtain in this State. I 
think 160 :tcres of land of the character founu here is not sufficient for a man, and I 
would give him more, either by keeping up these two laws or by consolidating the 
two and giving him 320 at once. I think this because if the 320 acrns of land were 
divided in two tracts, as he might take them now, he would probably be able to se-
cure a larger percentage than if he were compelled to take it all in one block. He 
might get 160 acres of reasonably good land by picking it in the former way, while 
he could not by taking one solid piece. 
I do not think there has been one timber-culture entry in this office where the per-
son entering has made any effort to complete the entry. He can make such an entry 
and hold others o:ff the land for seven years. I think there have only been five desert-
land entries. 
I do not know of any limit to the location of additio;nal homestead scrip so long as 
a. man's pocket-book holds out. A man can enter a homestead and pre-emption and 
then he can make a desert entry, and after that he can locate a,S much additional 
scrip as he is able to buy. 
Testirnony of J. W. Tripp, San F,rancisco, Cal. 
J. W. TRIPP, of San Francisco, testified October 7: 
Agriculture can be carried on successfully without irrigation north of Fresno County; 
but in Fresno, Tulare, and Kern Counties it cannot be carried on without irrigation. 
On the foot-hills of the Sierra Nevadas and of the Coast Range irrigation is possible. 
The Sierra Nevada lands, where the timber grows, are supposed to be the best lands for 
vineyards and fruits. They are at present only available for the timber that is upon 
them. These lands where the vines and fruits can be cultivated are the pine lands 
back in the higher Sierras. The oak lands in the foot-hills are grain lands. The moist-
ure falls in the high mountains and seeps down and keeps them damp, thus enabling 
settlers to raise a crop of wheat and cereals of some kind. In the country I speak of 
there has been no destruction of the timber. I do not think the fires or depredations 
have injured or interfered with it at all. There is only one saw-mill at the head of 
King's River. The destruction is unappreciable there. I don't think there has been 
a. great deal of damage done to the large timber on account of the fires. It is an ex-
traordinary fire-that kills the timber. 
Question. What metbocl of disposing of this timber would be best for the purpose 
of utilizing the timber for industrial purposes and preserving the timber f-Answer. 
The only way to preserve the timber is to dispose of it in large quantities, a,nd let a 
man pre-empt it1 indncing the people to locate these lands as timber lands, to be 
always kept as such. When one tree is cut let them plant another. If a man has a 
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large tract of timber he will preserve it; but if a man goes on 160 acres and puts a 
mill there he will cut off the timber and sell it, and when the timber is all cut off this 
tract he will pre-empt another tract; and thus they never preserve the timber. The 
only way to preserve the timber lands is to allow them to be held in large tracts, and 
to allow a man to fence his tract and protect it by law. He will then take care of his 
timber and see that there are no fires, and will always keep the trees there; but if a 
man has but 160 acres there is nothing that he can do but sell the timber off it as soon 
as possible. There is not a man to my knowledge who for twenty years past has len 
a foot of timber on the lands that he has located for the timber. It becomes a specu-
lation the same as the mines. He takes up a timber claim just as he takes up a mining 
claim, to get what he can out of it and move away from it. The farmers are too far 
away from their timber for it to be of any use to them. A man living in the valley 
would have no use for the timber away up in t,he mopntains. If he cut it be would 
sell it before twenty-four hours, because he could buy his timber more cheaply, sawed 
into lumber, than he could get it off himself. It is too difficult of access and too com-
plicated a subject for a man whose business is farming. 
Q. How can the irrigable lands be best taken up by actual settlers ¥-A. The best way 
to acquire homes for men who irrigate lands is for them to be supplied with water. 
Twenty acres of irrigable land will support any man that has a family. He can get a 
crop every sixty days. In Tulare County he can get in that time a good crop off it if 
he can get the water. I consider that the desert-land act, so called, was one of the 
best laws that was ever enacted. Under that law he gets his land for 25 cents per 
acre. 
Q. Why cannot a poor man make a homestead on land capable of irrigation T-A. 
Because he cannot get at the water. It takes combined capital to take out the water. 
It will cost to water the land of the San Joaquin Valley for irrigating on a large scale 
above $1 per acre. A main canal from King's River into Tulare County can be built 
for $100,000 that will irrigate 100,000 acres of land. The settlers can then make their 
distributing ditches. But the poor man cannot take out this water unless by co-opera-
tion. Much capital is necessary to redeem the irrigable lands, because to earry water 
it requires a canal 100 feet wide and 4 feet deep, sufficient to irrigate 1,000 acres every 
twenty-f.our hours. Every foot of that land when overflowed insures a crop without 
failure. That is in Kern River country. In the San Joaquin and Fresno Counties the 
moisture is deeper, and there it requires more water to fill up the ground. fo Tulare 
County one foot of water will fill up the ground. With this one foot the water will 
soak into the land-it will soak in and be good for one year. Twelve inches of water 
will clo to soak into an acre of this land, and the natural moisture is sufficient to pro-
cluce good crops for one year. 
Q. By what system can homes be made upon the pastoral lands, so that those lands 
can be utilized f-A. I do not consider the lands you speak of worth anything at all. 
They ought to be given away to any man who will take them. In the first place, there 
is no grass on them and but little wood. Where they have 6 inches of water alfileria. 
grass grows, which will last sheep for a short time, and then it is entirely gone. It is 
of no use for feeding sheep. These lands are good for nothing without water. I have 
been in the Snake River country and understand all that land thoroughly. 'fhere ia 
a sage-brush that grows with bunch-grass, and it is the finest feed we have. It is the 
white sage. It makes the finest pasture land that there is. These lands, where they 
cannot be irrigated, are good for nothing except for pasturage. I would have the gov-
ernment sell these lands and get them into the possession of any man who would util-
ize them, in tracts of 1,000 acres. That would support, the year round, 2G0 head of 
cattle. 'l'be bunch-grass is killed out by feeding and trampling on it. 
Q. Applied to the pasturage lands of this country generally, bow much la,nd did 
you say ought to be contained in a pasturage homestead, taking it on an average f-
A. In this country it is very hard to tell. It is different here from what it is in some 
other portions of the country, which are far superior. I think a man with a family 
with 1,000 acres would be able to live well on Snake River. 111 the southern part of 
Nevada I should think not less than 5,000 acres would do. In Utah, when I was there, 
the country looked pretty well, and I should think it compared favorably with South-
ern Nevada. I should say 5,000 acres there. I was in these different countries. when 
they were better than they are now. 
Q. Are you not building ditches f-A. I am. 
Q. State just what you think auout irrigation and water rights-how the present 
system could be changed ¥-A. Take it in the San Joaquin Valley. The largest quanti-
ties of water fl.ow in King's River and Kern River from April 1 till about July. Then 
there is sufficient water in these rivers to water every foot o,f land in the Joaquin Val-
ley, which is about 6,000,000 acres. Enough wa.ter runs to waste in these Rtreams to 
water the whole area. I would suggest that the United States Government build main 
canals, and put up reservoirs in the foot-hills and mountains and hold this water back, 
and tako it out on each side of the river and distribute it on the lands. 'fhis would 
reclaim the irrigable lands. 
• 
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Q. If these lands are reclaimed what would you charge for them 1-A. I should tax 
every man $1 per acre for irrigating his land. Under the present law ypu cannot de-
prive a man of his water if he pays his water rent. The principle of California busi-
ness is to corner everything. I would suggest that the man who lives nearest to the 
canal should first have his supply of water; and I never would run the water any 
distance before commencing to put it on the land, for if you do the consequence will 
be that one-half of it will be wasted. As soon as they get the water to the surface 
and flood the country right and left then you might let the water run a long distance. 
The canal companies entirely control the water. I am president of the Muscle Shell 
Slough Irrigating Company. We distribute the water on either side. I will illustrate: 
We run our branch ditches within two miles of a man who had bored his well and was 
within 15 feet of water. We run a ditch past him 30 feet wide and 4 feet deep, and 
filled bis well up within 2t feet of the surface. We have utilized the labor of all the 
farmers. We give them water, and let them pay for it in labor. 
Q. Is there any law in this State in regard to the distribution of water Y-A. There 
is no statute upon the subject in this State; heretofore there has been no trouble. 
We are the only canal that has put water on to the land. We don't own one foot of 
land. 
Q. Your idea of building these ditches is, to tax the persons adjacent to them, the 
same as in any other public improvement; you would tax the lands that lie adjacent 
to the ditches T-A. That is the only way that it can be done; it can be done only by 
aggregated capital. It is right that the government should own the water-it should 
be the water of the United States; then it can be taken m such directions as will best 
benefit the country. 
Q. Should the right to the land and the right to the water be separate Y-A. It 
should become two independent properties; that is the only way of satisfying settlers. 
Sometimes the supply of moisture carried through the soil will be sufficient and they 
will not want the water, and if you tax a settler for what he does not use you don't 
come up to his idea of government. Men would rather take the water and pay for it 
as they use it. One time a man wants to have it and another he does not. 
Q. What is the effect of water in irrigation T-A. That depends upon the soil. When 
you have to run your water over the land it washes the soil away, but where you get 
a seepage it enriches the land. It becomes richer from using the water. As a matter 
of fact, it will require from year to year less water to irrigate the land. It will 
undoubtedly extend the area of irrigation all the time. The national government 
could better devise and control a system of irrigation than the States and Territories. 
If the government decided to carry on a system of irrigation, they could buy out the 
present owners of water rights. 
Q. Are nut the river channels filled up by tailings T-A. I am an hydraulic miner, 
and I say that the tailings and deb1·is are more injurious to the country and farming 
lands than all the gold that is taken out is worth. If this national system of irriga-
tion was carried on, it would be a part of it to stop this depositing of tailings in the 
streams. I opened those mines in Dutch Flat, and the lands and timber that have been 
destroyed there would have produced to-day in agriculture more than all the gold that 
has been taken out. The land from Nevada City to Yuba City would have produced 
more than all the gold that has been taken out of it. The soil was from 2 to 4 feet deep, 
and there were thousands of acres of it. There is a great deal of trouble arising out 
of the imperfect manner in which mining claims are segregated from the public do-
main, and I believe there is a great deal of land held in this State under the placer 
act. I do not believe in disposing of the mineral lands. I believe in allowing them to 
take the mineral out, but in the government's holding the title to the land. 'rhere are 
millions of acres in this country useless and idle, which will never be utilized until 
some system of irrigation is inaugurated, if it can be done and you can get the people 
to agree on a method of doing it. It is absolutely nt;cessary, in my estimation, to 
settle it. 
Q. Do you or do you not think that the timber question ought to be placed under the 
control of the district land offices T If the government does not decide to sell it, 
ought it not to license timber men to go and take the timber Y-A. Yes, sir; I think it 
ought. It would make a man honest, where now the laws tend to make him a dis-
honest man. I am opposed to hydraulic mining and washing down of the hills into 
the rivers and destroying the valleys. I would protect the valleys and the rivers and 
the lands. If the government would bring water to these dry lands, 40 acres would 
be as much as a man would want. 
Q. Has a corporation a right to withhold water from any man who pays his rent, as 
long as it is running in the ditches T-A. I do not think it has; I do not think there 
ia any danger in that respect. 
Mr. B. B. REDDING. It is a very terrible thing in a republican form of government 
to place in the hands of individuals the power to shut off water from a man's land 
without judicial process. Therefore the future interests of the State require that the 
ownership of the land should go with the ownership of the water. 
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Mr. TRIPP. I can only illustrate it in this way: If a man jumps on a railroad train 
and refuses to pay his fare he is put off, and if he comes again with his ticket you 
allow him to ride . . The power does not exist to allow us to refuse that ma.n any water 
when he pays his water tax. The new constitution says the water is for the use of 
the land, and I have no doubt but what the constitution will enforce this. We run 
our ditches for the public benefit, and let every man take the water. 
Q. In the future, when the water has been extended as far as it can be extended, 
won't there be danger of discrimination and favoritism, and should that power exist 
in any corporation or individual'! Would it not be better to have the water and 
the land go together T Should not the ownership of the land and water be insep-
arable '!-A. No, I do not think it should. I have been in this business about five 
years, and I do not think I ever knew a demand for water to be greater than the 
supply in the canals. The amount of water sold should never be in excess of the 
supplying capacity of the canals. I think the United States should control the water, 
and they should use these ditches to the best advantage to distribute the water, and 
tax the land for it. 
Q. If you keep up this national system of water, would it not be a system of interfer-
ence that would not be tolerated by the people'! Would you not sell the water with the 
land '!-A. You cannot sell the water with the land. It is impossible, and no man will 
buy the water with the land. The government cannot insure him the water when he 
buys it. It is the water that sells these arid lands. All a man wants to know is 
that he can use the water. He does not want to own it, but to be sure of having 
it, and not be under the terror of anybody's whim about it. If you give a man own-
ership of the water, he would own all the land in the country. We have water enough 
for everybody. 
SAN FRANCISCO, October 8, 1879. 
I have been well acquainted in Alaska. I was last there in 1862. I was formerly on 
one of the Hudson Bay steamers, but when last there it was with a party of pros-
pectors, and I went inland more than 200 miles, following the sources of the principal 
rivers while searching for gold. We found it in all the streams, and sometimes we 
found pockets that panned out as high as nine ounces a day to the rocker. This was 
in August, 1862. The summer commences there about July, and lasts about two 
months. I stopped- mining because the diggings were shallow, and it a,ppears the 
gold comes down with the floods and settles on top of the bars. A man could work 
out 300 feet in twenty-four hours. The mining is of about the same character as it is 
on the Columbia River. We stopped because the ground was thin and it was hard 'to 
find places where mining would pay. We went as far toward the sources of the 
streams as our provisions would allow, and found the same general character of forma-
tion all the way up. 
The timber is such as is found around Caldwell, and grows slowly. There is a kind 
of pine, that never grows more than six inches in diameter. We found black spruce, 
out of which we made rocker bars. One tree would not make more than four bars. 
We saw plenty of cariboo, but no elk. Moose and bear and grouse were plenty. There 
are long arid open valleys west of the Cascades. 
In August, on Carpenter's Bar, 175 miles from the mouth of the Stekine River, the 
ground was frozen six inches deep, and we had to build fires to thaw the ground suf-
ficiently to sow radishes and turnips. The soil was fertile, and cottonwoods would 
grow there. In September our water-buckets, sitting outside the tent, froze solid. 
The waters of Alaska abound in all varieties of fish, salmon principally, and there 
are cod and halibut, and what is called sea trout are frequently seen in schools. Their 
meat is very white, and the skin is like that of an eel. The natives prefer those fish 
to any others they have there. There is another little fish up there that grows about 
six inches. The Indians cut the fir boughs and sink them in the water, and they 
spawn on the boughs and the Indians eat the spawn, an<l they procure an oil from the 
fish themselves that they use much. 
There are plenty of Indians in tltat countr,y, and generally they are better looking 
than ours, and are strong and stout. There is no agriculture to amount to anythiug 
in Alaska, and even on the islancfa the potato only grows about as large as a walnut. 
At Fort Simpson there is some high grass that is quite good for grazing, but no·thing 
else will grow there. There are no seals up the great rivers; they are only found on 
the coast. From my experience while in Alaska, I am of opinion that it will compare 
favorably with what I have heard about Siberia as a mining country. It is only at 
certain seasons that people cau mine there. If they find quartz mines they cannot 
work them through the winter. I do not think the government made a bad invest-
ment in acquiring this territory, and I think there may be hereafter as good mines 
found there as on the Columbia. It is worth all we paid for it. I do not think there 
is any use in extending any system of land laws to that country. 'l'he best of the 
placer mines are in British Columbia. Those in our possessions are of little value. 
Our principal find of gold was in what is callecl New Caledonia. 
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The timber in the valleys we saw near the coast is of no use for timber purposes, 
and can only be used for fire-wood. 
The whole population of Alaska, including animals, live off the water, because they 
cannot get a living on the land. Even the bears come out of the hills and live on the 
clams they find. I have seen them sitting on the banks of the rivers waiting for the 
tide to get low so as to get at the clams, which they get up with their paws and break 
in their mouths. That is on the mainland. The same thing is true of the hogs on 
Puget Sound, and there almost every hog would have two or three crows sitting on his 
back waiting for him to get at the clam and as soon as it was rooted out a crow would 
snatch it, fly up into the air, drop it on a rock to break it, and then eat it; so that even 
the hogs have hard work getting a living. The natives all live on :fish and depend 
npon the waters for their main sustenance. 
I think that Alaska should be left just as the Hudson Bay Company left it. It should 
be left for the fur animals and for the :fisheries. All that is needed is a military sta-
tion at Wrangle. There should be revenue-cutters stationed on the coast to prevent 
the continuous introduction of whisky among the Indians and that should be made 
a penal offense. I think it is the worst policy in the world for the government of the 
United States to lease out in that country any particular trade like the fur-seal :fish-
ery. The Hudson Bay Company lost money because they could not compete with peo-
ple who bought skins for whisky, of which the Indians in that country are inordinately 
fond. When unstimulated by liquor they are industrious, and are well enough be-
haved if they are let alone. 
The coast Indians control the business of trading in furs obtained from animals in 
the interior. They are the middlemen between the white trader and the interior In-
dians, whom they will not let come down to the coast at all for any purpose whatever. 
Testimony of Williarn Schuhrnan, of San Prancisco, Cal. 
WILLIAM SCHURMAN, of San Leandro, Cal., testified at San Francisco, October 11, 
· as follows : 
From information and from facts also, we :find that the boundary lines of Spanish 
grants have in all cases run beyond their first confirmation ; that they have run over 
their original boundaries to a very great extent-over a mile or mile and a half in 
many cases. We consider that that extra land ought to be liable to pre-emption and 
eettlement. These lands are now withheld from actual settlement by the grant lines 
being extended over them. The fault arises from the fact that the Spanish grantees 
had to pay for their own surveys, and they took the surveyor on the ground which 
they selected and chose for themselves. The Commissioner would report under that 
survey and they got a patent, of course, covering the ground they wanted. Now, we 
are very well satisfied that much land was included within these grants that does 
not belong to them but belongs to the United States, and we wish that this matter 
should be adjusted at the expense of the United States, and that this land should be 
set aside for settlement under the law. In this neighborhood we have discovered some 
lodes or ledges (quartz ledges) containing pure gold, some silver, and some cinnabar. 
In proof of this we can show certificates of assays that were made from mineral taken 
from this land which we claim to be government land. In one case ore yielded 58 pounds 
of cinnabar to the ton, and in another case, by three different assayers, the returns 
from the ore were $25 to $30 in silver, and from $1.50 to $2.50 in gold. The settlers 
are anxious to locate on these lands, and they have no show unless the government 
takes it upon itself to have the surveys adjusted. The government should do that 
and not wait for the claimants themselves to have their own lands surveyed. The 
delay in having these claims settled is very injurious to the prosperity of the State 
and of the United States_. · 
Testimony of Theo. Wagner, United States su,rveyor-general, San P1·ancisco, Cal. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
UNITED STATES SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
San .Francisco, Cal., Novernber 14, 1879. 
To the Public Land Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: In compliance with your request I submit the following replies to 
questions submitted by you : 
1. My name is Theodore Wagner; residence, San Francisco, Cal. ; occupation, United 
States surveyor-general for the district of California. 
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2. About six years. 
4. As a surveyor and attorney I have been engaged over ten years in snrveying land& 
and practicing before the courts, making land matters a specialty. 
5. In contested cases from one to eight years ; in uncontested cases from six months 
to three years. 
6. I have. Contests by reason of requiring the evidt'nce to be reduced to writing are 
expensive. There is no compulscry process for the attendance of witnesses, which fre-
quently resnlts practically in a denial of a hearing at all. Questions of fact ought in 
all cases to be finally settled by the officer before whom the hearing is had. On paper 
the evidence of the greatest of rogues looks as well as that of a most reliable man, 
and witnesses equally reliable often differ a.s to facts. The officer, seeing the witness, 
watching his manner of testifying, and perceiving the relative opportunities of the 
witnesses for knowing the facts, is alone competent to judge of the facts from the evi-
dence. Such matters are not susceptible of explanation or elucidation in the report of 
the officer holding the hearing. 
The register and receiver should be required in contested cases to report findings 
upon all the facts in dispute, and those findings should be final; or appeal might be 
allowed upon bills of exception prepared under the same rules and in the same man-
ner as in the courts. 
In contested cases there might also be required a complaint: under oath, setting forth 
the specific grounds of the contest, and the defendant should be required to answer 
within a certain time, under oath, denying the allegations of the complaint and setting 
forth his defense. This will bring the parties to a certain issue and will inform them 
as to what they have to meet. As it now is, both claimant and contestant must come 
prepared to meet every imaginable defense or allegation, and must bring witnesses as to 
matters which are not but might be disputed. For instance, a homestead claimant may 
have been away from his claim a year; contest is entered, and upon a day set for 
hearing the claimant appears and in defense sets up that he was sick at some city hun-
dreds of miles away; this may be unt,rue, but the result is that the contestant must 
ask for a continuance to show it is untrue. The fact of absence having been admitted 
by the claimant would have save.d the contestant the expense of bringing witnesses to 
prove it. 
If the practice were changed as here suggested it would frequently be unnecessary to 
take evidence at all; for, complaint and answer being under oath, in many cases where 
there are no good grounds for a contest the same would be dismissed upon the facts 
admitted or disclosed in the pleadings, or a forfeiture and cancellation of entry would 
be ordered upon the admission in the answer. Frequently t.he party, knowing he had 
no defense, would not answer at all. 
The evils here pointed out are as much faults of administration as faults of law. 
Except in the matter of clothing the register and receiver with power to compel the 
attendance of witnesses, the changes here sugg.ested could be accomplished by 
regulations of the department. 
In many cases settlers have located upon lands within the reserved limits of a railroad 
grant, the alternate sections of public land within such limits being held at the double 
minimum price of $2.50 per acre, by reason of such reservation. 
Frequently in building the roads the line originally adopted is departed from so that 
the lands for which the settlers paid $2.50 per acre are as much as 100 miles away 
fI:om the road on account of which the increased price was paid. It was obviously the 
it1tention of the act of Congress, approved March 3, 1875, (18 Stat. p. 519) to include 
cases of this kind, but the department has ruled otherwise. To do justice to those 
people I would suggest an amendment by inserting after the words "for failure to 
build said railroad" the words "or if by change of route such lands are kept without 
the limits of the grant to such road." 
In this State, under its laws, persons ·who fence in and occupy public lands are pro-
tected in their possession as against all others having no better title. Under these 
laws it frequently occurs-that a single individual is able to hold as against others seek-
ing homes large tracts of thousands of acres of de1sirable land simply by fencing, using, 
and occupying it. 
Under the laws regulating the disposition of the public lands of the United States 
as interpreted in this connection by a, recent decision of the United States Supreme 
Court, it is practically impossible for any person to obtain a title to lands thus in the 
actual possession of another. I therefore suggest the necessity of Congressional legis-
lation to the effect that possession of public lands shall not prevent their acquisition 
under pre-emptjon or homestead laws, and further legislation providing some sum-
mary process by which pre-emption and homestead claimants may obtain possession 
of lanrls which are thus occupied without right or title other than possession. 
Persons who in search of homes have settled upon lands granted to railroad com-
panies years ago are deshous of acquiring title to the land although the roads have 
not been built, and in some instances there is no immediate prospect of it. To prevent 
from acquiring such, title retards the settlement of the country, and has a pernicious 
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effect by unsettling the habits of the people, making nomads of them. These people 
are willing to pay the railroad companies a consideration proportionate to the value 
of the land to relinquish their rights thereto if by so doing they could secur~ the priv-
lege of obtaining the land under the United States laws. If this could be done the 
proceeds might be held in trust by the United States until the road is built or the 
question has been :finally disposed of. Some provision of this kind would be product-
ive of much benefit to the country at large while satisfying the reasonable demands 
of the settlers, and would not interfere with any railroad companies, but would rather 
assist them with means to build their roads. 
Section 2401 of the Revised Statutes, which provides for surveys under the special-
deposit system, excepts mineral lands from its provisions. At the time this law was 
enacted, viz., May 30, 1862, the law provi<]J3d that only township lines should be ex-
tended over mineral lands, and the clause excepting mineral lands from the provisions 
of this act was obviously merely intended to bring that provjsion into harmt ny with 
laws existing at that time. The law in this respect was subsequently changed, how-
ever, by the act of July 9, 1870 (sec. 2406, R. S.), which speci:ficallyproviaed that the 
public surveys should extend over all mineral lands. 
As surveys under the special-deposit system are public and not pd.vate surveys, the 
act of July 9, 1870, in effect and by necessary implication, repealed the restrictive clause 
of the act of May 30, 1862, or section 2401 of the Revised Statutes. 
Surveys under the special-deposit system are made under the same laws and regula-
tions as other public surveys, the difference in the systems being in the mode of pro-
viding for the payment of the cost of the work. 
The circular instructions of August 8, 1870, sixth subdivision, contain the follow-
in?i ky the sixteenth section the interdict placed by the act of March 3, 1853, that none 
other than township lines shall be surveyed when the lands are mineral, is repealed. 
This provision of bw being referable to surveys in California only, the extension of 
the lines of future surveys over the lands mentioned in this section applies exclusively 
to that State. The requirements, however, that nothing herein contained shall require 
the survey of useless lands is a principle of general application, and surveyors-gen-
eral will refrain from extending the lines of public surveys over such waste lands, 
which are consideted to be those coreted with alkali to a clepth calculated to prevent the g1·ow-
ittg of ctops, moving sand, or othet sandy plains of great extent, and abr1.ipt or rocky mount-
cins not known to contain rnineral deposits." 
In none of the mining districts are all of the lan<ls mineral, while the location of the 
districts at points remote from railroads and in positions reached only through expen-
11ive means of transportation renders non-mineral lands in the vicinity much more 
valuable in point of returns on product than lands in more favored localities, to which 
in point of amount of product they cannot be compared. It would be manifest in .. 
justice, and surely could not have been contemplated by the framers of the law, to 
deny an agricultural settler in a mineral district the privilege so freely granted the 
settlers in non-mineral districts, that of having his land surveyed that he may se-
cure title thereto. 
Although nearly all the lands in this district might be claimed as mineral, in but 
few places is the land more valuable for mineral than for agricultural purposes. 
The fourth, fifth, and sixth subdivisions of the circular of instructions of May 6, 
1871, relating to the segregation of agricultural from mineral lands, recognize the 
rights and equities of agricultural claimants and the facts stated herein, and, fur-
thermore, provide the ways and means for the said claimants to prove the non-mineral 
character of the tracts they claim. Should it be held that the restriction in section 
2401 of the Revised Statutes relative to mineral lands is not repealed by section 
2406 of the Revised Statutes, but is still in force, I would recommend that the at-
tention of Congress be called thereto with a view to the removal of said restrictive 
clause by legislation. 
I respectfully recommend that the provisions of section 2401 of the Revised Statutes 
be extended to persons entitled to enter lands under other laws than the pre-emption 
and homestead laws, there being in force in this district in addition to these laws the 
act of March 3, 1877, providing for the disposition of desert lands, and the act of 
June 3, 1878, providing for the disposition of lands chiefly valuable for timber. 
In the neighborhood of mines enormous quantities of timber are used, and unless 
1urveyed there are no adequate means of protecting the timber lands from spoliation 
of all that renders them of value. The timber lands should be surveyed, so that per-
lODS entitled to enter them under the law may obtain title. There is no danger that 
non-resident speculators might monopolize such land under the law providing for the 
11ale of timber lands, as, aside from the safeguards in said law, they would l)e no better 
· able to protect the lands from spoliation than the government is. 
In order that all reasonable facilities may be extended to persons who wish to legally 
acquire title to such lands as they may be entitled to under the law the provisions of 
section 2401 of the Revised Statutes should be extended to all legal claimants of the 
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different lands, or more ample appropriations for surveys be provided by Congress. 
I would also suggest that the word "persons" be substituted in lieu of "settlers," in 
the clause "settlers in any township," in section 2401 Revised Statutes. 
The grazing interest should be provided for by authorizing conditional leases of 
public land containing the proviso that the lease shall not be held to withdraw such 
land from bona-fide cultivation and settlement under the homestead and pre-emption 
laws. Such a course, while satisfying the grazing interests, would preserve such por-
tions of the public domain as may be found to be susceptible of settlement and cnl-
tivation for those purposes ; or grazing homesteads might be provided for with ad-
vantage by dividing grazing lands into two classes-the first class to be disposed of 
in tracts of 640 acres; the second in tracts of 2,560 acres; for the reason that in this 
dist.riot 640 acr~s of grazing land, if not arid or covered with sage-brush, are equal to 
2,560 acres, or four sections, of lauds of the latter class. The price of the first class 
should be $1.25 per acre ; that of the second class 25 cents per acre. • 
9. While I do not believe that lands can be better classified than they now are, 
I believe thu.t too little attention is paid to the classifications now made by the 
surveyors. There are about 40,000,000 acres of land unsurveyed in this district, nearly 
all of which should be surveyed without restrictions as to character. Grazing and 
other lands are so intermingled that it is practically impossible to properly draw the 
line of demarkation. Under the present restrictions upon the classes of lands to be 
surveyed, small tracts of land must be left unsurveyed, thus causing the surveys to 
be made in a fragmentary way. There are many cases where the deputy cannot pur-
sue his examination further than to the borders of the tract which falls within the 
restriction, while there are small trac.ts within the tracts so excluded which are val-
uable for agricultural and other purposes, and which might be surveyed under existing 
laws. The restrictions in question have not operated economically to the government 
in this district, as the resurveys necessitated thereby have more than offset any sav-
ing. As the rectangular system of surveys depends for proof of its correctness upon 
its homogeneous completion, I deem it imperatively necessary to complete the survey 
of the standard and meridian lines, as well as the township extension, at as early a 
date as practicable, in order to avoid in future the serious errors resulting from the 
projection of these lines little by little. The subdivision of the townships into sec-
tions may then be proceeded with as the settlement of the country demands, or as 
Congress may provide the means, although it is desirable that it be done at as early a 
date as practicable. 
I believe that in the matter of economy the rectangular system of surveys, through 
its simplicity and perfect adaptability by means of its small legal subdivisions to all 
forms of topography, is the most desirable. For land-parceling purposes a more geo-
graphically accurate survey than can be obtained through the present rectangular 
system is neither necessary nor desirable. A system so readily understood by all 
classes of claimants and settlers cannot be supplanted by any so-called scientific sys-
tem without opening the doors to complications and abuses as well as hungry litigants 
and hungrier lawyers. My experience is that the rectangular system is the best that 
can be devised for land-parceling purposes. It is only necessary to revert to the com-
plications arising in the surveys of Spanish or Mexican grants to determine what a 
departure from the rectangular system may produce. I venture to assert that in most 
cases involving the settlement of the bounda,ries of a Mexican grant of 640 acres, in 
order to perfect it•for patent, more legal talent is wasted, more delay occasioned, and 
more expense incurred than would suffice to survey a full township of perhaps equal 
or greater value and containing thirty-six times more area. 
In those portions of the United States where the rectangular system alone prevailed 
but little trouble or litigation regarding boundaries will be found, and in many of them 
the public surveys have been long since completed, while in those districts where any 
other system has prevailed the surveys are not only not completed, but it is a matter 
not easily determined when they will be, and trouble, endless litigation, and personal 
violence prevail. An exact topographical survey, such as would correctly define the 
natµral features and describe such artificial objects as are shown by the ordnance maps 
of Great 1:Mtain, would occnpy two hundred years and cost untold millions, and a 
survey to be exact must observe all these requirements. 
Opinion differs greatly as to the comparative merits and economy of the contract 
system and a system based npon salaried deputies. As a mathematical proposition, 
having in view only the one object of insuring the greatest accuracy, there can be no 
doubt that a system of salaried deputies would offer many advantages; but taking into 
consideration the question of economy and viewing the matter from a pratical stand-
point, the contract system is certainly the better one. Other branches of the survey-
ing service carried on under a salary system have been eminently successful so far as 
accuracy is concerned, but it is an open question, even with those surveys where the 
conditions are entirely different from land-parceling surveys, whether they could not 
have been executed more economically and with sufficient accuracy under the contract 
system. I do not believe that the land-parceling surveys can be successfully combined 
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with any system of scientHlc surveying (so-called) with advantage to either, but be-
lieve that it would be a disadvantage to both systems and objects. 
The surveys in this district are so nearly complete<l that a salary ssstem would not 
work well. The unsnrveyed lands are not in large connected bodies, but are in patches 
all over the State. Under a salary system, if a few townships in the most northern 
part of the State were to be surveyed, I should be obliged to send a deputy, at great 
expense for transportation, supplies, and animals. The supplies might be sent from 
here, but the transportation for the animals would amount to more than their cost if 
purchased in the neighborhood of the work. Upon the completion of the work the 
animals would have to be sold. I would have many more details to attend to, although 
I cannot now, through my numerous duties, give such attention to the supervision of 
field work as ie really desirable and necessary. 
Under the contract system deputies residing in the vicinity of the lands to be sur-
veyed usually get the contracts, thus savjng expenses of transportation, &c. These 
men are usually engaged in the practice of their profession in that locality, and, having 
the necessary outfits, can do the work for about one-third less than it could be done 
under a salary system. 
With respect to a salary system, the land-parceling surveys cannot be placed with 
advantage on the same footing with the Geological or Coast Survey, for the reason that 
while the Geological and 'fopographical and Coast Surveys can prearrange and prose-
cute their work according to a systematic and regular progression, its work must adapt 
itself to the erratic course of population, following the calls and wants of settlers and 
miners. This is especially true in the case of surveys under the special-deposit system, 
which surveys now amount to more than those made under appropriation in this <lis-
trict. 
Surveys can be made as well under the contra.ct system as under a salary system. 
All that is necessary is proper supervision to see that the law and instructions as they 
exist are faithfully executed. 
While recommending a continuance of the contract system, I would suggest that a 
practical surveyor be appointed as inspector of surveys for each district, the appoint-
me11t to be made by the surveyor-general, subject to the approval of the honorable 
Commissioner of the General Land Office, and his removal to be made only with the 
concurrence of said Commissioner. His duties should be to properly inspect an surveys 
before they are approved. 
The rates now allowed for surveys are totally inadequate for the proper parceling of 
such land as remains to be surveyed in this district. 
The monuments established should be of the most enduring material, and one corner 
at least of each township should be established by a large iron monnment. At the 
llresent rates for surveys it is impossible to secure a better class of corner monuments 
than is now in vogue. At least 50 per cent. should be added to present rates, and the 
proper monuments should be required. The inspector of surveys above recommended 
should see that they are properly established, and legislation should be had for their 
protection. The monuments best adapted, in view of permanency and certainty, should, 
in my opinion, be made of iron, covered with tin or galvanized. They need not be 
large, but should be set well in the ground, with "t sec." or "sec. cor." cast upon them, 
and should be furnished by the office. 
Whenever more attention is paid to the classifications made by the surveyors more 
care will be exercised in making such classifications. By an increase in the rates for 
surveys more minute examinations, descriptions, and topographical reports will be 
feasible, and with better monuments the surveys will be as near perfect as need be. 
7. In the belt between what is ealled the "foot-hills" and the snow line of the Sierra, 
although much of the surface lies on rough mountain sides and in deep ravines, there 
are thousands of acres of land which could be farmed economically. The soil is re-
markable for its richness, and the higher ground has a marked advantage over the 
foot-hills in point of moisture. 
The climate of the western slope is never very severe, though the snowfall is com-
paratively heavy and the spring late. 
There are large tracts of land which have been cut over by lumbermen and wood-
choppers which could be utilized with very little labor compared with some of the 
lands now being cleared in the northwest. There are valleys free from timb~ that 
can be fitted for the plow for from two to three dollars per acre, with good climate, 
good water near the surface, and everything necessary to wealth and prosperity 
within the reach of the industrious. Crops can be depended on with as much cer-
tainty as in the Eastern States, and much more so than in some of the sections of the 
San Joaquin Valley. Much of this mountain land is adapted not alone to the raising 
of fruits, which are becoming quite important articles of export to the Eastern States, 
but to the requirements of an important factor in the prosperity of the State, the 
wine-growing interest, an industry rapidly assuming proportions which give promjse 
that California will ere long rank with the :foremost wine-producing countries of 
the world. 
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Most of these mountain lauds are unsurveyed, and the small appropriations allowed 
-this district, being totally inadequate to meet the requirements of the service, pre-
vent the survey of more than a small fraction of the lands actually settled upon each 
sear. The policy of Congress ir.: making such limited provision for the survey of the 
public lands in this district has operated injuriously to the best interests of the State 
.and tlle smaller neigbborhoo(l communities. In this connection, although not in 
strict reply to your iuterrogutory, I wish to submit a brief statement relative to the 
survey and sales of public lands in this <listrict. AU the money which may be ap-
propriated by Congress for surveys in this State is but in the nature of a temporary out-
lay which iu a few months is returned to the Treasury in the purchase-money paid 
for the lan<ls. This is made clearer by an examination of the tabulated statements in 
the Land Office Report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1878. It appears from those 
statements that there were 535,975.1:3 acres of land disposed of in this district under 
the various laws, and that there was paid into the Treasury for these lands during the 
·vear the sum of $466,773.92. The report gives the incidental expenses of sale as 
$47,135.05. It also appears that during said year there were surveyed 1,498,608.12 
.acres. 
The appropriation for surveys in this district during that year was $24,700. There 
was deposited by settlers tho sum uf $13,190.90, and there was appropriated for the 1 
compeusation of clerks and draughtsmen the sum of $10,000 (which amount through 
the necessities of the service '\"Vas exceeded by $5,971.76), and for tho salary of the 
surrnyor-generul $2,750, making an aggregate of $56,ul2.66. From this it would seem 
that the total amount expeude1l in this district in the survey and sale and disposition 
of public lands during said fiscal year was $103,747.71, which deducted from the 
amount realized by the United States upon about one-half the quantity of land sur-
veyed, namely $456,773.92, leaves a net surplus in the Treasury from public lands in 
this district for that year of $353,026.21. 
The larger valleys of this district which were formerly supposed to be valuable only 
for grnzing purposes are now being utilized to a considerable extent for the raisiug of 
cereals without irrigation, while by the aid of irrigation another portion has been 
made to produce not only the cere:::]s and fruits of the temperate but of the semi-trop-
ical zone as well. This is espe.cially true in regard to a large portion of the San Joa-
quin Valley, which a few·years ago could have hardly been sold on account of its pre-
sumed sterility. Much of this land has since been sold at from $5 to $10 per acre, and 
some portions lease at the rate of $2 per acre, the wheat raised in this valley without 
the aid of irrigation forming an important item in the exports of this State. The 
Mohave Desert, for years considered the most worthless tmct of land in this a.'i.strict, 
now furnishes the basis for an important industry. It produces a scant growth of a 
species of cactus the fibers of which are being manufactured into a superior quality of 
paper and filling for mattresses. Tho raw material is so thinly scattered that a large 
amount of land is required to insure a, sufficient supply for the manufacturer, while 
the land is not of sufficient value to justify its purchase from the government. Special 
and expensive machinery is req_uired, necessitating the employment of considerable 
capital. In order to encourage this industry and give parties engaging in it a reason-
able assurance of a sufficient supply of raw material to make the enterprise lucrative, 
I would recommend that Congress be requested to authorize the proper officer to lease 
such of these lands as may be desired for a term of years, the lease to contain the pro-
-vision that the lands are leased only for that particular purpose, and nothing therein 
shall be considered as in any manner withdrawing the lands from settlement under 
the pre-emption a,nd homestead faws. 
The climate of California embraces all varieties from that of the middle temperate . 
zone to that of the tropics. Tl10 average rainfall varies in cli:fferent parts of the 
State from four to thirty-five inches; the average of the State at large is probably 
about twenty inches. The rainy season lasts from about the middle of December to 
the middle of April, the larger part of the rainfall being usually before February. 
A considerable portion of the State, including the Sacramento and San Joaquin Val-
leys, the lowlands along the coast, and most of the valley lands in the south half of 
the State have no snowfall. In the valleys of the north snow falls to a depth of 
irom one to three feet, its average duration being from one to three months. In the 
ext~me mountain regions the fall reaches twenty feet. 
The supply of water for irrigation is varied. In some localities it is abundant, in 
others scarce, and some have none. Water is generally needed for irrigation from April 
to June, after the close of the rainy season. The necessity for irrigation, especially 
for cereal crops, arises from the fact that the rainfall ceases before the crops are suf-
ficiently advanced to mature without further supply. If the soil is thoroughly satu-
rateq during the rainy season, say between February and the la.st of April, a fair crop 
.:is insured. A proper system of irrigation should utilize all the rainfall, first by ditches 
to carry the water over the land and insure a thorough wetting while the rain is fall-
ing instead of allowing it to run to the sea in the natural water-courses; and second, 
by constructing reservoirs to hold the surplus water until needed. With an average 
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rainfall four-fifths of the present cultivated area will produce the ordinary crops with-
out irrigation. The most important object to be accomplished by irrigation in the 
State at large is to insure a crop in dry seasons. The productive capacity of Califor-
nia, to state it moderately, woulcl be doubled by a thorough system of irrigation. As 
a rule irrigation is now only practiced in raising fruits and vegetables. Probably nine-
tenths of the grain proclucecl in the State is raised without artificial irrigation. 
In the northern and mountain counties where the winters and late frosts prevent 
early sowing, and in some parts of the San Joaquin Valley, irrigation is resorted to for 
raising grain. Ordinarily one inch, miner's measure, of water-equal to ten gallons 
per minute-is sufficient to irrigate an acre of the driest land. The average quantity 
of pasturage land required to rnise one head of beef for market is about three acres-
on natural pasturage. The growth of grass is generally diminished by pasturage unless 
agriculture and improvement are resorteu to. Sheep and cattle do not graze well on 
the same land; cattle will not graze where sheep range. 
Thero are in Califo:mia a.bout 19,000,000 acres of timber land. The redwood timber 
belt on the coast contains about 3,500,000 acres, and the pine region of the Sierra be-
tween 15,000,000 and 16,000,000 acres. In the first-mentioned belt the timber is chiefly 
redwood, with pine, fir) and cedar. In the Sierra the timber is pine, fir, spruce, and 
cedar. The sequoia is found on the west slope of the Sierra, between latitudes 35° 47' 
N. and 37° 50' N. 
The only timber planted in California to any extent, except fruit trees, is the euca-
lyptus. I would sell timber land in the same manner as agricultural land-allow one 
year after survey for homestead and pre-emption claimants, then offer the remainder 
at public sale to the highest bidder, and make what is then left subject to private entry. 
In my opinion the best preventive of destruction of timber, either by fires or cutting, 
is private ownership. 
The law should require that locations of mining claims be recorded in the office of 
the recorder of the county in which the claim is situated. This with a rigid enforce-
ment of that portion of the act of May 10, 1872, which requires the boundaries of a min-
ing claim to be located upon the ground so they can be readily traced would make the 
laws relative to mining claims as perfect as need be. The boundaries of locations 
should be fenced or indicated by monuments erected along them, in sight of each other, 
and in no case more than fifty or one hundred feet apart, thereby fixing the locus be-
yond possibility of floating. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
THEO. WAGNER, 
United States Surveyor-Geneml. 
Testirnony of Thomas Waser, attorney-at-law fo1· land claimants, El Dorado Comity, Cal. 
The questions to which the following answers are given, will be found no sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
1. Thomas Waser, Placerville, attorney for land claimants. 
2. Twenty-five years in California; all of said time in the mining region of El 
Dorado County. 
3. I have, to 80 acres of mineral land, under. the mining laws of the United States. 
4. By-acting as attorney'for land claimants for the past eight years, under the home-
stead, pre-emption, and mining laws. 
5. Until the past two or three years. Patents were issued in many cases in a few 
weeks after final entry at the Sacramento office. The cost to a mineral claimant, with-
out contest, including attorney's fee, $50, would pay for everything, and parties did 
not go to the office at all when no contest exists. We have had lots of trouble in con-
tested cases between mineral and agricultural claimant~ also several contests between 
miners, the costs and expenses always amounting to more than the property was 
worth. For the past few years it seems to be almost impossible to get a patent for 
anything. 
6. Amend the mining laws so that there shall be a time certain in which claimants 
shall be required to make final entry. Have patents issued in every case where there 
is no contest or adverse claim, and have the patent include everything there is in the 
ground, including quartz, except ditch and water rights, whether mineral or agricult-
ural. 
7. In this section the lands are mainly agricultural and grazing. Even those classed 
as mineral at this altitude (1,823 feet) are susceptible of the highest state of cultiva-
tion. The only question not settled by some, what are the great body of the foot-hill 
lands of California most valuable for V 
8. Our lands are fast being settled and claimed. By allowing settlers under the 
homestead and pre-emption laws, as well as mining laws, to lay their claims and 
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require them to conform to the law, whether they claim as mineral or otherwise; and, 
after satisfactory proof is filed with the local laud office and the entry is made, give 
the man a title without delay, and remove the requirement of posting not,ices and dis-
proving mineral by publication; it costs too much. I refer to lands suscepttble of 
cultivation, and no one knows that, better than the settlers themselves, our grazing 
and timber lands, that have no other agricultural value, should be sold in sections, as 
a less quantity would not justify. They can be properly classified by any intelligent 
commission by personal observation. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. Best in the world. About thirty-five or forty inches per year; snowfall at this 
point about ten inches. During the season supply of water sufficient for the present 
demand and population. 
2. Commences in November, and continues till February or March, with showers 
later in the spring; at a season when it does no good at all for irrigation, other than 
to furnish the earth with its annual supply of water. 
3. But little successfully. Grain sowed in the fall will usually do well, and grapes 
over four years old will do tolerable without irrigation; but these foot-hills are not a 
success without water, with it they will produce everything. 
4. Nearlv all of it. · 
5. Clovers of all kinds, three and four crops a year. The best of fruits and grapes, 
potatoes, &c. 
6. No wheat irrigated at all; it don't need it if sown in the fall, and won't pay to 
irrigate wheat. 
7. A large canal tapping the South Fork of the American River and lakes in the 
vicinity of its source. 
8. A great deal of water is used to irrigate after being used for mining, which, with 
its sediment, is a great improvement to the lands. Crops are uncertain after you get 
above, say, 3,000 feet above sea level. 
9. Water sold for irrigating is usually absorbed in the ground, as it is bought in 
small quantities and distributed as long as it will run. It is measured out in small 
boxes and outlets from the main canal and ditch or reservoir and sold by the day at 
25 cents per inch (of 2-inch pressure) ten hours per day. No 1.·olnntary return to the 
stream. 
10. Nearly the whole supply. By a system of storage in the mountains sufficient 
water could be saved from the melting snows to irrigate this whole country requiring 
it. Claimed under local laws declaring the title and use of the water in the locator, 
provided it is used for some valuable purpose. 
11. As many as there have been about land, the water rights being the most valu-
able. 
12. About two-thirds of our county, so far, but more especially the portion lying 
well up in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. 
13. Yes, if the settler so desires; but lands having only pastoral or timber value I 
would sell in sections. 
14. No. Under stringent law I woulcl sell to settlers in goocl faith not to exceed one 
section to the man, and no second entry allowed. 
18. Greatly diminished from the increase of stock, not allowing the seeds to ripen 
and keep up the supply. 
21. Usually good. Mountain streams, springs, and ditches. 
24. No. Sheep let cattle out. 
25. Often trouble arises. Cattle and sheep won't do together at all. 
27. Our lands are all surveyed. The timber land I would sell at $2.50, and pasture 
or mountain grazing land being properly classed at $1.25 per acre. 
28. Surveys made by government are poorly marked. Often or nearly entirely the 
corners are indicated by some little stake cut on the ground, which is gone in a year 
or two, and the settler is compelled to have it surveyed at his own expense. No stone 
corners or mounds. This part of the public service needs reforrn. 
TIMBER. 
1. About one-fourth of the county~ or 470 square miles.; principally pine, with 
spruce, fir and oak. 
3. In sections to the individual; not but one entry by actual sale-I mean those 
lands that should be classed as such, having little or no other value-at not less than 
$2.50 per acre, for the reason that if those timber lands become the property of the 
people in reasonable quantities the timber will be protected and not allowed, as it is 
now, to be destroyed by shake-makers and other parties, who are fast denuding our 
mountain sides of the finest pine forests the sun shines on. It is a burning shame on 
our government that the timber is thus being destroyed. True, it is not to-day in or 
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very near to market, but it will be in a very short time. Sell them, by all means, for 
their own existence. 
5. No. 
6. Sell the land and let the owners look out for fire. 
7. Getting worse every year; no one to object. Shake-makers worst. Can't stop it 
without the land and timber becomes private property-that is, it won't pay. It will 
be destroyed, if not disposed of. 
8. Cut what you want, and after it is felled, if it ain't in the right place or don't work 
up to suit you, cut another tree. 
9. I think they would, and if they clid not stop it I would turn them out of office. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Personal experience and observation for twenty-five years in the mining regions 
of California ancl for eight years past procuring patents. 
2. Allowing parties to hold claims and not pay for them, and excepting quartz (if 
known to exist), whether valuable, even not owned, from the patent. This country 
is full of quartz veins that have no mineral value, and are not owned or claimed at the 
date of an agricultural patent. Give the grantee everything in the ground at the 
date of the patent, unleEs there are adverse claimants. 
~- I would not allow it to be done. Give the oldest locator his lode, with sufficient 
ground adjoining, including all unclaimed veins within his lines, and not allow any 
other location or application to interfere with him, either on top or bottom. Then, if 
a party can't prospect and ascertain the general dip and direction of his mine, it is his 
fault. 
4. The croppings or exposed surface of the vein or lode. Generally they can, with a 
little work most always. That is the reason I would not allow overlappings on the 
surface. 
5. Give him proper time-say at least prior to his making application for survey-to 
ascertain the course of the continuation of his discovery sha,ft. 
6. Yes, a great deal. The present law confuses the wholo matter and encourages 
litigation. 
7. Yes; but being separate on the surfacl", but uniting at a small depth. 
!>. Never to my knowl~dge. 
10. They do, but not often. I think in a breadth of 600 feet of surface owners would 
be generally safe, and satisfied they could retain the lode within their own ground. 
11. To the disadvantage of bona-fide miners. 
12. B can't claim under the present law; but A can't enter B's surface for the pur-
pose of working his lode. He must follow the vein, and uwy to any depth, though it 
enter lancl adjoining. 
13. Since a claim becomes abandonecl for no work under the present law a great 
deal of litigation has been stopped. The people generally obey the law. 
14. It is possible, but not good policy, in my judgment. Six hundred feet of surface, 
with all the unclaimed veins at the date of the entry, will protect ninety-five out of 
every one hundred in this vicinity. 
15. I have. Slug Gulch district, in this county, aud others. Possibly a dozen pres-
ent; not neces·sarily miners, for a man is a miner to-day and next week a farmer. 
Recorder of claims to keep a record of the laws in force and record all locations, &c. 
16. Since May, 1872. Many districts have changed their local laws to conform with 
the United States laws. Among miners their respective rights are generally respected 
whether the law is strictly @bserved or not. 
17. Yes, by giving notice of a meeting to be held for the purpose. 
lt3. Not to any great extent. There must be possession and labor done. There is 
but littJe jumping of claims in this section. 
l!). I think it could be. I think by posting and publishing, as now required, all par-
ties in interest are fully protected. 
20. I think not, for the reason it would be too expensive to litigants to have their 
case transferred to the Land Office, by reason of distance and expenset and leaving the 
whole matt~r subject to confirmation by the Commissioner and appeal to the Secretary 
of the Interior afterward. 
Yes. As the homestea<l. and pre-emption laws require proof and payment within 
given times, so ought mining land. I have had a great deal of trouble in this re-
gard. As to time, say one year after filing application for the ground in the United 
States Land Office. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. We are situate in the central or mineral belt of California. Probably one-third of 
the settled portion of this county may be classed as mineral land. Character and na-
ture generally surface, gulch, creek, and river, together with a considerable quartz, 
porphyry, seam :10cl vein diggings. 
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2. Quite so, by being exclusiv-ely engaged in adjusting claims, settling contro·rer-
sies between miners and ranchers, procuring patents, &c. 
3. Until the past two or three years I could get a patent in a few weeks after final 
entry at the local office. Quartz patents, exclusive of the price of the land, cost about 
$145, as follows: Surveyor-general's office, for office work, $40; survey in the :fielcl, $50; 
publishing, $15; :filing in the la.nd office, &c., $15; attorney's fee, $25; this is with-
out contest; with contest, no limit, often from $1,000 to $5,000. For the past few 
years but few patents have been issued in this section. The expense for a placer 
patent without contest is $50; with contest the expense depends entirely upon the 
value of the claim. 
4. About the same as my own. 
5. They are. 
6. In many, nearly all the original mining districts, the local laws regarding origi-
nal locations of claims have become entirely extinct, and since the survey of the 
mining lands parties having the possessory right to a small claim in making appli-
cation for patent extend their lines to correspond to the section lines-that is, to 
correspond to the United States law. This is done to save expense in survey and 
further the original location. For instance, would say from " hill to hill," or "to the 
center" of the hill, which is very indefinite, to say the least. Hence it is impossible 
to get a patent on any of the old locations. They are generally relocated, so as to 
correspond to the present law. Record evidence is nowrequired, which is the hardest 
thing to furnish I have yet met with. This order is the last. There is not one claim 
in twenty that has any record title whatever, interests being simply transferred by word 
of mouth, sometimes by simple bill of sale, oftener by-abandonment, and to be required 
to furnish abstracts and record title by complete abstract from locators down to ap-
plicants is simply impossible. In the first place, the great majority of the placer 
mining land in this section has but little value for mineral over its agricultural 
value. Yet the owners prefer, from developments made, or its supposed mineral 
value in the future, to secure a mining title. Now, I would :first amend the law so 
as to give a title to everything in the ground not claimed adversely at the date of 
the entry at the local land office, and I would not require any other evidence of title 
than the affidavits of, say, two disinterested witnesses, together with the applicant, 
say as at present, and where no adverse claim was filed allow the party to enter the 
land. This, with the publishing, posting, filing, posting in land office, with affidavits 
as to work, possession, and ownership, &c., is certainly sufficient, as the present law 
requires the expenditure of $100 annually. If that ain't done it gives some one else 
a chance. But the most important points are to amend the present law. First, let the 
present limit as to quantity stand; 2d, give to the purchaser all there is in the ground, 
including quartz unclaimed (by adverse filing), at the date of entry at the local office, 
and require the applicant to pay for his ground within one year after applying 
therefor; 3d, let the patent be issued upon the fact that 110 adverse claini appeared 
prior to entry, and not require record title. It can't be <lone. Our placer or surface 
mines have been worked over and over again for many years, and it is only with the 
hope of there being developments made in the hills or deep stratas of gravel that 
attaches any value to those lands except as agricultural, and it is no detriment to 
the emigrant, poor man, or prospector to have all the lands sold, for the time has 
passed when anything can be made at mining except at great outlay of capital and 
labor, and at best it is hazardous in the extreme; while on the other hand all the 
old abandoned and exhausted mines make the best of agricultural lands by filling 
up with sediment and debl'fa, oftentimes in value rising from$200 to $500per acre, and 
many mining patents already issued are being cultivated by those buying for agri-
cultural purposes. One fact certain is that the owners are going to and do now use 
their lands for the purposes they are most ;valuable for. 
7. Sometimes they are, for the reason it gives a better title, and is more satisfac-
tory to the owner, under the idea that, there might be discovered deep diggings, or 
from the fact that they bad in years gone by contained rich surface mines, and also 
from the fact that the said lands won ld be returned by the surveyor as mineral 
land. And another reason is, those applications are generally made on odd sections 
inside of the Central Pa,cific Railroad grant, through fear that if the company got 
the land they would charge exorbitant prices for it. 
8. It has not as a rule. Tl.Jere may sometimes be veins in the surface known only 
to the applicant, but they have no value without development, and then the party 
holding the land ougbt to have t,hem. 
9. I dq not; because our State law provides for the working of mines by easement, con-
demning adjoining ]and, tbe right of way, &c., which can always be obtained by law 
when the right desired cannot otherwise be obtained. . 
The great' trouble and expense now upon those seeking to get a patent to their land 
for agricultural land is the order requiring additional proof required as to the mineral 
character. 'l'his is done by the Commissioner after the land has been paid for, notice 
pu blisbed and posted, and evidence taken on blanks furnished by the government, and 
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no contest of any kind appearing, the title should pass and not require the applicant 
to go all over the form again, costing him nearly and oftentimes more than he pay. · 
the government for the land itself. I have known of many instances, in fact it is the· 
exception in place of a rule, that a man cannot get a patent unless he goes to the office, 
with his witnesses two aml sometimes three times, and has to publish and.post notices 
over and over again, until people in this vicinity have almost despaired of ever get-
ting title at all. Now when a man has substantially complied with the law and satis-
fied the local land offices and makes his entry, where no kind of contest appears, n 
give him a patent. 
Respectfully, 
THOMAS WASER-
Testimony of Stephen C. Wheelm·, of Plymouth, Amador County, Cal. 
Answer to questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
1. Stephen C. Wheeler; Plymouth, Amador County, California; farmer and miner-
2. Twenty-seven years. 
3. I have not. 
4. By acting as counsel to procure title under pre-emption and homestead laws. 
5. Under the pre-emption laws; ninety days' residence, thirty days' publication is the 
minimum. Patent issued in from three months to three years. Uncontested. Two hun-
dred dollars improvements; issuing six citations, $6; taking proofs, register's fee, $10: 
counsel fee, $5; payment for land, $200. Contested cases are seldom decided and ap-
proved in less than six months, and often nothing is known by the claimants for two 
and even three years. Contests cost from $100 to $1,000. Often the land is less i 
value than the cost of contest. 
6. Only as to taking proofs aml evidence. It is very expensive to take witnesses 50 
to 100 miles to the United ~tates Land Office and keep them there' ._om two to ten days 
in contested cases. 'l'he county judge should be authorized tc, take the evidence in 
all contested cases. 'l'he si.mp1e proofs, both in pre-emption and homestead, should be 
taken before the neares t justice of the peace or notary public. 
7. The "foot-hill" region consists of one-half agricultural, two-fifths pastoral, aud 
the remainder mineral, all containing timber in limited quantity. The higher foot-
hills, 2,000 feet above the sea-level, and froai that elevation up to 6,000 feet, contains 
all the really valuable timber on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. 
8. Judging from actual knowledge, obtained by a thorough acquaintance with the 
physical character of the foot-hills and mountains on the western slope in Amador, 
El Dorado, and Placer Counties, I am of the opinion that it will be impracti.cable for 
the government to attempt to ascertain and fix the character of the classes named 
other than by a general rule, and that rule to be 1mocc11pied lancl belonging to the 
government. 
9. No practical advantage can be gained by adopting any other method of land-par-
celing surveys. The one now in use is plain and easily understood and by it every 2½-
acre lot in the whole State can be designated . What more is needed in that respect? 
The different" classes" are so irregular in occurrence that it would be impossible to. 
classify only by a general rule. 
10. No better met,hoct of disposing of the agricnltm·al land here is needed. Pastoral'. 
:1nd timber lands wioccupied should be disposed of by private entry; pastoral by sec-
tions and timber by quarter section, limiting the purchaser to four sections of the former 
and one of the latter. 
Stockmen during the month of May drive tlrnir herds eastward to the mountains 
where green feed is found during the summer months. By securing title to a choice 
quarter section of land by pre-emption the stock owner secures a home during the sum-
mer months and his cattle, horses, sheep, or goats roam at the will of the herders over 
the surro11 nding vale and mountains consisting of goremment lcu!l7s. During the month 
of October the stock men return with their herds to their homes in the "foot-bills" or 
valleys. This move is rendered necessary on acconnt of the severe snow-storms that 
occur during the winter months, especially above the altitude of :1,000 feet. Let this 
land be offered at private entry at $1.25 per acre, by the section or otherwise. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The cli.mate 40 miles east of Sacramento is dry and warm from April to October; 
temperature from 50° to 110° as the extremes; generally from 60° to 80°, varying from 
those two points every twenty-four hours. This point has an altitude of 1,400 feet; as 
you proceed eastward the climate cbanges a,nd the greater the altitude the lower tbe-
temperatnre. Snow seldom falls at this altitude; 15 miles above this snow falls to the 
depth of two or three feet, and 50 miles above or eastward it often reaches the depth. 
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of 10 feet, sometimes ~O feet. Rainfall varies from 15 to 50 inches annually. Rainy 
season usually begins in November and continues to April. Three-fourths of the rain 
usually falls in December and January. The supply of water for irrigation is limited, 
is owned by corporations, and used for propelling power and mining. 
2. Usuan, the first rains occur during the latter part of October and seldom ex-
ceeds 1 inch, then we have clear weather or Indian summer extending into the fust 
half of December. Then light rains for a few da,ys, then cold, frosty weather or cold 
rains throughout the month, temperature going down as low as 32° during the night 
and rising from 50° to 60° during the day in clear weather. January is generally the 
month of greatest rainfall. February is generally a wet month, but the rains are light 
and come often. March is cloudy and windy, with occasional light rains. Next comes 
the April showers, warm and pleasant and liable to come at any moment, often from 
an almost cloudless sky. May and June are sometimes dry months throughout, some-
times furnishing from 1 to 3 inches of water, btlt variable. July, August, and Sep-
tember all sunshine. The melting snow in April and May gives plenty of water, which 
passes by. June1 July, and August are the months when irrigation is most needed and 
when the water supply is short, very short. 
3. Wbeat, barley, oats, and rye can be raised without irrigation, and early potatoes. 
4. All kinds of vegetables and fruit, except grapes, require irrigation. 
5. Fruit and vegetables. 
7. The Cossnmnes and Mokolumno Rivers and melting snow. 
8. Not to exceed 3,000 feet for cereals. Potatoes and hardy vegetables and apples 
and plums can be grown at an altitude of 5,000, but not successfully on account of late 
frosts. 
10. 'fhe whole amount of natural water in the streams during the dry season is owned 
and controlled by mining corporations under State laws. 
13. It is not, as most of the pasturage land is, high up in the mountains where fam-
ilies cannot reside in winter. And further, no person desires pasturage land unless be 
owns tho herds to make it available; and if be owns the herds he is able to buy the 
land. 
14. It is undoubtedly the best policy to put these lands (pasturage and timber lands) 
into the market for private entry and limit the quantity to each purchaser. 
15. Pasturage land in ttny one locality will not raise beef for market. Pood is re-
quired during the winter months for all kinds of stock except goats. Stockmen have 
farms in the lower foot-hills and valleys where they raise feed and keep their stock 
from October till March by feeding. In March there is green feed there, and the stock 
thrives on that till May, when the feed dries up, and they start with their stock for the 
mountains, ~here they find green feed till October comes again. And this is the class 
of men that will be forced to buy if the land is open to private entry. 
lG. Ten head of good cows will support an average family if the family owns lGO 
acres of land to raise feed to keep them during the rainy season. Pasturage land here 
will not keep stock in good condition the year round. 
17. From 30 to 40 in this locality. 
18. It has <liminisbed more than 50 per cent. in 20 years. 
19. Cattle-ra:isers do not fence their ranges as a rule. 
20. "Specific ranges," in the same locality, would not support stock the year round. 
21. Never-failing spring of good water. 
22. Ten head, where large bands are kept together. 
23. It has diminished materially. 
24. Cattle will not graze where sheep are kept. 
25. Conflicts on pasturage land are generally settled by mutual consent, as stock-
men are all trespassers, depending entirely upon the government pastures to feed their 
stock at least (i months in each year. 
26. Five thousand head of horned cattle and 25,000 bead of sheep and graded Angora 
goats, in herds of from 500 to 2,000. Stockmen who reside in many of the valley 
counties depend upon the mountain pastures for stockfeed during the summer months, 
driving their stock 100 miles or more. 
27. No suggestions, only those already stated. As to surveys, it is best to let "well 
enough alone." 
28. None, to my knowleege, and have µever heard of any. 
TIMBER. 
1. The timber here consists of half a dozen species of the oak, and is only valuable 
for firewood. All the land not cultivated is covered with a scattering growth of scrub-
oak. 
2. The really valuable timber grows above the altitude of 2,500 feet, and the lower 
limit is ten miles east of here. 
3. Offer them at private entry at $1.25 per acl'e by quarter section, and not in smaller 
tracts, limiting the purchaser to one section. 
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This plan wilJ, in my opinion, put a stop to the destructive depreuations of "timber 
jurntlers." Private ownership is really the true method to adopt, and any change in 
the law which will conduce or hasten to this end will be a great benefit. 
4. I would not classify, other than offering all the "timber lauds" above the limit 
of 2,000 feet altitude at $1.25 per acre, in tracts of not less than quarter sections. 
5. There is always a second growth where timlJer is felled, but forest :fires are very 
destructive in forests of small pines. And if owned by individuals, such precautions 
would be used as to make destructive fires of rare occurrence. Pine timber will grow 
to the height of 20 feet and 6 inches diameter at the base in twenty years. 
6. Forest fires almost al ways originate in the carelessness of campers or hunters, and 
not by stockmen or timber-jumpers. Forests that have not been felled and remain 
in their native state are not much damaged by fires. The greatest destruction in forest 
fires i'- cansed by the felling of choice trees here and there in the forest, using the 
choice part anu leaving the remainder on the ground. This, during the dry season, 
feeds the fire and creates an intense heat, sufficient to destroy every tree in the forest, 
not consuming them, but destroying life, leaving them standing monuments of de-
struction. 
7. The depredations on public timber have been made for the purpose of securing 
timber for mining, building, and agricultural purposes. Along the lower belt of tim-
ber, extending into the timber where easy of access with teams for five to ten miles, 
the timber is entirely removed, and timbermcn are continually extending their en-
croachments. Some of the largest quartz mines in this county require at least 2,000,000 
feet per annum for their successful working. As an approximate estimate, there has 
not been less than 10,000,000 of fE.et of public timber cut and used in Amador County 
for the five years last passed per annum, and the demands are increasing continually. 
For many purposes where split timber is used at least one-half is left to decay or to 
feed fires to destroy that which is left standing. 
I can state positively that one man in Amador County, with tho authority of the 
government to back him, who is well acquainted with the locality, can put a stop to 
this unnecessary waste. Let Congress authorize the appointment of an agent at a 
salary of $5 per day while actually engaged in watching the roads leading to the thn-
ber, with authority to make arrests and subpcaua witnesses, &c. Bnt by all means 
keep everything of this character ont of the hands of registers and receivers. Three 
months in the year would suffice, as the timber-cutters must clo their work early in 
the dry season. 
~- The only local custom is to cut the timber wherever you find it unoccupied. The 
right of the party who fells the timber i:,, unquestioned. 
V . . Judging from past experience in the district land offices, I would say by all means 
keep it out of their jmisdiction. 
The manner in which laud affairs have been managed in the Sacramento land office 
bas earned for it the name of a fraud and. a swindle, aud we often hear that name 
applietl to it. I do not say from my own knowledge that such is the case. But no 
man who bas been a register conlu be elected as Congressman; or, in other words, it 
is an unpopular institution with the masses. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. I have been engaged in mining for 15 years since residing here, half the time in 
placer, the remainder in quartz or lode mining, in almost every capacity connected 
with practical mining. I have bad no experience as a mine surveyor other than what 
is necessary in the practical working thereof. My experience in litigation only ex-
tends to contests as to mineral rs. agricultural. 
I shall not attempt to answer from question 2 to 14, as I consider them "theoretical, 
and not practical, in this locality. No litigation of that kin<l, to my knowledge, has 
ever occurred in this locality. "True lodes" are not continuous. No practical "rule" 
can be adoptetl to meet the demands of an "irregularity." I cannot better define "an 
irregularity" than by explaining that it is a" lode" er" rock in place," bearing the 
precious metals, even in the most favored locality. 
lG. I have assi:sted in forming Indian Creek ruining district in 1853, Puckerville 
mining district in lBGO, Plymouth in 1879; w; s elected recorder in both the former 
<li:stricts, to serve for one year. The first was done by about GO actual miners, the sec-
ond by about 40, arnl the last one by 25 miners and citizens. The recorder was the only 
officer electeu. after the temporal'y organization. .Five miners, under the adopted. laws, 
could call a meeting, by posting notices for 10 days, to amend, or elect a new recor<ler . 
. The duties of the recorder were to take a copy of the notice posted on the claim describ-
ing the metes and boun<ls and the names of the locators, and nrnke it matter of record 
by copying verbatim in a book provided for the purpose, open for inspection on 
demand by any miner. All three of the above mining districts are located near the 
northern boundary of Amador County. 
16. Post a notice on each eml the claim, width not specified, but including all the 
dipsJ angles, and spurs of the lode claimed. One hundred feet was the length of claim 
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allowed in 1853, double to the discoverer. In 1860, 200 feet for each locator, doul>le that 
length for discovery, and in 18'70 we adopted the law of Congress of April 10, 1872. 
17. The record is only proof of the original location or amended location, nothing more. 
In case one year elapsed without performing the required amount of labor the locator's 
rights wore forfeited. After that time, when the original locator found the claim un-
occupied, he could relocate a,uc1 amend. No provision in the law for other amendments 
by locator or recorder. 
18. Never, to my knowledge. 
19. Miners in California no longer need local mining laws. Their time has passed. 
As to all future locations abolish them at once. 
20. There is 110 justice in allowing one class of claimants privileges that others are 
barred from. Keep them out of the courts and in the land office until decided. 
21. The United States mining laws are partial in effect, giving the mineral claimant 
rights pro1)erly belonging to the agricultural claimant-allowing mining locations 
inside the inclosure of the latter claimant, also placing the burden of proof with the 
agricultural claimant. I have known grea,t injustice Jone to the latter class of claim-
ants. For instance, in 1856 A, while placer mining, discovers a rich seam or lode of 
quartz, on wb.ich ho makes a location and commences sinking a shaft and taking out 
rock. Ile works this seam to the depth of one hundred feet and takes out $10,000, when 
the seam enlarges to a ledge of five feet, but fails to pay the cost of working and is 
abandoned B, in 187G, desires to homestead ~he land on which the abandoned claim 
is located. B files his homestead declaration, and improyes the land, erects his dwell-
ing near where the shaft of A is located. At the end of five years B desires to make 
proof on his homestead. A appears and proves that there is rock in place bearing gold 
on the premises, aud Bis not allowed to purchase the land on which his dwelling 
stands. Yet the min!3ral claimant will not purchase, because he can, under the present 
law, hold it without,. 
22. Hundreds of claims are located and worke<1 out and abandoned under the pres-
ent law. l\Iany claims are held for speculative purposes, and government title is not 
desired until the locator finds a purchaser. Possessory titles should be limited to one 
year. This would remoye one of the principal causes of contest between agricultural 
and mineral claimants. The location of a mining claim is no proof that the land is 
mineral in character. 
PLACER CLAil\IS, 
1. About 5 per cent. 
2. Promiscuous distribution. 
3. Time, six months to two years; cost, $110, exclusive of the land. Contested cases 
from two hundred to one thousand, often more. 
5. In general, good enough. 
6. I know of no litigation between mineral claimants. 
7. They are not. 
8. Not to my knowledge. 
9. Nothing of the kind. 
Testimony of J. H. Wilcles, at San .Fran,oisco, Cal., ckief draughtsrnan, o:(fice siirveym·-gen-
eral of California. 
Examination of J. H. Wildes, chief draughtsman, office surveyor-general of California, 
at San Francisco, October 9, 1879, by Messrs. King & Britton. 
(When avoidable, the questions which elicited this statement are not inserted, but 
their tenor can be perceived from the character of answers given.) 
There are three principal initfal points for meridian and standard lines in California; 
one at Mount Diablo, another at San Bernardino, and one at Humboldt. 'l'hese were 
all connected with the Coast Survey lines in early days, and are supposed to be correct. 
I don't know bow they were located. I have no personal knowledge of these standard 
and base lines when projected for considerable distances, but they are generally con-
sidered accurate. I have no knowledge of. any trigonometrical or astronomical tests 
having been made of the accuracy of distances measured by them. 
If properly executed, I think the present system of contract service for townshiping 
and sectionizing is sufficiently accurate for practical purposes, and that the fair execu-
tion of the system will mark township and section corners in a permanent manner. My 
opinion is that the township corners should be marked in a more permanent manner than 
they now are. As it is now, th.ere has some times been difficulty in finding them, but I 
cannot state cases. · 
I am not prepared to say exactly whether it is practicable by the methods of sur-
vey now prescribe(l by law to get an actually correct line-say east anc1 west-as long 
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as 100 miles; but I believ-e that by careful chaining and the proper use of the solar 
compass such a line can be established within the limits fixed by the General Land 
Office for errors. 
Where connections have been made which brought standard lines together town-
shiping from one standard line to another, the result bas been that the distance be-
tween the standards have been too short in some cases and in other cases too long. I 
do not remember whether there have ever been, or have not been, close connections 
made between such lines. If, in cases where these connections were found to be incor-
rect and the corner posts were obliterated by accident or design, a man's claim affected 
by those corners could be re-established by measuring the distance between stand-
ards, say from any initial point, or if all corners were obliterated, by having recourse to 
the field-notes of the survey used in the first survey. In that case we would have to 
follow those notes. 
Question. Is it possible for two men to chain 20 miles of irregular country at differ-
e»t times and arrive at precisely the same results 7-Answer. No, it is not. 
Q. Therefore, if you undertook to run out a claim from such data you could not hit it 
the second time f-A. Well, measuring between two points twenty miles apart in that 
way there would inevitably be a difference in chaining. No two surveyors can run 
over the same ground and give precisely the same results. The discrepancy between 
the two would be based upon errors both of measurement and of direction; most likely 
on errors of measurement. Therefore, since it is impossible to make the same measure-
ment twice, it would not be practicable to exactly relocate a lost claim of any kind in the 
absence of permanent monuments. They might be more permanent perhaps, but those 
now used-as peaks, trees, and points of junction of streams-are reasonably permanent. 
I think we might reasonably expect to find some of them and that, w bile difficult, such 
relocation could be made even on the San Joaquin plain. In speaking of a peak I mean 
that two men could get the same observation from it if there was a monument there 
to localize the spot. Those things are always considered sufficiently accurate, so far 
as the reloca.,tion of the original point is concerned. 
Q. As I understand you, chaining is admittedly inaccurate and that by that method 
no two men can reach exactly the same point. The only other mode you have for cor-
rection is by taking those bearings you have described. I ask you now what rule have 
you for locating that point I/ Wha,t does it amount to in an approximate location !-A. 
I consider the cases extremely rare where you could reach exactly the same point. 
Q. Suppose the location only valuable for a spring which occupied n, space of four 
feet square. vVould you under or<lirlary circumstances, monuments being obliterated, 
be able to establish definitely by a second survey whether that spring was or was riot 
in the original surveyf-A. I think I could establish whether it was within a, certain 
quarter section or a certain quarter of a quarter section of land. 
Q. But if the spring be located within three feet of the boundary ¥-A. That is an 
amount of accuracy to which we do not pretend and which the surveyor's contract does 
not require. In other words we could not in that case made so accurate a survey but 
what the value of the possession might be thrown the other way by an error in the 
second survey. 
Q. In the case of a Spanish grant, having one boundary line upon a stream, have 
there not been some instances where the initial point of survey was at some distance 
from the stream that the resurvey of the grant has withdrawn the grant from the 
river and shut it off from the water ¥-A. I ~annot recollect of any such instances at 
this time, although I cannot say that they have not occurred. 
Q. Do you remember the Boca de la Plaza grant ¥ Does not the disefio call for the 
boundary along the stream !-A. Not to my recollection. 
(NOTE.-'l'he plot of survey was referred to, but examination disclosed it was not 
the case Mr. King referred to.) 
Q. What I wanted to ~et at was whether in all cases, the monuments being obliter-
ated, you could be sure to reproduce the original claim by resurvey ¥-A. I think we 
could absolutely. For inst,ance the Spanish grants are different from the public land 
system. The distances are generally given from the river, and if the river should 
change its bed, still by having the proper variation we can go on and rerun the linee, 
and by coming around to the initial point again we could calculate very nearly. 
Q. Practically, how do the resurvey of the Spanish grants agree¥ Have you had 
occasion to resurvey a good many of them f-A. Many resurveys of ranches have been 
made for changes of boundaries, but I remember but one made for alleged errors in 
survey, which were found in both bearing and length of several courses. 
Q. In the case of mineral monuments, what are they related to in this State ¥-A. 
They have no relation to anything. They ar~ arbitrarily placed in different districts, 
and the connections are made with them. For instance, in the case of a subdivided 
township, where we can connect within a certain distance with a public corner we do 
so, but otherwise we have to establish arbitrary monuments. 
Q. What error do you admit in chainingf-A. We admit fifty links to one mile. 
Q. Do you admit, the same error in the connect.ion of mineml imrveys ¥-A. We do. 
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Q. Do you know instances in this State where surveys of mineral claims under 
different contracts have overlapped ?-A. We have had such. 
Q. ·what was the cause of that ?-A. In the cases I remember there has been con-
flict of ownership. 
Q. And do you know of any instances in which a contest has arisen from an errone-
ous survey ?-A. "\iVe have no such cases as that. Where we find that there is a con-
flict arising from a cause like that, we send the survey back to the deputy and call 
for a correction. 
Q. How do you know which of his surveys is the correct one ?-A. We cannot tell. 
It must be established by proof before the register of the proper land office. 
Q. "\Vhat possible proof can be made as to the correctness of one survey over 
another f-A. There is none that I am aware of, ~xcept the sending of a third party 
to verify it. 
By Mr. BRITTON: 
Q. Upon the hypothesis that your mineral monuments are obliterated, how can you 
locate a mineral survey f-A. I do not know of any method of doing it unless the 
position of the mineral monument is fixed by triangulation from some well-known 
point. You might locate it by taking the confluence of streams, but that too would 
be very indefinite, unless you established there a mineral monument by inserting an 
iron bar at some definite spot. 
Q. That would not be very definite, as it might be removed. The claim might lie in 
a country like the San Joaquin plains. How then i-A. There would be no possible 
means of re-establishing a survey there. 
Q. Suppose the mineral monuments and those of the claim were all gone, and there 
had been no triangulation to known objects, what chance would you then have of re-
tracing the survey ?-A. If the mineral monuments were gone; if there were no ob-
jects of reference locating mineral monuments, you would have nothing to depend 
upon except such topographical features as are furnished by the field-notes. 
· Q. Suppose in an isolated region you establish a mineral monument, measure to the 
corner of a claim, and then measure the claim, what check, aside from the mere chain-
ing, have you on the general measurement ?-A. None, except the course and distance, 
and the topographical notes of the survey. 
Q. Are not the mining districts very often in rough country, with precipitous and 
abrupt slopes? Do you regard chaining as an adequate method in such cases f-A. 
Yes, I do, as chaining can be combined with triangulation if necessary. 
Q. Do yon suppose you can make 100 chains in a rough country with approximate 
accuracy f-A. Yes. I do not remember of any difficulties having arisen in this State 
owing to defects in the methods used in our surveys. I do not know of any legal con-
tests having arisen because of there being defects in our methods, or that they have 
ever been called h1to question at all. There are cases in which e;rroneous surveys have 
been charged, but I do not know to what those erroneous surveys are attributed. I 
know that charges of erroneous surveys have been made against surveyors, but such 
matters do not belong to or come before this part of the office. Some township sub-
"rlivision surveys have been set aside by the Commissioner as fraudulent; but I do not 
know what was the fraud charged. His decision, if made known, was communicated 
to the surveyor-general. In cases where we find an overlapping either way in platting 
the field-notes, we send the survey back to the deputy for correction. Also, where 
clerical errors or those of calculation are discovered we send it back, informally, for 
correction. -
Q. What means have you for knowing that his second is more correct than bis first 1-
A. We have no means whatever. It may be a correction on paper merely. We have 
no information beyond that contained in the papers before us. If the survey proves 
to be mathematically correct we have to accept it. I do not know aU of the surveyors 
personally. If the surveys appear to be correct we in this office have no criticisms to 
make about them. 
I have no means in this office of telling whether or not a survey bas actually been 
made to the extent of swea.ring to it. It is like this : I am sitting here in the office 
and a survey is brought to me to have plotted and examined. Never having been upon 
the ground I cannot swear that it bas been made. If it is mathematically correct and 
if it closes I have to accept it. It is not open to my criticism, and all other matters 
pertaining to it have to go before the surveyor-general. It is therefore, to answer your 
question, entirely within the power of a contractor to return a set of field-notes math-
ematically correct when the whole survey was made on paper, and not in the field at 
all, and the only means of detection I vfould have would arise from knowledge pos-
sessed by the office of the topography as known from other and outside data, which 
memoranda did not agree with the survey in question. We would return his survey 
in that case-and say it could not be correct. Our only check is that obta,ined from 
whatever official and accidental data we may have of the neighborhood. That data 
is equally accessible to any contractor who might wish to prepare fraudulent notes, as 
he must come into the office to find out what lines have been run in the field. I think 
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a man could go into a tract of country, and having some knowledge of its topography, 
construct a set of :field-notes that, in the absence of inspection in the field and data in 
the office, we would have to accept. I think there should always be inspectors to go 
into the :field and inspect surveys. It should have been so from the first. I have had 
no occasion to know personally about the surveys in San Bernardino County. 
As regards the expediency of employing salaried surveyors rather than having the 
work done by contract system, I think the contract system, if properly carried out, 
preferable at this stage on the ground of economy. I think if a system of having a 
salaried corps of surveyors had been initiated from the :first it would have been fa:r 
better; but now as we have got to surveying in a mountainous country I doubt if such 
a corps could carry on the work as economically as it can be done by contract. Con-
tracts in such regions do not afford large profits at present rates, and small contracts 
sometimes result in '1, loss. 
There may be more unsurveyed than surveyed public land in some States, but it is 
not so in California-I mean land fit for agricultural purposes. The larger part of the 
timber l)elt, which is about 500 by 60 miles, remains unsurveyed; but out of about 
100,000,000 acres only about 40,000,000 remain unsurveyed, and it is a very difficult 
question to answer what part of that is serviceable or available for agricultural pur-
poses. 
I do not approve of contracting for the expenditure of the money appropriated 
for surveys without an inspection as to the character of the land, to serve as a guide 
in giving contracts. While I have no fault to find with thecontractorsatpresentand 
recently employed, and while I have no reason ~o think that in the past three or four 
years the work has not been well done, I think that an additional appropriation, 
made exclusively for the careful examination of surveying work, would improve its 
character. There have been one or two instances where the work has not been well 
done, perhaps, but we have generally employed the right kind of men so far as I 
am aware. The only check upon surveyors is their oath. I am not aware of any 
other species of work done by government or private corporations in which the 
simple affidavit of the contractor is taken without criticism or inspection. My ex-
perience before coming here was that of a civil engineer in charge of public works 
in the North and South, and in conducting such we were always required to measure 
and inspect the work. I think there should be a salaried inspector for surveys. 
There have been a number of surveys rejected during the past year. Some seven 
different townships surveyed under the Glover contracts were rejected and some three, 
I believe, under the Hansom. That contract was canceled. I do not know the reasons 
that influenced those rejections. 
In the draughting office we know nothing of the work in the field, and all you would 
get here would be critfoism on the mathematical accuracy of the notes returned. 
There was an inspector sent here from Washington this year, as I understand, about 
some surveys the contract for which had been suspended, but I know nothing about 
his reports. We have nothing to do with any part of the surveys in this office but to 
examine the field and mathematical notes and papers. The rest of the work is done 
in other parts of the office. It is my outside opinion that an inspection in the field ' 
should always be made, irrespective of that instituted here of the field-notes. It is 
done in all other departments of the government. 
If this office were furnished with object points, permanent and well defined, and 
knew their actual positions in the country to be surveyed, and with which surveys 
were to be connected, it would be a direct check upon the accuracy of surveys accord-
ing to the rectangular method, and at the same time would facilitate the construction 
of a correct mttp of the State. 
The surveying manual requires that the solar compass, or some other instrument of 
equal utility, be used wherever the variation of the needle is not uniform. I have no 
means of knowing what deputies use them. When I first came into the office survey-
ors would come to San Francisco and test their chains by the standard in the office. 
That was :fifteen years ago ; since then I have not seen anything of that kind done. I 
cannot swear that they still correct their chains by the standard or not, but presume 
they do, as the law requires the deputy surveyor to hav~ with him a standard measure. 
The best deputies we have use the solar compass, taking their variations at the town-
ship and section corners. I know a good many deputies capable of surveying by tri-
angulation. 
Testimony of 0. M. Wozencroft, of California, relative to agricultuml lands. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheat fee. 
ing page 1. 
Public Land Commission, : 
GENTLEMEN: I herewith submit answers to so~e of your interrogatories. 
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1. My name, 0. M. \Vozencroft, residence California, occupation physician. 
2. Have lived in California thirty years. 
3. I have sought to acquire title to the desert lands known as the Colorado Desert, 
formerly the bed of the Gulf of California, under no existing law; but the act of Con-
gress donating land to the State requiring capital and labor for their reclamation may 
be cited as a precedent, the general utility and common welfare a sufficient motive 
for the cession, as it is my purpose to irrigalie those lands now barren and unproduc-
tive, and by cultivation make them fertile and productive. That it may not be con-
sidered a subsidy, I have agreed to pay the government the present appraised ~alue 
of them. 
* .. * * * .. * 
7. The conformatio11 of those lands is an inclined plane from circumference to center, 
with a gradient of near four feet to the mile, all of which being lower than the Col-
orado River, at a point eight miles below the junction of the Gila, and the extreme 
depression some 270 feet lower than the ocean level. The physical character-a hard-
pan basin devoid of all vegetation, on which the sun's rays play and by which the at-
mosphere is arid and excessively hot, 135° Fah. in summer; this arid, overheated at-
mosphere causing violent currents of wind, the heavier and colder bodies displacing 
the lighter heated air, and this arid atmosphere is carried to the surrounding country. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate, hot and arid; there is but little rainfall. There was but 1½ inches 
in 1877-'78, when 52 inches fell m the upper part of the State. Length of hot season, 
eight months. No snowfall. 
2. The supply of water for irrigation is ample, from the Colorado River. The river 
is at its highest stage in June, a time when the most water is required for irrigation. 
3. No portion can be cultivated without irrigation. 
4. About 1,000,000 acres by irrigation. 
* * ,i, * * if .. 
7. The source of supply of water that could be applied to irrigation is all of the 
western slope of the Rocky Mountains between parallels of latitude 41 and 31. This 
great water-shed affords ample supply for the purpose of irrigating this basin. 
8. The fertility of soil, instead of being impaired by irrigation, is materially im-
proved by surface water carrying silt. 
* * * * * * * 
10. The water has not been taken up on any portion of the above source of supply, 
so far as I know. 
11. And consequently there can be no conflicting water rights. 
,( * * * * ... * 
14. It will be impossible for the government to dispose of any portion of those 
lands by private entry, for the simple reason that the irrigating canal will be some 
150 miles in length, will require a large outlay of capital, and must necessarily be 
under a general system and management, by which means alone can this formidable, 
valueless desert be removed and made productive . 
... * * * * * * 
27. I have no suggestion to offer in regard to the disposition of public lands other 
than this portion, and merely wish to say that, in making the disposition of it as stip-
ulated in the bill now pending before Congress, the government has all to gain and · 
nothing to lose; and it is the only disposition that can be mad0 of it, without the gov-
ernment will expend the money and do the work. This measure has received that 
attention from the various committees on public lands which its impoi:tance demands, 
recommending its passage, and doubtless would long since have passed Congress had 
not the members been so pressed and importuned by their constituencies in private 
measures that a measure of general national importance is passed over. It is to be 
hoped that your Commission will investigate the merits of this measure and make a 
report which will be so authoritative as to induce Congress to act advisedly and 
promptly in making a disposition of this desert alike creditable to government and 
beneficial to her people. 
Testimony of 0. M. Wozencraft, of San Bernardino, taken at San .Francisco, Cal. 
O. M. WozENCRAFT, of San Bernardino, testified at San Francisco, October 8: 
I lived here thirty years. I think that four classes of land is a proper classification, 
mineral, agricultural or irrigable, pasturage, and timber land. My ideas about tim-
ber land would not be as authoritative as those of the gentleman to whom I listened 
yesterday and to-day. I have been over every part of the State, and am conversant 
with the physical geography of the State. The statement of the gentleman who pre- · 
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ceded me is quite correct; aud in reference to the tiru ber belt in parallel 4 l, I would say 
that there is a very valuable growth of white oak, which is about tho only wbite oak 
I have noticed in the State. There is a white pine in tho same be1t. It is Yaluable 
for ull our timber purposes. It is not generally known that this belt i$ there. I ex-
ami:~d it some twenty-five years ago. How far south of that valley this timber 
extends I do not know. The elevation could not have been over 2,000 feet, if that. 
As to the extent of timber, I can corroborate tho statement made by the gentleman 
who preccued me. The pine and redwood which exists on the coast range from below 
Point Concepcion runs np entirely to the Oregon line. I have no idea bow much has 
been destroyed. by tire. I can't conceive that lmt little of the live timber would be 
destroyed by fire. The timber lands are valuable chiefly for timber purposes. They 
have some slight value for cultivation in the valley. I think that any system that 
will preserve the timber from wanton destruction would be very desirable. ·what 
that system would be I am unable to say. I have not considered the matter suffi-
cieutly for that. I think there should be some obligation on the part of persons 
owning the timber that they should plant trees, so that there should be a reproduc-
tion of them. 
Question. The irrigable lands, as we have defined them, are limited in extent, are 
they not,-Answer. Well, there is a large body of land that could be frrigated if we 
had the water to frrigate with, but there isagreatscarcity of water. There is a large 
body t,hat can never be irrigated. That does not apply to any of the lands in Tulare 
or San Joaquin Valley. But there are lands still below there that can ne,er be used 
for other than pastur~1ge lands. 
Q. Are these irrigable lauds valuable to actual settlers in small quantities f-A. I 
coucei ve that the available lauds that can be cultivated without irrigation in this State 
have all been taken up. I do uot know of any not utilized. I think wherever irri-
gation is possible by smn,11 settlers, the water has already been taken up. I think that 
all the lands in the small ya,Jleys of California have been taken up under the desert-
laud act. There are large tracts to which the waters of the larger streams can be 
taken by the outlay of much capital. 
Q. Wbat disposition would you make of the pasturage landsl-A. The pasturage, 
where there is not water for irrigation, will, I conceive, have to be disposed of in large 
quantities, otherwise they wm not be remunerative for stock-raising. In tho early 
da~·s we bad some very valnable grass lands here; among the most valuable was the 
California clover, but now there is little or none in the State. In early days we passed r 
through valleys so matted down that it was uifficult to riue through them, but now it 
is hard to find any such in the State. This is the case with many other grasses, which 
have been eaten out by the sheep and any other stock. I think if a man was able to 
protect his grasses by fencing, he could keep them up and protect them. In my opin-
ion the custom of pasturing stock without any restriction has tended to destroy the 
graui:;eR. This indiscriminate grazing has destroyed them, and it will require another 
generation to replace them. 
SAN FRANCISCO, Ootobm· rn: 1879 . 
. A. W. VON SCRl\lIDT, resident in California, deputy surveyor ancl civil engineer, tes-
tified as follows : 
Question. Have you any suggestions to make about arable lands ?-Answer. In regard 
to the arable lands, I do not think I would change the present laws at all, except to 
consolidate the homestead and pro-emption law. And I would let the mineral go with 
the laud. There is a great deal of this land called foot-hills that contains a little gold, 
but it is not rich enough to work for mining purposes alone. Up to this time a great 
deal of this land has been taken up by persons who want to make homes, and they 
may not want to have their fields torn up or damage done to their farming operations. 
That portion of the lantl il:l generally found near or within a short distance of the 
foot-hills. I would restore the mineral lands along the foot-hills to pre-emption and 
homesteads, for the reason that it is not rich enongh for ruining purposes, and the 
little mineral there is interferes with a ma11's making permanent homes upon this 
land. They are an;aiu of being interfered with by persons who are engaged in mining. 
Q. What about the timber land-what is the best method of preserving it '?-A. Our 
people as a general thing here think that they have the right to get wood whether 
they own the land or not, and that they have the right to cut the timber just when-
ever they are disposed. I do not know of any means of protecting that timber without 
you place a man with a shot-gun at each tree. My idea is the timber should be sold 
with the land in reasonable quantities. I know of no way by which the government 
can protect the timber land. I think it would be better to allow it to pass into the 
hands of private owners. They will protect it better than if it belonged to the gen-
ernl government. 
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Q. That is the preseut t;ystem, is it not f-A. I believe so, to this exteut, that .. !::ere 
were some people appointed by the government to look after the timber land, or such 
lands at; belong to the government. This was the cabe, I understood, some time ago. 
I do not know whether that law has been abolished or not. 
Q. At present, can a man go and m:ike a homestead of 160 acres and make ~- pre-
emption of 160 acres more; is I bis sufficient for timber purposes f-A. Yes; I think 
that is sufficient. The grea:- difficulty is to keep timber from getting into the hands 
of monopolists, for the reason that a man will pre-empt a claim and sell out his pre-
emption. It is a very uiffienl L matter to settle the timber question. These persons 
take it without any intentio11 uf completing the title. I have known instances where 
parties have gone out in the interests of other men and put up little cabins and located 
homesteads, and when the title was procured they turned it over to a speculator. 
Q. Are these timber lands valuable for agriculture to any extent i-A. There are two 
or three different kinds of timber land. I speak only of the timber being cut. 
Q. I referred to the timber at the south now, where there is slight rainfall.-A. I 
am speaking of the timber generally in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. The sugar-pine 
timber is very much sought after, forit is worth from $50 to $100 per thousand, and that 
timber is being destroyed very rapidly for market purposes. It is being cut down and 
shlpped to this market, and to other cities and towns in California, for the purpose of 
:finishing work. It is being destroyed and its timber utilized as lumber. Sometimes a 
whole tree is wasted to get a few shakes out of it, but these are exceptional cases. 
Q. To what extent are the forests destroye.d by fire 1-A. I do not think there is as 
much fire now as in early days. In those days the Indians used to set the woods on fire 
every fall. I noticed lately, when I was up there last month, there was an immense 
growth of young trees coming up, about 25 or 35 feet high, and as thick as they coulcl 
stand, and probably from 4 to 12 inches in diameter; and the larger trees are growing 
much thicker. I account for it by the reason of there having been no extensive fires 
lately. 
Q. Do you think the growth of the timber would replace what is taken out for use in 
the industries of the country ¥-A. H will in course of time; but those large trees, !sup-
pose, are one lmndred and fifty or two hundred years old. They are cutting young growth 
upon Grass Valley for firewood, which they use at their quartz mills. I never thought 
that there was such an immense growth, but I account for it by the absence of fire~. 
Q. Are these lauds valuable for agricultural purposes ?-A. Some of them will raise 
elegant fruits, especially the foot-hills, w~ll up, as hi~h as Dutch :Flat and that range, 
at an elevation of 1,400 to 2,000 ftct above the sea. The timber is oak low down, and 
changes to a growth of pine as you go higher, ancl it is larger. It is the true pine. 
• Q. Is that belt of valuable timber valuable for agricultural purposes; i.e., where the 
heavy pines are f-A. No, sir; not as a general thing. It is too high an elevation for 
the successful raising of crops. Yon can raise fruits there, but as to general farming 
operations there is not much in it. There are sheep np there in the summer time, for 
the purpose of grazing on tho grass, lmt it is only for a few months. The chief value 
of this timber land is its timber. I should judge that the t,imber has been destroyed 
up to 2,000 feet, and along the rnilroad and other accessible roads. Between the North 
Fork of the American River and the Middle Fork it is all gone. There is a ridge there 
in which there is some sugar-pine, but all the most valuable sugar-pine is gone. 
Around Lake Tahoe it is almost all gone. It has been taken to Virginia City for tha 
mines. 
Q. The lands, then, are valuable for their timber chiefly f-A. That is all. 
Q. What class of men want that land ¥-A. If that land was surveyed and in the 
market, it would produce good summer grazing four months in the year as a general 
thing. As the snow melts the grass springs up, and when you cut this timber away a 
new growth comes up quickly. 
Q. What about the arable lands f What is the best system of disposing of them to 
secure the greatest number of actual settlers thereon ?-A. The great trouble with most 
of the land arises from the absence of water. Away down in the San Joaquin Valley 
wherever they can get water they can produce very good crops, and as a general thing 
they have farmed it very successfully. I do not believe that poor men can pay high 
rates for water for irrigating their lands and make any money. It requires capital to 
bring in the water, and it can only be done by rich men. It would probably be most 
advantageous if the water could be brought to the land by some public system or by 
the general government. Then the land would produce very large crops. _ 
Q. Have you paid any attention to the question of storage of water for irrigation 
purposes, or to the transfer of water rights to the possession of irrigating canal com-
panies, &c. f-A. I do not know of any water in this State but what is taken up, as 
wo call it, for irrigating or mining purposes. The tendency is to take out the water 
low down, and so it comes afterward to be an engineering difficulty as to whut can be 
taken away from the land and given to others higher up. The difficulty in that mat-
ter is this: if you take the water out some man below you will claim his riparian 
rights and privileges, arnl will require the retnru of tho water back into the stream. 
'\ 
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The custom has been here that the first man who came along should ha"\'e all the water 
be needed for mining or agricultural purposes, and the rule has been about the same. 
The waters that. are taken out of King's River and Tulare Lake for irrigation purposes 
are continued along the plains a long way, and I am told the water is stolen, because 
the price is so high it would not pay for small farmers to buy the water to raise crops. 
Q. Wliat do you think of the pasturage lands f What disposition would you make 
of them i-A. I do not know. I don't know of any pasturage lands that are not taken 
up already, and I suppose they have procured titles. I think all the lands I have 
known of are in the hands of private parties now. I do not know how it is south of 
San Joaquin VaUey; there may be such places; but in surveying the eastern boundary 
of this State I saw no land along from Oregon to the Colorado River that is nat-
urally fit for grazing. Through the head of Death Valley and those deserts on the 
Mohave thflre is a little good land; but ouside of that it is a barren waste. 
Q. Please go on with your statement about the debris.-A. I am the engineer for the 
miners' association, which sent me up to examine into this debris question and to as-
certain whether the tailings from the mines could be taken care of. 
Q. Tell us to what extent the tailings are destroying the land.-A. When I went up 
these rivers in 1849 they had very large bars or deposits in them at that time. When 
the miners came on they went to work digging the gold along these rivers with their 
picks and shovels, which loosened the surface material; that was the first debris that 
ran down these rivers, especially the Bear, Yuba, and Americ:m. It is only during 
late years that heavy hydraulic mining has been prosecuted to any large extent, say 
the last ten or fifteen years. Practically the mines are now in the region south of the 
Middle Fork of the Yuba, and they do wash down immense deposits into the South 
and Middle Fork of the Yuba. During the high stage of the water a great deal of that 
debris is swept into the river. Most of the bowlders and heavy rocks lie there, but 
the freshets sweep the light materials down into Suisun Bay. 
Q. What was the condition of this river prior to its being destroyed by the debris?-
A. Previous to that the rivers had tolerably high banks and there was some good land 
along them; the Bear Rivel' had probably the largest body, and that was very fine 
land. I myself had a ranch for fourteen years in that locality. The first overflow of 
this heavy debris came down as early as 1856 or 1857. During the freshets tho rivers 
overflowed by reason o~ the debris in the mines filling up their beds, and the result of 
the overflow was that it injured some of the land. On one side of the river (the north 
side) they put up good levees; on the south side they failed to put up good levees, and 
the sand and debris ran over them and covered the land 5 or 6 feet deep. 
Q. How long did it take to cover the land 5 or 6 feet deep ?-A. At that time I sup-
pose three or four winters probably covered it to that depth. It had been coming 
down from the early days of 1849, and it kept working down; and when the heavy 
freshets came it was washed out with great force and deposited where the river enters 
the plains, and that was the place where the sand and heavy deposits remain, while 
the lighter material continues working down. 'l'he purpose for which I went up was 
to examine and see whether this debris can be kept out of the rivers and retained in 
the mountains, and I have no hesitation in sayiug that it can be taken care of by mak-
ing brush dams and diverting a large portion of the lighter material cm to the red 
land. There are thousands of acres of waste land lying between the Bear River and 
the Feather River, and between the Bear River and the Sacramento, anu between the 
Yuba and the Feather Rivers, where this lighter material can be run over on to the 
red lands, which are now entirely useless and unfit for cultivation. The red soil is but 
a few inches above the bed-rock, and by depositing this sediment there these lands 
can be reclaimed. My idea, is, further, that there is no objection to leaving the coarser 
material, such as bowlders, cobble-stones, &c., in the river bed, where they will lie 
perfectly still, while, by running off the lighter stuff, we would fill up and cover these 
red lauds tha,t are now worthless an<l form on them with the deposits a soil three or 
four feet in depth. In addition to that, there is plenty of room to run this soil into 
the tules for many years to come. The lighter material makes a very good soil, and, 
in fact, on the Bear River they could never grow potatoes until the land was over-
flowed with slickings. In addition to that, the heavy ma,terial can be put iuto dumps, 
and during the winter season the freshets will continue down, the river will wash out, 
and, in course of time, this willhelp torelievethepresentfi.11-upof the river. By putting 
in dams we retain all the heavy material in the river, and in the summer time can 
draw from the water thus dammed up. 
In regard to the hydraulic mining business, I look at the question in, the light that it 
would be very injurious to the country and the State to stop it. On that single ridge 
alone they employ a great many men-that is, the ridge between the Middle and South 
Forks of the Yuba, embracing the North Bloomfield Company. Their pay-roll is $2,000 
per day, and all the people who live on that ridge are living there through the mining 
industry; and these _very farmers who are now com_plaining of the clebris find their 
markets in the mountains, and sell to these same miners every article they raise at a 
hiuh rate of profit. This mining country that contains these gravel deposits is useless 
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for other purposes, and as near as I can judge it is 40 miles in width, and is probably 
from 18 to 20 miles in length. In the course of a hundred years there will be _more land 
worked, but a large portion of this mining ground will never be worked by hydraulic 
appliances. In that portion where the bank is too deep-from 300 to 400 feet-it is 
generally drifted. I know of no other water than that which these ditches are now 
carrying that can be had, so that hydraulic working will be gradual and will not be 
overdone in that particular divide for the want of water. The people below now de-
rive a great deal of advantage from this fact: that the mines store a very large amount 
of water in the winter time when the heavy freshets come down. The water they stop 
and store in the reservoirs amounts to over 9,000,000,000 cubic feet, that would other-
wise come down the rivers. That water is furnished as required during the summer 
time. 
Q. You are familiar with the ground occupied by the farmers; to what extent has it 
been injured T-A. If there had never been any hydraulic mining, the lands would still 
have been injured, and they were injured before the hydraulic mining commenced. 
The fact is this: as this material comes down, the bed of the river is being raised, and 
as a matter of course you must raise your levels correspondingly. 
Q. If you find that the stream has cut its own channel, to what extent is the debris 
carried into the whole valley, and to what extent is it carried over·the adjacent hills T-
A. It is a very difficult question for me to answer, for the reason that there must be 
more or less from the plowed land or from natural causes. I know of some tracts that 
have been benefited by the debris, while others have been injured. Swamp lands have 
been benefited. 
Q. Is it possible to divert that deb1·is into the lands where it would be a benefit in-
stead of an evil T-A. I think it can be. The red lauds are perfectly useless, but by 
covering them with this sediment they will become valuable agricultural lands. 
Q. Are there any swamp lands that might be filled with itt-A. Yes, sir; on the 
Sacramento River, near Marysville, there is fall enough to run these slickings off and 
nll '11) tb.e ~-wam.1) lan.u.; tb..e;re \1:, n.o 0..1.mbt oi tbat. 'tb.eeng\neermg -prob\em is a very 
simple one. In turning it over in my mind, I was thinking there would -be some ob-
jection to this from the people who are now complaining ; that if you take the debris 
out into the river they would not ask you to turn it back again. I do not know that 
we could settle this problem without some 'legislative action permitting the water to be 
diverted from the river in order to carry this material to the different dumping-grounds. 
I ·have bad a good deal of business with these people, and sometimes when they com-
plain and you undertake to relieve them, they will complain that you are relieving 
them. I understand there is a proposition to change th13 present mode of surveys. 
Q. What do you understand by that ?-A. To change it from the present contract 
system into a paid one. My idea about surveys-and I have been in the business about 
twenty-eight years-is a practical one. We have had poor surveys because there has 
not been care enough taken to examine the men who obtain contracts before they go 
into the field. That is one thing. Then, again, the price has bee.n cut down until in 
some places it is entirely inadequate to obtain a :first-class man who is capable of doing 
first-class work. I know of sections of country that in early days were surveyed at a 
price of $12 per mile for sectionizing, $14 for townshiping, and $15 for standard lines. 
That was on the plains, and when we got to the little hills that were over 15 feet we 
discontinued the line, for the reason that it was impracticable to go over them. Sine& 
that time we have been very anxious to hurry on and go to the top of the mountains 
and sectionize the whole Sierra Nevadas; but when the government officials at Wash-
ington saw fit to reduce our compensation a good many old surveyors retired from the 
field. Hence you have got a lot of work which I am sorry to see is not in very good 
condition. As to putting a man under pay by the month, I do not approve of that, for 
the reason that while you may get several industrious men once in a while, the majority 
of them would want to do just as little work as possible. I would recommend that all 
men before receiving contracts should be examined by the surveyor-general as to 
whether they understood surveying and as to what practice they bad. Even if a man 
came from West Point I would want him to go into the field with the surveyors six 
months before he was given a contract. I know many times we have had gentlemen 
:fill the office of surveyors who were not practical surveyors. I think if the contract 
system is kept up the compensation should be increased in various localities. I think 
that in the mountains, as a general thing, no man can do accurate work under $25 or 
$30 per mile ; and then there are some of those canons that are 2,000 feet deep, and 
some of these surveyors don't know how to make a simple calculation of a triangle, or 
how to get across canons. In pla,ces like that they can't be chained and they must be 
triangulated. That is the most accurate way to do the work ; but the whole State is 
nearly tinished, and I think it would be injurious to change the system now. I would 
be in favor of the government going ou and surveying everything that they could sell, 
without waiting for a man to go in and make application and put up a deposit on two 
or three, sections of a township, which leads to a great deal of trouble. 
Q. Are JOU permitted to use triangulation f-A. Yes; under the present system we 
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use triangulation whenever it is necessary. An engineer should be allowed to use the 
triangulation system to get around obstacles. We have that right now, but we can't 
get pay for the lines thus run. Frequently men are permitted to receive contracts 
who are not competent to do this. If the pay was sufficient you could get a better 
class of men. In crossing mountains, as an engineer, I used to triangulate and chain, 
too. Under the present law I would do it that way still. 
Q. If you should triangulate across a range of mountains would you charge for the 
lines and putting in the section corners all the way f-A. They then run back on the 
line and put the.section corners wherever it is accessible. Where the country is very bad 
I always chain right on the slope and take an angle and reduce it. Generally, taking an 
angle on the ground and reducing it is very much better than leveling with chain and 
plumbing the pins. 
Q. Does this law permitting men to do that ext~nd all over the territory t-A. It 
extends over this. I know whenever we come to inaccessible places we use triangula-
tion, and they pay us for it. We have always been in the habit of doing that. 
Testirruniy of Albert W. Archibald, Trinidad, Col. 
TRINIDAD, COL., September 6, 1879. 
ALBERT W. ARCHIBALD made the following statement: 
I have been employed since 1868 as United States deputy surveyor in Colorado, and 
am familiar with -the area of the State south of Denver and east of the mountains, in-
cluding the San Luis Valley. 
I have heard the proposition in regard to the pastoral homestead in New Mexico, and 
I think that the proposition as suggested by Mr. Romero is a good one; that is, to give 
3,000 acres as a pastoral homestead to actual settlers upon the condition that certain 
improvements be made; but I think it is not a good policy to require the irrigation ot 
any land on it or planting any trees. It has been suggested that trees ought to be 
planted. I think that the pastoral homestead is something that is wanted only for 
stock, and that it would be a hinderance for any person who takes it for that pur-
pose to be compelled to plant any trees or make any improvements other than fence 
it. The only use that could be made of timber would be for fuel or protection from 
winds for stock, or as a shelter for houses. That would be the only use that could 
be made of timber, and there is not enough water in considerable portions of this 
land to irrigate timber. Most of the land could only be made available by springs 
that would not run any considerable distance, or by wells that must be dug at great 
expense. Taking the country from six miles east of Trinidad, following the mountains 
down to Canon City, 180 miles, following the meanderings of the mountains, the coun-
try is underlaid with coal every place at about an altitude of 6,200 feet. There is no 
country above that altitude that has not coal in it. It is of excellent quality and 
will answer for fuel for all time. The croppings of the coal fissures will not fall short 
of 30 feet on thin perpendicular veins. 
In Los Animos County there is 6,000,000 acres of land, of which not over 22,000 acres 
have ever been cultivated, and there is not water enough with the springs and artifi-
cial reservoirs that could be made at great expense to irrigate over 10,000 acres more. 
That is, itis not possible to irrigate over 32,000 acres of land in this county out of nearly 
six million acres. The length of the county is about 168 miles by an average width of 
42 miles. In Huerfano County I have estimated the cultivated land there to be about 
16,000 acres. Bent County does not exceed 4,000 acres of any irrigable land that has. 
been cultivated up to this time. Greenwood County I am not so well acquainted with, 
but it has very little land that can be cultivated. Pueblo County is not cultivated to 
exceed 15,000 or 18,000 acres. Fremont has more than Pueblo, but I cannot state just 
how much. El Paso County has not water to irrigate 10,000 acres of land. Douglas 
County is at a much greater altitude than any other county and has a greater rainfall, 
so that a great deal more laud can be cultivated in Douglas County in proportion to 
the permanent water than can be cultivated in any other of the counties I have men-
tioned. The water runs off very rapidly, but the soil is light and gravelly and retains 
the water. The particular points that I have referred to in regard to the improve-
ment of pasturage homesteads I think should be taken into consideration in any legis-
lation on that subject. 
My conclusion is that this is a non-agricultural country, and my judgment would be 
tbat Colorado and New Mexico are pa8toral and not agricultural countries. The best 
agncultuTal land we have is in the mountains, or rather at the foot of the mountains, 
between the elevation of 5,500 and 9,000 feet. The grasses at the foot of the mount-
ains are invariably better than they are further out on the prairie on account of tbe 
springs and great amount of rainfall. 
I think these pasturage lands ought to be sold by the government at a nominal 
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price, that is, at such a price 'as would insure their immediate sale and bring a reve-
nue to tho counties from them in the shape of t8xation. I think the laws ought to be 
so arranged as to protect the actual settlers on the courses of streams or in the mount-
ains. There are many places in the mountains where land can be cultivated without 
running water, for instance, on the slope of the mountains south of us. On the Ra-
ton Mountains there are many places where large amounts of oranges are raised with-
out irrigation. I would classify these lands and I would say that all lands above an 
elevation of 6,500 in Colorado should be treated as agricultural or timber land, and 
that should be reserved for the actual settlers at 160 acres each. I think the pre-emp-
tion and homestead law is good in that respect. Perhaps San Luis Valley should be 
an exception. It is a broad valley without timber, has good grass and very good pas-
turage land, but no better than the average pasturage land down here. The grasses 
that grow below an altitude of 7,000 feet ripen perfectly, and are much better winter 
feed than any grass that grows above that altitude, and when you get as high as 
9,000 feet the grass is only good for summer pasturage; that is, it will only fatten 
cattle in the summer-time; the ~rowth of grass is heavy and is good summer feed. 
I think that a system of triangulation surveys by which permanent monuments 
woulcl be established, so that all subdivision surveys should be connected with them, 
would be a check to some of the irregularities that are now found in the present sys-
tem of surveys. I think there can be some sort of permanent monument fixed at the 
intersection of each four townships. There are very few wooden monuments in the 
country that have been placed more than three years ago that can be found now. 
Stone or metal monuments are the only permanent things. 
I am in favor of the present rectangular system, and am inclined to believe that the 
location of mineral claims in regular tracts would be an improvement on the present 
method. I think it would be a convenience to miners to be able to make their appli-
cation for title direct through the local land office, and abolish these county recorders, 
and put it in the hands of the district land officers or their deputies. 
The principal objection to allowing the pasturage homestead to extend over the 
mountains is because there are large tracts in the mountains that ought not to be 
allowed to fall into the hands of monopolists. If the pasturage homesteads were ex-
tended into the mountains there would be a great temptation to procure timber land 
as pastoral land, and the consequence would be that large tracts of valuable timber 
land would be purchased by speculators for speculative purposes and the timber would 
be of no value to the settlers. 
I think that each deputy surveyor ought to use such a simple instrument as the 
aneroid barometer in his work, and I think it would be an excellent plan to have n, 
geologist for purposes of classification. 
There is one case in regard to the classification of mineral land where I think the 
settler is greatly wronged, and that is in the careless classification of mineral land 
whereby the settler is subjected to the expense (at this place it is $25 or $80) to prove 
the non-mineral character of land that is not actually worth that for any purpose. 
This might have been avoided by a proper classification by some competent person in 
the first place. The coal ·veins of Las Animas, Huerfano, and Fremont Counties are 
as clearly defined and as easily traced as the meanderings of the Arkansas l{iver, yet 
on the assumption that the coal land extendecl over those areas to the east of it., the 
General Land Office has made an order withdrawing some twenty-five or thirty town-
ships from entry as agricultural land till the non-mineral character of the land is 
proved. The consequence is that from $25 to $30 must be expended by each settler 
before he can file his declaratory statement and make his homestead entry. It is a 
great burden on the settler. 
I would like to state that the pasturage lands of Mr. Romero are at a less elevation 
by 3,000 feet than ours, and the pasturage lands are better. Spring opens about three 
months earlier than than it does 90 miles west of that at Los Vegas, and those three 
months are good grass months. 
Testimony of H. N . .Anns, Trinidad, Col. 
TRINIDAD, CoL., Septembe1· 6, 1879. 
H. N. ARMS made the following statement: 
I am a sheep-raiser in Colfax County, New Mexico, where I have lived for seven years. 
I own about 9,000 sheep, occupying about 8¼ miles. I have 600 acres running along the 
Reta del Waalno Creek, which controls the water. I do not think Messrs. Wight, 
Beattie, or Jones put the amount of laud necessary to sustain a sheep too high. Mr. 
Romero is a very intelligent gentleman, but he has peculiar ideas about miles. They 
are certainly not my ideas. I think the pasturage homestead a good thing if you 
make it large enough. I think 20,000 acres of pasturage land wonld equal 160 acres 
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of good agricultural land. I think the government ought to sell this land, protecting 
actual settlers. I think 10 cents would be a fair price for pasturage land per acre. 
My county is very well stocked. I run 5,000 of my sheep 100 miles below me to get 
grass. I have got water there. I have been very pleasantly situated myself, and my 
experience has been that we get along very nicely with the sheep and cattle together. 
The average price of Mexican sheep is about $1.50 apiece. My sheep are improved-
improved first with cotswold, and now I am improving by degrees with merino, and 
the result is a very good grade of fleece weighing nearly five pounds to the sheep. If 
we were allowed to own our land it would tend to greatly improve the quality of our 
stock, both cattle and sheep. The people have an unsettled feeling and I think the 
peace and prosperity of the country would be greatly increased if these land questions 
were settled. 
It takes from 3 to 5 acres to support one sheep. Three acres would be the minimum, 
and 5 acres would not be too high an average. The profit on 4,000 sheep is about $2,000 
per year-that is, for the wool-and the increase would be about $1,000 more. Wool 
for the last three or four years has been very low. There are expenses attending shear-
ing, lambing, and herding a band of 4,000 sheep, and the labor for a ranch, compared 
with that which a man bas with farming land, is not under, I think, 20,000 acres of 
arid land, is equivalent to about 160 acres of agricultural land. There is also a large 
additional expense for living here. The farmers in the States feed themselves, whereas 
here a man does not raise anything; he must go off and buy it. There are many ex-
penses here that do not exist in agricultural districts. The expenses of many men 
during the lambing time are very great. They have to have one man to every 100 
sheep. Our ranges are very often 30 or 40 miles from a post-office and we are deprived 
almost wholly of social and school privileges. -
Testirnony of Chm·les C. Baldwin, United States deputy mineral surveyor, Leadville, Colo. 
In the matter of "variation" connected with the United States mineral surveys, pro-
ducing confusion in lines and boundaries and resulting in litigation, I note a case in 
point. I have noticed in the last fifteen months, in the surveys of mineral claims in 
this district, great inaccuracies, viz, one case of many similar ones: two deputy sur-
veyors, in running the lines of two claims, parallel, made a difference of variation of 
some 40 minutes, resulting in a strip of land between the two claims of, say, 18 feet 
in width at one end and 1,800 feet in length, giving a capital opportunity for law-suits 
and depriving both of the adjoining claimants of a, portion of their-claims; and some-
times they lap over, and sometimes they leave this vacant-the strip. This results 
from the employment of incompetent men as deputy surveyors, men who do not know 
how to use the solar transit. The district land office at Leadville bas official record of 
several cases as above set out. Remedy: that in all mining districts a base or meridian 
line at least. one mile in length should be established from astronomical observation, 
and that all official surveys of mineral claims should be run from this point, using it for 
obtaining the true course of all side lines of mineral claims, and when mineral-claim 
surveys become extended over a large scope of country, to make secondary base lines 
from the first. I want to do away with connecting mineral claims with township or 
sectional corners, because our mineral-claim surveys are accurately made, and the rect-
angular system, as now made, is inaccurate. Under the present system of rectangular 
survey, in a few years e,11 corner stakes and marks soon disappear. 
Testimony of R. C. Beattie, Trinidad, Colo. 
TRINIDAD, COLO., September 6, 1879. 
R. C. BEATTIE, sheep-raiser, made the following statement: 
I have o'wned sheep in California and New Mexico. Mr. Goodwin and myself have 
between 1,100 and 1,200 bead of sheep. I think,judging from the ranges we have 
occupied, that it would take fully 3 acres to the sheep. I am not a cattle man, but I 
think it would take to one beef-that is, one beef would consume as much as 8 or 10 
sheep, and I think it would require in a range all of 3 acres to sustain a sheep. I do 
not believe that the grass is injured under sheep pasturage. I think there is a preju-
dice between cattle and sheep men, and I think it would be very much better if we 
were permittecl to buy our ranges. I think we could raise more and a better quality 
of sheep if we had our ranges to ourselves and fenced in ; it would increase the value 
of the land and herds. We would then breed differently. Instead of raising sheep 
with a clipping of lt to 2t pounds to the sheep, if we owned the land and controlled 
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it we would grow a sheep that would clip from 3½ to 5½ pounds. The disposition this 
year is to buy the improved merinos. There is a great demand for a better class of 
rams. I have had for sale here for three or four years a real breed of merino sheep, 
but it has been a struggle to introduce them. The objection bas usually been this: 
that merinos do not herd well with the native sheep, and that all eastern sheep have 
to undergo a process of acclimation that very frequently causes loss. In addition to 
this the merino sheep have not been accustomed to reaming or traveling for their food, 
and iu this high altitude it seems that in acclimating them they get a fever that is 
very fatal to a great many. I speak in reference to imported stock. 
I value the average herd here at $1.50 per head. I think, under a fencing system 
and owning their own land, that the value of the herd could be more than doubled. 
There is a demand now and sale for (principally this season) an improved heavy sheared, 
well-graded merino ewe. Parties are now unwilling to purchase the poor Mexican 
ewe. From the fact that you do not own your lands it makes an uncertainty in the 
business that is very hurtful to it. It is the bane of the business, and has greatly 
tended to retard the improvement of herds. Parties have no titles to their ranges, but 
hold them by common consent, and they are often in dispute. We find that it takes a 
large range, that we have to control a large amount of territory, to run from 10,000 
to 20,000 sheep. I have a range perhaps 4 miles one way by 7 miles another for 10,000 
or 11,000 sheep. I would buy this land if I could at the nominal price of 10 cents an 
acre. I think the pasturage homestead rule would be a good thing for the settlers 
and the government, if the stockmen were protected, by allowing them to purchase 
land to the extent of the stock he has on hand at the time of entry. I think it would 
be a fatal Qlow to the stock-growing interest of the country to restrict a man from 
getting hold of and controlling a sufficient quantity of land to grow and 1mstain the 
flock he has at the time of the passage of the act. I do not think New Mexico can 
ever be an agricultural country, and I have been over a very large portion of it. 
I think Mr. Romero's statement concerning irrigation is correct; I think New Mexico 
is not yet overstocked, but will sustain more and better stock. The greatest difficulty is 
the running over each other's ranges and thereby causing ill-feeling. If these questionR 
are not settled they will lead to serious difficulties and t.rouble. I am satisfied of one 
thing: that the homestead law that applies to the agricultural land of the public do-
main is wholly inapplicable here ; I think the other one would be better. 
This difficulty is frequently arising on our ranges : a man gets title to 160 acres of 
land where there is water for three months in the year, and this temporary water will 
enable them to ruin your range. We cannot claim that they are legally trespassing 
upon us, but they are in reality violating rules that we observe among one another-a 
sort of conventional rule among ourselves respecting each other's ranges. Owning 
this temporary wat~r they can come there with their stock and eat off the grass. I 
think that parties engaged in raising stock should have the privilege of getting hold 
of large tracts, not with the purpose of monopolizing the land, but for the purpose of 
getting title to it that they may protect their herds and have as much pasturage for 
them as they have now, when we have a tacit understanding that these ranges belong 
to us. 
I think the pasturage homestead in New Mexico ought to comprise 5,000 or 10,000 
acres, and the government ought to give that much to each settler. I do not think it 
would be a practicable financial proposition to fence this land ; we would have to de-
pend largely upon herding. I think there is a great deal of land in New Mexico that 
would hardly pay for fencing. This is one reason why, in the future, this land must of 
necessity be entered in large quantities. I see no reason why the law should not pro-
vide that herding would answer as well as fencing, because fencing will many times 
be impracticable. 
I wish to explain a former statement I made concerning my range and the number of 
sheep there. My range comprises about 28 square miles, or 16,000_ or 18,000 acres, but 
all our 11,000 sheep are not pastured there ; not more than half of t,hem are kept on 
this range; I do not think the range would support that many sheep ; the remainder 
of them are kept 15 or 20 miles from there. This, you see, would support my state-
ment that each sheep required about three acres of pasturage. 
Suggestions to the Pitblic Land Commission by Hon. -James B. Belford, M. C., Central City, 
Colo. 
CENTRAL CITY, COLO., August 18, 1679. 
DEAR Sm: I am in receipt of the letter issued by the Public Land Commission, of 
which you are a member and secretary, and in which you invite me to communicate 
to you any suggestions which I might desire to submit touching the proper method of 
disposing of the public lands. I am aware, and have been for a, long time, of the im-
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portauce and necessity of a radical change in the system governing both the location 
of claims upon the public lands and also in the manner of their disposition and sale. 
For a number of years the Land Department at Washington has admitted that the 
climatic and physical conditions attending that large body of land lying between the 
one hundredth meridian on the east and the Cascade Range and Sierra Nevada Mount-
ains on the west, and from the Mexican line on the south to the international boundary 
on the north, carried it out of the operations of the pre-emption and homestead laws. 
The attention of Congress, in at leaat three instances, has been called to the necessity 
of adopting a new system. Both the present Commissioner of the General Land Office 
and his predecessor have urged upon Congress the necessity of authorizing the imme-
diate offer for sale of that body of surveyed land lying west of the one hundredth me-
ridian, and the part remaining unsold to be subject to private entry at $1.25 per acre. 
Of course this would carry us one step in advance of the present position, but in my 
judgment it is of questionable expediency, for the reasons which I shall now proceed to 
enumerate. 
If these lands were agricultural or arable in character in the sense that the land 
lying between the eighty-first to the ninety-fifth degree of west longitude is, or if it 
could be made so by irrigation, we would still have to encounter the vital question 
which overshadows the whole subject, namely, from whence is the water supply to be 
derived, Irrigation is indispensable to production, except, possibly, in the immediate 
vicinity of some of the streams. I take it that the present water supply is not commen-
surate with the body of land to be watered, anll all such as cannot be watered must be 
taken out of the list of arable and placed in that of pastoral land. First, then, as to the 
disposition of the pastoral lands. Their value will depend upon the facilities for obtain-
ing a needed supply of water for stock, and also on the climatic conditions; and yet 
the policy suggested contemplates that all this land, without regard to its p:i;oximity 
to or its remoteness from water, shall be rated at the same price, namely, $1.25 per acre. 
It will be perceived that land which lies :five or ten miles distant from a stream or 
spring of water sufficient in volume for a herd of stock is to be sold or entered at the 
same price demanded for that on the border of the stream or spring. Such a system 
lacks both the elements of justice and equity. The same is true of land capable of 
irrigation, because its value will also largely depend on the expenditures required to 
subject it to water. 
But there is another objection which I have heard urged by men engaged in pas-
toral pursuits, which, if acted upon by them, will defeat the policy of sale. At pres-
ent their cattle roam over these sterile plains without cost to the owners for use or 
occupation. If they become vested wlth the title to the land it immediately becomes 
amenable to local taxation, and this they say will be a grave and serious burden to 
one owning a large herd and utilizing a large tract of country. So long as they can 
use the land without cost and free from local taxation they certainly will refrain from 
purchasing it. It occurs to me that a uniform rate per acre is neither wise nor just. 
Land on the banks of a stream is worth more than land away from it. Let the gov-
ernment fix a maximum rate, say $1.25 per acre, and then scale down the price as the 
land is near or remote from the facilities that can make it available for use or occupa-
tion. 
There is another phase of this question which reflection has led me to regard with 
favor. I mean the leasing of the public domain in tracts ranging from a thousand to 
ten thousand acres. Men who refuse to buy because of the burdens of local taxation 
would be willing to pay a nominal rental, say :five cents per acre. They would be will-
ing to do this for a number of reasons1 among which I enumerate the following: First, 
it would enable each man to protect his own range against the cattle of his neighbor ; 
second, it would terminate the hostilities which exist between the men who own cat-
tle and those who own sheep, for the owners of each, havin~ an interest in the soil, 
could legally protect it from the invasions of the other; third, having an interest in 
the soil, the proprietor would feel justified in entering upon improvements, if any could 
be made. 
This leasehold system, as you are aware, is not new. It has obtained in reference 
to the Crown lands in New South Wales since 1861, and in the Queensland colony 
since 1868. It may be said that such a system would work a complete innovation in 
the land policy of the United States. I concede this, and then answer that it is not 
the :first innovation. Originally the government regarded the public lands as a fund 
out of which it derived its revenues and as a means by which it met its necessary ex-
penses. This policy was abandoned and one looking to the securement of settlements 
on the public lands adopted. This change was evidenced by the inauguration of the 
pre-emption and homestead system. The Land Department at Washington now ad-
mits that the pre-emption and homestead system is no longer applicable to that large 
body of lanu lying west of the one-hundredth meridian. A change is admitted to be 
necessary. We are now forced to take a new departure, and it occurs to me that the 
leasehold plan is worthy of grave consideration. Rating the entire body of land at 
$1.25 per acre and fixing the rental at 5 cents per acre would give the government an 
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interest of 4 per cent. on every acre rented. This amount men desiring to occupy the 
land with their herds would be willing to pay for the security they would derive 
from their leasehold interest in the soil. Under this plan the government would 
derive a revenue, whereas at present it receives nothing. 
I now desire to call your attention to another matter which I deem worthy of pub-
lic consil1eration. In a report made by the Commissioner of the General Land Office 
to the Secretary of the Irtteriori November 1, 1876, the following language is used: 
"Under a system which would justify large expenditures and insure the utilization 
for purposes of irrigation of the whole volume of water reaching the valleys from the 
mountain streams, but a mere fraction of the whole great area could be made fit for 
tillage." It is admitted herein by the officers of the government charged with the cus-
tody and disposition of the property in question that there is no present supply of 
water adequate for the reclamation of these arid lands. Are they to remain forever a 
waste, Will the government undertake their reclamation¥ If so, what plan shall 
be adopted if I have heard a number suggested, and among them the donation of the 
alternate sactions of land to the individual or corporation that would subject them to 
irrigation. It occurs to me that the government might wisely appropriate at least 
half a million of dollars to be used in sinking artesian wells at various points in search 
of the needed water supply. If it can be demonstrated that water can be obtained in 
sufficient quantities by sinking these wells, you at once add immensely to the value 
of the land and establish the possibility of ultimate settlemtnt upon them. Here, 
then, are two prospective advantages immeasurable for good in their results and of 
incalculable effect on the destiny of this vast region of country. As the lancl is the 
property of the nation, its reclamation should be a matter of national concern. Could 
this land be made available for human habitation by the obtaining of water through 
the agencies I have named, no man could accurately predict the mighty and beneficent 
results that would be reached. 
The enterprise is in every way worthy of the favor of the government, and is the 
only method offered by the present for the making available for human habitation 
this great domain. The State cannot be expected to execute this undertaking for it 
is not the proprietor of the soil. If, however, Congress should treat these aricl lands 
as it treated the swamp and overflowed lands in 1850, donate them to the States in 
which they are found, we could then look to our local authorities to take some action 
of the nature above suggested. I am not hopeful of such action on the part of Con-
gress. And therefore presi:; the subject on your attention. In conclusion my sugges-
tions are : 1st. That if the land is to be sold it should be in tracts of from 160 to 
10,000 acres. 2d. That the maximum should fixed at $1.25 and the minimum at 10 
cents per acre, dependent on the location of the land with reference to water and the 
possibility of its irrigation by ditches. If leased, then it should be leased in tracts 
of from 1,000 to 20,000 acres at a nominal rental, and for at least a ten years' term. 
In either event whether sold or leased t_he government should appropriate half a 
million of dollars, if so much be necessary, to be expended under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Interior in sinking artesian wells at various points to the end that 
it may be demonstrated whether or not water can be obtained. 
I have reserved the other matters submitted in your letiter for a future time. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
JAMES B. BELFORD. 
Captain C. E. DUTTON, 
Secretary Public Land CommiBsion. 
TeBtimony of Dr. M. BeBhoar, Trinidad, Los A.nimaB, Colo. 
TRINIDAD, Los ANIMAS COUNTY, COLO., A.ugiiBt 30, 1879. 
Dr. M. BESHOAR made the following statement: 
The stock owners about here own large herds that sustain a number of p'::lrsons, 
and I think it would be well to sell the land in large bodies. · It is supposed under the 
homestead law that 160 acres of land will be sufficient for a farmer's family, but here 
the proprietor of one herd often supports twenty families. I believe really that the 
best policy would be to sell the land at a reduced fixed price without limit. My rea-
sons are : first, that the land is not as valuable as agricultural land, and therefore 
will not be taken up as agricultural land; second, that stockmen will not, at any 
price, be likely to buy more than they need at present or that they will probably need 
in the near future; and third, that if a stockman found that he had more land than 
he would probably require, rather than pay taxes upon a large body of land he would · 
sell it to other stockmen. The water rights are not all taken up in this county, and 
I do not see how the selling of the land in large bodies could affect the small owners 
w.nfavorably. 
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The average amount of grass necessary to fatten one beef fol' market would be 25 
acres, and I do not think this amount varies much from year to year. I am sure that 
an amount not exceeding one-fourth the value of cattle owned in the county is re-
turned for taxes, and of the cattle grazing in the county not one-half are given in. 
This is the same way with sheep, except there are not so many in the county not listed 
for taxation. 
I think it would be of vast advantage to the stockmen to have the land fenced, as 
it would give them an opportunity to improve their stock and protect their grass; 
and the sale of the land in large tracts would be of advantage, on the ground of 
making more taxable property. 
There are comparatively few agriculturists in this section of the country, and I do 
not think any person makes a living upon agriculture exclusively. Irrigation is car-
ried on to some extent, and it does not injure the land, but improves it from year to 
year. All the land that can be irrigated in the driest season of the year is now under 
irrigation, and unless the water was husbanded in reservoirs for the purpose the 
area could not be extended. 
There is trouble here between the sheep and cattl0 men. A great deal of animosity 
is developed, and frequently bloodshed and violence. The sheep injure the grass if 
kept on it long, and cattle do not graze well upon ground over which sheep have 
recently been grazed. When they tried to raise sheep and cattle on the same range 
here it failed. Most of the land in this region is arid, except the narrow valleys along 
the streams, which is irrigable agricnltural land. 
I think that 5 sheep to 25 acres or 5 sheep to 1 beef would be about a right propor-
tion; btit I do not think that allowance would improve with sheep on it, while with 
cattle it might improve some. Sheep are more destructive than cattle. 
Owing to the uncertainty of tenure there is trouble threatened all the time, and I 
think this land question ought to be settled as soon as possible. Stock raising now is 
a sort of battle. .For instance, the sheep men claim that it is public domain, the land 
of the government, and that they have the same right upon any portion of it as the 
cattle men have. A cattle man will select a range, and the sheep men will come along 
and say that they have a right to range their sheep there as it is public land, and very 
frequently they will take their herds in upon the ground of the cattle man. The 
result is, of course, violence, and murders are not infrequent, while much stock has 
been destroyed by these jealousies. The cattle men drive the sheep up together and 
then ride over them, killing many of them, and there results a sort of" shot-gun pol-
icy," which makes bad blood and disorder. Then many of the sheep have their throats 
cut. On one occasion as many as five or six hundred were thus killed. This is suf-
ficient to illustrate the bad feeling between the two classes. 
I tried farming on my place in this county, and I found I could bring things from 
Kansas, all expenses paid, for less than one-half of what I could raise them for. I 
kept account of my expellses and found this to be a fact. 
Testimony of J. L. Brush, cattle-raiser, (}reeley, Colo. 
J. L. Brush; resides at Greeley, Colo.; is the owner of a herd of cattle numbering 
nearly 4,000. He is of the opinion that it is unadvisible for the government to open 
the arid lands of Colorado to private entry in large tracts, or even in tracts of mod-
erate size capable of supporting small herds of cattle. If this were done the land 
would be purchased by numerous persons, whose only object in so doing would be to 
sell it to large capitalists and to owners of great herds if the price were low enough. 
Such persons would be the herdsmen employed by the great cattle owners, or other 
men hired by them to obtain titles to such tracts of land. If the price set by the 
government were too high it would not be sold, and the law would be practically in-
operative. If the price were low enongh to tempt purchasers those tracts which 
might be purchased by individuals in small holdings would quickly concentrate in the 
bands of large owners. 
As a general rule the large cattle owners would probably like to own the lands in 
very large tracts on which they would pasture their cattle. The small cattle owners 
cannot at present afford to own them. Whenever the government is ready to part 
title to its arid pastoral lands the large cattle owners will be the first who would seek 
to acquire it. And if they want it they will get it as soon as the government is ready 
to dispose of it. The effort to prevent them from monopolizing large tracts would be 
useless. Experience has already shown that the present homestead and pre-emption 
acts and the rules of the land office are no obstacle to them in acquiring large tracts 
of land along the courses of rivers. The ordinary price of $1.25 per acre is not too 
much for these lands, because by controlling the water-front they control also the 
land adjoining for an indefinite distance from the water. They obtain these lands by 
eausing their herdsmen to file upon them and take out patents, and they pay aU the 
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expenses and obtain from their herdsmen deeds of the land. Much false swearing of 
course is resorted to, but the pa.tents are obtained nevertheless. Small owners could 
not afford to buy land in a similar way, and hence the larger owner is the one who is 
most interested in acquiring the land. Opening the pasturage lands to private entry, 
therefore, would have the effect of concentrating them in the hands of a very few 
cattle kings. A limitation of the quantity to be sold to any one purchaser would 
amount to nothing, because the man who wanted to acquire an immense tract would 
simply get a sµfficiently large number of men to enter the land in their own names 
and sell out to him. Perjury would be no obstacle, any more than it bas already been 
to the acquisition of very long lines of river-front. 
I think the bringing of these lands into market at a low price would be disastrous 
to the cattle interests of Colorado, because it would tend to exterminate the smaller 
cattle owners. So long as the land is public land every man has an equal right to 
pasture his cattle on it, and the stronger cannot easily drive off the weaker, or at 
least they have not often attempted to do it. According to present customs and almost 
universal comity prevailing throughout the State, the larger owners as a rule do not 
prevent the smaller ones from watering their cattle at their river-fronts and water-
holes, and in the general "round-up" of cattle every man takes care to bring in every 
other man's oattle. The interests of the large and small owner are so intimately inter-
woven that the neglect of these customs and comities would be detrimental to both. 
It might perhaps be more detrimental to the smaller than to the larger owner, but it 
would be sufficiently so to the larger to keep him under a constant inducement to 
observe them. If, on the other hand, large cattle owners are to become also monopo-
lists of large tracts of land, all such community of interest ceases. The only interest 
of the monopolist would then ba to keep other people's cattle off his land, and his 
right to do so would then be perfect. , The result would be that cattle-raising would 
be almost if not quite impossible on a small scale. 
Under existing laws I am of the opinion that there is no greater teudency for the 
cattle interest to concentrate into the hands of a few cattle kinss than there is for any 
manufacturing business to concentrate into the hands of a few mdividuals. Undoubt-
edly the owner of a large herd can raise cattle at a smaller cost per head than the 
owner of a small herd. So can a large manufacturer produce, in the long run, somo-
what more cheaply the same kind of products than the small manufacturer can. That 
is a consequence of the natural laws which govern industry, and it is beyond the reach 
of legislation. 
Instances have occurred where, under the present system, small owners have been 
crowded out by larger ones. Some large owners are mean and avaricious enough to 
use the great resources which they undoubtedly possess to crowd out weaker men. 
They may instruct their herders to leave behind the cattle of their poorer neighbors 
in the general round-up. They may sometimes drive the cattle of the poorer men away 
from their rivers and water-holes, and by keeping them moving run them down in 
flesh, and may resort to many devices and tricks to injure them, and ultimately compel 
them to sell out or emigrate. But I believe such practices are not common, and when 
they do occur are injurious in the long run to those who resort to them. Although 
some men are driven out of the business and discouraged, there are plenty of others 
to take their places and begin the business as small owners. 
In answer to the inquiry whether the acquisition by cattle men of very large tracts 
of land along the water-fronts of streams has been injurious and oppressive to the 
people of the State, I should say in general that it has not often proved so hitherto. 
The owners of such tracts have not, as a rule, undertaken to avail themselves of their 
ownership of these long tracts to keep the cattle of other men away from water, though 
it is generally conceded that they have the right and power so to do if they choose. 
Possibly they may think it for their interest to do so at some future time; but when 
they do it will be time enough to take action in the matter. I am of the opinion that 
if such a difficulty ever occurs it could be reached about as well by State legislation 
as by national legislation. 
I do not think that the extension of the homestead principle to the occupation of 
pasturage lands would be beneficial. It would be open to objections tho same in kind, 
though perhaps less in degree, as those which I have stated would appertain to private 
entry or pre-emption. A person homesteading a tract of 1,000 or 2,000 or 3,000 acres 
of arid land might be a herder in the employ of a great cattle king, and fifty or more 
of such herders might homestead as many contiguous tracts, and for a nominal con-
sideration the cattle king would be enabled to occupy them as much and as exclu-
sively as if they were his own. The homestead privilege would rarely be availed of by 
any man for a bona-fide occupation for the purpose of acquiring a permanent residence, 
but if taken up at all it would be taken merely for the purpose of holding the land 
under a temporary possessory title in order to keep other people off from it and to se-
cure the benefits of such occupation exclusively to the greater 0attle owners. If any 
one were to take up such a homestead with bona-fide intentions, and for his own per-
sonal use, his situation would be an unfortunate one. I repeat here that the whole 
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pastoral industry of the State is conducted upon the assumption th.at the land is pub-
lic land and open to every man alike, whether rich or poor-whether he owns 5 head 
of cattle, or 500, or 50,000. Every man who pastures there cousiders it for his own in-
terest to take care of every other man's cattle, and this common care of each other's 
property is the life and soul of the entire industry. If that understanding were to be 
disregarded the whole pastoral system of the State would go to pieces. Now if a man 
homesteads a tract of two or three thousand acres he must fence it, to keep off other 
herds. His very object in homesteading it would be to keep every other man's cattle 
off from it. He thus puts himself outside of and in antagonism to the general comity 
and mutual help and co-operation, in conformity with which the entire pastoral in-
dustry of the State is conducted. He could not sustain himself in such an attitude. 
Nobody would bring in his cattle in the spring, nor would anybody permit his cattle 
to range with theirs. He must open his fences in winter to allow cattle to drift with 
the storms, and the result would be that he would lose them. 
I think the present condition of" affairs is better than any of the proposed changes. 
I believe that the poor man has a far better chance to make a start with· a few cows 
and gradually acquire a moderate herd, than he could possibly have if the land were 
allowed to pass into private ownership. As soon as the law opens the way the large 
owners will get it all and exterminate the small owners. We should then have the 
same state of the cattle industry as that which now prevails in Texas, where a very 
few men own all the pasturage land and where small owners are unknown. 
I wish to say that so far as my own interests are concerned there would be no injury 
done to me if the lands were open to entry. I am neither a very lar~e nor a small 
owner. I should at once buy every acre of land along the streams which I could lay 
bands on, unless the price were too high, and should secure the largest tract I could cover. 
The foregoing testimony was fully concurred in by Bruce P. Johnson, owner of 7,000 
cattle; O. P. Gale, owner of 1,000 cattle; H. W. Twombly, owner of 500 cattle; S. F. 
Whitney, owner of 350 cattle; -- Pinneo, owner of 300 cattle; George H. West,. 
owner of 2,000 cattle; all of Greeley, Colo. 
Testimony of William K. Burchinell, Leadville, Colo. 
LEADVILLE, CoLo., August 25, 1879. 
WILLIAM I{. BURCHINELL, receiver of the land office, made the following statement: 
Question. Mr. Burchinell, you have heard the opinions of your colleague as to the 
proportions of the various classes of land in this district; is that in accord with your 
views f-Answer. I think as a rough · estimate it is about right. I corroborate his 
statement. 
Q. Do you agree to his statement in regard to the agricultural lands; meaning thereby 
land capable of raising cereals f-A. I do. 
Q. The timber lands also f-A. Not altogether. 
Q. Please state any views you may have in regard to timber lands T-A. Well, the 
land in this district has only been subdivided into two classes, that is mineral and 
non-mineral, and there are very few- instances, in fact I cannot recall one within my 
knowledge since I have been in the office, where the whole tract was taken up for the 
purpose of securing the timber. Of course, a ranchman in locating his ranch desires 
to have some timber on it and will take some timber, while the maJor portion of the 
land will be prairie or plains, or whatever you may choose to call it. There was quite 
a great deal of this land, referred to by Judge Henry, in 1872. It was generally sup-
posed to have been a fraud perpetrated at the time of those entries, but of which we 
know nothing at all, as that was before our time. We came here, in this office (not in 
Leadville),in 1875. We have no personal knowledge of that at all, but since we have 
been in the office I do not think I have ever known the entry of a timber claim to be 
entered and " proved up." 
Q. What do you know in regard to the destruction of timber f-A. I know that 
there has been a great deal of useless destruction of timber all over the whole district, 
and it is something that requires vigorous legislation and lawa to prevent it, from the 
fact that miners are reckless with timber always. 
Q. Is there any effective restriction upon this destruction in this district ?-!A. There 
has never been any to effect anything. 
Q. It is, then, simply destroyed at the will of anybody, without benefiting the gov-
ernment f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What would be your recommendations in relation to timber lands, if any f-
A. I <lo not know that I have thought a great deal about it, and hence I have not arrived 
at any definite conclusion in regard to it. In Colorado, here at this high altitude, there 
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should bo some restrict.ion made to preserve the timber, at leastprevont the wholesale 
destruction of it, that is, cutting it a,ll down, from the fact that when the timber is 
once destroyed it will take a long time to grow up again. On the lower altitudes the 
trees will grow up in 50 or 60 years, but on the high altitudes it will take a thousand 
years, you might say, for the trees to arrive at the same dimensions, because it is above 
the line of humidity. If there could be any legislation or enforcement of any of the 
present laws to prevent this wholesale destruction I think it would be a very good 
idea,. 
Q. Is it not claimed that when timber is cut down it becomes the lawful property of 
the pers,on who cut it down 1-A. That is so. Mill men now claim that, under a late 
enactment allowing them. to cut timber for mining purposes, they are only acting un-
der the law in cutting off this timber, because it is mineral land, and there is no way 
of disposing of it, and they are entitled to use it so long as they do not tJ:1,ke it out of 
the district or transport it. 
Q. That it covers mineral land ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In your opinion the present laws are inoperative and cannot prevent this whole-
sale destruction f-A. Entirely so. 
Q. Are the register and receiver vested with any power to stop this destruction?-
A. None whatever now. 
Q. Are there any other officers in this district who are vested with power to do so?-
A. Under a late enactment there have been sent out from time to time special agents, 
under instructions from the Commissioner, to look after this matter. 
Q. Have they any power to check this destruction ?-A. They have not. They have 
instructions to see the parties who have trespassed, but they have no authority to make 
settlements. 
Q. That trespassing relates only to timber cut for transportation ?-A. Yes, sir; that 
is my understanding of the law. 
Q. You say that your understanding of the present timber laws is that the only tres-
passing that could be done upon the government is when the timber is cut off for the 
purpose of exportation or public sale?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You agree to the proportionate amount of pastoral land in your district as stated 
by your colleague, Judge Henryf-A. Yes; I think he is correct. 
Q. What is your opinion of the applicability of the present land laws to the dispo-
sition of these lands? If they are ineffective, state how.-A. Taking them as a whole 
I think in a district such as this, that has been settled for a number of years-upward 
of twenty-and where all of the most available as well as desirable lands have been 
taken up, that it would be to the interest of the government and to the interest of the 
citizens and residents of the district to give them a chance to buy all the land at private 
entry; that is, have it offered by proclamation of the President. The present pre-emp-
tion laws woulcl still be operative upon these lands, and when parties desired to take , 
larger tracts by paying the price they could do so. 
Q. State your reasons for that.-A. Here the streams have all been located on both 
sides. And there is a great deal of land that lies up back of the streams that might be 
sold if they were allowed to take large bodies of it, say one or two thousand acres. You 
ctml<l. then afford to go to the expense of going off a couple of miles and bringing in the 
water through a ditcn and irrigate all your land, while with only 160 acres of land you 
could not affor<l. to go off and make a ditch worth three orfour thousand dollars. I think 
a man ought ·to have as much as he wants, that he might irrigate it and make it pro-
ductive. 
Q. Could a man have a successful stock farm upon 160 acres of land ¥-A. Not in this 
district. 
Q. What, in your j udginent, would be the number of acres required to each head of 
beef'in this district?-A. I think that Judge Henry's estimate is low enough. There are 
a great many things to be taken into consideration. There are years when I believe 8 
acres would do, but when we had a hard, cold winter and dry summer I think it would 
make an ox very hungry; while if we had plenty of snow and a wet spring, then 8 or 10 
acres might do, but I think it would take more -than that. 
Q. Taking the average year, what would be the average amount of acreage required 
to ench head of beef f-A. I do not think I should set it at less than 12 acres. 
Q. Wouhl not the grass-bearing capacity of the land decrease year by year by pastur-
ingf-A. It does annually by tramping it out; at least I have beard our stockmen there 
in the park claim that it was gradually decreasing from that cause. 
Q. Should they not have an increase of acreage for each been-A. Undoubtedly. 
Q. Would you sell these lands at private entry without limiU-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What security would you then have against monopoly t-A. I think the previous 
entries would prevent that. 
Q. What chance would small men have to buy anything 1-A. The same chance that 
ho has now. We have some townships now in our district that are subject to private 
entry.Jand they are upon good available land; there don't seem to be any monopoly there, 
a.nd 1 don't think there is any particular danger of any one taking up or entering a 
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great deal of land in this district. These lands are of more advantage to the men that 
own the streams than they possibly can be to any one else. A man cannot afford to 
buy this arid land unless he can get to the stream. I have no fear whatever of a mo-
nopoly; I have not the least idea that there would be anything of the kind. 
Q. What, in your judgment, would be a fair price for this land, upon an average V-
A. Well, I would set the figures much lower than Judge Henry did. Our best lands 
along the streams have been disposed of for $1.25 per acre; the best of the land gen-
erally lies along the streams, from which they can cut hay that pays as well if not 
better than raising grain ; in fact, men have made more money on a range in a year 
thau many of the farmers in Pennsylvania have made in two raising grain. Then 
those lands that lie up back-thousands and thousands of acres of which is not .fit for 
anything in the world but stock ranches-they are too high for irrigation, and all 
they have to depend upon is snow and rain; for these lands I do not think we ought 
to ask more than fifty cents an acre. There has been more desirable land disposed of 
for less than that. 
Q. Where do those townships referred to in your previous answer lie V-A. They 
start from the Upper Platte River, running north 18 miles. They are all in Park 
County, and all subject to private entry, but the land cannot be used because there is 
no water. · 
Q. How many acres are there in South Park subject to private entry that have not 
been entered V-A. I should think that there are six townships, perhaps; there are 
8,000 acres in each township. I should say, then, 500,000 acres not taken in South 
Park, subject to private entry at $1.25 per acre. 
Q. And the fact that the streams have been taken up by settlers prevents the people 
from getting water upon them T-A. Yes, sir; that makes them entirely unavailable 
for anything. There are some too high, and there are others upon which the people 
back of them control the water, and hence cannot be irrigated. 
Q. In the humid region they suppose that 160 acres will support an ordinary family 
by the tillage of the soil. Can you tell me how many head of cattle would have to be 
kept upon a farm, the increase of which would entirely support an ordinary family 
here in this pasturage country, supposing you were to allow them to take a homestead 
upon this pasturage land and they depended upon the cattle alone Y How many cattle 
would it take to support an ordinarily economic family Y-A. Well, I think 100 head. 
Q. In your experience as receiver, what is the situation in regard to government 
stakes or corners Y-A. That it is a notorious fact that when any party wants to locate 
a ranch they have to employ a surveyor at considerable expense for a day or two to 
find any corners, and they will come nowheres near where they want to locate. They 
may have to go off miles then, without finding the corners sometimes, and at other 
times they are destroyed or have been moved out of place, or not preserved at all. 
Right here are townships that have been surveyed within one year, and it is almost 
impossible to find the corners now. The stakes are gone or were never there. I have 
never been there myself but I have heard so much complaint. 
Q. So that when a man has purchased a quarter section of public land he has yet got 
to make a survey independent of the government survey f-A. He bas. In fact we 
have always advised it for the sake of accuracy without that a man may go ahead, 
make his improvements, and after having done so he may have some one come along 
and tell him that it is not where he thought it was. It is better to make a little ex-
pense than make the changes afterwards. 
Q. You heard Judge Henry's statement as to the operation of the mineral laws in 
this district ; have you anything to say in relation thereto V-A. I have several ideas 
that I should like to advance. 
Q. Are you practically familiar with mining ¥-A. I am to a certain extent; that 
is, I have paid a gre~t deal of attention to mining. I have had a great many and been 
in a great many mines in comnany with men who were experts. 
Q. Are you familiar with mining litigation ¥-A. Yes, to a certain extent. 
Q. Can you state what, in your opinion, is applicable to the present niineral lands 
or mines in this district f-A. Well, I have a theory of my own, or at least I have 
always felt that our present mining laws were not calculated for our forms here; that 
the laws were enacted for fissure veins, while our forms, both on Mount Lincoln and 
Bross and over on this side, were entirely different from what was intended to be cov-
ered by that law of fissure veins. Our forms here, some of them, are veins, and some 
of them appear to me to be deposits. Our forms on Mount Lincoln I have always 
thought were deposits. 
Q. In what way would you think the laws were defective as to the forms in this dis-
trict T-A. Admitting that these forms are veins, they are usually near the horizontal; 
and when a man discovers one of these veins the mining law in t,bis count,y allows 
300 feet by 1,500 feet, and in Park County the same; and in Summit County it only 
allows 150 feet by 1,500 feet. I have always had an id,ea that in this whole district, 
while we have some veins-I think in the Mosquito district over in Summit-we do 
not really come under the :fissure-vein law; they are almost vertical, or departed so 
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little from the vertical as not to affect the general claims. My idea would be, that as 
the veins here are so nearly horizontal to make the side lines just as arbitrary as the 
end lines, increasing the quantity of the mining claims. 
Q. How big would you make them T-A. .I think the United States law makes 
them large enough-20fd\, acres. 
Q. That is a square location, is it T-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is, you would make the surface and lower boundaries coincident t-A. Yes. 
Q. Would you apply the same rule to the regular fissur-e veins t-A. I do not know 
any objection to it nor do I see any advantage. I do not know that the width would 
be any advantage, from the fact that these fissure veins seem to be almost vertical, and 
a surface grant is of no use. I speak of those that I have been in and know the dip 
of them, tbat is what I am judging from now. 
Q. Should the extreme width of any true mineral vein have any weight in deter-
mining the width of the claim t-A. No, not if yon stal't out upon this basis of 600 
feet by 1,500 feet. 
Q. For what reason would you assign these limits T-A. Just because it seems to me 
to be plenty, and then it is the present United States law. 
Q. Don't you think that if you were a prospector who wished to locate under that 
law you would rather turn your claim around and have 600 feet on the ends and 1,500 
feet on the dip t-A. That is very often done here. 
Q. Is it lawfully done f-A. Where it is done, then the side lines are supposed to be 
the end lines. 
Q. Is that supposed to be in accordance with the intention of the law T-A. I think 
it is generally. It just changes your location. 
Q. Is it, then, held here that the United States law, in using the words end and 
side, uses them in such a way that they can be reversed at the pleasure of the loca-
tor T-A. No, sir; but I do not really know where the decision comes from, whether 
it is from the courts or from the Cpmmissioner, where one has the misfortune to locate 
in that shape. I am not posted about it, but I think it came from some quarter. 
Q. What opportunity is there under the present law to put several claims upon each 
other f Is there anything to hinder a man from locating a claim over the top of 
another one f-A. No, not under the present law. 
Q. Is there anything to prevent a hundred ¥-A. No, sir, only the shot-guns. ' 
Q. Is there anything in the present law which requires a man, by affidavits or other-
wise, to prove that there is mineral upon the claim which he is seeking to enter under 
the mineral law, either placer or lode ¥-A. No; the section under which these loca-
tions are made takes it for granted that the discovery is made. There is nothing 
requiring or compelling him to do so. That is something that should be changed, 
something tbat should be required. There is another point. When deep mines are 
required, after discuvery there should be some time established for a mine's develop-
ment ; he sliould go on with his shaft and exercise some diligence; he should not be 
away one or t,wo years, and then come back and claim that shaft. I think there 
&houlcl be soruething established in regard to that by enactment. 
Q. Is it the acc~pted belief that'' jumpers," with the purpose of fraud, locate claims 
over and in the neighborhood of previous locations T-A.. It is a fact beyond a doubt. 
Q. Through this "jumping" is not a large expense entailed upon the original loca-
tors ¥-A. Always. 
Q. How f-A. Well, they start first, they commence sinking on the claim, and you have 
got to get rid of them either by an injunction, or by stopping them some way through the 
courts; that entails an expense; then it has a very material effect upon the property. 
A man has a sood claim, another man comes in and claims part of his lode; of course 
that affects his title and affects the value of the property. 
Q. Don't they keep standing armies T-A. Standing armies are required to guard the 
property, and that of course is a great expense. . 
Q. What is the loss to the real owner through deprivation of the use of his prop-
erty ,-A. That is an additional loss. For instance, where there has been an injunc-
tion granted to parties who afterward of course were proved to be "jumpers." 
Q. How long do they let them stay ?-A. That depends upon the length of time be-
fore the convening of the court. If it occurs prior to the ending of the court of course it 
does not work near as much hardship as if it occurs between the sessions of the court. 
Q. That injunction will practically stop the development of that mine until it is 
demonstrated that the "jumper's" claim and mine are the same thing ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is not the entry of a lode predicated upon the idea of the apex of the lode being 
embraced within the claim Y-A. Certainly. 
Q. Can you tell me what the apex of the lode is ¥-A. Here it is the highest point 
of the lode. We have such a heavy wash that the apex in some districts is never out 
of the surface. It is the point at which the lode comes nearest to the surface. 
Q. It is the highest point of outcrop f-A. We have no outcrop here scarcely. 
Q. Then you have no apex Y-A. It is a point that has not been decided yet. 
Q. Suppose a man locates a mineral claim over what seems to him to be the apex, 
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has it recorded, erects all his machinery, and commences to develop his mine. Another 
man comes along to another point a little higher than his ; is it not possible for 
him to inake a location and sweep the whole thing f-A. I do not know but what under 
the present land law it would be possible, but I take the ground that the first locator 
was the discoverer of the vein. 
Q. But if he fails to discover an apex, does that help him any f-A. That is a ques-
tion I am unable to decide. I claim that he has a right to go ahead. He is the origi-
nal discoverer of that mine and I do not think any one should be allowed to take it 
from him and I do not think they could go down into him. I do not claim that he could 
follow the mineral up, but I think he could follow it down. 
Q. Is that idea of yours based upon equity or the law ?-A. Well, I suppose it was 
on equity. It has always been my judgment. 
Q. You think that ought to be the rule f-A. Yes, sir. . 
(Mr. Britton here read the law on the point in question.) 
Q. In the cases of litigation which you have known, have or have not the legal at-
tacks upon original owners been made as to that part of the law which is baaed on the 
State laws f-A. In this immediate vicinity Y . 
Q. Anywhere?-A. No, I do not know that that has been the case here. There are 
so many conflicts in the location and in the surveys that where there are many suits 
now pending and adverses been filed they lap right over each other in every possible 
form. 
Q. So that there is a large amount of litigation which the original locator in that 
district is obliged to stand simply because the laws permit other claims to be surveyed 
over his surface ¥-A. Yes, sir; we have had as many as five adverses filed upon one 
application, and it is not uncommon at all to have two or three. 
Q. What is your opinion, Mr. Burchinell, as to the propriety of abolishing these local 
land recorders' offices and placing the whole thing with the United States Land Office 
in the matter of original location Y-A. I think that is one of the best ideas I have 
heard of in regard to revising the mining laws. 
Q. Can you state any of the disadvantages of the present system in a practical 
way f-A. Well, that matter was pretty thoroughly canvassed by the register. The 
locations and survey at present are recorded in the county recorder's office of the 
county in which the mine may be situated. The changes that then take place in the 
property transfers from one party to another necessitates the preparation of au elab-
orate abstract of title, and that abstract rests with the county recorder, who may or 
may not be an honest man. His records may be at the mercy of other parties so that 
they can be altered at any time, while if it was put in the hands of the Commissioner 
of the General Land Office through his subordinates, he would always have an accurate 
and correct record from the location and survey up to the patent on file in the General 
Land Office, and that would also be on file in the local land office, one operating as a 
check upon the other. Then it would be a great convenience for the miners from the 
fact that they always have to go to the land office in recording their claims, and they 
would have no necessity to goto the recorders at all. Quite a number of these abstracts 
.are made up from abstracts, often without even the seal of the county clerk. 
Q. Is the county clerk a bonded officer 'I-A. I think so; to a small amount. I do not 
know that I have heard what the bonded amount is. 
Q. Is there any check upon the fraudulent changing of these location notices in the 
county recorder's office except the honesty of the incumbent 'I-A. Not that I can see. 
The location certificate is made out by the party locating the mine. He goes to the 
county recorder's office and puts it on record; then it is returned to him. That is the 
only check. 
Q. You do not get the original, but simply a copy. Now, is there any check upon 
their furnishing you a fraudulent copy 'I-A. No, sir; none that I can see. 
Q. Then, aside from dishonesty in the matter of changing a certificate, is there any 
check upon the destruction of the certificate Y-A. No, sir. 
Q. Suppose, for instance, that your place of record was burne(l up, is there any 
means of reproducing the records 'I-A. None whatever, except from the certificates in 
the hands of individuals. 
Q. In such a case what is there to prevent a holder of a certificate from bringing a 
forged one in here 'I-A. There is nothing to prevent that at all. 
Q. Has there not been danger of something of the kind happening here Y-A. Some-
time during the month of July the frame building in which was the county recorder's 
office was set on fire. It was supposed to be set on fire by some one interested, for the 
purpose of destroying the records of Lake County. 
Q. If those records had been totally destroyed by that fire, would it not have been 
possible. then for dishonesty Y Claimants could then produce any certificates they 
pleased 'I-A. Yes, sir. It would have caused interminable trouble. 
Q. In the event of the local land office being destroyed by fire, there would be the 
records in Washington from which they could be reproduced Y-A. Yes, sir. It is cer-
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tainly a good idea, I think, to have the records in Washington and in the local land 
office. 
Q. Would it not be preferable to have all local regulations fixed by United States 
statutes instead of being left to the will of the mining district or legislative enact-
ment ?-A. Yes; I think it would. 
Q. Is there any good reason why mineral lands should not follow the general lal!l.d 
policy ¥-A. None that I know of . 
. Q. In your opinion, when au adverse claim is filed against a mineral application, 
would it not be more expeditious, as well as less expensive to the claimants, to let it 
take its couri-e in the land office, rather than to transfer it to the courts 1-A. I think 
it would be better to let it take its course through the United States office. 
Q. Well, then, generally speaking, would or would it not, in your opinion, be a pref-
erable policy to leave the mineral lands subject to some general policy of disposition, 
as all other land entries; that is to say, from beginning to end within the juisdiction 
of the United States office until patent shall issue V-A. Yes; I think it would be 
much better. 
Testimony of William N. Bye;rs, postmaster, Denve;r, Colo. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
POST OFFICE, DENYER, COLO., October 3, 1879. 
Public Larid Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: I had expected some questions from you orally when you were in Den-
ver, but there was manifested no desire to learri my opinions. At this late day I am 
in possession, from some unknown source, of a copy of your circular of questions, which 
I will endeavor to answer in their order: 
1. William N. Byers, Denver, Colo.; at present, postmaster. 
2. Ov-er twenty years. 
3. I pre-empted 160 acres of land near Denver, making my settlement in 1860 and 
perfecting title in 1864. Encountered no difficulty under the pre-emption law; was 
interested in establishing title in two instances under Indian reserve scrip with about 
the usual embarrassments that attend such locations. These are the extent of my 
acquisitions in agricultural lands. • 
4. I entered the service of the government in the survey of its public lands in 1851 
and followed that business energetically and almost exclusively until 1856, and oc-
casionally since. For three years was land attorney in contested cases in the ]and 
offices of Nebraska in its early history. Have spent over twenty-eight years on the 
frontier upon or surrounded by government land. 
5. Governed by the rules of the department. Twenty-five years ago a pre-emption 
title could be established, up to and including the register and receiver's certificate, in 
thirty days. Now six months are required. Many pre-emptors delay proving up as 
long as possible. Contested cases are decided quickly or protracted indefinitely, owing 
to the nature of the case, the interests involved, or the disposition of the contestants. 
6. There have been very grave abuses of the land laws, but I think the laws them-
selves are good enough for the purposes intended. Nearer compliance with their pro-
visiom, should be required. 
7. A reply would involve a very lengthy description, which seems to me unneces-
sary, since the records of the Land Department and the reports of government explorers 
and surveyors should give all the data desired, and much more to the point than any 
cursory answer possibly can. 
8. The paramount question is waterj it alone determines whether land is agricult-
ural, pastoral, or uninhabitable. Where water is sufficient to permit a fair percentage 
of agricultura.l area it should be held strictly to the provisions of the pre-emption and 
homestead laws. Where water is insufficient for agriculture it should be devoted to 
pastoral interests, and the water supply should be apportioned to the largest .reason-
able number of pastoral farms it can be made to supply. Hydrography has a much 
more important bearing upon the rul13 that may be established for the proper division 
and disposit.ion of such lands than bas geography; and it will be hard to apply an in-
flexible rule at all, since each arid section differs more or less in character or extent 
from almost every other. 
9. I consider the present rectangular sys~em the best for the survey of the publip 
lands. 
10. Two new features can be advantageously introduced for the disposal of the pub-
lic domain: 
First. For the arid pastoral lands of the plains above referred to, which should be 
disposed of in tracts of from 3~0 acres up to, say, io,ooo acres (approximately), care-
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fully restricting the water control, at graduated prices, upon something like the 
requirements of the pre-emption and timber-culture acts; requiring certain improve-
ments, coutinuous occupation, and, perhaps, the stocking with a certain number and 
grade of domestic animals, before title is perfected. 
Second. For the timber lands of mountainous districts, which may or may not be 
mineral, in small tracts, not exceeding say 160 acres, upon concl.itions resembling those 
of pre-emption or homestead laws, giving only ownership of the timber and a surface 
right of possession and occupancy; reserving all minerals and the right for all persons 
to explore for, mine, and remove such minerals, with right of way for persons, animals, 
vehicles, and machinery engaged in such work. Ownership by individuals is the only 
t,hing that will preserve the mountain forests. When so owned, and not before, the 
present timber will be protected, economized, and preserved and its reproduction en-
couraged. And this is perhaps the most vital question of all in the distant future of 
these Western States and Territories. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1 and 2. Best answered by the records of the Signal Service. 
3. I cannot well confine my answers to any section less than the State. Of that I 
should say less than one-half of one per cent. 
4. My guess would be 10 per cent; perhaps less, possibly something more. 
5. Wheat; oats, rye, barley, corn, hay, potatoes, melons, and all the vegetables adapted 
to this latitude. 
6. One hundred inches; that is a stream filling an aperture 10 inches square under a 
head of say 6 inches. I give this as an average; some land requiring less and .other 
land more. 
7. The natural streams of the country. 
8. The natural fertility of tlie soil does not seem to be materially impaired by culti-
vation so long as it is sufficiently irrigated. 
9. From most irrigating ditches the supply of water is entirely exhausted upon the 
land. Some return a small proportion to the parent or some other stream. There is 
no regulation compelling its return, and a ditch is seldom made larger than actually 
necessary to supply the demand upon it. In fact the variation is in most cases widely 
the other way. 
10. I think that east of the mountains one-half the natural water supply during the 
actual irrigating season is now used. Some streams are entirely exhausted, others one-
half, and yet others are hardly affected. I "guess" at the general average. 
11. Many neighborhood and personal conflicts, but none yet of very serious impor-
tance. 
12. All of the ''plains" that is not susceptible of agriculture, and most of the mount-
ains that are not covered with timber. The pasturage of the latter is limited in sea-
son in proportion to its altitude and consequent length and severity of the winter. 
13. Yes, as indicated in my answer to question 10, first series. 
14. Yes, as indicated inmy answer to question 10, first series. 
15. Varies greatly as between localities, and is furtner influenced by varying sea-
sons. Can be best answered by practical stockmen, who will incline to a very liberal 
allowance. 
16. That depends quite a~ much upon the grade of the cattle as it does upon the 
quality and size of the family, and gives scope for the wildest kind of speculative 
answers. 
11: The assessor's statistics will give the only basis for such calculation. 
18. The general opinion is that under cattle and horses it increases; that under sheep 
it diminishes, or, rather, that it becomes "weedy." I do not think there is much change 
either way. 
19. Very few have fenced; second, yes, if the fence incloses shelter, either natural 
or artificial. · 
20. Other care and treatment being the same, I do not think there would be any 
perceptible difference. 
21. Natural streams and springs, irrigating ditches, and occasionally artificial wells, 
from which water is raised by means of pumps driven by wind or otherwise, or drawn 
in buckets. 
22. Practical stockmen should answer this. 
23. A disputed point, but a majority I think claim that its growth is diminished by 
sheep pasturage. • 
24. Yes, though cattle prefer the absence of sheep to their company. 
25. Many; some serious, disastrous to property, and fatal to a nlilmber of sheep own-
ers, perhaps to others. 
26. Must again refer you to the assessor's statistics. 
2i. My opinions are fully, though briefly, set forth above. 
28. In some cases it it1 very difficult to find the corners; much of the surveying has 
been badly done. 
17 LC • 
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TIMBER. 
1. The plains have very little timber, not one-tenth of one per cent. The mountain 
regions are from one-third to oue-half covered, more or less densely, with pine, fir, 
spruce, and other timber of the same general character. 
2. There is but little timber-planting as yet-that little confined to cottonwood, 
maple, elm, ash, walnut, and perhaps a few other varieties. If sufficiently watered it 
grows very rapidly. 
3. Answered in my reply to question 10, fu·st series. My reasons are a belief that it 
is the only way to preserve the forests from needless waste and destructive :fires. . 
4. Yes, in price, according to quality and quantity of the timber; closely limiting 
the area, as before suggested. 
5. There seems generally a natural tendency to its reproduction, and usually in the 
same or a slightly varying character of timber growth. 
6. A majority through carelessness, a few maliciously, and occasionally by unavoid-
able accident. This is speaking generally, and has no references to the exceptionally 
numerous and extensive forest fires that have this year destroyed millions of acres of 
the best timber in Colorado, mainly started by Indians. I think more than half the 
timber in the State is now dead, killed by forest :fires. As a preventive measure sell 
the timber, as above snggested. That will not entirely stop forest :fires, but it will 
greatly diminish the number and limit their extent. 
7. There is a good deal of waste from these causes. The saw-mill manor tie-cutter, 
who first enters the forest, cuts only the best. He is careless in felling his trees, and 
destroys many needlessly. He takes only one or two lengths from trees that would 
give two or three-the second or third being not quite so good, having knots, branches, 
or some other defect. The upper trunk and all the branches and top are left upon the 
ground to rot, or, more likely, to furnish food for forest · :fire. But the waste by chop-
pers is a mere drop in the bucket compared to the destruction by :fire. My remedy 
would be, sell the timber and surface-right as before suggested. Compel the mill-man 
or tie-cutter to purchase and pay for the land before he begins work. Then he will have 
an interest in working up the entire tree and in preserving the shrubs and young trees. 
8. "First come, first served;" and he takes his choice, cuts, slashes, and (too often) 
burns at will. 
9. Yes. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Have had but little experience, and that only in developing and proving up title 
to lode claims. 
2. Should be more definite. 
3. The "overlap" principle is very wrong and mischievous. Only one party can 
have the best right, and that point should be settled before patent is made. The gov-
ernment should not sell a piece of ground twice. . 
4. The highest point at which it approaches or reaches the natural surface of the 
ground. The angle or "dip" cannot always be determined certainly from the surface 
indications, or the incline of the "apex," though it can be judged pretty nearly in most 
cases. The angle or "dip" is liable to change. 
5. Generally speaking, yes, if he takes proper care in defining his location, but dis-
coverers are usually careless, and exactness is neglected until the property becomes 
valuable. 
6. Yes, from failure by impossibility or neglect to do so. 
7. Not personally, but it is so claimed. 
8. Cannot answer from my own knowledge. 
9. Yes. 
10. Yes. 
11. No doubt such locations are often made for the sole purpose of embarrassing the 
actual claimants of mineral lodes. 
12. It is charged, and I believe that such things are done, but I cannot from my own 
personal knowledge give instances. 
13. Yes. It is a common saying that whenever a mine is determined to be of value 
it is sure to be attacked by litigation affecting the title, and very often it is founded 
upon the " dip " or departure of the lode beyond side lines of the surface location. 
14. I think more surface should be given in order to diminish the probability of the 
lode passing outside of the survey lines. Then I think the spirit of the provision 
allowing the owner to follow his lode should be retained. But there should be careful 
distinction between mineral lodes and mineral beds. Locations upon the latter should 
be rigidly restricted to location lines, side and end. 
15. Yes; in the early days of this country officers elected were generally a recorder, 
a judge, and a sheriff. Record books were provided, in which all mining claims had 
to be recorded. 
16. In early days it was don~ by digging a hole to show work, and by planting a 
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stake or blazing a tree, upon which was written the name of claimant, date, and 
description of claim. It could be amended afterward by changing these marks, pro-
vided so doing did not interfere with other claim or claims. .A record had to be made 
of such location. .At present claim-making has to accord with United States and State 
laws. 
18. No. 
19. Yes; and should be by all means. 
20. Yes, in so far as title is concerned, but there must be a ready, effective, and 
immediate recourse for the working of the mine and disposition of its product. 
21. My ideas are given above. I consider the salient features of the mining laws to 
be correct; only stop the" overlap," increase the surface area where practicable, and 
remove the possibility of claiming a " bed" as a "lode." 
22. Yes. My idea would be two -0r three years. 
PLACER CLAIMS, 
~- Oniy in a general way, as indica,i,ed abo-V-6, . 
3. I think the records of the land department will answer this question best in so 
far as it refers to a patented title. A polisessory title is instantaneous upon the plant-
ing of a stake and writing a name atl.d date upon it, but it is liable to forfeiture if not 
followed up by development in accordance with United States mining laws-i. e., by 
an expenditure in labor of $10 per year upon each 100 feet. 
4. Can give nothing that would be of value. 
5. In their operation very defective, or rather very greatly abused in practice. 
6. "Placer locations'' are made to cover various kinds of fraud ; located for town-
sites; to cover lod.es and mineral beds in place. From my observation I should judge 
that ver.y little evidence of title or requirement as to improvement is necessary. 'ritles 
seem to b~ !L'0adily and quickly obtained, and great blocks of ground are taken up as 
pla:C'er -claims and consolidated into tracts of (supposed) real estate with remarkable 
facility. 
7. I have observed ground which was said to be taken and held and entered as placer 
claims upon which I do not believe a cubic yard of earth was ever washed, or that it 
was the intention of the claimants to even" prospect" it, much less work it for gold. 
It probably contains some gold, but not enough to pay for working, and the ground is 
taken up simply and solely for speculative purposes. 
8. Only that it is a frequent assertion and occasional boast that lodes have been 
secured by placer locations. 
9. There are placer lands unworked because their outlet is controlled by other than 
their owners, but whether such obstructive titles are based upon non-mineral locations 
or not I am unable to say. I think much placer ground has been taken up as agricult-
ural land. 
Yours, respectfully. 
WM. N. BYERS. 
Suggestions to the Public Land Cornniission by Fmncis M. Case, Denver, Colo., relative to 
irrigation and surveys of public lands. 
DENVER, COLO., August 25, 1879. 
DEAR Sm: I am in receipt of your circular letter inviting me to make any sugges• 
tions that occur to me pertaining to matters to be inquired into by your Comtnission, 
and have also received a copy of the report of Hon. J. W. Powell, of your Commission, 
With your permission I will make some suggestions pertaining to the practicability 
of abolishing the present sectional system of surveys and substituting therefor a sys-
tem of surveys conforming to the contour of the ground, dividing the arid public 
lands into farms, &c. 
I had the honor to be the first surveyor-general of this district, and as such the first 
surveys were made under my supervision. Upon arriving here my attention was early 
called by the custom of the country to the fact that a different rule ought to obtain as 
to the surveys of irrigable lands, or rather the lands adjoining the living streams of 
water. The custom in "taking up claims" upon such streams was to take half a mile of 
water-front, running back at right angles with the general course of the stream far 
enough to make 160 acres. These "claims" were taken up on each side of the streams. 
The most practicable way I could see to secure the water-fronts to the settlers, with-
out breaking over the established usage in the government surveys, was to have such 
streams declared navigable, so that the streams themselves should become boundary 
lines; and before commencing the surveys I laid the matter before the then Com-
missioner of the General Land Office, Hon. J.M. Edmunds; but it was not thought 
advisable to declare any of the streams of Colorado navigable. 
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If some such system as that suggested by Mr. Powell could have been inaugurated 
here then, instead of the present su bdivisioual plan, it might have been better adapted 
to the wants of the settlers; but for the unsurveyed lands in thiS' district at this time 
I would not recommend any change in the system of surveys. 
There is an objection to the plan of Mr. Powell of surveying these arid lands into 
farms or estates according to the contour of the ground, as it seems to me, and that is 
the difficulty in preserving the farms or estates intact for more than one generation, 
under our laws of descent and distribution. If the old law of descent to the eldest 
son obtained here, such a system would be more practical, as it seems to me. 
The present system of surveys into sections is not perfect, but it is a better one than 
I could suggest, and has been established so long it were a pity to change it. The sys-
tem facilitates the <lescriptious of real estate, and makes it possible for a man who is 
not a lawyer to make a conveyance of real estate, and makes it possiule for a man who 
is not a surveyor to find the boundaries of a tract of land, if the land has beeu properly 
surveyed in the first instance. 
The sug-gestions of Mr. Powell in reference to the necessity of co-operative labor and 
capital for the proper development of and successful irrigat ion of large tracts adjoining 
the large streams are good. My own sugge;,tion in the matter would be that each 
State in which the arid lands occur is better qualified to make the necessary rules for 
developing tihese lands than the general government is; that these lands should be 
donated to the State, to be graded in price, or donated in part to ai<l in the construc-
tion of large ditches and reservoirs, and sold or leased in such quantities ~md upou 
such terms as shall be deemed best for the settlers and the State. 
Pardon me for trespassing thus long on your time and attention, all(l believe me, 
Very truly, your obedient servant, 
FRANCIS M. CASE. 
Ca,pt. C. E. DUTTON, 
Secreta111 United States Land Commission. 
Testirnony of Louis Dugal, register United States Land Office, and S. T. Thompson, re-
ceii,m· United States Land Office, Denver, Colo., relative to Public Land and Mineral L~ . 
DENVER, COLO., .Aiigiist 28, 1879. 
LOUIS DUGAL, register of land office, Denver, Colo., since 1869: 
I think that the forms now in use in the district land offices, used by claimants under 
pre-emption, homestead, and other laws, should be reduced in number, and the entire 
method of entries of public fands be simplified. 
The law of March 3, 1879, requiring notice to be posted and published by claimants 
for public lands, who desire to prove up, should be abolished. The assumed preven-
tion of fraud by this notice does not justify the large expenses and delay frequently 
imposed upon the actual settler. If there is a fraud committed by the entry, let the 
courts take cognizance. In forms for pre-emption and homestead, proof on final pay-
ment, or proof is found on affidavit as to the non-mineral character of lands. So the pres-
ent separate non-mineral affidavit is not necessary. The :final proof, in all cases, should 
be printed in one form, on one sheet of paper. In homestead and timber culture one 
application only is permitted, and when the lands so entered are abandoned by reason 
of lack of water, aridness, or from any of numerous causes, most of them not within the 
control of the settler, the department holds that this is final, and be cannot file another 
application. This should be altered so as to permit the :filing of more than one such 
claim by a settler after abandonment of bis first. The government loses nothing by a 
settler filing more than one applicai.tion for lands, because the land has been improved, 
fences put up, house and buildings perhaps, and a farm marked out. The settlers 
who abandon those entries in most cases move on to unoccupied lands, and thus make 
another farm and pioneer the country. This should also be the rule in pre-emptions. 
It was the rule as to declaratory statements prior to the adoption of the Revised Stat-
utes, 1874. 
In the practice of relinquishment of homestead, pre-emption, and timber culture, 
now the local land officers report cases for cancellation to the Commissioner of the Gene-
ral Land Office, anu await returns therefrom. Second claims cannot be initiated on 
said lands, homestead or timber culture, until cancellation is authorized by General 
Land Office, and local land officers ordered to mark the tracts on the charts as restored. 
This is an evil of great consequence to many honest and deserving settlers, who, pur-
chasing by quit-clu.im deed the improvements of the person abandoning or cancelling 
l.is filing, are liable to be depriveu of their equity and rights by some outside non-oc-
c i1 pying person, who, nnder the ruling of foe department, first finding out that the 
loL· al officers have received orders to cancel, goes to the land office a,nd files a claim 
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(which the department sustains) to said land, and forces the actual settler in posses-
sion of the land, the purchaser of the possessory title from the cancellor or person 
abandoning, to leav~ it, causing him great pecuniary loss. This because of the ruling 
that titfo cannot initiate until the lands are ordered restored by the department and 
letter containing such order is received by the local officers. This information has fre-
quently reached designing persons in Colorado from Washington before the local land 
officers received it, and said persons filed claims and retained said land against the 
equitable occupying and possessory owner. Proof of cancellation and abandonment 
being taken by the register and receiver, if there be any fraud it lies in the proof so 
taken, and the act of sending it to the department at Washington does not make it any 
the less a fraud; so, then, the department in approving this proof of abandonment and 
cancellation does it with eyes closed to the truth of the proof ; and when cancelling and 
ordering restoration are as much in the dark as ever. The department when sending 
the order for cancellation to the local land office does not order who shall go upon the 
land, but by the rule above cited frequently permits the person least authorized to en-
ter upon, file upon, and hold said land. 
I have never known the department in all my experience to refuse to cancel an entry 
for abandonment recommended by the register and receiver; so the present practice 
of sending to Washington is solely for the plll'pose of keeping the duplicate township 
plats or records in order and to keep the lands clear of disputants. If, then, the local 
officers do it all but ordering restoration, why not to save time (for it requires on 
ex parte evidence in case of complaint now not less than six months to clear the landi 
and then the :first legal applicant is entitled to it whether he have the possessory right 
or not, and in case of a plain relinquishment six weeks to two months are now re-
quired) let the register and receiver take the proof, alter their plats, permit the offered 
legal filing, and send the proof to the department, so that the records can be altered 
and amended, and thus save time, litigation, and in many cases grievous wrong f 
Some rule of law should be made to give registers and receivers the right to subpama 
witnesses in land matters and to perpetuate testimony, either by direct issue or by the 
right to apply for subpama to the clerk of the United States district court ; or either 
the register or receiver, to expedite business and owing to distance of office from 
United States court, should be appointed deput,y clerk for this purpose. Frequently 
on trials in land office meritorious claimants are defeated and deprived of their rights 
through the fact that a.t present registers and receivers have no way to bring in wit-
nesses or to perpetuate testimony. 
The absurdity of compelling witnesses in pre-emption proofs to swear to what they 
do not know, as, for instance, "the claimau-t's nativity," is apparent on 1·eading, and 
the number of forms used in this proof should be diminished by consolidating all on one 
sheet of paper. 'l'he present system of proof is cumbersome and costly to the claimants. 
The present pre-emption regulations require that claimants shall swear that "neither 
am I seeking to acquire title to this tract of land with a view to sell the same on 11pecu-
lation." Just before he swears under the law that he has not conveyed or made bar-
gain to convey said land to any person or persons. The above set out regulation, that 
he does not intend to sell said land, should be set a.side, because it exacts of claimants 
that which the law did not intend. Who ever heard of a land owner not selling his land 
when an opportunity offered Y And the claimant shoul<l. have the law read to him, and 
tht>n be asked, Have you complied with the requirements of the lawY Answering yes, 
and swearing to the same, he should be permitted to make entry. 
There should be some method adopted in the General Land Office whereby the de-
cisions of the Commissioner, in cases coming up, may he sent out in printed form imrnedi-
ately upon being rendered to all district land officers, thus giving uniformity to 
rulings in all district affairs: and preventing the present mixed manner of ruling by dis-
trict officers, and preventing expense to parties litigant. (See system at present in vogue 
in Adjutant-General's department, United States Army, of promulgating orders.) 
My judgment is that the arid and pasturage lands should be segregated and donated 
to the States. A.11 unoccupied or reserved surveyed lands of the United States here-
after shall be subject to homestead, pre-emption, and timber-culture claims under ex-
isting laws. When present unsurveyed lands are surveyed and brought under the land 
system of the United States parties occupying the same should have six months within 
which to come to the district land office and file. That after the expiration of said 
six months all lands should be subject to private entry at $1.25 per acre, in unlimited 
quantities. If not sold after being offered at $1.25 per acre within one year, the price 
of the said land shall be $1 per acie, and so on each year reducing the price until it 
reaches 25 cents per acre; then to 10 cents per acre, and then to 5 cents, which is one 
cent over the estimated cost of surveying the public lands of the United States. That 
all pre-emption locators shall have one year.in which to make payment for their lands. 
}'ailing to do this, the land to be subject to private sale under the graduated system 
above proposed. In case of homestead and timber-culture settlers, they to come to the 
district land office each year and make proof of residence on and use of the land, as 
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required under the several laws, or occupancy by herds as pasturage lands. Failing in 
this the lands to be sold under the graduated system above proposed. 
I favor square location in minern.l and lode claims, with side and end lines. To save 
litigation I favor the abolishment of recorders under State laws in mining districts, and 
favor the transfer of :filing c1aims for mines to the United States register and receiver 
of land districts, becaust; the United States should hold on to all its lands until patents 
issue. 
The township and section corners of the present system of land surveys are not per-
manent and cause trouble and expense to settlers to :find their lands, they frequently 
having to hire civil engineers to :find their lands. 
I favor the rnteution of the present system of rectangular surveys, provided it is ac-
curately carried out and the method of the survey improved. All the lands depending 
upon irrigation in this district are taken up. 
TIMBER LAND!3, 
The cutting of timber on the public larnfo should be regulated by law. The lands 
should be sold at private sale or entry at $1.25 per acre, and there should be a restric-
tion in the law opening them up to private entry that no tree under 8 inches, as an 
illustration, should be cut down. Self-interest in purchasers will sufficiently prevent 
other waste. 
The destruction and waste of timber on the public lands are at present serious and 
wasteful, should be stopped at once, and if the present laws continue, new penalties 
should be enacted, and the authority under it to repress waste, &c., be given to the 
registers and receivers of district land offices within their respective districts. Being 
already officers, tbe new duties being in the line of their present duties will be most 
cheaply and efficiently administered. 
As an i11ustration of the extent of the arid lands in this district, I take the county 
of Arapahoe; it is 5 by 27 townships in area, containing 135 townships, 6 miles square, 
ancl embraces 4,860 square miles, out of which say 170 square miles might be made 
cultivable lands by irrigation, but at present not more than 50 squa.re miles are set-
tled and actually cultivated; also the county of Weld, also in this district, as an 
illustration of aridity of the lands herein. It is 11-½ by 27 townships in area--contain-
ing 297 townships, 6 miles square-counting fractional townships. It is 10,692 square 
miles in area, out of which about 700 square miles might be irrigafod and made culti-
vable, lying below Arapahoe County. If Arapahoe County takes from thfl Platte 
River water to irrigate its irrigable 140 square miles of irrigable land, Weld County 
would suffer for want of water (as the river runs through Arapahoe and Weld) and 
Wold could not irrigate to exceed 100 square miles of cultivable lands. 1'hree-
ninths of our lands are arid or pasturage lands. The water fronts of streams are all 
taken up in irrigable sections in this district, and the supply of water very limited. 
AUGUST 28, 1879. 
Samuel T. Thompson, receiver of the land office, Denver, Colo., since March, 1875, 
heard the above read and fully indorsed the same. 
Tesf;imony of A. M. Pahringer, stock-grower, Watkins, Colo., relative to public lands. 
A. M. FAHRINGER resides at Watkins, Colo.; has been engaged in sheep raising for 
four years, but has recently sold out and invested in cattle. The country where he 
resides is all suited for pastoral purposes, and believes that a large area of nearly a, 
million acres could be made arable by diverting the waters of the Platte in winter 
and spring and forming large reservoirs. He believes that the pasturage lands might 
properly be thrown open to private entry and that the amount to each purchaser 
should be limited, though he has no opinion as to the amount of acreage to which it 
should be limited. The homestead principle applied to large tracts he thinks would 
also be beneficial. Many poor men who would like to raise cattle would thus be pro-
vided for, whereas if they were required to purchase outright the expense might be 
beyond their means. He believes generally that the public welfare would be best pro-
moted by some system of laws by which the government title to lands could be trans-
ferred to indiviiluals in the largest number of holdings, bnt has not given the matter 
sufficient consideration to enable him t9 suggest any detailed plan for accomplishing 
this. 
About 4 to 6 acres are required to support a head of stock in his vicinity. The 
growth of grass has not diminished, Many cattle men fence their ranges, but many 
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more do not. The land along the streams in his vicinity has been chiefly taken up. 
He himself has taken up three 160-acre tracts under pre-emption, homestead, and tim-
ber-culture laws. The several tracts sometimes form a continuous line, sometimes an L. 
Water-boles are frequently located in 40-acre tracts surrounding them. The general 
policy of locators is to gain control' of as much water front as possible, because they 
gain thereby control of an indefinite extent of land around the water. 
Testimony of M. H. Fitch, receii•er land office, Pueblo, Colo., relative to public-land claims 
surveys, pastoral and timber lands. 
AUGUST 29, 1879. 
M. H. FITCH, receiver land office, Pueblo, Colo., receiver for three and one-half 
;years: 
I think the present system of filing or entering on lands is incumbered with too 
much form; many of the papers now used could be dispensed with with profit to the 
government and the claimants. I think that all the papers used in homestead and 
pre-emption entries could be condensed on one sheet of paper. The notice of inten-
tion to prove up now required to be posted and published should be abolished; it 
is burdensome and expensive to the claima,nt. 
The cancellation or abandonment of homesteads either by relinquishment or aban-
donment on proof should be dQne by the local officers. They now initiate abandon-
ment and cancellation and receive the papers, why not let the register and receiver 
permit at once, after relinquishment is made or abandonment is proved, the "legal 
settler" to file at once. Certainly the purpose of keeping a check on the district 
officers can be as easily done by thiJ, method, and letting the register and receiver 
report the abandonments and relinquishments at once to the department. Injustice is 
frequently done worthy settlers under the iniquities practiced under this rule-all this to 
be subject of course to appeal. 
The present rectangular system of surveys of the public lands should be continued, 
provided the present method of surveys can be improved. Settlers complain of the 
absence of corners, and inegularities. The earlier survey stakes were made with cot-
ton wood posts and lasted about 3 years; now they use willow or stone. Willow lasts 
less time than the cottonwood. Some method should be devised for metallic or other 
permanent posts to mark township corners, say in the center of a group of four town-
ships. At present settlers are frequently compelled to employ at large expense sur-
veyors to go to their claims and find their exact location; nearly always have to do 
this. The survey corners or mounds of stone with pits can hardly ever be found now 
in many townships. 
Under the present system of surveying the deputy surveyors mark much land min-
eral on the plats which is not mineral, and no reason for it except that it lies in the 
mineral belt of a region. The agricultural claimants are put to great expense in show-
ing the non-mineral character of the lands. 
Registers and x;eceivers in contests should have the right to subpama witnesses and 
perpetuate testimony. There should be some method whereby registers and receivers 
at district offices should by circular all be notified at once of decisions in land cases 
of general importance. Files of these decisions being kept uniform rulings could be 
made and many litigations be prevented. 
In 1876 this office sent up the affidavits of 27 settlers in said township showing that 
lands in township 29 south, 68 west, were non-mineral, and they have never been 
heard from since. In the mean time they have each been compelled to make proof of 
non-mineral character of land at a cost of say $20 each. 
There are about 15,000,000 acres in this land district. l!,ive hundred thousand acres of 
the lands in this district can be irrigated, provided the lands could be bought in large 
tracts so that aggregated capital can build canals and ditches. All the rest are arid 
lands, with good grass in the mountains, with occasional water-holes. It requires about 
25 acres of pasturage lands in this district to feed a beef for market. I have a tract of 
400 acres fenced, along the river Arkansas, and this season it would not support 16 head 
of cattle through the summer. The year around cattle do not do well under fence. 
Fourteen million acres of the lands in this district can be called arid and pasturage. 
I recommend that the pasturage lands be subjected to private sale at $1.25 per acre, 
with a graduated price, running down each year until it reaches 5 cents per acre. Some 
of this land will sell for $1.25 per acre. Some will not sell at all. I believe the land 
bhould be sold so that the present occupants should be preferred, and the privilege of 
buying be given them in proportion to their stock. Very little t,imber la.nd in this dis-
trict. There have been about 20 entries under the timber-culture act. Cottonwood are 
planted; a goou tree; grows in five years, say, 9 inches. 
Timber lands are being devastated in the mountains, and should be protected, and 
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the register and receiver should be given authority under the law to protect the timber 
in their respective districts. I think the timber lands should be reserved for the use of 
the actual settlers in the State. 
In the matter of the Los Animas grant south of the Arkansas River, the original gi·ant 
from the Mexican Government was about 4,000,000 acres, and the grantees of the original 
grantors only had a small portion of their claims confirmed to them by the United States 
Government. This left the title of the balance of this grant in the United States Gov-
ernment. The derivative claimants got about 98,000 acres. All of it; is subdivided. 
There are now about six or seven townships or parts of townships yet not open to settle-
ment. These townships are now filled with settlers with permanent homes, who desire 
to get titles to their lands. These lands should be at once opened to these settlers. 
The case of Mrs. Hicklin is in point. She had a tract of 5,000 acres of land in this grant. 
awarded her. On account of the patent not being issued, jumpers went on the land and 
have made settlement. One of her sons was killed and the other badly wounded and 
made an invalid by one of thetoe jumpers shooting them. This all results from non-issue 
of patent in her case, which makes people believe that her title is not good and they try 
to take possession of her lands. The money for the survey of her tra,ct she deposited 
with the surveyor-general, where it now is. 
It now takes, under the pre-emption and homestead laws, an average of one year to 
get a patent. I know of cases entered in 1872 and 1873 and 1874 where the patents arc 
not yet issued. This should be remedied. · 
Fort Reynolds reservation in this district, 20 miles east of this city, has been turned 
over by the War Department to the Interior Department, and now awaits an appro-
priation for paying expenses of sale. There are about 1&,000acres of the best land in this 
State in this tract. It should be at once opened for settlement. Three years ago this 
office called attention to this. 
I think that the mining recorder of mining districts should be abolished under State 
law and the filings of claims should be made first in the United States district land 
offices. Why should not the government in mineral lands as in other classes keep the 
titles until patents issue? 
I think that coal-land tracts in this district should be reduced to half the size at 
present, or bring it under the mineral laws the same as lode claims, which should be 
square locations. There are more coal lands and better coal in this district thanin all 
the rest of the State. There are about 25,000 acres, and 20,000,at Canyon City, and the 
price is too high. A settler now muat take 40 acres of coal lands at $10 per acre if 15 
miles from a completed railroad, and $20 if within the 15 miles of a completed road. 
There should be one general mining law adopted by the United States government. 
About 100,000 acres of the 500,000 acres of land that I called irrigable are cultivated 
in part in this district, but not profitably. 
Mr. Ferdinand Barndoller, register United States land office for ten years, by H. 
K. Pinckney, after the above statement wa,s read to him, corroborated and indorsed, 
the same. ' 
Testimowy of Chas. E. Gast, P.ueblo, Colo., relative to railroail, grants. 
PUEBLO, COLO., October 2, 1879. 
To the Public Land. Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: I think the attention of Congress should be particularly called to tho 
present state of our laws respecting the right of way of railroads over the public land. 
Prior to the passage of the act of March 3, 1875 (Stats. of 1874-'75, page 482), every 
railroad company whose contemplated line was through public land was given the 
right of way by special enactment. Numerous bills of this character were passed at 
each session of Congress; such grants were given almost as a matter of course, and 
were not considered the bestowment of any especial bounty. 
These especial acts were of a twofold character. In one class the duty is imposed upon 
the company of filing a plat, which shall stand atr a designation of the route, and 
which, when traced upon the records, shall charge settlers with notice of the ease-
ment (16 Stat; ::J95; 17 Sta,t. 202, 212,224,340, 343, 393,612; 18 Stat. 1:30, 274, 306, 309). 
The necessity of this in properly administering the system by which public lands are 
thrown open to purchasers is apparent. 
In another class no such requirement obtains (14 Stat. 212,237,240,290,294; 16 
Stat. 192; 17 Stat. 280, 339). 
It must be manifest to every lawyer that it was the intention in the latter class of 
enactments to grant a mere license or privilege to enter upon the public lands and appro-
priate a specific location; and that Congress intended that an ~ntry, coupled with pos-
session and use, was necessary-to an investiture of any beneficial interest in the partic-
ular lands over which the road may be built. The acts conferred simply 'a general 
.authority to appropriate a location for corporate purposes, without which protection 
the acts of the grantee would be tresspasses. In advance of actual appropriation in 
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good faith the public lands were to remain open to purchasers, who were to take title 
unincumbered by any floating easement that could afterward be asserted against 
them by the compauies. 
Few will say that such was not the intention of Congress. To imrute any other is 
to say that Congress intended to overturn the entire· policy of the government in 
administering the land system, which has always been to dispose of its lands free 
from every charge except such as the records disclosed; and as the acts in question do 
not provide for notice of record, the conclusion is irresistible that Congress intended 
it should appear from actual occupation. 
Such has been the ruling of the Interior Department. (See opinion of Secretary 
Schurz in overruling protest of Denver and Rio Grande Railway Company against the 
approval of plat of the Pueblo and Arkansas Valley Railroad Company, under act of 
March 3, 1875.) 
A recent decision of the Supreme Court, at the October term, 1878, seems to throw 
doubt upon this matter. The case arose between the Denver and Rio Grande Com-
pany, claiming under the act of June 8, 1872 (17 Stat., 339), and the Canon City and 
San Juan Company, claiming under the act of March 3, 1875. The route of the Den-
ver and Rio Gran<le Company; as described in its articles of incorporation, extends 
like a spider-web along every river and through every valley and across every mount-
ain-pass in Colorado and New Mexico. It is simply magnificent as a ramification of 
railroads on paper. The grant to the company gives the right of way two hundred feet 
in width, without providing for tho filing of a plat or recora notice of any kind what-
ever of the intended specific location. Yet the Supreme Court say, "when such loca-
tion and appropriation took place the title which was previously imperfect acquired 
precision, and by relation took effect as of the date of the grant"; thus placing acts of 
the character mentioned upon the same footing in this regard as grants of alternate 
sections in fee, which have always provided for a withdrawal from sale within cutain 
limits and a recognition of the rights of settlers whose claims intervened between the 
date of the grant and the location of the road. It is true, the opinion as a whole does 
not seem to comport entirely with the sentence above quoted, but it is sufficient to 
say that the grantees holding under such special acts have always strenuously claimed 
the extent of their rights to be as above stated. 
If this claim is well founded, it is easy to see that it is legislative improvidence of 
the most extravagant kind, for it implies the fact that the possession of settlers inno-
cently acquired must yield to the subsequent assertion of an easement of which they 
could have had no possible notice. 
The question of a remedy, however, is a difficult one. If these grants are complete 
in themselves-if they confer a beneficent easement anywhere and everywhere where 
the grantees have corporate authority to build, and without actual appropriation-
then it would seem that; Congress could not derogate from them. But if Congress bas 
conferred nothing more than a present license to enter upon the public lands and occupy 
a particular way, then, like any other proprietor, it may revoke the license so far as it 
has not been executed by the grantee. In the one case the grant is complete and can-
not be resumed; in the other, it is revocable at any time by the will of Congress so far 
as the license has not been executed by actual occupation. 
It is highly advisable that all railroad companies should be compelled to take their 
title under the general act of March 3, 1875. It is a very beneficial enactment, and 
there is no good reason why all companies should not observe its requirements. If 
there is any legislation within the power of Congress by which to resume such broad 
privileges as are contained in some of the special acts I have referred to it, should be 
had. 
I think, also, that the act of March 3, 1875, should be amended as to the proviso of' 
the fourth section, by abridging the time of fii,e years to two years. 
Very respectfully, 
CHAS. E. GAST. 
Testirnony of Louis Goodwin, Trinidad, Colo., relati1,e to the United States Statutes and min-
ing matters-square locat-ion. 
TRINIDAD, COLO., September 6, 1879. 
Louis GOODWIN made the following statement: 
I only wish to refer to one point. I think the United States Statutes ought to be 
revised in regard to mining matters, but I do not believe in the square location for 
this reason: A man may think he bas a rich mine and proceed to erect expensive ma-
chinery to develop it, and just as be gets in full operation tb.e lode may run out of his 
side lines, and as he cannot then, as now, follow the dips, spurs, and angles, he loses 
all the mQney be invested. I think such a law would tend to obstruct mining devel-
opment, yet I think it would be well to revise the mining laws. 
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-Testimony of William M. Hall, Trinidad, Colo., 1·elative to cattle ranges, fencing, sale of pas-
turage lands, water, agricultural lands; pasturage homesteads, stock. 
TRTh'IDAD, COLO., August 30, 1879. 
WILLIAM M. HALL, of the firm of Hall Bros., cattle raisers and dealers, Madison, 
Colfax County, New Mexico, made the following statement : 
Our cattle range in herds of about 1,500 head on an area about 40 by 60 miles. If 
we had an opportunity to purchase these pasturage lands from the government at a 
reasonable price we would gladly do so, as we are very much troubled by people driv-
ing their herds, both sheep and cattle, over our range. I think it would take about 30 
acres of that land to raise and fatten one beef. I have talked to men who lived in 
Texas, where the ground produces a great deal more grass than here, and they said 
that there from 15 to 20 acres would keep a steer in a pasture that was fenced. I know 
that Texas produces one- third again as much grass as this country does. I think that 
here 30 acres would not be any too much. These difficulties which now arise. between 
stockmen could be obviated if the government would allow them to buy the land, and 
then they could fence it. Fencing is much better t,han allowing th~ stock to roam at 
large. If n, man could afford to pay the price the government put on the fand he would 
th,:1.1 improve it, as be would feel secure in his home and coul1l protect himself against 
all intruders. I think that ten cents an acre would be a sufficient amount for it, tak-
ing it in large bodies. There are many places where there is oo water within 12 miles. 
By boring wells at a great expense they could get water there sufficient for the stock. 
None of this land is fit for agriculture, and would only do for stock-raising. There is no 
agricultore in that country. Where we have water we have tried it, aud we can buy 
grain in Kansas cheaper than we can raise it here. There are very few cattle men in our 
county. There are quite a number of men from this town tbat have large herds of 
cattle over there in our range. They have come up on the ridges. All our cattle run 
in one body, and all the water in this section of country is needed for the stock that 
is there now. If there should be a general drought in that district we should all lose 
heavily. '!'his would have been the case this spring if we had not had water just when 
we die!, and we may have a droughtyet. Thedistrictisoverstocked. The grass will 
not sustain the cattle. 
I believe that the government should give the refusal of the land first to the peo-
ple who are living there now and have lived there. I do not believe in monopolies-
one man buying the wbole country-but I do think that any man ought to be allowed 
to buy land in proportion to the stock he owns. 1 would not allow a man to buy 
more land than he has stock to graze. There are plenty dispoeed to buy. The small 
owners would be bought out by the larger men. This land is perfectly useless for any-
thing but stock-raising purposes. We have as good a farm at our place as anybody, 
but l do not think a man can make a living off of it. 
I think it, would be an excellent thing if a law could be passed enabling the small 
stockmen to take up pasturage homesteads, though in time the land would get in the 
possession of the big cattle men. If all alike (large and small owners) had the privi-
lege of buying as much as they like in proportion to their herd, they would have an 
equal chance. Homesteading might give rise to perjury and fraud, the large owners 
emplo:ving men to homestead and then buying them off. I do not really believe the 
land would be actually fenced, but if it passed into private ownership Territorial law 
would protect the owner, and if it did not then he could fence. It costs $125 a mile 
to fence. 
It is to the interest of all concerned that these questions should be settled in some 
definite manner, in order to avoid the trouble that will surely rise in the future, and 
which, under the present system, is likely to occur at any time. 
I think if settling the country under the pre-emption and homestead principle as 
now authorized by law was tried it would drive the cattle men out of the country, 
and the wealth of the Territory would walk off "with them. As the agriculturists de-
pend upon the stock-raisers, it would be ruinous. 
I think Colorado is little better for agricultural purposes than New Mexico. 
There is one more point I should like to speak of. I give big prices for bulls, in 
order to improve my stock-from $60 to $400 apiece-but under the present system 
they range at large, and serve other stock as well as my own. If I could possess my 
land I could fence, il,nd thus improve my stock. A better class of stock, and as more 
land would be in private ownership more taxes, would be the result of this disposal of 
the land. 
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Testimony of EdwinHarrison,president of Saint Louis Smelting and Refining Company, Lead-
ville, Colo., relative to rnineral laws. 
LEADVILLE, COLO., .August 26, 1879. 
EDWIN HARRISON, at Leadville, Colo.: 
Reside in Saint Louis, but since 1868 have occasionally resided and have continu-
ously done business in various other Western States and Territories. Since above date 
I have had considerable practical connection with mines and mining, and am now 
president of tbe Saint Louis Smelting and Refining Company and of their several a.ux-
iliary corporations. I was on the geological survey in Missouri in 1859, and for several 
years was one of the board of managers. 
In my opinion a mineral applicant should not be permitted to have a survey over-
lapping a prior mineral survey until he had first proved abandonment, or that he bad 
a lo<le entirely distinct and separate from that first surveyed. Nor do I think that over-
lapping locations of mining claims should be permitted except upon similar proofs. 
I would call the top or apex of a lode the line where the vein outcrops from the 
rock in place. In ruy view there might be several apexes, with horses between, which 
seems to be contemplated by that part of the statute, which provides that where two 
or more veins unite tbe elder location shall prevail. In other words, it is the intersec-
tion of the plane of a lode with the earth's surface-meaning by the earth's snrface 
that part thereof where the rock in place is found. The top or apex, the course and 
angle or direction of the dip cannot always be determined in the early workmgs of 
the veins or lodes. Veins sometimes follow the stratification of stratified rocks, and 
sometimes cut across some, and this can only be determined by c1evelopment, which 
will necessarily vary according to the facts of each lode. In further elucidation of 
my idea I consider the apex to be the outcrop of a lode, whatever its width may be. 
and do not confine it to the highest or upper side of the lode. In my opinion that 
was meant by the ma,kers of the United States mineral laws. 
In view of the fact that the terms top or apex, course and angle or direction of the 
dip are essential parts of the existing law, I do not think that the rights of a discoverer 
are sufficiently protected, and great litigation and injustice has grown out of the im-
possibility of seasonably determining the above points. 
The outcrops of lodes are often wider than the legal width of claims, whether under 
federal, State, Territorial, or local regulations. 
The outcrops of narrow lodes sometimes so deviate from a straight line as to pass 
beyond the side lines of claims. 
I am not clear whether the practice of permitting lode locations upon ground in the 
absence of known mineral works to the advantage or disadvantage of the discoverers 
of true lodes. There are two sides to the question; but I am clear that no party should 
be permitted to locate over the dip of a previous location unless he first affirmatively 
proves tho discovery of mineral in said subsequent location, which lode should prime£ 
fa<Jie be different from the fast lode. I have known instances, and notably tbat of the 
iron mine in this district,, where Stevens & Leiter located on the outcrop of a true vein, 
and subset1uently several other parties located parallel claims on barren ground adjoin-
ing the side lines of Stevens & Leiter, but over the dip of their iron mine, and sinking 
down through such harren ground until they struck the dip of the iron mine stopped 
the development of that mine by injunction, clouded the title, and put the owners to 
tedious and expensive litigation uutil they could prove the identity of the lode by 
digging out said ::-ubseqneut parties. As a rule the discoverers of rich veins or their 
assigns are burdened wit,h costly litigation to defend their rights from subsequent loca-
tors, and such litigation is generally directed to that part of the dip of the lode which 
has passed beyond the side lines of the surface tract. 
In view of the known variety and complexity of the mineral deposits in such place, 
it is not possible, in my opinion, to permit locators to follow the dip of their claims 
outside the side lines without provoking litigation, and one reason would obviously 
be that a connection between the workings of two cla.ims would have to be made at a 
sufficient depth in order to establish the identity or non-identity of the two claims. 
That would consume much time, and in the iuterval the presumed conflict would nat-
urally and often innocently provoke litigation and controversy. 
In my opinion the initiation of a mineral claim by filing notice of location should be 
made with the United States land officers in some form analagous to the filing of de-
claratory statements under the pre-emption law, and all the jurisdiction of officers 
outside of the United States should be abolished. The several local districts are cre-
ated without safeguards and with absolute disregard of uniformity. The officers are 
not necessarily responsible to any one, and there is no check upon fraud, except the 
personaliutegrity of the incumbent. 'fbe certificat.e of location filed with these out-
side and irresponsible parties is t,he foundation of the mineral claim, and under the 
present law the United States has to accept a copy of that record, .with no other guar-
antee than the certificate of the aforesaid outside officer. If that is fraudulently 
changed by collusion between the locater and the mining recorder the government and 
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otper claimants have no good means of detecting the fraud; or if the local records are 
destroyed, by fire or otherwise, there is no duplicate record to insure their accurate 
reproduction. The mining title of an entire community could easily be thrown into 
endless confusion and litigation by burning of these outside records in charge of irre-
sponsible parties; and the opportunities for fraudulent changing or similar manipula-
tion are unlimited. This very district bad a narrow escape within the past six weeks 
from a fire in the court-house, where a portion of our mining records are stored, and 
which fire was supposed to be incendiary. If that had destroyed said records the 
titles to Leadville mines would have been thrown into endless confusion. As an il-
lustration of the imperfect manner in which these mining records are kept by these 
outside and irresponsible parties I would mention one incident within my personal 
knowledge: Two years ago I wished to examine some of the mining recorJ.s kept 
by the recorder of this distric t , as elected by a miners' meeting. I found that he had 
either died or left the country for parts unknown, and that his successor had never 
been elected, and that these local mining laws and recorJs would be found in the 
hands of one William D. Breece. Said Breece had no connection with t be custody 
of said records even under the local mining organization; and said records could ap-
parently have been in any other party's hands as readily as in Lis. I could not ascer-
tain with absolute certaint,y even that Breece had said records, and have not been 
able to see them. The point of the illustration is the loose manner in which these im-
portant records are handed about from party to party, and this aside from the oppor--
tunities for fraud if they remained in charge of the party elected by the miners' meet-
ing. · 
With reference to lit,igation arising upon ad verse claims, I am clearly of opinion from 
actual experience that such litigation should be confined to the United States land offi-
cers and should not be thrown, as at present, into the courts. The present practice of 
stopping the jurisdiction of the executive officers and throwing t,he parties into the 
courts is attended with wearisome delays and exceeding expense. The litigation 
would be terminated with infinitely less cost and time if the United States executive 
department were not required to yield its jurisdiction to the courts, both State and 
federal. Many bogus adverse claims would be cut off at the beginning and litigation 
be ended then and there. I can see no good reason in mineral conflicts prior to issue 
of patents in ingrafting upon the public land system a mode of determiuation differ-
ent from that prescribecl for contests under any other of the public )and laws. I bave 
had costly experience in such litigation. In one case, begun and terminated in the 
executive department, I was antagonized by a considerable part of a large commu-
nity, and if I had been thrown into the local courts I would not only have been sub-
jected to enormous expense and actual ris:k: to property, but it is quite probable that 
no jury could have been impaneled to fairly try t.he case. In another case part of the 
conflict went to the executive department for decision and another part at the same 
time to the courts. The one case has been completed after progressing through all the 
forms of appeal in the executive department, w bile the other case has not yet even 
been tried in the court of first jurisdiction. 
I would call attention to another defect in existing law. The statute authorizes a 
tunnel location to take all mines in its line for 3,000 feet and to the distance of 750 
feet on each side thereof which had not been actually discovered by other parties prior 
to the mere record of the line of the tunnel location, and to hold all such lodes which 
might thereafter be cut by said tunnel by the locators doing a very small amount of 
work every six months, the amount of work not even being specified in the statute. 
It seems to me inconsistent to give such latitude to tunnel locations, while locators, 
by shafts from the surface, are compelled to show actual discoveries before acquisition 
of rights. 
Furthermore, I can see no reason for confining discoveries to shafts or tunnels. In 
my opinion discoveries should be equally allowable from drifting. The true object of 
the law should be the discovery of the lode, no matter how made. 
Excepting the defects generally pointed out by me, I should give a quali.ned approval 
to the present federal mining- laws; but I am clearly of opinion that litigation would 
be practically terminated, substantial justice be done to all miners, and the actual de-
velopment of mines be most satisfactorily secured if the present system of lode claims 
with the right to follow the dip beyond the surface ground should be abolished, and 
in lieu thereof the mineral lands should be sold by area in not less than 20 nor more 
than 40 acre tracts, and the right to ore be restricted to planes drawn vertically down 
through the side and end lines of the tract. I would, in other words, sell a tract of 
mineral land, limited by the common-law rule as in all other real-estate proprietorship. 
These tracts should a.lways be rectangular, unless where rights previously vested should 
necessarily prevent, and should be located by the cardinal points of the compass; that 
there should be an est:1blished proportion between the length and breadth of those 
tracts; as, for instance, that they should either be a square or that the width should 
not be less than half of the length, the object being to prevent stringing out a claim 
fo a long, narrow tract, and that the discovery shaft, tunnel, or drift might be upon 
any point in the tract claimed. 
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Testimony of Hon. Moses Hctllett, of Denver, Colo. 
To the honorable the Comrnissioners to revise the Land Laws of the United States: 
To answer at length the questions relating to lode and placer claims on the mineral 
lands submitted by the commissioners would require more time than I am able to give 
to the subject at present. 
I believe that the law concerning such claims now in force is wrong in principle and 
mischievous in its operation, amt I beg to offer some suggestions on that general 
topic. If the present method of granting lodes and veins as such is to be cont,inued, 
I have no suggestion to make of any material change in the law. 
In all acts of Congress regulating tbe manner of locating, holding, and acquir-
ing title to lode claims on the public lands it is assumed that lodes and veins are 
separable and <listinct from others of like kin<l a,nd from the general mass of the 
mountains in which they are found. 
The unity au<l individuality of the thing to be acquired by the miner and conveyed 
by the govermnent is taken ~s a fact admitted, or at least clearly ascertainable. 
'l'he first act on the imbject was passed in 1866 (14 Stat., 251). It speaks of "a vein 
or lode of quartz or other rock in place" as the suuject of 1,he grant, and in the third 
section it is declared that no patent shall issue for more than one vein or lode. This 
language conveys the idea that a lode when fonnd may be easily traced and distin-
guished from all others in t.he same neighborhood. So in the act of lt;72 (17 Stat., 91 ), 
it is provided that the location shall be made on a vein or lode, clearly implying that 
such vein or lode bas qualities by which it may be easily Je:lined. This act is embodied 
in the Revised Statutes without material alteration, and is tbe law now in force on the 
subject. 
In thus recoguizing the individuality of veins and lodes Congress followed the cus-
tom of miners in this country, which is based on the same theory tl..iat; a lode may be 
identified beyond question, having length, width, and depth which may be readily as-
certained. In this there is radica,l error; not as to the typical ,~ein, which is a single 
fissure or rift in the country rock filled with mineral matter differing from the inclosing 
rncks. 
The walls of such a fissure may furnish unmistakable boundaries which the law 
may safely recognize as limiting the miner's right. Probably the mines first opened 
and worked were of that character, and the miners, knowing no other, readily fell into 
the erroneous belief that all valuable deposits may be easily traced in their course 
through the earth. But all fissures are not well defined, and all valuable ores are not 
found in fissures. While some lodes have very distinct walls, others have but one wall, 
and others again none at all. And among well-defined fissures, some are known to in-
tersect each other in Auch way that it is difficult to determine where one begins and 
another ends. 
And these are not the only elements of uncertainty. Associated with the ores of 
silver and gold there is usually a gangue or vein matter, which may be anythiug dif-
ferent from the country or mass of the mountain in which the lode is found. The dif-
ference may be very slight, as that it is softer ; that it is tinctured with some metal 
not found in the inclosing rock, or that it is of another color, and the like. If it runs 
with the ore, although it may be elsewhere found without ore, it is regarded by most 
miners as carrying the character of a lode. So that wherever it may extend, indis-
tinctly perhaps, and if there be a seam or crevice in the rocks to which it appears to 
be confined, there, with some interruption, the lode may also extend. And the courts, 
instructed by the miners as to what a lode may be, have sanctioned this doctrine, with 
such exceptions only as seemed necessary to avoid interminable confusion. 
If, now, we consider what differences may arise as to what gangue or vein matter 
may be, and its presence in a given locality ; whether it extends over a large space 
and embraces several bodies of ore or is confined to narrow limits; whether it is con-
tinuous for a given distance or wholly irregular and broken by intruding rocks from 
the country, and the like, we may have some idea of the questions contested in the 
courts under the present law. 
In this jurisdiction cases often arise in which witnesses to the number of fifty or 
more are arrayed against each other in irreconcilable conflict over such questions, and 
juries, unable to come at the truth in a mass of conflicting evidence, often disagree or 
yield to the voice of caprice and prejudice. 
It is safe to say that the greater part of the legal complications for which mines 
are notorious over all other property grows out of the practice of dealing with lodes 
as distinct and severable from the earth in which they may be found. In condemna-
tion of that policy, it is only necessary to say that very many lodes have not that char-
acter, and of those that are pretty well defined it is often difficult and sometimes 
impossible to distinguish one from another. If we can return to t,he commou-law 
principle, which gives to the owner of the surface all that may be founJ. within his 
lines extended downward vertically, we shall avoid hereafter fully oue-half the 
controversies that now embarrass the mining interests of the country. 
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Much more may be said of the di!ficulties enco"?-ntered in fol~oW1:t?g lodes uncl~r 
ground, but it is not my purpose to discuss the subJect at length m this paper. It 1s 
enough to say that lodes are often so indefinite in extent and indistinct in outlina 
that they should not, as such, be granted by name or other description. T~e gove~n~ 
ment ought to define with certainty the thing granted, which is not done m deecnb• 
ino- it as a lode in a certain locality, with the right to follow it to any depth, alt~ottgh 
it ~ay enter the land adjoining. But if a tract of land should be conveyed with all 
it contains, the utmost certainty attainable would be given to the grant, a,nd the per-
plexing questions to which I have referred would be removed. 
Passing from this general view of the subject, I wish to refer to a class of lodes 
quite numerous in some districts, which decline but sligh~ly from ~he p_lan~ of _the 
horizon. They are usually found near the surface, and, havmg but little mcl~nation, 
they are easily accessible by means of shafts over a large area. If the ground 1s level, 
or nearly so, and the lode has a dip of 5° to 25° only, the depth will n?t grea~ly in-
crease in the direction of the dip for a considerable distance from the pomt of cllscov-
ery. If the surface declines or r~~s in the direction of t~e dip, tha~ dista1;1ce ~ill be 
correspondingly increased or dim1mshed. If the ground 1s level or it dec~mes m the 
direction of the dip, there is little chance for another lode above one that 1s so ne_a!lY 
flat. If the mountain rises in the direction of the dip, there is no greater probability 
of finding a lode above the first until a great elevation has been reached ; so that in 
most cases the grant of a lode so situated by its top and apex, acc?rding to th~ pro-
visions of the act of 1872, is in its practical effect a grant of what hes beyond m the 
direction of the dip as far as the lode extends. 
This control over contiguous territory is in opposition to some parts at least of the 
acts of 1866 and 1872, iu which the surface to be taken in one location was restricted-
in the first act by the local law, and in the second to 1,500 feet in length by 600 feet in 
width. Those acts proceed on the theory that all veins and lodes are in a somew l:iat 
vertical position, and probably Congress had no intention to enable the locator to en-
large his territory by pursuing the vein beyond the side lines. Yet the right so to 
follow the vein is given, and it is not limited to any class of lodes. , 
It has been claimed by gentlemen of ability and learning that the act of 1872 is not 
in fact applicable to veins which depart from a perpendicular course by more than 
45°. The language of the third section of that act, "although such veins, lodes, or 
ledges may so far depart from a perpendicular in their course downward," is thought 
to be applicable only to veins which have a perpendicular, as distinguished from a 
horizontal course. Moreover, if the departure exceeds 45° it is to be reckoned from 
a horizontal line instead of a perpendicular line. This distinction has not, however, 
been recognized by the courts within my knowledge, and probably it cannot be ac- · 
cepted. 
The word "perpendicular" is correlative to "horizontal," so that every departure, 
from one line is an approach to the other. To stop mid way between the lines, a.net 
say that what has been a "departure from a perpendicular" shall become a "departure,. 
from a horizontal," would be arbitrary criticism only. There is nothing in the lan-
guage to support such a distinction. But the better reason is, that the acts of. \Jon-. 
gress were clearly intended for :fissure veins of which many stand above 45° tr.om a. 
perpendicular course. 
It cannot be assumed that Congress intended to prescribe a rule for on~ c111Ss of; 
fissures leaving others unprovided for. As those acts were apparently intende.d for · 
all lodes, it is not for the courts to say that they shall be confined to lodes w!lich have 
a certain position in the earth. 
If I have sufficiently explained the operation of the acts with reference to lodes , 
that are nearly flat, I have only to say that the policy of granting the whole of such . 
lodes to the discoverer is everywhere condemned. The Spaniards .were of thai t opinion . 
and they accordingly graduated the area which could be taken in one loc.ation to the · 
inclination of the vein. . . 
SEC. 6. "If to one yard perpendicular the inclination be from three :fh:1ger to two , 
palms, the same hundred yards shall be allowed for the square ( as in th.e case of the · 
vein being perpendicular)/' 
SEC. 7. "If to the said perpendicular yard there be an inclination of 2 palms and 3 
:fingers, the square shall be of 112½ yards," following which the rule is givenin.like man- -
ner until the inclination becomes four palms in the yard, for wbi~p th.e rule is stated, 
as follows: "So that if to one perpendicular yard there corresponp. .an inclination of., 
four palms, which are equal to a yard, the miner shall be allow~d two hundred yards 
on the square on the declivity of the vein, and so on with the r~st."· (Ordinances of 
. New Spain, by Charles Thomson; London, 1825; page 73.) 
The defect in this rule is that it requires the development o~ the vein to determine , 
the area of the location. An American must know the boundaries of his claim a,t the time 
of making the location in order that he may be able to sell it and go in search of another .. 
But the ordinances referred to express the ,popular idea that a flµ,,t vein, pr, one that is 
almost flat, shall not be given wholly to the first locator, as a coal field is not given to. 
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him who gets a title to one of the edges of it. I use the word "give" as appropriate 
in this connection, because the price demanded by the government for mineral lands 
is nominal only. If they are of any value whatever the price paid for them is no meas-
ure of that value. 
A wise policy to distribute the ineral wealth of the country through many hands and 
as far as possible reserve it to the laboring class of miners was sought in the le~islation 
of Congress. In that feature to which I have asked your attention I think tnat those 
acts fail of their purpose. To correct this error, and others to which I have referred, 
and still others which cannot be enumerated in this p~er, I would grant the lands 
absolutely by surface lines with all that they contain, as agricultural lands are granted, 
but not in such quantities as are given to agricultural claimants. 
I assume that the policy of limiting the area to be given to one claimant is firmly 
established, and therefore nothing will be said on that head. There may be different 
opinions as to what the area of a claim shall be but I think that no one will be found 
to say that the mineral lands should be sold in unlimited extent to all persons who 
may apply therefor. In the law as proposed it will not be necessary to make any dis-
tinction between lode and placer claims. The miner will taka all that may be found 
in bis location without being required to consider whether it may be called by one 
name or another. This, with nearly all other perplexing questions, will be removed 
from the :field of controversy. 
The features of the law to which I have referred as worthy of consideration and 
adoption may be briefly stated as follows : 
1. No location shall exceed ten acres in extent to be taken in any form, so that it 
shall not be less than one hundred feet in width at any point. 
2. A second location shall not be made by the same person within :five hundred feet 
of the first. 
3. A location shall be good for all that may be within the lines thereof, and for 
nothing beyond them. 
4. No location shall be made until the discovery of valuable mineral therein, but 
whenever a lode shall be opened and mineral found therein, whether at the outcrop or 
on the dip thereof, the location may be made at any point in the direction of the dip 
so that the first exterior line o.f such location 1:1hall not be more than five hundred feet 
from such discovery. 
5. Except as provided in the act of Congress all matters relating to the manner of 
taking and holding claims to be left to the local legislature. 
6. The proceedings for patent to be substantially the same as under the present law. 
I am, very respectfully, &c., 
MOSES HALLETT. 
DENVER, November 8, 1879. 
Testimony of Cornelius Downing Hendren, cattle and sheep 1·aiser, Walsenb1irg, Colo. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
WALSENBURG, CoLo., Novembm· -, 1879. 
GENTLE:t\'IEN: I have the pleasure to transmit herewith answers to a series of inter-
rogatories, giving such information as I possess in regard thereto. 
1. Name, Cornelius Downing Hendren; residence, Walsenburg, Colo; occupation, 
cattle and sheep raising. 
2. Have lived in this county of Huerfano el~ven years, and in this part of the country 
twenty-two years. 
3. Have acquired title to public land of the United States within this State under 
the pre-emption laws. 
4. No other. 
5. No expense in obtaining my patent. 
6. Defects in the practical operation of the land laws exist in numerous instances 
where parties make declaration that it is their intention to live upon and cultivate the 
tract or subdivision which they desire to enter, only for the purpose of releasing for 
a consideration to others of a similar character, thereby preventing actual settlement 
by bona-fide settlers. I would suggest as a remedy that where entry is made under 
the pre-emption and homestead laws~ the party making such entry ..be required to 
establish his identity by credible witnesses, residents of the county wherein the land 
is to be entered, and who are freeholders in said county; and further, to execute a 
bond in the sum of $--, equivalent to the government price of the land to be 
entered, made payable to the United States upon failure to occupy and improve as 
prescribed by law. 
7. The public lands in this county, and throughout the entire State, consist of arable. 
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inarable, or pastoral and mineral, and, I may add, timber lands; presenting to the 
view plains, valleys, ridges or divides between the streams flowing from the mountain 
chains, and parks or valleys occupying elevated positions. 
The amble lands are insignificant in area when compared to other portions already 
mentioned, and are chiefly confined to those streamtt that are capable of furnishing 
sufficient water for irrigation; among which are the Platte, Arkansas, and Rio Grande. 
There are also numerous streams or rivulets, tributaries, which flow through small but 
fertile valleys. The inarable or pastoral, constituting the greater portion, consists of 
immense plains, elevated pla~aus,foot-hills, timber lands chiefly confined to the mount-
ains, and the parks or elevated valleys. No timber of value is found upon the larger 
streams; only the cottonwood, and quite limited as to quantity, yet serving the pur-
pose of fuel. 
Lastly, the mineral portion. According to recent discoveries I would not hesitate in 
saying that the entire mountain region in this State partakes of a mineral-bearing 
character. Mines producing silver are being dev-eloped within this county, a number 
of which are located on the Spanish peaks. I will not omit to say that coal is found 
in great abundance along the eastern base of the- Sierra Madre and among the foot-
hills. 
8. Of the several classes of land already mentioned, it is my opinion that the gov-
ernment can best ascertain the character of such lands by general rule, except elevated 
plateaus and valleys, as are not susceptible of cultivation, viz, plains as pastoral; 
valleys, agricultural (when susceptible of cultivation); foot-hills, if such a term is 
proper,·and the mountain regions, as coal, timber, and mineral. 
9. It is my opinion that the present system of land parceling in its ordinary course, 
as applied to this State, has a tendency to work an injury in a majority of cases where 
agricultural land is the consideration, and more particularly those lands lying upon 
the numerous rivulets or smaller streams of the State, as per example: Many are com-
p~lled in confining themselves to subdivisions to include worth.less land, for which 
they are compelled to pay as much per acre as that portion which can be cultivated. 
I would suggest that such part of a subdivision being inarable be sold at some nomi-
nal price to be :fixed by appraisement, proof being established of its non-mineral char-
acter. 
In regard to the surveys of mineral lands, I have not given close attention to them 
or the laws governing the same. It is my opinion, however, that as the mineral re-
sources of the State are becoming developed new cases must necessarily arise, requir-
ing the amendment or enactment of laws to meet them. 
'In regard to coal lands, I am of the opinion that it would be to the interest of the 
government, as well as to the citizens of this State, to limit the sale of coal land to 
five acres to any one individual. This method would prevent the monopoly of valua-
ble coal deposits by capitalists, and be the means of cheapening fuel for the masses. 
Thi1:1 method of course would necessitate a change in the law relative to the surveys 
of this class of land. 
Lastly, pastoral. This subject I shall treat under the head of agriculture. 
10. There are two methods of disposing of such portions cf the public lands in the 
West, designated as inarable or arid plains, to actual settler1:1, either by sale or lease. 
This latter method would prove more remunerative to the general government in de-
riving a constant revenue from the lease, and can be accomplished without deteriora-
tion of the land in question. In either case, no quantity less than a t,ract three miles 
square, sold or leased, would attract purchasers or renters, for the reason that such 
lands could only be used for pastoral purposes, and a less quantity would not justify 
the outlay in seeking water by artesian-well boring. 
In regard to the dispoRal of other public lands in the West, it depends altogether 
upon the climate and seasons of the country, as circumstances of this nature mate-
rially alter the case. The land laws should be framed so as to meet them, and render 
impartial justice to all citizens of the United States seeking homes upon the public 
domain. 
AGRICULTURAL. 
1. Climate generally mild; frosts occur to 6th of June and reappear about 9th of 
September; snow scarcely ever exceeds 1 foot during the severest portion of the win-
ter and soon, succumbs to the warm rays of the sun, or is carried off by evaporation, 
caused by the prevailing winds. Supply of water for irrigation is very limited dur-
ing the months of July and August each year, yet comparatively little water would 
be needed during summer should irrigation be carried on during winter. This applies 
to the sma1ler streams. 
2. Rainfall occurs during months of May and June. The raiu sometimes descends 
in torrents carrying destruction in its path, yet is of short duration. Rain but seldom 
falls when most needed for irrigation. 
3. But an exceedingly small portion of this section can be cultivated without irri-
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gation, such portions being confined to the base of the mountain where light showers 
of rain frequently fall during summer. 
4. The proportion of land that can be cultivated by irrigation in this county I 
should estimate to be one-hundredth part, provided the water be utilized during the 
winter season. I could give a much nearer estimate by viewing carefully the different 
mountain streams throughout the county, and ascertaining by observation the area of 
such lands now considered as inarable, and upon which the water from the streams 
can be made to flow. 
5. Wheat; corn, oats, barley, rye, as well as nearly all kinds of vegetables, are pro-
duced in abundance where the land is thoroughly irrigated. 
6. Depends in a great measure upon the nature of the soil, the season, and position 
of thA lands. If the soil is composed of light loam and level, or sufficiently so, to 
retain moisture after irrigation, a pipe four inches square will discharge a sufficient 
quantity to irrigate 100 acres of land, but if the land is of a clayey consistency, a 
larger quantity would be required. 
7. The supply of water for irrigation is obtained from the streams :flowingfrom the 
Sierra Madre Mountains. 
8. The fertility of tho soil is not diminished by irrigation, but, to th·e contrary, is 
increased by reason of a great variety of decomposed matter and substance that have 
a tendency to enrich the soil is being constantly conveyed through the canals used 
for irrigation. As an evidence of this assumption, lands that have been cultivated for 
a hundred years or more, in New Mexico, still produce bountiful crops without the 
application of manure. 
9. I estimate that at least one-third of the water in irrigating ditches is exhausted 
by evaporation and absorption; though this amount of wastage could be materially 
lessened by judicious management. In this portion of the State the Mexicans are 
largely in the majority and are much opposed to a systematic distribution and use of 
water for irrigating, and have no local laws in force governing the same; but little 
water is returned to the streams in this locality. In the northern portion of the State, 
water for irrigating is used very economically and profitably. 
10. It would be a difficult matter to obtain land bordering upon a stream or con-
taining springs in this county. Nearly all water-fronts and springs are occupied under 
pre-emption and homestead laws, except in very elevated localities where the climate 
is somewhat rigorous. 
11. No conflicts of a very serious nature have occurred under my observation, though 
many crops are lost by those living some distance from the mountains upon the smaller 
streams, the water being to a great extent monopolized by those living nearer head-
waters. I may here state that this subject about water rights among the farmers of 
Colorado is one of the greatest, and one which should enlist the attention of the gov-
ernment. Much land can be brought under cultivation with the aid of capital. 
12. About ninety-nine one-hundredths or more. 
13. I do not think it practicable to establish homesteads on pasturage lands, unless 
springs for watering or ponds are upon the tracts, or the homestead laws be changed, 
allowing settlers to enter a tract not to exceed nine square miles. 
14. I do not think it advisable for the government to place these lands in the mar-
ket for private entry, but if the government should so elect, each purchaser should be 
limited to nine square miles, as before stated. The best policy for the government to 
pursue would be to lease the pasturage lands so as to derive a profitable revenue 
therefrom. 
15. About 40 acres during favorable seasons. This section is equal to the best pas-
turage lands in the State ; grass not " sodded" here as in portions of Kansas and 
Texas. 
16. About 100 head cows. 
17. About four. 
18. I have observed that the grass increases in growth where pastured upon by sheep, 
their droppings enriching the soil. 
19. But few cattle-raisers fence any part of their ranges. Cattle could be confined 
with perfect safety in winter by fencing the range. 
20. The quality of the herds would be materially improved and better beef pro-
duced by confinement to specific ranges. 
21. ::,prings and ponds. 
22. Ten. 
23. Increased. 
24. Yes. 
25. Texas herders and desperadoes are frequently employed to destroy sheep by a 
few very avaricious range-claimants, and many shepherds have been reported killed 
by them. 
26. About 12,485 cattle, 61,000 sheep. Cattle roam at will; sheep are he:r;ded in 
flocks of about 1,000 to 3,000 upon restricted range limits. 
27. No other suggestions to offer in regard to the disposition of the public land, but 
18 LC 
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in regard to surveys I would suggest that township section corners be designated by 
some very substantial material, firmly imbedded in the soil so as to prevent their 
easy removaLby mischievous and malicious persons. 
28. Not in this immediate vicinity. 
TIMBER. 
1. There is but a small area of valuable timber in near proximity to the mountains;. 
among the foot-hills are found some forests of pine which can be converted into lum-
ber of a somewhat inferior quality; spruce, fir, pine, and aspen are found in the more 
elevated regions among the mountains. 
2. No timber planted in this section. 
3. I would suggest the lease of the public timber lands by the government in lim-
ited tracts so that all settlers may avail themselves of building material under certain 
restrictions, viz : Lessees to give bond to preserve all young trees not exceeding ten 
inches in diameter at the ''butt;" the object being to replace timber of mature growth 
utilized by the lessee. The quantity of land leased should not exceed an area of one 
quarter section to that of one entire section according to the density of the growth 
such as may be determined by an officer appointed for that purpose, whose further 
duty would be to appoint three disinterested persons of experience as commissioners 
to appraise the land to be leased; after which the amount per centum of its appraised 
value may be fixed by the proper constituted authority, the first year's rent to be paid 
in advance. . 
4. Yes, I deem such a course to be very necessary. 
5. No second growth (in the true acceptation of that term) of any forest timber. 
Young tree6 make their appearance in isolated places; of course the aspen and cotton-
wood produce second growth, but such timber is not used for building purposes. 
6. There are many theories as to the origin of forest fires, attributing them to spon-
taneous combustion of dried fungus attached to very dry trees, also the lightning; 
this latter cause I have no doubt is sometimes the cause, but fires more frequently 
occur through the carelessness of " campers" and malicious persons. I would suggest 
a,s a remedy that a heavy fine be imposed upon any person who in any manner sets fire 
to forests; one half of such fine to be paid to the informer. 
7. No recent occurrences of depredations upon the public timber. Some waste oc-
curs, cannot say to what extent. 
8. The local custom here is to assume ownership of felled timber by the parties who 
fell the same. 
9. Most undoubtedly so. 
In conclusion will say that I regret very much in not being able to return to the 
honorable Commission strictly accurate answers to all the interrogatories. The reason 
of such inability exists in the fact that in so short a space of time it is impossible to 
obtain the data so as to enter more fully into the details necessary to a complete eluci-
da,tion of the subject-matter here treated of. It would afford me much pleasure to 
render the Commission further service when necessary. 
I remain, gentlemen, with the highest consideration, 
C. D. HENDREN. 
Testimony of Judge John J. Henry, Leadville, Colo. 
LEADVILLE, COLO., August 25, 1879. 
Judge JOHN J. HENRY, register land office Leadville, Colo., made the following state-
ment: 
Well, I do simply say that while I do not know what recommendations or altera-
tions to make in the management of the Land Office at Washington, I will say this: 
that there is a great deal of delay occasioned there, and especially in the issue of 
patents. We send the final entry papers in agricultural and mineral cases, and some-
times it is as much as two years before we ever hear from them again-before there is 
any patent issued on them. 
In my judgment, cancellation should be done in the local offices. My reason for this 
is the saving of time. Another thing I would state in this connection is in regard to 
"hearings." We have in this office the similar matter of lands being returned as 
mineral lands. The claimant comes up and claims that it is agricultural land, and 
says there is not any mineral on it. The laws require us to call a hearing to determine 
the character of the land, and we take sometimes 20 legal-cap pages of evidence as to 
the mineral character of this ground. Then I have to send all this testimony to Wash-
ington, where it is probably stuck in a pigeon-hole and remains six months or a year 
before they act upon the case. I think we ought to be allowed here in all cases when 
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they are of that kind, when we are satisfied that it is a non-mineral section, to permit 
the applicant to enter it right here himself. 
In regard to abandoned homesteads, I think it would be better that the local officers 
should be allowed to act in the matter without sending to Washington for authority, 
just as I said in regard to the '' hearings." I think when the land officers here are sat-
isfied, for instance, that this land, although returned as mineral,is non-mineral-when 
we are satisfied it is non-mineral by the evidence and proof-then we ought to allow 
the applicant to make claim to it as agricultural land. I know the receiver will bear 
:me out in it. There are some cases here where the application has been made, the 
mo.n enters agricultural land or enters mineral as agricultural land, we take the proof, 
and send them up to vVashington, and before we have heard from Washington-before 
they consider the case-the thirty months in which the man has to make his final entry 
have expired. That was the case of James M. Coles; the thirty months have expireds 
and we bave not heard from Washington. · 
I have the same suggestions to make that I made in my written paper which I sent 
to you at Denver, and which you have not yet received; that is, that the United States 
deputy surveyors return too much land as mineml, giving the agricultural claimants 
trouble to prove it non-mineral. We have in this office 100 cases of that kind, where 
the applicant enters the land a,s agricultural and the return is mineral. We advertise 
for a'' hearing," and in no single case has there been a claim that the la,nd is mineral, 
the evidence all being olle-sided. All this trouble arose because the deputy surveyor 
returned it as mineral and it has to be disproved, the burden of proof resting upon 
the agricultural claimant. 
I think that the notices required to be posted up and published by the applicant for 
pre-emption payment or homestead :final proof is, in my judgment, the greatest hum-
bug connected with the land system. I do not see any reason at all for the announce-
ment and notification of the land. I do not know any good it does or any use ·it is, 
and if you or anybody else can tell me, I am sure I would like to know. I do not 
know what the object or intention of the law was. In the first place this office is on 
one side of the district and tho agricultural district lies away down below here, below 
Fairplay and South Park, and most of our agricultural claims come from that quar-
ter. Now, if a claimant comes up here with his two witnesses, as the law requires, it 
will take him three or four days, and to bring the two witnesses it will cost Lim $100, 
that is if he comes on the stage, pays hotel bills, and fees tbe witnesses. Six months 
or a year later he wants to prove up on the land he has :filed on; be bas not seen this 
land, does not know anything about it; they tell him he cannot enter this land without 
having advertised his intention to "prove up" in the newspapers for thirty days. This 
costs him $5, and at the end of that. time he has to bring his witnesses back here, mak-
ing an additional expense. In my judgmeut that ought to be repealed. I think the 
papers of the entry system of the land office might be simplified and less papers used, 
though I am not prepared to state just bow. 
Question. What is the general character of the lands in your district f-Answer. 
'fhere is very little of what you might properly call agricultural land in our district. 
It is only along the rivers and in the valleys that you can raise grain and vegetables. 
Q. How large a part of the State does your district cover Y-A. Well, I suppose about 
one-sixth of tbe whole State. 
Q. And what proportion of that do you suppose to be agricultural land f-A. I should 
1ay not more than one-twentieth of it. Probably more than one-twentieth would pro-
duce bay and grass for cattle, but one-twentieth would cover all that you could raise 
cereals npon. 
Q. How much of that land has already been taken up under the United States laws 
in your district ?-A. In our district probably one-third of it bas been entered as agri-
cultural land. 
Q. You mean that one-third of the one-twentieth bas been entered as agricultural land 
and that two-thirds is still left ?-A. Yes. 
Q. How has it been with the water? Has it all been pre-empted under existing 
laws or local customs ?-A. It is in some instances. A man cuts a ditch to carry 
water to his land. He has, I believe, by law exclusive right to that water. No man 
can interfere with it; that is, if it runs through government land. 
Q. By State law ¥-A. No; by United States law. 
Q. What law, for instance Y-A. I do not know. I cannot refer you to the law, but 
my understanding is that the man who cuts the ditch and brings the water to his 
land has exclusive right to it. 
Q. What proportion of the lands in this district are timber lands 1-A. Well, I 
cannot say. I am no~ very well prepared to answer that question, because I have not 
been all over the district to see, and t;he timber land is not platted on our maps. 
The only way we have to learn is by occular proof. 
Q. Are there any considerable bodies 1-A. Yes; there are some considerable bodies 
of timber in the northern belt of the district. On the South Park Ridge there are 
the most extensive and heavy bodies of timber I know of. 
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Q. Any timber platted in that district f-A. No, sir. You can see that there has 
been heavy bodies of timber here also. 
Q. How long since f-A. That was a year and a half ago. About a year and a half 
ago it was surrounded by heavy bodies of timber. 
Q. What became of that timber ?-A. It was cut off and sawed up into lumber with. 
which to build the cit,y. 
Q. Part of it, you think, wa.s used in thatway?-A. Yes; part of it. I suppose that 
all the fuel that has been used here was also taken off. 
Q. And the timber for timbering mines ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has that been cut off without payment to the government ?-A. Yes, sir. I 
never heard of the government receiving one dollar for the timber cut from the land 
in this district. 
Q. Is there any local custom rE1garding the cutting of timber whereby the cutting 
down of the tree by the party entitles him to the ownership of it ?-A. There may be 
such a custom or rule, but I have no knowledge of it. 
Q. Do you know anything about the destruction of the forest by :fires, and how these 
fires are set ?-A. No, sir. I do know that fires run over the timber land here and 
destroy it in a great measure, but I do not know how they are set. 
Q. You have no knowledge of the compa,rative proportion of destruction by fire and 
use by man f-A. No. I do not know. 
Q. Within your official observation, are not the forests being constantly destroyed 
without compensation or use to the government ?-A. Yes, sir. They are being de-
stroyed very fast, but, a.s I said before, I do not know of the government ever receiv-
ing $1 for the timber. 
Q. Is that destruction of timber largely owing to the wants of the peoplef-A. Yes, 
sir; it is largely owing to the wants of the people. 
Q. At the rate of destruction now going on in the vicinity of Leadville, what wiil 
be the condition of the timber a few years hence ?-A. It would depend very much on 
the growth of the town and the demand for timber. 
Q. But at the rate of destruction now going on ?-A. Well, I think there would be 
very little good avaifable timber here in three years' time with the present destruction 
of timber. I am of the opinion that it would be better for the government to ofter 
these lands at public sale, so that they may be subject to private cash entry, because 
then the applicants, usually mill men, builders, &c., would buy them. They are 
willing to buy them and pay for them. But they cannot do it now without going 
through the pre-emption and homestead entry. They are bound to have the timber, 
and are willing to pay for it; but if they cannot buy it, they will steal it. 
Q. Ought there not be some regulation for the preservation of timber ?-A. I think 
it would be largely to the interest of the United States if the person who purchases 
the timber was not allowed to cut it all off at once. It would be very good to preserve 
the timber. It has been shown by many writers that timber is necessary in all coun-
tries for the production of rain and other reasons. I think it would be well to reserve 
some of these lands for the growth of timber. There are some sterile lands here which 
I think, if the timber was cut off, would never grow up again. I think there would 
be no young timber to fake the place of the original growth. 
Q. Speaking of throwing these timber lands open to private entry, would you impose 
any limitation upon the entry ?-A. I would be in favor, as it were, of letting down 
the bars and permitting every man to come in and buy government land and pay for 
it just as much as he wants. I would not suggest such a thing in a newly settled 
<listrict, but in an old settled district, where the best and most desirable lands have 
been taken up. When there is no chance for speculators to speculate on it, I would 
say throw it open to every person. 
Q. Don't a man have to commit pe1jury to get timber land now f-A. No, he does 
not. To acquire a portion of timber land he can use bis pre-emption or homestead 
right, but after these have been used he cannot acquire more without perjuring him-
self. • 
Q. Did you ever know of an instance of a patent being issued to a pre-emption 
claimant where the man bad simply built a h:ut and had not cultivated anything?-
A. I have known orders issued upon agricultural claims where there was no real ag-
riculture, in fact no plowing done. 
Q. Was it not sworn to in tbe papers f-A. No, I think not. I think the question 
is asked him "How much of this land have you plowed or cultivated?" and if he says 
none, as they very often do, I do not think a patent would be refused him on that 
ground. The idea is, as I understand it, that if he takes it up for a home, settles 
on it, builds a house on it and lives there, that he has met the requirements of the 
pre-emption and homestead law. We often grant a patent if the applicant has not 
cultivated the soil, because the season is too short or the altitude too high. It 
would be absurd to compel a man to plow when he could not raise anything. 
Q. So that any person will and can take up first a pre-emption, then a homestead, 
making 320 acres of timber land, by simply erecting his house t~ere and swearing 
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that he intends to make that his home f-A. Yes, sir; if he has made it his home, 
as soon as he made his filing. 
Q. For how long a time f A. From the day of filing ; from the day he "proves up". 
Q. How long after that f-A. They generally allow him to make entry three months 
after filing . . 
Q. That would make 320 acres of timber land that a person could acquire rightfully 
in that form; then cannot he locate a tim her-culture entry upon it '?-A. Well, I do not 
know really what the timber-culture law is. We have never had an instance of it in 
this office. I do not feel prepared to say. I am not posted upon the timber-culture law, 
because we made no use of it in this district since I have been here. 
Q. Cannot a man purchase soldiers' scrip and locate additional land with that '?-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. What were you going to say about the South Park question f-A. That the South 
Park was a question of altitude. 
Q. What is the altitude f-A. The altitude is 9,000 or lOi000 feet. And while it is 
returned as agricultural land, and in reality is agricultural land, there is not a bit of 
it that is cultivated. A man may have a garden behind his house, with a little patch 
of potatoes, but that is all. 
Q. Is there no coal in the South Park '?-A. Yes, sir; there is said to be one large 
body of coal about 10 or 12 miles from Fairplay, near Hamilton or Como. 
Q. Has there been an entry made of it as coal land f-A. Yes, sir; it bas been entered 
by the South Park Coal Company as coal land. In the last year we have had several 
coal filings, but only one coal entry. I have never known persons to be benefited by 
an entry of others. But then I cannot say positively. A man comes up and swears, 
and his two witnesseo swear with him, that he has been on the land. I cannot ques-
tion it. 
Q. How much additional soldiers' homestead scrip has been located in this district'?-
A. Not more than one piece. 
Q. What character of land '?-A. Agricultural land, so called. 
Q. What was it as a matter of fact '?-A. It was grazing land. 
Q. As affocting the public interests, have you any idea upon the use of this scrip for 
the purchase of public land f-A. Yes; I should abolish all kinds of scrip. 
Q. Why ¥-A. Because of the trouble and difficulty there is in locating land with 
scrip. Now, these soldiers' warrants, and all kinds of scrip, a great deal of it, is coun-
terfeit and a great deal of the transfers are forgeries, and no man is really safe in using 
the scrip until it is approved by the authorities in Washington. 
Q. Do they ever undertake to use it till it is approved in Washington '?-A. Yes. 
Q, Soldiers' scrip ?-A. The Supreme Court scrip has not all been approved by the 
Commissioner. Some of it has. 
Q. It ought to be issued by him, ought it not '?-A. I do not know how it is issued, 
or what it was issued for. The most we have handled has Caleb Cushing's name on it, 
showing that it was signed by him. 
Q. How much of your district could be classed as pastoral land, and what would be 
your description of pastoral lands ?-A. I have made no calculation, but should say 
that one-half of the land of the district is pastoral land. From this land grass and 
hay can be taken. 
Q. And is not capable of producing cereals 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. For what purpose are these pastoral lands adapted, meaning by pastoral lands 
lands not capable of raising cereals ?-A. For the purpose of raising cattle, fee<ling 
stock, cutting grass for hay. There is, however, a great deal that cannot be used for 
any purpose, being barren, hillsides, &c. 
Q. Then these desirable pastoral lands, are the present agriculturalland laws adapted 
to their sale or disposition f-A. My answer is no. 
Q. Why not '?-A. Because the purchaser cannot obtain enough of them, and he must 
have a large amount to make the holding of them profitable for grazing. 
Q. In your judgment bow much of this land in your district would be required for 
the raising of one head of beef for market f-A. I should say, on a rough estimate, G 
acres. 
[NoTE.-The average altitude of this district is 8,000 feet.] 
Q. Taking your district as a, whole, the barren land, the hillside, &c., what would 
be your estimate of the number of acres for the ra.ising of one head of beef f-A. Well, 
I should change my estimate, and say it would take at least 8 acres to feed a bullock, 
because there are a great many side hills that do not produce anything. 
Q. Now, don't the lands at an average altitude in your district produce much !Jetter 
grass for grazing purposes than the lands down in the lower altitudes '1-A. Yes, sir; I 
think it does. 
Q. Your idea of disposing of this land would be ·what-this pasture land f-A. My 
idea would be to render them subject to private entry. 
Q. Without limit:1,tion '?-A. Well, yes; I should say without limitation. 
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Q. Suppose, then, one man walked in and bought it all t-A. Well, it would be all 
the better for the country if he would. 
Q. Why t-A. Well, for one reason, as soon as he purchased it it would become tax-
able and bring a revenue to the State. 
Q. Woulil_ you make the revenue so much per head for the beeH-A. Put it on the 
land, the stock, the improvements-everything that was put ou the land. It would 
be a revenue to the State, it would render the land productive, and it would cause set-
tlements to be made all over it, whereas now it pays no tax. 
Q. If one man bought it all, how many settlements would there bet-A. He would 
sell it or lease it from time to time. Well, probably it is saying too much to allow a 
man to buy unlimitedly. You might limit him to 2,000 or 3,000 acres. I do not think 
any man wants a less amount for feeding cattlt>. 
Q. Excluding all agricultural land-that is, land which can raise cereals-excluding 
the timber lands and mineral lands, and taking the plains, what do you think it could 
be sold for per acre in this district 'I-A. I believe it could be sold for $1 per acre; tha1i 
is, at an average of $1 per acre. 
Q. That is the pastoral lands T-A. Yes, the pastora.l lands; they would sell for an 
average of $1 per acre. 
Q. What proportion of unsurveyed land have you in this district 'I-A. I should 
think one-half of the land in this district is unsurveyed. 
Q. Has there been any trouble about the monuments and corners or anything of that 
kind 'I Are the monuments found readilyt-A. Well, I cannot very well explain that, 
because I have confined myself since I have been in this office almost exclusively to 
the office. I have traveled over the district very little except by public conveyance. 
I have not walked over the public land since I have been here. I have never seen a 
monument or corner post marking a section or township. I have people come into 
the office here and complain that they could not find the corners. The posts have 
been knocked down, dug up, or moved, and they did not know where the corners were. 
That is a very general complaint. 
Q. Do they rot down¥-_.\., I suppose the wooden stakes would rot down in time. I 
do not know just how long, but probably it would take a stake five years to rot off. 
Q. Is there much mineral land in your district t-A. Yes, sir; a great deal. 
Q. Are the present mineral laws, in your opinion, applica,ble to the disposal of those 
lands ?-A. Yes, they are applicable to their disposal; but [ think there is a great deal 
more formality required by law than is necessary-more red ta:pe. 
Q. That is the administration of the law you refer to ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I am speaking of the law itself.-A. Those who administer the law administer it 
as it is a,nd require nothing more than the law requires. 
Q. Well, in your opinion, is the present law adapted to the perfecting of mineral 
titles without inducing conflicts t-A. No, I think it is not. 
Q. Whynott-A. Icangiveyoumyviews,gentlemen, butiwouldratheryoureserved 
this question to be put to the receiver, as he is better posted than I am. 
Q. What changes can you suggest in the present mineral laws of the United States T-
A. The law requires, for instance, that a shaft shall be sunk in the middle of the claim, 
in the center, and that there shall be no more than 150 feet on each side of the shaft. 
I do not see any good reason for that. If that man owns that claim, I think he ought 
to be allowed to sink his shaft on any part of that claim he thinks proper. Then, 
further, the law requires that the applicant or elaimant himself shall make certain 
proofs. Well, now, when he comes to make his entry, to make these proofs, the appli-
cant is in New York, Saint Louis, ·washington, or some other place. So I think it 
would be just as well that disinterested witnesses should make the proof as the appli-
cant, and I think it would be a great deal more feasible and proper to have all the 
business in regard to the public lands done in the local land office by the United States 
officers, and that the registration of claims in the first instance should be done by the 
district land office in that district. All records of location and discoveries of mines 
or placer ground should be recorded in the records of the office of the county recorder. 
Now when a man draws up a title he comes to i;he county recorder's office and has 
recorded the location and entry. Sometimes that office is as far away as the United 
States land office; but i£ the law was amended, for long distances or rich mining 
camps a deputy register could be appointed, who could go long distances. 
I would like to make another su~gestion in regard to takiug proof. Where there 
are three or four or half a dozen witnesses I think it would be well if either the reg-
ister or receiver could go out of his office and take the proof, which is not allowed 
now. For instance, we have a great deal of business from our old county from which 
we moved the office. To make homestead or pre-emption proof it is necessary that 
three persons come to this office. Sometimes one of these persons or the applicant him-
self may be a cripple, or sick and nnable to travel. I think it would be well to 
allow the register or receiver to go over to Fairplay and take this testimony of these 
parties. It would save them a gre~tt deal of expense, and he could go there, charging 
them a very trifling amount for the expense of going there and coming back; while 
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they have to bring three parties over here and take them back, pay witnesses' fees, 
hotel expenses, &c. 
Q. You think the present system of taking proof works bard for the person making 
the proof ,-A. Yes, sir, in a great many instances. Well, I do say that I deem it 
advisable to have all these records of discoveries made in the land office instead of in 
the county recorder's office, because there is no check upon the recorder's office; dates 
may be altered or papers destroyed. There is no supervision over the recorder's office, 
and there is over the land office, as duplicates of all proceedings of the land office are 
made in Washington, so that it would be impossible to destroy the records or alter 
them. 
Q. How long have you been here in Leadville i-A. We came here the 10th July. 
Q. About six weeks ago f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has there been any attempt po set fire to the court-house i-A. I do not know 
whether there has been any attempt to set fire to it, but I know it has been on :fire, 
and was materially damaged. 
Q. Suppose that the contents bad been entirely destroyed in that fire, what evidence 
would remain of the original location of mining claims in this district !-A. Nothing 
but the certificate of location in the possession of the locator. 
Q. There would be no official record left anywhere ,-A. :Ko, sir; certainly not. 
Q. The only evidence of original location then left would have been the certificate 
given to the miner or mine locator, and which would have been in the possession of 
the party himselH-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So there would be no check upon the parties altering that certificate except the 
honesty of the party i-A. None that I know of. 
Q. I know that under the statutes of all the Western States and Territori~s, except 
Colorado, which I do not know so much about, a man on unsurveyed government land 
shall be protected on his 160 acres, and if any person trespasses he recovers damages 
under the laws of that State, and the courts recognize his absolute right and title to 
the 160 acres of land. Is that so in Colorado T-A. That is the case. 
Q. Has not that a tendency to prevent the people from acquiring title under the 
United States laws, Do you know of such a case where he is protected by the State 
so that he does not want to get a title from the United States f-A. It has not, because 
the United States laws require the settler to make his filing in the United States land 
office within three months after the plot of official survey is filed therein; otherwise 
the settler before survey is liable to have his land filed on by other claimants and he 
thus lose all the right which prior possession gives. 
Q. In case an adverse claim is filed against a mineral application, should the litiga-
tion thereon continue in the United States land office, or should the jurisdiction of 
the United States office be restricted and the litigation be transferred to the State 
courts Y-.A.. I think the litigation should be continued in the United States land office; 
it would be both simpler and cheaper, and, as I said before, the land offices know more 
about it than any other office in which the case has never been before. 
Q. How about the delay Y-.A.. There would be a great deal less delay if it was settled 
in the local land office. 
Q. And the expense 41-A. It would be a great saving of expense. 
Q. If the United States maintained exclusive jurisdiction generally in the issuing 
of patents, would not the tendency be to foster litigation ?-A. I think so. 
1.'estimony of S. W. Hill, mining engineer, Leadville, Colo., rela.tive to mineral laws. 
PUBLIC LAND COMMISSION, 
Leadville, Colo., August 27, 1879. 
s. W.HILL: 
Reoide at Houghton, Michigan. Have had more than thirty years' experienc-e as a 
mining engineer in the Lake Superior region; to be more particular, I was with Dr. 
Houghton in 1844-'45, and in the United dtates surveys of Foster & Whitney, as well 
as in that of Jackson. I have been a practical miner-a director, that is, of mining 
enterprises-and have built up a number of mines in the Lake Superior region. 
There are no defects in the operation and administration of the United States laws 
which would attach to our district, the Lake Superior region, but the land there is not 
under the same conditions as this here in Colorado ; the old system of public land sur-
veys covered our Michigan country. The government sold that land after the geolog-
ical survey of Foster & Whitney hy the legal subdivisions of the public surveys. 
There has been no litigation except in two instances. One of these was a case of 
unintentional trespass; it was simply a case where the tracts of land claimed by two 
parties overlapped; in consequence of this overlapping a few fathoms of earth were 
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excavated by one of the two parties in what was determined to be the other's tract 
I was then directing minfog operations in the neighborhood and was called in as an 
expert to determine the damage sustained. Taking another engineer with me, we 
made the examination together and decided what amount of mineral had been taken 
out. Upon our report a check was immediately drawn at the office of the trespassing 
party for the full amount of loss sustained, and the other party was duly indemnified. 
In the other instance mentioned I was called in as a witness. I testified in regard 
to the position of four posts serving as monuments of the corners of a certain tract. 
Three of the posts were wooden, and sunk in the earth; the fourth of iron, set in a 
hole drilled in rock. By the public surveys it was determined that a post on one cor-
ner of this tract stood out of line. An expert in the employ of the party owning this 
tract had determined that an adjoining party was trespassing within the true lines of 
the tract in question. A suit was thereupon commenced to recover damages. I was 
summoned, and came from the other shore of Lake Superior to give my testimony. I 
took the judge and jury and showed them the actual position of the corner posts. A 
verdict was at once given in favor of the plaintiff. 'rhe trespass was paid for, and the 
litigation was thus ended. 
In the interpretation and administration of the present United States laws as to lode 
claims I may say, in general, that I think little difficulty would arise so long as the 
lodes were nearly perpendicular in position; but when the deposits are nearly hori-
zontal and in the nature of a stratum or floor, as here in Leadville, the application of 
laws framed to cover clearly defined vein claims will produce injustice in certain cases. 
I can say unreservedly in regard to the present official practice of filing surveys of 
lode claims which overlap on the surface that I do not approve of it. I believe that 
it certainly works injustice. If it were possible to establish positively and with little 
trouble or expense the true position of a lode, and to distinguish it from other lodes, 
this overlapping of claims might not be so objectionable ; but under existing condi-
tions I certainly do disapprove of it. 
The top or apex of a lode is the highest point of its outcrop in rock in place. It is 
often the case that a man does not own the true or proper apex of his lode when he 
makes bis location and sinks his shaft. After bis work is far advanced he may dis-
cover to his cost that the lode which he thought to be his is really the property of 
some other man wb.o baa located above his claim. In the early workings of veins or 
lodes it is certain, therefore, that the apex and the course cannot al ways be deter-
mined. 
The intended rights of a discoverer are assuredly not defined or properly protected 
by the locating of a claim under the existing laws. In my opinion the laws as they 
stood in 1865 and 1866 were much better than they are at present. 
LWgatfon and injustice have often grown out of the impossibility of determining 
with certainty the top or apex, the course, and the angle of the dip, within my own 
experience and knowledge. I have frequently been called upon to be present as a 
witness in the trial of cases involving this very condition of things. By the wording. 
of the laws a man is dragged into a lawsuit, a.nd fails to obtain protection under the 
same laws for his just rights when his case is adjudicated in court. 
I have not known of a contest arising from two parties locating different seams from 
the same outcrop; but it might very possibly occur for all that; for my experience in 
this region can scarcely be termed a varied one. I have been looking up quartzite 
within the past few weeks, and have often found it ranging over 300 feet in width. 
It was impossible to tell whereabouts within these deposits the gold or silver-bearing 
quartz might lie. Two discoverers might both locate with perfect honesty of inten--
tion on or.e side of the ledge or rock in place. The result of such locations would 
almost certainly be litigation; for a claim with a width of 300 feet would not cover 
the outcrop. 
It is sometimes the case that outcrops of narrow lodes so deviate from a straight line 
as to pass beyond the side lines of claims. The lodes are often extremely crooked. 
Fissure veins rarely run in a straight line. Thus the general course of a lode will vary 
often within every few hundred feet. Every prospector should study vein phenomena 
and make his locations with care and judgment. There is no reason why a man should 
have any right to a lode after it passes beyond the side lines of his claim. The harm 
in granting the right to a man to follow the course of his lode beyond the side lines 
of his claim is that it at once causes litigation. Two cases of litigation, on thia ac-
count, are now in progress here in Leadville. In one instance the original discoverer 
made his location on the idea tlrat he bad found the highest outcrop and determined 
the course of bis vein. It turns out that bis lode runs outside of his side line and into 
the ground of the other part.y to the suit, who traces the vein down from an outcrop-
ping apex above the side line of the first locator. In the other case the outcrop comes 
out below the side line of the :first locator, whose ownership of the lode is accordingly 
brought in qnestion. These continual disputes interrupt the legitimate bui,iness of 
mining. 
The deposits here in Leadville are not fissure veins, but what I call contact veins 
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These veins partake of the character of true veins and of simple b orizon tal strata or de-
posits. It is evident that they are not to be classed with placer deposits but with vein 
deposits, although differing materially from true fissure veins. 
The practice under tbe law of permitting lode locations of alleged lodes on non-min-
eral ground works to the disadvantage of the discoveries of true lodes. Consider, for 
instance, a case in which a man has discovered a true lode. Straightway another man 
sinks a shaft on adjoining property and claims to have discovered mineral in ground 
lying above the first man's claim. In almost all cases following the direct and legiti-
mate application of t,he mining laws, the first man is the true discoverer and the sec-
ond is a jumper. Yet in the case of the iron mine, Judge Miller's charge to the jury 
certainly conveyed the impression that it was not the business of the United States 
Land Department to ascertain whether the second locator had mineral on his claim or 
not. Simply paying $5 an acre entitles a locator to obtain a claim, under this ruling, 
and it is manifest that this practice must work injury to the man who is pursuing a 
legitimate business of prospecting for true lodes. I have had considerable acquaint-
ance and intercourse with mining men in all sections of the country, and have found 
those men, who a.re engaged in tbe legitimate business of prospecting and exploring, 
to be, as a rule, useful and honest citizens. They may sometimes fall by chance into 
the hands of bad, designing men, and may lend themselves to evil a,nd illegitimate 
purposes, but, unless misguided, they are disposed to act fairly. 
In the case supposed, where B, a subsequent locator, makes a location outside the 
side lines of the first locator, A's tract, parallel to it and over t he dip of A's lode but 
upon barren ground, it would almost certainly follow that A will be put to the cost 
and inconvenience of an expensive litigation. Such a case is occurring weekly in this 
locality (Leadville). The allowance of such a location as B makes permits a man to 
put another to great inconvenience and may even constram the first locator to post-
pone the development of his claim. In traveling over this region the question occurs 
to me, in what way we can best shape and perfect the laws so that capital may be 
stimulated to lend itself to the development of our mineral resources, and may be pro-
tected in its investment and at the same time the rights of the miner may be secured. 
This question is the main one, the general one, with which we have to deal and upon 
its satisfactory solution depends the future prosperity of our mineral interests. 
As the case stands at present, a large majority of the discoverers of rich veins or 
their assigns are often burdened with costly litigation to defend tlleirrights from sub-
sequent locators in their immediate neighborhood. In this way the investment of 
capital is directly discouraged and the interests of au industrious and fortunate miner 
are put in peril. The legal attack in such cases is commonly directed to the portion 
of the dip of the lode which has passed beyond t,he exterior lines of the surface tract. 
It might be possible to retain in the United States mineral laws a provision by which 
locators can follow the dip of their claims outside their side lines, and yet avoid litiga-
tion, if the general course of veins were perpendicular or nearly so. But as the law 
must be framed to cover hf>rizontal lodes as well as lodes that dip at a slight a,ngle, 
in my opinion such a provision cannot be retained with good results. · 
I think that all mining district laws, customs, and rec01:ds can advantageously be 
abolished as to future locations, and that the initiation of record title should be placed 
exclusively with the United States land officers. I know that many associations of 
miners pass resolutions and make regulations of whose purport they a,re ignorant, a.nd 
which often are detrimental to their true interests. In many cases, too, these regu-
lations are at variance with the decisions of the courts and the rulings of the General 
Land Office. Even if these district laws did not conflict with the decisions of the 
courts, I can see no propriety in retaining them. The officers detailed to conduct this 
business for the United States will receive their instructions from the Land Office and 
will be guided by its rulings. The abolition of these local regulations would simplify 
the interpretation of the Jaw, and would do away with these objectionable miners' 
meetings. In some of our Western Sta,tes and Territories there are instances where a 
majority of the members of the legislature have passed statutes which were found to 
conflict with the laws of the United States. When inexperienced legisla.tors meet, 
whether in a regular State assembly or in a rutle mining camp, they are almost certain 
to commit mistakes from local prejudices and ignorance of the federal laws and t,he 
rulings of the courts. 
Believing that the practice of following the dip beyond the side line of a claim is in-
compatible with satisfactory administration, I can only say that no method of location 
seems satisfactory to me except that of confining all rqineral-land grants within cer-
tain lines, which should cut off all deposits perpendicularly, and allow to a locator only 
the land immediately under his surface tract within the boundary lines an<l all de-
posits therein. I have bad thirty years' experience with the operation of the mining 
laws of this country, and can honestly say that I believe the business of mining would 
have been practically abandoned, in view of the continual annoyances and litigations 
growing out of legal complications, bad not the magnitude of the great silver deposits 
induced ruen to endure the incident legal squabbles and other inconveniences. If no 
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changes are made by the time we arrive at the point when ores of low grades must 
be handled, the country wiJl be ruined. I can conceive of no remedy for this impend-
ing condition of things except a radical change. In some districts in certain States ii 
is true, no doubt, that this change is not needed, but it is evident that the change can 
work to the disadvantage of no one in any portion of the country. 
In regard to the proposed requirement that a man should prove the discovery of 
metal before he can acquire title to a claim from the government, I would emphasize 
the point that under the present law a man can come forward and take up a certain 
numlJ.13r of acres of ground without ever having pnt a spade in the earth. I think, 
decidedly, that it is best to require that a deposit of mineral should be discovered be-
fore the land should be sold. It was supposed that this requirement was necessary 
before the ruling of Judge Miller in his charge to the jury in the iron-mine case re-
cently published. He ruled that it was not necessary, under the present statutes, for 
a man to prove to the Land Department that he had struck mineral. He was only re--
quired to prove that be had expended $500 in improvements in order to purchase the 
lands from the Land Department at the legal price of $5 per acre. 
It seems to me that the true course for the government to follow is to dispose of the 
lands to locators by requiring them to take out a patent within a reasonable time. 
Under the present law a locator may take all the valuable mineral from a claim, and 
still pay nothing to the government for the land. I find here in Leadville, for in-
stance, applications for only about 300 patents. Now, I have traveled about this neigh-
borhood quite extensively, and should judge that there are certainly 3,000 claims lo-
cated about here. Now, a large amount of mineral is taken out by these locators daily 
and sent to t,he smelting-houses for which the government, which really owns the land, 
gets absolutely no return. When the claim is exhausted of mineral, the land is prac-
tically worthless; the locator throws up bis claim, and the land reverts to the posses-
sion of the government after it bas been made unsalable. 
There certainly should be some limit as to a possessory title, and my own view would 
be to give only a short time to locators during which they might acquire a title by 
pnrchase of a patent from the government. I am disposed to make a,ny reasonable 
allowance to an honest locator, and to aid him in every feasible way, if he is poor and 
needs help. I have a sincere sympathy with the men who are exploring and opening 
up a new country. I feel disposed to be exceedingly liberal toward them. They are 
obliged to pay the expense of surveying their claims and have other considerable ex-
penses incident to developing them. Still they should be obliged to acquire their titles 
within a reasonable time, which, in my opinion, should not be longer than eighteen 
months, if indeed a year would not be an ample a1lowance. The government has 
limited the possessory title to placer claims to the period of one year, and it seems to 
me that the law for one variety of claims might be extended to cover the other with 
perfect propriety. What we want is simply a sufficient time given to the miner whose 
intentions are honest in which to perfect his title. 
I have been from one end of the State to the other during the past year, and have 
noticed bow the claims are worked, and the question occurs to me, how much money 
is the government going to get from its mineral lands! The mineral is fast going 
away, and the jumper is going away also. What will the government get! Nothing, 
absolutely nothing. 
It is necessary for us here in Leadville to levy taxes in order to carry on our local 
governmnent ortopayourproportion toward the support of the State government. Now. 
if the national government by its present course in rela.tion to the allowance of pos-
sessory titles deprives us of the opportunity of levying taxes on property, it deprives 
us of our proper resources for carrying on our local and State government. As long as 
our locators are allowed to bold their possessory titles without purchase, they are non-
property owners and cannot be taxed for their claims. When they acquire title by 
purchase, thfly must contribute their quota for the support of the municipal and State 
governments. 
By our present laws we are encouraging the production of a race of perjurers and 
plunderers. This condition of things cannot loug exist in this country or anywhere. 
The remedy for this state of things I should say briefly to be, first, that the surface 
boundary lines of a claim should limit also all deposits within that claim; and sec-
ondly, that all claims should be paid for within a reasonable time. 
When the act of 1872 wa,s passed by Congress our land system in Michigan was 
practically perfected and closed up. It was at once perceived that this new law was 
applicable to discoveries of mineral in Michigan as well as in the neighboring States. 
In December, during the holidays, I went on to Washington and presented the sub-
ject to the at,tention of the members of both Houses. I showed them that the bulk 
of our lands were already disposed of urnler the old system, and that the introduction 
of the new one would only cause unnecessary complications. We had a bill intro-
duced in both Houses excepting Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota from the opera-
tion of the new law, the act of 1872, a,nd leaving the law precisely as it was before 
the passage of that act. There was not a Western man in-~ither House who objected 
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to our bill. Stewart, of Nevada, to whom I presented the case, saw the point at once 
and made me sit down and draft the bill. I presented the bill as drawn to Sargent, 
and be indorsed it immediately. I went to our own Senators and they were thunder-
struck that a bill of such a character as the act of 1872 should have passed without 
their understanding its true purport and effect. I went also to the Committee on 
Mines and Mining and explaiued the matter to them. They said that the wording of 
the act was evidently not right, and that there was undoubtedly much imperfection 
in the law as it stood. They thought that my supplementary bill had better be passed, 
and t,ben the whole question considered at a later time. I had previously been to 
Drummond: Commissioner of the Land Office, and he had written to two members of 
this committee, suggesting that our bill should be passed. The fact was that nearly 
all our lands bad been disposed of under the old system, and the introduction of the 
new one would be a serious inconvenience. 
In regard to the new mineral law proposed, I would suggest that one law should be 
drafted to cover all varieties of mining claims. I have given this subject a little at-
tention, and it seems to me that the more thoroughly we can simplify the terms of this 
law, bringing it within the comprehension of every miner, whether engaged in lode 
or placer mining, the better it will be understood and the better obeyed. 
As regards the investment of capital, I may say that the reason why I do not invest 
is because of the uncertainty occasioned by the law as it stands at present. In my 
-own interest I am paying some attention to the mineral developments of this region, 
.and throughout the country I am in correspondence wit,h men who have surplus cap-
ital to invest. The money that was invested in the Lake Superior region was the sur-
plus capital of New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh. A large amount of 
this capital has been invest-ed by my advice and under my direction. We take steps, 
for instance, to develop a mining industry. How do we organize T One man looks 
over the matter carefully and says: " I can spare $10,000 to put in as capital." An-
other man contributes $10,000 more, and so on, until the full amount of capital re-
quired is supplied. 'l'hese same men who bad money to spare to develop the resources 
of the Lake Superior region have money to spare now to develop the resources of Col-
orado. Is it safe for them to invest in mines here under the present laws T I have 
considered the matter carefully, and have advised these men not to pnt their money 
into mining operations in Leadville. 
The privilege of purchasing land in whatever quantities are needed or desired does 
not tend to concentrate tbe landed property of this country in the bands of monopo-
lists. Suppose, for instance, we undertake to sink and explore a mine. In the first 
place we obtain 640 acres of section land. Add to this a few acres besides, which we 
buy. This land is useful only for mining purposes. For agricultural uses it is worth-
less. Our vein, say, is only 9 or 10 feet, in width running through this property. We 
.are obliged to use a great deal of timber. Take the Quincy mine, for example. We 
have used the timber cut from about half a section of land for our purposes in the 
mine. We now have about 10,000 acres of land belonging to the Quincy Mining Com-
pany. The company will gladly sell t,bat land for less money than the taxes levied 
on it. lt would ask security for the taxes only from any one who might wish to lease 
any part of this tract. Now, we must have police protection in the county, and police 
protection can only be hail by paying for the support of an adequate police force 
through the taxes. Do yon know that no mining company bas neglected to pay ta,xes 
on all its land f Thus we have resources to carry on our local government. Yet 
there is an immense amount of land helll by private parties which is offered for sale 
constantly owing to non-payment of taxes. 
If the tracts of land which could be obtained by a private party or a company had 
been limited to 20 acres we should not have developed the mines in the J,ake Supe-
rior region as we have actually done. I am not prepared to fix the limit to the size 
of the lots which should be aJlowed to any one man. I think, however, that the size 
of the lots should not be very large, but that a man should be allowed to take several 
lots if he has occasion for so much land. 
We entered up our agricultural land in Michigan in quarter sections. There was no 
restriction on the number of entries which a man could make. He might have made 
a dozen entries if be had so chosen. By the State laws we prohibited the purchase 
by one man of large tracts of land from the United States. Our first sales were made 
at $5 an acre, and the prices obtained for Janel in later sales ranged between $5 and 
$2.50. Two and one-half dollars per acre was the limit, and finally all purchasers 
bought their lots at this price. When the mining laws in our State were first drawn 
~ml passed the limit of mineral land which a man could buy by a single entry was 
:fixed at 2,500 acres. Later it was found that this tract was not sufficiently large, and 
we tbeu passed a law allowing corporations to purchase 5,000 acres. Whatever addi-
tional amount was needed a corporation could privately buy without any trouble. 
Then our iron industry came into prominence. There was a demand for a larger 
area by the corporations, in order to procure the needed timber. Our lands were ac-
cordingly thrown open t,o corporations organized under the laws of our own State, for 
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purchase in tracts of 10,000 acres. Corporations organizing under the laws of an-
other State were allowed to mine in our State by conforming to our State laws, rules, 
and regulations. They ha,d then the same privileges as to purchase of land which wen~ 
given to our own corporations. 
In the session of our legislature in 1876-'77 it was thought desirable to codify our 
land laws. At the request of my friends in the Lake Superior region, I went to the 
legislature and assisted in the codification of these laws. In the codification our aim 
was to reserve and protect the rights of our State and to make the laws simple and 
intelligible. We had no discussion in reference to the amount of lands which a cor-
poration should hold. As our law now stands, a corporation may obtain and hold as 
much bnd as it wishes for. We apprehend no danger from a monopoly of the soil. 
I know that most of our corporations would be extremely glad to get rid of the land 
in their possession at any price. Holding it, they are taxed for unproductive prop-
erty which is not likely to be of the slightest earthly use to them. 
Before the government surveys of a considerable portion of the public lands, the 
War Department assigned tracts of this land to different parties under pre-emption 
leases. It was found that a particular tract, assigned under lease 98, came within the 
limits partly of section 16 when the public land was afterward surveyed. One corpo-
ration applied to purchase that portion of section 16 which came within the leased 
lines. Iii succeeded in obtaining a title to this land from the State by purchase. An-
other corporation, however, holding lease 98 from the War Department, claimed it 
under that lease. These companies were respectively tbe National and Minnesota 
Mining Companies. By the original land law, permitting pre-emption on location by 
authority of the War Department, which was passed in March, 1847, it was further 
provided that the original lessee should ha-ve the prior right to purchase the leased 
land, conforming, however, to the subdivisions thereafter to be established by the 
government surveys. One party, the National Mining Company, therefore laid claim 
to the land under their title derived from the State of Michigan by purchase, and the 
other party, the Minnesot,a Mining Company, claimed it under their lease from the War 
Department. The case of disputed title was carried to the Supreme Court. This 
court ruled that the grant made by the State of Michigan, under the provjsions of 
the school act, to the National Mining Company of any land lying within section 16 
was clearly valid. The pre-emptfon leases held by the Minnesota M ming Company 
conveyed no title to or prior right to purchase any land within the limits of section 
16. The lense conveyed only the right to adjust the leased land to the boundaries of 
section 16, by granting to the Minnesota. Mining Company an equivalent amount of 
land outside the limits of section 16. The leased land included within the limits of 
section 16 was the property of the State of Michigan, and had been granted by that 
State to the National Mi1.1ing Company. Accordingly the National Mining Company 
retained the land in dispute, and the Minnesota Mining Company was allowed to 
adjust their grant m?-der the lease to the boundaries of section 16. 
Instructions from the Land Department at Washington require that all surveys 
shall be made with a solar compass. I have ·been all over this State (Colorado) and 
foutid only one compass-boxed up. I could do the work requisite more rapidly 
with a solar compass than with a needle. There are conditions of things often in 
these mountains where.an ordinary needle is not worth a snap of a finger for survey-
ing purposes. l:<-,or instance, I was traveling yesterday over considerable bodies of iron 
and naturally should not want to depend on such an instrument as the needle in sur-
veyin~ this district. 
Testimony of William, S. Holt, of Colorado Springs, Colo. 
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO., December 26, 1879. 
To the Public Lancl Commission, Washington, D. C. : 
GENTLEMEN: If it be not too late to reply to your circular letter relative to the 
public lands of this State, which press of business has prevented me from giving ear-
lier attention to, I beg to say : 
First. That I have resided in this State during the past six (G) years, during whfoh 
time I have been largely engaged in the business of stock growing, including horned 
cattle, horses and sheep; that I have been a purchaser of large tracts of public lands, 
and have had the fullest opportunity of knowing the practical working of the present 
land laws. 
Second. It has been my experience that the existing laws, so far as the homestead 
and pre-emption acts go, serve their purpose well, especially since the recent adoption 
of more stringent rules and regulations (such as advertising, &c.) to prevent the per-
petration of fraud; and as applied to those sections of the United States (including a 
i:,mall part of Colorado) which are strictly agricultural la.nds, I do not believe a better 
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. system could be devised, either for the government or the settler. But so far as the 
bulk of public lands in Colorado is concerned, those laws are and must remain practi-
cally inoperative, for the reason that the land is not worth a tithe of its cost under 
those acts. · 
I speak now of the eastern one-third of the State, where the chief pastoral wealth is 
found, for the deep snows in the mountain parks render those otherwise delightful 
pastures unsafe for large flocks and herds. 
You are well aware that the portion of the total area of our State to which the ex-
isting laws are at all adapted is very smal'l, compared either with our whole area or 
with such States as Kansas and Nebraska. 
If an exact inquiry were instituted, I suppose it would be found that of the eastern 
one-third of Colorado not one acre in the thousand would (probably) ever pass out of 
the ownership of the government, under the present land system. 
This eastern third of the State is (mainly) dry, upland plains, destitute of water, 
treeless, and barren of all herbage except a stunted growth of tough (but nutritious) 
grass too sparsely scattered to cover the ground or form a continuous sod. This is the 
.character of all the State east of the 27th parallel except in the immediate valleys of 
the Platte and ATkansas Rivers. There is no water with which to irrigate the land. 
The scant streams and intermittent springs (mostly dry by July or August) are from 
10 to 25 miles apart and afford barely water enough for stock to drink. Snch land, 
you are aware, no man will settle upon or purchase under the existing laws. It is and 
must always be (in spite of our honored Senator Hill's bill for artesian wells) fit only 
for grazing purposes, and to this great industry the existing laws are extremely i.n-
i.mical. They render the practical stock grower necessarily nomadic and prohibit him 
from surrounding himself and family with any home comforts and from fencing and 
otherwise improving the land he occupies but cannot own because the government 
(with unconscious absurdity) demands that he shall pay the same price per acre for 
lands 20 acres of which will scarce support a single cow and calf per annum as the farmer 
pays for his garden and wheat fields, worth twenty times as much, and of which, if 
he buy any, he must buy several square miles. To attempt to do this would, of course, 
be folly. Hence, he "squats" on the government land by some spring or "water-
hole," builds the cheapest hut possible in the side of some bank ( a "dug-out"), builds 
no improvements, invests his profits elsewhere, has no home, and lives a nomad's life 
of squalor and discomfort. Not that he prefers this. He would gladly buy the lancl 
he occupies, fence it, erect comfortable and substantial (and above all taxable) im-
provements, and live like a "white man;" but he bas no choice in the matter, fur the 
traditional $1.25 per acre is as effective a prohibition as if to buy wer~ a penal offense 
unless the man is a fool. Nor does the system of "offering" land, as now practiced, help 
him any. Not an acre of land has been offered in Elbert and Bent Counties, where 
my stock chiefly graze, since I have been in the county-six years. And even if of-
fered at $1, or even fifty cents, per acre·it would avail him nothing. He would be 
about as foolish to buy his grazing lands at fifty cents per acre as at $1.25; either ex-
periment on these lands would bankrupt him. But there is a price which he can 
afford to pay, although the increased taxable wealth which wou.Jd be createcl in one 
year by giving the actual occupier of the arid lands a good title to them upon condition of 
his building, say $1,000 worth of permanent improvements for every 20,000 acres, would 
amply compensate for the gift, to say nothing of the vast colla,teral benefits which 
would result to the State from such a policy-benefits greater in proportion to the 
magnitude of the gift than the government can hope even to reap from its lavish do-
nations to ring corporations. 
But I do not advocate the donation of these lands to anybody. Let the stock grown 
pay a f afr price fo1· them, proportionate to their actual prod·uctive valiie as compared with 
arable lands, and let this price be determined by carefnl inquiry and compa1·ison of facts. 
When this is done, and a price is fixed upon these arid plains at which the stockm~n 
can buy them with safety, which would be only common justice on the part of the gov-
ernment toward both classes of her citizens, the farmer and the beef and wool grower, 
no one at all familiar with th<:, business need be told what will be the result. Hun-
dreds of thousands of acres will be bought and fenced, stock will be rapidly improved 
in grade, permanent improvements will be built, the stock grower's spare capital will 
be invested at home, schools will be set up, and the nomad will have a house. 
I know many men who feel keenly the injustice of the government in persistently 
keeping t,heir vocation ( of so great national importance too) under the ban, and them-
selves exiles. They would gladly purchase their range and improve it; and are 
eagerly looking for some speedy move on the part of the government in that direction. 
What the price shall be must of course be determined by intelligent comparison of 
the dry upland acre with the fertile valley acre. My own opinion is that the ratio of 
actual productive and probable market value of the former as eompared with the 
latter, in this State would be about as one to twenty. . . , 
Where lands are already occupied the present occupant should have the prior right 
(for say 2 years) to purchase; and as water is indispensable to stock pastures, each 
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man should have the right to buy the land half way to his next neighbor's spring or 
water-hole. This rig ht should of course be limited to a reasonable period; after which _ 
if the owner of the contiguous water or its occupant did not choose to purchase his 
half of the range it should be thrown open to all the world to buy. 
Not less than 15 acres of our best grazing lands are requisite for every head of horned 
cattle; and from 5 to 7 acres for a sheep. Horses require more than either. The an-
nual loss to the State resulting from lack of fences, such as direct loss of cattle and 
enormous expense of hunting for them all over the country each spring and the mor-
tality among cows and calves incident to and inseparable from the "round-up" sys-
tem (necessitated by lack of fences) is something enormous. All this would be avoided 
if the government would permit us to own our lands or even to rent them for long 
terms at a nominal rental. 
Very respectfully, 
WM. S. HOLT. 
Testimony of J. C. Jones, West Las Animas, Colo., relative to pastoral land, pastoral honw-
steads, agricultwral land, and cattle raising. 
TRINIDAD, COLO., Septenibe,· 6, 1879. 
J. C. JONES, of West Los Animas, Colo., made the following statement: 
I have been in the cattle business for twenty-five years in Texas and California. I 
have about 16,000 cattle. My range is about 50 miles long and 30 miles wide, part in 
Las Animas County and part in Bent County. Most of it has bP.en surveyed into 
townships. I own about 1,800 acres to which I have government title, and on which 
are water privileges. The county is slightly overstocked. We have some trouble 
with sheep. I think it would be better to keep them by themselves, apart from the 
cattle. I do not think they improve the earth; on the contrary, I think they injure it 
for cattle. by reason of their running over it and trampling it down, and they crop too 
close to the earth and leave a scent on the ground so that catt.le will not run where 
they have been. I do not think the water privileges are yet all taken up. Taking it 
winter and summer I think it will require 30 acres of land to support one beef. I have 
one pasturage of 160 acres of irrigated grass that will sustain about 40 bead of cattle 
year in and year out. The altitude in Las Animas County is about 6,000 feet, but in 
Bent County it drops down to 3,000 feet. I think the parties occupying these lands 
ought to be allowed to get titles to it from the government, and I think 10 cents would 
be dear for it. I would not sell it in unlimited quantities, but I would protect those 
who are there now. I am in favor of the pasturage homstead aud I would give each 
one 3,000 acres; but I think the settler ought to be required to improve the land. 
There is no hope of this land becoming agricultural land, at least in the portion.of 
country I live in. I do not suppose that there is more than one acre in 1,000 that is 
cultivated for agricultural purposes, and what agriculture has been has not paid. I 
can send away and get vegetables and corn cheaper than I can raise it. It costs about 
three times as ruuch to raise it as to go east and get it. 
My cattle market is in Kansas City, Mo. I do not know where the cattle go after 
they leave Kansas City. Cattle dealers in Kansas come to our State and purchase 
cattle and feed them on the surplus grain of Kansas. We have a place in Kansas 
now where we have about 1,200 steers fattening for market. You take a steer worth 
$25 from here to Kansas and fatten it for market and it brings $40. These steers cost 
us about ·$22.50, and we sell them for $38 or $40. There are vast numbers of these 
cattle taken to Kansas for this purpose. If these herds were not raised here and taken 
to Kansas, there would be no use for the surplus grain grown there. I think that 
about 100,000 head of cattle have been taken out of this State to Kansas to be fat-
tenecl for market. 
I think these questions of homesteads and disposition_ of the land ought to be at-
tended to right away, for if it is not it will lead to serious conflicts. In fact it has 
done so already. There are quite a number of such cases now. 
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Testirnony of A. J. Lamb, cattle-g1·ower, Pueblo County, Colomdo, relative to agricult1iral and 
tirnber lands. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
MUDDY CREEK, PUEBLO COUNTY, COLORADO, 
Septembe1· 26, 1879. 
Question 1. Name, &c.-A. J. Lamb, Greenhorn Creek, Pueblo County, Colorado; 
occupation, a cattle-grower. 
2. Have lived at my present residence twelve years. 
3. Have acquired title to 160 acres under the soldier's homestead law. 
4. Only through the perusal of newspapers. 
5. A person can get his title at this (Pueblo) land office any time after six months 
from the date of his filing on any tract of public domain. The expense attached 
thereto varies from $40 to $60. 
6. Do not know of any defects in the land laws; none, however, have come under my 
pe1·sonal knowledge. · 
7. The lands in this section are chiefly broken (apparently by volcanic eruptions) 
with some open prairies. The lands are principally pastoral, and a very small pro-
portion suscepti.ble of agriculture. No indications of mineral in this section, and no 
timber excepting along the base of the mountains. 
8. I think the lands here should be designated desert lands, and this rule I believe 
will cover the entire area of Southern Colorado, as in some parts sand predominates 
while in this vicinity the general aspect is broken and very rocky. 
9. I would recommend that the actual settler be entitled to the lands covering his 
water-front half way to the next stream, both ways, as the lands out from the creeks 
are valueless unless the person owns the water. 
10. Would recommend that the actual settler be entitled to a homestead of, say, not 
less than 2,500 acres, and such of those that wish to purchase more land be enabled to 
buy it at a price not to exceed 10 cents per acre, as I do not think it would bring more on 
the market, for in buying a tract of land one must buy some that not a blade of grass 
will ever grow upon. And again, this would return a handsome revenue to the general 
government, as well as bring more taxable land in the county. And, also, that it be 
iOld in parts, to allow the actual settler an opportunity of purchasing land, for if sold as 
a whole the lands would perhaps be bought up by speculators, to the detriment of old 
eettlers. And here I will add that the pioneers have taken up all the lands along the 
creeks, and, of course, the lands lying away from the water are of no account to any one. 
However, if large companies of capitalists should come in here and buy up this land, 
they would either compel the cattle-grower to pay exorbitant prices for the land, or else 
to move his cattle. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate is good and healthful; the seasons are rather short, I suppose on ac-
count of the nearness of the mountains; the rainfall is light in the spring of the year. 
As to the snowfalls in winter, this is variable, as some winters it is heavy, while others 
the fall of snow is light. The supply of water depends altogether on the amount of snow 
in the mountains, as all the creeks here are fed by the snow in the mountains. 
2. The rainfall occurs from the middle of July to the last of August, and comes very 
irregular, as it sometimes inundates the whole country. This country is subject to 
waterspouts, and when they break it floods the whole country; and the waterfall comes 
too late in the season for irrigation. 
3. There is not any land that will raise a crop without irrigation in this country. 
4. Taking one hundred as a maximum, I would say that not over 5 acres in every 
100 is fit for cultivation, as none but the low bottoms on the creeks can be farmed at all. 
The bottoms are very narrow, and, besides, the streams do not supply water enough to 
irrigate what land could be farmed. 
5. Corn, wheat, oats, and barley, with -vegetables of all kinds, can be grown here, pro-
vidingthere is sufficient water to irrigate them. There is, however, not enough of these 
raised in this country to supply the demand, owing to the frequent droughts, the grass-
hoppers, and the expense of irrigating. 'l'he above-named articles can be and are 
shipped in here from the east for less than they can be produced here. This is de-
cidedly a cattle country, and useless for anything else. 
6. The water is run in ditches and is not gauged, as the custom here is that where 
two or more own a ditch jointly they use the water day about; and, besides, I have never 
seen a hundred-acre wheat field in Southern Colorado, and therefore have no way of de-
ciding the quantity of water required for that amount. 
7. The source of all the water, and the supply, depends altogether on the amount of 
snow in the mountains. This season the supply has been short. 
8. From my own observation I would say that the land is not injured any way by 
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irrigation. Small grain, such as wheat, oats, barley, and also potatoes, can be grown 
at an altitude of 6,000 feet in the mountains. 
9. When the streams are low the water is generally all exhausted in the ditches. 
The common rules are that when the ditch is running full that all the owners of the 
ditch may use the water at the same time. What water is not used is voluntarily re-
turned to the creek. We have, however, good water laws in Colorado. 
10. The settlers have taken up all the water by entering or homesteading the land 
laying on each side of the creeks. 
11. No conflicts about water of any consequence te my knowledge. 
12. About 95 per cent. of the lands are adapted for pasture only. 
13. I think it practicable to establish homesteads of 2,500-acre lots. This amount of 
land will about keep 100 head of cattle; but I do not think any one wishes to confine 
himself to only 100 head. Some cattle men own from 2,000 to 5,000. 
14. I think it advisable for the government to put these lands ( outside of the before-
mentioned homesteads) on the market for private entry, and let every settler be allowed 
to purchase such quantities as he is able to, providing he takes lands opposite his 
water-front. 
• 15. The pasturage in the northern part of the State is much better than this, as there 
is as much grass growing on one acre there as on three here, and I do think it will 
require at least 25 acres of this grass to keep one beef and fatten it for the market. 
16. A family can eke out a livelihood on from 100 to 150 head of cattle of all kinds. 
17. It is impossible for me to say how many cattle there are to the square mile here. 
18. The growth of grass has diminished and is not so good a quality for winter as 
formerly. 
19. There have been some few small pastures fenced with good success. If cattle have 
shelter to protect them during storms they can be confined in pastures in safety in 
winter. 
20. The quality of herds would be greatly improved by in closing the cattle in pas-
tures and a larger increase in calves be obtained. 
21. Cattle have to come to the creeks for water, excepting during the rainy season, 
when water stands in shallow holes on the prairies; but this is of short duration; the 
creeks are the main supply. 
22. I think that two sheep will destroy as much grass as one beet Owing to the 
dry seasons here the grasses are cured early, and the sheep, going as they do in a com-
pact flock, cut the grass down. It is not what the sheep eats, but what he destroys. 
23. The growth of grass has diminished more so where sheep have grazed than where 
cattle or horses have used. 
24. Cattle will not feed where sheep have grazed unless they are inclosed in pastures. 
25. Southern Colorado was first settled by cattle men, and when it became civilized 
the sheep men rushed their flocks in and drove the cattle from their accustomed range, 
and hence there is no friendly feeling existing. 
26. There are between 30,000 and 40,000 bead of cattle in this county; they run at 
large and all mixed together. There are from 12,000 to 18,000 head of sheep in this sec-
tion, herded in flocks of from 300 to 2,000. 
27. I would suggest that the public lands be disposed of in the manner stated above, 
and think it the best way. 
28. The corners can be readily found in this locality. 
TIMBER, 
1. The only timber there is in this vicinity is a scrubby growth of cedar and pinon, 
useless for anything but fire-wood and shelter for stock. 
2. Not any timber planted here. 
3. There is no grass growing on this timber land, and I think it would be best to let 
it go as the other public domain. It would answer for shelter for stock. 
4. 'fhis being the only variety of timber, it would be useless to classify it or put it up 
separately for sale, as no one wants it for the timber alone. 
5. There is a second growth, apparently, but it is of such a slow growth that it takes 
almost an age to acquire any size. 
6. The forest fires are chiefly the work of the Indians, who :tire the timber to drive the 
game. The destruction of timber has been very great in the mountains. The only way 
to stop the fires is by heavy rains fali.ing, or send the Indian where he won't have to 
start a fire. (Original.) 
7. In this immediate vicinity the timber is not worth depredating upon, but along 
the base of the mountains the waste has been very great by railroad companies cutting 
ties. Would advocate the legislation of some laws to protect the timber. 
8. It is customary for the settlers to go to the nearest point for fire-wood. Corpora,-
tions, as railroad companies, go to the best timber and cut what they choose for ties, 
bridges, and other purposes. 
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9. We have at this la,nd office very efficient officers, and I think the timber laws 
would be better executed if under the administration of district offices. 
MINES. 
Have had no experience in mining; consequently have no idea about it; so will not 
try to answer those questions. 
Respectfully, yours, 
A. J. LAMB. 
Testirnony of J.B. Low, 'mining enginee-r, Denver, Colo., relati-i:e to mineral laws, ,Jc. 
DENVER, COLO,, September 2, 18,9. 
J. B. Low, residence at San Francisco, Cal., but temporarily resident in Colorado; 
occupation, mining engineer. 
In mining litigation I have always aimed to compromise contests, and hence have 
had but little direct connection with actual cases in court as party or witness, but 
have been more or less mixed up in the Comstock litigation and have had indirect con-
nection with much of the mining litigation all over the country. My connection with 
mineral matters bas continued ever since there has been mining in California. 
Under the present system parties can first locate their claims with no other restric-
tions as to locality than their own pleasure, and can also similarly secure surveys from 
the government, putting, if he pleases, his location or survey directly over the previous 
one of another party. In my opinion this practice is simply awful, and leads to inter-
minable confusion and litigation. The instances are so numerous that it would ue 
almost impossible to enumerate them. Hence nearly every application for patent is 
adversed by numerous parties, and I know of scarcely an instance of a mine of v:::.lue 
where such is not the case. 
Literally speaking, the apex of a vein is its highest point; but in my understanding 
the correct meaning of the term is that if a man sinks a shaft and strikes a vein, the 
point of discovery is his apex, and he should be entitled to hold the dip, with the under-
r:,tanding that some subsequent locator may have struck a higher point in the same 
lode. 
The top or apex, the course, and angle or direction of the dip cannot always be deter-
mined in the early workings of a lode, because there are frequently derangewents in 
the course of a vein by movements of the upper surface, so that he may at first suppo~e 
his vein to run in one direction, when by going deeper he fin<ls that its course has been 
changed by such displacements. .For illustration, a vein may apparently enter the side 
of a mountain at a given angle and course, but it subsequently proves that at some 
time the surface of the mountain has slipped down and broken off the vein, thus leaving 
a break between the two parts; or again, the upper end bas been bent over parallel 
to the surface, but after going down a certain distance the vein turns down into the 
earth. 
In view of these and similar facts, and inasmuch as foregoing technical terms are 
essential parts of existing law, the rights of a discoverer are not properly protected. 
The law compels a discoverer to locate his claim by these terms, instead of putting it 
upon the actual discovery of mineral. A man almost necessarily has to locate bis claim 
before he has made sufficient development to tell certainly where his vein runs. If be 
does not do so, he is liable to have a prior location put over him. If he does do so, and 
makes a mistake through reliance upon the surface indications, he is wir,bout remedy 
and loses the benefit of his actual discovery of mineral. Within my knowledge, and 
frequently, litigation and injustice have grown out of the impossibility of determining 
the above points in the early history of a mine. 
Have often known of two veins, parallel or otherwise, of the same outcrop being 
located by different parties and giving rise to contest. It frequently happens that 
the country rock has fallen in upon the outcrop, so that the vein matter is divided 
for many feet-sometimes more than a hundred feet-and different parties may inno-
cently locafo upon both of these veins, but when they have gone down find the vein 
matter to unite, 110d hence a conflict. I have known of cases where in such contests 
the original locator h:is been cut off in depth by the later locator. 
The outcrops of veins are often much wider than the legal width of claims, whether 
under State, Territorial, federal, or local laws. Frequently the outcrops of narrow 
veins deviate from a straight line and pass beyond the side lines of the claim, owing 
mainly to the irregularities of the earth's surface. They may be covered over with 
<lebl'is or float, so that it would be impossible to tell the true course of the vein. 
The practice under the present. law of permitting locations on alleged mineral 
g und, but witho!Jt certainty of actual mineral, works to the disadvantage of discov-
19 L c 
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ers ·of true )odes. To a certain extent an unlimited right to locate and take the claims 
of subseqnent discoveries operate to the encouragement of prospecting; but on the 
whole it works to the advantage of mere jumpers by permitting them to watch until a 
valuable.mine is opened, and then by locating in barren ground adjoining to sink a 
shaft to the dip of the other man's mine. Then the first party, and who really dis-
covered the lode, bas to go into litigation aml can only get rid of the jnmper by 
tracing out the identity of the lode and thus digging out the jumper. This destroys 
the profits of the mine and discourages the operators. As an illustration, the Twin 
mine in Leadville district furnishes an excellent instance. Discovers of rich veins or 
their assigns are often burdened with costly litigation-ruinously so-to defend their 
1·ights against subsequent locators, arnl almost invaraibly such legal attacks are <li-
rected to the part of the <lip which bas passed beyond the exterior line of the sur-
face tract. 
I have thonght a great deal about the question whether this unlimited right to 
follow this dip business could be continued or contro]]ed in any way so as to make it 
feasible, a]l(l I have talked with many other parties on the same su uject; it being known 
to us all that many camps have been destroyed. and abandoned from this causA; but 
none of us have been able to see how the dip idea could be retained aud avoid the 
ruinous consequences which have uniformly attended it. 
I have taken part in organizing mining districts, and have been chairman of a com-
mittee for such organization. First a notice was pnblisbed by any one who chose to 
issue it, presumably to the miners in the immediate vicinity, bnt usually intended 
to reach the party's immediate friends, and to the efiect that a miners' meeting would 
be held, generally without saying what it would be for. Upon assembling those 
present proceed to define the limits of the district; to prescribe bow Ja.rge a cfaim can 
be located therein ; to elect a recorder, whose general duty it is to record anything 
that is brought him, and to pass any regulations in their pleasure for the gov-
ernment of the location and development of mines in their geographical limits. 
Sometimes only sufficient parties a,re present to fill the offices, viz: presiding officer, 
secr~tary, recorder. Dislricts have probably been organized by only three or four 
parties, and I have personally known them to be organized by nine persons. These 
parties are not necessarily either actual miners, resiuents, or citizens of the United 
States. No inquiry is made upon these points, it being assumed tba,t hy cominp; to the 
meeting they are qualified. The recorder's duty is to keep a recor<l. of any loca1ion 
o:ffored by him; and as his compensation is hy fees, his natural iuterest and tendency 
js to accept an<l record anyt!..iing offered him. ·whenever called upon to do so, he gives 
a copy, certified by himself, of the record of such papers, a fee therefor being cha.rged 
for his use and benefit. I have ne'tTer known any securit,y to be reqnired from such 
recorder for the faithful performance of duty, and the honest performance of same 
is entirely dependent upon his personal integrity. As a rule no body of men, jumping 
up ju the wilderness, excel the miners in personal integrity and a general intention 
to <lo 1Le right t,hing; but they are often unacquainted with the conformation and 
wantci of their section. They are usally gathered together suddenly by mineral dis-
coveri<'s, and have not had time to understand their real necessities. The situation 
compds them to hasty and illy oonsidered action. 
Tb e mode of locating a claim in such districts is as follows: 
li prospector discovers an outcrop with a Mow-out, or blossoms rich in mineral ore, 
and f1e supposes the lode to run north and south. He at once stakes out a claim ac-
cording to the laws of that district, if one has been organized. If one has not been 
organized be stakes out according to his own notions, or to the laws of some district 
in:--w hich he had previously resided. He ta,kes one claim for himself by right of dis-
covery and one as locator, and then uses the names of various friends to make enough 
other locations to cover what be thinks would be the lode. He sticks up on a tree 
or rock a notice of his claim, describing it in vague terms by natmal objects, as a 
tree, or peak, or ravine, &c. Then he hunts np the friends whose names be has used, 
and tells t,hem what he has done. He says, "John (or Jim), Ihavediscoveredamine 
and used your name to locate it, and want you to give me a deed of your interest." 
A deed is executed for the nominal consideration of $1 which puts the whole claim 
in the one party, although upon the notice stuck up on the claim for the informa-
tion of the public there are a number of parties. Then he goes to the mining re-
corder and records the notice. 
The effect of that record is similar to any other public record, and is usually held 
sacred. That original location goes into the courts, and, no matter how indistinct 
the uot,ice may be, it is the basis of the mining title: and the courts must get at 
the intention of the party as best they can when the party subsequ~ntly ~akes ap-
plica1ion to the United States for a mineral patent. A copy of this certificate of 
location, certified only by the mining recorder, has to be accepted by the govern-
ment as tbe sole evidence of location, and is the foundation of the entire proceed-
ings. 
·whether that record can be subsequently amended depends upon the originaltaw 
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·of the district. Laws sometimes allow amendments by a two-thirds vote of the 
miners in the district, and the laws themselves can be changed by a similar vote. 
Within my knowledge mining titles have been disturbed and litigated through 
fraudulent manipulation or destruction of these mining records. I have known in-
stances where the entire records have been spirited away for purposes of speculation 
or to aid one side in a 1::twsuit; where they have been destroyed in whole or in 
part; where they have been changed by erasures or interlineations, &c. I know 
-of 110 securit,y against the perpetration of ·such frauds, and in case of their destruc-
tion there are no me:1ns of reproduction. 
In my opinion, all mining district laws, customs, and records could and should be 
abolished, and the initiation of record title be placed exclusively with the federal 
land offices, just the same as is the practice under all other laws for the acquisi-
tion of titles, inceptive or consummated from the United States. 
Undoubtedly the adjustment of controversies concerning mineral lands and prior to 
issue of patent should be left absolutely to the United States land offices, in the same 
manner as contests under all other land laws. The main reasons therefor are as fol-
lows : The great delay and expense in the courts, and the practical impossibility of 
getting a hearing therein within any reasonable time. The operation of mines are 
-often stopped by injunctions and cross-injunctions upon suits in court, where the said 
court does not hold more than two terms in a year and then adjourns in a week 
or so without trying a mineral case. Parties have to bring up and hold together a 
cloud of witnesses at great expense, and often l1ring them up term after term. A 
fairer result can necessarily be obtained from a trial before an officer far distant 
from the locality of the controversy than before a jury from the immediate -vicin-
age, and the absence of taxable costs in the executive department of the United 
Sta,tes saves parties litigant great expense. 
Believing that the practice of following the dip beyond the side lines of a claim 
is incompatible with satisfactory administration of the mining laws, I would sug-
gest some such method of location as the following: 
Square locations with vertical lines in area of not less than 40 acres to each claim, 
and not to exceed 160 acres. They should be surveyed in the :first instance by a 
government surveyor, and thereafter the party should be required within a stated 
time to complete his title from the United States-say in about one year. I would 
not permit any survey to be made in conflict, in whole or in part, with any previous 
.survey still in valid existence ; and I would permit the party to purchase from the 
government an end for the stated time, without reference to whether he had or had 
not actually discovered mineral. At end of the year, if the party failed to pay in 
his purchase-money, the survey on file should be canceled and the tract be opened 
to any other party. 
I have owned and worked placer claims on a large scale. I have not known of titles 
obtained nnder the placer law for absolutely non-mineral lands, though such cl~ims 
naturaUy may have stretched out so as to include lands not containing mineral in pay-
ing quantities. Of course parties suppose the lands to be mineral when they take them 
up ; and. if they prove not to be so-'the price paid to the United States is large enough 
to remove any reasonable objection to the transaction. 
I think that lode claims have been taken up under placer claims, but do not think 
it was the original intention of the parties. 'l'hey have usually been discovered in 
washing off the surface while washing the placer claims. In such cases the placer 
claimants should be entitled to anything they :find under their claims. 
I know of valuable placer lands where the claimants have been obliged to purchase 
from adjoining parties other lands in order to secure an outlet, without which outlet 
the mine could not have been worked. I think that placer claimants should in some 
form be entitled to locate a right of wa'y or outlets to their claim,. 
As to mill-sites, I think that the present restrictions as to location on non-mineral 
lands should be removed. Many parties now have to perjure themselves to secure 
such location where it is required and where only his mill can be put. 
If the system oi square locations with vertical side lines is put in force, the t,unnel 
location privilege should be repealed. It would be incompatible to give a man on a. 
surface ~ocation everything below and at the same time to allow another pa.rty to cut 
under him with a tunnel location. 
Testimony of John McCaskill and others, Pueblo, Colo. 
PUEBLO, COLO., .Lf.,ugust 29, 1879. 
JOHN McCASKILL, M. D., president Southern Colorado Cattle Growers' Association, 
and others, made the following statement: 
I _should sa,y that on an average it would take 25 acres of the pasturage land of this 
region to fatten one beef for the market. The grass on the ranges decreases from 
year to year under grazing. I think the quantity of grass on a range now is about 40 
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per cent. less than it was seven or eight years ago. There were hay lots then that 
could be mown, but now they are done away with. At that time there was not one-
fifth of the cattle that there are now, and the quality of the range decreased as the 
stock increa&ed. There are io Colorado now about 500,000 head of cattle, 200,000 of 
which are in this land district. These are worth at least $2,500,000. I do not think 
there can be any more cattle introduced here than are here now. They are driving 
them out on account of the scarcity of grass. Three men moved out of my district 
last week, owing to the lack of grass, and more than 30,000 head of cattle have been 
taken from this vicinity on account of the scarcity of grass. They went to the Pan 
Handle of Texas. Our cattle roam at pleasure, none of the large herders having 
fences. A better class of cattle could be raised by fencing. I think our cattle would 
improve from 30 to 40 per cent. if the ranges were fenced. Our cattle are sold in 
Kansas City, Mo. They are moved by rail over the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 
and the Kansas Pacific roads to K~JJsas City. Many of them go to Chicago and also 
to Europe. They can better a:fford;in the East to pay $4 per acre than we can in this 
JJortion of t,he country to pay 10 centti per acre. Not one out of ten of the farmers 
south of the divide in this land district can make more than a living. Farming does 
not pay in this district. The cattle business only brings in 20 per cent. Most of the 
streams go dry at the seaoon when they are needed to ripen the crops, and in this por-
tion of the country the use of water destroys the good properties of the soil. The 
water seems to run the soil together like mortar and injures its growing properties, so 
that the yield of grain decreases from year to year. All the water in the district is 
used for irrigation~ and the area of irrigated land cannot be extended. The capacity 
of the 1:1treams could be doubled, so far ' as the water is concerned, but the acreage can-
not be anv further rncreased. 
Any an10uut of corn, flour, and potatoes is shipped here in the winter, and stall-fed 
beef is shipped here from Kansas in the spring. 'l'his bas been the case for the last 
three ye·urs. Mr. Wetzell, secretary of the Denver Cattle Growers' Association, told 
me that over half a million dollars' worth of beef was shipped to the mountain towns 
of Colorado from Kansas. Cattle do not fatten here sufficiently for market till Sep-
tember and October, and after that time they do not take on any more flesh. Six or 
seven years ago cattle could be turned out any time in the winter and they would fat-
ten by spring. 
If farming was steadily pnrsued grain enough could be produced to supply the local 
demand, but it is not profitable and so it is not done. There are not as many H,cres of 
1ail<l tilled for agricultural purposes now, by one-fifth, in the county of Bent, wl1ich 
is in this land district, as there were. Huerfano County is in the same condition. In 
Pueblo County there is not as much farming as there was ten years ago. When every-
thing could be sold to the Army there was no difficulty in selling it, and they got from 
4 to 6 cents per pound for their corn; but now we can get our corn for a,bout 90 cents 
1iel' hundred from Kansas, and that is cheaper than they can raise it. Another draw-
back to agriculture is the grasshoppers. In Huerfano County, where I live, six years 
out of se,-en we have bad the grasshoppers, and they cleaned up what the dronght 
left. They didnotmaterially affect the cattlemnges. Another difficuU.y is that the lands 
lieing low they are subject to inundations, and the floods materially injure the crops. 
Agriculture is very precarious and not profitable. Mr. Pollard, in the county of Pueblo, 
ha!i tlOO acres under fence and tried agriculture. It was well ditched, near the mount-
ains, and favorably located, but he failed, as the water has been out of that locality 
for two months. The water does not come at the proper time. The great supply comes 
in the spring, and when they need it, it is all gone. Mr. B. B. Field, cattle owner and 
fal'mer, in Pueblo County, has 1,000 acres of land that six years ago was assessed for 
$40,000 and now it is assessed for $8,000. I£ the cattle men had the land there woulil 
be no agriculture, except enough to raise a small amount of grain for stock pnr_lJoses. 
The place that I occupied seven years ago they .wanted $3,000 for, and three yea.rs ago 
I bought it for :fifteen cows and calves. This is agricultural land, under fence and 
ditch. When the railroad came in it so lowered 1irices that agriculture was no longer 
profitable. I think that there is at least :3,000 owners in this land district and they 
average two employes each, making an aggreg:1te of about 6,000 employes, and the 
value of agriculture as against stock-raising is about as one to six. 
There arc in this State about 400,000 sheep, and I think that about 250,000 of them 
are in this land district, and they are worth at least half a million dollal's. It is very 
injmious to a cattle range to feed sheep upon it. The sheep nibble very close and 
their feet are so sharp that they cut the grasE> and the wind blows the graHs awa,.v; 
tben, too, the grass being eaten down so close it does not come up again readily. 'l'hey 
also destroy the winter range. While the cattle are gone up on the summer range the 
sheep come along and eat up the winter range. If the ranges were fenced this would 
be obviated. There is much trouble with jumpers. The Texas cattle man will con1e 
alo1Jg, and, if he finds water, he will locate on your range and eat it all oft~ just as tht~ 
sheep men do. When the time comes to pay taxes they move off. There is :1 row be-
tween the catt,le and sheep men all the time on account of the inroads o~ the sbe~p, 
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upon the cattle pastures. This could a11 be stopped by fencing. If the land could be 
purchased in large tracts this would settle the whole matter; of course giving both 
an equal chance to buy. The jumpers and Mexicans do not wish to have fences, be-
cause then, if they owned the land, they would have to pay taxes and could not roam 
where they please. On account of the dry climate sheep require a great deal of water, 
differing in this respect from the Eastern States. Because of the inroads upon the 
ranges, sheep men are fighting among themselves. Owing to the fact tha,t the ranges 
are overstocked with sheep, the grass is being eaten out completely and the ranges 
entirely destroyed. Some men on the Chico are commencing to feuce the public do-
main. As a, resnlt of this, some of their neighbors are having their ranges taken away 
from them. Ii the opportunity was offered they would buy this land at low prices, 
but as they cannot buy it there will be trouble. 
The difficulty about fencing the public land is this : One man fences and another 
fences and another, and when it comes to be entered properly in the land office the per-
son making the entry will be resisted by the persons who are in possession, when he 
goes to take up his land. This causes a great deal of difficulty and often bloodshed, 
inaugurating a sort of '' squatters' war." If the lands could be purchased from the 
government in large tracts and fenced, a better class of cattle could be produced. One 
half of the cattle that we now have would then produce as great a profit. The ~Tass 
is running out so that the cattle will not get fat enough for market, and they will be 
.compelled to take their beef cattle off to fatten them. Last winter and this winter 
too we buried in Pueblo County 3,500 head of cattle that died from starvation. By 
taking the beef off and fattening them in Kansas, you can support just that many 
more stock cattle. If the stockmen could buy their ranges they would build good 
houses, make permanen,t improvements, and live there; but as it is now, they do not 
make homes there. If you go into the country now, you will see only one-story log-
.cabins, because they do not know how long they will be able to live there. 
The increase of 100 head of cattle would keep a man with an average family. I 
think the pasturage land should be disposed of at a price that would enable a man to 
acquire sufficient to sustain 100 head of cattle ; that is, about 2,500 or 3,000 acres. This 
would be about equal to the agricultural homestead of 160 acres. 'I'bis land is not 
worth more than 10 cents per acre, and if it is disposed of, the sheep aud ·cattle men 
-should have an opportunity to enter land in proportion to their stock, provided they 
availed themselves of the privilege within a certain time after the passage of the act. 
Perhaps it might be well_ to dispose of this land at a price which decreased from year 
to year as the better class of lands were disposed of. . · 
Pive sheep are about equal to one beef, and in taking a pasturage homestead this ratio 
should be observed. 
Question. Are the water rights all taken up in your county f-A.nswer. Yes, the 
water rights are all taken up. 
The following members of the association being present, concurred with Mr. Mc-
Cashill in his statement: D. B. Berry, secretary of the ~ssociation, M. B. Price, Lud-
wig Kramer, Geo. M. Chillcott. 
'Suggestions to the Public Land C01mnission by N. C. Meekflr, White River Agency, Colo. 
'WHITE RIVER AGENCY, COLO., August 25, 1879. 
SIR: I have received yom circular letter ; also, Major Powell's "Lands of the Arid 
Region." There are so many points on the subject of the land laws requiring the most 
eareful consideration that I do not feel prepared to recommend any changes as regard 
homestead and pre-emption, and I say this not because changes ought not to be made, 
but because I doubt whether they would produce the desired result. \Vben we made 
the settlement at Greeley, Colo., we were greatly embarrassed by the laud laws, be-
cause they were not framed to apply to an arid regiou, since in no case do tlrny recog-
nize a right to water as being attached to the realty. Ou the contrary, decisions seemed 
to be adverse, as to waste the water of a stream had been forbidden. But in our im-
portant enterprise we were forced to attach water to real estate, and this we did by 
the J)ower of our corporation, which, owning the water under the law, granted its use 
in perpetuity to all colony members. This plan worked well jn every particular; in-
deed, it is a perfect success, but like success has not, so far as I have been informed, 
attended any other colonial enterprise, for the right to water has passed into the bands 
of capitalists, and it is sold to the cultivators of the soil at an annual rent. If settle-
rueuts could always be made as our settlement was made, and be carried out to the end 
as we carried it out, changes in the land laws would be desirable. It might or it might 
not be worth while to incorporate a principle into the generalland laws which must un-
derlie the t,itle to water, viz, that priority of appropriation gives priority of right; but I 
think this is embraced in our State constitution, and perhaps in judicial decisions. It 
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1s a principle fully important as any principle in regard to the title to land itself, and 
its disregard would destroy the finest farm regions and cities and towns in one-half 
the territory of the United States, for if it shall be granted that wateris free for who-
ever wishes to take it, and at any time and in any place, our whole system of local 
legislation and usage will be overthrown. A most important question in connection 
with this principle is whether priority covers what the line of the survey of a ditch 
is capal.lle of watering, or only the actual capacity of the ditch at the period of time 
priority is claimed. I do not think we have yet had any decision on this point, but it 
is absolutely certain to arise. 
If any new laws can be enacted and put in force that shall preserve the timber of 
the mountain regions and even of the valleys of the rivers, great good would follow. 
The destruction of timber is largely by fires, and as Major Powell states more by In-
dians than by white men. Indians look upon timber as of no more value than rocks, 
to be used if they need. 'rhousands upon thousands of acres of pine, aspen, and cot-
tonwood are fired every year that the squaws may readily get dry wood the next year,, 
a short-sighted way of providing for the future. A great danger arises from the de,. 
struction of mountain forests, since when destroyed the snow melts quickly and the 
rise of the rivers is early in the season instead ofla,terwhen so much needed for irriga-
tion. Whether cultivation bas an appreciable effect in an increase of rainfall is doubt-
ful. Precipitation of moisture depends on elevation relative or direct, more than any 
other cause. Salt Lake did rise a few years ago, and the argument in favor of 
cultivation would have continued good if Salt Lake were not now falling. The area of 
cultivation in comparison with that of the pastoral, in all arid countries, is exceed-
ingly small; everywhere evaporation is rapid, and human influences and efforts can 
have but little effect on natural ones. 
New laws should be enacted in regard to the pastoral lands. They should be rented 
for a series of years, twenty, thirty, or forty, at a nominal sum, and in parcels ranging 
from a section to two or more townships. This plan will permit men of small means. 
to commence the stock business and give men heavily in the business wide range, and 
both can then arrange for summer and winter grazing. Whatever government might 
get in rent would be a gain, because these lands cannot be sold, certainly not at present 
prices, while stock growing would become fixed on a permanent basis and the grades. 
of cattle and sheep would improve. This plan would remove a business now run on. 
community principles to one run upon individual responsibility. 
All these hints are submitted with great diffidence. 
Respectfully, 
N. C. MEEKER. 
Capt. C. E. DUTTON, 
Secretm-y Public Land Comrnission, Denver, Colo. 
Testimony of Hem·y H. Metcalf, River Bend, Elbert County, Colo. 
DENVER, COLO., August 20, 1879. 
HENRY H. METCALF, River BeLd, Elbert County, Colo., testified as follows: 
Question. What is your business f-Answer. Cattle raising. 
Q. In what section ¥-A. On the Big Sandy, Elbert County, Colorado. 
Q. Do you own the land on which you range your cattle ?-A. Unly my homestead'. 
and pre-emption. 
Q. What amount of cattle ha,e you f-A. Twelve thousand head. 
Q. Over what amount of territory do they range 1-A. I allow them to range 45 milei; 
to the east; that is a1ong the river, and 18 miles to the west. 
Q. How far north and south f-A. To the Platte 85 mil~s. South they run about 40' 
miles. I consider them home in that distance. 
Q. Now, then, how much territory would it take, supposing you owned the whole of 
it, and they were fenced, to sustain these animals ?-A. I would not dare to put the 
animals inside a fence without allowing 20 acres to the bead. 
Q. Do you think in your region 20 acres to tbe head would be sufficient in all years?-
A. In the average year it would; but even then if they were fenced, in the event of 
certain storms which we have, as you know, I would rather my cattle should be out-
side of the fence anywhere, in preference to having them stop moving. I would not 
dare to allow less than 20 acres to the head. In Texas they allow 5, but you know there 
is more grass in Texas than here. Wherever there are any large water-courses I should 
allow more than that, for a large part of such land would not have any grass. They 
annually kill it. · 
Q. I understand you to mean that around water-courses where cattle drink tha 
grass is necessarily stamped outf-A. Yes; it is all gone. 
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Q. Suppose, in this ideal plantation, in which every one fenced stock in, with 20 
acres to t,he animal, what distance around each spring and along the rivers would be 
trampled out and rendered barren f-A. With us, along the Sandy, a strip 500 yards 
wide is trampled out. The cattle go down to drink, come out to paw and lie down, 
and then go back a second time and drink. 
Q. Do you notice any ve1·y great variation in different years of the amount of grass T-
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. Can you express that variation in percentage T Does the grass vary 10 per cent., 
for instance T-A. No, I don't think it does. You can notice a great variation now from 
the last two years. Three or four years ago we had more grass than now. 
Q. Suppose there were no cattle on the range, do you think that the variation in the 
climate of each season, or the different seasons, would greatly vary the amount of 
grass T-A. No, I do not think so. 
Q. Do you think the country is gradually losing its grassT-A. I do. 
Q. Can you express that in percentage, during the time you have known the 
country T-A. I do not think we have within 25 per cent. as much grass as we had in 
1872. When I took my own range up grass was waist high, and there were no cattle 
in the country then; now look at the range outside of the section I have fenced for 
my calf pasture. Inside the pasture the grass stands high, but outside of it the grass 
is nowhere near what it was in '72. 
Q. Then, in your opinion, tbe stock which is now in the country will gradually 
reduce the grass 1-A. I think so. . 
Q. If the present tenure of cattle is maintained, then the life of the grass is limited 
or regulated by the number of the herd f-A. By that do you mean the ranges are get-
ting overstocked f 
Q. Yes.-A. I do not think our ranges are getting overstocked. In the old-fashioned 
way we had to gather the cattle all in toward our ranges; we kept them within ten 
or fifteen miles. Now we allow them to go wherever they please. 
Q. You do not think, then, that under the present system the diminution of the 
grass is going on as rapidly as it did formerly ¥-A. No, I don't. If we had kept the 
old system up we should not have had any grass at all. There are a great many that 
do' not think so. If I wanted you to move, I might tell you that the grass was getting 
depleted. 
Q. Do you think the country-taking t4e country at large between the Arkansas 
River and the North Platte, and possibly far enough eastwaftl from the mountains to 
reach the limit of the agricultural belt-the grain belt-do you think that the country 
has all the cattle to-day that it ought naturally to carry, or will it do to largely over-
stock Hf-A. It would not do to overstock. I think the natural increase in the country 
will stock it. 
Q. How soon f-A. In a very short time. We are increasing every year. 
Q. When would you put a limit for that great belt of territory, after which you 
couJd not increase safely T-A. There are a great many moving out, thinking that this 
is done for now. 
Q. What is your opinion ?-A. I should be content to sta.y there five or six years 
longer. I think my cattle could live. I shoulu not have as fat beef, but I think the 
market will warrant me in staying there. 
Q. As the great cattle industry grows you can afford to sell your younger catr.le f-
A. Yes. I should not have any beef weighing 1,400 pounds, but 1,150 pounds is a very 
good weight. 
Q. I understand that you do not own the ground of your cattle range; why cannot 
you own it ¥-A. I am not allowed to· take up but 320 acres, and I cannot afford to pay 
anywhere near the price. 
Q. If t he land was sold at figures which left you a reasonable profit in your business, 
woald you like to buy it f-A. Yes, indeed, I would. 
Q. Excluding all purely agricultural land-that is, first, land which needs no irri-
gation ; and second, that which is in the lines of irrigation-and taking only the non-
irrigable plains, for w hat price would you be willing to sell this land if you were the 
government ~-A. Five cents an acre would be enough. Taking it right through _it 
ought to go for fifteen cents an acre. 
Q. Could you afford to give that (fifteen cents) for a large tract f-A. It would 
depend upon how taxes were. I should be willing to pay ten cents per acre, taking it 
in large tracts. 
Q. Standing a 4 per cent. tax ?-A. No. 
Q. What is the ta.x in your vicinity f-A. From 13 to 15 mills. I am not certain just 
which. 
Q. Suppose the government should open to settlement for stock-raising the plains 
land in a manner not unlike the homestead or pre-emption acts; of course it would be 
necessary to increase the size of the tract so that the average family taking up that 
homestead or pre-emption tract would be able to live upon it; now, in your judgment, 
how large a tract of the average plains land with proper access to water, would be 
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necessary to sustain a family in the cattle business 1-A. Between 2,500 and 3,000 acres. 
Q. You think that 3,000 acres will support an average family ?-A. If a man is con-
tented with a small amount of cattle I should say 2,500 or 3,000 acres would sustain 
his family ; that is, make a living; he would get nothing ahead. 
Q. And how would that man corn pare, as to commercial ad vantages, with the man 
who has 160 acres of good arable land T-A. I should say, the same ; that is, taking the 
western land, and the crops year in and yea,r out as they are in Kansaa, I think 3,000 
acres with cattle would be as advantageous as 160 acres of arable land, or even 320 
acres. 
Q. Iu your opinion is it either practicable or to the general interest of the stock in-
dustry that the cattle business should be carried on in a small way by individual own-
ers, on tracts of 3,000 acres, or by men with large herds who would be able to control 
land enough to carry them ?-A. I think it would be better in large herds, for this rea-
son: A man with 1,000 head of cattle will have to pay from $1.25 to $1.50 per head a 
year. My cattle last year cost 60 cents a head and next year they will only cost me 
45 cents per head. I can take 15,000 head of stock and run them for 30 cents. 
Q. You believe that the advantage of large cattle-raising over small cattle-raising 
would be greater than that of large ag1'icultural enterprises over sma11 agricultural 
enterprises T-A. Yes; I do. 
Q. State any of the advantages that occur to you of large cattle-raising over small 
cattle-raisingT-A. We allow in gathering cattle in the spring and fall 2 men to the 
thousand. A herd of 2,000 would be represented by 4 men, but a herd of 18,000 would 
only require 20 or 24 men. In that way the large owners save. Since stock-raising 
has come to be carried on so extensively, instead of one we now have from :five to seven 
"round-ups," and small stock-owners cannot be represented at these places, while I can 
take my men and put one in each place. . 
Q. What are the disadvantages of small stock-owners not being represented at the 
different "round-ups "?-A. His cattle are left. 
Q. How left T-A. Left there at the" round-ups." He loses his increase in calves, and, 
besides, his cattle wander off so that he cannot get them. 
Q. Do yon find in practical experience that the disadvantages under which small 
raisers labor lead them to abandon the couutry or go out of the business ¥-A. I do. 
Q. Do you :find that they are doing both t-A. No; I don't think they are giving up 
the business, but they are moving off to other ranges where they are isolated. 
Q. Is it a fact, then, that the entire cattle territory of Colorado is gradually being 
occupied by the herds of large owners and that the smaller ones are all passing to the 
north T-A. Yes, sir; I believe that will occur. I was telling a friend of mine the other 
day that in a few years there will not be more than :five herds east of Denver. 
Q. Does not this centralization of capital become a monster monopoly of the plains f-
A. In regard to the smaller men moving off, mind you, it is done just as much for 
themselves-for their own gain-as it is for the large men. A small raiser takes bis 
1,000 head off by himself, and instead of getting 65 per cent. increase he goes up to the 
old ratio of 75 per cent. to 90 per cent. He is by himself and his cattle are there where 
he can look after them. 
Q. But is not the p.ractical result to :finally hand over to the very large cattle-own-
ers the entire cattle territory from Texas to British AmericaT Do you notthinksoT-
A. I do. 
Q. Do you consider that a benefit to the people at large T-A. The people at large 
would derive a benefit from it in the reduced cost at which they could purchase their 
beef. That is where the people would save. 
Q. Have you observed a definite, perceptible change of climate during your resi-
dence iu this country f-A. I have. 
Q. Has it been progressive since you :first came here f-A. Yes. 
Q. lu what direction is that change of climate-more or less moisture ¥-A. More, 
Q. Are you informed as to whether that apparent increase of moisture is an actual 
increase, or is it due to a difference of distribution throughout the year f-A. I cannot 
say. . 
Q. As a result do you notice any particular change in the vegetation f-A. That I 
cannot say, as I don't see much of the vegetation. 
Q. You do not perceive a sufficient change in the moisture conditions to indicate 
that the farm belt is encroaching ·westward on the cattle belt f-A. No; I do not. 
Q. H is not your belief, then, that there is such an encroachment ¥-A. I know there 
is an encroachment, because the farmers are trying to raise crops farther westward, 
but I <lo not believe that encroachment is due to the change in the climate. 
Q. ls it your belief that in Kansas they have reached the. limit of successful cult-
ure T-A. Yes. 
Q. Has the failure of certain crops led you to that conclusion 1-A. Yes. 
Q. What, in your opinion, considering the interests of the government and that of 
the stock-raiser, is the best way for the government to dispose of the strictly pastoral 
lands f-A. Sell them. 
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Q. You would not welcome the idea of renting for a short period f-.A. Ko; I would 
not. I do not think anybody would then go to the expense of fencing and making 
other improvements. 
Q. In case the government should throw open for public sale or private entry the 
entire pastoral laud, what method would you advise for preventing non-resident cap-
italists from controlling the entire country '7-A. I cannot say. That would be a very 
hard question to settle, unless the government recognizes the man who occupies it 
at present and gives to the resid'ents priority to the extent of their occupation. 
Q. I understood you to say just now that it was for the interest of the government 
and the people at large tllat the stock ranges should be large in this arid district. 
Would it not support a large population if the ranges were small and the farmers were 
i1,1lowed to Jive upon 2,000 or 3,000 acres f-A. No, sir; you cannot divide the land up 
so. The water controls the land. Wherever there is any water, there is a ranch. On 
my own ranch I have 2 miles of running water; that accounts for my ranch being 
where it is. The next water from me in one direction is 23 miles; now, no man can 
have a ranch between these two places. I have control of the grass the same as 
though I owned it. 
Q. That is, your homestead controls that water T-A. Yes, that is it; my homestead 
controls t,hat water. Six miles east of me there is another ranch, for there is water at 
that place. 
Q. In an arid country like this, where the conditions upon which people can live 
and support their families depend upon the water supply, what right have you to take 
np all the water-front and virtually control the whole country back of it T-A. Because 
it happens to come inside of my 320 acres. 
Q. Then you selected your 320 acres with a view to controlling the water-front T-
A. Certainlv. 
Q . .And thus you control the pasturage land back of it f-A. Certainly. That is the 
way it is all over the West. 
Q. Suppose a law was enacted which would make the water common property and 
provide that the cattle from any range should be allowed to drink of that water, 
would that not be beneficial f-.A. I don't think it would. I think that the water 
accounts now for nine-tenths of the population that you find in the West on our 
ranches. 
Q. Then if one or two are to control all the water-fronts, is not that operating 
against the interests of the country f-.A. Well, the way our laws are now, it cannot 
be helped. In regard to homestead and pre-emption, you will find that nine-tenths of 
the homestead and pre-emption claims are simply water-holds. They hold the land 
and the water right. 
Testirnony of Sttydernharn Mill8, rniner, Leadville, Colo. 
LEADVILLE, COLO., August 27, 1879. 
SUYDENHAM MILLS, fifty-two years old, miner by occupation, residence in Colorado, 
testified~ 
Under present law placer claims upon unsurveyed lands can be patented, and after 
subsequent township surveys there is no sufficient safeguard against patents for adja-
cent agricultural claims inadvertently lapping over upon the previous placer patents. 
The present placer statutes of the United States make no provision for dump grouud 
or tailings, but the State law requires that each claimant shall confine his dump to his 
own gronnd. This often works great injustice, as, for instance, where several claims 
immedfately adjoin each other the lower parties are in position to stop the working of 
tho higher parties by cutting off their outlets. In my opinion the custom which pre-
vailed in most local mining districts when I first came here, in 1859-'60, would furnish 
a correct rule on this point, viz: that each claimant could let loose the dump from the 
flume upon his own ground, and the parties below mnst take care for themselves of 
whatever reached them by gravitation. 
The experience of all miners will approve the absolute extinction of all State, Ter-
ritorial, or local ,mining laws, customs, recorlls, and districts, and in lieu thereof to put 
the whole lmsinflSS under United States law and urnler the administration of its 
officers. 
The placer law should be better guarded as to requirements of improvements. At 
present it requires proof of $500 worth of improvements, but does not specify their 
character or extent, upon the ground. Hence a claimant might have $500 worth of 
lumber upon the premises, with which to ostensibly builcl a flume, &c., and upon that 
secure proof of $500 improvements or expenditures. .As soon as bis entry was allowed 
or patent issued upon that claim be might haul bis lumber to another claim and make 
it the basis of proof of expenditure upon said other claim. I would cut off t,his oppor~ 
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tunity for evading the law by strict requirement of proof that the $500 had been hon-
estly expended in the actual development of the ground. 
I do not know of any case of placer patents for lands barren of mineral, and I do 
not see where occasion for such thing would arise, unless where parties wished to 
obtain some title upon unsurveyed lands, and were willing to pay double price therefor,, 
without being put to the trouble of pre-empting same. 
It is possible to take up lodes through the pretense of placer claims, and I think'that I 
have known of such transactions. There would be two plain . inducements thereto, 
viz: first, the cost of the land would be one-half; second, the claimants could take 
in a much larger area, which might embrace many lodes. 
In matter of lode claims discoveries should be permitted in any form, whether by 
8hafting, tunneling, or clrift.ing. I think that the law as to tunnel claims is too lib-
eral, and that it should be put upon the same footing of other claims as to right by 
dii-covery . 
.Mill-1,ites might, by evasion of statute, be made to cover lode and placer claims. I 
can see no benefit in retaining that part of the mineral law. It should be dropped out, 
as it only complicates matters and opens a door for fraud. 
Either a party should be compelled to honestly make double the present annual 
expenditure to hold a possessory claim, or, better still, a locator should be obliged 
wit.bin a limited time (say one year) to prove up and pay for the claim, or else forfeit. 
his right thereto. 
A provision should be made for the benefit of the pioneer prospector, who may have 
discovered a lode but be without immediate means to work it. I would 1mggest some-
thing like bis being permitted, by staking out same with suitable monuments to serve 
as notice to others, and by filing a declaratory statement with the United States regis-
ter, to be protected for a ,·ery short time in the absolute enjoyments of said discovery. 
I mean protection against intruders in the exclusive right to explore and work within 
the surface ground thus staked and filed upon. 
Testimony of Ge01·ge G. Mm·rick, mining engineer, Leadville, Colo. 
LEADVILLE, COLO., August 27, 1879. 
GEORGE G. MERRICK, tei,ti:fied: 
Reside in Oak Park, Cook County, Illinois, but have been temporarily residing in 
and near Leadville for some months past. 
I have been connected with ruining pursuits, more or less, since 1849, commencing 
with lead-mining in Iowa, above Dubuque, and engaO'ing in the capacity of a mining 
engineer in gold and silver mining in Colorado and Utah, and coal mining in Illinois 
and Indiana. 
Before expressing my opinion as to the defects of the United States laws as applied 
to lode claims, it seems to me proper to state that in my judgment there is a wide dif-
ference between lode claims, as the term is understood in the law of 1872, and what 
I woulcl call contact veins of mineral lying in horizontal layers. In attempting to 
apply the :fissure vein or true lode-claim principle to the deposit claims in this neigh-
borhood a large number of lawsuits have arisen, and the prospect is that these suits 
wilJ increase in number and importance until the whole mining interest of this neigh-
borhood is inextricably entangled in legal proceedings. 
I believe the official practice of filing surveys of lode claims which overla.p on the 
surface to be entirely wrong in principle. I think that a claimant should be entitled 
to all that is within the area of his ground, and that he should not be obliged to con-
tinually defend his rights. 
Whether the top or apex of a vein or lode is construed to mean the highest point of 
that lode or whether it is construed to mean the outcropping of that lode seems to 
me a very material difference. One is peculiarly applicable to fissure veins and the 
other is more particularly applicable to horizontal deposits. A.s I understand the 
meaning of the word apex, I can hardly apply it at all to contact veins or horizontal 
deposits. A vein may be discovered, for instance, low down in a valley where it is 
perhaps a depressed vein. It may be subsequently discovered two or three miles up 
a mountain, and the point where it passes the crest of some peak, if the highest point, 
is the apex according to law. Yet, in my opinion, the layer on the mountain has no 
more an apex than the layer in t,he valley. I do not believe, furthermore, that the 
apex or course or direction of the dip can be determiued in the t~arly workings of 
veins or lodes. Holding this opinion, l do not think that the intended rights of a discov-
erer are properly defined and protected under the· existing laws, and I know that very 
important litigations have grown out of the impossibility of determining these very 
points. 
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I have not known within my own experience, strictly, of two parallel seams being 
located by different parties and giving rise to contest, but I have in my mind in this 
immediate vicinity a location where such a condition of things may very probably 
exist. If it does exist, the original locator would almm;t certainly be cut off in dopth 
by the later locator. 
I have in my mind some cases in the San Juan country, where I believe tha,t the 
outcrops of the lodes are decidedly wider than the legal width of claims even if we 
take the extreme width of 300 feet allowed by the Uniteu States Government. 
No case has come within my immediate observation where the outcrops of narrow lodes 
have so deviated from a straight line as to pass beyond the side lines of claims, yet I 
have no doubt that this is not unfrequently the case. For example, in cases where 
the outcrops have made the figure S they would almost certainly pass outside the 
side lines. 
The practice under the law of permitting lode locations of · alleged lorles on non-
mineral ground works to the disadvantage of the discoverers of true lodes in this way. 
viz: that it prouuces a great deal of doubt and uncertainty in dealing with mineral 
interests; I mean that it hampers commercial dealings by throwing doubt upon titles 
or the correctness of all locations. 
Under the present law it is undoubtedly true that B, who locates on barren ground 
a claim parallel to that of A, a former locator, but over the dip of A's lode, can cloud 
the title of A, the discoverer of a true lode, and put him to the cost and inconvenience 
of an expensive litigation. 
I know of a case where precisely this condition of things exists, and in which I de-
clined to recommend the purchase of a property otherwise highly desirable from the 
certainty of an expensive and tedious lawsuit attending its development. 
It is, as a rule, the case that a large majority of the discoverers of rich veins, or 
their assigns, are burdened with costly litigation to defend their rights from locators 
in their immediate neighborhood, and the legal attack in such cases is most often 
directed to the portion of the dip of the lode which has passed beyond the exterior 
lines of the surface tract. It is an almost invariable rule in the vicinity of this city 
(Leadville) that whenever the owners of a claim have developed rich, paying· mineml 
they are immediately burdened with from one to half a dozen vexatious lawsuits, 
and it is sometimes necessary for them to resort to armed force to protect their rights 
against jumpers, blackmailers, and other depredators. 
I do not think it possible, considering the known variety and complexity of the min-
eral deposits in rock in place, to retain that provision in the United States mineral 
laws by which locators can follow the dip of their claims outside their side lines with-
out the danger of provoking litigation. 
I have no hesitation in saying that it is the result of my experience in miniug camps 
that the complexity of the State and district laws, rules, and regulations is a product-
ive source of evil, and that the only remedy for these evils is to place the whole mat-
ter where it properly belongs-in the hands of the officers of the federal government. 
They alone should have the power to issue any patent touching the title to mineral 
lauds. Although I will not question the honesty of intention of the county or dis-
trict recorders, their average intelligence and the condition in which their records are 
kept are not conducive either to the correctneiss or the safety of these valuable 
papers. I may add also that I have known instances where whole books of records 
have been fraudulently destroyed in order to oblitera,te certain titles. It certainly 
seems to me that the adjustment of controvertiies concerning mineral lands prior to 
iesue of patent shouid be left absolutely to the officials who are appointed by the 
federal government. 
I think that the mineral lands should be subject to entry nuder SOUie of the legal 
subdivisions of the land now in use by the Land Department. I see no way to prn-
vcnt t,he accumulat.ion of land even if a private entry was restricted to one or two of 
these leg-al subdivisions, and I think the matter should be left to the discretion of the 
parties desiring to comrol tl10 land. If it is attempted to limit the amount of lamt 
which may be secured iu this way, whether to twenty acres or to any other fixed quan-
tity, temptation is immediately offered for perjury, which I would wish to <io away 
with if possible. · 
The present method of acquiring possessory title is productive of many and ver:,,"' 
great evils in all mining communities, and it is my opinion that every pre-emptor and 
every person seeking to acqnire title to mineral lands of the United States should b& 
required to perfect that tiLle within a reasonable time, and it is my opinion that no 
injury will be done to any honest locator by fixing that time so as not to exc('ed 
eiguteen months under any circumstances, and I myself see no reason why the title 
sl1onld not be perfected wit,hin twelve months. In fixing the period of twelve month~ 
I am governed exclusively by the idea of dealing with extreme liberality with the pros~ 
pector or miner who makes tbe discovery of mineral in the tract of land. No sub-
stantial injury or wrong would be wrought to any one by requiring the payment of tht11 
cash upon the filing of the application for a patent with the L:md Depai:tmont .. 
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I find that it is a common practice in the surveys of mineral lands to wholly disre-
gard the rules and regulationE:1 issued by the Land Department to govern such surveys, 
and that surveyors are in the habit of surveying lot after lot across each other, paying 
no attention whatever to the side and end lines as laid down for an earlier locator. 
These surveyors are paid a fixed price for surveying a claim, and it is, of course, to 
their interest to survey as many claims as possible without regard to prior rights. 
Surveys are made also with the ordinary box compass, and when the final surveys are 
made with more accurate intruments the boundaries of the claims vary in important 
particulars, and lawsuits without end grow out of this shiftless practice. In my 
.judgment no surveyor should be allowed to survey a mineral claim unless properly 
deputized by the surveyor-general, and no map of a11y claim should be made in which 
the lines of one claim cross the lines of another. Respect should be paid to the earliest 
locator, and cross-lines should stop upon touching his side or end lines. 
In my opinion the present land laws operate in the first place to the confusion and 
detriment of mining industry, and secondly to the demoralization of the people engaged 
in mining. Instances have come under myimmediate observation where public lands 
are pre-empted for the purpose of robbing them of their standing timber. Lands are 
also patented under so-called placer claims for the purpose of disposing of them as 
town lots, and, in general, in order to secure a large number of mining claims the 
.grossest perjury is committed-throughout all the mining districts. 
Testimony of Henry Neikirk, 1niner, Boulder, Colo. 
BOULDER, COLO., S~ptembe1· 9, 1879. 
Public Land Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
Srns: In answering your series of questions, I take it that the first contains a typo-
graphical error. The word "expense" should be "experience." 
Answer 1. I have 1:ieen engaged in mining for sixteen years, in Colorado exclusively; 
have prospected from Fairplay on the south to Estes Park: or Long's Peak on the 
\north, but have done the principal part of my mining in Gilpin and Boulder Counties; 
have been foreman of several large mining properties, among which was the "Smith & 
Parmelee" property on the Gregory & Briggs lodes, at Black Hawk (in 1864-'65), now 
the New York Company property; also, of the Buell property, at Central City (from 
1872 to 1875) ; have filled almost every position from "dfrt-passe1·" to superintendent 
..and owner, and there is nothing about a mine to be done I cannot do. I own an in-
'terest now in two mines of this (Boulder) county, both of which I have had litigation 
over. The Dana or ''Hoosier" loue and the Melvina. The litigation on the first 
named extended from 1866 to 1876, and was dragged through local or district, State, 
,and national law. 
2. The law itself has the same objection your question has; it is too vague. "Loile 
claims" is very uncertain. There are so many kinds. The law applies pretty well for 
well-defined fissure veins whose dip is vertical or nearly so, and for them only do I 
consider it good. 
3. I think it a bad practice, but one it would be impossible without great expense . 
and trouble to do away with, and that the "end would not justify the means." 
4. The apex of a lode I understand to be that point at which the vein enters or 
·emerges from rock in place. The dip or course of a vein can only be approximately 
,determined in the early workings. 
5. They are not. 
6. Ithas. 
7. Never have of same outcrop, but frequently where two outcrops dip or run 
-together. 
tl. No. 
9. They are not. There is more gammon in this than any one other thing 'in mining. 
Where it is so wide it is not a vein or lode, and does not run in seams, but lies en masse, 
.and is a deposit. 
10. Quite often, especially in a few of the older counties of Colorado where the sur-
face is limited in width by local law. 
11. To the disadvantage. Just the location will deter others from occupying the 
ground, although it may be a fraudulent locatio.n. 
12. The above question or example is answered every day almost and illustrated in 
the southern part of this State, and arises from trying to govern vertical and horizon-
tal veins by the same rule and same law. Wha,t would you think of a law which 
would allow a man to strike the edge or outcrop of a horizontal coal bank, take up 
1,500 feet in length and hold it for any distance 1 
13. Litigation arises from unimaginable causes, but it arises as much from the new-
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ness of the mining country and instability of society as any one cause. Litigation is 
very often commenced to blackmail. The vagueness of the law and the inappropriate-
ness of it to many cases is very fruitful of litigation. 
14. I think it is in all veins in the primary formation, but not in limestone or por-
phyry. 
15. I have in two instances, and both were organized in the same manner, to wit: 
A call for a meeting was made by several citizens. Upon meeting the people assem-
bled elected a temporary chairman, also secretary, when committees on by-laws, on 
boundary-lines, &c., were elected. After the preliminary organization was effected, 
committees appointed, &c., the meeting adjourned for a day or two. Upon meeting 
again the committees reported a short constitution and by-laws (which was a short 
code), which were rassed upon by the meeting. These laws provided for their own 
amendment. The "miners' meeting" was considered supreme. They usually had a 
president, a vice-president, and secretary, who was ex-officio recorder, who kept a book 
for the record of claims. There was in some districts in this State in very early days 
miners' courts established by the people of the districts, and a corps of executive offi-
cers, beaded by the president of the district. At present all authority is assumed by 
the State. 
16. The usual method adopted was to 8take off your claim; if on a lode or gulch, a 
stake at each end of your claim; if patch or _hill diggings, one at each comer, stating 
on your stakes what you claim, and recording with the recorder of the district acer-
tificate of your claim. The effect of such a record has been at different times and in 
different districts so various it would be impossibe for me to specify, but in all in-
stances gave a person the right to possession and enjoyment under restrictions speci-
fied by law. Generally a person was entitled on a lode to 100 feet in length of the 
vein he discovered, or on which he pre-empted, after some one else had made the r1is-
covery, together with 50 feet of surface, in width, for working the same. 
17. That would depend upon the district law, but I never knew of its being done. 
18. The legislature of this State provided for these records of the various dist,ricts 
to be deposited with the county recorder. In one case I had these books were tam-
pered with, and I proceeded the same as a person would to prove that a conveyance 
or any other paper had been tampered with. I do not think, however, that there is 
any, or at least very little, property held under the district laws or records in this 
State. 
19. I think it is much the best and most convenient way for the initiatory to l>e taken, 
as it now is, with the county clerks or recorders. Inasmuch as the recorders keep the 
records of all instruments requiring record ( even recording the patent after it issued 
by the general government), why not let them keep these also°? The county office is 
of course more convenient in most every instance, and as the recorders are elected l>y 
the people: and mostly by men who personally know them, it is a rare tbing to have a 
poor or unaccommodating one. 
20. I think not. I am well pleased with the workings of that phase of the Jaw. I 
could give more reasons than I could find paper to write upon why mining litigation. 
should not go before the land offices. 
21. I would retain much of the present law, but I would make a distinction between 
veins or lodes in the primary formation and all others. I would allow a person to-
pre-empt, as now, say, 800 or 1,000 feet on a fissure vein which he has discovered, and 
hold it absolut,ely, no difference where it went, and sufficient surface for the proper 
working of the same, say 100 feet wide and nothing more. I would not throw in spurs, 
parallel, cross-veins, &c. On all other kind of v~ns, deposits, &c., I would confine 
him to certain boundaries. It is a distinction easily made, and a law framed for one 
kind of vein or lode is not applicable to the other. 
22. Under the present law a person must perform $100 worth of work a year to hold 
his claim, and I think it is better for the country as it is than to force him to obtain 
a patent, which you could not very well do anyhow, as he would probably get n, friend 
to hold it for him. 
Yours, 
HENRY NEIKIRK. 
Suggestions to the Public Land Comrnission by H.K. Pinckney, Pueblo, Colo. 
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE, 
Pueblo, Colo., August 22, 1879. 
DEAR SIR: Referring to your recent request, and in which you ask me to offer any 
suggestions I may deem proper in response to circular from the Public Land Commis-
sion of the Interior Department, I will say as follows : 
As you are aware, from your long residence in Colorado and from your experience as 
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regiRter of a land office, Southern Colorado, with the exception of a small area of farm-
ing lands, is devoted almost exclusively to pastoral purposes. The area of this district 
in acres aggregates about 15,000,000, a great portion of which is yet, unsurveyed. 
It is no uncommon thing, as you can testify, for stockmen to enter with scrip, and 
under the homestead and pre-emption laws, several springs and water-holes, and by 
so doing control great bodies of land, to the exclusion of others, for the reason that 
without the water the grazing lands for miles are worthless to any one. 
'l'berc are instances where stockmen for the better protection of their stock have 
fenced in portions of the public domain. 
To remedy this evil and cause a source of additional revenue to the government, 
these buds should be assessed at what they arc really worth, and sold to stockmen and 
others at their assessed value. It would result in the sale of the greater portion of 
our arid lands. It would also in a great measure prevent the unfortunate dissensions 
wliich now exist between the cattle and sheep men of this country; for if these lauds can 
be purehased at what they are really worth, all of our stockmen and farmers could 
and wonlcl own their own ranges, and not infringe on one another's rights as is now fre-
quently the case. 
Another and greater impen<ling evil would be done away with, viz: the practice by 
stockmen of procuring their herders to pre-empt places and thereafter securing deeds 
from them. This act is virtually in direc.t violation of section 5:392 of the United States 
Revised Statutes. Yon are aware also that the improvements usually made to secure 
watering places for stock are of a very inferior character, hardly sufficient to hold the 
land, :m<l, although residence is essential under the law, the business in wLich these 
men are engaged is of such a nature that a full compliance with the law so far as resi-
dence is concerned is impossible. That stock-raisers must have a range for their stock 
is patent; that very few men will live on a stock-claim the prescribed period is a fact, 
and that they will in time use other methods of obtaining titles to the public lands is a 
natural sequence. I believe that the offering for sale and grading of the arid lands is a 
long-felt necessi.ty for the protection of the interests of our settlers ; it will be a source 
of revenue to the government; it will prevent the crime of perjury on the part of pre-
emptors, and result in improvements in the way of fencing and irrigation alike bene-
ficial to the State and country at large. 
I have heard it remarked tha,t a lease of the public lands by the government in tracts 
of 1,000 to 10,000 acres for ten years would be desirable, but from conversations had 
with settlers in this section it is evident that they would much rather purchase the lands 
outright, as the rental in ten years would cost more than the land, to say nothing of 
the hard feelings that might be engendered by a lease to other parties for a greater 
consideration after the expiration of such lease. It might be a greater source of 
revenue to the government, but that is a minor consideration when compared to the 
peace and prosperity of a community. 
I would like very much to make some statements concerning the Fort Reynolds 
militar,y reservation, the Las Animas grant, and the "mineral belt" of this district, 
and will at any time yon may desire. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. GEORGE M. CHILCOTT, 
Pueblo, Colo. 
H.K. PINCKNEY. 
PUEBLO, COLO., August 23, 1879. 
GENTLEMEN: I would respectfully recommend that the suggestions made by Mr. 
Pinckney receive your careful attention, and when you arrive here for trip proposed 
by the stockgrowers' association, I shall be glad to accompany you as one of its 
members. 
Respectfully, 
G. M. CHILCOTT. 
Testimony of W. H. F. Randall, attotney-at-law, Leadville, Colo. 
W. H. F. RANDALL, of Leadville, Colo., lawyer in practice, testifies: 
I think the present mining law should be amended so as to apply to all mineral 
land-a, general law-and that the present law tends to vexatious litigation; and 
would suggest the enactment of a Jaw that the claimant be confined to a square loca-
tion, with side and end lines defined, beyond which the locator or owner could not go. 
The party who enters i1pon a claim should be protected while lie is prospecting it and 
before he strikes the ledge. I suggest that a general, sweeping law be passed, provid-
ing for the United States retaining posseSS1.on of mineral la,nds as it does of agricult 
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ural and other classes up and to the time of patent, and that the register and receiver 
in land districts receive the filings of mine locators, either in person or by deputy, as 
is now done by local recorders under State law, thus preventing fraud in alteration of 
dates of filing claims, &c.; and that the present law should be 2.mended so that the 
difference between a placer or lode claim or mine be defined clearly and beyond doubt, 
and that "apex of a lode" be expressly defined. One source of trouble at present in the 
surveying of the public lands is the fact that the deputy surveyors return as mineral 
much land which upon contest ( an expense to claimant) proves to be agricultural. This 
results from there being no regulation or method of defining the kinds or qualities of 
lands, and the fact that the deputy surveyors in general are not scieutific men and so 
cannot return true character of the lands. Frequently surveyors, because lands lie 
within range of mineral lands on the plats so mark all of them. The timber on the 
public land should be protected by law from waste and destruct.ion, and the power to 
enforce this law should be placed in the hands of the register and receiver of the dif-
ferent land districts. At the present rate of destruction in the vicinity of this district 
there will be none left in a year and a half. The present mixed condition of mining 
legislation leads to almost endless litigation. Scarcely a valuable mine in t,his locality 
but what has been put to heavy expense and damages by reason of jumpers and ad-
verse claimants for blackmailing purposes. 
Testimony of H. W. Reed, United States deputy mineml surveyor, Oumy, Colo. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
To the Public Land Comrnission: 
GENTLEMEN: I have received your circular and have time to answer but briefly. I 
am a United States deputy mineral surveyor, and reside at Ouray, Colo.; I have lived 
here since the summer of 1875. 
In this county the greater part of the public lands is in the mountains. We have 
some agricultural land in the valleys and good grazing land on the mesas. 
The distance from the valleys to the highest mountains in this county is so short 
that no general description can be given and no general answer to the question as to 
:rainfall, fall of snow, &c. The rainy season is in the months of July and August. I 
have little acquaintance with the agricultural interest. 
TIMBER. 
In the mining districts the timber is spruce. There seems to benolawunderwhich 
parties can obtain title to timber land in a mineral country. In the neighborhood of 
every mining camp there are many square miles of timber that parties would will-
ingly pay a fair price for if offered for sale by the government. A law authorizing 
the sale of timber land in a mineral country -is greatly needed. Where there are any 
mineral claims they could be exempted or the timber could be sold without giving 
title to the land. There is so little timber in the neighborhood of many camps that 
it would not be just to sell the timber in very large tracts; twenty to sixty acres in a 
tract would be sufficient. Miners at present have to cut timber off of the public lands 
or stop work on the mines. A large per cent. of the timber in this county has been 
destroyed this year by fire. In manv instances the fires have been willfully set by the 
Indians. • 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. I have had five years' experience in this country in mining and mine surveying. 
2. The principal defects in the mining laws that I have noticed are as to what rights 
a claimant has to whatever is within the boundary lines of his claim. The law gives 
to the oldest locator the right to the ore at the intersection of two claims (where two 
claims cross, say, at right angles). It should be more explicitly stated whether this 
means the intersection of the veins or the intersection of the surface boundaries. The 
veins are often but two or three feet wide, while the surface claimed is three hun-
dred. 
4. The top or apex is generally understood to be that part of the lode that is first 
discovered. A vertical lode has its apex at the surface. As applied to a horizontal 
lode the word apex is a misnomer and leads to endless trouble or litigation, for the 
law gives a claimant the right to follow the lode outside of his boundary lines; and 
if the lode is horizontal or nearly so, the prior locator controls an endless tract of 
land, and other bona-fide locators have no means of knowing what their rights are. 
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5. It is often impossible to ascertain the direction of a vein until it has been exten-
sively worked. 
9. The outcrop of lodes is often wider than the legal width of the claims as limited 
by local laws. The United States allow 600 feet in width, which is more than ample. 
11. I do not understand that the ]aw allows the location of a bogus lode. If it did 
it would work a positive injury to a bona-ficle locator and would discourage legitimate 
prospecting. The law should be very plain and clear upon this point. 
12. It is always possible to make litigation, but I do not think B could acquire any 
rights over A. I never heard of al'.iy one succeeding in such a contest. 
13. The discovery of a rich vein is almost always followed by litigation, because 
the law does not clearly define how a man's rights are limited or protected by his side 
lines. 
14. It is necessary to allow miners to follow their vein on the dip in most cases, or a 
mine would have to be abandoned in most cases wheu a depth of 1,000 feet was 
reached. 
15, 19. But little attention is paid to miners' laws here. It would be a nuisance to 
have the initiation of record title placed with United States officers. To say nothing 
of the hardship of being obliged t<;> travel a hundred miles across the mountuins in 
winter to go to a United States land office, it is manifest to any one that the proper 
place to initiate title is where all subsequent transfers have to be recorded-i. e., in 
the office of the county recorder. 
16, 17. Lodes in this district are located in accordance with United States laws, ex-
cept that in most cases the direction of the• lode is given in a vei·y vague manner and 
its locus is not fixed with accuracy. The State law provides for the :filing of au addi-
tional location certificate, which cures these defects without destroying any rights 
acquired under the previous locations. 
18. All of our records of mining titles are made in the office of the county clerk 
and recorder, and a case of fraud in keeping the records is as rare as in any of the 
Eastern States. 
20. It would certainly be well to leave the settlement of adverse claims to the reg-
ister of the land office or other land officer, if care were taken to appoint able judges 
of law to those positions. Under the present practice of appointment, miners would 
have their rights better protected in a court of law. There is quite a difference be-
tween decidin~ a dispute betweAn two farmers as to their rights to a bit of unimproved 
land worth a few hundred dollars and deciding a mining claim that may involve a. 
million. 
21. The only amendments that I would suggest to the existing laws are: 1st. That 
a claimant should have exclusive right to all the mineral of all lodes inside of his 
boundary lines. This would give him the ownership of all cross-lodes inside of his 
lines. But he should not be allowed to interfere with another claim that comes in on 
the dip. This may be the intention of the present law, but as it stands it does not 
state clearly whether the ownership of all the mineral belongs to the prior locator or 
only that part that lies at the intersection of the veins. In other words, it does not 
state clearly any difference between the vein and the claim. 
22. I think that after holding a claim for :five years a claimant should be obliged to 
patent. To obtain the duplicate receipt for a patent from the local land office re-
quires from four to five months, and another year to obtain the patent from Wash-
ington. 
I haven't time to answer in detail all the questions that you ask in an extended 
manner. 
I hope what I have said may be of some slight use. 
Respectfully, . 
SEPTEMBER 29, 1879 
H. W. REED, 
Ouray, Colo. 
Test-imony of R . .A. Southworth, stock breeder and farmer, near Denver, Colo. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
OFFICE OF PLEASANT VIEW STOCK FARM, 
Public Land Cornmission: 
Denvm·, Colo., Nov(!ITYl,ber 3, 1879. 
GENTLEMEN: Inclosed please find answers to such of your questions as come under 
my knowledge and observation. Said answers, so far as relates to disposal of lands, 
give what seems to me to be the best means or way for government to adopt, provid-
ing Congress deems it best for government to retain control of said lands until sold 
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But it seems to me that the arid lands of Colorado should be given to her, and the 
money derived from the sale to be devoteq. to distributing the water that now flows 
through her different streams to the Gulf of Mexico, doing no one good, over said 
lands so far as it may go, to make them fruitful, as there is no better producing soil 
in the world than this when once under water and properly irrigated. By storing 
the water in lakes, ponds, and reservoirs when not needed for irrigation, it would con-
vert large quantities of desert lands into fruitful farms. The undertaking is too 
large for private enterprise. The mining interest of Colorado will never be fully 
developed until her agricultural interests are. • 
Yours, truly, 
R. A. SOUTHWORTH. 
1. R. A. Southworth, near Denver, Colo.; occupation, etock breeder and farmer. 
2. About :five years. 
3. Yes; by pre-emption and by timber-culture act. 
4. By observation among acquaintances and neighbors. 
5. It will cost me to procure a patent for my '' timber culture," by a full compliance 
with law, $5,000 to get the water necessary to irrigate with, aside from the labor and 
expense of planting and cultivating the timber. Under pre-emption or timber claim 
it is impossible for any one to procure a title to the land who is dependent upon what 
he can raise from the soil to procure and pay for the same without means to construct 
a ditch to irrigate the same, and fully nine-tenths of the land cannot be irrigated for 
lack of water. 
6. Yes. Cannot get title to a large proportion of United States lands in this State 
under existing laws. Timber and pre-emption claims, lack of water, homesteads law 
does not give land enough to make a living on at stock raising. If taken by home-
stead, government should give larger tracts; if by purchase, lower price. 
7. Most of the lands here are :fit for pasturage only; a little can be yet watered at 
great expense. 
8. General rule. 
10. Should be sold to those who desire to purchase at from 10 to 25 cents per acre 
or given in homesteads of 2,000 acres. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. Climate healthful; rainfall slight ; snowfall light also, except in the mountains. 
Water for irrigation is supplied by melting snow in the mountains; is not sufficient to 
irrigate one-fourth of the land of the State. 
2. Rainfall occurs in the spring, April and May mostly, some years a little in June 
and July. The greatest water supply comes when most needed. 
3. What proportion can be cultivated without irrigation Y None. 
4. With irrigation f Immediate vicinity, nearly all, with here and there an excep-
tion, ridges too high to get water on and others too rough and broken, say four-fifths. 
5. Wheat, oats, barley, corn, rye, potatoes, in fact every kind of grain and cereals. 
that are raised in this latitude east of us. 
6. To irrigate 100 acres of wheat will take 75 inches of water. 
7. Water comes from the mouutains through the various streams, and is supplied by 
melting snow and springs. One-half of the waters have been appropriated, or there-
abouts. 
8. Do not think irrigation any detriment to the soil, on the contrary a help when 
properly done; in proof can show land near here that has grown a crop of wheat each 
year for eighteen years in succession and produced an average of nearly 25 bushels. 
9. Three-fourths of the water in ditches is exhausted in the season; one-fourth of 
the water is returned to the streams as waste water voluntarily. Farmers, where not 
owning an interest in a ditch, buy water by the inch or by the acre. 
10. Should judge one-half of the water of the State has been appropriated; oldest 
ditch has priority of right under State constitution laws. 
11. Conflicts as to priority are the only ones so-far as I know. 
12. At least three-fourths, should judge. 
13. It is pract.icable to establish homesteads on these lands, or the greater portion of 
them; should say 2,000 acres. 
14. Yes, and should be limited. 
15. Twenty acres are required to raise one head of beef. About the same on an aver-
age. There are localities where much less would do, and others where an animal 
would starve on 100 acres. 
16. One hundred head of cattle to the family. 
17 Twenty to twenty-five head to square mile. 
18 Grass not so good fed shorter. 
19. Cattle-raisers to some extent fence ranges, or a portion. It will be done more in 
the future. · 
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20. Quality of herds would be improved by this practice to a great extent. 
21. Rivers, creeks, and springs. 
22. Five sheep are equivalent to one beef. 
23. It has generally diminished. 
24. Cattle and sheep will not graze profitably on the same ground. 
25. Conflicts arise from sheep coming on to ranges already occupied by cattle men, 
for the reason that sheep eat the grass so close that the cattle cannot get a bite after 
them. . 
26 and 27. Not aDBwered. 
28. Cannot find a good many of the corners without surveying the ground. 
Yours, truly, 
R. A. SOUTHWORTH, 
Denver. 
Testimony of Mr. Stevens relative to public-land laws and su1·veys in Colorado and othm· places, 
( Vide question 3.) Answer. There is no propriety whatever; it is the most absurd 
rnle or practice that can be adopted by local laws. There is no legislation which pre-
vents the practice being put in force, however, as the miners can so locate their claims, 
and the rules adopted by them are likely to prevail; that is, the State laws recognize 
the miners' rules so long as they do not interfere with existing State legislation. 
(Videquestion 4.) Answer. That portion of the vein which outcrops within the walls 
of the rock in place, or, in other words, the highest point in the highest line of the 
lode, is the apex. It cannot without absolute exploration; so that it may safely be 
said that it would cost fully $1,000 to determine the line of direction at the outcrop. 
( Vide question 5.) Answer. They are not. 
( Vide question 6.) .Answer. A large preponderance-perhaps 90 per cent.-of mining 
litigation has sprung up in cases of parties who were unable to define the line of direc-
tion of their lode and cover it with their title. The government law allows 600 feet 
as the end width of the line of the lode; the local laws and the State laws limit the 
end width of the lode to 300 feet in some counties; while in other counties they allow 
even less. j.n end width of :300 feet is equivalent to 150 feet on either side of the cen-
ter of the lode. In Gilpin, Clear Creek, and Boulder Counties the end width of the 
lode is limited to 150 feet; that is, to 75 feet on each side. Park, Lake, and the south-
ern count,ies of this State allow an end width of 300 feet; that is, 150 feet on each side. 
(Vide question 7.) Answer. I have. · 
(Vide question 8.) Answer. I liave. 
( Vide questfon 9.) Answer. They are frequently ; that is, the outcrops of the lodes, 
which are strictly essential portions of their respective lodes and are so considered by 
the \aw as defined in repeated decisions, are often more extensive in width than the 
limit which the law allows for a claim even if the extreme width of 600 feet be taken. 
(Ville question 10.) Answer. They do. 
(Vide question 11.) Answer. To their disadvantage; in more than a hundred in-
stances to my personal know ledge. There is no mine which I value, to my know ledge, 
within the limits of the State of Colorado that has not been involved in litigation in 
consequence of that very circumstance, where adjacent lands were worthless for min-
eral purposes but could be made use of by a jumper to sink a shaft down to a lode 
already developed and then prevent its further development; the only remedy is a 
costly litigation. 
(Vide question 11.) Cross-question. Have such instances occurred in this section¥-
Answer. Yes; more than ten times which I could name in this district. 
Cross-question. Can you roughly state the amount of money which has been wasted 
in litigation growing out of this practice T-Answer. I should hardly venture to make 
even a rough estimate of the total amount. In my own case I may say that I have 
spent from fifty to seventy-five thousand dollars to protect our lands against jumpers 
who have located on lands too which have been proved again and again to be entirely 
worthless as mining lands. I mean that the lands were worthless except to a jumper 
who could use them to cut our vein of ore and thus secure a mining title. 
(Vide question 12.) Answer. He can; and his position will be sustained in the local 
courts and also in the federal courts. The case mentioned has actually occurred sev-
eral times in this State, and the decisions in favor of the subsequent locator have been 
rendered by the highest authority, the judges of the supreme court, Hallett and Miller. 
( Viele question 13.) Answer. They are; it is-the pretense is-that the claim which 
you own is bounded within your patented side and end lines. The land about you 
being public domain is therefore open for occupation, and every citizen and every man 
who has declared his intention of becoming a citizen ha~ a right to come outside of 
your side lines and sink a shaft. He cannot touch your lode, but he claims to have 
struck a, parallel and overlapping one, and the determination of this point generally 
occasions a, oo~tly lawsuit. 
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Crosa-question. Would it or would it not be wise, in your judgment, to exact of 
every locator affirmative proof that he has really struck a new lode T Answer. I 
would make him prove it by his own affidavit and by two disinterested witnesses who 
should show that he had made an actual discovery. 
Cross-question. Iu other words, would you exact of every applicant proof sufficient 
to show that ho had discovered actual mineral and did not seek merely a chance to 
blackmail his neighbor? 
(Vide question 13.) Answer. Question 2 (cross). The man should make and prove 
an actual discovery within the meaning of the law. 
ADDENDA.-(Answer by Mr. Robinson.) In my opinion, some responsible public offi-
cer should bo the person to determine the accuracy of the applicant's claim. The cer-
tificate of such au officer is required by the o]d Spanish domain law. Vve want an 
officer whom the government can hold responsible to make the examination and report. 
(Vide question 14.) Answer. It is scarcely possible; locators can scarcely do so with-
out provoking litigation .. 
Cross-q ucstion. Qould you suggest a practical form in which this provision might 
be retained V Answer. Such a form might be devised, but I do not believe that the 
people in the mineral regions would ever understand it and abide by it; it would be 
a failure in so far as stopping litigation is concerned. 
(NOTE 1.) Mr. Stevens said: "I am clearly of the opinion that Congress has del-
egated powers to the Territorial and State legislatures which they should never have 
been a11owed to exercise. By reason of this delegated authority, these legislatures 
hav-e been able to interfere constantly with the disposition of the public domain. In 
my opinion, Congress should enact snch laws as would enable it to resume full control 
of the public domain." 
(NOTE 2.) Mr. Stevens said in relation to the status of the mining laws in the States 
lying to the west and northwest of the great lakes: "In Michigan only one case has 
been carrie(l to the Supreme Court in the past twenty-five years where the question 
of title to mining lands was raised. This was a contest between the Minnesota and 
the National Mining Companies. The National Company held their title from a grant 
made by the State of Michigan under the provisions of the school act. The Minne-
sota Company derived their title under an old land law permitting location and pre-
emption by authority of the War Department. (This law was passed on the 3d of 
March, ltl43.) The Supreme Court ruled that the school land was held by the State 
of Michigan. The action of the War Department in leasing the land to the Minne-
sota Mining Company was held to be legal by the Attorney-General in his written 
opinion. At the time that the land grant of the school sections was made by the 
State of Michigan to the National Mining Company the government held that the 
grant made by the State under their title to every sixteenth section of land was valid. 
The Minnesota Mining Company claimed that portion of the school section land which 
they bad pre-empted and surveyed under the grant made by the War Department. 
The government mineral lands were pre-empted or leased under surveys made by 
Allison. Judge Burt was appointed to carry the meridian lines through the disputed 
district. Then a law was passed declaring that the lands nearest the subdivisions 
should be considered as the lands which were sold by the War Department to the 
Minnesota Mining Company. Where the lines as surveyed by Allison differed from 
the later survey lines the holders of the land were allowed to adjust them to the sub-
division lines." 
NOTE.-ADDENDA.-" The operation of the mineral land laws in Michi~an was sub-
stantially the same as their operation in Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois; m fact, in all 
the north western States lying near the great lakes." · 
Ques-tion A. What is the average expense of procuring a title to a lot ?-Answer. 
We seldom get a lot for less than $150. Under existing laws however, I should not 
recommend any effort to reduce the expense of procuring a title to a lot. It is one of 
our imperfect safeguards against jumpers who annoy us by taking possession of neigh-
boring lots. If the lot next our productive one is barren, the jumper must pay a con-
siderable sum for a worthless p]ot of ground, with the chance also of being worsted 
in his litigation for our productive lode. I would, therefore, increase the price of lots 
to obviate the chance somewhat that a worthless lot may be taken on speculation. 
NOTE.-In regard to amendments of existing legislation, Mr. Stevens said: "I would 
recommend that all surveys in future should be made by the Unite,l States Govern-
ment, in accordance with their recognized system of establishing meridians and base 
lines, and then that rectangular lots should be laid off. I would limit all sales of 
government lands in future to lands whose boundaries have been accurately deter-
mined by government surveys." 
NOTE.-(Ques.tion to be added.) "What resource is there for a mine-holder except 
forcible resistance, if a jumper obtains part possession of his land by fraud and the 
unjust operation of the local mining laws i" 
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Testinwny of Eugene K. Stienson, practical sm·veyor, Denver, Colo. 
EUGENE K. STIENSON, practical surveyor, testified at Pueblo, Colo., August 29, 1879: 
Reside at Denver, Colo. I have had contracts under the surveyor-general of Colorado 
for surveying the public lands. I think the present rectangular system of surveying 
the public lands good, and it should be retained. Its simplicity recommends it to all. 
The present methods of executing the surveys. are inaccurate. This results from the 
employment of incompetent people, and careless and injudicious acts on the part of 
competent people. I think that a stone monument at the intersection of, say, four 
townships, when the ground is hard, or a metal or other lasting stake at the same 
place where the ground is soft, would he the best method to perpetuate the surveys, 
or the New York method of "pots and charcoal," or to tie these monuments to some 
natural fixed object. I have frequently made surveys for private parties, settlers on 
the plains. I have found most all. the stakes and posts gone, and have been compelled 
to take the field-notes of the surveyor-general and relocate the tract and place new 
corners. The present price per mile for surveying the prairie tow'1ships is now too 
low. The government at present pays $10 per mile for mountains and $6 for prairie 
or subdivision lines. A surveyor in the :field has his party on hand and so hurries 
through his work an<l slouches it, so as to make money out of the contract. I have 
had experience in surveying mineral lands, and I think a square location with end 
and side lines should be adopted. ' 
One-half of the <leput,y United States mineral surveyors don't know how to use the 
instruments requisite to do this work correctly. The present method of appointment 
of deputy United States mineral surveyors is bad. At present a person desiring to 
have such an appointment gets the recommendation of three or four prominent poli-
ticians arnl then is appointed. No particular attention is paid to his qualifications. 
I was on the surveys for both roads, the Atchison, Topeka and Santa :Fe Railroad and 
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad surveys of the Grand Cailon of the Arkamias in this 
land district, where the Denver and Rio Grande ran a line through the canon to the ex-
clusion of all other corporations. My judgment is that no single railroad company 
should have the right to solely occupy such a natural pass. It should be common to 
all, or if only room for oue, then all should use the track with compensation for the 
use to the company building it. The present law that when a deputy surveyor makes 
a mistake in the location of a corner that it is final and shall stan<l, even though an 
error, should be repealed and the surveyor-general have the right to order its cor-
rection. I recall an error of a deputy in surveying a township; in chaining made an 
error of 700 feet in one mile. 
Testimony of James B. Thompson, special agent Interim· Department, Leadville, Colo. 
JAMES B. THOIVIPSON, special agent Interior Department on timber depredations, 
testifies: 
I reside iu Denver, and have been a resident of Colorado for ten years. I am special 
agent of the General Land Office, and my duties are to investigate and report upon 
timber depredations on the public lands, and have acted as such since June 26, 187~. 
In answer to the inquiry what depredations I have observed in this locality I have 
to state that a very large proportion of the timber of this vicinity has already been 
cnt in violation of law, and the destruction of timber 'is very rapidly progressing. 
There are seventeen saw-mills at work, which will cut 5,000 feet on an average for 
each mill daily. There are fourteen smelting works, which consume charcoal made in 
the vicinity to the extent of nearly 40,000 bushels daily, equivalent to 1,200 cords of 
wood. I think that about 300 men are engaged in supplying charcoal, and these em-
ploy probably more than 2,000 choppers, haulers, and burners. The smelters co-oper-
ate with the charcoal men, and often build kilns for them. Large quantities of tim-
ber are also taken for timbering mines, the amount of which is extremely difficult to 
estimate. 
Not only is timber taken for the necessary purposes of mining and building, but 
there is no doubt much waste. Fire is in some cases purposely set to the forests in or-
der to kill the standing timber. Wood which is dead though still sound is considered 
best for making charcoal, and killing the trees by fire is believed to bring the wood 
into the hest condition for charring. In other cases, young trees are selected as yield-
ing better charcoal than older ones, while the older trees are taken for lumber. In 
cutting trees, therefore, the whole tract is denuded and left bare. Large quantities of 
timber are cut down and left lying on the ground. 
The difficulty arises from the fact that there is no lawful way in which a person can 
acquire title to timber-land, be protected in his rights, and have a personal interest in 
preserving timber and using it economically. There is no doubt that if persons could 
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acquire such titles they would gladly do so, and pay a fair price for the lan<l.. All the 
land in this vicinity, with the exception of small tracts along the Arka11sas, has been 
declared mineral land, an<l. can be acquired only as such. I have reason to believe 
that numerous tracts have been taken up, both as placer and lode claims, for the pur-
pose of securing the timber on them. They have merely been filed upon without the 
intention of perfecting titles, but merely to bold them long enough to strip off the 
timber. None of the bona-fide mining companies have ever done this to my knowledge. 
Where a number of them have consolidated they have merely claimed the right to hold 
the t,imber for their own purposes. 
In answer to the inquiry about destruction by fire, I may say that they originate in 
many ways. I think that most of them originate from carelessness in leaving camp-
fires in the morning. The wind rising toward midday scatters the embers and sets 
fire to thousands of acres. In some portions of the State Indians set fire to the forests, 
partly to drive game, partly to destroy the old deaa grass and give the young grass a 
better chance to grow. I have been a frequent witness of this, and also a sufferer by it. 
Under the State laws fodians are liable to punishment for setting fires the same as 
whites. 
The effocts upon the general welfare of the country I conceive to be mainly of two 
kinds. In the first place, the destruction of forests is proceeding far more rapidly than 
their restoration by growth. The amount of standing timber in the State has largely 
and very visibly decreased during the last ten years, and before many years have passed 
the State will be clisforested unless the present tendency is checked. The second ef-
fect is very serious. The great accumulations of snow, which by its melting feeds the 
streams, are at those altitudes where timber grows most abundantly. During the early 
summer the forests by their shade retard the melting of the snow, and the streams are 
fed gradually and slowly and usually keep up a good flow of water throughout the 
summer. Where tho forests are stripped off or burned the snow rapidly melts in early 
summer, the water runs off in large volume, and then the streams dry up. ·Streams 
which now yield a good body of water for irrigation throughout the summer and pas-
turage in the lower altitudes would suddenly become dry or so much depleted as to be 
practically useless for irrigating purposes. . 
The forests are heavier usually upon the western mountain slopes than upon the 
eastern. The fires also are more destructive on the western slopes, partly because there 
is more wood to feed them and partly because of the prevalent west winds. 
In answer to the inquiry what has been my experience and the results of my efforts 
in carrying out the instructions of the Interior Department, I may say that I have 
found the owners of saw-mills and timber-cutters very indifferent and regardless of the 
possible consequences of their deprndations either to themselves or to the community. 
While they profess themselves desirous of acquiring rights to timber, they seem to look 
upon it at presentas a kind of spoil sanctioned to them by local practice and have lit-
tle fear of prosecution. They have apparently the conviction that even if prosecuted 
they will not be convicted, because the local sentiment is entirely favorable to them 
and no jury would convict them. Personally I have nothing to complain of, having 
always received civil treatment and found them willing to discuss the subject. But 
they evidently feel secure against any legal consequences and rather despise the law; 
They argue, and justly, that timber is an absolute necessity, and it is undoubtedly true 
that the greater part of what has been taken has been put to the most necessary uses. 
in a word, the taking of this timber is regarded by them as one of those. "necessities 
which know no law." They are undoubtedly sustained by public sentiment. 
In presenting to these parties the terms of compromise which the Interior Depart-
ment has offered I have met with little response. I have sent notices to about fifty 
differentparties and have received acknowledgments from only four. The last one to 
acknowledge it was the most extensive depredator in the camp. Re called upon me 
recently and stated that he would confer with others in the same occupation. If they 
agreed to compromise he woul<l. join with them, but if they determined to abide a law-
suit he should do whatever they did. 
I have not brought suit against any of these parties, partly because I have not felt 
authorized to do so, and partly because I think that no means should be omitted to in-
duce these parties to accept the terms offered by the Interior Department. I think, 
however, that such acceptance begius to look almost hopeless and that a suit ought to 
,,be brought after waiting a reasonable time. Even if the suit fails it will have the ad-
vantage of showing the weakness of the law and its practical nullity. 
In answer to the question what remedy I would suggest, it seems to roe that some 
law should be passed enabling claimants to obtain directly from the government titles 
to forest or timber land in much the same manner as farms and placers are obtained, 
and solely for the timber upon it. In the mean time, pending the passage of such a 
law, it seems to me that the Seeretary of the Interior should make a rule allowing the 
cutting of timber under the supervision of a proper officer, who should have the power 
to designate what trees should l)e cut, and to collect a stumpage tax for all trees taken. 
I think the general principle which should be recognized both in legislative and oxM 
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ecutive action is this: that the timber-cutters are willing to submit to reasonable lim-
itations and restrictions in taking timber, and are also willing to pay for the privilege 
a reasonable price, but that any attempt to enforce a sweeping prohibition would be 
futile. It could not be done here without a large armed force. The rule of the Sec-
retary for the protection of young trees is an excellent one in principle, but unfortu-
nately it is overborne and rendered a nullity because the present system of which it is 
a part is defective as a whole, and it fails because the system faHs. I think that the 
Secretary should issue the rule I have suggested at once, as the timber is disappearing 
in numerous localities at a very rapi<l. rate. 
In answer to the question whether it would be practicable for the government to 
enforce restrictions while allowing a limited m,e of timber, I would say yes. I think 
the people of the State are sufficiently intelligent to understand the necessity of such 
restrictions to the future welfare and prosperity of the State, and sufficiently law-
abiding to submit to them if reasonable. I think that they will not be slow to under-
stand the ruinous effect of disforesting the country, or to understand that persons who 
take timber should have some show of authority for it, and should in equity be com-
pelled to pay for the privilege and be protected in their privilege when they have 
paid for it. 
In case timber lands were sold by the government the size of the tracts is perhaps a 
matter of no grave importance. If they could be sold those parties who wanted large 
lots would ultimately get them, however small might be the original parcels patented 
by the government. 
I think that so long as the government owns timber land it should be under the 
supervision of government officers. I believe that this would be more satisfactory to 
the people than the absence of all supervision. As a rule I think people would rather 
get their timber honestly and in a lawful way from the responsible agents of the party 
which holds it than steal it. Such a supervising officer should have powers, and de-
cided powers, to meet the want for timber.on the one band and to protect the rights 
of the government on the other. Such powers are not possessed by the present agents. 
At present the position of such an agent is merely that of a suppliant to men who, 
whatever may be the extenuation, are both technically and really violators of law. 
The expense of such officers would be more than repaid to the government, for under 
their supervision the timber could be sold and bring revenue over and above their 
salaries, whereas at present the government loses its timber and gets nothing except 
abuse and defiance from depredators. 
Testi1nony of W. B. Vickers, p1·ivate secretai·y executive depai·tment, Colorado. 
Public Land Coniniission : 
STATE OF COLORADO, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, 
Denver, September 19, 1879. 
• 
GENTLEMEN: Among the questions which you suggest to the citizens of Colorado 
are one or two which interest me, and upon which I have some "views" and a little 
information. Acting as secretary of the State board of land commissioners for some 
time past, I have been brought in contact with a number of our leading a.griculturists 
and stockmen, and have been enabled to judge somewhat how they view the various 
plans proposed for disposing of the public lands of Colorado now lying waste by rea-
son of aridity. Admitting for the most part that the general government ought to 
receive some income either from the sale or lease of its land in Colorado, I cannot see 
how any permanent benefit can be derived from any disposition of these lands other 
than the present system. It is true that thousands of acres now lie waste, except in 
the important sense that they furnish grazing ground for thousands of cattle and sheep, 
which are adding every year a large total to the taxable wealth of Colorado and the 
country. But this range is valuable only because it is open. It is because cattle and 
sheep can roam at will over these broad plains from north to south and from east to 
west that they can be raised and marketed with profit. To fence a range is to destroy 
its value, unless the tract inclosed is much larger than most stockmen could afford to 
fence, even if the land itself cost them nothing. 
Perhaps this fact, even if admitted, is no argument in favor of furnishing stock-
growers a free pasture at the expense of the government, while agriculturists must 
buy the land they occupy; but what better can be done, The great plains are singu-
larly valueless for any other purpose. Lack of water will prevent the reclamation of 
any considerable portion of them for the uses of husbandmen, but such portions as 
shall be reclaimed will, under the present system, eventually bring its value in the 
open market. The remainder might bring from 10 to :.l5 cents per acre if sold in un-
limited quantities to cattle kings, who could buy up whole counties. But the smaller 
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operators could do nothing. Even the poor privilege of herding a few head of cattle 
or small flocks of sheep would be denied them. 
'ro confine stock in a small in closure, say 2,500 acres, is to invite destruction or com-
pel winter feeding, which amounts to the same thing. No winter woulcl ever pass 
without seeing the inclosed land covered deep with snow, and if the stock could not 
wander in search of grass elsewhere, it must be fed or die. If the water supply should 
fail within the inclosure, the result would be equivalent. 
Under the existing law much of this land comes into market annually as a conse-
quence of the demand for water privileges hy small stockmen, and the quantity will 
increase until the valleys of all living streams will be taken up. Coupled with the 
sale of lands reclaimed for agriculture, this will constitute a revenue with which the 
crovernment should be satisfied. The cash value of the arid lands of Colorado is in-
initely Jess than that of the swamp lands ceded to the older States, an<l yet these arid 
lands are yielding a continual revenue, directly and indirectly. Unless the lands can 
be ceded to the State, I would suggest no change in the manner of their disposal. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. B. VICKERS, 
Private Secretat·y. 
TP,stinwny of A. S. Wf!Bton, attorney-at-law, Leadville, Colo., relative to mining laws. 
A. S. WESTON, practicing attorney, Leadville, Colo., testifies: 
The mining law at present requires that the applicant, in person, shall make proof 
of the fact that the plat of the claim and notice of intention to apply have remained 
posted on the claim for sixty days, or practically seventy, ten publications in a news-
paper being required. The applicant may live in New York or in San Francisco, so at 
immense expense he must appear at the district office to show the above. The law 
should be so amended as to permit this to be done by any competent witness. Two 
brothers, living here, located a claim. Neither one lived on the claim more than thirty 
days each, so neither was a competent witness to the sixty days' posting above set out. 
They gave a quitclaim deed for their possessory right, and then one went to Australia 
and the other to Ireland. The purchasers from them were put to a heavy expense in. 
getting the proof from abroad-depositions of facts above set out and local proof. 
Now, if a competent witness, cognizant of the posting of notice above set out, had 
been permitted to make this proof the intention and purpose of the law would have 
been fully carried out, and much vexatious delay and expense been prevented. 
At present, in surveys of the public lands, the deputy surveyors, owing to lack of 
regulatiou on this point of law, return on the plats entirely too much land in this 
district as mineral. Pre-emption or homestead settlers have the burden of proof by 
the existing law put upon them to show its non-mineral character-this at great ex-
pense and trouble. The notice of ":final proof" now required to be published, posted, 
and proved by law in homestead and pre-emption proving up should be at once abol-
ished as unnecessary and useless. I knew a case where a claimant came twice with 
two witnesses, at great expense, more than one hundred miles to comply with this reg-
ulation. 
TeBtinwny of F. D. Wight, 11rinidad, Colo. 
TRINIDAD, COLO., Septmnbe1· 6, 1879. 
F. :p. WIGHT made the following statement: 
I am a sheep raiser in Las Animas County, Colorado. I own about 10,000 sheep, 
which I range in Colfax County, New Mexico. I indorse the statement of Mr. Beattie, 
with this exception: I think he can graze a larger number of sheep in fewer acres than 
I can. He states that it takes 30 acres of land to graze 10 sheep. I should estimate 
that if there was no stock of any kind but sheep on a township of this land, that you 
Illlght keep 5,000 sheep one year on it, perhaps in very fair shape, winter and summer. 
I would hardly wish to be limited to the last amount. 
Mr. BEATTIE. When I referred to 3 acres for each sheep, I meant that it would ~e 
the minimum amount. 
Mr. WIGHT. Your range, too, is 55 miles from here on the Dry Cimarron, where th& 
pasturage is better. I think the estimate made by Mr. Romero is remarkable. It 
would not apply in Colorado or Colfax County, New Mexico. I do not think the rais-
ing of sheep and cattle is entirely incompatible with each other. I do not quite agree 
with Mr. Jones about the sheep leaving a bad smell on the ground that is offemiive to 
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cattle; a number of cattle come down on my sheep ranch. I do not understand that. 
Mr. JONES. If there had been other water around they would not have come there 
The water accounts for it. 
Mr. WIGHT. I do not believe that 3,000 acres would amount to anything as a pastur-
age farm, and would not compare at all with 160 acres of agricultural land. I think 
you could support on good agricultural land a family of ten children easier than you 
could a family of one child on 3,000 acres of arid land. I would not accept of less than 
one-half a township as a homestead for making a living and supporting a family in 
preference to 160 acres of agricultural land, such as is given as a homestead in Illi-
nois, Ohio, Iowa, &c., and even then if they were sheep I think they would have to 
be highly improved sheep that would shear 5 pounds of wool, and I do not think one-
half of a township would support over 500 head of them. I do not think the net profits 
would be greater than could be realized from 160 acres of good agricultural land. 
Mr. ARCHIBALD. As an illustration of the aridity of the country in which Messrs. 
Jones and Wight describe their ranch to be situated I will say that three men of the 
party of Mr. Deday, who was employed as deputy United States surveyor in running 
exterior lines in tbe eastern part of Las Animas County, got separated from the main 
party, and after wandering about on the prairie for three days in search of water two 
of them perished and their bodies were afterward found. The third man, who sepa-
rated from the other two, narrowly escaped death. After wandering two whole clays 
and part of the third day he found water 18 miles from the point where he separated 
from his two companions who perished. After wandering for two or three days more 
he found his party. 
Testimony of R. L. Wootten, Trinidad, Colo. 
TRINIDAD, COLO., .rl.ugust 30, 1879. 
R. L. WooTIEN, sheriff of Trinidad County, made the following statement: 
I am a cattle owner in Las Animas County. I 4ave heard what Mr. Beattie and 
others who preceded me said, and I fully concur with them. I think that there is no 
doubt that if this land was sold out to the cattle owners as people are able to buy it, 
it would tend to make this community permanent and quiet. I do not think this coun-
try is adapted at all to agricultural purposes. The wealth of the Territory lies in its 
stock. 
There is a great deal of trouble on account of men going on one another's ranges by 
reason of overstocking. I have only a few cattle, but I should prefer to buy land for 
my cattle than to have other people come on my range. Then, too, if I owned the land 
I could have just the kind of cattle I liked. I purchased 10 head of bulls at a large 
price, but I found that my neighbors received more benefit from them than my cattle 
did. It is certainly to the interest of the country that these questions be settled as 
speedily as possible. 
Testimony of Carl Wulsten, Rosita, Custer County, Colorado. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fiac-
ing page 1: 
ROSITA, CUSTER COUNTY, COLORADO, November 1879. 
To the honorable the Public Land Commission, Washington, D. C., P. 0. Box 585: 
GENTLEMEN: Referring to your printed circular, I respectfully submit the followmg 
answers to your interrogatives. 
CARL WULSTEN, 
Civil and Mining Engineer and United States 
Deputy Mining Land Surveyor 
1. My name is Carl Wulsten, Rosita., Custer County, Colorado, civil and mining en-
gineer, practical miner and mine owner, and United States deputy, mining land sur-
veyor. 
2. Ten years by the 21st of March, 1880. 
3. I have sought to acquire title to the Bunker Hill mine ( official survey No. 63, min-
ing district No 5) under the law of May 10, 1872; and I am seeking to acquire title. 
also to the Lexington mine (official survey No. 76, mining district No. 5) under the 
same law. 
4. None of any consequence. 
5. I do not know, not having had any experiences. 
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6. Yes. I have seen men obtain title to agricultural lands by pre-emption who never 
lived upon the land. I know of parties having entered whole sections of land and ob-
tained undisturbed titles thereto who never lived one day upon it, but most probably 
hired men to claim, :file, and prove up, they furnishing the money to do so. I filed upon 
160 acres of land, upon which I lived with my family, in 1870; filing was made in 1871, 
and another man filed right over me and upon the 40 acres upon which my home stood. 
I was too poor then to contest and had to give it up, and took a span of horses from 
him as a compensation for my improvements or get nothing. There is a hole in the law 
which is too easy for the wealthy and scarcely a protection for the poor settler. My 
idea is, that the proving up of actual residence ought to be made more stringent and 
more definite. Affidavits are had cheap, and the first filing ought to be made more 
evident as to actual possession and virtual rights in the premises. Proofs are not suffi-
cient as they are required now. Rich corporations and individuals can now obtain far 
too easy parts of the public domain. Actual home and settlement ought to be the 
only condition of obtaining title. 
7. The con.formation of Custer County is mountainous, with high plateaus of graz-
ing lands, well-watered meadow vales, and heavily timbered mountains. About one-
tenth part is agricultural, three-tenths pastoral, and sixrtenths timbered mineral 
lands. 
8. Agricultural lands should be all such lands which are, first, under natural irri-
gation, by reference of its being below the water-courses of the mountains in level; 
in other words, lands which are moist enough for self-irrigation; secondly, all such 
mesa or bluff lands which can be irrigated by means of open irrigation ditches and 
not too high in its altitude above sea level as to be beyond the limits of the produce 
of small grains or tubers, altitudinally consrnered. Grazing lands ought to be consid-
ered all lands which cannot be irrigated at all, not being timber land. Timber lands 
ought to be considered all such lands which grow sufficient timber to be considered 
forests. Mineral lands ought to be considered all such lands showing transition rock, 
volcanic, or even plutonic formations . 
9. The rectangular system of parceling surveys, as used by our government, is, in 
my opinion, the most practical and efficient of the world. Yet the execution of such 
parceling surveys is not perfect. The system of ma,king the surveys of the public do-
main, by letting con.tracts for either surface boundaries of townships or for subdivis-
ion of 1:mch townships, is, in my estimation, wrong and the cause of an altogether 
• imperfect result. The surveyors-general of the several States and Territories have 
the letting of all such survey contracts. It stands to reason that if such surveyors-
general are not men of austere principles they will always have hordes of needy friends 
who want contracts. They may even make the letting of survey contracts a source 
of income themselves. His beyond a doubt in my miud that every contract let up 
to date throughout the United States has been obtained through political favoritism. 
Politicians get these contracts for or in copartnership with land surveyors. The sure-
ties are the partners in the contract, and the poor, needy surveyor goes out upon his 
contract and rushes it through in seven, eight, nine days, when twenty-one to thirty 
days ought to have been used for such contract; for the surveyor has to divide with 
his copartn.ers or sureties, and may have to pay an assessment to even the surveyors-
general. What is the consequence f The subdivisional survey is (if made cle facto at 
all) made in a terrible hurry and not correct, not even nearly correct. I have sur- . 
veyed all over this county for the last nine years. I have taken the official field-
notes of townships and retraccid the section, base, or range lines. In township 22 
south, range 72 west (Silver Cliff), I have found but nine section corners of the in-
terior section corners (not considering the surface boundary lines at all), and not 
found sixteen of them, and scarcely found any one-fourth corners at all. Now, this 
township was reported grazing land, when if the surveyor had made a de-facto sur-
vey he would have been able to :find mineral in section 16 of the township. The 
utmost care shall be mied by such surveyors, according to the instructions of the In-
terior Department, and so much'' as to satisfy the utmost curiosity," referring to the 
existence of minerals, fossils, and natural curiosity. If this township 22 south, range 
72 west, had been surveyed de facto, why the contracting surveyor would have found 
lots of natural curiosities in section 16, which has shown obsidian, agatized geodfls, and 
many uatural curiosities of such note as to attract even the utmost curiosity of the cow-
boys of the region; yet not a word of such natural curiosities, minerals, &c., appears in 
the official :field-notes of Major Oake's contract of subdivisional survey of township 22 
south, range 72 west. Why is that f I am satisfied that only those corners of this 
township were laid where the then just made settlement of Wet Mountain Valley 
might seek to build fences by and near Grape Creek. Why can I :find section corners 
for sections 5,6,7,8; for 7,8,17,18; for 16,17,20,21; for 17,18,19,20; for 19,20,30, 
29; for 20, 21, 28, 29; for 30, 29, 31, 32; fo'r 28, 29, 32, 33; for 28, 27, 33, 34; and why not 
any others f But the township is arid lands1 as reported, an,1 the whole balance of the 
contract was made on paper and thus accepted. Such condition of affairs ought not 
to be. In other townships of this county I .find miles to contain 83.58 chains, in-
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stead of 80.58 chains as per official field-notes. This refers to the south base line of sec-
tion 7, township 21 south, range 73 west of 105th principal meridian. On north base 
line of this section 7 I find 82.03¾ chains, instead of 79.20 chains as per official field-
notes. Why T Because contractor never closed the last or west section run to west 
boundary, but just run to one-fourth, laid the same, and saved himself the other one-
half miles runs. Why T Because he could not do it and exist. His contract money 
would not reach. He had probably to give one-half of the sum paid by the govern-
ment to his copartner and surety, who obtained, through his influence with the sur-
veyor-geneml, the contract, and who had probably even to pay a royalty on the oh-
tainance to the surveyor-general. And thus I could state dozens of cases, which prove 
the system wrong and working detrimental to the interests of the government. My 
idea of the system as it ought to be adopted is: The General Land Office should have 
competent surveyors, who should only obtain their appointment after passing the 
necessary examinations in their profession for each land district, who should be sala-
ried men and under supervision of expert superintendents, and who should only be 
employed for the survey of the public domain in its right-angular system, and the 
now existing contract system should be emphatically abolished once and forever. 
The competent surveyor, who has passed his government examination, should be re-
tained in the services of the department so long as he fulfills his duties faithfully, or 
until his death. Thus a faithful servant is secured and the surveys of the public do-
mains are made right and correctly. Even his surveying staff of assistants ought to 
be salaried men, and thus become perfectly drilled in their respective duties. These 
government surveyors should also be timber inspectors, whose duties it should be to 
watch over the preservation of the forests in their respective districts, thus insuring 
the preservation of our most valuable forests, making depredations upon the same 
almost impossil>le, having by means of his acquired local knowledge of his district 
also become perfectly acquainted with the quantity, locality, &c., of the forests, being 
able to at once note inroads upon the same, and enabling the prevention of destruc-
tion of them. The contracting surveyors of to-day have a,nd take no interest in the 
township they survey. They rush through their contracts and vanish; do not care to 
report anything except their hastily constructed plats and field-notes, a,nd do no good 
to 'the government. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate of Cnster County is a generally moderate one. The mean tempera- • 
ture of May, June, July, and August, at noon of each day for eight years, was+ 84 de-
grees Fahrenheit; of September, October, April, and March, at noon of each day for 
eight years,+ 67.5 degrees Fahrenheit; of November, December, January, and Febru-
a,ry, at noon of each day for eight years,+ 30.5 degrees Fahrenheit. (Rosita as point 
of observations.) The observations were made upon the south side of my house 
and open to the influences of the sun, but sheltered from the immediate sun rays. The 
hottest observation was + 91 degrees Fahrenheit, the coldest + 7 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The days are uniformly mild, the nights uniformly cold. The summer is dry, except 
during the rainy season from May to end of June and from end of July to end or mid-
dle of September. Generally the rains of May are gentle, those of July and August 
ferocious and emerging from terrible thunder storms. Up to December the weather 
is bracing and fine, when with the beginning of the new year snow storms are the 
rule. The average snowfalls are about 6 inches. The average moisture during the 
summer season is 14 inches. Custer County has but one-tenth of its area of farm 
lands, which are either self-irrigative or are easily irrigable by open canals. 
2. Answered at 1. The most rainfall comes rather late for the crops generally ; some 
seasons in May and June, and timely. 
3. One-twentieth part of the tillable land proportion. 
4. Nineteen-twentieths part of the tillable land proportion. 
5. Wheat, rye, barley, oats, and potatoes. 
6. Twelve cubic feet of water per minute, or 17,280 cubic feet in 24 hours, equal to 
57.24 tons of water (at a velocity of 3 miles per hour), will duly irrigate 100 acres of 
land for wheat, oats, barley, and rye in this county; half of that amount is only neces-
sary for potatoes. 
7. Grape Creek and its tributaries in the west part of the county, Hardscrabble Creek 
and its tributaries in the east and northeast part. 
8. The tillable subsoil of the agricultural region of this county is formed of porphy-
ritic debris in the western portion of the county, and, being loose and porous, is barren if 
not inigated by either rain or artificial irrigation. So soon as irrigation is resorted to 
it becomes very productive and strong in its results at germinative power. Irrigation 
does not injure the soil at all, but in every instance under my observation and experi-
ence increases fertility. On Hardscrabble the soil is made of granite and sandstone 
debris, and irrigation seems to act also very irnproving1y upon the soil. Wheat does 
ripen up to 7,500 feet; beyond that the seed has very little albumen and less starch and 
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will not make flour. This can also be said of rye, oats, and barley. Potatoes ripen 
here as high as 8,500 feet. 
9. Two-thirds; two-sixteenths; one-sixteenth evaporation; voluntary generally, re-
quired by statute. (See Colorado laws.) 
IO • .A.11 taken up with homesteads or under pre-emption claims under the United 
States land laws. 
11. No conflicts to my knowledge, except where some foolish men were determined 
to drown their crops, for fear their neighbors might receive some benefit from the 
water, which actually did their crops harm by overuse. Generally settled by an hour's 
vociferation and much gesticulation. 
12. About one-thirtieth part of the county. 
13. No. No man can pasture cattle, sheep, or horses except he has water, and that 
is taken up under pre-emption or homestead as 160 acres, and he pastures in the neigh-
borhood of his water. 
14. Yes. These lands should be limited to 160 acres. 
15. Ten to fifteen acres. I do not know. 
16. Ten head. 
17. About 150 head. 
18. It has held its own during the nine years of my residence hero. 
19. No. No. 
20. No. 
21. Springs and creeks. 
22. Ten. 
23. Diminished. 
24. No. Cattle won't eat grass over which sheep have grazed. 
25. Deadly feuds and killing of sheep by cattle men; but lately none of these quar-
rels have occurred. 
26. About 4,000 to 5,000 sheep ; about 120,000 head of cattle ; sheep in herds of from 
300 to 1,000, Cattle roam at large and are not herded, and are only rounded up every 
spring, calves branded, and unbranded cattle sold at auction, and thus the business is 
regulated. 
27. I suggest to repeal the pre-emption law and only leave the homestead law in 
force. 
28. Yes, in some townships there is very great trouble, as there are none to be found. 
I find but very, very few instances where corners are witnessed by blazed trees or rocks 
in place; I find no lines chopped through and blazes made to indicate where the lines 
have been run. I find very, very seldom the corners of such dimensions as the instruc-
tions to surveyors-general from the Commissioner of the General Land Office require; 
ditches and mounds I find almost none. Even township corners are not set according 
to these instructions, and the surveys are lamentably poor and incorrect and uncon-
scient.iously made. Cause, the contract system, in my estimation. 
TIMBER. 
1. One-half of the area of the county. It consists of pine, fir, larch, hemlock, scrub-
oak, aspen, cottonwood, pinon-pine, cedar, wild cherry, and willow. 
2. None whatever. 
3. By sale at $2.50 per acre. And give a man 80 acres of timber if be will buy 80 
acres of timber and clean it out and foster and cultivate it all properly. After five 
years, on proper evidence, give him a title to the 160 acres on paying $200 for thew bole. 
That man by using his 160 acres of timber properly will have almost a fortune in his 
160 acres of such preserved and fostered timber land in this mining region. Further, 
if a mine owner applies for a patent to his 10.3-acre mining claim, give him the right 
to apply with it for 5 acres of timber Janel (non-mineral) as lot 3 to his mining claim 
(lot 1 being bis mining claim, lot 2 being bis mill site, ancl lot 3 his timbe site for min-
ing purposes), at $2.50 per acre. Thus mine owners will foster their timber and try to 
preserve it for t heir mining purposes, and our forests will not be devastated. 
4. No. 
5. Yes; undergrowth of from 2 to 10 feet grows 8 inches per season of 12 months, but 
much becomes stunted from growing too close and smothering the more tender trees. 
6. Carelessness of bunters and campers, of letting their camp-fires run out after leav-
ing the place of the camp-fire. Indians, principally, who fire the forests to drive game 
out. Prevent the fires by bauging every man who can be proven to fire our forests. 
The people here have punished de predators, in several instances, severely. The extent 
of these fires has been alarming. This summer I estimate that at least 50 square miles of 
timber, valuable beyond estimation, has been scorched or totally destroyed by these 
fires in this county alone. 
7. Pa6S a law that not a railroad tie can be cut from government land. The tie-cutters 
waste more timber than they use. We miners and our farmers are very careful of the 
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timber, as we know its value to ourselves. Prohibit all cutting of ~overnment timoer, 
facilitate the purchase of timber lands as above stated, and have timber inspectors in 
every district to protect government timber. 
8. They cut where they find timber they want. Whoever cuts a tree is the owner, 
If he does not take it away the next team loads it up and carries it off. 
9. The United States district land office officials are generally too lazy to execute their 
office work. They would not raise a hand to protect the government's timber. Men of 
energy and action needed there, not political drones. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. I have bad eleven years' experience in mining-in California 1849 to 1855; in Colo-
rado 187:1 to 1879-six years in mine surveying; none in mine litigation. I have surveyed 
over 500 location surveys, over 200 mine surveys, and some 18 official surveys for United 
States patents. 
2. A mining (lode) claim, after being properly located, should be inviolable as to its 
surface boundaries. No man should be allowed to survey a cross or other claim over it. 
Make the surface boundaries of 1,500 by 300·feet inviolable. Give the miner the positive 
right to follow the dip of a vein, lode, or crevice, to the center of the ea,rth for 1,500 feet. 
Make it peremptory that the right of location only begins at the actual discovery of a 
mineral-bearing vein in place, and give no man the location privilege if he bas not dis-
covered a bona-fide lode. Or abolish all this and give a man 10 acres of mineral land in a 
right-angular square piece of ground, and allow no other man to go inside of that square, 
but limit every man to ten such squares in every mining district, and make him discover 
mineral in_Paying quantities on one square before he is allowed to take up the second. 
Or make him put down a 50-foot shaft before he can take up another square of 10 acres of 
mineral land. Make him record the square at the date of his location, or thirty days, 
and make him put down four or eight stakes to define his boundaries, and keep him in-
side of his boundaries perpendicular. Make him prove up two years from location or 
abandon, paying $5 per acre and proving $500 worth of permanent improvements. 
3. I would not allow the present official practice of filing surveys of lode claims which 
overlap on the surface. The Plata Verde lode claim (official survey No. 52 A), Hard-
scrabble mining district (mineral district No. 5), Custer County, Colorado, was a bona-
fide location, made September 2, 1878, by William J. Robinson, surveyed and recorded. 
Rich mineral found and a mine worth millions uncovered. I made the official survey. 
The Ducktown claim was located before the location of the Plata Verde was made, but 
no earthly show of a speck of mineral ever was found in the hole, which they called the 
Ducktown, and which was in solid country rock of the commonest granite. The Duck-
town was sunk ~O feet and no farther. The Plata Verde expended thousands of dollars 
upon development, applied for a United States patent, and at the last week of its ten 
weeks' advertisement is adversed by Ducktown on 1.27 acres of area in conflict. This 
is what I call an outrage, a blackmailing scheme of the worst kind. No; if the law was 
distinct in this instance this shameful practice would never prosper, and less litiga-
tions be possible. 
4. Where the mineral-bearing crevice matter is first met, either on the surface or, as in 
blind lodes, underground, lmt wherever it is met, there begins the apex. No, not al-
ways. Apices are often shattered by slides, displaced by subsequent upheavals, or de-
ranged by other causes, so that the dip or true course can only be ascertained by consid-
€rable sinking, drifting, and crosscutting. There should be a government mine in-
spector for every mining district, who should be arbiter in such cases of apices, &c.; 
whose duty it shonld be to see that mines are worked safely, and are not in dangerous 
condition to life and limb, and that they are properly ventilated, &c. 
5. Yes. For a prospector has no business to locate his claim an<l stake his surface 
boundaries until he is certain of the general course of his vein, lode, or deposit. 
6 No. 
7. No. 
8.--
9. No. I never saw an outcrop of 300 feet yet. I do not believe there is one in exist-
ence anywhere. 
IO. No. Not if a man prospects the outcrop well, opens it out in several places first, 
before he finally locates his surface boundaries. 
11. Yes. It should not be tolerated. 
12. No. If A knows what heis doing and Bis ajust man. Scoundrels will do any-
thing. No instance under my own experience. 
13. No; not to my knowledge. . 
14. Yes; decidedly. I would follow my dip to China if I could without fear of trou-
ble, provided I bad a good and true vein. 
15. Yes. Hardscrabble mining district at this place, by about twenty men, all min-
ers but two, merchants. President and secretary to preside over deliberations and 
keep the minutes of the meetings. No books were kept. Records went to the County 
Clerk of Fremont Count,y then. 
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16. All was done under the act of May 10, 1872. 
17. Yes. If found erroneous, or if abandoned or vacant ground was to be added to 
previously located lode claims and other parts thereof were to be abandoned without 
detriment to other parties. 
18. No. 
19. Yes, decidedly; for all local records cannot be made better as if placed with the 
United States land officers. But a location record should in all cases be kept by the 
county clerk and ought and should be exact as regards the specific locus of the discov-
ery made. 
20. Yes, under all circumstances. 
21. I have suggested my ideas. Ad. 2. 
22. Yes. The limitation should be five years, not more. 
PLACER CLAIMS, 
1. Three-eighths of the whole area of county. The nature of ou.1. mineral deposits 
is volcanic. Veins, ledges, crevices, lodes hold the deposits. As t.his region has evi-
dently suffered several volcanic eruptions, the surface of our fissure veins and lodes 
arc displa·ced, altered, and so much disturbed as to appeai· to be mineral-bearing depos-
its of irregular surface character, but permanent and continuous developments will 
ultimately prove the appendages, apices, or surface residues of true fissures all over 
this region. 
2. Yes; I see it working practically every day ever since 1872, and am almost hourly 
consulted upon some of its questions and merits. I have made most of the locat.ions in 
this region, and now am intrusted with most of the official surveys. I have mentioned 
above my ideas in regard to overlapping, &c., which I bold to be necessary of a,ltera-
tion. 
3. About three months and about $250 by patent, without contest. Have not seen 
the workings yet with contest. 
4. Rave none. 
5. Yes. Not exactly defective, but loose. 
l-i. The placer claim ought not to exceed 10 acres, and no individual co-operation or 
corporate company ought to own more than ten acres. Give more people chances to 
develop the placer resources. Let companies buy from locators, but do not open too 
many doors for already rich people to gobble up all the country at once, because they 
are able to do so under the existing laws. The great maxim of our republican form 
of government, that of the people, to be "a government of the people," ought to guide 
our legislation in all its most minute details. Our enormous mineral resources should 
be principally for the people, not for capital. Capital is able, labor unable. Now 
legislate so as to ennoble labor without becoming subservient to the already almighty 
dollar. Give small lots to many and thus alleviate the people without injuring capital. 
The condition of placer claims to-day is such that any number of persons can gobble 
up a whole valley under the placer-claim section. They can easily insert wash gold 
in a hole and thus call it a placer ground and take up all the river bottoms, canons, 
&c., for no other purposes but for its water-power and town-site purposes, the placer 
pretense being but the excuse. Make each locator of 10 acres of placer prove it to be 
continuous placer ground. Make him work it at least three months out of every year 
and prove such work, and make him prove up finally within three years of location for 
title. 
7. I cannot give instances, but I know that valuable non-mineral lands have been 
located and titles obtained under the placer clause by men which were solely obtained 
for town-lot speculations. 
8. No. 
9. No. 
Respectfully submitted by 
CARL WULSTEN, 
Cii}il and Mining Engineer, Miner, and Mine Owner, 
a1td United States Deputy Mining-Land Surveyor at Rosita and Silver Cliff. 
Testimony of James C. Boyles,.farmer and clerk of the district court in and for Hutchins011 
County, Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
1. Ja.mes C. Boyles, a farmer, and clerk of the district court in and for Hutchinson 
County, Dakota. 
2. Five years. 
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3. I am holding a homestead and timber claim. 
4. I am clerk of the district court and have that advantage. 
5. To contested claims it costs about $20, and the time is sometimes over a year to 
get it canceled, and I think that in a contest case it should be canceled at once at the 
local land office, and thereby save delay, and let 1t be open for entry, say, in thirty 
days, if an appeal is not taken to the General Land Office in that time, and the con-
testant should have, say, fifteen days after canceling to file, and if he does not enter 
it in that time, it be open for entry by anybody. It would be a great saving of time, 
and cause these abandoned claims to be settled upon. 
6. A party should have the same right to file before the clerk of the court that he 
has at the local land office, and not have to make actual settlement before he can file 
before the clerk. It would save a great deal of time and inconvenience. If they have 
a right to file before a clerk at all they should have the same they have at the land 
office; and there should be more stress upon the amount of improvements made upon 
a homestead, and not so much about the continuous residence. Say, for instance, a 
single man comes to the country and has no team and nothing to get one with; it is 
impossible for him to settle down on a piece of wild land, and having no team to work 
with, and make a living; but if he could leave his claim and work for some one to do 
some breaking for him and earn money to build a house with, and not be compelled 
to stay on the land all the time, he would have a chance to get himself a farm. But 
as it is the law is to help the poor man as I understand it; but as he is obliged to stay 
on the land continuously it defeats the intent of the law; for a man must have at least 
$400 or $500 before he is able to go upon a wild piece of land and make a Ii ving the 
first two or three years. If the law would compel him to break five acres and build 
his house the first year, and the second year cultivate that five and break five more, 
and the ·third year cultivate that ten and break five more, and by the end of the third 
year must move on the land and live thereon continuously the last two years, and 
break five acres each year and cultivate the other; so at the time for final proof he 
·must have at least 2F> acres under cultivation, a house, &c.-say the whole improve-
ment must be worth at least two or three hundred dollars-in order to prove up on 
the tract. That would give the poor man a chance for farms to be opened up; and that is 
what is needed. I hope you will inquire into the matter and get the opinion of others 
upon this subject. I know of a number of men in my county that have done with their 
homesteads as I have stated, and now reside upon and have good farms opened, and 
spent all the money they have made on the land; but as they did not and could not 
live on the land the :first two or three years will fail to obtain a patent therefor; and 
yet have farmed it every year, and spent all they have earned upon the land; and 
some of them have now $500 worth of improvements upon the land; and it is an in-
justice for them not to obtain a patent for the lands. 
7. Agricul~ural and pasturage. 
8. By giving one man a certain amount of territory to report on. 
10. The present is good enough, making the requirements on pre-emption and home-
steads, making them open up some of it,-and letting them have until the third year to 
move on the lands; making them open up more of it and not allowing them to be off 
would be impossible. 
1. Have plenty of rain. 
2. Summer. 
3. All of it. 
5. None. 
AGRICULTURAL, 
13. Yes; only giving him say one section. 
15. Could not say. 
16. Could not tell. 
18. Increased. 
19. Cattle are herded. 
21. Plenty. 
28. Yes ; the stakes are burned out and the lines are in all conceivable shapes; should 
be resurveyed and the lines straightened. 
TIMBER. 
1. We have but little timber; none to speak of. 
2. Cotton wood mostly ; grows very rapidly. 
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lestimony of William M. Cuppett, C(J;nton, Lincoln County, Dakota Tet·rit01·y. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
In reply to interrogatories received from Public Land Commission. 
1. My name is William M. Cuppett. I reside at Canton, Lincoln County, Dakota Ter-
ritory; am a wheelwright by occupation. 
2. I have resided in this county nearly twelve years. 
3. I have obtained one half-section of the public lands, one quarter-section under 
the pre-emption law and one quarter-section under the homestead law. 
4. I have been clerk of the district court of this county since January, 1871, and have 
given some attention to {ocating parties on 'the public domain; also, making out entry 
papers ::ind :final-proof papers under the pre-emption and homestead laws. 
5. Five and one-half years is the average time taken to acquire title under the home-
stead law. Some, however, make final proof immediately after a residence of five 
years, while others reside on the homestead for seven years. About two years is the 
a,erage time taken to make proof and payment under the pre-emption law; however, 
a majority of the :first settlers of this county under this law, owing to the great dis-
tance to markets, &c., after living on their pre-emption for several years, changed to 
homestead, and therefore have lived on the same tract of land for as long as nine 
years. · 
6. In my opinion, the pre-emption law is defective in this: Section 2261 of the Re-
vised Statutes prohibits any person who has :filed a declaratory stat,emcnt from :filing 
a second. I believe it would be just and equitable, where parties have changed their 
pre-emption into a homestead ent1·y, to allow them to make a second declaratory state-
ment for other land and perfect title the same as they could have done on the first. I 
have but little fault to find with the homestead law as it now is. In my opinion, 
however, when a party brings a contest against an entry be should have privilege to 
file bis application to enter the land, and in the event of the cancellation of the entry 
under the contest the cont.estant may then perfect his own claim. In many instances 
contestants have been unjustly beaten out of the land after having successfully pros-
ecuted the contest to the :final cancellation of an entry by persons who have not a dol-
lar's interest in the land. If this law was changed as I have suggested, it won]d not 
only be justice, bat I believe it would have a tendency to bring about a more strict 
compliance with the spirit of the law by the settler. 
7. The lands in this section are gently undulating; the soil black sandy loam, with 
clay subsoil. These lands are excellent for either grazing or agricultural purposes. 
The lands in this county are all occupied and are used by the settlers chiefly for the 
purpose of agriculture. 
9. I believe the present system of survey~ for agricultural lands very good. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate is a very pleasant one, and, as a general rule, has a sufficient amount 
of rain to grow all kinds of crops. The exception, too dry. In my experience, how-
ever, I have known two seasons with too much rainfall. As a rule, the snowfall is 
very light. I have experienced four winters here without sufficient snow for a respect-
able sleigh ride. 
2. The rainfall begins about the 1st of March, and frequent showers from then until 
the 1st of July. The seasons vary in regard to rainfall. 
5. There are no crops raised here by irrigation, and therefore have no experience 
with the system of irrigation. , 
12. I am but little acquainted with what is known as the grazing lands of Dakota. 
I was with GeneraJ. S.ullis expeditions in the western part of the Territory in the ye.ars 
1863, 1864, and 1865, and have some knowledge of the grazing lands, and am free to 
say there is more grass grows on one acre of land in this county than there is on five 
acres of that. 
15. It is estimated that about 3½ acres of pasturage land in this section is required 
to raise one head of beef for market. 
16. It requires about ten head of cattle to support an average family. 
17. There are eight head of cattle to the square mile in this county. 
18. The growth of grass is increasing. 
21. There is an average supply of stock water in this section. 
22. I am unable to state how many sheep are eqniva.lent to one beef in pasturing. 
But few sheep kept in this county. 
26. The approximate number of cattle and sheep in this county is 5,500, and they 
are kept i.n herds ranging from 30 to 200. 
2o. There has been some difficulty in ascertaining the corners of the surveyed lands 
in this county. 
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TIMBER. 
1. The land of this county is nearly all prairie or lands naturally devoid of timber. 
2. The kinds of timber planted are chiefly cottonwood, soft maple, and box-elder. 
3. There are no public timber lands in this county, and I therefore cannot give any 
plan or make any suggestion as to the disposition of the same. There are no mineral 
lands ju this section, and I have no experience in mining. 
I am, very respectfully, &c., 
WM. M. CUPPETT. 
CANTON, DAK., October 23, 1879. 
Testirnony of F. J. Eisenmann,farmer and county clerk, Maxwell, Hutchinson County, Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
1. F. J. Eisenmann, farmer and county clerk, Maxwell, Hutchinson County, Dakota. 
2. Four years. 
3. Under soldiers' homestead act. 
4. None. 
5. Five years, and $26 for homestead. 
6. None. 
7. AU agricultural lands. 
8. Geographical division. 
9. No reason. 
10. By giving the right to two timber claims in one section, each olaim to have 10 
acres of timber. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate good ; rainfall, drought in 1879 ; length of season, seven months snow 
in wjnter about eight inches; water, none. 
2. In the spring of the year, and not a great deal of .it then. 
3. All of it. 
11. Lawsuits. 
13. At least 200 acres. 
14. It would be the best thing the government can do 
15. In 1879 it took 640 acres. 
16. Here in Dakota about fifty head. 
17. About 100. 
18. Diminished since 1877. 
19. Have no fences. 
20. No. 
22. Don't know. 
23. Don't know. 
24. Yes. 
25. None, if good neighbors. 
26. In 500 ; 3,000 in county. 
27. Sell school lands. 
28. Nothing but trouble. 
1. No timber. 
2. Cottonwood. 
3. Dispose of it by giving it to actual settlel'le 
4. Would not. 
5. There is not. 
6. We have none. 
7. There is none. 
8. There is no timber cut here. 
9. It would, if any. 
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Testimony of William Haydon, Deadwood, Dak. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
DEADWOOD, D.AK., November 26, 1879. 
To the honorable the P,ublic Land Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: I have the llonor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular, and also 
to have been appointed on the bar committee of Deadwood to suggest amendments to 
the present mining law of Congress. Differing as I do so radically with a majority of 
the committee, leave was granted me by the committee to submit my personal views, 
which I do, and submit them, crude as they are, for your consideration, for what they 
are worth. I have endeavored as near as possible to embrace my views in the form of 
answers to your interrogatories. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. I have resided for twenty-six years in the mining regions of the States of Cali-
fornia and Nevada, and the Territories of Utah and Dakota, and have been engaged 
during that time as judge of a court of general jurisdiction, lawyer, and mine owner. 
2. The principal defects in the present United States law are: the size of the claim 
and allowing the miner to follow the dip outside of the side lines, and allowing local 
States and Territories to make local rules and laws on the subject of locating mines. 
3. I think the practice should be abolished. 
4. The croppings or highest point of the ledge appearing above or discovered beneath 
the surface. The apex, course, angle, direction or strike, and dip can in most instances 
be determined in the early workings of the mine. 
5. I answer "yes" to this question. · 
6. I have. 
7. Yes. 
8. I cannot can to mind any such case. 
9. There may be some instances, but they are very rare. I think in this region there 
are some. 
10. Yes. ~ 
11. Under the present law I do not understand that a person has the legal right to 
"locate alleged lodes on non-mineral ground." The locator, as I understand the law, 
must first discover a ledge or lode of gold or silver bearing rock in place before the 
locator has a legal right to locate. 
12. Such a case as stated in this question might exist, but, in view of my idea of the 
law in answe1· to the previous question, B would not have a good cause of action. 
13. Yes. 
14. I think not. The right to follow the dip outside of the side lines is one of the 
greatetit sources of litigation. 
15. I never have taken part personally in organizing local mining districts, but I am 
cognizant of much fraud being practiced in California and Nevada in making local 
rules and regulations. I have known instances where only two actual miners, who 
discovered a lode, invite a number of their friends from a distance, not miners, to 
assist in forming a new district, and pass laws most favorable to themselves, elect a 
recorder, and all done in a few hours over a gallon of whif?ky, and the guests depart, 
perhaps never to return. A 25-cent memorandum book is frequ~ntly used for the dis-
trict records and carried about in the recorder's hat or pocket. 
16. Generally there is a stake planted at the discovery shaft, on which is placed the 
notice of location, stating the amount claimed in either direction from the discovery 
shaft, the corners, the names of the locators, and amount of surface on each side of 
the ledge, which notice is recorded in the mining-district records. Miners frequently 
change the names of the locators on the notice and mining records, the stakes, and 
boundaries. 
17. There is generally a provision for amendments, and itis the exception when they 
are not materiallv amended. 
18. Yes, frequently; some of the grossest frauds I have ever known. 
19. I think all local rules, Territorial and State laws should be abolished, and the 
initiation of record title lodged in the register of deeds' office in the county where the 
mine i'I located, and in cases where there is no organized county, then in the nearest 
county. Also, to file the certificate of location at the nearest United States land office 
after it is recorded in the county records, so as to form a basis of future action in the 
land office, if required by the locator. 
20. Yes. 
21. In answer to the first paragraph of this question it would lJe easier and more in 
harmony with my previous answers to say repeal t,he present law and enact an entire 
21 LC 
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new code. There wonld necessarily be 80 much detail involved in the proper answer 
to the last paragraph of the question that I am not prepared, satisfactorily to myself, 
to answer at present as I would upon further consideration; yet I will suggest the 
main outlines of my theory of the best mode of location and t,he 3icqnisition of the title. 
First. Confine the right to follow the dip vertically downward to and within the 
side lines. The right to follow the st,rike should be confined within the end lines. 
The size of the claim should be 500 feet in length along the ledge, and 2,000 feet in 
width, which would enable the miner to follow the dip, inside of his side lines, as far 
downward as would be profitable to work. The miner to have forty days from the 
time he commences work on a ledge to determine the strike and dip by sinking a shaft 
or running a tunnel on the ledge, 10 feet deep or more, and within twenty days there-
after to mark the boundaries by placing a stake 3 feet high, or a monument of stone 
the same height, along the boundary lines every 50 feet; place a written notice, on a 
stake 3 feet high, at the discovery shaft or tunnel, stating the number of feet claimed, 
the course, the name of the locator and mine, and within twenty days thereafter to 
record a sworn copy of said notice in the county records, and ten days thereafter file 
a certified copy of said recorded notice in the land office nearest the location-in cases 
where there are no organized counties where the mine is situated, then the nearest 
county within the State or Territory from where the mine is situated. The time shall 
be extended one day for every fifteen miles the mine iA distant from the place of county 
records and land office over one hundred miles, except where there are daily or tri-
weekly mails to the respootive. places. Within sixty days after filing said notice of 
location in the land office be must demand, at the land office where his location is filed, 
a survey of his claim, which shall be surveyed by a United States surveyor free from 
all cost on the part of the locator. Within six months thereafter he must apply to 
enter said land and pay for the same at the rate of $5 per acre. If the locator fails or 
refuses to apply to enter said claim within said six months he forfeits all right to enter 
the same, and it shall be subject t.o entry by any other person without further notice. 
Mining localities over fifty miles from a United States land office, the United States 
surveyor shall not be compelled to survey claims unless fifty or more applicants de-
mand it who have filed their location notices in said land office. I think from the 
hazardous occupation of the miner be should be as much encouraged and his rights 
guarded by the government as the peaceful agriculturist. At present the method of 
acquiring a title to mining claims from the government is expensive and cumbersome, 
and deters and prevents many from applying who otherwise would. If time or space 
permitted I might offer lengthy arguments in favor of the main features of my plan, 
which may be summed up as follows: To confine the locators wit.bin their lines in pur-
suing the dip or strike; to give him all within his lines; to abolish all local rules and 
regulations, State and Territorial; lodge the initiation of record title with some State or 
United States officer; make it compulsory to enter the claim; relieve the mine from 
all expense of surveying, and place him as near as possible on a level with the agri-
culturist in acquiring a title; make the survey, made in accordance with the applica-
tion suggei;ted, b~ absolute ev.idence of boundaries, from which there shall be no ap-
peal; the surveyor shall not make surveys overlapping each other; and all questions 
appertaining to the acquisition of the title from the government be determined by the 
land office. In brief, I claim for my theory more certainty in boundaries, more relia-
bility of record title, more certainty as to tbe title of the ledge in its dip, a relief from 
seven-tenths of litigation under the present law, and ar. impetus to mining enterprises 
and better security for investors, and a large increase in national wealth. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
With considerations of high regard, I am, your obedient servant, 
WM. HAYDON. 
Testirnony of D. A. Mizener, lawyer, Davison C01"nty, Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
1. D. A. Mizener, lawyer, Davison County, Dakota. 
2. Seven months. 
3. I have sought to acquire lands by virtue of pre-emption timber-culture laws. 
4. I am engaged in the land business. 
5. From six to eighteen months. 
7. They are prairie, moderately undulating, and are good agricultural and pastoral 
lands. 
8. By a genera.I rule. 
9. The present system of surveys. 
10. I cannot; it is very good now if the law is fully enjoined. 
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AGRICULTURE. 
1. Mild climate; rather light, but increasing; seasons similar to those of Minnesota; 
not much snow falls; very good supply, but no irrigation. 
2. Is needed here at all seasons; the rainfall is very equally distributed, 
3. All in this and adjoining counties. 
4. There is no irrigation here. 
5. None. 
8. At all altitudes. 
12. No portions; but all can be so adapted. 
13. I have had no experience in these lands. 
14. I think it is not the best policy to put any lands in the market for private 
entry, as speculators would usurp from -the poor, whom the govetnment wished to 
protect. 
15. This I could not definitely state. Well, and I think that the pasturage here com-
pares favorably with other States. 
18. Increases every year, where settled. 
19. No fences; they could be. 
21. From streams, rivers, and springs in abundance. 
22. Could not say. 
24. Yes, hut not very well. 
27. None. • 
28. Yes, much; and surveyors who laid out the land in'sections and one-fourth sec-
tions were very careless in establishing monuments. There should be more caution 
used in seeing the work done well. 
TIMBER, 
1. Only some scrub timber. 
2. Maple, cottonwood, willow and box-elder; cottonwood the best. 
3. By sale in small tracts, from one to two acres, for the reason that most could have 
the use of it; and not held for speculators. 
5. There it; a second growth; it is generally slow. 
Testimony of Ole Sampson, farmer and stock raiser, Gayville, Yankton County, Dakota. 
The questions to which tho following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing pa,ge 1: 
To the honorable Public Land Commission: 
GENTLEMEN: The circular received from you I hereby return to you with the few 
answers to the numerous questions that have come under my observation: 
1. My name is Ole Sampson, residence Gayville, Yankton County, Dakota; my oc-
cupation, farmer and stock grower. 
2. I have resided here since 1859. 
3. I have acquired title to 320 acres of the public lands under the acts of Congress 
providing for the pre-emption and homesteads to actual settlers. 
4. I have never had any means or have I sought any, except so far as pertained to 
my own titles. , 
5. I do not know as to any cases except my own, they being uncontested cases, and 
I complied with the requirements of the departments and the local land office where 
the lands are situated. 
6. The requirements of the departments and local land offices as is now in practice 
is in my judgment too difficult and expensive for men that can ill afford to pay the 
extra fees and expenses that have been added by the late law or rules of tho Secretary 
of the Interior. It now costs $31 to perfect title to a 160 homestead, instead of $18 under 
the former practice. Besides, a person is compelled to employ some person competent 
to make ont all the papers and proofs required that was formerly done by the officers 
of the local land offices, although now the fees of the officers are double that of former 
times. The law in that respect should be so changed and modified as to simplify 
and lessen the trouble and expense incurred under the present rules. 
7. The lands in this county are adapted both for agriculture and pastoral pursuits. 
We have no mineral, as far as yet known. · 
10. The system of homesteads to actual settlers should be changed by requiring the 
settlers to plant and maintain a certain number of acres in various kinds of forest 
trees in addition to the other requirements of the law. The timber-culture act should 
be changed by requiring so many acres to ·be planted and the trees a greater distance 
apart, as the timber would grow better and attain a larger size, or else each claim 
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shou1cl he reduced to 80 acres instead of 160 acres, as now, and allow two entries to oe 
made in each section instead of one. As now, it deprives the majority of settlers of 
the benefits of the law, and only one-fourth of the settlers can avail themselves of the 
law. Those that first come to the country take all the timber claims and the later 
ones cannot procure any, as the 160 acres allowed in each section is previously taken; 
and I think that such a change would meet with approval by the majority of the per-
sons intended to be benefited by the law. 
AGRICULTURE. 
The climate is healthy and dry. We have the average rainfall of the western coun-
try during the months of April, May, June, and September; very little snow in winter. 
No irrigation used to my knowledge. 
14. The land should be retained for actual settlers; land open to purchasers at will 
is nearly in all cases held by speculators until such a time as the actual settlers sur-
roundillg it has made it valuable, and then sold in small parcels at high prices to i:,et-
tlers; and besides, it retards settlement. 
Yours, respectfully, 
OLE SAMPSON. 
Testimony of Vale P. Thielman, clerk of dist'l'ict coiwt, 1'1wnn County, Dakota. 
1. Vale P. Thielman, Swan Lake, Turner County, Dakota. I am clerk of district 
court of Turner County; am a dealer in real estate and locate settlers on public lands. 
2. Have lived in Turner County since 1870, when it was organized; was the second 
settler in it; have liv.ed in Dakota nearly filteen years. 
3. I have acquired thet,itle to 160 acres of governmeutland under the pre-emption law. 
4. I have attended exclusively to land mattere such as locating parties on govern-
ment lands, making out their filing papers under the homestead, pre-emption, and tim-
ber law, and attending to coutested cases for the last nine years. 
5. My 160 acres cost me as follows: house 10 by 12 feet, $75; five acres breaking, $25; 
well, $6; three hundred forest trees, $5; one agricultural college scrip, $170; to-
tal, $271. I lived on the land six months, was a single man then; during the six months 
I earned my board and $87; other cases t,hat have come under my observation that 
have cost less, and some a good deal more. Under the homestead law a person with 
any tact can make more than his living and gain title to their land in the bargain. 
6. A person in contesting a previous entry has to bear all expenses and bas all the 
trouble, but bas no further right to the land than any other person; and in many in-
stances the part.y who enters and sustains the contest does not get the land. There is 
at present a system of telegraphing between attorneys at Washington and others here, 
pmfectly legal, but it chea.ts a great many out of land which seems to rightfully belong 
to them; i. e., A takes a homestead and aban<lons it, B contests it, comes to trial and 
proves conclusively that A has abandoned the land, t,he case goes on its regular routine 
and it costs B generally from $15 to $100 to work tho contest through. In the course 
of time the contest is ended, and the old entry is declared canceled. B has built him-
self a house on the land and lives there; in the mean time comes C; he has watched 
thii:, land, has laid out no money or time(but is the drone); he has employed an attor-
ney in Washington, this attorney watches when this claim is canceled and always 
knows just when that letter informing the register and receiver of the cnncellation 
leaves the General Land Office for the post-office, he t,ben sends a telegram to his client 
who at once makes some hasty improvements on the land and rushes to the land office 
aud files on t Im land before the B finds out that the cancellation has reached the land 
office, and the result is tLat B either losPs the land or maybe gets half of it. I think it 
would be justice to the poorer and bard-working class of people if the law was such 
that the person who contests a claim, bas all of the expense and trouble, should also have 
the first right to file on the land or otherwise b~tve the right to file on the land when 
he rnters the contest, subject to the contest. This would also prevent parties who 
make a living by contesting claims and making money out of innocent parties from 
following their calling; i. e., it is a well-known fact that, in new countries like this 
there are a good many people who set themselves up as attorneys; they run across a 
poor innocent farmer who bas not been :11Jle to live on his laud all of the time, still his 
lancl is not abandoned; they file a contest on his land, then go to him and tell him that 
they intend to take bis laud from him, and generally make a bargain with him and get 
from $~5 to $100 to withdraw the contest; and a great many other ways there are 
under tbe pre!"ent law. It is also a well-kuown fact that at least one-half of all the 
daims of land (or quarter sections) are paid for or proved upon without the parties 
c!aiming them having lived on them and improved them according to law. I know 
prrsonally of several claims where the people never lived on them, also where there 
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was not sufficient improvement. The law is strict enough, but these matters are not 
looked into enough. Sometimes witnesses are examined before grand juries but hardly 
ever any indictments found, as there are so many and it would be hard to know where 
to begin. I believe if a commissioner or commissioners could be appointed who at 
stated periods would visit localities and inspect improvements and hear testimony and 
give titles to land, it would be better for honest settlers and the government, and would 
hinder the great amount of swindling that is carried on. 
7. Our Territory is all (with a small exception, the bad lands) good farming lands. 
Our county (Turner) is unsurpassed for agriculture or stock raising. 
10. It is the opinion of most of the people who are best acquainted that the govern-
ment is too liberal or gives too much land. A person can now get 480 acres of land, 
and there is not one farmer out of fifty who can use it. The result is a good deal of 
our land gets (where it was never intended to go) into the hands of speculators. I 
think if our laws were so made that any one person could only take 160 acres of a 
homestead and could only keep that by living on it and improving it, it would be 
more satisfactory. At present the settlements are so thin that people cannot have 
school and church privileges, and nearly every other quarter section is owned by some 
one that does not live on it and that holds it for a raise in land. One hundred and 
sixty acres of farming land is enough to support a good large family, and give a good 
support and have neighbors close together, and if parties taking homesteads were com-
pelJed to live on them, say, six or seven years or lose them, none but those who in-
tended to take them and make a permanent home out of them would have anything 
to do with them, and such a law would hurt none that were honest in their intentions, 
but on the contrary would protect them and keep adjoining land out of speculators' 
hands. 
Vory respectfully, your obedient servant, 
VALE P. THIELMAN. 
Testimony of E. C. Walton, farmer, Gayville, Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
l. E. C. Walton, farmer; Gayville, Dakota. 
2. About eight years. 
3. Under the homestead laws. 
4. Not much. 
5. No knowledge. 
6. None. 
7. Principally agricultural and pastoral; no minerals and little timber. 
8. General rule. 
l:l. No practical acquaintance with surveys. 
10. No suggestions unless it be a more rigid ruling as to actual improvements and 
continued residence on the lands given as homesteads and entered pre-emptions. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. There is a sufficient supply of snow and rain; climate dry; six months winter, 
including one-half fall and one-half winter. 
2. Spring, fall, and summer, usually when needed. 
3. All. 
5. None. 
6. No experience. 
8. Know nothing about it. 
12. About one-twentieth. 
13. It is not practicable. 
14. It is not advisable. 
15. Eight acres, fair average. 
16. Twenty. 
17. About ten, though there is a material change in the last year, aJl trying to in-
crease in cattle on account of hard times from grasshoppers. 
18. Increased where the old grass is not burned until spring. 
rn. A Territorial herd law is about all the fence. No. 
20. No. · 
21. The Missouri, Dakota, Vermillion, and Sun Rivers, and Clay, Turkey, and a few 
other creeks. They often use well-water drawn up by windmills. 
22. Ten. 
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23. Very little knowledge, but think it diminishes. 
24. Yes. 
25. None, to our knowledge. 
26. First, about 3,000 or 4,000; second, from 20 to 250; sheep, 20 to 500. 
27. A more rigid rule in regard to accurate surveys and establishing of section cor-
ners and quarter corners. 
28. Great trouble; a great many have had to have their claims resurveyed to find 
lines and corners; and, as to timber claims, it should make no difference if there was 
a half dozen trees or saplings on it, or even a half acre of willows, for that amount 
often hinders actual settlers from getting tbeir lands contiguom1, when in reality the 
timber on it does not amount to anything to them, as it is often nothing but brush. 
TIMBER. 
1. Considerable along the Missouri River, principally cottonwood, some box-elder 
and a little oak. 
2. Mostly cottonwood, though there are some nice box-elder groves. 
3. I would sell them to actual settlers in :five-acre lots, and no more, at $5 per acre, 
for the reason that all must, have timber to improve land and fuel. Some who get 
timber cla.ims charge $8 to $12 per cor<l, and settlers object t,o buying. 
4. I would sell in square five-acre lots and no more, at $5 per acre and no more, 
unless it were in heavy districts of timber and scarcely no prairie, then I would sell in 
80-acre lots at $2.50 per acre. 
5. Very limited; second growth does not amount to but very little; perhaps a great 
many sprouts start up, but generally die before large enough for anything. 
G. Often startecl by the Indians. Place them all on reservations, with penalty for 
any one to start fire purposely or carelessly. 
7. It is a great waste; should be sold to railroad by the tie, and superintended by 
a commissioner, and laps given to actual settlers. All waste prosecute. 
8. The custom is to cut and slash away; each individual or corporation tries to get 
the most, aml in consequence there is great waste. Generally, those who cut the tree 
claim the whole. 
9. They would, decidedly, provided the laws were very strict on land officers, with 
penalties for non-performance of duties, and also penalties for going beyond their 
jurisdiction. 
Testimony of GustavuB A. Wetter, register, and Lott S. Bayless, receive,., United States 
land office, Yankton, Dak. 
GUSTAVUS A. WETTER, register, and LOTT S. BAYLESS, re0eiver, at Yankton, Dak., 
testified, November 7, 1879, as follows: 
The forms in the land office should J:>e simplified to such an extent that three-fourths 
of the ]abor at present performed could be saved. By decisions and constructions the 
department has increased the labor of making out papers more than 50 per cent. 
Fees should be abolished, and the salaries of registers and receivers :fixed by law. 
There is more business and labor at an old office than at a new one, and many old 
offices do but little over a t,housand dollars a year. Old offices answer more letters, 
handle more suspended cases, and get up more proofs than a new one. Registers and 
receivers should have a seal. In this district parties have forged the names of both 
register and receiver of the United States land office, and mortgaged lands through 
the use of forged final proofs. A seal would obviate this. 
Registers and receivers should have tbe power to subpama witnesses and perpetuate 
testimony. Registers and receivers sometimes sit a fortnight now on contested cases. 
The government should allow rent, as all other offices get rent and fuel. Persons doing 
business require to be comfortable. Office rent should be allowed in addition to a 
ro.om in which to hear contests. Titles of instru·ction to prove up should be abolished, 
and the law repealed. There has never been a contest since the law passed. The ob-
jection notice is now published in the newspapers of any places, and heavy charges 
are exacted for such publication. The register is burdened with keeping accounts of 
publishers. 
It now requires two to three years, and sometimes from five to six years, to get a 
patent from Washington. 'rhey should be all issued in turn. Members of Congress 
and attorneys frequently get patents for settlers. This office knows nothing of them; 
no word is sent here of the issue or delivery of the patent so the books can be marked 
correctly. In abandonment and relinquishment of homestead, pre-emption, and tim-
ber claims, as the registers and receivers take proof and recommend action to the de-
partment, and this is the basis of action by the General Land Office, registers and 
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receivers should at once, on proof of abandonment or relinquishment, permit legal set-
tlers to enter on the land. It now requires from one to eight months to get a tract 
cleared for entry under this rule from Washington. It makes dangerous and vexa-
tious delays, and casts odium on the district land officers. We know of cases where 
persons who should have been permitted to file, and were the rightfu] owners, have 
been deprived of their rights by parties who obtain information from Washington as 
to cancellation and take ad vantage of it. 
We see no reason why a settler should not be permitted to file an application for a 
homestead or declaratory statement, or for a timber-culture claim, as often as he likes. 
He enhances the value of the land and niakes new homes. The law does not contem-
plate that the first act is final. 
The exact~ons of the homestead law at present as well as of the pre-emption are 
onerous. The only question asked by the register and receiver should be," Have you 
complied with the law t" 
This district, 30 miles wide and 90 miles long, is purely an agricultural district. 
Some timber has been planted, mostly cottonwood and box-elder and oak. Walnut 
trees have also been planted. 
Crops are raised without irrigation. For eight years there have been rains during 
tb.e summer, enough for crops. They usually come in March and April. We raise all 
the grains, fl.ax, &c., the same as in the Middle States. 
This is a fine grazing country; sheep particularly thrive well on account of dry 
winters. They are of mixed breeds, and are worth from $2.50 to $3.50. Each sheep 
clips from 4 to 6 pounds of wool. The cattle are of mixed breeds and some of them 
ar!fgood. Calves are worth from $4 to $5; yearlings, $12 to $15; two-year-olds, $12 
to $18 ; cows are worth from $25 to $30. Butchers pay from 2 to 2! cents per pound. 
We have more than 800 families of Russians and Mennonites, who first commenced 
coming in 1872. 
All the mills on Jim River have been idle for five months, because one B. M. Smith 
built a dam 14 feet high across the river, which has :flooded about 50,000 acres of 
unsurveyed agricultural land belonging to the government. This was done for the pur-
pose of enabling them to make a lake, so that they could call it reclaimed land, get it 
meandered by the United States surveyors, locate the fractions around the so-called 
lake with soldiers' additional scrip; then cut away the dam, let the water out, and claim 
all the land that the water covered as reclaimed land. The surveyor-general of the 
Territory ordered his deputies not to meander the lake, so the movement failed Sixty 
miles above the dam the river was brimfull, while in Brown County, below the dam, 
it was totally dry-cutting off all the mills for 180 miles to where it emptied into the 
Missouri. There was a small summer-dry lake called Sand Lake, just above this dam, 
which they widened over two townships of United States government land. They 
claimed they wanted to make the stream navigable from Sand Lake i,o Jamestown, on 
the Northern Pacific Railroad, a distance of about 128 miles. The result was the set-
tlers got indignant because they could not water their stock, and the mill men could 
not run their mills, so some one cut away the dam. 
The General Land Office should issue for general circulation, through the district 
land offices and otherwise, a compact pamphlet containing the laws, points of instruc-
tion, and the rights and duties of settlers under the respective laws. This would save 
correspondence and give much needed information. The only entries in this district 
are pre-emption, homestead, and tim bar-culture locations. 
All scrip should be abolished, or it should be redeemed by the government in money 
and not located in lands. They make much trouble and occasion loss, because coun-
terfeits are in circulation. We were informed by the register and receiver at Sioux 
City, Iowa, that about 200 pieces of counterfeit and forged scrip were located and 
patents issued before they were discovered. The department ordered back the patents 
which were still in the district office, but lost those which had been issued. The loss 
fell on innoce.nt purchasers. 
Testimony of Daniel Bac()'lf,, publisher of the Boi8e City .Republican, Ada County, Idaho. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
BOISE CITY, IDAHO, September 30, 1879. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR: 
DEAR Sm: In compliance with your request Iherebyanswerthefollowing questions: 
Most respectfully, your obedient servant, 
D.BACON. 
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1. Daniel Bacon, Boise City, Ada County, Idaho, publisher of the Boise City Repub-
lican. 
2. Thirteen years. 
7. The public lands are of several classes. First. Sage plains destitute of water, 
lying in the most part where they can with considerable expense be irrigated and made 
productive. Second. Arable lands situated along water courses and in the low valleys, 
where the labor of irrigation is small. Third. Hilly and mountainous lands, well 
adapted for pastoral purposes. Fourth. High mountains, covered in the most parts 
with pine and fir. Fifth. Mineral lands, embracing in a large portion the two latter 
classes. 
8. I would recommend that a commission be appointed ( assisted by at least one prac-
tical geologist and mineralogist) to designate the several classes. . 
9. The sage plains should be granted in large parcels to those who will utilize them. 
The pastoral lands should also be surveyed in large parcels, with reference to the nat-
ural water courses, so as to accommodate as many locations as possible. The mineral 
lands should be surveyed in small parcels, and sold with some restrictions. The timber 
and arable lands should be subdivided in conformity with the present system-the 
arable lands disposed of to actual settlers only, and the timber lands to those who own 
farms, or mines, or saw-mills, or are settled on them and make a subsistence from their 
proceeds. (Your attention is respectfully called to our editorial on "Vine Culture," 
which will be found in last week's issue, September 27, Boise Republican, which is 
transmitted to you.) 
AGRICULTURE. • 
1. The climate is mild. Length of rainfall six months, from the first of November 
to the first of May, in the valleys. Snowfall in the mountains corresponds to the rain-
fall in the valleys, with this exception : commences a little earlier in the fall, and 
continues a little later in the spring. 
2. The greatest supply, caused by the melting of the snow, comes when most needed. 
3. None. 
5. All the "cerealA and fruits indigenous to the Northern States. 
6. Fifty miners' inches on an average. 
7. The rivers. The supply is abundant. 
8. From my experience and observation on this coast for the last twenty-nine years 
I am of the opinion that irrigation is especially beneficial to the soil, and that crops 
can be raised and successfully cultivated in any altitude below 4,000 feet. 
9. There is no restriction whatever. The water that is not utilized returns volun-
tarily. 
10. Only a small moiety has been claimed in the different streams, and in Snake 
River none. 
14. Limited. Certainly. 
18. Diminished. 
19. No. 
20. No. 
23. Diminished. 
24. No. 
TIMBER. 
2. Lombardy poplar, principally on account of its rapid growth. 
3. For the reason that such lands are nearly all mineral lands, and worthless for ag--
ricultura.l purposes. I would favor leasing them in small parcels, say for $1 per acre, 
and not to exceed 160 acres to any one individual, the time not to exceed ten years. 
5. There is a second growth of the same variety; grows slow. 
7. The government timber is the chief source of all our supplies for mining, build-
ing, agricultural, and fuel. The timber we must have or break up housekeeping, and 
should it fall into the hands of speculators we would find ourselves removed from the 
"frying-pan into the fire." If the United States must dispose of it, then part~cl it out 
to those who own mills, ranches, mining clain;is, and actual occupants, who maintain 
themselves by their own industry. This would prevent unnecessary waste, and, to a, 
great extent, destruction by .fire. Fire alone destroys more than is consumed by all 
other sources. 
8. There is no restriction for cutting; but whoever constructs a road into the timber 
claims exclusive right to travel the same. Whoever fells a tree has the possessory 
right to it. 
9. I think not. If the land agent should attempt to force an arbitrary law he would 
be obliged to travel to the mountains and cut his own fire-wood, or aid and abet those 
who were breaking the law. 
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LODE CLAIMS. 
1. I have been for tbe most part of time for the last twenty-nine years engaged in 
mining in California and Idaho. · 
2. The general government ought not to delegate to the Territorial governments any 
power to make mining laws. Public land agents should be recorders for mining 
claims. In the several districts there should be chosen or appointed deputy recorders, 
whose duties should be to see that the claims were properly sur-rnyed and marked on 
the ground, and the locator shculd have proper time to ascertain the direction of his 
vein or lode, do his first assessment, and on report of the facts to the deputy it would 
be the deputy's duty to see the work and certify thereto ; then, and not until this has 
been done, should the records be transferred to the books of the puolic land agent. 
In Idaho all district regulations have been abolished by the general assembl;y, and the 
county recorders are made the recorders of mining claims, and ten days is the limit 
for making record of claims. This works great inconvenience and injustice in many 
cases. Sometimes it is difficult to travel to the county-seat in the time required. 
3. The practices should at once be discontinued, as it gives chance for litigation 
that otherwise would not arise. No recorder should be allowed to make a record 
of the same ground to two parties, and it should be the district recorder's duty to 
know that the applicant was entitled to the privilege of prospecting the ground 
before entering his claim on the books. 
4. The apex or top of the vein or lode is the highest point of the center of the ledge. 
The course of the vein or dip cannot always be determined by the early workings of a, 
ledge. In my experience, frequently hundreds of dollars are expended before either 
the course or dip of a ledge has been determined. I refer you to an article in the last 
issue of the Boise Republican, entitled "The Comstock of Montana." 
5. They are not. 
6. There has been. 
7. Yes. 
Should you desire more specific answers or explanations to the above, or answers to 
any questions that have been omitted, I will be happy to serve you. 
Yours, most respectfully, 
DANIEL BACON, 
Boise City, Idaho. 
Testinwny of George Chapin, fa1·mer and stock miser, Goose Creek, Cassia County, Idaho. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: · 
1. George Chapin, farmer and stock raiser, Goose Creek, Cassia County, Idaho. 
2. Territory ten years. 
3. No. 
7. Mostly desert and stock range. 
8. All desert lands without water; with water, good agricultural lands; most of it 
can be irrigated, and canals practicable. 
10. Nineteen-twentieths of the public land in Idaho is absolutely worthless without 
the introduction upon it of water for the purpose of irrigating it. The hills and 
mountains, good stock range. The plains are a desert without artificial water. Gov-
ernment should grant subsidies to companies or individuals who would construct 
canals. All valuable and productive when irrigated. · 
AGRICULTURAL. 
1. Plenty of water can be had by the aid of capital. 
2. Winter and spring; it comes a little before most needed. 
3. None. 
4. Nine-tenths. 
5. All kinds that are raised at the north. 
6. Two cubic feet per second for thirty days. 
7. Rivers and creeks. 
8. Irrigation improves the soil; 5,000 feet. 
9. Waste water usually returned to the stream or main ditch. 
10. Only to a very limited extent under United States law and local custom. 
12. Mountains and narrow margins of rivers and ci;eeks. 
13. It would require th,ousands of acres of such pasture. 
14. Settlers have the unlimited use of these lands now for stock range. 
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15. One thousa,nd acres each. 
16. The increase of 500 head, or 50 milch cows. 
17. About three. 
18. Diminished. 
19. A few have fenced; can be confined safely. 
20. Not particularly. 
21. Creeks, rivers, and springs. 
23. Diminished. 
24. Not long. 
25. No legal conflicts. 
26. Twent,y thousand; they roam at large. 
27. Greater inducements to those getting the water on them. 
28. Yes ; the stakes usually rotted off and broken down and lost. 
TIMBER. 
1. Only on mountain tops-white fir. 
2. Poplar; five years. 
3. I v·ould reserve the timber for the use of all settlers in this section ; would n~ 
-dispose of them. • 
4. The timber is on the high mountain peaks and in steep mountain gulches. 
6. The government should impose a fine on the careless. 
7. 'limber here is limited and should be reserved for settlers. 
8. United States law. 
9. Yes. 
Testimony of James A. Chase, probate judge, Marsh Basin, Idaho. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
MARSH BASIN, CASSIA COUNTY, IDAHO-, September 24, 1879. 
Public Land Commission, Washington, D. C. 
MESSRS: Herewith I return the interrogatories furnished, together with answers 
to some of them. 
1. My name is James H. Chase; Marsh Basin, Idaho; by occupation at this time 
probate judge. 
2. About two years. . 
3. I have not for myself. . 
4. Considerable part of declaratory statements, affidavits, proofs, &c., are made be-
fore me as a court of record for the local land office. 
5. I hear of no cases from which I can form a rule. 
6. Yes; the law ought to be made explicit about parties going in person, or not going, 
to the local office to make final proof. Where parties Ii ve more than 30 miles from a 
land office they should be clearly allowed the right to go before any local officer having 
a seal and giving bonds and making all proof, and send fees and payments in the usual 
business way to the local land office. It is a great hinderance in the sale of lands that 
parties have so often to go and take witnesses on these long and expensive trips. In 
cases of coutest the land officers could be authorized to designate some officer within 
the county where the land is before whom the testimony could be taken, and forward 
the same to the local land office or the commissioner general for their consideration 
and action. Again, I think the general government ought to be bound by the acts of 
its officers. If I send money in payment for land to a United States land officer, he 
receiving and receipting for the same, and fails to apply the money to the purpose for 
which I sent it, the government will not issue to me my title unless I pay again, and 
perhaps the third time. The fees for newspaper publication in land-office matters and 
the fees in general might be reduced and a sum stated to be charged and no more 
allowed. 
7. In this county and Territory as well the greater part of the surface of the country 
is only adapted to pastoral or grazing purposes. It is hilly and mountainous, but with 
no lack of good soil over hills, mountains, and in valleys. The only timber (pine, fir, 
spruce, and poplar) grows on.and in the canons of the mountains. 
8. Have not given the matter sufficient to suggest better plans than those adopted. 
9. The same as last answer. 
10. It is one of the severest struggles a poor man with a family can tmdertake in 
his lifetime to settle upon, pay for government land, and support his family all at the 
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same time. Many try it and fail after much deprivation, toil, and hardship. As a rule, 
in these Territories, to conquer a piece of land and fence it, making it in any way 
valuable, and paying the necessary fees to land officers, is worth all the land is worth. 
If the price of land was less the government would derive more revenue from them. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Here the climate is dry, cool, and bracing to man and beast. Rainfall and snow-
fall are insufficient to irrigate all the good aud otherwise fertile lands in this Territory. 
The seasons of mildness here in this county are too short for fruit-growing. 
2. The water supply is principally derived from the melting snows, and for the most 
part comes from the mountains into the fertile valleys when needed to grow and ripen 
crops. 
3. Comparatively none.· 
4. Not more than one-third of the area in this county, and this perhaps would be 
true of the whole Territory. 
5. Wheat, oats, barley, potatoes, &c., &c., and good crops. 
6. No accurate knowledge from which to report. 
7. The whole or less of Snake River could be easily taken from its bed and made to 
irrigate a half million acres of rich and level land. In the near future this must be 
done either by private capital or the government. 
8. Proper irrigation enriches the soil; improper, washes it away. Where land can 
be watered grain will grow and ripen in good yield 6,000 feet above the level of the 
sea. 
9. Most of the supply of water is exhausted in irrigation; the surplus is returned to 
natural channel by local regulation. 
10. The water has mostly been appropriated where it could be done cheaply; other 
and larger supp1ie are awaiting the investment of private capital. 
12. Almost the whole area of t,he Territory, mountains and all. 
13. It is not now practicable. When inventions shall render durable fencing cheap, 
then it will do. 
14. It is not advisable to put pasturage lands of thi.:. Territory in market until they 
can be fenced, and then the limits should be liberal-at least one half or whole section. 
15. The country is too extensive, too wild, too careless in habits to answer the first 
of this question, but from extensive travel I think this is the best beef-raising country 
I ever saw. A fine rich grass grows over the surface of nearly the whole of it, which 
is sufficient to keep cattle fat the year round. 
16. I am unable to answer, but calculators say stock-raising here is equal to 5 per 
cent. per month on the investment. 
17. There are probably 20,000 head now in the county and half as many horses, but 
few sheep. 
18. The grass bas diminished largely, but not owing to stock; several winters of 
light snows in succession have told heavily on the grasses. 
19. They do not. As a rule it would be safe to confine cattle on a range by fence, 
but there are winters in which stock has to be fed. 
20. No; a variety of ranges and feed ma,ke the best beef. 
21. From large aud living springs from the mountains. 
22. Five or six sheep are considered by stockmen to be equal to one beef in grazing. 
23. In all dry countries sheep will kill out the grass. It is to be hoped this country 
will escape the calamity which has fallen upon California through sheep grazing. 
24. Not agreeably or prosperously. Sheep leave a stench upon the ground which is 
offensive to other stock. 
25. None to speak of as yet in this Territory. 
26. Probably about 5,000 sheep, but the county is almost exclusively given, so far as 
it is used, to cattle allfl horse raising. 
28. There is much difficulty in finding corners or lines on surveyed lands here ; that 
work has been very sparingly done ; it should have been done, and all lands to be 
surveyed, in such manner that corners would be visible and permanent. 
TIMBER. 
1. There is very little timber growing in this part of the Territory, and by reason of 
waste and culling and careless fires it is rapidly being destroyed. Enough of pine, 
fir, and spruce is growing here to supply all agricultural and mining wants, &c., and 
it is admirably adapted to the wants of the farmer in fencing. It is not preserved, 
however, and as it diminishes the climate will be affected by less snow and rain. I do 
not know of a greater national wastage than in the ravaging of forests on the public 
lands west of the Rocky Mountains. 
2. None. 
3. I would sell or give all timber lands to the States or Territories for the use of the 
,,, 
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people thereof. They could make it the duty of some county officer, in their respective 
counties, without additional cost, to protect the growing timber and cause it to be 
used as a careful private individual would care for his own. To sell it to private 
parties would lead to a monopoly and cause much trouble to actual settlers. .As the 
law now is, it is wholly inoperative with timber here, and the officer in whose care 
it is a thousand miles away. If the government continues to own such 1~tnc1s, a more 
effective way must be found to protect them. Men there must be whose especial duty 
it is to watch over the timber in these western Territories. If ever sold to private 
parties, very small tracts only should be sold to each party. 
4. It would seem to be impracticable to classify them, for if in this Territory they 
are timber lands at all they are just alike and small variety of timber. 
5. This country is hardly old enough in settlement to say what the second growth, 
if any, would be, but so far as I can observe, and I take an interest in all these matters, 
where timber has been cut so as to leave the ground nearly -stripped of trees a kind of 
scrub bush, with wild cherry and service bushes, utterly worthless, spring up and take 
full possession of the ground. 
6. The loss to this Territory by forest fires jg incalculable. Every summer they rage, 
and they utterly destroy all green timber in which they burn. At the rate which I have 
observed, in three to five years there will be no green timber left in this Territory, and 
from that it will become almost uninhabitable. Empires preserve their forests; re-
publics do not. It is not difficult to give the reason. From my judgment I reason 
that in almost every case these fires originate through carelessness and wantonness of 
men living near the timber. It is often rumored that Indians set the fire in a spirit 
of revenge, but I cannot, discover any evidence leading me toward a belief of this. 
Nearly all these :fires could easily be controlled and extinguished at their beginning, 
but "what is everybody's is nobody's business," aud from indifference and an unac-
countable apathy on the part of the settlers they are allowed to burn for months. 
There is law to make men turn out and a1,sist a sheriff against a common enemy; there 
should be a law compelling men to assist the proper officer to put out the forest :fires 
wbeu called upon. 
7. The wholly unnecessary waste of the timber on the public lands west of the Rocky 
Mountains in destructiveness is second only to fires. Every man pushes back, cuts, and 
culls t,he best, and breaks and destroys much of the young and thrifty tiru ber. More 
close and stringent legislation would cure this evil, as well as control the fires. All 
laws passed by the general government up to this time looking to the protection and 
preservation of its timber, from my own observation, have been wholly ineffectual to 
check the destruct,ion and waste. They are too far away, uncertain, anc1 unexecuted. 
Millions are given for harbors and rivers for commerce, and hardly a farthing for the 
preservation of magnificent forests inland. 
8. Every man owns all he cuts, and from a spirit of greed or speculation they often 
cut much more than they use. 
9. Probably not; because the land officers are as far away and are no more inter-
ested in them than the present marshals. 
MINERAL-LODE OLA.IMS, 
1. My experience in mining or opportunities for observation have been so limi,ted 
that I can hardly make a suggestion further than to say that my impressions are that 
the law is not clear or explicit enough on the number of lode claims an individual 
may locate and hold. I have known of men in California and Nevada and this Terri-
tory to hold by location from one to twelve claims of full dimension. It is common 
practice among miners, or rather men speculating in mines. This often works a hard-
ship on men seeking ground to work, and being unable to buy from the speculators. 
The law in this matter should be made clear and limit an individual to one claim 
in a State or Territory by location, and this should be worked to some extent. The 
law requiring $100 worth of work yearly, in practice, is but little observed. Changing 
the law to meet such requirements would give employment to more men and more of. 
the valuable ores would be extracted. 
19. My opinion is that all mining-district laws, customs, and records could well be 
abolished as to future locations. They exist in so many and different localities and 
requirements they are a source of confusion to the miner. In nearly every instance 
these local laws and customs made in mining camps are of the flimsiest kind and 
least respected. Often a recorder is elected who is hardly able to write his own name. 
No books are provided, and the next week, perhaps, the r~corder is up and gone for 
new diggings, leaving no successor. '!'he only deference and dignity these local laws 
have is paid to them by the United States Congress. I am of opinion that the gov-
ernment can make a few and plain rules and regulations touching the location, size 
of claims, work, corners and lines, and possessory tit,le, which, when disseminated 
through mining localities, would be more satisfactory to all concerned than the present 
local customs or laws. 
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20. I thiuk the adjustment of controversies concerning rmneral lands prior to issue 
of patent should be left where it is, in the courts, because i'n those cases intricate ques-
tions and points of law often arise. and ln.nd officers are not noted for their legal knowl-
edge; indeed, for the most part, they are better known for their ignorance of the law 
and its practice. The whole plan of bringing litigation before tribunals unread in 
law and strangers to the practice of it is wrong and dangerous. Besides, the courts 
are held in every county, while the district land office may be two or three hundred 
miles away; this of itself would be an unbearable hardship. The tendency to make 
district land officers judges and courts of litigation ought to be, for the convenience 
of the people, restrained rather than extended. 
22. Parties ought to be required to procure title to their mineral ground within a 
reasonable time. Two years from location would be reasonable. Much valuable min-
ing ground has been entirely worked out, especially in California and abandoned, and 
this oftentimes by foreigners, without one cent being paid the government. No other 
country on earth is so negligent.of its own interests and the protection of the rights of 
its citizens as this in respect to the working of her mines. From my own observation, 
thousands of foreigners take out their first naturalization papers for no object only to 
gain t,he right to locate, work, and traffic in mining claims, and when they get a sufficient 
sum they go back to their native country, never having the least intention of becom-
ing a citizen of this. The :first papers alone ought not to afford any rights or privi-
leges in mining matters to a foreigner. Under our laws our mines of precious metals 
are being depleted, worked, and made availabl~ for wealth to the foreigner just as 
well as to an American born, and this is especially true of Canadians aml English sub-
iects, who make great complaint if an American catches a maekerel on their coast with-
out paying for it, and they have to pay very dearly too. I know all this is wrong and 
ought to be remedied, and that quickly. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. But little mining is carried on in this county; only some claims along on Snake 
River of very :fine gold in gravel, but the ground is extensive for future locations. 
2. I am somewhat familiar with the workings of the law. The law is obscure as to 
the amount of annual work or expenditure on placer claims. One hundred dollars' 
worth of work is generally construed to apply only to lode claims or quartz claims. 
It should be made definite on placer claims. 
3. No data from which to speak. 
4. No data from which to speak. 
5. Prematurely answered under Question 2. 
6. Answered under Question 2. 
The size of placer claims is too large. There are more miners than mines. Ten 
acres would be plenty and just as effectual as more in the :finding and developing of 
the ground. It is easy and common practice to consolidate claims in the hands of one 
man by purchase. It is also common practice for a miner to locate himself a claim, 
and then exhaust all or most of the ground in locations for other and distant or indif-
ferent parties, and then procure a bill of sale or deed from those parties for nothing 
or a trifle, and then he owns the whole. The law in this respect should be clear that 
to make a valid location the party himself must go in person and make it. 
COAL LANDS. 
Concerning coal discoveries or lands, the same requirements should be made, and 
the number of acres in a location reduced from 160 to at most 80 acres. Like placer 
claims, if the coal ground is of any value, 10 acres of the former and 80 acres of the 
latter is plenty for one man. The time for title, price, and mode of procedure touch-
ing coal lands is well as it is. Every case of litigation in placer mining, within my 
observation, has arisen on the insufficiency of corners and lines being established and 
made visible. The law, however, bearing upon this is correct, and if changed at all 
should be made more stringent. 
7. I do not know of any such instances. 
8. I do not know of any such instances. 
9. I have no knowledge at present of such case. 
GENTLEMEN : All of the foregoing answers have been somewhat hastily written and 
they are based upon my better judgment. No doubt your attention has been called 
to all of the points or suggestions, given more fully and clearly than I have done, but 
none will be given in a kindlier or more sincere feeling to help improve the laws look-
ing to the better protection of our public lands, forests, mines, citizens, and our gov-
ernment. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES H. CH.ASE. 
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Testirnony of I. S. Singiser, 1·eceiver of the land office, Oxfm·d, Idalw. 
I. S. SINGISER, receiver of the land office, at Oxford, Idaho, testified September 20, 
1879, as follows: 
I think the register and receiver should have the power to summon witnesses and 
perpetuate testimony in matters relating to the land office. I beliPve in abolishing 
all the recorders of land districts and putting all the business in the United States dis-
trict land office. I think, also, that the timber lands of the United States would be 
better protected if they were in the bands of the United States Land Office than they 
are now. I think that the notice of intention to prove up the land entry should be 
abolished. I do no~ see any use in it. It makes a strife among the newspapers who 
seek the advertisements. As the Land Department acts upon the proof taken by and 
the recommendation of receivers of the Land Office, I think it would be best to make 
the cancellation of land entries a matter for the register and receiver, and let the man 
on the land have the advantage in making the filing. The people down here think a. 
man should be allowed to make as many pre-emption :filings as be wants, going from 
place to place, until he :finally gets a home. As you have a pre-emption clause in the 
homestead act, I think if you increase the acreage of the homestead that one act is 
sufficient. 
I think there should be a pasturage homestead. I think that about 20 acres would 
sustain a beef and about 6 or 8 acres would sustain a sheep. Sheep tramp out every-
thing. The greater part of water rights in this Territory have been taken up. There 
should be something done in regard to getting the marsh lands of the Territory in the 
market. We have four or :five thousand acres right at Oxford, the best land in the 
Territory. Nobody owns it. It is not surveyed, and people are cutting bay from it. 
There is another thing. I don't think the extra two years allowed in proving up on 
the lands is of any use; it only makes work in the land office, which has to send out 
two notices. I think all the papers of the land office might be consolidated, and there 
is a lot of questions in the final proving papers that are perfectly useless. I think it 
would be a good idea when a man comes to prove up a homestead or pre-emption en-
try to ask him just this one question: "Have you complied with the law f" and make 
the witnesses swear simply: has this man complied with the law f 
I think it shouJo be so arrangecl that the register and receiver could go about in 
their districts and take testimony. It would be a great accommodation to the settlers 
certainly. There was one man who came to our office who had to stage it two hundred 
• and fifty miles and then fifty miles on horseback. I think that the pasturage lands of 
the Territory should be sold, and I think that the timber lands should be sold in small 
tracts not to exceed 160 acres, preferably to actual settlers. I think that timber lands 
would be more protected if people owned them themselves. It would stop depreda-
tions. There are a good many :fires in Idaho. Indians and prospectors, &c., start 
them. They have been burning now during nearly all the summer. They have burned 
some of the finest timber in Idaho. 
There is another subject I wish to speak of. We have a large Indian reservation in 
our district which is not at all utilized. It should be opened for settlement. It is 
about seventy-five miles long by sixty miles wide, and only the upper end of it is used 
by the Indians. The lower end of it is filled up with settlers. There are, I suppose,-
:fifty or one hundred settlers (families) upon the reservation. They have been there 
many years, and the Territory of Idaho exercises its jurisdiction over them in collect-
ing taxes from them. I think that there should be some system devised by which the 
rulings and decisions of the Land Office should be distributed to the various local land 
officers. 
Testimony of John Wood, stock raiser, residence State Creek, Idaho. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
1. John Wood, stock raiser; residence State Creek, Idaho. 
2. Sixteen years. 
3. The land here is all unsurveyed. 
7. Agricultural, pastoral, and mineral. 
10. In my opinion there is none. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate on the rivers is mild; but very little snow, except on high ranges. 
2. In the irrigating season there is no rain. 
3. None. 
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4 . .A.bout one hundredth part of this section. 
5. Any crops that can be raised in a northern climate, 
6 . .A.s much as in any other country. 
7. There is plenty of small creeks along the foot-hills. 
8. Crops can be raised at an altitude of 3,000 feet. 
10. Under mining laws. 
11. None. 
12. Ninety-nine per cent. 
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13. In my judgment it should be homesteaded, and each homestead should have a 
section for pasturage. 
14. It is, in my judgment, advisable to put the lands here in market for private 
entry, and the quantity to each purchaser should be limited. 
15. Ten. This is the most mountainous. 
16. One hundred head. 
17 . .A.bout fifty head. 
18. It is about the same as when I :first came here. 
19. 'fhey do not fence, neither can they be confined with safety at any time. 
20. They could not be confined. 
21. Springs and Salmon River. 
24. They will not; sheep will drive cattle off. 
TIMBER, 
1. There is no timber except on the high ranges, which is fir and pine. 
2. There is none planted. 
3. The present timber law is as good as any. 
4. I would not. 
7. There is none here. 
Testimony of John C. Young, mncher, Marsh Valley, Oneida County, Idaho. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1: 
Answers to questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
1. My name is John C. Young; reside in Marsh Valley, Oneida County, Idaho Terri-
tory, and am a "rancher." 
2. Have lived there only a few months, but was born and raised in Utah. 
3. Hav:e acquired 160 acres of land under the desert act ana. have sought to acquire 
80 acres under the timbt1r act, but have failed on account of grasshoppers. 
4. Have been four years in the newspaper business and have watched the acquire-
ment of lands under the present system pretty closely. 
5. The expense and trouble of acquiring title to desert land is great owing to the 
outlay for constructing irrigating ditches. I believe that desert lands should be sold 
to canal companies incorporated under a State or a national law, which law should 
compel the absolute transfer by such companies of the water right with the land so 
redeemed by the canal. In the Rocky Mountain region all land is desert except natural 
meadows, which are limited both in numbers and extent; that is, no lands in this 
region, with the exception named, will produce agricultural crops without irrigation. 
6. In Utah, it seems to me, the law does not protect non-Mormon settlers. I was 
once burned out ·and driven off a quarter section of public land because a Mormon set-
tlement in Idaho "claimed" said land as a" co-operative herd ground." Now, Mor-
mon settlers ought to be protected in Utah, but I presume they never can be fully until 
Mormonism as a theocracy is suppressed. 
7. The whole Rocky Mountain region is made up of series of mountain rnnges and 
valley~, with rivers, mountain streams, and springs, so that the public lands might be 
classified as irrigable, swamp, pasture, mineral, and timber, at least so far as Utah, 
Colorado, Nevada, Western Wyoming, Eastern Idaho, and perhaps Arizona and New 
Mexico are concerned, though as to the two last I cannot speak from actual observa-
tion. The irrigable and swamp tor meadow) lands are confined to the valleys; the 
pasture lands are the high "benches" or uplands lying above the lines of feasible 
canals and below the pine or timber line on the high mountains; and also those parts 
of valleys which cannot be reached by canals owing to the rolling character of the 
surface of the ]and. Such rolling in valleys I have noticed only near the northern, 
eastern, and southern rims of the Great Basin. The mineral and timber lands are 
about the same; ~bat is, mineral, excepting coal, is fouud usually in the high mount-
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ains, the mineral discoveries being made among the timber; but, of course, there are 
exceptional cases. As the rainfall is limited in the region indicated, and perhaps in 
Montana, while they have an abundance on the Pacific and Missouri slopes11 think the 
Rocky Mountain region from the British line to Mexico might with advantage to set-
tlers and the government be constituted a geographical division, with the lands classi-
fied as I have stated. 
10. In this region I believe the meadow or swamp lands ought to be acquired by home-
stead or pre-emption as under the present system, because they &re the most valu-
able, yielding a return from the time the settler" squats" on them. The reclamation 
of irrigable lands by canal and the payment of $1.25 per acre to the government 
should entitle every man to a quarter or half section where he makes the reclama-
tion individually. Sales to canal companies should be governed in quantity by the 
capacity of their constructed canals. Such grants or sales should be made conditional, 
the canal companies being required to offer the land for sale to settlers in lots of from 
40 to 320 acres at a price to be fixed by the United States district land officers, who 
should be required to base such appraisal on, say, double the cost of the canal and 
$1.25 per acre on the tract reclaimed. Proof of the cost should be established by the 
company, and the settler should be made to establish his bona-fide intention of pur-
chasing only for himself. The purchase price to be paid into the land office and a draft 
on the United States Treasurer issued to the canal company for the amount of the 
purchase-money, minus $1.25 per acre for the tract of land and the water right so dis-
posed of, and such water right should be fixed at one miner's inch to the acre, or seven 
miner's inches to the acre once every week . 
• 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate is good. we· have little or no rainfall from the 2st of June to the 1st 
of October. We have only two seasons, winter and summer, the later season lasting 
six months. The snowfall varies from 6 inches to 2 feet and is our source of irriga-
tion streams. 
2. We really have no rainy season. Our irrigating season extends from the 1st of June 
to the 1st of October, and we have high waters from the 15th of May to the 15th of 
June, when the streams begin to fall and continue to diminish in volume until the 
weather gets cool-October. 
3. No portion of this country can be cultivated without irrigation, though the 
-swamps yield hay. 
4. I should judge, excluding the pasturage, timber, and mineral lands, that all the 
valleys might be classed as irrigable lands, and the proportion of these to the whole 
region I guess to be a tenth. 
5. All the cereals and roots and the more hardy fruits are produced here by irri-
gation. 
6. It will on an averag~ require 500 miner's inches of water to irrigate 100 acres of 
wheat three times from the 1st of June to the 10th of July, but the same stream 
would under proper and economic regulations probably water 300 acres and mature 
the crop. 
7. The rivers and mountain streams are the source of supply of irrigating water. 
Bear Riverin Cache Valley, the Logan, the Cub, and other smaller streams. The Snake 
River in Eastern Idaho would furnish a supply of water constantly sufficient to bring 
under cultivation between 75,000 aufl 100,000 acres of very good land lying on the 
east bank of said river and extending from the south fork thereof to the Black-
foot River. 
tl. Unless an irrigating stream is impregnated with mineral the process of irrigation 
enriches the soil by depositing thereon lime and alluvial soil, so that as a rule irriga-
tion is also a fertiliziug process. Oats can be raised at an altitude of. o,500 feet, wheat 
at 5,500, but this varies according to the season. 
9. All the water in the irrigating ditches is used during the summer and returned to 
the main streams after harvest. In Utah they have a very good system of irrigation 
laws. In Idaho there is no law on the subject-that is, not statute-though the com-
mon law has been extended over the Territory by the legislature, and I presume that · 
would determine a water contest. The common-law rules on water rights in this 
monntainons country I think are almost totally inadequate, because, if insisted on by 
the first settler on a stream, the stream could not, in a majority of cases, be utilized by 
subsequent settlers. 
10. In Idaho we are practically without either law or custom. 
11. 'l'he pick-ttn<l-shovel conflict has frequently arisen between the saintly brethren 
in Utah. 
12. At least one-half of this entire region is adapted to pasturage only. 
13. It is not, in my judgment, practicable to establish homesteads on pasturage lands, 
because the stock-raising business cannot be carried on by men of limited means. 
They find it necessary to join with it farming. Furthermore, stockmen in this country 
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are obliged to put np hay in sufficient quantity to "carry over" their c8ttle. The 
pasture lands yield no hay and are fit only for summer range, savo in some winters 
when the snows are light and the winds high, the hills are swept bare, and c:.ttle win-
ter ont; bnt even then stock seek the valleys, and this habit indicates that the bills 
are no place for them in winter, a,nd therefore no place for a homesteader on pastur-
age lands. 
14. In my judgment, these lands should be put in the market for public sale and not 
at private entry. These lands have very limitt:Jd water supplies, or, as is more fre-
quently the case, no supply of water at all closer than ft ve or six and sometimes even 
ten miles. Take a place, therefore, with a feeble spring of water, ten miles from any 
other spring or stream, and allow a man to homestead this spring, and he henceforth 
holds the key to the entire pasturage lands for ten miles around him. If this spring 
and the range it commands were put up at public sale, say at from 10 cents to :W cents 
per acre, the spring would sell the entire tract. Pasturage lands with mountain streams 
running through them would permit of smaller divisions, and such streams ought to 
constitute division lines, so that purchasers could all get their stock to water. 
15. The average quantity Clf pasturage land in this section required to fat one beef 
for market, without ruining the pastures, is about 40 acres. This section is hardly aa 
good as Colorado and Wyoming. 
16. Two htmdred and fifty would support an average family without joining farm-
ing with stock-raising; but the families in this country are more than average. 
17. I cannot guess. 
18. The growth of grass has diminished. 
19. The ranges are not fenced. Cattle cannot be confined by fences on the range in 
winter with safety. · 
20. The quality of herds would without doubt be improved by confining them to 
specific ranges. 
21. On the pasture lands proper the supply of water for stock is the small springs 
and mountain streams. 
22. The Commission made a mistake in asking this question. They should have 
asked, "How many beeves are equal to one sheep in grazing V" 
23. The grass is killed out where sheep have been pastured. 
24. Cattle will not graze on sheep pasture, though the mutton is not particular as to 
who has been over the grass before him. 
25. If the sheep don't leave the cattle range, the cattle soon become so much reduced 
in flesh that they cannot get a,way. 
26. I cannot guess, and the people in this country pay no regard to such matters. 
27. I have this suggestion to offer about the Ross Fort Indian reservation in Eastern 
Idaho. This reservation covers the best agricultural and stock-raising portion of the 
Territory and covers an area not much less than the State of New York. I believe 
this tract of land is owned by about 1,200 Bannock Indians, who, if it were tl.ivided 
up equally between them, would each-every buck, squaw, and papoose-have a small 
dukedom. Is not that kind o' spreading on to poor Lo a little too thick f 
28. Question not answered. 
JOHN C. YOUNG~ 
TesUmony of Col. Geo. L. Shoup, Salmon City, Idaho. 
Col. GEO. L. SHOUP, who resides at Salmon City, Idaho, testified, October 2, 1879, 
as follows: 
Up in the northwestern portion of the Territory the land can be cultivated, but that 
I do not wish included in the estimate I make that one acre in seventy-five can be 
irrigated. The water supply, taking it on an average since I have been here, has been 
about the same. .About four-fifths of the Territory is arid land; about one-third of 
the arid land can be used for pastoral purposes. It takes about 25 acres for one beef; 
that I consider enough. I owned about 3,000 head of cattle, but no sheep. It has never 
come under my notice, but from representation I should say that cattle and sheep can-
not feed together. My county is fully stocked. The range is decreasing from over-
feeding. If we owned the ranges we:could keep them up and improve the quantity and 
quality of the beef. The increase of 100 head of cattle will keep an average family 
very well. The pastoral homestead idea strikes me favorably. If it is established it 
will be necessary for the stockmen to decrease their herds, unless the government 
makes some provision by which actual settlers will be protected, l)y allowing them to 
purchase this land, or lease it, or doing something that will place the land under con-
trol of the actual occupants. I think 10 cents per acre would be a very good price 
for t,his land. There is plenty of water. In that region everybody takes the water as 
they please. The rule in our section of country is that by making a location and 
taking the water from the stream and recording it in the county recorder's office a man 
22 LC 
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gets a priority or right to that water, and no matter if he makes his ditch big enough 
to take iu all the water, there is no rule requiring him to turn it back ; but it is local 
usage to do so. In some mining districts they have local laws compelling them to 
turn the water back into the stream. 
,v e have no sheep in Lemhi County. Ours is considenl a well timbered county; one-
half of it is timber land, all of which is pine. We have no hard wood. We have big 
timber fires there, caused, I guess, by Indians, and occasionally by prospectors. These 
lands should be sold to actual settlers. If they were sold to individuals they would 
then have au interest in and protect them. It would be to their interest to do so. I 
would limit the size of the tmct to be sold. I would sell it at a pric~ depending upon 
its location. In our section the young growth comes up after a fire. There have been 
locatious rnade under the pastoral law, and they have never paid for them. There 
should be a Jimit for paying for these placer claims. I have known instances, outside 
of our county, where a man selected a tract of ln,nd, working it enough to take it and 
then hold it for speculation. Lemhi County is the best watered county in the Territory. 
Yoke Fork, Bay Horse, Leesburg, North Fork, and other mining districts are in our 
section. It is a very good mining district. I think it will produce more than any other 
three counties in the Territory. We recently had local mining laws, but now our faws 
conform to the United States laws. A law should be made compelling a miner to pay 
up inside of two years. "\Ve have not had much litigation as yet, but we expect it is 
coming. What litigation we have is on account of relocations. In a district where 
the veins lie parallel the same tn;mble would occur under a square location that occurs 
now. I think the charges in mineral surveys, &c., ought to be reduced. I think that 
all the business should be transacted in the district land office, and, just as in agri-
cultural lands, all contests ought to be tried in the district land office; but in many 
cases the land office is so far away that it causes a great many people trouble to bring 
witnesses. If a law was passed so as to permit proof to be taken in a mining district 
and certified to before tho clerk of the court of record, cases could be tried in the dis-
trict land office and that objection obviated. 
We have a splendid supply of water for irrigation if we need it. The altitude of the 
agricultural section of our county is from four to five thousand feet. The pastoral 
lands are above that. They are about 10,000 feet. The timber land is at about 10,000 
feet altitude. ,ve can raise all the cereals and all kinds of vegetables. We can raise 
corn, but it does not mature well. Our supply of water is ample for all our irrigable 
lands. 
If a man buys a mine I would give him the timber t,hat stood upon it, but I would 
sell the ]and separately, and I would reserve all mineral rights to the government. I 
think the timber land shoulcl be placed under the control of the register and receiver. 
I havo but one patented mine in Lemhi County, and it took two and a half years to get 
the patent after I had paid for it. I think the law should be amended so that when 
a man gets a register and receiver's receipt that it is his property. 
Idaho is a mineral and pastoral country. Our wealth lies in the mines and stock. 
There is no bunch-grass in our county. 
Uy views regarding the disposition of the agricultural and pastoral lands are these: 
Those portions of the land that are agricultural should be opened for pre-emption for 
agricultural purposes at $1.25 per acre. In making any change in the law I would 
reserve the irrigable lands and dispose of them under the present law. I do not think 
I would pass any law to assist companies in making irrigating projects. Cattle can 
be fenced with safety if the stock-owner could secure land either by lease or pur-
chase. Very little timber has been cut off in our county. We have no surveyed land 
in our county. I think the whole of it might be surveyed. There are about one hun-
dred farms in my county which have no title because the land has not been surveyed. 
Testimony of William, M. Oourtis, M. E., metallurgist, Wyandotte, Mich. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1 : 
1. William M. Courtis, Wyandotte, Mich., metallurgist and mining engineer. 
2. Eight years in Wyandotte, Mich. 
3. Yes; mining claims in Colorado. 
4. Have been in most of the mining districts of the State examining mining proper-
ties, titles, &c. 
• 5. Can't say after four months ; patent not issued yet. 
6. Have noticed the following case in location of coal land claim on unsurveyed 
land, viz: A located claim of 160 acres, having only one place ( on account of steep 
mountain sicle) from which his coal could be easily worked. B located adjoining 160 
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acres and had the township surveyed. When the town line is run it rearranges the 
claim lines so that B takes in .A.'s dump land, which also happens to be the only good 
timber, making .A.'s coal land valueless. B, however, to avoid a long lawsuit, compro-
mised with .A.. and pays about one quarter .A..'s price before the lines were run. (Bunn 
vs. Smith, Crested Butte, Gunnison County, Colorado). · 
Have also noticed in locating mining claims the following difficulty: .A.. and B are 
friends, and each locate 1,500 feet on same lode, intending to adjoin and work in 
concert. The measurements are made aud stakes set up by tape-line measurements. 
When the properties are surveyed for patent it is found that there is from 50 to 200 
feet between the claims not covered by claim notice on stake. This is either staked by 
surveyor or some c::tmp loafer who makes it his business to follow round with the sur-
veyor and locate such excess to force the parties to buy him out, as such small locations 
between are in the way, as he well knows. I think there should be a provision in the laws, 
regulating location of mining claims, that if a11 excess is found between t 1vo claims 
caused by bona-fide errors in location stake the locators of thrn,e claims shall ·1ave sixty 
days to set new stake, each taking one-half, and the legal assessment on 1.-,uch piece 
shall be in proportion to the part of a full claim it may be. 
8. By general rules; but make the classes to take their name from tho greatest value 
for the location. Postmasters should report to the land office discoveries of mineral 
in their neighborhood, so that lands held, say as tim her land, could then be changed to 
mineral land. 
9. Think present laws are pretty good when not evaded. 
10. At present a legal residence is far from an actual settlement as intended by :law. 
Persons and companies buy up the rights of others to enter land. Laws should be 
more stringent in defining "actual settlement." No experience on agriculture and tim-
ber questions. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. .A..s assistant manager at Van Buren Furnace, Shenandoah County, Virginia, 1869 
to lo71; metallurgist and manager of the Wyandotte Silver Works, Silver Islet; mining 
expert and surveyor for the Silver Islet Mining Company, of New York; mine in On-
tario, Canada, from 1871 to 1875, 1878 to 1879; manager of the Duncan Silver Mine, 
Boston County; mine at Thunder Bay, Lake Superior, 1875 to 1878; superintendent and 
metallurgist of the Gage Hagaman Smelting Works, Leadville, Colo., and for the 
Iowa Mining and Smelting Company, of Crestecl Butte, Gunnison County, Colorado, 
same parties. Have made complete underground survey of Silver Islet, Ontario. 
Have examined the iron mine of Leadville as expert for trial, but was not present at 
trial. 
2. See answer number 6, page 2. 
3. Think no overlapping chtims should be filed, but the right title decided at once 
as soon as overlapping snrvey is presented. ·. I own one-twelfth of the Muchichanock 
location at Leadville, Colo. Were first on the ground and worked continuously; but 
have been surveyed over several times. In one case the parties were overheard to say 
all they wanted was a compromise and get what they could. We struck mineral of 
232 ounces on first contact, but are sinking to second, so as to hold against the parties 
that are working on our surface. I don't think the lode laws should apply to Lead-
ville, as there is no lode, but a deposit separated from the porphyry wherever it is 
found; not always rich in silver, but of the same nature in gangue. 
4. I understand the apex of a vein or lode to be the outcrop in the highest geolog-
ical level, whether this is accidentally higher or lower than some outcrop caused by 
denudation or slip. This and the dip cannot be determined without fail without 
work ; but in most cases it can be. 
5. Not in the few cases which are abnormal. 
6. Yes; but have only hearsay know ledge of all the circumstances; and from what I 
know it has been more the intentional misunderstanding of jumpers or sharpers than 
real conflict between two bona-fide miners. 
7. Yes; at Eureka mine, Tintic, Utah. 
8. No. 
9. Claimed to be ; but I don't believe the so-called outcrop is really outcrop of a 
lode, but the exposure of side of lode. 
10. Yes; by the claim being located before the true course of vein was determined 
or could be. 
11. I think not. 
12. Such a case is claimed for the Iron Mine -oorsus Silver Wave and others, too well 
known to need explanation; the trouble of all the mine litigation at Leadville being 
trying to make the peculiar mineral deposit there come under the head of a vein or 
lode. 
13. I think so; but the trouble lies in parties claiming on one side or the other what 
is very doubtful. They should be made to prove their claim before any injunction 
could stop the work of the other party. 
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14. Such a provisiou should be retai ncd for lodes or veins La,·iug n dip of at leas 
25°, but nothing less f'.lboul<l be treated as a lode, except under special cases. 
19. Yes; by far the best plan. 
. 20. Yes ; by far the !Jest plau. 
21. Besicles what have been noticed. ,vould have a provision that wlienevrr a claim 
is located for the purpose of striking mineral not exposed on surface that claim ~ball 
be bounded by vei-tical planes of side and end lines, no matter what may be struck on 
claim, vein, lode or deposit. ,vhere a claim is located on mineral outcrop the mineral 
from which extends iu all directions from said outcrop, such claim shall be bounded 
by vertical planes passing through side and end lines. This shall apply also to beds 
that may have been faulted so as to present barren rock on one side but the bed has 
been rediscovere<l. on that side at a different level, a geological fault being clearly 
proved. 
22. Yes, the time should not be less than two summers ( as many places arc not 
worktd ir. winter) nor over three years in all. 
14. No nineral deposit having a dip less than 25° shall be classed as a lode or vein 
unless it has two perfect smooth walls beyond dispute and cuts the country rock 
otherwise than parallel to its bedding, if the rock is sedimentary. The dip of a vein 
shall be its average. In case of dispute the proof shall lie entirely with the party 
making the adverse claim, who shall pay in advance to the land office the expenses 
of examination. If the claim is proved good to the proper officer of the land office, 
he shall then issue an injunction on the other party to stop bis work of faking out 
mineral until the claim is settled. The case shall then be t.ricd, and both parties 
bring their proofs before a land office court, formed to judge of all mining disputes. 
Such land office court shall comprise two lawyers and two mining engineers by pro-
fession and one land office official ex officio. The four :first shall be appointed by the 
President for life. The court shall hold its sessions at or near the place in circuit. 
Testimony of N. A:nnstrong, Glenclale, Beavet Heacl County, .JI011ta11a. 
N. ARMSTRONG, of Glendale, Beaver Head County, Montana, testified at Butte City, 
September 28, 1879, as follows: 
I have heard the statement of Mr. O'Bannon, and I concur with it, except. that I 
think the mining claims ought to be recorded in tho district land offices. I think 
two years is sufficient to pay up on a placer or lode claim, and I think that the width 
of claims ought to be defined; that no district should be allowecl to restrict the 
amount of a grant. I think the government allowances should be taken every-
where. I am satisfied with the present United States mining law. I think that 
the local mining laws ought to be abolished. 
Testimony of Otville B. 0' Bannon, atto1'ney-at-law, Bntte City, Deer Lodge, Montana. 
ORVILLE B. O'BANNON, resident at Deer Lodge, testified at Butte City, September 
28, 1879, as follows : 
I have been in Montana since June, 1867. Formerly I was register a.t Helena. I 
am now a practicing attorney before the district courts in Montana. I have been 
pretty well over a portion of the Territory. My business has called me all through 
the country; am conversant with the public lands and the land system. I think in 
the western portion of the Territory one-sixteenth of it can be irrigated. One-fifth of 
the lands in the western portion is timber. 
Montana is hardly an agricultural country; it is a pasturage, timber, and mining 
country; about three-fourths pasture. The future wealth of Montana will be min-
eral and pasturage. I think that some law ought to be passed as soon as possible by 
which the title to the timber land should pass from the government to the individual. 
I do not think the government will ever be able to protect the timber lands; only 
private ownership will do it, and I would put the jurisdiction of the timber in the 
bands of the register and receiver of the district land offices. 
Some classification should be made of the land, and the amount solcl should be based 
upon that classification. I would sell it in tracts of 40 to :320 acres, and I would pre-
fer actual settlers to outsiders, and I would limit the rights of persons to one entry. 
I would charge according to the classification as to the amount entered. This classi-
fication should be made by the deputy surveyor, under the direction of the surveyor-
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eneral, and subject to approval by the inspector of classification. In mineral local-
ities J would sell the timber subject to the mineral rights; outside of the mineral 
rights I would sell it absolutely. I would sell a miner the timber on the top of his 
location, and would put the records of the mining claims in the possession of the 
couuty recordtr. The title is tried at the county seat, and let the record be there 
also. H the records are destroyed let us do as we do in all similar cases, taking the 
most reliable testimony that can be obtained. I think that in all cases of actual pos-
session of a mine 01· a mining claim such possessiou shonkl be stated in the application 
before a miner is allowed to make an entry. I know cases of this kind where the 
man who originally owned a mine was compelled to make adverse filing ou his own 
claim, because of its being claimecl by some other person. I do not think it is the 
intention of the law to permit a man to :file on a claim until he is in actual possession 
of it. That is the law now. I am in favor of a law to make claimants pay upon any 
sort of mining claim. I wot'tld limit the time under forfeiture. I think the size of 
the ground for dumpage and mills shoulu he increased. Many men are compelled to 
beat around the bush in order to obtain sufficient ground for dumpago and mill-sites. 
I thiuk all mining recorders' districts ought to be abolished, and that only one gen-
eral United States law should be the governing law. I think all miniug grounds 
should be settled upon before any patents issne. They are supposed to do so now, 
but they do not. I think there should be an inspector for all these surveys, after 
they are made and before the parties doing the work are paid. I think the classifi-
cation of the mineral land can be done better. Lands which are now called mineral 
are non-mineral, and settlers are put to the expense of proving the non-mineral char-
acter of such lands. I think in case of any doubt whatever let them go into the min-
eral classification, hut if some method could be provided wherein all settlers in any 
township or any given part of a township could come, and in some cheap and easy 
method make one publication in order to prove the non-mineral character of the land, it 
would be well; and when it is once declared non-mineral they could all file on it as 
such. 
There are lands in the ceuter of Deer Lodge Valley where there is no showing of 
mineral whatever. They are withdrawn from the market because they are classed as 
mineral land. 
The eastern portion of townships 614 and 714 near Phillipsburg i8 mineraJ, but it is 
settled upon as agricultural. This has got in a measure to be olwiatcd by having a 
better class of men for dtputy surveyors. 
I have observed tho snrvey of land closely, and favor the retention of the rect-
angular system to survey the laud. I would suggest that better monuments be used, 
becan .. e the stakes are often quickly destroyed. I will cite a case of brHt surveying. 
On June 15, 1872, I preferred charges to the surveyor-general, Mr. Blaine, agltinst the 
<leputy surveyor, who hau executed the agricultural surveys in Deer Lodge and in Mts-
soula Counties. There was no allowance of the convergence of the meridians on that 
section line between townships 8 and 9 north, and range 9 west. Thne is an offset 
of turee or four chains "here it should have been half a mile or more. It is :shown on 
the map that Deer Lodge River goes down township 8 north a quarter of a mile east 
where it enters township 9 north. Tbe Deer Lodge River actually goes out of town-
ship 9 u01-th, one-third of a mile south of where it enters 9 north, 10 west. The Lit-
tle Blackfoot River comes within the first-named chain half a mile sonth of where it 
enters the last named township. I cited other small discrepancies to the surveyor-
generaJ, charging there was good land to the topography in township 9 north, 9 
west, ancl in 9 north and 8 west, 9 north and 13 west, but no attention was paid by 
the surveyor-general. 
Then I preferred charges against the surveyor-general to the Land Office at ·wash-
ingtou, and they were returned with an indorsement that the charges were not worthy 
of consideration. This indorsernent was put on by Mr. Dallas, of the Bureau of Topo· 
graphical Surveys. Mr. Curtis requested me to wait until Mr. Drummond returned, 
au l he promised that a general inspector woulcl be sent out, hut it was not done. 
Three years ago I asked why this hail. not been done, the reply was the only man who 
was reliable enongh to senc1 was then in Oregon. I then carried tho nrntterto Helena, 
but pending an investigation Mr. Blaine resigned and nothing was done. 
The settlers in this township were never able to make their :filings upon this land, 
and at rny advice most of them never entered their lands. '£here is evidence from 
citizens that they did not know where their lands were, owing to the bad condition of 
the surveys. Only one man of those ,v ho had :filed on the 1:tnd found himself actually 
in possession of the land he intended to occupy. He was one out of 13 settlers. This 
survey was made by William H. B:1ker, October of '70, antl. subclividecl in December, ?O, All the surveys made now by Mr. De Lacy are good, and I think they are all 
nght. 
Tbe monnlllenb; of surveys onght to be of perrua.nent character. The laws and reg-
ul.1tions and instructions now uemaml that, but the la.ws are not complied with . If 
the snrv0ying in:itructions are complied with, thu.t is sufficient. I think it will be a, 
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good idea to place at every township corner a permanent monument of sollle kind. 
Mr. Kellogg, United States deputy surveyor, told me that he bad run twelve miles 
before he found a corner. The settlers along the line of the river in this township, 9 
or 10 west, pahl him $300 to find theil' corners for them. 
Question. What effect has irrigation upon the bearing capacity of the land f-
Answer. It depentls upon the situation, measurably, whether the capacity of the 
land is increased or decreased by irrigation. 'Where there is a fine loam, with clay and 
gravelly subsoH, it is ultimat,ely injurious; where there is a deep loam and clay sub-
soil it is good. It takes less water where the soil is good. \Yater rights are held 
almost exclusively by possessory title. I do not know exactly what the law is in re-
spect to water rights. I think it is very chaotic both as to mining and agricultural. 
About two-thirds of the water can yet be applied to the irrigation of land by a system 
of dams in the mountains. By such a system the capacity can be at least doubled. I 
think thero ought to be some general law passed by Congress in relation to the mat-
ter of irrigating and every facility offered the citizens for the development of irriga-
tion, but I am not in favor of a national system of irrigation. I think some law ought 
to be passed by which title to the pasturage lands can be acquired on easy, nominal 
terms. Mr. Concourse, a large cattle owner, says that on an aV'erage the pasturage 
lands in Deer Lodge County are worth to him $1.25 per acre. He and his brother en-
tered 640 acres under the desert-land act, and if there was any law by which he could 
do it he says he would enter 5,000 acres of land-that is, of land adjacent to that 
he now possesses, which I think is better than the average. I think the entry of one 
entire section ought to be allowed for pasture purposes. I do not believe in selling 
these lands in unlimited quantities, because I think the pre-emption and homestead 
entries should be continued for some time longer. I hardly think this land is worth 
for pasturage purposes $1.25 per acre, but if I had the money I think I could find a 
body of contiguous land, 10,000 acres in exten-t., of what is called arid land, in Deer 
Lodge County, that I would pay $1.25 for. 
Under the infamous railroad grant we are cut down to each alternate section at a 
cost of $2.50 per acre, and that makes it $400 for a homestead, and the fees to make 
non-mineral proof, &c. 
Agricultural entries in each case cost a man about $70 or $80. I think the pub-
lication of notice is the most ridiculous thing in the world. In the notices there is no 
time given when the claim is to be made, so that it is really no notice to a man to 
issue a protest. I think a ma,n should have a right to protest after the entry is made, 
before proving it and before the patent is issued. I think one land office at the capi-
tal (of the State or Territory) would be sufficient, with some modrncations. The 
proving might be done somewhere else, except the pre-emption affidavits. I think a 
man ought to be allowed to prove up without going to the land office. 
The attention of Congress should be called to our terrible situation in regard to the 
Northern Pacific Railroad claims here. For ten years one-half of our land has been 
withheld from the market, and our citizens have been compelled to pay double prices 
for the remainder. Eighteen sections are given to the railroad and two for school 
purposes, which leaves only sixteen sections in a township open to pre-emption and 
settlement. This works great detriment to the settlers, and a person filing a declara-
tory statement cannot cross a township section line because of the railroad grant. It 
will be better if all railroad land were shifted to one side of the railroad, so as to make 
the ifOVernment and the railroad landB each oontiguorrn. It the oharter of the North· 
ern Pacific Railroad is extended, it should be upon the condition that th!s land pass 
into the charge of registers and receivers, and let them all?w cash entries ?n th~se 
lands at a price not to exceed $2.50 per acre, and when the railroad ha~ comphed w1~h 
their promises let the money realizedfrom the sale on these lands be given to the rail-
road. 
I think there ought to be more expedition in the issue of patents, both in mineral 
and agricultural claims. I think the fees of the surveyor-general's office are too 
large, as a man filing on timber or agricultural claims would not have to pay so mu_ch. 
I do not think that mining claims should be excepted. There ought to be somethmg 
definite. I would suggest that the money be refunded to the claimants when they 
obtain their patents for mining claims. 
Testimony of John Capl-ice, Biitte City, Deer Lodge, Mont. 
JOHN CAPLICE, of Butte City, Mont., testified, September 28, 1879, as follows: 
I have heard the previous statement of Mr. O'Bannon, and concur, except that I favor 
the recording of mining claims in the district land office, and think two years a suffi-
cient limit for paying up. 
Concerning the old claims I find injustice in the present law. My mining difficulty 
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They could administer the laws better than an outside agent. There is a much larger 
scope of this country that is capable of agriculture than is supposed. My impression 
when I came here was that a very small part of it was fit for agriculture; but the 
prospectors in the south and west are showing up considerable areas of arable lantl. 
Q. How would you prevent this laud from being taken up as pasturage land at a 
low price 1-A. I would reserve the arable port.ion from llrivate sale and dispose of it 
under the homestead law. I would abolish the pre-emption law. 
Q. Why f-A. Because the homestead law has a pre-emption feature in it alread v. 
Q. How could you classify the l::tnd 1-A. That could be done by the deput;y surveyor 
and the geologist, who should be appointed to go along to classify the land. 
Q. And how could you determine j ust what was irrigable land f-A. ,vhercver tbere 
was water accessible the surveyor would know that so much of the land near by w,lS 
irrigable. 
Q. And bow could you make a practical division so that these gentlemen here by 
looking on this map woul(l know what is irrigable and what is pasturage f-A. From 
the information collected by the surveyor in making his plats I would have the draughts-
man simply note-say, here is a section-I would ha,ve him note that this 40 acres is 
arable, at $1.25 per acre; this 40 acres is timber, of commercial value, so much per 
acre for that ; and that 40 acres is, perhaps, grazing land, and another 80 acres may be 
arid or be mesa land. In subdividing they run around the entire section, and they can 
form a pretty good opinion of the entire section from the observations they then make. 
Q. You would have this classification made by the deputy surveyor and the geologi, t 
appointed to go along with him, who would measure the streams, and determine how 
much water there was in them annually, and then mark the limits to where the water 
could be carried f-A. I think he could determine that approximately by his eye. If 
he made a mistake and it is not arable, still I should classify it as arable, for there is 
a probability of its being so. I require them to measure the streams now, and their 
notes show everything-the depth, height, &c. 
Q. Suppose it should turn out that there is not water enough for all this land that 
you have determined to be irrigable, and you sell it to citizens of the United States 
and it turns out afterward that there is not enough water f-A. Wel1, it i~ their look-
out. If they buy something and pay $1.25 for it, and it does not turn out as they ex-
pected, it is their lookout. 
Q. But you classify the several pieces of land for the citizen ?-A. The citizen shC1uld 
go and make an examination beforehand. 
Q. If the government undertakes to sell a piece of land as irrigable the government 
ought to know whether it is irrigable or not, and it takes the money of the citizen 
under the supposition .that it is irrigable, does it not ?-A. They do under this system. 
Q. Suppose a man buys land low down on the stream as irrigable land, and pays for 
it; along comes another man who buys land higher up and takes all the water. How 
would you arrange that f-A. That is something I have never thought of. 
Q. What is your present law of water rights here? Does the first man who occu-
pies the land take all the water, returning such as he does not need to the stream 
again ?-A. Yes; that is the local law here, I think. 
Q. Do you think that there will be any difficulty iu adjusting these conflicting in-
terests and conflicting rights f-A. There might be eventually, perhaps, something of 
that kiud. You cannot have any general Jaw that will not operate harshly in some 
instances. When the government makes this classification of land I go down there to 
make my settlement near the month of a stream or valley. I take my chances of set-
tlers coming in above me and absorbing a good portion of the water. That is some-
thing I don't t,hink you can regulate. You can ~nly hn,ve a general rule, that the 
water shall not be wasted. 
<~. Why should the government not sell a man the water right, when it sells him 
160 acres of irrigable land f It is known how much wnter is wanted for a certain 
quantity of land. Why not let this water right run with this land forever V If the 
government finds that it has not enough water in the stream, let them stop selling the 
land as ir1·igable land, and sell the balance as pasturage lancl.-.A. Perhaps that would 
be a good idea. I have not given that subject any consideration, and can only jump 
at a conclusion. 
Q. Do you think a general system of irrigation ditches could be constructed in this 
Territory with profit f-A. I think they could in some sections-on the Pecos and Rio 
Grande Rivers. There is an immense area that can be irrigated there. 
Q. Does it destroy the land, or improve it f-A. Irrigation improves the land; it en-
riches the soil. 
Q. Does it increase or destroy the growing capacity of the land, year by year?-
A. ,'fhat I cannot say. They have raised here, for years and years, crops, without fail 
and without fertilization. 
Q. Don't the grazing capacity of the laud decrease, year by year ?-A. That depends 
on the size of the herd. 
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assessing these lands, to make them pay at least a i.ax on the land on a basis of two 
dollars and one-half an acre, so that they would either perfect the title or abandon it, 
and thus give some one else a chance. Unless they are made to pay in some way or 
other they will hold H for an indefinite time. I know of two cases where tracts of 160 
acres each were taken up under applications for placer claims and used for agricult-
ural purposes. They were not mineral; there was uo mineral on it at all. If they 
had made application fol' these lands as agricultural lands they would have had to 
prove up, which they did not have to do in their placer-claims application. 
I think all mineral claims should be filed in the district land office, and the record 
be first made there; that is the very best place where it could be clone. The title 
would then be always perfect and could not be manipulated. I believe in square loca-
tions. 
Te&timony of William, Daven1Jol't. 
WILLIAM DAVENPORT testified, September 27, li,79, at Helena, Mont., as follows: 
I have lived here since 1864. I am engaged in the sheep and cattle business. My 
herds are in the Sun River range, about 70 miles from here. 
As to the destruction of the grass by sheep, it all depends upon how close they 
are compelled to feed. If they are limited in their range, they feed the grass so close 
that they kill it. I have from twenty to twenty-five hundred cattle a.ud from seven 
to ten thousand sheep. 
As to the quantity of land it will fake to feed a beef, I cannot say accurately from 
.my knowledge on that point; but I think it will take to feed a beef about 30 acres, 
and I think :five sheep are equal to one beef in the matter of feeding. I have never 
made any particular observation in regard to the matter. 
The way we arrange our grazing is this: we bring our sheep up on the home range 
until the winter season is over, and we leave jt as soon as the grass comes in the 
spring, and then we shift the range. Our sheep graze, say, over six miles over our 
winter range; that would make a bont six miles sqrn!I'e that our sheep graze over; that 
is, a herd of 3,000 graze over these six miles square. It takes about that amount of 
grazing land to keep these sbrep well. We feed them hay sometimes. I have cattle, 
but do not keep the cattle antl sheep together. If I confined my sheep more than 
that, it would destroy the grass in time, arnl if you keep the sheep on ·that range year 
in arnl yrar out it would destroy the grass. That is not so much the case with regard 
to cattle, and this is the argument for large ranp;es. 
There are some conflicts between cattle and sheep me11, and eventually they will 
prove very disagreeable. 
I think these grazing lands ought to be sold and a title given to the stock owner. 
I would sell it for te11 cents per acre, and give a man all he wanted for his cattle 
henl. I would sell the land i11 proportion to the amount of stock a man owned. 
I think the actual settler ought to be protecte<l, and that this land ought to be 
divided up iuto some kind of shape that would protect the small cattle owners. I 
think it would be well to have a pasturage homestead law. There is just this point 
in reg::nd to the agricultural anu grazing lands. 'rhere is a very small proportion of 
land in t-bis Territory that is suitable for agricultmal purposes. '!'here is ground 
enough, bt:t there is no water to irriga,te it with. 
There is au immense amount of grazing land in tliis country. The whole Territory 
is covered wita •rra~s. Tbese lands are not fit for anything but grazing. I think the 
government woui-1 be benefited aml the people themselves by acftuiring title, so that 
they coultl ma,ke permanent homes in the Territory. The government would then 
deriYe some revenue from the salo of this lancl, and the result wonlcl be a permanent, 
healthy growth of the country. 
The greatest need we have hem is people. 
I baYe no idea how toany cattle there are in the Territory, but I think that the 
WPaltb of Montana will consist in the future of the stock-raising interest. 
My opinion at present is tlJat agricultural pursuits, raising grain, &e., do not, pay in 
thi:s Territory. I think if these grazin~ lands conlcl be settled up that, then there 
won1d be consumers for the products of the agriculturist. I think the rainfall is in-
crl'asing slightly here, but not enough to amount to anything. I rl.ou't llelieve in 
waiting for any climatic changes to settle these matters. 
I cannot say anything about tlle timber ]ands, for I do not kuow anything about 
them. I think the ,-..~ealth of tbe country lies in the bunch-grass. There is no real 
water system; it is too chaotic. All tho lands used by stockmen are held by C'ommon 
consent. 
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Testimony of A. J. Da'l:is, Butte City, Deel' Loclge, M011t. 
A. J. DA VIS testified at Butte City, September 29, as follows: 
I have lived in the Territory since 1864, off arnl ou. I hrtve lived in several counties. 
I think the mineral and pasturage interests are the two greatest interests of the Ter-
ritory. 
Agriculture, so far as the home market is concerned, is of Q0urse of considerable 
interest; bnt when we get two railroads here to ship products to the East, we will 
find we cannot compete with other States and Territories. 
I do not t ltink more than one-twentieth of the Territory could be irrigated; proba-
bly one-tenth is timber, but in the eastern portion of Montana timber is very scarce, 
· while there are valleys which are remarkably heavy with timber. I think these tim-
ber lands ought to be helu by the goYernment, and allow every person to go and use 
the timber for domestic pm·poses. 
I would allow a person to use the timber for domestic purposes that would tend to 
the improvement of the country, without purchasing it, and without licensing people 
to go on the timber laud. 
If there is to be any jurisdiction over the timber lands, I think the register and 
receiver woulcl be the person to have that jurisdiction. If the government concludes 
to sell these lands, I would sell them in tracts not to exceed 160 acres, without it was 
to parties who consumed large amounts of timber in the way of mining interests and 
saw-mills. 
My idea is to protect the actual settler here. In selling the timber the price should 
be regulated by the quantity, and the price should hardly exceed $2.50 per acre. Many 
portions of it would not be worth more than fifty cents per acre. 
I do not think there is much destruction of the timber now by fire. Fire is the 
worst cause of its destruction. There is less fire now tha,n formerly. I think one-
half the timber coulcl be trimmed out with more profit to the remainder. I think if 
the fires are kept out of the timber it will grow, and it would be a good idea for the 
government to retain every alternate section if they propose to sell it, though I think 
i-t would ho the better way to let the timber remain as it is. If it were all cut off I 
think it would grow again large euough for mining and farming purposes, such as 
fences, &c., in forty or fifty years. 
I have noticed the rainfall, and I think it bas increased. I do not thi11k the open-
nn,s of the climate has increased; I think it has been rnildn for the last few years. 
The gniat body o{ the water comes here in the spring, and for the last few years 
it lws been at a season of t be year tbat has enabled ns to raise crops without irrigation. 
We lrnve J.md iu the last three springs a great deal of rain. In many instances the 
rain has fallen at the time nePcleu for the raising of crops. 1 think it would be better 
if we had some national la\, by vhich we conkl tl.lke ont large ditches, and the gov-
ernment should offer a consideration for the encouragement of this industry. In Jc1fer-
sou County, and a portion of L~wis and Clarke Counties, there is a, large portion of 
laud, some of it Yery valuable bench laml, that might bo irrigated by making exten-
sive cnuals. It; depends upon the soil whetller the water will destroy the quality of 
it. If it is a subsoil, it injures it; if it is a clay, tbe water is held. I do not think it 
is any use to base any hopC's upon an increase of water in Montana. 
Four-fifths of the 1'erritory is properly arid land, and for men of limited capi-
tal probably the pa,-turage homestead may be a lJenent; but for persons of large capi-
tal who have 10,000 head of cattle that kind of a l.10mestt>ad would be of no use. At 
the same time a man who has a large herd of cattle wants some protection, and I 
would not sell these lanus. I think tlle government had better hold them to lease 
them. 
Give a man a right to use this land in proportion to the cattle he has, for a term 
'of years with the privilege of renewing that lease. 
If these lands were sold, I think either from 8 to 10 cents per acre would IJe an am-
ple price for them. Of course there are some choice spots that would be worth more. 
It will take on an average 20 acres of this land to snstain one beef, and in a very 
few.years if you pastme this bunch-grass clm.-.ely it will decrease. The seeds are eaten 
off and the growth is retarded. If a man has a large tract .of land he couhl increase 
his range by moving his cattle at stated times from place to plact', iso as to prevent his 
bulls serving his neighbor's ca.ttle, and the quali ty of beof would be imprm:od. As 
his herds incrt~asNl bis laud could be increased. l\Iout,a,11n. is not one-tenth stocke<l. 
with cattle yet. Something 1-1bonl<l be done in this matter before 1ho people ltegin to 
come in rapidly, and I think the scorer it is settle,l the better, and the mining dis-
tricts are a convenience to the miner~ lt saven them the traveling, while it would be 
safer to make the final reconl in the district larnl office, because if a copy of tlle appli-
cation or registration is forwarded to ,vasllington if the records are destroyed here they 
bave got them there. I un<lerstarnl that the records of t.be Summit Valley mining 
district, in which are situated all the mines of Butte, are all destroyed. 'I hey were 
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kept by a mmmg recorder in the mining district, and I understan<l. that tl.tere is a 
number of mining patents in Washington that will not issue until these records are 
found. I think the present United States law in regard to surveys is sufficient. There 
is one amendment I think would be well. Where two claims are adjoining and par-
allel there are sometimes little fractions between the two mines. If one party has 
secured his patent or made his application I think the second party ought to have the 
right to come up to the :first party's lines and take in the small fragment. The gov-
ernment sells that land, arnl it has oiten been a channel of great annoyance. The 
present expem:e of getting a patent is very high. The miner pays $5 })er acre for a 
mine, while the agriculturist pays but $1.25. The latter has also his land surveyed 
for him and he pays n,othing for his application, while the miner pays $30 to the sur-
veyor-general, and the other charges are also very hjgh. It costs in the neighborhood 
of $300 to pay for the survey and make his proof. I think the cost of survey, wher-
ever it is clone, should be deducted from the cost of the land, and I think there should 
be more deputy mineral surveyors. Every district of any importance should have 
one. These mineral surveys are very fairly done. 
C. T. MEADOR. I would like to make a remark concerning square locations. The 
square-location proposition would be suicidal. If the government would allow us to 
take as large an amount of land as the Spaniards did, we might be willing to take the 
square location ; hut most of the improved mines in the Territory would go out of their 
side lines at 1,200 feet. That is the case with all of the best mines at Trap Hill. 
J OBN CAPLICE. And if yon make a square location you destroy the mining interests. 
Just as a man puts np expensive machinery he runs out of his sidelines, and he is cut off 
by some other man who pre-empts a claim next to him. Take the Alice mine, for in-
stance ; you go down that mine and you will see long parallel veins or seams of ore which 
are 50 feet apart and all of the same size. Under the square location a man might be 
entitled to a dozen mines at once. 
A. J. DAVIS. The present law seems to be avery good one, with one exception. I 
think we onght to be entitled to follow the dip of the vein, but the law as regards spurs 
and angles ought to be the same as it was under the old Mexican law, which cut off the 
spurs and angles. I think the law ought to go back to what it was before. The old law 
was better in that respect than the new one. If that were done, I think our law would 
be as good as there is any necessity for. I think the present law ought to be modified in 
regard to mill-sites. Under the present law you cannot take up a mill-site without prov-
ing it to 1.,e non-mineral. That is almost impossible. Take the land here for over ten 
miles and you will find some mineral deposits throughout the country. You cannot go 
anywhere, scarcely, without finding mineral of some kind, although it may be in very 
small quantities. Hence you cannot swear it is non-mineral. I think the only require-
ment the government should make is that there shall be no mineral of any value on it. 
I think there should be more than 5 or 10 acres-there should be 40 or 50 acres-for 
this reason: if a man is confined to 5 acres, that is not enough to stack his ore on and 
build his warehouses, &c. If you have 40 acres you can place your buildings at proper 
intervals and have a place for your tailings, &c., and keep other people off. If all such 
subterranean rights were retained by the government, it would remedy the defect. Of 
course in mining underneath such land it must be done subject to the vested rights of 
.the mill owner. I think there ought to bea period fixed by law within which the miners 
should be compelled to pay up on their placer or lode claims. I should fix that period at 
two years. A large amount of valuable land is simply held by speculators, without 
working, and this is much to the detriment of the country. This sort of thing has 
greatly injured Montana. . 
C. CLARKE. If a man pays up for his mine, I do not think he should be compelled to 
''repres~nt." There was a decit;ion of the courts on that point, but it is generally under-
stood with men who have valuable property that rather than run any chances they bad 
better go on representing. The la,w should be so amended that when a man pays for his 
land and gets a receipt from the register and receiver, that such receipt should 1.,e as 
:tinal as if it were a patent, and he should not be compelled to go on representing after-
wan1s. The law is amuiguous as it is, and while the officials decide one way the courts 
decide another. The miner should not be compelled to take any chances on it. The 
mineral law says that there shall be representation until the patent is issued. . 
A. J. DAVIS. I think that there is a great deal of unnecessary delay in patenting. I 
think these patents should be issued sooner, and I think they ought to issue them 
without requiring the pa,yment of $25. 
C. P. MEADOR. If I send a fee to a lawyer in Washington I get a patent right away; 
but if you do not, you wait two or three years. 
A. J. DAVIS. A gentleman told me that he followed his papers to Washington and 
got there just after the papers arrived, and in twenty-four hours he secured a patent. 
C. Cr.ARK. There is a patent in the office at Helena that has only just arrived after 
two years, aucl yet the papers were all sent in properly and straight. 
There is another point in connection with this matter of mineral pa.tents. The Land 
Office has decided that a claimant can't make continuous proof by an attorney in fact. 
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I was away last summer and mv brother, who was my attorney in fact, transacted 
some mineral business for me, but they returned all the papers to me to be corrected. 
After the location has been made by the person himself, all other matters should be 
allowed to be transacted by the attorney in fact. 
A. J. DA VIS. I see no reason why the Commissioner of the General Land Office should 
require three certified copies of location, and I think the registers and receivers of the 
local land offices and the surveyor-general should have seals to put upon their official 
papers. 
Question. What is the law concerning the water rights here f-Answer. I think there 
is a statute concerning the water rights but it does not amount to much. 
I think all contests up to the point of obtaining patent should be heard and de-
cided in the district land office. This would be a protection to the poor man. There 
is no reason why mineral contests should not be decided in the district land offices, 
where homestead and pre-emption contests are settled. Of course this should not de-
stroy the right of appeal from the decision of the respective officers. 
The yiek1 of the camp has been bet ween two and three millions since it was struck 
and I think averages about $12G,000 a month; I think it could be in.creased to about 
a million a month. All the titles of this camp which have been recorded in the office 
of the mining recorder have been lost. I have to send forty miles to the mining re-
corder's office and it would make no difference to me if the records were kept in the 
district land offices, I would just as lief seud to Helena, Mont. Many mineral claims have 
been filed on fifteen or twenty times. This mineral recorder's office does not prevent 
this, but the district office would, for the government officers would not allow one fil-
ing to be made until the previous one had been voided. 
The following gentlemen being present concurred in the statement of Mr. Davis: C. 
T. Meador, mine owner; N. Armstrong, mine owner; C. Clarke, mine superintendent; 
W. A. Clarke, mine owner; D. M. Evans, superintendent Lexington Mine; P. Largy, 
mine owner; J. Rosenthal, mine owner, and J. Ca,plice. 
Testimony of Ralston Deega,,;,. 
RALSTON DEEGAN, Helena, Mont., testified, September 25, 1879, as follows: 
I have lived here since 1866. I am in the cattle and stock raising business. They 
range ju the Spokane range of mountains. I think it will take back in the mountain 
ranges 20 acres, and in the lowlands it will take 30 acres to raise a beef. 
The water rights here are pretty well taken up. In this vicinity it is overstocked, 
but in the northern counties it is not overstocked, and this is a very good sheep coun-
try. I think that about five sheep will equal one beef. This I consider a fair average. 
The ranges decrease by feeding, because the cattle do not permit the grass to head and 
the seed to fill. We have here buffalo grass, and blue joint and red top. 
If a man were permitted to own his land, he, either by herders or actual fencing, 
could then guard his ground and sow grass. I think the wild grasses are much the 
best and strongest for cattle, but if cattle could be allowed to rotate I think it would 
be better for men to own their own land. I think these grazing lands ought to be sold 
at a low :figure. I like the pasturage homestead idea very muchforthe smaH dealers, 
but I think the larger ones ought to be allowed to purchase in excess of the pasturage 
homestead, in proportion to the amount of cattle they own. I would allow the actual 
settlers to have the preference. I think in the hills there is a portion of the land 
which is grazable and op. some land there is no ~razing at all, say one-third of it. I 
would take 10,000 acres at 10 cents per acre; that is as much as I would want in this 
country. This country is only fit for pasturage, mining, and timbering purposeR, It 
will never be anything but a grazing country. A country that requires irrigation will 
never be a very extensive agricultural country. 
Wheat is sold here for 50 cents per bushel and sometimes for less. There is no money 
here in agriculture ; you take new land here and you raise a crop for one or two years, 
and then it is all played out. I took up a claim here last summer; it is entirely sur-
rounded by water. It is so low that three months in the year the mosquitoes and flies 
are so bad that one cannot live there, and in such a place as that you cannot raise 
anything-not even a potato. It is only fit to CJit hay off of. I filed a homestead on 
it, and I think I should be allowed to make final entry ; but the land office ruled that 
as I had not lived on it five years I cannot make :final entry, although everything is 
all right. This land was not surveyed but I had it surveyed at my own expense. 
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Testimony of C. Edwarcls, Bozernan, Gallatin County, Mont. 
1. C. Edwards, Bozeman, Gallatin County, Montana, breeder of sheep, cattle, hogs 
and poultry; am a farmer. 
2. More than fifteen years. 
3. Have acquiretl title to 320 acres, 160 each by pre-emption and homestead. 
4. Nono aside from ruy observation in this Territory. 
5. Don't think I understand the purport of the question. Final proof is made in 
conformity with the law under which the land may have been entered, and from one 
to two years may elapse before the applicant receives a patent from t,he General Land 
Office; the distance necessary for applicants and witnesses to travel from some sec-
tions to the land office in this Territory makes the expenses quite heavy. 
6. Think in some instances if applicants and witnesses had been more conscientious 
patents could not have been obtained. Cannot suggest any alteration of the homestead 
or pre-emption laws that would remedy such abuses. Think the desert-land act ob-
jectionable in every respect, and believe that the best interests of Montana demand its 
immediate repeal as far as it affects this Territory, for the reason that any land that 
can be taken in conformity with the desert-land act is equally available for pre-emp-
tion and homestead entry. 
7. The lands of Montana may be divided into timbered lands, agricultural, pastoral, 
and mineral. 
8. Do not feel competent to offer any suggestions. 
9. The present system of subdividing land into 40-acre lots is in my opinion as good 
as could be adopted. The requirement of non-mineral-character proofs in some sec-
tions makes unnecessary expense to the claimant, but I could not suggest a remedy. 
10. I don't think the present homestead and pre-emption laws can be improved, 
and I am decidedly of the opinion that the best interests of the masses of the people 
and of the general government are best subserved by restricting the acquisition of 
titles to public lands to the present homestead law, or some laws similar in character, 
for the reason that in my opinion the parceling out of the public lands in a manner 
that will afford good homes to the largest number of families is directly conducive to 
the best interests of the nation. Montana has large tracts of land that are now used 
only for pasturage that in the near future will no doubt be converted into homes by 
thrifty, enterprising settlers, who will be content to pasture stock during the summer 
on free pasturago and feed them during the winter; and if these tracts of country are 
held by the general government until they are taken under existing pre-emption and 
homestead laws, they will make of Montana a more populous and wealthy State ancl 
yield a greater revenue to the national Treasury than Lhey possibly can if disposed of 
in any other way. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate is considered arid, but more water falls here than in many portions 
of the }_)lains and mountain counties of t.J.ie West. Rainfall in Montana ranges from 
21 inches to 25 inches. The average rainfall of the greater portion of the Territory 
is, as near as I can learn from the most reliable data, between 23 and 24 inches, and 
has never fallen below 21 inches during the last twelve years; this includes the snow-
fall, and the relative proportions of each I am not able to state. 
2. We have rain in April, May, June, July-the greater portion in May and June. 
There is seldom a year that rain falls sufficient in July to fill spring wheat; but the 
opinion is growing in favor that fall wheat, sowed in August, will yield big crops on 
the most of our bench lands without irrigation. 
3. Comparatively speaking a very small proportion of the entire area. 
4. It would be difficult to state with any degree of accuracy. 
5. Wheat, oats, barley, corn in some sections, potatoes, onions, cabbage, beets, tur-
nips, and a large variety of vegetables in general. 
6. The amount actually necessary will vary in accordance with the lay of the land 
and the character of the soil. I have never studieu the subject closely enough to de-
fine an answer in inches. I am of the opinion, however, that the average farmer of 
Montana at present uses less than'' a cubic foot per second" (see report of Maj. J. W. 
Powell in charge ·of United States Geographical and Geological Survey of Rocky 
Mountain Regions) in a great many cases. 
7. Tributaries of the Missouri and the 1Iarias, and the tributaries of the Columbia 
that rise in Montana. 
8. Have raised crops by irrigation for fifteen years in Montana; don't think the soil 
is injured by irrigation. Our highest farms are about 5,200 feet above the sea. 
9. Ordinarily all of the water that runs into the field in the ditches sta;vs there until 
it goes out by seepage into underground channels or by evaporation. The laws of Mon-
tana would seem to grant to the appropriator of the soil for agricultural purposes the 
.uee of water for irrigating, to make such land available for the purpose of agriculture 
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to the full extent thereof, giving preference in all cases to the priority of the claim. 
I don't think I comprehend what you mean by "waste" water. 
10. In the sections of the Territory wher~ farming is most extensively carried on the 
water of the smaller streams, wllich is most easily utilized for irrigating purposes, has 
generally been appropriated by settlers to its full capacity . . Governed at first by local 
laws, which have since been embodied into statute law. 
12. Can't say. Much of the land now used only for pasturage in my opinion, which 
is based upon practical experiment, will raise good crops of fall wheat without irriga-
tion by using a subsoil plow. 
13. Not advisable at present. Montana is too new, and too small a part of the lands 
that will make good homes for the masses of the people have yet been taken. 
14. No, it is not. 
15. Some stockmen with whom I have discussed this subject think that it will require 
about 12 acres. But we have never yet been compelled to give this subject much 
thought on account of the vast amount of grass and comparatively few stock. This 
applies to Montana at large. 
16. Stock cattle are worth about $14 per head, and it is estimated that the avera,ge 
return from a herd is about 25 per cent. per annum. 
18. Diminished. 
19. No. In some sections they can be confined. Any range, as long as it is a good 
winter range, might as well be fenced as otherwise. 
20. Can't see that it would. 
21. The Gallatin and Yellowstone Rivers and tributaries. 
22. About eight or ten. 
23. Diminished. 
24. Yes. 
26. About 20,000. Can't say about cattle; they are not herded. From 15 head to 
4,000 head in a herd. 
27. That the government disposes of its lands only under the present homestead and 
pre-emption laws, which now nets a clean profit of 9.3 per acre clear of all expenses 
(New York Semi-Weekly Tribune, November 18, 1879, page 10), and provides full and 
amplo protecti,m to every citizen in the peaceful enjoyment of life and property. 
This policy adopted and rigidly pursued will develop the mountain wilds of Montana 
into a wealthy and populous State. 
28. Yes, a great deal. 
TIMBER. 
1. So much that it is hard to say-fir, pine, spruce. 
2. None worth mentioning. 
3. In the most of the valleys in Montana a very narrow strip of timber along the 
foot of the mountains is all that is any way accessible ; a few acres of this might be 
sold, but, in my opinion, would have a tendency to retard the settlement of the valleys, 
except perhaps in some portions of the Missoula Valley. I cannot suggest any plan by 
which the prospects of the general government would be brightened in the sale of 
timber land in any of the inland mountain Territories. 
4. I would let them alone just as they are. 
5. So far as I have noticed (my observation is not limited on this point) there is a, 
second growth, of t,he same character as has been chopped or burned off; its growth 
varies in different lands. 
6. Forest :fires are almost unknown since the whites took possession of Montana. My 
own inclinations are to the belief that they are the result of carelessness by campers 
either whites or Indians, for the most part, although I have no doubt that in some 
instances they are caused by lightning. 
7. There are no railroads in this Territory for domestic use. The difficulty of get-
ting timber out of the mountains is such that generally what is not fit for building or 
fencing is used for :fire-wood, and as far as I have observed I feel safe in saying that 
there is less waste of timber here than in some of the States. 
8. We go and cut timber when we want it wherever we find it to suit our purpose 
best; I have known of very few instances of timber being cut to hold it, and that bas 
been in an excitement at a new mining camp, but in no instance to any great extent. 
Timber once felled is supposed to belong to the party who chopped it, and his rights 
are generally respected until it would seem evident that he has abandoned it. 
9. Don't think any benefit would be derived from it at present. 
C. EDWARDS, 
Bozeman, Mont. 
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Testimony of Wesley P. Emory, miner, Butte City, Deer Lodge Connty, Mont. 
To Public Lancl Commission: 
I beg leave to submit the following answers to some of the questions propounded by 
you. Questions answered under the different headings will be named and numbered, 
1. Name, ·wesley P. Emery; residence, Butte City, Deer Lodge County, Mont.; occu-
pation, miner. 
2. County, :five years; Territory, sixteen years. 
3. Yes. A quartz mine. Under the United States mining laws. 
4. What I have seen and the experience of others. 
5. From my own knowledge and the actual experience of others, from three months 
to four years fo1· an uncontested claim for quartz or placer, depending on whether an 
attorney is paid to hurry up the claim at the General Land Office at Washington. 
For a contested claim the time depends a good deal on the courts and is indefinite. 
For a quartz claim on surveyed land, from $140 to $175 and the entry fee of $5 per 
acre for the amount applied for. For placer on unsurveyed land, same as quartz on 
surveyed land and entry_fee. For placer on surveyed land by legal subdivisions, $60 
and entry fee of $2.50 per acre for the amount applied for. 
6. Yes. The desert-land law should be repealed and the lands only disposed of to 
actual settlers ; under it the best land in the country is being taken up, both grazing 
and bay land, and the land is not settled on at all in most cases, and the result is a 
large tract of land held for speculation. In all cases that have come under my obser-
vation so far, small streams of water which flows naturally through the land is diverted 
from the stream for a few rods and application made for patent as reclaimed desert 
land. 
7. Valleys, bench lands or foot-hills, and mountains. Valleys are farming lands; 
foot-bills, grazing and mineral; mountains, timber and mineral. 
8. Agricultural are easily classed. Mineral land can only be classed by a thorough 
scientific examination wherein pick and shovel must be used. 
9. Timber land should be surveyed in small tracts, and the quality and quantity of 
timber reported on by the surveyor or some person appointed for the purpose, and the 
timber sold in tracts not exceeding 20 acres; but the land on which the timber grows 
should be reserved to the United States, with the privilege for miners to prospect or 
mine on the same, and, after a period not exceeding :fifteen years, the timber left stand-
ing should again vest in the United States and should never be sold again except to 
miners who shall be in actual possession of the ground and have a bona-fide and pay-
ing mine. Or perhaps a better plan would be to charge a stumpage that should bring 
the United States an average of not less than $2.50 per acre for the timber land from 
which they cut the timber, and the title still be held by the United States; and in 
view of the fact that timber that will make lumber is very scarce in some sections of 
the country, saw-mills should be charged by the thousand feet. But the plan that 
most of the people would prefer is for the l:l,w to remain just as it is. Pasture lands, 
if surveyed and solcl or offered, would be slow sale except in the vicinity of some pros-
perous town, and if sold in any other sections the result would be to shut out poor 
people who were unable to purchase large tracts of land so they could scarcely keep a 
cow, while large stock dealers, who.would be the principal purchasers, would require 
from six to twenty thousand acres to accommodate their vast herds, and I think the 
system would result disastrously to the speedy development of the Territory. No, I 
don't think the system would be a judicious on&, and as to leasing them, I believe it 
would be worse than their sale. With the desert-land law repealed, at least so far as 
Montana is concerned, I believe the present land-parceling system is as good as can be 
desired, except in regard to placer and quartz, of which I shall speak further on ; but 
will take the liberty to state here that before the government commenced to survey 
and sell the mineral lands the country was more prosperous, as about two-thirds of 
the mining claims are shut down as soon as patented. 
10. I know of no better method than the one now in use, except as stated above, and 
in regard to quartz and placer, of which I shall speak under that head. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate dry and cool in summer. Rainfall from April to November from 4 to 8 
inches. Seasons, spring from April to July, pretty well mixed with snow and icicles 
sometimes. Summer from July to September, and fall lasts until about the 1st of 
December. First snows usually about September 15th. Snowfall in winter from 4 to 
14 in the lower valleys and 2 to 7 feet in the higher mountains. 
2. May and June. Irrigation season from May to September. Most need of irriga-
tion, July. 
3. None worth making a note of. 
4. About one-tenth. 
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5 . .All except hay. 
7. Mountain streams fed by springs of never-failing water. Supply gocd, but a lit-
tle expense must be incurred in some cases to raise some of the larger streams. 
8. 'fhe fertility of the soil is not injured only when washed away, but is improved 
if any changed. Good crops of wheat, oats, barley, and potatoes, and all kinds of gar-
den produce except vines, such as tomatoes, melons, squash, &c., which will not grow 
hero at an altitude of 5,800 above the sea. 
12 . .About one-tenth. 
13. Impracticable as it requires on an average about 10 acres to keep an animal ono 
year, and in some cases twenty-five would not do it. 
14. Not advisable; and if put in market the quantity should be limited. 
18. Diruinished. 
19. No; only tl}.eir hay land. 
20. No. 
23. Diminished. The native grasses in this country will not stn.nd much grazing. 
24. Cattle will not graze with sheep nor on land where sheep have grazed lately, if 
left to themselves. 
TIMBER. 
1. .About one-half is timber on the west side of the main divide. East of the divide 
it grows less and Jess down to the plains at the base of the mountains. The character 
of the timber is mostly a thick growth of small pines growing among the rocks and 
high.er mountains, only fit for fence-poles, log-houses, and fire-wood, and not more than 
the one-fiftieth part of it 011 an average is fH for saw-mills. .A little very scrubby 
cedar grows among the more rocky places. Besides this a light growth of cottonwood 
birch, quaking asp, ancl black al<ler and willows grnw along the margin of the 
streams. The last mentioned five are fit only for wood and shelter for stock, as it is 
very scrubby and crooked. 
2. Cottonwood and quaking asp are the only kinds planted, and must be irrigated; 
time of growth fifteen to twenty years in this country for a tree five inches in diam-
eter; they are only planted for ornament. 
3. I woulcl' not dispose of them at all ; but if they must be disposed of do it by lease 
in i:;rwtll tracts, and to _prevent monopoly the number of leases to one man should be 
limiti•d and non-transferable, and in a certttin nnmber of years the lease should be can-
celed, all(l in view of the scarcity of sa.w timber in a, great many places saw-mills 
should be allowed to cut where they please and pay stumpage or by the month, ac-
cortling to capacity of the mill. No lease exceeding 40 acres to one person, and only 
oue lease to tbe same person in the same land district, bnt allow him to file abandonment 
papers with the proper officer at the land office, and locate another at any time. But 
in all cases the mineral and the right to prospect for the same, and mine on the same, 
sbonlcl be reserved for auy persons who wish to avail themselves of it. Price should 
be from two to tj.ve dollars per acre, according to quantity and quality of timber. 
4. Yes; for reasons given under Question 3, to prevent monopoly and give all a 
chance to acquire land. 
5. Yes, if fire is kept out. Variety same as formerly, and takes from ten to fifteen 
years for a tree five inches in diameter. 
6. They are frequently intentional and often tqe result of carelessness; they are 
very destructive in dry weather; they might be checked to a certain extent by fine , 
and imprisonment, but the only sure preventive is a greater rainfall. 
7. In this co_untry the timber used for mining and building purposes is scarcely 
missed, as only a very small portion of the amount of timber growing on a given por-
tion is fit for the purpose. It is only such as is suitable that is taken, and the only 
waste is a portion of the tops, which is wasted, and much of that is gathered for :fire-
woocl when it gets dry. It is only in the vicinity of large mining camps where there 
are mms that forests are much destroyed, and even then the timber on the more inac-
cessible portions is not taken. This place and vicinity consumes about seventy-fl ve 
cords of wood daily, and this destruction of the forests cannot be prevented without 
topping or seriously crippling the mining interests. The survey and sale or lease or 
a stumpage law will not stop these inroads upon the forests. 
8. Tlle ownership of timber felled is usually conceded to the person felling the same, 
but if not used in a reasonable time it is sometimes used by others. I speak of tim-
ber felled but not cut up. 
0. They might be, but they would have to appoint agents to look out for them, and 
as the persons usually appointed to positions of this kind are generally scoundrels, I 
do(tbt the wisrlom of the policy. 
LODE CLAIMS, 
1. I have been in mining countries for nineteen years-about three years in Colo-
rado and sixteen in Montana; have mined mostly in placer, but for the past four 
years have combined quartz and placer; have had out little experience in mine-sur-
veying, and no personal experience iu litigation. 
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2. Under the present law one person can locate a continuous Yein of one mile in 
length, or five miles if it can be traced so far, by simply giving it a new name every 
1,500 feet. This is wrong. No person shou1d be allowed to hold more than two claims 
ou the same vein, and the end-lines of the two claims should not be less than '2,000 
feet apart. Then ngain a person locates a claim and does i1ot represent it before the 
end of the year; locates it uIHler a new name at the end of the year, and thus holds 
it for four or five years witllont doiJ1g ~100 worth of wol'k on it during the whole 
time. That is wrong. No person should be permitted to relocate the same ground or 
any part of it, except be ha"l represented the same, aml does it to alter the lines for-
merly established. Then, again, they are too large. One thousand feet in length by 
400 in width is large enough, and should include all veins within the surface, with the 
right to follow them to the depths of the earth, and the first location to hold when 
two or more veins come together. 
3. If this question has any reference to cross lodes, it should not be done. There 
should be no cross lode after it comes to the surface ground of a prior location-that 
js, it should belong to the claim first located. 
4. I understnnd the apex of a lode to be where it comes through or to the surface 
of the rock in which it is incased, though it may be covered, and sometimes is, with 
twenty or thirty feet of loose earth. The dip of a vein is usually determined at fif-
teen or twenty feet below the apex, but sometimes it is as deep as a hundred, depend-
ing on the shape of the mountain. 
5. They are not properly protected. 
6. Where a lead has much dip they sometimes go outside of the side lines and sink a 
perpendicular shaft and strike the vein, and litigation ensues. 
7. No; but two seams running parallel, if near together on the surface, usually come 
together at some depth. 
8. No; hut have heard of such cases. 
9. I have never seen a true outcrop as wide as 100 feet, but they sometimes terminate 
abruptly and come in again at f~om 50 to 200 feet, at a square angle, and come together 
at great depths. 
10. Yes. 
12. Have never known a case of the kind, but such a thing is possible. 
1:3. Yes. 
14. It is not 1,ossible while scoundrels arc left at large, but rights of prior location 
can be better defined aml protected. 
15. Yes, in several in Montana. Have been where there were as few as seven men 
and where there were one hundred. All are miners when a mining district is organ-
ize(l. First a president and secretary pro teinp01·e are elected; next by-laws are adopted 
to govern the size of claims and manner of location and representation; then a perma-
nent president is elected to call all meetings and preside at them; then a permanent 
recorder, who records all claims located, making a description of the same, and who 
makes a record of all transfers. 
16. Usually by number each way from the discovery, and the record holds good as 
long as the locator complies with the local by-laws. 
17. Only when it can be done without interference with another location. 
18. No;' but if such a case does happen possession is the only security. 
19. In this Territory quartz locations are recorded with the county recorder; so they 
are secure. But as they are frequently forfeited and relocated year after year, I cannot 
see that much good could result from it; but if some means could be adopted so a 
patent could be secured for less money, it would be a good move and thankfully received 
by the miners. , 
20. No; in a Territorjl like Montana there are too many contested cases for the local 
land officers to attend to; but a special judge might be appointed in each Territory, 
who might be an officer in the land office when not employed in contested cases, with 
appeal to the United States Supreme Court or the Commissioner. Some of these con-
tested cases are very long, and it would occupy several 'Yeeks in each year to dispense 
with all of them. 
21. Make the claims not to exceed 1,000 feet in length; limit the number of claims 
to one locator within a certain distance of each other; give each locator all that comes 
to the surface of the bed-rock in the bounds of his claim, and allow him to follow the 
vein in its dip as far as fire and water will let him, and when two or more veins come-
together first locator to take all; $500 worth of actual mining exploration before appli-
cation for patent; wells, cellars, houses, and all movable ma,chinery not to be called 
improvements only in excess of $500 ; and I believe that some cheaper method of 
securing title after the improvements are made might be adopted; but the advertising 
should not be dispensed with. 
22. Yes; five years. 
PLACER CLAL\1S. 
1. If this question is to include lodes, about one-third; but if placer only, I will say 
that if you take a section of this territory 200 miles squa,re, and make this place the 
center, that less than 1 acre in 200,000 will pay $1 per day for ·working. 
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2. Yes; have made locations, mined, and made application for patent. 
3. Possessory title in ten to twenty days costs $3 for record. By patent from three 
months to five years; costs in fees to the different officers $115, and $15 for advertise 
ment, and $2.50 to $5 per acre additional; and if a patent is to be obtained inside of 
four or five years, an attorney from $25 to $50, at Washington, who will probably get 
it through in one year. With contest they are sometimes delayed two years in the 
courts of the Territory and the cost goes into the thousands. 
4. Never had a contest, and this question is answered under question 3. 
5. Defective. 
u. They are defective in everything. They are a source of pe1jnry, fraud, and black-
mail, and an injury to the best interests of the mining countries, and should be repealed. 
Claims are usually not worked after patented, but are held for speculation. They are 
often used to apply for patent for ground belonging to other parties, for the purpose 
of securing some outside ground and getting blackmail enough to pay for all of it out 
of parties who have a good title to a portion of the ground and would sooner pay the 
amount asked than bring suit. They are used to try to steal a little good ground from 
some other parties whose grounds they cannot; buy. Under local laws from one to four 
hundred feet by two to four hundred feet in width is a claim, and if work is not car-
ried on during the summer they are considered abandoned, except the owner is sick or 
there is no water to work them. Can purchase as many as he can represent, according 
to local customs, which vary from one to two days in each week for each claim owned. 
Evidence of title is bills of sale and the books of the local recorder, and no usu is made 
of them, except for mining; and the character of litigation is a suit of ejectment and 
dama,ges or an injunction. 
Yes, the United States placer laws are defective, and I will suggest that if the United 
States must have a revenue from them that they be not sold as at present, lrnt be 
recorded in the local land office in claims of not more than 1,000 feet in length, and the 
number·of claims that one man can hold be limited to a certain number in a certain 
distance, and a fee of $2.50 for each 200 feet square claimed shall be paid to the United 
States land office at the time of record, and record required in a reasonable time; and 
the claimant not to hold the ground any longer than be shall place or cause to be placed 
011 each claim a certain amount of permanent mining improvements in each year. Under 
the present placer law wells, cellars, cabins, fences, &c., are used to prove up on ground, 
and I know of one application for patent in this district for 160 acres on which not one 
dollar's worth of mining improvements can be found; and this reminds me of a plan or 
two that is adopted by applicants: One is to borrow hydrau] ic pipe and hose and haul 
them on the ground, prove up on it, and take the improvements off; another is to buy 
old impr0vements from some person who never owned them and prove up on the work. 
7. Yes; Alfred Dell, 160 acres; Noyes et al.,J. Harrington, Jones & Harrington, town-
ship 3 north, range 7 and 8 west, Montana. 
8. It has been used to obtain patent on ground where a number of ledges were known 
to exist at the time of making application; in this district R. D. and J. A. Leggat and 
L. W. Foster, range 3 north, 7 west; Noyes & Upton, 3 north, 8 west, Montana. 
9. No. 
CLOSING REMARKS. 
In giving the above answers to your questions I have aimed to give them on my 
convictions formed by a long residence in the mines, and if I have erred it is my judg-
ment. If I have entered too much into details it is because I wished to be under-
stood. I have been more explicit on the mines because more interested, and I have 
only made suggestions which I believe to be for the best interests of all; and if in this 
long communication I have given your honorable Commission one hint that will aid 
you in dealing with this question of the mining countries I am content, and, asking 
your Commission to remember that to have a mine or a dozen of them is no proof t,bat 
a man is rich or ever will be, I subscribe myself, 
Yours, most respectfully, 
WESLEY P. EMERY. 
Testimony of Lawrence A. IJ'enne1·, miner, Virginia City, Mont. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
VIRGINIA CITY, MONT., Norernber 24, 1879. 
To the Honorable Public Land Corn1nission, Wash-ington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: In reply to your communication I will state that I have been engaged 
in placer mining in this Territory and Colora,do since 1860, and have bad practical ex-
23 LC 
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perience in all branches of gravel mining; have ruined in .Alder Gulch, nea,r Virginia 
City, since 1864. I think that more than one-half of the ]and in this vicinity is min-
eral in character containing placers, and go1d, silver, and lead bearing lodeR, and also 
a limited quantity of copper, cinnabar, and coal have been found. 
I have become familiar with the mininir laws of Congress by actual experience in 
obtaining vatents for placer ground, both with and without contest. 
In 1875 I made applic:ation for 60 acres of placer ground by legal subdivisions. There 
was uo contest, and after publication the acreage was paid, and two years after I re-
ceived my patent. The total cost per acre in this application was $5. 
In March, 1877, I made application for another legal snbdivision of 10 acres, adjoin-
ing my first application, and subject to the same local laws and customs in rega.rd to 
possessory title. This legal subdivision was made up of ground which I could not 
embrace in my application of 1875, and of a purchase made jnst before application, 
and claims that were supposed to be abandoned, for they bad been represented in no 
visible manner for many years . 
.An adverse claim of 2.77 acres was set up by certain parties, who filed protest and 
plat of survey in the usual manner. .After a delay of one year, the case came up for 
trial before the district court at Virginia City, and it was decided I was entitled to 
1.47 acres, and the adverse party 1.30 acres of the original adverse cla,im as filed by 
the protestants. The judgment-roll defined by metes and bounds the part to which 
each party was en tit.led. I immediately sent a certified copy of the judgment roll and 
pay for 8.71 acres to the land office at Helena, and got my receiver's receipt in return. 
The adverse party did not then take any steps to complete their title, nor have they 
since, but refused to give me power to patent the whole legal subdivision after I had 
offered them any securit,y they desired that I would reconvey their portion to them 
after my title was ,·omplete. They declared that the only use they had for this ground 
was to mnke me expense in obtaining a patent. 
Now, after a year and a half bas elapsed since my filing judgment-roll, information 
comes to me that a decision bas been made by t,be Interior Department that I will be 
under the necessity of making survey and plat in the manner provided for ground not 
legal subdivisions, this ruling involving an additional expense of $85 or $100, making 
a total cost for obtaining tit,lo to 8.70 acres of over $500. Of course f,he largest part 
of this sum went to pay expenses of contesting the adverse claim. Witnessei-. had to 
be brought a long distance to prove a chain of possessory title, according to the local 
district laws, running through a period of twelve years . 
.As regards my knowle<lge of the experience of others, I will state that I know of 
one instance in this vicinity where the applicant suffered from the imperfect working 
of the mining Jaws of Congress in the matter of adverse claims, and I know of other 
parties who suffered severe extortion in order to escape an adverse claim from those 
who held small claims which bad not been WOl'ked for years, and which were utterly 
"° orthl ess .alone. 
In ordt:r to show the evils arising from allowing mining districts to regulate the man-
ner of possession beyond a limited period after discovery, I will give a short history 
of the mining laws of Alder Gulch, and this is but the history of many other gulches 
which have come under my observation . .Alder Gulch was discovered late in 1863 and 
was divided into several districts. The :first local law allowed each person one claim 
by pre-emption and one by purchase, each claim consisting of 100 feet up and down 
and from side to side, and in the lower portion of the gulch, where it is very wide, the 
gulch was divided l>y the original creek channel so as to form two tiers of claims. 
The two :first seasons after its discovery nearly all of the gulch that would pay by the 
primitive method of mining, which is the only way small claims can be operated, were 
worked out and many claims were abandoned. .About this time the miners' laws were 
so amended as to allow each person to purchase and bold as many claims as be could 
represent by doing two days' work each week for each claim, and soon after the laws 
were again amended in this (Nevada~ district so that it only required a residence of 
four months each year for a miner to represent any number of claims. In 1866 a new 
system of reworking these claims in large bodies by means of flumes, hydraulics, and 
hoisting works was inaugurated-this style requiring work to be begun at the lower 
line and continued up str1:. am. Then it was that some of these worked-out claims fell 
into tho bands of men who used them only to extort money from and harass the larger 
claim owners, the local laws making this an easy matter, for, without marking bound-
aries, it was only required to have record made by numbev by a d,istrict recorder, who 
was bound in no manner to the faithful performance of his duty. Such was the state 
of affairs when, in 1875, the large claim owners first applied for patents. Some who 
held a large body of ground found themselves cut into by a single hundred feet of 
ground, the owner of which threatened an ad~erse claim unless unreasonable privileges 
were granted or an extortionate price was paid him for bis ground. 
By a ruling of the Interior Department several claims not contiguous may be in-
cluded in one application, provided $500 WOI'th of improvements were made by the 
applicant or his grantors on each separate piece of gron~d. 
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A company of miners near here i.n this gulch, having two separate bodies of ground, 
desired to include both in one application, but were barred from doing so because all 
the improvements, valued at many thousands of dollars, were on one piece of ground, 
while the other was made up of several original claims which, after having been worked 
by the primitive method in the early day and afterward being abandoned, were located 
again and finally passed into the hands of the present owners for a valnable consid-
erntion. 
The chain of title from the men who first owned and worked these cla,ims was broken, 
and the only remedy was either to forego a pa,tent or do $500 worth of "dead work." 
Again, it might happen that one of these:flnmecompaniesafterhaving patented their 
ground might purcl1ase contiguous ground of the character just described, in which 
case they would be barred from patent for the same roason. 
I know of no instance where a title has been obtained under the placer law for non-
mineral land, although I know of one instance where the attempt was made. Within 
my knowledge the placer law has not been used to obtain titles to lode claims. I do 
not know any valuable placer lands which are unworked because the outlets are con-
trolled by claimants under other than mineral titles, although this is liable to become 
a matter of litigation between parties at the mouth of the gulch. From my experience 
and observation I draw the conclusion that the mining laws of Congress in regard to 
placers need amending in the following particulars: 
1st. For two years after a placer is discovered miners should be allowed to make 
their own laws in regard to size of location, manner of representation, &c.; aftel' that 
those matters should be regulated by Congress. 
2d. After local laws are abolished, placers should be required to represent by labor, 
marking boundaries, &c., in some such manner as is prescribed for quartz lodes. 
:3d. Five hundred dollars' worth of improvements on any claim should entitle the 
possessor to a patent for separate claims in the same or different applications, pro-
vided they are situated in tho same mining gulch or district, and provided: also, that 
the applicant shall show that he includes nothing but bona-fide mining gronnd. 
4th. There should be a stated time when acreage should be paid, and the failure on 
the part of an adverse claimant to comply with this provision after his possessory 
title has been confirmed by a court of competent jurisdiction should leave the app1i-
cant free to continue his application the same as though there had been no adverse 
claim. 
5th. Placers should be surveyed by tlle system of triangulation, and the manner of 
patenting by this system shonltl be simplified as much as possible. In this gulch 
miners have patented both by old location and legal subdivisions. It was gener-
ally understood that the Interior Department favored the rectangular system the 
most. Then there is long delay and exua expense in obtaining order of survey, post-
ing and filing plat, &c. ; consequently some thought best to make application by Jega.l 
subdivisions and suffer the inconvenience of leaving out corners of actual mining 
ground and taking in some of a worthless character. The two systems do not work 
well together, and either the one or the other should be abandoned. 
6th. The manner of contesting adverse claims should be made more simple, so as to 
avoid all harassing delay and unnecessary expense. 
In conclusion, I trust that it will be considered that I have not been overofficious 
in this matter, and that some information may be gleaned from this crude statement. 
It is possible that my experience in adverse claims is somewhat isolated, but such may 
occur again .. 
Respectfully, 
LAWRENCE A. FENNER. 
Testinwny of William Flannery, Bozeman, Gallatin County, Montana. 
The questions, to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
1. William Flannery; post-office address, Bozeman, Gallatin County, Montana; 
farmer, stock-raiser, and owner of a saw-mill. 
2. Thirteen years. 
3. Yes, by pre-emption, homestead, and timber-culture act. 
4. Prom reading, inquiry, and observations. 
5. The expense of :filiug a p:re-emption was from $3 to $8, and homestead from $1G to 
$24. I do not remember the amount required when final proof is given. I do not 
know the expense of contested cases. The average distance to a land office in this 
Territory is about 100.miles. The time it would take to make a trip and do busi11ess 
would be six days, traveling expense of a man and horse would be $4 a day. This 
would be the expense when a party would furnish their own horses. Other modes of 
conveyance are more expensive. 
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6. T]ie regisier and receiver ought to have a fixed fee for getting up all the papers 
necesrnry for getting- a title to public lands, and oblige them to fill blanks without 
chargiug an attorney's fee. Public land in the Territorits ought to be pre-empted in 
all cases at $1.25 per acre. Railroad lands ought to be settled and acquired at ni fixed 
cost with the other lands. It retards settlement too much to have one-half the land 
withdrawn for railroad purpobes and one-ninth oft.be other half for school purposes. 
7. Consists of mountains, foot-hilJs, and valleys, limestone formation predominating 
on the surface. Valleys along water courses usually excellent agricultural land. 
There is some swamp-land which has an imperfect drainage; it usually has an excess 
of alkali. Foot-hills are agricultural, pastoral, and sometimes minera.l; mountains 
are mineral and timber. 
8. The classes of land are so mixed up in this Territory it cannot be clnssed without 
a careful examination of each tract by competent men. The only general rule that 
could be adopted in Montana is to class allmonntaius as mineral and timber, foot-bills 
and valleys as agricultural and pastoral; then there would be some agricultural and 
considerable grai1:ing land in the mountains, and some mineral lands in the foot-hills 
and valleys. 
9. The present system in theory is satisfactory to the public. It might be modified 
so as to meander where there are natural divisions as between hill, mom1tain, and 
valley. It would be quite an inconvenienco to the public to get educated.on a new 
system of survey when the present one gives satisfaction. Timber in tl1e mountains 
would have to be surveyed meandering with cafions and ridges. Mineral surveys 
would have to meander with the minerals claimed. 
10. The present system seems to me to be all that could be desired, except the 
desert act, which does not accomplish what it was created for. There is considerable 
land taken up under this act that can be watered as easy as the average of the land taken 
up under the homestead law in this Territory. During the settlement of tho Indian 
question large tracts of country me wade habitable to white men by Indians being 
compelled to go on their reservations and quit their roaming ha.bits. This land is 
first occupied by cattle and sheep, whose owners command considerable capital. They 
do and can take up large tracts of the most valuable agricultural land and put· 
water on at a nominal price, and when they get a title to it, will hold it for speculative 
purposes. There ought to be inducements given to capital to sink artesian wells and 
bring irrigating canals on land that is very difficult to bring water on. Such an act 
should reserve all land that has a supply of.water easy to control. I would suggest 
that a desert claim of 640 acres should have an irrigating canal that would cost $1,000 
to $1,500, or an artesian well sufficient, allowing a section of G40 acres to make four 
farms of 160 acres each. Three or four hundred dollars for an irrigating ditch is not 
too great an expense for a homestead or pre-emption in this Territory. Very fre-
quently $1,000 or more has been expended on getting water on homestead land. A 
desert act should be free only to land that individual enterprise, under the homestead 
and pre-emption laws, would not settle. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Rainfall, light; snowfall, in winter considerable; supply of water for irrigating 
everywhere sufficient at some cost; climate, cold but seldom severe. 
2. Grain crops are sowed in April and May, and harvested in August and September. 
April, May, and sometimes June, have sufficient rain. When it rains on the valleys, it 
snows on the mountains, the more rain the colder. Crops do not grow fast until the dry 
season, excepting of course the natural grasses, the source of water being in the 
mountains, snow on which does not thaw until warm weather. 
3. Very little. 
4. Nearly all the arable land. 
5. Wheat, oats, barley, and like cereals, Irish potatoes and all the hardy vege-
tables. 
6. Wheat in this county is scarcely ever irrigated but once. The amount of water 
required is controlled by local influences on character of soil, the amount of fall, 
evenness of surface, &c. There conl<l be no general standard quantity for each acre 
that would be satisfactory. 
7. Almost every stream large and small can be used at some ex1lense for irrigating. 
8. Irrigating in a dry clima,te means a sure crop from this cause. I would not give 
a good irrigating system for any cliruate I know, for agricultural purposes. Irrigat-
ing does and must improve the fe1-tility of the soil, for it leaves everything it holds 
in sol ui ion, which is considerable in the higher stages of water. Crops can be raised ou an 
altitude of G,000 feet or perhaps greater. 
9. Durillg the irrigation of crops all the water turned into the ditches is supposed 
to bo useu. After irrigating some- lea,e water in their ditcher:; through carele::isness 
and for rn::cs otller tlic.u irrigating. Tho law of the Territory gives a prior right to 
water to irrigate lGO acres, uutl docs not allow waste to the detriment of others. 
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10. The Territorial laws require ditches to be recorded in the county clerk's office. 
Most of the ditches are held without any record, by continue<l possession. There may 
be trouble to find -who has a prior right a,fter this generation passes away. 
11. There is some difficulty between parties on small st reams, lmt no legal con-
flicts. 
12. One-half. 
13. It is not. Considerable good agricultural land woul<l be taken up and monopo-
lized under such an act. Let the herds of stock occupy the land first free, and then 
let homestead settlers occupy the land and take the place of tlte large herds of stock. 
14. No. I would give the range now to stockmen free, allowing all to occupy it under 
the homestead and pre-emption acts, and then in time it will be occupied by perma-
nent settlers. It is impossible now to establish the agricultural limit of this land. 
There is in some of the" bad lands" as fine wheat land as there is anvwhere. 
15. Without having any accurate knowledge, I would say 3 acres. i'his county is as 
good p;razing as any iu the Territory. 
18. Increased; got thicker. 
19. But few. Would depend on localit,y and with regard to water and shelter. 
20. If herds were confined to specific ranges it would increase the cost of herding, 
but would allow cattle raisers to improve their herds without being interfered with by 
their neighbors' inferior stock. 
21. Numerous mountain streams and springs. 
22. Five. 
23. Increased. 
24. Yes. 
25. Some jealousies, mutterings. No conflicts. 
26. 'fhere are 8,760 horses, 46,704 cattle, and 26,110 sheep in this county. Horses and 
cattle are let run at large and looked after. Sheep are herded in herds from 500 to 
3,000. 
28. Yes. Mounds are not large enough, and where rock is used hard to identify and 
find. 
TIMBER. 
1. Two-fifths of the mountains are covered with pine, different varieties. There are 
cotton woods along the streams and scrubby cedars on the dry foot-hills in places. 
There is but little in this section fit for lumber. 
2. Planting timber has been practiced only a few years. Cottonwoods are princi-
pally planted. There has not been enough of experience in the business to form de-
ductions from. 
3. In disposing of timber land in the mountains a right to discover and work the 
precious metals should always oe reserved. Farmers and stock men the owners of 160 
acres of land or less amount in proportion ought to have a homestead of 80 acres of 
timber, providing that they make proof before they get final title that they have lived 
on their farm for which they want tha timber land five years, an<l settlers taking up a 
homestead ought also be allowed to take 80 acres of timber. The ad vantages of giving 
farmers a tract of timber are numerous, among which are that it will cause farmers to 
acquire a habit of owning timber among them, which will often cause farmers to 
plant tracts of timber when it cannot be otherwise procured. Their use of timber is 
constant, and the amount of timber required by a farm can be estimated, which can-
not be done io any other business, &c. 
I would sell tracts of timber not exceeding 160 acres to owners of saw-mills, mines, 
manufacturers, or owners of any business that requires the use of timber, allowing 
them to locate a tract sufficient for their business for two years, not exceeding 160 
acres at $1.25 per acre, providing that the land and timber not used shall revert to the 
government five years after it was purchased, allowing a party to buy a, new tract 
when they pleased, but providing that any former purchase for the same business shall 
revert to the government, &c. 
Timber in the mountains frequently in inaccessible canons, in which it is difficult to 
make roads, and the enterprise that will make those roads ought to be protected by 
obliging others that may use them and be benefited by them to pay a reasonable pro-
portion of their cost, as in the case of joint fences or other mutual benefits. Under 
existing Congressional law the Territory cannot accomplish anything like this. Pop-
ular opinion thinks that the government ought to give the timber in the mountains 
free, which may be the best way. In any case, those that make expensive roads to in-
accessible places ought to be protected in their enterprise. As the matter stands now 
they are left to the generosity of the American people, the majority of which respect 
men's rights in such cases. 
4. It may be advisable to distinguish between forests that are sufficient for export 
and that which is only capable of common domestic uses, of which there are large 
tracts of country that contain only the latter, and some which contain the former. 
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5. There is a second growth of the same kind of timber rather slow to start, but 
when started grows fast. 
6. Forest fires were apparently very frequent before settled by white people, and 
is now where Indians roam. Since, and where settled by white people, there bas been 
but few fires. There was vast quantities of timber burned apparently before this 
country was settled, but now has grown up in young pines. Tracts of prairie are 
never burned here. 'fhe grass is needed dry or green. The laws of the Territory 
make the careless use of fire on prairie or timber a criminal offense. . 
7. In this Territory there is no source or supply of t,imber oxcept in the mountains, 
which is not agricultural, and is mineral land; therefore all the timber used is off 
government land. I cannot say that there is much unnecessary waste. It would be 
necessary to enact laws against waste of timber; it would be necessary to give the 
public a reasonable time to change from the old to any new system that may be 
established. 
8. It has been decided in the courts that when timber was felled and moved it was 
then the property of the party who felled and moved it. 
9. Their position would suggest that they ought to be the custodians of the public 
timber. 
I do not want to make any suggestions on mineral land. The inclosed are the views 
of the masses of the American public, which have the welfare of the masses and the 
best interests of the government in view according to my knowledge and belief. 
Very respectfully, 
WM. F. CANNERY. 
Testimony of George B. Foote, rnineral deputy surveyor at Helena, Mont. 
GEORGE B. FOOTE, mineral deputy surveyor at Helena, Mont., testified September 26, 
1879, as follows : 
I have lived in Montana since 1864. 
Question. What do you understand the apex of a lode to be ?-Answer. The apex of 
a lode is the highest point where it reaches the surface. It is not always possible in 
the early workings of a claim to determine the apex of a vein or lode. 
Q. Has there been much litigation here ?-A. There has been considerable litigation 
in regard to the jumping of placer claims; more in regard to placer claims tha,n lode 
claims. In lode claims there bas been some litigation growing out of a variety of lo-
cations conflicting. Lodes interfere one with another. . The parties are often unable 
to tell which is the real owner. I have known two parallel seams, otherwise on the 
same outcrop, being located by two parties ; and this gives rise to contest. 
Q. Are or are not the outcrops of lodes often wider than t,he local width of claims 
here as defined by United St,ates, State, Territorial, or local district regulations ?-A. 
There are not in the Territory of Montana any such lodes. Under the old law of the 
Territory claims used to be 100 feet on each side of the vein; but the Secretary of t he 
Interior decided that 100 feet on each side of the vein meant from the center of the 
vein. I carried the case up to the supreme court of this Territory in 1874-'75, and the 
supreme court of Montana decided that it meant each side of the vein itself and not 
each side of the center; and on that decision I got a patent for quite a number of 
mines. 'fhat law is now repea,led and the United States law is accepted. 
Q. Are or are not a large majority of the discoverers of rich veins, or their assigns, 
often burdened with costly lWgation to defend their rights from subsequent locators 
in their immediate neighborhood? And in such cases is or is not the legal attack most 
often directed to the portion of the dip of the lode which has passed beyond the ex-
terior lines of the surface tract?-A. Yes, I know such cases. 
Q. In view of the known variety and complexity of mineral deposits in rock in place 
is it or is it not, in your jn<l.gment, possible to retain in the United States mineral bws 
a provision by which locators can follow the dip of their claims outside their side lines 
without provoking litigation f-A. Yes, by making a sqnare location. I believe in the 
square location of all mines. I think it would be to the interest of the miners and 
every one else to make a square location of so much ground and confine them to that 
ground. 
Q. Have you ever taken part in organizing a, local mining district ?-A. I have taken 
part; in the organization of mining districts, but that iti abolished uow in the Territory 
of Montana. 
Q. State generally the mode of originally taking up and locatiug a mineral cla,im 
under mining customs and the effect of a record of such locatiou.-A. Now a man 
locates a claim and files an a.ffitlavit in the county recorder's office. 
Q. Ts that record capable of subsequent amendment; and if so, how ?-A. A person 
can alter a location before it goes up to the surveyor-general. There can be any 
2..mount of fraud committed. 
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Q. Within your knowledge have mining titles been distributed or litigated through 
fraudulent manipulation or destruction of these recor<ls f If Ro, what securit,y is there 
against such frauds f-A. Yes, sir. In the decision of the supreme court in the case 
of Carpenter 1,s. Rankin, a case over in Washington County, in this Territory, which 
went to the United States Supreme Court on appeal, the Judges of the United States. 
Supreme Court gave the judges of the supreme court of Montana a blowing up, be-
cause they would not admit the testimony of competent persons after the records had 
been destroyed. 
Q. Calling your attention to the fact that a copy of the certificate of location as 
certified by the local mining recorder is the sole basis of the paper title for a mining 
claim under existing law, and that compliance with the varying customs of innumer-
able mining districts constitutes the preliminary acts upon such claims, state whether 
in your opinion all mining district laws, customs, and records could advantageously 
be abolished as to future locations a.nd the initiation ofrecord title he placed exclusively 
with the United States land officers.-A. I think it would be much better, and I think 
it ought to be done. 
Q. Calling your attention to the fact that under present laws an adverse claim, in 
proper form and seasonably filed, suspends the administration of the mineral laws by 
the United States land officers and transfers the jurisdiction to the courts of law, both 
State and United States, please state whether in your opinion the adjustment of con-
troversies concerning mineral lands prior to issue of patent should not be left abso-
lutely to the United States land officers in the same manner as contests are under all 
other land laws f-A. I think not. I think there should be a method of getting a case 
into our Territorial courts to be tried by juries of miners. 
Q. If you consider it desira ule to retain the leading features of the United States 
mining laws, what amendments, if any, would you suggest to remedy any defects 
which your experience or observa,tion has detected f If, on the contrary, you believe 
that the practice of fol1owing the dip beyond the side line of a claim is incompatible 
with satisfactory administration, what method of location would you suggest 1-A. In 
the first place, the United States law should be so amended that if mill-sites are al-
lowed to be located, I would make it at least 40 acres to the location. I would have 
men and locations confined to the square location. I would also have a number of 
things in 'the land office simplified. 
Another thing. It is an outrage on all miners, and it is an outrage on every claim-
ant, that a man that goes there to Washington and puts out a little cash can get his 
patent through very soon. · I would have the Land Office adopt the same system as 
the Patent Office. I would not have any preferred claims. Unless a man gets an attor-
ney in Washington it takes from one to four years to get a patent in its usual course, 
a.nd sometimes it takes five years. Another thing which is bad is the fact that, although 
the land is paid for and the patent certificate sent up to Washington, instead of that 
patent being sent here to the district land office that they may record it; on their books, 
the patents are delivered to persons in Washington and no notice of their clelivery sent 
to the district land office. The district land office frequently gets notice of the deli v-
ery of patents from Copp's Land Owner and from the parties themselves. 
Q. From your personal experience, please state the time and expense of procuring a 
mineral title; whet.her possessory or by patent, both with and witb.out contest.-A. All 
claimants within two years from date of their application should be compelled to pay 
up. It might be ten years with a contest, or perhaps it might be a thousand years 
without contest. For an ordinary lode claim the cost is : for the surveyor-general's fees, 
$25 to $40; land office fee, $10; surveyor's feA, from ~Oto $50; making pa,pers [1ml no-
tary's fePs, $25; publication, $%; recorder's fees, from $5 to $10. I think the law 
ought to lie amended so as to allow attorneys in fact to malte applications, and make 
out all necessary papers filed in adverse claims. 
I am familiar with the rectangular system, and I think it is the best system that can 
be adopted. I t,hink it might be well to use triangulation in order to overcome natural 
obstacles like hills, mountains, &c. 1'he monuments in these surveys are very poorly 
established. There is great complaint among the settlers on th~tt account. I am very 
frequently employed by persons to make resurveys. It usually costs a settler consid-
erable money. In three years the monuments disappear so that the corners cannot be 
found. I tbink it is due to th"' contract system. I would remedy it by paying more 
money for the snrveys and having an inspector. Then there should by u,ll means 
2t convenient distances be fixed monuments established. Most deputy surveyors use 
the solar transit on the mining lands. In sub-dividing many of them use the needle. 
I tbink it would be well if the tlepnty surveyors should carry an aneroid barometer. 
There is much bad surveying dono. In township 8 north, of range 3 west of the 
principal meridian of Mont,ana Territory a creek is laid down as running in sections 
29 and 32, but it runs three-fourths of a mile west of where it is laid down. I have 
frequently found CJUarter sections that would not tally out. Range No. 9. west of the 
principal meridian will show some yery bad surveying, and on the ground I can show 
worse surveying than t1:-,at, although it looks pretty well on paper. You cannot go 
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to the county recor<ler's office where the records are kept and find one in fifty 
mines from the description given there. I can show vou claims here that a,re not 
within six hundred feet of where the plat puts them. Take the Nellie Grant mine in 
Jefferson County, Montana, there was no survey made of this mine before they got a, 
patent for it. I would remedy this sort of thing by employing better men, giving 
them more money, and using better instruments; and before they get their pay, let 
their work be inspected. I think there should be closer surveys made. 
I think the timber ought to be surveyed and sold. For instance, a man who is a 
mine owner or mill owner or owns a, range should be allowed to come in and pay for 
a certain Jot of timber land. I would sell it for $1.50 per acre. I would sell the tim-
ber, reserving the mineral on the land. If a man bought a mine with timber on it I 
would give him the timber. Under a proper system of irrigation one-sixteenth of this 
Territory can be irrigated. I think that the pastoral homestead idea is a very good 
one, but 1 am afraid that a great deal of .fraud would be committed under it. A man 
with large herds I would allow to lease or keep the land until they were able to buy 
it. I do not think the governmeu b ought to charge more than fifty cents an acre for it. 
I have had experience in surveying ditches and the usage is, and I think the law also, 
that when parties take up water and use it or put it to use they have the exclusive 
right to that water. They take it all and do what they please with it. They are not 
compelled to return it to t,he stream, although I believe there was a law passed at the 
last session of the legislature where if water is not used it shall be returned to the 
stream. This relates to the use of water for irrigating purposes, bnt it ought also to 
apply to mining. 
I think that the desert-land act is a very poor act. They are taking up irrigable 
lands under it and sometimes- take up marshes and swamps. There is one suggestion I 
woul<l make in regard to this desert land. For instance we have thousands of acres here 
that could be irrigated and made good land by bringing a canal from Jefferson River 
around the diffureut bench landA here and cover these low valleys; but it is an enter-
prise which will cost thousa,nds and thousands of dollars, and can only be done by ag-
gregation of capital or by some company. I think the government should give every 
alternate section for irrigating purposes; that is, the government should assist irriga-
tion by this means. 
I think the placer-claim law ought to be so amended as to compel "representation" 
by parties making placer claims, the same as lode claims. 
Testirnony of Daniel Flowerree, stock and cattle mitring, Helena, Mont. 
DA....~IEL FLOWERREE testified at Helena, Mont., September 27, 1879, as follows: 
Am engaged in the stock and cattle raising business. My range is in the Sun River 
and sweet grass country, about 80 miles from here on the Yellowstone. I ha,ve in the 
neighborhood of 11,000 head of stock. It takes about 30 acres to support a head of 
beef. 
I have no title to any of this land, except a homestead and pre-emption in the Sun 
River country. 
Our cattle range in herds of about 8,COO head. Each herd ranges over about 25 
miles square. This range is about 25 miles square, and I think about 8,000 head of 
cattle pasture thereon. I cannot state the size of t,he other range, because I have just 
driven our stock on to it. Onr oldest stock ranges are well stocked, but this is not 
the case where they are newly settled. 
In my experience, a range decreases year by year by feeding; it takes more grass 
each year. I think ownership would be beneficial to the stock, to the country, and to 
the settlers. There has not been any conflict between sheep and cattle men, but there 
is likely to be trouble after awhile. Cattle and horses will not graze where sheep 
have been. The sheep graze the ground very closely, and a very long pasturage of 
sheep kills the bunch-grass. I have noticed in Oregon, where sheep have fed they 
have cleaned up the grass, and dog fennel bas grown in place of it. I saw this more 
plainly in Oregon thau I have here, because our ranges are all new here. 
I think something ought to be done with the pasture lands, but I do not know just 
what. I think it wonld be well to allow a man to own land to the extent of his herd. 
I think the pasture homestead theory is a good one. This land is worth from ~O to 25 
cents per acre, but I should limit a man to the amount of stock he owned. In the 
course of time we will certainly have trouble here-the sheep an<l. cattle and horse 
interests will conflict. In nine cases out of ten sheep men will come in on the cattle 
men and drive them out, and eventually the cattle men will have to leave. 
The cattle interest is largely on the increase here. It is becoming a, most important 
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interest. There is more real money invested in stock than in mines. I know of one 
man over on the Sun River, Mr. Concourse, whose cattle could be sold to-day for 
$160,000 in cash. The next herd to his is that of A. A. Clarke, and his herd is worth 
nearly as much. There is another herd there which is worth $140,000, and the herd 
that Bob Pord owns is worth from $75,000 to$80,000, as also the herd of the man next 
to him. The herd of John Mining is worth not less than $40,000, and there are many 
more of them. You could go through Sun River; you coukl gather up right on Sun 
River more than would buy the whole Penobscot country. My herd is worth $Hi0,000. 
In the future, the pasturage interest is to be a great source of wealth. It is worth 
all the mining of the country. 
The bunch-grass interest has not been represented; only about nine years since 
men went into the stock business. We have here bunch-grass, blue joint, and the 
Buffalo grass. The bunch-grass, although it carries a larger number of seeds, if the 
cattle eat tlle seeds off and they do not fall on the ground, the grass comes again 
from the roots; the blue joint also grows from the roots principally. The other 
grasses I uo not know much about. 
We have considerable white sage. Wedo not have much other sage bush. There 
is less where I live than in the other parts of the Territory. I put up no hay for 
my stock. The only land I own is 580 acres, a desert-land claim, and 380 acres which 
I took up under the homestead and pre-emption law. If I bad an opportunity I would 
get a title to that range and make my cattle businessa a permanent thiug. 
I know of no better way of disposing of the public land than through the register 
and receiver. I think that the men who are occupl·ing the land should have the first 
chance to buy it; that the cattle settlers should be preferred. 
Testimony of Jarnes Gibson, stock raiser, Olcl Agency, Mont. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1 : 
OLD AGENCY, MONT., October 5, 1879. 
To the members of the Larul Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: Your circular received. 
1. My name is James Gibson; my residence, Old Agency, Choteau County; and 
my occupation that of a stock raiser. 
2. I have lived in this county seven years and in the Territory fourteen years. 
3. I have not yet acquired a, title to any government land, but am now perfecting 
two-one under the homestead and one unrler the desert-land laws. 
4. My opportunities for gaining any practical knowledge of the working of the 
land laws is limited, this section being comparatively new to settlement, no one 
within twenty-eight miles of me having yet acquired a title to any land from the gov-
ernment. 
7. The physical character of the land of this section is level, bench, and va,lley, 
the benches being remarkably level, and the valleys-the Marius, Teton, and Sun River, 
with their several tributaries-are fertile, though the soil is rather shallow anil of a 
sandy character. The surrounding country is entirely free from mineral, and timber 
only existing on the mountain sides, distant 20 miles. There are known to exist within 
25 miles four or five coal vei:1s. 
10. In my opinion no one iudividual should be allowed to acquire from the govern-
ment more than 320 acres of t.he public lands, and they should be taken under the 
homestead and pre-emption laws as now existing, except that the party taking the 
land should be allowed to pre-empt as well after homesteading as before. The timber-
culture law is good, except that it gives the individual too much land. The desert-
land law in my opinion is the worst of all existing land laws. It has no friends among 
the classes who build up a country, and they are loud in denouncing it a framl. Even 
among those who have benefited by the law will be found numbers who consider it an 
unwise law, but took the land up, like I did, to get the start of others whom the law 
would have permitted to have doue so. If the government see fit to dispose of the 
lan<ls of Montana to the moneyed classes, she should at least wait a few years before 
doing so, in order to give the emigrants who are just commencing to fill our Territory 
an opportunity to locate upon some of the eligible sites, and there are many. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate of Montana is remarkable; it appears to be changing. Previous to 
four years ago, or five at the outside, rain was an unfrequent occurrence. Eight years 
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ago it was a remarkable occurrence. Twelve years ago a rain was a phenomenon; it 
would astonish the beholder as much as three inches of snow in Washington City on 
the 4th of July. Within the last two years the rainfall has been nearly, not quite, 
sufficient for irrigation. This year the rainfall has been better adapted to irrigation 
than last. To-day, the 6th October, it is raining, and was raining all last night. It is 
a steady rain, such as they have in Pennsylvania. A rain at this time of the year I 
don't recollect of ever having seen in Montana on the eastern side of the mountains 
before. 
2. What may be termed our rain season is the latter part of May and June. 
3. There is no portion of this section that bas been successfully cultivated without 
irrigation, though it was tried last year about our rainiest season. 
4. Three-fourths of this country could be cultivated with irrigation. 
5. Our principal crops are wheat, oats, and potatoes. 
6. I am unable to state the quantity of water required to irrigate 100 acres of wheat, 
having never given the subject my attention. 
7. The supply of water is c0nsiderable, though small when the great extent of 
country is considernd. Some of the finest wheat lands in the country will never be 
:fit for anything but grazing purposes unless our rainy seasons continue, and I think 
it very probable that they will. The water supply for present irrigating purposes is 
ample, and consequently there has been no cause for any trouble about water among 
ranchmen. 
13. In my judgment, if a person desires to locate bis homestead on pasturage 
lands he should be permitted to do so the same as if he bad located elsewhere. 
I do not consider it advisable for the government to put the so-called pasture 
lands in the market for private entry. They shoul<l. be held back at least a few years 
for actual settlers. If the government were to put these lands in the market for pri-
vate entry, they would be bought up by moneyed men who would have capital to invest, 
and who would most probably not own a hoof of cattle in the world. They would 
not locate their lands back on the arid plains for the purpose of securing a range for 
their herds, but would locate their purchase on the low benches along the stream1:1 or 
back on the higher benches, where with a little expense a river could be turned, 
thereby redeeming some of the best agricultural land. in Montana. I could locate 
four townships and with very little expense turn the Teton River on it, and thereby 
make a fortune, provided I could borrow the money until I made the turn. The best 
lands of Montana are yet to be taken up. I would advise the government to wait a 
few years. 
15. The cattle of this section occupy a common range, as elsewhere. It is difficult 
to state what amount of pasturage one animal requires to fit it for market. The grass 
is visibly diminishing on this range. 
17. There are between 12 and 15 bead of cattle to a square mile on this range. 
19. Cattle men do not fence their ranges in this country, and it would not be safe to 
fence cattle in on a range in winter unless it was quite extensive. 
21. Previous to four or five years ago the source of water supply for stock was the 
rivers and small streams, but since then numerous lakes have been formed by the 
rains on the benches, and conta.in water the year round. Besides these lakes, the 
country used to be cut up with dry ravines; now all the deep ravines have fl.owing 
springs, and there are indicatiorn; that the shallow ravines formerly contained running 
water. 
2:3. There are but few sheep on this range ·at the present time. 
24. There is no doubt but what slleep will hurt the pasturage for cattle and will 
eventually drive them off. 
25. There bas been no conflict between the sheep and cattle men of this section. 
26. I should judge that there was about 30,000 head of cattle and about 8,000 head 
of sheep in this county. Cattle are not herded, but are at liberty to roam wherever 
their inclination may lead them, so long as they do not cross the borders of a ~ertain 
specified common range. Sheep are all herdeu ; 3,000 head is considered the maximum 
number to be herded together. 
28. It is somewhat difficult to :find the corners of surveyed lands. 
TIMBER. 
1. There is no timber land in this section except the forests of the mountains. The 
timber is pine, spruce, anc.1 fir. 
2. There is no timber planted in this section except cottonwood. 
3. I think it is somewhat soon to dispose of the forest-timber lands. 
5. When forest timber is felled th~re is a second growth, although there is but very 
little timber felled. 
6. Forest fires of this section are caused by Indians who are allowed to lea>:e their 
reservations. The fires are very destructive, and the only mode of prevention is to 
keep the Indians on their reservation and offer a reward for the apprehension of any 
one who shall maliciously or carelessly set out a :fire. 
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7. The only use that timber is put to in this section is for building and fencing pur-
poses and for fuel. The mountains are covered with dry fallen timber, much better 
for buildings and fuel than the green standing timber, consequently there is no waster 
as the fallen timber will lie there and rot if it is not used. 
8. Timber, when cut into logs or rails, belongs to the chopper. 
9. I think that the custody of the timber should be placed within the juriscliction of 
the district land office. Mining I know but very little about. 
I have the honor to remain, respectfully, 
JAMES GIBSON. 
Testimony of W. C. Gillette, sheep raiser, Dearborn, Mont. 
W. C. GILLETTE, of Dearborn, Mont., testified at Helena, September 26, as follows : 
I have lived here nineteen years. I am engaged in the sheep business. I have about 
6,000 sheep. I think about eight sheep are equivalent to one beef. I think about 25 
acres of land will sustain that number of sheep. I own 160 acres as a homestead, and 
there is unlimited range around that. My range does not interfere with other people. 
It is 4 miles one way and 12 or 15 the other. This range is on surveyed land. I hold it 
by common consent. The Territory is not one-fourth stocked yet, and there is no 
trouble as yet between the cattle and sheep men. I think that sheep and cattle can live 
on the same range, provided it is not too heavily stocked. I do not think this land 
should be sold. I think they should be let run. 
I do not favor the pasturage homestead. I would like it myself, but I don't believe it 
would be good for the majority of people. Under proper restrictions, it might be well to 
give a pasturage homestead of 3,000 acres, but I would provide that the settler should 
not have more than 160 acres on a stream, and, where he located, that it shonld extend 
back into the arid lands. He should not monopolize the whole water supply. · 
I do not think that our range decreases under our system of feeding. Our sys-
tem is to feed on the range until the grass becomes a little short and then move off. 
This gives the grass an opportunity to recover. Through the winter we keep the 
sheep only three months on the home range-we only keep them about fourteen weeks 
at any one point. If the government does not make a pasturage homestead I think it 
will be better to leave this land just as it is. The agricultural land and the irrigable land 
should be taken up under the homestead and pre-emption act as it is at present. I do 
not think there is any hurry about settling the question here. I would be wHling to 
allow the stockmen to purchase the land to supply their herds, provided that it was 
positively arid land; but ·J think it would be very hard to discriminate. I would not 
advocate the sale of these lands in large tracts, I would rather lea,ve it as it is. I do not 
strictly consider this an agricultural country. I would like very much to take up land 
under the desert-land act, but I cannot make sure that it is desert land. 
The largest number of sheep owned here by any one man is about 16,000 or 17,000. 
They herd in bands of about 3,000. I think there are about 150,000 sheep in tbe Terri-. 
tory and about 300,000 cattle. Sheep average about $2.25 per head, mixed breed, cots-
wool and merino. We have scab here but ·no hoof rot-the alkali cures the latter. 
We treat the scab with sulphur, lime, tobacco, corrosive sublimate, carbolic acid, &c. 
I know very little about the timber. I do not think it should be sold. I think it 
should be reserved for actual settlers. We have some coal here within 12 miles of 
Helena. Near my range on the Dearborn there is some that is of fair quality. I 
think there is enough to supply this region. There is some coal on the Dearborn near 
Eagle Rock. There are surface croppings. I once came upon some which I supposed 
to be an old camp :fire, but found it to be coal. 
In regard to mines, I think it would be much better if the law should remain as it 
is, bnt I think parties should be compelled to pay up. There is no land here that can 
be cultivated without irrigation, except in a very few cases, which are phenomenal. 
I think about one inch of flowing water to the acre is sufficient to raise a crop. 
No cattle or sheep men are fencing their ranges here. 
Testimony of R. D. Ha1Tison, assay office, Helena, Mont. 
R. D HARRISON, in oharge of the assay office at Helena, Mont., testified, September 
27, 1879, as follows: 
Grave questions, involving large interests, sometimes arise here in mineral matters. 
For instance, A discovers a mineral vein, locates his claim under the law, but does 
not take up a patent; stakes off his claim 600 by 1,500 feet, but does not do any more 
work for a while; yet he is within the law. B, in working near him, discovers that 
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A. is not on the vein-that is, he is not following the direction of the lode-and he dis-
covers a cropping, say 300 feet, from A's shaft dia.gonally, and he thereupon puts down 
his shaft and locates a claim and stakes it at 1,500 feet by 600, running diagonally 
to the surface of the side lines of A's claim. Then the question is, who is entitled to 
the ground from A's side lines to B's discovery shaft, for the reason that A is entitled 
under the law to his discovery vein, and to 1,500 feet following the vein, and to 600 
feet across the vein. 
Cannot A. now swing his claim around so as to take in part of B's claim and hold it 
under the law? There is a practical case in this country that I know of. I believe 
it has been tested in some State or Territory, and it has been carried to the Supreme 
Court of the United States; but I do not know how it has been decided. 
The diagram I now hand you will explain the situation and show the a,pplication. 
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I also hand you another diagram which explains itself. It is in relation to the rel-
ative location of railroad and government sections of land, 
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Sections 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9, of 40 acres each, t:1ken. Sections 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, of 40 acres each, 
taken under uesert land act. Sect,ions 1, 2, 3, 4, of 40 acres, desired to be located by same party and at 
the same time as 10, 11, l::l, 13, 14, 15, and 16, under the desert land act, but cannot for the reason that 
the subdivisions are not contiguous. 
The desirable water rights here are all taken up in the valleys in this immediate 
vicinity, and to bring water on the ground requires expensive ditches. 
I took up a range early in the spring under the desert-land act, and down there the 
water is all taken up for a long part of the year out of the Deer Creek, and this has 
heen an unusually dry season; conseqnently there has been a great deal of quarreling 
among the neighboni there about their water being scarce. 
Owing to tho scarcity of water some grain planted died for lack of water, and the 
neighbors quarreled over it. A grea,t deal of ill-feeling sprang up on account of one 
shutting off another's water supply in order to procure enough for himself. 
The theory is now that when a man takes up water rights he is entitled to the first 
right, or all he wants, and the next man is entitled to what that first man left, if he 
wants it, after the first is through. There is hardly any law here; it is merely custom; 
it is first come first servell. I think there ought to be a faw which would define each 
party's rights so far as the water is concerned. There was a case right there on the 
creek where a party on the head of it was located, a.nd he had so diverterl the water 
that it did not run back into the creek, and the rest of the people in the neighborhooc1 · 
tried to force him to do s~. 
I believe in the square location in mineral lodes. It will save or stop half the law-
suits in existeucc·. I believe in a general mining law for tlie United States, and I be-
lieve in the regii-tcr 11ncl receiver of the land office having jurisdiction over the timber 
and mineral land:,. Iu my official capacity I see a great deal of charcoal and wood, 
and I feel confident the parties who made it did not pay a penny for the timber used. 
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I think the original locations in mines ought to be filed in the district land offices. I 
think the government, th:rough its officers, should control all this land. 
For the year ending June ::!O, 1879, the production of the mines was about $2,500,000 
in gold and $3,000,000 in silver. I think there will be au increase next year, but it 
will depend entirely on the water; for placer-mining is slowly falling off, because the 
ground is being worked over and so much land is being held and not worked. I 
think a man ought to be compelled to pay for a placer:mine a,nd work it. 
I estimate that the yield for the next year will be $3,000,000 in gold and $3,250,000 
to $3,500,000 in silver. I think the estimates heretofore made have been high. 
Testimony of S. F. Hauser, preirident of the First National Bank of Helena, Mont. 
S. F. HAUSER, president of the First National Bank of Helena, Mont., testified at 
Helena, September 27, 1879, as follows: 
I am a mine-owner and capitalist; I have lived here sixteen or seventeen years. I 
have heard the statement just made by Mr. Holter, and I corroborate it in nearly every 
respect. I think he is wrong about these pasture lands. I believe in the pasturage 
homestead, and I believe in protecting the cattle settlers to the extent of their herds. 
It will prevent litigation, trouble, and fighting. I think the land is worth about 
'20 or 25 cents per acre. 
I do not think the increase of rain amounts to anything. I think it is absurd to 
build expectations upon an increase of rain. 
Testimony of L. H. Hershfield, Helena, Mont. 
L. H. HkRSHFIELD testified at Helena, Mont., September 25, 1879, as follows: 
I have lived in this country sixteen years, and I know all the country pretty thor-
·oughly. Those lands in the Territory that cannot be irrigated, of course the best 
-thing for them is to leave them just as they are, and leave them to the stockmen. I 
think, if they must be sold, I woul<l allow each man to take lands to the extent of his 
herd. If the government retains possession of the land, and permits the stockmen to 
use it, I do not see any difficulty about it. There is a difficulty if men are permitted 
to buy it in unlimited quantities. Then the large man will have all he can possibly 
get, by buying, borrowing, or stooling. He will certainly get it all some way, if you 
allow him to purchase it. I would not lease it. I would let the land be in possession 
of the government, just as it is now, and the government ought to decide what is the 
character of these lands. All our high lands in the 'ferritory, even the second-bench 
lands, would be grazing lands, and all below that would be irrigable lands. 
It is a very serious question for the government to determine what these lands are; 
they are being consumed too rapidly; and whereas all these lands are held in trust by 
the government for those who come after us, it should protect them and guard them 
well and not allow any primogeniture-the first son to get all there is. Our lands are 
all good ; for instance, the whole tract of land that lies around here. It takes con-
.siderable money to get a ditch on that land, but the time will come when a colony 
will form here and, by putting the water on this land, fully utilize it. I know of just 
such a place now. It will be a pity to dispose of that land under the desert-land act · 
or any other act. Leave it to those persons who want to make homes of it. It is not 
necessary to survey it. Just leave it the way it is, holding it under possessory rights. 
If a person has 50,000 or 60,000 head of cattle, occupying a region 100 miles square, 
his cattle will herd in one direction, another man's cattle would herd in another por-
tion within the same boundary; but if you go to work to establish metes and bounds 
for cattle ranges, other stock coming there would be trespassers, and the occupant 
would have the right to exclude them, because he would want to keep his grass fresh, 
and where would you be if you adopted a law of that kind V 
They have land in Colorado now, and in this Territory, that is unfit for agricultural 
purposes even if you could get water on it. Take all that northern part of Colorado 
lying east of what we call the" cut-off" from Denver north. Take it along the Bijou, 
although the country is very good pasture land, at the same time it is unfit for agri-
cu] tural purposes. 
Now they are taking up land in the Yellowstone, under the desert-land act, which 
is not desert land. That is an injust ice to the people who will come to settle on these 
lands. I would repeal the desert-land law for a country like this; but there are 
portions of the country, down on the Gila, that it would apply to. I am not in favor 
of the pasturage homestead. I would let the present law apply. Let the govern-
ment encourage these pasturage interests, but do not dispose of the lands, but let the 
government own them and the people hold them by a possessory title. The land is 
now held by mutual consent, and it is well enough. 
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I do not favor the·selling of these arid lands. If surveye<l and put in the market 
they ought not to be sold for more than 12½ cents per acre, and if they were sold I 
would limit the amount of each settler to 5,000 acres. 
In this matter of land the timber shoul<l be carefully considered. There are two 
evils resulting from the destruction of the timber; not only the destruction of the 
timber itself, but the change of climate which it produces. I do not know what 
suggestions to make on this subject; it is a very serious question. 
There is another law that should be enacted and a very severe penalty attached for 
any person who sets the timber on :fire. It would not be a bad idea to survey the 
timber in tracts of 160 acres, and reserve to the government each alternate section. 
It will take a thousand years to put this timber back when once it is destroyed. It 
is a matter of great importance. We lose timber, and we lose our rain. I think it 
will be better for the district land department to have charge of the timber. 
The great fault with the placer-claim law is that it does not limit individuals to 
a given area, and does not force him to work it. That is the chief abuse. A per-
.son ought to be limited to the number of claims they are entitled to, and the matter 
regulated in the same manner that pre-emption and homestead locations are. As 
the law stands now a man can take up a piece of land here, and another piece there, 
and there is no limit to the number of claims a person can enter. They do n0t work 
these claims, but just hold them for speculative purposes. In such cases the law 
should compel them to work the claims. They do not have to pay on the placer 
claims, and they do not do it. I am in favor of the government being very geuerous 
to placer men; allow them to get one piece of placer land, to make the selection of it, 
but that is all, and then they should lose their right just as they now do in agricul-
tural land cases. I think that the interests of the public and the government would 
be subservetl by permitting agricultural and irrigable lands, such as there are iu Mon-
tana, to be taken un<ler the present system of location in tracts of 160 acres nuder pre-
emption and homestead filings, and do away with tho desert-land act gi-ving 640 acres, 
the second-bench lauds to be h~ld in common for pasturage purposes. 
Testimony of Anthon M. Holter, lum,ber and cattle dealer, Helena, Mont. 
ANTHON M. HOLTER testified at Helena, Mont., September 27, 1879, as follows: 
I have been in Montana sixteen years. My business is that of a lumber, machine, and 
cattle dealer. My principal business is lumber and hardware. I have three mills. 
One mill is located on Three-Mile Creek, in this count,y, ancl I bave another mill in 
Jefferson County, and I ha,ve half an interest in another mill in Jefferson City, and 
also a, half interest in another mill in Jefferson County. We aro prohably the largest 
lumber dealers in the Territory. We cut the timber from the public lands. I have 
no title and no land from which we cut the timber. We pay the stumpage. A timber 
agent named Nolan, appointed by the Commissioner of the General La,ntl Office in the 
winter of 1877-'78, gave us notice that he had to seize our material which we had 
cut. The agent gave us no chance to pay for it. He put a man in chargo of the 
lumber here, and at the time I went to see Mr. Anderson, the district attorney ; be 
seemed to be considerably in sympathy with us, and advise<l settlement, but, did not 
know on what terms it could be settled, and wanted me to make a proposition. It 
went on £.om day to day. I saw him a good many times, and he advised me not to 
telegraph my Congressman; but I ditl send several dispatches, and got answers to 
some of them. He did not make any proposition to me to settle the matter, and I 
<lid not want to make any proposition. He told me from day to day that the mat-
te-!.' could be settled. He wante<l me to call at his office. He said the matter could 
be settle'], but did not say just how. This lasted for thirteen weeks from the time 
our lumber was seized, an<l stopped us doing business. This was much to our injury 
and detriment. Of course a complaint was in court, but there was no indictment. 
Before it came to trial a proposition was made by the attorney. His first was that 
we could settle it if we would pay $10 a thousand feet. We sell the lumber at from 
$18 to $25 per thousand. At that time we were selling it for less than that. He 
wanted us to pay $10 per thousand taxes on that, bnt after correspondence with 
Major Maginnis, the distrfot attorney then said he had instructions to settle it for$2 
per thousand feet. We paid that amount, and that settled it. Besides that we paid 
the costs in the case. It did not injure us so much, as it was in the winter time1 hut 
it cost us between $1,000 and $2,000. • 
I am well acquainted with the timber larnl in Montana. It is Georgia pine, spruce, 
hemlock, and yellow pine. There is no hard wood in the Territory. There is some coal 
bere uot yet tleveloped, but I think there is not enough to supply the people with fuel. 
A great deal of the timber is of small growth. It is not profitable to manufacture into 
lumber, but it is good for fuel. Not more than one tree in every thousand of the tim-
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ber here is fit for lumber. The timber hero is of slow growth, as near as I can judge 
of t,he age of a tree. I counted one tree this summer, which was 20 inches in diameter, 
and which bad 140 rings. The rings were close together. ·where the timber is entirely 
cut off, in the new growth it makes a vast difference whether the large trees are culled 
out from where these young trees are growing. We hardly find a large tree for saw-
logs but what it is rotten inside. That shows that it grows to a certain age and then 
dies. Pine occurs more heavily than spruce, and there are very few trees that we cut 
2 feet in diameter but what are rotten, more or less. Eight out of ten of them are much 
damaged from this cause. A great many timber trees are left standing because they 
are damaged. I think the average age of spruce and pine here is about two hundred 
years; that is, to the best of my knowledge; I cannot say accurately. I have seen 
spruce trees here occasiona1ly 4 feet across, but I do not know bow old they were. 
They are not made use of for any purpose; they cannot be cut into cord wood and are 
not fit for lumber, because they are too knotty. When the timber is cut off it repro-
duces itself. There is considerable undergrowth here tllat is growing np into trees. 
The great dearth here is because there is so little proportion of timber that is fit to cut 
into lumber, because where the timber grows large enough for lumber the trees do not 
grow thickly. If it was protected it would grow into fine lumber trees. If thetimber 
was not being destroyed I do not think the timber land would increase, even if there 
was no cutting out, and burning or destruction. 
I think the timber of the Territory is getting its maximum of growth. I think all 
the timber that would grow is grown and is growing now. My reason for that is this: 
When I first came to the Territory it seems to me that vast fires were more numerous 
then than now. Lightning does not seem to strike the trees now as it used to do. 
Since the country has become settled we are able to control small fires in the timber 
before making headway. The other clay a fire got out somewhere in the timber; my 
men at the saw-mill stopped right at once and worked until they put the fire out. If 
jt bad not been that there was a settleruent near, that fire would have destroyed much 
timber. l think that settlement in Montana has had a beneficial effect upon the tim-
ber by preserving it from fires. It seems to me a hard question to decide what shall 
be done with this timber. I have thought of it for years past. I have spoken to the 
United States marshal on this subject for the last ten years often, but l really have 
not been able to mature any plan yet. I <l.o not see how the government c:1n put it 
into the market, for this reason: that there are only two things that timber will be 
use<l. for, one for fuel, and the other to cut up into lumber for mining an<l. building 
purposes. This is all it will be used for. 
The plan upon which the business has been conducted is like this: A. man who bas 
a saw-mill gets the timber adapted for his mill. The choppers who go into the woods 
cut for both lumber and fuel. 'fhey cut over a piece of ground, leaving for fuel what 
is not wanted in the mill. The timber that is fit for saw-mill lumber is so scattered 
that when a man plants a saw-mill he generally has to go miles and miles, and take 
here and there, and allow the rest of the timber to stand. A man cannot bny a large 
amount of timbered land anywhere near enough to supply his sa,w-mill. On my land 
in Missoula County the timber grows in thicker bodies. I would rather buy the logs 
of indivi<l.uals than to bunt them up. 
Question. If the land was sold by the government to in<l.ivicluals, to be their prop-
erty for the purpose of cutting the logs, would they not care for the timber more than 
if they 'Were allowed to camp here and there as they are now f-Answer. No. My 
reason is this: Probably farmers would be compelled to buy land for fencing-, &c. 
Now, they live miles awaJ'• They cannot pre-empt it because the live clown in the 
valleys, and timber speculators would step in and buy it, and other classes of men who 
do not lay out at night to watch fires. I think it i8 impracticable to sell the timber 
lan<l., but I have no plan to suggest as to the clispositiou of it. I think if the govern-
ment charges in any way, shape, or manner for cutting wood, that it should be left 
1nincipally to the land office here. I do not see that the land office here should not 
have charge of the matter. I do not make this statement for the purpose of avoiding 
the payment of any just dues to the government. I am willing to pay, but there is 
one thing I will object to, and that is t.his: When a saw-mill man wants to put up a saw-
mill ,lllJ'wbere he must keep us quiet as possible, simply for this reason, that some man 
will go in ahead of him and cut the lumber down, put his own marks on it, aml make-
the saw-mill man pay his price for it. It is the usage here that the man who fells the 
tree owns it. Tlley go ahead. of the mi11 man and fell the trees and own them. There 
was a grove of timber about 25 miles from llere that was cut down two or three years 
ago. lt amounte<l. to l>etween 400,000 and 500,000 feet of splenditl. lumber. The tim-
uer has been lying there ever since and not sawed up into lumber. It is not rotten 
yet, but it has not done it any good to lie there. This last spring I bought the timber 
of the parties who cut it. They did not pay any stumpage to the government to cut 
it; and this is where I do not think we were rightly served when we lmd to pay the 
stumpage for those trees. We paid out to the men who cut them clown. 'l'he parties 
who cut the timber ought to be compelled to pay the stumpage, aucl not the purchaser. 
We bought this lumber last spring. We are sawing it up now. We would rather have 
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taken the trees st.::mding because it makes better luwber. It is the u:::.mtl process here 
to fell timber and then holll it. 
Mr. Brown started over in these hi1ls beyond, down on the Benton Ridge, and cut a 
few hundred thousand feet; that is, cut the trees down. He tried to sell the trees to 
us after cutting them, but we were not in shape to buy them at the time, and ho tried 
to sell them to others. I offered to lease him a saw-mill i.f be would saw it into lum-
ber and bring it into town, amt I would then buy it of him ; but we never made any 
bargain. That was five years ago. It was good lumber, the trees probably averaging 
150 years old. I think there was about 400,000 feet of lumber. He finally succeeded 
in getting a man to go in there with a saw-mill, and they sawed a portion of it and 
then they separated, and the rest of the lumber is lying there now. I do not see any 
reason why the lumbermen should not be compelled to pay a license just like men who 
are manufacturing whisky. If the register and receiver had charge of the timber 
land in this district they would know the lands that have been mapped by the sur-
veyor, and would know where the timber lands were that were fit to cut for lumber, and 
they would give a license to the proper mill men to cut the timber on the publie lands, 
and the mill men could show them where the timber was located that they wanted 
to get. In that way they could control the destruction of the timber on the public 
lands. If the government desires to make money out of the timber I think that would 
be as good a plan as can be suggested. I think the question of timber ought to be 
settled as soon as possible ; but, whatever is clone in that respect, I think t!iese people 
should have due warning beforehand, for this reason, that cord-wood or timber is sold 
just as though it was seasoned. The parties dealing in it are not making any money 
because they are getting it for notbing, and competition is just as great as it is in 
merchandise. The license would have to be paid by the people, and it would make no 
difference to the dealers. 
Q. Has there been any timber planted here t-A. I do not know of a11y timber 
planted in this Territory. I do not think timber culture would be a success in Montana. 
Q. Have the rains increased since you have been here f-A. I think the rains have 
increased to some extent. 
Q. What kind of country do yon consider Montana to be !-A. I have been pretty 
well over Montana, and I consider it a grazing and mining country. All the laud has 
to be irrigated that is used for agriculture. Agriculture is profitable here, more than 
in the States I think, because of the markets. I think that one-twentieth is a very 
heavy estimate for the irrigable land in Montana. The country is largely pasturage 
because of the grass, and I think the wealth in the future will probably be cattle and 
sheep. I think the sheep and cattle question is pretty well settled here now by com-
mon consent. If the country belonged to me I would sell all I could of it. I think it 
will be well to allow a man to take as much land as be bas stock. I am not much of 
a stockman, but I think there should be some system whereby the present actual set-
tlers could be protected. We liave had some little forerunner of trouble in regard to 
the water rights. I do not think we have any system of water rights here. There is 
nothing that is really settled. Tliis summer we entered some land down here, and just 
as the grain was growing and we wanted the wa,ter, somebody else came and cut a ditch 
and took the water. The strongest man usually gets it. The rainwatt:lr bas increased 
slightly, but I have not seen any more acres cultivated because of the increase of rain. 
There have been seasons that were favorable to raising crops without irriga,tion, but 
ruore that were not. 
Q. Have you any interest in mining or any suggestions to make concerning mining 
matters f-A. I am a large mine owner and locator of quartz lodes. I think it will be 
well to have a square location in mines. It would stop litigation and quarrels. I am 
afraid though that the square would not operate well in lode mines. Some suits have 
originated from the difficulties of ascertaining what is the true apex of a, lode. I 
think the whole business of locating mines ought to be done in the district land office. 
There is one thing I forgot to speak of about timber. It has been the practice here 
to some extent to try to hold timber under mineral claims. They all go to ·the mining 
recorder's office, anu get entries to lands simply for the purpose of holding the timber. 
Whatever is uone to the timber, I think the timber rights ought to be separate from 
the mineral. In cases of real mineral location I would give the locator the timber on 
t,he top of the claim for mining purposes. Where there is timber on a mining location 
that is not previously located the timber should go with the land, but where there is 
a previous claim to the timber that claim should be respected. 
I think that the mining bws should be so amended that the attorney in fact could 
perform all the duties of the claimant himself, after the location bas been made. 
Simply by advertising sixty days a person is debarred from :filing an adverse claim; I 
do not think it is a good idea. I think a person ought to be notified personally as well 
as by publication. My brother on one occasion happened to see the publication notice 
in time to allow me to make an adverse filing, otherwise I would never have seen the 
notice and wonld ham ueen subjected to loss. I t];link it would be a good thing to clo 
away with all local laws aml use the United States laws. 
24L C 
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Testimony of James E. Kauoiise, Janner, Meagher County, Montana. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
CENTREVILLE, MEAGHER COUNTY, MONTANA, October 1, 1879. 
Pitblic Land Cormnission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEl\IEN: In reply to letter from Department of the Interior asking information 
upon subj~cts to be reported upon by your Commission, I have the honor to submit. 
the followrng: 
1. My present occupation is that of farmer and stock-grower. 
2. Have lived in Montana thirteen years. 
3. Have acquired government title to 160 acres land under pre-emption law. 
4. Have assisted many of my neighbors in matters connected with entry of their 
lancl under homestead, pre-emption, and desert-land acts. 
5. When land office was first opened at Helena, Mont., fees at the office for pre-
emption or homestead filing were from $7 in pre-empting to about $15 for homestead 
filing (uncontested cases). Think it bas always required about one year to get re-
turns from ·washington in matters connecteu with Land Department. 
The requiring a" non-mineral proof" has added largely to the expense of entering 
land. I look upon the requirement of publication of notice to miners a big item of 
expense; as totally unnecessary. In requiring non-minera,l proof the department has 
put the "cart before the horse" so far as the lands of Montana Territory are con-
cerned ; for they should all be deemed and held to be agricultural and pasturage lan<lil 
tlntil proven otherwise, and not rice rersa. 
The cost of a contest in the United States land office at Helena, where parties went 
from here, forty miles, with three or four witnesses each, that came under my observa-
tion wns about $200 for each contestant. Decision of land officers here was in favor 
of the actual settler, but on appeal to Washington he was counted out. 
In another instance a part;y made an entry under desert-land act of unoccupied desert 
land as defined by the act of Congress. Another party, coveting the land, filed a pe-
tition and affidavit with the land officer:: asking to contest the fact of the character 
of the.land as desert land. The party making entry having no money to spend in 
contesting, withdrew filing and filed a pre-emption on 160 acres same land. The 
other party (No. 2) then made . application to enter the same lan<l. under homestead 
act. (Application entertained and trial ordered uy local land officers at Helena.) 
To avoid expense party No. 1 sells out to No. 2 for nominal figure. Such cases would 
seem to indicate some defect in the working of the law under the rules of practice 
laid down by the Land Department at Wasllington. It would seem that opportunity 
might be accorded to whom it might concern, npon the- original filing of a notice of 
intention or settlement, that snch settlement once made of reca,·d at the land office 
should bar the receiving of applications to enter the same land by other parties 
until the expiration of the time allowed by law within which to make final entry. 
7. The pnblic lands of Montana may be divided generally into mountain and valley 
lands, or perhaps a better division would be to say mountain, foot-hill, and valley 
!ands. Valley lands vary in ,,idth from 1 to 4 miles generally, and lie contiguous to 
t,he larger streams of the Territory. Au exception is Judith Basin, estimated by one 
of my neighbors at 150 miles in width. This class of ]ands is never mineral, and is 
always agricultural and pastoral-can think of no exception. Have seen most parts 
of the Territory, but never saw an instance where such lands bad any timber, with the 
exception of a fringe of cottonwood on the islands an<l. banks of the largest streams. 
The foot-hills lie between the valleys and monutains proper. They are pastoral lands, 
and whenever they present a level surface (with such grade that irrigation will not 
wash away the soil) and a supply of water for irrigatiou can be obtained they are agri-
cultural. They have no timber beyond a few scrubby cedar. Think exceptions to last 
statement occur principally in Missoula County, where all timber, and particularly 
cedar, does most abound. The beds of small stream8 and gulches, before they debouch 
from the foot-hills, also the" bars" formP,<1 on the sides of snch gulches, are sometimes 
gold-bearing-instance: Bannack (Grasshopper Creek), Virginia City (Alder Gulch), 
Diamond City (Confederate Gulch), Helena (Last Chance Creek), and most if not all 
placers. The towns themselves are situated on what I haye denominated as mountain 
land, but the pay dirt extends from thence to the foot-Lill lands, as described. 
Mountain land is timber land, except when laid bare by fires. It, is not agricultural 
and is not pastoral. Upou it are found ledges of goll1, silver, iron, &c. It is mineral 
land. Upon it snow falls deep in winter, wit,h rain in summer, when at the same time 
the roads of the va11ey 10 miles away are dry and dusty. 
8. By general rule. 
9. Don't know that I entirely understand this question, but think that all valley 
and foot-hill land should be surveyed ttnd plats filed in land office as soou as practica-
ble. Reason: All valley and much foot-hill land is filling up with homes of perma-
nent settlers. See no immediate necessity for the survey of mountain land further 
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tban the running of such li nes across the ranges as may be necessary for surveyors 
n h ll rveying mines or organized mining districts. 
10. Think present system a good one. The desert-land act, in wise hands, might be 
runc.:h improved. No suggestions prepared. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1 and 2. For reply to questions 1 and 2, please see Straborn's book, "Resources of 
Montana." Creeks are usually high at commencement of irrigating season, but fail 
by Jnly when water is still needed. 
3. None. 
4. All such land as I have previously spoken of as "agricultural." Estimates of its 
amount vary from 16,000,000 to 25,000,000 acres. 
S. Wheat, oats, and barley are the principal crops. All hardy vegetables do well. 
6. Seventy-five inches of water, measured under a 4-inch pressure, will irrigate 100 
acres of gmin in an ordinary season, giving the land three wettings. 
7. In this immediate section (Missouri Valley, Meagher County) supply of water is 
obtained principally from small creeks fl.owing from Belt Mountains to Missouri Ri.ver 
Valley. A few ditches are taken from the Missouri River. The latter are expensive. 
8. J<,rom observation and experience, think irrigation adds to the fertility of soil. A 
few farms have been located some 10 milea from the valley, close to the timber line on 
the mountains. Have raised fine crops. Should think the altitude close to 5,000 feet, 
or some 1,200 liigher than the valley. 
9. All water turned into irrigating ditches is exhausted. An act passed at last ses-
sion of legislature requires prior appropriators of water to turn same back into main 
stream when not needed by them for irrigating purposes upon notice from parties next 
in order of priority that the water is needed by them. 
Hl. The water supply from small streams (where ditches could be made at slight ex-
pense) is all claimed, though early iu the season there is a large surplus. In some lo-
calities the first settlers recorded at county clerk's office their claims to so many inclies 
of water, in others they made no "record." The right of priority in claim and use of 
water was usually recognized among the settlers; laws since passed upon the subject 
of "irrigation and water rights" have been indefinite and unsatisfactory in many res-
pects and wbile it is a subject of vital importance to the people of an irrigating coun-
try there is no subject the legislation upon which is involved in so much obscurity and 
douut . An act of Congress is needed defining "rights" hereafter to be acquired and 
de tining and requiring proof of and the placing upon record of all" rights" acquired 
before the passage of a law on the subject. 
11. A low stage of water during the summer usually brings in its train more or less 
litig}ttion upon this subject. 
12. About four-fifths of land in this valley, having no water, is :fit only for pasturage. 
1:3. I doubt the wisdom of allowing settlers to enter land in larger tracts than is au-
thorized by present laws. 
14. It is not advisable. 
lf>. ·whenever the cattle number more than one head to 5 acres the range soon be-
comes eaten out. This section does not differ materially from others in the Territory. 
16. One hundred head, if they subsist solely by raising beef for market. 
17. Making a, rough guess, would say from eight to ten head. 
18. The present season there bas been no rain and growth of grass has diminished. 
A. very wet season would make the range as good as ever. 
19. No, no. 
20. No. 
21. There are good-sized creeks from six to ten miles apart furnishing an abundance 
of water for stock. 
22. Can't answer from my own knowledge, but should think about four head. 
23. Think answer to question 18 will apply here. 
24. They will not. ' 
25. Cattle men complain that they are compelled to move their herds when sheep 
are brought uppn the range they occupy. 
26. In 1878, cattle in the county numbered 30,520 head, and sheep 34,617 head. My 
estimate now would be one-half more cattle and double the sheep. Sheep are herded 
in flocks of 500 to 2,000 or 3,000 head; cattle are never herded. 
27. No suggestions except as to timber and timber lands. 
23. The survey lines sometimes have jogs of 3 or 4 rods in them and in some few 
places corners are hard to find. I also notice in many places that the only mark for a 
corner is four shallow holes in the ground; these in a year or two will be completely 
obliterated. 
TIMBER. 
1. The only timber land is on the tops of the mountains, in this section should think 
tJhe proportion a.bout one acre to 100 acres of other land, and of the area named less 
than one-tenth is suitable for any use except fire-wood; kinds of timber are pine and :fir, 
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2. None planted. 
3. I would have title retained by United States. Allow actual settlers to cut timber 
for all purposes except speculation, provide that all title or right to all timbers cut 
and left as they fall or piled shall if they are not hauled or used within one year re-
vert to the United States and be subject to appropriation the same as standing timber; 
it would tend to prevent speculation in and a gi-eat waste of timber (fence-poles piled 
and left in the timber will rot in two years). 
4, 5, 6, and 7. Enact stringent laws wit.h regard to setting out :fire on the ranges or in 
the timber. 
B. The most valued of timber by the agricultural population are the places known 
as "pole grounds," where poles suitable for fencing grow in dense thickets. The cus-
tom bas been upon the discovery of one of these places for a number of settlers (any 
one desiring to) to turn out with teams and make a road to the place for wagons and 
then to cut and pile such timber as they estimate they will need for a year or two. 
Their right to the felled timber is recognized by local custom. Much timber is wasted 
in this way. 
9. I think they would be, but it should be borne in mind that United States district 
land officers as a rule are changed every few years, and their places :filled by men hav-
fog no previous training for the position, often young clerks or "men about town" 
who have been of service to an M. C. but who have no peculiar :fitness to act in a 
judicial capacity. These remarks will also apply to question 20, under head of "Lode 
claims." 
Not being a practical miner my answers to questions npon mining subjects would 
necessarily be founded upon hearsay to a great ext ent. This, together with want of 
time at present, must be my excuse for closing. 
I am, gentlemen, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAS. E. KANOUSE. 
1estimony of Walter McDermott, 'mining engineei·, Lewis and Clarke County, Montana. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
Answers to questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
1. \Valter McDermott; residence Belmont Mine, Lewis and Clarke County, Montana; 
occupation mining engineer. 
2. Have resided as above for one year and a half. 
3. Have located and recorded several mining claims as agent for others under the 
gene.cal mining law of May 10, 1872; and as attorney for others have executed all work 
and papers necessary to the obtaining of United States patent for two mining claims 
and three mill-site locations. 
4. The opportunities offered in inspecting mining properties and titles and othel-
professional work in Colorado, Utah, and Montana. 
6. Am familiar only with practical working of laws relating to mineral land, and 
defects observed under subhead '' Lode claims." 
LODE CLAIMS, 
1. Experience in Colorado, Utah, Dakota, and Montana, inspecting and reporting 
on value of gold and silver mines, and in managing same. 
2. Chief defect in present laws as to lode claims, and origin of nearly all litigation 
within my experience and knowledge, is the false assumption that mineral deposits 
are regular in form and character, occurring solely as a conventional "true fissure 
vein," and therefore contained within well-defined and easily ascertained boundaries. 
A large proportion of the most valuable mineral deposits of the West cannot lly any 
means be described as fissure veins; and the attempt to do so in order to apply the 
present mining laws leads to such inconsistencies as the defining of a great bed of 
limestone a "lode" within the meaning of the law; and the opposite statement that a 
detached body of mineral within the same bed is also a vein or lode. No law based 
on any ideal form of vein or deposit can ever be flexible enough to cover the many 
di:ffereut forms of the occurre.nce of mineral; and any law, as the present, so based 
must be necessarily fruitful of litigation and injustice. 
4. I understand by the term "top" or "apex" of a lode that portion of the lode along 
its course wllich outcrops to the surface, or, if'' blind," which comes nearest to the sur-
face of the earth. Neither the apex, course, nor dip of a vein can alwa;ys be deter-
mined in the early openings. 
5. The intended rights of a discoverer are therefore in cases curtailed by such failure 
to determine above points. 
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6. Within my knowledge litigation bas grown out of this. 
7. I have known of such cases. 
9. I do not l)elieve outcrops of "lopes," in the proper sense, to be often if ever wider 
than present legal width of claims under general mining law; but taking the modern 
,comprt·hensivo definition of the legal" lode," which may be stretched to cover a strata 
of rock several thousand feet in thickness, it is likely to occur. 
10. I know of no case, but can readily conceive it with certain surface contours. 
11. To the disadvantage. 
rn. Many disooverers of rich veins and their assigns are. The attack is frequently 
directed to the portion of the vein dipping beyond the side lines. 
14. In ruy opinion it is utterly impossible. 
19. All district mining laws and customs could be at this date very advantageously • 
abolished, and a general comprehensive law introduced in place; but if district rec-
ords be abolished certain undeveloped unsettled portions of the West will be without 
facilities for the first discoverers of mineral to obtain titles by the preliminary step of 
recording. In all settled districts the United States land officers could with advantage 
to the public keep all mining records. 
21. I would make surface lines vertical in depth the true and only boundaries; ev-
erything within the four sides on surface or to any depth the property, undisputed, of 
the owner of the claim, with no right to work beyond vertical planes drawn through 
the surface lines. It would be necessary to increase the present width to perhaps 800 
feet in order on flat dipping veins or beds to give sufficient depth for working, with 
the right to take the location on surface either wholly on one side of the vein or part 
on one side and part on the other. There should be more stringent laws as to the proof 
of a vein being actually discovered before record is permitted. The recording under 
,, affidavit of discovery should secure possession to the locator for a short period neces-
sary to prove the course and dip of the vein or nature of the deposit, say ten days, by 
which time he should be obliged to distinctly mark the four corners of his claim, and 
no subsequent change of boundaries be permitteu, unless the claim is too large as found 
by regular survey. No arrangement can be made to absolutely secure a first discoverer 
from locating a claim partially to his own loss, since the natnre and run of some de-
posits take years of work to find out, and later locators have their rights. In regard 
to the extension on the dip of a vein already located, the record and locatiun should 
be made avowedly as an "extension on the dip," and in such case proof of a vein ex-
isting being impossible, the point of representation by bona-fide sinking and exploring 
should be enforced somewhat as in the case of a " tunnel right" under the present 
general law. No claims should lap on surface, and in such case, with vertical planes, 
no litigation could occur in working below. • 
22. Considering the expense of obtaining patent,, the poverty of ruany prospectors, and 
the fact that in many places they can do representation work required though unable 
to meet the outlay for patent, the limiting of possessory title would work some injus-
tice and lead to the custom of letting titles lapse and relocating to evade tlJe law. The 
benefits at present attending a patent as compared with possessory title are sufficient 
inducement to insure the change from one to the other whenever the property con-
-eerned is of any real value. An immense majority of mining locations are perfectly 
worthless; but in this connection I would suggest the necessity of some regulation to 
prevent the custom of avoiding bona-fide representation work by relocating property 
directly after the expiration of the legal limit within which such representation work 
has to be done. 
Testimony of J. H. Moe, register of the land office at H elena, JJion t. 
J. H. MOE, register of the land office at Helena, Mont., testified, September 24, 18i9, 
as follows: 
So far as the voluntary relinquishment of cancellations is concerned I think it :;,houlcl 
be done here in this office; in fact, all cancellations ought, I think, to be done here; 
it woulu certainly expedite the business of settlers. I think the register and rece•iver 
should have more authority than they now have; I think they ought to be permitted 
to snbpmna witnesses and perpetuate testimony. 
I favor the abolishing of the mineral recorders and putting their business under the 
district land office, provided that a prnper compensation be allowed. 
I think the timber land should be surveyed and sold. From my knowledge of the 
tiruber lands in this country, I should say it should not be sold in tracts to exceed :320 
acres. If they were permitted to buy it, I would allow them to do as they pleased 
with it afterward; I should charge not less than $2.50 per acre. When I sold a man a 
mine I would sell him all the timber on the ground and give him jurisdiction over it. 
I don't think the district land office ought to have anythmg to do with depredations 
on the timber land; they are not in a position to attend to it, and it should be done by 
the United States district attorney; I think it should be attended to by other parties. 
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I think there should be some method devised by which the decisions of the General 
Land Office could be communicated to the different district land offices. It takes too 
long to obtain a patent to agricultural land; sometimes it takes a year and sometimes 
seven years to get a patent to agricultural land, and for mining patents it takes from 
sixty days to three years. 
In the matter of permitting the relinquishment of land, I think there are two sides 
to that question, I can homestead a piece here and keep it for five years, and I can 
go off and enter another one, and so on. In some instances this would injure the 
ground and in some other cases it would not, but when a man has completed his title 
I think it works evil to him. 
There is a case in Deer Lodge. A man with thirteen children lived on his land but 
did not file on it. After living there, I think, about six months or a year, his family 
were all taken sick. His wife died, and he came in here to make his filing perfect. 
After hearing the case I allowed him to make filing. He bad a certificate from the 
surgeon that his wife bad died upon this homestead, and the surgeon advised the re-
moval of his family ancl house about one hundred and fifty yards to higher ground. 
He built a house and lived there with his family and continued to improve this home-
stead all the time, had it fenced, cut hay, &c., and on this proof I allowed the filing 
entry, but sent it on to the department, and they set it aside, simply because he had 
not resided on the ground. This is a case where it work~ great iujury. The first 
filing of the declaration of homestead should not work forfeiture of the right. Notice 
of filing entry, I think, should be abolished immediately. I think that the forms of 
the Land Office could be immensely consolidated and condensed to the benefit of the 
public and department. 
Concerning pasturage homesteads, I am not clear about it. I would like to know a. 
little more about it before expressing an opinion. 
As regards the proposition that in the matter of land that cannot be irrigated the 
present homestead law sh·ould be extended to enable a man to take up three thousand 
or more acres, instead of one hundred and sixty, of this arid land for a pasturage 
homestead, I don't think favorably of the idea, for I think it could be disposed of to 
better advantage. The land ought to be disposed of in sections of 640 acres, sold at 
$1.25 per acre. The best you can do for a stockman is to enable him to get a home 
range, fot they will not buy the whole territory if they could. They will only buy 
enough to control certain water rights. 
In regard to the sale of these pastttrage lands, it might be well to sell them in small 
tracts, but I am not in favor of a pasturage homestead. 
There is much complaint about finding stakes and boundaries. It is owin~ to the 
decay of the stakeJI,nd the imperfect manner in which the work bas been done. I 
think it is not owing to the insufficient pay, but only to the slouchy work. This im-
perfect work was done before the reduction in the price of work. I think the reduc-
tion of pay has not tended to remedy this defect. I base my views in this matter on 
the reports and opinions of other persons. I wm give an instance. We found last 
week parties wanted to locate in the Judith district. They went down there to look 
for stakes and could not find any. They came back here and employed a surveyor for 
$100 for the trip and his expenses. These surveys were made in 1875 and you cannot 
find any of them at all. You would not h::i,ve expected to find any of the stakes placed 
by one of the deputy surveyors, but those put in by sorue of the other men you would. 
I think there should be some means of establishing permanent monuments at the cor-
ners of each section. 
Surveys are often made too far in advance of settlement. For instance, Judith dis-
trict was surveyed five years ago, an(\ there is not a settler in that district now. Thus 
the stakes become obliterated and the townships are of no use. vVe bad eleven town-
ships surveyed out here in the Muscle-Shell Valley, and there is not a filing on it. From 
the complaints I should not think they receive enough, but practically I have no 
knowledge concerning the matter. 
Question. Do you think that dnring the last two years the surveys have been made 
in advance of settlement f-A. I do not think that the bulk of surveys of the last two 
years have been made too far in advance of settlement. The surveys north of Butte 
were made, some of them, in accordance with instructions from the department. To 
have the survey extended down into Willow Creek would be needless. 
I do not think the desert-land act ought to be repealed, nor do I think that it bas 
been abused, and inasmuch as the homestead act contains a pre-emption clause, I do 
not know of any reason against repealing the pre-emption act. 
There is another point. I think the register and receiver ought to be allowed to 
take testimony, thus saving much loss and trouble to t,he settlers. I believe in ex-
tending the same rights to the final pre-emption as are extended under the homestead 
act. 
In placer claims I think there ought to be a limit to the final entry, but in lode 
claims I do not think so. 
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In the matter of the sale of delinquent rights in mines, we are governed by section 
2324 of the Revised Statutes. "\Ve have no local law on the subject. In connection 
with this local mining bm,iness I think the law ought to be amended so as to allow 
an adverse claim to be filed by the attorney in fact instead of b.v the person himself. 
The law should be so ameuded that the attorney in fact may be allowed to do every-
thiug-the notice of intention and posting included. It has been so here until this 
month and was never questioned. In certain cases before this office application was 
made by the attorney in fact on behalf of the parties, ihen absent in the East, to trans-
act the business of their clients. The Land Office at Washington attempted to set 
aside the action taken by the local office here, the Commissioner rnling that attorneys 
in fact could not appear for parties who were absent. I do not think the Secretary of 
the Interior will sustain the Commissioner's office in its ruling. 
There are no conflicts here between cattle and sheep men, although I know very lit-
tle about that. My opinion is only from hearsay. Neither am I familiar with the 
system of irrigation and its workings in this district. 
I think there should be more rulings made by the departments, and I think they 
could give better instructions. 
I know of no better way of disposing of the public land thm through the register and 
receiver. I think the preseut rectangular system of disposing of the land is simple 
and effective. 
1 think the register and receiver of the land offices should receive a salary instead of 
fees. 
The additional homestead act of March 3, 1879, should be amended, so as to allow par-
ties to take an additional homestead, though not contiguous to their original entry. 
There should be a register and receiver's fee of $6 in each case. 
The timber-culture entry act of June 14, 1878, should be extended to the Bitter-Root 
Valley lands. There is a separate cash entry kept of sales of those lands, and the pro-
ceeds go to the Flathead Indians. By the act of February 11, 1874, the homestead priv-
ilege was extended to these lands. 
As regards surveys, I think there is a point. Where there are no surveys between dis-
tant surveyed points, I think that the rectangular method should be used to locate points 
for the settler. I think there is oue such case now, where it will be necessary to run 20 
or 30 miles of cbaiu iu order to locate a point. 
Thne is another idea that, seems to me could be carried out. It is to have a portion 
of the appropriation of this district set aside for surveying those t:small fractional town-
ships which are outside of the regulation survey. 
There liave been 277 entries made since April 1, 1H77, and most of these were along the 
streams. If the square location will destroy litigation I am in favor of it. It would, of 
course, work a hardship to some persons. ,ve have 522 mines patented in this district. 
We have had 722 minera11ocations. There are 200 applications in this office from part,ies 
who have not made their final entries. This is owing to a defect of t,he mineral law, as 
that does not require miners to make their final proof in a specified time. 
In regard to placer claims, there is neither a United States nor Territorial law com-
pelling a man to complete the eutry. They file the a.pplication and leave it. We have 
about 100 placer-cla.iru applications. They ought to be compelled to make their final 
entry. They just make their claim and hold it. They do not work it. With lode 
claims it is different. United States law gives them possessory title, and if they do 
not choose to have a patent issue and get an absolute title they need not. It would 
be better for all parties if they were compelled to make final proof; but if a person 
chooses to hold it under a possessory title he can do so. It is absolutely impossible for 
a deputy surveyor to make accurate returns concerning the mineral charac~er of lands. 
He is better able to determine the character of the soil. A deputy surveyor sees a crop-
ping of coal, and on the strength of the cropping he returns all the land in the Yicinity 
as coal land. I think the best way to determine the character of the land is to deter-
mine its character when you make its final proof. 
I think the trouble regarding inaccuracies in survey maps is that the clerks are 
slouchy. They do not take the trouble to put down the topography as returned by 
the deputy surveyor. 
I think that about one-sixteenth of the lands in this district can be irrigated. A 
large portion of the lands surveyed in Montana are simply arid land. We have 490 
township plats in this district, and of these there are many of them that have not a 
settlement in them. That land should never have been surveyed and subdivided. 
Testimony of John T. Mnrphy, Helena, Mont. 
HELENA, MONT., September 26, 18i9. 
1. John T. Murphy, Helena, Mont.; merchant, miuer, and cattle and sheep raiser. 
2. Have lived in Montana Territory sixteen years. 
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3. Have filed on 640 acres land under the "desert-land act;" have not yet sought to 
acquire title. 
4. Know nothing as to the practical workings of land laws. 
5. Have no personal experience or knowledge. 
6. Am not sufficiently conversant to venture an opinion. 
7. The public lands of Montana are agricultural, pastoral, mineral, and timber lands, 
and by far the largest area being pastoral. · 
8. Believe that no general rule would answer for the whole Territory, nor do I think 
the several classes of land could be fixed as to character by geographical divisions. 
The pastoral lands in our Territory could bu defined very easily as being such lands 
devoid of water for irrigation, or very difficult and too expensive to put water upon 
them, and in not having any timber, or but little, upon them. The agricultural 
lands in Montana Territory, as a rule, lie contiguous to the pastoral lands, and either 
have water upon them already, or can have water put upon them at not too great cost. 
9. Concerning agricultural lands, I think the present system of parceling good 
enough. Pastoral lands, I think, should be disposed of by the government in larger 
parcels. 
10. Think the existing land system good enough, except in regard to the pastoral 
la.nds. These, I believe, would bring in a revenue to the government if put upon the 
market at a low price in large parcels; as now, under the present system, they are not 
settled upon nor located at the present price required for them, but are used by 
the stock owners, and without revenue to the United States, Territory, or county. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. The climate of our Territory is, in my opinion, good; the rainfall not sufficient in 
all years; length of the growing season short; snowfall not excessive; a fair supply 
of water in most sections for use on such lands as can be reached cheaply. 
2. From the 15th of May to the 15th of June generally, and in large quantity. Asa 
rule the greater supply of water comes earlier than when most needed for irrigation. 
3. A very small proportion, and that which can is cold land and no't good for culti-
vation on account of early frosts. 
4. Perhaps one-twentieth. 
5. Wheat, oats, barley, rye, and most of the vegetables. 
6. Am not sufficfontly informed. 
7. All the streams flowing into the Missouri River on the east side and the streams 
fl.owing into the Columbia River on the west side of the mountain&, 
8, 9, 10. Am not informed on these three subjects. 
11. Conflicts have arisen among the fa.rmers in the Prickly Pear Valley, Lewis and 
Clarke County, in relation to water rights during dry years. 
12. Fully three-fourths. 
1:3. To some extent perhaps, but limited; think not less than three thousand acres 
nor more than five. 
14. Think to actual settlers pastoral lands should be sold, and quantity not limited. ln. Think perhaps twenty acres in some sections of the Territory, and more in other 
sect.ions. 
16. Cannot answer, not knowing. 
17. Do not know. 
18. Think the growth of grass has diminished. 
19. Cattle ranges are not fenced ; do not think it safe to confine cattle in winter by 
fences on the range. 
20. The quality of herds could be improved by being confined to specific ranges, but 
the same result can be obtained on the range at large. 
21. The Crazy Mountains, lying between the Yellowstone and Musselshell Rivers, 
furnish the water for the range I allude to especially. 
22. Am not very well informed on this point. 
28. Think the growth of grass has diminished. 
24. Cattle do not like to graze on same lands with sheep. 
25. No conflicts have arisen between sheep and cattle owners on my range, there 
being as yet but few sheep there. 
26. On the Musselshell Range, Meagher County, I think there are 40,000 head of 
cattle and about 20,000 hea<l of sheep. Sheep are herded in flocks of about 2,500 head, 
and the cattle run at large ; there being perhaps forty owners for the 40,000 head of 
cattle and say six owners for the 20,000 head of sheep. 
27. Have none other. 
28. Do not know. 
TIMBER. 
1. The timber land is confined to the mountains. The different kinds of pine. 
2. No timber is planted. 
3. The timber lands in Montana Territory are on the mountains, and worthless ex-
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cept for the timber. Think these lands or the timber upon them should not be sold or 
leased, bpt left, free for the uses and benefits of the people at large, who are settled in 
the towiis and valleys, for the following reasons: If sold or leased only a few favor-
ably located tracts would be leased or bought, and these by speculators to sell to the 
miners and other settlers; while the great area of such lands would not be bought by 
any one, but would be used nevertheless, and without revenue to the government. 
5. The second growth, I think, is of same kind as now exists; growth slow. 
6. A great deal of timber is destroyed by :fire, and as a rule resulting from careless-
ness; think it next to impossible to prevent them entirely. 
7. Do not think timber has been unnecessarily wasted in our Territory. 
8. Am not informed. 
9. In some localities, yes; in others, no. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
While I own lode claims, I have too little ge·neral information on the subject to at-
tempt to answer the various questions. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN T. MURPHY. 
Testinwny of John T. Murphy, stock-1·aiser, Helena, Mont. 
JOHN T. MuRPHY, Helena, September 25, t-estified as follows: 
I have lived in the Territory since 1864, and I understand it pretty thoroughly. I 
am in favor of a pastoral homestead. I, with others, located on the Musselshell, where 
there are about 40,000 cattle, having about thirty owners. We range in the valley of 
the Musselsheli, on both sides, immediately north of the Crow reservation. The peo-
ple that we keep there are annoyed a great deal by bands of Indians wandering over 
there. They claim to be Crows and Gros Ventres. They are reservation Crows, but 
really live there on the river. They number over 1,000 ,~hen they are on the reserva-
tion. In the winter time when they want cattle they catch ours. This is not the 
worst of it. There are hostile Sioux Indians who come in there from British .America 
and from Fort Peck Agency. Whenever they are away from their reservation they 
.are hostile; they will steal horses and cattle. Right here, about the 12th or 13th of 
June, not more than eight miles from the corral, a band of Indians jumped two of our 
men and got everything they had and shot at them. Last winter they killed a good 
many cattle and ate them. It is a material matter and a fact that when the Indiar,s 
.are around there we don't know whether to allow them to come up in friendship or 
shoot at them on sight. I know of many people who have been killed in that way. 
The Crows are not supposed to be hostile; they are supposed to be friendly Indians. 
But that country is supposed to be white man's country, ancl they ought to be kept out 
of there; they should be located where they belong, on that reservation. The River 
Crows have never been placed on the reservation, and those who are on the reserva-
tion are never restrained at all; they let them leave the reservation. They carnpetJ at 
the mouth of the American Fork last year. It is not an uncommon thing to have men 
killed and nobody knows who did it. A ver.v large portion of that reservation. does 
them no good. It is not a game country, and they have not got to raising any cattle, 
so that they do not want it. They ought to be made to wear some uniform or some-
thing, so that we would know what they were. Right at the corral there came up a. 
baud of Indians who we did not know, but we supposed them to be Crows and Gros 
Veutres; but since then we have found them to be Sioux. Tue chances are that these 
Indians would have killed the whole party; but at the time we did not think about 
it, but supposed them to be Crows. They said that they were Crows. There was a 
negro with them, witli bis bands and feet off, and be said the Sioux Indians cut his 
hands and feet off when be was a boy, and the Crnws took him and raised him and 
be had been with thetu ever since. vVe learned since then that there never was such 
a pernon among the Crows. The Crow Indians never have anything to show who 
they are. 
Testimony of Benjamin Franklin Potts, governor of Montana Territory. 
BENJAMIN FRANKM:IN PoT'rs, governor of Montana Territory, testified at Helena, 
Mont,., September 27, 1!'.579, as follows: 
I should not think this was entirely au agricultural coautry. It is only agricultural to 
a 1:i1nited extent. There is no laud here that I can point to as really agricnltural land 
without irrigation. There has been crops raised here without irrigation, but they are 
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exceptional. I think one-twentieth for irrigable land is a liberal estimate. There is 
here much land on the mountains which is irrigable if you could get water on it, but 
this cannot be done. The bulk of the land is mineral and pasture in character. I be-
lieve that good farmers-I mean skillful ones-could raise all the agricultural products 
in this Territory, and that such products would sustain a ruillion of people. 
The timber lands are not now being so largely denuded of timber as they were. 
They bave never been trespassed upon to~the same extent :is in other Territories. Then 
the Indians very often set :fire to the timber, but now that they are on reservations the 
difficulty is somewhat removed. If they were kept there we would not have so many 
fires. Prospectors are more careful and they seldom set the timber on fire. Settlement 
here bas tended to protect the timber to a great extent. I think it ought to be sold or 
protected. I would survey and sell it. If the ownership was in individuals it would 
be better taken care of. There would be great difficulty in protecting this timber or 
in adopting a system that v.-ould protect th~ land. 
Private timber land will protect itl'!elf, but the difficulty is to protect the govern-
ment laud. In case alternate sections were sold, the settlers would take the government 
timber and preserve theirs. I think th(IIJ timber would be better protected if it were 
placed in the hands of the register and receiver. This thing of sending foreign tim-
ber agents around is very obnoxious to the people here. I think $2.50 per acre would 
be little enough for the timber land. There is enough timber here for the supply of 
the people for a long period. 
There is coal in the Territory, but it has not been very much developed yet. There 
is coal along the Missouri River, and there has been coal discovered here in the mount-
ains. • 
I t,bink the government had better sell t,be pasture lands, so as to protect the actual 
sett,lers and cattle raiserA. I favor the pasturage idea of 3,000 acres to each individual. 
If this country was divided up into homesteads of 3,000 acres it would sustain an enor-
mous population. The object is to provide for actual settlers. I think the sooner the 
question is settled the less difficulty there will be between the different interests of the 
country in the future. If the men bad large ranges they could move the sheep and cat-
tle from one part of the range to another, and thus keep the grass always in good condi-
tion. If a man owns his property he will take care of it and improve it; but if he is sub-
jected to inroads by other persons he will not do so. 
I think if these lands are worth anything they are worth 25 cents per acre. I should 
rather have the land sold outright than to have this method of living on it, and when 
they come to prove up they will lie about it and perjure themselves; so I think it would 
be better for the government and everybody else to sell the land at low rates. 
I think the general law of the United States ought to govern in all mining locations. 
And I think the recording of mining claims ought to be put in the hands of the register 
and receiver of the district land offices. 
Some years there is more rain than others; but probably the average for three years 
is not much greater than it was formerly. I do not believe in waiting on climatic 
changes to effect the sale of these lands. Lifo is too short for that. 
The great need of Montana is people. 
The theory of the government land system ought to be so it will meet the require-
ments of the most people. 
Agriculture pays for the number of people engaged in it; but farmers cannot sell the 
surplus they raise, for there is no outlying market at present. There is not enough 
people. Flour is cheaper here to-day than it is in Ohio. 
I think these Indian reservations might be curtailed with safety and the land used for 
settlers. 
The Crow reservation would make an empire as large as all France. About one-third 
of the Territory is taken up by Indian reservations. 'rhe area of the Territory is about 
143,000 square miles. The Crow reservation, the Blackfeet reservation, and the Flat-
head reservation are the best lands in the Territory, and I think they could be curtailed 
three-fourths and yet the Indians have plenty of ground. They are of no value to the 
Indians at all. There is·no game, and there is much more land than they will ever need 
to use for agricultural purposes. These Indians have. to be fed; these great reserva-
tions are great drawbacks to settlements. The Indians will not allow the settlers to 
drive their cattle, while on the way out of the Territory to a market, across t,he reser-
vations. In the winter Indians go out of their reservations and kill cattle. They are 
not kept upon their reservations, although they have a rule that the Indians are not per-
mitted to go off it unless on permission from the Interior Department. Whether the 
Interior Department gives them permission or not they go. 
There bas been a great deal of causeless litigation here. There is less now than here-
tofore, because the United States law applies here now. There are very few mineral 
districts made in here now. 
Sheep and cattle will, to a certain extent, range on the same ground. If the range 
is short, the cattle go off, while sheep can do better on a short range. 
I think it will take less than 30 acres to range one beef. .A. man can take 10 acres, 
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fence and sustain a beef, but oftener I think it will take 20. Five sheep, I think, are 
about equal to one beef. If sheep and cattle are put ou the same range, the 1:,hecp will 
eat the grass off very close, but you move them off on to another range, and in a short time 
the grass grows up, and the cattle come on where the sheep have left, and yon cannot 
get the cattle away from that range at all. It appears they prefer the grass growll up 
after the sheep have left to that on any other kind of ground. 
I do not think there is that conflict between cattle and sheep owners that people 
repre~ent. 
There is really no law here as to the water right. I think there are some laws, but 
tbe-y are all in a chaotic condition. The courts have been deciding this question again 
and again, until they are all at sea on it. I think it would be l>etter if there was a law 
of Congress on the subject. 
I would sell the timber separate from the mines, in order to save timber; but if a. 
man bas bought a mine, I think he should take the timber on Lis grounu. for the use of 
the mine. 
Settlers complain that there are no monuments or marks to indicate where the public 
survey is in three or four years after it is made. There is more land surveyed hero 
than can be sold for years to come. Land has been surveyed where it ought not to 
have been. 
I do not favor any change in the rectangular system. I think it is a good system >-
provided it is properly carried out. I think there are changes which, if made, woulu 
be a remedy to many little evils. I think the surveyor-general's office is a, good thing. 
The forms of the land office could be simplified and condensed, allll attorneys in fact 
should be allowed to do all that the claimant can after he makes his original location~ 
There is another thing. The whole system of acquiring title to the public land needs 
to be simplified, but with this circumlocution it is almost impossible for a man to get 
anything. 
There is another thing that ought to be done. This classification of the land should 
be more carefully made. If it is agricultural land and set down as mineral land an 
applicant is put to heavy expense to prove it is non-mineral in character. 
In considerat.ion of the fact that two or three railroads are coming in as rapidly as-
they can, I think these questions ought to be taken hold of by Congress and settled, 
as they will materially affect the prosperity of this country. 
I think the real wealth of the Territoiy is stock-raising, and the bunch-grass is worth 
more than all the mineral of the country. The hills are covered with it to the very 
tops. When I came here nine or ten years ago they did not raise any wheat ; they had 
to bring it all here. It was not believed that we could raise wheat that would make 
good bread. We had to pay $10 for a sack of 90 pounds in those days. We can grow 
all the cereals and I think can raise all of the fruits and a very fair crop of corn, while 
we beat the world on potatoes. 
The highest altitude of irrigable land is not more than 4,500 feet, but I think it; will 
take a great deal of ca,pital to irrigate these large bodies of land, and I think the gov-
ernment should assist irrigation in every possible way. 
Tl1ere is a tract of 5,000,000 of acres that conld be irrigated by aggregating capital or 
l,~, large companies. 
The manner in which placer claims are held here is all wrong. If a man makes a 
filing for a placer or lode claim he ou~ht to pay for it within a reasonable time. There-
ought to be some limit. The development of the best mineral portions of this country 
has been retarded by persons who have made placer claims just for speculative pur-
poses, and by not paying for and working them. 
Testimony of Franlc P. Sterling, 1·eceiver of the land office at Helena, Mont. 
FRANK P. STERLING, receiver of the land office at Helena, Mont., testified as follows:-
I have read the statement of Mr. Moe, and, with some exceptions, I concur in it. I 
do not concur with him in the matter of disposing of lands for pasturage homesteads. 
I think in certain localities these arid lands should be disposed of at a nominal price 
for pasturage purposes. I confirm the complaint made of bad work in the matter of 
locating stakes from my own personal observations. The number of applications that 
cowe into the department to amend homestead filings is evidence of the errors com-
mitted in the matter of surveys. 
We have a great deal of trouble in determining the non-mineral character of lands; 
anJ we have a great many such cases which cost the settler a great deal ofmoney-
from $15 to $25-whicb, of course, he has to pay. I see no way to determine the non-
mineral character of lands except hy receiving testimony on th.a.t point. It is all 
guesswork except where testimony is taken. 
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Testimony of Rowell H. Mason, survmJor-general of the Territory of Montana. 
ROWELL H. MASON, surveyor-general of the Territory of Montana, resident at Helena, 
'testified, September 24, 1879, as follows: 
I have been surveyor-general for two years; I was appointed in October, 1877. I 
believe thoroughly in the rec..tangular system. I think it is the one best adapte(l t<~ 
the wants of the people and the most economical to the government in every way. I 
think that the ruling of the department-I do not know whether it is b.tsed upon law 
<>r not-that all lines of surveys should be discontinued at the point of their inter-
section with any military reservation, should be modified so as to permit the extension 
<lf base and standard and meridian lines through the reservation for the purpose of 
securing more perfect uniformity in the surveys. I think, too, that the entire country 
should be surveyed into townships, but perhaps not subdivided. (I may say here that 
I am giving you the ideas I have suggested in my annual report.) ' 
I believe in tbe value of topographical knowledge of the lands. This, again, would 
more than equal the cost, of surveying ; and in making these surveys the deputy sur-
V€'yor should return full field-notes. He should describe the land in a township, as far 
as practicable, and examine and classify it as to whether it is mineral, agricultural, 
arid, &c. He does not virtually do that now as fully as it should he done. For in-
·stance, a deputy in turning in his field-notes specifies the character of the soil as simply 
first, second, or third rate. Now, that classification should be increased, and it should 
' be defined as to what constitutes the first class, second class, &c. I think the classi-
fication can be reached through the deputies in subdividing. The field-notes of the 
de1mties generally are not of such a character that the surveyor-genernl will be able 
t<>judge of what lands should be subdivided. It might possibly be advantageous for 
two or more lines to be rnn so as to divide a township into quarters, for if tbat were 
-4:lone I think the classification could be made quite complete. ·where exterior boun-
<1.aries are run, if at the same time they run east and west and nortll and south lines 
through the townships iu subdivision, these lines would have been already run. 
Question. Do, or do you not, think that triangulation would be valuable in cases where 
mountains or large areas of useless grounds are involved '?-Answer. Yes; I certainly 
think so, if they were paid for it. The object would be accomplished just as much as 
if it were chained, without the cost of chaining. My idea is to keep up a complete 
and whole square system of surveys. The worthless tracts might be triangulated, so 
as to avoid chaining. I think that the whole country ought to be surveyed in some 
way or other. 'l'hese irregularities in the mineral surveys are due to the fact that the 
sur,"eyor has noilhing to tie to. 
I think that the rate of compensation for surveys should be increased. I would 
uggest for section lines $8, for township lines $10, and for meridian, standa,rd, and 
base lines $12. MeanderinJf lines should be the same as standard lines, for the reason 
that they are the most dirncult lines to run of any. You take meandering along a 
river and through brush. I have had a great deal of experience with them, during the 
last two years, in surveys along the Yellowstone. I have personally inspected a large 
number of these surveys, and I have been with a party when meandering, and have 
run lines, and I know many cases where there were 30 acres between two section cor-
nen.;, and sometimes as high as 64 acres. Now if the deputy surveyors could get the 
locu.~ of their contracts executed and could work wit,bout any delays or hinderances, 
the present rates would afford them fair compensation for tlleir own labor. But, in 
the first place their personal risk should be t,aken in to consideration; and they are ex-
posed to constant loss, not only from the weather, but from their stock being stolen 
by Indians, and from their men leaving them through fear of the Indians. Twelve of 
my deputies have suffered considerably from these causes. The argument might be 
made that surveys should not be made in dangerous localities; but in this district, in 
the first place, they are all dangerous, outside of settlements, aud iu the second place 
it is the policy of the government to have these lands settled. The people are on them, 
.and t-bey require the surveys. I do not think there has been a subdivision in the 
Yellowstone in the last two years in which there is not a settlement. 
Q. Have your deputies used the solar instruments 'f-A. Yes sir. 
Q. Do you think anything would be gained by supplying them \_Vith aneroid bar-
ometers 'f-A. Yes, I think there would. I think the timber lands surveyed should be 
sold in tracts of 320 acres, at $2.50 per acre. I make no distinction between subter-
ranean rights and surface rights. Another point: I think the rule restricting from 
sale the t,imber on the non-mineral lands should be abolished. I think the non-min-
,@3,l timber lands should be surveyed just as much as any other lands. For instance, 
in a great portion of the timbered section of this Territory there is mineral under-
neath it, and I think that the timber should go with the mineral lands; and I think 
that the timber lands should be subdivided and the timber should be sold, irrespect-
ive of mineral, for the reason that this timber is near mills and mines, and I believe 
that it would be purchased by mill and mine owners for their own protection, and to 
have it near them so that they could get at it. 
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There are many fires in the timber in this territory, but to my knowledge there were 
none this year. We have spruce, pine, and fir timber here. I consider this county very 
well timbered. From information I know there are large bodies of oak on the upper 
waters of the Tongue River. There is some white and black ash down toward the 
other end of the territory. 
In regard to the pasturage lands, I think they should be surveyed and so1<l in 
limited qnantities. I do not believe in the theory of the pasturage homestead. I 
would sell them at not more than 50 cents an acre, and I think they might be sold at 
25 cents an acre. It costs 4 cents to survey them. I should think four sections would 
be enough for one person. 
I think the idea of permanent stakes at each corner of every township a very good 
one. In Judith district, when the survey stakes were put down there the Indians came 
and dug them up, supposing there was something ca9hed there. 
Another point in regard to the inspection of surveys : I think that the surveys should 
all be inspected by the sur\Teyor-general whenever he can, and if not, by some competent 
person to be appointed by him. The inspecting surveyor should take out a party-as 
many as he wanted-not only one man but he should have his chainman and flagman, 
and he should run the lines and examine the corners and see generally whet.her the 
work was properly done. At the same time there should be a small appropriation made 
for that purpose. I don't care how good a deputy surveyor is, his work would be bet-
ter done, especially that part performed by his assistants, if it is known that a thor-
ough inspection is to be made. 
Another point-: I think an appropriation should be made to allow the surveyor-gen-
eral to make preliminary observations of different parts of the district in order to deter-
mine the locus of the surveys. That would not be as important if this 8ystem of survey-
ing township lines, and especially running cross lines throughout the center of town-
ships, was carried out; but unless this is done I think the surveyor-general should have 
an appropriation as suggested. According to the present system the surveys are located 
either from the personal knowledge of the surveyor-genernl, or reports of deputy-sur-
veyors, or in consequence of petitions. The first two are good as far as they go, but 
there is the danger that deputy surveyors will report in favor of surveys iu regions 
where there is good running, and where there has generally been petitions from per-
sons in the locality. The office has no knowledge as to the necessities of tho case, and 
cannot tell whether that survey should be made or not. There are persons who want 
a survey made, and you survey a whole township, when there won't be but one section 
that is :fit for cultivation. The difficulty is that the appropriations made for surveys 
are too small. My appropriation for this year has already been used up in surveying 
the tracts that are ueeded, and we have applications for surveys, and we have 110 
money to make them. 
I think the co,mpensation allowed the surveyor-general is too small. The appropri-
ation for clerical hire is also too small. During th~ last :fiscal year I performed a great 
deal of clerical labor in addition to the duty required of me, and I kept an account of 
the work that was done in the evenings that I cannot pay extra for, and I worked with 
my clerks for nearly four months during the year in the evenings, and got the work up. 
I do not object to the present method of having mineral clerks. There is this one 
thing about that, the mineral clerks should receive pay for only the time they are act-
ually employed on mineral work; aml whenever the regular clerks in the office are 
employed on mineral work they should be paid out of the mineral fund for the day 
or parts of days they are so employed. While I am frank to say that I have not fol-
lowed this system, I have paid the mineral clerk for the time he has been employed 
out of the mineral fund, and the other clerks out of their fund. Sometimes there will 
be a press of mineral business and I will put all three of the clerks on that work; and 
then again there will be the public surveys, and I will have all three of them at woi-k 
at that. I think the rule should be modified or revoked. 
The salaries paid the clerks is sufficient, in my judgment, but there is not appropri-
ation enough to allow a sufficient number of clerks. The office work requires more 
clerks than I am willing to pay, and the reason is that there are a great many hurried 
surveys and I have not clerks enough to keep the work up as people demand it should 
be kept up. 
Q. Under what local mining laws do you work f-A. There are no local mining laws 
here; all use the United States laws. 
I think there should be an inspection of mineral surveys allowed. Mineral survey. 
should be inspected in each district for the purpose of accuracy, in order that they 
might determine the quality of the surveyor's work. 
I think it would be a convenience to the public if the surveyo1·-general had a seal 
and could furnish a certified copy of documents in his office on request. There is no 
seal for the surveyors-general of the land offices. I think they should be allowed to 
charge a compensation for the records they furnished. That money might be turned 
oYer to the department. There are a vast number of records in the sur,eyor-general'...; 
office which the district offices do not have, and therefore the people have to get them 
from the surveyor-general. 
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I think there should be some responsible representative of the land department here 
in this district, and I believe that the best way of transacting the public business would 
be by some responsible head (in the different States and Territories), and I believe this 
the best way to satisfy the public, especially in mineral cases. If the business is to be 
referred to Washington there must be delay. 
There have been 75 mineral surveys since 1868. 
Testimony of Granville Stuart, Helena, Mont. 
GRANVrtLE STUART testified at Helena, Mont., September 26, 1879, as follows: 
I think I can safely say that this will ultimately be an agricultural territory. I 
think that about one-twentieth of the Territory is capable of irrigation-that is, by 
the streams, and I think that can be largely increased by artesian wells. I think 
there is no doubt abopt that. The nature of the underlying rock is such as to enable 
them to utilize artesian wells. I a,m satisfied that they would be a success in all the 
val1eys of the Territory. Fully three-fourths of these lands are pasture lands. 
Montana is an exception to most Territories in that respect, for the mountains are 
covered with grass to the very tops, except where the timber is. Mount Powell, very 
near Deer Lodge, by barometrical observation bas been estimated io be 10,224 feet, 
and the timber grows on it to about 8,500 feet. That seems to be the altitude at which 
it will grow on 11he mountains generally. The timber is what we call red fir. It varies 
in localities in this vicinity. There is a large amount of what we call yellow pine, 
which grows to about four feet in timber. It is what is known as the long-lived 
Georgia pine. The red fir makes good building material, most equal to hard wood. It 
is objectionable for plan ks, because it splinters in sawing. There has been very little 
unnecessary depredation on the timber here. There bas been a great and enormous 
destruction by fire. Our Territorial laws are very stringent ; the penalty is a heavy 
fine, and it is a penitentiary offense to let fires begin through carlessness. No one has 
yet Leen convicted. In early days there were two causes for fires: one was the In-
dians traveling through the country, and for the purpose of driving the game they 
would set fire to the grass; and the other cause was the universal "prospector." The 
prospector went everywhere ancl was perfectly reckless. They would sometimes set 
fires gratuitously, but usually by leaving their camp-fires burning by old logs. The 
fires are decreasing, because the Indians are confined to reservations, and much less 
prospecting is going on. It is now confined to the lode claims, and less placer pros-
pect.ing is going on. I think about one-fourth of the land of Montana is timber. I 
cannot think of any system hy which these lands may be disposed of. I think it would 
be much better cared for if individuals owned it, but the trouble here comes in, how 
are you to discriminate. The timber that stands on the lower portions of the mount-
ains, being accessible, is much more valuable than the timber farther back. Most 
of our timber will necessitate road-building to get it out. It seems as though the 
price should be in proportion to accessibility. I don't think the timber ought to be 
,cut off, because I think it would affect the climate very much, and it would take many 
hundreds of years to restore this timber. It may have been eight hundred years in 
forming. The smaller growth of white pine timber would perhaps grow in a hundred 
years. It never reaches any large size, but is excellent for fencing, miniug purposes, 
&c. I think the timber question would be better administered if put in the hands of 
the local register and receiver. My idea would be to have the register and receiver 
devise some system of protecting it. The present system is very crude, and great in-
justice is worked upon our citizens by those timber prosecutions here last year (mean-
ing prosecutions instituted under the Interior Department for depredations on public 
timber) in that they had no opportunity to acquire title to this timber whatever, and 
it was absolutely necessary that we should use the timber. We could not exist with-
out it. They came and took snap judgment on every one. There was no unnecessary 
destruction of timber. It was cut for actual use and consumption. We never ex-
ported a foot of it. It was strictly for local use. We felt ourselves aggrieved by being 
taxed under the circumstances. It struck us in this light: we ihought it was better 
for the government to have this timber used to help build up thriving enterprises here 
in the wilderness than to have it lie idle. 
There is no timber cultnre here yet. There seems to be some difficulty in getting 
varieties that are not indigenou8 to :flourish here, and i\1 fact indigenous varieties do 
not seem to succeed very well. It is a question if timber culture will succeed here. 
Quest.ion. Rave you any suggestions to make concerning the pasture lands f-An-
swer. I bave not given the pasture homestead proposition any consideration, and I 
cannot sav mnch about if; without, reflection. These lands have been held in common. 
One hnndred and sixty acres are worthless for pasture purposes. I am inclined to think 
it would be ad vieable to create a system to allow a man to acquire land in proportion 
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to the amount of his stock. I think it would be but just and right for a man herding 
a large band of cattle to be permitted, on the passage of such an act, to take land in 
excess of a pasture homestead, in proportion to the stock he has there, by purchase or 
lease. I think 10 cents per acre would be enough for this land. 
Q. Have you had any experience in mining 1-A. I have had some experience. I 
think the square location would do away with a great deal of litigation, and would be 
much better than the present. Under our present system the oldest location takes the 
whole ledge. It seems to me it would be better to divide it up among a number of 
people. I think it better that the county recorders should be abolished, so far as the 
United States lands are concerned, and that the claimant should make his :6rst filing 
right here in the office of the register and receiver. I see no reason why thertl should 
be ~ny difference between mining claims and homestead and pre-emption entries. 
Thero is a deplorable license in the description of mining claims in the county record-
er's office. I think the system would be very much improved if it were •put in the 
hands of district land officers. 
Q. What is the condition of the water rights in Montana 1-A. The water rights in 
this country are in the most chaotic condition. I stated at the last session of the legis-
lature that this was one of the most important questions that would come up, and 
that some system should be devised to protect the settlers. There is a sort of priority 
right here; the man who comes and takes up the water first is supposed to have the 
first right to it, and there is no limit to it. He can take as much as be likes. The com-
mittee to whom this matter was referred ca.me back and reported in four days that 
there was nothing better could be done. In certain localities the water is taken up, 
but in a great many localities a very little is yet taken up. I think about two-thirds 
of the water supply is yet common property. I think irrigation will never amount to 
much here except by companies, and I think the government ought to aid thorn by 
giving them grants of land. It is a system that must be incorporated. It is too great 
an undertaking for individuals. The land will not be worth the money it takes to put 
the water on it. These great rivers can be taken out by companies and made valuable, 
thus rendering the land capable of sustaining a large population. 
Most of the bench lands are the very best of soil ; and in many places the soil is of 
a very superior quality to the very summits of the mountains. I am satisfied that this 
will be a fruit country. If sheltered from thl! north winds, all the hardy variety of 
fruits will grow here, cherries, apples, and small fruits, such as strawberries, &c. I 
think this question should be settled at once, before any more land is occupied and 
the population becomes any greater; or, in other words, before there is more vested 
rights. h d · · 1·t· t· h III A C t· 1 1· 1 - - l't' Q. Have you a any mmmg 1 1ga 10n ere i- • ompara 1ve y 1tt e mmmg 1 1-
gation has yet been instituted here, but that is probably owing to the wide expanse 
of our country and the few people yet in it. 
Q. Is there much complaint of the rectangular system of surveys f-A. There is much 
complaint of the rectangular system, on account of the stakes rotting away. I believe 
it is a good system, but after three or four years it is difficult to find the corners, as the 
posts have disappeared. The surveys that were made in the prairie region, the stock 
rubbed the stakes out of the ground, and the mounds washee. down and disappeared, so 
that there was nothing left. I think the corners should be made of stone, and I think 
there should be monuments of permanent material on every fourth township corner. 
They should be made of sufficient size to find without difficulty. Triangulation should 
be used to bridge over mountains and undesirable places. I have no practical knowl-
edge on the subject, but I think it would save much time and labor. . 
Q. Have there been any climatic changes here Y-A. Apparently the climate is chang-
ing. It seems to be wetter, and the seasons warmer, but the snowfall ii about the same, 
taking the average, and the supply of water has very little decreased, if any. As the 
greater portion of our rain falls in May and June, the rain comos at a season when it is 
needed for irrigation. Sometimes towards the close of the season of irrigation the 
water becomes very scarce, but at the time the crops are growing then is our greatest 
·supply of water, say along the latter part of June and July. We raise all the cereals, 
without exception. The Jefferson, the Bannock, the Gallatin, the Beaver Head, the 
Bear, the Dearborn, in fact all the rivers in t.f1is country, can be taken out for irrigating 
.purposes. 
I do not think the Territory is yet overstocked; not at present within one-quarter of 
its actual capacity for stock. That is a very moderate estimate. 
I think in mineral claims a man should be compelled to pay up sometime. and that he 
should not be allowed to hold mineral claims without paying up. I think 'there should· 
·be a limit. Three years would seem to me amply sufficient time for a man to acquire 
title after location. I do not think simply a possessory title ought to continue for any 
more than that length of time. 
There is another thing I would call attention to, and that is in regard to the old placer 
mine act. That was a great injury to Montana; it sent our population to other gold 
.fields. There was a vast amount, comparatively speaking, of our placer mines that were 
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patented ancl could not be worked. They were held for cheaper labor, scientific appa-
ratus, &c. They drove our placer mining people out of the country. There are miles of 
good placer mines that to-day would support thousands of ruen by mining them. They 
are held by monopolies and companies. They were taken up under government patents 
but were not worked at all-were held for speculative purposes. That law worked a 
great disadvantage to the people of Montana. Our yield of gold fell off wonderfully. 
There is at present any number of government patents, very rich placer mines, that 
will ultimately yield much gold. Every place that was not known to be worth $3 per 
day was t,aken up and held fo1· speculation. 
We have other kinds of land here-mining, pasture, and timber land. I think we 
ought to make laws that would protect these interestl'!. The only changes that should 
be made should be those that would affect the settlers and the coming population of 
this conn try. 
There are some places away up on the sides of the mountains where you can grow 
fruits, but they do not mature until late. In Deer Lodge County, which is also ata high 
elevation, they have fine gardens. In my opinion the farm land that can be reclaimed 
is amply sufficient to support a dense population ; that is, after the waters have all been 
utilized and artesian wells dug. 
Testirnony of Willis Ball, civil engineer, Beatrice, .Neb1·. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
BEATRICE, NEBR., September 30, 1879. 
Publio Land Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
I will now reply to some of the questions asked in the inclosed circular. I will con-
sider the first ten only. 
1. Name and business as shown above. 
~&nn~M~ · 
3. I have acquired 160 acres of land in this State under the" soldiers' homestead act." 
4. Living here ,I have had good opportunities to see some of the workings of the 
United States land office in this place, and I can truly say that in my judgment the 
present system is excellent if you h.-1,ve good, honest, capable men to do the business. 
5. I got my patent in about three months from the time I made final proof. I think 
this is about the average time. With regard to contested claims, I will say that so ffJf 
as I know the trials at the local offices are brief, and conducted impartially. The ex-
pense depends mostly upon the contestant's lawyer's fees. I have known a man to 
spend $150 in a contest, and I have beard of some who have spent $300. There was a 
case not long since here in Gage Comity in which the contestants each spent $125 be-
sides their time. From the time the contest commenced to the time of final decision 
from Washington it took about eight months. Where there has been no contest there 
has been no delay. Of course I need not speak of the time one is required to live upon 
a claim in order to make final proof. It is better for one who wants to obtain public 
lands to go to the United States land office himself and do bis own business. A home-
stead of 160 acres costs $18. 
6. Concerning defects of our land laws I will speak of one in particular, and that is 
the act which relates to "timber culture." If I had money which I wanted to invest in 
public lands I would, or might,proceed thus: I would goto a dozen men and say "Here, 
I want to hire you to work for me a little during the next five years. And what I want 
you to do is to go to the United States land office and each take 160 acres of land under 
the timber-culture law and I will do the breaking and plant the trees. All I want of 
you is to be on hand when the time for proving up comes. I will pay you well for 
your trouble and of course you willsell me your land at once." Now, the above is the 
way it can be and is done. . 
In addition to the above I will say that the law under or by which the Indian reser-
vation in the southern part of this county is being disposed of is very defective. Why, 
I might go down there, pick out a claim, come back to the land office a:::id :file on it, 
and return and cut and sell wood to my heart's content for the next three months. I 
will suggest no remedy. 
7. So far as I know the eastern portion of our State is excellent for agricultural and 
pastoral purposes. How it is in the western part I know but little from actual ob-
servation. 
8. I think all the information desired under this head might be obtained from our 
State geologist. 
9. With 1·egard to this I will say that I believe the present system of making surveys 
of public lands is a bad system. To my certain knowledge the work in many instances 
-~ 
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is carelessly done, and in some cases much of the work described in the field-notes of 
surveys has never been done. For my part I think the better way to do would be to 
let the government employ competent engineers by the month or year. 
10. I know of none. 
Yours truly, 
WILLIS BALL. 
Testimony of Minor W. Bruce, Knox County, Nebmska. 
The quektions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
1. Minor W. Bruce, Niobrara, Knox County, Nebraska; correspondent. 
2. Nine years in county ; twelve years in State. 
3. Have acquired 160 acres under pre-emption laws. 
4. Am a member of Bruce Colony, the most successful in the State. Have taken 
great interest in the settlement of the county, and feel pretty well acquainted with 
the operation of the homestead, timber, and pre-emption laws. 
5. From the date of proving up on pre-emption or final proof of homesteads, from 
six to eighteen months has elapsed before securing patent. 
6. The land officers should be obliged to have a reasonable time expire, say, four or 
six weeks after land that has been relinquished by the person holding it, after it has 
been returned to the office as canceled, for frequently parties sell their improvements 
to persons who are not able to secure it before it is taken by some one else. Under 
a late law, it becomes necessary to give notice through a newspaper of the intention 
to make proof, and it becomes necessary for such person to go to the place in which 
the land office is located in person, thus making a considerable expense to the home-
steader. This expense, or a portion of it, thould be paid by the government. 
7. The conformation and physical character of Knox County, Nebraska, is quite 
rolling and billy along the Missouri River, but as you go back into the interior it 
becomes gradually less b1uffy, until it settles down to a gently undulating plain, and 
is principally agricultural. 
8. I think the government can fix the general cnaracter of the several classes of land 
by geographical divisions other than by a general rule. 
9. No views on this matter. 
10. I think the present method of disposing of the public lands cannot be improved, 
only in a few reforms of the system as suggested above. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. In Northern Nebraska the fall of rain is usually abundant in spring, but in sum-
mer is liable to drought. 
3. All of it can be cultivated without irrigation. 
4. An increase of crops can be had by irrigation in the summer. 
5. Irrigation never attempted in our part of State. 
6. No idea. 
7. The Missouri River, Niobrara River, Verdigris, and Bazill. 
12. Perhaps one-hundredth part. 
l~l. It is, in my jndgment, practicable to establish homesteads on the pasturage lands. 
14. In my judgment it is unwise to put any lands in the market for private entry, 
for it retards the settlement of the country, and, if sold in large tracts, the speculators 
will ascertain, as they already have in Nebraska, that it is a poor investment, for the 
actual settlers are taxing the lands to the greatest possible extent for bridge, road, 
and school purposes. 
16. Eight or ten head of cows will support an average family. 
17. Perhaps seventy-five. 
18. The growth of grass has increased. 
19. Cattle raisers in our section do not fence their ranges, and they will flourish in 
winter on the range. 
20. No. 
21. Running water, and Missouri River and Elkhorn. 
22. Don't know. 
23. Don't know. 
24. Yes. 
~5. There are none in our section. 
26. Four hundred head of sheep in our county ; 3,500 head of cattle. 
27. None. · 
28. No trouble whatever. 
25 L 0 
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TIMBER, 
1. Timber land in our county is confined to the streams entirely. 
2. Small, scrubby oak, cottonwood, elm, ash, cedar, box-elder, and ironwood. Oak 
is regarded as best, and is most all native and of very slow growth. 
3. Should dispose of timber in quantities of 40-acre lots to actual settlers, say for 
from $4 to $15 per acre. 
4. Would not classify the different kinds of forest lands. 
5. When forests are fel1ed in our section a second growth springs up, the cottonwood 
and box-elder growing to a height of 12 feet and 15 feet in six years. 
ti. Fires are usually set out by mischievous persons and Indians, are very destructive, 
usually accompanied by lligh winds. Our State imposes a heavy penalty for setting 
fire to the prairie. The L:md Office could by a reasonable law provide for the secure 
protection of the settlements and timber, and a rule established by the Interior Depart-
ment would be more respectfully regarded than a law of the State. 
7. There should be a law for the protection of the timber from raids by persons who 
cut it for speculative purposes, though I am of the opinion the actual settlers should 
have access to all the timber belonging to the government for actual use. 
8. It has been the custom in this county for actual settlers to cut what timber is ne-
cessary for home supply. 
9. The timber laws would be more efficiently executed if their administration and 
general custody were placed in the jurisdiction of the United States land offices. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
No knowledge. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
No knowledge. 
Testimony of Uriah Bruner, attorney-at-law, West Point, Nebr. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
Answers to questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
1. Uriah Br1mer, attorney-at-law. 
2. Twenty-three years. 
3. Yes, 160 acres unoffered land under pre-emption act September 4, 1841. 
4. Have been receiver for about six years. Land office West Point, Nebr., and 
Norfolk. 
5. On uncontested entries. Homesteads, including witnesses and their expenses, 
about $40 average. Some few made their entries say for $25, while others living at a 
great distance from office their expenses have run up to $75. Timber claims, including 
proof, exclusive of the improvements that have to be made on the land, would be about 
the same as in homesteads. Fees in pre-emption entrie!:l are considerably less. Since 
I am out of the office I understand that the applicant to homestead and timber claims 
are required to give thirty days' notice by publication of his intention to make final 
proof. This is a useless and burdensome expense, which should be dilne away with. 
No one but the prnprietor of the newspaper will be benefited by such notice. Con-
tested claims are frequently very expensive to the contesting parties. The average 
expense of a contest is perhaps $40. Where no attorneys are employed and personal 
notice given the expense is sometimes reduced to about $15, but more frequently it 
will cost $100. 
6. The timber law as it stands has several defects, i.n my opinion. It requires that 
2,700 trees should be planted to each acre, and 675 shall be growing and be thrifty at 
the time of proving up (five and six years after same are set out). There should no 
more trees be required to be planted than there are required to be living and in thrifty 
condition at encl of eight years. No trees that are fit for first planting will do well to 
be planted so close together. They will choke out one another, and while the thriftiest and 
most vigorous will survive, it will yet be injured by those that have been killed out by 
the choking process. Trees in forest grow straight with long bodies, but they are much 
retarded in their growth by being overcrowded. It is far better to plant the proper dis-
tance so they will not interfere with the growth of each oth~r by overcrowding until they 
attain a sufficient size for purposes of poles and fire-wood, when the thinning out process 
can be done by the farmer with profit to the forest as well as to himself. 1 have con-
siderable experience in raising forest trees in planted groves, and my views I give here 
are from actual observation and practical experience. I believe that the claimant under 
the timber law should be required to plant 40 acres for every 160, and the number of trees 
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required to be planted to the acre should be about 640, and the number at time of prov-
ing up to be about 500; that aH homesteaders and pre-emptors on prairie lands should be 
required to plant and have in growing and thrifty condition 10 acres for every 160-
five years after the entry of the same and before the proving of said entries for pat-
enting. In homesteads the proof to be made at the time of :final proof and in pre-
emptions the proof to be made ::five years after the date of settlement. There a:i:e now 
acres of land in Western Nebraska and Kansas that are worthless for all purposes 
except for grazing. These, under proper restrictions, could be sold on condition that 
part of the same be planted in forest trees. Here care should be taken that the same 
be not sold in too large bodies to one person or company of persons. Rathe1..' have the 
government inaugurate a system of leasing (as they used to have in Australia) at pub-
lic auction for a term not to exceed ::five years at a time. Great care will have to be 
used or large ca,ttle raisers will soon have a monopoly of all desirable grazing lands. 
In this land district (Norfolk) the lands are what is calledprairie, with verylittle tim-
ber here and there on the edges of the water-courses and running streams. Most of 
the lands are good, rich, farming, agricultural lands. There are yet large bodies of 
bad, sandy lands, nearly worthless at present except for grazing purposes. 
9. I consider the present system well adapted to this part of the public domain. 
10. Answered under 6. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. . We have sufficient rainfall in this part of Nebraska; snowfall variable. So are 
the wintel'S-about two-thirds of which are very ::fine, and one-third extremely cold 
and boisterous. 
2. No irrigation needed or in use here. Most rain between 10th May to 1st July; 
different seasons variable. 
3. All except the sand streaks, which should be planted in timber to get vegetable 
mold mixed in with the sand. 
4. None. 
5. None. 
8. Crops are raised everywhere in Eastern Nebraska; have no ·experience in irriga-
tion. 
12. 'fhe sandy lands above referred to. 
13. I think that homestead, timber law, and pre-emption law should be left in force 
even in pasturage lands until it is definitely determined that no homes will be made or 
farms opened any more. Cattle monopolists will undoubtedly clamor for an abrogation 
of the land laws on the plains; but we should proceed very cautiously in this direction. 
We should remember that this is the day for aggression by large monopolists of all 
kinds. Our government was established not with a view for enriching a few at the 
expense of the many, but rather for the purpose of affording opportunities to the toil-
ing millions to rise with the dignity of labor to a comfortable competence for himself 
and bis family. It is the government's duty to see to it that all shall be brought up 
well, be educated in the rudiments of a good common-school education, and that this 
bringing up may be done by the pater fa·milias without materially cramping himself, 
the question of social science is undoubtedly the most important that can engage the 
attention of statesmen, and the land question entering so largely into this question is 
perhaps the most difficult to solve ; to move with great caution must be our motto. 
18. Wild grasses decrease by pasturage; prairie fires also injure grass lands. 
19. No. Except where the settlements are dense and the land is all occupied. No. 
20. No. 
21. Wells and creeks; running water principally. 
TIMBER. 
1. But little, only fringing on running streams. 
2. Mostly cottonwood, some box-elder, soft maple, ash, black walnut, and white 
willow. Cotton is preferred for its early maturity, white willow next, bo:x.-elder, 
soft maple, and ash. Time of growth, from May to September. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
URIAH BRUNER; 
Testirnony of Royal B1wk, Red Willow, Red Willow County, Nebraska. 
Answers to questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
RED WILLOW, NEBR., Deceniber-8, 1879. 
1. My name is Royal Buck; residence, Red Willow, Red Willow County, Nebraska, 
and my occupation is a farmer. 
2. I have lived here nearly eight years. 
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3. I have a homestead under act 1862, and a timber claim under act to promote growth 
of timber, &c. 
4. I have served as register of United States ]and office at Nebraska City from 1861 
to 1865, and during the past two years have spent much time in looking out claims 
and locating immigrants. 
5. The expense of procuring title under homestead bas been about $30 uncontested, 
and from $50 to $75 where contested. 
6. Yes; first homestead law. The present law permits parties to make entry at the 
local land office without swearing that be is an actual resident of the tract or that he 
bas made · aoy bona-fide improvement on the same, but when the homesteader goes 
before the county clerk of the county where tbe land is situated he most swear that 
"he is a resident (or that some member of his family is residing) on the land he 
applies to enter, and has made bona-fide improvement on the same." This seems to 
be an unjust discrimination; it is also absurd. Suppose a man comes to Western 
Nebraska from I1linois to look up a homestead. His family is left at their old home; 
be comes by rail, stage, &c., finds his land, establishes its boundaries, and then, with-
out any conveniences at band, he must estabfo,h a residence. The truth is, he can't do 
it, but in order to secure it he throws up a few sods, calls it a residence, and makes 
the affidavit required under a mental protest and rnservation-practically swearing 
falsely. My suggestion is this, that every man who enters a homestead be required 
to swear that he has performed some personal act on the land by which he proposes 
to initiate title, and tl.Jat be has also made commencement of residence on the same. 
Another suggestion is that where great distance or bodily infirmity prevent personal 
attendance at district land offices applications may be made in the count,y where the 
land is situated, before any officer authorized to administer oaths, having a seal, same 
as timber-claim entries. Now bomest~ad applications and affidavits can only be made 
in the counties before the county clerk. County judges and notaries are ruled out, 
and clerks monopolize the business, much to the inconvenience of settlers. 2d. As to 
timber-culture entries, I have thought if they were confined to actual residents of the 
counties where the lands are located it were better. Too many trees are required to 
be planted. 'rhe :first law placed the trees too far apart; the present law is on the 
other extreme-give us the half way. 
7. Bottom ]ands along streams with some timber; soil rich sand loam, beautiful 
" divides" or uplands well adapted to both agricultmal and pastoral. 
8, 9, and 10. Have no suggestions. Present laws seem well adapted to promote actual 
settlement. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate is good; rainfall is increasing; usually have from 5 to 12 inches of snow 
in winter, but it disappears soon after falling. 
2. Heaviest rains usually occur in April and July; most seasons then are sufficient 
for all practical purposes of farming. When drouths occur they are usually in June 
and August. 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. Have no experience in irrigation. We have some streams 
which might be utilized for irrigation. 
12. Not more than one-twentieth part. 
13. Homesteat1s of a, thousand acres might be selected in some localities which 
would be suited for stock ranges only, but these should Le confined to canons and 
bluff lands when ordinary farms cannot be made. · 
14. Most decidedly no. 
15. About 5 acres. This is called a first-class stock country. 
16. About 50 head. 
17. Can't state. 
18. Buffalo grass decreasing. Blue stem and other large grasses increasing. 
19. No fences; cattle can't well be confined in winter on ranges by fences. 
20. No. 
21. Red Willow Creek, Republican River, and several smaller streams. 
22. Teu sheep. 
23. Decrease. 
24. Not well. 
25. Know of no conflicts. 
26. Sheep from 100 to 500 head, and about same of cattle. 
27. No suggestions. 
28. Yes, very much. The surveys in the eastern half of the county have been done 
badly, very badly. Many townships have no evidence that any government survey 
has ever been made.· The truth is, great fraud has been perpetrated in the govem-
ment surveys, and as a result those who settle on these lands are obliged to have them 
surveyed. A resurvey ought to be made by the government, and the contractors who 
made the first survey ought to be prosecuted on their bonds and oaths on returna. 
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TIMBER. 
1. Only small belts of timber along the streams. The varieties are cottonwood, 
box-elder, ash, elm, and hackberry. 
2. The kinds of timber usually planted are cottonwood, box-elder, and ash, and cot-
tonwood is considered the surest growth and quickest to mature. Ten years of growth 
give fine groves. 
3. Timber lands in this county are all under claim by homesteaders and pre-emptors. 
Have no suggestions to submit. Have no Auggestions on remaining questions under 
this head. 
'fhe other topics in circular not relevant to this locality, and no suggestions are sub-
~~ . 
In closing these suggestions I desire to recur again to the subject of the public sur-
veys. Some relief ought to be afforded the settlers in many portions of the western 
part of the State. It is an immense burden upon new settlers to be obliged to hire a 
surveyor to run out their claims before they dare build a house, and when so sur-
veyed there is no certainty of correctness. There ought to be a resurvey of all the land 
west of range 25 west of sixth principal meridian and south of the Platte River. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ROYAL BUCK. 
Testimony of Lewis H. Kent, lawyer and land agent, Orleans, Nebr. 
The questions to which the following answers are given, will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. . 
1. Lems H. Kent, Orleans, Nebr.; lawyer and land agent. 
2. One and a half years in county and four years in State. 
3. I have not. 
4. By being in the land business. 
5. About $50 for uncontested and $75 for contested. 
6. Would allow the local register to put on entries, upon a relinquishment being made 
at the local land office. 
7. Agricultural and pastoral. 
8. Geographical division. 
1. Climate good; long summer. 
2. In the spring. Yes. 
3. Nearly all of it. 
5. None. 
AGRICULTURE. 
10. Water has been all taken up und& homestead and declaratory statement laws, 
only under contests of the land. 
12. About one-third. 
13. Yes. 
14. Yes, and the quantity should be limited. 
15. About two acres per head. 
16. About ten. 
18. 'I'he growth of buffalo grass has diminished and blue-joint grass increased. 
19. They do not fence. Yes, I think they can. 
20. Yes. 
21. Plenty. 
22. About seven. 
23. Diminished. 
24. No. 
25. The sheep raisers drive the cattle owners out. 
26. About 5,000 head of cattle and 2,000 sheep. 
28. Yes, great trouble. 
TIMBER, 
1. About one-twentieth of the land. Cottonwood timber mostly. 
2. Cottonwood and maple. 
3. Would sell it in small tracts of about 10 acres. 
4. No; only as above. 
5. Yes. There is a second growth. 
6. Very great, 
7. Considerable timber is cut for fuel by homesteaders 
9. Yes, much more so. 
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Testimony of R . .A. Kenyon,farmer, Hooker, Gage County, Nebraska. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
1. R. A. Kenyon; farmer; Hooker, Gage County, Nebraska. 
2. Ten years in county and twelve in State. 
3. I have, under pre-emption and homestead laws. 
4. In seeing lands sold to speculators. 
5. In my case I complied with the law and got my title within six months after 
proving up; others have not gotten theirs under two years. 
6. The selling lands in larger tracts than 160 acres has worked detrimental to this 
part of the country. 
7. This county is pastoral, with plenty of good water for stock. 
9. The present system of survey is the best that could be had for this section of the 
country. 
10. The only and best way, in my view, is the present method, in giving the lands 
to actual settlers in whole. . 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. The climate has changed since I have been here; we have one-half more rain 
yearly than we did six years ago, but this has been a dry season; snowfall is light. 
2. June and July in heavy quantities. Yes. 
3. All. 
4. None. 
5. None. 
13. Yes ; one section. 
14. Yes, it should. If it is not moneyed men will get it all, andmakethe rich richer 
and the poor poorer. 
15. One acre. The best I have ever seen from .Minnesota to LouisiBina and from Ne-
braska to Vermont. 
16. Twenty-five. 
17. Not more than four. 
18. Increased. 
19. None. They can. 
20. They would. 
21. Springs generally. 
22. Ten. 
23. If not overpastured it has held its own. 
24. Yes. 
25. I know of none. 
26. About equal. Cattle average 100 head, sheep 400. 
27. None. 
28. None. 
TIMBER, 
1. About one-half all young timber and spreading timber is being put out every 
year. The timber is on the streams. 
2. Cottonwood, soft maple, walnut, and ash. I regard all essential. Cottonwood 
and maple have the quickest growth. 
3. In such locations as mine in ten-acre lots by lease, for the r.eason that it would 
give the timber to those that most need it. 
4. I would. 
5. There is a second growth, and generally faster than first. 
7. L'3ase, in small quantities. 
Tes.imony of H. W. Parker, register, and R. B. Har1·ington, receiver, Beatrice, Nebr. 
BEATRICE, NEBR., November 3, 1879. 
Public Land Commissioner, Washington, D. C.: 
SIR: In compliance with your request we give you our "views of the present land 
laws and the administration thereof." 
1. The pre-emption act of 1841 should be repealed. The only use made of it, as far 
as our observation goes, is to prolong the time of keeping the land from taxation. A 
party will file on unoffered land and hold it thirty-three months, and then commute 
F 
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his .filing to a homestead entry and hold it for seven years longer before perfecting his 
title. A. homestead claimant can commute his claim to a cash entry after six months' 
residence, and that is as soon as a pre-emption claimant can get title. 
2. The act of March 3, 1879, requiring homestead and pre-emption claimants to ad-
vertise thirty days before proving up, should be repealed. In our opinion it is a use-
less act, doing no one any good except the printer, but causing the claimant useless 
expense and trouble. 
3. The homestead la,w should be so amended that when a homestead or timber cult-
ure claimant relinquishes his entry in writing, the land shall be open to entry without 
further action by the General Land Office, the local officers making report at the end 
of each month the cancellations made durini the month, and transmitting to General 
Land Office the written relinquishments. 
4. The act of March 3, 1879, "granting additional rights to homestead settlers," 
should be amended. It discriminates against the soldier. A soldier who bas taken 
less than 160 acres cannot make an entry under this act, while a citizen who has made 
an entry of 80 acres, paying $9 for the entry, can make an additional entry of 80 acres 
without paying anything, thus giving him 160 acres for $9, and the soldier who took 
160 adjoining him had to pay $18. The citizen should at least pay as much for his 160 
acres as the soldier has to pay. If any difference is made it should be in favor of the 
soldier. All acts for the disposal of the public lands, except this act, allow the regis-
ter and receiver a commission on the sale or disposal of the land according to price of 
same. Why should they be required to do the work under this act for nothing f If 
the government wants to give the land away, all right, but it should provide for pay-
ing its agents for doing the work necessary. S. No. 490, providing that the fees allowed 
registers aud receivers for testimony, &c., shall not be considered or taken into account 
in determining the maximum of compensation of said officers, should become a law, 
or else H. R. 5493, to authorize the Secretary of the Interior to make allowance for 
rent of United States land offices, should become a law, and the fees heretofore ac-
counted for by the recorder and receiver for taking testimony, and covered into the 
Treasury of the United States, should be returned to them, or the rent paid by them 
refunded. Rent of offices and fuel should be paid by the government, or allow the 
recorder and receiver the rents for taking testimony, making abstracts, &c. 
· 5. The timber-culture act should remain as it is. In our opinion it cannot be im-
proved by amendment. 
6. The grazing lands in the western portion of this State, which are unfit for grain 
raising, and only fit for grazing, should be offered for sale, and all not sold at time of 
offering should afterward be subject to private entry. 
7. The system of public land surveys should be changed. It seems impossible to get 
a good job done under the present system. 
Respectfully, 
H. W. PARKER, 
Register. 
R. B. HARRINGTON, 
Receiver. 
Testimony of Moses Stocking, farmer, Wahoo, Saunders County, Nebraska. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
To the Public Lancl Com'ntission, Washington, D. C.: 
SIRS : A press of work, compelling much absence from my home since the receipt of 
your circular, is the cause of delay in attending to its many points, points requiring 
extensive and varied knowledge to enable one to approximate a satisfactory answer. 
But to the "questions." 
1. J\fy name is Moses Stocking; residence, Wahoo, county of Saunders, Nebraska; 
occupation, farming and stock raising. 
2. Have lived in this county fourteen years, and in the State twenty-three years, and 
have had some acquaintance with the country since May, 1853. 
3. Yes; secured a pre-emption right in Cass County in 1857, and a homestead in this 
county in 1872, and under the laws then in force. 
4. That of my neighbors who have acquired lands near me. 
5. Under the pre-emption laws the time has varied from one month to twelve months 
in non-contested cases. In contested cases the time is often much greater, occasionally 
running into the second or third year, and sometimes attended with much expense to 
the parties. The decision of homestead contests are equally dilatory. A case is now 
pending in Butler County-that of Albert Long for the west one-half of east one-half 
section 20, township 15, range 4, sixth principal meridian-which has been pending 
about eighteen months. Parties have made several trips to Lincoln, fifty miles die,-
• 
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tant, with witnesses. No notice of a decision had reached Long on the 10th instant. 
Re still remains upon the land, which is about two-thirds improved; is justly entitled 
to it; is very poor and unable to litigate. The case is a hard one. 
6. The land laws as they now stand, so far as I understand them, are far more per-
fect in the spirit and letter than is the practice of the officers who are intrusted with 
their administration. Land attorneys are a nuisance to the honest poor man, and 
should never be allowed inside a government land office. All that is required is capable 
and honest land officers. 
7. There is no longer any government land in this county; all sold, as is a large por-
tion of the railroad and school lands. The topography varies from level alluvial bot-
tom to high rolling land, a portion being smooth table and another portion smooth 
rolling land. All is agricultural timber, very limited. The topography of tb.e State, 
with the exception of some sand-hills, is quite similar to that of this county. The 
entire State originally comprised one grand pasture-field. Twenty-six years ago prob-
ably not more than one-half of the area, and that in the eastern part, was agricultu-
ral. To-day about seven-tenths is fairly such, due to increased moisture. The bal-
ance is still only pastoral, and of these three-tenths the next quarter century will no 
doubt have redeemed all, excepting perhaps the higher table lands in the west end 
of the State. 
8. Cannot find the act referred to. The character of Nebraska lands already is, 
pretty well determined, being nearly all sufficiently fertile for agricultural purposes, 
moisture alone being needed west of North Platte, and even there the bottom lands 
should now be classed as agricultural. The practical "rain belt" has moved west-
ward about 100 miles during the last twenty years. 
AGRICULTURAL. 
1. The climate of Nebraska is mild for the latitude, and subject to sudden changes, 
but salubrious and healthy. Meau annual temperatu,re for a series of eight years, ac-
cording to two records, 47.57°; average snow and rainfall for same time, three records, 
32.95 inches; coldest days, January 7, 1864, and February 15, 1866, 32°; rainfall of 
winter months, 3.71 inches; of March, October, and November, 4.9 inches; other 
months, 20.86 inches. • 
2. Rainfall, as shown in preceding answers, occurs mainly during the crop months 
and is all-sufficient-the last three seasons too much. 
3. Ninety-nine per cent. 
12. About 10 per cent. is better adapted to pasturage than to plowing, owing to 
roughness. 
13. Yei:,; second limit to 640 acres, or even less. 
14. No. For then the land would be taken by capitalists in large tracts for stock 
purposes, and thus keep settlers out. What the country wants is homesteaders and 
families. The country is desirable and sure to settle in time if held free for families. 
Allow the stoekmen to use it until wanted by actual 8'ttlers, but never allow them to 
gobble the fee of the soil. 
15. About three acres, but were the soiling system practiced two acres would do it 
better, and make four times the manure. 
This section compares favorably with others. 
16. There should be at least one bovine to each person in a family or nation. Ne-
braska bas about one-twelfth less cattle than people. 
17. Fifteen and sixty-seven hundredths to the square mile. 
18. Increased-fully doubled in twenty years. 
19. No. Only use a corral. It would not be safe to confine cattle in winter unless 
water, grass, an<l. shelter were abundant within the inclosure. 
20. Think so, as thin scrubs and low-grade bulls would be castrated, and encourage 
the using of good blood as breeders and sires. 
21. Springs, creeks, rivers, and wells. 
22. About ten of merino and six of cotswold. 
23. Increased where not overstocked. 
24. Yes; but it is not quite safe for the sheep. 
26. Four thousand one hundred and twenty-five sheep, and 11,850 cattle. Sheep are 
mostly herded in flocks of 500 to 700, and cattle in herds of 50 to 150 head. Cows are 
frequently lariated near the dwelling-house. 
27. I would encourage the completion of both the North Pacific and the South 
Pacific Railroads by moderate and reasonable land grants, and would limit the prices 
at which the lands should be sold by the companies. Rad previous grants been thus 
limited all would have been well. Corporations should not be allowed to charge the 
settler a higher price than tho government charges him for lands of similar quality 
and location. 'l'be completion at an early day of those roads has become a necessity 
to the country. They are needed to facilitate communication between distant parts 
a,f our broad land, and to promote the settlement thereof ; and to move the crops, 
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which must soon be grown tbereou. And again; they are greatly needed to facilitate 
the movement of troops, stoi-.es, and ordnance for the protection of the frontier settler 
against Indian raids, and to forever stop Indian wars. The Indian policy of our gov-
ernment is the most stupendous folly ou earth-a farce which out-Herods the devil's 
glee at the sufferings of Christ upon the cross-a fraud of the first magnitude upon 
both races. Ask that policy where is Meeker T Where ia the widow Decker's daugh-
ter and her little babe f Where the lady whose scalp with jetty flowing hair attached 
was found in the Sand Creek camp at the close of Colonel Chivington's fight 1 Where 
the victims of the Custer "holocaust 1" Where is General Canby; and where, oh 
where, are the hecatombs o.f Minnesota's slain f 
28. For an arable country like Nebraska, no better system of surveying than the 
present rectangular one can be devised. But the work should be well <lone, which 
was not the case in this county. Excepting upon township and range lines there 
probably is not one section which has straight sides Corners are from several feet to 
as many rods out of line. This cause coupled with the fact that the Pawnees pulled 
up and burned stakes1 that the wild animals and the elements combined to tear and 
obliterate the mounds, renders it difficult often to find corners. 
TIMBER. 
1. Under the Indian 1·egime owing to the devastating annual fires, nearly all tim-
ber was confined to the moist margins of streams, to the breaks and canons of the 
river blnffs, where fires could not penetrate, and was usually of a short and scrubby 
character. Civilization has changed all this, and now trees grow most luxuriantly 
wherever planted and cared for. Originally about 2 per cent. of the area of this 
county might have been classed as timbered. The varieties were three kinds of oak, 
two of elm, two of hickory, black walnut, green ash, hackberry, lind, red and box 
maple, ironwood, boxwood, mulberry, white and yellow cottonwood, black cherry, 
and many varieties of shrubs. 
2. Cottonwood, box and red maple, green ash, black walnut, black and honeylocust, 
sugar maple, white walnut, chestnut, burr and white oak. Of evergreens, arbor vitoo 
red cedar, pines, :firs, spruces, and larch. For ease of planting, rapidity of growth, and 
durability, the black locust would bear the palm were it not for the borer. Black walnut 
and green ash promise to be the most useful for mechanical purposes, and are fast 
growers. Box-maple is esteemed for shade, for wind-breaks, fuel, and sugar. 
3. By sale in small parcels or lots to actual settlers. Gauge the size of the lots by 
the quantity of timber thereon, and grade the price by the quantity and character of 
the timber, and limit the purchase to one tract or lot. Five acres of good timber is 
enough for one family. If the timber is poor and sparse enlarge the area under a 
lease, the timber will be removed and land abandoned. Under private ownership the 
timber will be closely watched and guarded. Sell to actual settlers only, and on their 
oath as to settlement, thus barring all speculators. 
4. Yes; classify and grade tracts as to price and quality as above stated. 
5. Forests are not wholly felled here. The dead trees and those useful in the arts 
are taken out, affording more room and sunshine for the undergrowth, causing young 
trees to grow with increased vigor but the varieties continue about the same. Soon 
there is an evident improvement ii the character of the young trees-they becoming 
rapidly taller, and losing the shrubby appearance of the older growth. 
6. Prairie or forest :fires usually have their origin in sheer carelessness or in criminal 
wantonness on the part of settlers, hunters, and emigrants, the last being curious to 
see a. big fire. In extent these fires often sweep over hundreds of square miles of coun-
try and are very destructive in their effects, not only to personal property among the 
settlements but to all forest growth, and occasionally to life; kill the grasses and d~m-
age the soil; increase the bleakness of the climate; destroy the insectiverous birds so 
useful to the agriculturist, and deprive the earth of its natural and much-needed winter 
covering, and all without one redeeming benefit. The prevention of such :fires is a diffi-
cult task. The ordinary :fire-guard is of little use in a, strong wind. Ordinary roads and 
~reeks are easily jumped. A system of :fire-guards of sufficient breadth to insure 
safety would be a heavy burden upon the people. Owing to the difficulty of proving 
offenses, punishment by :fine seems to have but little effect. Imprisonment no doubt 
would prove more effective. Let a portion of each fine revert to the informer or pros-
ecuting witness, and it would do much toward detecting offenses. A too stringent law, 
borderin~ upon severity, would be non-effective, as the people would not execute it. 
7. Durmg the building of the Overland Telegaph Line and the Union Pacific Rail-
road a wholesale slaughter of pnblic timber along the line of the Platte River was 
carried on. The best grove in this county, opposite the town of Fremont, was then 
destroyed, tree trunks being used for ties and the tops left to rot. '£his county then 
had no settlers to prevent it. Where timber was cut upon the north side of the Platte 
usually there was not such waste, for the tree-tops were cut into cord-wood and sold to 
the company to run their engines. The use of the public timber for mineral, building, 
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agricultural, and road purposes, or briBging, is indispensable to the carrying on of tbmie 
branches of business. Therefore the sooner the government puts the timperecl lands 
upon the market in small parcels, and limited, the less of the timber will be plun-
dered. The average citizen would much rather buy at a fair price than to steal. 
8. The party who fells a tree I believe usually claims ownership. But his neighbor 
thinks it a small crime to steal from a thief. 
9. As they have the selling of all lands, their facilities for knowing the character of 
the land in their respective districts, and for obtaining information in regard to depre-
dations are good, therefore they should be efficient detectives and ready prosecutors. 
But efficiency in this class of duties will require a very different class of men from 
those who sometimes get into land offices. 
The for-egoing has been very hastily written, and, being compelled to leave in the 
morning upon a business trip of several days, have no time to extend remark.'! or re-
vise the matter thereof. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Testi1nony of E. F. Test, clairn agent Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Neb1·. 
FREIGHT AUDITOR'S OFFICE, 
Omaha, Nebr·., Novernber 25, 1879. 
1. E. F. Test, Omaha, Nebr., claim agent Union Pacific Railroad. 
2. Since 1868. 
6. Yes. They should be distributed in larger quantities, and proof of settlement 
made the basis of ownership. A case in point is the Pawnee reservation, now Nance 
County, in this State, and the Society of the Boston Aid to Land Ownership. The wealth 
of the societ,y represented $1G,OOO,OOO. The society wanted to buy it in the interest of 
the workingmen, making proof of settlement the basis of ownership, starting towns, 
farms, and advancing the means to cultivate andimprove the land. The present laws 
prevented, and the reservation is still largely unsettled. One of the land grant rail-
roads has been pursuing this policy through other parties in Boone and Greeley Coun-
ties, and the said counties, one of them at least (Boone) bas more than doubled its 
population in two years. 
27. Encourage our churches and charitable institutions to qmt pauperizing our poor 
people in the large cities and elsewhere by doling out food and clothing to able-bod-
ied men and women, and urge them to move out on the public lands. Sufficiently large 
tracts might be set aside for such purposes anu the churches and charitable institu-
tions have their superintendents in charge to locate the poor people on the homes of 
their own, advancing the means necessary to start them, payable at stated times, and 
forfeiture to be the penalty for abandonment of their claims. In other words, let the 
government furnish the land, proof of settlement being the right to ownership, and the 
churches and the institutions of charity the money to settle and improve them, and 
give the poor people of our large cities, and elsewhere, the chance to build up homes 
for themselves and their children. It cannot be d~uted that every new institution of 
charity brings in an increased list of paupers. Plluperism to crime is a natural step, 
and then government is compelled to support many of these people in our prisons. It 
is cheaper to make them good citizens and producers. The clrnrches have bad ruuch 
to do with this pauperization in the past throug,h mistaken efforts at charity. Colonel 
Robert Ingersoll says: "It has reduced Italy to a band-organ." Will it do so for the 
United States f This idea I do not consider impracticable. It bas been agitated by 
myself and others in this State for a number of years. The Roman Catholic Church 
has already adopted it and is meeting with success. Tbe Methodist Episcopal Church 
might also adopt it to advantage, as they raised $5,500,000 for educational and mission-
ary purposes in the centennary of its existence. Was it better than ~ving homes to 
our poor people f 
I respectfully offer these suggestions to the honorable Commission for what they are 
worth. 
E. F. TEST. 
Testirnony of C. H. Walker, real-estate agent, Bloornington, Nebr. 
Referring to the circular inclosed to me from the Department of the Interior, Ibave 
to say: 
1. My name is C.H. Walker. My residence is Bloomington, Nebr. I am now en-
gaged in real estate. I was register of this land office from 1872 to 1875. 
2. I have lived in this State since 1862. 
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3. I have acquired a quarter section of land under the homestead, also 12 quarters 
with agricultural scrip. 
4. As register of the United States land office I had a pretty good opportunity to 
learn the practical workings of the public-land laws. 
5. An intelligent answer to your :fifth question involves so many contingencies it is 
very difficult to answer it intelligently. Sometimes returns come back from the depart-
ment in reasonable time, but in other instances they drag. In con~ested cases much 
depends upon the attorneys or the complications that surround the case. 
6. In thfl timber-culture act, the State horticultural society of this State asked Con-
gress, by resolution at their meeting of 1878, to set apart one-fourth of every section 
for the cultivation of timber of those lands that° are naturally devoid of timber. This 
recommendation was made by a class of men that give these matters much thought, 
and who have watched the operations of the law. This country needs more timber, 
and if one quarter of each section was withdrawn for all other purposes, in the end 
there would be a forest on every section. Again, I believe it would be to the advan-
tage of every man taking a homestead if he was required to plant and cultivate a cer-
tain amount of timber-, if the homestead was devoid of timber. The country wants 
more timber to assist in modifying the climate of the prairies, and there has been much 
talk and many plans proposed whereby its growth would be encourged. I believe, and 
I also express the conviction of many that I have talked with, that the government 
should require more in this direction. 
7. In answer to · question 7, an experience on the frontier for sixteen years has taught 
me that the country is undergoing a radical change in climate, and that what a few years 
ago-I mean seven or eight years ago-were classed as pastoral lands are now regarded 
as the best agricultural lands. By referring to the maps of the Union Pacific Railroad 
of 1870 to 1872, it will be observed that the entire Republican Valley in Nebraska was 
classed by them as pastoral lands, and yet within the last four years this county (Frank-
lin) has taken the champion prize at the State fair of Nebraska offered for the largest 
and finest display of farm products in the State. My own opinion is that if let alone 
this question will settle itself, and that by experience is the only way it can be settled. 
I believe in a very short time it will all be agricultural lands, and that it should be 
held as such; that it would be a great calamity to the country if there was any change 
in the manner of disposing of the public lands, so as to build up a landed cattle aris-
tocracy. Let the matter settle itself. 
In answer, severally, to your questions 8, 9, and 10, I do not see how the public can 
be much better protected nor how the homeless can receive greater encouragement than 
under the present law. I can see how it would be to the advantage of men of great 
capital to be allowed to purchase large tracts to be held for their own purposes of 
grazing. They have the use of it now, and when disposed of it should be for the good 
of a greater number. As before stated, the present system of disposing of the public 
lands is good enough, and I do not see how it can be bettered by a radical change. I 
speak only for Nebraska. 
C.H. WALKER. 
Teatitnony of W. H. Beatty, chief-justice of Neuada, Carson OitiJ, Nev. 
CARSON, NEV., Novernber 21, 1879. 
GENTLEMEN: Having received a copy of your circular requesting information in 
regard to the subjects to be reported upon by you, I would state that I have had 
no experience and but limited means of obse.rving the practical workings of any 
portion of the public-land laws except those which relate to the location of mining 
claims, and more especially lode claims. I would therefore confine myself to the 
questions under that subhead: 
First. In regard to my experience of mining and mining litigation, I have been a 
resident of Nevada for nearly seventeen and of the Pacific coast twenty-seven years, 
during most of which time I have been more or less conversant with the operation 
of miners' rules and customs. From 1864 to 1875 I was judge of the districts embrac-
ing Lander and ·white Pine Counties. Each of those counties contained numerous 
mining districts, with varying rules and customs, and in each a great number of 
mining cases were litigated during my term of office. I also presided, by special ap-
pointment or invitation, at the trial of several of the most important mining C'l'lses 
in Eurekr, and Pioche, and have thus had occasion to decide over and over again 
most of the questions connected with the location of lode claims. I have also heard 
the testimony of great numbers of practical miners of every grade of intelligence, 
and of many of t,he most noted professional experts and scientific theorists, as to the 
formation and characteristics of vei-ns and other mineral deposits where the matter at 
issue was a question of identity or continuity or veins or lodes. In hearing applica-
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tions for injunctions and in irying causes which were submitted for dechiion by the 
court without the intervention of a jury, I have frequently been called upon to make 
minute examinations, in company with experts, of the surface and underground de-
velopments upon every variety of mineral deposits and in all sorts of rock formations 
that are found in Eastern Nevada. Since January, 1875, as a member of the supreme 
court of Nevada, I have had occasion to review several cases involving a construc-
tion of the act of Congress of May 10, 1872, and to consider particularly the effect of 
that provision of the law (Revised Statutes, section 2324) which accords to the miners 
of the respective districts permission to make local regulations governing the loca-
tion, &c., of claims. 
Second. In regard to the defects of the law. The principal, the vital defect in the 
existing law is this permission to make local rules. There are, I have reason to be-
lieve, other important defects in the law, but as to most of these there are more com-
}letent judges, and I leave it to them to point out the evil and suggest a remedy. But 
as to the practical workings of the local rules and customs of miners, when allowed 
the force of law, I have very decided opinions, which I feel that my means of knowl-
edge justify me in stating with some confidence in their correctness. I believe that 
the whole subject of mining locations is an extremely simple one, which may easily, 
and certainly therefore ought to, be regulated by one general law, the terms and 
existence of which shall be established by public and authentic records, and not 
left to be proved in every case by the oral testimony of witnesses, or by writings con-
tained in loose papers or memorandum-books, such as are often dignified by the name 
of "mining records." I am convinced, moreover, that the tainting of every mining 
title in the land at its very inception with the uncertainty which results from the 
actual or possible existence of rules affecting its validity, perfectly authentic evidence 
of which is nowhere to be found, is a stupendous evn. Experience has demonstrated 
that such an uncertain state of the law is a prolific source of litigation, and no expe-
rience is required to convince any man of ordinary intelligence that it must have the 
effect of depreciating the value of all unpatented claims by deterring the more pru-
dent class of capitalists from investing in them. That the subject is simple enough 
to be embraced in one general law is proved by the fact that the laws of the various 
districts, although differing in details, are in substance identical, and are substantially 
contained in the existing acts of Congress. 
When placer-mining began in California there was no law regulating the size of claims 
or the manner of holding and working them, and local regulations by the miners them-
selves became a necessity. They were adopted, not because the subject was too com-
plicateu or difficult for general regulation, but because they were needed at once as the 
sole refuge from anarchy. The first and most important matter to be regulated was 
the size of claims, and the earliest miners' rules contained little else than a limitation 
of the maximum amount of mining ground that one miner might hold. That being 
determined, be was left to take possession of bis claim and work it as he pleased. It 
thus appears that the location of a mining claim was nothing more nor less than the 
taking into actual possession a limited quantity of mining ground, and this was accom-
plished by simply marking its boundaries and going to work inside of them. But in 
taking possession of their claims miners sometimes failed to mark their boundaries as 
distinct or to do as much work on them as later comers, desirous of securing claims for 
themselves, thought essential to an actual possession. Hence arose disputes and vio-
lent conflicts. The next and the final step in the development of miners' law accord-
ingly was the regulation of the mode of marking the bouncla.ries or otherwise desig-
nating the locality and extent of claims and tbe quantum of work that must be done to 
hold them. As a fence around the claim was utterly useless, four stakes at the corners 
or two stakes at the ends of the river boundary of a pl~cer claim were usually allowed 
to be a su~cient marking of its extent; but, in this connection, a written notice, 
descriptive of the claim and containing the name of the owner, was sometimes required 
to be posted on the ground and recorded by the district recorder. Then, as it was fre-
quently impossible to continue work upon a claim on acconnt of scarcity or superabun-
dance of water, and as miners were frequently driven from the vicinity of their claims 
by the severity of the winter season, the rules went on to prescribe the minimum number 
of days' work per annum by which a claim could be kept good, or the maximum of time 
during which the miner might absent himself from his claim without being deemed to 
have forfeited or abandoned it. In rare and exceptional instances miners may have 
attempted to extend their regulations to other matters than those mentioned, but I risk 
nothing in saying that the above statement embraces the essence of all the miners' law 
of ~e Pacific coast relating to placer claims. After these regulations had baen some 
time in force came the discovery of veins or lodes of gold-bearing rock in place, and 
to them the law of the placers was adapted with the least possible change. 
First. The size of claims was regulated by allowing so many feet along the vein. 
Second. The mode of making out or designating the claim was prescribed; and 
Third. The amount of work necessary to hold it. 
The principal modification of the placer-mining law as adapted to lode claims was 
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upon the second point,. Thy placers were loc:Ltecl as surface claims ancl were best 
marked by stakes at the cornel's; uotice and record, when required, being deemed of 
minor importance. In lode claims these conditions were reversed. The exact course or 
8trike of a lode was seldom ascertainable from the croppings at the point of discovery; 
an<l. as the claim was of so much of the lode in whatever direction it might be found 
to run, with a strip of the adjacent surface, taken for convenience in working the lode 
and as a mere incident or appurtenant thereto, it was found to be impracticable to 
mark the claim by stakes on the surface, and hence the notice an<l. record cawe to play 
a more important part in designating the claim. They came in fact to be alls important, 
locations of lode claims being commonly made by posting a notice in reasonable prox-
imi t.y to the point at which the lode was discovered or exposed, stating that the under-
signed claimed so many feet of the vein extending so far and in such direction or di-
rect.ions from the discovery point, together with the amount of adjacent surface ground 
allowed by the rules of the district. This notice so posted had the effect under the 
rules of holding the ground described a certain length of time, commonly ten days, 
within which time it was necessary to have the notice recorded iu the district records 
in order to keep the claim good. This was all that was required under the head of 
marking or designating the locality and extent of the claim, and it was thereafter held 
by simply doiug the prescribed amount of work. 
This was the sum total of the California miners' law, and it has never been mate-
1ia1ly altered or added to in Nevada, nor, so far as I am advised, in any of the other 
· 1ining communities of the country. By reference to sections 2319 to 2324, inclusive, 
of the Revised Statutes it will be seen that it is all embraced in the act of l\fay 10, 
1872, which is distinct and specific in its provisions as to the size of claims, tlJe mark-
ing of claims, antl the working of claims. What room, then, is left for any local regu-
lations upon the only points that the miners have ever assumed to regulate f Just 
this: The miners rnay-
First. Restrict themselves to smaller claims than the act of Congress allows. 
Second. Require claims to be more thoroughly marked than would be absolutely 
necesi,ary to satisfy the terms of the act. 
Third. Require more work than the law requires. 
Fourth. Provide for the election of a recorder and the recording of claims. 
A_s to the :first three points it may be safely assumed that no such regulations will 
be adopted in any district hereafter organized. Mining districts are organized by 
those who discover valuable ore bodies outside of the limits of existing districts, and 
these first comers will be sure to take all the law allows them to take, and will do 
nothing on their part to increase the difficulty of holding what t bey have got. Later 
comers, not being able to deprive their predecessors of rights already vested, will find 
their advantage in claiming any new discoveries on terms as liberal as others have 
enjoyed, and it will inevitably happen that the privileges of the law will be in no 
wise abridged. Permission to abridge them is therefore wholly superfluous. 
In some of the older organized districts the local rules do restrict the size of claims; 
but in no case within my kn_owledge do they exact as much as the statute in regard to 
marking and working claims. Under the regulations restricting the size of claims in 
these old districts rights have vested which ought to be protected; but in amending 
the law, with a view to its prospective operation in old as well as new districts, noth-
ing is to be gained by permitting miners any longer to regulate either the size of claims 
or the mode of marking them or the amount of work to be done on them. The only 
effect of such permission is to make the terms of the law upon these important points 
everlastingly unce1·tain, without the least prospect of its ever being improved. 
The fourth point at present left open to regulation by the miners remains to be 
noticed. All the district rules with which I am acquainted provide for mining re-
corders and the recording of claims; but under existing legislation such rules are worse 
than useless. The statute, it will be observed, does not make any notice or record 
obligatory or define their effect. If the miners themselves made no regulation on the 
subject, claims would be located by simple compliance with the terms of the statute, 
which contains in itself ample provision for everything essential to a, location; i. e., 
size of claim and mm·king and working. Under the statnte the vein is located by 
means of a surface claim, which not only can be but must be marked on the ground. 
When this is done all that the notice and record were ever intended or expected to 
accomplish is effected in a manner far more satisfactory and complete. In place of a 
very imperfect all(l often misleading description of the claim, there is a plain and un-
ambiguous notice to the world of its exact position and extent. No reason exists, 
therefore, for retaining in the law a provision under which it may be made obligatory, 
by local regulations, to post and record a notice in addition to the marking of the 
ground. The monuments on the ground do well and completely what the Hotiee and 
record do only imperfectly and in part. 
It may be askerl why, if this is so, do the miners, who ought to nnderstand their own 
business, persist in requiring a not.ice and record. The answer is, that marking loca-
tions by such means has with a majority of miners become an inveterate habit; and 
• • 
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the custom, like many other customs, outlives the causes which called it into exist-
ence. For twenty years-from 1852 to 1872--lode claims were located without refer-
ence to surface lines, and, as above explained, their locality and extent could only be 
indicated by means of a notice. Notice and record were therefore an essential part of 
the system. Now, however, since the law has applied the system of surface locations 
to Ioele claims, they have ceased to be of any importance as independent and substantial 
requirements. But the miners have generally failed to perceive that there has been 
any radical change in the sytem of making locations. They cannot divest themselves 
of the notion that the surface is still a mere incident to the vein, and that they must 
hold by means of their notice fifteen hundred feet of the vein, wherever it is found to 
run, notwithstanding their surface lines, as marked on the ground, may not include so 
much. 
This ignorance of the change effected by the act of Congress, and the force of habit, 
are tmfficient to account for the retention by the miners of the old regulations provid-
ing for the recording of claims; but there is an additional reason which bas much to 
do with it. When a new mineral discovery is made a district is at once organized by 
the half dozen or so miners who happen to be first on the ground. They generally 
take a sanguine view of the value of their discovery; they anticipate an excitement 
and a rush of new locators ; if rules are made providing for the record of claims and 
a liberal compensation to the recorder, there will be a good office for one of their num-
ber; and it seldom happens that there is not some man among them who has influence 
enough to secure the office and the adoption of rules which make it worth having. 
It thus appears, if the foregoing statements are correct, that upon three out of four 
points subject to local regulation by the miners they make no use of their privilege, 
and that the regulations which they do make on the fourth point, having no reason to 
support them, are simply useless and vexatious. If this conclusion is well founded 
my first proposition is established: that the whole subject of lode locations is so sim-
ple that it not only may be, but actually is, fully regulated by act of Congress. That 
the right of local regulation ought to be taken away, if it is of no practical value, is a 
plainer proposition than the first. The interest of the public would be subserved by 
cutting off a source of endless litigation, and the mining communities would be espe-
cially benefited by the enhanced value of mining property. 
The magnitude of the evil resulting from t,he uncertainty of mining titles will, 
perhaps, be appreciated when I say that after a residence of seventeen years in the 
State of Nevada, with the best opportunities for observing, I cannot at this moment 
recaU a single instance in which the owners of really valuable mining grounu have 
escaped expensive litigation, except by paying a heavy blackmail. The statute, it is 
true, bas swept out of existence the most prolific source of vexation and expense in 
making the owner of a valid location secure within his surface lines. Before the stat-
ute the only means of showing that a trespasser was within the limits of your claim 
washy establishiDg the identity or continuity of the vein between the point of loca-
tion and the point where the trespasser was at work. The owner had not only to 
bring witnesses to prove the law of his title and the facts of his title to a claim, but 
was compelled to incur ruinous expense in making surface and underground tracings 
upon the vein and in employing practical and theoretical experts to prove that bis claim 
actually included the part of the vein from w bicb the ore was being taken away. The 
act of 1872 bas, as above stated, done away with this evil to a great extent by making 
the owner of a claim secure of everything within his surface lines, except such ore-
bodies as can be followed on their dip from a valid location made outside ot his lines; 
and as to a claim of this sort the burden of proof is transferred to the shoulders of 
the person who, in following the downward course of his ledge, enters the land of an-
other. 
But another evil remains. In the nature of things there must always exist the ne-
cessits in the assertion of any mining title of proving compliance with the law pre-
scribing the conditions upon which it may be acquired; but there is no necessity fo+ 
leaving the terms and existance of the law itself to be the subject of proof by evi-
dence, the best of which is always open to <l.it:.pute. 
As long as there are local regulalfous anywhere, and as long as there may be local 
regulations everywbere affecting the validity of mining titles, no man can ever know 
the ln,w of his title until the end of a tiiul i n which it is involved. 
In districts where the rules are in writing, where they have beer. some time inforce 
awlgenerallyrecognizedauli respected, the law way be tolerably well settled. But there 
is often a question whether the rules have ueeu regularly adopted or generally recog-
nized by the miners of a district. There may be two rival codes, each claiming author-
ity alld each supported by numerous adherents; evidence may be offered of the repeal 
or alteration of rules, ancl this may be rebutted by evidence that the meeting which 
undertook to effect the repeal was irregularly convened or was secretly conducted in 
some out-of-the-way corner, or was controlled by unqualified persons; customs of uni-
versal acceptance rnny be proved which are at variance with the written rules; the 
boundaries of districts may conflict, and· within tbe lines of conflict it may be impossi-
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bie to determine which of two coJes of rnles is in force; there may be an attempt to 
create a new district within the limits of an old one; a district may be deserted for a 
time antl its records lost or destroyed ; and then a new i;iet of locators may reorganize 
it and relocate the claims. This does not exhaust the list of instances within my own 
knowledge in which it bas been a question of fact tor a jury to determine what the 
law was in a particular district. Other instances might be cited, but I think enough 
bas been said to prove tha,t local regulations being of no use ought to be abolished. 
Third . I am not isufficiently informed as to the effects of the practice referred to in 
this question to give a reliable answer. 
Fonrth . .A vein or lode is cont,; ined in a fissure of the country rock. The strike or 
course of a vein.is determined by a bo1Tizontal line drawn between its extremities at 
that depth at which it attains its greatest longitudinal exteDt. The dip of a vein 
(its course down ward, Rev. Stat., ~ 2322) is at right angles to its strike, or in 
other words if a vein is cut uy a vertical plane at right angles to its course, the line of 
t:.ection will be the line of its dip. The top or apex of any part of a vein is found by 
following the line of its dip up to the highest point at which vein matter exists iu the 
:fissure. According to this definition the top or apex of a vein is the highest part of the 
vein along i tis entire course. If the vein is supposed to be divided into sect.ions by 
vertical planes at right angles to its strike, the top or apex of each section is the high-
est 1)art of the vein between the planes that bound that section, but if the dividing 
planes are not vertical, or not at right angles to a vein which departs at all from a 
perpendicular in its downward course, then the highest part of the vein between such 
planeb will not be the top or apex of the section which they include. The strike or 
course of a vein can never be exactly determined until it bas been explored to its 
greatest extent, but a comparatively slight development near the surface will gener-
ally show its course with sufficient accuracy for the purposes of a location. The dip 
having an exact mathematical relation to the course of a vein is of course undeter-
mined until the strike is determined, but practically the line of dip is closely approx-
imated by taking the steepest (the nearest a vertical) line by which a vein can be 
followed downward. 
The top or apex of a vein is usually the :first thing discovered. Sometimes a blincl 
lode, so called, is encountered in driving a tunnel or sinking a vertical shaft, and then 
of course the top or apex cannot often be found except by tracing it towards the sur-
face by means of an incline. 
Of co.urse there a.re irregular mineral deposits, departing widely in their character-
istics from the typical or ideal vein which seems to have been in the mind of the 
framer of the act of 1872. To such deposits the foregoing definitions will not apply, 
and in my opinion great difficulty will be experienced in any attempt to apply the 
existing law to them. I believe however that instances of such formations are com-
paratively rare, none having fallen under my own observation. • 
Fifth. The in tended rights of the discoverer of a vein are not properly secured by the 
existing law. I have in two cases (Golden Fleece Company vs. Cable Consolidated 
Company, 12 Nev. 329, and Gleeson ·vs. Martin White Company 13 id. 460) intimated my 
own opinion that the discoverer of a lode is not compelled under the act of 1872 to 
mark out his surface claim immediately in order to protect his discovery. I have said 
that he ought to have a reaisonable time for tracing the course o.f the lode ancl that if 
he worked diligently for that purpose, and did not unreasonably delay the marking of 
his location, he would ue p.rotected in bis claim to 1,500 feet of the lode againist one at-
tempting ·to locate on his discovery while he was so engaged in making the develop-
ment essential to a proximably correct adjustment of bis surface lines. In the same 
connection I expressed the opinion that a local regulation definiug the rnasonable time 
during which a claim of 1,500 feet of tbe lode might be held by notice and recorrl and 
work <lone in tracing the course of the vein would not be in conflict with the law, but 
in furtherance of Hs objects, and wonld be favorably received by the courts. All this, 
however, is a matter of very doubtfnl const,rnction, and it ought to be made certain by 
the terms of the statute. N9 such local regulation as that suggested has ever been 
made to my knowledge, and even jf there bad been, and it was perfect.ly certain that 
it was consistent with the statute, it is still extremely desirable, on the grounds stated 
in my second answer, that whatever regulation is made should be made by law aud 
not by local and varying rules. 
Sixth. Litigation bas arisen and injustice will certainly result unless the law is con-
strued to mean or is so amentled as to provide that the discoverer of a lode has a rea-
souable time for tracing before being compelled to mark his surface claim. 
Seventh. I have understood that parallel seams of the outcrop of the Comstock lotle 
were Jocated by different parties, but 
Eighth. As I understand the law, in all such cases t.110 older location takes the whole 
vein as soon as the identity of the two seams is established. 
Ninth. It will veryrnrelyhappen thattbeoutcroJlOf a lode will be wider than the legal 
wi, Ith of claims. The width of claims will not be restricte<l by local regulations in districts 
wbc·re the outcrop is too wide to admit of such restriction, and I have never heard of 
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an ontcrop wider than six hundred feet unless the lode owned by the Richmond and 
En rc0 1nt Cousolidated Companies at Eureka, in this State, is an instance of such excessive 
width. But if such a case should occur,-the lode could be located under the act of 
1872 ; the surface claim would extend three hundred feet on each side of the center of 
the croppings. Under the surface the locator would have the right to follow his vein 
to the foot-wall on one side and to the hanging wall on the other; and, as the law 
never sticks at trifles, what he could do immediately under the surface he would prob-
ably be :1llowe<l. to do on the surface itself. 
Tenth. I know of no instance in which the outcrop of a narrow lode has deflected 
as much as 300 feet from a straight line drawn between the extremities of the surface 
tracings on the lode ; they often deviate more than 25 or even 50 feet from such a line. 
Eleventh. I am not conversant with the practice referred fo in this question. 
Twelfth. I have not seen an instance of the case supposed in this question ; but, in 
my opinion, if B had obtaineil a patent for bis claim, it would be no greater c1oud 
upon A7s title to the Llip of his lode than would be constituted by any other title to 
B's surface ground, such, for instance, as an actua,l possession by inclosure and resi-
dence. Tit,le to that part of a lode which extends in its couri:;o <l.ownwa.r<l. be_yond the 
side lines of the surface claim, has this inherent defect: the owner of the lode in following 
it into tho land of another must always a~sume the hurdl3n of proving tlie contim1itv 
or identit.y of the lode he is following with its top or apex within his own surface 
lines; so, also, if the ow.ner of the land into which it extends attempts to mine upon 
the dip of the lode, he can only be prevented by making the same proof; and this 
whether such adjoining land bas been claimed for mining purposes or for any other 
purpose that gives title to the surface. 
Thirteenth. I have already stated in another connection that within my knowledge 
no title to valuable mining property in this State has been exempt from at,tack. The 
owners have been obliged either to buy up conflicting claims or encounter expensive 
litigation. But most of this litigation arose out of the ,lefect8 "f thp. nld s:·stem r.f 
locating vein claims without reference to the surface, and the various uncertainties of 
the local regulations anu mining records. The act of 1872 bas e:ffected a great im-
provement, ancl if it had been bet,tn understood and more closely followed by the 
miners, the improvement would have been even more marked. But the miners have 
gone on, or at least did for awhile, locating the vein and treating the surface as a 
mere incident thereto, ignoring the vital necessity of detiuiug thu~i' luc;,1,tiuu.., by ..... wu-
uments on the ground. Most of the recent mining litigation has arisen from this 
cause, or from the alleged failure of locators to tlo the lttLuisite amount of work on 
their claims, or from. various causes antedating the act of 1872. As yet there has not 
been time for a great amount of litigation to arise ont of attempts to follow lodes on 
• their dip beyond the side lines of locations, or from attempts of claim holders to mine 
on lodes dipping into their surface lines frum outi:;iJ.e locations. These seeds of strife 
are, however, germinating, and 
Fourteenth. There can be no donut that the retention in the United States laws of 
the provision allowing locators to follow on the dip of their veins outside of their sur-
face Hues will oe0asion more or less litigation in t,he future. There will be act,ions to 
prevent owners from so following their lodes, and other suits to prevent owners of 
land from mining within their own surface lines. 
But I feel bound to add that, according to my observation, the right to follow the 
-lode they have discovered as deep into the earth as it is practicable to work it is a 
right upon which the miners set the highest value. Any infringement upon it would 
be regarded by the miners or this State at least with intense hostility; and although 
a system of square locations, such, for instance, as the old Spanish system, might pos-
sibly prove of superior advantage in the end, I arn satisfied that its adoption would 
be regarded as a grievance by the present generation of miners, and that its first effect 
would be to discourage prospecting. · 
Fifteenth. I have drawn up more than oue set of rules for miners about to organize 
a district. I did this for the first discoverers of the Eureka mines, but arn not sure 
that my rules were adopted. I think they were too short and simple to suit. At any 
rate the district was afterwarrl reor1:rnnizPil and new and elaborate rules adopted. It 
was a common thing for a h:tlt' do:i1en rnu11:1rs (i,. e., locators) to organize a district, and 
on these occasions aliens participated as freely as citizens. 'fhey always chose a re-
corder, and sometimes a president. The president's duty was to call and preside at 
meetings and to authenticate their resolutions by signing the minutes in which they 
were recorrled. Tl1e recoril.er's duties were more important. It was his business to 
make and preserve a recoru ui the written rules of the district, to act as secretary of 
all meetings of tbe miners, keeping a record of their transactions, and especially to 
file and record notices of claims, for which purpose he was somet,imes required to go 
upon the ground and note the locality, with a view to the prevention of conflicting 
locations and the floating of claims. Usually there was but one book for recording 
everythyig, rules, resolntions of meetings, and notices of location, and not infrequently 
this was"a little book that could be carried in a man's pocket. 
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Sixteenth. I have already stated in my second answer that the fundamental idea of 
a mining location was the taking actual possession of a limited quantity of mining 
ground. Miners' rules were strictly obligatory upon one point, only, viz, size of cla,ims. 
For the rest they merely prescribed the acts which should be deemed to constitute or 
be equivalent to an actual possession of the claim. No miner could hold by any means 
more ground than the local regulations allowed him to take, but if he chose to ignore 
the rules in other respects, and to incur the trouble of taking and keeping actual pos-
session of his ground, such possession was just as efficacious as compliance with the 
rules. The only reason why locations were so frequently made under the rules and so 
seldom by acts amounting to an actual possession, was that the former method was 
vastly more convenient and less burdensome. The rules dispensed with the necessity 
of doing a great deal that would have been essential to an actual, open, and unequiv-
ocal possession, especially of lode claims, which at their first discovery were seldom 
capable of definition by marks on the ground. 
From this it will sufficiently appear that the posting and recording of notices of claims 
were merely acts of possession and had that effect. The notice posted on the claim 
defined it by verbal description' and showed the names of the locators. But this notice 
was exposed to destruction by the elements, and to the danger of removal or alteration. 
by strangers, and so its record was provided for, principally in order to secure permanent 
evidence of the date and description of the claim. For the purpose of proving the 
date of a claim the record, when free from any appearance of alteration, was very con-
clusive evidence, and, as to this particular, fraudulent alteration was almost impossi-
ble, owing to the fact that the book was filled with records of claims in consecutive 
order, and one could not be altered as to date without altering those preceding and 
following it. But as a description of the claim the record was generally worthless, 
consisting as it did of a mere copy of the notice, with a certificate that it was recorded 
at a certain date. The requirement o'f the statute that the record, to have any effect, 
shall contain a description of the locus of the claim is a great improvement upon most 
of the miners' rules formerly in force. 
'rhe effect of recording a notice within the time prescribed by law was to satisfy one 
essential condition upon which the claim might be held without actual possession and 
to keep it good during the time allowed for doing the requisite amount of work. 
Doing the work perfected the claim. If each successive step after posting the notice 
of claim was taken within the prescribed periods, the effect was to give the locator a 
good title relating back to the posting of the notice and cutting off all intervening 
claims. And when a notice was recorded after the expfration of the time allowed for 
that purpose the claim was still good as to all the world except intervening locators, 
and could be kept good, like any other recorded claim, by doing the necessar.v work. 
Seventeenth. No one had a right to amend or alter the record of a claim; but al-
terations of mining records were in fact often made, sometimes with fraudulent intent 
I have no doubt, but much more frequently with innocent motives, the recorder and 
locators supposing that this was a proper way to correct . mistakes of description in 
the notice or to effect transfers of interests among the locators or to their grantees or 
assigns. 
Eighteenth. I have seen frequent attempts to prove fraudulent manipulation of min-
ing records, and although they were rarely successful, the fact that tliey were made 
proves how little confidence there is in the authenticity of such records. It is certain 
that there is no adequate security aga,inst the loss, concealment, destruction, or fraud-
ulent alteration of the records of many mining districts. 
Nineteenth. I am decidedly of the opinion tbat it would be highly advantageous to 
abolish all mining-district laws, customs, and records; to put the whole law of loca-
tions into the statute-book, and to confide the making and keeping of the necessary 
records to public officers, whose :fidelity is secured by bonds and their oath of office. 
The record of claims, I think, ought not to be made obligatory but merely perrnis-
sive, as a means of holding the claim ( of 1,500 feet of the vein) during such reason-
able time as the statute ma.y allow for tracing its course with a view to the proper 
location of the surface lines. For the purpose of making such records I think it would 
be better, if practicable, to allow county recorders or registrars of deeds in the re-
spective States and Territories to act as mining recorders, rather than to compel min-
ers in ail instances to resort to the United States land offices, which are often very re-
mote from tlle mining districts. 
Twentierh. I am not advised as to the feeling of claim-holders upon this question. 
Twenty-first. I do consider it desirable to retain the leading features of the present 
law for the location of lode claims, at least in those sections of the country where the 
mineral deposits come fairly within the de:finit,ion of a lode. For other districts another 
system of location may be desirable. But whatever system is to prevail in tbe future, 
I think there is no doubt that all local mining-district laws, customs, and records 
should be abolished. The mode of defining claims shou1d be clearly prescribed in the 
statute, and so also should be the amount of work necessary to h'old them and to en-
title the holder to a patent. Nothing should be made obligatory in order to obtain a 
26 LC . 
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patent except the discovery of .a mineral deposit, the clear marking of a claim includ-
ing the discovery and the doing of the necessary work. But if the present system of 
locating lode claims is retained, the law should be so amended as to allow the discov-
erer of a lode, if he desire, a reasonable time for tracing its course before marking his 
surface claim, and should protect him in the mean time to the full extent of his claim 
on the veip. This privilege should be conceded upon condition that the discoverer 
should post a notice of his claim on the ground and record it within ten days with a 
description of the locus a,ppended. This being done, he should have, say, thirty days 
after the record to set, the stakes or erect the monuments requiJ:ed for marking the 
surface claim. Until the location was so marked he should be required to prosecute 
the work of development with diligence.· 
I have no other specific amendments to recommend, but I wish to call attention to 
a class of <lifficulties likely to arise under the existing provisions of the act which 
ought to be obviated if possible. How this is to be done I confess I am unable to point 
out, but the matter is of too much importance to be ignored in revising the law. 
Mining locators are granted the exclusive right of possession of their surface claiios, 
and all veins, &c., the tops or apexes of which lie inside of their surface lines extended 
downward vertically, although such veins in their downward course may extend beyond 
the side lines of the surface claim. No locator, however, has the right to go outside 
of vertical planes conforming to his end lines, notwithstanding the true dip of his lode 
would carry him beyond. In every patent of mining ground a right is reserved to 
other locators to follow their lodes on their downward course into the ground so con-
veyed. (Revised Statutes, section 2322.) 
This being the law the annexed diagram illustrates a few of the numberless diffi-
culties that will occur in applying it to surface locations that have not been made in 
exact conformity to the true and ultimately ascertained course of the lode. 'rhe line 
0 P represents the course of a lode ext.ending due north and south, and is supposed to 
be drawn between its extremities at the depth of a thousand feet from the surface. 
The dip of the lode is to the west and the outcrop appears a,t two pointsx and y. The 
top or apex of the lode where it does not rea,ch the surface is indicated by the dotted 
line connecting x and y and extending beyoml in either direction. Long before any 
better means exist of ascertaining the true course of the lode than is furnished by its 
outcrop A makes a location at x marked a a a a and B makes a location at y marked 
b b b b. In due time their claims are patented. Then.C discoYers the lode at z and 
makes his location c c c c, and later still D and E make locations as indicated, north 
of A and south of B respectively. The straight dotted lines A a A' rn Bb and B'b in-
dicate the sections of the lode the tops or apexes of which are irn,ide of the surface lines 
of P:, B, and C respectively. The dotted lines d a and ea and f b and {/ b show the 
sections of the lode which are included by vertical planes conforming to the end lines 
of A and B respectively. 
Now c<1me the difficult.ies. According to rny definition of top or apex of a lode, and 
under what appears to me the only admissible construction of the law, C, although 
he locates after the patent to A and B, is nevertheless the owner of all that section of 
the lode included by the lines A' m and B b, indefinitely prolonged, notwithstanding 
it is mainly included from the very top in the prolongation of the end liues of A and 
B. C is the owner because he has located the top or apex, and A and B are not owners 
for the reason that their claims do not include the top or apex of this section. Sup-
posing the lode to be valuable, it can readily be seen what controversies will arise as 
the progress of development begins to show the true course of the vein, a.nd enlightens 
the parties as to their boundary rights. Even without the intervention of C, A and B 
would come in conflict at h in regard to the widening section f he. But in the case 
supposed, C would restrict A to the line A' m, as his southern boundary, and B to the 
lind B bas his northern boundary. By this means A and B, being restricted by their 
end lines from mining on the widening sections A a d and g b B', would be completely 
cut o:ff---A at 2,000 and B at 3,000 feet from the surface. Then this further difficulty 
would arise, that the entire top or apex of the lode being included in the various 
surface locations of A, B, C, D, and E, there would be no means under the law by 
which the widening sections A ad and g b B' could be located or granted. The only 
remedy woul<l be to cancel the patents of A and B, and allow them to readjust their 
surface lines. Before this, however, another controversy would have arisen between 
Band C, and still another between Band D, in regard to the excessive claim of Bon 
the course of the lode, which it will be seen extends to a length of about 1,600 feet, 
whereas tl.10 law a.Jlows him at the utmost but 1,500 feet. 'rhese hints will suffice to 
indicate the nature of the task which the commission have before them; and having 
no pla,n to suggest for meeting the difficulties in their way, I take my leave of the 
sullject. 
Twenty-second. I have formed no opinion upon this point. 
Respectfully, 
The PUBLIC LAND COMMISSION, 
Washington, D. C. 
W. H. BE.A.TTY. 
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Testimon,11 of Edwd. R. Chase, civil engineer: Elko County, Nerada. 
The que8tions to which tbe following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
1VELLS, ELKO COUNTY, NE-VADA, 
September 12, 1879. 
To the Public Land Comrnission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: Your circular letter asking replies t.o certain interrogatories, &c., is 
before me. Holding in view the object of the Commission-i. e. the scope of inquiry 
adopted, and the method you have taken to obtain the information sought-I find it 
my duty to declare it as my opinion that you will gather but very imperfect informa-
tion upon the subject of agriculture and agricultural interests; and I bespeak your 
most careful consideration of our interests and wants. 
We are a simple and unlettered people. \Ve have a profound faith in those maxims 
that teach us that our government guarantees to us justice, humanity, anu" the greatest 
good to the greatest number." Believing so, and that the public lands are the people's 
heritage, an•l held in trust by t,be government for the people, we hold that e,ery acre 
''is and of right ought to bo" dedicated as homes for the people. "The people" expresses 
a vast, silent, and passive quantity-an immense organ upon which any tune can be 
played t.hut you desire tho keeper to have uttered. Play us an you wish, gentlemen, 
but don't Jet us break down or go to pieces, because you wish different tunes played 
at the same time; and remember, in co;1Sidering the replies you receive to this circular, 
that this "vast organ'' don't give the replies that some individual is playing it. 
1. My name is Edward R. Chase. I am a farmer, and live in Clover Valley, Elko 
County, Nevada. 
2. I came to Nev.ada while it was a Territory, and have not been out of it since 1864, 
and have never crossed a county line within· it. 
3. I have sought to acquire an 80 "homestead" title ; no other. 
4. I have had the amplest means of knowing the practical working of the land 1::t,ws 
in Nevada and elsewhere. 
5. I know from personal experience, after refreshing my memory from memoranda, 
that it takes more tban ten years' time, and costs more than $400, to get a homestead 
patent to 80 acres-the case was not a contested one*. I know and declare that in 
another case, that of H. H. Chase, my brother, whose lanrls adjoin mine, who made 
the earliest location in the country, who settled his lands when his nearest neighbor 
was 50 miles off, who never lived off of them, who claimed only a . homestead, who 
never permitted any laches and was never-charged with any unfairness, moved onto 
his lands, in 1867, bas traveled over 800 miles, has spent $500, and bas, like myself, 
receivecl no patent. I have never known a patent to be obtained but in two instances; 
in one case it cost more than $75; in the other I do not know the cost, but do know 
it cost over $50. 
6. I can hardly say that there are defects inherent in the system, but think a few 
important amendments should be made in the law, and many corrections in the 
practice. 
1st. In this country niany valuable pieces of land would be taken as homesteads if 
they did not lay so low in the valley as to make it wholly impracticable to live upon 
them. We want farms in the valley and homes along the foot-bill,. The law should 
not require an actual residence upon the land, but the final proof shoulci go to show 
that the homesteader neither owned nor claimed a more valuable home' an vwhere else. 
2d . .A.s only those lands lying along water-courses are eligible as farms the strips are 
often na.rrow. Taken in quarter sections (contiguous forties lying side by side) the 
claimant, does uot get on an average half good land. Contiguity by corners ought 
to be permitted. in homestead claims. 
3d. I can think of no reason why a homesteader should go before the register and re-
ceiver. l cannot make the journey for less than $50. Section 2290 should be so amended 
as to read: "before the register or receiver or the nearest magistrate " ( whose official 
certificate should state such fact)-" that he is the head of a family," &c. Section 
2262 should .be similarly altered. .A.11 laws that require a sworn statement to be made 
of or concerning lands should be made before the magistrate living nearest the lands. 
The certificate of the magistrate should state such fact, and that be knows the wit-
nesses, that they are credible persons, residing in the immediate neighborhood (in cases 
of final prnof) While. it is more expensiYe to go before the rP-gister and receiver, it 
opens the door to fraud, in a, conntry sparsely settled like this, as it is more difficult 
to perpetrate a frand at homo, where the facts aro all known to everybody, than at the 
lau<l oflice, wlrore they aro known to nobod:v. The official characterofthemagistrate 
w The only issue presented was, are certain improvements on the land. The owner says they are-
a fact never questioned. It is charged as one of the 'hardships of the system that the Commissioner 
di ,1 and does, without any reason or necessity, order expensive contests, and involve the cases in delay 
an11 cost. 
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may be established by the seal of the county clerk, if necessary. Pensions are paid 
and bounty lands issued upon proof taken similarly; there is no reason, and great hard-
ship, in not permitting it to be done with the land office. 
The desert-land act is open to the same criticism-or rather not the law, but the 
rulings of the Commissioner. It is a grievous" put" upon us to compel us to journey 
to the county-seat with two witnesses known to the clerk to be credible and who are 
acquainted with the land. The law says "we may file an affidavit." The Commis-
sioner takes it upon himself to say before whom that affidavit must be made. 
The timber-culture act is similarly restrained in its operations. The act declares that 
the initiatory affidavit may be made before an "officer authorized to administer oaths 
in the district." The Commissioner by a recent ruling absolutely ignores the law, and 
will not, as I am informed by letter from the Land Office, accept of a filing made be-
fore a local magistrate. Laws are to be construed according to the intention of the 
law-makers. When the framers of the law used the language, "an officer authorized 
to administer oaths in the district," they as clearly meant any officer authorized to 
administer oaths as they did that an oath should be administered. When they said, 
as in the desert-land act," may file an affidavit," they as evidently did not mean t o direct 
before whom it should be made as they did mean to direct before whom it should be 
made in a homestead application. When they use the language, "shall make an affi-
davit before the register and receiver," &c., what difference can it make to General 
Williamson, to the country, to the cause of justice Y As it makes none, and by no pos-
sible contingency does it make the Land Office safer against fraud, we must look for 
the reason in some way as appertaining to the Commissioner himself. We complain 
and believe that the Commissioner of the Land Office is an enemy of the homestead 
act ; that he has stood defiantly square across the path of the homestead settler and 
fought us off with all the diablery he could invent. Authorize one of your Commis-
sion to come down among the people and take the sworn statement of the :first dozen 
farmers he can find in Nevada; my word for it, jOU will feel it your duty to go outside 
of the act prescribing your duties and to report a code of rules of practice that will 
relieve the Commissioner of the obligation of exercising any discretion. The wrongs 
and outrages the local officers have perpetrated upon the people will never reach you, 
responsive to this circular; the farmers are, as I have said, voiceless ; many cannot 
write ; few can understand such terms as parceling surveys, physical characteristics, 
humidity of climate, and codification of laws ; they know if they conlcl ha,ve been per-
mitted to buy their lands as desert lands they could have obtained them much cheaper 
than under the homestead laws. Local rather tha,n general changes should be made 
in the law. We are wronged, and need legislation to nipair the wrong. 
1. The rule of double fees and commissions going to our land officers on this coast is 
simply a venerable swindle. · When the rule was adopted it cost so much to live here 
that it was deemed no more than right. If their pay is not enough, government ought 
to raise it. We get poorer lands; have to travel farther to get them than any people do. 
2. Our lands wilihin railroad limits should have never been raised to double minimum. 
It is a fact, patent and clearly beyond question, that farms near the road are of less 
value than those remote, and the value increases as we recede. Reason: our markets 
are in the mining towns off the roads. And again, when farm produce is high the road 
enters always into compet it ion with us, and we nearest to them get it worst. At the 
present time they are delivering baled hay for eight-tenths of one cent per pound, and 
charging us farmers $2.45 per cwt. for iron, salt, &c. 
Our Representative in Congress has always been in the interest of the railroad com-
pany; hence I could never get these facts before the Land Committee. If our lands 
were reduced to $1.25 per acre the railroad company would ham to reduce theirs. 
3. The railroad lands ought to be restored to market. I have recently given fully my 
reasons therefor in a letter addr0ssed to the Commission in Salt Lake City, to which I 
refer. The rules of practice need to be changed in one important respect: A man who 
makes an honest) fair locat ion, pays his fees, and performs all the obligations the law 
imposes upon him, ought to be protected against expensive litigation. Instance: Ma-
thews took east half southwest quarter, 12, 36, f>9, Elko district, under the desert law; 
it was on the bottom, and not eligible as a residence ; he worked for a mau, and lived in 
a house 100 yards off the land; he owned uo other land. _\.Mr.Joseph W. Allen made 
an affidavit that it was not deser , land; he did so in order to set up a claim and get into 
possession and gather a valuable crop of hay ; he entered and took off the hay. The 
Genera.I Land Office ordered a hearing; I at,tended the hearing for Mr. Mathews; he 
brought nine of his neighbors, who all testifietl tht:..t it was tle L·rt land. There was bnt 
little conflicting evidence. When the t estimony was in, ocrnpying three days' time, the 
receiver, Judge Carpenter, demanded $30 of him, which he paid, as an estimate of one-
half the expense of hearing, &c. The rules of practice declare that the expenses 
shall be borne equally by the parties. The land is not worth $100; and it is wholly 
against legal precedent to burn a man and then make him pay for heating the poker. 
If Mathews had known that he not only had to pay all his witnesses, his attorney, 
and $50 besides, he would never have paid the money or contested the claim, The rules 
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should be so altered as to have the hearing before a ruagistrate, responsive to printed 
interrogations. Keeping the facts in this case in view, no hearing should have been 
ordered unt.il Allen filed affidavits alleging t.b.at the land was such "that no agricult-
ural crops cmild be successfully raised without irrigation," or that "there were 
springs or other natural sources of water on the same to irrigate all or a larger part 
of the same." Then the fact of its aridity would have been put in issuo, and those 
q_uestions, and only those, sLouhl have been aske<l. the witnesses. The hearing was 
ordered on the testimony of Allen and another that the lands were not desert lands, 
he understanding desert lands to be lands that nothing will grow on without irrigation; 
whereas, as it transpired, a little hay could be cut along the swale any year. 
I do not beliove them can be adopted any system of land-parceling surveys, as no 
geographical divisions can be made and to preserve the topographical system in use 
correction and township lines must bt, adhered to; and as there appears to be no grave 
necessity for permitting mineral-land surveys to disturb them, I should recommend 
that the correction and towuship lines should be run that all irrigable and timber 
lands should be sectionized. l should adopt the following classification: All lands 
are desrJrt lands; all lands are past'l.tre lands; timber lands are not irrigable, and are 
such lands as are morevaluablefortheir timberthan for pasturage or minerals; arable 
lands are irrigable lands and more Yaluable for hay or grain raising than for any other 
purpose; i'rrigable lands are lands that it is possible to irrigate. Mineral lands being 
lands that are of no value for agricultur(lil purposes, can only be defined as non-irriga-
ble lands that are more valua,ble for the metals contained within them than the tim-
ber that covers them. 
I would hesitate to recommend any other system for the disposal of lands than the 
present. I would repeal the desert-land act; it is in direct conflict with our home-
stead theory; it is an offer of a section of land at $1.25 per acre, while the homestead 
settlers are restricted tu 80 acres within railroad limits, and pre-emptors to 160 acres, 
at $2.50 per acre, of precisely the same lands. I would so change the present law as 
that a failure to come forward and show that the lands bad been redeemed and the 
law fully complied with within thirty days after the expiration of three years would 
work a forfeiture and a vacation of the location and the lands become restored to 
market. 
10. In my view the better system sought for the disposal of the public lands would 
be to restrict all to homesteads of 80 acres or a less quantity contingent upon five 
years' residence and cultivation. It rests quite within the possible that a system of 
artesian boring may make our desert lands productive, and it is impracticable and un-
A.merican to create large laud owners. If our desert lands are of some value for pas-
turage, the easement should in equity go to the settler nearest. 
SUBDIVISION-AGRICULTURE, 
1. I should divide our seasons into the wet and dry. We get very little rain during 
the crop-growing season. Snowfall in winter supplies us with means of irrigation in 
~mm~ · 
2. Answered in the above. 
3. Not one acre. 
4. Perhaps 1 acre in 1,000. 
5. Wheat, barley, oats, and potatoes. 
6. Am unacquainted with water measure. 
7. All appropriated, and people quarreling over possibilities. 
8. I think my land is gaining in fertility (owing to the waste of alkali). 
9. Crops can be raised at an altitude of 7,000, I think; they are raised over 6,000. I 
think the ranches in Secret Valley, Humboldt range, are over 7,000. It is the pop-
ular belief that the higher we get the safer we are from frosts, and that if we could 
farm the highest ravines we would be secure. 
9. In our vicinity we have small streams and use all i.be water we take out_of them 
for irrigntion. There are no general or local restrictions placed on the use of water 
other t-Lan the laws. 
10. All water bas been taken up by turning it out of its channel, under the act of 
1866, sa,nctioued by loca,l custom and the decisions of our courts. 
11: So far only upon questions of fact. 
12. I thi"!:1k all lands should be cailled pasture laJlds that are not irrigable; therefore 
conclnde 999 acres in 1,000; but much of the pastoral lands js of little value for pas-
turnge, and when once fed off are nearly worthless. 
13. No. No. 
14. No. N(). Grant them to the State in lieu of swamp lands; let us have them for 
educational purposes. 
15. Don't kn0w. 
16. Two hundred. 
17. Don't know, as great changes have recently taken place. Our county once car-
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ried more than 100,000. Our ranges are destroyed, and l thiuk we will not winter 
25,000. 
18. Declined. Very much; fast disappearing. 
19. No, they do not fence; but control the courts and so far have pastured our farms 
off and prevented the question of free range from reaching the supreme court. 
20. I think not. 
21. Springs and creeks. 
22. Don't know. 
23. Disappeared. 
24; No. 
25. None; some scolding. 
26. Ten cattle to one sheep. Bands of all sizes. 
27. None. 
27. Very little, I think. 
TIMBER, 
1. Very little; mostly nut-pine. 
2. None; we have no fencing, and my planting has been utterly fed off with preda-
tory herds. 
3. If at all, in 40-acre lots for fuel. 
4. No. 
5. None. 
6. No destructive :fires. 
7. No despoiling; all used for fuel. 
8. No restraint; take all you need. 
9. No ; it would only be another source of revenue to the most corrupt set of officials 
ever known. The entire gap between the first register, Davis, and the last receiver, 
Carpenter, in Eastern Nevada, both of whom are unexceptionable gentlemen, has been 
filled with unworthy, unjust, bad men, that have oppressed and robbed everybody. 
No better men can be found in any department of government than the present officers 
in this section, but we all fear their removal on that account, and to leave the lands 
in the bands of men who can bounce us for nipping a load of :fire-wood would be hell. 
When John 8. Mayhugh was register of the Elko office I once received a business prop-
osition from him to report Crawford of spruce anent, and others, and he would cinche 
them and divide. The same officer told me that he went to General Williamson in 
Washington to get some business done; he referred him to a clerk, and he had to 
stand blackmailing of the grossest kind. You have my authority and the data. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Have litigated many claims; am or was a mining engineer; am a civil engineer 
2. I have little useful knowledge on the subject. 
3. Doubt the wisdom of it. Don't know. 
4. Croppings. Line of strike as well as angle of dip change very much in the small 
veins of Eastern Nevada. No man can tell where a vein runs without following it. 
5. When veins are narrow and near each other it would be the safer way to confine 
all within the limits of a superficial survey, because "faults" are so common and the 
slides so extensive that when a vein is once lost there is no defining it when found. 
It is generally assumed that the first one struck in the line of progress is the one lost. 
There is no certainty of it; lateral faults and dikes often obscure the question, and it 
is the principal source of litigation. · I would make no survey a test. Let him who 
first discovers a vein locate under or above ground and define his rights thereto in the 
courts. If he thinks his neighbor is on him, trace him off. 
7. Frequently; and have known them to run together, and have known them to do 
the opposite. 
8. Answered, no. 
9. No; I have never seen one. Ore is frequently scattered over much surface, but 
when the vein is reached within walls I think it will in all cases of :fissure veins in 
Nevada be inside the limits. 
10. Yes ; not so frequently from the angle of dip as from slides. 
11. Disadvantage, I think. 
12. Such is unquestionably the evil of permitting false locations, and whether or 
not injustice has been done, it is clearly the case that it can be, and individual cases 
will not help the queE1tion, although there are many. 
13. Yes. 
14. They should be unquestionably permitted to do so. 
15. Five or six, none of which are now important. It is usually done by prospect-
ing parties, consisting of two or more, electing a secretary and president and adopting 
laws. Usually a copy of a code is carried on such expeditions. 
16. Parties then record their " finds." 
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17. I know of no rule or precedent for amending it. 
18. It used to be frequent; I do not know how to prevent it. 
19. I have given the question mature deliberation. I see many objections to it. 
Prospectors find what they hope is good ; they wish to secure it ; other parties are 
prospecting all around them. Written evidence of some person authorized to make a 
record is the one thing needed. It is possible that a rule requiring all mines that the 
owners wish to preserve after one year or more should be placed on record at the local 
land office would do, but with the record the Land Department has made for itself I 
think the miners would make a mutiny. 
20. There is grave doubt about it. 'rhe courts appear to be the safer, but involve 
much more delay and expense. I would not have confidence in the Land Office; others 
might. . 
21-. '' It is better to bear the ills we have than to fly to others that we know not of," 
&c. The above idea has crystallized in many languages, in many ages, in many forms 
of words. It is my answer. 
22. Yes; I think this answered in interrogatory 19. 
PLACER MINES, 
I have never seen one; my information on the subject is limited to statements of 
cases made by others. 
SUMMARY. 
First send you each bis individual check to the Central Pacific Railroad and Union 
Pacific Railroad Companies for the expenses of your junketings across the continent 
to attend Grant's reception, and be at liberty to give an honest opinion. • 
2. Ask an investigation into the charges brought in this communication against the 
Land Office. 
3. Leave the present system and the present local officers in their places. They are 
honest. For God's sake let the General Land Office try to conform to that method 
of business. It may be difficult at first. 
4. After reading the pre-emption law, the homestead law, the desert and t,imber 
culture acts, reflect that they were acts made by the people for the benefit of the 
people; that they were intended to be, and of right ought to be, carried into effect in 
the cheapest and most convenient manner consistent with the act, due regard being 
had to ample protection against fraud. Then you will :find that the pre-emption and 
homestead acts should be at once altered, so that all verifications could be and should 
be taken before the nearest magistrate; that the desert act and timber-culture acts 
should be carried out in the same manner. The only remedy in the latter cases is to 
convince the Commissioner of the Land Office that his rulings requiring the affidavits 
to be made before a court of record is wholly unjustified by law, iuco1n-enient, and 
unnecessarily expensive. The county clerk and district judge are no more federal 
officers than a justice of the peace; there is no law to compel them to do any such 
business, and in our county they wholly refuse to do so. Claims for bounties and 
pensions, for commutation and back pay, and for military and all other claims against 
government are est,ablished by affidavits made in the manner indicated, the official 
character of the magistrate being verified by the certificate and seal of the county 
clerk. The difference in cost to me or any neighbor of mine would be $40 to $75. Why, 
then, does the General Land Office exact it¥ In the belief of nine-tenths of the far-
mers, that they may be hindered and discouraged from seeking government lands and 
purchase lands of General Williamson's friends, the railroad company-poor ostrich! 
5. Government lands within railroad limits should be reduced to $1.25 per :;i,cre. 
fi Railroad lands should-all that were not positively couveyed by the government 
before three years after the final completion of the roan-be made subject to settlement 
and pre-eruption like other lands, at $1.25 per acre, payable to the railroad company, for 
all future time, let whoever may pretend to be the owner. All lancls accepted by the 
railroad companies after that time were subject by the act to that contingency. 
7. All lands on odd sections within railroad limits, not conveyed at this time, should 
be withheld. They were unquestionably a gift; they were granted to them provided 
that they should keep their telegraph line a11d railroad track in condition, so that they 
could pay their bonds in the manner they had agreed to. It was no legal considera-
tion. If it had been, even, it was declinecl; because section 3 indicates when they 
were to accept it-wbE:'n a section of 20 miles bad been completed and accepted, then 
bonds shall issue, &c. The law cannot bear the interpretation they seek to give it; it 
would be unconstitutional. Congress had and has no power to dispose of the public 
land in such a manner. It would not be a ''needful rule or regulation," and would be 
clearly against the'' general welfare." When a latent ambiguity exists, a law is to be 
interpreted at all times consonant with the Constitution. A gift is a gratuitous offer; 
it cannot be infut1iro. Not being based on a consideration, it cannot be enforced. 
With great respect, 
EDWARD R. CHASE. 
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Testimony of Gor. William A. Howanl, Hon. Granrille Bennett, and others, Yankton, Dak. 
YANKTON, DAK., Novembel' 7, 1879. 
The Public Land Comrnission : 
GENTLEMEN: Iu response to the request of the Commission, I have the honor to submit 
the following remarks upon the imbject-matter of your inquiry. These responses are 
prepared upon a few minutes' notice and are written off without review, bnt spring from 
previous thought and considerable experience. 
1. I was for about four years the United States surveyor-general for Dakota Terri-
tory, and have executed numerous contracts upon the public land surveys within Da-
kota, besides examining, as inspector, the work of many other deputy surveyors. These 
duties have taken me over the whole of Dakota, except the extreme northwestern part, 
and over much of it repeatedly. I am forty-two years of age, was born in Indiana, and 
have always lived in public land States or Territories. Am a graduate of the University 
of Michigan, both from the literary and law departments, and have had some practical 
familiarity with surveys since I was sixteen years of age. 
2. The public lands of the United States are an important trust for the people, and are 
to be used mainly for two purposes: (a) to furnish cheap homes for citizens; (b) to 
aid in fostering free public schools. There are mining interests, of course, to which I 
do not refer now; and the grazing interests are deemed agricultural. For all these 
purposes, especialJy for all agricultural settlements, the lands must be kept cheap. 
The policy of the nation has uniformly observed this necessity. There is no purpose 
to create much revenue from these lands. We do not doubt but this is the correct 
theory, and that it will continue to be the practice. This, then, demands an economi-
cal system of surveys for all agricultural and grazing lands. Tha,t necessity is at tho 
door of the inquiry, from my point of view. 
3. The present system of rectangular surveys is economical. The cost at present is 
but little over three cents per acre, including pay of deputy surveyors, the sa.lary, 
office and assistants of the surveyor-general. This cost cannot be reduced in any 
part if the system is retained; and no other system that I have seen proposed can be 
substituted without a very great increase in cost, which would necessitate large appro-
priations of money, or a marked and very unpopular advance in the price of the lands. 
It would endanger the homestead system, now so popular and giving such excellent 
results in the Northwest and West. I fear that we should soon have a demand that 
all lands be sold at double minimum price, instead of given for residence and small 
fees. 
3. There would be little use in a more accurate and careful survey unless more per-
manent and far more expensive monuments were planted. to perpetuate boundaries. 
'rhe present monuments are of wood or stone, further aided by mounds of earth and 
pits. There is a long remove between these and any other material. 'l'he next prac-
ticable materials are iron or pottery. I have not data as to probable cost of these in 
the :fiel<l when used, but it must be many times that of wood or stone. 
5. The present system of surveys is reasonably accurate and uniform so far as I 
know it. It conforms closely to measurements and tests otherwise independently 
applied in engineering operations for public works. The distance from Dubuque to 
Sioux City, Iowa, as traversed from railroad engineering and public-land surveys, 
agrees. That on the public lands was done by many different deputies at differing 
seasons, when they were exposed to dane-ers (oue lost his life), and received small pay. 
The railroad engineering was by one party with most ample equipment and good pay, 
and was a continuous line. When Lieutenant Warren made a journey through South-
ern Dakota many years ago, he located some points astronomically. This was before 
public-land 1mrveys. From these and similar data the first official maps were made. 
When the public-land surveys were extended over this region they concurred with 
those points so fixed, and connected, sometimes many miles, all topogrnphy otherwise 
obtained and mapped. Other like proofs of reasonable accuracy are obtainable in 
many places. This is true along the Northern Pacific Railroad. But the same or sim-
ilar tests will show errors in land surveys. Sometimes these errors are bad. They 
arise from a gross violation of duty by 1leputies; from a lack of skill. or, more often, 
a great lack of integrity. But these error1:1 are mainly local and limited. The rectan-
gular system checks its own errors, and leaves its fractional excess or deficiency at 
regular recurring places. These errors are measured, ascertained, noted, and checked. 
I also testify my belief that these errors arn largely of the past, and that now very 
creditable and accurate work is done. This the government can secure uniformly by 
an inexpensive system of inspection, now used in part. 
6. Correctly executed, with posts of wood or the stone monuments (both used now by 
many, the post for section and the stone for quarter-section corners), the charred 
stake, and the mounds and pits, the surveys endure very many year.,;. I think when 
so built, as I believe they now are by every deputy surveyor in Dakota so employed, 
and finished according to the law and instructions, they reasonably answer the re~ 
quirements of an economical land system. If we had feudal estates and vast and 
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valuable private domains a more e:s:pensive system would be desirable. The present 
serves its purpose until the greatly increased value of the lands as private property 
shall justify private owners in replacing government monuments with costly and per-
manent ones. 
7. The rectangular system should by all me::i,ns be retained so far as agricultural 
settlem1311t is expected to extend. Its nomenclature is perfect. No other could be 
substituted wholly for it. The distinctive features of that must be maintained for a 
popular system. It is quickly understood by native and foreign immigrants alike. 
Any departure in agricultural regions must, therefore, be but partial and subordinate 
to this, dependent upon it and assimilated to it. This supposes that in certain cases, 
a.sin small hilly tracts, bends of rivers, on shores of lakes, where the lanrls are only 
sui1 ed for past,urage and are exceptional, where considcral)le forests occur, and in 
similar cases, it wonld he desirable to have larger or irregular tracts. I further re-
mark why the rectangular system should be retained, speaking especially as to Dakota 
Territory: 
(a.) East of t,he Missouri River this system is largely extended and is advancing 
toward completion. The standard lines .are run and established much beyond the 
subdivisions in places. The exterior township lines dependent on these are partially 
establisbed also, arnl the subdivisions are irregularly advanced within these. A brge 
area is sold aml settled upon and casmot be disturbed. Thus t,he only £e::u;ibl, J plan 
is to complete this system at least to the Missouri River. 
(b.) The act of Congress organizing Dakota 'l'erriwry aud providing for establish-
ing the office of survAyor-general therein is a sort of public contract with all settlers 
and with the people in tbeir governmental capacity that this system should continue. 
(c.) The same act rescn·cs sections 16 and 36 in every to-wnsbip: "Are reserved for 
the purpose of being applied to schools in the States hereafter to lie erected out of the 
same." (12 Stat., page 243.) This involves the highest interests and good faith, 
and I canuot see how it, can be violated or its pledges fulfilled under any other system. 
Now, holding the office of superintendent of public instruction for the Territory, I 
know how large au interest this is and how important a place this inchoate resource 
bolds in the just expectations of our citizens. 
(d.) There are grants to railroads, mainly to the Northern Pacific Railroad Com-
pany, whereby alternate sections are donated for the building of that important high-
way. This line is constructed nearly to our western boundary, and the 1:mrveys within 
a grant eighty miles wide, with twenty miles additional for indemnity lands, are in 
every stnge of advanct: n11m t, from completion at the eastern border to partial begin-
nings far west of the Missouri River. 
( e.) Our general and local laws, in fact to a considerable extent onr local govern-
ment operations, are hasNl npon rP.ctangular surveys. With slight exceptions the 
boundaries of counties, townships, school districts, and other subdivisions coincide 
with and are described by this s,ystem. Unorganized counties are declared partly in 
advance of surveys by theoretic lines soon to be run, so settlers may know upon what to 
depend in these respects. Our tax laws, our legal forms, and often the very jurisdiction 
-of our courts, rest upon these lines. '!'hey are an indispensable public comrenience. 
8. With the exception of the Black Hills and the Bad Lands of the White and Little 
Missouri Rivers, and limited adjacent regions, and some undetermined area in the 
northern or northwestern parts, Dakota is a series of vast. plains , over which this 
system can lie extended as f Pasib1y as over Iowa or Eastern Kansas or Nebraska. It 
therefore seems that over all but the southwestern pa.rt,, and over much of that lying 
toward the Missouri, the rectangular system should extend. I do not here intend to 
.say that it should not exten<l over much of the regions excepted. 
!J. Strongly co::viuced of the merit and the practical success, and even legal neces-
si.t,y of this system,and believing it to be now very excellently and faithfully executed, 
I wonld yet; not object to a certain limited modification of the practical work. So far 
as the standard parallels and guide meridians are concerned, it would perhaps be a.s 
well or better to expend more money and ~reater care upon them, and to fix tho monu-
ments thereon with permanent materials. The standard lines as these are called are 
the real geographic lines. They are connected and continuous. The parallels are 
intended to be true parallels, having the curvature due to their latitude and t,he ob-
lateness of the eart.h aud to run continuously and without break east and west. The 
guides are less importaut and check between the para.llels. If these lines could be run 
and established by carefnl tri:1llgulation n.n<l their corner boundaries permanently 
marked, the errors of the present system, which are nut great now, would then be im-
material even for geographic and other considerations above the mere demands of 
parceling and selling lands. While saying this I yet contend that lines have been run 
and are now being rnn in this Territory-even in the Black Hills, over its roughe8t 
parts-that will stand severe tests. '!'hey have not all beeu so run, and I wish to see 
all the standa,rd Hnes thus precisely established. But, I repeat, I do not regard it even 
:practicable and by no means necessary to carry this -to all the details. If in extend-
ing the standard lines thus by triangulation a region is found demanding by its mount-
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ainous character the same care in its details or other departures from the general sys-
tem, t.he change could be specially and locally made. I do not see any objection to 
pushing this system of standard lines over the whole interior, for it would thus furnish 
the convenient base lines and initial points conveniently at hand for all the modifica-
tions of the system required by the features or characteristics of any particular re-
gion, large or small. So I would preserve the rectangular system and its nomenclature 
and subdivisions wherever convenient or best adapted to the country as it is in nearly 
all Dakota. 
10. The present system of administration under surveyors-general I would retain. 
It is easily shown, I think, to be most economical. The same work cannfit be clone for 
the same cost iu Washington City. The survey office should be near the local land 
offices, and in the general region to be surveyed, where it can observe all the facts 
which bear upon the questions before it. Thus it should observe the volume and 
tendency of migration and tbe probable future tendencies of settlement. It should 
know something clearly of railroad and other enterprises which would. affect given 
regions and require surveys. Not the least of its jntelligent duties is to know the 
agriculturn,l successes and failures, their causes and permanence. These all bear 
directly upon the question of surveys, and they caa never be properly known except 
by a resident officer. As to mineral surveys, it seems that a surveyor-general and his 
local supervising office are a necessity. In no other way can the interests be ac~om-
modated. The interests subserved by the office are more local than federal, and all 
the bearings of the duties can he properly observed anu weighed only by a local office. 
His responsibility to the geueral government can be as well provided for as if his office 
were in Washington City, while his public usefu1nessis far greater. 
11. Dakota Territory has a larger body of unset,tled but valuable pnblic lands that 
are agricultural without irrigation than any other three surveying districts combined. 
It is nearly all agricultural. Its present crops testify this. East of the Missonrl. River 
95 per cent. of it is so .tit for agricultnre, and a large part of this is first-rate. West of 
the Missouri a smaller per cent.. is agricultural and a large part is grazing 1and. Even 
there close about the Ela.ck Hills agriculture has shown remarkable success. 
12. The Black Hills I have examined anu would like to describe, but time does not 
permit. I have no personal interests there now nor prospectively. I testify disinter-
estedly. The people a,re enterprising and of the best material, having only a small 
element of lawless persons. They have as g{-'od schools as many older regions. 
The teachers are educated and efficient, and the mental capacity of the pupils is rather 
above the average. I have visiteu nearly all the schools there. The country contains 
vast wealth, which is now rapidly developing. To me the examination opened won-
derful resources, and I believe within a very few years it will be regarded as the most 
wonderful region upon the continent for wealth in gold. Its present showing deserves 
the consideration of the government. 
These views, opinions, and facts are stated upon my knowledge and candid belief, 
and are convictions formed from eleven years' residence in Dakota. They a,re not in-
fluenced by any fancied or real personal interest, but rest on the facts and public 
interests. Th~ rapid work in writing them leaves many other arguments that occur 
to me unmentioned. 
The present sett,1ement laws of the United States are as applicable to tho lands of 
the United States in the Territory of Dakota as they were to government lands in the 
States of Iowa and· Minnesota, excepting there shoulu be new and strinp;eut legis1ation 
enacted in regard to the care and preservation of the timber lands belonging to the 
government in the Territory. The mining region, known as the Black Hills, in the 
southwestern portion of the Territory, of conrse, comes under the present mineral 
laws of the United States, and would be affected by any changes in such laws the 
same as other precious mineral-bearing regions. 
I have the honor to remain, very respectfully, your most ohedieut servant, 
WM. H. H. BEADLE. 
The following were all present and fully concur in the within: Gov. William A. 
Howard; Hon. Granville G. Bennett, Delegate in Congress; Major F. J. DeWitt; 
Judge W.W. Brookings; Hon. William P. Dewey; G. A. Wetter, register,lan<l office; 
Lott S. Bayliss, receiver, land office. 
Test,inwny of Robert M. Catlin, civi-l and 'rnining engineer, Tuscarora, Elko County, Nevada. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheat 
facing page 1. , 
To the Public Land Commission : 
GENTLEMEN: I have been instructed to answer such of the inclosed inte-rrogatories 
as may be within the range of my personal information. Having been ab~ent from 
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home for some time, I did not receive the paper as soon as otherwise I should have 
done; hence my delay in obeying the instructions therein contained. I will refer in 
each answer to the number of the question, without restating it. 
1. My name is Robert M. Catlin; reside in Tuscarora, Elko County, Nevada; pro-
• fession, civil and mining engineer. 
2. Four years and a half. 
3. No. 
4. My experience has been confined to mining-lode claims. 
5 and 6. About $325 for a lode claim, and the time varies from six months to three 
years. I cannot understand why (as is frequently the case), when an application is for-
warded to Washington, after passing through the local land office, it should there remain 
so long without hearing something of it. If it is informal, the applicants ought to be 
notified at once. I have known patents issued before another which was applied for 
two years before it had been even heard of, and after a while the last, which should 
have been first by years, comes, and meanwhile the applicants have heard nothing. 
The above facts would give color to the impression prevalent here that when a mining 
patent is applied for it is quickest and cheapest to fee some patent lawyer in Washing-
ton (of whom there are many) claiming to have" immense facilities," &c. The present 
rules may be good enough, but there certainly is something wrong in their working, 
and mining men are beginning to feel that it takes so long to get a patent that it is 
hardly worth while to apply for one, as in nine cases out of ten they can work out the 
ore-body contained in their claim long before they can get a patent. Hence the gov-
ernment loses uot only the price of the land, but also the mineral is rapidly being taken 
from the government lands by a sort of skimming process. 
7. Elko County contains a large amount of grazing land and a great amount of min-
eral wealth. There are a few valleys where barley is grown by irrigation, and the 
timber grows in little patches in the mountain gulches. Very little timber. 
8. In our vicinity, I opine, a general rule would be about the only wa,y practicable. 
9. Tbe present system appears to work very well. I have been county surveyor. 
10. Have never thought of any better plan. 
AGRICULTURE. 
I know very little about agriculture, as it is but very little followed here. 
TIMBER. 
1. We find wood in the mountain gulches and on the mountains, but it is not abun-
dant. Willow, quaking aspen, and alder are found in the gulches, while white fir and 
a scrubby pine are sometimes found on t,he mountain sides. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Have been United States mineral deputy surveyor for four years in Elko County. 
2. I have found that locators make their locations in such a haphazard way that 
often it is almost impossible to tell where their claims were originally situated. They 
locate upon the first discovery of mineral, without much prospecting to determine 
the course of their ledge. Frequently they locate at right angles to the course of 
the ledge, and another -comes along, and :finding, as he supposes, a cross-ledge, locates 
in good faith. Soon, however, the first party finds the true course of his ledge 
and orders second party off, and, having pulled up his own original stakes, resets 
them, and second party has no remedy for it. May be he has gone on in good 
faith and expended his money freely, while first party lays back and lets him pros-
pect, and when he develops the course of the ledge first party claims it, knowing 
that there is no record of the original course of his claim, and being able to prove 
priority of location and that the second party is on the same ledge and within dis-
tance of his location point, it frequently happens that great injustice is done. I 
have often thought that the law should require a locator to designate the courses of 
his claim. Nearly every prospector has a compass, and in case a surveyor is not avail-
able he can himself describe his boundaries with sufficient accuracy. In case a sur-
veyor is available, as is usually the case in most camps, his records wo.uld save many 
a dollar to men who now are at the mercy of any prior locator whose location point is 
within a quarter of a mile of him. 
3. If some such provisrnn were made in the present law, I think conflicts under this 
head would be avoided. 
4. I think the apex of a vein is the line such vein would make in its intersection 
with the surface, calculated from its true dip at each point. The course and dip may 
usually be determiJied within a year from location. 
6. Occasionally, 'but rarely. 
7. Very rarely; once or twice. 
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H. The claims have not been of much value and are not worked, 
9. Very rarely; never in my experience. 
10. Very often. 
11. Frequently to disadvantage. 
12. I have never known of it being done. 
13. Sometimes; very rarely. 
14. I think the present law _adequate. 
15. Never. 
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16. The notice usually only gives the number of feet, names of locators and of claim. 
17. No. 
18. No. 
19. Yes. 
20. Yes, much more satisfactorily. 
21. I think of,no other suggestion than that contained in No. 2. 
22. Two years ought to be long enough. 
Have had no experience in placer claims. 
Respectfully, 
ROBT. M. CATLIN, 
Tuscarora, Nevada. 
Testirnony of B. F. Leete, Reno, Washoe County, Nei·ada. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
Public Land Cornmissioner : 
L. & M. EAGLE SALT MINE, 
Reno, Washoe County, Nevada, December 6, 1879. 
DEAR SIR: I have imperfectly appended my answer to a few of your questions. The 
waters of the Truckee River flow to waste from October to May, about six months of 
the year, at least 75 per cent. of the annual flow. Of the balance not more than one-
half is utilized. 
From the inclosed printed slip you will gather my idea as to the food-producing 
resources of this State. They lie more in the waters of irrigation than in the land. 
A monopoly of the waters gobbles up everything in food-producing resources, makes 
farmer-boys tramps, reduces good men to desperate want. The conformation of our 
country is such that the Truckee River can be turned into dry basins and held from 
October to May and then drawn for irrigation. Let the waters of irrigation of the 
Truckee be appropriated to the State. Let the State have one-half million acres arable 
desert lauds, proceeds of sales to be applied to constructing irrigation canals, State to 
maintain canals; let no man have more than 40 acres of irrigable land; that after five 
years' occupation and cultivation furnish him water at, say, $1 per acre per annum; 
proceeds to support State government; then will the waste water of the Truckee make 
t,he d~sert a hapvy and prosperous home. 
For short, 
B. F. LEETE. 
JOINT RESOLUTION petitioning Congress to don.at~ 500,li)00 acres of arable desert land 
to the State of Nevada for internal improvements, the proceeds of such land to be 
applied to constructing irrigation canals for the purpose of developing the food-
producing resources of the State, because-
Ffrst. AR a people we are buying our food from neb; hboring States. 
Second. The permanent wealth and prosperity of the State lies in the development 
of its food-producing resources. 
Third. The food-producing resources of this State lie in arable desert lands and the 
waters of irrigation. 
Fourth. The arable desert lands in their desert state are valueless. 
Fifth. Such lands can only be made productive and valuable by irrigation. 
Sixth. That a holding or controlling of the waters of irrigation controls the food-
producing resources of the State, therefore the waters of irrigation should be appro-
priated to and vested in the State, the State to construct canals and deliver the 
waters for irrigation, at such rates as may be fixed by the people from time to time, 
forever, thereby placing the production of food to his own use and benefit within the 
reach of laboring men, and for this State within this State: Therefore, be it 
Resolved by the senate (the assembly conc-urring), That our Senators and Representatives 
in Congress be requested to lay this subject before Congress, to the end that a grant 
of arable desert land of at least 500,000 acres shall be had to this State, the proceeds 
to be applied to internal improvements in the construction of irrigation canals for 
• 
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developing the food-producing resources of the State. Snch land to be selected from 
any land eligibly situated for irrigation along the line of location of such canals, and 
within a belt of ten miles in width on either side thereof: Provided, That not more 
than 80 acres shall be conveyed by the State to any one citizen or person after actual 
residence and cultivation for a period of five years. 
Testimony of Thornas J. Read, Eureka, Nev. 
Thomas J. Read, Eureka, Nev. Been engaged in surveying mines seventeen years; 
since the passa.ge of the mineral laws in 1866. 
That for two years there was virtually a vacancy in the land office, and I had to look 
after the office in order to get my mineral work through. 
I have got out or in progress more than 300 patents for mining claims, about one-
thirteenth of all taken out in the United States. 
The expense to obtain a patent for a mine 1,500 by 600 feet is $300; that includes 
land, advertising, and all expenses. 
I ha.ve been over the entire land district and know it. 
Would call the entire State of Nevada a mining and grazing State; agriculture is a 
mere incident; I know the district and State thoroughly. 
The State is a succession of mountain ranges running north and south, with valleys 
in between. • 
The tall mountains, the Sierra Nevadas, are covered with timber fit for lumber, and 
the rest of the mountain ranges are covered with small timber, nut-pine, &c., used for 
fuel; the water-courses are small in number and limited in supply. 
The rain and snow fall of the whole State is from 6 to 8 inches. 
There bas been no change in the rain or snow fall since I have been in this State. 
I would classify the lands in Nevada by calling them timber, mineral, arid, and 
irrigable. 
I would let this claHsification be done by the deputy surveyors in their field-notes 
and maps. 
When townships are surveyed on streams or water-courses; where irrigation is prac-
ticable by the lay of the land, the deputy surv~yor l,y instrument should ascertain the 
altitude, and that altitude should be carried out on all maps in the range of these wa-
ter-courses; also should show by contour lines or otherwise the slope of the land, 
whether it could be irrigated or not. This map when returned to the district land 
office would be the basis for the sale of the lands, whether irrigable or arid. 
The rainfall in Nevada commences about September 10 and lasts till May; this in-
cludes snows. 
No part of the State can be cultivated without irrigation. 
Most all the water in the State has been taken up. 
The laws of the State and the decisions of the supreme court of the State give the 
water to the first appropriator to do as he pleases with it ; provided he takes it out of 
the stream and uses it, he can change it from one piece of land to another and he must 
turn the excess back in the stream. 
I have never known a valuable water-right but what there has been a conflict about 
it, generally costing more than the water is worth. 
One acre out of 100 is agricultural by irrigation; 90 acres ouL of 100 pasturage; and 
9 timber; the mineral lands are included in the timber and pasture lands. 
A pasture homestead should be allowed on the arid lands for the purpose of raising 
cattle, say of 3,000 acres. 
These arid lands should be surveyed and sold at not exceeding 10 cents an acre, and 
in unlimited quantities, protecting the present occupants of the ranges with their herds 
of sheep and cattle. 
• About thirty to forty acres are required to keep a beef in this land district. 
The increase of a herd of a hundred cattle would keep a family. 
The grasses in this State are bunch grass (which is the principal pasturage grass) 
and the white sage, which is made fit for use for the cattl~ by the frosts. 
The f,\'msses on tbe range have decreased, because the cattle and sheep eat it, 
roots, stock, seed, and all. This could be obviated if cattle men had the ownership 
or assured possession of their ranges. They could fence the ranges, either by fence 
or herders, and thus retain control of the range necessary for their band of cattle 
and keep interlopers off, and they could move their herds from place to place on the 
range, and thus secure a succession of grasses, giving it time to seed and reproduce. 
Sheep and cattle -will not graze on the same lands. 
I believe in the retention of the rectangular system of surveys of the public lands, 
with the addition of, first, more permanency in corners and stakes, as in a long expe-
rience as a civil engineer I have frequently been called upon by settlers to rerun old 
survey lines, so that they could ascertain their lands, and have generally found the 
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stakes and corners obliterated becanse of the rotting down of the stakes and the 
tearing down of the monuments, and even the best deputy surveyor, under the pres-
ent system of marking the surveys, can't make his work hold more than fiYe years. 
The government should provide iron or other metal permanent stakes or posts, say 
at the intersection of every four towuships; and I suggest the improvement of the 
present system of surveying by the addition of triangulation, so that isolated tracts 
of settlement or other lands can be reached by the surveys without the great ex-
pense, as at present, of surveying the exteriors and subdivisions of many townships. 
I suggest that the timber lands of the United States be let alone as they are uow-
I mean in the State of Nevada-because the amount of timber is so small as against 
the total area that it would not pay to survey it.. When the timber in 1'his di:~tlict is 
cut clear off it comes again, but very slowly. The mahogany is one hundred and fifty 
years getting its mat,unty. It is a dwarf and does not average over 15 feet in height 
and about 8 inches in diameter. It is best for fire-wood. The juniper is not tit for 
charcoal and is only fit for fuel. It gets its maturity in about forty years. It is a 
scrub, seldom reaching more than 15 or 20 feet. The nut-pine is the most valuable 
tree of any outside of the timber on the Sierra Nevada, aud grows 011 ruost of the 
mountain ranges. It is the most valuable for charcoal, and reaches its maturity at 
from forty to fifty years, and grows to the height of 20 to 25 feet. Charcoal is an in-
dispensable element in smelting in this State. The forests of the trees above set out, 
unlike the pine forests of the Sierra N evadas, grow at wide intervals. On one side of 
a mountain range you find a forest where the snow lies, say the north side, and then you 
go six or eight miles on the other side and find none. My observation is that the cut-
tmg off of these forests does not affect the rninfall of the State, not an inch. The 
mountaind ~ bont the Humboldt which furnish the snow and rain for that stream are 
bald of timber. 
I would place the jurisdiction over the public timber lands in the hands of the Uni-
ted Sta,tes district land officers, who should be authorized by law to issue license to 
responsible persons to cut and use timber on the public lands, this for the purpose of 
protection, and providing that t,he smaller growth of timuer shoultl not be cnt. The 
reason why I do not favor the sale of these timber lands is that every dollar added to 
the cost of smelting by reason of charges of wood for charcoal adds to the already 
grear. cost of smelting our ores of gold, silver, and lead, and would prevent the smelt-
ing of a vast amount of ores which are now worked at a very small and close profit. 
There are no fires of any moment in this district. 
Persons just build a brush fence to mark the lines of a land claim for timber. 'I'his 
is respected um1er the local usages and customs. • 
I would suggest that it be lej to the miners of a locality to adopt, as the formation 
shall warrant, either a square location w.itb end and side lines or the location permit-
ted under the present act of Congress, which I would reduce to 100 feet ou each side 
of the center of the lode. 
No official survey of a lode claim should be filed which overlaps on the surface. 
The croppings I understand to be the top or apex of a veiu or lode. The top or 
apex, the course, and angle or direction of the dip cannot be dc,termined in the early 
workings of a vein or lode. 
The intended rights of a discoverer are properly defined and protected by the locat-
ing of.a claim in many cases under the existing laws, for the reason that if the ledge 
crops out for the 1,500 feet the miner can mark his monuments so as to give his side 
lines accurately, and in blind ledges they seldom run for any great distance, and are 
generally pockets, so he is not much injured by the blind feature. 
The ledge on which is the Eureka and Richmond in this mining district is, say, in 
some places, 700 feet. The local law of this mining district permits the taking of 100 
feet on either side of the ledge, so that in this case neither the Eureka nor Richmond 
would have been injured, because they would have ha,d the whole ledge in width and 
100 feet on either side. . 
I don't think it would be policy to change the present laws in regard to lineal loca-
t,ions of lode claims to fit the few cases where the ledge will cross the side lines and 
leave the man's ground after he has staked it. Wh{\P. a locator loeates a lode claim, 
allow him to get a patent without the expenditure of $500 for work, for the reason 
that by the time be has expended his $500, if he has developed a g·ood mine, be has 
simply opened up a way for jumpers and blackmailers. I have never known a valu-
able mine but what was burdened with serious and disastrous litigation. 
'l'he present mining laws of the United States are very good, and only need a fow 
practicable additions and amendments. 
I had experience in forming mining districts in Palmyra and in Washington districts 
in 1860 and 1863. 
In organizing a local mining district the men who are present, sometimes two or 
twenty as the case maybe, and need not be practical miners, hold a meeting, elect a 
president and secretary, adopt mining laws, setting out the boundaries of the district, 
elect a recorder and fix his fees. The recorder keeps a book in which is kept the record 
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of the meetings, which is the basis of the title to width and length of a lode. This book 
remains in his possession ; he is under no bond, and the record could be altered by him 
at pleasure. The notice which the miner gives the recorder is a copy of the one posted 
on the claim, and the miner often :floats this notice about until he gets what suits him. 
I have known these records to be altered by the recorders, and in some cases the books 
lost, burned, and destroyed. I knew this to happen in Belmont and Bullion districts 
in this State. There is no security against frauds of this kind. In view of all this I 
believe that all mining-district laws, customs, and records could advantageously be 
abolished, and the whole initiation of record title as to future locations be placed ex-
clusively with United States district land officers, making provision for convenience 
of the miners•at isolated places a great distance from the office. 
The limitation. as to possessory title under the mineral laws should not be enacted 
into a forfeiture ; in many cases miners are too poor to pay for their claims and hold 
their possessory titles by doing work upon them as now provided by law. 
I have cases of mining patents pending before the department at Washington for 
more than nine years. The average time in getting a mineral patent from this State is 
about three years. If we desire to hurry them by retaining an attorney in Washington 
and paying a large fee, we can get patents in from thirty to sixty days. This is all 
wrong; patents should be issued in their turn, and promptly, and no preference given 
either to attorney or principal. 
Testimony of A. D. Rock, surveyor, Eureka, Noo. 
1. A. D. Rock, surveyor, Eureka, Nev. 
2. Thirteen years. 
3. By possession only. 
4. Only by observation and surveying 
5. No answer. 
TIMBER. 
1. There is but little, and mostly slow growth-pin.on and cedar. 
2. None. , 
3. I would sell in small quantities to citizens by ent11, after local surveys. 
4. I would not ; it would not pay for sectionizing. 
5. No growth from old stumps; it would take fifty years. 
6. One must have some timber. 
7. To settle the country. 
8. Is his by right of possession. 
9, I think they would, with restrictions ; not to incur expense in surveying. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
The local rules and acts of Congress are sufficient as now found. Supreme court 
decisions are generally about right, and generally satisfactory. 
Testimony of David Van Lennep, su1-veyor, Winnemucca, Nev. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet 
facing page 1. 
Answers to questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
1. David Va,n Lennepi Winnemucca, Nev., surveyor and assayer, United States dep-
uty surveyor, Humboldt County county surveyor. 
2. Eleven vears. 
3. Acquirecl +itle to public lands of the United States for other parties under the 
desert-land act. 
4. By being in contact with parties acquiring the public land. 
5. One difficulty presented in this county (it is very extensive) is the expense and 
loss of time of going to Winnemucca and Carson to make affidavits before the proper 
officers; also the necessity generally of employing legal advice to draw papers prop-
erly. I do not know of any remedy. 
7. The county is cut by mountain ranges, almost all running nearly north and south, 
between which are valleys from two to ten miles wide, and through the latter the main 
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water courses flow or make sinks. These courses or rivers are fed partly by springs 
from the mountains, more largely by rains, but mainly by snow melting on the mount-
ains. On account of the scarcity of water and the necessity of irrigation to obtain 
any kind of crop only a small portion of the land is agricultural, properly speaking; 
a larger proportion is pastoral. Grass is abundant on the hills ancl mountains ; also in 
the bottom lands in ordinary seasons ; at present, after two clry seasons, grass is very 
scarce everywhere; it is best on the mountains. There is also much mineral land, so 
called; a very small quantity of timber land. The timber is only fit for fuel and farm 
purposes, such as fences and out-houses; it is not fit for lumber. · 
8. Land that can be irrigated should be classified agricultural, provided the soil is 
rich and does not contain too much soluble salts, such as common salt, alkali, borax, 
&c. ; pastoml, when producing natural grass and brush fit for cattle, provided there is 
no valuable mineral found thereon, and provided the sale as pastoral would only 
mean the surface, irrespeclj:i.ve of mineral that might be discovered after the sale; 
mineral,-to be only such lands as have mineral deposits or ledges bearing valuable min-
erals; salines, having a deposit of alkali, common salt, &c., &c., on the surface; 
these are considered worthless unless they have enough salts to gather. 
9. Agricultural lands to be acquired in such subdivisions and quantities allowed 
now, with privilege to acquire pastoral lands-besides in larger quantities but in same 
subdivisions now in use, with the option to take land in a different place or away from 
the agricultural land; mineral as at present; saline only when the salt is found in large 
enough quantities to gather, to be taken as placers. 
10. By the above suggestions it is believed that more land will be acquired by actual 
settlers, at the same time ~aking the acquirement of land as simple and economic to 
settlers as possible ; increase the fall of rain and snow to about double the present 
rate and there will be a demand for land and homestead. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate good; rainfall scarce; lengt,h of season short, having frost almost every 
month in the year ; snowfall in winter in the valleys moderate; more abundant on the 
mountains; drifts in the deep ravines, ancl when heavy gives a good supply of water 
for irrigation. 
2. From April to October rain, or snow that melts away fast, falls in small quan-
tities. The heavy snowfalls are liable to come in December, January, February, or 
March; best when they come in December and January, as the snow by freezing is 
more likely to last later as a supply of water for irrigation. The thawing of snow o'n 
the mountains comes mostly when needed, but frequently iu too great abundance in 
spring and too little in summer. . 
7. The general supply comes from snow on the mountains. Melting of snow swells 
and overflows at times the rivers, such as the Humboldt, Little Humboldt, and Quin's 
Rivers; also creeks, such as Martin, Cottonwood, Buena Vista, Kayoti, and many 
others. By the end of August, and sometimes before that date, both rivers and 
creeks are dry one to four miles after leaving foot-hills; many do not reach the valleys. 
The Humboldt River is an exception. Springs are found in different localities; each 
irrigate a very limited amount of land. Most of the little springs in the mountains, 
in August, September, and October, run only a few yards from their origin. 
8. lITigation is comparatively in its infancy in the county, although settled for 
about eighteen years. Generally too much water is used and wasted. There is no idea 
or impression that, irrigation impoverishes the land. Much land in. this county has 
given rich crops of grains (cereals), year after year. Manure is not used, except for 
vegetables, &c. I do not know that crops are raised higher than a thousand to two, 
thousand feet above the valleys. In canons and small ravines between hills, these 
places are the warmest, and therefore better fitted for vegetables and fruit trees. 
9. Generally all surplus water is wasted, as no care has thus far been taken about 
economizing it, and if a neighbor does not need the waste water, nobody attends to it. 
No regulations are in existence in the State or county about the use of water or waste 
water. 
10. Water available for irrigation is all taken up; usually by the laws of the State. 
11. The great scarcity of water, occasioned by drought the last two years, has been 
the cause of several lawsuits, the last and present year, in Paradise Valley, Big Mead-
ows, and Kayoti Creek, near Unionville. 
· 13. Not practicable. A settler wants always a small portion of agricultural land 
near his house, in a canon, along a spring, &c., which could not be called pastoral. 
' 14. I think it is to be only partially limited, to prevent speculation on one hand, 
and on the other to enable settlers to have enough land for their stock. 
18. The growth has diminished. 
19. Partially, mostly in va11eys. 
21. Rivers, creeks, anu springs, both in valleys and mountains. 
23. Has diminished. 
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::!4. They do to a certain extent, but sheep destroy the feed and render it unsuitable 
for cattle. 
2i. The lack of water for irrigation being the principal cause in the way of increas-
ing the agricultural industry of this county, any means employed to increase water 
woul<l increase also the sale of land. Whether this could be effected by the inunda-
tion of the Colorado Desert, forming an inland sea or lake, and thus increasing the 
humidity of the atmosphere of this county; or, by a more direct way, by grants of 
lan(l at a reduced price for every success in bringing water to the surface by artesian 
wells, woulcl forward that end very greatly. These grants might, to advantage, limit 
the time. It is probable that success would excite too much speculation. 
1 28. In places much trouble is found, although few are entirely obliterated. This 
occurrence is in very sandy soil, which drifts by wind. Posts and mounds in the reach 
of cattle are apt to be destroyed. 'l'he cattle scratch themselves on the posts and break 
them ; they also tramp down the mound. At times, in a new and unsettled country 
like this, ignorant and malicious men do not respect or take care of survey-posts around 
their own property. Generally, corner posts near an old Indian camp are destroyed; 
the mound is usually found. 
TIMBER. 
4. There isno timber land (properly so-called) in this county. On some hills scrubby 
cedars or junipers; on higher ranges some mountain mahogany-au in limited quan-
tities; in canons along the creeks, cottonwood, quaking asp1 and willows. In the 
southern part of the county nut-pines, rather small, are founa. on a range of mount-
ains, hardly good enough for lumber.. All the trees above stated are used for :fire-
wood ancl farm purposes as timber. 
2. No timber planted. Trees planted about houses and gardens are poplars, cotton-
wood, locusts, and fruit trees-thus far used more for ornament and shade.· 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. As superintendent of mines in this county; surveying mine claims for patents, 
and the interior of mines. Have been called as expert in mme litigations. 
2. The mining law, as interpreted by the Commissioner, is complicated and difficult 
to comply with. It causes great unnecessary expenses in the obtaining of a patent. 
It should be so amended as to give a clear and simple interpretation. There should 
be a first and preliminary location when a ledge is first found, to allow time to locate in 
a permanent manner, after determining the course. The final location should be made 
by competent persons. It should also require the length of claim to be in the general 
direction of course of ledge; this to be found by taking a level as near as possible 
on the course. Locator should have the privilege of locating over 300 feet width from 
center of ledge in case the same outcrops beyond 300 feet from the center line of ledge. 
This provision to be only with intention to cover the outcrops by location, and prevent 
outsiders from taking advantage of the circumstance. The claimants of a claim should 
have the privilege to act by attorneys in certifying to papers required and necessary 
in obtaining a patent. · 
3. I have not had any case of that kind in my practice as surveyor. I should think it 
better to have such cases decided by courts of justice before filing. 
4. The top or apex is the uppermost part of the ledge between the two walls, although 
these may be missing. Most generally the apex or top can, but the course and dip cannot 
be determined. Blind ledges are those whose top or apex are under solid ground, and 
which have not thus far been exposed to the surface. 
5. They are not. 
6. The law is usually complied with as near as possible with regard to these points. 
In case of a lawsuit advantage is taken of any weak point. 
9. Do not know any wider than 300 feet from center of ledge; they are sometimes wider 
than district regulations allow. In the latter case the local laws are apt to be modified. 
10. This occurs in outcrops of a ledge whose course is across a bill and dipping in the 
same at a small degree from the horizontal. The outcrops are frequently located and not 
the course of the ledge. If located by the course the outcrops would be found outside of 
the parallelogram of location. 
11. To the disadvantage. 
12. B can put A to cost and inconvenience. I do not know now any case to the point. 
13. Such cases are of frequent occuITence. Blackmailing is not confined to the por-
tion of tho dip which has passed beyond the exterior lines of the surface tract. It would 
be too much labor or expense to try to do that with vertical veins. 
14. I think it possible and also better than a contrary provision, as the original dis-
coverer, in the last case, may derive but very little benefit from his discovery if his 
ledge is dipping at a small degree from horizontal, while an outsider, in such a case, 
would have the lion's share. 
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16. After a ledge is found, as soon as the discoverer gets an idea of the course, dip, 
and value of his ledge, say in two or three days (but if an excitement is existing in tho 
district he is apt to locate immediately), he places a notice and monument to start 
from, and very indefinitely states the course of claim located. A copy of the location 
he takes to the district recorder, who records it and measures the claim a few days 
after, according to the laws of the district, placing the corner monuments, as stated 
by location, as near as he can by a pocket-compass, or, in absence of it, by guess-
work. This proceeding is subject to many imperfections, and when the location turns 
out valuable ground the want of conforming to the laws of the United States creates 
much trouble, inconvenience, blackmailing, and resulting in very serious litigations, 
and not unfrequently the loss of the claim to the original discoverer. 
17. It cannot be amended, if other claim~ have been located along the same, except 
by consent of subsequent locators. 
19. I think, with precautionary measures, mining district laws could be advantage-
ously abolished as to future locations, provided the United States land offices for 
mining claims be placed in more centers than at present for public lands. 
22. Ought to be limitation-say five or six years. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. Small gulch placer claims exist in this county ; thus far no effort has been made 
to procure title for them. 
Testimony of B. C. Whitman, of Virginia City, Nev. 
B. C. WHITMAN, of Virginia City, Nev., testified at San Francisco, Cal., October 11, 
1879, as follows : 
I have been familiar with the mining laws of the United States for fifteen years as 
an attorney, confining my business almost entirely to the mining corporations. I 
think the present mode of initiating titles with the mining recorders is probably sat-
isfactory, but the method that is primarily used in mining districts is very uncertain 
and unreliable. At the present time mining records are of record in the county re-
corder's office, and are just like any other titles. I speak of Nevada only, as I do not 
know anything about any other State. The original notices are drawn by ignorant 
prospectors, and frequently by persons who find it somewhat difficult to write the 
English language, and indefiniteness of description arises on account of their ignor-
ance. At the present time we are acting under no esp·ecial mining district laws, but 
the mining notices are filed as prescribed by the laws of the United States, and are 
filed in the county recorders' offices and there recorded. The original locations of the 
Comstock were filed in separate mining districts; one in Gold Hill, and another in 
another place. All these notices have been transcribed, and the originals have been 
held in the office of the county recorders. These were originally drawn by the claim-
ants themselves, with a great indefiniteness of description and date. You would see 
"recorded this day," and there would be no date. It was posted on the claim and filed 
with the local mining recorder. There was no security for the integrity of the records 
in the hands of the mining recorder. Those records will show the very great careless-
ness with which the business was done. For instance, in the notice of the Miller 
grant, as it is called, at least one-third of the names that were originally written upon 
the notice have been scratched out and other names substituted; properly enough, be-
cause the names of most of his friends were written there, and as those friends did not 
come to time he would scratch out their names and insert others. He used the names 
of his friends to take up a number of additional feet. 
The Miller claim a.s originally located was 3,600 feet. The district law then allowed 
300 feet for each locator, and it in terms restricted a mjl,n to about so much, but in 
fact a man located as many feet as he pleased by using the names of other parties, 
and often without their previous knowledge, and then he would go to them and have 
them deed to him what he had located for them. Locations are often made in that 
way, and then deeds taken by the original locator from the others. Locations are 
now ordinarily made in the name of one person, because he can now take 1,500 feet. 
The county recorder is under the same responsibility for copying mining titles as he 
is for copying all other records. He is elected by the people and gives bonds to the 
State, and is the custodian of the records of the countY,. A certified copy of his rec-
ord is the basis of title. If he sends a false certificate he could be punished under 
the statutory law for falsifying his records, because it is under the State law that he 
is made the custodian of those records. The mining law allows this notice to be 
recorded, and if an error, intentional or otherwise, were committed in the certified 
copy, I do not know whether that would make him amenable under State law or 
not. I think the initiation of the law ought to be in the United States in the first 
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instance. As long as they keep control of this html they should have coutrol and 
disposition of it froru the beginning to the end.. · 
The present e-ystem is anomalous and burdensome. The location and size of tho 
claim shonlcl be regulated by the United States. If the United States has supreme 
control, it should either exercise it or give up the control of the land. I think it ad-
visable to require a miner to commence with au official survey wherever it can be 
done. I think the law ought to prescribe that the survey should be made within a 
certain time after the location has been made. I do not think it would be burden-
some, because the surveyor geuerally accompanies the prospector or follows closel;r 
after him. He follows there for custom. It is seldom, if ever, the ease that a man 
cannot have his claim surveyed within thirt,y days after his discovery. The difficul-
ties would be obviated by allowing him, in proper form, to looate hi.s claim upon the 
surface and posting his notice thereon, and then allow him to file his notice wit,h the 
surveyor, permitting him to ask for a survey, and that survey dating from the date of 
his application. I think sixty days at the outside would be sufficient time in which 
to have him apply for a survey. My personal·opinion is that no surveyor ought to be 
allowed to make a survey over an overlapping claim. It is not infrequently the case 
that a claim which has been located, so far as you can gather from the notice of the 
discovery, and so far as you can gather from the oral proof, runs in a northerly or 
southerly direction, bnt when the Unitecl States surveyor is called upon to locate it 
the claim has s-w1mg around into an easterly and westerly direction. 
It is very difficult to see the true direction of a claim, because parol testimony is 
becoming extinct in old mining districts. It is very expensive, too, for witnesses know 
their importance and charge very high fees for testifying. 
There is a great deal of trouble arising from claims being swung around. and their 
direction chauge<l, and the only way of overcoming it is by the original location and 
the testimouy of the work which the parties have done. 
Parol proof in a mining camp is not very difficult to obtain. The witnesses in our 
district would stand VP.ry favorably, because they have testified often, and we can tell 
pretty well whet.her they are telling the truth or not. 
Question. Do you think it well to require the discovery of a lode before location is 
admitted ?-Answer. No, sir; I do not understand the object of such a provision of 
law. Sometimes valuable mines after they have been found are blind lodes. Crop-
pings ou the surface of a country are false indications in the value of lodes. There 
are many tra11sformations which affect the croppings, hut do not affect the ledge 
underneath. I think if a man bas made his location and is willing to go on and work 
it, that he should be entitled to whatever is witlliu his lines. I think the goYernweut 
should provide a differeut style of location from what they have now. ~ly tlleory is 
that a better system of location shonld be adopted for every mining region, but I know 
nothing about the expense that would attend it. The Comstock is a square location, 
with vertical side lines. The advantages of that location would be, in the :first place, 
to prevent a great deal of litigation that follows when two or ruore ledges unite, and 
there is no division of them afterward. Nearly all our mining litigation arises from 
this cause, and experts are very apt to take sanguine views of the ledges of their 
respective patrons. They become interested in the case, ancl I have known jurors to 
decide upon a case where the ledge was no thicker than a knife blade. I have also 
known them to reject where the lode was very thick. The Comstock ledge is now 
looked upon as the centering of deposits from all the croppings from a mile around. 
Q. Is not a certain line of claims recognized as being the Comstock lode, and is there 
not in front of those recognized as being on the lode a multiplicity of other locations t-
A. Yes, sir; and the result is that parties having no lodes on their own grounds strike 
the clip of those other lodes, and set up adverse claims. It is possible under the pres-
ent law when a man has located a valuable lode for any other party to sink merely 
for the purpose of striking the dip of that lode. In such a case as that difficulties 
must necessarily occur. There is that kiml of trouble now in the Comstock district. 
The. Chollar Potosi bad the Custer location; the Julia has the patent for its grant, and 
has extensive works. The land office refused to entertain a protest of the Chollar Com-
pany, saying so far as could be ascertained the Julia lode was a distinct body of ore; 
but if the Chollar Company ever in their workings proved the connection between the 
two lodes, then it would pass to the Chollar and its location, so that if it is proved to 
be the Custer lode, the Julia patent would be voided. In our State courts such cases 
are frequently passed. upon by experts; in some form or other by the testimony of ex-
l)erts as to the theory of location or otherwise. They must satisfy the jury of the con-
nection between those two locations. It is only a question between a practical loca-
tion and a theoretical location. 
Q. What size wou]d. yon have a square location 1-A. I think the square location 
should be 1,500 feet square; that would be a fair allowance. They give now 1,GOO 
feet in length, with a surface ground of 300 feet on each side of the lode. I think if 
they give a man 1,500 feet square he will have a mine if there are any mines in the 
district; but I would have all local laws conform to United States laws. There should 
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be no interference between the two. I think the square location would have no in-
jurious effect upon deep mining; on the contrary, I think it would improve it, have a 
good effect, always provided that the United States survey and fix tbe monuments. 
A mau could go in there then feeling that he .owned that piece of ground, and I think 
e,ery prospector would be willing to avail himself of that and go to wOTk on that sup-
position. The history so far as I know of every mine and mining company is contin-
ued litigation and expense by adverse locations. With a square location there could 
be no litigation. Mining men would be more willing to invest in a square location 
than they would in what we call ledge locations. 
Q. Would parties be willing to developt,he mines, with a possibility of getting out-
side of their location "?-A. I think parties would undertake to mine with the possibH-
ity of working outside their lodes. They would at least have a right to the ore de-
posit as it is, any way. I have no fixed opinion about the size of a mine; it might 
be made larger. Of course I understand that that system of square location would not 
be satisfactory for a ledge like the Comstock lode, or a lode of that width; but it is 
impossible to have a sliding scale of location. Yon must have some absolute rule, and 
I am i11clined to think that an absolute rule of square location would be more satis-
factory than any other. The locators on the Comstock lode have been obliged to liti-
gate, and they will have to go on litigating. That was the great question in the cele-
brated Eureka case. They claimed that they were on a great lode, and, anywhere 
within the end lines, bad a right to follow that lode. They defined the mining word 
"lode," accepting the miners' idea of it. There were several patents iu that case, and 
they didn't settle anything at all. The patent for the square location settles some-
thing absolutely. In the event of the square location being made, my idea is that a 
party shall have from the surface down to the nethermost depths. If he :finds a de-
posit of ore be is fortunate; if he does not find it he is in bad luck; but he should not 
go outside of his lines. Within bis end and side lines he is entitled to everything. 
Each man would then understand just what be bas got. Of course there would be a 
g{eat deal of digging around underneath, but that would be simply a matter of tres-
passing. I would allow another party to locate on the next claim, and to go down to 
any depth to find a dip of the ore if be wanted to. I am not a practical miner, but I 
have talked with many men who are, and that is their idea about it. 
In mining districts you frequently will find small lodes running parallel to each 
other, and I think a man should have everything he finds inside bis locat ion. They 
take the whole district now in Bodie. There are snpposecl to be half a dozen lodes. 
No one of these lodes is wide enough to warrant anybody in exploring it. 'rhen from 
the dip of these lodes it appears that some of them may combine, so that they have 
been obliged, in order to protect themselves, to locate half a dozen lodes for the pur-
pose of getting one mine, and, as t,hcy are distinct ledges and one man located them, 
this causes confusion of title. There was a case in one of the Nevada districts where 
they had locat ed two or three different claims. An adverse location having been made 
there, that matter came up for decision and a very important question arose : wbether 
the work done upon one of these claims applied to all of them ; the court holding that 
it did, because it was all taken up to make one mine. The adverse claimants argued 
th'at 0110 of these locat,ions had been abandoned, because the legal amount of work had 
not been clone upon it. It seems to rue if the square location bad been appiied to the 
Comstock lode it would have been better. In the event of the squa,re-location system 
being adopted, you would ha,ve to repeal the tunnel law. I do not see but that, under 
the present law, when a party locates a tunnel another party bas a perfect right to go 
and locate a claim of 1,500 feet over the tunnel, but before the tunnel discovers any-
thing ; and I understand the rule of the Land Office to be this-that the party running 
the tunnel is entitled to locate 11500 feet upon any ledge that he may discover in his 
developing, but the width of the location shall not exceed that of his tunnel, if no-
body subsequent to his location gets outside of the lines of his tunnel and makes a 
previous discovery of a "blind lode." 
Q. You say that they may make a previous discovery; that is, make this discovery 
on the surface before he has made one underneath "?-A. What I mean is this: A starts 
a tunnel; that tunnel is ten feet wide, and he is prosecuting work on the tunnel. B 
comes here and sinks a shaft and finds a lode and locates it, and A strikes the same lode 
in bis development; 1 hen B takes the lode. As most of the tunnels are very expen-
sive, that renders the tunnel law practically ineffective for the purpose of prospecting. 
There are a great many instances of this at Bodie. I have never known anybody to 
discover anything, except in one or two cases where they claim to have discovered 
lodes by means of tunnels; I never knew any lodes actually worked that were discov-
ered by tunnels except in those instances at Bodie. The tunnelers claim to have dis-
covered a valuable lode to which there is no outcrop and upon which they have located 
a claim of fifteen hundred feet, to which they are entitled. In regard to the two or three 
otber so-called discoveries, there is more or less litigation. In the event of the square 
location there would be no necessity for the tunnels; the square location is supposed 
to give a man jnRt what there is in his claim, and nobody would be allowed to go in 
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on him. I think the tunnel law has been an advantageous law in California for the 
purpose of discovering old river-beds, but if a person had a square location he would 
have a right to run a tunnel in that, if that were the easiest way to get to his ore, if 
he did not interfere with anybody else's rights. There would be no need for the tl;mnel 
law to enable him to take up a mineral claim. 
Q. Suppose the law provided for square location and the title initiated in the form 
you have indicated, would you require the proving up on the title within a certain 
length of time 1-A. I think the limit of time within which to prove up should be 
increased, and I think the party should be compelled to get the t,itle from the govern-
ment, and all merely possessory titles should be extinguished. One year, I should 
think, is sufficient time for proving up, and at the expiration of that time a man 
should be merely required to establish t:hat he had made his location in accordance 
with the provisions of the statute, and that he had done the work upon the claim as 
required by law. Under the present law there is no proving other than the location 
of the party and certificate of the deputy surveyor; and while these gentlemen are 
generally very accurat,e about it, of course ~here are cases where they.are mistaken. 
Q. Would you have the law specify what the character of the improvements should 
be ¥-A. I think not, sir, except that the character of the improvements should be 
actual work or actual expenditure conducing to the development of the mine. I believe 
that the courts have decided that buying machinery is an expenditure, and I do not 
see why that should not be accepted as such. 
All over this country claims have been abandoned absolutely and nothing done upon 
-them for years. Eventually some enterprising person comes in and makes some dis-
covery, and then the old locator comes back, and they can almost always succeed in 
getting a case sufficiently strong to bring about a compromise. Now, if a party fs 
compelled within one year to make his application for title, and a strict forfeiture is 
provided for non-compliance with the law, it would do more to improve the country 
than anything else. That forfeiture should be merely a cancellation of all rights, and 
abandonment should be conclusive proof. The law should provide for the extinguish-
ment of po.ssessory rights of all parties to the land. The old possessory claims should 
be placed upon the s-ame footing, so that in course of time there would be some common 
law in operation. 
I think the mill-site privilege should be continued, because the square location might 
not be a very convenient location for the mill-site. I do not think that there is any 
necessity for a party to make proof that he has got a mill or intends putting up one. 
Let him make his application, and then the government might agree to give him an 
absolute title upon proof that he had commenced and progressed to a certain extent 
with the work. 
I do not know that any mill-sites have been taken up for the timber or other values 
to be obtained from them; thatis,from the land. All the saw-mill sites I have known 
to be taken up have been for actual use. I do not think there is any necessity for a 
law restricting t,be distance of mill-sites from the mines. It might depend upon many 
contingencies as to where the mill-sites should be put. For mines that are down on 
the Carson River they used a mill down on the Washoe; it must have been 50 miles 
from the mill to the mine in that day. Of course no man is going to claim a mill in 
any district that is practically too far off from his mine. In Eastern Nevada there are 
places where they haul 30 or 40 miles to the mill, and it has always been a question 
whether it was cheaper to haul ore to the mill or water to the mine. 
Q. In the event of mill-sites being continued, should the restriction of the non-min-
eral land be continued 1-.A. That is a question which requires a good deal of thought. 
I should be inclined to think that there is no necessity for any of those provisions in 
regard to t,he classes of mineral or non-mineral land. Practically, if the simple pro-
vision that is placed upon each patent is carried out, I think surface locations need 
not conflict with mining locations. There is a great deal of . surface land that is in 
neither class, since part of it is mineral and part non-mineral land. It should be used 
for surface purposes. I do not see any particular reason for drawing a distinction 
between mineral ancl non-mineral in districting. There have been a few instances 
where mines have interfered with the possession of the surface. There was one in the 
case of the Chollar mine. Their location was prior to the location made by parties on 
the surface, and the mine coming up near the surface, the occupant of the land was 
-ordered to move; but he did not do so, and his store dropped down into the depths 
one night. This is the only case I have known where the rights conflicted. 
Q. Would you reserve the subterranean rights 1-A. The sale of one thing should 
not include another; the sale of the surface should not include subterranean rights. 
I think if a man bought the timber land, and if he wanted to make a mineral loca·tion, 
he ought to be compelled to make another location. As the case stands, I see no rea-
son why the two should go together; why the surface rights and subterranean rights 
shoulcl not be sold separately. 
Q. Should not the publication of the objection provided by law to the mineral ap· 
plication be conclusive upon the government as to the right of the applicant 1-A. 
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The present system is exceedingly onerous to the applicant. In the first place, they 
require an abstract of title; that costs sometimes thousands of dollars to obtain, be-
sides taking a great deal of unnecessary time. That abstract of title may, under tli.e 
present system of the Land Office, be of some use, but there are other cases where it 
is not of any use; that is, in the case of contested patents; he has to furnish an abstract 
of title that can never be of any use, and after this abstract is furnished the office 
frequently refers the whole thing to the State courts, and the State conrts decide uron 
the title between the two. The proof must be made over again. This lies in the 
archives of the Land Office, and I cannot see that it is of any use. In many ca&es it 
is absolutely impossible to get an abstract. In em-ly days they made that transfer hy 
putting a party in place on the ground. The comts have heltl that to be as good a 
title as if a man had a paper title. It is frequently the case that when abstracts come 
up they are necessarily incomplete, because it is impossible to make them complete, 
and it seems to me that the application is al ways necessarily between the Government 
of the United States and the applicant, and it should be conclusive as to the inten-
tion of the applicant. He is obliged to go into the State court, and the judgment of 
that court is conclusive in the Land Office. The Land Office looks into it in the first 
place merely to see that it is aprirna-facie case. 
Q. How would such a provision as that of section 15 of the act of March 3, 1851, 
do T-A. I think some provision of that kind would be effective. 
Q. Do you think that it would be wise to invest the executive officers with a larger 
jurisdiction as to the pri1na-facic validity of the adverse claim than they now enjoy f-
A. A man makes an objection under oath, and I think that is enough. I am inclined 
to think that is as well as we could have it. He makes bis objection under oath, and 
he has to file his abstract of title with his objection. I do not see any reason for 
:filing that abstract of title. My idea is that if he makes his proper sworn averment 
that should be sufficient, in view of the fact that he has, after a certain time, to prose-
cute that averment. If he does not prosecute that averment with reasonable dili~ence, 
I think this matter should be left with the courts where the case is tried. I thmk it 
is right to leave it there for the action of the court if it is not prosecuted with reason-
able diligence, and I do not think any other person ought to be allowed to interfere 
with it. It is hard to say what reasonable diligence is, and the court is the proper 
tribunal to decide it. 
Q. In your judgment, should the conveying of mineral transfers be with the execu-
tive officers the same as with all other land cases Y-A. I cannot see any reason for 
making a distinction. I never could understand why they should inject this question 
of courts into a proceeding which after all does not involve any questions of law,and 
which is an administrative proceeding. They are simply questions of facts, to which 
there can be very little objection under proper statutes. Taking them up to a court 
tends tn additional expense and delay without producing any good or economical 
results. The question comes up about location, and one court will hold parties to a 
strict compliance wit.h the statutes, while another court will hold that anything which 
indicates the desire of the pa,rty to make a location is substantial compliance. If 
these matters were before the Land Office, there would be a ruling, and there could not 
be a very great conflict of opinion, because it ultimately comes before the supreme 
power of the Land Office. I think it would be a much better system and a saving of 
expense to have the whole question from the inception of title to the end go directly-
through the Land Office, as all other land cases do, and that the patent, when i sued, 
should be conclusive upon the question of fact. Of course, it would also cover many 
questions of law. The patent should show that the applicant had done everything he 
was required to do in Qrder to get a patent title from the United States. . 
There is another thing; it has been decided by the Commissioner of the General 
Land Office that under the present statute a man may make more than one location 
upon the same lode. It was decided in reference to the iron mines of Colorado. That 
decision has been made, but whether it is to be a decision without contest I tlo not 
know; but it seems to me that if that statute is altered, it should exclude the party 
from making more than one location upon a lode. It may be that this is a proper de-
cision under the present language of the statute, and I think that result ought to be 
prevented by putting in an enactive word. I would give a party but one right of 
pre-emption in mining cases, the same as is now done in agricnltural land cases. The 
government gives a party a certain right, and it does not intend that he should hog 
everything. My recollection is that that decision was made four years ago. The de-
cision goes on to say that the statutes of the United States do not prohibit a person 
from making more than one location upon the same lode; therefore, if it does not pro-
hibit him from making more than one, he may make fifty if he ma,y make more than 
one. 
Q. Do you not think that a more perfect system of surveying of mineral claims could 
be adopted Y-A. I cannot answer that; I am not sufficiently a practical surveyor. 
Q. Does the present system lead to great nncertainty Y-A. It would ultimately, but 
it does not now because live witnesses are at band. I think it would be well if the 
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mines co111d he located with absolute certainty. Frequently the second owner cannot 
find the corners, even if he went to the surveyor who first laid out the ground; and 
tbe chances are that the present surveyor would miss it a little, and in case of contro-
versy it would cause trouble. 
Q. Suppose that a party takes up a square location with a dip running off in acer-
tain direct.ion, and then that dip turns an<l. runs out the other way; what would be 
the situation ?-A. The situation would be pretty batl, but I do not think it would be 
any worse than the situation is now. I think tbe individual miner and prospector 
would he safer. He might occasionally lose his lode, but I think the individual loss 
would be oYcrbalanccd hy the public gain. 
I have a, proposition I want to snggest. In the State of Nevada, I kuow, as a matter 
of fact, that parties have necessarily, not through any fraudn1ent intent, cut timber 
upon the lands of tho United States. I presume there are a groat many instances 
where it lrns been fraudulently done, but you cannot distinguish between the two. I 
think it would be no more than fair to provide that where hmds have been denuded of 
their timber (in the States of California and Nevada a,t any rate) that if tlie parties 
who had committed the act, either by themselvC's or b.v their agents, should come for-
·ward within a reasonable length of time and pa.y $2.50 per acre, as a ma,tter of indem-
nification, tbey should be released from any action; bnt they do not, want, of course, 
to be liable to subsequent action for the recovery of damages. lt seems to me it 
would be very well to have the statute perfectly clear upon that subject. It would 
give parties a right to clear themselves from any criminal and civil proceedings by 
paying to the United States what it asked in the first place. 
In Nevada the wood was not cut for export, but for actual necessities in carrying 
on the business of the country. It has been burned in furnaces, and a great deal of 
it is under ground. It has been used for the purpose of development and improvement. 
If a man cut and solcl it and made something out of it, and if be now paid the govern-
ment all that he would have been required to pay in the first instance, I think the 
government bas got all it could ask. Under the rulings of the Attorney-General, after 
a party comes forward and pays $2.50 per acre, this is simply a payment of the pen-
alty, and the government is entirely at, liberty to follow the lumber and take it wher-
•4Wer it can be found. I understa.ncl, further, that the~' claim tbe right to sue, in addi-
tion, for damages. I do not know, then, what the pa~'ment of this $2.50 is for. I do 
:uot think the .Attorney-General ,cry clearly nndersta1Jds what it is for, eit.her. 
Q. Would it not be better, instead, to make a law whereby these parties could pro-
cure tl1is timber either with or without sale, and without committing trespass ¥-A. 
Undoubtedly. There are m!'lny cases where the trespasses have been neceEsarfly com-
mitted from time to time. For instance, the State owns certain lands; application is 
madC', and the S1ate1authoritiessay we cannot sell tbe land because they have not been HU"vt>yetl, and they cannot be taken np; or the party goes over to another tract of 
lane~. l\Ia,ny of these trespasses have been committed by agents without auy under-
standing on the part of the principals. The agent is put upon the proper piece of 
lam1 and t.old to cut on that land; and all at once it is discovered that he is cutting 
timber upon another 11iece of land. His employer :finds it out, and it is claimed that 
he C}lll be helcl responsible for it, and I presume he can. I refer to past trespasses. 
The pr.rties ought to have tho privilege of offering to pay $2.50 per acre for stumpage, 
uud all criminal proceedings stopped. If that was a fair price originally it should be 
a fair price now. 
Testimony of J.Iari-ey Carpenter, receii'cr, and James MclUartiu, regista, ['11itetl States land 
office, Eureka, ]{er. 
EUREKA, NEY., Noi-ember 3, 1879. 
HARVEY CARPEN'fEJt, reccivi'r, and JAJ\n:s McMARTIN, register, made the following 
statement: 
Papers in the laud office should be reduced m number; all foes shonl(l be abolished, 
and iegisters and receivers should be salaried. 
Eureka is a mineral district. All mineral district recorders should be abolished and 
claims filed in the United States district land office. .All mining contests sl10uld be 
tried before the Uflitecl States district land officers. 
Registers should have a seal, and should be authorized to subpo:ma witnesses to 
testify iu land nrntters; as it is now many rights are lost because wit,nesses refuse to 
testify . Registers should also be authorized to perpetuate testimony. There should 
be a provision of law that settlerl:i in :final entries should ho permittell to make their 
final vroof, on forms, before a, district or county judge. 
TLis district is enormous; embracing the counties of Li.acoln, Nye, White Pine, 
Eureka, Elko, Lander, and part of Humboldt. It traverses the entire length of the 
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State and is 200 nu les wide, so that settlers, either in contests or iu making fmal 
}lroofs, triuging witt·<>sses from extreme ends of the district are compelled to go to 
greater expense thau the lands cost iu the land office. This is a great evil; registers 
aud recciYers shoultl Le authorized, when proof has be(;ln takou in contests, or _aban-
donments of homesteads or declara.tory statements, to at ouce, upon t,he reportrng of 
such cases to Washington, admit filings for legal settlers. While tho report is pend-
ing at \Vashi.ngton, which i.s frequently a year, troubles inveigh, and fights take place 
over the L ml. 
I see no reason why a person should not be permitted to file as many declaratory 
statements or homestead applications as he likes, as there is nothing in the present law 
to prevent it. It is only a ruling. Every time a person files a declarntory statement 
or bomesteacl on a piece of land the value of it is thereby enhanced, and an incoming 
settler gets the benefit of bis improvements. It takes entirely too long at present to 
get a patent, an<l registers and receivers should h~ve more authority. 
\Ve believe in the rectangular system of Emrveys, as all understand it. Settlers com-
plain of the absence of stakes; they rot and are torn down, and the mounds and pits 
become ohliteratecl. Stakes are frequeutly moved by settlers for illegal purposes. In · 
a cattle country like this cattle rub against the stakes and paw the mounds down. 
The settlers in many cases have to hire surveyors and go to great expense to find the 
boundaries of their land. There should be some permanent system of monuments es-
tahlished, say at the corners of townships. It is almost impossible after five years to 
find a stake or mound. Triangulation to such isolated tracts of farming lands could 
be introduced to great advantage. 
There is some agricultural land in this district-say one acre to a hundred-and 
there irrigation is necessary. The water in the district, which proceeds from springs, 
streams, and snow, is all taken up either by cattle or irrigation. In this district it is 
all pasturage laud except this bit of agricultural. 
It takes from 30 to 40 acres of land to sustain a beef. This district is overstocked, 
and the grasses are diminishing 
\Ve believe in a pastoral homestead, say of 3,000 acres, on the arid lands of the dis-
trict, leaving the present settlement Jaws in effect on lands whfoh can be irrigated. 
Our water-right laws arn under State law, anu decisions of our district court give the 
first 1ight to use of the water to the first locator, to do as he pleases with it. This 
gives him control of all the lands for agricultural purposes in his section. 
No laws affecting the arid lands, either their sale or disposition, sboul<.l be passed 
which will interfere with or injure present hercln of cattle and sheep in this section. 
Tl.le actual occupants at present on the ranges by local custom should. be permitted to 
permanent.1y occupy them, either by purchase or permit from the United States Gov-
ernment, and he protected in their right to them. These lands shoul<l be surveyed and 
preservell for cattle ranges. 
,vc think the best interests of the government aml occupant would be subserved by 
the Rur,ey and sale of these arid pasturage lands. They should be sold in quantities 
on the basis of thirty acres to sustain a beef, and first to the present occupants of 
land, who could establish by oath before the register and receiver the number of cattle 
and sheep held by tlrnm at the date of the passage of the act. We think 10 cents per 
acre ample for them. Fi Ye sheep count as against one beef for grazing. One hun-
dred cattle would sm;;tain a family. 
There are many contentions hetween sheep and cattle men about sheep going on cat-
tle lands, they claiming that cattle will not graze on the lands grazed on by sheep. 
The governrucnt should at once settle all these matters as to the sale of lands, &c., for 
the sake of peace and quietness and to prevent further trouble. There have already 
been some men killed, others wounded, in controversies growing out of the sheep and 
cattle question. Giving each stockman the right to a specific range would do away 
with all this tronlJlc. There is no lum her timber in this district J)roperly speaking, what 
there is being only fit for fuel and charcoal and mining purposes. No timber has been 
planted here. The entire control of the timber lands of the United States should be 
put in the hands of the United States district land officers. In this district any person 
who wants the timber takes it. A man will go into the timucr, build a fence around 
a large quantity, perhaps miles sqnal'o, aD<1 by local law such au inclosnre holds it. 
They post a notke upon it and record the claim in the county recorder's office. 'rhe 
timber that yet remains shoulc1 uc surveyed and sold to any applicant in unlimited 
quantities. The charcoal made from this bcrnb timuer is indispensable for smelting. 
It is generally made by Italians and Swiss. There are estimated to be 3,000 Swiss and 
Italians engaged in this business within a radius of 40 miles of this town. The~~ cut 
all the timlior clean. The government should sell the timber free from the land. Pros-
ecution for.timber depredations as laws are now it,; impossible. The timber is mostly 
composed of very small nut-pine, piilon, and juniper, and is of no value for lmihling 
purposes. 
There should be some improvement in the description made hy deputy surveyors of 
the topography of the country, and tbey shoulcl be required to take altitudes. Much 
land is 110w marked non-mineral which is mineral, and vice versa. 
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The present notice of intention to prove up is vexati0us and useless and should be 
discontinued. 'The requiring of thirty days' publication has worked great pecuniary 
loss to settlers and prevents no fraud. Men who :file on mining claims should be re-
quired tb prove up and get title in one or two years at the furthest. 
We have but <:i to 8 inches rain and snow fall in this entire district. 
The desert-land act permits location on unsurveyed lands. The settlers should be 
compelled to give more accurate descriptions than now of their claims, so as to prevent 
them from moving around on the land. 
We consider this a mineral and grazing State. Agriculture is only possible by rec-
lamation of the land through irrigation. Where there is no water there can be no 
agriculture, and the land is already irrigated to the full capacity of the water supply. 
Our people utilize their water with great care. · Reservoirs are practically useless be-
cause of the great evaporation, which is about one inch a day. 
In contests for declaring vacant lands under the pre-emption and homestead laws, 
the person who brings the contest and has to pay for it should, being a legal sett,ler 
and occupying the land, be protected by the government and have the :first opportunity 
to get the land when it is restored to settlement. This is not the rule now. 
Testimony of E. S. Clark, surveyor-general of Nevada. 
E. S. CLARK, surveyor-general of Nevada, testified as follows: 
I have been surveyor-general of the State for ten years. I am in favor of the reten-
tion of the present system of rectangular surveys of the lands of the United States. 
The system is well known to every settler, and they can :find, with ease, the location of 
their lands. 
Some system of permanent monuments should be established by the government at 
the intersection of townships. The wooden stakes are destroyed, some are burnt for 
:fire-wood, and others rot away. Where cattle run over them neither mounds nor stakes 
last. 
The deputy surveyors do not get enough pay for their work at present; the old prices 
of four years ago should be restored, as fair pay gets good work. I think there should 
be an inspection of surveys under contract, to be paicl for by the government. I favor 
the retention of the contract system for convenience ; a paid corps of surveyors woulcl 
be a great expense. All my deputies use the solar compass. I think a great improve-
ment could be made in the method of the description of the lands by deputy surveyors 
(in fact, a classification of the lands, taking the height of streams as the level of possi-
ble irrigation, by following the stream in the several townships and giving its eleva-
tion) by the government furnishing aneroid barometers or other instruments to ascer-
tain elevations. It would not add much labor to the work of the deputy and would 
be a guide for the district land officers in the disposition of public lands. We do not sur-
vey anything but arable lands: and there is a great deal yet unsurveyed. The fees in 
mineral surveys are not, in my judgment, too high. Here we charge $30 for office 
work. 
The timber land should lrn surveyed and sold. I would sell it in unlimited quanti-
ties. Private ownership would be the best protection for the timber. A homestead 
or pre-emption :filing should not be allowed on the timber lands of the Sierras, as men 
will cut the timber and then abandon it; these lands should be graded in price accord-
ing to the quality of the timber. 
The United States diEitrict land office should be given jurisdiction over, and control 
of, the timber lands for the purpose of uniformity. 
I think applications for location of mining claims should be filed in the United States 
district land office, and all local mining districts abolished. I think mining claimants 
should be compelled to pay up for. the lands and get title. 
I would not survey or molest jn any way the arid lands of the State. I would 1et 
them be used in common by herds of sheep and cattle, under a system of comity as 
now established among themselves. 
I call this State a mining and grazing State. Agriculture, solely by irrigation, is an 
incident. We have grass on the high lands-generally bunch-grass; in the large val-
ley, white sage; all good for ca,ttle, who don't touch it until the frost comes and 
sweetens it; then the farmer calls it winter food. The water privileges in this State 
are pretty nearly all taken up. Parties make application to this office for survey of 
their claims; the surveys are ordered and are made; the papers are :filed in this office 
on return and approved; some are here that were made four or five years ago. Some 
law should be passed or rule made forcing these people to make appearance in a rea-
sonable time to the district officers :,:i,nd make payment for their claims. 
There should be a law passed prohibiting a surveyor-general from ordering a deputy 
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surveyor, on application of a claimant, to make a duplicate survey of the same mineral 
ground when it has once been abandoned. 
In this State when a mineral claim overlaps another previously surveyed, the dep-
uty surveyor in his field-notes excludes the surplus ground, and the conflict is shown 
by metes and bounds the same as a regular survey. 
Our incidental expenses of this office are very large and irregular; we should have 
$3,000 per year for incidentals; we used to have, four years ago, $4,000. The salaries 
of this office are too low; they should be increased to the same as the California office, 
as living is twice as high here as in California. 
I think fees should be abolished in all matters between the public and the lands 
and fixed salaries be paid the officers. 
Testimony of Capt. T. C. Ford, Virginia City, Nev. 
VIRGINIA. CITY, NEV., November 1, 1879. 
Capt. T. C. FORD, collector of internal revenue, testified as follows: 
I have been connected with the Internal Revenue Department for eleven years, and 
know the State of Nevada pretty well. I consider this State a mining camp and a 
mining and grazing State. Agriculture is a mere incident here, and then only with 
irrigation. I do not favor any survey and disposition of the arid lands of this State 
for the next twenty years, because the lands would fall into the hands of monopolists. 
In my opinion it is impossible to segregate the arid from the irrigable lands. I hear 
of no trouble nor agitation on this point among our cattle and sheep men. 
I would survey and sell the timber lands. The government should get as much for 
the timber lands as private persons and corporations. I would not limit the quantity 
that should be sold to an individual. 
1'estimony of I.E. James, Vfrginia City, Nev. 
I.E. JAMES, civil and mining engineer, of Virginia City, made the following state-
ment: 
Have been twenty years on the Comstock Lode, and have done most all the under-
ground work on the Comstock up to two years ago. The present United States min-
ing law is a pretty good law, except that parties have been permitted to locate non-
mineral lands as mining land, to the .detriment of actual miners. No person should be 
permitted to locate a claim unless they have mineral. Exploration should be free 
and permitted on all mineral lands, but no location should be allowed without a party 
having struck mineral in the place. Under the present law a man may locate a claim 
600 by 1,500 feet and hold it against a person who is actually in use of it. Frequently 
men are compelled to locate mining grounds around their sh3fts1 knowing them not to be mineral, and hold them by doing the work required by law-;u;lOO per annum-so as 
to keep them from being located by other parties. At Yellow Jacket shaft, which is 
2,500 feet east of the apex of the Jacket ledge, the company were compelled to buy 
at a high price a mining location which should never have been permitted to have 
been made, because there was no mineral upon it, and, to get ground enough for their 
dump and works, were compelled to purchase another claim, on which claim the com-
pany are compelled to do $100 worth of work per annum to hold it. Otherwise it 
would be relocated for no other purpose but to extort money (blackmail) from the 
company; so no location of a mining lode should be allowed except where mineral is 
in place. The same thing occurred at the east shaft of the Overman, and cost the 
company a great deal of money. A good mine results in blackmailing suits aml 
jumpers. 
I think all mining claims should be recorded in the United States district land office 
for safety for title, provided convenience be made for miners at a distance, at present 
on record in the county recorder's office, where the title is kept. 
The time required now to get mineral patents is too long. There have been delays 
in mining patents before the department uncalled for. I know of the case of a man 
who made application for a patent to the department. The papers were duly for-
warded by the local officers some four years ago. In answer to several letters to 
the care of the Land Office he received a note from an attorney at Washington say-
ing that if he would send a certain sum of money to him he would get his patent. 
He refused, and when Schurz came in he wrote him, and soon got the patent. 
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A mau should not be compelled to pay up in a given time for his miuing claim. In 
mauy cases men are too poor to get a patent for their mining lands. 
The proposition for the location of mineral claims in squares I have not considered. 
I think the timl>er lands a<ljacent to the mines should be sold in unlimited quan-
tities and the price graded. Timber should be sold separate from the land. There 
is sorn11 destruction of timber b,V fires, but a small amount, however. Men who own 
the timber lands are very careful of them. It is absolutely impossible to mine with-
out timber. The timber lau<ls of the United States should be placed under the con-
trol of the United States district land officers. If the timber lands are not sold, per-
sons should be licensed to cut it by tho district officers. Lands which are known 
here as timber lands are taken solely for the timber. The land in some cases con-
tains mineral, and is valuable to the government for mineral purposes. 
The tunnel act of the United States is very absurd, and the law, as interpreted by 
the Land Office and in California courts, means simply a right to the width of the 
face of the tunnel. The law is of but little use as it now is. 
When I .first came on the Comstock, in 1860, wood was $16 per cord. Lumber, 
square timber and all, was $23 to $25 per thousand. This was after the mills were 
built. The railroads and flumes since then reduced cord-wood to $10.50 and timber 
and lumber $17.50 delivered. 
The mining law now requires that a man shall maintain conspicuous monuments at 
the corners of his claim. This is now sufficient. 
There is no definite width to the Comstock lode; you may say it is from 300 to 700 
feet wide. The foot-wall of the Comstock lode is well de.fined. The true hanging 
wall is broken and is not well defined. 
In regard to locations of mines the law requires that the ends of all locations shall 
be parallel. This is well enough, except where two adjoining claims may be located 
with diverging or converging lines. In case the lines are divergent, the law cloes not 
admit of the location of the gore betveen the diverging lines. In case of the converg-
ing lines following the dip of the vein, the government having issued a patent to each 
claim, a conflict would arise where the two converging lines crossed. The law should 
be changed so as to allow of a location without parallel end lines, so that in cases 
where there was not 1,500 feet in the locations, and the lines diverged in following the 
dip of the vein at a point where they became 1,500 feet apart, then they should be 
made parallel. There are claims on this lead where, in course of time, conflicts will 
probably grow out of lines crossing. 
Testimony of John Skae and F . .4.. Trittle, at Virginia City, Nev. 
JOHN SKAE, mine owner and manager, testified at Virginia City as follows: 
The miniug law is good enough as it is, but parties have obtained many fraudulent 
Jlil.tents under it. I think the local mining districts should be abolished, and nll claims 
be recorded in the United States district land office. 
There is a great deal of expense and troullle at present in getting patent title. In 
the case of the Sierra Nevada, the company I am president of, we were offered patent 
for our mine for $5,000 by an employe of government. The other adverse parties paid 
$5,000 for a patent (the Union) and tooktherein300 feet of our grounds. We started to 
litigate, but compromised sooner than be at the expense of contesting the matter. I 
·have been on the Comstock lode since 1859. A square location without conditions 
of prntection to mine owners and actual miners is unfit for the Comstock lode. An 
actual square location would stop mining here at once. 
F. A. TRITTLE, banker at Virginia City, heard the above statement and confirmed 
the same: 
I have been all over the State, and consider it a mining and grazing State. All 
agricultural land would have to be irrigated, and it is a mere incident. I would not 
sell the arid lands, as no man could pay taxes on such land and make a living. The 
guvernment Janos should l)e examiued hy government officers and classified, and arid 
lands put aside for grazing. It would be a good plan on the part of the general gov-
ernment to give these arid lands to the different States, because the State authorities 
know best what to do with them. The general governmeut should set aside in this 
State enough lands to be sold to establish a permanent school of n:iines on the Com-
stock lode. The government should a~so give the State an allowance of lien lands in 
place of 16th and 36th sections for school purposes. 
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Testimony of B. F. White, Beaver Cafion, Idaho. 
B. F. WHITE testified at Beaver Canon, Idaho, Outober 7: 
I have lived in Malad City twelve years. I was its recorder and treasn.,or for a long 
time. Idaho is hardly an agricultural country. About 1 acre out of 75 could be cul-
tivated. The timber is all confined to the mountains. About oue acre in a thousand 
is timber; it is mostly arid pasture land. In this county taking the entire area, 
it would take 100 acres to keep a beef. The grass is very scant and poor. Sheep are 
destructive to grass. They would soon kill out these ranges so that they would not 
be good for anything. The ranges are deteriorating. The ranges to-day in this county 
will not sustain one-twentieth of the live stock they would ten years ago. If these 
lands were in possession of the people, either by use or purchase, it would be much 
better. It is the only way to save these pasturage lands. They would then get bet-
ter beef and more of it. I think the pasturage homestead is a first-rate idea. It would 
settle the country up as fast as it is susceptible of being settled. I have often thought 
of it, and I think it should be done. The large cattle owners ought to be protected, 
either by leasing the lands to them or allowing them to purchase. Idaho is mineral 
and pastoral, and these two interests must be protected. They are the wealth of this 
country. Cattle men are the only ones who take any interest in preserving the grasses. 
They now make some endeavor by uniting their herds and by pasturing alternate sec-
tions to preserve the grass. 
The water rights are very well taken up. The water law here is: the first man who 
gets it keeps it, and the man who first takes it out retains the use and control of it, so 
far as natural needs are concerned, and then it goes back in the stream and his neigh-
bors are entitled to the surplus. The only way any amount of water could be taken 
out is by uniting capital. The government should encourage irrigation by giving the 
companies proposing it each alternate section of land, or by offering some inducement. 
The only ruining district here is the Cariboo district. It is simply developing now, 
hut there are goou prospects of finding good lode claims there. 
This if:i rather a poor county. The timber here is ravaged by :fire all the time. No 
one now has any µarticular interest in it, and nobody cares for it. Something should 
be clone to preserve the timber. I would put the whole matter under the district land 
offices, just as agricultural lands are, and I would arrange for the sale of this timber, 
in some way, so that persons would have some interest in it. They must preserve it. 
It is set fire to by Indians in order to run the game out; prospectors set :fire to it and 
travelers are careless about their camp-fires. All the timber here is pine; there is no 
hard wood. No timber has been planted here yet. This arid land that is not suscep-
tible of irrigation, I think, is worth about 5 cents per acre; that is as much as the 
government can expect to get for it. I think individuals should pay'for the survey-
ing, but that expense is as much as the government can expect from them. I think 
these questions should be settled at once. Now is the time. If it is not done there will 
be difficulty when the future population comes in. So far there has been no direct 
conflict between the cattle and sheep men. Cattle cannot stay where sheep will. If 
properly taken care of, 100 cattle will support a family. There is not much fencing 
here. You cannot fence cattle during a storm. The only way to fence a winter range 
would be to fence the bottom land where there is shelter for the cattle. I would not 
sell these lands in unlimited quantities, but would allow a man to take them in pro-
portion to the cattle he has at the date of the passage of the act giving authority to 
sell them. The wealth of this country is in its herds, and always will be. 
I think the rectangular system is a very good one; but there is very much bad work 
being done. Men cannot find the corners after one or two years. The stakes are 
destroyed, and the cattle paw the heaps of dirt down. 
The supply of water here does not increase. Some years we have an abundance of 
water when we have had heavy snows, and then again when we have late snows we 
have little water; the streams then go almost dry. The Malad Valley has heretofore 
always had a splendid supply of water; but this year it has had so little that the 
crops have dried up. I always considered that the rainfall had gradually increased, 
until these two years past; but my experience for two years bas contradicted that idea. 
The melted snow ordinarily provides enough water to ripen our crops. There is no 
dependence to be put on the rain. We raise all the cereals and all the vegetables that 
grow in a northern climate. To irrigate 100 acres right, and to irrigate it when needed, 
it would take 100 miner's inches of water flowing twenty-four hours. Different kinds 
of land take different amounts of water; it depends of course upon the kind of land. 
Irrigation enhances the value of lands by bringing in fertilizing salts. and minerals. 
Lands that grow wheat crops year after year would not begin to grow the same crops 
in any other country. They would not wear as well without fertilization. Take this 
sage lancl: it looks as though it would not raise white beans; and yet it would raise 
fine crops of wheat for ten or twelve years without fertilization. 
I do not know much about mines or mining, but I would place all questions pertain-
ing to such matters in the hands of the registers and receivers of the local land offices, 
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I would permit the right of appeal to any local district court if there were two claim-
ants to a piece of land. It is worth ten times more than a piece of land is worth to go 
to law about it. I think the papers in the land office could be much simplified and 
·condensed. Everything connected with the land office is too expensive. The very 
routine you have to go through tends to confuse you in a hundred different ways; 
whernas if you had it simplified, and could have a case settled right at home in the 
lo9al land office or in the local courts, it would cost much less. In proving up men 
b:ave often to go five hundred miles to do it. The whole thing should be simplified. 
That is my experience after hundreds of entries. 
Testirnony of William G. Town, register, and E. S. Crocker, receiver, United States land 
office, Evanston, Wyo. 
Ev ANSTON, November 4, 1879. 
WILLIAM G. TOWN, register, and E. S. CROCKER, receiver of the United Stat~s 
la.nd office, testified that they have been register and receiver ever since the organi-
zation of the above-named office. · 
T,he Evanston district embraces three counties extending, approximately, 400 miles 
from north to south, and 200 miles from ea.st to west. 
It is our opinion that the forms, &c., of papers in the land office should be simplified; 
registers and receivers should have a seal, and_ should have power to subprena wit-
nesses and perpetuate testimony. Our expe_rience has led us to the conclusion that 
fees should be abolished, district l:;tnd officers paid regular salaries, and that set-
tlers should not be required to pay fees, as such, but that all fees should be embraced 
in th~ acreage cost of the_ land. As it is now local land officers have very little execu-
tive responsibility and are really only outside clerks of the department. This should 
be changed and they should be clothed with some official authority. 
In cases involving contest or abandonment on desert, swamp1 or homestead lands, 
it requires thre_e months, on an average, to forward the cases to the department, and 
to have the case cleared up there and returned. The register and receiver should 
have authority to act in such cases and to send up the papers or file them, in their dis-
cretion, and let the legal ·qualified settler file at once; as it now is, the wrong man 
sometimes gets the land. A person should have the right to file as often as he pleases, 
on a desert, swamp, or homestead claim1 because the land is enhanced in value by his 
improvements, the. government does not lose anything, and the man himself does not 
eventually get more than one homestead. In our opinion miners and agriculturists 
should be allowed to file a thousand claims, if they so desire, until each gets a tract to 
live on. 
More than a year ago we sent up cash entries for patents that have not been issued 
yet. All land cases should be patented in turn. 
The present homestead and pre-emption allowance of 160 acres per settler is totally 
and entirely inapplicable to the lands in this district, which are of such a character 
that a settler and his family would meet certain starvation on any such sized tract. 
The lands in this district are timber, mineral, and grazing. All the grazing lands 
are arid. There is no rain and no snow and but few running streams. The stock 
water comes from springs and streams. There is no agriculture to speak of in this 
district, all supplies of food other. than the article of meat coming from California, 
Utah, Colorado, and the Eastern States. The timber in the mountains is mostly 
spruce and aspen, and cottonwood grows along the banks of the streams. We are 
informed that the north slope of the Black Hills is covered with beach, walnut, and 
pine. ~o timber has been planted in this district. Taking all the lands in this dis-
trict we should say that 1 per cent. or less was in timber, and the rest, even the mineral 
lands, grazing. The timber lands should be surveyed andgraded and sold in unlimited 
quant,ities, with this restriction or regulation: that the purchaser should clear off all dead 
timber so as to prevent fire&, and that no timber should be cut for speculative or man-
ufacturing purposes that was not over 8 inches in diameter. With a view to prevent-
ing fire, all dead timber now on the public lands should be given to any person who 
would remo-y-e it. The timber should be sold separate from the land, the title to which 
should remain in the government. 
The United States district land officers, who live with the people and know their 
wants and ways, should be given full jurisdiction over the timber lands. 
Settlers should not be prevented from cutting poles and posts for fencing, but they 
should be requ,ired to cut them out of the thick undergrowth so as to give the remain-
der of the timber a chance to grow. The destruction of the timber at this time is "fe_ar-
ful. Twenty-five times more is destroyed than is used by the people. At the present 
rate, fire alone will utterly destroy all the timber within this district in .five years. 
When once started they generally sweep clean, burning not only the standing and 
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dea,d timber, but the young growth and seeds as well, and the timber does not come 
up again. Fires are started tither by the Indians driving game, or by white men 
through carelessness and recklessness. Persons can go on the timber lauds and cut 
w:.1at timber they like, and much is unlawfully cut. 
The arid or grazing lands shoukl be surveyed and sold in quantities to suit purchasers 
at a price not to exceed 10 cents per acre. Pastoral homesteads of from 3,000 to 3,500 
acres should be established by Jaw. One hundred head of cattle in this country will 
keep a family ; 25 to 30 acres of this land will feed a beef. Under constant sheep or 
cattle feeding the nutritive properties of the land gradually decreases, but if stock-
men had specific ranges under their permanent control they could then move their 
cattle from part to part, and the grass, which is mostly bunch, could be preserved. 
No law should be passed which would destroy our present cattle or sheep herds. 
They form the wealth of,this country, which is solely adapte(l to grazing purposes. 
If the government does not sell these arid lands it should permit the present cattle 
and sheep owners to lease or occupy them under some law or regulation based upon 
the number of cattle and sheep they own at the date of the passage of the act, and 
the district land officers should issue permits to occupy quantities of land on proof of 
the size of their herds being made, and the same officers should have the power, as 
now, to take evidence of abandonment, and permit other occupants to go on the dis-
used lands. 'I'he desert land act works well in this district ; 640 acres is ordinarily 
sufficient to make effective its purpose. 
The present system of surveying the public land is effective, and should be retained. 
The people are used to it, and can easily find their lands. More durable monuments 
and corners should be erected, and deputy surveyors should be held to strict compli-
ance with their contracts. The boundary line between Utah and Wyoming was run 
in an improper alld unskillful manner; posts are not set as required by law, and are 
missing in many places for miles consecutively. They are generally broken down by 
cattle. Wooden stakes shoulc1 be <lone away with and metal substituted and driven 
into the ground so as to protrude therefrom about six inches. They would not decay 
as wooden stakes do, and the cattle wonld not be able to break them down. 
There are no perceptible climatic changes iu this district. There is a necessity for 
distinct cattle and sheep ranges, though cattle will graze on sheep lands for at least 
three seasons. In some parts of the district all the water that is available for stock 
has been taken up. 
The final notice to prove up should be aboli&hed. 
There are about 100 townships plats in this office; in about two-thirds of the town-
ships there is not a settler. We need surveys at present badly, and the sixth standard 
meridian line should be run so that townships can be surveyed and subdivided. This 
standard would run through Bear River Valley, which is the best part of the district 
and is well settled. 
The best part of the district is occupied by the Shoshone and Bannock Indian res-
ervation, which is about 75 miles square and contains from 1,500 to 2,500 Indians. 
This reservation contains a great deal of mineral-golu, silver, &c. There is no game 
in it and the Indians have to be fed by the government. They should be allowed 160 
acres for each family and the rest of the reservation should be open to settlement. 
Artesian wells have been sunk to the depth of500 feet here, but were failures. There 
is one petroleum-oil spring in the northern part of the district and the oil obtained 
therefrom is used on the Northern Pacific Railroad for lubricating purposes. It flows 
about 30 gallons per day. 
Coal extends from the line of the Northern Pacific Railway up to the Yellowstone. 
This district could sustain fifty times as many cattle as are now in it. 
All mining districts should be abolished and all claims recorded in the United States 
dist,rict land office, which should have authority to try all contests in mineral cases. 
Experience has shown that square location in mineral (lode) claims would stop liti-
gation. If made square the claim should be larger than 1,350 by 1,350 . 
• The mining laws art\ very indefinite and complicated and are but little understood. 
They should be repealed and simpler ones substituted. 
Testirnony of Laurence F. J. Wrinkle, 1nining surveyor, Vi'rginia City, Ne.tJ. 
1. What is your name, residence, and occupation"? 
Laurence F. J. Wrinkle; Virginia City, Nev.; mining surveyor 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. What experience have you had, and where and in what capacity, in 'the business 
of mining, mine surveying, and mine litigation"? 
Employed in United States surveyor-general's office, Navada, about three years. 
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Have been mining surveyor principally on the Comstock lode about nine years. Have 
also within the last three or four years prepared, either wholly or in part, the mining 
applications for United States patent of about a dozen claimants. 
2. What defects, if any, in the United States laws, their operation and administra-
tion as applieu. to Ioele claims, do you know, either from your own experience or from 
observation 1 
(1) The law is not sufficiently strict in requiring the location to be properly marked 
upon the ground. (2) Permits location records, which are often indefinite, because 
the descriptions of the claim'l are made by persons who do not umlerstaml how to de-
scribe them so a stranger can J:ind out where they are situated. (3) Does not require 
the locator to see that his monuments are kept in their proper places upon the ground. 
( 4) Does not reqnire proof of having done one-hnnclred dollars' worth of holding v.ork 
upon the claim during the year to he recorded, nor to specify where on the claim such 
work bas been done. 
As far as my observation goes, a very lar~e part of mining litigation springs from 
disputes as to the actual position in which the original location-stakes of claims stood 
upon the ground (after such location stakes have disappeared, and the recorded notice 
of location merely describes the claim with reference to said stakes, with little or 
nothing to show how the actual position of those location-stakes is to be found in case 
they are removed or destroyed), and from disputes as to abandonment or failure of the 
prior locator to do the holding work required by law, such disputes arising in g1·eat 
measure on account of the laxity of the law in the particulars above mentioned. 
Another defect, in my opinion, is the provision whJch requires the encl lines in all 
cases- to be parallel. Take, for example, the case where No. 1 and No. 2 locate on the 
same lode, G H, leaving an intermediate portion of the lode less than 1,500 feet in 
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length, which No. 3 locates. No. 1 has made his end lines parallel with each other, 
and so also has No. 2; but No. 2's end lines are not parallel to No. l's. Now, under 
the rulings of the General Land Office, if No. 3 makes one of his encl lines coincide with · 
the end line E F of No. 1, he cannot make his other end line coincide with AB, the end 
line of No. 2, but must run it in the direction C D, parallel to his other end line E F, 
leaving the triangular portion D C B, which nobody can locate, although the claim of 
No. 3 may be much less than 1,500 feet. · 
A still further defect is that the law does not indicate (at least, not fully) how the 
rights of contestants are to be determined in case a prior locator has mistaken the course 
of the ledge, which, instead of running lengthwise of his location, proves to run diag-
onally across it and into a subsequent location. The following sketches will show 
more clearly the cases I would call attention to: (See diagrams marked '' Case A," 
"Case B," "Case C.") I have given to each contestant the ground to which I imagine 
he is entitled; in fact, I have decided the cases for myself, whether rightly or wrongly 
is immaterial, as far as the object of illustrating the want of clearness in the mining 
act is concerned. In "Case A" the prior location, "No. 1," runs diagonally across the 
lode MN, one end line, AB, crosses the apex of the lode at P, and the lode passes out 
of the location at the point F on the side line A C. A subsequent location, "No. 2," 
is made, of the whi<:ih the end lines are GE and HK. How are the claims of No. 1 
and No. 2 to be adjusted 7 In the case of The Flagstaff S. M. Co. vs. Helen Tarbet 
(reported in Copp's La.nd Owner for June, 1879), the court, in speaking of a -person 
who (similar to No. 1) locates crosswise of a vein, says: "If he does locate his claim 
in that way, his rights must be subordinated to the rights of those who have properly 
located on the lode. Their right to follow the dip outside of their side lines cannot 
be interfered with by him. His right to the lode only extends to so niuch of the locle as his clairn 
covers. * * * Though it should happen that the (crosswise)locator, by sinking shafts 
to a considerable depth, might strike the same vein on its subterranean descent, he ought 
not to inteifere with those who, having properly located along the vein, are pursuing their 
right to follow the dip in a regular way. So far as he can work upon it, and not inter-
fere with their right, he might probably do so, but uo further~; and this consequence 
would follow irrespective of the priority of the locations." 
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Now, since the end line A .B, crosses the apex of the lode, "No. 1" is entitled to fol-
low the lode in depth along the vertical plane of said end line; but from the point F, 
where the vein leaves the claim through the side line, I think the above-quoted decis-
ion would indicate that" No. 1" is only entitled to follow down the dip of the lode; 
that is, "No. 1" would be bounded at the end next " No. 2" by a vertical plane passing 
through the point Fat right angles to the course of the vein until such plane inter-
sects the plane of the other end line C D, at S, then from S "No. 1" would be bounded 
by the plane C D S Z of the end line C D. "No. 1" should be limited by the plane 
of the end line C D Z in place of allowing him to follow indefinitely the plane F S 
W beyond the place of intersection, S; because, if he were allowed to do so, he would 
-eventually acquire much more ground than he originally locate~. 
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"No. 2" must, towards the surface, relinquish a portion of his claim and respect the 
boundary fixed between "No. 2" and "No. 1," but with increase of depth "No. 2" 
may :finally reach the plane of his original end line GE, beyond which he must not 
pass, and a piece of vacant ground will then be left between "No. 2" and "No. 1." 
'' No. 3" having to respect the boundary plane of "No. 1" on one end, and his own 
end line VT at the other, finds his claim to diminish in depth; but he can only blame 
himself for not locating his end lines parallel to" No. 1." 
28L 0 
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In case B, "No. 1" has not succeeded in crossing the apex of the lode with either 
~nd line; adopting the rule followed in Case A, that he is only entitled to follow 
CaseB 
the dip of . the lode between vertical planes at right angles to the strike or course 
. of the lode, said planes passing through the extreme points of the lode inter-
·eected by the side lines of his location until he is intercepted by the plane of 
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the end line established by himself; thus "No. 1," the prior locator is in depth shut 
out altogether. But on ascertaining this state of things he is at liberty to make a new 
location, taking in some or all of the vacant ground shown on the diagram, provided 
1110h new location does not conflict with the rights of third persons. 
Case C is a modification of cases A and B, readily understood from the diagram. 
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Case 0. 
There are locations in this district which will probably in the future give rise to the 
questions presented by cases A, B, and C, and perhaps the law should indicate the 
:mle to be followed in deciding 
them. If so, a fixed method of de-
termining the average course of the 
ledge through the ground in con-
troversy would also need to be pre-
scribed. 
Another case which might arise 
and work injustice under our pres-
ent law (although I am not aware 
of such a case having actually oc-
curred) is this: "No. 1" discovers 
a lode some distance below the sur-
face in the shaft B, and makes his 
location "No. 1" ; afterwards it is 
:found that owing to the dip of the 
lode the apex is all within the sub-
- - -
N0.2 
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No.I • Sha.ft B. 
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sequent location "No. 2." Does it not follow from the decision in the case of the 
Flagstaff S. M. Co. vs. Helen Tarbet, above quoted, that "No. 2," who has '' properly 
located along the vein," shall hold t,be same against the prior discoverer '' No. 1," who 
has not properly located f Should not the law be amended to allow "No. 1" in such 
a case a certain limited time, say 60 days, to ascertain the true direction and dip of bis 
vein, and make a proper location 1 Requiring him, however, to immediately file & 
record notice of such discovery, stating what length along the vein he intends to take 
OD each side of the shaft. 
4. What do you understa,nd to be the top or apex of a vein or lode 1 Can or cannot 
the top or apex the course and angle or direction of the dip, always be determined in 
the early workings of the veins or lodes 1 
In case the vein outcrops at the surface, I would call any portion of such outcrop 
the top or apex. If the vein does not reach the surface, then the highest point to 
which the vein or lode can be traced is the apex (not necessarily the nearest point to 
the surface, but, the absolute highest point), using the term vein or lode in the sense 
adopted in the case of the Eureka Consolidated vs. Richmond. If the vein does not 
outcrop on the surface, the apex is only to be discovered by exploration. The course 
on the surface, owing to inequalities of elevation and of the dip of the ledge, often 
varies from the course shown by a level underground. The dip may change to be 
steeper or flatter :from one level to another. Generally in making locations no system-
atic effort beyond surface observation is made to ascertain the apex and course of a 
ledge; rnliance is placed on luck very oft'0n in that matter as well as in the matter of 
finding pay ore in the claim. 
5. I think all rights a discoverer or prospector actually secures (although in some 
cases not all he intended to secure) under bis location can be properly defined and pro-
tected by the present la.wwith so'tne few amendments. I think a prospector who locates 
a claim and strikes a lode which turns out to belong to his neighbor, because ·the top of 
the lode is in the neighbor's claim, has no more reason to complain of the law than he 
would if he failed to find ore in bis claim. In the same wav a man who locates across 
a lode instead of along it-the law gives him the right to locate 1,500 feet along the 
lode-but if he makes his location, in the exercise of that right, in a way to cover less 
than 1,500 feet, he can only blame his own ignorance or want of luck. Let it, once for 
all, be understood th at the location must cover the apex of the vein throughout the 
length of the claim, and more attention will be given to this matter by locators and 
purchasers. In general, a man can hardly be called a discoverer of a lode if he is 
ignorant of its ·position on the surface, or he may discover 500 feet bnt not 1,500 feet. 
6. Litigation has, but not to my knowledge any injustice. 
7. Yes. 
8. No. 
9. Yes. 
~ 10. Yes; -but the locator might have made his location follow the windings o:f the 
lode. 
fl. In general, I believe it makes no difference to the locators upon true lodes 
how many locaiions ate made upon barren ground. I apprehend that, at the outset, 
especially in a new mineral district, it would be a difficult matter to draw the line 
between what are locations on real lodes and what are locations upon barren ground. 
This facility of making alleged mineral locations has enabled individuals to monopo-
lize the surface-ground in front of certain claims on the Comstock lode, which Com-
stock claims required the ground for shafts, &c., and had to pay a few thousand dol-
lars extra for the ground to the '' wild-cat" owners. Comstock owners have thus 
compromised with these claimants instead of availing themselves of the Nevada statute 
(which allows non-mineral lands to be condemned where necessary for the effective 
working of a mine), except in the case ·of the Oberman Company et al., which procured 
the condemnation of the ''Yankee" mining claim for a site for the Forman shaft. 
Litigation in this case is still pending; this litigation, if persevered in, may help to 
determine what, under the law, constitutes a valid mining claim. In a mineral dis-
trict, small seams may very often be found yielding low or tolerable assays of precious 
metal, and occasionally these small seams lead to workable deposits of ore, though 
ordinarily the contrary is the case. Many of the barren "wild-cat" locations cover 
such small seams. Between the United States and the claimants of alleged mineral 
ground, it would seem to be to the interest of the United States to dispose of its title 
and receive pay for the same. Let those who wish to prevent the sale of United States 
land as mineral -prove its non-mineral character in every case. Greater strictnese in 
requiring the full amount of the annual expenditure, and a provision analogous to 
that suggested in reply to question 22, would do away with many of these wild-ca& 
locations. 
12. Yes, litigation is liable to occur. The legislation of the mining States, I believe, 
provides for such cases. 
13. As to the first question, I reply, yes. As to the other question, I am sure the 
bulk of the litigation in this district arose from the causes specified in reply to question 
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No. 2, and from disputes as to whether the Comstock lode was only 011e vein or several 
parallel veins; the locations about which most of the litigation has occurred having 
been made under the act of 1866 or previous thereto. 
14. Accepting the definition of a lode as given in the decision of the Eureka Consoli-
da,ted vs. Richmond as the true one, which I think it is, '' the variety and complexity of 
mineral deposits in rock in place'' enters but sl ight,ly into the question. The question 
really will be whether the" lode" (as thus defined) can possibly be traced by means of 
its walls, as they continue downward beyond the side lines of the location; when the 
dip of a vein can thus be followed down ward, it is quite possible also to ascertain the 
apex of the vein merely by following the dip upward instead of downward; and who-
ever has the apex must have the whole vein. Of course, where there is any doubt as 
to whether the mineral is contained in a regular " lode" or in an irregular deposit, 
litigation to bring forth all the facts of the case must ensue. I do not believe any law 
can be devised which will entirely shut off litigation; cupidity will always be able 
to devise ways to attack valuable mining property. 
'fo give the right to the discoverer of an ore-producing vein to make a square loca-
tion of 1,500 feet on a side, with the right to all the mineral included within vertical 
planes passing through the lines of such location, not permitting such locator to follow 
the dip beyond his lines might prevent some of the litigation which now arises. But 
would not litigation on new points arise to take its place f And would not such a 
system have drawbacks that would counterbalance whatever advantage might follow 
1mmunity from litigation? One of the drnwbacks is, that while the lucky prospector 
or discoverer might reap a greater reward than now for bis exertions, since by discov-
ering a comparatively unimportant vein he might secure a much richer vein lying 
within 1,500 feet, of whose existence he had no knowledge at the date of location; in 
fact, he might, by the discovery of a small outcrop, easily monopolize a large port,ion 
of a valunble mining dist,rict, shutting out many just as diligent and meritorious pros-
pectors as himself-the present law giving the discoverer all he actually finds-while 
the square location might make him the constructive discoverer of a vein a thousan<l 
times more valuable than the one he really found, yet, on the other hand, the square 
location would place the actual ore producer and developer of mine:s at a disaclvautage 
as compared with his privileges. under the present law. By square locations a few im-
pecunious individuals might monopolize a whole mining district and thus retard its 
development. Capital would also be more afraid to invest than now, because every 
vein with a dip would have an artificial bottom (where the vein passes out of the 
location), and the real bottom is now very often reached too soon. 
The annexed diagram shows how such a law would have worked on the Comstock. 
The red lines A, B, C, D, represent the boundaries of the first series of square loca-
tions, and C, D, E, :F the boundaries of the second series of square locations that 
would have had to be made on the Comstock lode, and the dotted red line shows the 
eastern limit of the present workings at an average depth of probably 2,400 feet below 
the croppings. The places shaded 'red upon the map and marked bonanza indicate all 
the ore-producing ground thus far found within the limits of the supposed second 
series of square locations. As it would be manifestly impolitic to let such square loca-
tions be valid until ore was actually found withjn their limits, the majority of the 
Comstock compr.onies would now be drifting around without secure title to any ground, 
which circumstance would render it difficult to collect assessments to proseecute 
further explorations. As an illustration, consider the case of the Siena Nev:1.da 
and Union. The Sierra Nevada and Union bonanza was discovered by the Sierra Ne-
Yada Co:opany at a depth of 2,100 feet; this company vigorously explored the full 
length and breadth of their location at different levels through the Sierra Nevada, 
shaft, doing all the work by assessments, and most of the time through very unprom-
ising ground, with no encouragement except the fact that the lode still continued aud 
the hope that :finally an ore body would be reached. Could the Sierra Nevada Com-
pany have raised money to spend on such work if there had been any danger of a 
sr,ranger sinking a shaft and striking the ore before them, and thus depriving them-
the grantees of the original discoverers of that portion of the Comstock lode-of the 
frnits of all their labor, as would be possible under a, square location law, As a fact, 
the Union shaft, which was started and sunk 1,300 feet by an outside company in the 
hope of :finding a ledge east of the Comstock, would certainly have reached the ore 
11efore the Sierra Nevada workings if the then owners of said shaft had been incited 
to energetic work by the chance of securing a part of the Comstock lode. The Union 
shaft reaches this ore body at a depth of about 2,250 feet. Yet in all probability if such 
sqnarelocationlaw had been in force,neitberthe Sierra Nevada shaft nor the Union shaft 
would ever have been sunk, nor the bonanza, worth millions, ever fountl. Por before 
the present Sierra Nevada shaft was started an older shaft wa,s suuk 800 feet and the 
vein prospected therefrom at different levels, all the way through barren ground; if 
to this fact bad been added uncertainty as to the further depth to which they might go 
before being cut off by some more fortunate explorer, the cost,ly hoisting works over 
the present Sierra Nevada shaft would never have been erected, a11d the ground would 
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have Leeu condemned in popular estimation as utterly worthless and barren, and it 
would have been impossible to raise money for any mining operation in that vicinity. 
Another complication which I imagine might arise under a square location law is' 
this: The first discoverer of an ore bo<ly being entitled to make bis square location in 
the most advantageous way, in the case before us the Sierra Nevada Company, hav-
ing reached the ore long before the Union, would locate directly in front of said Union 
Consolic.latetl Company's workings, cutting them off altogether after they have spent 
years exploriug the barren upJJer por tion of the lode-a ba.rdship and injustice be-
yond any likely to happen under our present law. 
Moreover, it necessarily follo" A tlrn t if a miner were not allowed to own bis ledge 
beyond hiH side lines, that portion beyornl would be suLject to appropriation (to the 
extent of 1,500 feet square) by 1be first one who would sink a shaft, stri-ke the ledge, 
and discover ore t llerein. It is not a sufficient answer to this to say that the original 
locator would have an equal chance to 1:,ink and explore beyoud the side line::; of his 
location ; because the siruple sinkiug of a ver t ical shaft is not snbject to so Il1Ull)7 de-
lays, difficulties, and dangers as attend the opening of a mine from level to level 
throughout its length and breaclth, and the extraction of such ore as may fortunately 
be found, the raising of which ore of course delays sinking. The case of the Savage 
and Hale and Norcross companies may be referred to as an example. These compa-
nies have worked along the vein to a vertical depth of about 2,500 feet below the out-
crop and (as shown by the dotted red line on the <liagram) have nearly reached the 
easterly limit (red line E Fon diagram) of the second series of supposed square loca-
tions. At this depth a tremendous influx of hot water occurred in the Savage mine, 
flooding it and the Hale and Norcross. Very expensive pumping machinery was put 
up by each company for the purpose of disposing of the water. After the expenditure 
of more than a million of money and more than two years' labor, they ha,ve with the 
aid of the Sutro tunnel drained their mines. This contest with the water strained to 
the utmost the resources of these companies ; during the time that they were strug-
gling with that element which bas caused the abandonment of so many productive 
mines a company of adventurers might have sunk a shaft, say in the position of the 
Requa shaft, down into the Comstock lode. Would it be fair now to give such adven-
turers an equal chance with those companies to search for ore and enjoy it when found f 
So, two or more companies of adventurers might sink shafts near each other in front 
of the Comstock lode, the company that found ore :first would survey the other shafts 
into their location, at once a waste of capital and a fruitful source of litigation. 
Furthermore, the party sinking a shaft over t!:ie dip of a vein, beyond the limits of 
a prior square location, would enjoy another advantage over the original locator work-
ing down on the dip of a vein, in t,he possibility that his shaft might develop, at a 
lesser depth, an outlying vein or a seam or feeder of the vein originally sought, which 
might yield ore, thuci securing to the owner of the shaft his location 1,500 feet square, 
and at the same time destroying the prospects the original locator had of being able 
to follow his lode beyond the side lines of his location; and in case such original 
locator, fearing the above result, were himself to start a shaft for prospecting beyond 
his side lines, he would have to weigh his chances of competing with rivals in choos-
ing the site of the shaft instead of considering its advantages for the economical work-
ing of the vein in the future as is now done; witness the Forman, Requa, and Osbiston 
shafts, which are located far beyond t,be line of the second series of square (1,500 feet 
wide) locations. That the above objection has foundation in fact may be seen by re-
ferring to the Silver Hill and Justice claims, shown on the diagram, at the south end 
of the Comstock lode. In front of them lie several claims containing ore ; one of them, 
the Cook and Gray, bas yielded more than forty thousand dollars' worth of ore. If 
square locations bad been allowable, this ground in £rout would naturally be located 
somewhat as shown by the yellow shading (occupying the whole of the second tier of 
square locations), and thus the Si.Iver Hill and Justice mines would be cut off from 
further working. But under the preseut law, which suits them very well, these mines, 
which probably so far have no more than paid expenses, although they have yielded 
about two million dollar8' worth of ore, thus benefiting the community, being now 
possessed of machiuery well calculated for deeper workings, continue their explorations 
in the hope of :finally finding a, bonanza which will yield a profit on all their expendi-
tures. 
To show how litigation might iu another way arise from square locations, I ha Ye placed 
in their true position upon the diagram a few of the" outside claims" that abound 
in the neighborhood of the Comstock, namely, Scorpion. the Leviathan, and the Sullivan. 
The heavy lines show the present limits of these locations, and the yellow shaded lines 
what they would probably have been (1,500 feet wide) under a sqmtre location law. 
These claims all have promising ledges of their own, and may, by further exploration, 
:find ore. The Scorpion has a United States patent. Under the present law they are 
a detriment to no one except, perhaps, their owners. But under a square location 
law, and the stimulus of a prospective slice of the Comstock, they might possibly all 
be soon induced to yield sufficient ore to render them valid square locations, and their 
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owuers would become the owners of all mineral within their boundaries to the center 
of the earth, with what results to Comstock mines the diagrn,m shows. 
Senor Gamboa, in his Commentary on the Spanish Mining Laws, mentions a case 
where the pious claimants of such a square location took the priest out to bless the 
pit out of which the ore which made the location valid had been taken in order that 
success might attend their further explorations. It afterward was found they had 
salted the pit. I fear, if we should introduce such a law, many an honest miner would 
have occasion to curse such pits From the numerous lawsuits referred to by Gamboa, 
I should infer that litigation was rather frequent under the Spanish (square location) 
laws he treats of. 
The truth probably is that a square-location law would work passably down to a, 
limited depth, beyond which the interests of deserving miners would suffer. The Mex-
ican-Spanish (square location) law was suitable for its day and generation, but that 
day has passed. When said law was framed 600 or 800 feet was au astonishing depth 
to work a mine. About that time a Mexican drain-tunnel, pushed wi tb every resource 
oi skill and energy, was advanced toward the Biscayna vein 2,500 feet in five years. 
The Sutro tunnel commonly advances more than that in nine months. The Mexicans 
reached a depth of 1,500 feet in three hundred years; we have gone down 3,000 feet 
in t,wenty years. With the rapid improvement of labor-saving mining machinery and 
envineering appliances, poorer veins than the Comstock will, in the near future, be 
worked as rapidly to as great and greater depths than the Comstock, and perhaps richer 
veins also, yet to be discovered throughout the vast extent of our mining regions. 
Moreover, the present law is an indigenous product, the legitimate offspring of our in-
stitutions and the peculiar circumstances of our own miners, based in great part upon 
their local regulations. It has undergone a gradual process of development and im-
provement by statutory enactments and judicial decisions, from the commencement 
of mining on this coast up to the present time. Such gradual amendment should con-
tinue to be made as experience shall show its necessity, but we should make no radical 
change from the present system, which is so well calculated to encourage and protect 
mining to the greatest depths attainable by tbe resources at our command. 
19. The mining law should be uniform. I think all mining-district laws and cus-
toms could be advantageously abolished, leaving the mining acts of Congress alone; 
but the district recorders could hardly be replaced by the United States land officers, 
because new districts are constantly being found remote from settlements, and to abol-
ish the office of district recorder would lead to inconvenience, confusion, and expense, 
which locators generally cannot afford. Certain changes in the mode of locating and 
recording, suggested in reply to question 21, would remove some of the objections to 
district records. 
20. I think not, because very often, as compared with lalld contests, the questions 
to be decided are more complicated, the property in controversy more valuable, the 
evidence of possession, &c., is often conflicting, requiring to be sifted by a jury; the 
judges of the State courts are elected by the people, more directly amenable to them 
for misconduct, and generally better versed in tho law than the local United States 
land officers, while appeals to Washington, which would constantly be made, would 
be more expensive and dilatory than litigation in the local courts. 
22. I think the most practicable wa,y to induce locators to apply soon for United 
States patent would be to lessen the expense of getting such patent. Publication of 
notice might in some cases be dispensed with, as suggested in reply to question 21. 
The price of the land is not much of an object to the goverpment. It would be rather 
harsh, I think, to forfeit a claim for neglect in this respect. 
21. The amendments I would suggest refer principally to fixing the locations, as fol-
lows: 
The location.-The center line of the location shall be marked by a line of posts or 
monuments placed along the course and windings of the lode, as near as can be ascer-
tained, said posts to be not more than 300 feet apart and within sight of each other, 
beginning at one end of the -claim at a post marked the "beginning post;" said posts 
01· monuments to be uniform in appearance and substantially erected to a height of at 
least 4 feet above the ground and conspicuously and permanently marked with the 
name of the claim; and each intermediate post shall also have marked upon it the 
distance in feet from the beginning post to that particular post ; and the locator shall 
place upon the beginning post and maintain thereon, until United States survey of 
the claim shall be made and recorded as hereinafter provided, a memorandum, giving 
the name of the locator, date of the location, length of the claim, and distance from 
said beginning post to each intermediate post, also the width daimed on each side of 
the center line thus established on the ground; the location, to be filed in the proper 
<listrict recorder's office as soon as possible, shall give all the data prescribed for tbe 
above memorandum at the beginning post and shall fix the position of said beginning 
vost and such intermediate posts as ma,y be available, by reference by distance and 
direction to near and prominent permanent objects; said notice of location to be 
signed by the locator and one or more witnesses, who shall testify to the fact of the 
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post1r being set and marked according to law. Then, within one year of making such 
location, the locator shall procure a survey of his claim to be made by a duly qualified 
United States deputy mineral surveyor, who shall personally see to the placing of the 
corner posts of the claim under the regulations and instructions of the Commissioner 
of the General Land Office. The end lines of the claim must be at right angles to the 
course from the beginning post to the first intermediate post, except where the claim be--
gins at the end of a,nother claim upon the same vein, the end lines of which have already 
been fixed by United States survey, in which case the end lines shall coincide in direc-
tion with those of said prior United States survey; and also except where the claim 
embraces all the ground lying between two other surveyed claims, neither of which has 
been located by the present locator, in which case the end of his lines may be made to 
coincide with the end lines of such adjoining claims, it being understood that the center 
line of such United States survey Il}USt begin at the beginning post of the claim (unless 
said beginning post is within the limits of a still valid location described by a prior United 
States survey), and follow the line of posts set on the ground to mark the location for 
a distance not exceeding 1,500 feet, nor extending beyond the last post set on the loca-
tion line, even if it is at a less distance than 1,500 feet from the beginning post, and 
although the location notice may call for 1,500 feet. It shall be the duty of the United 
States deputy mineral surveyor to file a copy of the plat and field-notes of such survey 
in the proper United States surveyor-general's office for his approval, without unnec-
essary delay, after he bas been paid for such survey. And, after approval, no further 
survey will be required when the locator or his grantors apply for United States 
pate~t for the claim. The United States deputy mineral surveyor shall, after such 
approval, also furnish the owner a full and accurate description of said United States 
survey, for record by the owner in the proper county recorder's office. Until such 
record is made, any i:erson otherwise qualified shall have the right to enter upon and 
take actual bona-fide occupation of whatsoever part of the surface ground embraced 
by such location as may not be actually occupied by the locator with useful mine 
workings or buildings, and may use such surface for any purpose whatever not con-
flicting with the locator's right to the precious metals; and the exclusive possession 
of the locator shall only extend to that portion of the surface ground not thus occu-
pied prior to the record of said United States survey in the proper county recorder's 
office·; provided, however, that the locator may, if he chooses, dispense with the pre-
liminary location of the center line and initiate his claim by causing the above United 
States survey to be made. The date of the survey will then be the date of the loca-
tion, and such date shall be the time when the corner posts are actually placed in 
position on the ground by the United States deputy mineral -surveyor. Record is to 
be made in such case in both district and county recorder's offices. And in case such 
survey is made and recorded as directed within one year from the date of the location, 
the expense of such survey, to the extent of $50, may be counted as part of the $100' 
worth of "holding work" required by law for that year, the locator, however, to 
make his own terms with the surveyor regarding payment. 
A penalty should be imposed for removing or defacing the posts of a United States-
survey of a still valid location. 
Any pa,rty having an adverse claim to any portion of the ground included in such 
United States survey may bring suit in the proper court at any time within two years 
from the date of record in the county recorder's office of said United States survey, in 
order to determine their right to the ground in controversy ; if they fail to bring suit 
within such period of two years their adverse claim will be barred, provided the posts 
of said United States survey have been kept standing in their proper places on the 
ground during that time, and conspicuously marked with the name of the claim and the 
number of the United States survey. An affidavit by the owner or his agent of contin-
uous possession, with that of two witnesses of the fact of said United States survey 
posts having remained standing in their proper places during two years from the date 
of record of said survey, with certificate from the clerk of the court that no suit has 
been brought for any portion of said claim during that time other than what has been 
decided in favor of the applicant, and the usual abstract of title and certificate of 
work done, shall entitle him to United States patent, on payment for the land and the 
necessary plats and descriptions from the United States surveyor-general's office, with-
out putting notice in the newspaper and on the claim as now required; but the claim-
ant may have the option of publishing notice of application for patent at any time as 
heretofore. 
Affidavits by the owner or bis agent and two witnesses must be filed in the county 
recorder's office at the end of each year from the date of location, specifying the value and 
kind of labor and improvements (for "holding work"), and the precise locality upon the 
claim where such labor and improvements have been done; also, tbe date or dates when. 
And a failure by the claimant to comply with the regulations as to keeping memoran-
dum on the claim, marking ancl preservation of posts and monuments, and record of 
affidavit of "holding work" <lone on the claim, shall render said claimant liable for· 
• 
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damages to any person who, without notice, relocates the claim or any part thereof, 
and is put to useless expense through the neglect of the aforesaid claimant. 
No United States mineral survey shall be made over any portion of a prior United 
States mineral survey, unless the claim embraced by such prior United States survey 
be proved to be abandoned or forfeited, and personal notice or by publication shall be 
given to the claimant of such prior United States survey that a new United States 
survey is about to be made. 
Testimony of H. M. Atkinson , of Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
SANTA. F:f.J, N. MEX., September 2, 1879. 
H. M. ATKINSON, surveyor-general of New Mexico, made the following statement: 
I am in favor of retaining the rectangular system of parceliug the public land. It 
is cheaper than any other system, and the settlers understand it. Owing to its sim-
plicity, it is a very easy matter for them to find the corners if they are properly placed. 
I think the system can be improved. For instance, establish certain time points, 
either by astronomical observ,1tion or triangulation, for the sake of accuracy. If the 
points are not near together they could be more cheaply det,ermined by astronomical 
observation. I would suggest that at perhaps every fourth township a very large 
monument of stone be placed, similar to those used for Territorial boundaries. They 
should be of some dural>le material, such as a metal stake, perhaps corrugated iron 
would be advisable, but the present system of subdivision and exteriors I consider 
preferable to establishing them by triangulation. I favor triangulation for the pur-
pose of getting over deserts, mountains, or other obstacles where chaining cannot 
well be done or townshiping or subdivision is not desirable, yet keeping up the dis-
tances as though it bad been done by chaining. My idea is to get something perma-
nent, no matter what you may settle .on. 'fhe system of triangulation is of course 
more accurate, but it would require a large additional expense to change the system, 
and then it is not only the direct expense, but it would be an expense to the settlers, 
for they would have to employ surveyors. 
The wooden stakes now used are frequently destroyed by different means. The cat-
tle rub against them and paw them down and they rot away. I think the monuments 
ought to be of stone or of metal; or of something durable and lasting. 
I would suggest another improvement. If the deputy surveyors would take into the 
:field with them aneroid barometers arid take the elevations and depressions, it would 
enable them to establish the contours of the country. It could be done at very little 
expense, merely the time and the cost of a barometer. 
In order that the classification of the land into mineral, agricultural, arid, &c., as 
now required by law, should be more accurately made, I think a geologist competent 
to determine the character of the land should accompany each deputy surveyor's 
party. This geologist could be selected either by the General Land Office or the 
surveyor-general. The deputy surveyors under the present system do the work 
cheaper than it could otherwise be done. 
All the land ought to be surveyed, for this reason: the classification which Con-
gress makes results in this, that small portions or townships are surveyed (the arable 
portion or irrigable portion), leaving the balance unsubdividod and to be subdivided 
at some future time. It costs just as much to make a plat of a fragme11tary part as 
it does to make a plat of an entire township. It makes double the work subsequently. 
Frequently men want it for the timber outside of the arable portion, or for grazing 
land. These grazing lands a,re of no earthly use for agricultural purposes, and there 
is no reason why they shonld not be surveyed and utilized for stock-raising. I think 
if I owned that land I certainly should want to receive some income from it.. I would 
dispose of it to men who could utilize it, and the government should do business on 
the same principle. It gains nothing by holding these lauds; they will not for :rt1any 
years become arable. Frequently we survey t,he whole exterior lines in order to get 
the inner boundary of a fract ional township. The a verage cost of surveying the ex-
teriors of a township is $8 per mile, or $190 to $:WO for t.he exteriors. 
We have two classes of land, mineral and arable, aud a consideral>le portion of irri-
gable land. There are from :3,000,000 to 8,000,000 acres of a,rable and irrigable lauds 
unsurveyed, lying in every section of the country. Except by hunters and pros-
pectors, very little is known practically of t,be southwestern portion of the Terri-
tory above Silver City and on through to the Arizona line. A good portion of 
this land in the mountains is timber land. Fine timber is also found on the mesas. 
There is mineral all through the Territory, though it is comparatively undeveloped. 
We have almost all the economic minerals: gold, silver, copper, iron, lead, mica, &c. 
There has been more substantial prospecting done in the last six months than has 
ever been done before. Wherever ledges have been struck valuable deposits hav& 
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been found. There ought to be some modification in the mining law. Do away w-ith 
these district local usages and have one United States law or system of laws to govern 
all the mineral districts. There ought to be a law passed putting the filing of mineral 
claims in the hands of the registers and receivers of the various land districts, an_µ then 
they should appoint deputies in those counties of districts that are a long way from 
the land office. The present law should be amenp.ed in this respect, and the record of 
these filings should be "noticed." The United States, in agricultural and other classes 
of land, retains the title to the land from the minute of survey till the issuing of the 
patent. Why should this not be the case with mineral land T It would simplify the 
whole matter to keep it in the hands of the_govermn cnt. As it is, one mining district 
has one set of rules, and another, right next to it, has a different set of rules, making 
it very annoying and giving rise to vexatious litigation. If the law was universal 
everybody would get to understand it and become familiar with it;. 
Question. Do you know what the "apex" of a lode is T-Answer. I suppose it to 
mean where the lode appears on the surface, but I belitve the courts do not so con-
sider it. I think the claims should be confined to their side as well as their end lines, 
giving each one 20.66 acres. As the mineral resources of New Mexico are just open-
fog up, I think some legislation ought to be enacted to obviate endletis mining litiga-
tion. 
In regard to the pastoral lands I am in favor of having them surveyed, graded in. 
price, and offered for sale at private entry in as large amounts as the purchaser desires; 
and yet for some reasons it might be well to limit the amount. 
Q. Would you be willing to allow an actual settler to take up land sufficient to keep 
a herd that would support his family in the same way that a man is allowed to take 
up an agricultural homestead-a sort of pasturage homestead f-A. I should think that 
a very good thing, though I never thought of it before. 
There is one thing I should like to speak of. I think the small Mexican settlements, 
occupying little tracts of land along the streams, as they do now, ought to be pro-
tected; and in order to protect them in their rights I would provide that they should 
either take it as town sites or else they should pay for the land as other people do, in 
legal subdivisions, which could be again divided into subdivisions of 40, 20, 10, or even 
5 acres, to accommodate the small owners, or else divide them up in such a way as 
would least affect the present boundaries of their claims. I would not, however, de-
stroy the regularity of the present system of surveys. These people have no title 
from the United States to their lands, but they have lived there a long time, were the 
original owners of the land, and they should be protected. 
Q. At what price would you sell the pasturage land 1-A. It depends altogether on 
the proximity to water. They should be graded, perhaps, from 25 or 30 cents to $1.25 
per acre. This grading could be done on the classification made by the deputy. 
The water rights are not all taken up in this Territory. There are plenty of water 
rights which could be taken on the Pecos. 'l'here is sufficient to irrigate with on thai 
stream. In so far as the country is settled the water is taken up, but all the country 
is not yet settled. 
The proportion of agriculture to stock-raising is about one to four in favor of stock-
raising as against agriculture; that is, as to the value of the product. As regards the 
capital invested, I think that there is about $20,000,000 invested in stock-raising 
against $4,000,000 or $.5,000,000 invested in agriculture. 
Of late there has been a very perceptible increase in agriculture and there has also 
been an increase in stock-raising. They are bringing stock in here from California, 
Texas, and other places, and these pasturage lands are becoming very desirable. They 
will bring almost as much for that purpose as they would ordinarily for agricultural 
purposes. I consider 30 acres of land a liberal estimate for preparing a beef for mar-
ket, and one beef will equal five or six sheep. There is room for more cattle here yet; 
millions of acres are still unused. This year has been an unusually dry season, but 
the rainfall here last year was nearly 16 inches; at Mesilla it was about 8 inches, and 
at Silver City it was between 16 and 17 inches. This was a little dryer than the sea-
son before I came here. This year there has been a perceptible decrease, but the gen-
eral rainfall seems to be increasing. From the suppression of the forest fires the veg-
etation is, I think, increasing. There is a great deal of timber here; the mountains, 
foot-hills, and mesas are covered with pines, aspEµJ.s, cedars, &c. These timber lands 
are not much injured by depredations, and a great degree of caution is exercised bythe 
people in regard to forest fires. 
Q. What disposition would you make of these timber lands f-A. I would sell them. 
I can see no advantuge in holding them. I would sell them under the present legal subdi-
visions in any amount a man wanted, for if I wanted 1,000 acres for milling purposes I 
would get it in some way. - I do not believe a graduated method of cutting the timber 
could be established here, though I think everything possible ought to be done to encour-
age the growth of the timber. I think the supervision of the timber lands should be 
placed in the hands of the register and receiver, as they are right on the ground all 
~he time and can exercise a more intelligent jurisdiction over it than any one else. 
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They could administer the laws better than an outside agent. There is a mu0h lar~er 
scope of this country that is capable of agriculture than is supposed. My impression 
when I came here was that a very small part of it was fit for agriculture; but the 
prospectors in the south and west are showing up considerable areas of arable land. 
Q. How would you prevent this land from being taken up as pastmage land at a 
low price f-A. I would reserve the arable portion from private sale an<l dispose of it 
under the homestead law. I would abolish the pre-emption ]aw. 
Q. Why f-A. Because the homestead law has a pre-emption feature iu it already. 
Q. How could you classify the lan<l f-A. That could be done by tbe deputy surveyor 
and the geologist, who should be appointed to go along to classify the l:tnd. 
Q. And how could you determine just what was irrigable land ?--A. Wherever there 
was water accessible the surveyor would know that so much of the land near by was 
iITigable. 
Q. And how could you make a practical dh-ision so that these gentlemen here by 
looking on this map would know what is irrigable and what is pasturage ?-A. From 
the information collected by the surveyor in making his plats, I would have the draughts-
man simply note-say, here is a section-I would have him note that this 40 acres is 
arable, at $1.2G per acre; this 40 acres is timber, of commercial value, so much per 
acrP for that; aml that 40 acres is, perhaps, grazing land; and another 80 acres may be 
a.rid or be mesa, land. In subdiviuing they run around the entire section, and they can 
form a pretty good opinion of the entire section from the observations they then make. 
Q. You would have this classification made by tho deputy surveyor and the geologist 
appointed to go along with him, who would measure the streams aud determine how 
much water there was in them annually, and then mark the limits to where the water 
could he carried 1-A. I think he could determine that approximately by his eye. If 
he ma<le a mistake and it is not arable, still I should classify it as arable, for there is 
a probability of its being so. I require them to measure the streams now, and their 
uotes show everything-the depth, height, &c. 
Q. Suppose it should turn out that there is not water enough for all thjs land that 
you have determined to be irrigable, and you sell it to citizens of tbe United States, 
and it turns out afterwards that there is not enough water ,-A. Well, it is their look-
out. If they buy something ancl pay $1.25 for it, and it does not tnrn out as they ex-
pected, it is their lookout. 
Q. But you classify the several pieces of land for the citizen f-A. The citizen should 
go and make an examination beforehand. 
Q. If the government undertakes to sell a piece of land as irrigable, the government 
ought to know whether it is irrigable or not, and it takes the money of the citizen 
under the supposition that it is irrigable, does it not 1-A. They do under this system. 
Q. Suppose a man buys land low down on the stream as irrigable land, and pays for 
it; along comes another man who buys ]and higher np and takes all the water. How 
would you arrange that f-A. That is something I have never thought of. 
Q. What is your present law of water rights here f Does the first man who occu-
pies the land take all the water, returning such as he does not need to the stream 
a.gain ?-A. Yes; that is the local law here, I think. 
Q. Do yon think that there will be any clifficulty in adjusting these cout1icting in-
t-t-rt•sts :md conflicting rights f-A. There might be eventually, perhaps, something of 
that kind. You cannot have any general law that wrn noli operate harshly in some 
instances. When the government makes this c1assification of land I go down there to 
make my settlement near the mouth of a stream or val1cy. • I take my chances of set-
tlers coming in above me and absorbing a goocl portion of the water. 'rhat is some-
thing I don't, think you c~tn regulate. You can only Jrnve a general rule that the 
water shall not be wasted. 
Q. Why should the government not sell a man the water right, when it sells him 
160 acres of irrigable lancl ¥ It is known how much water is wanted for a certain 
quantity of land. Why not let this water right run with this ]and forever f If the 
government finds that it has not enough water in the stream, let them stop selling the 
land a:; irriguble land, and sell the balance as pasturage land.-A. Perhaps that woulrl 
l)e a good itlea. I have not given that subject any consideration, and can only jump 
at a conclusion. 
Q. Do you think a general system of irrigation ditches conlcl be constructed in this 
Territory with profit f-A. I think they could in some sections-on the Pecos and Rio 
Grande Rivers. There is an immense area that can lJe irrigated there. 
Q. Does it destroy the ]and or improve it ?-A. Irrigation improves the land; it en-
riches the soi]. 
Q. Does it increase or destrny the growing capacity of the la.nu, year by yearf-
A. That I cannot say. They have raised here, for years and years, crops, without fail 
and w ithont foTtilization. 
Q. Don't the grazing capacity of the ]and deQrease, year by year f-A. That depends 
on the size of the herd. 
. ---------~~~--------~~~--------~--~----,, 
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Q. If the land is well stocked, does it not take more grass to gra,ze that herd each 
year f-A. Yes ; I think it does. 
Q, .Are there conflicts between the sheep and cattle men f-A. Yes; all the time. 
Q. Where do JOU sell your stock f--A. In Chicago, Kansas City, New York, Boston, 
and England. It is driven right to the depot and shipped. 
Q. Can grapes be grown in New Mexico f-A. Yes, sir. I th.ink this Territory will 
be one of t,he finest grape districts in the country. It will be the Rhine of America. 
I should like to say a word about the Spanish-Mexican grants. There are about 140 
such grants filed in this office and others are being filed every year. Just how many 
exist I cannot state. They are coming in all the time. They date back into the six-
teenth century. Now, I think the rights of the parties holding these grants should 
be settled and the 1·emainder turned over as public domain, so that when settlers come 
in here they will know whether they are on government land or grant land, and the 
improvements they have made, often of value, will not be jeopardized. This should 
be settled immediately. There ought to be a limitation fixed by law for the filing of 
the claims and proving up. 
Testimony of W. H. McBloorne, of Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
SANTA 1<'.E, N. MEX., September a, 1879. 
W. H. McBL00ME, deputy surveyor, made the following statement: 
I think the system we have at present is very simple and effective. The permanent 
stakes of stone or iron would last longer. than the wooden stakes which are used at 
present, and would be very much better, but they would probal>ly cost more. If it is 
desired to reach a remote point from one whose position is known, and it is not desir-
able to survey the county between the two points, triangulation can then be used to 
advantage. A much better grade of work would be done under the present system 
if the pay was better. There is not a, sufficient amount paid for running the lines. I 
object to any change, because I think we are now getting the best possible survey for 
the money paid. It is simple and easily understood by t,he "_people. There are very 
few surveyors who run outside of the limits of error. We are allowed 300 links for 
error in townshiping and 100 links in subdividing. The surveying could be made 
more accurate by cutting down the amount of allowed error 50 links and by increas-
ing the price for the work done. 
Testirno1111 of John 0. Davis, register land office, Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
To the Land Commission: 
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE, 
Santa Fe, N. Mex., September 2, 1879. 
My duties as register of the land office at this place has called my attention to the 
land laws and their workipgs, to the climate, water supply, and the different grades 
into which the lands of this Territory are naturally divided. 
First. The greatest present want of the Territory is to have thA private lands ( which 
consist of Spanish and Mexican grants) segregated from the publi0 domain, and to this 
end would recommend the immediate passage of the bill introduced into the Forty-
fifth Congress known as Senate bill No. 376, limiting the presentation of claims to 
three years, and after that time forever barring them. This would leave the govern-
ment 50,000,000 acres of land or more for settlement. This accomplished and a liberal 
appropriation for surveys we should get along very well with few exceptions under 
the present laws, but would recommend radical changes in the laws for the disposition 
of the public lands in this Territory, notably the repeal of the pre-emption law and the 
act of March 3, 1879, requiring notice and publication before final proof in homestead 
and pre-emption cases; would retain the homestead law with the pre-emption feature 
or right to commute, and increase the homestead privilege to 320 acres and allow any 
number of :filings desired by the applicant, he each time surrendering his receipt with 
the proper relinquishment indorsed thereon, but would confine him to one final proof 
and patent. I would recommend the continuance of the desert-land act of March :3, 
1877, as well adapted to these people and conntr.v, and the construction of the law 
should be liberal. I see no reason why a mau should be compelled to irrigate every foot 
of a section of land, when it will suit his pur_poses better to use it as a grazing fa.rm 
and introduce water accordingly. 
Second. The physical characteristics of this Territory are such as to make a class-
ification of the public lands a necessity; would recommend they be classed as arable, 
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irrigable, timber, pasturage, coal, and mineral lands; the arable 1ands I would dispose 
of in tracts of, say, 3,000 acres at 10 cents per acre; the irrigable lands, I see no reason 
they should not be sold -at !1.25 per acre; timber lands I would sell in 160-acre tracts 
at $2.50 per acre; pasturage lands in unlimited quantities at 25 cents per acre. I am 
not prepared to say I would change the present coal-land laws. 'l'be mineral or mining 
laws should be greatly condensed and simplified; miners' camps and local customs done 
away with; a law so plain everybody could understand it, and all initial and other fil-
ings should be made in the district land office and nowhere else. The present area, 600 
by 1,500 feet, I think ample. · 
JOHN C. DA VIS, Register. 
Testimony of John C. Davis, Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
(Copy of Senate bill No. 376, for ascertaining and settling private land claims.) 
SANTA FE, N. MEX., September 2, 1879 . 
..JOHN C. DAVIS, register land office, made the following statement: 
Question. Have you any suggestions to make concerning improvements in the present 
method of surveying the public land !-Answer. I think there might be improvements 
made. I should heartily concur with the suggestion that we have an expert, a geolo-
gist, or any very competent man, with the survey and that the land should be properly 
classified and entered on the plats filed in this office, in order that the register might 
at a glance know just what kind of land there was in a township. As for these cor-
ners, I would suggest that they should be made of some very durable material and put 
up in such a way that settlers could find the quarter-section corners without trouble. 
Q. Do you have many complaints on that score ¥-A. We have had a dozen men here 
who were at a loss to know whether they were on surveyed or unsurveyed land, and 
upon examination we found that the stakes had been destroyed. 'rhe result was that 
in order to determine where they were, they had to hire a surveyor at a cost of $10 per 
<lay. 
Q. Don't you think that the forms now used in homestead and pre-emption cases 
could be immensely simplified ?-A. I do. 
Q. Don't you think that pre-emption proofs, that is the entry, could all be combined 
upon one sheet of paperY-A. Yes, sir; I do. I think the three affidavits could be put 
upon one sheet. I. think also that the provision about speculation, &c., is all p.umbug. 
The pre-emption act, too, ought to be abolished, as the homestead has already a pre-
emption feature in it. It would simplify the matter very much. The amount of 
homestead land should be increased. I would make it 320 acres. 
I am decidedly opposed to the affidavits and notice of intention to prove up. I will 
show you an instance. Three Mexicans came in from San Miguel County, a distance 
of 150 miles, at a cost of $50 to $75 apiece, to prove upon their homesteads. I had to tell 
them, " There is a new law; you cannot prove up ; you must send me a notice, and 
then you can give me $5 or $10 to pay the expense of printing that notice for five weeks, 
and then you can come back and prove up if there is no adverse claim." I do not be-
lieve that the affidavits or" notice" prevents perjury but increases it. 
Thert' is another thing I should like to speak of. We have plenty of cases on the books 
here where homesteads .were entered in 1870, and they stand intact on the books to-
day. I wrote to these parties but I could not get any response from them. I could 
not cancel them although there were people who would like to have filed on the land. 
I cannot cancel them even now till I get notice and know what they propose to do. 
They probably moved out of the county years ago but the land stands on my books as 
occupied. The probability is that half a dozen men have been on the land in the 
mean time. 
Q. When you have the proof of the abandonment or relinquishment of a homestead yon 
send it to Washington, do you ?-A. Yes, and about a year from that time we get a 
return from Washington-the cancellation of the abandoned homestead. In the mean 
time the land is occupied by the person who has bought the home of the person who 
abandoned or relinquished it. That man ought to have the preference to anybody 
else and this is our ruling in the case of canceled homesteads, but that is not the rul-
ing of the department. When the cancellation is made a certain time ought to elapse 
so as to allow the incumbent of the ground an opportunity to make bis claim. Under 
the present law I must get a return from Washington before I can sell it. Now, I get 
a notice of cancellation; a man comes in here and makes application for entry on that 
land; I accept his entry but next week a man says I was living on that land before the 
cancellation was made and before that man filed on it, and be has never lived on it. 
In that case I should be inclined to think that the man who has lived on it should be 
entitled to the ground. But it is not law; still I think it should be so. I know of one 
• 
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case in Washington where a cancellation was made and a, man was living on the-
ground, but another man slipped in and made the entry, thus depriving the man who 
lived on the land from making title, and the department ruled in favor of the man liv-
ing on it. I think the right to cancel it ought to be in the hands of the register and 
receiver as they are the persons best capable of judging, as they are right in the local-
ity. I think, too, that the register ought to be authorized to go out of his office to take 
proof and testimony, especially here where the districts are so large. I had permission 
procured from the department to go down into Colfax County and it was of great con-
venience to the people. It is very expensive for poor men to come away here in order 
to make their proof. 
In the case of pre-emption, settlers are allowed to prove up in six months, and they 
are also allowed thirty months. I think the register should be allowed to declare 
forfeited any pre-emption entry of thirty months' standing, the parties, of course, 
having received due notice. 
Q. What good reason is there why a man should not file one-half dozen times until 
he makes at last a :final entry and proves up f-A. None. I think a man ought to be 
allowed the homestead privilege until he :finally makes a permanent homestead. There 
is no damage done if he does not consummate his claim. I think he should be al-
lowed to :file till be gets a home, for this is the object of the law. 
There is a good deal of what we call agricultural land in this country, in our dis-
trict. We have some :fine rivers and bottom lands. There are large tracts of arable 
land that can be made useful by irrigation still left in this country all along the Pecos 
River, and in the upper portion of the country, in the San Juan district, there is as 
fine farming land as there is in the Territory. There is plenty of water. I am told 
that in the Animas Valley the settlers have filled up the township. Irrigation, of 
course, increases the bearing properties of the soil; at least it is said by those who 
pretend to know that it is equal to manure, and as an evidence there is land along 
the little Santa 1',e Creek that has had a crop of corn every year for 100 years, and 
there is no diminution in its fertility. 
Q. How much of the land in this district is pasturage land f-A. I should say that 
three-fourths of the land in this district is pasturage land, and about one-half of the 
total acreage of the Territory is in this district. If a man has 200 head of cattle he is 
bound to have 3,000 or 4,000 acres of land. Senator Dorsey owns all the springs on 
100 acres, aud this controls the whole 10,000 acres back of it. I think he would buy an 
the land if he could get it for 10 cents per acre. I think there is much of the land here 
that ought to be sold for 10 cents per acre. I would grade the land at 10 cents, 50 
cents, $1, and $1.25 per acre. The classification on the maps would be the basis of 
this graded price. I would sell the pasturage land in as large quantities as the par-
chaser desired. If a man will take that land at any price you are pleased to name-
and put large herds of cattle on it, it is doing somebody some good, and perhaps there 
is no other way the land can be utilized. I thir.k the men who are there now should 
be protected and have the :first chance to buy land in proportion to their herds, other-
wise the cattle men would be · broken up. Twenty acres of land will do at one time 
and 30 acres at another time to support one beef. I do not think 30 acres too much as 
an average acreage for one beef. 
Q. Do you favor the pasturage homestead f-A. Yes; I would be in favor of the-
pasturage homestead giving 3,000 acres to each actual settler. There are some water 
privileges left, and there is land with springs on them. I believe as Mr. Atkinson 
does, that the Mexican and Indian should be protected in their claims by making 
smaller subdivisions. 
Q. What are your views in rega,rd to the timber land f-.A.. I would sell the timber 
lands in limited quantities. I would not give any man over 160 acres of timber land, 
but divide them around; $2.50 an acre would be a fair price for timber land. I would 
protect. the timber to the fullest extent possible. It would be well to make a limita.-
tion to the amount to be cut off, if you could enforce it; but I cannot see how you 
could. I would limit the quantity, that it might go to as many persons as possible. 
The registers and receivers in the various districts should have jurisdiction over the 
timber lands, as they have over every other class of land. He could stop depredationst 
&c., better than any one else. I think the law ought to be changed in that respect, 
and I think everything possible ought to be done to check the squandering and wast-
ing of the timber. 
Q, What suggestions have you to make concerning the mineral lands 7-.A. I don't 
know much about the mineral lands; but I think if a man bas a mineral claim he 
ought to be allowed to follow the lode throughout its '' dips, spurs, and angles." I 
think the register and receiver ought to receive the :first filing of a mineral claim, and 
should exercise the same control over the mineral lands as he does over the other 
classes of land. In this Territory any number of men are allowed to make a mining 
district. I think that ought to be done away with. There ought to be one general, 
sweeping law regulating all mining matters. The present United States law allowing 
each man a mineral claim of 20.66 acres I think is sufficient. 
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Q. What have you to say in regard to sheep 1-A. Concerning sheep, I think five 
sheep equal to one beef. Sheep and cattle men are conflicting all the time. Blood-
shed often results, and I think there will be more of it if the matter is not settled. I 
think it would be decidedly to the advantage of the whole country if these matters 
a.re settled at the soonest possible day. Cattle men say that sheep ruin the country by 
running over the range ten times as much as they do. My observation confirms this 
opinion. I have known beautiful ranges of grass utterly destroyed by the treading of 
sheep. · 
Q. Can you suggest any improvement in the matter of water rights T-A. I do not 
see bow the water-right matter can be improved. Of course a man should be com-
pelled to return to the stream all the water he does not use. In regard to the laud 
grants I would simply say that Senate bill No. 376, introduced at the third session of 
ihe Forty-fifth Congress, should be made a law at the soonest possible date. 
Testimony of N. Gales, merchant and miner, Hillsborough, N. Mex. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
1. N. Gales, merchant and miner, Hillsborough, N. Mex. 
2. Five years. 
3. None . 
.(, I have had some experience in Minnesota. 
5. Uncontested case two years. 
6. I think the homestead and pre-emption law in its simplest manner as to entries 
and final proof is better than imposing so large an expense upon the bona-fide settler, 
a.snow seems to be the case. So large amount of proof papers, six weeks' advertising,. 
&e., costs the settler money he is not able to bear, and but little good can result from 
this extra expense. . 
7. Mineral and pastoral lands. 
9. I would suggest that no lands be surveyed except needed for use, such as the 
valleys for agricultural purposes and some lands th_r,t were needed around villages,. 
which seldom are surveyed on account of smallness of tract. 
AGRICULTURE. 
!. September or October. 
3. None . 
.(. One acre in 200,000. 
5. Corn, wheat, barley, and fruits. 
8. Richness has increased. 
9. Very little water here. 
10. All for mining purposes. 
11. None as yet. 
12. Nearly all. 
13. Six hundred and forty acres to the settler. 
14. Homestead only where it is not mineral. 
15. Five acres. 
16. One hundred. 
17. About five. 
18. About the same. 
19. No fences ; could be confined. 
20. No. 
21. Very limited. 
22. Seven. 
23. Diminished. 
24. Not very well. 
25. Very few here. 
26. One hundred to one thousand. 
27. I would suggest that the water courses be immediately surveyed, so men can 
improve their claims without ihfringing on others. 
TIMBER. 
1. Very little here; what there is is on the mountains. 
2. No timber planted in this section; no agricultural lands, all mineral. 
3. Cost more to survey the mountains than could be realized from the sales. 
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4. Only one class here; few pines in the mountains. 
6. Fires will stop when the Indians are driven out. 
7. Very little timber here; what there is is immediately needed for mining and 
building purposes; no unnecessary waste, only by Indian fires. 
8. Custom is here to take timber wherever it can be found for actual use. 
9. We need no law to regulate the cutting of timber here. I have no interest inany 
mill or the cutting of timber. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
I am interested in lode claims and think the laws are very good, which give general 
satisfaction here. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. Gold mostly, s.ome silver. 
3. Without contest, $300; with, $500. 
Testimony of Willi<nn Kronig, fa1·mer, La Junta, Mora County, New Mexico. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
Public Land Conirnission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: Having received a circular directing my attention to an act of Con-
gress prescribing the duties of your honorable Commission and requesting replies to 
such interrogatories as may be within the range of my personal information, I comply 
with your request, and will give the most special attention to such questions as appear 
to me from my observation to affect this district particularly. 
1. My name is William Kronig; occupation, farmer; residence, La Junta, Mora 
County, New Mexico. 
2. Since 1849. 
3. I have not. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. The cultivated part of Mora County varies from 6,000 to 8,000 feet in altitude; 
the rainfall is the greatest in and near the mountains; where frequently irrigation is 
not necessary to raise good crops. The length of seasons varies with the altitude, and 
in the higher portion frosts in the latter part of August are not of uncommon occur-
rence. Our supply of water for irrigation depends upon the snowfall during winter 
and spring in the mountains, and agriculture without reservoirs is limited to the first and 
second river bottoms. The agricultural area can only be extended by a system of res-
ervoirs, as, with few exceptions, there is hardly a season when we have a fair and suffi-
cient supply of water for our growing crops. 
2. We have frequently light rains in the months of March and April, but our r21.iny 
season generally commences in the latter part of June and continues in showers dur-
ing the months of July, August, and September, and sometimes later. The rains do 
the greatest part of good to corn ; for small grain they would be better earlier. 
3. Only a small portion of the valleys and glades (situated in the mountains) can be 
cultivated without irrigation. 
4. One-fiftieth part can be cultivated by irrigat10n. 
5. Wheat, barley, oats, corn, pease, beans, tobacco, vegetables, and orchards. 
6. The land in common seasons is thoroughly watered before plowing. When the 
whea.t has spread out and covers the ground it is irrigated again, and the last irriga-
tion applied when the wheat is in blossom. To give a correct estimate of the amount 
of water used is out of my power. To water 100 acres in this district a supply o-f about 
160 inches (miners' measure) is needed for the :first watering for :fifteen days; to water 
the wheat it will take about twelve days, and the thircl · time ·about ten days. 
7. The sources of water come from our mountain streams, and the supply is alto-
gether dependent upon the snowfall in the winter. The natural supply is in many 
seasons insufficient for the land now under cultivation, and only a proper system of res-
ervoirs coald increase t,he agricultural area. In th.is county we have now seven reser-
voirs, and if this system should be enlarged (facilities are not wanted) thousands of 
acres could be made to yield good crops. The evaporation is immense, and if the people 
could be induced to set out trees on the streams and ditches the supply of water 
would be considerably increased. 
8. Irrigation has a bene:ficia,1 effect on land generally, as the water contains salts in 
solution and also sediments from the mountains which serve as manure. In lands 
containing many salts (alkalies) irrigation will bring them to the surface and makes 
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them unfit for agriculture, but those are exceptional cases. Lands have been culti-
vated in this Territory for one hundred and fifty years and upwards without any 
manure, and their whole system of rotation consisted in planting corn one year and 
wheat the next, and still these lands produce very fair crops. Wheat is grown up to 
an altitude of 7,500 feet; potatoes and oats as high as 9,000 feet. 
9. Each main inigation ditch bas .a foreman, who gives out the water either to those 
who need it most or by rotation for days, or even for hours in seasons of scarcity. 
Each ditch empties at its terminus into the river, but it depends entirely upon the 
season as to the quantity returned to the river. Our local laws are very insufficient 
to give each landholder a just proportion of water contained in the streams, as those 
who live near the sources of the streams take advantage of the water without having 
consideration for those living below them. 
10. It has been all taken up. 
11. In dry seasons serious collisions among claimants. 
12. Forty-nine-fiftieths. 
rn. In my judgment homesteads on pastoral lands should be divided into three 
classes. To those who locate on streams where only a small portion of the land can 
be irrigated, 320 acres should be allowed. Those who depend on springs, permanent 
water holes, or lakes, from which no water can be obtained for irrigation, should be 
allowed 640 acres. Those who live remote from any water course, springs, permanent 
water holes, or lakes, and where water only can be obtained by digging wells, should 
be allowed 1,280 acres. 
14. Lands situated on water-courses, and subject to private entry, should be limited 
to a section to each purchaser in a square body, according to legal subdivision. On 
pasture lands remote from any water course, whe;re water can only be obtained by 
sinking wells, one township. 
15. It would take in this section 10 to 15 acres of pasture land to raise one beef, and 
I believe it would be a fair average of this Territory. 
16. Sixty head. 
18. Where cattle are only permitted the grass has held its own. Where goats and 
sheep are grazing, it has diminished. 
19. Up to the present very little fencing has been done. Cattle ranging on the prai-
ries in storms would seek shelter in timber and would break through any ordinary 
fence. 
20. Cattle will do better on their accustomed ranges than to move them from place 
to place. 
21. Streams, lakes, water holes, and springs. 
22. Four sheep are equivalent to one beef in eating and destroying the grass, as 
they generally range in herds from 2,000 to 4,000 head. 
23. Diminished. 
25. A constant strife between the different owners, as cattle will not do well where 
sheep are herded. 
26. I cannot answer the first question. Sheep are herded in bands from 2,000 to 
4,000 head, and cattle from 50 to 3,000 head. 
27. I am not familiar with this subject. 
28. No. 
TIMBER, 
1. The timber lands of Mora County are about one-third area-pine, red and white 
spruce, pin.on, white and red cedar, oak, cottonwood, and aspen. 
2. None worth mentioning. 
3. I consider it best that the mountain timber lands should remain public domain, 
as the agriculture of New Mexico depends upon the supply of snow which accumulates 
during winter and early spring, and if the mountains should be deprived of ther tim-
ber, which would be the case if sold, the snow, losing the protecting shade of the 
evergreens, would come down in torrents, and the water supply would be exhausted in 
the beginning of the season. In view of the fact that the greater part of the mines 
are situated in timber lands, limited amounts might be sold in Jots of 40 acres, with a 
limited time for clearing. Due notices of a proposed sale should be published, specify-
ing the location and extent, inviting bids for each lot of 40 acres, reserving the right 
to reject any and all bids for the same. 
4. I would not. 
5. There is a second growth of timber, but extremely slow. 
6. The forest fires a,. e generally caused by carelessness, and sometimes are started by 
Indians. There is a heavy penalty imposed by Territorial law, bnt I am not aware of 
any charges under the law. Miners and farmers use the public timber on public 
lands as common propert.y, and there is not much waste from this source. Depreda-
tions commit,ted in supplying s31W-mills and cutting railroad ties have not come under 
my observation. 
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8. The local custom is to help yourself to what you want for fuel, fencing, and build-
ing purposes. The question of the acts of corporations I am not familiar with. 
9. I think it would. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WM. KRONIG. 
Testimony of William McMullen, civil engineer, New Mexico. 
Public Land Comniission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: Having received through the office of the surveyor-general of this 
Territory a circular directing my attention to an act of Congress prescribing the duties 
of your honorable Commission, and requesting replies to such interrogatories as may 
be within the range of my personal information, I will cheerfully comply with your 
request, and will give the most especial attention to such subheads as appear to me 
from my observations to affect this Territory particularly. 
1. My name is William McMullen, civil engineer. 
2. I have lived in the Territory since 1862-seventeen years. 
3. I have never acquired, or sought to acquire, title to any of the public lands of the 
United States. 
4. My impressions are formed from observations that have come to my notice while 
engaged as civil engineer, United States deputy and mineral deputy surveyor. 
7. The surveyor-general's office can doubtless furnish the most extended and relia-
ble information in reply, although the description given in the notes returned by the 
deputies who executed the earliest surveys in the Territory are in some cases very de-
fective. I will hereafter refer to an instance. 
AGRICULTURE. 
14. In my judgment the lands put in market for private entry should be limited in 
quantity to each purchaser. It is a common practice in this Territory to enter the 
smaUest legal subdivisions bordering on streams, with a view to speculation and to 
secure the public land adjacent thereto for grazing purposes without purchase. A 
notable case is that of Wilson Waddingham in his entry of land bordering on the 
Canadian River, and Ute Creek. See his advertisement hereto attached: 
[Las Vegas Gazette.] 
"Waddingham post-office, LaCinta, San Miguel County, N. M.; range, Montoy's Grant 
N. M. 
"NOTICE. 
"All persons found tresspassing by herding sheep or cattle on Ute Creek within 
boundaries of the mouth of said creek and for a distance of sixteen miles on both sides 
said creek, and also on Canadian (or Red) River from the boundary line of the Baca 
location No. 2 for a distance of sixteen miles on both sides down said river, will be 
prosecuted according to law. 
"WILSON WADDINGHAM." 
Another notable case is that of the private entry of land in townships 14 and 15 
north, range 8 east, known as the Cerrillos mines. This, however, presents a different 
question. The United States deputy who executed the survey failed and neglected 
to report any mineral indications, giving only a meager discription of the same, al-
though many old excavations for mining purposes were plainly visible at various 
points. A large portion of this land haa been entered by different persons at private 
entry, and includes what is supposed to be the best mines. This has caused delay in 
developing the mines, and time only will reveal what other difficulties will arise 
therefrom. 
28. Yes. This I will notice hereafter. 
PRIVATE LAND GRANTS. 
The prompt settlement of title to private land claims is a question of the utmost 
importance to this Territory. The delays attending the present system were stated in 
Congress last winter by Hon. Mariano Otero, our present Delegate. Unless some measures 
are adopted to facilitate a settlement of this question, the claimants or heirs cannot hope 
l 
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to realize much bene.fit from their possessions; the majority are poor and unable to fee 
an attorney to prosecute their claims, and are the:-efore compelled to dispose of the 
greater part of their lands to obtain title to their small homesteads, or to sell out their 
claims for a mere trifle. This opens a field for capital to monopolize large tracts of the 
best land in the Territory. I might cite many reasons which present themselves to 
my mind why land monopoly should be checked, but it might appear presumptuous 
in me to do so ; I will, however, remark that nearly all these grants are located on 
water courses and extend in many cases to the sources of the streams which rise in the 
mountains. The private claim of many miles on a stream of water from its source 
would be a serious obstacle to enterprise, which might seek to divert water from its 
natural channel t,o irriµ;ate distant table lands or to prosecute mining operations. In 
my opinion, every facility should be afforded to enable the grantees or their heirs who 
are actual settlers to perfect their title without delay. 
I would not be understood, in recommending increased facilities to grantees or their 
heirs whereby they might be enabled to retain their proportion of large grants, as 
making any exceptions to those who have acquired title by purchase. 
The iuterest of the Territory, including all classes, demands a prompt settlement of 
title to private lands, and their segregation from the public domain, without cost to 
the claimants, as stipulated in the eighth article of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. 
Until this is done, settlement and improvement will be retarded. 
Sales of private land by the government have caused hardship; also distrust of title 
to lands offered as public lands. This cannot be avoided until the private lands are 
segregated from the public domain. 
The description of boundaries generally given in the title papers to pr.ivate land 
grants are extremely vague arnl iudefinite, and notwithstanding the most diligent in-
vestigation and thorough examination of testimony, the result is often obscure and 
unsatisfactory. Landmarks named or designated as boundaries, such as hills, springs, 
mesas, arroyos, &c., are sometimes found to constitute the boundary on a different side 
from that named in the description. The distances from point to point, as estimated 
by witnesses in proving title, are seldom approximative. 
When the deputy surveyor enters into a contract to execute the survey of a private 
land claim he receives his special instructions from the surveyor-general, based on the 
record filed in his office, including a copy of the plat filed by the claimants or their 
representatives. As the records are known to be unreliable, the deputy is instructed 
to notify the claimants or their representative of the time when he will be prepared 
to run the boundary lines to the claim, and request the attendance of his witnesses to 
establish the same. The testimouy of the witnesses is required to be taken before and 
certified to by a civil officer who is authorized to administer an oath; the <leputy is 
required to establish the boundary lines on this testimony, his own ouservation of the 
boundary calls, together with the special instructions, and if any discrepancies occur 
in conflict with special instructions he is required to explll,in why the deviation was 
made. This is not always satisfactory to the surveyor-general, and I will add, nor is 
it to the deputy himself. Sometimes the deputy is instructed to return and change 
some part of the lines established. I entered a note in the general description of the 
survey of the "Cueyamungue grant,'"' situated in Santa Fe County, which I executed 
under the contract of Griffin & McMullen, dated August 10, 1877, in which I comment 
upon the difficulty of complying strictly with special instructions. Your attention is 
respectfully invited to the same. 
I would suggest as a remedy that a commissioner be appointed with authority to 
administer oaths and to compel the attendance of witnesses, whose duty it shall be to 
go upon the ground and to summon such witnesses as he may think prover, to identify 
the boundary calls of the claim and to file the testimony taken by him in the office of 
the surveyor-general, whereby definite instructions could be given to the deputy stu-
veyor, and the approximate extent of the boundaries known. 
I would also suggest that claimants or their representatives be supplied with a copy 
of notes or plat of survey on application to the surveyor-general, and the payment of 
the cost of copying. Without this information the claimant cannot determine whether 
ho will accept the boundaries established or make an appeal for a change or correction 
of any part of the same. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. My information' on lode mining is very limited, and confined to observation mostly 
in this Territory. 
2. The principal defect appears to me to be the recognition of State, Territorial, and 
local recrulations. 
3. Su<ili a case bas not come within my observation. 
4. The top or apex I understand to be the summit, comb, crest, or highest point on 
the ridge of a vein or lode. The top or apex, the course and angle or direction of tho 
dip, cannot al ways be determined in the early workings of the veins or lodes. 
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5. The iutended rights of a discoverer are not properly defined, and cannot be pro-
tected while local regulations control the conditions of location . 
{;. Yes. 
7. No. 
8. My observations have been confined to the early working of lodes. 
,g_ I have not observed any outcrops of lodes wider than the legal width of claims 
as defined by these several authorities. 
10. The outcrops of narrow lodes sometimes deviate so far from a straight line as to 
cross side lines which are run straight. The outcrop seldom extends throughout the 
length of a claim, and side lines are sometimes laid off on angles from float indica-
tions of the course of the vein. 
11,12, 13,and14. From information gatberedfromLeadvilleminers, andfromhaving 
read some of the decisions rendered by the courts, I do not feel justified in expressing 
an opinion on those points. 
15. In t,his Territory on two occasions, viz, at the Moreno mines in Colfax County 
in 18ti6, and at the Cerrillos mines in Sant.a :F'e County in March, 1879. To organjze 
the Moreno mining djstrict, a meeting of the miners was held at Elizabethtown in com-
pliance with a request of many miners duly circulated, which meeting was attended by 
about 40 miners. A committee was appointed to draft rules and regulations governing 
t.he locating and working of claims ; also, to define the boundaries of the district. 
The report of the committee having been duly considered and adopted, a recorder was 
elected, who was required to keep a record of an miners' meetings, ancl to record all 
notices of mining claims presented to him for record, on the payment of a stipulated 
fee, &c. In a short time after the organization, in a dispute over a mining claim, one 
of the parties notified the other that a, miners' meeting would be called at a specified 
time to decide the question. 'l'he meeting was held, and decided in favor of the orig-
inal locators. The "jumpers" declined to accept the decision, and called another 
meeting, which decided in their favor, as many of the miners declined to attend a 
second time when they had already given a decision. It was then proposed ·to carry 
the case into court, and the party was advised that a suit could not he maintafoed, 
except through a lease of the title of the grant owner, in whom the title was vested. 
The Cerrillos mining district was organized on the 27th day of March, 1879, at a 
meeting of all the miners known or supposed to reside in the district, some eight or 
nine in number. The rules and regulations, ba,sed upon the mining laws of Colorado, 
were proposed, discussed, and adopted after general discussion, and the boundaries of 
the district defined by the lines of public survey-townships 14 and 15 nort,h, ranges 
7, 8, 9 east. A recorder was also chosen, whose duties were defined in the regulations, 
viz, to provide the necessary books in which to enter the proceedings of all miners' 
meetings, the record of mining claims, deeds of transfer, and also to supply certified 
copies of the record on.application of parties interested and the payment of a stipu-
lated fee, &c. No other officer elected. 
A few days after it appeared that a district had been organized within the limits of 
the Cerrillos mining district prior to the 27th of March, 1879, and called the Galisteo 
district. Each district ignored the existence of the other, and the Territorial law 
specifies that every mining claim shall be filed for record within ninety days after lo-
cation, and that no other record shall be 1·eq aired. 
16. The general method of locating a claim is to post a notice describing the loca-
tion1 giving the supposed course of the lode, and the distance from the notice claimed 
in either direction; also, the width on each side, the names of the locators, and the 
date of location. The record is a matter of after-consideration, and by some ignored 
entirely, those who claim that evidence of possession and continuous or periodical 
working of the claim in accordance with local regulations renders recording unneces-
sa,ry. There is usually no time specified within which a claim shall be recorded under 
local regulations. Parties making locations with a view of speculation, or of selling 
their claims, secure a certificate of their locations by reco1·ding notices as evidence of 
their title, which is sometimes questionable. A local record is, however, advantageous 
for reference, that strangers and others may ascertain the situation, and who are the 
claimants and what are their respective interests. It is, perhaps, needless to say that 
the conflict between the Territorial laws and local rules and regulations creates much 
confusion. 
17. I am not aware of any provision for amendment, Territorial or local. 
18. No. 
19. Yes. 
;20. Yes. 
21. I "consider it desirable to retain the leading features of the United States mining 
laws," and I "believe that the practice of following the dip beyond the side line of a 
claim" can be satisfactorily maintained by drawing and defining the distinction be-
tween a lode and a deposit. I would favor a repeal of the authority delegated to 
States, Territories, and local mining districts, and embrace within the United States 
• law the necessary details of locating and recording claims. The leading features of 
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the details I view as follows : 1st. What shall constitute a legal notice 1 2d. How 
many days will l,e allowed to mark the boundaries, and in what manner they shall be 
marked 1 3d. The t,irue within which a vein or mineral shall'be exp~ed and a notice 
of the location filed for record. 
22. I would suggest that a possessory title be limited to three years, and t,hat an ap-
plication for a patent be admitted at any time within three years after an expenditure 
of $300 in developing the ·rnine. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
In my opjnion placer mines are far more extensive in this Territory than most peo-
ple suppose them to be. It would be difficult to form anything like an approximative es-
timate of their extent. They are but ittle sought for, as the scarcity of water precludes 
their working with profit. I am not aware of any lode claims or non-mineral land 
having been acquired under the placer law, and have no amendment to offer except to 
annul all local jurisdiction. · 
PUBLIC SURVEYS. 
The theory of the system of public surveys under existing laws, as I understand it, 
viz, the extension of all "standard parallels" and " meridian lines" to be made from 
the "principal meridian" and the "base line,'' is unexceptionable. The exigencies 
arising from small appropriations to meet the demand of settlers located at poiuts dis-
tant from the lines extended therefrom has rendered it necessary to resort to expedi-
ents t.o accommodate settlers, which mars the symmetry of the lines and involves 
questions, an instance of which I will hereafter refer to. The extension of the stand-
ard lines affords the means of ascertaining the general topography, geological for-
mations, characteristfos of the soil and products; without this information an esti-
mate of the proportion of the various classes of land can only be a haphazard guess. 
It would also enable the surveyor-general to locate the most important subdivisions 
and tlie settlers at remote points to have their hmds subdivided by making special 
deposits, as provided by existing laws. In this connection I may add that the segre-
gation of private lands from the public domain is necessary to prevent the expendi-
ture of public funds in subdividing private land. A glance at the map will show that 
many thousands of dollars have been expended in that direction. 
The manual of instructions needs a thorough revision, which is doubtless well uu-
derstu.ld by the honorable Commissioner of the General Land Office. I will, howover, 
recommend that the practice of establishing corners on prairie land by pits and mounds 
be discontinued. The mounus are often obliterated in a very short time [Lnd nuder 
the most favorable circumstances cannot be distinguished after a few year!:!. A single 
stone of the minimum dimensions or a mound of stone should be substituted. Po8ts 
in mounds in timber land may be traced by bearing trees. 
I would respectfully invite attention to the clause in the manual which leaves the 
responsibility of the legalit,y of the special instructions of a surveyor-general on his 
<leputy. (See case of Deputy ·wmiam White under contract with Surveyor-General J. 
K. Proudtit in 1872.) 
The surveyor general should be responsible for his instructions and the de pnty 
should be required to follow them. Also when a deputy closes lines beyond limits in 
connecting with old or previous work, he is required if necessary to retrace th,:i ohl 
lines to discover the error. If the error is found in the old work t,here is no provisiou 
for compensation for this extra work. 
The present rates are too low to remunerate a deputy who will do his work thor-
oughly. Expenses, cash at 18 per cent., risk of stock, delays on account of weather, 
and other contingencies, are apt to leave on settlement very little compensation. 
May, June, September, October, and November are the most favorable months in 
the year for field operations. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WM. McMULLEN. 
Testirnony of George H. P1·adt, United States deputy surveyor, Lagwna, Valencia County, 
New Mexico. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
Answers to the accompanying questions of the Public Land Commission, under the 
proper subheads and numbers. 
GENERAL. 
1. George H. Pradt; Laguna, Valencia County, New Mexico; United States deputy 
surveyor. 
2. I have lived in this county three years; in New ~exico seven years. 
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3. I have not acquired, nor sought to acquire, title to any of the puulic lands. 
4, 5, and 6. I ha~ not bad experience enough on these points to give any useful 
information. 
7. The Territory of New Mexico is an elevated plateau, with extensive plains, desti-
tute of 1 im ber and. water, but affording good pasturage; probably nine-tenths of the 
public larn.ls aro of this character. The mountain ranges, of which there are three 
s~'sterus, extending across the Territory north and south, are, with their spurs, all 
heavily tiruuered, except in the southern portion, and they comprise nearly all the 
tirubere<l la.uds. The agricultural lands are confined principally to the valleys of the 
la1 ger st reams, though small isolar,ed t.racts occur in the mountains. The soil of the 
plains, however, is genemlly very fertile wherever water can be got for irrigating. 
Very litt,le is known as to the extent of mineral lands, though minerals are known to 
exist in all parts of the Territory, and coal especially is very widely distributed. There 
is very little swamp land in the Territory. 
8. I think the public lands can best be classified by requiring deputy surveyors, 
under the present system of surveys, to examine (in their township and subdivision 
survey1:,) carefully and minutely as to the character of the tracts surveyed, noting the 
diffel'ent classes, the kind and position of the country rocks, the climate, natural prod-
ucts, approximate elevation, and to give any other information tending to throw light 
on the subject, and a description based on these reports could be fumished by the sur-
veyor- general, including all the lands surveyed in bis district dnring each year. 
9. The present rectangular system of public-land surveys seems to be the best, on 
account of the cheapness and rnpidity with which the work can be done, and because 
under it any parcel of public land, however small, can be readily found and identified 
from its number and designation. The surveys may be carried across mountain ranges 
by triangulation, and the subdivision surveys in very broken, mountainous regions 
should be so modified that the lines of survey could be taken through the valle)"S. 
Observations for latitude might be made at the initial point of surveys and at stated 
intervals along the principal meridian, base-line, and other standard lines, and where 
a telegraph line enters or crosses the district. Longitude stations could be established 
at one or more points. If increased accuracy in establishing township and section 
corners is desired, the limit of errnr allowed under present rules and regulations might 
be reduced one-half, for the improved instruments now in use will allow of such cor-
ners being established with much greater accuracy than is required by the laws. The 
subdivision of the whole of the public domain into sections under additional regula-
tions and requirements would furnish the basis for a series of minute and accurate 
maps, at a very moderate cost and in a much shorter time than by any other method. 
I have been engaged in public-land surveys during thirteen years; also to some extent 
in railroad, private land-grant, and other surveys. 
10. Pasture lands should be offered in larger quantities to actual settlers for stock 
purposes than under the present laws, and settlers should be allowed to locate irregu-
lar tracts of farming land where they occur among the mountains, instead of being 
required to locate in rectangular lots. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate of New Mexico is mild, with long summers and short winters, vary-
ing somewhat on account of differences in altitude. Rain is confined to the summer, 
the wet season usually extending from the 1st of July to the 1st of September. Spring 
opens in February, and is marked by strong, steady winds from the west and north-
west and little or no rain or snow. The summer is long and hot, and bright, warm 
days, with cold nights, continue through the fall and until the middle of December. The 
winters are mild and the snowfall occurs in January and February, usnally in small 
quantity. Water for irrigating is taken from the streams, swelled in June by melting 
snow in the mountains aud in the summer by the rains. 
2. Rain falls in July ancl .August, sometimes in very heavy showers, and furnishes 
moisture sufficient for all crops for about two months. The rain comes at the time it 
is most needed, but not early enough for the best results. 
~{. Very little land in the Territory can be cultivated without irrigation except 
among the mountains, where the extent of arable land is limited to uarrow valleys. 
4. Probably one-half of the public lands could be cultivated were water for irriga-
tion available, bt1t the proportion that can be watered from existing streams and 
springs i1:, small. 
5. 'l'be crops raised in this vicinity by irrigation are wheat, oats, barley, corn, beans, 
melons, &c. Frnit-trees and vines are also watered. 
6. Probably a ditch 2 feet wide and 4 inches deep, flowing 2 miles an hour, would 
be enough to water 100 acres of wheat. 
7. The source aud supply of water for irrigation is in the rivers and springs, and 
in many places reservoirs could easily be made, to gather the surface drainage auring 
the rainy season in sufficient quantity for the needs of the dry season. 
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8. The water taken from muddy streams undoubtedly fertilizes the soil, and I do not 
think judicious irrigation is ever injurious. I have seen good crops of wheat, barley, 
oats, and potatoes, at an elevation of 8,500 feet, about the 35th parallel of north 
latitude. 
9. Most of the cultivated land in this region is sandy, and there is a loss in the 
ditches and in watering the fields of at least one-half the water used. The whole 
business of constructing ditches and irrigation and the care and distribution of the 
water are under the Territorial and local laws and regulations. 
10. Water has been taken out along all the streams of any size, under the Territo-
rial and local laws and under the supervision of ditch overseers, who are chosen by 
the peJple of the several precincts. 
11. Conflicts sometimes arise when parties on the upper part of a stream use more 
water than they are entitled to or waste what they have taken out, causing a scarcity 
below. 
12. lL its present condition, without wells or reservoirs, about nine-tenths of the 
public hnd is fit only for pasturage. 
13. I know of no reason why pastoral homesteads should not be allowed, with 
the pririlege of locating, say, one-fourth of a township, or between 5,000 and 6,000 
acres. 
14. Tl:ese pasture lands should be put upon the market as fast as surveyed and sold 
in large tuantities for stock purposes. 
15, 16, ~7, 18. I am not sufficiently acquainted with the stock business to give reliable 
informa,ton on these points. 
19. Catle raisers do not fence their ranges, but cattle could be safely confined by 
fences atall seasons. 
20. The quality of the herd would undoubtedly be improved by being confined to a 
certain linited range. 
21. Sto<k water is obtained from springs, wells, and reservoirs. 
22. I thnk one sheep will destroy as much grass as one beef. 
23. Gra,as in the country has diminished or disappeared wherever sheep have been 
herded, am a considerable part of the public lands have been ruined in this way. 
24. Neitier cattle nor horses will graze after sheep. 
25. Owiig to the destruction of the grass by sheep, cattle men always try to keep 
them awa~, and quarrels often arise. 
26. Valeicia County contains about 250,000 sheep and perhaps 40,000 cattle. Sheep 
are herdedin flocks of 2,000 to 3,000 and cattle in bands of 200 or 300. 
27. The ?Ublic lands ought to be surveyed as soon as possible and classified, so that 
depredatio1s on timber lands could be stopped and for the convenience and benefit 
of all wht are looking for locations on the public lands, as farmers, stockmen, 
miners, &c 
28. The :orners of surveyed lands in this vicinity are all perpetuated by stone 
monument& and there is usu3,lly no trouble in finding any of them, though they are 
sometimes :lestroyed by sheep-herders. I have found and identified public-survey 
corners in tiis region that were established more than twenty years ago. 
TIMBER. 
1. The tinber lands of this county lie in the western part, and cover about one-
third of thcpublic lands of this western part. The great bulk of the timber in the 
mountains 3 yellow pine, and the foot-hills of the mountains are covered with a very 
extensive gowth of juniper and pin.on, generally only useful fo1· fuel. 
2. No tiIIDer is planted in this section. 
3. Publictimber lands might be leased for a limited number of years, and the cut-
ting of timler on such leased Jancls controlled by regulations to prevent any portion 
from being mtirely denuded. 
4. It woud be unnecessary to classify timber lands in this section, except so far as 
to tlistingnih that which is valuable for manufacturing purposes from that which is 
onlv fit for uel. 
f When prests are felled or burned, a growth of aspen or scrubby oak, or both, 
springs up, tnd after several years, when they have attained sufficient growth to afford 
shade and ,helter, the pines again start; but they are of slow growth, and some 
mountain s)pes that have once lost their large timber remain permanently bare, and 
I am satisfid that diminished rainfall and failure of water in the springs result. 
6. Porestlircs are started by herders, through carelessness or to burn the dry grass, 
and by wanlering Indians, through mischief or to drive the game together. These 
fires occur /Very year in all parts of the Territory, and sweep over extensive tracts, 
causing irr,parable damage. A careful oversight and frequent inspection of forests 
would no oubt prevent the greater part of this destruction. 
7. In thi~Territory the depredations on timber so far have been confinetl to a few 
saw-mills d small capacity, and some little cutting of timber for mining purposes ; 
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but the extensive cutting of timber for railroad ties or fuel for locomotives, or for 
mining or building purposes, causes great waste, and should be regulated by national 
legislation, und the necessary laws enforced by appropriate penalties for these depre-
dations. · 
8. In this section timber is cut wherever it is most conveniently found, a.nd felled 
timber is always considered the property of whoever cuts it. 
9. The timber Jaws would, in my opinion, be most efficiently executed by officers 
connected with the respective district land offices, and a sufficient number of such 
officers shou]<l be appointed in each ]anu dist,rict to keep up a constant oversight of 
all the t•imber lands. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. I have made preliminary locations of lode claims, but know very little about 
mining or litigation about mines. 
2. There are in some parts of the mining laws apparent ambiguities that an taken 
advantage of w make litigation affecting titles, and many quarrels and lawsuitf,result. 
3. A.fter a 1mrvey of a lode claim has been approved and placed on file, nc subse-
quent survey should be allowed to infringe upon it, except after a contest inproper 
form has been carried through, an adverse decision rendered, and the :first surv~y can-
celed. 
4. I understand the top or apex of a lode to be the upper edge; that part vhich is 
first reached or passed in developing the mine. Often the apex cannot bl found 
tbroughont the length of the claim, nor the course nor dip of the lode de~rmined 
except after very extensive and costly explorations. 
5. 1t does not seem that the intended rights of the discoverer are as clear}~ defined 
as they might be by the mining laws. 
6. I have heard of numerous cases in which litigation and injustice ha~ sprung 
from the impossibility of determining these points. 
7, 8. I have heard of such contests, but not how they resulted. 
9. I do not know of any such instance. 
10. Such is often the case where tbe side lines are required by local Lws to be 
straight. 
11. Locations may be made of alleged lodes on non-mineral ground, to ecure the 
monopoly of a water supply or of ground suitable for building, causing injmy to bona-
fide locators. 
12. I have heard of repeated cases like that of A and B, in which A'E title was 
clouded and he put to expense and trouble. 
13. So far as I can learn these cases are very frequent. 
14. From what I have learned of mining operations I do not think it posible to re-
tain in the mining la .. s any provision by which locators can follow the dp of their 
lodes outside of their side lines without constant disputes. Two men will cten locate 
separate veins near each other that, upon being followed down, will run togther, mak-
ing one vein under the surface, and one locator will claim the consolidaed vein by 
priority of location, while the other claims that his vein is the true lead a:d the first 
only a fee<ler or spnr. 
15. I have assisted in organizing a local mining district near the Pueblo)f Laguna, 
Valencia County, New Mexico. A.bout twenty men participated, not necesscily miners. 
The officers elected were a president, to call and preside over meetings; a sec:etary, with 
the ordinary <luties of secrebLry; a recorder, to keep a record of all location and trans-
fers of cbims and to issue certificates of records, which were proof of title and a mar-
shal, to enforce the district laws and rules. 
16. In locating an original claim, the locator posted a notice at the point c discovery, 
stating the time of discovery, direction, and distance claimed from discoveir stake, and 
within thirt,y days marked the boundaries of his claim by stakes at the cornrs, and had 
the claim recorded, receiving a cert,ificate of record. 
17. The record could not be subsequently altered, anq the certificate, eubodying a 
copy of the record, was a check against fraudulent changes in the record boks. 
18. I have not known of any such cases. 
19. It would he advantageo1.1s in my opinion to abolish all local mining-istrict laws 
and records, rmd have the initiation of record title placed only with the Uited States 
land officers. 
20. The adjustment of all questions and contests touching mineral lan6 should be 
left to the proper federal officers, and not to the courts. 
21. In view of tbe constant litigation under the present laws, a locator s.ould be al-
lowed to claim only what is included within the planes drawn perpendicuarly down-
ward through both side and end lines of his claim. . 
22. A. locator should be obliged to acquire title within three years. Un&r the pres-
ent Jaws a mine can be hel(l by a possessory title, worked out as far as pssible, and 
abandoned. 
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PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. '£here are no placer mines in this section. 
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2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. I have had no experience in placer mines, or in the operation of 
mining laws governing the location of placer claims. 
LAGUNA, VALENCIA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, Octobe1· 23, 1879. 
Testirnony of George H. Pratt, Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
SANTA FE; N. MEX., Septernber 2, 1879. 
GEORGE H. PRATT, United States deputy contract surveyor, made the following 
statement: 
I consider the rectangular system a very good one. 1 do not know of any way it 
can be improved, except in the way of accuracy. In subdividing townships into sec-
tions an error of one chain is allowed in the length of a mile, and an error of 3t chains 
is allowed to three townships. If increased accuracy is wanted I think that allowance 
might be cut down. I think it is too great an allowance. I know that surveyors come 
far within these limits in making their surveys. 
Question. Cannot most of the deputy surveyors run a solar transit?-Answer. Yes, 
and most of them do. 
Q. Have you any suggestions to make as to triangulation f-A. I think the qse of 
triangulation for the purpose of passing over barren spots or mountains is a very good 
thing. I was just looking at a cas_e on the map where the cross-line was traced some 
120 miles, and about 70 miles of it was not located on the ground, on account of the 
rough country. It was located by making transverse lines-in some instances 12 
miles-with the compass and chain. It was utterly impossible to locate points with 
the accuracy of triangulation. I think time monuments would be very desirable. 
They would be very useful for reference, and would make greater certainty in the snr-
vey than now exists. It is also desirable to have permanent stakes. Wooden stakes 
soon decay. They will last for five or ten years if the cattle do not knock them down. 
Stone monuments would last much longer. I think it would be well to have perma-
nent monuments at every fourth township corner. Owing to the. loss of the corner 
posts resurveys have frequently to be made, at great expense to the settler. If per-
manent monuments were t,here the settler could walk north, soutli, east, and west and 
find the boundaries of the ]and. I thiuk that the principal meridian ancl base ancl 
correction lines ought to be established with greater care, aml the initial points <l.e-
termined astronomically. I do not thjnk deputy surve~·ors are paid enongh to pre-
vent them hurrying through their work in order to make more money, and the result 
is a poor class of work and a great deal of inaccuracy. .My experience in mining sur-
veying has not been very great, but I think that endless litigation would be avoided 
by the square mining location. The amount of land aJlowed in the United States law is 
sufficient, and I think that all local mining laws should be abofo;hecl and the United 
States law used instead. I think it would simplify matter.s very much to have every-
thing relating to mines in the hands of the registers and receivers, and I can see no 
good reason why the government should not hold on to its mineral lands as "ell as its 
agricultural land. . 
Q. Is there much mineral land in this Territory"l-A. Yes; there is a great deal of 
mining land here. I have seen great areas covered with quartz; and there is a great 
deal of coal here too. 
Q. What do you receive for surveying "I-A. I have surveyed in Arizona, Kansas, 
Indian Territory, New Mexico, and California under the United States system, and we 
receive $6 for subdivision, $8 for standard lines, and $10 for meridian lines. I do not 
think that is enough, to do it as it ought to be done. We use monuments of stone, 
with chisel marks cut in them. The chisel marks are required by law. Most survey-
ors prefer to use stone-though they can use stakes if they wish to-because they are 
more permanent. I have retraced lines run twenty-five years ago in this Territory, 
and there was no difficulty in finding the corners where they were marked with stones. 
The only cost of these monuments is a man and chisel. 
Q. Do you use the solar compass "I-A. Yes; we use the solar compass. It is gener• 
ally used intthe Territory by the deputy surveyors who take contracts; but no man 
uses the solar compass all the time. I would not use any other, however, on such sur-
veys as these. 
Q. Ou the score of cheapness, which would be best, the present system or the one of 
establishing these corners by triangulation f-A. I think there is no doubt that the 
present system is far cheaper than to establish them by triangulation. 
Q. What have you to say of the timber lands f-A. All the timber lands here are 
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being destroyed, a great deal by persons who come in wit,h saw-mills. I think the tim-
ber lands ought to be put under the jurisdiction of the register and receiver and some· 
effort made to protect the timber, for when the miners go in they will sweep the tim .. 
ber from all the mountains in the Territory in a few years, as they are doing in Col-
orado; and, as the growth is slow, it will take a long time to replace it. 
Testimong of W. G. Ritch, Santa Fe, N. Mex. 
SANTA FE, N. MEX., September 3, 1879. 
W. G. RITCH, secretary of New Mexico, made the following statement: 
I am very much of the opinion that the general land system of the country, as known 
to the country at large, is not applicable to the la,nd west of the 100th meridian. If 
the man that is here finds a spring that is capable of maintaining 5,000, 10,000, or 15,000 
head of stock, he buys 40 acres of land, and then he has a monopoly of the whole range 
because be owns the water. I think, as a matter of fact, that the water should belong 
to the United States-to the land-and not to the individual; but it is impracticable 
as far as this country is concerned. If he buys the spring he must buy a certain amount 
of land surrounding. The quantity of land, by some fixed rnle, should go with the 
necessary quantity of water, as far as determined, :fl.owing from that spring. I am 
inclined to believe that most of the water rights are already taken up. I think it 
would be well to sell this pasturage land in large tracts to the cattle herders, as they 
are of little value except as owned in large tracts. They should, of course, have some 
limit to them. I do not- believe in land monopolies. However, taxation and our sys-
tem of government reaches these things generally very well. I should say this land 
onght 1.o be sold at a nominal cost. Certainly very much of it is not worth more than 
10.cents per acre. In putting it at 10 cents I would have it carefully restricted. I 
should classify it very carefully, and make a difference in the different kinds of land. 
If a man bought land. with water on it, a certain amount of arid land should go with 
it. It is very possible that the old land system in this country is better than the new. 
If the homestead principle applies in the case of agricultural land, I see no reason 
why it should not apply in the case of pasturage lands. If the rule applies to agri-
culture it will apply to stock-raising. I think 3,000 acres would be sufficient for a pas-
turage homestead. There is no doubt about it, this question ought to be settled as 
qmckly as possible. There is no doubt about that at all. As it is now you are simply 
breaking up the country by protecting a sort of baronial system by reason of these 
enormous herds of stock holding great sections of country, which, perhaps, they would 
not hold if they bought the land and fenced it in. I look upon the present system 
that they have here as simply calculated to continue indefinitely those troubles which 
we have had in Lincoln County. 'rbe troubles in Lincoln County arise out of its being 
almost a remote section, outside of taxation. Lincoln County is in the southeastern 
quarter of New Mexico. We all know something about the character of Western Texas. 
Each man is a law unto himself. He is a standing army, with a small arsenal on his 
person. He is a private arsenal, and must necessarHy be so by reason of the remote-
ness of the ranches. They are many times 20, 30, and often 50 miles away from any 
other ranch. Its location is governed by water holes. These people have gathered 
here from Texas as a rule, and as it is too often the case they are outlaws :from other 
States. They get to fighting among themselves, and they swarm out and come into 
New Mexico, and the annual out;let for them is to follow the valley of the Pecos River 
up into Lincoln County. They are there made use of by the owners of large herds to 
drive the small owners away. The tendency is for the strong to overpower the weakr 
and that results from the fact that these lands are held loosely and not purchased. They 
get, possession of the water right, and hold all the land around it. That was how the 
revolution of last year was possible. 
I think that the more you can break up the baronial system the better it would be 
for the country. If we are goiug to promote civilization in New Mexico it is abso-
lutely necessary that we should break up this system, whether it is by owning the 
water in fee or by simple squatter rights. Yon must, of course, regulate it so that 
no one man can own the whole section. I think the chances are for a great number 
of cattle with small owners, rather than large owners. I think there are a large num-
ber of small ranchmen that would take up herds of cattle. The situation is this : you 
want to have just as many people in the country as possible. You want a lanu s,ys-
tem that will induce the greatest number of people; that will be land owners, ranch-
men, cattle owners, or whatever you may choose to term them. I think I would sell 
this land at public auction or private entry at a low rate. I am inclined to think that 
the pasturage homestead entry is a good thing. 
There is such a thing as getting water by digging wells and putting up windmills, 
and other pumping apparatus. There is something in the land system that allows a. 
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man by doing a certain amount qf work to acquire a certain amount of land. Might 
it not be possible to apply this principle to these pasturnge lamls, regulating the 
amount of land given by the amount of water he secured. lt might be necessary to 
clear up these arid belts where they are 50 miles away from water to make the quan-
tity of land given larger. That might induce aggregation of capital. . 
I think it would be well for the general government to conduct a system of experi-
ments in regard to artesian wells. I think that might with propriety be made part 
and parcel of the geological survey. I think it is economy to do anything and every-
thing yon can to increase the population. 
I am inclined to think that the old civilization here has no very great love for the 
new. There has been progress in the country, moral and otherwise. There used to be 
a time when priests would go into a bar-room and get a drink like any other ordinary 
mortal, but now they don't. You see screens in front of the doors now, and no more 
gambling in the public places. I think the Pueblos are the most industrious of the 
native population. 
1'estimony of Trinidad Romero, Las Vegas, N. Mex. 
LAS VEGAS, N. MEX., September 5, 1879. 
Hon. TRINIDAD ROMERO (ex-member Forty-fifth Congress), sheep and cattle owner, 
made the following statement: 
I am well acquainted with the lands in New Mexico. A great portion of it is pas-
turage land; only along the streams is it fit for agriculture. Much more could be culti-
vated if there was water. The future industry of the country is to be stock raising and 
not agriculture, though it may become a fruit-raising country, and that will pay better 
than wheat and corn. We raise very good fruit now, such as grapet1, peaches, apples, 
apricots, plums, pears, &c., and most all kinds of vegetables, along the skeams. There 
is not much frost to destroy fruits and vegetabloo ; and then we have dew. 
There are very often conflicts between sheep and cattle men. The cattle men are of 
the opinion that sheep destroy the grazing. If these lands were parceled off for sheep 
and cattle men there would be no difficulty. My stock ranch is near Fort Bascom. I 
have about 40,000 head of sheep and 5,000 head of cattle. There is no trouble, because 
they are kept apart; the sheep grazing on the hills and the cattle on the bottoms and 
in the canons. I have never had any trouble, and if this method was carried out there 
would be no difficulties. , 
If these lands were fenced it would be much better. In that case you could have 
the sheep and cattle separate. Wherever the sheep men turn their sheep on the cattle 
ranges there is trouble. The cattle go away and the sheep tramp down the grass. I 
think that 30 acres of land can sustain 10 cattle the year round. I think if you put 30 
acres under fence and put in 10 beef they will be sustained. Taking a range, I do not 
know hut it would take a much larger amount. About 10 sheep is equivalent to one 
beef. That is, 10 sheep could be grazed where 1 beef could be grazed. 
'.rhere is plenty of water in my region. I am down on the Canadian River. The 
water rights are not all yet taken up. We have no trouble for water, there is plenty, 
and the country is not yet overstocked with sheep and cattle ; there is room for plenty 
more yet. 
Question. Have you any suggestions to make as to the disposal of this pasturage 
land f-Answer. My idea about that is that it is not a good policy for the government 
to sell the land, for then great monopolists might get hold of the land and do as they 
please with it. I think it would be well to dispose of it in pasturage homesteads of 
3,000 acres to each man, at a low rate, at 10 cents per a.ere, on condition that he put 
up a house and cultivate in timber 5 acres of land, and the government could then give 
him a patent to that land. That would be an inducement for people to settle all over 
the country. I think the present homestead and pre-emption system is not adapted 
to tl;ris country. 
I am 110 miles southeast of Las Vegas, and at about 3,000 feet altitude, which is 
much lower than Las Vegas. You can obtain water there in some places at 10 feet, in 
other places 20, 30, and in some places you have to go as deep as 100 feet. I think 
the policy of giving each man 3,000 acres would build up the country very fast, 
but I would not advise selling it in large unlimited tracts, because then monopolists 
would get hold of it. I think it would be a good thing to allow each man to have his 
pasturage homestead, and then allow each man to take as many additional acres as he 
has head of stock at the time of entry or purchase. The actual settlers should lie pro-
tected with their bands of stock. -
I think it would be very unjust to do anything that would destroy the b.ornes 0£ 
the Mexicans along the little streams. Many of these people have lived tb,a.re years 
and Jears, but have no title to the land, and very little money. I think it oughu t0 
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be so arranged that the rectangular subdivisions should be made sma]ler, so that the 
Mexicans coulcl get their small irriga,ble strips along t,he streams. 
lnjgation improves t.be soil year after year. There could be ten times more than 
what there is now if ditches were dug and the water properly stored and saved. The 
rainfall has not increased for the last ten years, but, on the contrnry, the streams are 
falling behind. I know this from others, and my father tells me so. There are many 
dry streams now that at some past time were full of water. The bl3st irrigation dis-
tricts are along the Rio Grande, Pecos, and Canadian Rivers. I do not think New 
Mexico will ever be an agricultural country to any great extent. l think it will have 
to rely on mines and stock raising. 
The timber lands have nat yet been injured much, but when the miners come in 
they strip the hills of the timber. There is good timber from the timber line, which 
is at 1,200 feet, up to 6,000 or 7,000 feet. I think the whole subject of the destruction 
of timber could be best attended to by turning it all over to the register and receiver 
of the district land office. . · · 
Concerning mineral claims, I think that they ought to be square; that would stop 
all disputes that have arisen from not having such a law. We are just beginning to 
develop our mines, and the subject ought to be taken in time. The whole subject of 
mining titles should be placed in the hands of tho register and receiver of the district 
land office, as in the case of a,gricultural and other lands, so that the government can 
keep track of mineral titles from their inception until the patent issues. 
Q. How many sheep, horses, and cattle are there in the Territory 1-A. I think there 
are between f,000,000 and 8,000,000 sheep in New Mexico, avera,ging from $1 to $1.50 
each. There are about 500,000 cattle in the Territory, valued at about $15 per head, · 
and 200,000 or 300,000 head of horses, varying from $:W to $25 per head. 
The average price of wool is 10 or 15 cents per pound. Some of the wool is washed 
and some not. Each sbeep averages two pounds of wool. I think 30 acres will sup-
port ten head of cattle, if fenced; I mean, of course, average land. That is my ex-
perience. I live four miles from Las Vegas, and I have there fenced in about 1,000 
acres of land, and pasture some stock there-sheep and cattle. Then in the winter 
time I always have about 200 or 300 sheep, besides about 200 head of horses and cat-
tle, and that keeps them first-rate. That is, I mean to say that 1,000 fenced acres of 
hill and bottom land will keep GOO bead of stock, sheep, horses, :mcl cattle. 
I think it would be well to allow 3,000 acres of land as a pasturage homestead, be-
cause that would give the 11eople room enough, and, as wells would often have to be 
dug (sometimes at a depth of 300 feet) they would not dig them for a less amount of 
land. If it was 1,000 acres some people would not dig wells, on account of the ex-
pense, which is often quite heavy. I would make it one of the conditions of a pas-
turage homestead that the settler should bring water on the land and improve jt by 
trees, and at the end of five years I would give him this land, if there was water 
enough to supply five hundred bead of stock. · 
Q. Are not people prevented from c9ruing into the county by reason of the cloud on 
Mexican title '/-A. Mexican titles are good but t,be land has never been properly sur-
veyed. The government ought to provide for surveying these grants and then the 
people would know exactly what they are about. The way they are now the people 
are afraid to take them up. They do not know whether it is public land or in t,he 
Mexican grant; and I would have these lands honestly surveyed and t,hen require that 
t,he persons holding these claims enter them within one year after tbe survey is made, 
and if they dic1 not do so, then the land should be forfeited to the government. I think 
that Congress ought to confirm those claims that have already been proved up and 
presented to C"Ongress for confirmation. This grant question ought to be settled at 
once, as well as the difficulties in Lincoln County, which are caused by t.he inroads of 
persons from Texas. If there were permanent titles to the land I think it would tend 
to settle all such clifficuHies. 
I think I would sell the timber land right out at $1.25 per acre, allowing it to be 
taken in limited tracts. Saw-mill men could then buy the land from other parties. 
The greatest need we have is people, but we want good, enterprising people. 
I think there is an imperative necessity for the government doing two things: 
1. Dispose of the land at the cheapest price, under proper restrictions and condi-
tions. 
2. Confirming· at once a,ll(l settling the titles to these Mexican claims. 
Testi.mony of William, White, _ Santa Fe, N: Mex. 
SANTA FE, N. MEX., SeJJtem.ber 2, 1879. 
WILLIAM WHITE, deputy smveyor, made the following statement : 
Question. How long have you been a deputy surveyor ¥-Answer. Off and on since 
1872. 
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Q. You have heard the statements of Mr. Pratt, do you concur in what he says f--
A. Not entirely. I do not see any use for this extremely accurate and expensive sur-
vey of the public lands by triangulation. It is simply the purpose of the government to 
put the land in the hands of the people, and the land is now surveyed with sufficient 
accuracy for all practical purposes. When the government parts title to its land, as 
in Illinois and Missouri, it no longer has an interest in them. 
Q. Have you any suggestions to make 1-A I saw among other objections to this 
system of surveys a complaint made that there is not sufficient information with 
regard to the altitudes and the formation of the earth's surface, contours, &c. I 
would suggest as regards that that a great deal of information could be given by 
obliging the deputy surveyors to carry one of these ordinary pock et barometers in the 
field and note the elevations and depressions of the land a.s they pass over it. Of counie, 
the altitudes thus obtained will not be extremely accurate, but still they would gi.-e 
a great deal of useful information and be sufficiently accurat e for general purposes. 
I would suggest, too, that he carry a thermometer that could be read, arnl there yon 
have a check on this whole syr,tem of observation throughout the extent of the public 
surveys. This taken together with the reading of the baromoter would cost hardly 
anything, and be of great use. These instruments could be the property of the govern-
ment, to be taken by t,he deputy surveyors and retnrnecl_tothe surveyor-general wheµ 
done with. 
I was spoken to this moruing about the question of making an alteration in the price of 
public land. My opinion is that it is very much to the interest of the government to 
go very slowly in that matter. This thing of determining what is arid, worthless land 
seems to be very simple, but it is not , heeause it is al together governed by circum-
stances which you cannot foresee. Valueless land to-day is settled, cultivated land 
to-morrow. Land that is slimly populated men will not look at, but when densely pop-
ulated it is cultivated and valuable. I think that this ca.JI for this great reduction in 
the price of laud, and to sell large tracts of it which are now regarded as valueless, 
comes from swindlers who want to buy it very cheap and sell it very dear. It comes 
also from men who own large herds of cattle and sheep, and, of course, who like-to get 
hold of it for little or nothing, so that they can subsist their auimals upon it. So far 
as delay is concerned, it does not hurt these men who own the cattle; they are now 
grazing free of cost. I think that ought to satisfy them. It would be better to lease 
this land to them for a term of years. I do not see the necessity of sacrificing large 
tracts of land, selling it now and getting very little for it, whereas in the course of 
years this land will be very valuable. They are constantly finding out that water can 
be obtained in one vla1.Je and another. Right in this town there is land which was sup-
posed to be valueless, and it is now found that it can be cultivated with water. I 
do not think that all the water in our country is yet known. There are also very large 
tracts now claimed as worthless that in course of time will be valuable by means of 
water. 
Q. Don't you think there should be some classification method adopted for defining 
the kind and character of the land which the cleputy surveyor returns on the map and 
field-notes !-A. More information, I suppose, could be obtained in regard to this point 
by greater accuracy of surveys. 
Q. Suppose you had a geologist, ·would that help yon any f-A. Yes, I think it would 
materially. If the pay for subdividing was better you would then have a better class 
of work. 
Q. Do you not think it would be better to have one general United States law that 
would regulate all mining matters ?-A. Yes, I think it would. 
Q. Don't you think that the register and receiver, or by deputy, should have the first 
inception of mineral titles, and that it all should be in the land office and not in the 
office of the local recorder f-A. I think that would be very much better, for the rea-
sons that the other gentleman stated. 
Before closing I shnuld like to sa,y again that I do not believe it to the best interest 
of the government to sell these lands in large tracts, and that it should be done with 
great care if it is done at all. 
TeBtimony of Chas. M. Rolker, rnining engineer, l\reu.1 York. 
~ 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
NEW YORK, November 6, 1879. 
P.u.blic Land CornntiBBion, Washington, D. C.: 
SIR: The editor of the Engineering and Mining Journal has given me a copy of 
your printed questions, with a request to answer such as I am personally familiar 
with, and I =ill answer Beriatim the questions on "lode claims" as far as I can speak 
from personal experience. 
• 
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1. I am an educated mining engineer, studied in Europe (Clausthal School of Mines) 
and in this country (New York School of Mines). I have followed this, my specific 
business, since 1868. I have seen and examined the principal Ge.rman metal mines, 
and examined the following districts in this country: the New Jersey iron and zinc 
mines; Pennsyl vania-Wilkesbarre, and Scranton coal regions; the Wisconsin lead 
mines; Lake Superior iron mines and copper mines; the Mariposa County, California, 
gold mines; the mines of Story, Lydns, and Ormbsby, Washoe, Echo, and Elko, and 
the Eastern Nevada mines. The Nevada mines have come under my observation for an 
uninterrupted period of over two years. Aside from professional examination in 
these districts for individuals and stockholders, as commissioner I have been in charge 
of the Mariposa estate, and directed prospecting operations in Washoe County, Nevada, 
and am at present on the point of starting for Silon Reef, Utah, to direct the work-
ings of a New York company, the Stormont Company's mines and mills. 
2. Overlapping should not be allowed in locating claims, as it will always give rise 
to lawsuits and blackmail claims as soon as either claim is coming to the front as a 
paying proposition. I have had difficulty myself in Peavine district, Nevada, which, 
however, resulted in no lawsuit nor fighting, simply because with the larger number 
of men at my command I simply removed the monuments as soon as erected; and law-
suits would not b~ brought because men no doubt had not sufficient confidence in their 
claims to risk their money in suits, and also because they knew, well backed as I was 
with money, that litigation would be costly. Among individual prospectors of the 
same financial caliber frequent troubles arise by one party starting a shaft, &c., in the 
overlapping ground. Rigid laws should be passed to prevent future swinging of claims 
by forcing- the district recorder to survey each claim in person (so he can not depute 
the locatmg party), to :fix the monuments, to keep in ONE book of survey records the 
bearings of these claims' end and side lines, and that afterwards it be entered on 
the district plat, say within thirty days of day of location. Have such in express 
terms of United States laws expressed, and let a claim not placed on record in such or 
similar manner be forfeited. The locator shall locate in the presence of the recorder, 
and at that time the district recorder sha11 survey it, the claim, in person, or by his 
lawful deputy recorder appointed at the annual meeting in advance, but no other per-
D
• · ·son shall be qualified. The deputy recorder shall place the monuments, 6 in all, 
4 corner and 2 center monuments, and it shall be unlawful to overlap ground once 
located. On the posts have the name of the claim a.nd locator and day when 
, • .located. Such having been complied with and the recorder stamping with his 
seal (rubber stamp) the corner posts, a certain fine should be fixed for any one med-
dling with, changing these posts, or jts equivalent in imprisonment. Now it shall be 
the duty (under penalty of$--) of the recorder to enter such claim and its notice of 
location just as of old on the record book within twenty days of day of location, and 
on the district mine plat within thirty days after location notice. The stamp on the 
posts is sufficient warning to others and the :fine imposed on the recorder to comply 
with the law. It shall be against the law and subject to fine of $-- (bondsmen 
always can pay up) to keep more than one book of locations or survey records at one 
time, and no new book shall be used until the :first is full. This abuse prevails in the 
West; say three books of record are run at the same time. A locates on the 3d at 11 
a. m.; B on the 5th at 1 a. m.; C, a friend of the recorder, locates in reality, as it 
now goes, on the 20th the same claim, or drives old-looking posts somewhere near the 
tree monuments; he claims the wind blew his notices down, and tells A he jumped his 
claim unlawfully. They go to the recorder, he turns to the other book in which 
neither A nor Bare recorded, but kept for such occasions, and t,urns to a page, and A 
:finds, although in reality he located prior to C, still that the records show, say, he 
located on the second at night. The records condemn him, and C has still time to the 
23d to do his two day's work, as many local regulations require that to be done within 
twenty days after location. As such A, the rightful locator, is defrauded. Sometimes 
pages are ke.,12t blank :for similar purposes. Such acts of the recorder, for which he gen-
erally gets $20, sometimes a drink, should be punishable by a fine of at least $500, and 
imprisonment besides. Hard as it may seem, I know of such practices. Were such a 
law in force the late bloodshed in Borie, about the Jupiter and Owyhee claims, would 
have been avoided, as one generally known scandal, and many a quiet row would be 
avoided. Not too much. care can be exercised in the first locating and getting the 
records clear, for it is the foundation to the future successful structure dependent 
on the good mine. 
4. The top or apex of a lode is the outcrop (a), or, in case of a blind ledge, that line 
of the vein or lode which approaches the surface the nearest. In some cases, it is im-
a possible to determine dip of lode in early work-
,-<'.· ,· . •. . \, ~ .,, ,, . , • :---. ings, and often, if many ravines and bills trav-%;,;/i,;q,,_;,';')';;1///JJ erse the country also, its course can only he 
11(111/.1//;, 1/, IA~ inferred from the supposed action they bad on 
/J 1///,~' the course of the vein. For the dip I simply 
quote you the Comstock lode, which in force 
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dipped west (one of its branches), and it was also ore-bearing in the western dip, and 
only when reachlng the eastern dip, at about 300 feet depth, parties found out that what 
appeared as an immense fissure proved to be in reality a spur. In the 
- Union Consolidated, in Southern Califor-~ 
;1;, 1 I nia, this change of dip only occurs at 700 E 
. If/I/II; feet (nearly) depth. Until they struck this W 
_l\,.._-,,;;;;v1_~/I 1 1/ / 1 dip, changing into the opposite direction, "'\ ~~ '.I// no one dreamed the lode ever would turn. \~ ~ \ ,W/1/f /f Then you have lodes, not side or companion veins or spurs, Z ~ \., ~- 1/ 11 which on gaining depth come outside of the reach of sur-\ ~\ '111/l//; 1/ face shooings, i£ I may say and assume the general country 
, 7///II/ dip. Now, this may take place at such depth that early 
workings cannot determine the true dip. Often, yes, very 
often, in regular and less disturbed country, it can be determined, but not always. 
-Or take a ledge dipping as I found one in Peavine district, ---::::,,-cn-,----
dipping above 82°, then 60°, then 45°; and its final dip was 
22°, after attaining 265 feet vertical depth. In the same dis-
trict I found the change from eastern to western dip due to 
the action of country rock. Such is liable to occur :frequently 
in zones of contact. 
5. Yes, they are. 
6. I have heard of such difficulties ; but if, instead of arguing whether or not a ledge 
belongs to a certain outcrop, the court would order a disinterested · mining man to 
raise up a small hole or shaft, or winze, properly speaking, on the lode until it cuts 
the surface or comes out in the apex, such matters would be easier settled, and such 
should be done at the expense of both parties, and would cost less than expensive 
suits and expert testi-
mony, &c., maps, mod-
els. Then the judge and 
jury could see for them-
selves. Seldom such 
troubles arise after 
great depth has been ,,.,,,. 
attained. Say two 
croppings exist on a 
hill ; my tunnel opens 10 / 
a ledge. !located apex 1 ! 
1. Tom located apex 2. tumzell 
I should simply mise up to apex 1 to prove my ledge to the satisfaction of any one, 
and prove his assumed dotted course (a) wrong and (b) probable. 
7 and 8. I know of a ledge at Rye Patch Mining Camp, in Nevada, where one lode 
has two outcrops or apeces. a the Depha ledge, the 
older location ; r the Rye Patch ledge, the newer loca- / k ~ - " 
tion. r cuts off a without a doiibt (I examined the case ; ~of:; ~~i ~-
only begi;11ning of last September), and the suit has just :.,,?"" ~ ~ ?' ,i +. 
temporarily been settled in the Winnemucca courts. ,....~~ ~)_;:; -=-
The point c_ontested was not what you ask in 8, but ~ ~ 
was a question of a forfeiting mine on account of legal -,_,, .,~ Y. 
work not performed. · fJ/1;-" 
9. In some instances. -
10. Decidedly yes; and Nevada and California mines will certainly suffer by the 
vertical boundary theory. As far as I arn able to judge it is a special Colorado notion 
to cover its specific cases, which they can do by local laws; but the average of mines 
in this country would suffer under such legislation. 
11. vVorks both ways; its final result is to open up mineral lands and resources. 
12. B can try it, but having no case it depends 
on the judge to allow such blackmail. Should, 
with a flat dip of the lode the opposite of the 
sketch, B's shaft strike lode outside of A's side 
lines at a point not yet reached by A, A. could, ---:7''-:H---rtt--+---
with intelligent judge, take jnjunction on B to 
await proof; but certainly the opposite no intelli-
gent and impartialjudge could encourage. B cer-
tainly can start a suit, as anybody can sue for what 
does not belong to him, and i£ he has a sufficient 
number of men to swear by twenty-dollar pieces 
he may even cause inconvenience to A; but very 
fow laws, if any imaginable, could prevent such an 
attempt. I don't know of a case where, save a lit-
tle sparring, it did, under your stated circum-
stance, cause considerable inconvenience. 
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13. First part, yes; but would be remedied by my answer to second part, no; but 
questions of absolute title. 
14. Yes, it is. 
15. No; but my answer to 2 tells you something of the books of record. 
16. 'rhey generally modify immaterially the forms required under May 10, 1872, ex-
cept the affida,yit of 2, to testify to the fulfillment of Congressional and local laws, 
w hicb is hardly ever done. 
17. If claim has been located wrong, say, on course, and it is not open to· relocation 
according to law, the original locator simply locates bis own claim anew and files 
and records new notices, recalling the former. 
18. Yes. My remedy suggest,ed is that, say, recorder must give, S'l.Y, two bondsmen 
of $1,000 e::teb, which bonds are filed with the county recorder of deeds, imposing fines 
on suggestions made under 2, and enforcing them strictly. This will give us better 
recorders. The recorder ought to be able to read and write himself, and not use bis 
deputy for it; be able to make rough mine surveys and sketches or plats with a com-
pass. 
19. I think it would be well to leave t~e mining recorder, but force him under pen-
alty to send every ten days copies of notices of location, with survey minutes and 
plats, to the United States land officers of the district, so as to guard against future 
frauds and side entries or destruction of records by fire, so prevalent and disastrous 
in the West, where the high winds prevail. 
20. No; I think Letter leave it to the courts; for in mining districts, at least at 
present, the judges and bar generally are better acquainted with the practical ex-
planation of mining laws than the far-off land officers; but I think instead of laying 
mining cases before juries of men prejudiced by ignorance or bribed hy parties, as such 
incapable to judge because it often goes beyond their intellect, that it is better to have 
three judges to lay the case before. The study and education of a judge qualifies him 
more than any jury, except it be composed of impartial mining experts, to decide 
mining difficulties; and in the end it will prove advantageous to all concerned in our 
mining domain. 
21. Outside of remedies suggested I have only to say that, after thus having secured 
official absolute title by presence, &c., of recorder, and forcing recorder to bis duties, 
that the receipts for the $100 required to Le done by law annually should be recortled 
and :filed, with the proper receipts and vouchers, in the mining recorder's office, who 
in turn forwards them to the land office; that the not :filing of such work done, with 
the vouchers, sworn to before a notary, forfeits the claim if such is not clone within one 
year from the date of location, or the after years, commencing and ending on the date 
on which claim was located. 
22. Yes; I think it will. Two years after day of location I think is sufficient time 
to prove a claim ; and if parties do not do more than $200 worth of work on it, as it is 
only too often done, such claim ought to be forfeitell to the public domain. Provided 
patent has not been applied for within two years after location, even should several 
thousand dollars have been expended, I think it should be forfeited; for, as one, the 
government sbonld profit by our individual possession of the claims, outside of taxes, 
&c.; secondly, two years is sufficient, if diligently employed, to prove a mine; and 
when proved the United States should have the benefit of it. 
Should I not have been explicit enough in my answers, I shall always deem it a 
pleasure and honor to add to above. 
I remain, sir, your obedient servant, 
CHAS. M. ROLKER. 
P. S.-1 am neither interested in mines nor locations, personally or indirectly. 
Testimony of Henry Warren, farmer, McMinnville, Yani Hill County, Oregon. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
.ing page 1. 
1. Henry Warren, farmer; McMinnville, Oreg. 
2. In Oregon thirty-two years. · 
3. Under the donation land laws. 
4. Receiver land office Oregon City, Oreg., for nine years. 
5. Contested cases six months; uncontested cases the usual time, under each of the 
different laws. 
6. Yes; parties should not be put to the unnecessary expense of advertising thirty 
days before they can make their entry; neither ought they to 1,e forced to go to the 
land offices with their witnesses. The new law requiring this is an imposition upon 
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a class of people who are not able to pay it. It costs now about $30, when under the 
old law it only cost one-fourth of that sum. 
7. Public lands now here is mostly timber and pastoral lands. 
8. By a general rule. 
10. The present laws are sufficient unless small fractions disconnected from other 
lands, which should be disposed of at private entry. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Need no irrigation in Oregon; snowfall in valleys; but little in Middle Oregon. 
2. From November to February. 
3. All portions that can be plowed. 
5. AU crops. 
8. I have no knowledge _of it. 
12. Many thousand acres. 
13. Yes ; 160 acres. 
14. One hundred and sixty acres. 
15. Four acres. 
16. Fifty head. 
18. Diminished. 
19. Yes. 
21. Plenty. 
22. Ten. 
23. Diminished. 
24. No; sheep will starve the cattle. 
25. None as yet. 
26. Don't remember. 
TIMBER. 
1. Large amount in the mountains. 
2. Fir, spruce, hemlock, oak, ash, alder, &c. 
4. I would classify the land as to price. 
5. No, not in the fir-bearing land. 
6. Generally from carelessness; heavy penalty should be paid for it. 
7. Not much in this section of the country; timber not easily gotten at. 
9. No. 
1.esti1nony of Orson A. Stearns, Plevna Precinct, Lake County, Orego1i. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fa.c. 
ing page 1. 
LINKVILLE, OREG,, November 28, 1879. 
To the Public Land Conirnission, Washington, D. C.: 
In answer to the interrogatories propounded in your circular addressed to myself, 
I beg to submit the following: 
1. My name is Orson A. Stearns; I reside in Plevna Precinct, Lake County, Oregon; 
am a farmer by occupation. 
2. Have resided in this county since the earliest settlement; was the second person 
to take up a place in this county, and while yet it was a portion of Jackson County. 
Have resided in this State since 1853. 
3. I have sought to acquire title to a piece of government land adjoining some I 
purchased of the State of Oregon under the soldiers' homestead law. 
4. I have been connected as witness and principal in an innumerable number of 
contests between :,ettlers and swamp-land speculators. 
5. The time of securing title to public lands varies, and in un.contested cases is un-
impeded an<l easy to obtain. In contested cases, where the conflict arises between the 
settler and swam,p or other land monopolies, it is frequently prolonged until the set-
tler is frozen or starvedout. Within my own know ledge, several contested cases which 
were tried over three years ago are undecided as yet, and several others have been 
tried over and over again under some ruling of the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office. 
6. 'l'here have been serious defects in the operations of the land laws, resulting some-
times from he different constructions placed upon them by different officers, some-
times bs the ocal land officers being interested in land speculations, or being appointed 
to their positions through the influence of wealthy land speculators to enable them 
more easily to defeat the claims of settlers. The present manner of taking depositiona 
30 LC 
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• n land cases, when the interrogatories, cross and rebutting, have to be filed, is not 
icalculated to develop the facts in the case, but rather promotes falsifying and perjury. 
I uelieve all evidence allowed in contested cases should be produced at the time of 
trial, and all witnesses should testify in the presence of the local officers and the ad-
verse party, subject to the rul, e of evidence, and all ex-parte testimony be inadmis-
sible. It would prevent false testimony being used as extensively, as a majority of the 
hired witnesses would not testify where they were cross-examined and confronted with 
the adverse party. 
7. The lands in this county are largely pastoral, though along the water-courses and 
next the foot-hUJR some considerable tracts of good farming lands are found. The 
high altitlll1e of this country and its liability to frost at any time during the summer 
renders farming, except hay raising, rather preca,rious, save in a few favored locali-
ties. The timber is confined to the spurs of the Cascade and Sierra Nevada Mount-
ains principally, though the high hills which separate the innumerable valleys and 
baRins of this county are partially covered with juniper, and in places with pine and 
fir timlier. The water-courses here are generally destitute of timber. Immediately 
along the larger water-courses and upon the borders of the many lakes and marshes 
are valuable hay lands, without which the pastoral pursuits would be very precarious. 
A great portion of the level lands not marshy are covered with a growth of sage brush 
and other brush peculiar to the light, friable soil found here, with intervening patches 
of low alkali patches or basins, where there is little vegetation found except a short 
salt grass. 
8 and 9. In my judgment the deputy United States land surveyors should give the 
nature of.the soil and its adaptability to the different pursuits, especially in a country 
like this, where such a wide difference exists in lands so contiguous to each other. In 
a pastoral country, where farming is neither profitable nor successful, native meadow 
-lands should be classed as such, and not returned as swamp or overflowed where they 
can be profitably used in the pursuits of husbandry in their native or wild condition. 
Pastoral lands, or such as are unfit for agriculture, em bracing a large area of this 
county, are of two classes-the hilly hunch-grass region and the sa,ge or so-ca1led 
desert tracts-where there grows a variety of grasf'!es among the brush that afford sus-
tenance to vast numbers of horses, cattle, and sheep. The timber lands should also be 
classified and priced according to their relative values. First, heavy timber or forests, 
where the timber is almost the only product of the soil and is suitable for lumbering 
purposes; second, the more thinly-timbered kinds, where the timber is less valuable 
for lumbering purposes; and third, that class that is sparsely timbered, or only suffi-
ciently so as to afford fire-wood and for some of the necessary improvements usual to 
newly-settled countries. 
10. In my opinion, every settler upon the public domain should be allowed to pur-
chase, at as low a valuation as it may be placed at, from 40 to 120 acres of timber 
land as near as may be to his farm, when such farm is prairie land, or so nearly so that 
there is insufficient for fire-wood or the improving of the land. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. In this county the rainfall is light, the summers being nearly always dry. The 
snow fallin$' frequently before sufficient rain has fallen to start the grass, generally 
melting off m February or March on the open country, but remaining in the mount-
ains until May or June. Summer rains are generally followed by frosts, except in 
sheltered or highly-favored localities. The water supply, except in places, is limited, 
and from the nature of the valleys, being low and level excepting in the foot-hills, 
there is not much chance for irrigation during the time such a measure would be ben-
eficial, owing to the fact that in most places the streams or channels from the mount-
ains become dry early in the season. . 
2. The rainfall generally occurs either in November or in February and April. I do 
not know its relative quantity, as it varies with the seasons, sometimes being greater 
in the fall, sometimes in the early spring. 
3. By fall plowing, where practicable, or summer fallowing, the larger portion of 
the arable land can be successfully cultivated without irrigation. 
4. Where practicable to irrigate, it would be beneficial to the larger portion of the 
lands, especially where too sandy or too strongly alkaline, as the water would tend to 
wash away and destroy the alkaline deposits that accumulate on the top of the land, 
as it dries and burns up or destroys the tender vegetation. 
5. Very few crops are raised by irrigation; except in a few localities it is not prac-
ticed, and then only in gardening. 
6 and 7. The water supplies here are generally the lakes, or deep, sluggish streams, 
that are raised sufficiently by the melting snows to dampen the low lands around them, 
excepting in dry seasons. Very few of the feeders to these lakes and rivers but are 
too remote from the agricultural portions to render them available, as the country is 
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so broken up into separate valleys and basins that canals to carry these waters would 
be too costly and expensive to be constructed. . 
8. In this part of the country there have been no opportunities for practical obser-
vation of the effects of irrigation. Crops are raised here at various altitudes, from 
4,200 to 4,500 feet. 
9. Is not pertinent to this country, for reasons above st~ted. 
10 an<l 11. Comparatively none. 
12. At least nine-tenths of it; or more, including timber range. 
13. It is; and the quantity sl10uld be not to exceed one section of strictly pasture 
land. · 
14. It is not, excepting where the country has been settled for a number of yea.rs 
and the agricultural lands nearly or quite all exhausted, when I would allow each set-
tler j;o enter contiguous pasture lands, which, together with his other lands, should 
not ~xceed one ~cction. 
15. From 10 to 12 acres. In newer sections, where the range has not been over-
stockerl, it takes less. 
Hi. From 100 to rn5 head. 
17. Cattle and horses both; there are perhaps about 30 to the square mile. 
18. It bas diminished, except in places remote from water, where it is only grazed 
during the late fall months. 
19. \\'"here they can secure a large range by a little fencing they do, but they gener-
ally run on the common, and are only separated during the winter, when they drive up 
those they wish to feed. They could be when water is plentiful for their use and feed 
provided against severe storms; otherwise, not. 
20. Undoubtec:lly they would, as with the present system the enterprising man is 
taxecl to improve his less enterprising neighbor's cattle, and bulls are not confined, but 
roam at will through the country. 
21. Springs, rivers, and lakes or ponds. 
22. Six sheep are generally equivalent to one cow. 
23. I think it is injured less by sheep than cattle, unless they are kept too continu-
ously upon one place year after year. 
24. They will not to any extent. 
25. Cattle men have strong prejudices against sheep, as the latter will drive the 
former away from any range where they are kept. 
26. There are more cattle than sheep ; the former are not herded; the latter are kept 
in herds of from 700 to 3,000 each. 
27. I believe none, as my opinions are set forth very fully in preceding answers. 
28. There is, on account of the insufficiency of the mounds and the poor quality as 
well as insufficient size of the posts set to mark the corners. 
TIMBER. 
1. The exact or approximate amount of timber in this county I could not state. On 
the west side of the county, which embraces the eastern slope of the Cascade Mount-
ains, there is a heavily timbered section, consisting of yellow and sugar pine, yellow 
cedar, red and white or balsam fir, with a few smaller and worthless varieties. The 
crests of the higher mountains dividing the numerous valleys and basins of the coun-
ty are covered with a similar growth of pine and fir, while on the lower hills, and 
scattered in small clumps or clusters, there is a considerable amount of juniper tim-
ber. 'l'here is, perhaps, one-third of the area of the county covere<l. with a growth of 
timber. 
2. There is no timber culture in the county within my knowledge, only a very few 
small orchards of fruit-trees set out. 
3. I would dispose of the public timber by sale only, and classify the timber lands 
as first, second, and third quality-the heavily timbered constituting the first or. most 
valuable class, which I would sell in 40-acre lots only, and at a minimum price of $4 
per acre. The second class, where the growth was less heavy and valuable, I would 
limit to 80 acres and place the price at $2.50 per acre ; while the third class, which 
would embrace 1ands that were very sparsely timbered or covered with timber suita-
ble only for fire-wood and the many requirements of a farmer's or rancher's uses, I 
would limit to 160 acres and fix the price at $1.25 per acre. This would enable those 
owning lands that were not supplied with timber to purchase and control enough for 
their own use and insure an economic use of the same. 
4. Includrd in above answer. 
5. In the heavy pine and fir forests there is a second growth, but it takes at least 
two or t,bree generations to enable it to reach sufficient size to be valuable. In the 
juniper forests there is no new growth. 
6. Forest fires here are generally the result of carelessness or wantonness on the 
part of hunters. Generally they are built by Indians to concentrate game. The 
method of prevention in the former case would be to make it an offense punishable 
with a heavy fine or imprisonment, and give half the amount recovered, or a sufficient 
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remuneration, to insure the conviction of the guilty parties. In the latter case punish 
the Indians by taking from them their annuities or forbidding them the privilege of 
hunting outside their several reservations. 
8. The local customs as to cutting public timber are that the ownership rests with 
the party cutting it, except where such party is hired by the day, which is a rare oc-
currence. Rails, shingles, shakes, cord-wood, fence-posts, and saw logs are generally 
purchased of the party who fells the timber at customary prices, and are often con-
tracted for in advance. In this section the dead and fallen timber is generally used 
for fire-wood, except near the towns, where it is customary to fell green timber and 
cut and cord it and let it season. Fence-posts are generally made of dry timber, 
either fallen or standing, as it is generally conceded that such timber lasts longer 
when set in the ground. 
9. I think it would, if instructions and regulations were adopted to render their 
administration efficient and impartial. But such offenses are usually condone! or 
overlooked in large or wealthy corporations, and only noticed where the offender has 
been informed on by some jealous or vindictive neighbor. 
Very respectfully, 
0. A. STEARNS. 
Testimony of Charles M. Fostei·, surveyor and cinil enginee-r, Baker City, Baker Cou,nty, 
Oregon. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
.Answers to questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
1. My name is Charles M. Foster; residence, Baker City, m Baker County, Oregon; 
occupation, a surveyor and civil engineer. 
2. Have lived in the county seventeen years. 
3. Have not. 
4. During the past nine years much of my time bas been spent in assisting parties 
in obtaining title to public lands, under the pre-emption, homestead, mining, desert, 
and timber laws of the United States. 
5. Under the pre-emption law it requires from forty-five months to five years to ob-
tain title, and costs the claimant from $21 to $50 exclusive uf a,creage. In contested 
cases the time and expense ::tre increased indefinitely. Under the homestea.d law it 
requires from six to eight years and costs from $43 to $90 to obtain title. Under the 
mining laws it has required not less than two years, and in some instances seven, to 
procure title. Under the timber and desert acts no titles have been outained in this 
county, although the provisions of law have been executed and complied with. The 
expense of obtaining title to mineral lands in each case range from $125 to $500, ex-
clusive of acreage. 
6. The following provisions of the pre-emption and homestead laws, in my opinion, 
ought to be changed, to-wit: "An act to provide additional regulations for homestead 
and pre-emption entries of public lands," approved March 3, 1879. The above act re-
quires the claimant of pre-emption and homestead lands to give notice of intention to 
make final proof by publication in a newspaper for thirty days. It is difficult to con-
ceive the object of the above act. As the homestead and pre-emption laws provide 
how and in what manner contested cases shall be determined, and further provides 
that none but actual settlers can receive the benefit of those laws, hence it follows 
that none but an actual resident upon the land can have and maintain a valid adverse 
claim; consequently it follows that the notice required above is given for the benefit 
of no one but the applicant's neighbor, who must be a resident of the same tract of 
land in order to be interested in the final proof; hence the published notice is a use-
less expense, as all adverse claimants must be, or must have been, upon the land and, 
of necessity, be in full possession of all the facts relative to the rights of the original 
claimant. 
Under the present homestead law, an applicant, if not residing upon the land, or 
some member of his family, must appear at the land office and make his affidavit. If 
he, or some member of his family, is residing upon the land, he can make his affidavit 
before the clerk of the county. Query: Why discriminate, and force the applicant to 
travel 1!10 miles to visit the laud office, which is the casern this districtT Again, under the 
present pre-emption and homestead laws the applicant, in making final proof, must pre-
sent himself in person at the land office and make his final affidavit, while the affidavits 
of his witnesses are permitted to be taken Lefore a clerk of a court of record or county 
judge. Why compel the claimant to travel long distances to reach the land office, and 
allow his witnesl:leS to be qualified before a county clerk or judge f 
7. The physical character of the public lands in this land district are arable, irriga-
ble, timber, pasturage, swamp, and minral, and can ouly be classified by geographical 
divisions. 
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AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate, mild. Rainfall, light. Snowfall varies from none to two feet in the 
valleys. Water-supply for irrigation is limited. 
2. The rainfall occurs late in the fall and early in the spring. From May until 
October no rain can be expected; consequently, during the irrigating season no rain 
can be expected. 
3. No portion. 
4. About one-tenth. 
5. All crops are raised by irrigation. 
6. About 3,000,000 cubic feet of water. Some land requires more, some less, owing 
to its character. 
7. The sources of water-supply are the mountain streams that are fed by the snow-
fall; in summer they shrink to one-third or one-tenth of their spring quantity. 
8. I have no experience on the subject of irrigation, only in this county. The fer-
tility of the soil is unquestionably injured by irrigation, not only in proportion to the 
increase of crop produced by it, but also by reason of the washing away of a portion 
of the soil yearly. 
9. It is impossible to calculate the portion of water wasted in irri~ation, and the 
portion returned to the stream. Some soils absorb treble the quantity of water of 
others. The return of surplus water to the stream, after irrigating, is voluntary. The 
doctrine prevaling here is that the first appropriator of the waters of a stream has the 
entire and exclusive control of the water he appropriates, consequently subsequent 
location of farms upon a stream affording but a limited supply of water are made at 
great peril. Much trouble and litigation has arisen from the practice of one man con-
trolling the water of a stream. There should be a law enacted requiring each farmer 
located upon a stream of water to use the water judiciously and return all the sur-
plus water to the natural channel, so it could :flow on to the next farm below. 
10. The waters of alJ streams available for inigation are claimed, under the com-
mon rule of miners, by posting a notice at the point on the stream where the water is 
to be diverted, and by cutting a ditch to convey the water. 
11. Conflicts relating to water rights arise from two parties claiming water from 
the same stream. The quantity appropriated and the priority of appropriation are 
the principal questions to be decided. 
12. About nine-tenths. 
13. It is not practicable. 
14. Thousands of acres of the pasturage lands in this land district are already in 
market, and have been for years, but no one will buy. 
15. Cannot say what quantity of land is requisite to pasture one head of beef, as 
the pasturage lands dry out and the grass becomes too dry for the cattle to eat in the 
dry season, and they resort to the bottoms and low lands. 
16. One hundred and fifty head of stock cattle. 
17. About five head, taking the whole county. 
18. It has diminished. Bunch-grass will not bear feeding. 
19. They do not. Cattle cannot be confined in winter unless fed. 
20. No. 
21. Mountain streams. 
22. Seven sheep are equal to one cow. 
23. Has diminished. 
24. They will not. 
26. In this county there are 50,000 cattle and 30,000 sheep, in herds of 5 to 5,000. 
28. There is not, as the surveys are of recent date comparatively. 
TIMBER, 
1. There are about 100 square miles of timber lands in Baker County. Its charac-
ter is pine, fir, and tamarljl,ck. 
2. No timber planted. 
3. My opinion is that timber lands should be disposed of the same as placer mining 
ground is at present-that is, by legal subdivisions where the surveys have been ex-
tended, and unsurveyed lands to be surveyed in tracts not exceeding 160 acres, in any 
form the applicant might desire. The reason for such disposition is this: In all of 
the mining districts in this State the timber lands are located npon the mountains, 
and are never sectionized by the government, for the reason that sufficient land can-
not be sold to justify the expense. Hence the necessity of some law whereby persons 
who desire to manufacture lumber in these mining camps ancl districts can purchase 
timber wherever they may wish. The present timber act applicable to Oregon is 
simply an outrage upon the people in every section of the State where the timber 
lands are not sectionized. In this part of Oregon it virtually compels every man to 
cut his own wood and manufacture his own lumber. It is difficult to conceive of a 
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greater absurdity than the present law. I think 160 acres are sufficient for one per-
son, and $2 per acre a sufficient price. Trees in our forests suitable for making lum-
ber are scarce, hence the necessity of allowing a party to buy as much as 160 acres. A 
stumpage law would work well here. 
4. I would not classify timber lands. 
5. There is a second growth of timber; same character as the original. Its growth 
is slow. 
6. Indians are the prime cause of our forest :fires. Each year the fires consume 
more wood than the entire population of the country. The prevention of these fires 
is simple-kill every Indian that leaves his reservation. 
7. No unnecessary depredations are committed. 
8. Have no local customs. 
9. If the present timber laws were enforced it would necessitate the abandonment 
of this entire county. The timber laws would undoubtedly be more efficiently exe-
cuted if placed within the jurisdiction of the district land officers. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Have mined more or less in California, Oregon, and Idaho Territory during the 
past twenty years. Have acted in the capacity of deputy United States mineral sur-
veyor since 1871. · 
2. There are many defects in the mining acts. First, 'there is altogether too much 
red tape, too much expense, and too much time required to obtain title. (See my 
answer to question 21.) 
3. The official practice of :filing surveys of lode claims which overlap on the surface 
is wrong, and wholly unwarranted by the mining law. Section 2322 of Revised Stat-
ute gives the locator on a lode all the surface ground and all the mineral-bearing 
veins within his lines of location. Hence what right has a subsequent locator to 
overlap another claim, 
4. The top or apex of a vein or lode iA that portion of the vein tlrn,t is visible in the 
country rock whoo the loose dirt or earth has been Iemoved. Some veins stand up 
above the country rock like a wall. The top of such veins would be the highest part 
of such wall above the ground or bed-rock. The top of a vein can be determined by 
uncovering it at any point; the true strike of a vein can only be determined by un-
covering the entire vein or by uncovering it at various points so as to prove its con-
tinuity; the dip must be determined by sinking a shaft or incline on the lode. It 
very seldom happens that all these features can be determined in the early working 
of a vein. 
5. The rights of a discoverer are properly protected under the present law, the bur-
den under which he la15ors being the determination of the true strike of the vein. 
This be must ascertain or take the chances of not including the vein within his lateral 
boundaries. The dip of a vein cuts no figure in the original location of a claim. 
6. Litigation has not, to my knowledge, grown out of the impossibility of determin-
ing the true course of a vein, but has ensued from carelessness in making a location 
before the strike of a vein was determined. The famous Emma mine in Utah was 
located crosswise of the vein instead of lengthwise through a, misapprehension of its 
true course. 
7. Have not. 
9. I have never known the outcrop of a vein to exceed the legal width of a claim. 
The float may be distributed over a space wider than a fawful claim. 
10. They clo, unless the true course of the vein js determined before the claim is 
located; hence the fault of the present law requiring tho end lines to be parallel. 
11. Locations on alleged veins are not permissible under the present law. No loca-
tion can be made until a mineral-bearing vein has been discovered. 
12. B cannot under the present law. Tho original locator can follow the dip of his 
vein wherever it goes. 
13. I have known litigation to arise from a subsequent locator striking the original 
vein outside of the lateral lines of the original claim, but the only trouble in such 
cases can be removed by connecting and tracing the vein in the first location to the 
works on the subsequent claim. Whenever it is shown that the subsequent locator is 
working the same vein as the original locator, then there can be no chance for dis-
pute under the present law. 
14. It is difficult to conceive what provision could be inserted in the mining law 
affording any further protection to miners in following the dip in their veins or that 
would preve~t litigation. 
15. At Auburn, in Baker County, Oregon, I was present and assisted in organizing a 
local mining district. There were about thirty miners present; none others took part. 
'I'he only officer elected was a district recorder. His duties consisted of going upon 
the claim (when called upon to record it) to measure it and to describe it with suffi-
cient certainty so it could be readily found, and to record and number the claim in a. 
r 
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book k;pt for that purpose . . The record-book of a mining district consists of a book 
in which the boundaries of the district are described and the rules ~overning the loca-
tion, holding, and making of claims, and if the book is of sufficient size, it also con-
tains the record of location of claims. The books commonly used are 4 by 7 pass-
books, carried in the pocket. When one is full another is procured, and in course of 
time some of the books are lost or mislaid; hence the records are in nine cases out of ten 
defective. At the present time in this section of the State not one mining district in 
five pretends to keep up an organization. 
16. The common mode of taking up and locating a mining claim under local rules 
is to measure off the claim of the size allowed and set stakes at the corners, and then 
post a notice on the claim and have the notice recorded by the local recorder of the 
district. The object of the record is to give notice to outside parties that the partic-
ular piece of land has been claimed. So long as the claimant complies with the local 
rules be can bold the claim. 
17. The record can.not be altered, but a new location can be made covering the 
original claim and embracing others. 
18. Litigation has ensued from fraudulent manipulation of records, and there is no 
security against it. 
19. Local mining laws and rules are a nuisance, and should be abolished at once 
and the initiation of record title be placed with the county clerks of t~e various min-
ing counties. The land office is too remote from the mines in these Western States. 
For in.stance, a party wishes to ascertain whether a particular tract of ground has 
been located. If the record of such location is in the district land office he must 
travel hundreds.>£ miles to ascertain. The county clerk's office is the proper place . 
. 20. To transfer the jurisdiction of controversies concerning mineral lands from the 
State courts to the local land officers would, in my opinion, be wrong for two reasons: 
1st, as a rule United States land officers are poor lawyers, even in land matters, and I 
think that our circuit and district judges can come nearer doing justice to mineral liti-
gants than the local land officers r 2d 1 it would be very expensive for litigants to 
attend the United States land office with their witnesses, the distance being so great. 
21. I think it desirable to retain the leading featmes of the present mining laws; 
its red tape and expensive administration are its most obnoxious features. To illus-
trate I append a list of papers that are essential in order to place a claim before the 
General Land Office for patent. 
1st. Request of chimant for survey-the request must be in writing, and made to 
the surveyor-general. 
2d. E1stimate of office work in surveyor-general's office. 
3d. Claimant makes a deposit of such expense. 
4th. Three duplicate receipts of such deposit, one of which is sent to United States 
Treasurer, one to surveyor-general, and the third is retained by the claimant. 
5th. Order of survesor-general to deputy surveyor to survey claim. 
6th. Survev of claim and field-noteR of same. 
7th. Two affidavits of assistants in making survey. 
8th. Affidavit of deputy surveyor as to the correctness of survey. 
9th. Certificate of deputy surveyor to character of ground and value of improve-
ments. 
10th. Affidavit of two disinterested persons as to value of improvements. 
11th. Plat of claim and field-notes for surveyor-general. 
12th. Affidavit of two persons that no vein or lode exists on the claim. (If the claim 
is a placer.) 
13th. Four plats of claim made by surveyor-genera~. 
14th. Two copies of field-notes, with two certificates on each. 
15th. Notice of application for patent posted on claim with field-notes and also plat 
of claim must be posted on ~laim. 
16th. Affidavit of two disinterested persons that the notice of intention to apply for 
patent, copy of field-notes, and plat of claim were posted. 
17th. Affidavit of claimant of citizenship. 
18th. Certificate of no suit pending (by clerk of county). • 
19th. Sworn application of claimant for patent. 
20th. Certified copy of original notice of location and abstract of title. 
21st. Agreement of publisher not to hold United States responsible. 
22d. Transmission of papers to land office with $10 register and receiver's fees, with 
request for order of publication. 
23d. Order of publication. 
24th. Affidavit of claimant that notice and plat remained posted on claim during 
sixty days of publication. 
25th. Affidavit of claimant to costs in case. 
26th. Affidavit of printer that notice was published. 
27th. Certificate of register that plat, field-notes, and notice were posted in his office 
sixty days. · 
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To the above maze of red tape add the exorbitant fees of the surveyor-genera 1, which 
on 1,his coast range from $25 to $40 in each case; the local land office fee of $10, and 
the printer's charge of $15 and $30 in each case, and is it to be wondered at that so 
few miners seek to obtain title under the present law. But the above expense is not 
all; in order for the miner to engineer his claim through to patent he must call to his 
aid the services of an attorney, which never are less than $50 and sometimes reach 
$500. 
We will now eliminate some of the red tape and state ·what we believe to be neces-
sary steps·for a miner to take in order to obtain a patent. 
1st. Let the claimant make his application for survey of his claim direct to the dep-
uty surveyor, this will save one month's time in this State. 
2d. Let the deputy surveyor make the-survey and return a transcript of the field-
notes to the surveyor-general. Abolish all fees to the surveyor-general. 
3d. After the survey is made let the claimant post upon the claim for sixty days his 
notice of application for patent, giving a description of the claim by the field-notes. 
No pfat is necessary to be posted. 
4th. At the expiration of the sixty days let the claimant make his application for 
patent to the land office, showing his title, amount of improvements, citizenship, &c., 
as at present, and pay his acreage. Abolish the publication of notice, it does no good, 
not one miner in fifty ever sees a copy of the paper containing the notice ; with equal 
propriety you might require the pre-emptor of agricultural lands to publish a notice. 
22. There ought to be a limitation to the possessory title to a mining cla,im, and the 
claimant should be compelled to acquire title from government within two years from 
date of his location, and where claims have been held and marked fo:, a series of years 
the owners should be compelled to obtain title or commence proceedings theref.or 
within one year. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. About one-tenth, and mostly surface diggings. 
2. I am. Have spent several years in mining, and have acted in the capacity of 
United States deputy mineral surveyor. 
3. Not less than two years and often five and seven years to obtain United States pat-
ent without contest and twenty-four hours to obtain possessory title to a mine without 
contest, and a lifetime with contest. 
4. The experience of others in this vicinitv corroborate the above answers. 
5. They are defective. y 
6. There is no time fixed in the present mining law in which the applicant for patent 
must pay for the land embraced in bis claim; consequently parties to my personal 
knowledge have made application for patent and then rested their case, and worked 
the claim out and gone elsewhere; hence in many instances the government never re- • 
alizes a dollar for the ground. (See my answer to question 21 under caption of lode · 
claims.) 
7. No titles are obtained for non-mineral lands. 
8. It has not. 
9. I do not. 
Testimony of J. L. Morrow, r,ierchant, town of Heppner, Umatilla County, Oregon. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
1. J. L. Morrow; town of Heppner; merchant. 
2. Fifteen years. 
3. Not any. 
4. My experience has been limited. 
5. Can't call to memory any. 
7. We have complete ~ariety. Mountains covered with timber, plains undulating 
and covered with grass and every variety of soil; both pastoral, agricultural, mineral 
and timber. 
8. My opinion is the pastoral lands of this county ought to be surveyed and sold in 
lots of 1,000 acres, timber lands sold in lots from 40 to 160 acres. 
10. My opinion for this part of the country the land system of disposing of lands is 
as good as can be. However, I would subject to survey all this country and sell in. lots 
of 1,000 acres and limit each man to that amount. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. Can only say we have good climate, very seasonable, plenty of water for in-igation. 
2. October 1; sufficient amount, and ceases about July 1. 
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3. My impression is thegreatmassofthecountrycanbecultivated withontirrigation. 
5. Vegetables of every variety; fruits, grain, &c. 
6. Can't say; just owing to location and soil. 
7. Small creeks running all through the country: 
8. Don't think irrigation injures the soil. 
10. The country is full of small creeks and as it passes through the country it isuaed 
as thev want it. 
12. One-fourth. 
13. Yes, and allow 1,000 acres to each settler. 
14. Yes. Yes; to 1,000 acres. 
15. Ten acres to every bead. 
17. Don't know. 
18. Grass is diminished. 
19. Not any. They could be confined in safety in limited quantities. 
20. Yes. . 
21. Plenty of water. 
22. About five to every beef. 
23. Diminished. 
24. No. 
25. Not any. 
26. One half-million; herded in lots from 1,000 to 3,000, 
28. Yes. 
TIMBER. 
1. Fully one half of this county is timber lands-pine, fir, tamarack, principally. 
2. Not any, except for ornamental purposes. 
3. By sale. A portion of our country is mixed-both timber, agricultural, and pas-
toral. In land of this kind I would sell in lots of 1,000 acres; in dense timber, in lots 
from 160 to 200 acres. 
4. Yes; throw it open to settlers at reduced rates. 
6. Move the Indians, and forest :fires cease. 
7. No unnecessary waste in this part. 
8. Just enough for immediate use by settlers, in fencing, &c. 
9. Yes. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. None. 
We have both placer and quartz mines, but my experience is very limited. 
Very respectfully, 
J. L. MORROW. 
Testimony of Robert Mingus, Tuscosa, Oldham County, Texas. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
TUSC0SA, OLDHAM COUNTY, TEXAS, December 2, 1879. 
Public Land Commission : 
Sms: In answer to the questions contained in your circular, I beg to submit the 
following: 
1. Robert Mingus; Palo Duro Canon, Staked Plains, Panhandle, Texas. 
2. I have wintered sheep in the Panhandle of Texas during the past three years, but 
my residence has been for six years chiefly in Colfax County, New Mexico, and to 
which section my replies will be mostly directed. 
3. I have never even sought to acquire title to any public land. 
4, 5, 6. There seems to be no difficulty in getting as many claims as may be desired, 
Frequently several miles along a stream are occupied and controlled by one man, the 
titles to these lands being had, in mq,ny cases, by hired perjurors. I might add that 
it would be impossible to prosecute the stock business, in many sections, if the pro-
visions of the land laws were strictly executed. 
7. In addition to the mountainous portion of Colfax County, there is considerable 
mesa country very suitable for summer gra:liing; the balance of the county is prai-
rie; it consists of pastoral, mining, timber, and agricultural lands. The same state-
ment will apply to the counties of Mora, San Miguel, and, I believe, to the greater 
part of New Mexico and Colorado. 
8. A thorough survey under competent charge is the only method by which the land 
can be properly classified. 
9. No answer. 
10. The existing system is probably as good as could be devised for agricultural 
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lands; but as nine-tenths of the country is only adapted to pastoral purposes, the 
present plan does not meet the wants. I would lease and sell land, in addition to ex-
isting privileges, in large or small quantities, to actual settlers. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate moderate; rainfall limited; length of seasons varies very much with 
altitude; snowfall considerable in the mountains and but little on the prairie; water 
for irrigation extremely limited. 
2. Some little rain or snow is expected in March and April, which starts the grass; 
very little rain in May or June; in July and August it rains every day around in 
spots; in September and October, dry; not more than one ortwostormsinNovember, 
seldom lasting over twelve hours; December, January, and February are probably 
more stormy than November. If the whole rainfall of the past twelve months had 
been concentrated at the time most needed for agricultural purposes, it would have 
been decidedly insufficient, and this would be the case eight out of ten seasons. 
3. None. 
4. Little. 
5. Wheat, barley, corn, oats, vegetables, &c. 
6. No answer. 
7. Some land can be farmed on most of the running streams. On the Canadian, 
Pecos, Rio Grande, Mora, and Vermejo Rivers there is considerable farming done at 
the present time. The Rio Grande and Pecos Rivers run through very rich valleys, 
which are capable of producing most anything that grows. Since the advent of rail-
roads, however, even these rich valleys will not be able to compete with Ka-nsas in the 
production of grain ; but they can spread themselves in most any other direction with 
profit. 
8. Crops of wheat, oats, barley, some coru, potatoes, &c., are grown on the head of 
Dry Cimarron River, Colfax County, New Mexico, about 7,000 feet altitude. 
9. No answer. 
10. Very little, if any, water remains to be taken up in Colfax County, and I believe 
this statement would apply to the neighboring counties, to a considerable portion of 
New Mexico, and to a still greater extent of Colorado. On surveyed lands, under the 
homestead and pre-emption acts as well as by custom, which permits a settler to own 
and control by the erection of cabins from one to ten claims. On unsurveyed lands a 
cabin, and in many cases four logs, a "foundation" as it is called, control water 
rights. 
11. I believe there is some trouble at times over water rights for irrigation purposes. 
In some sections there may be a dispute between stockmen over water privileges-
especially is this liable to occur between the cattle and sheep interests. 
12. In Colfax County, outside of what might be termed mineral land, about 999 
acres out of every 1,000 is adapted to pasturage only, and this statement will apply 
to all of New Mexico, California, and Arizona. 
13. Yes; at least 10,000 acres. · 
14. Yes; the quantity sold to each person ought to be limited. 
15. Thirty acres; this I should say was the general average of California, New Mex-
ico, and Texas. 
16. Two hundred head of good cattle. 
17. In thickly settled portions of Colfax County, from 15 to 20 head of cattle per 
square mile. In other sections not one-tenth that number. 
18. I notice in six years very little change, where the range has not been over-
stocked. 
19. Very little fencing done in New Mexico for any purpose whatever. Stock could 
be fenced in if there was suitable shelter inside the inclosure. During a storm t,hey 
require natural or artificial shelter. Texas stock would carry away any barrier in the 
fence line in a case of emergency. 
20. Directly. 
21. In Colfax County, the Canadian, Dry Cimarron, Red, Vermejo, and Cimarron 
Rivers, the Una de Gata, Chiconia, Crow, Rayado, Chico, Palo Blanco, Don Carlos, 
and Ute Creeks, the Tenaga, Carrizo, Ponca, Tramperos, Cenigilla la Barro, Rafael, 
and Currumpaon arroyos, and various other small streams, arroyos, springs, and lakes. 
22. Seven head. 
:23. I can see no change where the range has not been overstocked. 
24. An experience of five years in Colfax County, in the heart of the cattle ra,nge, 
requires a positive" Yes." 
25. There is a prejudice among all cattle men respecting the sheep interest. Many 
of these cattle men claim, and no do11bt they are honest in their opinion, that sbeep 
will drive cattle entirely off their accustomed range; that the hoof of the sheep poisons 
the earth-directly the reverse of the old Spanish proverb. There have been frequent 
serious disturbances in Colorado in times past, especially in Huerfano County. In Col-
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fax County, New Mexico, there have been Mexican sheep-herders murdered within two 
years, and I recollect of two cattle men being shot by a Mexican sheep-herder several 
years ago in my neighborhood. There has been no disturbance in Colfax County be-
tween the cattle and sheep interests which properly belong there; some ill-feeling 
probably on the part of some particular individuals, but it has never gone any further, 
the sheep men, as a rule ( outside of the traveling Mexican herds), confining their stock 
to a specified range, while the cattle interest claim no particular range, except as to 
sheep, but the whole country in general, and which necessarily includes all the sheep 
ranges. 
26. Don't know the number of cattle and sheep in Colfax County. Cattle are not 
herded. Sheep are herded in flocks from 1,000 to 3,000 head. 
27. The present system of disposing of government land in this country has always 
seemed to me entirely unsuited to its one valuable quality. Outside of the mineral land, 
the only land worth taking into consideration is the pastoral land. Very little im-
provement can be made in the present unsystematic way of conducting the stock 
business until stockm.en own their ranges. In disposing of lands for pastoral pur-
poses, care must be taken to protect t,he settlers who have already acquired lands ~m-
cler the prei:;ent laws. I would therefore allow and reserve for each quarter-section 
claim. (160 acres), and adjoining thereto, forty full sections (25,640 acres) for pastoral 
purposes. These settlers should be required to buy or lease all or any part of these 
reserved lands within three years, or else forfeit their right to the especial reserva-
tion. Whatever land is not reserved for these settlers should be sold or leased in any 
sized tract, not to exceed, however, 160 full sections (102,560 acres), and only to actual 
settlers. The water privileges might be in addition to this amount-say to the extent 
of one full section ( 640 acres). The price 9f land on the water should be $1.25 per acre, 
which would protect the farming interest, while the grazing land shoulcl be at 20 cents 
per acre. The rent about 6 cents and 1 cent per ~ere. The timber ought not to be· 
disposed of; it should be reserved for the use of the settlers, under proper restrictions; 
the grazing privileges, however, could be sold; the owner of this privilege would nat-
urally act as a guardian over the timber. Purchasers and lessees of land should be 
required to stock it to one-fourth its capacity within a stated time. These are the 
main features of a plan for disposing of the government land in this western country, 
and I believe if a system embracing these ideas could be adopted much good would 
result therefrom.. A great deal of land very distant from water, unproductive now, 
would soon be adapted to stock by the sinking of wells and the making of reservoirs. 
The government would derive a handsome revenue directly and indirectly; it would 
place the stock business on a permanent basis; the production would not only be in-
creased, but the quality would be vastly improved; it would Rettle up the country 
quickly and permanently; it would end the hostilities between the cattle and sheep 
interests, and, :finally, it would necessarily be a big agent in settling the Indian ques-
tion. 
28. I believe there is no trouble in ascertaining the corners of surveyed lands in Col-
fax County. 
Timber and mining questions unable to answer. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ROB'T MINGUS. 
Testimony of T. C. Bailey, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, December 8, 1879. 
SIR: Having been requested by General Frederick Sailomon, surveyor-general, and 
Colonel John B. Neil, register of the local land office in this city, to submit my views 
upon the several subjects of which thehonorableCommission takes cognizance, I have 
the honor to submit the following: 
I have been connecte<l with the public land surveying service for about eleven years, 
in various capacities, as chief clerk in the surveyor-general's offioe in Montana and 
Utah, United States deputy surveyor arnl land agent, and therefore should know, from 
such a long experience something about the land laws of our country. 
THE CLASSIFICATION AND SURV1¼Y OF THE PUBLIC LANDS. 
I deem the present classification under the following heads to be sufficient, viz: Ag-
ricultural, coal, mineral, timber, irrigable, and desert; grass lands are included under 
the first head, as also should pastoral lands. 
The present rectangular system of public surv~ys cannot be improved upon as I can 
see, except i;n one instance, and that is to allow surveys of :five and ten acre lots to be 
made in narrow canons where the townships and section lines cannot be run, and allow 
... 
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settlers to enter said lots by :five or ten acres under the present laws; these lots to be 
numbered on the plats by lot numbers in red ink in each section, keeping up the town-
ship and range as now. By this means the good land can be surveyed and the settler 
can enter the land he wants without being compelled, as now, to enter not less than 
forty acres and thereby get more rocks and mountain than good land. I do not advise 
any departure whatever from the plan now used in designating the public surveys by 
section, township, and range. This plan is definite and sensible. No better plan has 
ever been devised. If a system of triangular surveys are instituted at this late day 
confusion in their designation and locus will surely arise. Note the confusion now ex-
isting in the triangular and even rectangular surveys of mining claims. Only allow 
the surveyor to make subdivisions into th.e :five or ten acre lots above spoken of wher-
evoc necessary to take in good land and exclude the worthless, and you will have it; 
nothing further is required. · 
The present plan of surveying the public lands by contract has been carried on for 
a great number of years, and it is no small matter to devise or suggest a ,better plan to 
meet all the requirements of the government and the settler. The present plan,! must 
admit, has at times been abused by deputy surveyors, but I venture to assert that this 
service bas been less abused and cauied out with as much integrity as any other 
bra.nch of the public service. No matter what errors are made the designation under 
the present system of any piece of land, no matter how small, can he made certain. 
Under the contract system the deputy is paid so much per mile to make his surveys 
and return his notes and plats. Out of this rate per mile he is to pay all of his expenses, 
such as for instruments, his horses, wagons, ca.mp equipage, assistants' "grub," break-
age and damage of his solar compasses, &c., &c.-all to be paid for out of his own 
pocket, much of it months, and even years, in advance of his receiving a single dollar 
from the government; so that when his accounts are :finally settled and paid the poor 
hard-worked deputy foots up and finds that he has barely made both ends meet. 
Now, as time is money with him, he must hurry with his work and make as many 
miles a day as possible. He cannot afford to stop and wait to see that his axman sets 
the corners correctly, as instructed; nor can he afford to watch his chainmen in stick-
ing every pin and measuring every chain and taking the distance to notable objects. 
These men are sworn to do their work correctly, and so the deputy must of necessity 
rely on them; otherwise, were he to take the time to watch them continually, he would 
make but slow progress and come out at the "little end of the horn" financially; 
therefore he must hurry up and "make time." Herein mistakes and errors are caused, 
which are corrected at once'' within limits," and the surveyor hurries off on his lines 
again. 
Now, the only way I see to avoid this evil is for the appropriations to be made as 
now, only with much more liberality, for all the surveying districts, and to appoint 
one or more competent, skilled, experienced surveyors in each surveying district at a 
:fixed salary (liberal), payable out of said appropriation, whose duty it shall be to 
enter into bonds a.nd survey the public lands under the orders and direction of the 
district surveyor-general, making his returns as the deputies do now, receiving a :fixed 
salary whether he is kept busy or not, the surveyor's expenses to be paid by vouchers, 
with accounts approved by the surveyor-general, out of the regular appropriation, 
and to hold the surveyor-general responsible, as well as the surveyors and their sure-
ties, as to any fraudulent accounts submitted for payment. This plan would avoid 
the necessity of "making time" on the survey. The surveyor's pay would be the 
same whether he run one mile or ten in a day, and as be and his expenses are paid, he 
can afford to take the time to see that every corner is properly set and ma,rked, and 
that true distances are given and that true lines are run. I therefore, if any change 
from the contract system is made, recommend the above plan as the most sensible, 
practicable, and feasible. The only argument against it will be, I think, the liability 
of rendering large fraudulent expense accounts and the difficulty of detecting them. 
I am satisfied that the surveys under this plan would cost something more than under 
the present plan, and they should in order to insure correctness. The practice of the 
government of late years has been to decrease the rat,e per mile for surveying and to 
more than doubly increase the labor, much of which is wholly useless and tends to 
impair the efficiency of the service. The manua.l of surveying instructions and all 
the subsequent instructions issued need radical amendment and codification. 
It would be unwise to consolidate the surveyor-general's offices under one head at 
Washington. The people of the West would rise up in mass, and say no! The argu-
ments against this are obvious to an unprejudiced mind. The surveyor-general and 
local land offices should be consolidated under one head. This would save the salary of 
two officers of $3,000 each and the expense of making the triplicate township plats, 
save office rent, fuel, furniture, stationery, &c. This consolidation should be entitled 
and named "U.!l.ited States land and surveyor-general's office." The officer in charge 
should be allowed a salary of at least $3,500, the chief clerk $2,400. A law clerk, to 
hear and govern confost cases and give his opinion thereon, and he should be allowed 
a salary of $2,400. Other clerks could be employed as the service required, with sal-
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aries not less than $1,500 per annum, one of which could be placed under bonds and 
act as receiver. A.s the money received. must tally with the lands sold, there can be 
no room to make false or fraudulent returns of the cash received. This is my idea of 
consolidation; but as this plan would cut off a good mauy fat offices, it no doubt 
would be violently opposed if a bill for that purpose should ever be introduced in 
Congress. 
The surveys under the deposit system work well. A.s an inducement to the depositor, 
the government should allow him a reasonable interest on the deposit money from 
the date of deposit until the triplicate certificate is surrendered in payment for land. 
Desert, grass, pasture, coal, mineral, and timber land should be allowed to be sur-· 
veyed under the deposit system, and the triplicate certificates received in payment 
for any land. 
The price of desert and pasture land should be reduced. A. party wishing to enter 
desert or pasture land unsurveyed should be allowed to depoisit the cost of the survey, 
and the surveyor to survey the land only which the applicant wishes to enter, without, 
as now, being compelled to survey all the survey able laud in the township, and the 
depositor should have, in view of his advancing the money for the survey, some sort 
of priority of right in entering the land, provided there are no prior )egal claims. 
It has been suggested that desert, pasture, and grass lands be surveyed in such a 
way that each claim shall have a certain water front on a stream, lake, river, &c.,. 
making the center of the stream the dividing line between the claims, and the claims 
running back from the stream in such a way and in such a shape so as to include the 
land sought to be entered by the claimant. This plan would cause a departure from the 
rectangular system, which, as I have before remarked, would create confusion. My idea 
is to survey the lands sought to be entered by the claimant, under the deposit system,. 
by section, township, and range; and if found necessary by the surveyor to subdivide 
into 5, 10, and 20 acre lots, and then allow the claimant to enter such lands as be re-
quires, up to two sections more or leiss, whether in compact, contiguous form or not. 
The present law governing the deputy surveyor in the field, requiring him to sun-ey 
only certain surveyable lands and holding the surveyor-general responsihle for such 
surveys, is difficult to follow, and should be repealed. How is a deputy to know what 
kinds of land his contract may cover 'f He cannot affor<l to go into the field and run 
lines of reconnaissance in advance of the letting of the contract to see if the lands are 
surveyable under the law. Neither can the surveyor-general do this; there is no l~w 
for it, no way he can be or even his expenses l,e paid, yet the ]aw holds him respon-
sible for t,he surveys, if they include lands other than those coutemplated to be sur-
veyed under the law. 
It is true the law allows the surveyor-general to go out and inspect the surveys dur-
ing their progress or after they are executed. This interferes with his office duties, and 
therefore he must examine, in a few days or weeks at most, the surveys which required 
three, four, i,,ix, or eight months to execute in the field. Such an examination is neces-
sarily superficial and unsatisfactory, and really amounts to nothing. 
My id.ea is to let the contracts-if the contract system is adhered to-and to allow 
the deputy to survey all the land covered by the same which he can chain and run 
over, whether it is arable land or not. This would save the uncertainty and confusion 
which now exist in the surveys and in the adjustment of the deputy's accounts. A.ll 
the land must be surveyed soouer or later auyway, and it will cost no more now than 
it will fifty years hence ; as a proof of this, the surveying rates are no more now for 
lines in open country than they were fifty years ago. 
The following bill should become a law; it would save settlers much expense and 
litigation : 
"H. R. 3880. 
"A. BILL to authorize the resurvey of lands where the surveys are fraudulent, erroneous, 
or obliterated, and to legalize a certain resurvey. 
" Be it enacted by the Senate ancl House of Representatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assernbled, That the Commissioner of tLe General Laud Office be, and he is 
hereby, authorized to resurvey the subdivisional lines of townships that were public 
lands and have been disposed of hy the United States, and also public lands which 
remain undisposed of, when applied to for that purpose by a majority of the settlers 
being land owners in any township who have obtained titles to their lands, where the 
original surveys were made by Unite<l States depnty surveyors, but are proved, to tbt~ 
satisfaction of the Commissioner of the General Land Office, to be either fraudulent, 
erroneous, or totally obliterated in the field. The said Commissioner shall have the 
power to cause such lands to be resurveyed by a competent United States depnty sur-
veyor, under the immediate direction of a United States surveyor-general; and where 
tbero is uo such surveyor-geueral by reason of his office having been discontinued 
undel' the provision of sectiou 2219 of the Revised Statutes of the 1Jnited States, h. 
that case the resurvey hereby authorized shall be executed by an experieuced surveyor 
familiar with the system of the public land surveys, and to be designated by the county 
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commissioners or bo:1rd of supervisors of the county in which the lands are situate, or 
by a majority of the voters of the township or townships embracing said lands, to be 
ascertained in such manner as the said county commissioners or board of supervisors 
shall direct, subject to the approval and the immediate direction of the Commissioner 
of the Genern,l Land Office; the resurvey to be executed in conformity, as nearly as 
practicable, with the field-notes, the lines, and corners of the legal subdivisions shown 
on the plats by which the lands were originally disposed of: Pt·ovided, That in the 
making of said resurveys no recognizable landmark or monument of the official sur-
veys which mark the corner of any lands already disposed of by the United States 
Government shall be moved or disturbed, but, when so found, the said monument shall 
be renewed, and to be perpetuated as the landmark of the resurveys. 
" SEC. 2. That the cost of the resurveys herein authorized shall be paid by the afore-
said land owners under the deposit system provided for by sections 2401 and 2402 
of the Revised Statutes of the United States: Provided, That, the whole expense of 
resurveying and marking the lines shall not exceed $12 for every mile that shall be 
actually run, surveyed, and marked. .And the plats of such resurveys shall be con-
strncted in strict conformity to the field-notes thereof, and the description and con-
tents of legal subdivisions shall be conformable thereto, be the acreage of the subdi-
visions more or·less than that expressed on the original plat of survey by which the 
lands were disposed of. 
"SEC. 3. That it shall be the duty of the surveyors-general of the proper surveying 
districts to i,ransmit approved township plats of the resurveys hereby authorized to 
the registers of the proper land offices and to the Commissioner of the General Land 
Office, to be filed with duplicates and triplicates of the original plats. 
" SEC. 4. That a resurvey of township ninety-six north, range :fifty-one west of the 
fifth principal meridian, in Dakota Territory, as executed by H. J . .Austin, at the re-
quest aud cost of settlers therein and to their entire satisfaction, is hereby legalized: 
Provided, That the :field-notes of the resurvey, when submitted to the surveyor-general 
of Dakota Territory, shall be found by him to have been executed in conformity to 
the existing laws, and in accordance, as nearly as may be, with the legal subdivisions 
of the original plat of the survey by which possessory rights may have been acquired 
by the settlers." 
The government should advance a certain sum to deputy surveyors, before entering 
UJlOn their work in the :field, to enable them to meet the expense of their outfit with-
out borrowing money from the banks at exorbitant rates of interest. This amount 
could be deduced from the accounts of the deputies, when the same . were ad-
, justed. The money advanced should be sent to the surveyor-general, and through 
him paid to the deputy, under proper instrnctions, or paid on checks of the deputy, for 
supplies, &c. The deputies and their bondsmen would be, of course, held for the 
money so advanced. This has been the practice in other countries, especially in Ger-
many, and I am told that the practice was never abused. 
SURVEYOR-GENERAL'S OFI!'ICE. 
The salary of the surveyor-general should not be less than $3,000 per annum, and 
the chief clerk's salary in all important districts should be raised to $2,000 per annum. 
The appropriation of $1,500 for contingent expenses for the office in Utah is much less 
than that required to run and keep the office in good shape. An appropriation of 
$2,500 for that purpose would be about the proper sum required annually. The appro-
priation for clerk-hire in the Utah office of $3,000 falls short of even paying the chief 
clerk and chief draughtsman; the deficiency thus created, and the salaries of the 
other three clerks, must therefore be paid out of special deposits when such deposits 
happen to be sufficient for that purpose, which is not always the case. The surveyor-
general should be allowed to make certified copies from his records, and be permitted 
to charge 22½ cents per folio for manuscripts and, say, $3 for copies of full township 
plats, and $2 for fractional. 
PRE-EMPTIONS. 
The decision of the United States Supreme Court in the case of Atherton vs. Fowler 
(6 Otto 513), virtually annulled the law requiring filings or entries to be made within 
three months in certain cases. It seems from that case that any person can settle 
upon the public doma.in n,nd improve it without filing or applying for a patent, and 
hold the land against the world for any length of time. The decision and the statute 
should not remain in conflict . 
.. 
FILINGS. 
Where a party files a declaratory statement for a certain tract of land, and does not, 
from some good cause, carry his filing to final entry, he should be allowed to file again, 
provided he did not sell his right to the land described in his first declaratory state-
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ment. As the law allows a person 160 acres under the pre-emption laws, he should be 
alJowed to make a second pre-emption if his first entry was for a less quantity than 
160 acres. 
REPAYMENTS. 
The law, as it now stands, allows repayments only when the land solcl was illegally 
sold, or words to that effect. The law should be so amended as to allow repayments 
to claimants in every instance where the claimant, for any reason, could not obta,in 
his pate.nt. There are hundreds of cases where one party has proved up, paid his 
money for the land, and obtained his final receiver's receipt; in the mean time, before 
receiving his patent, his entry is canceled for some cause; then another files upon, 
enters the same land, and pays again the same amount of money for the land that was 
paid by the party who first entered. I hold this to be absolute robbery, and any one 
with common sense will say so, and recommend that the law ought to be amended and 
made retroactive. 
PRE-EMPTION PROOFS. 
The law now allows pre-emption proofs on final entry to be made before a, county 
clerk, but compels the claimant to come into the land office to make bis affida-vit, no 
matter how far awa,y be lives (often as much as 300 miles), while in homesteads the 
final proofs and affidavits can all be made before a county clerk. This is very incon-
sistent and absurd. The pre-emptor should have t,he same privilege as the home-
steader, and therefore the law should be so amended as to allow the former to make 
his affidavit before the county clerk or a notary public anywhere in the land district 
in which the land sought to be entered 1s situated. I do not see why an oath is not as 
binding- before a notary public as before a county clerk; and anot,her thing- (it is often 
so in this western country), that the counties are so large that the clerk's office is 
as far away from the claimant's land as the local land office, whereas a notary public 
could be in any isolated settlement. 
County clerks should not be allowed to make out filings and entry papers for claim-
ants and act as attorneys for them in any case. The local land officers cannot do so; 
then why should the county clerks have more authority than the register and receiver¥ 
Please have a law passed to this effect. County clerks make more blunders, anyway, 
in land entries than any one else. This is patent to any one who has ever been familiar 
with the land laws. 
HOMESTEADS. 
The law governing ho~esteads should be as liberal to the settler as are the pre-emp-
tion laws. A pre-emptor is not required to make oath when he files his declaratory 
statement; therefore why should a homesteader f It does not make his first entry any 
more binding, as I take it. Make a law to allow both sort of claimants to file their 
declarations without being sworn, and let the final proofs cover the whole ground of 
proof as to residence and cultivation or improvement, the same as now done in cash 
entries. Where a party has made a homestead of less than 160 acres, he should be 
allowecl to make another entry covering the deficiency up to 160 acres. Where, from 
some good cause, a party has filed a homestead, and for such cause cannot carry it to 
:final entry, he should be allowed to enter again, provided he has not sold the land 
covered by his first entry. 
Notaries public should have power to administer oaths in all homestead cases for the 
same reason as given nuder head of pre-emptions. 
The following paragraph (page G of circular General Land Office of October 1, 1878) 
should be amended by Jaw so as to read thus: 
"Where the applicant is prevented by reason of bodily infirmity, distance, or other 
good cause, from personal attendance at the district land office, the affidavit may be 
made before the clerk of any court or notary public for the county or in the district 
within which the land is situated, under section 2294 of the Revised Statutes." 
A homesteader who makes entry at the local office does not swear that he lives on 
the land. Then why1 I ask, should be be compelled to do so before a county clerk T 
This is an inconsistency in the law which should be amended. 
CANCELLATION. 
When a claimant files his relinquishment of his homestead the land covered by 
said homestead should be madP open to entry at once, without waiting for months for · 
the cancellation to come back from Washington. Such a rule as this would facilitate 
business very much. 
CONTESTS. 
"There a party brings contest for abandonment, or any other cause, a11d i he outry 
against which he brought the contest is canceled, the contestant should have thirty or 
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sixty days in which to file on the land. I think this nothing but justice. Many more 
contests would be instituted if the law was so amended, and many fraudulent entries 
thus prevented. 
WITNESSES. 
The witnesses in contested cases should be compelled to attend at the land office at 
the bearing. As the law now stands witnesses can attend or not. It is entirely op-
tional with them. Many a contestant, and even defendant, have lost their cases be-
cause of this defect in the law. 
COSTS AND EXPENSES. 
The law compels the contestant to pay the expenses of contest. This is unjust. He 
should be required to pay the costs at time of hearing; but if the case was decided in 
favor of the contestant then the cost to be collected from the defendant by due process 
of law with which to reimburse the contestant for the amount advanced at the time 
of trial. 
DATE OF HOMESTEADS. 
Homesteads now date and take effect from the date of entry only. Why should not 
a homestead ent,ry relate back to date of settlement just as well as a pre-emption! If 
a claimant has been living upon bis claim for .five years or over when he comes in to 
make bis entry, why not let him have credit back for the five years, and not compel 
him to live five years longer¥ He might have settled upon uosurveyed land, and have 
lived thereon for twenty years, but could not make his entry until the land was sur-
veyed and the triplicate plat filed in the land office. Now, as soon as the plat is filed he 
comes to make his entry, and as he has lived on the land over five years be asks credit 
for that time at least, and permission to make final proof at once without making the 
usual first entry. Should not his request Le granted¥ This woulu ouly be siuq.Jle 
justice to the hardy pioneer. Therefore, please have the law amended to cover such 
meritorious cases. 
PUBLICATION, 
The late law requiring claimants to publish a notice of their ii,tcution t o u.u::e ( .1:J 
proof is onerous, useless, impracticable, and should be repealed. "What is the intent 
and aim of such a law¥ It does not require the claimant, uvr does it authorize him, 
to state in his published notice to all the world to come in and file an adverse claim 
within the thirty days else all claims will he barred, &c. It d_oes not even authorize 
the register or receiver to receive and file an adverse claim, and stay proceedings or 
order a hearing. I therefore ask, of what use is such a law¥ It benefits no one ex-
cept the editors of one-horse country papers, who charge $5 for publishing each notice 
of final proof. It is unjust to the settler,·andjust doubles the cost of making his final 
proof. But the worst feature in the act is to compel the claimants to name their wit-
nesses in their published notices. We will state a case: Suppose A publishes notice 
that h!3 intends to make final proof, and names B and C as his witnesses. After the 
thirty days' publication is up A searches for his witnesses, hut cannot find both or even 
one of them. They may have died, got drowned, hung; may be in jail, penitentiary, 
or insane asylum; may have skipped the country between two days. This, you seer 
places A in a quandary. What is he to do about it? The local officers hold that Mr. 
A must make a new publication, and name two more fresh witnesses from the country. 
He does so, an<l at the end of the thirty days Mr. A again searches for his witnesses, 
bnt to his dismay or" bad luck" the witnesses are "non comatibus" a second time. 
What must poor A do now? The register would tell him to "try again," and keep 
trying until he brought in the two live witnPf'lf'les, whose names were published in some 
little obscure country paper, away down in some obscure corner, with smashed type 
and pale ink simply to comply with the law, which says that the notfoe must be pub-
lished in the newspaper published nearest the la,nd. I trust the honorable Commission 
will recommend the repeal of such au a,bsuril law. 
SOLDIERS' HOMESTEADS. 
An old soldier or sailor should be allowed to enter 160 acres as a homestead by cul-
tivating and improving the J:rn<l without compelling him to live on the land in person 
-aJlow him to employ a man to reside on the land and improve it by proxy. I don't 
think any loyal person would object to such a provision in the homestead laws. 
Section 2306, Revised Statutes, should be amended by striking out the words "may 
have heretofore entered," and insert in their place have heretofore or may hereafter e-nter. 
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TIMBER CULTURE. 
The law requires that not less than 2,700 trees per acre must be planted on a timber 
entry, and when :final proof is made there must be at least 675 living and thrifty trees 
to each acre. The great difference in these numbers induces me to think that there 
must be an error in the original number of 2,700. I think it advisable to recommend 
that said number be reduced to 1,350. 
DESERT LANDS, 
Where a desert claimant has made reasonable effort to get water upon his land and 
has failed to do so within the three years, he should be granted further time to make 
his final entry. Desert entries should be assignable. 
TIMBER LANDS. 
Pre-emptors and homesteaders who still reside upon their original entries should be 
allowed to purchase 40 or 80 acres of timber lands situated anywhere in the land 
district. 
ACCRETIONS. 
The lands of this class, regarded as accruing to the public domain by reason of the 
recession of the waters of meandered lakes, sloughs, and ponds, was treated of in the 
report of the honorable Commissioner of the General Land Office for 1878, page 138, in 
which he recommends that such lands be conveyed to the States, &c. This is all cor-
rect as far as it goes, but he says nothing in regard to such lands in the Territories. 
A law should be passed authorizing the survey of such accretions outside of old meander 
lines in the Territories under the individual deposit system, and allow the land to be 
entered as other lands. 
ROCK QUARRIES. 
There is an uncertainty in the law as it now stands in regard to the entry of quarries 
containing building-rock, unless it is marble or limestone. The law should be made 
more definite on this point. 
MINERAL LANDS. 
Locaiions.-Where a person has made a discovery and decides to locate his claim, he 
should have the surface lines run by a United States deputy mineral or other surveyor, 
and fix the locus of the claim by metes and bounds, with proper reference to natural, 
permanent, and local objects. After this is done let him write out his notice of loca-
tion in duplicate, in conformity with the survey notes, post one notice on the claim 
and seJl(l the other to be recorded. 
Recorders.-The office of district recorder should be abolished, and the notices of lo-
cation should be filed in the local land office within the district where the claim lies. 
A proper form for notices should be drawn up by the honorable Commissioner and 
furnished the loca,l offices for use of miners. This would preserve uniformity in all 
location notices. 
Width and length.-Claims should be fixed at some definite width and length, say 660 
feet (one-eighth of a mile) wide, and 1,320feet (one-fourth of a mile)loug, andshould 
not be r<:"stricted by any local or district laws to a less quantity for lode claims, but 
allow the locator as much less than this as he sees proper to locate, and in all cases 
confine him to the mineral and land contained within the vertical side and end lines 
extended downward. This provision will avoid much expensive litigation, and the 
only thing that ever will. The end lines should be parallel, as nearly as may be, but 
where one claim butts up against another the course of theendlines maybe governed 
by the course of the intersecting claim. 
Publication.-The time of publishing notices for applications for patents should be 
shortened froru 60 to 30 days, and no notice should be published in a country newspaper 
whose life is uncertain, notwithstanding the paper is the one published nearest the 
claim. The register and receiver should be the judges of tllis fact. 
Deposits for office wo1·k.-Certificates of deposit for office work on mining claims should 
be made receivable uy the receiver in part or whole payment for the land sought to be 
patented, and. such certificates should be made assignable and used the same as certifi-
cates of deposit for agr-icultural surveys. This seems to be simple justice. As the law 
now stands it makes ;, fish of one and fowl of the other.'' 
Deputy surveyors.-Deputy surveyors shouhl havo authority to administer oaths to 
their assistants and to part.ies who make affidavit of the identity of the claim, and the 
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proof of improvements; they should also l.,e authorized to administer oaths in taking 
testimony mentioned in Circular N of the General Land Office of November 20, 1873. 
Applications.-The practice of claimants of making applications for mineral lands by 
an attorney in fact bas lately been overruled by the Acting Commissioner's decision 
in case of George S. Dodge, in Copp's Land Owner for November, 1879, page 122. I see 
that the law clearly sustains the decision. Mine owners may own claims in Utah and 
reside in New York, or some other distant port or inland town, yet the above decision 
requires them to come to Utah, at great expense, inconvenience, and loss of time, 
simply to sign and swear to their applications, when their agent, duly authorized, 
could do the same thing as well as the claimant, and in many cases much better. The 
ruling requiring the claimants to swear that their notices remained posted during the 
60 days' publication is onerous and unjust, and should be set aside. If these two things 
remain in force it will materially impede the miners from making applications for 
patent. Such requirements are inconsistent with sound sense and good reason and 
the spirit of the times in which we live. Therefore the law should be promptly 
amended so as to allow claimants to apply for patents either in person or by attorney 
in fact. 
Procuring titles. -The length of time consumed between paying for both agricultural 
and mineral lands and the issuance of a patent for the land entered is from one to 
two years, and, unless the claimant employs an attorney in Washington to hurry up 
his case, the time may be further extended. It requires two or three years to get a 
:final decision on a contested land case. There would be many more contests brought 
against attempts to make fraudulent entries if a decision could be arrived at in such 
cases without so much delay. No doubt that this is partly or totally the fault of Con-
gress in not making &ufficient appropriations to carry on and keep up with the current 
work in the General Land Office. That sort of economy is false, aud is an injury to 
the country as well as the individual who expends his means, labor, and life in the 
development of the agricultural and mineral resources of the great West. 
Mineral protests.-The register and receiver should have authority to reject any pro-
test if, after examination of the papers and hearing the evidence in the case, they :find 
the grounds insufficient to support the same in law or equity. If in their opinion the 
grounds taken are good, let them so advise the defendant, so he can commence suit in 
court within 30 days from such notice. I don't really think it practicable to have con-
test in mineral cases referred to registers and receivers for judgment. and decree, with 
the same force and binding as a decree of a court. This would require those officers 
to be learned in the law (which many of them a.re not) to sit in judgment on cases 
involving, frequently, millions of dollars. If a mine is of any moderate value the 
claimants can well afford to sustain the cost of a suit in a court of law having com-
petent jurisdiction by which to defend their rights. 
Overlap.-Tbe practice of allowing claims to be surveyed which overlap one another 
should be discontinued. This evil is the source of much trouble and delay in working 
up the returns of the surveyor after reaching the surveyor-general's office, and if per-
mitted to go on, as heretofore, the intersections will become finally so confused and 
mingled together, like cobwebs, that an expert would be unable to determine one 
claim from the other. This could be obviated by obliging the parties in interest to 
settle all conflicts in court before the surveyor made return to the surveyor-general. 
Such returns should be accompanied with a certified copy of the decree of the court. 
Such returns should be made in conformity with t,he decree, that is to say, the survey-
or should return bis notes giving the metes and bounds of the land which the court 
may decide belonged to the claimant, whether the end lines were parallel or not. 
Where an application for patent shows none, or bas no conflict on the day of filing 
in the local land office, but during the publication a protest is filed aud carried to 
:final decree in the courts, and decided in favor of tho protestant, then the party who 
made application for patent (with his map clear of conflict) should be compelled to 
file an amended survey and field-notes, with tbe area in conflict, as found by the court, 
left out. This plan would not only greatly relieve the work in the surveyor-general's 
office, but it would wonderfully relieve the department in adjusting claims, and save 
so much delay in issuing patents. 
If the foregoing suggestions are ever carried out, the laws pertaining to the public 
surveys and entry of lands will be as near perfect, I think, as it is possible to make 
them. 
My duties, on :1econnt of press of business, have unavoidably delayed me in the com-
pilation of this paper, but I trust it will not reach you too late to be of some service 
to the honorable Commission, and through it to the general public in the great West. 
Respectfully submitted, 
T. C. BAILEY, 
Chief Clerk Surveyor-General's Office, Salt Lake City. 
Capt. C. E. DUTTON, 
Sem·etary Public Land Commission. 
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Testimony of General M. M. Bane: i·eceiver, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
General M. M. BANE, receiver, Salt Lake City, Utah, testified on September 10, 1879, 
as follows: 
I have heard the statements made by Mr. Niel and concur in them, but I would like 
to make a suggestion in regard to the timber lands. If they are to be disposed of they 
ought to be disposed of in alternate tracts, the alternate tract to be owned by the gov-
ernment, and the persons who bought a tract would protect the timber lying on each 
side of it. This would keep the timber supply a long time. The fires that are now 
raging among tho timber result from three prominent causes-the hunters cause much 
fire by recklessly starting it in the timber to drive out their game; then the miners 
build fires recklessly; and the Indians sometimes set fire to the trees. 
I have been very much impressed with the idea of making square locations of min-
eral claims, that is confining the claimant to the end aud side lines. This would avoid 
litigation. Nine-tenths of all the locations in this Territory are made less than 200 feei 
wide and 1,500 feet long, that is 6.88 acres. In regard to the work of mineral surveys, the 
regist.er and myself had been informed by Mr. Lawrence, a very responsible gentleman 
who obtained patents for two mines, that when he went to look for them he could not 
:find their location at all. 
Testiriwny of George 0. M. Boutelle, civil engineer, Salt Lake City, Utah, deputyriiineralsur-
veyor ancl late deputy survmJor of piiblic lands in Colorado and Utah. 
Memoranda of changes suggested to be introduced in the practice of surveying the 
public lands of the United States. 
To avoid as far as possible the always hurried and sometimes incomplete manner in 
which the work is done, and at the same time to accomplish a greater amount of work 
in a more thorough and substantial form, and at no greater expense to the government 
than at present practiced under the contract system, and to amencl the "manual of 
instructions" so as to authorize the deputy surveyor in the fielu to do the work in the 
most convenient and economical way, the following plan is proposed to accomplish the 
desired result, viz : 
The appointment of a competeut surveyor of experience, with the pay and emolu-
ments of a maJor of engineers, to be known as a deputy surveyor-general, whose duty 
should be to make himself perfectly familiar with the characteristics of the whole 
surveying district; to carefully ascertain by the closest personal examination and ob-
servation the necessities of the present and prospective population, with a view to the 
judicious and proper expenditure of the appropriation for public surveys for each 
year where it will be of the greatest good to the greatest number of actual settlers 
upon the unsurvoyed lands where the wants of the people most require it, instead of 
expending the whole or a large portion of the money set apart for surveys in extend-
ing the lines over vast areas of worthless lands not susceptible of irrigation, and with 
no prospect of being required for occupation by a population for many years to come. 
The deputy surveyor-general should also be required to visit the parties operating in 
the field to satisfy himself by personal observation that the work is being performed 
in a proper manner and with due diligence. 
To ru_ore f~lly inform himself regarding the character of the country and the proper 
places m which to locate the surveys for the ensuing year, the deputy surveyor-general 
should remain in the field after his inspections of the work of the regular field parties 
have been finished to run a sufficient amount of meridian ancl standard lines to enable 
him to judge of the amount required for surveys the following year to keep pace with 
the constantly increasing and expanding area occupied by the population, for the in-
formation of tbe surveyor-general, The deputy surveyor-general should be required 
to give bond (in the same amount as is now required of deputy mineral surveyors) for 
the faithful and honest performance of his duty and the proper disbursement of public 
funds committed to his charge. 
The officer in charge of the surveying parties in the field and to whom is confided 
the duty of running, measuring, and marking the lines upon the ground, should be 
regularly employed (after passing a satisfactory examination before the l:lurveyor-gen-
eral and deputy surveyor-general) during his term of service in the field, with the pay 
and emoluments of a captain of engineers, and be required to give bonds for the faith-
ful performance of his duty and the proper expenditure of such public money that 
may come into his possession. 
The incidental expenses of parties in the field should be paid by the surveyor in 
charge of the party, who should be furnished with money for this purpose by the sur-
veyor-general (from a small portion of the annual appropriation to be placed to his 
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credit for this use) to be properly accounted for by duly certified vouchers. The oper-
ations in the :field should be confided only to those who would do a reasonable amount 
of work in each day, so as to make the expense to the government no more than it is 
now under the preisent contract system with the same amount of work performed and 
removing every inducement to the deputy-surveyor to slight his work in order to save 
himself expense, by employing him as a salaried officer instead of by contract as at 
present. 
The poverty of the present "manual of instructions" in the matter of general in-
structions a,pplicable to a mountainous country is manifest, and the necessity for which 
seems to have been lost sight of in the multiplicity of minor and unimportant details 
to the exclusion of instruction and valuable generalities. Many ca,ses arise where 
the deputy surveyor is required to exercise his own judgment where no parallel case 
is given that could be made applicable, and although the work may be perfectly cor-
rect as far as the location of the corners i,-, concerned, the deputy surveyor runs the 
risk of having his work returned "disapproved" and unpaid for because it was not 
exactly in accordance with any precedent set forth in the manual. The der.uty sur-
veyor should be left to a certain extent to the dictates of his own common sense, and 
if he be an officer of science, as he should be, methods of measuring the lines and 
establishing the corners at their proper place will readily occur to him without follow-
ing exactly the manner of procedure indic~ted in the manual. 
The present law requires that each of the north and south lines in the subdivision 
of a township shall ba exactly eighty chains in length, except those closing on the 
north and west boundaries, aud the limit of closing of the east and west lines, except 
those on the west tier of sections, is one hundred links. Instances often happen 
where it would be vastly more convenient and accurate to run west from the east 
boundary and then closing south on the southern boundary within the prescribed 
limit, returning and correcting the position of the quarter-section corner. In many 
cases time may he saved, and what is still more important greater accuracy may be 
attained than in following the despotic rule to require all lines bounding sections on 
the east and west to be run north. Should not the surveyor be left at liberty to run the 
lines north: south, east or west, as the case may be, requiring only that any two of 
the four sides of a section shall be equal and parallel f For convenience of reference 
the :field-notes should be arranged as is now practiced, but the operations in the :field 
need not be conducted in the same order as therein arranged where there would be in-
creased accuracy by a departure from it. To the writer of this memoranda it occurs 
that next in importance to the proper establishment of the boundary monuments on 
the lines of the public surveys is to render them as permanent as practicable without 
too great an expense and to mark them in such a way as to be an improvement on 
" notching the stone corners" and intelligible to any explornr of ordinary intelligence. 
In townships where stone corners abound and where no posts are used it has frequently 
become necessary to retrace t be lines of the old survey where all the stone corners were 
found to enable the surveyor to identify the towpship and range in which he was 
operating. 
The writer would respectfully suggest that the corners may be marked in the fol-
lowing-described manner, to wit, by a stake two feet long and two inches square, and 
pointed on the lower end and driven into a hole in the ground prepared for that pur-
pose at the exact corner point, the top to project one foot above the natural surface of 
the ground, to be entirely covered by earth thrown up from the pits, as now provided 
by law; the identity of the corner to be stamped upon a thin piece of sheet copper or 
zinc and nailed to the top of the stake with copper fastenings before the construction 
of t,he mound ( and after the stake had been driven), which is to cover it ancl serve as its 
protection from fire or other causes tending to its destruction. The top of the mound 
raised two feet above the natural surface of the ground would cover the stake one foot 
on top, and would be sufficiently prominent to be easily found and less liable to be 
destroyed by the scratching of cattle against the post, as is often now the case. When-
ever it becomes necessary to inspect the marks upon the little metallic card upon the 
top of the Rtake to ascertain it,s identity, a portion of the top of the mound could be 
removed, and after the examination carefully restored to its proper place on the 
mound. Corners of more than ordinary importauce, such as points of intersection of 
base lines or standard parallels, with the principal or other guide meridians, may be 
marked with posts 2t feet long and 2½ iuches square. Section and all other corners, 
except qnarter-section corners, to be two feet long and two inches square for the posts, 
the qnarter- sectio11 posts to be two feet long and 1-½ by 2 inches on top; this difference 
would also serYe to dist,ingnish tbe quarter section from t,he section stakes in the 
absence of any nmrkic;. Attention is invited to the :following din,grn,m~ designed to 
illustrate the mauner of marking the wetallic canhi to be placed on the top of t,he 
posts or i-takes. It will be observed that the order of the arrangement of the marks 
0u the cards is so nnlike in the several cases that if one-half of the marks had been 
ohliterated by time enough conld remain to convey to an intelligent examiner their 
proper import, and enaul~ him to determine what t,hey were designed to represent. 
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Care being taken to so arrange the edges of the metallic cards that they shall be in 
the direction of the cardinal points of the compass, a general idea of the direction 
would thus be furnished to the investigator in the absence of any instrument with 
which to determine the direction of the lines. 
The foregoing brief and imperfect outline of changes that might prove of advantage 
to the surveying service have occurred to the writer of this paper after an experience 
of more than a dozen years, partly in the :field and partly in the offices of the surveyors-
general in Colorado and Utah. It is respectfully offered for the consideration of the 
honorable Board of Land Commissioners in response to a published request for sug-
gestions of this character. 
I llave the honor to be, gentlemen, your obedient servant, 
GEO. 0. BOUTELLE, 
Civil Engineer, Deputy Mineral Sur,veyor 
and late Depuf;y Surveyor of Public Lands in Colorado and Utah. 
Captain c. E. DUTI0N, 
Ordnance Corps United States Army, 
Secretary Land Commission, Salt Lake City. 
SEPTEMBER 10, 1879. 
Intersection of the base line and Salt Lake meridian, to illustrate the design for marking the 
corners. 
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Closing corne1· on, standm·d line. 
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NoTE.-One and one-half square feet of sheet copper or zinc would furnish the neo-
essary metallic cards for marking all the interior section and quarter-section comers 
in a township ~ the manner described above. 
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Testini'ony of M. T. Burgess, civil engineer and mineral su1·vey01·, Salt Lake, Utah. 
MIC.A.JAR T. BURGESS, a civil engineer and mineral surveyor, resident at Salt Lake, 
testified September 7, 1879, as follows: 
Have been familiar for teq. years with the practical operation of United States land 
laws relating to lode claims. The practice of permitting mineral surveys to overlap is 
objectionable, because tending to confusion and litigation. The making of such over-
lapping surveys is, however, a necessary incident of the present system of location 
which permits of such original overlapping, and hence necessitates a similar conflict 
in the subsequent official surveys. So long as miners are permitted to make vague lo-
cations, as at present, and to follow their lodes wherever they run, conflicts will occur. 
The common acceptation of the term apex is its highest point at any given place. 
The word presupposes a dip, and the highest point of a lode at any given place is hence 
its apex. This must be true in all cases where a lode has a dip, but there would be no 
apex to a horizontal lode. In case of dip there may be a series of points. In a verti-
cal vein t,here would be a series of points also. 
In Utah it is rarely the custom, in the early workings of lode claims to endeavor to 
determine the apex or cross or angle of a lode or vein, and it wouid be very difficult to 
.apply a rule for the ascertainment of either uniformly. While there are some cases 
where it is a ver, easy matter to determine the dip of a vein without doing much work, 
generally it is impossible to do so without going at least 100 feet in depth upon it. 
In view of the fact that under existing law the term apex, cross-angle, variation, 
&c., are essential parts of the law and in view of the further fact that the information 
necessary to determine the facts called for by these terms cannot generally be ascer-
tained in the early location of a claim, in my judgment the rights of a locator are not 
sufficiently defined under the present law; and in a majority of instances they cannot 
to a reasonable extent be protected under existing law. Right here let me explain a 
little: The law seems to require that the locator of a lode marks his location on the 
ground very soon after the discovery, and the law allows the miners of a district to 
regulate the width of the surface ground within certain limits. Suppose the district 
law then requires that 100 feet in width shall be all that is allowed a locator and that 
very soon after making the discovery he stakes his boundaries. He is just as apt as 
not to get his location at right angles to his vein as to get it longitudinal to that vein. 
If he gets it at right angles he gets 100 feet of vein; if fortunate enough to get it run 
right he gets 1,500 feet. In the former case under decisions in this Territory he would 
lose all but 100 feet of his vein. 
Since the passage oft.he act of 1866 or 1872 it is in my opinion impossible to deter-
mine the apex, cross-angle, &c., at the time of locating a mine, and much litigation 
has grown out of that impossibility. 
I have known two seams running parallel or approximately so, being located by dif-
ferent parties, resulting in contests. I think a case of that character was decided here 
in court yesterday, that of Stuart vs. Edison. (Witness here entered into a lengthy 
description of the geology of the country and the location of the veins in controversy 
not relevant to the matter under discussion.) Continuing the general testimony he 
had not known of any instances in whicb. the first locator bad been cut off by the sec-
ond locator. 
Sometimes the outcrops of lodes are wider than the legal width of claims, whether 
as defined by United States or Territorial laws or local district regulations. This is so 
of the Flag Staff, South Star, and Little Cottonwood. 
Sometimes the outcrops of narrow lodes so deviate from a straight line as to pass 
beyond the side lines of claims. Of this the H.ed Rover, in Bingham Canon, is an ex-
ample; and I know of a good many instances where the vein deviates from the course 
of location so as to pass off the location, but it does not come back. The Red Rover 
seems to run off and then run back. Generally the difference that troubles is merely 
in the direction of location of the lode. 
In reply to a question whether it is practical, under the law, to secure the location 
of alleged lodes where mineral cannot be worked to advantage, but greatly to the dis-
advantage of discoverers of true lodes, witness said : The question is correctly put as 
predicated upon a matter of general practice, although upon the requirements of local 
laws it is not. Local laws, as well as the United States mineral law, require tha,t a 
man shall have discovered a lode, but they unfortunately leave the proof of discovery 
entirely to him, and as a matter of practice there is no restriction upon a man's taking 
up a lode claim upon absolutely barren ground. Re simply has to come in and file his 
application, and claim so and so. Whether he has found mineral or anything else 
there, rests in his own breast, and it is left to him to say whether he has or has not, 
and he is given a license. This state of things works very much to the disadvantage 
of the real discoverer of a lorle and to the advantage of blackmailers who make loca-
tions of something they allege to be veins, evidently for the purpose of getting money 
out of parties who think they have good mines. They simply make their locations for 
the purpose of acquiring fighting claims. In answer to No.12 of questions relating to 
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lode claims, witness said a man could cloud the title of the true discoverer of a lode, 
and cause him an expensive litigation, but should not be permitted to do so. To 
show bow this state of things might come about, and what difficulty the true discov-
erer of a ]ode would be put to in order to determine the identity of the true lode, I will 
say that B would allege that he had a parallel vein to A's, and would sink down until 
he passed. into A's vein. In many instances he would sink through country rock and 
allege he was sinking on his vein matter; and finally, when he cut through into A's 
vein, he would begin to extract ore; and A would be compelled to show that his point 
of discovery and drift was upon the vein when B had entered his vein, and then prove 
in court, by expert testimony, that the other party could show no ore extracted be-
tween his alleged discovery and the point where he had entered on A's ore. This opera-
tion would cloud the title of the true mine for many years, probably. Witness an-
swered a:ffi.rruat,ively to No. 13, lode questions. In the event of litigation, as a rule, it 
is mostly over that portion of the vein which has passed beyond the exterior lines of 
the surface ground of the claim; but there are such variety of causes that there can 
be no rule stated. In the majority of cases, however, the contest undoubtedly results 
from the dip of the vein beyond the side lines-the plane lines. As a rule, and as a 
general thing, ore is taken out on the dip outside the plane line. 
I doubt very much if it is possible to retain in the mineral law any provision by 
which locators could follow the dip of their claims outside their side lines without 
provoking litigation. There am so many excuses for litigation, so many crooks in 
practical mining, that I doubt if it would be possible to do away with litigation, so 
long as you allow men to go beyond the plane of their side lines on the dip of the lode. 
Conceding that under the present law the right to follow the dip is provocaUve of 
litigation, T can think of no safeguards that would prevent such litigation, or even its 
excessive increase. 
Witness bad never taken any part in organizing mining districts, and was only 
familiar with the mode of organizing them by description. As _he understooil it the 
question of citizenship need not necessa.rily enter into consideration in forming a district. 
Prospectors often travel in groups of three and upward, and they have an understanding 
or a rule among themselves that three of them have the right to organize a district 
and pass laws. They wander over the country and find something they want to record, 
and they organize a meeting, with perhaps only three persons. One of them becomes 
chairman of the meeting, another secretary, and they will proceecl to appoint commit-
tees for the drafting of by-laws for the government of that dist rict, and the committee 
will write out his not ions of the boundaries of the district, and what the laws and reg-
ulations for the government of mining in that district should be, and these are pre-
sented to the meeting and adopted. Then one of the three is elected recorder, and in-
. structed to get books to record claims in, and business begins. There is no safeguard 
to prevent the overlapping of districts and consequent conflict of authority, except 
that arising from the knowledge of other districts those meeting together may possess, 
and it is a mere chance of their possessing any. They generally take natural objects 
for their boundaries. I believe the requirements as to number of persons qualified to 
organize a district is a matter of custom and not of law; and it is only custom which 
,requires that the organizers should be miners at all. The understanding seems to be 
that all prospectors are miners, and persons organizing a district are likewise assumed 
to be miners. I understand it to be true as a rule that districts are formed by small 
parties of prospectors, though sometimes they are organized by meetings of which 
notice had been previously given to miners, &c. In the absence of organization of a 
district, a man desiring to locate a claim would dig a hole and hold it with a pisrol, 
and would be governed by the dimension of his claim in posting up his notice, though 
I doubt if miners often post no tices of ·their claims in the absence of a district organ-
ization. I believe 1jhey generally follow the custom of the last district in which they 
worked. . 
I have never known of any evidence of citizenship being required in the organiza-
tion of these districts. I do not know of any law where cit,izenship is mentioned as a 
necessary qualification in those 1anding together to form a district. Such meet,ings 
generally elect a recorder, whose dut,y it is to keep a recor<l of all claims that may be 
presented for record and to provide himself with books for that purpose, for which 
service he shall have a certain fee. Under the law he has to record a claim when it is 
filed for record. Sometimes the laws provide that he shall visit the claim after the 
notice is presented for record. That is not always done. As a matter of fact, the 
recorder records anything that is• presented to hill, for which the fee is paid. The 
object in keeping the book of record seems to be that there may be something per-
petuated in writing to show that a, party making a location has located the ground, 
and then the record is intended as a notice to other prospectors of that particular 
piece of land being occupied or claimed. There is generally provision made in the 
law that recorders shall keep their books open for inspection at all reasonable hours. 
What good it does I do not know ; but unless there was some provision many loca-
tions might be made on top each other. A copy of that record of location, certified 
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by the rniniug recorder, is the foundation of the entire proceedings to acquire a min-
eral patent from the United States, and is evidence in any legal proceedings that may 
be instituted concerning that claim. 
In answer to No. 16, questions on lode claims, witness stated that any man who 
wants to locate a piece of ground takes a piece of paper and writes a notice, perhaps 
the best he knows how, and takes it to the district recorder's office and files it with the 
record, paying $2, which is the fee in most cases; and if that notice is found to be very 
imperfect, in some instances it is modified by the district recorder, at the request of 
the locator, so as to make it conform · to what the district recorder believes to be the 
requirements of the act of Congress. Some district laws say the locator shall erect a 
monument and two stakes of a certain size, and I think some of them go so far as to 
say they shall do certain work, but as I understand it that is not the rule, and those 
forming dist,ricts now very generally insert a clause in their district laws adopting 
the Unit,ed States law as the general guide, and only make rules for matters of details. 
The filing of the certificate or notice with tlie recorder is the main thing. The filing 
of the certificate does, I believe, bold the point of discovery against other parties until 
the locator leaves the ground, aud then just as likely as not another party will make 
another location that will take in this point of discovery; but so long as the original 
party is on the ground that notice is apt to be respected. That notice is the founda-
tion of all subsequent proceedings relat,ing to the title of the claim, and it is the first 
step toward obtaining a patent for the land. In the matter of any controversy re-
specting boundaries, the controversy would also hinge upon that certificate, and I 
believe that the litigations necessarily occurring in relation to mineral titles are enor-
mously increased by the illiterate or careless manner in which these locations are 
originally drawn. 
I do not personally know if that record is capable of subsequent amendment (after 
it is filed), but have been informed by some district recorders that they would allow 
any record of location to be amended, if the party making the location should apply 
to do so within a reasouable time; and it is subject to amendment at any time by filing 
what is called an addendum notice or additional description of the ground. I have 
known that to be done in -cases where the claim was several years old. The original 
notice is not necessarily touched or mutilated by this amendment. In many cases after 
the original notice of location is recorded the. party wants to furnish tbe public with 
an additional description of the ground, and he files an amendment notice and that is 
also recorded and forms part of the record. No questions are asked as t o the descrip-
tion he files. 
In mauy mining districts I understand there are provisions in the laws which allow 
of their amendment under certain conditions on due notice, but I do not understand 
the modifications could interfere with acquired rights. 
Question. Suppose that all the miners in a district wish to change the size of their 
claims, would not it be competent(byatwo -third vote)forthem to come together and 
reach that result f-.A.nswer. That is an extreme case, and I have never known such a 
case as that. I have known of laws being repealed, but never of their repeal being 
made retrospective. I cannot say it is within my knowledge that mining titles have 
been disturbed or eradicated through the fraudulent manipulation or destruction of 
mining records, though I have heard such things intimated. I do not think there is 
any security against such a practice, except the honor of the district recorder. The 
records are in his possession and he may manipulate them if he wants to. He is not 
under bonds nor under oath, and there is only the security of his personal integrity. 
In answer to question 19, lode claims, witness stated that in his opinion the initia-
tion of record title to claims could be advantageously placed in the hands of federal 
land officers as regards general results, but that it would likely work a hardship to 
individual miners, because a considerable interval must thf'n necessarily elapse be-
tween the discovery of the claim and the recording of it. It would be necessary to 
have mineral discovered in a particular district, else there would be no federal officer 
present to make the record. It would be impossible to have a federal recorder in 
every mountain district of a mile or ten miles area, and in their absence prospectors 
would risk losing their claims, because they would have to notify the proper authori-
ties that they had found mineral, and some one would have to be sent into the neigh-
borhood to make a record of it, involving a delay often of weeks and months, when 
the man must be away from his claim hunting a federal recorder. As it is now, the 
districts are hardly ever larger than six miles s,quare, and he need lose but little time 
in making his record-hardly ever more than a day-and hardly more than that inter-
val elapses after the discovery of mineral before he seeks and obtains a record of his 
find. Among miners a record in a district office is much more generally respected 
than a notice posted on a claim. The fact that he has been to the district recorder's 
office and :filed his claim for record is considered to give him a much bettor status 
than the mere posting of a notice. The result is that it would be a mere question of 
administration. Whether he filed with one man or another would not matt.er if he 
had the same facilities afforded him in either case, and it would be better for him to 
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:file it with a United States officer than with an irresponsible recorder, if it could be 
done with the same speed; but no system should be adopted that would increase the 
delay or difficulty in securing a record of a mining claim. 
As regards the inquiry whether requiring the record to be ~ade with federal offi-
cers would not lead to greater benefit to the greater number by giving them more 
security for a proper record and' in that way do away with litigation, I hardly believe 
in the greatest good to the greatest number; I believe in protecting the man who :finds 
the mine, because without the discoverer we would not have mines at all. It is fre-
quently stated that the professional prospectors do not derive benefit from their dis-
coveries, bnt I have known a great many who have received a great many thousands 
of dollars for their rights of discovery. [ think the present system loose and incom-
plete, and would prefer another if it could be arrived at without oppressing the class 
of people who :find mines; but I would not advocate a system that would leave them 
without a record of location even for a short time. Miners very often go great dis-
tances from old districts, and it would be impossible to have a federal officer follow 
every group of two or three men wandering over the country in search of mineral. I 
think the system would be a judicious one generally, but I would not favor any sys-
tem that would work oppressively to the prospecting classes. 
There is no limit to the present system to which the record of location runs, as I 
understand it. At the present time a man may hold a ruining claim for a lifetime 
under a notice of location. As regards the perpetuation of that system, I think it 
would be good with some modification-i. e., that he hold the ground by a certain 
amount of work annually, and I would see to it that he actually did the work by a, 
system of inspection by United States officers. The officer would not be required to 
be there until the district was populated to some extent, and he would not necessarily 
be in a certain locality all the time. What I mean is, that I would want it to be the 
tact that at least the claimants in a mining district actually did work, instead of rep-
resenting that they did, and I would secure knowledge of the actual facts by some sys-
tem of inspection. I would not leave it to the miner to say whether he bad done the 
work, because in many instances claims are revived after they have been abandoned 
for years, for purposes of litigatiou. I do not think this theory of inspection would 
involve such a multiplicity of officers as to render it useless. It would not in this 
Territory. It would be a very easy matter to inspect the work of all the mines in 
Utah. 
Q. Have you any idea of the number of locations in Utah ¥-A. I know what is said 
to be the number in Bingham. 
Q. How many f-A. Five thousand :five hundred. That represents about four square 
miles of territory. 
Q. Now, extending that in similar proportion-- A. That is an exceptional case. 
You might go many miles where you would. not find any location at all. .Applying 
that to all the mineral districts in Utah, I think it would be practicable to obtain the 
requisite number of officers to make the inspections proposed. There should be an 
officer appointed for each one of the mineral districts. I do not know how many dis-
tricts there are-probably 40 or 45 now. There were 37 in 1873. 
Q. Then you would have in this one Territory 45 officers, to be paid for the mere in-
spection of mines developed. If that system were followed in each of the other States 
and Territories, would you not have a machinery that would render it impracticable f-
A. I think not. I do not consider the question of expense should enter into this mat-
ter where the government is to pay for it. It is like the system of surveys; it is only 
impracticable because Congress will consider the matter of expense. 
When I spoke of some modification in the present system of protecting prospectors' 
rights I bad in mind an amendment to the mining laws, making known explicitly 
what the government requires in the matter of location, and not leaving it a matter 
of judicial construction; -to make it perfectly plain to any man who engages in min-
ing, and require him to strictly comply with it in making his locations, and have defi-
nite instructions published as to the manner of marking claims on the ground and as 
to the method of describing them, a neglect of which rnles should work a forfeiture 
of bis claim, which forfeiture should be determined by some officer appointed for the 
purpose. That duty might be imposed upon the mining inspectors. 
Q. Suppose that officer decided that the location was not valirl, inasmuch as the re-
corder is not a United States officer, what jurisdiction would the inspector have to 
take that record off his books 9-A. It would not make any difference as long as the 
record was pronounced insufficient,, 
I am not elaborating a system for adoption, but am simply giving my idea of the 
best method of modifying the law. The act of 1872 requires that the location shall 
be so distinctly marked on the ground that its boundaries can be readily traced. No 
prospector knows what that means. Some construe it one way and some another. 
That is the fault of the law. 
I am in favor of the repeal of the pl'esent mining laws and the substitution of another 
that would require the rectangular subdivision of the mineral lands of the country, 
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and I would have this rectangular subdivision to be of ten acres, in squares, and I 
would allow each prospector to locate from one to four of these squares, and I would 
have the plane of the side lines of this rectangular subdivision limit his right to the 
vein contained. The area of a mining claim made in one location of 40 acres would 
be 1,320 feet square. That, I think, would come as near doing away with litigation 
in connection with mining claims as anything I could think of. I repeat, I would 
allow a miner to take one to four of these locations, at his option, and for convenience 
in surveying I would make the locations in squares-not to include more than 40 acres 
of ground. The limit would be one-quarter the size of a quarter section of land, and 
the smallest quantity would be the smallest legal subdivision of land. 
Such subdivisions as that above suggested would cut off the vein on the dip, the 
depth depending on the angle at which the vein dips. No two Yeius are alike. They 
run at different angles. If the apex of the vein was absolutely at one side of the 
location, and it went down at an angle of 45° from the horizontal, the depth ou the 
dip would end at the square root of the sum of the squares of the two sides. With-
out figuring I cannot say exactly what it would be. Approximately, if the apex of 
the vein and one of the sides of this 40-acre tract coincided, and the dip is 45°, you 
can follow the dip of that vein 1,863 feet, without going outside the tract, and under 
one location that would be the extent to which deep mining could be carried. If the 
vein pitched steeper you could of course go deeper, and if the pitch was not 45°, less. 
It is very seldom in this country that a vein has a less pitch than 30°. Presumiug the 
apex to be at one side of the location, under the worst circumstances you would have 
1,320 feet depth. I do not think such a restriction would give the death-blow to deep 
mining. The cases are so rare where any one goes down 1,800 feet on a vein that it is 
hardly worth naming. In this country, at least, it is very rare. The Comstock might 
be named as a noted exception. I am satisfied there is not a mine in Utah, Idaho, 
Montana. and Wyoming that is 1,800 feet in depth. I do not think that a system that 
would allow 1,800 feet and upwards on every vein, would interfere materially with 
the development of deep mining or defeat the investment of sufficient money to make 
it profitable in this country. If a mine is worked 1,000 or 1,200 feet its owners can 
form a very correct idea of what their vein is going to be for the next thousand feet, 
and then it would become their duty to purchase more land. They might make a sec-
ond location to protect their dip. I am disposed to allow a man to have all the min-
ing land he will work. I would give him more land to protect his work than under 
other circumstances. Even though you allow a man to make an immense location you 
cannot require him to do more work on it than he pleases. Thti chances are he will 
not utilize his own land and will not allow others to <lo it. 
I consider mining at 1,800 feet tolerably deep mining, and I hardly think restricting 
a man to so much land as would allow him to go that clt:ep would interfere with deep 
mining tu such au extent as to retard its development or prevent t,be investment of 
capital in it. 
As a matter of general policy I think that there shoulcl be a limitation as to the 
possessory title iu mineral matters, so as to require them to perfect title within a 
reasonable time. 
The law in relation to tunnel locati,ons is a dead letter any way, and in the event 
of the adoption of my side-line suggestion it must necessarily be repealeu. It might 
as well be repealed any way, for they have never struek any veins in the tunnels in 
this country. I do not know of the discovery of any such vein. I have heard rumors 
that such veins have been struck, bnt they have not been authenticated so far as I 
know. The only good tunnels do, they sometimes drain and assist in the working of 
mines. I do not know whether or not there have been any decisions by the courts in 
this Territory as to the rights of parties under tunnel locations. 
In regard to mill-sites, I might say that mills are erected for several purposes; some-
times for the purpose of controlling the stream of water, and at other times for the 
pmpose of putting mills up for the use of mines. Sometimes they are erected for the 
use of smelters or mills, and sometimes for speculation. 
Within my knowledge the purposes intended by the law are not carried out in the 
location of mill-sites in any considerable number of instances. As regards the con-
tinuation of the mill-site privilege,11 do not know that there is any real good, nor gen-
erally any great harm, in the law. If a man wants to put up a mill he can generally 
find a place to put it on without a mill-site. As I understand it, the law requires that 
land taken up as a mill-site shall be non-mineral and non-adjacent to the end of a 
mining claim. If not amended, the law should be enforced. 
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Test-imony of L. S. Burnharn, Boiintiful, Utah. 
L. S. BuR~HAM, of Bountiful, Utah, testified at Salt Lake City, September 15, 1879, 
as follows: 
The suggestions I have to make are simply on agriculture. There are many little 
evils we have to encounter here under the public-land system that are not known in 
other countries I have lived in. 
I am a Mormon, but not a polygamist. I have for twenty-five years been acquainted 
with this community system. The system of disposal of our agricultural-land right8 
here has been entirely different from the one prescribed by Unite<l States laws, as I was 
familiar with them from having been twelve years in the business before I came here. 
For many years we were not permitted to make any land claims except with the con-
sent of the church. We could not take lands under the United States system up to 
the time the railroad got in here. The lawyers came in here, and a multitude of 
fraudulent claims have been the consequence, since the Unite<l States land office wa::; 
estaulished here. Everything broke loose then. The people could come in then and 
make filings according to law. Since the land office was opened, in 1869, an immense 
number of fraudulent, filings have been made, an<l have led to an immense amount of 
litigation and mischief to the people. In more than one instance there has beeu a 
strong effort made to carry out some filing, especially on the part of the church. 
Twenty-five years ago I wanted to take a piece of land here in Utah. I went and 
selected a piece and told the bishop that I wanted to go on to a piece of government bud. 
He said, "I shall not allow you to go on to it." I said," What is the matterf" antl 
be replied, "You won't be permitted to touch it." They gave me no other reasons, only 
that. Then I tried anothet piece, but I met the same answer, until I learned that it 
was the ruling and custom here not to allow any person to take up a piece of la,nd 
except by the bishop's sanction, and then it wa.1,1 advisable to take only from 10 to 20 
acres. 
Sometimes individuals who were favorites could go and take out other pieces of land ; 
it depended on a man's standing in the church. When the land office was established 
a multitude of filings were proved in the end to be simply forms to prevent anybody 
going on to the land. thus covered. A great r:art of them were homestead filings. The 
records of the office will show it. We found it necessary, in order to enter any kiud of 
claims for homes for oersclves or pieces of ground, frequently to go outside of all that 
was called decent land. These old filings had become olJsolete, for the parties never 
have been on them, making declarations in some way, and whenever there was an op-
portunity offered to take them we had to go through the forms of law or else hire them 
cancelled, although the time bad expired. To hire them to send for the ca1 cellation 
papers was the cheaper way. There was a multiplicity of fraudulent claims held over 
the whole country to keep the Gentiles from taking part of the land. We found that 
we could only a,ccomplish that sometimes, for while waiting for return of cancellation 
papers from Washington to this office, which is the law, parties would come just in 
ahead of us and whip us out of it. 
The first suggestion I had to make was that it seems as if the one who had outained 
the cancellation of such old fraudulent claims was in possessory right, and ought to 
have a few days given him, if it is not more than two. 
I think the local offices here should be permitted to manage the whole matter. The 
little humble farmer, who has only a few hundred dollars, and has to reach thi~ thing 
inch by inch, it ruins him. I am on a desert-land filing. I had obtained the cancella-
tion of a quarter section of land that was an old fraudulent filing. It cost me $35 to 
get that canceled. I sent it to Washington and it was returned. I had my attorney em-
ployed here, as I cannot be here all the tit _, e, to manage it for me. I had the moriey 
deposited at Walker's bank, subject to the orders of the attorney, but as soon as the 
papers came in, canceled, another party came in and gobbled it, and they probably 
got a letter from Washington about it. 
If the officers here had the authority to make the cancellation, upon the proof t.hat 
I had filed, I would have been protected. I would have saved my money, and obtained 
my land. The individual that beard of this filing and steppe<l in ahead of me made a 
desert filing and took it up, I think some years ago or more. He bas made no use of 
the land at all; I have since been over there; he is a member of the Morman Church, 
but of course I cannot charge it to the Church. 
I came here from Vermont because I believed in the principles of the Mormon church, 
and that it would make me a better man, but the practice and professions of the 
church do not agree; I am a Mormon but not a polygamist. 
I have a wild suggestion to make, and it is this: In consideration of extreme diffi-
culties and antagonisms, mostly by foreigners who now inhabit Utah, and the ex-
treme prejudice on account of the teachings of the church against the economy of the 
government of the United States, in her method of disposing of the public lands, I 
would snggest that there be a commissioner over a certain number of land offices, 
who would. bring up all land matters, and adjust and settle them, without the long 
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course of litigation that now exists in Utah. I have stndied this matter for years and 
such a commission with appropriate legal authority would end a host of trouble for 
the poor farmers. The commissioner not to receive fees, but a salary; thus guard-
ing him against anything like bribery. If it could ha'Ve been so in years past it 
would have saved a terrible sight of feeling and prejudice which has been created 
against the government. 
I am opposed to any pasturage system, and to the giving of 3,000 or any large num-
ber of acres to any one. My reasons are, that these dried-up and burnt lands are sus-
ceptible of becoming very valuable lands by boring artPRion wells. I have tested it. 
I am at it now, and the result, as far as I have carried it (and it is only the begin-
ning), bas been a great deal more favorable than we expected. I am 9 miles north 
from Salt Lake City. I will give you my theory. As dry as it is-and it is the driest 
we have ever known it here-it, has dried up miJlions of bushels of grain, still we 
bore down 10 feet with my little auger (which is my own invention) and we strike 
water. It is only a few miles from !Salt Lake Cit.y, but we :find it is not the seepage 
from the lake. WP find that, it is the gradual underflow from the mountains. It is 
fresh water; therefore it comes from the hills. It is fresh water and does not come 
from the lake. Salt Lake never seeps back. Tbe water from the bills is forever 
crowding towards Salt Lake. In testing the matter we found this to be true. In 
boring 10 feet we st.ruck water; in boring 50 feet we got enough water to run off a 
little stream. Forty-five feet would, perhaps, just make it stand level at the top. 
The formation we bore through is simply stratified clay; it is a. mud deposit in the 
water. It is a stratifieil, regular formation, as if it bad been deposited just so much 
each year, and as we pass through there is a lit,tle quicksand between two stratas, 
and in that quicksand there is a lit.tle water. Below i,hat yon reach another stratat 
and getting lower, you reach another. That is the theory we work on, and we find 
that it is the correct one. Tho theory appears proven as far as we have gone. We 
think we can get a fl.ow after awhile. 'fhis will redeem these lands. 
Another thing I wish to state: we have a worse enemy to enconnter th::.u the drought, 
and that is the terrible alkali beds. It takes science somewliat to master thal;. The 
alkali beds, so far as my knowledge and experience goes, cover almost a.U the desert 
lands in Utah. The waters contain a greater percentage of saline matter than they 
do on the other side of the range. Our waters carry from 7 to 10 per cent., and on the 
other side of the mountains they carry from 4 to 6 per cent. The alkali seems to be 
almcst entirely on the top. It consiists of all varieties of saline waters. There are 
more than fifty varieties of it. The fresh water, forever working towards the Jake, 
becoming permeated through and through, is always carrying this saline matter, which is 
low down in theeartb,rightintoSaltLake. On the top it(thewater) is never so strongly 
impregnated. Wben Salt Lake receded it left a great deal of saline matter near the 
surface. It impregnated the soil so strongly that we had years of tronble before we 
were able to raise cabbage; but when we do get it, it is the richest land in the world. 
The most effectual method of getting rid of it is the niter, w hichin rain and snow neutral-
izes it. It is better for it than anything we have ever tried. It seems to neutralize it 
without running off. Then we use the spring floods in the mountains. We wash it a 
a great deal that way. We wash the soil when the spring freshets result from the 
melting of the snow. That is one of the best ways we have of removing it from the 
soil. You see now why I am opposed to the pasturage homestead, for I think these 
lands can l>e utilized for agricultural purposes. The pasturage homestead law will 
have a tendency to monopoly. A man would take up a thousand acres of land in this 
way, and would be likely to let it lie idle for many years. If a man bad 1,000 acres 
he would not do anything with it. 
Under t,he present method we take :five acres and subdue it, and next year we take 
another five acrPs. I could not take a thousand acres or a hundred acres and do any-
thing with it. We farm about 91 acres of land. The church used to pester me, but 
they do not bother me now. I made an effort to take this lan.d :fifteen years ago, but 
they would not let me. President Brigham Young spent more than $200,000 of the 
church money redeeming that land, and it has failed since he died, and they aban-
doned it. We have not been allowed to file on it. They proposed to bring the water of 
the Jordan and Weber Rivers on to it, but they failed. 
Another thing that I would suggest, t,hat would do away with much of the diffi-
culties surrounding the land question and bring the greatest amount of prosperity, is, 
that a commission be appointed to settle all these Mormon land titles. It would de-
feat every kind and character of foreign and domestic prejudice as to the economy of 
the system of the United States land laws. 
• 
• 
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Testirnoriy of John Ward Christian, attorney-at-law, Beaver City, Utah. 
To the Public Land Commission: 
BEAVER CITY, UTAH, September 22, 187g, 
GENTLEMEN: In answer to your interrogatories, I am unable to respond to all at 
once, but will now answer to your first ten general interrogatories, and will answer to 
those under the heads of agriculture, timber, lode claims, and placer claims hereafter, 
as my time will permit. 
1. John Ward Christian; Beaver City, Utah; attorney-at-law. 
2. Twenty-one years. 
3. Have not. 
4. Assisting various parties in procuring their land titles. 
5. Homestead and pre-emption entries; usually from six to twelve months after 
making final proof. The expense depends usually upon the distance of the applicants 
and witnesses from the local land office. Places for making final proof should be in-
creased and rendered more convenient to parties In contested cases, no definite time 
can be stated. In the case of Ashworth vs. Buckner (from this county), the contest 
lasted three or four years ; the expense, including attorneys' fees, about $3,000 each. 
Since Ashworth draw out of the contest, Beaver City has taken up the matter of con-
testing Buckner's right to the same land and it is now pending in the land office. This 
land is worth about $2.50 per acre. 
6. I have. One defect is in allowing more than one person to file a pre-emption 
entry upon the same tract. Another is in allowing parties to change from one entry 
to another; another is in allowing parties to abandon one entry or any number of en-
tries, and rnake others. But one entry or filing should be allowed, and the party for-
ever barred from making others, even if not perfected. This would limit contests and 
prnvent speculative attempts. 
7. In answer to this interrogatory, I will have to confine myself to this county 
(Beaver), owing to want of time and opportunity. The east boundary of this county 
is the summit of the Wasatch range of mountains. The west line is the east boundary 
of the State of Nevada. To the westward of the Wasatch itis a succession of small val-
. leys (some fertile and some desert) and alternating hills and mountains, and high and 
barren table and bench lands, with but few streams and watering places other than the 
Beaver River audits three or four tributaries, to wit, North, Indian, and South Creeks, 
neither of which approach the Beaver during the latter summer months. The Beaver 
and tributaries all emerge from the western slope of the Wasatch-are :flush during 
spring and early summer, owing to melting snows; but ordinarily during the irriga-
tion season all of the waters of these streams are appropriated within a distaince of 
25 miles west from Beaver City and within 35 of their sources, the final appropriation 
of these waters being at the town of Minersville, 20 ruiles west of this place. The 
benches, foot-hills, and mountains west of Wasatch are, or have been to a great extent, 
covered with a species of scrubby cedar and pin.on pine, fit only for fire-wood and for 
a character of fencing termed in the West " bull fence," built of stakes thrown across 
and riders thrown between, and vulgarly termed "rip-gut fence." These benches are 
very generally covered with "bunch-grass," except during dry seasons or seasons when 
the snowfall is light in the valleys and upon the benches west of Wasatch. The val-
veys uear the streams are usually covered with a low underbrush called sage, rabbit, 
and grease brush, and in very damp places willow brush, with but little grass only upon 
low places where water overflows during the early part of spring seasons. All these 
valleys are in fact desert lands, or were twenty years ago, but when reclaimed by the 
application of water make good grain, hay, and pasture lands. The scareity of the 
water is the great drawback, as the more valuable lands are not so situate as to admit 
of being irrigated. 
'£he future of this county, and Southern Utah I may say, lies in its great mineral 
wealth, which is now being somewhat developed. The farm and garden products are 
not sufficient for the home consumption. As a pastoral district, our great trouble is lack 
of water at places where the best stock and sheep ranges or districts are. The great 
scarcity is during the summer and fall. After snowfall stock follow up the snow-
line upon the mountains and subsist upon. the snow. 
The chief and in fact almost the only source for building and fencing timber is 
the Wasatch Mountains, which have heretofore a:ffor<led all that has been used, with 
but little exception. Its supply of saw timber is now very limited on the west side, 
yet there is plenty of small cabin and fencing timber, &c., but very difficult of ap-
proach. 
8. As to the best method of disposing of the public lands now unappropriated in 
this county and in all other districts similarly situated, outside of those upon which 
cereals and hay can be grown, is to sell them to parties wishing to purchase, in such 
quantities as they may desire, at the government price, upon application direct to the 
Land Department. If they are not thus disposed of, the mining interests of Southern 
Utah will soon consume all of the scrubby cedar and pine forests for charcoal, which 
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is vecy extensively used in smelting ores; and these growths are, from my observa-
tion, not restored by new growths; ot,herwise these .forests will become vast uuma-
tured commons, and unsalable. A strict stumpage law-i. e., so much per ton of coals-
collectible from the consumers (the deliverers are too numerous to reach) might answer. 
9. I know of no better system than the one adopted by the United States. 
10. In those portions of the West situate as this and other Territories are, so far as 
my acquaintance goes, and especially this, Nevada, and Idaho Territories, and most of 
Arizona, where parties taking up farm lands have to procure their building and saw 
timber from the high mountains (their farms being low in the valleys), I would sug-
gest that they be allowed to take, say, 100 acres in the valley and 80 up in the mountains 
among the timber, and thus parceling out the timber and thereby giving individuals 
power to protect it from merciless speculators in lumber, mining timbers, and railroad 
ties, and from :fire, &c., thus throwing vast personal interests together, and thereby 
protect the general interest of the whole republic. Owing to a lack of some such 
arrangement, millions of feet of lumber have been cut and shipped from the western 
slope of the Wasacth in this county, during tho last ten years, to Nevada and other 
places; and this mountain range is our only hope in future for all our mining and build-
ing materials, for supplying our mining and agricultural interest to its west-and west 
of this range are nearly all of our principal mining camps in Southern Utah. 
Respectfully, &c., 
JNO. WARD CHRISTIAN. 
Testimony of Daniel Davidson, sheep raiser, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
DA.NIEL DAVIDSON, of Salt Lake City, testified, September 17, 1879, as follows: 
I am a sheep raiser. My sheep ranche is on White River. I have about 29,000 sheep. 
I think five sheep will equal one beef. I think it would t,ake 30 acres to graze five sheep. 
The country where I am is very mountainous. There bas been plenty of water, but it 
is scarce now. I range over a space twent,y miles long by four miles wide in the summer, 
and in the winter I go to another place, having about the same area. Two ranges are 
indispensable. In summer I drive up into the mountains, and in winter I drive down 
into the deserts. I do not own the land I range on because I cannot afford to pay the 
government price. It, is unsurveyed bnd. I could materially increase the value of my 
flock if the land could be fenced in some way. The advantage would be I could move 
from place to place and keep others off. Then I could herd, and pnt in tamo grasses, 
and make improvements generally. This land is not worth anything but for grazing 
purposes. I have great trouble to prevent people from causing their cattle to eat off 
the range. Sbeep and cattle do not do we1l together, for the rea-son that the sheep 
nips the gmss much closer to the ground than cattle do and eat the grass all off so 
that the cattle cannot get any. The idea that cattle will not graze on t,he same ground 
that sheep have grazed over is not true. I have seen iu the east where sheep and cat-
tle will do very well together ii the pasturage is not overstocked. Where they are 
overstocked the sheep will take the grass all away from the cattle. Sheep will graze 
on the mountains where cattle will not. The ranges are steadily decreasing under this 
present system, but if I could own the land I could make the past,urage increase. I 
would t,ben hav'e an interest in making it increase. Last summer I went to work and 
fenced in a piece of grass. I should think about 230 acres. That is a'll the land I have 
fenced. I thought I was safe; that others would not come in; but other men came 
along and let down the bars and put their stock in my inclosure. They bad just as 
much right to it as I had. If I owned the land I could then keep it up and improve it. 
There is some conflict between the cattle and sheep men. Tbe herds will run from 
2,000 up to 16,000; mine is the largest herd. All the other herds in the Territory are 
about 8,000. They run in bands of about 2,500. 
I think these lands should be sold. I think it would be to the ail.vantage of the 
government and the people if they were sold. It would, I am sure, be better for all 
parties. I would sell them at a nominal price-at 10 cents per acre. There are thou-
ands of acres that are not worth much for anything. The stock-water privilPges are 
pretty well taken up. It (the water) is stocked about as well as 1.t can be. I think I 
would sell the pasturage lands in unlimited quantities. I think t,be pastnrage-bome-
stead idea is a very good one. I think whatever is done shonlrl bP done at once. It 
would be a great deal better for all parties concerned, better for the government and 
for the people. The government is getting no revenue from t,hese lands, and the peo-
ple are getting in all the time and getting the benefit of thPm. They fake the timber 
off these lands and use it, and the government draws no revenue frorn them. 
Sbeep pay better than cattle. I have been in the business twenty-five years. Sheep 
will pay 60 per cent. I have made as high as 80 per cent. a year. Cattle will not pay 
more than 40 per cent. My shearing from 18,000 sheep nets $24,708. I raised from 
them 9,400 lambs. They are worth from $1.50 to $2 per head. The wool sells for 20 
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cents a pound. When I came here in 1871 they had the poorest sheep here I ever saw. 
They were the Mexican sheep. I went to Canada and bought some large English sheep 
and brought them here. Brigham Young sent one of his bishops down to see them 
(in 1872), and the next morning a letter came from his secretary for me to come to the 
office; and he said he had been down along with the bishop to look at my lambs; and 
he said, "They are going to be a great acquisition to this Territory." I told him that 
was what they wanted to improve the stock, and he said, " Don't you want to sell 
them T" I would not part with them to any man, but he insisted that I should sell 
them. I said that if I did I would have to go back to-morrow morning for more, and 
he told me to go on and get more from Canada; and he said, "I will sell the sheep for 
you." I went back the next morning to Canada, and I had not been there two days 
when a man by the name of Van Atten came there. I bought two car-loads; he bought 
three. I got a dispatch from my wife saying that none of the sheep were sold and 
that I had not better buy but one-half a car-load. I came home. They had not sold 
the sheep, and they never tried to; they did not want to. They thought it would 
cripple me by making me buy so many sheep. The man told me that he and Brigham 
Young were in partnership. They wanted to keep me out of the business. I breeded 
from them two years, and then sent to Ohio and bought merino sheep, and have been 
using them ever since. The sheep here all have the scab, and it is ten times as bad as 
in the States. I use tobacco and sulphur; ten parts of tobacco juice and five of sul-
phur. I use them every year, scab or no scab. You cannot sell scabby wool. I em-
ploy twelve herders and pay them $30 a month. It costs me $18 apiece to feed them. 
This is not an agricultural country; it is a pastoral and mineral country. The only 
disease the sheep have here is scab. The alkali here cures the hoof-rot. 
SALT LAKE CITY, September 11, 1879. 
JOHN B. MILNER, of Provo, Utah County, Utah, made the following statement: 
I am a farmer; I have been a farmer in Utah for twenty-five years. I live in Provo, 
Utah County, which is an agricultural county; I have lived there for twenty-five years. 
I own a tract of land, on which I live. I have myself personally attended to its culti-
vation, though I am now a practicing attorney. ,For several years I was county sur-
veyor of that county. The corner posts having been lost, I had to resort to the records 
of the county survey, because the survey had been made some thirteen years and the 
stakes were mostly gone, having been of the softest white pine when put in, and in 
all but gravelly soil the mounds that were originally erected had by natural causes 
become level with the surface. I was not able to find in the entire county three stakes 
in place. Where the rock or gravel mounds were constructed I was usually able to 
find the mounds. These gravel or rock mounds were erected wherever the soil was 
gravelly. There were very few of them, only at the base of mountains. About one-
eighth or one-tenth of the whole were gravei]y mounds. The whole of Provo Valley 
was surveyed, being not more than twenty-five townships, and my obtiervation was 
confined to these twenty-fiye townships. That is all there was in the county. 
I am somewhat familiar with the requirements of the government surveys under 
the law. The monuments and stakes I found were not in accordance with the law at 
the ti!11e I found them. In only one instance was this the case, although I believe in 
most mstances the stakes had been put down and 1 he moundb erected. The soil of the 
arid land is impregnated with alkali, and the winter snows tend to make the land 
boggy, so that the stakes sink right down and disappear. I think rock monuments 
would be infinitely better. Rocks woul<l not dissolve and rot as the gravel and stakeb 
did. Alkali has the tendency to make them do so. I think the present system of 
rock monuments is the best. These rock monuments are now being planted regufarly 
by the deputy surveyors. My present knowledge is somewhat limited, but there have 
been some resurveys made, and I have observed that the monuments have been 
planted in compliance with the law. 
I do not concur in the general opinion that the original survey was a very bad one. 
It wasn't correct, it wasn't on the true meridian, nor did they use the true length of 
chain, hut considering the circumstances I think it was a very fair survey. I am sat-
isfied that t,he surveyors did not comply with the rules in correcting their chain at 
prescribed periodi;. And in not using the solar instrument they didn't get the true 
meridian to about 40 minutes. Utah County is not on the true meridian to about 40 
minutes. The chain was too long. It not being on the true meridian at first, it was 
very difficult to replace it. 
I think a correct survey can be made by using the solar instrument. Precise accu-
racy is not, of course, possible, but reasonable accuracy can be attained. The survey 
can be made within much less than the legal closing links. The legal closing links 
are, I think, 75 links to the mile. That is my recollection. The original survey was 
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in some cases iscarcely within these limits. It can be done closer than that. I think 
generally that the rectangular system of surveying is not ndapted to the surveys now 
to be made in this Territory, and in fact throughout the Rocky Mountains. AU the 
valleys are mostly surveyed and the remaining unsurveyed land is now ruoi,tly in 
canons or very sma,11 valleys. A rectangular survey through the canons, chaining the 
exteriors of townships, is impractible and very expensive, and must nece~sarily be in-
correct. It is impractible to carry such surveys through these mountains or valleys. 
I would triangulate them. There is much of this land that seems to be useless. It 
would seem to me that the system of authorizing irregular surveys woulcl be well-
that is, not on true lines-and possibly as to the quantity to be surveyed; t,he survey 
to be made at the expense of the parties desiring the land, and the paying of the ex-
penses entitle the person to entry, and to be the only prerequisite to owning unsur- . 
veyed land. In complia,nce with other provisions of such a statute, if the survey 
was authorized to be irregular, it might meet the object both for mineral a,nd also 
for those small irregula,r tmcts of land for agricultural purposes in the canons and 
other places. 
I would take the liberty to suggest that a change in the land laws in relation to 
timber seems to be almost a necessity. Merely as a citizen I believe the government 
is under moral obligations, and possibly a legal one, to allow the citizens who have 
settled upon these lands in good faith to cut timber from the lands of the government 
for fencing and domestic purposes. There should be a law that would entitle them 
to do this. During the time that they are acquiring their title, there should be some 
method whereby those who have settled upon this land shoul<l have an opportunity 
to get their timber for domestic purposes in some manner. I do not mean for purposes 
of commerce. Possibly this timber laud might be surveyed and communities per-
mitted to enter a portion of the land on which the scraggy timber grows suitable for 
fencing and fuel. Perhaps it would be as well to permit the local legislature to enter 
this timber land in trust for and in behalf of the community, the legislature deter-
mining the method of disposing of the trust. If farmers were permitted to enter 
timber land for domestic purposes, that would tend to the benefit of the community. 
It would permit citizens to obtain timber without violating the law. 
Question. Why limit your right of entry to communities ?-Answer. I would not 
limit it to communities. 
Q. Why provide for a community entry at all f-A. I would object to the timber 
lands being open to general entry, because it might create a monopoly. I would sug-
gest this, too : That each and every owner of a mine should be permitted to enter so 
much timber land. Every person who has acquired title to a portion of government 
land for agricultural purposes ought to be permitted to enter a portion of timlJer la.nd; 
and in each town and village some person should be permitted to enter in proportion 
to its inhabitants and in trust for them a certain amount of timber land, that they 
might get fuel and timber for fencing purposes for the use of the town. 
Q. Why should that community be allowed to take the timber land ¥-A. It is im-
possible for a community to exist on land entirely barren of timber. My objection to 
private entry is that it would be embarrassing for t,he government. The difficulty is, 
that the amount of timber in this territory is very limited, and the lands as held by 
our people are held in very small quantities. If there was sufficient timber it might 
be well to open it to private entry, but I do not think there is enough timber to give 
every man in the Territory of Utah within 100 miles of the settlement 10 acres of 
timber; that is, every man that is the bead of a family, and every man over the age 
of 21. My idea is, that as people live in communities and hold small tracts, sa,y 5 or 10 
acres, they should have a small amount of timber corresponding to their small t,ract 
of land, and the whole community will not want more than 160 acres. If agricultur-
ists and miners were permitted to purchase at all, there would not bo sufficient for 
them all, and it would be necessary in a few years to plant timber in the valleys. I 
am perfectly willing that it should be given to each individual citizen, and I should 
prefer this, if it can be done. 
Q. What is the head of a family here f-A. The bead of the family is the man; the 
different wives are not the heads of the family. It is possible that there are widows 
who are beads of families, and there are polygamous wives who are heads of families, 
but there are very few of them. 
Q. What are the number of heads of families in the Territory f-A. I would estimate 
the number of heads of famllies at 15,000 or 20,000 in this Territory. In the community 
system of entries it would resu] tin distributing the timber land among the population, 
even if a certain amount was given to each wife as the head of a family. 
Q. Why would it not be a more satisfactory way to simply sell the timber land 
to whatever individuals wanted to buy it f-A. I think that in consequence of the 
fact tha,t the timber is so limited in the .vicinity of the improved lands of the Terri-
tory, it would create a great monopoly that would be detrimental to the actual settlers, 
as he might not get any of it ; the settlers would then be at the mercy of the land 
grabbers. I think a man should be permitted to take the timber land in proportion to 
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the amount of a~ricultural land or mineral land be had, and the size 0£ bis family. 
My position is this, that if tbe government bas sold me 160 acres of agricultural land 
I should be permitted to have a proportion of timber land with my 160 acres of agri-
cultural land if I have acquired a lot in the city or town, and should be permitted to 
acquire timber in proportion to the area of the town property as a basis. 
Q. ·would it not create a monopoly by giving a man a tract of timber land for each 
of :fifteen mines if he had so many f-A. I readily admit that the system I suggested 
may be abused and may tend in a degree to create a monopoly, but I think it is the 
least of the two evils. My suggestion. is to distribute it to the actual settlers in pro-
portion to the area of land they have ; I think they ought to be entitled to a portion 
of the timber land to be entered in trust for them. All I want is to have the persons 
who are now on the land to have the timber for their wants only. 
Q. What is your idea of the price for this timber land ¥-A. I have no opinion upon 
that question; if it was real timber land the price should he higher than agriculturalland. 
There are large areas of land that possibly might not be called timber land that par-
ties would be pleased to get title to where the scrubby cedars grow; it is valuable for 
mining purpol:les and for domestic uses, but no person could afford to pay much more 
than the price of agricultural land for it. 'l'he great difficulty is that you can seldom 
:find a large body of timber together; it is in groves in the ravines, with large inter-
vening spaces of bare barren rocks, with nothing whatever growing upon it, so that 
the majority of the timber land in Utah will not be worth more than agricultural land. 
Besides juniper, there is some pines (mountain pines), cottonwood, quaking aspens, and 
box-elder. We have no hard wood; one would hardly be worth more than another. 
I think a uniform price would be just; the price of agricultural land would be a good 
price for this timber land, for the land is worth nothing after the timber is cleared off. 
This timber sells generally at an average of$6 per cord. Much of this timber is brought 
a long distance; I have hauled timber ten miles. Where the timber grows you can 
get on an average $10 per acre. 
Q. Do you know anything about the average cost of delivering it a,t market f-A. 
It will cost all it sells for. A person will only get the cost of Lis labor and hire of his 
team. If he had to hire hjs team to haul it with he would not make a cent. I know 
-of no person in the Territory who makes it a regular business. Farmers engage in it 
at odd times. 
Q. Is not in your opinion the destruction of the forests attributable more to fires 
than it is to the depredations of individuals f-A. Yes, sir. There has been more timber 
destroyed in my county by :fires in the past month than the inhabitants would take 
out in a series of years; say four or five years. 
Q. How are these fires started ¥-A. The :fires generally originate through the care-
lessness of the persons hauling timber, through the lighting of camp-fires, or by hunt-
ers and Indians for the purpose of driving the game. 
Q. Do you know of any legislation that could be enacted by which the starting of 
these :fires could be prevented f-A. I do not. Ownership of a tract would to a very 
considerable extent. The creation of an interest would tend to its preservation. 
Q. Could this subject of the destruction of timber be better taken care ofif it was 
Under the jurisdiction of the district land office ¥-A. Yes; I think it could. 
Q. Can you state in a general way what the exact law is relating to water rights T 
-A. Practically there is none. It is usage; and the difficulty is, usage is not uniform; 
hence it does not ,become a custom. There are some general features that are com-
mon. The act of Congress providing that the prior claimants are entitled to the water 
is very generally recognized. 
Q. What is your system of irrigating here ¥-A. The system of irrigating on a large 
scale is this: a number of persons will agree toget,her that a certain tract of land is 
susceptible of irrigation from a certain stream; they will get an engineer to locate a 
canal from the main stream to this tract of land on the most feasible route; they will 
then come together, and under some mutual agreement construct a caaal, and then 
will distribute the water under any arrangement that they may make, in proportion 
to the amount of labor that each man has done upon the canal, and will cultivate 
their land in proportion to the amount of water to which they are entitled. In a 
number of cases they are incorporated. In some oases the distribution of water is 
conducted by water-masters. In every case it is managed by committees elected by 
those men who build the canal. There is some man nuder their cont.rol who virtually 
distributes the water, and who determines the amount ho shall distribute to each per-
son. The whole matter is too much by common consent and not enough by rule. I 
have two cases that I have got to try next week, wherein I design to make it a point 
in the district court that a personal distribution of water by water-masters, even 
though he ruay under the statute be an officer, is not such a distribution as can be en-
forced. I do not know whether I will succeed in making that point or not. 
There is another method of monopolizing the water, and that is by the municipal 
authorities. All the larger towns in the Territory are incorporated into cities by an 
act of the legislature, usually embracing very large areas often covering large tracts 
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of country. In these cases the city councils pass their ordinances creating the office 
of water-master, and these water-masters are usually appointed by the city council, 
and distributes the water to each and every farmer. In most all cases the ditches 
themselves have been constructed by the labor of individuals, by the labor of farmers, 
or by the la).)or of owners of town-lots, and the cities manage it. I think half the 
evils likely to grow out of it will be remedied by the action of the courts. I have a 
case now pending for a neighbor; I am attDrney for him and he is suing for distribu-
tion of water. The difficulty is we do not know where we stand. I have myself ex-
pended $1,750 on one canal, and I think I own that canal, but I apprehend in a very 
short time that the city corporation will have litigation about it unless they allow 
me my $1,750 part of it. 
Q. Who owns these dit.chesf-A. The city council claims jurisdiction, but I think it 
is my property. 
Q. Where there is no municipal authority and no use of ditches how do people irri-
gate their Ian.cl 1-A. We have a statute which provides for such cases. It permits them 
to organize into irrigation districts. ·we have also a general incorporation law and 
some of them organize under the statutes which provide ' for the irrigation districts, 
and some incorporate under the general incorporation law. 
Q. Suppose that two came out here alone; you go above on the river and I down be-
low; is there any provision or custom or law regulating our use of that water°i-A. 
There are two rules that the people are governed by. The law of priority as recorded 
by their own locations, and their customs which they themselves have adopted; and 
then to a great extent by the decisions of the supreme court of California. There have 
never been any decision of our supreme court. We only have the decision of our dis-
trict court. We scarcely have any Ten-itorial court law. We also follow the Supreme 
Court of the United States which reverses the common law. The California supreme 
court reversed it. The water law of the Pacific slope is court law to some extent re-
gulated by act of Congress. The first man could take what he wanted and leave the 
rest. If he wanted he could take it all to the exclusion of the man below provided he 
used Hin any useful way. That is, in mining, irrigation, and as a power for turning 
machinery with the intenti0n of returning it to the stream. If the man below was the 
first man he could stop the man above from cutting off his supply. I do not know 
whether our Territorial legislature at its next session will pass au irrigation law or not. 
I believe they would if they could only be of the opinion that they could have time 
enough. The main point I wish to suggest on irrigation, or rather the reason why I 
noticed the subject, was this, that the land laws at the present time, both pre-emption 
and homestead, require residence. 
Now if all our lands that are worth anything at all require to be irrigated, the ex-
pense of procuring water and making ditches is far greater than the expense of living 
upon the land. If an expenditure of, say, from $2 to $5 per acre for irrigation could be 
taken as settlement and parties w8re then permitted to "prove up" under it, it would 
be of great ad vantage. I have expended more for irrigation than would fence the land 
with good fences. 
Testimony of E. S. Foote, ranohm,an, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
E. S. FOOTE testified at Salt Lake City, September 11, 1879, as follows: 
I am a ranchman in Richmond County, 18 miles from Evanston, Wyoming. I have 
been connected with cattle-raising for the last four or five years. We are very much 
at a loss to know what to do in the future on account of getting the title to our 
ranphes. Under the present law we cannot enter enough land to make our ranch, 
and others can come in and cut us out. I am located on a small stream called Salera-
tus Creek. 
It is necessary to have about 10 or 15 acres for each beef in order to keep them in 
fair order, and for sheep I should say five would equal one beef in that altitude, which 
is about 6,700 feet high. Agricultnre is not possible there. It is not an agricultural 
district; it is too :frosty. In order to make a success of stock-raising we have to cut 
hay for winter. To do that we have got to irrigate, and we cannot sn.fely go to that 
expense unless we have some title to our lands better than we have now. Each year 
the grass deteriorates as the lands are pastured, especially if they are overstocked. It 
takes a greater acreage to keep a given quantity of stock. That is more especially so 
as regards sheep ; it is caused mostly by overstocking. These wild grasses, if they are 
constantly cropped short and not allowed to go to seed, will run out very soon. I have 
lived in the Territory about 15 years, and that is my observation. I live southwest of 
here, arnl my county is becoming almost devoid of vegetation because the grasses have 
been eaten so closely. This could be avoided if we were allowed to own the land, and 
it would increase the quantity and quality of both. It would furthermore allow set-
tlers to make improvements and introduce tame grasses, and improve thair stock by 
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using fine bul1s. Now it is but little of an object to undertake to improve stock be-
cause the neighbors get the benefit of the improvements one makes; but if we had 
some sort of ownership to the land, so as to fence it and be able to keep other people 
off, we could then care for that land. I would suggest that the land be sold in suffi-
cient bodies at a nominal price ; reduce it to the lowest price it has been in the mar-
ket and subject it to a gradation act, say at 10 cents an acre. 
I would place some limitation on the amount of land each person might get (say 
1,000 acres to each man) to prevent whole counties being t.aken up by one individual. 
I would rather that the land should be sold in lots to a man who hag herds in propor-
tion to the number of his cattle. My idea is, that otherwise a man of moderate means 
would be crowded out of the country entirely, and I should make the number of cattle 
a man owned the unit of his acreage. I think a system that would allow the pastur-
age homestead of a sufficient size to support a family, and in addition to allow a man 
to purchase to the extent of the cattle he has, would be a very good plan. 
'l'he statute of this country allows three or more individuals to form an irrigation 
company and control the waters and distribute them; and the company then have the 
absolute use of those waters afterward, to the exclusion of any one else. Under that 
system the streams are all taken up without any ownership to the land other than the 
possessory title, so that in fact, under the existing statute, three or four people may 
take up a;nd control all the water back of it, the limitation being that they must use 
the water, the evidence of use being affidavits. There is no limitation upon the right 
of a man to use the water so that it is possible for him to exhaust the whole of it to 
the exclusion of other l'larties. 
I have both ca.ttle and sheep, and I :find the sheep drive the cattle off. They pasture 
the grasses so short that the cattle cannot graze, and then, too, they do not like the 
smell of the sheep. We keep them separated by herders. I Jived in Tooele County, 
Utah, for some years. I think about 10,000 acres would support one beef in that county 
now. I have known, in the past, when it would support one beef to every 10 or 12 
acres. It was then as good as my present range, and that result has been brought 
about by feeding it out. I was out in that quarter some months ago and I did not see 
any grass, except a few spears of meadow grass. Where I am now the land bas been 
surveyed by the United States. We are within the railroad limits and have entered a 
section of desert land of 640 acres. vVe would buy the land if we could and make im-
provements. 
A law concerning water was passed at the last session of the legislature. We have 
a sheep and cattle tax in our county, amounting to about 12 mills on the dollar. We 
cannot buy the railroad lands and I have been leasing them for 2fi cents an acre, and 
sometimes, when a man has been irrigating his meadow all summer, it is lost to him in 
the winter by being taken by some other man, simply because the first one cannot own 
or control it. I would readily move away from these railroad lands to some other 
locality if it were possible to buy land. 
The average size of cattle herds in our range is from 2,000 to 5,000, and our sheep 
herds are from 3,000 to 15,000. There are constant conflicts between sheep and cattle 
men, and I think this question of disposing of the lands should be settled. Some cities 
have ordinances preventing sheep coming within a certain distance of them. If 'I was 
located with a herd of cattle a man might come in there with a band of sheep and 
drive me away from my home. A man holding the water right here and controlling 
all the fand should be allowed to buy it, and ought to be made to. 
Testimony of Saniuel Gilson, horse and cattle miser, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
SAMUEL GILSON. 
Is engaged in raising horses and cattle, and has a ranch in Castle Valley, in Central 
Utah. He states that the pastoral interests of Utah labor under great difficulties 
from the fact that no person who pastures cattle upon a range can be secure in his 
occupancy, Any other owner of cattle may at any time bring a herd to pasture upon 
the same range, and overstock it so that the grass is rapidly eaten and theu both herds 
are obliged to emigrate to other localities. This is not only common in Utah, but is 
an universal rule. Very few ·herds can occupy any range for a long period, because 
as soon as it is known that good grass is found there herds from other ranges which 
have been eaten out are. driven upon it, crowding it beyond its capacity. The newly 
arrived herds have themselves been driven away by the same causes from their pre-
vious ranges, or perhaps have been displaced by sheep herds, which will quickly drive 
off cattle from any range. There is no local law or custom by which a cattle miser 
can be protected in his occupancy, and he believes that some way ought to be pro-
vided by which such occupancy can be secured. Under the present state of affairs 
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there is no permanency of residence, and no identification of any pastoral interests 
with the soil; nor is there any encouragement to make permanent improvements, nor 
any improvements beyond those which are absolutely necessary for the most temporary 
purposes. 
If some way could be provided by which ownership of a range or a tenure could be 
secured by law to the occupant it would in Utah be of great benefit to the cattle in-
terest. There are ranges which are utterly unfit for ordinary agricultural purposes 
arnl suited only for stock-raising. If a person could locate in one of these places, 
and be secure in bis holding, he could raise grass very cheaply by irrigation, and sus-
tain bis herd through the winter on a comparatively small tract of land. I mean 
small when compared with the wide areas over which they must now range in order 
to get enough grass to sustain life. There is a general conviction among pattle-grow-
ers of Utah that the industry must come to the raising of tame grasses for the winter 
feeding of cattle, or else the whole industry will die out altogether. The wild grasses-
the bunch-grass once so abundant everywhere-are soon killed off by protracted feed-
ing, and do not grow again unless after long years, when in the slow course of nature 
they come up again from seed. Most of this wild grass bas been destroyed already. 
and ranges which once were thick and deep with it are now utterly barren of it, and 
if left to nature many years, -perhaps generations, must pass before it would be re-
stored. Tame grasses would not be killed so readily, for they form a turf, and would 
yield hay in large quantities by iITigation. 
The Fremont or Dirty Devil River will never be used for irrigation successfully. It 
runs through Rabbit Valley, where a very large area can be devoted to the raising of 
grass, and is fit for nothing else. When the river leaves that valley it flows through 
.a country where agriculture is impossible under any circumst:mces, and finally reaches 
the Colorado through deep, narrow canons. If a stock grower could take up a suit-
able tract in that valley and be protected in his ownership he could raise a large herd 
on a com para ti ve1y small tract. Most of the good ranges, except in the high plateaus, 
have been eaten out, and are now nothing but barren desert, and these have once been 
covered with a rank growth of wild grass. Through the gradual extinction of the 
grass the pasturage has grown poorer and poorer, and in a very few ye'ars the amount 
of stock raised in this Territory will be merely nominal, unless some way can be pro-
vided by which human industry can supply the defect. All stock growers would 
agree with me, I think, that cattle-raising could be prosecuted profitably by raising 
tame grass by irrigation. But in order to do this it will be necessary to provide the 
means of allowing settlers to take up large tracts-I mean more than 160 acres, and 
_probably as much as ten times that amount-and give them exclusi,e possession of it. 
In answer to the inquiry whether the use of water for irrigating grass would not 
take away just so much water from streams which are used for irrigating grain crops, 
I say no. The tame grasses ripen here in June or July, and would not require any 
irrigation after May or the early part of June. At that time the streams are at 
:flood, and carry a very large excess of water. The grain crops require their principal 
irrigation in the latter part of July and August, when the streams have fallen off to 
less than half their volume at flood-time. The irrigating capacity of a stream for 
grain crops is the quantity of water it carries in the latter part of July and in August. 
The irrigating capacity for grass would be the quantity which it would carry in May 
and June. In those months the streams could spare for a grass crop two or three times 
as much water as would be called for by the largest possible grain crops, without the 
t3lightest injury to agriculture. 
The methods of managing herds of cattle in Utah are widely different from those 
employed in Colorado. \Ve usually take, whenever we can, a winter and a summer 
range. The winter ranges are in the valleys and lower levels generally. The summer 
ra1.ges are high up in the mountains or high plateaus. The snowfall is always light 
in the valleys of the desert portions of 1Jtah, and quickly melts. We have no storms 
of extremely cold wind, before. which cattle mrn,t drift in ord& to keep from freezing, 
and in tbe severest winter winds tlley easily find shelter behind cliffs or in gnlches or 
in cedar groves. They are never driven off the range by storms and very rarely perish 
on account of the weather, unless they are starved and gaunt. There is no general 
"round-up," but we keep the cattle from straying very far, and seml out for them at 
all times; in other ,vords, keep them rounded up at all times. We corral them in the 
spring or early summer for branding, and brand at v arious times tbrongh the summer, 
whenever convenient. The summer ranges iu the higher levels are abandoned by the 
cattle when the snows come, and the cattle always come down in long trains, without 
being driven, and enter t,he valleys when t he snow ge ts deep above. There they are 
easil)- caught and herded. , 
I think the wants of the stock industry would be met if the lands suitable for pas· 
turage could be obtained from the government, either by pre-emption or by purchase, 
in tracts large enough to Sllpport a moderate h enl. I think it would be unwjse and 
even wrong to allow a few men to obtain land monopolies from the government. A 
policy which fixed no limit to the amount of land which an indiviclua l could acquire 
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would be ver;y repugnant to the people with wliom I am acquainted. But a reasonal;).le 
tract, sufficient for the support of a moderate herd, or even of a small one, should, in 
my opinion, be placed within the reach of any man who chooses to acquire one. I 
think it would be better for him to buy it rather than to acquire it for nothing. Un-
der the homestead law there is apt to be much perjury and dishonest acquisition of 
land, and I think the pre-emption of such tracts would be prefer;:1,ble. 
Testi1nony of James H. Martineau, deputy United States mineral surveyor, Cache County: 
Utah. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
The honora,ble Public Land Cornmiission: 
GENTLEMEN: In reply to the questions in the circular forwarded to me, I have the 
honor to make the following report, numbering each answer to correspond with that 
of each interrogatory. 
For more than thirty years I have been a resident of this mountain region, in Utah, 
Nevada, Wyoming1 and Idaho, and have personal knowledge upon many of the sub-jects referred to ; but in regard to some of them I have not, and such will leave unan-
swered. The past thirty years have been spent in surveying, civil engineering, explor-
ing, and Indian warfare, which experiences have given me n, very complete knowledge 
of the physical character of the country. In the hope that my communication may be 
of some use to the Commission, I remain, · 
Very respectfully_, 
JAMES H. MARTINEAU, 
Deputy United States Mineral S-urveyor. 
ANSWERS, 
1. James Henry Martineau; Logan, Cache County, Utah; surveyor, civil engineer, 
and deputy United States mineral surveyor. 
2. In Cache County nineteen years; in the Territories about thirty years. . 
3. I have not, except to locate in Wisconsin a land warrant received from the United 
States for service in the Mexican war. 
4. Have seen the settlement of these Territories, and know the experience of very 
many acquaintances. . ' 
5. From one to seven years in pre-emptions; in homesteads, aftu the five years 
expires, from one to three years. 'l'his applies to uncontested cases; contested cases 
are lonirer. -
6. Have noted some. There are lands very desfrable to enter upon which settlers 
cannot rei,;ide as prescribed by law, being compelled thereby to make false statements 
· to the land officers; such, for instance, as low, wet, swampy lands, upon which no one 
can live, but desirable and necessary for hay and pasturage. Also lands unsafe on 
account, of Indians and possible danger to life. To remedy this I suggest, in ca,se of 
wet lands, that parties may '' prove up" their claim by making proof satisfactory to 
the local land officers, in connection with the "field-notes" of the United States sur-
veys of the character of the tract in question, that said land is unfit for residence_. In 
case of lands unsafe on account of Indians, proof from the county court or from other 
reliable authority should be presented as to the facts in the case; the time so una-
voiclably spent away from the homestead to be credited to tbe applicant. When possi-
ble, settlers should reside on the land claimed. 
7. The public lands still unsettled are agricultural, pastoral, mineral, and timbered. 
8. 1st. By the field-notes of the land already surveyed. 2d. Lands unsurveyed. 
Lands adapted to agriculture to be surveyed under the present system. Mountains 
and broken, hilly land not adapted to cultivation should be ascertained as such by 
running stanclard parallels and meridians at certain distances apart; from said stand-
ards and meridians township lines to be rnn in cases where an inspection of the coun-
try would indicate land suitable for subdivision. Mountains or broken land not 
worthy of subdivision to be surveyed by triangulation. Mineral and valuable timber 
land to be located and subdivided according to the conformation of the country by 
canons, ridges, and basins. 
9. Having ascertained by standard parallels and meridians, and sometimes by lines 
running on town.ship boundaries, the character of the tract in question, I would Slll'· 
vey agricultural land suitable for settlement by the present system; timber land and 
pastoral to be parc~led acconling to natural conformation by canons, ridges, &c. In 
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this region timber al ways grows, if any at all, on the northern or shady slopes of 
ridges and rnounta.ins; never, scarcely, on the sunny or southern slopes. Roads are 
only possible along bottoms of canons, winding in every direction; and to obtain the 
timber it must be slidden down the rough, steep, rocky mountain paths with infinite 
toil. If these precipitous and deeply-seamed mountain sides were subdivided into 
sections a.s other land, the greater part would not be worth entry, because there would 
be no way to get to them without crossing some one else's claim. I would suggest 
that the long, narrow strips of timber along the side of the canon could be snbdivided 
for sale best by running straight lines from the bottom of the canon to the top of the 
ridge, dividing it into strips of from 40 to 160 acres. For platting and numbering a 
line should be surveyed in the bottom of the canon, connected with some United 
States survey corner or mouument. Pastoral lands on the sunny side of motrnt-
ain ridges may be laid out in a similar manner; in other places, according to the 
natural basins and drainage of the country. Mineral lands to be surveyed substan-
tially as at present, providing that United States mineral monuments may be properly 
connected by triangulation with United States surveys or noted objects. Tho present 
system o~disposing of public land is good, so far as relates to land capable of produc-
ing crops without irrigation; but for lands that cannot be cultivated without irriga-
tion, justice to the hardy pioneer should give him the land he redeems from desert 
sterility, the settler merely paying the expense of survey and fees for making the 
necessary entries in the land office. If this be deemed inexpedient, let the prices of 
public lands be graded. Lands suitable only for stock range not to exceed 25 cents 
per acre; arable land needing irrigation not exceeding 50 cents per acre; timber land 
to be graded according to kind and amount of timber at from 25 cents to $2 50 per 
acre. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. Climate is mild in Utah and Nevada; rainfall light. Season for growing crops 
about as in New York State. Snow rarely more than 6 or 8 inches deep in the valleys; 
in the mountains 2 to 25 feet deep. Water for irrigation comes from small mountain 
streams fed by snows of winter. 
2. The rainfall is usually from October to April, with a few light showers during 
the reAt of the year. Scarcely any rain falls in irrigation season, which is from May 
to Septembel.'. We depend entirely upon irrigation. 
:3. Not more than 1 per cent. of the arable land. 
4. Of tbe whole Territory, I think about 15 per cent. by natural streams; by artesian 
wells, about 5 per cent. additional. 
5. Wheat, oats, barley, rye, corn, lucerne, clo,er, grass, potatoes, and all varieties of 
root crops growing in the Northern and Middle States. 
6. Difficult to say. Some land-loamy-will do with two irrigations; a loose, 
gravelly subsoil necessitates as many as ten. 
7. Small mountain streams and brooks. In some cases the waters of the larger 
riven<, as Bear, Weber, Lo'gan, and Sevier. 
8. I have an extensive practical knowletlge of irrigation, but cannot say much in 
this report. Grain rnust have water when the kernel is in the dough, or it will shrivel 
in ripening. Potatoes rnust have water when in blossom, and when the tubers begin to 
form. So with other crops. Irrigation greatly increases the fertility of thf' soil, espe-
ciallr when the water is muddy; or even if clear, when not applied too long at a time 
in one place. Crops have been grown at au altitude of 7,000 feet, and some kinds 
will probably mature still higher. 
9. Ninety-five per cent,. in some localities. When water is scarce, it is all used. 
The water returned to tlitcbes is only that which escapes control. Waste of water is 
rigidly guarded against. A man is entitled to water in proportion to the number of 
acres to be watered-in many localities, from one to two hours to the acre in da,vtime; 
double tha,t during the night. The main canals and their numerous branches are each 
placed in cbarge of a water-master, who gives the stream to each in bis turn; and who 
also has charge of r1-,pairs, &c. 
10. Iu the settled portions it is all taken up. The local customs and Jaws are as fol-
lows: Settlers in a new place take as much water as they need in a canal. If there be 
water still unclaimed in the stream other parties may take it. No one can water to 
the detriment of first parties claiming and using it. Water rights are bought and sold 
as other property. Selling laud is also a sale of the water right of said land uuless ex-
pressly stipulated to the contrary. 
11. Bnt two have come before the United States district courts. They were the cases 
of men who endeavored to take the water from previous owners by new canals ; but 
the decision of the court was against them, confirming the rights of previous owners. 
12. Twenty-five per cent. 
13. 1t is. 'l'wo to three thonsa.nd acres. 
14. They should only he sol<l to actual settlers. 
15. Six acres. This is about the average for pasturage. 
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Hi. One hundred is the least number on good range; four times as many on the 
usual quality of grazing. 
17. Do not know. 
18. Diminished rapidly. 
19. No; cattle cannot be confined by fences on the range. It would greatly. Men 
raising improved stock would not then be troubled by inferior stock getting into their 
herds. 
20. Springs and mountain streams. 
22. Five. 
23. Diminished. Sheep kill out the grass in three or four years. 
24. No. Cattle and horses will not graze after sheep unless compelled. 
25. None that I know of. 
26. Do not know. Sheep are from 1,000 to 8,000 in a herd; cattle, 1,500 to 5,000. 
27. Run standards and meridians a few miles apart to learn the physical nature of 
the country from which subsidiary lines, township or otherwise, may be "run to such 
portions as need subdivision or parceling. Sell first-class agricultural land at $1.25 
per acre to actual settlers; lands requiring irrigation at not more than f40 cents per 
acre ; pastoral lands, 2,500 acres to each settler at 25 cents per acre ; timber lands to be 
classified and sold at from 50 cents to $2.50 per acre to actual residents. 
28. There is. The first United States surveys made over twenty years ago, especially 
under Mr. Burr, were mostly made upon paper only. Of the corners actually set many 
were destroyed by prairie fires long before settlement; many by jealous Indians and 
some by thoughtless whites, herdsmen, and others. It would be a great blessing if the 
government would authorize a resurvey in some localities, even if it should be at the 
expense of the county or Territory interested. 
TIMBER. 
1. It is scarce; red pine on the lower ridges; white pine and aspen (the latter worth-
less) on the higher; very difficult of access, and requiring from two to four days for a 
man to make one round trip. . 
2. Very little planted, there being no ground or water for it. The pine will not grow 
in low altitudes. · 
3. By sale, parceling the timber land in strips running from the bottom of the canon 
to the top of the timber-covered side of the mountains, usually from 40 to 100 chains, 
the base line in the bottom of the canon to be carefully run, connecting with some point 
of the regular United States survey. These strips to be from twenty to forty chains 
wide. 
I prefer sale of timber, because it is the only effectual way to preserve it. .A. man 
will naturally look after his own property, but be wasteful when it is not. If timber 
land be leased an army of inspectors will he necessary, or a failure to preserve the 
timber will result. Men leasing timber should he required to keep up the growth of 
timber by planting small trees, and protecting small timber naturally growing thereon. 
But few men could be found who would carefully supervise this, and wit,hont such 
constant supervision the scheme would be a failure. But men owning the timber, and 
knowing they could never make auother ent.ry, would preserve it. 
The local land offices could best see to these matters, being nearest the ground and 
familiar with the country, people, circumstances, and necessities of the case. They 
could appoint overseers for each county, and cause all land parceled out to be returned 
to the s·urveyor-genera,l's office as other surveys. Railroads should be prohibited from 
purchase. They, more than all ot,her canses com bi nerl, destroy timber, using generally 
small timber suitable for single ties, whi.le settlers cut the full-grown trees. 
4. Yes. 
5. There is. · The same kind of timber springs up from seeds, but is of slow growth. 
6. Forest fires are genera.llJ· accidental, origina,ting sometimes by lightning, often 
by smoldering embers of deserted camp-fires, sca.ttered by gusts of wind among sur-
rounding leaves and twigs. Hundreds of squa,rn miltis of tunber have been burned 
this year in Utah adone. Iu Utah a Territoria.l law i mposes a fine of $1,000 for setting 
fire on the public domain, lmt it is almost impossible to ascertain the perpetrator of 
the act. If men owned the timber laud it wonld be watched by persons directly inter-
ested. Tbe settlers mnst have timber for building, mining, and manufactnring pur-
poses. The country cannot be inhabited without. To absolutely prevent timber from 
being used would cam,e a refrion of wonderfnl mineral and agricultural wealth to 
revert to desolation. Men can no more be prevented from using tile timber than f1."om 
drinking the water of the mountain stream. 
8. Local custom requin-11:-1 men who cut timber to remove it in a reasonable time, or 
any other person may t,ake it. 
9. Yes. They know better t,han any one else can the cont.litions, requirements, and 
circumstances pert,aiuing; to their respective districts of country, and from personal 
acquaintance of their deputies and. others most liable to understand. 
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LODE C'LAIMS. 
1. Some experience in surveying claims; none aa an attorney. 
2. A great defect, I think, is allowing one claim to overlap another when surveyed 
for patent. There are many cases of from three to seven conflicts in regard to super-
ficial area of ground, and litigation, expensive and vexat.ious, renders many good mines 
practically worthless. 
3. lt is very unjust, to the original and rightful owners of the claim and very injurious 
to the prosperity of the country at large. Out of many cases, instance the" Shoo Fly" 
_ in the Ophir Mining District, Tooele County, Utah, which overlaps four other and pre-
vious claims; and some of the four also overlap each other. The "Mono" overlaps the 
"Shoo Fly," and the "Utah Queen" both the former. Also, in the same case, t,he "I 
X L" overlaps the'' Grecian Bend,'' which covers part of the "Mono,'' which alao 
overlaps the ''Shoo Fly." I should infer, if government intends to protect and give 
title to the original locator, it should only allow a claimant for a particular location 
upon conclusive evidence that such location was actually the first; afterwards no 
party should be allowed to claim ground previously filed on in the United States land 
offices. 
4. The outcrop of a vein or lode. I think not. 8.lides of earth or rock frequently 
occur, covering what was formerly the outcrop of a vein or lode. 
5. Not al ways. 
6. 1.<"'requently. 
' 7. Not personally; have often beard of such difficulties. 
8. Cannot say positively. 
9. I think not. 
10. T1ey may, but not in my personal experience. 
11. To their disadvantage. Parties make such claims sometimes for the purpose of 
contest and to force other parties to buy them off by compromise. 
12. Have no experience of such a case. 
1:3. I think so. 
14. Passihly. 
15. Yes. In Logan, Cache County, by about twenty parties, some miners, others citi-
zens, but all interested in claims. A recorder was elected, with power to appoint a 
deputy. His duty was to make record of locations, make a11d reconl minutes of mining-
district meetings, together with the mining-district Jaws (all such records being open 
to inspection by int,erested parties during business hours). The main object is to keep 
a true record of claims, showing direction, length, and width claimed, time of loca-
tion, &c. The discoverer posts a notice on the ground, giving names of locators, gen-
eral direction of claim, and numbe1· of feet claimed, and width. They claim the vein 
er lode, with all its angles, dips, branches, and variations, the specified nnmlJer of feet 
as to length, and, between end lines, to follow the vein downward whereveritgoes, to 
the center of the earth. The effect of such a notice, recorded within the specified time, 
is to give them absolute possession. 
18. They have not, I think. 
19. I think not in many cases. Prospectors open claims in places many days' jour-
ney from United States land offices, and often, if they were compelled Lo nmtrn such a 
journey, their claims woul<l be taken by rascals while they were gone. A local mining 
district obviates this danger. 
20. I think it should. 
21. Am incompetent to suggest anything in so important a matter. 
22. I think so. Five years. · · 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. About one--balf. The minerals are specnlar, bog, and hematite iron, silver, cop-
per, lead, antimony, coal, and black, white, and variegated marble. .Also sulphur, 
copperas, a.lnm, manganese, tellurium, cinnabar, and mineral wax (so-called). 
2. Never acted as attorney in such matters, and am not prepared to answer. 
3. Same answer as No. 2. 
4, 5, and 6. Same answer. 
7. Have never beard of such a thing being done. 
8. Not to my knowledge. 
9. 1 do not. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JAMES H. MARTINEAU, 
Unitecl States Mineml Surveyor. 
Nonr..-I have Leen abseut for several weeks in Idaho, which will explain why I 
have not answered the circular sooner. 
Respectfully, 
J. H. MARTINEAU. 
LOGAN, Novernber 1, 18i9. 
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Testimony of H. P. Mason, engaged in tlte timber and lurnber business, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
H.P. MASON, who is engaged in the timber and lumber business, testified at Salt 
Lake City, September 15, 1879, as follows: 
We purchase lumber cut here in Utah on the government lands. I think that the 
timber lands should be protected in some way. The timbermen are willing to satisfy 
the government_. As I understand the law the timber can be confiscated if it is cut 
from government land. I have had some talk with the lumbermen, and they appear 
to think that they should be permitted to buy the'land or pay stumpage on it. If they 
can satisfy the government in any way they would bA willing to do so. They don't 
wish to be annoyed in their business. I think the whole subject might be better man-
aged if placed under the control uf the district land office. I think the land ought to 
be sold. There is not one mill here that can control much forest. They cannot go 
more than two or three miles; it does not pay. The timber is high on the mountains, 
and is hard to get at. But it would be necessary to sell the lands very cheaply, because 
the men have to buy so much land to get the necessary amount of t,imber. I think it 
should be sold in unlimited quantities for that reason. A large amount of timber is 
destroyed here by fires, and all the timber will go in a few years if it is not protected. 
I think it is better to give the inhabitants a chance than to let :fire destroy it. 1'he 
people are bound to get it, and if there is no law permitting them they will take the 
chances on it. The demand is great, and they will have it and supply it in any case. 
There is very little timber here. The best timber comes from the East and poor timber 
from the West. There is not enough to supply the local demap.ds, but I think that 
what is here should be protected. I think it would be better for the government to 
get something for it than 1 o have it destroyed by :fire. Ownership would ten!! to pro-
tect it. The people do ntt t feel safe in doing anything because of the unsettled condi-
tion of affairs. I suppose there are 500 men in the timber business in the Territory of 
Utah, and they are only getting a living at it. The.y are willing to obey the law if 
the government makes it possible for them to do so. 
Testirnony of William R. May, cattle raiser, Nephi, Utah. 
Mr. WILLIAM R. MAY, of Nephi, Juab County, Utah: 
Has resided here since 1860; is engaged in raising cattle and to some extent in farm-
ing; has been assessor and collector, and ~lso bas pr~cticed law; is a member of the 
Mormon Church. 
On the subject of occupying and irrigating land he states that the Mormon people 
have been in the habit of proceeding in detachments consisting of a number of fam-
ilies, sometimes as great as thirty or forty, but usually less, to some stream which 
could be used for watering fal'ms. They at once divided up the land in their own way, 
being governed by the capacity of the stream and any local considerations incident 
to the place. The land was subdivided into tracts of from 10 to 20 acres, necessarily 
contiguous, and in as compact a body as possible, partly for convenience in irriga-
tion, partly for defense against Indians. The .first labor was given to building a de-
fensive work against attack and in providing shelter t,hat is-houses of preliminary and 
very primitive construction. The next work was the irrigating ditch, or, indeed, the 
ditch progressed often from the start along with defensive operations. It was dug by 
the co-operation of all the colony, each man being expected and required to give to its 
construction an amount of work proportional to the acreage of his land. There was 
no act of incorporation of ownership in the ditch at :first, it being regaroed as the 
common property of the community. 
The titles to land were acquired in the following manner: After the original sub-
division was made into ten and twenty acre lots, the land was held practically for 
about ten years, or even :fifteen years, under squatter rights. As nobody but Mormons 
lived here then such tenure was as good as by patent. About ten years ago the laws of pre-
emption and homestead were extended over the Territory, and it was considered of 
importance to then acquire government titles. Some of the land was then taken up 
by pre-emption, some by homestead. At the same time some of the land was also 
taken up as township sires, but this method was not extensively followed. To take up 
a township site it would be necessary to have officials and a civil government organiza-
tion, and this was thought to be an unnecessary expense and money was exceedingly 
scarce. All the temporal as well as ecclesiastical affairs of the people were regulated 
by the church, and the double government was thought superfluous, so the township-
site locations gradually fell into disuse and homestead and pre-emption were chiefly 
resorted to. 
When the township method was employed the settlements were incorporated as 
cities under Territorial law, and a regular suite of officers, mayor and aldermen, &c., 
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were appointed, but none rec~ived salaries. The entries of township sites at the land 
office were made in conformity with law by the mayor of an incorpora.ted city, or by 
a probate judge of a count,y in behalf of other settlements, and the payments were 
made by these officials for their people, and when the patents wern received the clee<ls 
of the several parcels of land were made by the ju<lge or mayor to the respective oc·cu-
pants. Such farm lands as were required in tracts lying outside the towuship site 
were homesteaded or pre-empted by persons in 160-acre tracts, and titles to the snb-
ui visions of these quarter aections were deeded by them to the several occupants. 
There is, however, in nearly every settlement a small portion of the lantl which ha . 
been t;1ken up as township site, and this was rendered necessary by the very compact 
manner in which people were compelled to cluster together for defense against In-
dians an<l for irrigating from a common ditch dug without capital. By far the greater 
portion, however, has been homesteaded or pre-empted. 
In the distribution of water rights each man was allotted bis share in proportion to 
his acreage, provided he had done a corresponding amount of work upon the ditch. 
The capacity of the stream had been carefully estimated, and no more wat,er was as-
signed to the land than it was believed to be able to irrigate. In the year 1870 it had 
become manifest that the quantity of water in the streams had notably increased, and 
more fields were assigned to incoming settlers· and a supply of water furnished to 
them. This was done· by common consent, and the water was distributed under tbe 
sup~rvision of the town water-masters. The rights of the earlier occupants to water" 
are, however, undoubtedly prior rights under the law, but there has never been occa-
sion to insist upon this priority to the deprivation of later occupants, because the sup-
ply, though strictly limited, has in general been sufficient to meet the principal wants. 
The advice of the church is always followed in the distribution and regulation of 
water. 
Testir,iony of J.B. Neil, register of the Zan~ o:f!tce at Salt Lake, Utah. 
J. B. NEIL, register of the land office at Salt Lake, Utah, testified as follows: 
I think that all the forms in homestead and pre-emption entries could be much 
simplified. The notice of intention to prove up in homestead and pre-emption cases 
is altogether unnecessary and is very provocative of contests. In canceling an aban-
donment of a homestead we take the proof here and send it to w ·ashington. We make 
a. report to the effect that such cancellation proof bas been taken, and then wait until 
the deparrment at Washington sends back to us an order for the cancellation of the 
land. We cannot cancel the entry until the order comes from Washington. I think 
tha,t the cancellation of homesteads abandoned should be made at the land office where 
tho proof is taken. It is done upon our recommendation anyhow, and the interests of 
the public would be subserved if we were permit,ted to declare the abandoument. It 
takes six months for the order of relinquishment to come from Washington here. It 
wonld be better to do it right in the local office, to the s~wing of the time consumed in 
forwarding the case to Washington aud getting it back. The rule is now that the per-
son in possession of the land cannot file until the a,bandonment is declared, and the 
local land officers are not allowed to communicate to him iu advance; and thus it fre-
quently happens by reason of the rule, and because we have no right to notify anyone, 
that other persons than those equitably entitled to the land rush in and file and get it. 
I think that the same rule sbou1<l apply as in contested cases; i. e., we should be 
allowed to send notices. · 
I do not see any reason why the inception of mineral titlPs should not be jmit t.he-
same as in the pre-emption or homesteading of agricultural lands; and thew bole sys-
tem of district recorders should, I think, be abolished, as a man's title to a valuable 
piece of property now rests upon a recorder's integrity and upon his keeping the rec-
ords correct; and it is certain that they are frequently kept hy incompetent and prob-
ably illiterate men and subjected to all the inconveniences of a mining cn,mp, espt>-· 
cially in a new district. I think the registers antl receivers of the land districts should 
have exclusive charge of and jurisdiction over the timber, and if the present law was 
amended to do that, it would be of great advantage to the government and to t,be 
people. 
I think that under certain limitations a sale of all the lands adapted to pasturage 
would be advantageous to the stock raisers of the country, but I have not thought ot· 
any system of diRposing of them; bnt certainly in any modification of the present h~,v 
the interests of owners of exist,ing. herds of cattle should be protected. 
I think the water righti; in this clist,rict are well taken up.· The general estimate of 
ngricnltural lands in t,bis State is about 50 per cent,. These agricultural lands consist 
of desert and past.nrage lands. I t,hiuk there is very little irrigable land that has not 
been taken up; I mean lands available without vast expense in tLe building of 
ditches, &c. 
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Since I have been here, a little over two sears, both seasons have been exceedingly 
,dry ones. From what I can learn agriculture does not pay well here, and would only 
be profitable on a large scale. The resources of Utah are mineral and stock raising. 
I think the greater part of the land classed as agricultural is really only pasturage 
land. 
I have had no complaint of conflicts between the sheep and cattle men. The people 
in filing on their land complain to some extent that the stakes are gone, and they hire 
t:iurveyors to find their corners for them. The stakes are not permanent in the first 
place, and time destroys them ; they rot off or are broken down and destroyed. I 
think it very advisable and necessary that some permanent form of stake be used. 
There was one case in this office of complaint where land was marked as mineral when 
it was agricultural. I know of no way under the present system by which a more 
eorrect classification could be made. I think there could and should be an improve-
ment in the classification, but just how it should be done I would not like to undertake 
to say, for I have not given it sufficient thought. In the interests of this Territory, I 
think the whole matter ought to be settled promptly. I think there is .a great deal of 
red tape that might be done away with, and that registers and receivers shoul<l have 
more jurisdiction, and that they should have a right to subpama witnesses and per-
petuate testimony. In regard to improvement in administration, I think it is not the 
fault of a law but of the land office. Now, for instance, in regard to the difU.culty of 
-obtaining patents, take the case of a cash entry which involves much delay in the 
general office. Probably there are a great many deficiencies in the preparation of the 
ease, particulars that are lacking, and the clerk at Washington will go over that case, 
.and he will discover these deficiencies, that something is needed to complete the case. 
He sits down and writes a letter calling for three or four supplementary proofs, and 
afterward be :finds other deficiencies and writes another letter. and all this causes a 
delay of not less than six mont,hs, where it is not necei>sary at ~111. In the homestead 
.a.u<l mineral divisions they are more practical. I think in a great rnany instances 
tl.iat the register and receiver should have :final jurisdiction. 
The office regulations and the, law conflict in the matter of contracting for cancel-
ing the land before the pre-emption is made. This compels men to commit pe1jury. 
Inasmuch as the pre-emption law has a homestead feature in it I <lo not see any 
harm in repealing the prf',-emption act. I am in favor of selling the timber land, not 
"Under the {)resent law, but let the purchaser take them where he likes. I do not just 
know what to put the limit at, but I would sell them at a price not to exceed fifty 
cents per acre. Destructive timber fires could be stopped iu a great measure by sell-
ing these lands; self-interest will protect them and self-interest will protect the grow-
ing timber. The present law does not protect it in any respect, not even in the collec-
tion of stumpagt'I. There are a few timber-culture entries here, about thirty-eight in 
.all. My objection to the present timber-culture law is this, I think there should be 
no restriction as to the section. 
Under t,be town-site law an incorporated town has the right to take up a certain 
number of acres according to the population. Then under the act of March 3, 1877, 
they were allowed additional entries not to exceed 2,560 acres in any case. In this 
Territory the legislature bas incorporated villages and towns so that it is possible, I have 
been 1"ol<l, an<l 1 believe it to be true, that a man could enter the northern part of this 
Territory and go out of the southern limit without getting outside of incorporated vil-
lages, and that permits them under the law to exclude a person who would want to 
ma.ke an entry within the incorporated limits of a village, although the village might 
not, be settled. Any person they do not want in their incorporated towns they can 
11revent taking up lands in that district. That is the construction given to the Jaw, 
though I do not think t,hat it was the law. 1t is vexatious and prejudicial to the in-
terests of the country. • 
Concerning mineral claims I am hardly in favor of a sqnare location. I think the 
chief objection to that would be that you would have to take such a large tract in or-
der to protect persons in deep mining that it would prevent prospecting in large areas 
-of ground. I suggest that as an objection to square locn.tions. 
I think that registers and receivers should have the right to go away from their 
office to take proof and evidence whenever t,he int erests of a large body of settlers 
require it, and I think it would be a good idea to give to registers and receivers the 
· power of inspection officers. I think it would be an excellent thing to devise some 
simple method of distriuuting the decisions of the General Land Office upon all land-
-office matters to the various dh,trict offices. 
Testimony of James H. Nov.nan, miner, Salt L ake City, Utah. 
JAMES H. NouNAN, of Salt Lake City, testified September 15, 1879, as follows: 
I have been a miner for some :fifteen or sixteen years. I think there ought to be a 
1 :square location about 1,500 feet by 1,500 feet, for the reason that there is not one man 
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in a thousand but requires a considerable amount of timber, even ~f he has a suffi-
ciently large dumping ground, and if they could acquire title steadily to the land it 
would be far better for the prospector to come into this office and file npon the land, 
and then be allowed to make final proof within twelve months. I have had some ex-
perience in that direction. I have been prospecting extensively and spending large 
sums-several thousand dollars-upon different claims, and then t,he trouble was so 
great to get a patent that rather than expend the money to get a patent I would ex-
pend it in working the mine, without ever acquiring title. The result was that I lost 
nine-tenths of the claims I had, while if I had had a speedy way of acquiring title I 
would have had my claims secure. 
Under the present law 1t requires $100 worth of work per annum to acquire a title, 
and yearly payments all the time until the patent is issued here. The government is 
without its acreage, and the party himself has no security for his claim. He might 
be called away without the least fault of his, and some one else jump the claim. 
There is much needless litigation, too, under the present law. If the prospector were 
provided with a speedy and simple way of acquiring title to his land, he would always 
do it. I think the whole routine of acquiring title ought to be done in the district 
land offices, and that the recorder's office should be abolished. 
I was United States timber agent for some years. I have had a great deal of expe-
rience in timber matters. I know that there is not only immense bodies of timber 
destroyed annually by fires, but that nine-tenths of a.ll the timber that is taken from 
the public land now is taken without stumpage lleing paid. I would put this matter 
under the district land office, and I would sell tbe timber land. I would have it all 
surveyed and sold, requiring the possession of agricultural land by the party applying 
as a condition precedent to pre-empting it. I would sell it to act,ual land owners at 
the rate of from $2.50 to $5 an acre, in proportion to the land actually sold. I would 
not sell it to everybody. I would cut this timber land up into 10-acre tracts. All the 
timber land is worth something. A great many of the farmers would just as lief 
have timber land with a small growth upon it as large timber, because the sma,11 tim-
ber is more accessible. This small timber is mostly quaking aspen and scrnb or small 
pine. It makes the very best of fuel. The heavy pine is confined to the bigli mount-
ains, and is bard of access. It is a costly process to get the timber. What you want 
is to get the timber lands into the hands of the people, because when they own the 
timber they will protect, it. There has been so much timber rlestroyed by fire I think 
it·is time the government should take some action in the matter. 
If a man is allowed to ta,ke up this timber land and acquire title to 10, 20, or 40 
acres, as the case may be, it :identifies him with the timber and he will protect it, and 
t,hus be will protect other timber around his. I think also that the owners of mines, 
mining companies, &c., should be allowed to taike timber as they need it, in quantities 
not to exceed 40 acres; allow them to buy in that much timber land. They would 
rather buy timber delivered to them, and I can imagine a case (where the necessity is 
forced upon them) where, to protect themselves, they must have the timber. Of course. 
I would not allow them to take up all the timber, and thus make others suffer. Many 
of the mines and prospects are worked under lease, and I think those mining them 
should Qe permitted to go and cut such timber as is necessary for the development o:f 
the mines. As it is now, they will ride right in sight of a fire and will not put it out. 
Nobody has the care or custody of the public forests. Fishermen, hunters, an<l pros-
pectors are careless about their camp-fires, Prospectors are more careful than auy one 
else. They know the value of the forests ; but hunters and fishermen are very care-
less. There is nothing to put the fires out with ; they exhaust themselves after con-
suming large quantities of timber. I know of one man who built a little mill on a 
mountain-side, and the water ran dry so that he had to leave it. This man had cut 
down five thousand fine trees, that now lie rotting on_the ground. 
I believe in selling off the arid pasture land to the people, no matter in what quan-
tity. I think these lands are worth about 25 cents per acre. I believe people will buy 
them at that price. It is difficult to draw a line classifying these lands. I would 
confine the term arid to lands where there is no water for the purpose of irrigation. 
I wish to qualify my statement concerning the timber lands. I would allow the-
owners of mines upon which had been expended the sum uf $10,000 to pre-empt tim-
ber lands not to exceed 40 acres in extent, but I would not allow a mere prospector to. 
pre-empt the timber land; but I would allow prospectors to cut all the timber that 
they want for temporary use. 
:Testimony of Charles Popper, cattle raiser, Salt Lake, Utah. 
CHARLES POPPER, resident in Salt Lake, by trade a cattle raiser and butcher, testi-
fied, September 10, 1879, as follows: 
I have about 3,000 head of cattle. I keep them on my ranch on Green River. In. 
summer-time I keep them on my mountain ranch back of Green River, at an elevation 
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,of between 6,000 and 8,000 feet. The range is about 10 miles square. There is no as-
sociation of cattle growers here, and we have no way of protecting ourselves against 
the inroads of other cattle owners, which usua11y causes us trouble. The local law 
here does not protect a man in bis range. I do not own any improved land. At pres-
-ent the water is very scarce. It is an exceptional year; ordinarily there is plenty of 
water for my stock. I have my range well stocked-as much as it should be. I think 
these questions ought to be settled promptly. The present unsettled condition of 
affairs tends to the destruction of the cattle interest. It requires so large an amount 
of capital to buy pasture lands that if they bad to buy their land it would exclude 
:men from going into the business-that is, men with a reasonable amount of capital, 
and at present prices. I do not believe that pasturage land should be sold at all. I 
think it Rhou]d be leased, and for this reason: This count,ry might all be occupied and 
ultimately settled in time to come, and it might be detrimental to the government to 
sell the lands now at such a trifling cost as would justify men in buying large quanti-
ties, orto give them away. I would not favor buying in any large amounts; it would 
be monopoly. My plan of leasing the lands would be better than dividing them into 
pasturage homesteads. If a law could be made so as to protect the stockman and tax 
the cattle be would have a possessory right to that range and be able to keep others 
from jumping in upon him. I think it would be a very good idea to allow one person 
to have 3,000 acres of land; then, in order to protect the present owners of stock that 
are now here, to aUow them to purchase sufficient land in excess of the 3,000 acres as 
would support the cattle they now have. 
As regards increase or decrease of the rainfall in this country, I would say that I 
have lived here ten years, and the rain has stood about the same up to this present 
year. 
As regards tbe number of acres of pasturage lands in this State that would sustain 
one beef, in my opinion it requires a person to use the range in order to come to any 
correct conclusion as to the number of acres of a particu:lar tract of land required to sus-
tain one beef. I should say 10 acres to a beef on my range. I mean, by 10 acres, 5 
acres on a winter range and 5 acres on a summer range. 
A sheep is an animal that is close in grazing. In the first place they tramp the 
ground more than cattle do, and in the next place they bite down into the roots so 
that the grass will not grow. I think five sheep wm stand against one beef. Sheep 
and cattle won't go together. I have beard of some conflicts· occurring between cat-
tle and sheep men. 
I think that cattle can be better kept upon a range which is fenced, better fed 
within inclosures, will make better beef of au improved quality than if you move 
your cattle from one range to another. There have been a great many small cattle 
men in Northern Utah, but they have gone out; they have been bought out by other 
parties. The tendency in this country has been from year to year to consolidate the 
small owners of cat,t,le. I will give you an illnstration of this. When I first came here 
I was engaged in the butchering business. I could get at any time, even on the out-
skirts of the city, as many good beeves as I needed. All I bad to do was to go across 
the river and get the cattle; but ten or fifteen years ago the country commenced to 
grow up and the cattle were driven farther off. They have adopted a new fence law 
here, that cattle, if they come on a man's land, shall be held liable for damage. This 
is a local law. Many people make a business of drivin{l; the cattle on to their land 
.and thus obtain the price for improving them. When I went where I am now there 
were no other persons near me. Now they have made a settlement right next to my 
·range, and cattle men drive their cattle over on my pasturage, so that I shall have to 
look for another range. 
Another reason why small men go out of the businesi:; is that they have to drive 
their cattle a long ways, and there is no security for them because there are no fences. 
Ranges in this country decrease from year to year by being overstocked. It takes more 
grass to keep a herd next year than it does this. Grass must sow itself just as any 
other plant. \Ve have bunch-grass on my mnge and also blue grass that grows on the 
bottoms. Now grass seeds in the fall, and you must give it a chance to seed itself. If 
it is eaten off, seeds and all, it does not come up again, a,nd this destroys the range. If 
we had a large tract we might by using part at a time protect the seeds, and thus keep 
up our range. If we were permitted to fence and otherwise protect it the grass could be 
increased. It is my opinion that if settlers could acquire possession of large ranges a 
_great many people in Utah would be disposed to go to work and raise tame grasses, 
like timothy, red-top, &c., to winter their herds upon. They could cut these grasses 
for hay for their stock, and that would. tend to rebuild tl10 stock interests of the coun-
try. The thing is done now to a great extent. I have one little patch of five acres 
that I have cnt fifteen tons of hay from in one season; and I have one patch that I 
have cut off the five acres sixt.y tons of "lucerne;" then again I have 40 acres that 
I have not cut 20 tons from. This is due to insufficient irrigation. 
Question. You stated that you had three thousand head of stock on your range, 
which is about 10 miles square each way; that would be 100 square miles, or 64,000 
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acres. Divide that among 3,000 or4,000 head; that would give about 20 acres to each 
beef, would it not T-Answer. Yes, sir; that would be sufficient for them, but there is 
other stock running on the range beside~ mine, and they are eating out the range very 
rapidly. 
Q. There is another serious proposition of leasing the public lands, which is this: 
that it would require a swarm of officeholders to collect the rents. Would it not 
cost the government more to collect the rents than it would come to T-A. No, sir. I 
think there is a remedy for that. There would be places provided at which to pay 
this rent, and there should be heavy penalties, so that it would be cheaper for a man 
to come up and pay than to try and get around it. I do not think it would require 
many men to watch the land to see that grazers do not get grass for nothing. A man 
in possession of a piece of land would see that there was no encroachment upon it, and 
if a man adjoining any other man encroaches upon it the occupant will be put to seek 
the remedy. If the penalty is severe enough, they will come up and not take the 
chances of their neighbors' rnporting their delinquencies. Thus, unless persons living 
on the public lands paid the rent they would be trespassers. I do not think that such 
a course would, as suggested, give rise to a myriad of lawsuits and quarrels, and 
cause such friction in the management of affairs as to destroy any good that might 
come out of it, or make the government very obnoxious in attempting to enforce the 
penalty. As it is, the government gets no rental at all; and if the rental was·made 
very light it would not be obnoxious. It could be very light and still bring in a rev-
enue to the government. I would make the rent light, but the penalties heavy. 
Q. That makes the government of the United States,. then, the landholder and all 
these citizens the renters and tenants. Is not that paterning too much after a mon-
archial form of government T-A. Well, inasmuch as it is for the protection of citizens, 
I do not see any objection. It might be better for the government to part with the 
title of the land to private citizens and let them fix, through local courts and legisla-
tures, or arrange themselves, the prices, instead of having the government do it, if 
they sold it at a small price per acre. 
Q. But your idea is that the lands in the Territory will become settled up in the 
future and then the government.might get a better price for it.-A. Yea, sir; that is my 
honest opinion. 'l'he only thing I fear is monopoly. 
Q. Suppose the government should rent you, as a cattle man, for a period of years, 
say five or ten, these lands at· a small rental per annum; at the end of that time wouhl 
you not conclude that you owned the property f Is it not possible that such claims 
would be made by the people ¥-A. No, not any more than there would be in the case 
of any other leased property through a private party. 
Q. Would not this renting large tracts for a series of years interfere with the settle-
ment of this land and take it out of the market for the time being, and thus practi-
cally create this land monopoly which you fearf-A. Yes, that would have to be 
guarded against by adequate provisions. For instance, I own a herd of beef-cattle; 
in order to protect me from monopolies, I would have to make proof of the number of 
cattle I had, and as they increased I should have to make application for more ~and. 
I would like to say a word in regard to the causes of fire. I will tell you how these 
fires which you see on the mountains are created. I pasture my cattle in these mount-
ains because there is pretty good pasture there. The country being dry around here, 
there was a large sheep-herder thought he would take his sheep on to that pasture. 
My herders told the sheep man the cattle were there first, and that he ought to go 
away. The cattle men set their dogs on the sheep, and in revenge the sheep boy set 
fire to the grass, and it communicated itself to the timber. 
I should also like to say a word on the subject of Indian reservations. I have a herd 
of cattle over on the range on Green River. I have been stationed there for four years 
right at the mo-8.th of White River. Now the Uintah reservation is in close proximity 
to that range, and the cattle will drift over <?Dto it. Now, while I have got over tq.ere a 
good many herders, there are certain seasons that you cannot possibly keep the cattle 
out of the Uintah reservation. I have never had any trouble with either the agent 
or Indians; I ha,e always compensated the Indians by paying them for their grass, 
and we always get our cattle off as soon as possible, and there has been no trouble 
whatever. I want to make a suggestion: why would it not be advisable for the gov-
ernment, in case the Indians are willing, to lease the portion of the reservation not 
occupied by the Indians for grazing purposes. They receive no benefit from it at all; 
·they would then reap a benefit from it, while at present they have none. 
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Testimony of W. K. Sloan, manufact1trm· of cha1·coal, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
w. K. SLOAN. 
Resides in Salt Lake City, and has a place of business in Hilliard, Wyo., and is en-
gaged in the manufacture of charcoal. 
He understands the present law to be that no person can lawfully take timber from 
government lands unless it be mineral land. He thinks that some law should be pro-
vided by which timber can be lawfully taken, and that the only practicable method 
would be by a stumpage tax according to the kind of timber taken and the purposes 
for which taken. The sale of land for this purpose would not be a practical measure, 
because the timber is scanty and small in size. If persons who take timber for lumber 
were compelled to buy the right they would be a check upon the charcoal men, who 
would also be compelled to buy their privileges, paying so much per cord. The cordage 
could be readily ascertained. 
He is of the opinion that the amount of tax which could be reasonably imposed 
and collected would be 50 cents per thousand on lumber, and about 10 cents per cord 
on wood used for charcoal. A cord of wood will yield 40 to 45 bushels of charcoal, 
worth 5 cents to 5½ cents at the charcoal furnaces. The quantity of wood yielded by 
the heaviest timber land is sometimes 50 to 60 cords per acre, but over three-fourths 
of the land the yield would not exceed 10 or 12 cords per acre. 
The destruction of timber is effected by careless hunting and fishing parties, and 
still more by Indians. If the timber rights were sold persons purchasing them would 
be at once interested in checking them ; nor would there be any serious tendency to 
strip land of all its timber, but merely to take whatever might be usefully and prop-
erly taken. It does not pay for any purpose to take tiruher smaller than 6 inches in 
diameter. Smaller sizes than that are not desimble for charcoal, and would yield coal 
too :fine. 
Testirnony of George Stingfellow, interest in canal, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
GEORGE STINGFELLOW, of Salt Lake City, testified, September 15, as follows: 
I am interested in the canals south of the city, and also in the development of the 
country. 
My chief suggestions are concerning the desert-land act. I think it is a very good 
law, but a section of ]and is considerable, and I think one-half a section would be 
ample to give under .that act. There is considerable land in this valley, and I pre-
sume there is more elsewhere, that has been taken up under the desert-land act with 
the expectation of getting it through irrigating canals, and many of the people who 
have taken up these lands thinking they will be able to accomplish this work inside 
of three years cannot do so, and I now see that they will not be able to accomplish it. 
I have been laboring faithfully, wit,hagreat manyothersinthisvalley; we cannot accom-
plish the irrigation of the land in time. We have all spent money, thousands of dollars. 
I think the law should be extended two years more, making it five years, for this reason: 
We have all taken up land and expended means with the idea that we would get it 
done within three years. The canals have taken more time and money than we 
thought. I speak of the "Draper ditch." There should be a general law extending 
the time of entry under the desert-land act, and it should be clone immediately, or we 
will lose what money we have expended because of the expiration of the time. We 
are compelled to have it done, or else the time we have expended and the money-
$50,000 to $75,000-will be lost; and I do not think we should be depriled of both the 
land and the money because we cannot get. the ditches done in time. 
Testimony of John Tiernan, John T. Lynch, and others, of Salt Lake City, Utah. 
To the Public Land Cornniission: 
SALT LAKE CITY, Septembev 13, 1879. 
GENTLEMEN: It would appear that to give parties as good a title to lode claims as it 
is within the power of government to do, the area of the surface ought to be increased. 
On reflection we would call your attention to what we believe will obviate, as far as 
possible, the present vexatious and complex system of the laws governing the acquisi-
tion of lode claims. 
First. Make but one size of claim, say a parallelogram 1,000 feet in width by 1,500 
• 
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feet in length, this to be t,he size of all claims except in cases where surveys have al-
ready been made which prevent a locator from taking a claim as herein provided, in 
which event a claim. can be made to conform to the unsurveyed surface, but not to con-
tain a greater area than 1,000 by 1,500 feet, but a less area than this if such surface 
will not allow the full amount. 
Second. The locator shall be entitled to the vein or veins contained within such sur-
face on their dip as far as the same shall extend in depth. 
Third. The eud lines of claims to extend down vertically. 
Fourth. If the party making such location alleges that he has a mineral location, it 
shall be considered that such is the fact. 
Fifth. When such location is made the locator shall place corner posts and notice on 
the claim, and then :file his location notice and statement in the local land office within 
the district where his claim is situated, for which he shall pay a fee of $5. 
Sixth. When such filing has been complied with it shall then be the duty of the 
register and receiver of said land office to cause a survey to be made within ninety 
days, the cost of such survey to be paid by applicant. 
Seventh. The applicant shall have twelve months from the date of the approval of 
the survey in which to pay the government price for the area of such claim, and shall 
be allowed the amount already paid for survey as payment toward area. 
Eighth. If at the expiration of the twelve months aforesaid such applicant shall 
fail in which to pay the same, then the said location shall revert to the government. 
Ninth. In the event of any such reverting to the government, then the same shall 
be open for en try by any person who will pay for the surve.y a.gain, and such applicant 
shall then have twelve months from the date of such payment in which to pay the 
government for the same. 
Tenth. Further, such rule to be continuetl until such claim is disposed of by the gov-
ernment. 
Eleventh. In consideration of the ~overnment granting such an area to lode claims 
the system of locating mill sites ana. tunnel sites should be abolished, as such have 
.always been a source of annoyance and a detriment to the mining community, the said 
area being sufficiently large for any owner thereof to erect mills, &.c., and the rule 
will equally apply to tunnel locations, the objects of which are for the discovery of 
blind lodes, &.c. Tp.is method of acquiring title to lode claims and the easy manner 
in which it can be done will enable a locator to cover blind lodes with such location. 
Twelfth. In the event of the passage of such a law the cumbrous and defective sys-
tem of district recorders and local mining laws sho d be abolishel1, the records in the 
land office ueing sufficient to perpetuate the title until patent issues. 
Thirteenth. If such a law can be passed, the solution of how to clear out of the way 
all old claims, which are, at best, imperfectly represented, and nearly always a stum-
bling-block against the development of the mineral resources of the country, can be 
easily reached. 
Fourteenth. From and after the passage of such a law give all owners of lode claims 
and mill sites located vrior thereto six months in which to apply to the local land 
offices for a survey of their claims and to pay for such survey, and twelve months 
thereafter in which to pay the government price for area, and at the expiration of the 
eighteen months all claims not so paid for shall revert to the government and be held 
to the rule as laid down in sections 8, 9, and 10. Therefore, in eighteen months from 
the passage and active operation of such law, the lode claims of the public domain 
will be held either by bona-fide owners or bec~me public lands again, and in such shape 
as can be controlled by the government, the rightful owners. 
Fifteenth. It is not necessary to compel persons to do a certain amount of work on 
claims, from the fact that the survey required to be paid for by locators is better than 
to require labor to be performed, which is problematical, if in a majority of cases much 
is ever doae under existing laws. 
Sixteenth. Such a Jaw as is here contemplated allows the goverament to control its 
own domain at a minimum cost until it parts with the title for actual money, whereas 
by the law as it now stands persons can perpetuate their claims indefinitely, and the 
government cannot have jurisdiction of its own, neither receive pay for. it-a rule con-
trary to all business principles. 
Seventeenth. The effect of such a law will be to create confidenee in mining on lod<' 
claims, it being a guarantee to investors and capitalists that their investments will be 
as safe from attack by contesting claimants as any ordinary business transaction. 
Eighteenth. It may be argued that, as the law does not provide for assessment labor, 
little or no labor will be performed. It must be borne in mind that the requirement 
of perfecting title is of paramount importance, and from the inception of such location 
the title is so guarded for the owner that the probabilities are that much more labor 
will be performed than under the old law, where a person is compelled to do labor or 
perjure himself on a doubtful title, as is done in a great many instances. 
Nineteenth. That all disputes or contest,s in regard to mining lands should be set-
33 LC 
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tled before the United States land officers, the same as under the homestead and pre-· 
emption laws, until patent issues. 
JOHN TIERNAN. 
JNO, T. LYNCH. 
L. U. COLBATH. 
WM. F. JAMES. 
J, E. MATTHEWS. 
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C. K. GILCHRIST. 
D. H. BENTLEY. 
ANTHONY GODBE, 
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·W. H. H. BOWERS. 
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H. W. LAWRENCE. 
JORN CUNNINGTON. 
ALEXANDER ROGERS. 
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W. S. GODBE. 
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S. L. BAKER. 
Dr. G. SPOARRY. 
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Testirnony of Alexandm· Topence, stock raiser, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Mr. ALEXANDER TOPENCE, residing at Salt Lake City, testified September 10, 1879, 
• as follows : 
I have been engaged in stock raising in the northern part of Utah Territory for the 
past ten years; since about 1869. In my portion of the country bunch-grass is the 
principal feed for cattle. I have been compelled to move my stock frequently and 
leave, and also been compelled to fence land in order to save ranges and keep other 
stock out. This has proven very advantageous to me. On the bunch-grass ranges 
you must not let the stock pasture both during winter and summer. I have a sum-
mer and a winter range, and sometimes I hire a range. I do not hire the land, but I 
hire some one else to herd the cattle for me on their range. In Utah gra8s is very 
much limited and the principal reasons are that sheep are coming in and overstocking 
the ranges. The practice of rushing on to and overstocking a good range, when it is 
discovered, has destroyed them 1» a very considerable extent. That is the reason I 
went out of the cattle business. Bunch-grass is very quickly destroyed by overfeed-
ing. If you feed on these ranges for three years, year in and year out, it will destroy 
the range. . 
If you take your stock and keep them on one range in the winter and another in 
the summer, that allows the seeds of the grass to fall and does not destroy it. If the 
grass is destroyed in seed-time it is entirely destroyed, and when the range bas once 
been. eaten out in that way it will take five or six years before grass amounting to 
anything will grow again. I can show you ranges that used to cut a ton and a half 
of bunch-grass to the acre and which are now entirely bare, and sheep are much worse 
than cattle are on the grass. I tis a common practice whenever grazers find a nice range, 
although it may be occupied by another, to rush their cattle upon it and destroy the 
range. This is a common practice. If they do not drive their cattle in among those 
already occupying it they will drive them into the vicinity, and there is no local 
agreement or understanding to protect cattle raisers. I think the practice tends to 
the destruction of the pasturage throughout the Territory, and the destruction of the 
stock interests also. 
The remedy I should propose for this state of affairs would be that the government 
should lease or let these pasturage lands that you cannot cultivate at all. There is 
very little land in the foot-hills that can be farmed, and I think the best thing to be 
done will be to lease it, say in 5 miles square, and then the government would have to 
protect those to whom it leased. I do not know what would be a fair price to pay for 
these ranges for a term of five years. I have not figured upon that. It would take 5 
acres to each animal. As far as my means of determining, approximately, the land 
necessary to pasture a head of stock goes, I think it would take 2, 3, and 4 acres of 
bunch-grass to each animal; that is, when you first turn in your cattle upon a new 
range. I do not think you would feed a range down by having 4 acres to the animal. 
As regards the altitude for stock ranges, for small ranges, the higher we can go the 
better it is. Cattle do best on the highest peaks in summer, but you cannot do any-
thing on the mountains in winter; then you drive them into the valleys. 
If the government should find the leasing of lands to be inconvenient and objec-
tionable, I cannot suggest any other method of disposing of its pasturage lands unless 
the land were sold for some price that stock-raisers could afford to pay. I think that 
stock-raisers could generally afford to buy considerable tracts of land, and that some 
men would purchase such tracts at 25 cents per acre. A man could afford to buy at 
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that price. I would rather buy at that price than graze it as it is. I would then fence 
it. We use this wire-fencing, as we have very little timber. That is th~ great diffi-
culty in this country; there is no timber to speak of. 
As regards the number of herders required to take care of 1,000 head of uattle, 
it is altogether owing to the locality in which you are. If you are in a secluded val-
ley with 2,000 cattle, all you want is a man and a boy, because one man does uot want 
to stay alone. In the branding season, however, you want more. You generally watch 
your herds iu such a manner as to be sure that no cattle, except now and then perhaps 
one, stray away from your lands. We keep herders on certain ranges that I have busy 
with the cattle, and if there are any cattle going ont they follow and drive them back. 
As a general thing we keep our cattle pretty well rounded up, and try to guard 
them from going off the range. We lose a great many cattle by poisoning in the 
spring. There is a weed that grows in the spring that poisons them. We call it sea-
kale; and then we have the wild parsnip, which is also poisonous to them. We past-
nre our cattle high up in the summer and drive them down in winter. I think it 
would be a very good thing if these lands were opened up to private entry at a low 
price, and that the wants of the stock raisers would be met in this way to some ex-
tent. The price should not exceecl 25 or 50 cents an acre, and then I think the lands 
should be classified. A man had better buy it and be protected than allow his cattle 
to go as they do now. If you have a permanent range, the stock raised there will re-
main; but if you have to move often, owing to the encroachment of some other per-
sons, then it takes horses and men and costs a great deal of expense, and therefore I 
would rather have a range that I owned. 
Horses and cattle will soon become attached to a range, and I have known horses to 
go a hundred miles in forty-eight hours to get back to their old range. The changing 
of a range entails considerable loss, for it makes your cattle poor through driving, and 
to move the cattle it requires additional horses, herders, &c., and also to keep them on 
the new range until they have become familiar with it. 
If I were enabled to acquiPe some sort of possessory title I would be able to raise 
grass for my stock. I have been raising some grass; but unle::;s you have water you 
cannot do anything. It will pay stock raisers to raise grass if they have the water. 
Tame grasses, like timothy, blue-top, &c., get ripe enough in this country to make hay 
about the 1st of July. Wheat would be ripe to cut in the same locality about the same 
time; they have cut wheat here in June, especially if it be a dry season; this year 
wheat was cut as early as the 10th of June. Wheat and grass generally go together. 
In irrigating tame grasses it is not necessary to use the water at the same time it is 
for grain. Here we generally turn the water on in winter and allow it to freeze ; you 
cannot injure the grass then. In this way we avoid irrigating in summer. In such 
streams as Snake and Bear Rivers, and others of that character, we have the highest 
water about the 1st of June; that is just about when we want it. The waters of the 
Malad are highest about the 1st of May. If there were large farms for raising hay and 
for pasturage purposes by irrigation, 1 don't think the irrigation of the grasses would 
interfere with the use of the water for agricultural purposes. You can irrigate your 
grass in winter, and when the crops require irrigation the grass no longer needs it. We 
have either got to have land pass into private ownership in large tracts, so that there 
will be some encouragement to raise tame grasses in order to winter the stock, and in 
that way increase the stock interests of the country, or else we cannot carry Qn 
stock-raising hereafter. My idea is tha,t unless artificial meaus are provided for sup-
i)lying grass the stock-raising interests of this portion of the country must go down. 
It is going down all the time now, and there is no hope of artificial improvements by 
private parties unless they own the ground. 
Question. I understand your idea to be, that the stock-raising interests of Utah will 
be utterly destroyed by the grass being eaten out, and it is eaten out, because other 
men have come in upon men's ranges and overstocked them; and in order to remove 
these fellows, you think it is necessary that some means should be provided by which 
an individual should be enabled to secure his occupancy of a range 1-.A.nswer. Yes, sir, 
I do; and I think that under such a system as that the stock-raising interests of Utah 
would be very much promoted, and that it would be an encouragement to the raising 
of tame grasses, and in no other way can the stock-raising interests of Utah be built 
up. If a man is not protected in the use of a range, everybody's cattle have the same 
right that he has. It is absurd for a man to make five or six thousand dollars' worth 
of improvements for the use of somebody else. Selling men the land and protecting 
them will enable them to raise tame grasses. 
Q. Are all, or nearly all, the valuable pasturage lands taken up and ftWced, under 
the Territorial law of Utah 1-.A.. No, sir; not one-sixteenth. I believe there was such 
a law passed by the legislature. If a man coulrl buy this land for a small sum, and go 
to work and put up artesian wells and fence the land that such wells would cover with 
water, it would pay them. Suppose I go and sink an artesian well, sometimes 100 feet 
or more, capable of watering 1,000 head of cattle; some one else comes up, turns his 
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cattle loose, and they go right to my well. You cannot move his cattle, because he 
says you don't own the land any more than he does. 
Q. Have you any flowing wells here ¥-A. We have a few. There are eight at Grant-
ville. The depth·of them ii:1175 feet. Theyhaveirrigated200 acres by means of them. 
They were sunk last year; they are 200 miles north of here and cost $1.50 a foot with-
out pipe, and 50 cents a foot more for the piping. 
Cattle are worth about $14 per head here taking it all through. That is not im-
proved stock. They are what we call Utah stock. But now they are bringing in many 
fine bulls. If the ranges were owned by the persons who' own the stock that would 
tend to improve the stock. I am improving stock now; I have a bull worth $1,500; I 
have him fenced; it would be foolish to improve stock whenitisamongsomebody else's. 
The altitude of my range, which is in Idaho, is about 5,500 feet. 
Montana is a good stock country, but it is getting fed off just like this country. 
The trouble of the government selling off these pasturage lands, even if they increase 
the number of acres so that a man could take his family and settle upon.his homestead, 
is that it would not reach the cattle men. You take a man who goes into the cattle 
business ; he does not want to be limited to a few acres. Still I think it would be a 
very good idea to divide this land into pasturage homesteads at reduced prices. And 
I should say that in order to make the plan at all successful it would require 2,500 
acres for each homestead. It would take at least 10 acres to the animal, but it is hard 
to say how many cattle could be supported on 2,500 acres of average grazing land. 
Sometimes you will find 500 acres of land with not a spear of grass upon it. Then 
again there are 500 acres that are pretty good grazing land. I think that a man who 
had 150 cows could, with close economy, support a small family-say, a wife and three 
children-that is, if he sits down, takes care of bis stock, and fences and raises a few 
vegetables, he might be able to live. He could sell, if he bad good luck, 50 steers each 
year. 
Q. If your theory is correct, and if 150 head will support, with economy, a small fam-
ily, and 10 acres of average land would support a steer, that would make about 1,500 
acres which would be absolutely necessary for a pasturage homestead f-.A. Yes, sir; 
1,000 or 2,000 acres. I have seen land, though, that wol-1ld not do any such thing . 
.And then again I have seen land 4 acres of which will support a beef, if it is fenced. 
I consider it desirable to have. bunch-grass land. 
'fhere are some sheep in this countr~~. If a sheep man comes on your range with 
his sheep and you can manage to bluff him off and get him away, all right; but 
if you do not, they will ruin your range. If these lands were sold and fenced it would 
p~event all this trouble; otherwise, it is the public domain, and every man can range 
where he pleases. 
I have taken up some land in Idaho under the desert-land act. I am carrying a 
ditch to it which costs $1,600. This land was taken up under the desert-land law at 
25 cents per acre. Now, unless I can prove up on my land next year-I mean that to 
which I am carrying an irrigating ditch-I will have to lose it. I am doing this in 
company with other men, but I myself have expended this much money. But we can-
not get the water in the ditch this year, and if we do not we must lose it, because we 
will not have coqiplied with the law. We would produce nothing until we got the 
water upon the land. I think there should be au extension of time to allow us to get 
the water on the land. 
Suggestions of .Edwa·rd B. Wilder, James F. Bradley, S. R. Diclcson, W. H. H. Bowers, and 
Prof. J. H. Morton, at Salt Lalce City, Utah. 
SA.LT LAKE CITY, September 10, 1879. 
DEAR Sm: Owing to a pressure of business, I find that it will be out of my power 
to confer with the commissioners, Hon. J . .A. Williamson and others, in this city rela-
tive to a revision of the mining laws as they now exist, and, by simplifying the same 
be the means of effectually putting a stop to litigation that is proving most disastrous 
by capitalists to the miner of limited means. 
The suggestions as made by Mr. Burgess to the gentlemen comprising said Commis-
sion I most cheerfully concur in, and having been engaged in mining, engineering, 
and surveying in Cuba where the Spanish laws relative to mines and mining claims 
predominate, viz, permitting the locator to locate 100 varas by 200 ( or, in round num-
bers, 300 by 600 feet) as a mining claim, within which boundaries he is confined to 
vertical lines extending downward, irrespective of the vein in its dip passing out of 
said b0unds. 
I therefore beg leave to present the commissioners the following: Cause each min-
eral location hereafter to be made 500 feet wide by 1,000 feet long whose veins shall 
be confined within said boundaries by vertical lines extending downward from the 
side and end lines of such location to an indefinite depth, giving such locator the 
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privilege to locate adjoining his .first location a series of additional locations of simi-
lar dimensions, not to exceed three in number. By pursuing such course it will here-
after put a stop to litigation and perjury so common in our courts in Utah, by pre-
venting a parcel of unmitigate(l scoundrels from purchasing abandonecl claims for no 
other object in view than to swing them over the claims of honest men. 
Also, by the decision of the Acting Commissioner, Mr. Armstrong, the claimant of a 
mine must be the person to make affidavit that the notice of application for patent 
and diagram remained posted the sixty consecutive days. No agent, attorney, or other 
party can do this according to this decision, as in the case of the Saratoga mining 
claim, in West Mountain mining district, wbete the claimants, residing in Saint Louis, 
bad their appointed legal officer to act for them. 
Would it not be better to allow two disinterested parties ( cognizant of the fact 
that such notice was posted and remained the sixty days required by law) to make 
such affidavit in place of the claimant i The owners of a mining claim may be in 
Europe or elsewhere, and if any one can sign such affidavit, it must in justice be done 
by parties on the ground who know the posting to have been done for the period 
designated. 
I am, respectfully, yours, 
EDW .A.RD B. WILDER, 
Min'ing Engineer and United States Depiity Mineral Siwveyor. 
Col. C. L, STEVENSON. 
Suggestions of Prof. J. H. Morton. 
In making a location allow tho locator to make his location 1,500 or 1,000 feet square, 
and he to be thereafter con.fined to the mineral within the vertical boundaries of his 
claim; have his claim de.fined by posts on each corner; compel him to do bis assess-
ment work in the beginning of every year, the year to commence on the 1st day of 
June in every year; have the work certified to under oath before the recorder. 
In recording have the records made within the district, the district recorder to for-
ward to the register of the land office a certified copy of the notice of location, to be 
entered in a book kept by the register of the land office, 
Give the locator five years in which to obtain a patent. 
In making a relocation of a claim the party making the relocation shall give the 
name of the claim be wishes to relocate, and if the recorder shall find that the claim 
has not been worked according to law, be shall enter the notice; if the work has 
been done, the application shall be refused. 
J. H. MORTON. 
Suggestions of Ja1nes F. Btadley, mine owner. 
1. .Amend the present law by allowing, say, two months from date of location of 
mineral claim, within which time the locator may ascertain the course of the vein and 
make bis side lines correspond with the strike of the vein. 
2. Secure by formal enactment to the locator of a mineral claim the right (absolute) 
to the control and use of all springs and running water within the boundaries of his 
claim, and which have not been actually appropriated for practical purposes prior to 
his location. 
3. Guarantee in terms the right of the locator of a mineral claim to a mill-site with 
water privileges (made in connection with said mineral claim) so long as the claim is 
worked in good faith, without reqniring any improvement or outlay on the mill-site 
or water privileges as a condition of possessory right. 
JAMES F. BRADLEY, 
Mine Ownel'. 
TENURE-OF WATER-RIGHTS-LAWS AND DECISIONS COLLATED TO DETERMINE THE POINT. 
Second in value to the mines of our mineral districts are the mill-sites and water 
rights adjacent or contiguous thereto. Conflicting opinions and threatened litiga-
tion make it desirable that our mining fraternity should be well informed as to their 
rights under the law in connection with this species of propert,y. Previous to the 
passage of the United States mining law of 1866, when the unsurveyed and unclaimed 
mineral lands of the Paci.fie slope were open to any and all prospectors, it was founcl 
necessary, in order to work the placer mines, that water shonkl be diverted froru its 
natural channels and brought in many cases long distances and at large expense to 
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the points where it could be utilized in washing out gold. Justice demanded and 
local laws and customs of miners, sustained by decisions of the courts, sanctioned and 
protected the rights of parties who first appropriated the water thus running to waste. 
The law of 1866 did not create or enlarge the rights thus accorded, but simply recog-
nized and guaranteed them as just and necessary under the peculiar circumstances. 
The common-law doctrine that water cannot be diverted from its natural channel 
to the detriment of those who use the water and live on or own the land through 
which the stream runs, might well be ignored under the state of things indicated, for 
no one lived on or owned the land in question. And so, to a certain extent, this com-
mon-law principle was set aside in the cases named. But, while the right of prior pos-
session and appropriation of water was thus recognized, the courts have held, in the 
language of the supreme court of Nevada, in the case of Van Sickle vs. Haines (7 Nevada, 
249), "that a patent to land from the United States passes to the patentee the unin-
cumbered fee of the soil, with all its incidents and appurtenances, among whichisthe 
right to the benefit of all streams of water which naturally flow through it; * * * 
and also the same right to recover for a diversion of it as the United States or any 
other absolute owner could have. That the right of the riparian proprietor does not 
depend upon the appropriation of the water by him for any special purpose, but that 
it is a right incident to his ownership in the land to have the water flow in its natural 
course and condition, subject only to those changes which may be occasioned by such 
use by the proprietors above him as the law permits them to make of it, and that the 
common law was the law -of the State and must prevail in all cases where the right to 
water is based upon the absolute ownership of the soil." 
The case was carefully distinguished from that large class of cases where it had been 
held in California and Nevada that priority of appropriation gave a right to water as 
between appropriators none of whom held the absolute title to the soil. 
As it must be conceded that the absolute right of ownership conveyed by patent 
reaches back and includes the incipient steps required under the mining laws to obtain 
possessory rights, it follows that the locator who in good faith has located and improved 
a mining claim has the right to the use of springs ;::i,nd running water thereon unless 
bhe same has been appropriated previous to his location and improvement. And this 
right is inferentially admitted in the case of Leigh Co. vs. Independent Ditch Co. (8 
Cal. 323), where the court held that "a complaint alleging that the plaintiffs are the 
owners and in possession of certain mining claims on a certain stream, and are entitled 
to the natural flow of the water of the streams, which have been diverted to their in-
jury by defendants, set forth a sufficient cause of action. It is not necessary that the 
complaint should further allege an appropriation of the water or an ownership thereof." 
And in 6 Cal. 105, it is declared that "possession or actual appropriation must be the 
test of priority in claims to the use of water, whenever such claims are not dependent 
on the ownership of the land through which the water flows." 
"A stream is parcel of the land through which it flows inseparably annexed to the 
soil, and the use of it as an incident passes to the patentee." (2, Law, C. C. 176.) 
Under the mining law of 1872, water privileges or mill-sites are located in the same 
manner as mines, subject to local regulation, that is by definitely locating not to exceed 
five acres by monuments and recording location notices with the district or county 
recorders. 
No immediate improvement is required, and no limitation of time is given when the 
right to use and improve them shall expire. Indeed, as "reason is the life of law," 
there is good reason why there should be no limitation. The presumption of the law 
is that the mill-site waits upon the slow and expensive process of opening and develop-
ing the mine or mines to which it is but an adjunct. 
When the mine is patented, the mill-site may be included in the application and patent-
ed also without one dollar of improvement on it, be it one year or ten after its location. 
In the absence of statutory law and of any rule or custom of miners in this Territory, 
the laws of the United States as construed in the courts of the mining States and Ter-
ritories a;overn and settle the question of water rights, as follows: 
1st. The lawful owner of a mining claim, patented or otherwise, has the right to use 
the water passing through liis claim, and can recover against any one diverting it from 
its natural channel, unle~s it can be shown that the party so diverting it had by pos-
session and appropriation, prior to the location of said mining claim, a better right 
thereto. 
2d. Mill-sites properly located and recorded, although unpatented, hold good under 
the laws so long as the locator, bis heirs, grantors, or assigns own or work the mine or 
mines in connection with which the mill-site was selected and recorded, and a cause 
of action arises against any outside party who attempts to divert the water running 
through said mill-site. 
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Suggestions of S. R. Dickson, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, September 11, 1879. 
Manner of making and recording mining claims, 
Persons intending to make a location should be required to post upon the ground a 
notice declaratory of their intention, which notice should in a general way describe 
the direction and extent of the claim, a copy of such notice to be left with the dis-
trict recorder, who shall indorse upon the back thereof the day and hour which they 
received the notice. Sixty days should then be given the party to prospect his dis-
covery and determine the course of the lode and to have the same surveyed by an en-
gineer, who should be required to stake said claim, giving courses and distances, and 
upon his notice of location to mark the same together with a plat thereof, which 
notice so made with the plat thereof shall be recorded with the district recorder. 
Manner of working assessment. 
CJ aim owners should be.required annually to appear before the district recorder and 
there, by two competent and disinterested witnesses, make oath that they have per-
formed said assessment work; and it should be made the duty of the.recorder to make 
record of such work. Neglect on the part of the claim owner or their agent to annu-
ally make the above affirmation shall work a forfeiture in the claim and render it 
subject to relocation. 
The recorder should be debarred from recording a notice of relocation upon a claim 
if his records show that the work has been annually performed. District recorders 
-should be government officers, authorized to administer oaths, and should at stated 
periods be required to make returns to the surveyor-general's office of the Territory of 
a,ll recorded claims and likewise of all forfeited claims. 
All patented claims in Territories should be taxed annually $10 for road purposes in 
said district. 
S. R. DICKSON. 
Suggestions of W. H. H. Bowers, rnechanical engineer, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Septernber 11, 1879. 
DEAR SIR: At your request, I submit the following suggestions in substance that I 
think would be an improvement in our present mining laws. It has no reference to 
.any particular system of surveys, but refers to manner of making and completing a 
mining location; and if deemed of importance, would be well to lay the matter before 
the honorable Commission now in our city. 
The point I wish to call attention to is to the fact that in many mining districts 
throughout the Western States and Territories there is considerable trouble aris-
ing from conflicts in location of mining claims, and the fact is the records in mining 
districts do not fully describe a location so that a correct knowledge of conflicting 
claims can be determined or located by an examination of said records. It has occurred 
to me that this trouble could be obviated by requiring each locator to have his claim 
surveyed by a regular United States mineral surveyor, say within sixty or ninety days 
after posting such notice of his location. The same to be platted in the district re-
corder's office and the proper returns made of said survey to the surveyor-general. A 
failure of such locator to have his claim surveyed and properly platted and recorded 
within the time specified should be a forfeiture of his claim. 
All claims located prior to 1872 and subsequent to that date should be surveyed, 
&c., as above within ninety days after such law became of force. 
As a means of preventing any oppression on the locator, I would suggest that the 
first year's assessment of $100 be abated, and that the locator should be entitled to his 
patent by doing $400 worth of work on each claim; that the original survey should 
be final, and locator to be required to prove up his work to entitle him to an applica-
tion and entry by paying the usual land-office fees and price of land so surveyed. 
The effect would be security to investors in mining claims who are not familiar with 
the locality as to conflicting claims. It would also insure a rapid purchase of such 
claims from the government of all mineral lands located. 
Under present system parties will hold claim after thousands of dollars have been 
expended in development to save the expense of surveys, and the government not 
receive a cent. 
Under present system parties not familiar with location and conflicting titles find, 
.after spending large sums in developing, that an adverse claim has the precedence, 
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and the result is innumerable lawsuits and annoyances that deter legitimate capital 
from investing in mines and mining enterprif:;es; from their past experience or observa,.. 
t1on of others they see themselves robbed, so to speak, of what they really think their 
rights, but in fact caused by the imperfection of our laws mentioned. 
This alone has had a greater and more damaging influence to development of our-
mineral resources than any other case. Men say if they have a good mine they are 
robbed of it by some old title that was overlooked in records or so imperfectly de-
scribed as to guard them. If platted and described, it could be more readily detected. 
It is not necessary to refer to any special case, but you are no doubt aware that 
hundreds of such cases have and do now exist in Utah. The records of our courts also 
substantiate this trouble. 
As no one feels a greater interest in the development of our mineral resources than 
I do, I would be glad to see some law passed tliat would prevent such conflicts and 
insecurity to investors, and hope this or some better plan may be adopted.speedily by 
Congress in amending our mining laws. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Col. CHAS. L. STEVENSON, 
Mining Engineer. 
W. H. H. BOWERS, 
Mechanical Engineer. 
·suggestions of E. B. Wilder, -Edward Wilkes, Lewis J. Hohnes, Joseph Gorlinski, Thomas E. 
Bailey, and Charles L. Stevenson, committee of civil and mining engineers, Salt Lake City,. 
Utah. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Septembe1· 11, 1879. 
To the United States Land Commission at Salt Lake City, Utah: 
GENTLEMEN: We transmit herewith a digest of the suggestions offered at a meeting 
of civil and mining engineers of Utah concerning a modification of our mining laws 
and the instructions thereunder. 
E. B. WILDER, 
EDMUND WILKES, 
LEWIS J. HORNES, 
JOSEPH GORLINSKI, 
THOMAS E. BAILEY, 
CHARLES L. STEVENSON, 
Committee Civil and Mining Engineers of Utah. 
Suggestions made at a meeting of civil"and mining enginee1·s, Salt Lake City, Ut(l,h. 
Mineral monuments and meridian line or lines in each district. A proper base line 
also between two of the principal monuments, established at government expense. 
District recorders to be elected by a vote of mine owners, as heretofore. Such 
recorders to furnish the United States with a proper bond for faithful performance of 
duties; such bond to be satisfactory to the surveyor-general of the Territory. 
When a notice of location is made in the district records, a certified copy to be also 
immediately filed with the surveyor-general. And qnere: Whether a full copy of past 
records should not be filed with surveyor-general f 
All relocations should be recorded as such, and the name of the original claim given, 
or otherwise to be void. 
Upon unpatented claims oath should be made by the owners or their agents and two 
witnesses, before the recorder, that the yearly assessment work has been done, and such 
statement be placed on record, and in that case the recorder should be obliged to refuse 
the recording of a relocation, and so prevent expensive litigation. 
Quere: Whether local laws should or should not abridge the width allowed by the 
United States law? 
Qum·e: Old Spanish law reclivivus as to surface locations V 
United States deputy surveyors should have the privilege to swear their assistants 
in and out. The surveyors often have to travel great distances to :find the office of a. 
notary or a justice, and then on arrival find the officer absent, the costs incurred in 
some instances equaling the cost of survey, ( Vide instructions November 20, 1873.) 
Owners of claims made prior to 18~2 should be obliged to amend notice 0£ location 
by official survey, stating c1early course and position of the lode or vein, and mark 
their boundaries distinctly on the ground, it being understood that the amended notice 
<loes not interfere with their prior rights. 
Q-ue1·e: Whether parallel end lines are essentfal ? 
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The number of each mining claim officially surveyed should be on record with, and 
the deputy mineral surveyors shall give the same to, the district recorder. 
Appointment of a mining inspector to look after the safety of mines and miners. 
Surveyor-general to have power to restrict the number of deputy surveyors. 
EDW A.RD B. WILDER. 
EDMUND WILKES. 
LEWIS J. HORNES. 
JOSEPH GORLINSKI. 
THOMAS E. BAILEY. 
CHARLES L. STEVENSON. 
Tostirnony of Edward B. Wilder, United States depiity rnirieral surveyor, Salt Lalce City. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
To the honorable Comrnissioners of Public Land Cornrnission : 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to present for your consideration the following an-
swers, replying to a portion of the interrogatories propounded in the circular issued 
by your honorable body, viz: 
Name, Edward B. Wilder; residence, Salt Lake City; occupation, mining engineer 
and United States deputy mineral surveyor. 
On the subject of lode claims I would respectfully suggest in connection with the 
interrogatories the following: 
1. Thirty-nine years, of which seven years were in the Cuba mines, Island of Cuba, 
as superintendent and mining engineer, and the remaining thirty-two years in dif-
ferent sections of the United States, including three years as superintendent, mining 
engineer, and mining expert of the Ophir mine, on the Comstock lode, State of Ne.! 
vada; as also seven years of the above period in this Territory as mining engineer and 
United States deputy mineral surveyor. 
2. I find many defects, in which my subsequent replies will explain. 
3. The present official practice has fully demonstrated the practice to be erroneous, 
inasmuch as it is productive of litigation. If all surveys hereafter to be made were in 
the form of a parallelogram there would be very few adverse claims-say 500 by 1,000 
feet, or, as the present law now stands, 1,500 by 600 feet. 
4. The top or apex of a vein or lodo is the point at surface where the ore is me.t with, 
either superficially seen in the croppings or just beneath the surface. The terms I 
consider vague, inasmuch as denudation would have a tendency in a soil free from im-
pediments, as rocks, &c., to expose the ores lying some distance beneath the surface, 
thus opening a field for difficulties in the future, while perhaps the legitimate apex 
would be considered as at the outcrop of the vein ; and there are very few excep-
tions but what, after sinking a few feet, the dip and course can be determined suffi-
ciently to make a survey of the location. The Ophir mine was an exception as regards 
the dip, for in the first o.evelopments made the dip was weot, and after an incline shaft 
had been sunk on the vein for over 200 feet a cross-cut was driven from the bottom 
over 150 feet east, when the walls were found; the hanging wall in the first instance 
became the foot wall, and has continued as such for over 2,500 feet in depth. 
6. It has most decidedly, as in the case now before the courts of the Stewart min-
ing claim against the Edison, when the so-termed apex was found on each claim;_ the 
resuit being that the claims being contiguous in part, the foot wall of the Stewart 
crosses the side line of the Edison diagonally, and hence the expensive litigation now 
in proaress. 
7. The Stewart and Edison veins, which are formed separate by an intervening mass 
of country or barren rocks between the two, are as follows: Edison foot wall, N. 5° 
45' E.; Stewart hanging wall, N. 33° E. In the lines of clivergence from a point on 
the Stewart country rock exists between the wall of one and that of the other. 
9. They occasionally occur wider than the local laws allow, but very rarely, and in 
no instance coming under my own observation do they exceed 500 feet in width. 
10. They do. 
11. It works to the disadvantage of the discoverer of a true vein. 
12. In Uintah district is the folJowing: Swift locates a claim; subsequently Evans 
makes a location from certain infallible proofs and sinks a shaft on the vein; has a 
survey made for United States patents ; Swift then has a survey made which absorbs 
nearly all of Evans's claim; sinks a shaft 80 feet deep in limestone (while Evans is on 
the vein) from his discovery, and intends filing a protest against Evans. 
13. In almost all cases of litigation the causes assigned are when the vein passes the 
exterior lines of the surface tract diagonally or otherwise. 
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14. I do not think it possible that they can without litigation. 
15. I have never taken part, directly or otherwise, in organizing a m)ning district. 
16. The general mode of taking up and locating a mineral claim is as follows: One 
or more individuals start out with pick and shovel; if there are rich mines in the vi-
cinity they generally commence an examination, taking in many instances the general 
course of the vein as seen on other productive properties. When anything indicative 
of an outcrop is seen a foot or two is sunk; if they think it promising, a notice is writ-
ten with pencil, a mound of stones erected, and that constitutes their right to the 
claim. In other instances locations are made adjoining good mines without there being 
the least indication of an outcrop, the motive being to eventually " blackmail" the 
adjoining mines. Again, most of the locations are made without any direction, simply 
inserting the course northerly and southerly for north and south, &c., thus leaving a 
margin at the option of the surveyor to swing on. 
17. If the original notice of location is amended as regards course and distance, it 
destroys the former date of same, and the date of such amendment takes precedence. 
18. From my own personal knowledge I am not aware of any, but I am informed 
that accusations of that na,ture have been made by parties. 
19. I would most respectfully suggest that all mining-district laws, customs, and 
regulations as they now exist be abolished, and all future locations and the initiation 
of record title be placed exclusively with the United States land officers, their charges 
being excessive (and are too often under the influence of disreputable parties), giving 
no bonds, and in fact exercising a baneful influence. 
20. The present system of allowing the courts to adjudicate on adverse claims is 
highly detrimental not only to the litigants but to the government, as it places a bar-
rier to disposing of the mineral lands at once, to say nothing of delays and the great 
expense attending the same. I therefore am of the opinion that all controversies con-
cerning mineral lands should be left to the United States land officers, in the same 
manner as contests under all other land la.ws, with no appeal from their decision ex-
cept to the Land Office at Washington. 
21. I would suggest that the leading features of the act of May 10, 1872, be in a 
measure retained ; that all claims hereafter made should be in the form of a parallelo-
gram, beyond the end lines of which the vein cannot be disturbed by entering another 
claim ; or, in other words, let vertical lines from the surface of such parallelogram con-
stitute the claim down ward, and in case the dip of the vein should pass out of the vertical 
Imes, let the owner take up as many claims as may be deemed expedient adjoining, in 
order to protect the dip of his vein. In other words, an ell\bodiment of the old Spanish 
mining laws in our present mining laws, after reconstruction, will put an end to this 
-0ourse of litigation that is ruining thousands. , 
22. 'l'here ought to be a limitation as to possessory title 1,1nder the mineral laws, from 
the fact that there have been taken up locations by parties long prior to the act of May 
10, 1872, who, in fact, hold them to the exclusion of others that would develop them. 
Many of these locations are made in the vicinity of good mines, with no other motive 
than to protect the rights of legitimate mine owners, a,nd eventually sell out, as par-
ties holding good properties would rather submit to "blackmail" than be involved in 
litigation. The mining district!'i are full of such cases. 
In reference to question No. 2, I would say that the principal defects in the United 
States mining laws are in regard to permitting the owner of a mining claim to follow 
the dip of his vein outside of his claim, as indicated by his boundaries superficially, 
which, as before stated, is the inevitable step to litigation. As an instance: the Stew-
art Company in West Mountain mining district owns a claim, purchased, being an old 
location unpatented, 200 feet wide. From the northern side line of this location to the 
south side line of another good mine is a distance of 370 feet. This last claim has made 
a.pplication for United States patent. The former claim, owned by the Stewart Com-
pany, :filed an ad verse claim on the ground that the dip of their purchased claim passed 
into the claim of the latter, passing through 370 feet unclaimed by their location and 
undeveloped. 
I am very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
EDW .ARD B. WILDER. 
SALT LAKE CITY, October 15, 1879. 
1estinwny of Edward Eldridge, farrner, Whatcom, Wash. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
WHATCOM, WASH., Octobe1· 20, 1879. 
To the members of the Public Land Conirnission : 
GENTLEMEN: In response to a circular addressed to me submitting a number of 
.questions, under different heads, relative to the disposal of the public lands, answers 
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to which are requested so far as my experience or knowledge extends, I take pleasure 
in answering such questions as come within the range of my observation, and also 
submitting a few ideas for your consideration. 
1. Edward Eldridge, Whatcom; a farmer, formerly a sailor. 
2. I have lived here twenty-six and one-half years. 
3. I acquired title to 320 acres of land under the donation law, one-half to me, one-
half to my wife. I have purchased for various persons land by private entry at $1.25 
per acre. 
5. I will not refer to this, as others more conversant with it will answer better than 
I can. 
6. I have observed defects in the practical operation of the land laws, and this 
neighborhood is suffering from these defects. In this vicinity about 60,000 acres of 
land is owned by non-residents. The land bordering on about 50 miles of shore line 
was surveyed at an early day and placed in the market nearly 20 years ago, and was 
all purchased by speculators during a railroad excitement. A large portion of the 
land immediately behind this, not being in the market, was squatted on and a pre-
emption right proved up, and by the squatters swearing for each other, paying for 
the land, and then leaving, and to-day not one of those claims out of a dozen shows 
any signs that any improvement had ever been made; consequently, with the excep-
tion of a few front claims occupied by the early settlers under the donation law, you 
muit go back through the woods from 5 to 10 U1iles before you come to a settler. The 
suggestions I would offer as a remedy I will give hereafter. 
7. The conformation of the lands in this county and all of Western Washington is 
mountainous, embracing every form given to the surface of the earth, some places be-
ing too precipitous for traversing, some gradually sloping, some beaQ.tiful table-lands, 
and some . rich valleys and river bottoms. There is a larger percentage of rich agri-
culturaH and in this county than in any other in the Territory proportionately to its 
size; all that is not fit for agriculture is excellent for pasture for one class of animals 
or another. Coal exists to a large extent in this county and generally throughout 
Western Washington, and upward of 90 per cent. of the land in this county is timber 
·land. 
8. I do not think the character of land could be classified by a general rule, 
nor yet by geographical divisions, but each local land district could classify their lands 
from the explorations of the land surveyors. 
9 and 10. I will embrace in my ideas at the close of this. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate here approximates that of the south of England more than any other; 
it is more equable than any other portion of this continent, and for a salubrious, genial, 
healthy atmosphere it is !lot surpassed by any pface on earth ; twenty-six years' expe-
rience by one who has been in every quarter of the globe proves this to me, but for the 
benefit of those unacquainted with the motions of winds and ocean currents, and who 
would feel an interest in knowing where a genial, healthy climate exists, I will give 
the causes. Water refracts the rays of the sun, the earth absorbs them, hence in the 
bot season it is much warmer at any given latitude in the middle of a continent than 
it is in the middle of an ocean at the same latitude. Fresh water freezes quicker than 
salt water, and snow and ice accumulate on land mnchmore than on the ocean in the 
same latitude, and keep the temperature of the atmosphere lower in winter on land 
than it is at sea. Another natural law causes the wind to blow from the west in high 
latitudes more than from auy other quarter; it therefore follows that winds blowing 
across an ocean carry a warmer volume of air :in winter and a cooler volume in sum-
mer than winds blowing across a continent. This is the main cause why it is warmer 
in winter and cooler in summer on the west coast of America and of Europe than it is 
on t,he east coast of America and Asia at any given point of latitude above 45°. The 
ocean currents aid this action of the winds, and although the coast of Europe is 
favored more by ocean currents than the west coast of America, that is counterbal-
anced by the monsoons of the Pacific, which greatly favor the west coast of America. 
On this coast the winds nearly always blow from the south during winter, giving us 
a mild atmosphere, with copious rains; and in summer the wind blows from the north, 
bringing with it a cool, healthy, invigorating atmosphere. It is the opposite on the 
Asiatic coast. 
Again, an immense chain of lofty mountains traverses the whole continent of Amer-
ica parallel with and but a short distance from the western coast, against which the 
winds from each side strike and produce a greater difference between the atmospheres 
on each side than would be produced by the distance of 1,000 miles toward the interior 
of a level contineut. This causes om genial climate. 
The rainfall here is sufficient for all purposes of agriculture. \-Ve generally have 
rain every month in the year except July, August, and September, and sometimes every 
month. This year it has rained every month. 
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Our seasons here may be called all the year round. I sow cabbage-seed in Septem-
ber and transplant in March, and not over one winter in ten will the plants need cov-
ering during the winter. With the exception of unusual storms, a man can work out 
of doors all the year round. The average fall of snow for twenty-six winters I will 
call 6 inches, and lies about a week. One winter we had snow for four months. Two 
winters I neither saw ice nor snow. 
2 to 11, inclusive, is answered by saying that the clouds sufficiently irrigate Western 
Washington. 
12. In Western Washington there is no land but can be used for other purposes than 
pasturage. It is valuable for timber or some kind of mineral or coal or stone. 
13, 14, 15, require no answer. 
16. In this section no one relies solely on raising cattle. 
17. In this county I do not think there are over 3 head to the square mile. 
18. There was no grass in the woods. All the pasture we have has been propagated; 
but when once started this is the finest pasture land in the world, the grass and clover 
being green all the year round and the timber affording shelter from storms in-winter 
and from the sun in summer. The cattle spreads the pasture by the seeds passing 
throngh them. 
19. Very few fence their range. 
20. I think it would be a hard matter to raise better beef than we do here. 
21. Springs, creeks, and rivers. 
22 to 26. I have had but little experience with sheep, and there is not 1,000 head in 
the county. 
27. I will answer fully hereafter. 
28. It is almost impnssible to find the corners of the surveyed sections, owing to the 
fires that have swept the woods from time to time, obliterating the marks that were 
put upon the trees and burning up posts or stakes that may have been put in the 
ground. 
TIMBER. 
1. All the land _here is timber land, comprising fir, cedar, spruce, maple, alder, and 
other small varieties. 
2. No timber is planted here except orchards-that is, in Western Washington. It 
is difficult to determine what ki11d of timber is the best, although, all things consid-
ered, fir may be the most valuable. I believe fir continues to grow from 500 to 1,000 
years. • 
3. I would dispose of the public timber lands, as I would all other lands, by lease 
only. I will gh'-e my reasons hereafter. 
4. I would certainly classify the different kinds of timber land!'!. Some of this tim-
ber land is the richest kind of soil, and will · make the most valuable kind of farms 
when the timber is cleared off and tiie stumps out, while other lands would be of no 
value after the timber is removed unless it should be for the stone or mineral that may 
be on it. Forty acres of timber land is as much as any one man can change into a, 
farm during his lifetime. No person who settled in Western Washington that I know 
of has 40 acres under cultivation whose claim consisted of timber land altogether. 
Our timber lands are the most valuable of all lands, because a family can settle on them 
with a smaller capital than on any other. The timber furuishes them all their build-
ings, fencing, fire-wood, and many other things, all of which they would have to pur-
chase if they settled on prairie land. 
5. When we clear off the timber unless we cultivate the land in a few years it would 
be a dense jungle. Alder comes first, and afterward cedar and fir. 
6. Regarding forest fires, I presume since whites first settled here more than half of 
.Western Washington bas been burnt over, some of it several times. When we have 
a very dry season it is impossible to keep fires from spreading. A man settles on a 
piece of rich timber land with the intention of making a farm. The timber is of no· 
value to him except what he needs himself, unless his land borders on the water. His. 
greatest desire is to get rid of the timber as fast as he possibly can. The ground is 
covered with dense underbrush, consisting of vine, maple, cactus, all kimls of berries, 
thorns, nettles, weeds, &c., almost impossible to get tl!rough. The settler's first work 
is to clear off the underbrush from a piece of land for a garden, house, &c., and hopes 
for a dry summer to burn it up. Should a very dry season come bis fire is sure to 
spread. And to tell him he must not burn it you might as well tell him he must not 
eat his dinner. But of late years fires do not spread so much, 1st, because the seasons 
are wetter than they were ten and twenty years ago; and, 2d, because most of the 
dead timber that had been accumulating for ages has been burned, and in its place is 
. a dense gro~th of young green timber, which keeps the sun's rays from drying the 
ground, and makes it very difficult for fires to run. 
7. In regard to depredations upon the timber, I think there is but one kind that 
should be stopped or caused to pay-that is, cutting saw-logs for the manufacture of 
lumber or spars for export. If the government allows the Northern Pacific Railroad 
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Company to cut all the timber they may need for the construction of their road it 
would be a caricature upon justice to stop anything else except the two cases I have 
mentioned. 
8. There has been but little timber cut in this county yet, so I can give little infor-
mation on this head .. 
9. I consider everything connected with the public lands ought to be under the 
jurisdiction of United States district land officers. 
LODE CLAIMS AND PLACER CLAIMS. 
I know but little of these, and therefore won't refer to them; but as the law makes 
it your duty to recommend in your report to Congress whatever you may deem wise in 
relation to the best method of disposing of the public lands to actual settlers, and as 
·y ou have submitted certain questions to me and invited me to give my opinions and 
reasons therefor, I shall now proceed to do so. 
I will first state I am a native of Scotland. I have read much; I have seen a good 
deal of the world. I know and appreciate the value of the United States form of 
government, and the sole reason why I take the trouble to write this is in order to 
contribute, as far as lies in my power, toward the preservation of that form of gov-
eruru.ent, so that others who are to come after me may be able to enjoy the same ben-
efits that I have and am enjoying. They who know no danger fear none. A man who 
has never felt the pangs of hunger cannot feel for those who do. No one can appre-
ciate the benefits of a good form of government until they have experienced the evils 
of a bad one. Few native Americans can realize the true value of land or the bless-
ing of having a home of your own. 
We talk of disposing-that is, buying and selling-the land, the soil, the earth, as 
we would a pound of bread or a piece of cloth. Who made the earth, and for what 
purpose was it made f It was made for the use of the beings who may be on it, but 
only for their use while they live upon it. The Creator of the earth never designed 
that one being should have the exclusive control of sufficient of the earth's surface 
for the comfortable maintenance of a million; nor was it designed that any being 
should have any authority with the disposal of the soil after he had passed away. 
Every man who wishes to cultivate the soil has a natural right to the possession of as 
much of it as will enable him by his own labor to procure the means of existence for 
himself and for those dependent upon him, and no man has a right to more. This is 
the law of God. What would policy require the law of man to be in the United 
States f What has made the United States the most powerful nation on earth in such 
a short period from its birth as a nation f Was it the intelligence of its people f Not 
that alone, for the same intelligence can be found in other lands. Was it the form of 
government established f No; for that form of government could not have existed 
for a hundred years in any part of Europe i.lil. the present condition of man. It was 
the freedom and boundless extent of the soH. This secured the individual independ-
ence of the people; and so long as that independence can be secured a popular or dem-
ocratic form of government may continue to exist and prosper; bnt when once a ma-
jority of the people are dependent upon others for their daily bread, their independence 
ceases and a democratic government will commence to decline. 
Carlyle wrote truly when he wrote: "Where no government is required save that 
of the parish constable, as in America with her boundless soil, every man being able 
to procure labor and recompense for himself, democracy may subsist, but not else-
where, except briefly, or as a swift transition towards something other and further." 
So long as an acre of land fit for cultivation is free and open to any one who chooses to 
go and occupy it, our government may continue to prosper; but whenever that last 
ac1·e has become private property, our form oi government will commence to receive 
the strain that will test its strength. Why¥ Land is the true source of pow'-"r, and 
the balance of power changes with the balance of property. As the disposal of the 
soil of any nation rests with the one, the few, or the many, so is the dominion of that 
nation in the hands of the one, t.he few, or the many. It has been the tendency in 
every land for the ownership of the soil to concentrate in the hands of. a few; it is so 
in the United States, but not to the extent that it will when it is beyond the reach 
of a poor man to become a land owner; and does any intelligent persqn think for a 
moment that our form of government could exist if the ownership of the soil approx-
imated to that of England f 
Some patriots may say that the American people are too intelligent ever to over-
turn or abolish the best form of government that ever existed. What will that intel-
ligence teach them f Every sane American who can read will know that his political 
creed teaches him " that all men are created equal, that they all are endowed with 
certain rights, and to secure these rights to all is the purpose for which governments 
are instituted." What is the meaning of the right to life f Does it mean that a man 
may die of hunger while he is striving with all his energies to obtain the means of 
-existence f Most assuredly not. The earth will produce enough for the comfortable 
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subsistence of all; but if some have a great excess, others may not have e110ugh. To 
regulate this is one of the ohjects for which governments are formed. Now what will 
be the course likely to be pursued by a mass of people writhing under the pangs of: 
cold and hunger whose political creed teaches them these things, while they see mill-
ions of acres of land held by men who have no more just right to them than they 
have, and which may not be used for the purposes for which they were made, es-
pecially when their political creed further teaches them that whenever any govern-
ment fails to carry out the purposes for which it was formed it is the right of the 
people to alter or abolish it i Will they quietly continue to suffer and die, or will 
they exercise their right i Who can doubt what will be their course i Then comes 
anarchy, to be followed by a government of force, deriving its powers without the 
consent of the governed. The first step to be taken in endeavoring to prevent the 
same fate for the .American Republic that befell the republic of Rome is to awaken 
the people of .America to a sense of the danger that is rising before them, and once 
conscious of that fact it might be possible to provide a remedy, and no possible oppor-
tunity could arise where such a warning could more appropriately be given than in 
your report to Congress. If all the public domain is allowed to become private prop-
erty it would require as terrible a struggle to destroy the owner's right to it as it did 
to destroy the ownership in man, and yet no man has any more just or natural right 
to an absolute right of property in the soil than he bas to an absolute right of prop-
erty in his fellow man. Every man bas the right to the possession of a portion of the 
earth so long as he uses it for the purpose for which it was created; but no man ha1', 
a right to the absolute control of land of which he makes no use. In this Territory 
there are thousands of acres of land lying idle, owned by persons who purchased it 
from government for $1.25 per acre, and who would now ask $10 or $12 per acre from 
any one who wished to use it, thus becoming rich from what Mr. Mill terms the un-
earned increment of that land. The government that tolerates such a course of action 
is not securing to all the rights with which the.j.r Creator endowed them. 
Suppose any one was to say to that government that is so liberally giving away 
what don't belong to them, You are dealing very liberally ·with me, giving me 160, 
acres of land for nothing, but have you ever thought whether my grandchildren and 
their grandchildren will all be able to get 160 acres each for nothing also f They will 
have the same right to get it that I have, and rest assured if they don't get it there 
will be trouble in the house. They won't be bluffed off with the answer that if they 
wanted land for nothing they should have been born a hundred years ago. They will 
answer that the soil of America was not made for the exclusive use of those who lived 
a hundred years ago, but for the general use of all who inhabit it through all ages. 
There is no monopoly so oppressive and so destructive of the principle of equality as 
monopoly of the soil, and the government that fosters and protects it is trampling· 
upon the principles set forth in the Declaration of Independence. To carry out those 
principles, the soil should be leased in small quantities to every one who wished to. 
cultivate it himself, an appraised value being put upon it at the time he obtained 
possession. Every tenant should pay a yearly rent for the land, which rent should go· 
into the public treasury: so much into the county treasury where the land is situated, 
so much to the State, and the ;residue to the national treasury. This fund would more 
than suffice to meet all expenses of government. .At the expiration of the lease, or at 
the death of the tenant, the land should be appraised, and, if of more value than when 
the lease commenced, the amount of the accrued increment or the increased value aris-
ing from the acts of the tenant shall be paid to him or his heirs, while the unearned 
increment, or increased value arising from the acts of others, shall remain with the-
land, and a higher rate of rent put thereon for the next tenant, the heir of a deceased 
tenant having the :first claim. · 
If this is too great a change to be carried out at once, a step toward it would be made 
by the passage of a law prohiLitiug any individual from owning more than a certain 
number of acres of land; and if the government is not ready to do that, in the name 
of humanity don't let the residue of the public lands be a bait for greedy speculators; 
let no one get more than 160 acres, and let no one get any who owns 160 acres ; 160 
acres is more than enough for any family if the land is fit for cultivation. 
The world is beginning to open its eyes to the land question. In most countries 
where civilization exists the laud is completely owned by a small fraction of the pop-
ulation, and tlie governments of these countries have to be sustained by large armies. 
of men. Not one of them could exist solely from the consent of the governed. Many 
able men are advocating a modification of the land laws, but they all approach the 
subject in a very delicate manner, well knowing the power they have to contend with. 
But this is the country where the problem of the ownership of the soil should be solved, 
for this is the only country that acknowledges it to be the duty of government to secure 
all persons in the possession of the rights with which their Creator endowed them, and 
the sooner the attempt is made the easier it will be to carry it out. 
It would require volumes to treat this matter as its importance requires, and I have· 
not the time to spare to enter upon a work that may not be favorably received; but I 
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could not, consistent with my sense of duty as a citizen, allow this opportunity to pass 
of presenting my opinions upon a question of so vital importance to humanity at large. 
It is not among mass meetings of discontented and riotous men that these questions 
should be agitated, but it is in the legislative halls and before such commissions aE" 
yours, where a remedy can be peacefully applied, that these matters should be ably 
and fully and impartially discussed. The time is fast approaching when our politic&. 
creed will have to be changed, or else the principles contained therein will have to be 
faithfully carried out. 
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
· EDWARD ELDRIDGE. 
Testimony of Elwood E1,ans, attorney-at-law, Pierce Cou,nty, Washington Territ01·y. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
Answers to certain questions submitted by the Public Land Commission. 
1. Elwood Evans, New Tacoma, Pierce County, Washington Territory; attorney-
at-law. 
2. Have lived in Washington Territory ever since it was established as such, having 
come to this section while it was Oregon (November 10, 1851); lived at Olympia, the 
capital, till December 1, 1878, since which time have made New Tacoma my residence. 
3. Have never bee:ri able to believe that I could bona-fide avail myself of the privi-
leges of either donation, pre-emption, or homestead laws under their true intent while 
I bad no real design to become an agriculturist, and was in the practice of my pro-
fession, which I could not abandon, compelled to reside in some town. 
4. Have had considerable practice in the Territorial land offices; have made the 
donation, pre-emption, homestead, and coal laws a matter of study and especial atten-
tion. 
5. During the whole history of the Territory our land officers have. with a true 
spirit of accommodation, advised settlers and claimants of the public lands as to the 
modus operancli of acquiring titles. I think (and I believe it is rather jealousy of what 
is due to my pr~fession than selfish, but it is honestly believed, whatever the stimulus) 
that the services of attorneys have been thus rendered unnecessary by this too 
liberal custom, when their employment would have been advantageous, even econom-
ical, for all concerned. It is my opinion, based on a long experience, that practice in 
the land office should assimilate to the mode of conducting business in courts; that per-
sons having business in the land office should be required to make their own showing, 
just as pleadings, petitions, motions, &c., are prepared, preliminary to the hearing in 
other courts. A register should no more prepare papers which constitute the applica-
tion he 1s to grant or deny than a judge should a motion for continuance or new trial. 
Conversely, the land officers should decide matters presented for their action, not ad-
vise how a case shall be presented. Such a system imposes labor on the officer for 
which he is not compensated. It may be possible to some extent to compromise him. 
Much of the duty of the register and receiver may be of a judicial nature. Clerical 
or ministerial duties prescribed by law are not here referred to. I cannot recall a sin-
gle instance in twenty-five years' practice where there has been just occasion to com-
plain of unreasonable delay or expense to settlers in securing titles to their claims. 
Let me qualify this. From the practice which has been adopted I think there has 
been unnecessary expense entailed, but for this the local office is entirely blameless. 
Nor do I know, under the law as it now is, that any one is censurable. In contests 
before the register and receiver those officers, instead of being judges, as they really 
are and should be, are pro tanto reduced to mere commissioners for the taking of tes-
timony to be certified up to the General Land Office. Every statement that is offered 
bas to be received and reduced to writing. Every question that is asked, relevant or 
not, objected to or not, must be taken down. A voluminous record is made, often 
useless, expensive, and eminently unsatisfactory. Of course cases may arise when 
the hearing by those officers is merely preliminary to presenting it to the department, 
in which ease such a course becomes necessary. But in most cases it would be the 
wiser plan to have the cause tried upon its merits by the local office. Tho decision 
presenting the facts, the affidavits necessarily showing the basis of claim or righL1 
the evidence corroborating or rebutting, and the exceptions of an aggrieved party 
would be all-sufficient to secure substantial justice. 
In my opinion, subject to the right of exception to their ruling, the officers should be 
fully empowered to decide the relevancy and materiality of testimony and witnesses, 
to exclude irrelevant testimony, forbid cumulative testimony, and limit the number of 
witnesses on any particular fact; in short. to try a contest as a judge tries a cause with-
out the intervention of a jury, saving to parties litigant their right by bill of excep-
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tions to save the testimony they desire saved for purposes of review. This would 
greatly abridge the labor of the officers, the time of the trial, the record, and in every 
way be a reform. The register and receiver should be a court or tribunal whose judg-
ments shouid be nisi continuing with the effect of absolute settlement until reversed 
on appeal or review, and becoming absolute if not appealed from within a certain 
time. An unappealed judgment of the local office should be confirmed by the Com-
missioner, as of course. The register and receiver for these judicial functions should 
be paid a salary. If the parties to the controversy desire the testimony taken to be 
certified up with the case let them secure it as it is done in court. A register and re-
ceiver acting as judges should not have their attention diverted as mere clerks. The 
settlement of a controversy, if not appealed, by the local office where the parties, wit-
nesses, &c., are better known has so many advantages comment is unnecessary. It is 
unjust to leave everything in abeyance till affirmed by the Commissioner or the Secretary 
of the Interior after months or even years of delay. The decisions of the land officers 
in this Territory have always been commendably prompt. The delay which has oc-
curred, as a rule, has been between the time of the action by the local officers and the 
affirmance or rejection by the General Land Office. This would not occur if unap-
pealed cases did not require re-examination. The accustomed long interval between 
certifying for patent and issuing patent has been a cause of sore annoyance and real 
grievance in' many instances. It is needless to more than refer to such a condition of 
things to expose its hardship and injustice. A settler for years is left in doubt as to 
the validity of his title, the regularity of the proceedings. The patent is withheld, he 
knows not why. His title is questioned, he cannot explain. He cannot call his own· 
and fully enjoy that which he has earned and rightfully should possess. 
6. Our land laws are very liberal and beneficent. I favor the homestead principle 
which secures homes and per se shows good faith. The government may not be pre-
pared to dedicate all agricultural land subject to its right of eminent domain to 
homestead purposes. If it is I would make that law the uniform system of settlers' se-
curing agricultural lands. If the pre-emption law is adhered to it should be adminis-
tered strictly to defeat its being used for the mere purpose of acquiring lands from the 
government. To the actual settler who makes bona fide improvements, and by the 
character of those improvements he exhibits bona tides, I would give the amplest oppor-
tunity and most liberal terms to secure the title. The land offices should be clothed 
with a fuller discretion to consider the equities which may present themselves in a 
case. It is impossible for a Commissioner, however able and thoroughly informed, to 
anticipate what may arise in a case in a country like this, or to fix a rule upon which 
a positive instruction is given to the local offices, which subjects an honest settler to 
great hardships and sometimes deprives him of his land-not from any fault of the set-
tler, but because the rule is really too impracticable to be literally carried out. If a party 
places himself within the spirit of the law and of the rule, and shows why he bas not 
complied, there are cases when he is as much entitled to affirmative relief as though 
literally executing both 1::tw and instruction. It is equally plain that some settlers ex-
hibit truer bona fldes in the expenditure of their all, though that is but a few dollars, 
who give all their labor they can spare, for they have a duty to those dependent upon 
them which may compel them to labor elsewhere than others more fortunate who ex-
hibit on final proof the results of hired labor to the amount of thousands. This needs 
, no elaboration. On the 14th of March1 1871, Honorable Daniel D. Pratt, then United 
States Senator, delivered a speech in the Senate on the" rights of settlers upon public 
lands," which I take pleasure in referring to as expressing views more ably and per-
spicuously than I could hopA to, were it proper for me to obtrude them in this paper. 
7. Pardon me for inclosing the" centennial address on this Territory, delivered at 
Philadelphia, in 1876." It supplies as definiteiy as I can, with my limited time, the 
data sought by this question. I also inclose a portion of an address on timber, re-
cently delivered at the annual fair of the King County Industrial Association. While 
I have matured no system, I am clearly of opinion that the time has fully arrived for 
makillg a minute and detailed survey of the timber regions of the States and Territo-
ries with as mueh care, precision, and method as is adopted in taking the census, arni 
also for the adoption of some rigid system to reserve, protect, defend, and render re-
munerative and useful this invaluable resource to any region in which timber may be 
found. 
8, 9, and 10. Principally answering the latter, but incidentally ha,ving 8 and 9 in 
mind. I have already referred to Ex-Senator Pratt's able speech on the philosophy 
. and animus of our land system. His bill (S. No. 10 of that session) on page 0 of said 
speech is an admirable nucleus, about which may be constructed a perfected system of 
homestead and pre-emption rights, to which modes of acquiring land agricultural 
lands should be restricted. The avenue, for absorbing the public domain other than 
in the legitima~e uses of actual settlement should be rigidly closed. The time seems 
to have arrived to begin to save the land for the needs of settlement, to the exclusive 
appropriation for homes. To the actual settler, in commuting a homestead or paying 
for a pre-emption, I would allow the privilege of using any scrip, warrant, or other 
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government pledge :ior payment of its indebtedness, in securing his title. I speak of 
the actual settler-to him I would extend every facility. While the pre-emption law 
exists, under which men may be hired to secure a tract of the public lands in a brief 
period, the bona fides should be ascertained by every test; and when ascertained, the 
honest pre-emptor should be placed 011 the same footing as the homestead settler. It 
is the principle or intent of the Pratt bill that I commend. I believe the words "ac-
tual settlement" should be guarded by restraining language, e.g., by adding :1fter 
settlement "for the exclusive purposes of cultivation or agriculture," the idea being 
limited to appropriating agricultural lands to" the making of homes." To effectuate 
this principle divide lands into classes, viz, agricultural, timber, coal, and mineral, 
the lands open to settlement by homestead being confined to the agricultural class. 
If the idea be adopted that the public lands ( agriculturallandsof course are here meant) 
are held in trust for those who are willing to appropriate a quarter section and make 
it a home, I would adhere to an uniform homestead system. If not, I would at once 
ingraft the principle on the land system, "That any man who haA enjoyed the right 
under the homestead, pre-emption, or timber-culture act shall not make a claim under 
either of the other laws.'' He should be limited to the enjoyment of one right only; 
but an abandonment to government under either law for good cause shown, not com-
pensated in any way by private party by purchase of improvements or for relinquish-
ment should authorize the enjoyment of one grant, before exhaustion of right. In 
other words, "The settler should rather secure the privilege to perfect one grant, rather 
than one filing," provided always he has not relinquished the right acquired by a filing 
on a good or valuable consideration or inducement. Let me illustrate. A case has just 
occurred within my kno" ledge. In June last A took a homestead claim upon Vashon's 
Island, which, of course, necessitated the rowing of a boat between his said claim and 
the market for his produce, or where be obtained supplies . When he :filed, it was un-
derstood between himself and a brother that the latter would take an adjoining claim. 
The brother found an eligible location on the mainland. A has a crippled left hand, 
has lost two .fingers of the left hand, and the two others are stiff-jointed, so that he can 
pull but one oar, and therefore cannot alone row a. boat. To make a living under such 
circumstances upon the island is impossible, for be cannot get back and forth, nor 
bring his produce to market. To add to bis misfortunes, A's wife being advanced in 
pregnancy, in July a neighbor's wife died in child-bed, the death being attributed by 
Mrs. A to the inability to communicate with the mainland and secure proper profes-
sional aid. She left to go to the house of a relative, and the death of her neighbor so 
impressed her that she cannot be persuaded to return to her husband's claim upon the 
island. He is forced to abandon such claim. He cannot live upon it. He bas paid 
$23 to the govemment, spent over three months' labor, and about all his money he 
brought with him, after paying his expenses to reach the country. He cannot take 
another homestead, although it will be conceded by all that he should be so allowed. 
He can now take under the pre-emption law. From this illustration, I desire to say : 
Let the party elect under which law he will hold, if the several systems are retained. 
Let him mature one right without he sells or clisposes of his settlement for a valuable 
consideration or upon inducement of any kind; in other words, not a compulsory re-
linquishment. If he files and sells, bis right is exhausted. If he files and for merito-
rious reasons without fault of bis own he is compelled to relinquish to the government, 
let him file again, if be brings himself within the rule entitling himself to relief. 
If the question be settled that the government can safely look to the timber, min-
eral and coal lands for its revenue, and open the agricultural lands for homestead, may 
I suggest I believe abundance will be derived from a proper system of sales of the 
former-either the timber itself or timber lands, and cash entry for mineral or coal 
lands. It ought to be the policy to invite capital to buy directly from the government 
at a proper valuation rather than force capitalists to employ intermediate parties to 
make pretense of entering such lands who have neither means nor intention to de-
velop mines. The government is defrauded; parties are tempted to commit pe1jury, 
and the government besides really loses the value of the investment. All capitalists 
desire is assured title, speedily confirmed to them. They would pay more for a tract 
patented at once to the government by two-fold than they often give to these inter-
vening squatters who swear away the United States title. Thus nuder the pre sent 
system perjury and fraud are invite<l, and others instead of the government realize the 
value of such lands. For example, if a coal company is willing to pay A $5,000 for 160 
acres of coal land for which A paid the government $2,400, is there any sense in the 
government absolutely tempting A to commit perjury and to defraud it out of the 
$2,600 which the capitalists would have paid the government quite as willi11gly if 
they could have purchased Y Coal or mineral lands should be rated by a sworn and 
competent commissioner .. One mine or vein may be worth thousands while the other 
is not worth hundreds. Private enterprise sells articles at their true value; all horses 
are not sold at the same figure. Pri,1 ate parties, railroad companies, realize upon 
lands according to their proportionate or true value. Lands worth $100 per acre are not 
sold at tbe same price as lands that are worthless. Why should not the government, 
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when it has property to sell, do business on business princ1}Jles f It would be but a tri-
fling extra expense when timber ]ands, coal lands, or mineral ]ands are inspected and 
surveyed to grade them at what they are relatively worth, taking into consideration the 
extent of supply, quality of article, accessibility, &c., governing the affixing of value. 
Lands containing beds of true coal should command a much higher price than land 
containing veins of lignite-both are called coal lands. Is not such a truer test than 
pi:oximity to a railroad f There are sections where a mine two or three miles from a 
railroad would cost more to be rendered accessible than other locations where the 
building of a railroad of twenty miles might be required to get a railroad or an outlet, 
and the latter could be built at less actual cost. If the government can hope to real-
ize from its coal, mineral, and timber wealth, sold on a ·plan as herein suggested, 
I am in favor of saving agricultural lands exclusively for homesteading by actual 
settlement. Five years of actual residence and cultivation is evidence of bona-fi<les, 
and should earn the land. I am not sufficiently well-informed as to the proportion of 
the public domain respectively classed as timber, mineral, or coal. If it is as great as 
I have reason to believe, I favor an uniform homestead syst!')m. Abolish the pre-emp-
tion law; abolish every invention for divesting the government of its title, that un-
settles the mind of a party who is willing to convert virgin land into homes and tempts 
him to be a speculator or a land proprietor rather than a settler. 
In the settlement of controversies between claimants in the trial of contests, in fact 
in the awarding of a certificate of being entitled to patent, the register and receiver 
should be clothed with power to act judicially; clothed with jurisdiction, with power 
to issue the necessary process, summon and compel the attendance of witnesses, grant 
continuance, punish contempts, and arljust 1,he payment of costs. A transcript of 
such judgment of costs should be authorized to be filed in a district court, and a rule 
to show cause, or some similar proceeding, become vitalized into a judgment whereby 
the aggrieved party could recover by execution. These judgments should be nisi for 
thirty or sixty days, within which, if no appeal was taken, they should become abso-
lute as to the claim or right of the party against whom rendered. He has had his day 
and is concluded. If appealed from or exceptions taken within that time they would 
go up to the General Land Office fpr further action of the department. If uot, they would 
be returned as papers sent forward for patent. In contested cases, if unappealed, I 
would have them affirmed, of course. The right of an action at law, or to maintain a 
suit in equity to cancel a patent obtained through fraud or misrepresentation, is not 
affected. The jurisdiction of the Land Department would of course be restricted to 
the question of surrender of the United States title to respective claimants. The 
nearer yon can make the decision of the local office final, until reversed on appeal or 
exception, the wiser the ·policy. It would lead to more thorough trial, make less costs, 
frequently put questions at rest, and in many ways prove beneficial. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. In addition to the references to climate in the said centennial address, I send a 
valuable and reliable extract which answers this question as to Washington west of 
the Cascade Mountains. In this Territory, and certainly in .. Western Washington, 
although there may be exceptional seasons, there is abundance of rain and water 
for purposes of irrigation. 
2. The tables and statistics in the documents referred to answer this question as 
definitely as I am able with the data at hand. 
3. All that is cultivable at an; of course I have no reference to the heavy timber 
lands. 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. In this region I know of no real attempt to supply a system of 
irrigation, indeed I have not heard of such a necessity. \Ve have a law (which I in-
close) for the construction of ditches, but that is for the purpose of drainage; true 
it serves both purposes, though really designed for the reclamation of swamp land. 
11. I know of one or two suits as to water or riparian rights, or torts growing out of 
the diversion of streams, but no questions have arisen which really bear upon the 
subject upon which this query seeks information. 
12. In this particular locality, the prairies of Pierce and Thurstin Counties, gravelly 
and devoid of soi], there are large areas of land fit only for pasturage and hardly for 
that. They are appropriated usually for sheep, though other stock to a limited num-
ber range over them. I see no good reason for inducements to settlers to homestead 
this land, or to acquire quantities of it as pastoral land. The more they paid taxes on 
the poorer they would be ; some of it would require two acres for each sheep. 
14. I do not believe it policy to put the agricultural lands in this Territory, or in 
~ny Territory for that matter, in market. I have given my reasons for believing that 
the government should reserve its agricultural lands for homes for actual settlers. 
18. I think the growth of grass is increasing largely, that the prairie lands are im-
proving because for years used as cattle ranges by which they have been manured, 
and that the burned timber openings ar.e greatly mnltiplying forage for stock. 
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rn. Cattle raisers as a rule do not fence. From the mildness of our winter, as the rule 
cattle and stock take care of themselves. 
· I have not investigated sufficiently to give any accurate information as to the remain-
der of the matters queried after under this head. 
TIMBER. 
1 and 2. To the two addresses inclosed I refer for general answers to these questions. 
I cannot reply accurately or in detail. A timber survey is required. 
3. It is generally conceded that if our heavily timbered lands are denuded of their 
timber they will have become entirely valueless, not needed or available for purposes 
of agriculture. If this be true then the timberis the sole element of value. A tree suit-
able for lumber should bring more than one utilized for fuel, fencing, railroad ties, &c. 
Saw-logs command more than fire-wood. Therefore a system or tariff of stumpage 
could and should be arranged which would make our forest lands a source of revenue, 
and of necessity bring them under the immediate supervision of proper officers, and 
the terrible waste and destruction now going on would be in great measure checked 
if not entirely stayed. Lease with power to remove is only license to despoil. Sale, 
of land gives absolute right for the vendee to cut down, burn up and destroy not only 
what is upon the tract sold, but affords the opportunity to set the match which consume 
millions of timber and uestroy whole areas of timber country. The saw-logs may be 
sold first; after they have been taken the remaining small timber may be sold for cord-
wood, ties, or other purposes. The sale should always be with the prohibition to use 
anything but an ax to fell a tree. Such a plan adopted would bring revenue to the 
government; it would save timber lan<l for the present and future generations. 
5. There is a vigorous and speedy growth. But the very speedy growth impairs the 
value of the timber for lumber manufacture. Our forest timber derives its value from 
its compactness, toughness, densit,y; its long maturing in centuries. The second-
growth for a generation only is admirable for fuel, serves for fencing and many pur-
poses ; but is valueless when compared to the old settler of thousands of years. 
6. Forest fires arise from several causes. (1.) The reckless use of fire in the.felling 
of trees, to peel its }2ark or saw it up for fire-wood. (2.) ThA burning after a clear-
ing without care. t3.) Occasionally from a camp-fire. In our dry seasons, in one 
extensive forest fire, more timber is destroyed, more timber land devastatecl by scorch-
ing, deadening, and blackening the trees than is absolutely utilized. Prevention of 
the causes of fires as before suggested, creating the belief that the timber has a value, 
will do much to check this great evil. But if the fire starts, bountiful heaven, send-
ing heavy rains, affords the only remedy. 
7. Our saw-mills indirectly have been the inducement for removing the timber from 
the public lands. The large companies own vast areas of timber land throughout 
Western Washington, bought at $1.25 per acre when currency was worth 40 cents on 
the dollar; at which time lands happened to be subject to cash entry. 'l'hese com-
panies teach the government its duty. They have kept these forests in their virgin 
condition. The logger's ax has not invaded their ex.tended domain. In the mean 
time, for twenty years their own lands not trespassed upon except by .fires, they have 
bought from loggers the timber which has been converted into the immense lumber 
manufacture of Puget Sound. Depredation from any other cause has been so trifling 
that it is unworthy of mention. The legislation necessary is for the government to 
assert its possessory right aud guard what is left, and save the proceeds in the same 
manner similar to the one herein su o·gested. 
8. The local custom is the establishment of logging camps in the heart of a densely-
supplied timber section, staying there till every stick worth cutting down is con-
verted into saw-logs. Sometimes camps are established and run by one of the large 
mills. Oftener, however, a logging camp is a private enterprise. Large booms of 
logs are collected, frequently as much as a million of feet in a single raft, and from 
two to three or four of these rafts are sent away from our logging camps in a year. 
These rafts are sold to the mills; the mill owners purchasing sending a steam-tug to 
tow them to the mill at which they are to be manufactured into lumber. Trespass 
upon government lands, or from lands belonging to the logger, or from tracts which 
the logger has purchased that standing timber, are the several ways that the right to 
cut timber is exercised or acquired. I have frequently drawn conveyances of the 
standing timber, together with a right of occupancy for a fixed term to out and re-
move it. Sometimes the sale is unqualified, sometimes restricted to trees over a cer-
tain dimension. Sometimes the cedar is excepted. I state this thus perspicuously be-
cause it suggests business for a timber agent; it demonstrates that all the growing 
timber has a value which can be measured. I have known sales of the timber on a 
quarter section to be as high as $600, payable $1 out of the proceeds sale of rafts for 
every thousantl. sold to the mills. Is there any good reason why the government should 
_not profit by this timber¥ 
9. If as in t,he present cnse at Olyrnpia.,.and for what I know at Vancouver (my 
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hu::iiness "i th both offices has always been most satisfactory), I answer-yes! But as 
"whatever is wol'th doiug at all is worth dofog well," the protection of the rights of 
the government in the timber of Puget Sound would justify the employment of offi-
cers for that special purpose. I would confer this appointment upon the local land 
office; giving aJso the authority to them to use a proper detective force-the inspector 
to rate the timber, make sales and collections, reporting to such-officers and subject 
to their supervision and direction. Were the land office clothed with jurisdict,ion, 
i. e., as a court of :first instance to adjust and determine complaints of depredations of 
timber it would prove a salutary system. I have often inquired in my own mind, 
what right has any one to seize timber without due process of law f By what author-
ity are rafts exposed to sale without condemnation f It has always been the plan 
when seizures have been made to buy the rafts at the price they would allow them 
to bring rather than contend with the government as to the trespass by that officer 
acting in its name, but without warrant. Give to these land officers when acting as 
judges the insepara,ble incidents of "jurisdiction," and turn over this matter to 
their control. They possess the records enabling profitable sales of timber; they 
should be invested with the power to guard tlie timber land and secure the govern-
ment against trespass and waste. 
Testimony ~f E. C. Ferguson, Snohomist County, Washington. 
The questions to which the following answers are given, will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
SNOHOMIST CITY, WASHINGTON, October 10, 1879. 
Public Land Cornmission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: Having received your circular of interrogations, &c., I submit the 
following answers: 
1. E. C. Ferguson, Snowhomist, Snowhomist County, Washington. 
2. Nineteen years in the county; twenty-one years in the Territory. 
3. Have acquired title to public lands under the pre-emption and homestead acts. 
4. Have bad considerable business with local land office in making applications for 
parties under the pre-emption and homestead acts, taking testimony of witnesses on 
final proof, &c. 
5. On pre-emption (uncontested), except time of residence required by law (not 
less than six months and within thirty months), on :filing declaratory statement; fees 
at land office, $3; if made here, one to two dollars to party who does the business; on 
:final' proof, $4 fees at land office ; actual expense of . pre-emptor to Olympia and back, 
$15 ; testimony of witnesses, if taken here, $3 ; if witnesses go t,o Olympia, same as 
pre-emptor; time necessary to make the trip to Olympla and back, five to six days. 
On homesteads, same, with the addition of the larger fees. Contested cases-cannot 
say. 
6. Do not see. the propriety of not allowing a party to file a second pre-emption de-
claratory statement when he bas failed to make proof and payment on his :first filing. 
Think it should also be allowed in homestead entry, for it often happens, in this part 
of the country, that a poor man takes up a, claim and lives on it two years or more, 
and then, in case of pre-emption, has not the means to pay for the land, but if allowed 
to sell his improvements to some party and make another filing, the party purchasing 
would immediately file upon the land and .the party selling would have something 
with which to commence upon another claim. 
7. This county is principally a timber county. About the months of the rivers are 
some tide marshes wMch have to be diked to render them fit for cultivation. A 
very limited amount of prairie probably not to exceed a thousand acres in the whole 
county. This is a great county for grass, also for grain. The greater portion of the 
land is covered with fir timber suitable for lumber, the bottom lands along the streams 
are covered w.ith spruce, cedar, maple, alder, cottonwood, vine, maple, &c., occasionally 
fir grows on the bottom lands. While the la11d is principally covered with timber, the 
soil is good, and when the timber is removed the land l?roduces well grass, gr_ain, 
fruits, and vegetables. The soil is A 1. 
8. I think by general rule. 
9. Do not know of any better system then the present. 
10. Do not know of any better way than by pre-emption and homestead entry. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. Climate mild; plenty of rain; fair length of seasons generally, hut light fall of 
,,,snow in winter. No irrigation needed. No frost here yet at this writing. 
2. Rain from September to May genera1ly, sometimes later in the fall; usually have 
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some rain up to 1st of July. I have never known the crops to suffer for want of rain; 
sometimes have a little too much. 
3. No irrigation needed. 
5. None. 
6. Not wanted. 
12. None, except such as are only partially cleared. 
13. Not in this county. 
14. No. 
15. One acre. Am acquainted with some sections not so good. I think there are but 
few better. 
16. Question rather vague; say 5 cows. 
17. Cannot say. Country sparsely settled. And where settled not one-eighth of 
the land cleared up. Say, where a settler has 20 acres cleared, will average 10 head of 
cattle. 
18. Increased. 
19. No cattle raisers as a business. 
21. Springs and streams from the mountains. 
22. Say five. 
23. No regular sheep pastures; only a few in the county. 
27. None. 
28. Yes ; in ma,ny instances corners cannot be found. 
TIMBER. 
1. Mostly timber uplands, red, yellow, and white fir, cedar, hemlock, &c.; bottoms, 
,spruce, cottonwood, maple, alder, cedar, and vine. Red and yellow fir and cedar used 
for lumber. Balance of timber not much used, yet some maple, alder, and spruce are 
used in the manufacture of furniture, also cottonwood for staves. Spruce is also man-
ufactured into lumber. 
2. None planted. 
3. Think the lands should be disposed of only to actual settlers under the pre-emp-
tion and homestead laws; 160 acres, as at present. Do not think actual settlers should 
be limited to one filing only where they do not make proof and payment, because a 
party may make an entry in good faith and make valuable improvements thereon, but 
before he is ready to make final proof he may have a chance to sell his improvements 
to a party who has means to purchase but who does not desire to go further back ancl 
take up lands entirely unimproved. The first party, being acquainted with the coun-
try, will go further back and perha,ps locate a better place than the one sold. I know 
of many instances of this kind, except where the party had first filed a pre-emption 
his next entry would have to be a homestead, and vice ve-rsa. As to the timber act of 
.June 3, 1878, think it rather vague; do not think there is any portion of this county 
(except some of the mountainous part) that it ought to apply to, but I notice thete 
are a large number of entries already made under the act. If parties are allow·ed to 
acquire title under this act our county ( or the best part of it) will soon be in the hands 
of capitalists, and consequently the settlement of the county very much retarded. 
I think that form No. 2, "Testimony of witnesses" (under timber act), sboulcl be wore 
explicit; say, after question 7 should be questions as to the nature and quality of the 
soil, its adaptation for cultivation when the timber is removed, &c., as it is a fact 
that much of our land is covered with desirable timber, anLl that its chief ( or greatest) 
value at this time is the timber, and that the land is more valuable for agricultnre 
after the timber is removed. Yet if capitalists are allowed to get hold of it in quan-
tities (as they will if it can be located under the timber act), it may be a long time 
before the timber is removed and the land get into the hands of farmers; but if it can 
only be acquired under the pre-emption aml homestead laws there will be a much 
greater settlement and improvement, aud the actual settler will get the benefit of the 
timber, which will enable him to make greater improvements. 
4. No. 
5. There is a second growth of timber where it is not kept down by the settler; the 
same kind as originally stood on the ground. 'fhink it would take at least 50 years 
for fir timber to acquire a size suitable for lumber. 
6. Forest fires do not do much damage in this part of the country. Forest fires are 
principally confined to gravel ridges ; these ridges extend along and near the sound 
shores, but in some portions of the Territory extend inland, although the indications 
are that at a time long ago a fire swept over a great portion of the country ; also, at 
a later period, say within the last one hundred years, a fire swept over quite an extent 
of country in this county. So far as my observation goes, fires have been started by 
Indians generally. I have noticed that after a hard winter we have the most fires, and 
particularly so if the followmg summer is dry, which is generally the case when we 
have a winter with much snow. The timber being evergreen, the weight of the snow 
on the branches causes them to break and fall to the ground; in this way the ground 
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gets thickly covered with the branches, which d1·y out in the summer and furnish fuel 
for the fires. The fires, once well started, they run up the dry bark tvn the fir trees, 
and if the wind is blowing spread very rapidly. But outside of gravelly ridges there is 
generally so great a growth of underbrush and 1.he forest so dense that it does not get 
dry enough for a fire to run. Nothing as to mode of prevention. 
7 and 8. There has been a great deal of what we call timber stealing, that is, outtin~ 
timber on the public domain for saw-logs, &c. This timber is cut by parties in the 
logging business and sold to the mill companies on the sound, and by them manufact-
ured into lumber, but the government is now taking steps to stop it, and from present 
indications, I think, with success. 
9. Think they would with proper limits, &c. 
As to mining, I have nothing to say ; my experience is limited. 
In speaking of the lands in this county, &c., I wish to be understood as to those por-
tions on which there are settlements or liable to be. Now, our county on the east is 
bounded by the summit of the Cascades; as a matter of course, there is a portion of 
mountainous country, none of which is yet surveyed and probably will not be for some 
time to come; neither will it pay for some time to come to remove the timber from 
the mountain sides. As to the mountainous portion of the county, I make no answers. 
or suggestions, but I think all laws in relation to the public domain should be so 
guarded if i:>ossible as to prevent capitalists from acquiring title to larg~ tracts. 
Respectfully, 
E. C. FERGUSON. 
Testimony of Johm, R. Goulter, county auditor and farmer, Oysterville, Wash. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
1. John R. Goulter, Oysterville, Wash.; county auditor and farmer. 
2. Thirteen years. 
3. Yes. I have bought some offered lands. 
4. By being clerk of district court, and making out land papers for homestead and 
pre-emption settlers. 
5. I never noticed any unreasonable delay. 
6. I think timber lands ought to be offered at intervals, in limited quantities, to the· 
highest bidder by sale or lease. 
7. Agricultural and timber. 
8. By a competent judge designating tne different sections is the only sure way. 
9. I do not understand the exact meaning of this question. . 
10. I think there is less jobbery and crooked ways by the homestead and pre-emp-
tion system than any other way I know of. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Mild climate and lots of rain in winter. 
12. Very little. 
15. Twenty, if they run on the natural range, without cutting any hay. 
16. Fifty. 
17. Very few. 
18. Increased. 
19. Some are fenced and some not. 
20. Doubtful. 
21. The clouds give plenty. 
22. Five. 
23. Neither, so far as I see. 
24. Sheep eat too close for cattle. 
25. The sheep take the dry and cattle the tide and marsh lands here. 
26. About 2,500. 
27. We want more land surveyed and th~ ten-mile floating grant of the North 
Pacific Railroad Company settled one way or the other. 
28. Not but what might be reasonably expected. 
TIMBER. 
' 1. Nine-tenths spruce, hemlock, fir, cedar. 
2. Plenty growing. 
3. Leased or sold to the highest bidder in limited quantities, whenever needed for · 
current consumption by the mills, but not sell any large quantity ahead of the re-
quirements of the mill to create a monopoly. 
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4. No. . 
5. Yes; principally alder, the second growth. 
6. A fool and a lucifer match; they have ruined millions of feet here; enlightening 
public opinion, 
7. Execute the present laws. 
8. Individuals cut and sell to mills. 
9. I think they would. 
I know nothing of mining. 
Testimony of Tf. H. Smallwood, 1·egister, and S. W. B1·otcn, 1receive1·, Unitea States land 
office, Vancouver, Wash. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE, 
Vancouve1·, Wash., Novembe1· 19, 1879. 
Public .Land Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: In reply to your circular in relation to public lands we have the honor 
to state that the copies sent by you have been referred to such persons in various por-
tions of Vancouver land district as, in our judgment, are best qualified to answer intel-
ligently the questions propounded by your Commission. As register and receiver of 
this district we deem the subject of your deliberations of sufficient importance to re-
quire from us a special report. 
PRE-EMPTIONS. 
1. As to pre-emptions, we would recommend that the pre-emption law, if retained 
upon the statute-book, be so amended as to prescribe, first, a definite amount or length 
of residence; and second, a somewhat more definite amount and character of cultiva-
tion and improvement; third, we would also recommend that the price of pre-emption 
lands within railroad limits be reduced to $1.25 per acre. 
HOMESTEADS. 
2. As to homesteads, we would recommend that the homestead law be so amended 
that the mere act of entry may not exhaust the homestead right. We believe the rule 
in fot:ce on this subject is too rigid, and, in very many cases, works a great hardship 
to poor men. On this subject the opinion of Assistant Attorney-General Smith, in 
case of Bernard C. Killin, very well expresses our views. (See Copp's Land Laws, edi-
tion of 1875, p. 241.) 
There is to-day a large class of persons in this country who, through ignorance or 
misfortune, have, under the rule now in force, forfeited the homestead right without 
being able to obtain a home. By a somewhat more liberal provision these men, the 
large majority of whom have acted in good faith toward the government, would be 
provided with homes, and the country would at the same time increase its power of 
agricultural development and add to the number of its industrious and patriotic citi-
zens. 
We would also recommend that the homestead act be so amended as to reduce the 
amount of fees and commissions required to be paid by the settler. It costs a poor man 
too much to take a homestead under the present law. At the same time the most rigid 
requirements should be enforced as to residence and cultivation. 
We would further recommend that in cases of cancellation of homesteads, on proof 
of abandonment, some provision be made to protect the equitable rights of the party 
filing the complaint. The rules of practice require the party who initiates proceed-
ings of this character to deposit a sufficient sum of money to defray all expenses 
incident to proof of abandonment; and yet he bas no assurance that. some one else, 
more "diligent" and better suited to watch the result, will not, at the very moment 
of cancellation, step in and make entry of the tract so canceled with a soldier's addi-
tional homestead right before he can possibly have an opportunity to know that the 
tract is vacant. Two or three cases of this kind have come under our observation, 
where the local officers were powerless to enforce a, remedy in the interest of justice. 
TIMBER-CULTURE ENTRIES. 
3. We would recommend that this act be so amended as to specify distinctly whether 
residence is required of the claimant. The present law appears to be silent upon that 
subject ; and with many the question of residence seems to be an open one. If the 
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requirements of the present law are strictly complied with we see no reason why a 
residence should be necessary. The evident object of the law is to promote the 
growth of timber on the prairie lands. 
TIMBER DEPREDATIONS, 
4. The greatest source of annoyance to the local land officers is found in the subject 
of timber depredations. We would recommend that this matter be placed entirely in 
the hands of special agents of the General Land Office. It is impossible to enforce the 
law against offenders unlei;:s the prosecuting officer can be personally present where 
the offense has been committed. This the register or receiver cannot do and at the 
same time attend to the primary duties of their offices. 
PUBLIC SURVEYS, 
5. We feel it to be our duty to call attention to the fact that on extending the pub-
lic surveys discrimination appears to have been made hitherto against the most heavily 
timbered portions of this country. The rates of surveys should be so fixed that con-
tractors will not prefer to do their work upon uninhabited prairies, while settlers upon 
timbered lands are required to wait for five, ten, or fifteen years (in one case, we are 
informed, seventeen years) for the survey of their lands before being permitted to 
make homestead entry, and then five years more before being allowed to make final 
proof. Certainly the prospect of such an experience will not do much to encourage 
settlement and· agricultural development. In some cases there have been three or 
four surveys ( during several years) of a township, each .one finding settlers upon land 
which by a prior survey had been designated on the plat as "mountainous," "heavily 
timbered," "unfit for settlement and cultivation," &c. 
LAND UNFIT FOR CULTIVATION OR FOR TIMBER. 
6. We desire to call to notice the fact that a considerable portion of land along the 
bankA of the Columbia River is destitute of valuable timber or mineral, unfit for cul-
tivation, and at the same time valuable for fishing and commercial purposes. The 
settlers upon these lands are unable.to enter them either as town sites or with such 
scrip as may be made available. Yet in many cases they have improved the lands by 
building houses, dock8, &c., and have resided there .in good faith for years, hoping 
some day to obtain in some way a title to the only homes they have in the world. In 
some cases it can be shown by competent testimony that upon certain t.racts of this 
kind not one-half an acre can be found which can be cultivated. In one case it ap-
pears in evidence that a pre-emption claimant bad carried soil from another tract in 
order to make a little garden on bis claim (the entire surface of bis claim being rock) 
to enable him to make final proof; yet in conseqnence of instructions from the Gen-
eral Land Office in a somewhat similar case, the local officers felt it to be their duty to 
disapprove of the proof offered, and therefore could not allow his final entry. 
Some remedy ought, in justice, to be found for these settlers; though some of them 
have already abandoned their claims, having concluded that it would be impossible to 
make final proof without beiug able to show a reasonable amount of cultivation. (See 
Commissioner's letter of February 6, 1877, in case of Edward Miller, pre-emption, cash 
entry No.1797, and John B. Nice, pre-emption, cash entry No.17~8.) In case of Edward 
Miller supplemental proof was submitted, showing that there was less than one acre 
fit for agricultural purposes on the entire tract. Yet pre-emptions being granted for 
agricultural purposes, the Commissioner of the General Land Office must necessarily 
hold as he does : that the amount of cultivation is insufficient under the law. 
COMPENSATION OF REGISTER AND RECEIVER. 
In recommending a reduction of homestead fees and commissions we would not be 
understood to favor a reduction of the aggregate compensation now provided for the 
register and receiver. Their duties and responsibilities are important and numerous; 
and in districts where the salary and commissions fall somewhat below the maximum 
standard the compensation is not in equitable proportion to that of officers who some-
what e:x:-ceed the maximum. 
The chief labor of a district land office consists not in the number of entries, but in 
its location with reference to the traveling and inquiring public. Some provision 
should be made to pay the register and receiver for the immense amount of correspond-
ence imposed upon them, and the many annoyances to which they are constantly ex-
posed by personal inquiries from those seeking information as to vacant public lands 
and the operation of tbe various laws in relation thereto. A considerable amount of 
additional labor bas also been t,he result of the law allowing final proofs to be made 
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and entries applied for through certain officers of the county in which the land is sit-
uated. More than half the cases received through the mails from this somce have to 
be returned for correction, and in some cases the papers are returned three or four 
times. Each case thus returned requires a letter of explanation. Yet the law, upon 
the whole, is rather a benefit to the settler at a distance, especially in this country, 
where rates of travel are unusually high. 
1 At present the law allows only the registers and receivers of consolidated districts 
to charge for transcripts of records and other information furnished to individuals, 
who in turn generally derive more or less profit therefrom. Officers of the govern-
ment should al ways stand ready to furnish the necessary information to the public, 
but those directly benefited by such information should pay a reasonable compensa-
tion therefor. · Gratuitous labor and information are always in demand. In a land 
office they are staple articles, with which the market is never to well supplied. At least 
one-half the ti~e of the land officers is taken up in waiting on and answering those who 
hesitate not" to ride a free horse to death." A fair compensation for such services 
would pay for the necessary outlay of clerical labor. 
Very respectfully submitted, 
W. H. SMALL WOOD, Register. 
S. B. BROWN, Receiver. 
Testimony of Frederic W. Perkins, dentist; Walker's Prai1'ie, Stevens County, Washington. 
W ALKER's PRAIRIE, October 9, 1879. 
1. Frederic W. Perkins, Walker's Prairie, Stevens County, Washington Territory; 
dentist. 
2. About 20 years. 
3. I have not. 
4. By study and observation. 
5. In uncontested cases about one year from the time of payment. In contested 
cases it depends on whether the case is decided by the local land office or an appeal 
taken, and then how far the appeal is allowed. 
6. I think that the present land laws induce many men with elastic principles to 
come so near perjury for the purpose of getting more land than they should get, even 
with a liberal interpretation of the laws, that it is almost a premium on that c:rime. 
The pre-emption, homestead, and timber-culture acts I think give more land than was 
intended by the framers of the law. The timber-culture act (although, as I take it, 
it should not apply to any land in easy reach of timber) is made to apply in sections 
where, alt.hough there may be no timber on the actual section taken, they are so sur-
rounded by timber (a scattering timber thereon) that it amounts to about the same 
thing at last-a stretching of the facts that in any other case would be actionable, but 
is passed over in this. The homestead act is, I think, lame and unsatisfactory, inso-
much as a homesteader does not have the same time to enter that the pre-emptor bas, 
and in many cases loses his claim. For instance, I am a homesteader; poor, and far 
from the land office; I bave no means of knowing that the survey is made and the 
plat recorde<l. in the land office; some one who knows all these thiugs waits until my 
time expires, and then pre-empts on me, and before I know anything I am either 
forced to litigate or leave my claim. I have known instances where this could occur, 
and men are more liable to this out in this part than almost any other. 
The pre-emption laws are well enough, but in my opinion they, as well as all of the 
land laws, give too much margin. I would restrict all men to one quarter section; it 
is all that any one man can farm as it should be, and large farms do not open up a sec-
tion as fast as small ones. This is in strictly agricultural districts. In timber I would 
restrict all purchasers to the same o,mount, to wit, one quarter section; in grazing sec-
tions to one section, provided they fenced it. I would make the fencing as necessary 
before getting a patent as the money. 
I am of the opinion that 160 acres are enough for any farmer, if it is divided fairly 
between prairie and timber. I would give the homesteader the ch:mce of getting 40 
acres of timber for his own use in the same way that be gets his land; that is, giving 
any poor man who homesteads his 160 acres of farming land and also a 40-acre timber 
lot; this to the homesteader only. If any man has money to pre-empt, he can bny his 
timber. 
7. The land in this county can be divided into four classes: agricultural, timber, 
mineral, and waste or grazing lands. That portion contained in Colville Valley is about 
divided into one-third good farming, one-third grazing, and one-third timber; south 
of the Spokane, one-half farming and one-half waste and grazing, with but very l-ittle 
firnber. The lands that I call waste are rocky, sandy, and but little w:iter in the fall 
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of the year; but still there are pla.ces along this belt where good grazing is had all 
the year. That part now given to Indian Moses, and being on the west side of the 
river Okinakane, is almost all mineral j copper, iron, silver, gold, tin, quicksilver, 
coal, lead, and black-lead are found here in paying quantities. Silver and gold are 
also found in Colville Valley; also great quantities of fine limestone, white, blue, and gray, with some indications of graphite. I think that the best way would be to sur-
vey all the farming lands, with the adjacent timber; then the other class of lands. 
9. I have already given my views on this subject, and I would say again that 160 acres 
of land, well cultivated, is all that any man should get from t!e public domain as a 
gift, almost, from government. This, with a 40-acre wood lot, should satisfy any man 
not insane enough to try to get more t,han he can use . 
.AGRICULTURE. 
1 and 2. The climate in this section is about the same as that of New England, with 
the eJSception of summer frosts, whioh make some of the tender vegetables uncertain 
in some localities. The rain falls principally in the spring and fall, with once in a 
while a day's rain in the summer, followed almost always by a frost. The snowfall is 
about 18 inches, and remains on the grolfnd from two to four months. The lands do 
not require irrigation to raise grain, but sometimes gardens are benefited by it. 
8. I think that all the grains that grow in the temperate zone can be raised here, 
and most of the hardy fruits, apples, &c. We find that the hillsides are not so liable 
to frosts as the low hollows. 
Questions 9, 10, and 11 do not apply to this section. 
12, 13. I think that fully two-thirds of this county is especially adapted to grazing, 
but for any man to get a homestead for grazing purposes the law would have to be 
changed, as he could not swear that he took the land to cultivate. I think that if any 
one was to have the right to homestead on grazing lands one section would not be any 
too much, for this reason: if land carries too many head of stock the wild grasses 
soon run out. A man should have sufficient range so that he can change his stock; 
and I would make it incumbent on all to fence their lands used for this purpm1e before 
getting a title. 
14. I would give a certain time after the extension of the surveys (say two years) 
before giving the rights of private entry, and then only one section to one man. 
15. About four beeves to the acre. I think this is the average of all bunch-grass 
counties. 
16. About six head per annum. 
17. Can't say. 
18. Diminishing slowly. 
19. Not the practice to fence. Cattle are fed during the winter in this section. 
20. I think they would. 
21. Streams and living springe. 
:l2. About 12. 
23. Run out; nothing left. 
24. No. 
25. Cattle and horse raisers do not want sheep near them. They cannot keep their 
stock on any range that sheep occupy. 
26. I think about 15,000, in bands from 100 up to 3,000. 
27. I can think of nothing further. 
28. Sometimes the corners cannot be found, cattle having rubbed them down and 
the Indians having pulled them out. 
TIMBER, 
1. Large quantities pine, tamarack, fir, and cedar, maple, willow, and cottonwood 
on the streams. 
2. There is no timber planted, fruit being all that has been planted. 
3. The fact that a farmer can go on public lands and get all the timber necessary for 
his own use does not work well; they destroy more than they use, but not in propor-
tion to the lumber cutter. I said before, and I say again, that the only way that 
I see is to give the homestead settler a 40-acre lot on the same terms as he gets 
his farm, but to him only. The pre-emptor should have the same right to pre-empt 
40 acres of timber as he has to get his farm-that is, to pay for it; but no one should 
have the right, near farming land, of in any way getting more than 40 acres. 
In the mountains, and in places where the farmer would not probably want timber, 
a man should be enabled to get a quarter section for logging camps, &c., but they 
should pay for it before cutting a tree. I think that this would make them more care-
ful and do as little damage to young and growing timber as possible, for every tree 
that they damage the loss would fall on themselves and uot on the country at large. 
Man is more apt to look strictly after his own than that o;f others is one reason for 
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this. As to the price of timber lands, it would depend on the quantity and quality of 
the timber standing thereon, from $1.25 to $10 per acre; and I would make it a penal 
offense for any one to cut any timber on the public domain for speculation. The fine 
can be paid, but if imprisonment be added men would think twice before risking it. 
A man can afford to pay the fine, for he makes it from the tjmber, but cannot afford 
the disgrace of imprisonment. 
5. The second growth is much the same as the one cleared of the timber. The Hud-
son Bay Company, when they repaired their post at Fort Colville, about sixty years 
since, dug a saw-pit, and in that pit now grows several pines that are from 6 inches 
to about 12 inches in diameter. The growth is slow. 
6. Fires almost yearly and are very destructive, deadening vast spaces, and the tim-
ber is dying out fast in these places. The Indians are the cause of almost all of the 
:fires, and I do not know any remedy but their removal. 
7. I have already said that without the ownership there will always be more or less 
waste and destruction of timber. The waste of the actual settler does not amount to 
much; but saw-mills and wood-cutters, and now the ties necessary for the Northern 
Pacific Railroad, will destroy much timber. I think that for every timber tree cut about 
three are broken down and destroyed, and the only legislation that would reach the 
subject would be, first, ownership as before stated; second, imprisonment and fine, or 
both, for trespass on surveyed lands or those offered for sale. 
Settlers going into a new country unsurveyed must get rails, house-logs and fire-wood 
somewhere, and they must be procured from the public domain. There is but little 
waste committed, as the trees cut are small and the refuse is used for fire-wood. I 
would recommend that if any change is made in the land laws, or whether there is or 
not, an act should pass Congress granting the homesteader the same rights given to 
the soldier-that is that the time they have lived on their lands prior to survey should 
count them; but that they should live six months on the land immediately preceding 
the issuing of the patent. 
The pioneer ii; but the soldier after all ; he pins his life on his arm and starts to 
open up an unknowu country, and after all the trials and hardships of the frontier 
he gets no more advantage over those that come after the heat of the day is passed 
and everything is quiet and safe. The old residents of the Northwest think they 
should have some reward for the hardships they have endured in opening up the 
country in the face of such foes as the Indians of this section have proved themselves 
during the last two summers. I think that the least that should be accorded them would 
be that the time that they have lived on their lands should count, making them equal 
with the pre-emptor who comes in in time to reap the benefits of the quiet timef:! that 
have come. Let the homesteader get title after the expiration of his time-that is, if 
he has been one year on his place before survey, then his title at the expiration of four 
years is five years or more, then in six months from the date of the survey, or rather 
six months from the date of his entry in the land office. 
8. The custom in this section is to cut all you want, either for your own use or for 
sale; the latter without much regard to waste or the destruction of surrounding tim-
ber. The man cutting the timber owns it until paid for cutting, or it being delivered. 
9. I think that there should be appointed some persons, not connected by business 
with any one cutting timber for speculation, and every one so cutting timuer should 
be prosecuted according to any law enacted on the subject, be to report to the district 
land office, but not subject to removal except by the General Land Office, and then 
only for cause. He should receive enough pay to enable him to devote the time neces-
sary to the care of the timber in his district, informing himself of the character of all 
timber lands, the quantity and quality of the same, and the approximate value of the 
timber growing thereon. 
In regard to the mining laws I know but little; nothing from my own experience, 
and but little from any other source. 
I would add a few words about land scrip. I think that the way that speculators 
grab up all the best lands works a hardship on true settlers that should be remedied. 
You doubtless have heard more on this subject than I could write. 
I remain, &c., 
F. W. PERKINS. 
Testimony of D. W. Smith, attorney-at-law, Port Townsend, Wash. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
1. D. W. Smith, Port Townsend, Wash.; lawyer. 
2. Seven years November 23, 1879. 
3. I have; under homestead and pre-emption laws. 
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4. Making entries1 final proofs, and practicing before district land office in contested 
entry. 
5. From twelve to eighteenmontbsafterfinal proof; entry not contested. I was attorney 
for contestant in the case of Thomas Fleming vs. Gregory Bailer; contested pre-emp-
tion entry tried before district land office at Olympia, Wash., December, 1876, which 
was appealed to honorable Commissioner General Land Office, and bas since never been 
heard from. Appeal was regular so far as beard from. Cause still pending before 
honorable Commissioner and undecided, as I am informed, from lack of clerical force. 
(Parties will die soon and settle their rights elsewhere if government don't decide be-
tween them soon.) The expense is simply enormous to the settlers in Clallam, Jefferson 
Island, San J nan, ,vbatcom and Snohomish and parts of Kitsap Counties, on account 
of the great distance from land office-from 100 to 250 miles-and inconvenie11ccs of 
travel. It is difficult making a farm in this timbered country, and four out of every 
five settlers have to mortgage their claims to get money to pay the purchase price and 
expenses of proving up, which it takes them years to pay off. The government should 
either create a land office at Port Townsend for the convenience of these counties or 
lessen the price of the land when over a given distance from a land office, or furnish 
some other adequate offset to such great inequalities. 
6. 1st. Yes. The law contemplates that a competent person shall have the benefit 
of both the homestead and pre-emption acts. Yet if be takes a homestead he is prac-
tically barred of the other by virtue of clause 2 of section 2260, Revised Statutes, 
which forbids him from removing from bis own land &c., unless he either perjures him-
self or makes a sham conveyance of bis homestead to his mother-in-law for instance. 
The clause is inconsistent with the letter and spirit of the two laws, misleads settlers 
as to their rights, teaches them cunning to evade it, and ought to be repealed upon gen-
eral principles. · 
2. That the "act to amend section 2291 of the Revised Statutes in relation to proof 
required in homestead entries," approved March 3, 1877, should extend to cases of final 
proof under the pre-emption law also. There is no reason whatever why applicants 
for final proof nnder one law should be compelled to go in person to the district (or 
local) land office any more than under the other, and it is a great injustice. 
3. The act entitled "An act to grant additional rights to homestead settlers on pub-
lic lands within railroad limits," approved March :3, 1879, is certainly an abortion. It 
was evidently the intention to give those who bad been restricted to 80 acres an ad-
ditional 80 acres, to make 160 acres, but the act, by limiting the settler to land "ad-
joining the land embraced in"his original entry," substantially defeats its O-' n object, 
for more than half of the settlers whcm the act was intended to relieve cannot find 
land adjoining their original entry, and to relinquish their original 80 acres, with the 
years of improvements they have placed upon it, would be a greater loss than the ad-
ditional ~O acres (taking lGO in another place) would be a gain. If it is right to give 
such settler 80 aares more, they ought to have the right to take it wherever they can find it, 
whether adjoining thefr original 80 acres or not. That act was certainly of premature 
birth, and ought to be changed to operate equally on all settlers alike. 
4. Section 2261, Revised Statutes, prohibits the second filing of a declaratory state-
ment by any pre-emptor, &c. This is a great hardship upon thom,ands of honest citi-
zens, who may be found in all parts of the Western States and Territories, who have 
by this technical provision lost their right of pre-emption forever, u11less Congress sees 
fit to amend the law. There is not an honest settler in the '\Vest who will not con-
demn it. The filing should be limited to twice, not once. It operates harder upon 
young men than &PY other class, who, through lack of forethought, and with undue 
baste, file declaratory statements upon a tract of land which may prove unproductive 
or worthless, and not worth the price, and they lose it and their right because they 
cannot file again. Thousands, again, who have filed declaratory statements in good 
faith, by reverse of circurnst,ances become obliged to let the land and their right go. 
Now, as the fee which the pre-emptor pays upon filing declaratory statements, to wit, 
$3, amply pays for all labor in canceling the land he files for, &c., &c. ; and as t,here 
can be no good reason for not allowing a second filing, except the fact that it wonld 
give the land officers a little more trouble (which they are amply paid for by said fee), 
the law ought to be so changed as to allow a second filing. The party who filed the 
second time would, as a rule, stick to it, and both government and settler would be 
better off. Should the law be changed as herein indicated, it would be necessary for 
the pre-emptor to make oath, at some stage of the proceeding, as to whether or not he 
hall previously, at any time or place, filed a declaratory statement for the same or any 
other tract of land, and that be had 11ever had the benefit of the pre-emption law. 
5. The "act to provide additional regulations for homestead and pre-emption entries 
of public lands," approved March :31 1879, ought to be repealed, as it amounts to noth-
ing, and never will, except to burden the settler with more expense. 
6. The act of March 3, 1875, ~iving Indians who have abandoned their tribal rela-
tions, &c., the right to homestead the same as white men may be all right applied to 
some o.f the tribes in the older States who have been under the influences of civiliza-
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tfon for half a century or so, but it is wrong as applied to the " Si washes" on this coast, 
for the reason, which experience fully confirms, that it is an impossibility for any In-
dian Uving with or in the vicinity of his tribe to become what the law contemplates he 
shall be to come within its provisions inside of one genora~ion. 1,or is this principle 
of progression any more true as regards "poor Lo" than it is as rega,rds any other race. 
It has taken the" noble white race" from four to six thousand years to reach his pres-
ent state of perfection in civilized life, as we term it, and yet Congress expects the In-
dian, who stands where we stood six thousand years ago, to leap up by a single decla-
ration in a day, hour, or minute to our standard. But it seems they do accomplish 
what it took us so long to do in a shorter time, as the annexed advertisementwillshow. 
And herein the force of my objection may he most appreciated. The fact is the Indian 
gets the land, while be remains an Indian still, and the government and its honest 
citizens are defrauded. The Indians who have taken the homesteads, as shown by 
these advertisements, are no more to be compared to a white settler in point of indus-
try than a drone is to the working bee. The object of the governmeut was to eucour-
age them to lab01• like its own people and live by honest toil, which is laudable; but 
this should be doue in a manner not injurious to the government or other settlers, and 
it can be so done by giving them from 10 to 20 acres instead of 160. Ten acres is more 
than any of them will singly. ever cultivate. 
7th. It is agricultural, pastoral, timber, and mineral. 
8th. If I understand the (Juestion, the rules which must govern the classification and 
disposition of the lands in Western Washington must vary according to the character 
of the lands; thus the timber lands, I mean good timber, what is termed here a" good 
logging claim," is not regarded as good for agricultural ou account of poor soil, but 
time may explode this belief. At all events, it is valuable now chiefly for its timber, 
and should be disposed of similarly as at present under existing laws. Where min-
erals are usually found, up in the recesses of the mountains, the land is :ilipparently 
valueless except for the minera.ls. 
9t,h. I know nothing about it. 
10th. I think the main principles involved in the present homestead, pre-emption, 
and timber-culture laws are right and cannot be improved upon. There are some 
defects which need remedying, and I have suggested a few of them, but the laws in 
the main ought to stand. Besides, the masses have become familiar with them. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. Our climate is very mild the year round; not very hot in summer, and so warm 
in winter that many varieties of flowers bloom outdoors all winter. It is seldom that 
the mercury gets down to zero, and some winters we have no snow at all. We have 
two seasons-summer and winter. The winters are wet, the summers dry, -yet neither 
so wet or dry as to interfere with raising abundant crops or following any kincl of 
avocation except for a day or two at a time. The dry season or summer begins about 
May 1 and lasts until about October 1, but sufficient rain falls for all purposes. No 
irrigation required here. 
12. Very small proportion. . 
13. No, not different materially from the present laws 
14. No. 
21. Mountain streams and springs. 
28. Yes, it is almost impossible to find them. 
Tll\-IBER. 
1. All timber nearly; best kind for lumber, furniture, ship-building, &c. Fir, 
spruce, cedar, maple, cottonwood, &c. 
3. Sale where it is strictly a logging claim: price $10 per acre in tracts to one individ-
ual of from 40 to 320 acres. Timber land is so cheap under present system that large 
mill corporations have and now are gobbling up all the best timber lands in the 'I'er-
ri,tory, which will prove oppressive by and by. 
4. I would, if practicable, as thousands of acres of land are :fit only for the fire-wood 
upon it, price $2.50 per acre 160 acres or less. 
5. There is a second growth, slow, same as original forest; would not amount to 
anything in size for several generations. 
6. Fires occur, but are generally not very destructive on account of the overgreen 
nature of the forests and moist climate. Make it a crime. 
7. Logs, ties, piles, &c., are cut a great deal on the public lands, I am informed. I 
think farmers, ruiners, or any other local industry should be permittell to go npon any 
public lanus for materials for repairs or building and the like, but not allowed to take 
any for purposes of sale or speculation. Make it a crime. 
9 I think there is no way to prevent unlawful spoilation of timber except by the 
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enactment of suitable laws for its sale, and then keeping a secret agent of the govern-
ment employed to prosecute any who take timber unlawfully, and seize what they 
have taken, tools, &c. 
D. W. SMITH. 
LEGAL NOTICES. 
LAND OFFICE AT OLYMPIA, WASH., 
September 20, 1879. 
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has :filed notice of his in-
tention to make :final proof in support of his claim and secure :final entry thereof at 
the expiration of thirty days from the date of this notice, viz : 
Job Gelloch-Kanum (Indian), homestead application No. 2042 for the NE.¼ of sec-
tion 15, township 40 N., R. 3 E.; and names the following as his witnesses, viz: H. A. 
Judson, of Whatcom County, Wash., and J. A. Tennant, of Whatcom County, Wash. 
J. T. BROWN, 
Register. 
LAND OFFICE AT OLYMPIA, w ASH., 
September 20, 1879. 
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has :filed notice of his in-
tention to make :final proof in support of his claim and secure :final entry thereof at 
the expiration of thirty days from the date of this notice, viz : 
James Seclamatan (Indian), homestead application No. 2036 for the lot 2 of section 
20, SE. ¼ of SW. ¼, and lots 2, 6, 7, and 9 of section 21, township 40 N., R. 3 E.; and 
names the following as his witnesses, viz: H. A. Judson, of Whatcom County, Wash., 
and J. A. Tennant, of Whatcom County, Wash. 
J. T. BROWN, 
Register. 
LAND OFFICE AT OLYMPIA, w ASH., 
September 20, 1879. 
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler has :filed notfoe of his in-
tention to make final proof in support of his claim and secure :final entry thereof at 
the expiration of thirty days from the date of this notice, viz : 
Joseph Spekahum (Indian), homestead application No. 2059 for the NW.¼ of section 
15, township 40 N., R. 3 E.; and names the following as his witnesses, viz: H. A. Jud-
son, of Whatcom County, Wash., and J. A. Tennant, of Whatcom County, Wash. 
J. T. BROWN, 
Register. 
LAND OFFICE AT OLYMPIA, w ASH., 
Septernber 20, 1879. 
Nouice is hereby given that the followin~ named settler has :filed notice of his in-
tention to make :final proof in support of his claim and secure final entry thereof at 
the expiration _of thirty days from the date of this notice, viz : 
George Hock-sah-button (Indian), homestead application No. 2047 for the SE. t of 
section 15, township 40 N., R. 3 E. ; and names the following as his witnesses, viz: H. 
A. Judson, of Whatcom County, Wash., and J. A. Tennant, of Whatcom County, Wash. 
J. T. BROWN, 
Register. 
Testimony of Robert G. Stuart, receiver of public moneys from land sales at Olympia, Wash. 
OLYMPIA, VvT ASH., November 14, 1879. 
United States Land Commission, Washington, D. C. : 
GENTLEMEN: My name is Robert G. Stuart, receiver of public moneys for the dis-
trict of lands subject to sa.le at Olympia, Wash. I have lived on the Pacific coast over 
twenty-nine years, in the Territory of Washington eighteen years, and in this land 
district eleven. years, during eight years of which I have been receiver, &c. 
I never acquired title to lands from the United States except through direct pur-
chase, but have improved wild lands both in the State of California and in this Terri-
tory. 
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All homestead claimants contend that they pay in expenses more than the value of 
lands t~y acquire, while pre-emptors say that they have to incur the same expense 
and then pay for the land afterwa1•d, frequently a double price to pay for roads that 
are never built ; and I think their complaint is well founded. 
The only radical change I would recommend in the present laws would be the aboli-
tion of all demoralizing oaths and testimony, which are expensive to the settler and 
but little protection to the government. Instead of this have a government inspector to 
make report from an actual view and inspection of the premises, confining the whole 
.cost, first and last, within $30 to the settler on 160 acres of land. 
Have no forced and expensive attendance at the district land office, but let the 
.claimant send in his application by mail, stating among other things that he is a native-
born citizen of the United States, or had declared his intention to become such, or was 
naturalized, &c., and bad never before bad the benefit of the homestead laws. 
Accompanying this should be proof of citizenship by affidavit of the native-born as 
to the county and State of his birth, attested by the oaths of two of his neighbors 
that they believe him to be native-born, and in other cases by the record evidence. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ROBERT G. STUART. 
Testi1nony of John A. Tennant, farnier and civil enginem·~ Ferndale, Wash. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
1. John A. Tennant. Ferndale, Wash.; farmer; by profession, civil engineer. 
2. Twenty-two years. 
3. Have acquired land under the pre-emption law, and have filed on land under the 
" homestead act." 
4. Have been county judge, and as such filed homestead notifications, taken final 
proofs, and cl.one a general business as agent for parties wishing to obtain land. 
5. Under the pre-emption law, those who make actual settlmnent for the purpose of 
having a permanent home, avail themselves of the extent of time allowed by law (to 
wit, ·thirty months) before making final proof and payment. Those who settle for 
the purpose of simply obtaining a title either to sell, or perhaps at some future time 
live upon the land, make their proof and payment at the end of six months. We get 
our patents back from Washington in from six months to one year and a half. Under 
the "homestead act" a majority avail themselves of aU the time allowed by law. Ex-
pense for a pre-emption, $50, besides price of land; expense of homestead, $75. These 
are in uncontes~ed cases; in contested, so many factors enter I cannot even give a good 
giiess. 
6. Yes; in the "homestead act" the provision "that absence for more than six 
Iuonths at any one time," &c., shall be promptly repealed, parties (and they are numer-
ous) avail themselves of this, putting the construction on it that a visit once in six 
months is all that is needed, and thus hold the land to the detriment of actual settlers. 
One case in point: A man holds a homestead in my immediate neighborhood who re-
sides with his family in a town one hundred miles away; has never had all his family 
-on the place at any one time; has never taken his household goods there; lias no fur-
niture in his house; has not cultivated one rod of land; but, punctually, once in six 
months comes here, gets his supper at the nearest neighbor's, stays on his place all 
night, and leaves at daylight in the morning, to return again in six months, and says 
-he has not abandoned his claim for six months. This may be an extreme case, but will 
show you the working of that clause in the law. Let this be stricken out, and make 
the residence and cultivation continuous. 
7. Generally level, being the valleys of several rivers and the deltas at their mouths. 
As we go back from tide-water the country becomes broken, and soon the foot-hills of 
the Cascade Mountains appear. This is true generally of all of "Western Washing-
ton" land, mostly timber. About the only open or prairie land is the "tide flats or 
marshes" at the mouths of the rivers. These are being diked, and are highly product-
ive. Timber, fir, cedar, spruce, hemlock, cottonwood, maple, alder, and birch along 
streams and on botto1ns. 
8. To fix the character of classes of land and mode or price of surveying must be 
done by geographical di visions; no general rule in my opinion will answer; liave had 
experience in public~and snrveys, for instance, in Walla Walla County, land reported 
by the first survey as second and third rate, now (without irrigation) thirty to forty 
bushels of wheat per acre. 
9. I know of nothing better than the system now in use. It is economical, easily 
done, and sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes. The geodetic is doubtless 
more correct and for open prairie country practicable, but for the heavily timbered 
western coast utterly impracticable; am a surveyor by profession . 
• 
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10. I consider the present land laws very good with the suggestion before made in 
reference to striking out clause "six rnonths" in "homestead act." • 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Very temperate and even; rainfall rather excessive; but two seasons, wet and 
dry, in about the proportion of four dry to eight wet; some winters no snow, occa-
sionally 8 to 10 inches, which remains no great length of time; no need of irrigation. 
2. Rain falls from October to May, and some in all months. 
The remaining questions under agriculture do not apply to my vicinity, and need 
not be noticed by me. 
TIMBER. 
1. All tiniber. 
2. None; no need. 
3. By sale. One quarter section or less quantity to each applicant, at not less than 
$5 per acre, and purchase made after thirty days' notice, and on the oath of applicant 
that he has not had the benefit of the act, does not own 160 acres of land, and that it 
is not made for the use of any other persons; to prevent companies from controlling 
the business and allowing laboring-men to own timber land and to profit by the sale of 
his timber. The price may seem high, but these lands are very valuable; many acres 
that will cut 100,000 feet of lumber. 
4. By all means into at least three grades, and prices $5, $4, and $3 respectively. 
5. Always a second growth of same timber as formerly grew; the growth very rapid, 
but from the newness of the country cannot tell the length of time necessary to make 
timber- of size fit for lumber. 
6. Forest fires are very prevalent, and originate usually from the use of :fire in clear-
ing land and cutting roads. One a few years ago swept over hundreds of sections. 
'!'bey are very destructive; great tracts are left with nothing but the burnt and charred 
remains of once noble forests. I know of no mode of prevention. Occasionally we 
have a dry season, and from the resinous nature of the timber when a fire starts it 
burns with unparalleled :fierceness. 
7. There have been some prosecutions and convictions for cutting timber in this 
county, but I am unacquaiJJ.ted with the amounts or extent of the trespassing. 
8. If a man wishes timber for use and does not happen to have on his own land just 
what he wants, and he :finds what be wants on public land, he just takes it; and the 
ownership is by custom securely vested in the one who fells. 
9. In the local land office by all means. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
There is no mineral here mined except coal; and as far as my knowledge extends, 
titles were obtained prior to the enactment of the mining laws. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
None in this part of the country. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOHN A. TENNANT. 
Testimony of Wyoming Stock Grow&rs' .Associati-On, of Wyoming Territ01·y. 
Hon. J. A. WILLIAMSON, 
Chair<·man Public Land Comrnissio11, Washington, D. C.: 
DEAR SIR: In accordance with your request, the following notice was published by 
the executive committee of the Wyoming Stock Grower's Association: 
NOTICE, 
Notice is hereby given that a meeting of the Wyoming Stock Growers' Association 
will be held in Cheyenne, at 10 o'clock a. m., Tuesday, November 18. General Will-
iamson, Commissioner of the General Land Office at WasbingtQD, has left with the 
secretary a, series of questions to which he invites the serious consideration of our 
stock owners. These questions refer to the permanent disposal, by sale or otherwise, 
of all United States grazing lands in this vicinity. It is necessary that our reply 
should reach the Congressional Public Lands Committee at Washington before De-
cember 1. The subject is important, and a full attendance of representatives from 
neighboring associations and of our own is earnestly requested. 
THOS. STURGIS, 
Secretary Wyoming Stock Growers' Association. 
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Pursuant to this notice, the association met at the city hall in Cheyenne, Wyo., at 
the day and hour mentioned. The session continued throughout the day and through 
the forenoon of Wednesday, the day followin~. 
The attendance was large, and included, besides resident stock growers of Wyoming, 
representative men from Western Nebraska. and Northern Colorado. It was further 
increased by the attendance of the members of both houses of the Wyoming legisla-
ture, man~ of whom participated in the debate. · 
The object of the visit of your Commission was fully explained to the meeting, and 
the suggestions made by the Commission as to the method proper to be adopted in dis-
posal of the United States grazing lands were fully discussed. 
That the sense of the association might be known unmistakably, the four resolutions 
that follow were read in numerical order by the secretary. Each was then separately 
submitted to discussion and amendments invited, when the general plan was approved 
bnt details objected to. 
RESOLUTION NO. 1. 
Resolved, That in our judgment the best methods for disposing of the United States. 
grazing lands throughout Wyoming is as follows: That a cash valuation of five cents 
per acre be placed on all lands without reference to their character or situation. That 
free entry be permitted in amounts of not less t~an 160 acres, taken by legal subdi-
vision, and to as large an amount as the purchaser desires, limited as below by the 
right of other claimants; that one year from the 1st of January next, following the 
passage and going into operation of this act, be allowed to all occupants of ranges in 
which to purchase; that is between mutual occupants of one range who caunot agree 
upon the proportion to be entered by each. The register and receiver of the United 
States local land office shall decide, basing their decision on the cattle taxed to each, 
and so, pro mta, the amount of land to each ; that after the expiration of one year 
the land may be subject to entry by any one. 
This resolution was discussed by a large number. It received in its general features 
the support of three gentlemen, but the preponderance of the debate was strongly-
opposed to it. It was lost. 
Vote: Three in favor, remainder of association against. 
Resolution No. 2 was then offered: 
'' Resolved, That all the lands, without reference to the character or situation, be 
offered for cash entry in any amounts desired by the purchaser, but not less than 160 
acres, taken by legal subdivision, at $1.25 per acre, this price to be maintained for 
one year from the 1st day of January after the going into operation of this act ; at 
the encl of that year the price on all unsold lands to be lowered to $1 per acre; at the 
end of two years from the time of going into operation of the act it be further low-
ered to 90 cents; at the end of three years to 80 cents, and so on decreasing 10 cents 
per annum until the figure of 10 cents is reached. The year following it shall be re-
duced to 5 cents. One year from the going into operation of this act shall be allowecl 
to actual occupants to purchase after each reduct.ion in value. Conflicting claims be-
tween actual occupants to be adjusted by the register and receiver of the United States 
local land office in proportion to cattle taxed to each party." 
This was debated, and lost by a unanimous vote. 
Resolution No. ::J was then offered: 
"Resolved, That the United States Government lease the said lands in tracts, by legal 
subllivision, for the term of twenty years, at the rate of one-half cent per acre per 
annum, which we hold to be 10 per cent. on the value of the land, for grazing pur-
poses; that the amounts of lands so leased be in amounts as desired by renter, subject 
only to conflicting claims of a joint occupant, in which case decision shall be made by 
the register and receiver of the United States local land office on the basis of the num-
ber of cattle taxed to each applicant the preceding year; that at the expiration of 
any lease or during its continuance the renter may, at his option, buy the land so 
leased to him at 5 cents per acre cash, but should he not so buy on or before the expi-
ration of his lease the said land shall be open to entry by any one at said price of 5 
cents per acre when the lease shall have expired." 
This was debated and lost by a unanimous vote. 
Resolution No. 4 was then offered. 
'' Resolved, That in our judgment the interests of stock owners would be best sub-
served by the continuance of the .present system, which permits only the securing of 
title to small tracts of land; first, because we believe the system of cash entry and 
gradation, and to a less extent that of leasing, is opposed to our theory of government 
in that it enables individuals to acquire the monopoly and control of immense tracts 
of land, and concentrates the business in the hands of a few men. It will work great 
h:1rdships to the owners of small herds, who will be unable to buy their range and must 
eventually leave the business; second, that we believe the people of the United States 
at large are now greatly benefited by the distribution of the stock business through 
hands of many small owners, and by their consequent prosperity, than by its absorp- • 
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tion in the hands of a few, and that the country will gain more by such widely spread 
industry than it can from the sums that may be realized from the sales of these lands; 
third, that in our opinion the question of whether grass will not disappear from these 
ranges with constant feeding is yet unsettled, and that the stock business will not 
warrant the investment of so large a per cent. of capital as one-sixth in what may in 
a few years be banen and worthless property ; fourth, that we believe the practice of 
confining cattle within any positive and impossible limits, however large, unwise, and 
dangerous from the severe and destructive storms, and the consequent necessity that 
cattle should drift very widely at such times for food and shelter, and we think such a 
risk would not be compensated by any or all the benefits derived from the exclusive 
use of the ranges purchased; fifth, that a usually fair observance of each other's 
rights has been the rule among ranchmen and owners of st ock, and that thus far self-
interest has proved a safeguard against the heavy stocking of the mnge, and that we 
would rather trust for maintaining our rights free from encroachments to the community 
of interests and the sense of equity that is the rule here than to see a system adopted 
· that must excite serious quarrels between occupants of ranges, and a bitter feeling of 
injustice among the best stockmen, who, unable to buy their lands, will see themselves 
in time deprived of theh' business, and be obliged to sell and seek other employment." 
Debate followed, expressing in various forms approval of this resolution, and it was 
adopted by a unanimous vote. 
After further discussion the following was added : 
"Resohed, That while the unanimous sense of this association is opposed to any leg-
islation that seeks to change the present land system of the United States, still, should 
such legislation be contemplated by Congress, it must, in order to meet the peculiar 
nature of this country and the character of the cattle business, combine the :f.ollowing: 
'· A price not exceeding 5 cents per acre. 
"A term of years for payment of the same. 
"Privilege of purchase limited exclusively to actual occupants of the land." 
Upon motion, the secretary was instructed to add to the fourth resolution (which 
had received the approval of the association) an explanation in greater detail of the 
reasons for which the members opposed any change in the method of disposing of these 
lands. Said explanation is attached hereto in a separate paper. 
The executive committee were directed by the association to forward the result of 
their meeting to your committee; and we hereby, with respect, submit the same, re-
q nesting that you give it due wejght in your deliberations and incorpomte it in your 
report as the views of the stock owners of these portions of Wyoming, Colorado, and 
Nebraska. 
J.M. CAREY, 
E. NAGLE, 
THOS. STURGIS, 
Executive Commiittee Wyoming Stock Growers' ABsociation. 
CHEYENNE, WYO., Novernbe1· 22, 1879. 
Memorandu,rn of reaBonB for which this association disapproveB of any change in the present 
United States land syBtem. 
In addition to the reasons assigned in the accompanying resolution, No. 4, we offer 
the following : 
1. That the Territory is young, its settlement covering but ten years; that the cat-
tle business is in its infancy, a large majority of the herds having more or less indebt-
edness upon them ; that to clear this off and acquire a surplus for investment in land 
must be a work of time; that to open the lands they graze over to general entry at 
the end of a year would injure them greatly; that under the present system our pop-
ulation is rapidly increasing, because owners of small herds find grazing facilities, and 
that under a changed system, permitting entry of large tracts, this increase would 
cease, and population might even diminish. 
2. That the owners of these lands would be few in number to the voters of each county, 
and that strong reason exists to think that the lands would be exorbitantly taxed. 
3. That the lands must be fenced in large tracts to permit the necessary traveling 
by cattle during storms, and that the necessity for keeping open broad county roads 
through them would limit their size and add greatly to cost of fencing. 
4. That the danger of extensive burning of the ranges is a very serious one; it has 
occurred widely this year. Under a system of ownership of large tracts the danger 
of incendiarism from parties believing themselves injured, or for any other reason law-
less, would be greatly increased, and cannot be guarded against; that now we can 
allow our stock to drift by commo.n consent onto unburnt ranges. Under a system of 
ownership we could only do so by consent of owner, which might be refused, in 
which case total loss would result. 
5. 'l'hat on calculation it appears that even at the low price of 5 cents per acre for 
the land, added to cost of fencing, which in a treeless country must be done with 
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wire, the investment in real estate, apart from annual outlay in repairs of fences and 
taxes, would be from one-fifth to one-sixth of the capital invested in the stock rang-
ing over said area; and that in our judgment the cattle business would, not warrant 
such an investment and could not be profitably pursued if such purchase were neces-
sary. . 
6. That under any system permitting the cash entry of large bodies of land much 
would pass into the hands of stock companies or associations, on account of the ina-
bility of present occupants to purchase. Such companies or associations would be 
represented here by a single or but a few persons ; and the results, instead of adding 
to the permanent wealth of the Territory, would be to a great extent carried out of.it. 
THOS. STURGIS, 
Secreta1·y. 
Value. 
500,000 acres, allowing 25 acres per animal=20,000 head .... - - - •. - • - .•... - - . $300, 000 
500,000 acres at 5c., $251000. 500,000 acres=800 square miles; 800 
square miles=40X20 miles=120 miles, at $2.50 per mile ....... $30,000 
Estimated cost of range and fencing. 
Land ...• __ . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 000 
To the Public Land Com:rnission, Washington, D. C. : 
55,000 
CHEYENNE, WYO., 
November 15, 1879. 
GENTLEMEN: In answer to your interrogatories, as pet your circular of blank date, I 
have to reply as follows, viz: 
1. In answer to question 1 in the first subdivision: My name is John F. Coad. I 
reside in the city of Cheyenne, Wyo. My occupation is that of stock-growing, and 
my stock range is situated in Cheyenne County, in the State of Nebraska. 
2. Eight years I have been growing cattle in the same locality. 
3. Have desired to do so, but found it impracticable under existing laws in quanti-
ties and at prices which would justify me in so doing for grazing purposes. 
4. The practical workings of the public-land laws have not been good in thi,s locality, 
for the reason that we have no agricultural lands worth mentioning, and under exist-
ing laws a citizen can only obtain title to a very small quantity of land for grazing 
purposes; which might be sufficient for agricultural, but utterly useless for grazing 
purposes. 
6. In my opinion the public-land laws are not adapted to the wants of our people, 
who inhabit a semi-desert country, suitable only for grazing purposes, where it re-
quires 30 acres of land to support one head of cattle. A law permitting actual set-
tlers to pre-empt from one to three townships of land at low prices, say 10 cents per 
acre, or leasing said lands to actual settlers for a term of ten or :fifteen years at half a 
cent per acre, would be beneficial alike to the citizen and the government. 
7. Our section of country (Cheyenne, Nebr.) is undulating, rolling, sandy land-all 
grazing; no timbered or mineral lands. 
R. By classifying the lands as grazing, timber, mineral, coal, &c. 
9. For grazing lands subdivide the country into large tracts, giving to each tract 
a frontage on or across some stream of living water, and extending the tract back 
half way to the next stream, river, or water supply, so as to include all the lands in 
some one of the several subdivisions of the entire country. This would necessarily 
make the subdivisions unequal in quantity, but equally well adapted for the only 
uses for which nature has designed them, viz, grazing. 
10. I only suggest as to grazing lands. I have no interest in any other kind and do 
not pretend to be well informed in reference to them. I amof the opinion that it would 
be advantageous to both the government and the actual settler if the government 
would by pre-emption sell to actual settlers from 1 to 4 townships of land each at from 
10 to 12 cents per acre, or lease the same land to actual settlers in like quantities for a 
term of ten years at from one-half to three-fourths of a cent per acre. The quantity 
of land so to be sold or leased to be restricted to the individual in amount in propor-
tion to the number of cattle, horses, or sheep he may have or own which he proposes 
to graze upon the public domain; and in estimating the amount of land necessary for 
the raising and sustenance of one head of cattle, I would place the amount at from 20 
to 30 acres, the quantity of grass on a given acre varying very much within short dis-
tances. 
Under your subdivision "agriculture," my reply to your questions are as follows, 
viz: 
1. Our climate is dry and cool in summer and dry and cold in winter. Have little 
or no rain from 15th of June to 15th of November, and then light snowfalls, with an oc-
casional heavy snow storm, until about the first of the following May. 
2. From May 1 to June 15, in light showers; no other rain worth mentioning . 
• 
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3. None. 
4. One hundredth; not more for the want of water supply. 
5. No attention is paid to agriculture ; no crops of any kind are raised. There ;.s no 
timber suitable for fencing with that material and no effort made to raise crops of any 
kind. 
6. Do not know. 
7. North Platte River, which contains a good supply of water, but it is impractica-
ble and would not pay 6 per cent. inte1:est per annum on the investment required to 
divert the water from its channel and carry it on to the lands sought to be irrigated. 
8. Knowledge limited; observation none; experience none. 
9. Have no knowledge of the working of ditches; have none in my section oi the 
country. 
10. The water has not been taken up or appropriated by any person or persons. 
11. Have no conflicts about water rights. 
12. About ninety-nine one-hundredths. 
13. I can see no objection to both the homestead and pre-emption laws being ex-
tended to the grazing lands with the changes I have named as to quantity and price 
for pre-emption and a like quantity for homestead. See my answer 10 under first sub-
division. 
14. In my judgment it would be advisable for the government to put these lands in 
market to actual settlers only as homestead or pre-emption claimants as before men-
tioned. Were it otherwise the large capitalists of our country would soon own all or 
most of our winter-grazing lands and compel those persons actually engaged in stock-
growing or desirous of embarking in that line of industry to purchase or rent from 
the speculator. 
15. From 20 to 30 acres, the grass being much better in some localities than others 
in the same section or township. 
16. I do not know. 
17. About 32. 
18. Diminished. 
19. As a general thing they do not. I have fenced in about 100,000 acres and have 
found that it works well. Have tested the system for three years. 
20. It would. 
21. The North Platte River. 
22. Do not know; we have no sheep in our immediate neighborhood. 
23. It has diminished very much. 
24. Cattle will not graze on lands pastured by sheep at the same time. 
25. I have heard of controversies between cattle and sheep growers but know noth-
ing myself about such matters. 
26. We have about 150,000 head of cattle and about 500 head of sheep. 
27. See my answers hereinbefore given on same subject. 
28. There is littl~ trouble, but not a large amount. 
We have no timber worth mentioning in our county, and no coal or mineral lands 
whatever. 
I am, gentlemen, very respectfully, yours truly, 
JOHN F. COAD. 
Testimony of Stephen W. Downey, Delegate in Congress, attoi·ney and counselor at law. 
LARAMIE CITY, WYO., Nove-mber 12, 1879. 
Hon. THOMAS DONALDSON, Public Land Comrnissioner, Washington, D. C.: 
DEAR Sm : Your letter of September 16, transmitting copies of circular for distribu· 
tion, and containing a request for me to communicate my views upon the matters to 
which the circular relates, was duly received. I have made the distribution, as re-
quested, and have the honor to submit below my views upon the subjects involved,mak-
ing your questions the basis. 
PRELIMINARY QUESTIONS. 
1. Stephen W. Downey, attorney and counselor at law, Laramie City, Wyo., Dele-
gate in Congress from Wyoming. 
2. Ten and a half years. 
3. I have made :filingnnderthe desert-land act, and application for patent to several 
mineral claims which are still pending. 
4. I have made a large number of filings and procured a great number of titles under 
the various acts of Congress for clients; have been employed as .counsel in contested 
cases, and have on file in my office the records of a large portion of the surveys of 
public lands which have been made by United States deputy surveyors in Wyoming. 
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5. In uncontested cases, the time, exclusive of duration of settlement before patent 
required by law, is short. The expenses, including attorney's fees and cost of survey, 
but excluding land office fees and government price of land, are about $30. In contested 
cases, the additional costs range from $100 to $1,000 and additional delay is from one 
to fi ye years. 
6. I have observed but few. I will speak of one. Land office officials require final 
P,roof of locators to be made and authenticated at county seat of the county within 
which, or at the land office of the land district within which, the land is situated. 
This requirement frequently puts settlers to considerable trouble and expense: e. g, 
many settlers proceed from the southern part of Wyoming to the northern part of 
Colorado. The county towns in the southern part of this Territory are the convenient 
and natural places for the bw,iness transactions of such settlers. Through these towns 
they must pass and travel a long distance to reach the county seat of their county on 
the plains of Colorado, east of the mountains, and still further to reach the land office 
of their district at Central City, Colo. In my opinion the defect in the practical opera-
tion of the laws necessitating such inconvenience and expense could be remedied 
without any corresponding detriment to the service by a rule allowing settlers to make 
proof at the most convenient county seat, authenticating the same by signature and 
seal of the clerk of the district court. 
7. Lofty altitude, the Laramie Plains and Platte Valley being 6,000 or 8,000 feet 
above sea level. The surface is divided into plains, rolling lands, and lofty mount-
ains. Spruce, pine, fir, and aspen forests abound in the mountainous districts. Belts 
of valley and plain lands, from two to five miles in width along the principal streams, 
are irrigable therefrom, and it is believed that many rnmoter portions are irrigable by 
means of wells, with windmills to raise the water to the surface. The mineral re-
sources of Wyomin~ are but little developed, though many mineral districts are known 
to exist, somo of wnich are extensive and important. The coal and iron fields of Wy-
oming are immense, the former being lignite, and in veins ranging from a few inches 
to twenty-seven feet in thickness, the latter being found in various forms of ore, 
among which are prominent hematite of very superior quality, said to be suitable for 
the manufacture of the best steel, and extensively used for metallic paint, and mount-
ains of almost pure metallic iron. There are several large petroleum fields. There 
are also lakes containing inexhaustible supplies of soda, both in the form of carbonate 
of soda in solution (these being about sixty miles northward of Rawlins) and sul-
phate of soda crystallized, these being about fifteen miles southwesterly from Laramie 
City, in townships 14 and 15 north, of range 75 west, of the sixth principal meridian. 
The soil anc1 climate are favorable to the growth of wheat and barley where irriga-
ble. The open country is generally favorable to winter and summer grazing. The 
northern part of the Territory has less altitude than the southern, and is said to be 
more favorable to agriculture. 
8. By a general rule as to the relations of different parts of Wyoming, one to another, 
but as to the whole country geographical divisions might profitably be made, on ac-
count of approximate exclusiveness of interests in certain sections, nearness to mar-
kets, and for other reasons. · 
9. The present system of parceling appears to me, all things considered, the most 
practicable. Discriminations between agricultural and pastoral lands, if discreetly 
made and honestly carried out, would doubtless be advantageous; but such discrim-
inations would, in my opinion, open the way to the perpetration of frauds. Allow-
ance of larger average to single locators, under the pre-emption and desert-land acts, 
would probably increase t,he sales of public lands. Smaller subdivisions than 40 acres 
and permission to locate on separate and detached lots would suit locators, but would 
undoubtedly result in closer culling, only the most desirable lands being likely to be 
chosen, leaving all the poorer and undesirable lands unoccupied. 
10. I know of none. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Cool and dry; some seasons sufficient rainfall to obviate necessity of irrigation; 
usually insufficient; heavy snows in mountains during winter keep streams full till 
July. 
2. Rainfall very uncertain; sometimes almost daily showers in May, June, and July; 
other seasons scarcely a shower during the whole summer. The streams are full when 
needed for irrigation. 
3. Perhaps 1 per cent. 
4. Perhaps 10 per cent. 
5. Wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, turnips, parsnips, onions, cabbage, and other vege-
tables. 
6. Twenty-five to forty inches, miner's measurement. 
7. In this part pf the Territory the Laramie River and its tributaries, and several 
lakes. 
8. I have had little experience in irrigation, but from the known constitution of 
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the soil in this region believe that irrigation would greatly enhance productiveness 
for a term of years. The greatest elevation at which I have known crops to be raised 
by my own observation is SJ000 to 9,000 feet. 
9. The water actually turned upon lands for the purposo of irrigation is probably 
all exhausted by absorption and evaporation, none or very little returning to the 
stream from which it was drawn. Irrigatin_g canals and ditches usually have outlet 
through which any excess of water not drawn off for irrigation is returned to the 
stream whenceit was drawn. No local regulations or restrictions regarding this mat-
ter have been yet established here. 
10. What has thus far been done here has been so done to experiment upon the prac-
ticability of such enterprise in such climate, with such constitution of soil and at 
such altitude. The principal enterprise of this character in Wyoming of whichlhave 
any knowledge is that of the Pioneer Canal Company of Laramie City. By this com-
pany a ditch or canal about 33 miles in length has been constructed, tapping the Lar-
amie River about 25 miles above the city, at a point between Jelm and Sheep Mount-
ains, on the left bank, leading the water out upon the Laramie Plains, passing about 
2 miles to the westward of this city. This work is now about completed, and is in-
tendell to be available for irrigation the ensuing season. It is proposed to hold the 
water-right under the sanction of section 2339 Revised Statutes, and an act of the 
Wyoming legislature, entitled'' .An act to create and regulate corporations," approved 
December 10, 1869, sections 28 et seq. 
11. None have arisen that I am aware of, but should present undertakings prove suc-
cessful, and other similar ones ensue, conflicts may arise unless wisely and seasonably 
guarded against by law. 
12 . .As to soil, from one-fourth to one-half; but, owing to the relief of surface, irri-
gation would be impracticable upon a larger portion. 
13. It is, in my opinion, impracticable to establish pastoral homesteads at present. 
It seems to me t,hat as large a portion of the lands as possible should be reclaimed by 
irrigation for agricultural purposes, and at the present ·state of development and ad-
vance of experiment the demarkation between lands really and exclusively pastoral, 
and valueless for other purposes, and such as may be rendered agricultural is imprac-
ticable. In case of the establishment of such homesteads, in my judgment the amount 
should be about one section to each settler. 
14. At present, no. If put in market, in my judgment the..-amount should be limited. 
15. Two to three acres here. Compares favorably with other plains. 
16. One hundred. 
17. Twenty. 
18. Little apparent change in ten years. 
19 . .A few only at present. Am not aware that fenced ranges have been tested itl 
winter. 
20. Stockmen say not. Breeders careful in the selection ; breeding animals would 
probably improve their stock by such specific range system, while the stock of those 
careless in this regard would probably deteriorate. 
21. Flowing streams, mainly supplied by melting snows and springs in the mount-
ains, ancl large lakes. 
22. Seven to ten. 
23. Probably diminished. 
24. Cattle are said to abandon ranges grazed by sheep. 
25. Serious conflicts have not arisen in this section, although some hostility again1,t 
the increase of sheep-raising and wool-growing probably exists among growers of neat 
cattle. 
26. ~umber of sheep in county, 50,000; rn.1mber of neat cattle, 60,000; number of 
horses, 3,500. Sheep in herds from 500 to 2,500; larger single herds are not advisable. 
Cattle range at will. 
27. None. 
28. None. .A few corner-stones have been remcwed, but from those remaining the 
locus of corners whose monuments have been removed can readily be :fixed. 
TIMBER. 
1. The plain lands are barren of timber; the- mountainous districts are generally 
timbered. The timber is principally evergreen, consisting of pine, spruce, fir, hem-
lock, and cedar, with some aspen, cottonwood, -and willow. The timber is of slower 
growth than in regions having less altitude. The pine, spruce, and hemlock is more 
windy in growth and yields a small percentage of strictly clear lumber. Native lum-
ber rates lower in market, but for durability is doubtless superior to Eastern lumber. 
For bridge floOl's, floors of stores and uncarpeted public offices, native :flooring is said 
by builders to outwear even the walnut and ash of the East. I cannot vouch for this 
from observation. 
2. I am not aware that any trees have been planted in this Territory except about 
homes, for shade and ornamental purposes, and these are principally from the native 
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forests, a kind of mountain willow being most frequently selected. The growth is 
somewhat slower than that of the rock-maple or sugar-tree in the East. 
3. I would not dispose of them in thi.s region at this time, but hold them for the com-
mon use of settlers, to be devoted as required to the development of the resources of 
the Territory and adjacent regions. Fine grades of lumber, as before stated, are pro-
duced here only in very limited quantities, large quantities of Eastern ]umber being 
imported for use here. Exportation of Rocky Mountain lumber is impracticable from 
tho fact that there is no demand for it abroad at the necessary cost of its product.ion 
and transportation. It is therefore only available for the use of settlers in adjacent 
regions, and for the indnstries ancl enterprises in which they are engaged. A divi,,,iou 
or parceling of the timber lands among settlers by sale or grant is impracticable, the 
timlJer being aggregated in large mountainous tracts at an avei-age distance of twenty 
to thirty miles from the settlers' homes, precluding the constant supervision essential 
to the protection of individual property rights in new and sparsely settled regions. 
Parties engaged in mining and reducing ores and settlers on tracts immediately ad-
jacent to timber tracts would have inducements to purchase in small lots. Apart from 
these, except for speculative purposes, there are practically no inducements to pur-
chase timber lands. Regulations for parceling and selling would foster just what the 
Interior Department professes to have been trying to guard against during the present 
season. If the government determines upon the policy of allowing no timber to be 
used from the public domain without the return of revenue, some discreet regulations 
for the payment of royalty would in my juclgment be more conducive to the interests 
both of the government and people than any regulations for the parceling and sale 
of lands. 
4. Not in Wyoming; but if sales are determined upon such classification would bo 
not only expedient, but necessary to just and equitable disposal. 
5. There is a second and thrifty growth both in districts burned over and chopped 
off. 
6. The origin of forest :fires is difficult to ascertain. During the present season some 
of the most destructive :fires have been maliciously set by the Ute Indians, destroying 
more timber than has been cut in Wyoming for all the uses of civilized life since the 
organization of the Territory, including railroad ties, fuel, and lumber. Other very 
destructive :fires are undoubtedly started by the culpable carelessness of hunters and 
travelers, who neglect to extinguish their camp-:fires. The timber annually used is not 
10 per cent. of that annua!ly destroyed by fire. I think the law should vid1t heavy 
penalties upon forest incendiaries, even those who become so through neglect or fail-
ure to exercise even extraordinary precautions. A few examples, upon substantial 
proof, would have a healthy restraining influence. 
7. Depredations for the uses of life, amounting to infractions of law, have in my 
juugment been made very rarely, if at all, in this region. The act of Congress ap-
proved March 2, 1831, entitled "An act to provide for the punishment of offenses com-
mitted in cutting, destroying, or removing live-oak and other timber or trees reserved 
for naval purposes," extracts from which appear as sections 2461 and 4751 Revised 
Statutes, in my judgment was designed at the time of its passage by the national 
legislature to inhibit the use of timber only so far as such use should deplete sources 
of supply for the anticipated wants of the Navy, of which depletion the Secretary of 
the Navy should be the judge. Unless it can be shown that the timl>er here used in 
the building of homes, in tbe fencing of farms, and the supply of fuel (the two latter 
being taken almost exclusively from the dead timber) has cut short the sources of sup-
ply for anticipated wants of the Navy, I am not aware of infractions of law through 
forest depredations for 1he uses of civilized life. No legislatiou, in my judgment, is 
necessary to prevent such use of timber. 
8. The custom is to cut and use such timber from the public forests as is required 
for building, mining, fencing, and other domestic and industrial purposes. The same 
opinion obtains relative to the ownership of felled timber, as is held in regard to gold 
taken from placer ground, quartz from lodes, grass cut and converted into hay, and 
water carried out by irrigating ditches, to wit, that it is and of right ought to be the 
property of him whose industry hath wrought the change. 
9. Celct depend. Except in maritime parts of the country the administration of re-
st,rictive laws upon the use of timber, if such htws are deemed politic, would seem uat-
urally to pertain to the Intel'ior Department rather t,han to the Navy Department. 
Believing such restrictions to l>e impolitic, and their rigid enforcement to be certain 
to result practically in the restriction of the settlement, growth, development, and 
prosperity of regions adjacent to the Rocky Mountain timber lands, where and for 
which this timber is alone valuable, I should regard the least rigiu enforcement of 
such restrictive laws as the most desiral>le administration. 
This being a question of great moment to onr people, I have hitherto communicated 
at length my views to the Secretary of Interior, and later to the Secretary of the Navy, 
in a lengthy letter, a copy whereof is herewith inclosed, to which your attention is 
earnestly iuvited, as a tolerably full expression of my viewH upon t,hc tiillbcr question. 
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LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Ten years' experience; chiefly in the Black Id.ills Range and Medicine Bow 
Mountains of this Territory, in organizing and general1y directing prospecting, min-
ing, and milling enterprises, at present having two 1;tamp-mills running-one in Cen-
tennial mining <listrict, the other in Douglas mining district-both in the Medicine 
Bow lvlountairn,. My attention bas been directed mainly to organization and :financial 
management, and not to actual work or personal supe1·vision, nor have I bad experi-
ence in mine litigation. My experience has been acquired at a cost of about $30,000 
worth of experiments. 
2. In regard to verLical Yeins or such as have a pitch not less than 45° frolll the 
horizon, the present law (i.e., that approved May 10, 1872), so far as it relates to the 
exclusive use and enjo,vment of the vein itself for 1,500 feet in length, with its dips, 
spurs and angles, by the discoverer thereof, I approve; but in so fa,r as it excludes 
others from discovering and appropriating any other really distinct parallel vein, I 
disapprove it. I think the discoverer should have whatever vein he discovers, and 
surface ground sufficient to work the vein its whole length, and until patent issues he 
should not have the right to exclude prospectors from searching for other veins; 
but upon the discovery or supposed discovery of a new vein, if within a certain 
distar.ce fixed by law, from the established center-line of former discovery, the 
onus of proof should be upon the latest discoverer that be has a distinct vein. Upon 
-such proof, he should have exclusive proprietorship, upon complia,nce with the law 
in other respects, within any distance not less than 50 feet from the nearer wall of 
~arlier claimant. The method of proof above referred to should be :fixed by national 
law, and not left to department regulations, still less to mining district rules. 
3. My attention has not been directed to this subject. 
4. Veins of tho character considered in answer to second question are usually dis-
-covered and opened at the top or apex, by which I understand either the outcrop or 
crevice between walls at the top of bed-rock. Veins discovered by driving prospect-
ing tunnels are of course excepted, and the apex in such case would be determined 
by raising a winze or shaft to the surface. The course of outcropping fissure veins 
can be ascertained usually by moderate and discreet outla,y. The dip often changes 
.as work progresses, and a knowledge of what the change may be seems not essential 
:to defining the claim under existing laws. , 
5. Virtually answered above. 
· 6. It has not as to such veins. 
7. I cannot understand how two parallel seams could have one outcrop. Two veins 
of different corners might unite and outcrop at point of union. I ha,ve known some 
· contests in cases of this kind. 
8. I woultl suppose this question to apply to a case where one vein had two out-
crops, not two veins with one outcrop. In this view no cut-off of original locator has 
come under my observation. 
9. None wider have come under my personal observation. I do not know the width 
established by local law or rules in the Comstock region. 
10. If width by local rules be restrictecl to the minimum authorized by law, ·i. e., 50 
feet, 25 feet each side, yes ; if width by local rules be expanded to the maximum, i.e., 
u00 feet, 300 feet each side, no, or very rarely, if the real outcrop be traced for any 
considerable dist:rnce and the location be directly taken. ' 
11. I c1o not l How of any such practice under the law. I should regard the tolera-
tion of such prudice absurd. 
12. I do uot see how B's location in the case supposed. could cloml .A's title in the 
least degree, unless B should prosecute work on vertical shaft to 1,mch depth as to cut 
A's vein aud lay claim to it as a distinct vein. I do not see that even this could cloud 
A's title, but mighc result in trespass upon his property and loss of his ore. But if in 
the case supposed B should cut a vein really distinct from that upon which A's claim is 
based, although outcropping in the surface ground of the latter, that B ought in jus-
tice to hold his vein is consistent with the view which I expressed in my answer to 
second tiuestion in this title. I do not maintain that he conld do so under existing 
statutes. This question applied to horizontal, or nearly horizontal veins or deposits, 
opens a new field for discussion. Leadville, White Pine, Nevada, &c., from experience 
and observation should make full answer to the question. Without having given the 
subject much thought or attention, I am inclined to favor location iu such case by 
acreage, as in case of coal lands, exterior boundaries of claims to be vertical planes. 
13. I cannot answer from knowledge. 
14. I think it is possible, and not difficult. 
15. Among others, Centennial mining district, Carbon County, Wyoming. By some 
40 or 50 miners and prospectors, committee appointed to draft laws, to he presented 
at ::ttljourued meeting. Officer, recorder elected by ballot; one book for record of lode 
and tunnel claims, one book for record of placer and ditch claims. 
Hi. Posting notice, setting forth date of discovery,"name of discoverer and claimant 
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or claimants, course and distance claimed each way from point of discovery, followed 
by sinking shaft 10 feet or more on vein, fixing exterior boundaries to claim of sur-
face ground, and placing on record with district recorder. 
17. In some districts rules allow six months within which developruents may be 
prosecuted and survey be made, copy of which survey is put upon record as supple-
mentary to former record. 'l'he course or strike of vein in first record is frequently 
given as easterly and westerly, northeasterly and ~outh westerly, &c., and i 11 record of 
survey definitely fixed as N. 23° 40' W., &c. I am not aware that any district rules 
presume to tolerate a change from original record, whereby could result infringements 
on claims made s11bsequent to first record and antecedent to survey of original locator. 
18. Not within my knowledge, although I have been advised of such result in Utah. 
There is no security against such frauds, except the honor(?) of the recorder. 
19. Emphatically yes, so far as district, laws are concerned. That a decision of the 
United States Supreme Court as to the title of property worth $1,000,000 should turn 
upon what was at some particular time the whim of a majority of the prospectors and 
miners in any new camp seems absurd, yet such is the law. But as to record, no; I 
regarc.l it as a matter of prime importance that record of ruining claims be kept in 
mining districts, for convenient reference of miners and prospectors. It might be 
well: however, to require all district recorders to furnish transcripts, at stated inter-
vals, to the register of the land office within whose land district the mineml district 
is situated of all mining records not previously returned, the transcripts to be recorded 
in the land office in a book kept for that purpose, and then returned to the recorder 
of the mining district, each transcript to bear the certificate of the register that it is 
recorded, and to be filed in the recorder's office. The same end might perhaps be more 
directly compassed by requiring the prospector or miner applying for record to pre-
sent the instrument of writing which he wishes to have recorded in duplicate, deposit 
the register's fee for recording, which, with one of the duplicate copies, certified as 
correct copy, it shall be the duty of the recorder to forward to the land office. The 
form of the first instrument to be recorded should be uniform throughout the country 
and established by law. 
20. Emphatically, no. I am opposed to all legislation which assigns to ministerial 
officers judicial functions, as I am to all legislation which assigns to judicial officers 
ministerial functions. Under our system of government every man who feels himself 
injured in person or property should not, in my judgment, be uepri vecl by law of 1·e-
dress through the courts. I doubt the advisability of leaving other fand claims in 
contested cases absolutely to the United States land officers, nor do I helieve they are 
so left. The interposition of a court of equity may at any time be sought, nor upon a 
proper showing would it be denied. 
21. I would do away with district laws and the authority of local customs entirely, 
and let the method of organizing districts, electing recorders, and keeping records, 
&c., be prescribed by statute. I would have all the conditions of tenure prior to pat-
ent anrl prerequisites for patent definitely fixed by st,atute, and the same for all mineral 
districts of the country, unless, for grave reasons, local differences should require some 
different rules; in which case the law and locus of application shonld be fixed by statute. 
As to following the dip beyond the sicle lines, suppose the dip 45°; following the dip 
425 feet would pass the side line even at the maximum of 300 feet width. It would 
not seem advisable to me to stop progress to a greater depth, because the vertical side 
line is reached at such depth, the lower portion of vein being retainell for outside 
locators, to be reached only on sinking 300 feet or more through unproductive ground. 
Upon allowance of greater width to original locators, still less advisable would such 
course be. Iu veins nearly horizontal, location by acreage, as before suggested, I think 
most desimble, and if such location be authorized the statute should prescribe the 
number of degrees in dip which shall be the line of demarkation between the two 
methods. 
22. Yes; five years. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. The proportion can scarcely be fixed, even approximately. The products of plac-
ers are gold and soda; t,he latter being in the form of crystallized sulphate. 
2. Somewhat familiar through applications for patents for property in which I am 
interested mainly. 
3. Reference to records of land office recommended. 
5. Not from my knowledge so far as they are held for bona-fide purpose of mining. 
6. The law, in my judgment, should not sanction title to town sites through placer-
mine location. 
7. I am not aware of such instance, unless it were at Leadville, Colo. 
8. No. 
9. I do not. 
Very respectfully, 
S. W. DOWNEY. 
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Te.stimony of A. T. Babbitt, cattle-grazier, Chegenne, Wyo. 
The questions to whioh the following answers are given will be found on sheet facing 
page 1. 
1. A. T. Babbitt, cattle-grazier, Cheyenne, Wyo. 
2. Two years. · 
3. One quarter section; homestead and pre-emption. 
6. I regard the desert-land act for application in this Territory impracticable, as in 
no location that I know of is it possible to irrigate the whole of a section of land. I 
think that the irrigation of say one-third should be required. 
7~ Pastoral, and so impossible of irrigation as to be unavailable for farming exten-
sively. 
8. I do not believe it at all practicable for graziers to do a successful business on the 
basis of owning and fencing tlrn land. In this region of severe winds stock must 
" drift or die." 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Rainfall limited practically to two or three months. Early summer. But about 
three months, say June to September, exempt from frost. Water for irrigation limited, 
and irrigable area in exceedingly small proportion. 
2. Yes. 
3. None. 
4. Not to exceed one-fortieth. 
5. Oats, and probably wheat. No corn. Potatoes and hardy ve~etables. 
6. Don't know. 
7. In our section the Wy-0ming Black Hills. 
10. As yet but a small proportion, and mainly by homestead and pre-emption. 
11. Pew or none. 
12. Nearly all. 
13. It is practicable, and a section or more should be allowed. 
14. No. Yes. 
15. Twenty-five to thirty. 
18. Grazing has considerably reduced it. 
19. They usually fence say 100 acres or mom for pasture. I do not -think they can 
safely confine stock in winter storms. 
20. Yes, if it were safe. 
21. Black Hills. 
23. They destroy it if the land be at all heavily stocked. 
24. No. 
25. Cattle men respect one another's claims and rights. Sheep men are aggressive, 
and drive cattle men back. 
27. I believe the grazing as at present on the public domain a decidedly greater pub-
lic benefit than any sum possible of realization from sale of land, even if it were safe 
or practicable to buy and fence. 
28. I think not. 
Testimony of Ste11hen 1Y. Downey, attorney and counselor-at-law and Delegate iii Congress, 
Laramie City, Wyo. 
LARAL"\IIE CITY, WYO., September 25, 1879. 
DE.AR Sm: I have the honor to invite your attention to some phases of the matter 
of timber cutting upon the public domain, the laws-inhibiting or regulating the same, 
the rulings and regulations of the Interior Department thereupon, and the effect of 
such laws, rulings, and regulations upon the industries and interests of the citizel).s of 
Wyoming Territory. 
You are probably awa,re that Hon. Carl Schurz, Secretary of the Interior, hat3 made 
the discovery and prevention of infractions of the law in this regard and the punish-
ishment of offenders the object of special efforts. 
From the studious and watchful zeal directed toward the conservation of the public 
forest wealth, as manifested by the edicts, agencies, and acts emanating from that de-
partment, have arisen grave apprehensions of unjust, oppressive, and impolitic ex-
actions and restrictions upon the pursuits of our people, of which some appear to be 
without warrant in law, others not to have been contemplated by the national legis-
lature upou the passage of the acts whose requirements are claimed to be enforced, 
and yet others to be clearly usurpations of the functions properly appertaining to the 
Navy Department. 
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In consideration of the latter fact I am specially led to make this communication to 
you, while having in view the general object of placing the matters herein considered 
before one or more of the Cabinet ministers in order that the fullest light may be shed 
upon the subject in case it should arise for the consideration or action of the Cabinet. 
I solicit your special attention to those phase.s of the question involving issues as-
signed by law to the administration of your department. 
All such question8 relating to felling and removing timber from the public domain 
as are now at issue between our people an<l. the Interior Department appear to have 
been originally referred by law to the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy. Sub-
sequent legislation has effected a partial repeal of such law, making special regula-
tions in certain specified States and Territories, assigning the details of these regulations 
to the Interior Department, the most recent of which legislation expressly announced 
the repeal of former law only so far as relates to the specified States and Territories, 
thereby reaffirming the full force of the old statute as to al_l. other States an<l. Teni-
tories. 
In order to a full statement and exposition of the case as regards the letter and spirit 
of the law, official action to be taken, and official discretion to be exercised, it will be 
necessary to advert to the provisions of the old statutes bearing upon the issue, to the 
provisions of subsequent legislation effecting modifications or partial repeal of the 
same, to the imperative wants of the people essential to civilized.existence in Wyoming 
Territory, together with their sources of supply, and to the spirit of the laws and of 
the administration thereof by the government in the past, uniformly fostering the ex-
ploration, settlement, and development of resources of the remote and unoccupied por-
tions of the public domain. 
By act of Congress, approved March 1, 1817, sections 2458 and 2459, Revised Statutes, 
the Secretary of the Navy is authorized to select, and the President to reserve from 
future sales, public lands producing live oak and red cedar, to be appropriated to the 
sole purpose of supplying timber for the Navy of the United States. Other sections 
of the same act provided for punishment of trespass upon timber thus reserved. 
By act approved February 23, 1822, the President is authorized to use the land and 
naval forces of the United States to prevent the destruction and removal of timber in 
the State of Florida, then public unorganized territory. 
By act approved March 2, 1831, entitled "An act to provide for the punishment of 
offenses committed in cutting, destroying, or removing live-oak and other timber or 
trees reserved for naval purposes," it is provided in section 1 in the most definite, 
sweeping, and comprehensive language that certain ::fines and penalties sh~ll be im-
posed upon any person convicted, first, of cutting or wantonly destroying, or aiding or 
procuring to be cut or wantonly destroyed any live-oak, red cedar, or other timber 
reserved pursuant to law for the use of the Navy; second, of removing or aiding or 
procuring to be removed such timber so reserved without competent written author-
~ty, and for the use of the Navy; third, of cutting or removing or of aiding or pro-
curing to be cut or removed any such timber upon other lands of the United States 
with intent to dispose of, use, or employ the same for any other purpose whatever other 
than for the use of the Navy. It is further provided in section 2 of the same act that 
any vessel seized, having on board such timber so cut and removed for the purpose of 
transportation, with the knowledge of the master, owner, or consignee, shall be wholly 
forfeited to the United States; and that the master of the vessel wherein such timber 
has been exported to any foreign country shall b~ fined not less than $1,000. The first 
and second sections of this act appear as sections 2461 and 2462 in the Revised Stat-
utes ; the third section of the same act appears as section 4751 in the Revised S.t::i,tutes, 
the w-0rds "the Secretary of the Navy" being substituted in t,he Revised Statutes for 
the words "the commissioners of the Navy pension fuud," the Secretary of the Navy 
having been made" trustee of the Navy pension fund" by act approved July 10, 1832. 
Section 4751 Revised Statutes suostantially the same, except the substitution above 
recounted, as section 3 in original act of March 2, 1831, is, in full, as follows, viz: 
"All penalties and forfeitures incurred under the provisions of sections 2461, 2462, 
and 2463, title 'The Public Lands,' shall be sued for, recovered, distributed, and ac-
counted for under the directions of the Secretary of the Navy, and shall be paid over 
one-lialf to the informers, if any, or captors where seized, and the other half to the 
Secretary of the Navy for the use of the Navy pension fund; and the Secretary is 
authorized fo mitigate in whole or in part, on such terms and conditions as he deems 
prQper, by an order in writing, any :fine, penalty, or forfeiture so irymrred." 
This act seems deaigned to be a substitute, in a great measure, for the act above 
referred to, approved March 1, 1817, except as to the first two sections of that act still 
retained in section 2458 and 2459 Revised Statutes. 
Before proceeding to subsequent.legh1lation affecting the provisions of the later act 
or restricting their application I desire to comment briefly upon it, because it is that 
under which, by the rulings of the Interior Department, the main issue between cer-
tain officers and agents of that department and the people of Wyoming has been. 
raised. 
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It appears evident from the text that the act was designed to punish trespass upon 
the public timber lands, so far as thereby the sources of supply for the anticipated 
wants of the Navy might be abridged, and for no other purpose; ancl that the Secre-
tary of the Navy (originally the commissioners of the Navy pension fund) should be 
the sole judge of such abridgment, and exercise sole discretion as to what or whether 
any prosecutions should be instituted under the provisions of the act. 
That the institution of proceedings a~inst offenders by officers or agents of the 
Post- Office Department, of the War Department, or of the Interior Department, or 
any otherwise, except by and under the dir.;ctions of the Secretary of the Navy, was 
ever contemplated seems absurd when it is considered that the Secretary of the Navy, 
in whom alone the law, by express provision, :fixes the power to direct such proceed-
ings, has also the power, by equally express provisions, to mitigate, in part or in whole, 
any penalty, forfeiture, or :fine incurred. 
The supposition that this statutory law contemplated any vindication through the 
agency of the Secretary of the. Interior, is sufficiently answered by the fact that the 
office of the Secretary of the Interior had not been created and did not exist at the 
time or the passage of said act. 
The supposition that the powers and discretion given by the act to the Secretary of 
the Navy would have been given to the Secretary of the Interior, bad such office then 
existed, is sufficiently answered by the fact that the office of Commissioner of the 
General Land Office was created in 1812, prior to the passage not only of the act of 
1831 but also of the act of 1817, with powers and duties similar to those now pertain-
ing to said Commissioner, but then in the Treasury Department, and to this officer or 
to the head of his department would have been assigned the discretion given to the 
Secretary of the Navy had the national legislature contemplated such interpretation 
of the law as is now sought to be put upon it by the Secretary of the Interior. 
The substance and strength of the law is the will of the enacting legislature. If 
the body of the act under consideration leaves any doubt as to the purpose of its 
passage, the title seems to set all doubt at rest: "An act to provide for the punish-
ment of offenses committed in cutting, destroying, or removing live-oak and other 
timber or trees reserved for naval purposes." 
The grants made to the various divisions of the Pacific Railroad system rendered 
section 2461 Revised Statutes inoperative, so far as concerned timber procured for the 
construction of said roads. 
'By act approved June 3, ltl78, entitled" An act for the sale of timber lands in the 
States of California, Oregon, Nevada, and in Washington Territory" sales of timber 
lands are authorized under certa.in regulations, and section 4751 rendered inoperative 
in the States and Territory named. 
By act also approved June 3, 1878, entitled "An act authorizing the citizens of Col-
orado, Nevada, and the Territories to fell and remove timber on the public domain for 
mining and domestic purposes," section 4751 Revised Statutes, seems to have been ren-
dered inoperative by implication, though not expressly, as to all mineral lands in the 
States of Colorado and Nevada, and in the Territories of New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, 
Wyoming, Dakota, Idaho, and Montana applying to all persons except railroad cor-
porations, Nevada alone receiving the benefits or burdens, whichever it be, of both 
acts approved June:{, 1878. 
Railroad corporations being expressly excluded from the provisions of the latter act, 
if such exclusion be constitutional, are necessarily excluded from the provisions of the 
third section, as well as of the first and second sections, and as to such corporations sec-
tions 2461 and 4751 Revised Statutes would still be in force, both upon mineral and 
non-mineral lands. Therefore, if I am right in my conclusions above in regard to the 
construction of those two sections, actions against railroad corporations for taking 
timber from the public domain in Wyoming Territory for the construction or mainte-
nance of their roads can legally be instituted by and under the directions of the Sec-
retary of the Navy alone. 
In speaking of the act approved June :.3, 1878, I shall refer to the one named second 
in order above, that being the one which applies to Wyoming. 
In the "Rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior" pursu-
ant to said act, in a circular issued from the Department of the Interior, General Land 
Office, dated August 15, 1878, the Secretary, among other things preliminary to the 
rules, says: "To the end that the mountain sides may not be left denuded and barren 
of the timber and undergrowth necessary to prevent the precipitation of the rainfall 
and melting snows in floods upon the fertile arable lands in the valleys below, thus 
destroying the agricultural and pasturage interests of the mineral and mountainous 
port.ion of the country," &c. (See circular.) 
However solicitous the Secretary may be to guard the interests of the agriculturists 
and herdsmen of Wyoming against the fatal consequences of their own vandalism, 
:mu however reasonable such a setting forth of the grounds and cause of action may 
be, applied to other regions, it seems absurd in its application to Wyoming, the great 
hotly of whose lands, by the decision of the same Interior Department, rendered prior 
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to the issuance of said circular, have been held to be '' desert lands" within the mean-
ing of the" desert-land act," approved March 3, 1877. Yet Wyoming alone, of all the 
eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains, has been chosen by the department as the field 
of active operations for the repression of timber cutting upon the public domain. 
The first rule in said circular announces that section 2461, Revised Statutes, is still 
in force, and that trespassers upon lands not mineral '' will be prosecuted under said 
section." Under whose directions will they be prosecuted f Is the Secretary of the 
Interior the mouth-piece by which the discretion of the Secret ary of the Navy iit to be 
promulgated Y If section 2461 is in force in Wyoming as to all lands not mineral, sec-
tion 4751 is also in equal force, there being nothing in the act of June 3 to the con-
trary. Yet under such rulings, through officers or agents of the Interior Department, 
a demand has been made upon railroad-tie manufacturers, lumber manufacturers, and 
wood dealers for a fine, forfeiture, or stumpage tax for timber taken from the public 
domain, or alleged to have been so taken, prior to June 3, 1878. Through the same 
agency a demand has been made upon lumber manufacturers for a sworn statement of 
the extent of trespass by them committed, as a basis for compounding the offense, ac-
companied by intimations or menaces of some undefined evil to befall upon neglect or 
refusal to furnish such statement; all of which demands, as well as settlements-made 
pursuant to acquiescence therein, and by officers or agents of the Interior Department, 
I claim to be without warrant in law. 
Through the same agency an order has been served upon tie makers, lumber man-
ufacturers, and wood de11lers in Wyoming, inhibiting all further cutting or removal 
of timber, of whatever character or dimensions, from the public lands by them, 
whether such lands be mineral or non-mineral, and whether such timber be dead or 
alive. With this order of inhibition has been ann~unced the adoption as a rule of 
action of the principle that the wood dealer, lumber manufacturer, and tie maker is 
each barred from the pursuit of his vocation by the act approved June 3, 1878-i. e., 
that John Doe being a merchant may shoulder his axe, go and cut from the public 
forest such timber as he may need for fuel, fencing, and buildings, provided the same, 
dead or alive, be not less than eight inches in diameter, or that he may hire the same 
to be done for him, provided the mediate agent be not a wood dealer or lumber man-
ufacturer; but that Richard Roe, a wood dealer, or Henry Jones, a lumber manufact-
urer, may not ant icipate the wants of John Doe and prepare to supply his wants on 
demand, because this would savor of speculation. Such ruling and action based there-
upon I claim never t o have been contemplated by the national legislature upon the 
passage of the act. All organized and systematic business is speculative so far as it 
is based upon ant icipated want . The more accurate anticipations of want are, the 
more successful wi.ll business be. Such a departure from this principle as the ruling 
above stated enjoins is a return toward the primevaJ. and barbarous state, in which 
each man must provide for his own wants by the labor and skill of his own hands. I 
do not know whether or not the agent of the department has transoonded his instruc-
tions in announcing this absurd principle and acting upon it, but I do know that the 
industries mentioned are at a dead standstill, checked by the order referred to, and 
this with the knowled~e of the Commissioner of the General Land Office. At the 
same time no ban is laid upon similar pursuits in the State of Colorado, just south of 
us. If any credence can be placed in the public journals, a dozen or more saw-mills 
have been put in operation within a year in the vicinity of Leadville, all manufact-
uring lumber from timber taken from the public domain. Homes are warmed, food 
prepared, and ores reduced there by fuel taken from the public forests, furnished in 
whole or in part by wood dealers and lumber manufacturers pursuing their vocation. 
Can it be that these operations carried on there, where are operating alert capitalists 
from San Francisco, New York, and London, are less speculative than here, where 
lumber manufacturing has been, and but for the present ban put upon it would now 
be, carried on to a limited extent, and exclusively to supply the ordinary home de-
mand f Whatever the general and ultimate rights of the issue, such discrimination 
against Wyoming as between it and Colorado cannot be justified. 
I do not institute this comparison desiring Colorado to be placed under the same 
ban. On the contrary, I believe the privileges and immunities there accorded and en-
joyed to be in full harmony with the letter and spirit of the law. 
Colorado has made great and praiseworthy progress within the past fifteen years1 
adding much to the credit and wealth of the nation ; a progress which would have 
been utterly impossible without, and is largely due to, repeated and constant viola-
tions of the inhibitions of section 2461 of the Revised Statutes, according to the in-
terpretation of those inhibitions by the Department of the Interior. Many of the 
mineral products of Gilpin County, the first great mining center, could not be utilized 
on account of their refractory nature until the inauguration and successful operation 
of the Boston and Colorado Company's Smelting Works, at Black Hawk, by Professor N. 
P. Hill, now United States Senator from that State. These works probably did more 
to establish the worth of Colorado minerals and the success of Colorado mining, and 
consumed more fuel procured through violation of the inhibitions of section 2461 of 
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the Revised Statutes, than any three other reduction works of Colorado. Nine-tenths 
of all the stamp-mills or other reduction works have been run by steam power, and 
the fuel procured in the same way. Nine-tenths, probably ninety-ninehundredths,of 
all the buildings erected prior to June 3, 1878, were constructed wholly or in part of 
lumber obtained by the same violation. To say that such use of the timber upon the 
public domain was not contemplated, and was wrong and criminal, is to say that the 
progress made in the development of the resources of Colorado, the growth in wealth, 
the increase in population, the establishment of homes, the founding of institutions 
of learning, and the building of churches were not contemplated, and were wrong and 
criminal. Yet all this has been carried on for the last fifteen years, under the eye and 
with the full knowledge and consent of Congressmen, Senators, Cabinet ministers, 
Vice-Presidents, and the President of the United States, who have from time to time 
visited Colorado. With none of these industries, none of thi~ progress, none of this 
settlement and increase of population, the timber of Colorado might as well have 
been put in the moon, so far as any value it would have possessed to the United States 
government or anybody else. It was valuable precisely for the use to which it has 
been devoted, and for no other use. 
The timber of Wyoming is valuable alone for use within Wyoming, or in regions 
immediately adjacent thereto, and sinks in value as that use is obstructed. 
It is a ,fact greatly to be regretted that far more timber is annually blasted and de-
stroyed by the ravages of forest fires than is cut up for use for all purposes to which 
it is deyoted. While I write a fire is raging in the Medicine Bow Mountains, some 
thirt,y-five or forty miles to the west of Laramie City, which has already swept through 
thousands of acres of the heaviest timber, enveloping a region of more than 1,000 
square miles in dense clouds of smoke. The trees thus destroyed in a few weeks would 
have kept all the lumber manufacturers, tie makers, and wood dealers in this portion 
of the Territory occupied for years in supplying the demands of the people, while 
they, upon the order of the agent of the Interior Department, are standing idly by, 
witnessing the destruction by conflagration of what they are not permitted to devote 
by their industry to the uses for which it is chiefly valuable. Such forest fires are of 
almost annual occurrence. In many cases the limitation of their spread is dependent 
upon the presence of timbermen, who, when present, are able to take advantage of 
glades and cut off the progress of the flames. I am informed by Mr. C. H. Bussard, 
who has been one of the leading tie manufacturers in this region, that if he had been 
engaged, with his usual number of employ es, in the region of the present fire, he could 
have checked it before extensiv, damage could have been done. 
The idea, more or less prevaler-'" in the East, that tie-making and lumber manufact-
uring in the Rocky Mountains is a kind of royal road to wealth, is altogether a mis-
take. Few engaging in such i,ursuits gain more than a livelihood; as many fail 
utterly; and, lik~ the maJority of their patrons engaged in other pursuits, they have 
nothing to depend upon but their industry and energies. With few exceptions, we 
are all struggling along on the ragged edge of poverty for an existence; a condition 
not by any means unique or unusual in new and sparsely settled regions. We are 
surrounded by many varied and extensive resources, teeming with the germs of fu-
ture wealth, but yet mainly undeveloped, and we are without the means for present 
development. We need the fostering, not the repressive, hand of government. 
If section 2461, Revised Statutes, is to be construed strictly as maintained by the 
Interior Department, many high officers of the government, upon impartial prosecu-
tion, would fall under like condemnation as the citizens of Wyoming. The War De-
partment has violated and continues to violate, in the most marked and open manner, 
its inhibitions. In Wyoming alone, there are some ten or eleven military forts, con-
structed wholly or in part of timber felled and removed in violation of those inhibi-
tions. The forts which are or have been occupied have been or still are supplied 
with fuel by contractors-violators of the same inhibitions. It is no answer to say 
that such employment of timber is for government use, for the language of the stat-
ute is: "If any person shall cut, or cause or procure to be cut, or aid, assist, or be 
employed in cutting, any live oak, or red cedar trees, or other timber on, or shall re-
move, or cause or· procure to be removed, or aid or assist or be employed in removing, 
any live oak or reel cedar. trees or other timber, from any other lands of the United 
States, acquired or hereafter to be acquired, with intent to export, dispose of, use or 
employ the same in any manner whatsoever other than for the use of the Navy of the 
United States, every such person," &c., &c. The building and heating of a United 
States military fort upon the plains is certainly an employment other than for the use 
of the United States Navy. Upon a strict construction any person, be he Secretary 
of War or General of the Army, who cuts, or removes, or causes or procures to be cut 
or removed from the public domain timber for the use of such forts is obnoxious to 
all the penalties imposed by the statutes as much as the humblest squatter who con-
structs his rude hut or cabin. An offic~r of the government, even the President him-
self, has no more right to violate law and do an act therein characterized as felony 
than has a private citizen. The \Var Department is not alone in the condemnation. 
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The judges of the United States courts, the United States attorneys, United States 
marshals, registers and receivers, and special agents of the Interior Department are all 
sheltered by roofs and warmed by hearths supplied by violation of the said inhibi-
t~o:is, T?e very exclusivepess of the use reserveu in the act of March 2, 1831, no pro-
vision bemg made for any other department of the government, tends to establish the 
interpretation of the act which.I first gave above, and confirms the ruling that what 
fines or penalties, or whether any, shall follow infractions of said inhibitions rests 
wholly with the discretion of the Secretary of the Navy, and that the exercise of that 
di6cretion should depend upon whether or not sources of supply for the anticipated 
wants of the Navy have suffered abridgment. 
To encourage the development of latent resources, the increase of immigration, and 
the expansion of civilization the government has wisely sanctioned the most unre-
strained use of its agricultural resources, its water supply, and its mineral wealth. It 
is difficult to see upon what principle pioneer citizens should be restrained from enjoy-
ing the ample timber resources to the extent required for domestic purposes. Mineral 
wealth, once exhausted, offers no hope of restoration by reproduction where exhausted. 
Quite the contrary is it with timber wealth. Portions of timber land in Colorado, 
entirely denuded in the early days, are now covered by a fine growth of promising young 
trees. The timber of Wyoming would not be exhausted by the uses of the people in 
ten generations. Cut it all oft~ and it will be replaced in three or four generations by 
natural growth. · 
I have allucfod incidentally to the use of timper for railroad purposes. A few words 
directly to that subject: The government thought it expedient, in order to secure the 
construction of the Union Pacific road, not only to devote all necessary timber from 
the public lands to that, purpose, but also to subsidize the enterprise by other grants 
of large proportions. Is the maintenance of the road, with the increased facilities of 
communication which it has brought, and the consequent arrangement and ordering 
oi commercial transportation, of less importance to the government and the people 
than the const ruction i Where, if not from the public domain) shall ties be obtained 7 
Would it be the exercise of a wise discretion to compel their purchase from the Alle-
ghr.ny Mountains and tranE:'portation to Wyoming to keep up a road-bed along or near 
• the forests here 7 All cutting of ties upon any terms from public lands in ·wyoming 
is at present banned by order emanating from t,he Interior Dt.~partment, whether with 
or without warrant of la,v-. Should the question come for decision to the Secretary of 
the Navy, where I think the law clearly JJlaces it, as I have before indicated, would 
absolute prohibition upon any and all terILs be discreet governmental policy 7 The 
United States has an important, direct interest in the economical and successful opera-
tion of the Union Pacific Railroad, which both justice and discretion dictate should be 
permitted, on some reasonable terms, to procure tiee from the forests of Wyoming. 
Jome portions of the timber lands are within railroad limits, and where these are 
yet unsurveycd the company, unu.er present rulings, is practically barred from its own 
as well as from government lalilds. At the same time a largo amount of fuel has been 
t aken from railroad lands, beth for private and government use, and no objection bas 
been made by the company. In view of these facts the prohibition now sought to 
be put in force seems impolitic, and c~n scarcely be characterized as magnanimous. 
The act of June 3, 1878, is objectionable even with the most liberal construction. 
That agriculturists and denizens of towns adjacent to timber growing- on m, 1.eral lands 
should be accommodated with all necessary timber for fnel, building, and other do-
mestic purposes, while similar classes adjacent to timber growing on non-mineral lands 
should be debarred from like privilege, is not ba eel upon any fair, sound doctrine. 
In the first section of the act the words "said lands being mineral and not subject to 
entry under existing laws of the United States1 except for mineml entry,'' should have 
been omitted; and in the second section the word "mineral," befQre the word "land," 
should have been "timber." The act is faulty in other respects, chiefly in its uncer-
tainty and in the possible susceptibility of the interpretation which has been put upon 
it. The faults in the text of the act are, however, as a matter of course chargeable 
only to the enacting legislature, and it is to be hoped will be remedied at the next ses-
sion of Congress either by amendment or repeal of the present and the enactment of a 
better statute. 
During the late extra session of Congress, at an interview with the Secretary of the 
Interior, I represented to him the matters and facts herein considered pretty fully, 
bringing to his attention many points from this omitted, at the same time presenting 
a written request for bis reconsideration of certain features of the" rules anrl. regula-
tions" promulgated from his department, stating in what particulars changes seemed 
desirable, and giving reasons therefor. 
The features which, according to the announced instructions of the special agent of 
the department in Wyoming, would work evil to the citizens and which are especially 
complained of are: First, the prohibition of all persons from felling or removing all 
timber, dead or alive, less than eight inches in diameter; and second, the prohibition of 
mediate operators, such as lumber manufacturers, wood dealers, &c., from prosecuting 
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their vocations for supplying the citizens of the Territory by felling and removing 
timber for building and other domestic purposes. 
The grounds of complaint of the first feature are, that there are immense tracts of 
dead timber, suitable for fuel and fenciug, less than 8 inches in diameter which is 
passing into decay; that thousands of acres of land have been taken up by actual 
settlers, through pre-emption, homesteading, under the desert-land act or otherwise, 
which lands have no timber for fencing or building, Settlers upon these lands have 
had recomse to the mountain forests for building timber and fencing poles. These 
settlers must fence their claims or abandon them. A prohibition of the privilege of 
obtaining fencing poles, whatever the design, results practically as bad faith on the 
part of the government. The fencing poles ordinarily obtained and used range from 
4 to 7 inches in diameter, averaging about 5½, Trees of such size, for such use, are 
more valuable than those of larger size. 
Acts of Congress and rulings of governmental departments cannot alter established 
principles of political economy, among which none is more generally acknowledged and 
none more readily commends itself to quick discomment than the policy of reasonable 
assortment and division of labor. The average settler does not transport a saw-mill 
among his chattels. He must purchase the lumber for his dwelling from him whose 
regular occupation is that of a lumber manufacturer. The average baker is not an 
axman, he must purchase his fuel from the woodman or collier. I have already re-
marked upon this feature of t,he ruling, and need not enlarge upon it. 
At the same interview with the Secretary, I asked and received a promise that, 
whatever course he decided upon in regard to the general, ultimate issue, no action 
should be taken or restrictive measures instituted against the citizens of Wyoming 
that were not also taken or instituted against the citizens of other Territories and 
States where the same laws are in force. According to my recollection, Hon. N. P. 
Hill, United States Senator, and Hon. J. B. Belford, Representative of Colorado; Hon. 
Martin Maginnis, Delegate from Montana, and other gentlemen were present and 
participated in the interview. About the same time I had an interview with Hon. 
Edgar M. Marble, Assistant Attorney-General, Department pf tbe Interior, and several 
interviews with Hon. J. A. Williamson, Commissioner of the General Land Office, upon 
the same subj mt. I refer to these several interviews here merely to show that I took 
what I conceived to be proper and reasonable steps to avert impolitic and oppressive 
restraint menacing the industries of our people by a fair presentation of the case to 
the department moving for such restraint before making any appeal to you or to the 
Cabinet generally. The result of my efforts, both as to promises secured and subse-
quent action, is shown in the foregoing pages. 
It is not my purpose to assail herein the sincerity of the honorable Secretary or of 
any officer or agent of the Interior Department. I am prone to believe the action 
above set forth to be the consequence of a misconception of the real merits of the 
case, but on that account none the less ill-advised and impolitic, and in effect upon 
the citizens of ·wyoming none the less unjust and op11.ressive. 
I therefore ask, in behalf of the people whom I represent, a candid consideration 
by you of the letter and spirit of the laws, and of the facts and issues which I have 
presented, and that you take such official action, as head of the Navy Department and 
as Cabinet minister, for the relief of the citizens of Wyoming from their present dis-
tress as the laws and facts in the case and the history and philosophy of the spread 
and development of civilization in the country shall seem to warrant. 
If the interpretation which I have put upon the act of March 2, 1831, sections 2461, 
2462, and 4751, Revised Statutes, seems to you just, reasonable, and conducive to the 
growth, development, and general prosperity of the regions adjacent to the timber 
lands of Wyoming, where alone such timber is valuable, and to which growth and 
development it is naturally tributary, I ask that, in the capacity of Secretary of the 
Navy, you signify in some effective manner the retention and exercise of the lawful 
functions of your office to the prevention of usurpations of the same by officers or 
agents of the Interior Department, and that you so exercise the discretion given you 
in said act as to foster the prosperity of this region. 
If the interpretation of the act approved June 3, 1878, by the Interior Department 
seems inconsistent with the purpose of the national legislature upon its passage, and 
not conducive to the interests of the people for whose benefit it was passed, I ask 
that, in the oopacity of Cabinet minister', you use reasonable efforts to secure a modi-
fication of the interpretation and rulings and orders based thereupon. 
· Finally, I ask, as a courtesy, that you communicate to me, at as early a day as 
practicable, your views and proposed action, if any, upon the matters herein sub-
mitted. 
I have the honor to remain, with much respect, sincerely yours, 
S. W. DOWNEY. 
Hon. R. w. THOMPSON, 
Secretary of the Navy, Washington, D. C. 
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Testimony of George Ferrie, stock raiser, Fort Steele, Carbon County, Wyoming. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
FORT STEELE, CARBON COUNTY, WYOMING, 
November 19, 1879. 
RESPECTED SIR: Your circular with questions in regard to the public domain has 
been carefully read, and herewith find a few answers : , 
1. George Ferris, on Platte River, 12 miles below Fort Steele; stock raising. 
2. Fourteen years. 
3. Have sought to acquire title to land, but price was too high; land is not sur-
veyed. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. Climate dry and cold; rainfall very light; length of seasons five months; snow-
fall light in the lower valleys, heavy in the mountains, very often 10 feet in depth ; 
supply of water is ample in most of the valleys. 
2. Rainfall mostly in May and June and very limited ; high waters in May and 
June. 
3. There are no crops raised here without irrigation. 
4. Farming will always be very limited in the southern and middle portions of the 
county. 
5. Wheat, barley, oats, and most of the hardy vegetables. 
6. Have not had any experience in irrigation. 
7. Plat te River and its tributaries. 
10. But little water utilized. 
12. Nearly all is pastoral lands. 
13. It is, in amounts not to exceed 10,000 acres. 
14. It should be limited to 10,000 acres, and such laws passed as to prevent parties 
from acquiring title to more than the amount stated. The law should be so enacted 
that in case parties fell heir to lands, thereby giving them an excess of 10,000 acres, 
the excess should be sold within one year's time. 
15. Twenty-five acres. 
16. Four hundred head. 
17. Have no idea. 
18. But little changed. 
19. But little fencing. Yes, 
20. Yes. 
21. Platte River and its tributaries. 
24. No. 
26. Cattle 50 to 20,000 ; sheep up to 3,000. 
28. But little surveyed land at present date. 
Yours, respectfully, 
GEO. FERRIS. 
Testimony of Edward Ivinson,president Wyoming National Bank, Laramie City, Wyo. 
LARAMIE CITY, WYO., November 13, 1879. 
Hon. THOMAS DONALDSON, Public Land Commissioner, Washington, D. C.: 
Your circular sent out under letter dated September 16, 1879, reached me sometime 
since. Upon careful consideration of questions therein presented, to which answers 
are severally required, an~ in view of the limited practical experience which I have 
had in other :fields of industry, I have decided to confine my replies to the timber 
business, answering in order to the questions presented in circular. 
1. The plain lands are almost entirely devoid of timber, while the mountainous dis-
tricts are in the main well timbered, principally with evergreen trees, consisting of 
pine, spruce, fir, hemlock, and cedar; with aspen, cottonwood, and willow in the lowet 
gulches, and being of slower growth than the timber in regions less elevated above 
sea-level. The percenta,ge of choice lumber produced is very small, not because it is 
less durable than easterrr lumber of the same woods, but because more knotty, windiei 
in grain, and hence less susceptible of fine :finish. For floors of bridges, stores, un-
carpeted public offices, bar-rooms, &c., native :flooring is ·said to outwear eastern floor• 
ing, even walnut and ash. 
2. Few trees have been planted in this Territory, except for ornamental and shade 
trees, and these are for the most part native forest trees. 
3. In my judgment the government timber lands of the Rocky Mountain region 
should not be disposed of to purchasers at the present time, but should be held by the 
36 LC 
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government for the use of settlers upon agricultural lands as required by them, as 
inducements to settle and improve adjacent regions, which lack many attractions 
possessed by eastern prairie lands, and present to settlers many asperities from which 
more eastern regions are free. Strictly clear lumber, as before intimated, is produced 
here only in very limited quantities, large quantities of eastern lumber being im-
ported for the use of our people. Exportation of the Rocky Mountain lumber is 
impracticable from the fact that there is no demand for it abroad at the necessary 
cost of manufacture here, increased by cost of transportation. It is therefore only 
available for the use of settlers in the regions near the mountain forests, antl for the 
industries and enterprises in which they are engaged. A division or parceling of the 
timber lands among the settlers, by grant, purchase, or otherwise is impracticable, the 
timber being aggregated in large tracts at an average distance of probably twenty-five 
miles from settlers' homes, precluding that constant supervision essential to the protec-
tion of individual property rights in newly and sparsely settled regions. Parties engaged 
in the mining and reduction of ores, and settlers on tracts immediately adjacent to tim-
ber lauds, would have inducements to purchase in small lots. Apart from these, ex-
cept for speculative purposes, there are practically no inducements to purchase tim-
ber lands. Regulations for parceling and selling would foster just the speculations 
which the Interior Department professes to have been guarding against during the 
past year. If the government determines upon allowing no timber to be used from 
the public domain without the return of revenue, some discreet regulations for the 
payment of royalty would, in my opinion, be more ~onducive to the interests of the 
government, and of the people in this region, than any regulations for the parceling 
or sale of lands. 
4. No; not so far as Wyoming is concerned, but if the government determines upon 
selling the timber lands, a close classification of timber lands, both as to character and 
quality of timber and as to the amount borne per aero, would be not only expedient 
but necessary to an equitable disposal. · 
5. There is a second and thrifty growth both in districts burned over and in those 
chopped off. Could fires be stopped entirely the timber would be sufficient to last for 
the ordinary purposes of the region for ten- generations. Cut it all off and it would be 
restored by spontaneous growth in three or four generations. 
6. 'I'he origin of forest fires is difficult to ascertain in many cases. V~ry extensive 
fires in Northern Colorado this season have been started by the Ute Indians, de~troying 
more timber probably than has been cut in Wyoming since its first settlement for all 
the ordinary uses of civilized life. Other very destructive fires are kindled through 
the wanton vandalism or culpable negligence of tramps, hunters, and travelers; yet 
others are started by lightning :flashes. 'I'he timber annually used is probably not ten 
per cent. of that anmtally destroyed by fire. In my judgment heavy penalties should 
be imposed by law upon any person who starts a forest fire even by culpable neglect. 
Proof of guilt would be difficult, but a few examples upon clear proof would have a 
salutary effect in deterring others from the commission of similar offenses. 
7. Depredations for the uses of life, amounting to infractions of law, have, in my 
opinion, been made very rarely if at all in this part of the country. Section 2461 of 
the United States Revised Statutes, under the provisions of which it is proposed by 
officers of the Interior Department to punish depredators, seems to be better remem-
bered than section 4751, which is part of the same act of Congress, approved March 2, 
1831, entitled" An act to provide for the punishment of offenses committed in cutting, 
destroying, or removing live oak and ot,her timber or trees reserved for naval pur-
poses." 'I'he last-named section provides that no suit shall be brought for fines, pen-
alties, and forfeitures incurred under section 2461, and other sections of the same act 
of Congress, except under the direction of the Secretary of the Navy, who is expressly 
authorized to mitigate, in whole or in part, fines, forfeitures, and penalties so incurred. 
At the time of the passage of the said act the Interior Department had not been cre-
ated, but the office of Commissioner of the General Land Office had been created in 
1812, with similar functions to those now pertaining to that office, being then a bureau 
of the Treasury Department. To the Commissioner of the General Land Office would 
ha,e been given the discretion upon t,imber depredations and the punishment thereof, 
by the sai<l. act of Congress, instead of to the Secretary of the Navy, if the view now 
promulgated by the Interior Department had then obtained with the Congress that 
enacted the law. The Rocky Mountain timber regions were scarcely known at the 
time of the passage of the act in question, but the live oak and red cedar timber of the 
Gulf region were suffering depredations by speculators, and the evident design of the 
act was to punish infractions so far, and only so far, as the same should deplete the 
sources of supply for the anticipated wants of the Navy. Unless it can be shown that 
the timber here used in the building of homes, in the fencing of farms, and the supply 
of fuel (the two latter being taken mainly from the dead timuer), has cut short the 
sources of supply for the anticipated wants of the Navy, I am not aware of infractions 
of la-w through forest depredations for the uses of civilized life. No legislation, in my 
judgment, is necessary to prevent such use of timber. On the contrary, it should be 
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as free as the grass on the plains for the fattening of herds, the water of the streams 
for refreshing the soil, and the monntain elk for food. 
8. The custom is to cnt and use such timber from the forests of the public domain as 
is required for lmildiog, mining, fencing-, and other industrial pursuits. The same opin-
ion obtains relative to the ownership of felled timber as is held in regard to gold taken 
from placer gronm1, quartz from lodes, grass cut from plains converted into hay for sale 
to the government., and others, to wit: that it is and of right ought to be the property 
of him whose indnstry has created the value. The business of tie-making, lumber 
manufacturing, wootl-chopping and the delivery of same to consumers in this Rocky 
1Ionntain region, are no royal roads to wealth, but constitute some of the few fields of 
enterpri~e upon which inclnstrious pioneers can win a livelihood. Their relation to 
the gene al government is not unlike that of the self-exiled passengers of the May-
flower to the home governmAnt of Englancl. when they stood amid the primeval for-
ests of 1fai".saclrnsetts. The British King and court of London then held as eminent 
domain over those forests as the American President and Cabinet at Washington now 
]10W overt 110 forests of "\Vyoming. Had the same ban there and then been put upon the 
woor1niau11:1 ax tha,t seeks to guard our forests here, the fathers of American liberty 
wonlt1 have found. therein graver cause for rebellion than is recorded in the pages of 
historr. 
9. The enforcement of restrictive laws upon the use of timber on the public domain, 
except iu maritime parts of tbo couutry, would seem to pertain to the Department of 
the Interior, rather than to the Depart,ment of tho Navy; if indeed such laws and 
their enforcement are deemed polittc. Believing such restrictions to be impolitic, un-
just, unnecessary, and oppressive, and in their rigid enfotcement certain to result in 
the restricLion of tho settlement, growth, development, and prosperity of regions ad-
jacent to the Rocky Mountain timber lands, where and for which this timber is alone 
valnable, I should regard the least rigid enforcement of such restrictive laws as the most 
desirable administ~ation. 
With much respect, your obedient servant, 
EDWARD !VINSON, 
President Wyoming Na.tional Bank. 
Testimony of E. Nagle, merchant,-- Cheyenne, Wyo. 
HON, COMMISSIONER PUBLIC LAND OFFICE, • 
Interior Department, Washington City, D. C. : 
DEAR SIR: Inclosed circular handed me through Hon. Thomas Sturgis, this city, 
with request to reply. Hereto I have the honor to attach answers in part, applicable 
to pastoral land embraced in the southeastern portion of Wyoming Territory. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
E.NAGLE. 
AGRICULTURE. 
3. None. 
4. Not sufficient water to cultivate over one acre to each 100 acres. 
5. Nothing excepting hay and a few early vegetables. 
7. Limited supply of water in this county for irrigation, excepting a few miles on 
the Luramie River and North Platte. 
10. Very little land taken np in this country; none for cultivation excepting for hay 
lands. 
12. Nine-tenths, exclusive of the timber and mineral land. 
13. It is not practicable to locate homestead or pre-emptions on these lands except 
for grazing purposes. Any pre-emption granted should grant at least 25 acres of land 
to each head of cattle the pre-emptor may own, with privilege to pre-empt extra for 
the increase of his herd. His taxable number wou]d not give land enough from the 
fact that property is not taxed over 60 per cent. of its number or value in this section. 
If pre-empted he should be allowed to pre-empt 25 acres per head he may actually 
own and have on the land at time of filing his intentions, and also 15 to 25 acres per 
head as a limit to his right to increase his herd. The price must be nominal, with a, 
reasonable time allowed for the taking u-p of his location and patent for the land. The 
cattle business will not admit of high-priced land, and it is doubtful if it can be suc-
cessful on all sections at any price if title is granted for nothing. 
14. It will be disastrous to the cattle interest and the Territory to put these lands 
into market exoepting to actual oceupa.nts, and then should be limited to the number 
of head of cattle, sheep, or horses he may actually own or have in his control. 
15. This can be answered indefinitely only. Reason: that pre-emptors or locators 
will probably be required to locate in solid tracts that he may now be grazing upon; 
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for instance, a person owns 50 head of cattle and has a right to locate 25 acres per 
head, this makes but 1,250 acres, which if taken on valley or bottom land, he will get, 
say one-half of choice grass lands, while a party owning 5,000 head, at 25 acres per 
head, gives 125,000, and may not get 500 acres of choice bottom grass lands and several 
thousand acres which is of no value at all for any purpose whatever. I fix the entire 
county on a basis of 25 acres per head, while the best grass or meadow lands, which is 
limited, will not require over 10 acres. But the millions of acres of upland are of no 
value unless a portion of bottom lands can accompany them for hay purposes. 
18. Grass is diminishing by grazing and tramping of stock. 
19. Do not fence. It will be an experiment to fence the cattle ranges. Opinions 
differ in regard to fencing. Locations are different; some can fence without fear of 
loss, while others will probably prove fatal. 
20. Herds will be improved from the fact that it will be the best interest of the 
grower. 
21. Limited; large tracts are too far from water to graze on. 
24. Sheep and cattle will not graze on the same lands at the same time. 
27. I deem it to the best interest of the stock growers at present for the lands to 
remain as they are; but if the government desires to part with the title to these lands 
they should be sold at -very low price-say 5 cents per acre-to actual occupants only 
or by pre-emption, allowing each occupant to locate his present range as near as pos-
sible, conflicting rights or disputes to be settled by the land office; a law compelling 
locators to join fence and pay each their equitable proportion; no damages to be 
allowed for trespass <luring storms in winter; the lands taken by sections where sur-
veyed in direction and location as his present ranch or claim; the surveyor-general of 
the Territory to set aside what is to be classed as timber and mineral lands from the 
pastoral lands where the lands are surveyed; where unsurveyed, they to be classed 
by the surveyors at the time of making the surveys. 
If the government desires to derive revenue only, then allow occupants to locate the 
same as by pre-emption, giving them the privilege to pay for same at a set price or 
pay an annual rental per acre, giving a lease for not less than fifteen years or over 
twenty years. · 
I think the most equitable mode of rental will be to tax each person so much annu-
ally per head for cattle running at large on the public domain; at the same time ex-
tend the right to location or pre-emption to those who may choose to avail themselves 
of the privilege to purchase. 
Timber lands should never be sold in any manner; title should remain with the gov-
ernment and give away or sell the timber to occupants of the Territory only. 
Testimony of William, K. Sloan, mining, snielting, charcoal, and lumber manufacturer, Hil-
liard, Uintah County, Wyoniing. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found on sheet fac-
ing page 1. 
1. Wm. K. Sloan, Hilliard, Uintah County, Wyoming; mining, smelting, charcoal, and 
lumber manufacturer. 
2. Seven years. 
3. I have. By pre-emption and under the desert-land act. 
5. Have had no difficulty in procuring title to my land. 
7. The conformation of this county is hilly in the central and eastern portions and 
mountainous in the northern and southern parts; principally pastoral in the central, 
interspersed with coal fields; in the north and south parts a stunted growth of timber; 
in the mountains mineral in small quantities has been discovered in nearly all the 
mountain ranges; the agricultural portion is very small. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Long, cold winters; short, cool summers; little rainfall; frost to July 1 and from 
September 1 with few exceptions. 
2. The larger streams are usually at their highest stage in June, and after that fall 
rapidly, but furnish ample water for all irrigating purposes. 
TIMBER. 
1. The section of country situate south of the Union Pacific Railroad on the head of 
Bear River and its tributaries contains about 50,000 acres of timber, principally white 
spruce and quaking aspen of stunted growth, rarely exceeding 14 inches in diameter 
at the base of tree. Very little if any could be used or considered clear logs. 
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2. No trees have been planted except cottonwoods, and of those but few; other trees 
such as black locust and box elders might grow if properly cultivated, but on account 
of altitude their growth .would be slow. 
3. By giving free to all settlers all timber that they may require for use for fuel, build-
ing, fencing, mining, smelting, and manufacturing purposes, when not exported out-
side the Territories-provided no growing timber is cut or used measuring less than 
six inches in diameter for other than agricultural purposes, like fencing, &c. It would 
undoubtedly be advantageous for the second growth of .a,11 timber to have dead and 
fallen timber removed as speedily as possible and thus avoid to a great extent the fu-
ture destruction by fire of the young timber. Many thousand acres of young pines and 
quaking aspen have been destroyed by fire this past season in this section that could 
have been saved bad it not been for the masses of dead timber interspersed through it; 
there is more than enough of such timber in Wyoming and Utah that could be used 
for fuel, charcoal, or fencing in the next ten years, or prior to its becoming worthless 
by decay. The use of such timber most certainly should be accorded free. I have no 
hesitancy in saying that the want of good growing timber is too keenly felt by the 
settlers of these Territories to permit of their firing it in order to avoid the payment 
of stumpage or other tax. 
If it is deemed to the interest of the government that timber should be paid for by 
the poor ancl half-starved pioneers and settlers of the Territories when used for the 
purpose of building up these Territories and making them habitable-in that case 
charge a low stumpage tax, say not to exceed 50 cents per foot, on saw-logs eight 
inches in diameter and over, and 10 cents per cord for wood, but permit no green or 
growing timber to be cut under 6 inches in diameter unless for fencing purposes. The 
sale or lease of timber lands in the Territories would tend to a monopoly in some sec-
tions of the Territories if not in all. 
4. Would not classify the different kinds of forest lands in manner of disposition, 
&c. The quality of the timber and its accessibility changes in every county and 
canon, and could not be fairly classifierl. 
5. There is usually one-third spruce and two-thirds quaking aspen as second growth 
where timber has been burned off, and think there would be the same result where 
timber has been felled; should think it would require twenty-five to thirty years for 
a spruce to acquire the diameter of ten inches. 
6. Forest fires are started generally from two causes: 1st. Indian hunting parties, 
who start fires for the purpose of driving game and a natural love all Indians have for 
setting fire to grass or timber when passing over or through it. 2d. Through culpable 
negligence on the part of white hunters and fishing parties leaving their camp-fires un-
extinguished. Extent of fires: I should estimate that two-thirds of the timber in this 
belt has either been destroyed or killed by fires during the paat summer, they having 
been unusually destructive, caused by extreme drouth. Prevention: keep Indians 
on their reservations. Make and enforce very severe laws against the whites, say two 
Cir three years in penitentiary and $500 fine for starting such fires, accident or careless-
ness not to be considered an excuse. Two or three prosecutions under such a law 
would effect a cure or tend to make transient campers more careful. 
7. To my knowledge there has been no willful destruction or waste of timber in 
either of the Territories of Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, or Montana. In cutting 
saw-logs and railroad ties tree tops are left, proving destructive to the growing timber 
if left on the ground. In case a fire should break out I would make it obligatory on 
persons cutting logs or ties to clean up debris by cording up that portion suitable for 
fuel and destroying ti.le brush. 
8. Logs, ties, and wood are usually cut and delivered by parties who make that their 
business, and sold to railroad companies, saw-mills, mine owners, smelting works, char-
coal manufacturers, agriculturists, in fact to nearly all consumers. Timber: pine and 
aspen, is not often to be had near place of consumption, nor does it grow nearer than 
from thirty to fifty miles from arable lands, in most cases over that distance. The 
ownership of timber, wood, ties, &c., is exclusively in the parties who fell it, until de-
livered to the party contracting for same. 
9. I think that the control or management of the public timber lands, under the law, 
should be placed in the hands of the district land officers, with power to employ an 
efficient and capable man or men acquainted with the timber business and the country, 
to act as supervisors of the timber sections on behalf of the government, and see that 
the laws in regard to the cutting and preservation of young timber are complied 
with, and in case a stumpage or other tax law is to be enf~rced on timber cut, it shall 
be the duty of such appointee of the local land officers to exa.mino into the correctness 
of the returns made by parties cutting timber; and it shall also be a part of his duty 
to act as a patrol or detective in case of fires being started in bis timber district, with 
a view to punish the offenders. 
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Testimony of George R, Thonias, register of the land office, eastern district of Wyoming. 
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE, 
Cheyenne, Wyo., Nove1nber 14, 1879. 
DEAR Srn: In accordance with your desire I give my views and facts in relation to 
Wyoming, more especially in the workings of the land system and the industries rel-
ative to it. I would refer, in the :first place, to the circular sent t D me by the Public 
Land Commission, the questions in which I will in part answer to the best of my 
information. As register of the land office for the eastern district of Wyoming, my 
jurisdiction extends over one-half of the Territory, or from the eastern llounda,ry of 
the Territory west to the 108th meridian. 
In a residence in the Territory for the past ten years, part of the time in the ca-
pacity of a United States deputy surveyor, I have had occasion to visit a greater 
part of our Territory, and in discharging the duties of my office have become familiar 
with the views held by the settlers on the public lands, and what would seem to me 
as injudiciousness in some of the laws relating thereto. In Wyoming, where the 
greater part of the land is of such a character as to be classed as desert land, it strikes 
me the requirements to obtain title should not be as stringent as in more populous 
and fertile States, for the land at best in these thinly settled regions cannot be worth 
more than the government asks; yet the settler, to procure a title, even at the price, 
is put to a large amount of trouble and expense, especially in making his final proof. 
He must bring two witnesses, sometimes several hundred miles, to certify as to his 
improvements. He must advertise his intention to make final proof and name a day 
after the expiration of thirty days that he will be at the land office with two specified 
witnesses. It often occurs that the witnesses specified cannot be obtained at the time 
named, or are unable to go perhaps a hundred miles or more to some officer before 
whom their depositions can be taken, thereby laying the applicant liable to delay and 
fresh expense in procuring other witnesses and advertising. 
The desert act of March 3, 1877, meets a great want, inasmuch as the settler can 
perfect a title on unsurveyed land, for a greater part nf nur Tndtory is as yet nnsnr-
veyed, and with the small appropriation doled out but little progress takes place 
each year. This law gives an impetus to settlement, whereas under previous laws 
the settler was loath to make permanent or costly improvements on land to which 
the title was indefinitely postponed. Yet there is in this, like the other laws, one 
common and just complaint against the stringency required on final proof. One 
of the principal features in the physical structure of our Territory is the small 
amount of first or bottom land proper. Our streams coursing along the prairie cut 
deep, and the generally very narrow and irregular strips of bottom land are hemmed 
by higher bench lands or chains of r0lling bluffs, so that a claim of 640 acres must 
necessarily be made up in a great part by these higher lands, to which irrigation 
could not be brought, which would fail in a compliance to the letter of the law. 
All of these lands, outside of a small portion borilering on streams, are of no 
utility but for grazing purposes. The grasses, of unsurpassed nutritiousness, depen~ 
for growth mainly on our late snows and spring showers. · Oftentimes onr dry 
seasons give but a scanty growth ere the curin~ process commences, stunting growth 
and yielding a scant supply of feed. And for this class of land, with its one redeem-
ing trait, stock-feed, it seems to me government receives a very full compensation, the 
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, without making requisite the foll irrigation of 
the tract-in fact, an impracticable demand in many cases. Say, require the irriga-
tion of one-']_uarter, or 1130 acres, and I think the law would Le of more equal s.it isfac-
tion, and the government obtain the full value for much more land. In regard to the 
final proof required upon this class of entries I have often heard men say, "If I have 
to answer all of those questions I will let the land alone, for it is not worth over one 
dollar and twenty-five cents per acre after I improve it." Parties have said to me 
that they had rather Luy of the settler that had obtained a pa.tent for land than to 
fulfill all the requirements of the laws; yet these very men were probably contemplat-
ing the erection of several thousand dollars' worth of improvements. But their resi-
dence was in some town, distant from the land, and they did not want to fulfill the 
requirements of the homestead or pre-emption law by living on this land, merely to be 
granted the privilege of paying to the government the full value of the land. 
The pastoral homestead law, yet one of the things to be, I should judge 90 per cent. 
of the stockmen would fervently wish it to remain in that innocent condition for some 
future generation to give it the breath of life. If by the wish of the stockmen it is to 
be it will never become a law. Only a few hours since one of the most prominent of 
our sheep men said, "If the law passes my sheep business is over, and it will be my 
first endeavor to sell out." I understand from conversing with them that the most 
prominent of our cattle men are also strongly opposed to the law. A meeting bas 
been called by the secretary of the stock association for Tuesday evening, November 
18, to discuss this question, and the opinions as gathered I will add to this before it is 
mailed. 
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I believe the present system of public-land surveys is as perfect as it can be 
made, with the exception of a few more requirements by the surveyors-general as re-
gards tbe marking of lines and a more careful and frequent inspection to see that their 
instructions are complied with and the work carefully done. I am fully convinced 
that the surveyors-general should have a practical 'knowledge of surveying, for at pres-
ent many of the offices are filled by men who have not the most shadowy idea even 
how to conduct a government survey, and in the smallest particulars have to depend 
entirely on the greater competency of subordinates. In the case of most of the sur-
veyors-general a personal inspection of the work of their deputies would not enlighten 
them to any great extent, particularly as to whether the lines were properly run or not. 
The deputy, therefore, has nothing to inspire him to good work but his own conscience. 
Registers and receivers should receive a salary of not less than $1,500 to each, and 
should by all means be allowed office rent, fuel, and incidental expenses; abolish fees, 
may be, except in contested cases, when the officers should be allowed as much as now, 
or more, for reducing testimony to writing. In most cases the amount allowed is hardly 
sufficient to pay a stenographer or clerk, whose services on such occasions are most 
urgently required. 
Patents for public lands should issue in the regular order in which final payments 
are made, and should be returned to patentee, after final papers are perfected, with 
more promptness. 
More prompt attention should be given by the department to communications re-
ceived from the registers and receivers. 
Expired filings of all kinds should be canceled at the expiration of one year after 
limitation of same, and not, as now, compel the second filer to obtain the relinquish-
ment of a filing that bas been dead by limitation perhaps two or three years. 
In regard to the felling and removing of timber upon the public lands, I think the 
stumpage law as it is should be modified so that the rate for railroad ties should be 
doubled and the restrictions upon the chopping of cord-wood removed. Make a pen-
alty for using green timber for such purposes. By such a law the timber land would 
be cleared of all fallen timber,"witb which our hillsides are covered, and thereby in a, 
great measure prevent the spread of fire, which is so destructive not only to large 
timber but to the young trees that are everywhere springing up along the mountain-
sides. The choppers, as a rule, use only dead and fallen timber for cord-wood, as it is 
much lighter to haul and more preferable to the consumer. 
Very respectfully, 
GEORGE R. THOMAS. 
THOMAS DONALDSON, Esq., 
Commissioner on Pnblic Lands, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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APPENDIX A. 
ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY RECEIVED BY THE PUBLIC LAND COMMISSION 
SINCE DECEMBER 15, 1879, AT WHICH DATE THE PRINCIPAL MASS OF 
TESTIMONY WAS SENT TO PRESS. 
Testimony of R. C. Hopkins, Ttwson, Ariz., on the Spanish laws of 1761 and 1789, relative 
to i?'rigation in the western provinces of Mexico. 
TUCSON, January 4, 1880. 
DEAR Srn: Your note of inquiry just received. The general regulations for the 
measurement of water, published in 1761, declare: 
That the regalia, according to the common and rigorous acceptation of the term, is 
the right of eminent domain, which pertains to the monarch, in properties vagrant, 
shipwrecked, intestate, waters, lands, and mines; and that, therefore, the prince 
alone has the right to distribute the waters. 
In 1789 instructions were issued by the comandante general of the western province 
of Mexico for the establishment of the new pueblo of Petic (Hermosillo) in the province 
of Sonora; which instrnctions were to be observed in the establishment of all pueblos 
within the jurisdiction of the comandancia general, which jurisdiction embraced all 
the western provinces of the vice-royalty of Mexico, including California. These in-
structions were approved by the King and direct as follows : 
ART. 6. The tract of four square leagues granted to the new settlement (pueblo) 
being measured, its pastures, woodst water privileges, huntings, :fisheries, stone quar-
ries, (fruit) trees, &c., shall be for the benefit of the Spaniards and Indians residing 
within the territory measured off. 
ART. 19. Irrigation being the principal means of fertilizing the lands, and that 
which most conduces to the increase of the settlement, the commissioner ( appointed for 
that purpose) shall take particular care to distribute the waters so that all the ]ands 
susceptible to irrigation may partake of the benefits thereof, especially during the 
spring and summer seasons when irrigation is most required, in order to insure good 
crops, for which purpose, availing himself of the services of skillful and intelligent per-
sons, he shall divide the territory (to be irrigated) into districts, markin~ out to each 
one a trench or ditch, starting from the main source, which may carry sufficient water 
for the irrigation of the tract for which it is intended, in order t,hat each settler may 
know the ditch by means of which his tract ofland is to be irrigated, so that he can-
not and shall not have the power to take the water belonging to another, nor a greater 
quantity than may belong to his tract of land. 
ART. 20. In order tha,t the settlers may enjoy equitably the benefit of the waters, in 
proportion to the need of their crops, there shall be named annually, by the ayunta-
miento (town councH), one alcalde, or "mandador," for each water ditch, in whose 
charge shall be the distribution of the water to the different tracts to be irrigated, in 
proportion to the necessities of the lands; the alcalde to publish a list of the owners 
of the lands to be irrigated, and the hours of the day or night at which the respective 
tracts were to be irrigated; io the end that, from the carelessness or indolence of the 
owners, lands might not be without irrigation at the proper time, which, besides 
working private damage, would result in an injury to the community. To avoid this 
the alcalde of each water ditch shall keep a peon or servant, who, knowing the hour 
of the day or night clesignated for the irrigation of each tract or corn-field., shall, when 
the owner fails to do so, take care to irrigate the tract at the proper time; for which 
labor ho shall be paid by the owner of t,he tract irrigatecl the just value of bis labor, 
the smn to be regulated by the commissioner or by a judicial officer. 
ART. 21. The repairs and cleansing of the main ditch to be at the expense of the 
community, and this work to be done at such times as the commissioner and town 
council may designate, each settler giving his personal labor toward the same, or pay-
ing a reasonable assessment. 
The foregoing instructions aml regulations are based upon laws from time to time 
passed for the government of tlie Spanish Indies. 
In arid countries, such as a large portion of Spanish America, water for purposes of 
irrigation is an element of the greatest imporfance; hence, the laws of Spain in rela-
tion to the use a.nu distribution thereof were exceedingly exact and stringent. The 
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use of the water belonged to the riparian lands, which could not be deprived thereof. 
It was an element pertaining to the land of which it could not be divested, the use 
and distribution thereof being under the control of officers appointed under the law, 
whose duties were to see that each _tract of irrigable land received all the water to 
which it was entitled; and even when the owner of the land neglected to supply the 
same with water, the land received it through the ministration of guardians appointed 
for that purpose. 
Very respectfully, your friend, &c., 
R. C. HOPKINS. 
J. W. POWELL, Esq., Washington. 
Testimony of C. Bielawski, draughtsrnan, surveyor-general's office of California, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., relative to present system of surveys, contract system, inspector of surveys, cost 
of surveys, townships surveyed, permanent monuments, Spanish grants, Mex-ican grants, 
triangulation siwvey, ancl topography. 
C. BIELASKI, draughtsman United States surveyor-general's office of Californfa, 
testified at San Francisco, October 16, 1879, as follows : . 
I was a military engineer until 1871, when I came to this country. 
Q1;1.estion. Give us your ideas of what should be done to make more perfect the present 
system of survey, and what methods you would devise to make more accurate topog-
raphy and definiteness of description.-Answer. From my experience I am led to be-
lieve that by following and properly executing the instructions of the present system, 
it would give a sufficiently accurate result in every respect, both as to surveying and 
topography. I believe that in running around a square mile of country a surveyor 
would have plenty of chances to get a distinct topography of that one square mile. 
Q. What do you think as to abolishing the contract system and substituting a wage 
system ?-A. I think that would give better results, but it would be at least three or 
;four times more expensive than at present. I would suggest the keeping of the pr~.sent 
system under better control. I would control it by an inspector or inspectors of sur-
veys, who would inspect the work before it is paid for. I believe it is so in the Eng-
lish system. He should not be amenable to the surveyor-general, but should be an 
independent officer. 
Q. Do you think the present prices adequate ?-A. I do not think the present price 
adequate in some parts of the country. In . the mountain ranges it is not. The sur-
veyor-general can order a higher price· if he thinks it is best. 
Q. Do the exterior lines cost more than the other lines ?-A. The government al-
lows two prices, and the higher prices are not adequate in some tracts. In large 
tracts, all together, the surveyor might do well ; but if a man has to go to the expense 
of preparing to survey a single township, it is very seldom that he will make any 
money out of it. . 
Q. How many townships have been surveyed in California ~-A. I should say 3,000. 
Q. Out of thos~ 3,000 townships, do you know how many of them are settled f-A. 
Well, I should say that two-thirds are partly settled, and the other third perhaps not. 
Q. Are these 3,000 townships subdivided ?-A. A good many of them; a good many 
of them on the borders of streams have been subdivided, wherever valuable land has 
been found. 
Q. Don't you think the surveyor should be permitted to give all possible informa-
tion to settlers ?-A. I should think so. 
Q. What can you suggest in regard to more permanent monuments or stakes, or 
distinctions of any character to make surveys more permanent; and is not there a ne-
cessity for more permanent monume:µ.ts ?-A. We have here surveys made twenty-five 
or thirty years ago, and when surveyors now go there, they can trace all the lines very 
well. That is, on the plains and mountain lands, we have surveys north and south, 
and if properly executed, they will last thirty or forty years. Some corners have been 
mischievously destroyed, but if properly executed, I believe the surveys would last a 
long time. 
Q. Have you had charge of making the maps of the Spanish grants ?-A. I am not 
chief d.Taugbtsman. I used to have charge, but I have not now. 
Q. Do you know of any of these grants having grown in a night over the original 
grant of the alcalcle? Have they enlarged and any exterior lines been taken in ?--A. 
I cannot answer of my own knowledge. I have heard of some such things. 
Q. Do you think that this question of Mexican grants should be settlerl. ?-A. Yes, 
they should be, but I don't think there are many left unsurveyed. In fact, I think 
very few remain m1surveyed. The government ought to confirm the titles at once 
and get rid of the whole subject. · 
Q. Have you any further suggestions to make? For instance, would you not put a 
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clause in tbe law to authorize triangulation if it was, in tbe judgment of the surveyor 
best to uso it f-A. They are allowed triangulation now. If the United States would 
make an accurate triangulation survey and let the United States land surveys be con-
nected with it, I think it would be well, so that wo could make a good map of the 
United States. The deputy surveyors are allowed fifty chains per mile, by way of 
mistakes. By having connections with real good triangulation points those errors 
could be discarded and a very good and useful map be made of the country; but as to 
the present system, I consider that if they are surveyed by solar compass in a good, 
faithful way, I think our surveys can be made very nicely. I believe it is not the 
duty of the United States to furnish an exact topographical map, but to plainly sub-
divide the lands by lines, so that every farmer and settler can go there and hunt up 
the land he wants and occupy it. As to further improvement in the topography, it is 
the duty of the State to do that. We have here in ·this State very nice county maps. 
These maps will be made in time everywhere when the country is settled. Just as it 
is the duty of the State (to whose interest it is to know all its resources) to make 
geological and valuation surveys, so it is the duty of the general government to parcel 
the land for sale with topography enough for identification. 
Testimony of Charles W. Cross, attorney, Nevada City, Cal., on lode claims and placer 
claims. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
1. Charles W. Cross, attorney, Nevada City. 
2. Seven yearEl. 
3. No. 
4. A considerable practice in obtaining United States land patents. 
5. Mineral patents from one to three years. 
6. From one hundred to four hundred dollars, besides price of land. 
7. Mountainous. Mostly mineral and timber lands. 
9. The present system is good enough. 
10. The desert-land law should be repealed. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Several years of active practice in mining litigation and patents. 
2. It is a very common complaint that applications for mineral patents move too 
slowly in the department at Washington. 
3. The present practice is probably best calculated to protect all parties in interest, 
and has caused no trouble in this vicinity. 
4. The apex of a vein is the vein at the surface. When a lode has been developed 
sufficiently to show it's worth, locating those facts can be sufficiently determined for 
ordinary purposes of location and record. 
5. The present law as to locations works well; it would work better if .more partic-
ularly observed. 
6. No. It prevents both litigation and injustice, as.it makes floating of claims quite 
impossible. 
7. Yes; but under the presen.t law the rights of the respective parties are easily de-
termined. 
8. No ; not under the act of Congress. 
9. Not in this vicinity, but 600 feet in width often includes several distinct and val-
uable ledges. 
10. Seldom. 
11. Don't know. 
12. Have never known of such a case. 
13. Not in this vicinity, under the act of Congress. When such litigation arises, it 
is usually from claims dating prior to the act of 1866. 
14. Tha.t is the most important provision of all; the reasons are obvious to those who 
are well acquainted with lode mining. 
15. No. 
16. Stake off or mark boundaries, post and record a notice clearly defining the loca-
tion and boundaries. 
17. No. 
18. Not where the records are kept with other land-title records. Local mining rec-
ords are liable to much abuse. 
19. All local mining-district laws should be abolished, but the t'ecords should be in 
• 
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the county recorder's offices. It would be inconvenient to have the records at United 
States land office, on account of the difficulty encountered by persons at a distance in 
examining them. · 
20. No. These rights are very difficult and complex, and need juries and the best-
judges for their determination. 
21. The right to raise ventilating shafts under proper restrictions from the dip of 
the ledge through adjoining ground would be a valuable amendment. 
22. Have not considered this subject ful1y. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. A large proportion being deposits in what are called ancient river-beds or chan-
nels in quartz gravel. 
2. Yes; by several years of active legal practice in that kind of business, from $100 
to $5,000 with contest, the difference in contested cases being chiefly attorney's fees in 
local courts. 
3. From $50 to $300, besides price of land, without contest. 
4. The general law not requiring, well-defined acts to evidence of possession, &c. 
5. Defective in maintaining boundaries a.nd making improvements. 
6. There should be some reasonable limit to the quantity which can be acquired or 
held by any means by one person, corporation, or copartnership. 
7. No; all placer mining claims should become public lands if no valuable improve-
ments are made during any period of five years. 
8. No ; not since 1872. 
9. No. But parties owning outlets on mineral lands frequently are very unjust in 
their exactions. The Congress should pass laws concerning easements and drainage 
and water rights for mining purposes, and all patents for mineral lands thereafter 
issued should be subject to such conditions. 
Testimony of C. D. DaviB, land surveyor and civil engineer, Fresno County, California, and 
H. S. Patterson, Fresno County, California, on agriculture and timber lands, mining and 
pasturage lands. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
1. C. D. Davis, Fresno County, California, land surveyor and civil engineer. 
2. Twelve years in the county, thirty in the State. 
3. Yes, under the homestead law. 
4. Have witnessed the settling up of a new country and have been called on often 
to survey and get numbers for settlers, &c. 
5. Time, three to four days; expense, $30 to $50, in uncontested cases; in contested 
cases, costs up to bankruptcy. We are thirty miles from a land office. 
6. The laws are good, and without perjury the government cannot be wronged. 
(There are already laws for perjury.) 
7. Rough mountains, low or foot hills, and level valleys, comprising all the different 
kinds of.land in the question. 
8. There can be no general rule nor geographical division. It can be best fixed by 
the reports of surveys. It fixes itself in part by the density of the population, where 
it remains sparsely settled after a reasonable time has elapsed to settle it. 
9. No need of changing the present system except so far as to allow settlers to locate 
by sections on pasture lands, always reserving the right to the mineral to the miners. 
Timber land should be sold with a limit on the amount that any one man or firm could 
hold. Valley lands are already owned. My reasons for selling the timber is to pro-
tect it. Government cannot do it as well as the individual. Pasture lands should be 
in quantities sufficient to support a family by passing title to the settler. He could 
not be eat out, but could stock his range so that there would be no danger of losing 
his stock from want. 
10. There can be no better system except as to pasture lands, and there the system 
simply wants enlarging. 
AGRICULTURAL. 
A little too hot for comfort through the summer in the valley, but by climbing the 
mountains can get anything you want. Rainfall rather light ; average not more than 
10 inches. Length of season nine months ; many places not frost enough in the 
other three to kill orange-trees. Snowfall-none in the valley, and very little below 
2,000 feet altjtude, and not heavy until about 4,000 feet. Water supply without limit; 
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all we want through May and June (when we need it most). Sometimes an overplus 
six or seven months in the year. 
2. Rainfall: The greater part in December and January. March often gives us a 
good rainfall. The supply from the melting of the snow is what we rely on for irri-
gation. , 
3. Successfully, but a small proportion. 
4. About one-fifth. 
5. Almost everything; but the country is settling principally on wheat, alfalfa, and 
fruits, (mainly grapes). Egyptian corn, though, is growing in favor very fast, and 
promises to be a leading crop in a few years. Raisin culture bas proved a great suc-
cess. 
6. About 12 inches. This amount put on the land at any time will secure a crop. 
7. The snows of the Sierras are our main dependence; they acting something like a 
reservoir, and melt almost exactly as our wants call for, and come down to us through 
the Joaquin and Kings Rivers. 
8. I have bad fifteen years' experience in irrigation, and must say that, with judi-
cious handling, the fertility of the soil is greatly enhanced by irrigation. I have 
known good potatoes (Irish), cabbage, beets, parsnips, turnips, and barley raised at 
an altitude of five thousand feet, but think this the limit of cultivation. 
9. All used; none returned; no restrictions except the State law, that requires canal 
owners to put the water to some practical use in order to bold their riparian rights. 
10. Through the flood season (May and June) not more than one-fifth, by incorpo-
rating and locating under the State Jaws. 
11. A little in regard to riparian or prior rights, but the main contests have been for 
rights of way and disputes inside of companies. 
12. Three million five hundred thousand acres. 
13. Yes, on all the foot-hill pasture lands, not less than .five sections. 
14. I would put them on the market for homestead purposes only, and forbid the 
cutting of oak timber until the expiration of the .five years. 
15. To rely entirely on the pasture it would take 40 acres to the animal. I do not 
think onr lands furnish as much feed as lands farther north or nearer the coast either. 
16. Fifty to one hundred. 
17. About 12 head; but a small proportion, however, are on our pasture proper, four-
fifths being in the valley. · 
18. The quantity remains about the same, but some kinds are dying out. 
19. But little fencing on what we are denominating pasture lands. Do not believe 
it would pay to -fence them. 
20. Could not say. 
21. St,reams and springs mainly. 
22. Five. 
23. Except where overstocked it remains about the same. Changing n. little in 
kinds; for instance, bunch-grass is in many places entirely destroyed. 
24. Not well; if left to themselves will separate themselves. 
25. I know of but little of late years between cattle and sheep. But sheep men are 
falling out constantly about the division of the public range. 
26. Cattle about 30,000; seldom herded sheep; 300,000 herded in bands of about 2,000. 
27. None other. 
28. None where charcoal was deposited; where charred posts were used I sometimes 
have a little trouble. 
TIMBER. 
I. Timber of some quality grows over a large area, but timber lands easily accessi-
ble are scarce, the whole county not having over 150 sections, i. e., timber fit for mill-
ing. The milling timber is fir, sugar and yellow pine. 
2. Australia gum trees, lombardy poplar, locust, and walnut. The planting is just 
commenced; too soon to give results. 
3. Sell them not more than one section to any one firm or man. This would prevent 
monopoly, for I would not allow them to acquire more than that from any source; and 
I would sell them so cheap that it would be cheaper to buy than steal. I stated before 
that I thought private ownership was the best protection the timber could have. 
4. The only classification I would make would be to set off the milling timber. The 
rest would all go as pasture lands. 
5. Yes; it springs up immediately, grows rapidly, but would take about two hun-
dred years to mature if you let it alone. 'rhe principle of the fittest surviving is seen 
in this. The young timber comes up very thick; no possible chance for one iu a hun-
dred to mn.ke a tree for want of room. Of course, in the struggle the stronp,- must be 
greatly retarded in their growth. The oldest pines here are less than 400 years old. 
6. Fires generally start from the Indians, but are seldom very destructive here, at 
least not in comparison to .fires in Oregon. The best prevention is for private owners 
to guard them. 
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7. Nothing more than· that they are heavy. Shake men often throwing trees 4 to 7, 
feet diameter, and if it splits a little tough, leave it to rot while they hunt a better 
splitting tree. Saw-mill men, too, cut nothing but the clean trunks ( comparatively). 
Competition being sharp, they are compelled to make an extra quality of timber, and 
as the timber costs them nothing (stealing it from government), they slash away. 
The main use here is for building and agriculture. (Private owners are the best 
guards.) 
8. Everybody cuts that wants. The man that throws the tree owns it, and gener-
ally sells it to the consumer. 
9. Of course it would be an improvement on the present plan, but not so good as 
interested guards. 
MINING, 
Question 1. Everybody that has been here thirty years has had more or less to do 
with mines ; but taking the whole thing together, I think the best way would be to 
let the prospector get a survey and own all of his 20 acres vertical, compel him to 
pay for it, and give him a deed. This, I believe, would end all trouble, as it would 
prevent overlapping and give him all his location. I would let him locate to suit 
himself, i.e., would let him locate so that the east lode would be on one edge of his 
survey, if he so willed. 
Respectfully, yours, 
C. D. DA. VIS. 
A.DDENDA.-One word in regard to pasture lands above an altitude of 5,000 feet. 
These should have both the mineral and timber reserved; the timber, t~ough, will 
never be needed except for mining, the way it is situated. 
1. H. S. Patterson, Borden, Fresno County, California. 
2. Six years, and State ten. 
I corroborate with the above, except in answer to question 14, under the head of 
agriculture. The foot-hill lands should be sold in tracts not to exceed 320 acres to 
one man or farmer, and he should be a bona fide owner of land in the valley. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
H. S. PATTERSON. 
Teatirnony of Peter Decker, of Maryaville, Cal., relative to the arnounta expended in conae-
quence of the filling in of 1·ivera by tailinga f1·or,1, niinea. 
MARYSVILLE, CAL., January 5, 1880. 
DEAR Sm: Absence from home and a press of business have delayed my promised 
report as to amounts expended here in consequence of the :filling in of our rivers by 
tailings from the adjacent mines. The necessity for levees arising from this cause was 
made apparent before 1868, up to which time there was expended on levees about 
$30,000. In that year a system of levees for this city was adopted, and the cost of con-
struction was $30,500. In 1875 the levees broke and our city was inundated to the 
depth of 3 to 5 feet, destroying property to the value of $500,000. During that year 
the city expended on levees for its future protection $105,000. In the year just past 
(1879) the city extended its system of levees at a cost of $50,000. Our system of 
sewerage has become nearly useless on account of the raising of the river bed, leaving 
no outlet. It cost $15,000. 
The :filling in of river beds and consequent overflow of the surrounding country has 
necessitated the construction of elevated roadways and expensive bridges, which have 
been constructed at a cost of $120,000, and which, like levees, require heavy ontlays 
annually for their preservation. 
The county (Yuba) has spent in audition to the foregoing on levees and bridges, 
$96,500, in consequence of the filling up of the strearus, :..11J, .1fter a,il, our prott.;eLion 
is inadequate, and will be totally so within a few years unless hydraulic miners are 
prevented from running their tailings into the streams. The adjoining county of 
Sut.ter has doubtlesA spent as much or more than Yuba for similar uncertain defe11ses, 
and other counties and districts not less. Thus large districts in the Sacramento Valley, 
including cities and towns, have been injured in property until they feel there is little 
protection, and a certain demoralization will ensue where the authorities are incapable 
or neglect to protect property. The disastrous effect on this city (eligibly located) is 
shown in the fact that in 1860 our assessment roll was $4,540,000. In 1879 it was 
$1,896,000, and that, too, on a high rate of asssessment. 
I am, very respectfully, 
PE'l'ER DECKER. 
Maj. J. W. POWELL, 
Public Land Cornmission, Waahington. 
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Testimony of Rudolph Klotz, Janner, stock-raiser, Jc., Shasta County, California, on agl'i-
cultural ancl tirnber lands. 
SHASTA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, 
Decembe1· 12, 1879. 
To the honorable board of Land Cornrn-issioners, 
Washington City, D. C.: 
My name is Rudolph Klotz; residence, Klotz's Mill, Shasta County ; occupation, 
sawmill, sash, door, and blind factory, farming, butchering, and stock-raising. I have 
lived in Shasta County, of this State, twenty-nine years. I have bought ottered larn.l 
direct from the general government. I am well acquainted with tho United States 
and State land laws. The public land now remaining in this State is timbered land, 
grazing land, mining land, and a very small portion of agricultural land, in this county 
or State. The general grazing land is very poor; the land in the foot-hills and val-
leys, after the month of May, dries up so it is not :fit for grazing during the summer. 
Nearly all the stock men have to move with their stock to the mountains during the 
summer and return again in the fall season. For that reason I think the public graz-
ing lands of this State would not be beneficial for homesteads, for the reason it being 
so poor it would require a very large quantity for a man to rnake a living on it alone. 
From the above-stated facts, in my opinion, it would be best for the general govern-
ment to sell such land to the highest bidder in unlimited quantities. In regard to 
sheep-grazing, sheep and cattle will not graze on the same land. Sheep will drive the 
cattle off. Sheep grazing continuously on the same land will destroy the grass en-
tirely. From the fact not having any rain on an average for six months in t,he year, 
all our grass comes from the seed; and sheep being a close feeder, but very little of 
the grass goes to seed, and what does go to seed the sheep eat the seed. 
In regard to timber land, the timber land of any value is located on the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains, running the entire length of the State, and on an average of ten 
miles wide. The character is sugar pine, yellow pine, :fir, and cedar. The timber in 
the foot-hills and valleys is principally oak, and only :fit for firewood. The majority 
of the best timber for the manufacture of lumber has been cut, having been cut by 
all the mill men and board and shingle makers, there not being any law whernby the 
mill men and shingle-makers could procure a title to the timber, eonsequently they 
cut the timber without paying the government for it. If not got in that way, we 
would have had to live in tents or import lumber from some other country, the law 
that was passed at the last regular session of the United States Congress, only allow-
ing a man to purchase 160 acres of timber land at the rate of $2.50 per acre; in my 
opinion the quantity of land is not sufficient for mill men. It will not pay any man 
to erect a mill for the manufacture of lumber for that amount of land. In my opinion 
it would be t.o the interest of the government to sell the timber land of California to 
the highest bidder, and in unlimited quantities; and at the time Congress pass a law ( and 
be particular to strictly enforce it) to charge so much per thousand feet on and after a 
certain date for all timber that is cut on public lands. In that way it would make no 
difference to the marn1factnrer, for he could charge the same amount extra on the 
manufactured work that he had to pay for raw material; in that way he would not 
encroach on the government. The sale of timber at $1 per thousand would pay the 
expenses of collection and leave a balance of more to the government than any other 
way. The timbered land could be disposed of if it was not for fire. I would recommend 
the sale of the timber altogether, and not ·the land, for in an early time, before the 
country was settled by the whites, the Indians burned the timbered country every 
year, but since that time accumulation of rubbish from the growth of vegetation is so 
great that when a :fire runs over the country and through the timber it destro;ys most 
all the timber. I have been iu the mill business in manufacturing lumber for twenty-
eight years, and consider myself as well, if not better, posted than any other man in 
the State on the timber questions. Everything that I ha,ve stated in the above I have 
done from my own personal knowledge and . experience. I am very sorry that I did 
not see the government pommissioners when they visited this county, as I could have 
given them more information orally than I can b;1 letter . . As to mining land, I have 
but very little knowledge. 
If you wish any reference to me, I refer you to Hon. Newton Booth, United States 
Senator from California. · 
Yours, truly, 
RUDOLPH KLOTZ. 
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Testimony of P. C. Scott, land and abstract agent, Red Bluff, Cal., on agriculture atMI 
timber. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
l. P. C. Scott, Red Bluff, Cal., land and abstract agent. 
2. Twenty-two years. 
3. Have acquired titles to public lands under most of the acts of Congress permit-
ting such acquisition. 
5. Depends on distance from local office and character of location. Actual home-
stead entries requiring the presence of settler at land office to make filings, necessitate 
a cost to such settler of say $30 more than pre-emption filings. A contested case is 
generally at an expense of about $75 more than non-contested. 
6. The operation of United States land laws gives general satisfaction to actual 
settlers. 
7. County of Tehama; total area about 2,048,000 acres; about one-fifth is sus-
ceptible of cultivation; about four-fifths are grazing and timber lands. No mineral 
lands in Tehama County; and timber lands are of but little value. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1 to 11. Irrigation is unknown except for minor gardening purposes; the farming 
portion being tropical, would not be inhabitable by the Caucasian race if generally 
irrigated. 
12. Fully four-fifths. 
13. Yes; not less than 320 acres, and would induce considerable settlement. 
14. Would be advisable in perhaps two years hence, by which time every acre in 
any way susceptible of cultivation will have been occupied by settlers. 
15. Estimate at three acres. 
16. From one hundred upwards. 
18. Diminished. 
1!). No. 
23. Very much diminished. 
24. No. 
28. No. 
TIMBER. 
1. A limited supply of pine and fir in some mountains. 
2. None planted. 
3. Am very positive in asserting that timber lands should be sold in tracts of not 
less than 320 acres, at a price varying according to the estimated stumpage thereon. 
8. Local customs are, to indiscriminately take possession of, manufacture lumber 
and destroy forests. 
9. Yes. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
None in Tehama County. 
TEHAMA LAND AND ABSTRACT COMPANY, 
P. C. SCOTT, Agent. 
Testimony of E. D. Bright, Trinidad, Colo., on agriculture-and timber, lode claims, and 
placer claims. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
1. E. D. Bright, Trinidad, Colo. 
2. Ten years. 
3. Have pre-empted one claim. 
4. None. 
5. About one year until patent issues. 
6. No. 
7. All kinds, including coal. 
8. By geographical division in this country. 
9. Am unable to give good suggestions. 
10. Know no better. 
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AGRICULTURE. 
1. We are getting more rain and snow each recurring year. 
2. Snow, winter and spring; rain, June and July. 
3. None. 
4. Any land that ca.n be covered by ditch. 
5. Corn, wheat, oats, barley, and all vegetables. 
6. About one foot. 
7. All streams supply good in county. 
8. Know of no injury; crops raised at 8,500 feet in this section. 
9. Cannot answer. 
10. State laws. 
11. Mainly regarding work to be done on ditches. 
12. Almost all the eastern part outside of river bottoms. 
13. I think so, but a large allotment should be made as many have large numbers of 
stock. 
14. Put in market unlimited. 
15. Can't say. Eastern part of country excellent for cattle. 
16. Don't know. 
17. Do not know. 
18. Increased where sheep have not been. 
19. Ranges are never fenced, except natural canons. 
20. I think so. 
21. Streams and springs. 
22. Don't know. 
23. Diminished on account of tramping. 
24. No. 
25. Many on account of cattle refusing to graze where sheep have been. 
26. Don't know. Number of sheep generally 2,000. 
27. None. 
28. In some places. 
TIMBER. 
1. • Good pine timber everywhere west of eighth guide. 
2. No timber planted as yet except cottonwood and box-alder. 
3. Sale or lease, as saw-mill men cut all over the country and do not pay one cent 
for the privilege ; I speak of this section. 
4. They are generally the same here. 
5. Could not answer definitely. 
6. Indians and campers. 
7. It has been universally here very destructive; have tried to stop it without suc-
cess. 
8. They all help themselves to any timber, cuttin~ only the best. 
9. Very certainly. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. None. 
2. Know of none. 
3. Ignorant of this. 
4. Outcrops generally. 
5. Can't say. 
6. I think so. 
7. Yei;. 
9. Seldom. 
10. Yes. 
11. Don't know any such case. 
12. I think not. 
13. I have only heard of such case. 
15. No. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. About 600 square miles, bituminous coal. 
2. No. 
3. Don't know. 
4. Cannot. 
5. I think not. 
7. Never heard of any such case. 
8. Not to my knowledge. 
9. No. 
37 LC 
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Testimony of John Cnrr, Colorado Sp1·ings, Col., stock raiser. (Abstract.) 
'' Would suggest that all non-mineral land be offered at $1.25 per acre for six months, 
then reduce the price to $1 per acre for the next six months, then successively at in-
tervals reduce to 75, 50, 25, 15, and 10 cents." He believes "it would be for the inter-
ests of the United States, and more especially of Colorado, to sell land in unlimited 
quantities at some such scale of prices as the above, the purchasers being their own 
judges of value.'' It would require from 2,000 to 4,000 acres of pasturage land to sup-
port a family. Much land is being fenced which belongs to the government, the 
parties fencing being the owners only of springs. 
<' Timber culture would not be practicable here." He advises that the government 
"sell timber lands at auction to the highest bidder." It is common to enter a claim, 
cut timber, and dispose of it, and then abandon the claim. 
Testimony of John George Haas, stock raiser, Pueblo, Pueblo County, Col., on agriculture 
and timbm·. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
PUEBLO, COL., November 29, 1878. 
Deptirtment of the Interior, Public Land Oonimission, 
Washington, D. C. : 
GENTLEMEN: The list of questions you sent me some time ago I have received and 
am ready to answer on some of them to-day. 
My name is John George Haas; my residence is at a place called Chico, Pueblo 
County, Pueblo, Col., and my range is situated on southeast quarter of section 11, 
township 19, range 63; my occupation is stock raiser, and have been living on the 
same place above mentioned since the month of July, 1863, without any change. 
When the land was surveyed I went by the i&struction of the surveyor by paying 
$206. I received one year after the patent for 160 acres of land-what they call pre-
emption Jaw. Then, through the same surveyor's information, I ask for the patent of 
homestead which I could receive by paying $19 and living on the same for five years. 
I did so by proving up and paying $10 more, about eight months ago, and have not 
received the patent yet. 
In my section the land is very poor, scarce of water and timber. It is not fit for any 
other use than for pasture. On account of scarcity of water I don't think that the 
Congress would have any benefit.by holding the land out of the market. The sooner 
it will come into private hands the better it will be for the county and State. 
It is not much more land which would be taken by private entries for homesteads, 
as the land itself is not worth much only to those who own the watering places. I 
think if the land should come into the speculators' hands they would be more apt to 
get water on to the land where it could be got on to in anywise to receive benefit for 
their money. It would come cheaper to a man with small capital to buy it from them 
than to undertake it alone or in company with others. 
The climate here is mild and dry. It generally snows very little, hardly ever rains 
till in May or in June, and mostly with showers. I have seen few steady rains during 
the time I have lived here, but it wouldn't pay to plant any kind of crops on account 
of it. The rains here do not help the crops much at any time. The crops are generally 
raised by irrigating from the streams, and good portion of the land ; what cannot be 
irrigated don't pay to work it, as ·the land is poor. Where the ground is not level the 
land cannot be irrigated, and where the water has to be led a good ways a good deal 
of it disappears into the ground before it comes on to the land. By my experience 
very little water returns to the streams if taken out of the same. 
The water during irrigating seasons is generally used out of all of the streams with 
the except,ion of the Arkansas River. The water is taken out by ditches made by one, 
two, or more land owners. Nine-tenths or more of the land can't be used for anything 
else, except for grazing purposes, and good portion of it nothing will grow on. 
By my experience I think it will tate at least from 15 to 20 acres of land to keep 
one head of cattle a whole year round. For my family use I generally kill from 20 to 
25 head of cat~le a year. 
At the present time a good many cattle raisers fence in the- lands to protect the 
grass for winter. Fences were not tried long enough in this section of the county to 
tell whether they will hold cattle during the bad storms. If cattle is in fences the 
owners will try to improve the same for their own benefit, otherwise cattle running 
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at large none of the owners will try to improve the same, as the neighbors would get 
benefit through it. 
The supply of water for the cattle comes from springs which are owned by the 
stock raisers. The cattle runs at large in big herds. 
I have never heard of any trouble of surveying corners, but think the time will come, 
as the corners are marked by small sticks and some of the numbers on them are to my 
own knowledge wrong. 
The timber in this part of the country is cottonwood, but very scarce, and ~rows 
only on streams which are already owned or claimed up. I live far from solid timber 
lands, and have no knowledge about it, and yet less knowledge I have about lode 
claims or placer claims. If any further information is necessary I will answer as near 
as I can. 
I remain yours, truly, 
JOHN GEORGE HAAS, 
Pueblo, Col., Box 202. 
Testimony of V. V. Banus, attorney at law, Oakwood, Brookings County, Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
1. V. V. Banus, Oakwood, Brookings County, Dakota; attorney at law. 
2. One year. 
3. Have taken a tree claim and homestead. 
4. Have had more or less practice in cases involving land disputes and settlements. 
5. One hundred dollars for homestead, or $300 for commuted homestead or pre-
emption. In contesting cases claimants are put to additional expense of from $20 to 
$50 in ex-parte cases, and from $130 to several hundred dollars in other cases. 
6. See no reason why officers at local land offices should not be empowered to m,ake 
cancellation in cases of relinquishment, instead of waiting for returns from Wash-
ington. Compelling claimants to make settlement and residence on land in cases 
where affidavit for homestead is made before a clerk of the court is a hardship. See 
no reason why same privilege should not be granted as in cases where land is en-
tered at the land office in person. The men who make the best citizens in a new 
country are those with families, and it is sometimes, and in fact generally, difficult or 
impossible to make an immediate residence, and the expense in travel is great, es-
pecially in long and narrow districts like those in Southeastern Dakota. Think con-
testant should have priority in case homestead or pre-emption is canceled under con-
test trial. Think homestead settlers should have same privilege as to time of making 
entry as in pre-emption cases. 
The above constitutes the material changes that I would suggest. Think the land 
laws are wise, and, as a whole, well administered. Perhaps the government might be 
a little more vigilant in the punishment of perjury. The regulation requiring notice 
of proving up is an excellent one, and operates as a very salutary check to the ras-
cality and perjury of unscrupulous land speculators. Hope the rule will not be set 
aside, as I understand some are making an effort to have it done away with. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
V. V. BARNES. 
Testirnony of James G. Boyle, Olivet, Hutchinson County, Dak. (Abstract.) 
A party should have the same right to file before the clerk of a court that he has to 
file in the local land office, and not be compelled to make actual settlement before 
filing. More stress ought to be laid upon the improvements on the land and less upon 
continuous residence. Many settlers find it impossible to occupy the land contin-
uously, because, having no capital or money to start their farms with, they are com-
pelled to hire out for wages in order to procure money for their own improvements. 
The intent of the law is often defeated by this requirement . 
• 
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Testirnony of Williarn S. Cobban, editor, Roscoe, Moody County, lJak., on agrfoultiu·e and 
timber. 
The questions to which the following ,answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
1. William S. Cobban, editor, Roscoe, Moody County, Dak. 
2. Eighteen months. 
3. No. 
4. News editorial work keeps them constantly before me. 
5. Pre-emption generally proved upon in six months, and then pass into speculators' 
hands. 
6. Pre-emption and timber-cutters acts are benefiting few but speculators. 
7. The repeal of these acts and an amendment to the homestead act, making it com-
pulsory on the claimant to cultivate five acres of trees and make final proof only at 
expiration of five years. 
10. Give to each actual settler a homestead of 160 acres, requiring him to cultivate 
five acres of timber thereon, and to make final proof only after five years' continuous 
residence, i. e., on prairie lands. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Extremes, light ;·equally divided, light, none. 
2. Spring ; no. 
3. All. 
12. One-tenth. 
13. Six hundred and forty. 
14. No. 
15. Good as any in the West. 
19. No. 
20. No. 
21. Wells mostly. 
22. Six. 
23. Increased. 
24. No. 
28. But little. 
TIMBER. 
1. Scattering timber along Sioux River, of little account. 
2. Willow, box elder, and cottonwood. May to October. 
Testirnony of Jerry D. Flick, land agent, Rockport, Dak., on agricult-ure and timber. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
1. Jerry D. Flick, land agent, Rockport, Dak. 
2. Resided in county seven years, in Territory fourteen years. 
3. Homestead, pre-emption, and timber-culture enties have been secured by mys~lf. 
4. My occupation has given me opportunities to learn the working of the land laws. 
5. Cost for homestead $32, except improvements. Time, five years, uncontested cases. 
6. A notary public should be allowed to make homestead affidavits as well as court 
clerks. · 
7. Our lands are well adapted for agricultural as well as pastoral purposes. No 
timber. 
8. 'fhe government surveyor, who does the subdividing or runs the subdivisional 
lines would be the proper person to refer to as to character of lands, &c. 
9. Am not well enough posted to give an opinion as to the best method to adopt. 
10. The timber-cutting act should be confined to actual settlers of the country or 
land district. As it now exists, parties from the Eastern St.ates come and enter a tract 
of land and never come near it again until he wishes to make final proof. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate very healthy; sufficient rains for crops; seasons about as in Illinois; very 
little snow falls; irrigation not required. 
2. In spring and summer. 
3. All of the Territory of Dakota. • 
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5. None. 
6. No irrigation required for wheat. 
7. James or Dakota River. 
8. I am not acquainted with irrigation; none of the country requires it. 
12. One-twentieth part. 
13. It is; 80 acres is sufficient for each settler. 
14. NQt at present, and when it is done the quantity should be limited to 160 acres. 
15. Three acres; compares favorably. 
16. Three cows. 
17. Two head. 
18. Increased. 
19. We have no fences. Herd law is in force here. 
20. I think not. 
21. The James River ana several small creeks in the county. 
22. Five head. 
23. Diminished. 
24. Not very well. 
25. Pastures will be ruined by double pasturing. 
26. Cattle, 1,000. Sheep, 3,000. 
27. None. 
28. A great deal of trouble is experienced by settlers and county sun·eyors. • The 
United States Government should pass, for use, more stringent laws in regard to dep-
uty surveyors. 
TIMBER. 
1. We have no timber. 
2. Cottonwood, box-elder, and black walnut. 
3. Have no suggestions to offer. 
4. Have ItOthing to offer on the subject. 
5. Cottonwood sprouts out from the stump. 
6. Usually caused by roving bands of Indians. 
9. I think they would. 
Testimony of 0. J.B. Han·is, lawyer and real-estate-dealer, Yankton, Dak., on agriculture 
and timber. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
1. C. J. B. Harris, lawyer and real-estate dealer, Yankton, Dak. 
2. Nine years. 
3. Yes, about 500 acres, with soldiers' additional rights. 
4. Making papers and :filing for settlers. 
5. Uncontested pre-emption, $210; homestead, $25; time, six months' pre-emption; 
homestead, five years. 
6. Yes; contests should be made returnable before some officer of county where the 
land lies. 
1·. Nearly all excellent agricultural land in Southeastern Dakota. 
8. Class it all arable. 
9. Present system needs no change. 
10. I cannot suggest any improvement. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate about like Central and South New York; less rainfall and snowfall. 
2. In the spring and summer, when most needed; less than farther east, but in-
creases with settlement of the country. 
3. All or nearly all. 
4. No irrigation here. 
5. None. 
15. Five acres. Better than in New England or New York. 
16. I do not know. 
17. About ten. 
18. Increased. 
19. Do not fence generally. Herd law in force; cattle can be confined with safety 
by fences. 
20. Yes. 
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21. Average; a great many rivers and lakes ; also some large spaces without water. 
22. I do not know. 
23. I do not know. 
24. Yes. 
25. I do not know of any. 
28. Yes, some surveys are very poorly made and marked. 
TIMBER. 
1. Considerable on Missouri River; mostly cottonwood; some hard wood. 
2. Walnut, maple, cottonw_ood, cedar, and pine; rapid growth; cannot state time. 
3. Nearly all disposed of about here. 
5. Yes, of cottonwood; very rapid growth. 
7. Timber on school sections has mostly disappeared; other timber lands entered. 
Testirnony of James Holes, Fargo, Dak., on agricultu1·e_ and timber. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
FARGO, DAK., September 29, 1879. 
Public Land Commission, Department of the Intm-ior: 
1. My name is James Holes; residence, Fargo, Dak.; occupation, seed-wheat raising. 
2. Over eight years. 
3. Yes; under the pre-emption law. 
4. Thirteen years' experience on frontier. 
5. Time, six months to a year; expense, lega.l land-office fees. . 
6. In case of death of a la,nd officer, an unnecessary delay in the appointment of a 
successor. 
7. They are agricultural, pastoral, mineral, and timber lands. 
8. By an examining commission. 
9. One hundred and sixty acres for the agricultural portion and 640 for the pastoral. 
10. Six hundred and forty acres pastoral land are a homestead. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Cold in winter and warm in summer ; rainfall ample in Eastern Dakota; snow-
fall below the average of Northern States. 
2. From April till Novemtler; the most in June; least in November. Yes; it comes 
when most needed. 
3. The entire Territory of Dakota. 
4. Do not know of any portion that requires irrigation. 
5. None. 
6. Have never measured the rainfall. 
7. Plenty of rain. 
8. Don't know anything about irrigation. 
9. Never saw an irrigating ditch. 
10. Have used no water for irrigating. 
11. No conflicts have arisen. 
12. About one-fourth of Western Dakota. 
13. It is practicable to establish homesteads on pastoral lands and give 640 acres to 
each settler. 
14. It is not advisable for the government to sell these lands at private sales. 
15. About 4 acres. 
16. Fifty head of cattle. 
17. Do not know. 
18. Neither one. 
19. No, no.t the regular herders. 
20. No. 
21. Running streams. 
22. About five. 
23. Diminished. 
24. Yes. 
25. Do not know of any. 
26. They a.re herded in herds from 10 to 60. 
27. Wo11.ld suggest that poor surveys be not accepted by the government. 
28. Yes. 1'he survey is miserable. 
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TIMBER. 
1. }"'ifty-six thousand acres in Cass County, hard wood. 
2. Cottonwood, box-elder, elm, soft maple, butternut, and black walnut, &c. 
3. Charge stumpage on pine lands; dispose of hard wood to the homestead and pre-
emption settlers. 
4. Yes; would classify the111. 
5. Yes; there is a second growth of timber, which in my estimation should be free 
from taxation, both timber and land on which it grows, in the prairie counties of the 
west. 
6. Generally set by Indians or white men; are very destructive. Stringent laws 
strictly enforced. 
7. Persons or corporations cutting government timber should be made to pay its full 
value. 
8. They generally steal it. Felled timber is personal property. 
9. Should have local agents to look after government timb~r. 
Know nothing of lode claims or placer claims. 
JAMES HOLES. 
Testimony of H. N. Maguire, Rapid City, Dak., relative to defect, fc., in the working of 
the public-land laws, homesteads and pre-emptions, desert-land act, timber-cultu1·e act, and 
mineral-land laws, coal, rnineral clairns and claimants, pastoral and timber lands, surveys, 
mining records, litigation, mints, mineral-land offices or courts, placer ground, titles, i1·riga-
tion, agriculture, and land grants. 
RAPID CITY, DAK., December 7, 1879. 
To the Honorable Public Land Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
GENTLEMEN: Your list of interrogatories regarding the public-land system having 
just reached me, and the time to answer them in detail, less the seven or eight days 
required to carry my letter from the Black Hills to the national capital (that it may 
reach you by the 15th instant), being but a few brief hours, my treatise will not be 
.as elaborate as I could wish, but I shall endeavor to "cover all the ground." 
In 1859 I was one of the hopeful thousands who were carried away by the Pike's 
Peak gold excitement, and since that time I have been engaged in business in Utah, 
Colorado, Nevada, Arizona, Idaho, Montana, and Dakota, and have been identified 
with the material interests of the Black Hills of Dakota since the early spring of 1876. 
It has always been my disposition, and generally a necessity of my business interests, 
during this experience of twenty years in the far West, to study climatic conditions, 
mineral and agricultural resources, and the various methods under which government 
relinquishes its primary right to the soil and regulates its transfer to private owner-
ship. 
Detailing practical examples would probably be the most effectual way of exposing 
-defects in our public-land laws and suggesting needed amendments; and as I have 
had some personal experience in the premises, you will excuse me for including it 
.among the examples I shall give. 
1. Some years ago, being at the time engaged in professional business in Bozeman, 
Mont., I filed in the district land office, under the pre-emption act of 1841, on a quar-
ter section of land five or six miles south of that town. I had a comfortable cabin 
erected and moved into it with my family. I hired a farmer and fence builders, 
and sent to New England and New York for small fruits and shrubbery, and within 
·six months from the date of settlement had expended well on to a thousand dollars, 
besides having given a prior claimant a valuable consideration to relinquish his right 
at the time I took possession. During the first six months I rode each morniug to town 
to attend to my professional business, returning at night. It was my home, my resi-
dence, to all intents and purposes. But when winter approached I removed back to 
my town residence, and there remained until spring. Then I returned to the ranche, 
having built a new and more comfortable residence, and employed, as the year before, 
.a practical farmer. My business affairs assumed such a shape that I had to return to 
town the next summer; an<i fearing my possessory right might be impaired by the 
step, and having up to this t.ime paid but little attention to the practice under the 
public-land laws, I referred the matter to an attorney, who Il}ade a specialty of that 
line of business. "Abandon your pre-emption filing and homestead," he wrote me, 
"a homestead entry cannot be easily defeated." I followed his advice, and did not 
get back to my ranche until eight months after, six months' absence being prima facie 
-evidence of abandonment, but had a personal representative on the ground most of 
the time, who occupied the cabin first built; and when I did get back I could only 
remain on the land with my family four months, when I was again compelled to re-
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move to town. So far I had expended in improvements a thousand dollars more than 
I had realized, and about then (the summer of 1875) I got" the Black Hills fever," 
and arranged for my family to visit Eastern relatives, while I sought a change of luck 
in the new Eldorado. At this time I had become too well posted on the principles and 
practice of the public-land laws to squander any more money on my ranche, and so 
transferred my improvements under a quit-claim for a trifle. Having relinquished my 
right under the pre-emption law, to change to a homestead, I was not allowed to re-
sume my rights under the former, the technical ruling bemg that I had " once had the 
benefit of the pre-emption law," and I could not prove up under the commutation 
provision of the homestead law, because I could not prove I had been" residing upon 
the land continuously for at least six months," and was still a resident thereof; and 
so I had to leave the land to the next comer, though both my pre-emption and home-
stead entries had been made in good faith, and I had, immediately following my first 
settlement, resided upon the land six months continuously, and had expended upon it 
over a thousand dollars, besides devoting much thought to it and performing no little 
personal labor. Thus, under the technical rulings, I have exhausted both my pre-
emption and homestead rights, and without getting an acre of land. [A. settler does 
not exhaust his pre-emption.right by filing an -abandonment, as a general rule, but he 
does under the rulings in the case cited, when he continues on the same tract, chang-
ing from a pre-emption to a homestead right.] 
2. A poor old settler, named Noah Gee, puTChased the possessory right of another home-
steader, named Llewellyn, to a tract of land northwest of Bozeman, and immediately 
settled upon it with his large family, the prior settler having given him a simple unat-
tested bill of sale, and then left for parts unknown. A few weeks after the old gen-
tleman came before me, as county judge, and applied to enter the land under the home-
stead law, and the regular application and affidavit were sent in to the district office. 
They were returned on the ground that Llewellyn's entry had not been canceled, and 
that Gee had no regularly witnessed and acknowledged deed of conveyance from him. 
Then followed a fruitless and vexatious effort on my part to find Llewellyn, to have 
him execute a deed complying with the technical requirements of the Land Depart-
ment. The commissioner was appeal~d to, the facts proved by affidavit of the settler 
having paid all his money to the former occupant, of his having settled upon the land 
with his family, and of the unavailing efforts that had been made to ascertain the 
whereabouts of Llewellyn ; but the answer came back that Llewellyn's entry could 
only be canceled through the forms of a regular contest; and while Gee's attorney was 
engaged with the case, notice came that the Northern Pacific Railroad Company's in-
demnity lines had been ·fixed by their filing in the Interior Department the selection 
of their route, and the line in dispute being on an odd section it was held to be'' rail-
road land," though the iron track was still 500 miles away in a straight line. This left 
Llewellyn, who had sold out and left the country, the only adverse claimant of record 
to the railroad company. When I left that section, it seemed to be inevitable that the 
old man would lose both his purchase money and improvements. I afterward learned 
that he died on the tract, leaving as his only legacy to his children the fruits of hard 
work performed on land to which another had the legal title. [Those land'< were after-
ward restored to settlement.] 
3. For a full year a poor man named Carrol had lived with his family, and worked 
and struggled in poverty on a piece of land eight or nine miles north west of Bozeman, 
which he had regularly filed upon under the pre-emption act. Adversity overwhelmed 
him, crops failed, sickness visited his family, carrying off a son, and he could '' stem 
the tide" no longer. He came to me and inquired whether it would be possible to save 
something from the wreck. I told him he had fully complied with the law so far as 
residence and improvements were concerced, and that he could "prove up," pay for 
his land, and sell it to whoever he pleased. But how would he raise the money to pay 
the government price f He bad to swear in making entry he was acquiring title for 
"his own exclusive use and benefit." It was impossible for him to continue on the 
claim; his resources were exhausted, a Rocky Mountain winter was whitening the hills, 
and he had a large family to support. My sympathies were touched at his story, which 
I knew to be true, and I told him to call again, having mentally resolved to help him 
out of his difficulties if I could. His claim was one of natural advantages, and I had 
a friend make me an offer for it, which would allow Carrol enough to get out of the 
country after paying the government price, but not near enough to remunerate him 
for the labor and improvement he had put upon the bud. I then had my clerk make 
out a deed, ready for Carrol's signature, conveying the laud to this friend, and sent for 
him to come in with his witnesses. All the necessary facts were proven by credible 
witnesses, the required personal affidavit was made, and I passed over to the receiver 
$200, with his official fee; and then Carrol signed the deed, and it was sent to the 
county recorder. But my clerk, expecting the receiver would be at my office the day 
before he came-as it had been arranged for him to be-dated the deed one day too 
early, and so it went on record. A. mercenary land agent two or three years after over-
hauled the records for flaws he might take advantage of in his own interest, and rlis-
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covered the conflict in dates. The facts showing " a case," the matter of confiiction 
was brought to the attention of the commissioner, whereupon he ordered the entry 
canceled, and intimated it would be altogether the proper thiug to do to arrest and 
prosecute Mr. Carrol (a man of unquestionable honest,y) for pe1:iury. Yet it has been 
the practice, since the first land. office was opened, for claimants to mortgage or sell 
outright their land before the ink was dry on the receiver's certificate of final pay-
ment; at leas~ one-third of all the lands entered are so disposed of. 
3. Another case, involving great personal hardship, is reported from Northern Dakotat 
and, considering the general depression which had existed throughout the country 
previous to the present revival of trade and industrial activities, I have no doubt it is 
but one of many of the same kind. A claimant, having expended all his available means 
and performed a year's personal labor on a piece of land he had filed on under the 
pre-emption law, presented himself at the district office to offer his final proofs and 
make payment. His proof as to residence and value of improvements was altogether 
satisfactory; but when he was asked the formulated questions, "Do you own 320 acres. 
of land in any other State or Territoryf" and "Have you left land in any other State 
or Territory to settle on government land f" he was struck with dismay. He felt that 
the last-earned home of a long-life struggle had been wrenched from him, for he could 
not give negative answers. He was the legal owner of 320 acres in the State he came 
from; but be said he was willing to swear that, though the legal title vested in him, 
the land was hopelessly mortgaged; that he bad little, if any, hope of ever redeeming 
it; and that this explained why he had left his old home and sought a new one on the 
prairies of the West. He was not allowed to make entry. The law and ruiings were 
both against him, and it is presumable he would consider himself fortunate to get for 
his improvements half their cost. 
5. There is a large class of enterprising and every way worthy citizens who have 
been in the vanguard of emigration since Chicago was a frontier village. Life with 
them bas been on~ continuous battle scene. The nation and civilization have been 
benefited-the former strengthened and the latter extended-by their struggles and 
sacrifices; yet poverty has uniformly been their lot. The large majority of this class 
exhausted their pre-emption right among the :first who availed themselves of the law 
of 1841 ; they afterward took the benefit of the homestead act of 1862 ; and again they 
are "blazing" paths in the wilderness, courageous as ever, but without that physical 
strength and endurance which belong to youth and the meridian of life. Around them 
are unoccupied thousands of acres, but it is perjury for them to drive another location-
stake; to seek, under the law, a little patch of ground of their own ·to be buried in. 
It is easy to distir,guish this meritorious class from those-none of whom are ever con-
victed-who make a business of obtaining lands in one district after another by perjury 
and subornation of perjury. 
The above are all practical examples of general application, and totbe claimant in each 
the public-land laws have proved "a delusion and a snare." To apply too clostlly the 
jurisprudential maxim that "ignorance shall not be plead to excuse violation (by 
omission as well as commission) of law," in administering the land laws, often defeats 
the beneficent object of their enactment. The general reason upon which the maxim 
is based, that of public policy, does not extend to the public-land laws, which affect 
but a few of the entire population, are intended to reward the bravery and enterprise 
of those who widen the boundaries of civilization and add to the nation's wealth by 
leading in the settlement of the public domain. In their behalf, if at any time or 
under any circumstances, technicalities should be disregarded when they contravene 
substantial justice. If the settler builds his cabin and turns his :first furrow with the 
honest intention of becoming a freeholder by complying with the requirements of the 
land laws, and no prior rjght exists to the same location or any part of it, he should 
be held, by virtue of his improvements so made in good f~itb, to have acquired equi-
ties in the tract which could not be defeated by subsequent proof of his being disqual-
i:fied to make entry under the technicalities of the law. The consideration to the 
government is the act of settlernerit, the increase of the taxable wealth of the country, 
by adding to it cultivated acreage and extending tlie means of production. But if 
title nhould be sought through fraud, let the offender be convicted and punished under 
the criminal laws. 
"But it is impracticable," I will be told, "subversive of all law and order, to disre-
gard, relax, or modify the express enactments of the legislature to relieve against the 
hardships of individual cases." To this I answer, :first, that the Interior Depai.·tment 
has, in my humble judgment, established rules and issued instructions, under the gen-
eral delegated authority of Congress to that department to prescribe the methods of 
executing the land-laws, entirely too complex and exacting to be in harmony with their 
generous, humane spirit and the motives and objects of their adoption; and, secondly, 
Congress has before it the objectionable features, as shown by experience, aud can, 
by amendatory legislation, give the country a more perfect system. For instance, 
taking in their order the individual cases above cited-
I. Should not the fact that I had expended much money and time on a tract of land 
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without having acq uirecl title give me an additional claim to make new filings, instead 
of disqualifying me from ever again seeking to make entry under either the homestead 
or pre-emption law f 
II. In the second case, would not substantial justice have been done by allowing 
the unfortunate settler who succeeded to the posssssory right of another without 
(through ignorance of the legal principles governing the transfer of realty) taking a 
regularly executed deed, to have made a provisional entry, subject to the prior right of 
the first claimant of record-such provisional entry to be, under the principle of rela-
tion, considered as absolute when he came in with his final proofs¥ 
III. In the third case, why should a variance of one day, caused by a clerical error, 
between the date of the day of transfer and the receiver's certificate-the government 
having received the price fixed upon the land, and the evidence being that the law 
had been complied with as to residence and value of improvements-have subjected 
the unfortunate pre-emptor to a threat of prosecution for perjury and the innocent 
purchaser to a forfeiture of the land he had honestly paid for. 
IV. In the fourth case, would it not have been good policy and in harmony with 
the general spirit of the land laws to have allowed the claimant to make entry upon 
his filing in the district office a.certified abstract of title of his former homestead, and 
making affidavit, supported by the oaths of two credible witnesses to his credibility. 
that he was not worth enough, over and above other debts and liabilities, to pay off 
the mortgage f 
V. In regard to the class referred to in my fifth citation, would it be in the slightest 
degree detrimental to the public interests, and would it not be in harmony with the 
motives and objects which were governing considerations in the adoption of the land 
laws, to make an amendment for their express benefit which would be somewhat of 
the nature of a bankrupt law for the benefit of the unfortunate in business f Give 
the old pioneers one more chance, upon their filing satisfactory evidence that they are 
landless, unable to purchase land, and.have owned no land within five years next pre-
ceding the date of their application. 
Gentlemen, there are many other defects and injustices, as I conceive them·to be, 
in the· practical workings of the public-land laws; but I cannot detail them within 
the time at my command and treat of other matters embraced in your list of questions 
which I desire to consider. But this particular fact I should like to impress upon 
your minds, that the experience has been that those who willfully violate and evade 
the provisions of. the pnblic-land laws are never called to accottnt for their wrong·doing, 
while well-disposed and upright men arn often subjected to great hardship and loss by 
the agents of. the government sacrificing the spil'it of the land laws to their own arbi-
trary and inflexible 1·ules; and t,hus, too, have frauds been made possihle, as the sharks 
of the land department know exactly what is required in the way of forms to acquire 
titles fraudulently, and they have as thoroughly systematized their operations as has 
the Commissionor of the General Land Office the government's. That class for whose 
express benefit the pre-emption and homestead and other land enactments were 
adopted-those who seek to acquire hornes under them-are never guilty of intentional 
violations. Those who intentionally violate the law have no fear of its penal provis-
ions; they are dangerous only to those who ask for a quarter section in good faith for 
the purpose of cultivation, and who do not make a husiness of studying the tricks of 
practice. The "professional swearers" about 1and-officf'.s were never known to build 
a cabin or turn a furrow. Nearly the whole of Goodhue County, Minnesota, the most 
valuable farming county of that State, was fraudulently covered with Sioux half-
breed scrip by bogus guardians of the mixed-blood children, for whose benefit the 
scrip was originally issued, the majority of the intended beneficiaries never having 
got a rood of land or a dollar for their scrip. The agricultural college scrip donated 
to the various States was a lrnge "job.'' Some of the States accept.ing it only realized 
from 25 to 60 cents on the acre represented ; yet the bulk of it has been palmed off on 
the pre-emptors at its par value, the last robber in handling it being the attorney en-
gaged to prepare the claimant's final papers. Invariably the moneyed shark in the 
background plans the fraudulent entry first and finds his bogus claimant afterwards, 
the latter in no sense of the word being a member of that noble army of pioneers who 
have conquered the wildernesses of the continent and carried the standards of Amer-
ican civilization from the lakes to the Pacific. 
I view the" desert-land law," as it stands, to be in effect an offer of a premium for 
successful fraud in acquiring land titles, and a piece of class legislation in the interest 
of tlle capitalist against the bona-fide settler in good faith. Was it askeu for by the 
practical farmers of Utah, Idaho, Montana, Arizona, or any other section where irri-
gation is indispensable f Pre-emptors and homesteaders in those countries never 
thought of such a measure, but bear testimony with one voice to the inexpensiveness 
and slight inconvenience of cultivation by irrigation, and the great advantages they 
have in opening farms in the valleys of the mountains, in natural conditions, over the 
old settlers in the organized States. Wherever water can be found to irrigate asection of 
fertile soil there always are, or will be, four pioneers ready to bring water onto it and 
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reduce it to cultivation, and thus become actual settlers in good faith. But I would · 
favor government adopting measures looking to the reclamation by irrigation of ex-
tensive districts, where the outlay in money and extent of labor involved would be so 
great as to require large capital. If General Fremont's scheme to turn the waters of 
the Colorado River over the arid basin through which it flows should be realized, the 
result would undoubtedly be to give the nation a realm of Arcadian beauty and Italian 
fruitfulness. 
The timber-culture act, considering the general character of the public domain still 
unappropriated, is the wisest measure of the kind ever adopted by Congress, and I 
submit that if it is amended at all, the change should tend to still further encourage for-
est culture on our timberless plains. It is beneficial in the highest de(J'ree to the citi-
zen availing himself of its provisions; but the greatest resulting'benefits will descend 
to posterity; and it operates to increase the national wealth from sources that would 
otherwise be measurably non-productive. 
Radical reform is called for in the establishment of land-offices. The rule bas been 
to locate them at the centers of political influence, thus making them subservient to 
the local influences of the places securing the location, instead of establishing them 
where the greatest number of agricultural settlers would be accommodated. 
I have not the time to elaborate upon the practical working of the mineral-land 
laws, but would suggest that as they, like the agricultural-land laws, are primarily 
intended to encourage the development of the natural resources of the country-the 
tirst step in doing which is invariably taken by the poor man, the prospector-sound pol-
icy dictates that future legislation in regard thereto should mainly be directed to simpli-
fying and making less expensive the methods under which rights by discovery are es-
tablished. The capitalist is al ways able to take care of himself. The discoverer of 
the great Comstock mineral vien, which has made millionaires by the dozen, did not 
get as much as $100 for his immensely valu~b le find, and in a fit of despair, without 
a penny in bis pocket, he blew out his brains. Within seven miles of where I am now 
writi.r;ig the discoverers of the only producing silver-mine in the Black Hills-three 
brothers named Merritt-are following a promising coal-vein without enough money 
ahead to buy a month's provisions. I believe they will open a valuable coal-mine; 
and what then¥ They will be at the mercy of the caJJitalrist. Under the provisions of 
of the coal law they must file on the land (now unsurvcyetl) within sixty days after 
the plat of survey is received at the district office, and within one year thereafter must 
prove va.lue of improvements an<l pay for the land a t the rate of $10 an acre. The plat 
embracing the land will beon file in the district office within three months, and within 
fourteen months from that time they must, iu order to secure a quarter s ection each, 
raise about $5,000, beAides providing for living expenses, purchasing tools, &c., from 
now until then; and they cannot realize by selling coal uutil a railroad shall have 
been constructed near t,heir mines. No other disco\Tery of a regular coal-vein has yet 
been made on the eastern side of the Black Hills. Men so si t uated cannot, under the 
existing law, make secure their rights by discovery; and without such men mineral 
discoveries would rarely ue made. I would favor an amendment to the coal law allow-
ing the discoverer of tL
0 
coal-vein ou the public dom ain, 11ot less thau fifty miles from 
any other known coal-bedfl, or each one of any aHsociation of discoverers, not to exceed 
four in number, forty acres of land embracing the discovery as a gratuit.v, and give 
him or them one year from da.te of discovery within which to fl.lo the req_uirecl proofs. 
I also think it would be good policy to extend the benefits of such :t law, modified 
to specifically apply to the differnnt kinds of mineral found, to all discoverers of mineral 
in new regions. As the mineral laws now stand, the man with a little money in his 
pockets can do better to remain idle and watch for opportunities to take advantage of 
discoveries made by others than to explore himself. 
I think the law fixing the surface extent of mineral veins ought to give uncondi-
tionally all within the side lines to the discoverer. Overlapping surface i-ights are the 
pregnant cause of nine-tenths of the litigation over mining property; and when these 
contests get into the courts t,he party having the most money is usually the monkey 
that weighs the cheese. 
I do not believe it woulcl be to the disadvantage of the mineral discoverer to cut 
down claims by right of discovery from 1,500 to 500 feet,, "linear measurement along 
the line of the vein," for in nearly every instance he transfers his right on what is dis-
closed in his discovery shaft, and the capitalist is therefore the one most benefited by 
the extent of the claim; but if this change should be made I would favor square loca-
tions, holding all rights within the boundary lines inviolate on the surface. 'rhe miner 
should be allowed to follow his vein wherever it leads below, thepriorlocation taking 
the ore where two veins intersect-which is the e;x:isting rule. 
You ask "how the ?,overnment can best ascertain and fix the character of the dif-
ferent classes of land. ' It is, in my opinion, impracticable for the government to at-
tempt to do anything of the kind. The settlers or locators will seldom fail to claim 
the land for that for which it is most valuable, if known, and then the rules govern-
ing that specific kind of land-" agricultural, mineral, pastoral, timber, or otherwise" 
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-can be applied. There is not much danger of the government being defrauded by 
false representations as to character, for adverse claimants will nearly always put in 
an appearance when one tries to acquire title to valuable mineral ground as an agii.cul-
tural claimant. Consider, gentlemen, that years ago Lieutenant Mullan graded a, 
military wagon-road from Fort Benton to Fort Walla Walla across some of the richest 
placer districts that have been worked in modern times, his expedition embracing a, 
full corps of scientists, and reported that he found no evidence of the existence of gold 
on the route, and you will concede the impracticability of governmental attempts to 
classify the different natural conditions of the public lands. That can only be done, 
so far as mineral lands are concerned, by individual enterprise, stimulated by the 
hope of :finding a fortune. 
As to pastoral and timber lands, the value of which as such can be estimated by 
viewing them, and should be designated by the :field-notes of survey, title to them 
will not be generally sought by this generation under the pre-emption and homestead 
laws; and I would suggest that it is not necessary for Congress to legislate at all in re-
gard to the former, and that the latter be disposed of, in small tracts, by lease under 
long terms-until cultivated timber could be grown large enough for domestic uses-
reserving to the miner the right to enter and explore and mine for minerals. This as-
sumes that contiguous farmers would be allowed to enjoy the grass lands as tenants 
in common, subject to the local laws regulating and de.fining rights by mere occupancy, 
and that the lessees of the timber lands would only acquire the right to cut and ap-
propriate the growing timber. · The general government ( or State by cession to it) re-
taining the title paramount (except such portions of the timber lands as might be 
transferred under qualified mineral patents), the time would come-the tillable area 
having been extended to the furthest limit by the necessities of increasing population 
-when both classes of lands, now comparatively valueless, would be a rich source of in-
come to the public Treasury. 
Before leaving this branch of the subject, I would suggest that the law in regard to 
quartz-mill sites needs changing. It grants to mine-owners five acres of "non-min-
eral land" for this purpose. Without a mill-site a quartz-mine is barren property; 
and it is almost impossible to find five acres of "non-mineral land," in the strict sense 
of the term, conveniently near a quartz-mine; and, besides, the ease with which pre-
tended mining claims can be set up on any tract of ground of that extent, near. a 
developed mine, has attracted to the mining districts a class of bad men, locally known 
as "blackmailers," unscrupulous vagabonds, who make a business of asserting ad-
verse rights expressly to be bought off. 
I am not well enough acquainted with the different systems of surveys to express a 
valuable opinion upon their respective merits; but would suggest, as settlers on the 
public lands are usually poor men, that it is high time to put a stop to the system of 
"making surveys on horseback," which means for the subcontractors having charge 
of the work in the field to run out the exterior lines of the townships, hurriedly es-
tablish the section and quarter-section lines with cabalistic marks no one can un-
derstand (and which it is to their interest to make unintelligible to the settlers), and 
then draw their vouchers. The established rules of marking boundarifls are seldom 
observed. This is an abuse needing correction. 
In the Black Hills, "croppings" are often wider than the maximum legal width of 
veins. 
In all mining countries mineral veins frequently so deviate from the direction of the 
supposed trend in locating them as to go outside the established side lines. Hence the 
justice and expediency of the rule, "follow the vein underground wherever it leads." 
As to the suggestion that mineral discoveries be recorded in the government land-
offices, and that the officials thereof be invested with exclusive jurisdiction of all ques-
tions regarding adverse rights ( of course with the right of appeal to the Commissioner 
and Secretary of the Interior), I would suggest that this might necessitate the estab-
lishment of a multiplicity of land-offices in the mining regions; and as a matter of 
convenience and security to themselves, though incurring additional expense, pros-
pectors would undoubtedly prefer, if this change were made, to initiate their rights by 
district or county record, as now provided, and then file a certified copy of such first 
record in the land-office, for the reason that the former offices might be more immedi-
ately accessible. And when a location is made tbe discoverer is anxious to ha..ve his 
record made at the earliest moment . And if all this kind of business should be trans-
ferred to the Interior Department direct, I would suggest that a distinct class of land-
offices be established, to be known as '' mineral-land offices," to be given exclmiive orig-
inal jurisdiction over mineral lands, and that they be officered by good lawyets, who 
have had practical experience in mining litigation. The responsibilities of their posi-
tion would be grave. Their adjudications would at times involve property rights to 
the extent of hundreds of thousands o-f dollars, and it would he a mockery of justice 
and a disgrace to the government to give such appointment!:! to those who had done 
the most effective service on the stump or at the ballot-box. So far as the Black Hills ::iire 
concerned, if Dakota is not at once admitted into the Union or a law passed extending 
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her judicial facilities, something of this kind will have to be done, as our local courts 
are overwhelmed with the increasing business brought before them, the bulk of which 
is minin~ litigation. But as admission might not be the proper remedy for all the min-
ing Terntories, and probably the same state of facts would apply in a degree to all, 
we here have a cogent argument in favor of establishing "mineral-land offices" ( or 
courts) on the general plan outlined. 
If discoverers of mines of the precious metals, like those of coal deposits, should be 
compelled to acquire title by purchase within a given time, I would make that time 
not less than three years. The sound policy of favoring discoverers as against capi-
talists is obvious. 
I never knew an application to be made for placer ground with the main object of 
thus acquiring title to a vein. I do not believe the general law, so far as it relates to 
placers, could be improved. It is seldom invoked, the local rules almost universally 
prevailing; and strong companies will never be allowed, under the operation of the 
local rules, to acquire vast bodies of alluvial gold deposits which are available to the 
poor miner. 
In practice, as well as under the decisions of the courts, it is nearly impossible for 
claimants under other than mineral titles to prevent mining claimants from develop-
ing their ground. 
lt is questionable whether it will ever be necessary to resort to irrigation in the 
valleys of the Black Hills of Dakota. Excellent crops have been raised three years in 
succession without irrigation. But should it be found, by future experience, that irri-
gation will have to be resorted to in seasons of exceptional dryness, an abundance of 
water for the purpose can be had from the Rapid, Spearfish, and Red water Rivers, 
which drain the most extensive farming districts of the Black Hills. 
Moving on west and northwest from the Black Hills, until the valleys of Northern 
Wyoming and Montana are reached, we find increasing dryness in the atmosp-qere ; 
but no part of the continent is better watered than those regions, almost every canon 
having its flowing stream, and the valley lands are usually sloping, so irrigation adds 
but little to the labor and expense of cultivation. Millions of acres lying between the 
Black Hills and the headwaters of the Columbia, now supposed to be worthless except 
for grazing purposes, will in time be reclaimed and rank among our very best wheat 
lands. I write and form my conclusions from personal observation. 
If mountain soil can be injured by irrigation, it has not yet been, to my knowledge. 
The oldest cultivated soil west of theMissonri River, in large bodies, is in Utah, where 
irrigation has al ways been resorted to, and there '' worn-out soil" I never saw or heard 
of. A.ncl in Montana; repeated irrigation seems to have the effect of making the soil 
quicker and deeper-new mineral fertilizing elements, I presume, being disclosed, and 
imparting their virtue with each successive following, from the water acting as their 
solvent. 
There are scarcely any valueless valley lands anywhere in the mountain regions of 
the United States that it is possible to irrigate. In Eastern Oregon and Washington 
Territory, in California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, Montana, Idaho-everywhere, on either 
.side the great Rocky Mountain Range-nearly all b~low the sterile snow-lines are nat-
ural grazing lands, or can, if possible to irrjgate, be reduced to cultivation. The sage-
brush and prickly-pear wastes, so long thought to be utterly irreclaimable, have been 
made to " blossom as the rose.1' The " Great American Desert" of the past generation 
has been, by the progress of American enterprise, obliterated from the maps and buried 
beneath the richly-producing furrows of the pioneer farmer. The high elevations, 
generally, from the head of the Missouri to the mouth of the Colorado, are covered 
with noble forests or nutritious grasses, or are veined with :fissures of gold and silver 
rocks, while coal and all the base metals are abundantly found. Believe me, gentle-
men, the grand march of American progress will not be retarded by the mountain 
barriers between the older States aucl the young civilization of the Western seaboard, 
but accelerated rather. There seems to be, at every part of this vast empire so far as 
explored, incentives to human enterprise. Over aU these vast regions new trade-cen-
ters will be built up and connected b~ railroads; and, as it is only through the toil 
and sacrifices o'( the producing classes such achievements are possible, it is earnestly 
hoped that the last grant of lands has been made to monopolists-that every acre will 
be reserved for homes for the brave souls who lead in the work of subduing the wilder-
ness and enlarging the fields of honest industry. 
Respectfully submitted. 
H. N. MA.GUIRE. 
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Testimony of Charles T. McCoy, 'register of deeds and clei·lc of the cou1·t, Bon Homme, Bon 
Homme County, Dakota, on agriculture and timber. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
1. Charles T. McCoy, Bon Homme, Bon Homme County, Dakota, register of deeds, 
and clerk of the courts. 
2. For twelve years. 
3. Yes; have acquired title to land under homestead law. 
4. Have been clerk in the United States land-office at Springfield, Dak., and also 
observed closely the general workings of the laws. 
5. From personal experience. The title to my homestead cost me, cash to the gov-
ernment, $18; house, $75; breaking 18 acres, at $5 per acre, $90; incidental expenses, 
$25; total, $lea. Breaking at that time, 1868-'69, and all other material was about 
double in price of what it is at present. 
6. Yes; in the first place, I think that when a party commences his contest in good 
faith, and deposits his fee and has all the expenses to pay, be should have a prior right 
to the land, and if the contest is decided in his favor, he should be allowed at least 
thirty days to appear at the local office and make his filing. Second, I think that 
when a person has lost his right through some technical point, and can make it appear 
beyond a reasonable doubt that he has not disposed of it either directly or indirectly 
for a valuable consideration or favor, that his right should be restored, as it seems to 
me that he has had no actual benefit unless he has perfected an entry, neither has the 
government been deprived of any of its public domain. 
7. The soil is of a light, sandy loam, very durable, and I have known parcels that 
have been under cultivation for eighteen years without rest that are apparently as strong 
and fertile as at first. The remaining government lands of this county consist almost 
wholly of upland prairie and pasturage. 
8. By general rule. 
9. Have no practical knowledge of surveying. 
10. Have no suggestions to make. 
AGRICULTURE, 
1. The climate is good rain-fall rather light. The winters are mild, with the ex-
ception of an occasional snow-storm. Seeding generally commences in March, and corn-
planting in the last of April and :first of May. Snow-falls are generally light, and stay 
but a few days. Rain-fall is rather scarce in the month of July, when wheat is in the 
dough. No irrigation ever been tried in this locality. 
2. The rainfall is ~enerally in the months of April, May and June, September and 
October, plenty in tne·fore part of the year; not sufficient in July and August. 
3. All of it. . 
4. Have no irrigation. 
5. None. 
6. No knowledge of the form of. irrigation. 
7. Rather poor, I should judge. 
8. None. 
9. None. 
10. None. 
11. None. 
12. Very small, not to exceed one-tenth. 
13. Think there is no need of distinction here. 
14. Not at present. 
15. About four acres. Good. 
16. Twenty-five hettd. 
17. Six and one-tenth. 
18. Increased rapidly-in past twelve years. 
19. No. No. 
20. No. 
21. Creeks in some localities, but generally woods. 
22. Know nothing about sheep. 
23. Have no knowledge. 
24. They do in some localities here. 
25. None that I have heard of. 
26. Cattle, 3,044; sheep, 492; this is exact, taken from the official return of the as-
sessor. 
27. None. 
28. Yes, considerable. The surveys are not marked distinctly, and great er]j()rs ap-
pear in the tracts as to quarters; for instance, I refer to the survey of Bon Homme 
Island, situated in township 93, range 58. Where there is a strip 77 rods wide, about 
two miles long in excess of what there should be, and the parties owning on both 
sides are now in vexed litigation as to who is the owner. 
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TIMBER . 
.As to this clause, my views I will give you in general. I should judge that, compared 
with other localities, this county is very well timbered, and an immense amount is b~-
ing planted out, most of which is cottonwood, and appears to be best adapted to soil 
and climate, and high winds that prevail. As to questions 7, 8, and 9, I would place 
the matter in the hands of the local land officers, with instructions to protect the 
trmber, and at all hazard prevent this unlawful cutting and appropriating gov 
ernment timber. 
As to mines, I have nothing to say, and respectfully submit my ideas for your con-
sideration. 
Yours, 
CHARLES T. McCOY. 
TeBtimony of F. W. Pettigrew, of Flandreau, Moody County, Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
1. F. W. Pettigrew, Flandreau, Moody County, Dakota; real estate dealer. 
2. Seven and one-half years, eight and one-half in the Territory. 
3. I have acquired title to public land under the pre-emption and homestead laws. 
Am now cultivating 40 acres of timber under the timber-culture acts of Congress. 
4. Ever since I have been in the Territory I have been constantly engaged in locat-
ing settlers and aiding others to acquire public lands. 
5. In an uncontested case a party cannot acquire title to public lands for less than 
$500, and generally it costs more in a contested case. It adds at least $100 to the ex-
pense. 
6. The department at Washington is too long a time in deciding cases of contest7 
much to the inconvenience of settlers. The system of making proof to sustain an en-
try is no better than the old way and ought to be abolished; it does not prevent fraud 
on the government, but costs the settler too much money to prove his title. 
7. All the land in this county is agricultural and pastoral, no mineral or timber. 
8. By geographical di visions. 
9. The system of the survey of agricultural land is all right if it were properly car-
ried out, but as contracts are now let the surveying is poorly done. The deputy sur-
veyor should have the whole contract price for surveying and not be required to divide 
with the surveyor-general. The contract for township and subdivision section lines 
should be let, to the same deputy and then his work should be thoroughly examined 
by a competent person. I have never known a case where the work of a deputy was 
properly examined and consequently the surveyil'.lg throughout this country is wretch-
edly done. 
10. The system is good if properly carried out. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate is adapte to the raising of all kinds of small grain, early corn, &c. 
The rainfall is more uniform as the country settles.· The seasons are usually long 
enough to mature crops of all kinds. Snowfall in winter is usually light. 
2. April, May, June, September, and October; largest amount in June and Septem-
ber. Yes. 
3 . .All. 
4. Artificial irrigation not practical. 
5. None. 
6. None. 
7. Not necessary. 
8. Irrigation is beneficial to gardens; crops can be raised anywhere but do the best 
on level land. 
9 to 15. Not applicable to this country. 
15. One acre for summer and 3 tons hay for winter. 
16. Ten. 
18. Increased. 
19. No. 
20. Does not apply to this section. 
21. Good wells. 
22. Ten. 
23. Not enough sheep raised lio make a test. 
24. Yes. 
25. Does not apply here . 
• 
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26. Cattle 3,000; sheep 160. 
Z7. None. 
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28. Yes, most assuredly; and those that can be formd do not correspond with the 
field notes. 
TIMBER. 
1. None. 
2. Cottonwood, maple, and ash grows thrifty. Cottonwood the best grower, from 
2 to 7 feet per year. 
3. Am not posted. 
4. The remainder of these questions on timber I am unable to give any answers, 
as this is a prairie country and I am not conversant with the timber districts. 
The questions on lode and placer claims I am not acquainted with, as this is is not 
a, mining district, being purely agricultural. 
These answers to the questions herewith are respectfully submitted by 
F. W. PETTIGREW, 
Olm·k of the District Court, County and United States Deputy Surveyor, 
and Dealer in Real Estate. 
Tes'timony of Tlwmas S. Sharp, fm·mer, Olivet, Hutchinson County, Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
To the Public Land Commissioner, Washington, D. C. : 
Have lived in the Territory twenty months; a farmer, and h~ve acquired a home-
stead under the homestead laws. Have closely watched the workmgs of these laws and 
the results to the settlers. 
The time of obtaining a title is about eighteen months, in uncontested cases. 
There are grave defects in the working of these land laws. 
1. There has been much land passed to speculators and others through means of pre-
emption and homesteading, under cover of actual settlement by those who took the 
land. 
2. There is and has been much taking of land without actual residence thereon or 
in the community by the holders of the same. 
3. The late amendment of the "timber culture" laws opened up the chances to non-
residents, so that in three months after said amendments no timber-claims remained 
untaken for miles in advance of settlement. These claims are worked largely by 
.agents. 
The remedy, I think, would be to restrict the benefits of "timber claims" to home-
steaders and pre-emptors. 
Our country hereabouts is decidedly of the grain and corn class, though grazing is 
very successful. The land may be described as prairie, with very scanty and inferior 
timber on the James River, and is either boLtom (alluvial) or table land, of generally 
level appearance and umformity of soil. 
Limit tbe amount of public land that one holder can possess to 160 acres and we 
should be better off. The real feeling of every one is to own all he can and make his 
pile out of it in the future. 
The climate is fine and dry; rainfall inadequate, though usually sufficient to make 
good crops; the summer longer than in Illinois or Wisconsin, where I lived, and the 
actual and practical temperature higher than the weather records indicate, for our 
summers are more cloudless and night temperature higher than East. 
The rainfall commences last of April and closes in September; Jnne the rainiest 
month. 
Our native timber would not equal the amount of 100 acres of good eastern forest; 
that is, all in our county. 
The usual timber planted is cottonwood, the most rapid and hardy we have. Other 
kinds do very well. I am trying the locust, basswood, hickory. Our plantations are 
-all under seven years of age. 
The timber question will greatly affect our future welfare. The present laws are a 
wholesale damage to the region, and are not faithfully complied with; at least, in a 
majority of cases under my observation. 
Absenteeism is another great evil, and in many neighborhoods renders the establish-
ment of schools, &c., impossible, thus wronging the bona fide settler. 
The land officers recognize the fact that much perjury is committed, which they say 
they are helpless to prevent. The officer at Yankton told me eighteen months since 
that .a family of Russians took a number of sections (I forget how many), and that 
some who swore they were twenty-one he should have supposed were sixteen years of 
age. 
Respectfully, 
T. S. SHARP . 
• 
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Testimony of F. Simpson, notary public, Kingsbitry County, Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
1. F. Simpson, notary public, Kingsbury County, Dakota. 
2. In county six months; in Territory eighteen months. 
3. A pre-emption; shall ~ake it a homestead. 
4. Have been a locating agent all the time since I came to the Territory. 
6. I think that 80 acres of timber claim should be given to actual settlers in same 
section beside the quarter section. 
7. Land is rolling and smooth, mostly with a clay and lime subsoil, suitable for the 
best agricultural lands. 
8. Can't say. 
9. I think the present system the best ever can be or that has been, having an ex-
perience of :fifteen years running lines. 
10. None to make; only that I think one-half of each section should be timber claim, 
and for actual settlers. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate excellent; rainfall sufficient; usually :five months without frost; but 
little snow; and no water for irrigation. 
2. In the spring and first of summer, when most wanted. 
3. All of it. 
4. None of it. 
5. None. 
6. Can't say. 
7. No supply. 
8. Crops can be raised all over this county. 
11. None. 
12. AU tillable. 
14. No. 
15. Two acres; the best I ever knew. 
16. Can't say. 
17. This county has only been settled this season. 
18. Increased slightly. 
19. No. Yes. 
20. I think not. 
21. Wells and some lakes and marshes. 
22. I think ten is called equal. 
24. Yes. 
25. None here at present. 
2o. Corners are well marked. 
Testimony of Karl Winter, farmer a;nd county treasurer, of Olivet, Hutchinson County, 
Dakota. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
OLIVET, HUTCIDNS0N COUNTY, DAK., 
• December :n, 1879. 
1. Karl Winter .• Farmer; treasurer of county. 
2. Five years. 
3. Homestead, under the act of Congress approved May 20, 1862. 
4. Have had much experience in locating colony of Germans from Black Sea coun-
try in this and adjoining counties. 
5. In uncontested claims, after making final entry, from four months to eighteen 
months have elapsed before patent is delivered at the local land office. The reason 
given, usually, for this delay, is "that they are behind their work at the department." 
'l'he time between filing and offering final proof is regulated by law, and, of course, is 
as the law-makers designed it to be. In contested claims the duration of the contest 
is varied, owing to the time necessarily required for parties to produce the evidence, 
as well as to press of business in local land office. The expense cannot be stated. In 
uncontested claims the law regulates the fees and price of land. As to the party's 
"working" expenses while acquiring the land, they are as varied as to amounts as the 
amount of capital invested. Hundreds go upon their homesteads with nothing, and 
come out at the end of five years with a good home. How they get along in the mat-
38 LC · 
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ter of expenses during those years is a question that cannot well be answered, but 
they do it. Many others go upon their lands w.i._th some property and ready money 
enough to start well; but they come out at the end of five years with less than those 
who started with nothing. Pluck and business tact seem to be sufficient for any 
emergency, while a lack of these elements will soon make a rich man poor. From my 
varied personal knowledge, and from knowledge acquired"from extensive intercourse 
with others, I am impelled to the above conclusion as to the "expense of acquiring 
public lands." 
6. The public land laws a,re undoubtedly systematic and good. Their practical ope-
rations are not always equable; for instance: John Doe filed npon a homestead in 
January, 1874. His wife being very ill, it became a necessity for him to take her to 
friends and remain with her there for two years. He returns and :finds his homestead 
jumped, and under the rulings of the land office he is not allowed to :file a homestead 
a second time, and loses his right in consequence. The remedy for this evil should be 
set out in the law and not left to the discretion of land officers. In this case John Doe 
is not a lawyer, but an ignorant man, and did not know what steps to take, if any 
were necessary, to retain his homestead claim. Richard Roe did not do precisely the 
same as John Doe, but lost his pre-emption by a similar force of circumstances. 
7. The lands of Hutchinson and adjoining counties are strictly; prairie. They are 
destitute of natural timber and are all agricultural and pastoral. 
8. The character of these lands is very uniform, and cannot be excelled for agricult-
ural and pastoral uses. 
9. The system adopted by the government could not well be improved upon. 
10. It would be difficult to devise a better plan than the one employed at present. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate dry and healthful. Winters cold and dry. Sufficient rainfall in spring 
and summer for agricultural purposes. Average about 25 inches. But little snow in 
winter, the winds drifting it generally into ravines and hollows. The spring and 
summer seasons are sufficiently long to mature vegetables and grain. Not many fruits 
will endure the climate. Irrigation not practicable on the uplands. The streams are 
generally too much below the surface; but irrigation is not often desirable, and is 
never resorted to. 
2. The rainfall mostly occurs in spring-time, but there are frequent showers through 
the summer. Rain seldom falls in autumn in any quantity. None in winter. 
3. All cultivated without irrigation. 
4. Never employed. 
5. None. 
11. None. 
12. None. 
1!3. See former queries and answers. 
14. Not an acre should be sold at private entry. 
15. Two acres. The gmss is excellent. 
17. Principally agricultural. 
18. Increased. 
19. Territorial herd law regulates stock-ranging. 
20 and 21. Water supply from springs, creeks, and rivers. 
25 and 26. Cannot tell. 
27. None. 
28. Posts all burned down years ago. 
TIMBER. 
1. None. Originally there was a little growing along the Dakoia River, but it haa 
nearly disappeared. 
2. Cottonwood, ash, walnut, maple, and willow. Cottonwood is unquestionably the 
best. Some of the cottonwood bas grown six or seven years, and presents a very en-
couraging appearance. 
3. The timber lands should not be disposed of at public sale and only in small tracts, 
not larger than 160 acres to the person. To lease them would be only to give the 
lessees the power to rob the lauds of their timber under a license. Saw-mills now cut-
ting timber on government lands under the present pretense of paying for the" stump-
age ·" is nothing less than an outrageous system of despoiling and swindling. They 
rob the lands of ~he good timber, and leave it in a condition that is unin~itiug to 
act ual settlers. Saw-mill owners should buy t he trees of actual settlers. This would 
give the settlers a new business enterprise and help them to secure a livelihood while 
making they new homes. 
4. -See No. 3. 
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5. I am very familiar with the growth of timber and its destruction from the Mis-
sour· to the Pacific. In rare instances a second growth comes, but not generally 
anywhere, for all over the West herds _of cattle and sheep prevent the second growth 
from coming. In general, when the timber gets thin enough so that grass and under-
growth starts, it becomes very inviting ground for stockmen to range their stock upon, 
and the growth is ruined. 
6. Cease granting the lazy, impudent, careless, and evil-hearted Indians the liberty 
of roaming at will all over the forests and prairies of the West and building their 
camp-fires along their trails, and the forest fires will be at an end. 
7. Tb6 whole system is a system of destruction and robbery. No one should be al-
lowed to cut the timber that does not belong to him. 
8. The idea is outrageous. There should be no local customs of despoiling the tim-
ber lands of the government. 
9. Either the land officers or United States marshal should have explicit orders to 
prosecute every violation. 
Not acquainted with mining. 
KARL WINTER. 
Testimony of J. M. Howe, register land office, Lewiston, Idaho. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
1. J.M. Howe, Lewist0n, Idaho, register of land office. 
2. Eleven years. 
3. One hundred and sixty acres under the pre-emption la.w. 
4. Have been register nearly three years. · 
1. Richard J. Monroe, Lewiston, Idaho, receiver of United States land office. 
2. Fifteen and a half years. 
3. I have not. 
4. Have been receiver nearly nine years. 
5. Time, from date of proof; uncontested claim, from twelve to twenty months; 
contesteu claim, from three to -- years. 
6. Yes. The pre-emption law for failure to define the character of residence; failure 
to make forfeiture of rights positive, upon non-compliance with the law; the home-
stead law; for failure to provide for the benefit of residence prior to date of entry; 
for failure to make the heirs the beneficiaries in case of the marriage of the widow; 
for failure to provide for a preference right in the contestant against an abandoned 
entry; and for allowing more than six months in which to make proof after expiration 
of five years' residence. 
7. High rolling prairies, interspersed with deep and abrupt canons, and bordered on 
one or more sides with timbered mountains; the prairies are fertile agricultural lands ; 
the mountains densely covered with pine timber; the gulches, canons, and streams 
abound in gold; the declivities afford ~xcellent grazing. 
8. First.-Withdraw all mineral, coal, and timbered lands from the operation of 
the pre-emption and homestead laws. 
Second.-Provide for the complete survey of all lands at once, or at an early period. 
Third.-Have four classes, viz: Agricultural, mineral, such as gold and silver; coal 
and valuable stone, such as lime; and timbered, without regard to humidity of cli-
mate, irrigability, or other physical characteristics. 
Fourth.-The exact character of lands to be established by well-adduced testimony, 
as a matter of fact. The general assumed character to be returned as now by the sur-
veyor-genera], so as to put the matter upon inquiry. 
!:}. The survey should be continually extended over all classes of lands in regular 
order. Surveyors, under the immediate supervision of the department, should be kept 
in field; the contract system should be abolished, for the reason that the easiest places 
are selected by the contractors, regardless of the value of lands, and arid plains are 
surveyed to the exclusion of fertile hills and valleys. 
The complete extension of surveys is demanded by the rapidity with which immi-
gration is at this time being carried on throughout the United States; the agricultural 
lands are fast being absorbed, and the timbered lands are needed for the development 
of the country; proposed railroad, some in process of completion, will form a net-
work throughout the whole country, making available the remotest lands. 
10. Allow to each person, qualified as a pre-emptor, 160 acres of agricultural land, 
to be secured under either the pre-emption or homestead law, whichever he may elect, 
but not allow both rights. This I should maintain is the intendment of the laws as 
they now exist, but construed differently". The timber-culture law might well stand 
it is at best a costly process of acquisition. 
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AGRICULTURE, 
1. Speaking for this land district, I may say that the climate is variable regarding 
temperature, the valleys along s~reams are much warmer than the hi~h prairies, 
and the rainfall and snowfall are less in the former than in the latter. Generally the 
length of seasons is: summers, comparatively, from March, seed-time to harvest, · 
September and October; winters, frost and snow, December 1 to February 15. The 
rainfall has largely increased within the last four or :five years, caused undoubtedly by 
the increased amount of cultivation. The water supply cannot be made available for 
irrigation, as it runs in deep valleys and canons. 
2. The rainfall occurs generally from October to March, occasionally commencing 
earlier and continuing later, thoroughly saturating the ground. Little or no rain falls 
after April until about October, when most needed, but all grain crops mature upon 
the moisture held in the soil. 
3. All the agricultural lands can profitably be cultivated without irrigation. 
4. Only small portions along streams. 
5. All grain crops and most vegetables. 
6. No experiments have been tried. 
7. Rivers and small streams. 
8. No accurate knowledge; know of one farm of 200 acres irrigated for the purpose 
of raising timothy hay, the process having been carried on for 10 years without per-
ceptible injury ; grain crops can be raised at altitudes of 3,000 and 4,000 feet. 
9. The system of irrigation is not generally practiced, only isolated cases, therefore 
cannot give data; there are no restrictions placed on the use or waste of water. 
10. No water taken up. 
11. None. 
12. One-twentieth part. 
13. Pasturage lands should be classed among agricultural, and as such, subject to 
pre-emption and homestead under the generallaw, ultimately to be proclaimed for sale; 
should not deem it practicable to establish pastoral homesteads. 
14. It would, doubtless, be advisable for the government to put these lands in the 
market, upon recommendation of the local officers, first holding public sale, at a mini-
mum of $1.25 per acre; and the quantity should be restricted to each purchaser, in not 
more than 80 acres. 
15. There are no statistics. I should judge from :five to seven acres per head. I as-
sert this to be the :finest grazing country in the United States. 
16. The product of ten good cows. 
17. From :five to ten. 
18. Diminished. 
19. No; cattle should be provided with feed in winter; they are, however, kept on 
ranges, though attended with some loss in severe winters, say about one out of three; 
they could be controlled by fences. 
20. They would. 
21. Mostly springs, frequently rivers and small streams. 
22. Not more than three would equal one beef. 
23. Diminished; they are very destructive to grass, grazing so close. 
24. Yes, if forced to, but cattle dislike to follow sheep; it is bad economy. 
25. The different interests are decidedly antagonistic, and laws have been passed re-
stricting sheep-grazing within prescribed distances of occupied lands by settlers, but 
are looked upon as unconstitutional and remain obsolete. 
26. Sheep, 20,000, and 5,000 cattle; sheep in herds of 1,000 to 2,000, cattle at pleasure, 
are not herded. 
27. No further suggestions. 
28. Serious difficulty; corners have nearly all been obliterated. I judge they were 
im:()erfectly set originally, being for the most part indicated by stakes driven in mounds, 
which have rotted away and otherwise been destroyed. I would suggest that they 
be relocated, so far as to place substantial monuments upon township corners and lines 
at least once in two miles. 
TIMBER. 
1. The mountains bordering the pra,irie country and extending almost interminably 
northward are covered quite densely with fine timber, mostly pine, fir, cedar, and tam-
arack. We might say one-half the land in this section of Idaho is timbered. 
2. Cottonwood, poplar, locust, box-elcler, and some nut trees; the latter are regarded 
as the best for timber, bnt are harder to cultivate; the poplar family is the easiest and 
surest raised, r eachiug one foot in diameter in six or seven years; the hard woods and 
nut trees woulrl require twenty years to become serviceable. 
3. Should hold the timbered lands from sale; should fix a stumpage value upon the 
timber, a price for wood; appoint a special agent for each district to collect the rev-
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enue and to prosecute depredators. .A very large revenue could be derived from this 
source, and it would work no greater hardship upon settlers to pay the rates in this 
manner, for the price of timber, whether bought from manufacturers who own the tim-
ber, buying the lands, or who buy it from government, paying- stumpage, would be 
about the same; in fact, it comes out of the consumer anyway. By this method of sell-
ing the timber the lands would become cleared and are then valuable for agriculture 
or mining, and might be sold as such. Should laws be enacted for the sale of timbered 
lands, I should recommend that not more than 40 acres be allowed to each person and 
be to be an actual bona-fide resident within the land district comprising the land; 20 
acres would be enough. The price of timbered lands should not be less than $2.50 pet' 
.acre. 
4. I should not. classify the kinds, price, nor size of tracts. 
5. There is to some extent a second growth, of no considerable value however, being 
mostly brush-wood. 
ti. Forest fires are occasioned mostly by carelessness of lumbermen, travelers, and 
Indians; they rage nearly every year during the dry period; are more destructive 
than all the depredators combined; the mode of prevent.ion is by stringent Federal 
laws, to be enforced by a prosecutor in the person of the special agent before men-
tioned, who could make personal investigation and inflict speedy punishment. 
7. The depredations upon public timber are extensive, being for railroad ties and tim-
ber, mineral, building, agricultural, and other domestic purposes. There is much un-
necessary waste, especially trees that are suitable for shingles and shakes, the butts 
being used while the tops are left to waste. 
8. Property in public timber, according to local customs, is conceded to be in the party 
reducing the timber to his possession. 
9. They would not be, for the reason that they could not be so efficiently executed by 
the United States district land officers as they would by a special agent, a sort of 
plenipotentiary whose sole business should be the execution of the timber laws; from 
personal experience I can say that local officers cannot, even with full powers, attend 
to the business properly, and subagents under them are not satisfactory. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. I have had no experience. 
2. From observation I should say that the defects are but few, if an~ 
3. Have no data. 
4. Ilave no know ledge. 
5. Have no know ledge. 
6. I presume there has. 
7. I have not. 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 I cannot answer, as I have bad no experience. 
19 . .All district laws, customs, and records should be abolished and the initiation of 
record title be placed exclusively with United States land officers. 
20. Tbe adjustment of mining controversies should be left absolutely to the United 
States lan<l. officers in the same manner as contests under other land laws. 
21. From observation I should consider it desirnble to retain the leading features of 
the existing mining laws; I could not speak further. 
22. Locators should be compelled on penalty of forfeiture to acquire title by pur-
chase within a reasonable time, say one year. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. One-twentieth, principally gold. 
2. I am not. 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 I cannot answer for·want of practical knowledge. 
Very respectfully submitted. 
J.M. HOWE, 
Register, Lewiston, Idaho. 
RICH.ARD J. MONROE, 
Receive,-. 
Testimony of E. B. Bonnelle, chief clerk to the surveyor-general of .Montana, Helena, Mont., 
relative to rectangular surveys, rnonurnents, ancl inspection ·by surveyor-general. 
E. B. BONNELLE, chief clerk in the office of the surveyor-general of Montana, testi-
fied at Helena, September 27, 1879, as follows: 
I think that the rectangular system, so far as it goes, is a very good one. I think 
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there is some room for improvement in its details. For instance, the monuments might 
be of a more permanent nature. I think there ought to be an inspection of these 
surveys, and I think there should be an inspection of mineral surveys as well as of 
agricultural surveys. The surveyor-general could do that if a sufficient amount were 
allowed to defray his expenses. 
Te.stirnony of Edwin H. Combs, farmer and stock-raiser, Madison County, Montana. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
1. Edwin H. Combs, Madison County, Montana; occupation, farming and raising 
stock. 
2. Since June 17, 1863. 
3. I have, under the homestead and pre-emption laws. 
6. I think the present laws good enough when administered by just officers. 
7. I have seen the greater part of the Territory, and think an avera~e of two-thirds 
of the entire country is grazing, the balance timber, mineral, and agricultural. 
8. The present laws are good, and any change would interfere with the already-ac-
quired titles of those who have made this country what it is. 
9. The land law, as it is, prevents to a great extent monopolies, and any change, I 
fear, would not make it any better. 
10. In my opinion the present method works well for the interest of government 
and the poor man, and gives general satisfaction. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate is dry and healthy. Rainfall very light. The snow principally :falls 
on the mountain tops, and consequently the streams are very high during the irrigat-
ing season. 
2. The rainfall is mostly in June and July. Sometimes heavy snows fall in the 
valleys in May, but are warm, going off rapidly, without freezing nights. 
3. Not any. 
4. About one to ten. 
5. Wheat, oats, barley, and nearly all the vegetables grown in the Middle States. 
6. About 500 square inches. 
7. From the creeks and rivers the supply is good. Montana is the best watered 
countrv in the world. 
8. I think irrigation agrees with this alkaline soil. The altitude has not much to 
do with the season. Some of the large lower valleys are more subject to frost thal\ 
those high up in the narrow valleys at an altitude of from 4,000 to 5,000 feet. 
9. All the water is exhausted. The law forbids any waste. It is a mistaken idea to 
irrigate and return the water to the stream from whence it came. A field of 200 acres 
will absorb 1,000 inches for three months, or during the growth of the crop. 
10. The waters of small streams is mostly claimed and used, but the one-thousandth 
part of large streams is not used. Each farmer is allowed the full capacity of his 
ditch, commencing with the first settler, until the strAam is exhausted. 
12. About two-thirds. 
13. It is not. 
14. It is not. 
lfi. Other sections are better adapted to grazing. 
18. It is fully as good as it was sixteen years ago. 
19. Some of them fence in large tracts for winter pasture. 
20. I think not. 
21. From springs, brooks, and rivers, promiscuously and plentifnlly. 
23. It has increased-become thicker. 
24. They will. 
25. _Hostile feelings prevail wherever there are sheep. 
28. There is none but a surveyor ca,n understand the hieroglyphics on the buried 
stone, and the surveyor who established these corners resides in the Territorial prison, 
TIMBER. 
1. Timber is plenty, but very poor quality. 
2. Cottonwood. 
3. I oppose any disposition or restrictions whatever of timber lands. With but few 
exceptions the farmers go from 10 to 15 miles for timber, and climb the rocky sides of 
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the perpendicular mountains, consuming an entire day, for an inferior load. The main 
body of timber lies far up in the mountains, and government ought to pension the 
me~who get it down. 
5. With a few exceptions there is none. Groves of young Norway pine cut for fenc-
ing have grown again. 
ti. Fires occur from careless men camping out, hunting and prospecting. The law or 
punishment is both fine and imprisonment. 
9. I think not. It would be impracticable. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
5. They are defective. The present law allows it to be taken and pre-empted in 
large tracts, thereby securing a title from government. Consequently it is monopo-
lized and held by capitalists to the detriment of the entire country. 
Testimony of Uriah B1-uner, attorney at Law, West Point, Nebr. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
5. On uncontested entries. Homesteads, including witnesses. and their expenses, 
about $40, average. Some few made their entries, say for $25, while others, living 
at a great distance from office, their expenses have run up to $75. Timber claim, 
including proof, exclusive of the improvements that have to be made on the land, 
would be about the same as in homesteads. Fees in pre-emption entries is consider-
ably less. Since I am out of the office I understand that the applicant to homestead 
and timber claims is requfred to give thirty days' notice by publication of bis inten-
tion to make :final proof. This is a useless and burdensome expense, which should be 
done away with. No one but the 1noprietor of the newspaper wiE be benefited by 
such notice. Contested cla.ims are frequently very expensive to the contesting par-
ties. The average expense of a contreAt is perhaps $40. Where no attorneys are em-
ployed and personal notice is given, the expense is sometimes reduced to about $15, 
but more frequently it will cost $100. 
6. The timber law aA it stands has several defects, in my opinion. It requires that 
2,700 trees should be planted to each acre, and 675 shall be growing and be thrifty at 
the time of proving up (:five and six years after same are set out). There should no 
more trees be rnquired to be planted than there are required to be living and in thrifty 
condition at end of the eight years. No trees that are :fit for forest planting will do 
well to be planted so close together. They will choke out one another, and while the 
fittest,, thriftiest, and most vigorous will survive, it will yet be injured by those that 
have been killed out by the choking process. Trees in forest grow straight, with 
long bodies, bnt they are much retarded in their growth Ly being overcrowded. It is 
far better to plant the proper distance, so they won't interfere with the growth of 
each other by overcrowding, until they attain a sufficient size for pm;poses of poles 
and :fire-wood, when the thinning-out process can be done by the farmer with profit to 
the forest as well as to himself. I have considerable experience in raising forest trees 
in planted groves, and my views I give here are from actual observation and practical 
experience. I believe that the claimant under the timber law should be required to 
plant 40 acres for every 160, and the number of trees required to be pfant ed to the acre 
should be about 640, and the number at time of proving up to be about 500. That 
all homesteads and pre-emptors on prairie lands should be required to plant and have 
in growing and thrifty condition 10 acres for every 160, :five years after the entry of 
the same, and before the passing of said entries for patenting-in homesteads the 
proof to be made at the time of final proof, and in pre-emptions and commutations the 
proof to be made :five years after the date of settlements. 
There are vast areas of lands in Western Nebraska and KansaR that are worthless 
for all purposes except for grazmg. These, under proper restrictions, could be sold 
on condition that part of the same be planted in forest trees. Here care should be 
taken that the same be not sold in too large bodies to one person or company of per-
sons. Rather have the government inaugurate a system of leasing (as they used to 
have in Australia) at public auction for a term not to exceed :five years at a time. 
Great care will have to be used or large cattle-raisers will soon have a monopoly of 
all deimable grazing lands. In this land district (Norfolk) the lands are what is called 
prafrie, with very little timber here and there on the edges of the water-courl:!es and 
rumnng streams. Most of the lands are good, rich, farming (agricultural) lands. 
There are yet large bodies of bad, sandy lands, nearly worthless at present except for 
grazmg purposes. 
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13. I think that homestead, timber law, and pre-emption law should be left in 
force even in exclusively pastorallands, until it is definitely determined that uo homes 
will be made or farms opened any more. Cattle monopolists will undoubtedly clamor 
for an abrogation of the land laws on the plains. But we should proceed very cau-
tiously in this direction. We should remember that this is the day for aggression by 
large monopolists of all kinds. Our government was established not with a view for 
enriching a few at the expense of the masses, but rather for the purpose of affording 
opportunities to the toiling millions to rise with the dignity of labor to a comfortable 
competence for himself and his family. It is the government's duty to see to it that 
all shall be brought up well, be educated in the rudiments of a good common-school 
education, and that this bringing up may be done by the patmfamilias without ma-
terially cramping himself. The question of social science is undoubtedly the most 
important that can engage the attention of statesmen, and the land question entering 
so largely into this question, is, perhaps, the most difficult to solve. "To move with 
great caution" must be our motto. 
2. Time of growth, from May to September. 
Very respectfully, 
URIAH BRUNER. 
Testimony of R.H. Criswell, notary public, Indianola, 'Nebr. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
INDIANOLA., NEBR., January 24, 1880. 
P1iblic Land Commission, Departfnent of the Interior : 
GENTLEMEN :-I laid away this paper in my drawer and forgot it, which is rather 11, 
bad apology, but it is true. I answer interrogatories seriatim. 
1. Robert H. Criswell, Indianola, Red Willow County, Nebraska; lawyer. 
2. Nearly seven years; I have perfected a homestead and am holding a pre-emption. 
4. I have been doing land law business during the entire period of my residence 
here. 
5. I had three years' credit as a soldier, and my homestead cost me $i00, but I paid 
for my house and hired all my work; took about 40 acres and put in three crops. I have 
known men have nothing, not even enough to file on .land, but get on it and in four or 
five years have quite a good property, such as a team, cows, hogs, poultry, and grain 
for bread. Contested claims, generally, in this region have not been defended, and the 
cost is $15 and $20 to clear them. 
7. I am honestly of the opinion that this will be one of the best agricultural dis-
tricts of the world, as well as one of the best fruit districts. I have seen the finest 
vegetables raised here, such as parsnips, cabbages, and beets, I ever saw. 'rhe finest 
wild plums grow here I ever saw, and plenty of wild grapes. Professor Aughey, of 
the University at Lincoln, said to me he would risk his roputation that this valley 
would be as famous as the valley of the Rhine for grapes alone. This will be a great 
fall-wheat count,ry, anJ it only needs the wheat-grower to come with his plow and 
try it. I have not time to answer all your questions, but I do wish to insist that this 
is bound to be, par excellence, an agricultural country, and not a pasturage country, 
that is, a wild pasturage country, excepting, perhaps, in some few counties where the 
land is exceedingly rolling. 
10. I beg leave to suggest that yon cause to be amended section 2294 of the home-
stead law by striking out clerk of the County, and inserting any officer having a seal, 
such as county judge, notary public. As the law now stands county clerks oppress 
the homesteader by charging high fees, and the clerk here will not permit a man to 
make his own papers and be sworn and take 25 cents for the affidavit. He makes him 
pay $2 whether he makes out the papers or not. Can you not have this remedied ¥ 
I close by insisting that you hold these lands for the actual settler and homesteader. 
Very respectfully. 
R. H. CRISWELL. 
Testimony of Joel Hnll, attorney at law and real-estate agent, Minden, Kearney County, 
Nebraska. 
The questions to which, the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: . 
Referring to your list of questions and answers numbered in accordance, I have the 
honor to submit the following: 
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1. Joel Hull, Minden, Kearney County, Nebraska; attorney at law and real-eshte 
cgent. 
2. Have resided in the State and county since March, 1872, nearly eight years. 
3. I have acquired a title to a quarter section under the soldiers' and sailors' home-
stead act, and made an entry under the timber-culture act. 
4. I have for four years last past been a practicing attorney before the local land 
offices in this State, and been engaged in securing entries for settlers, prosecuting 
contests for the abandoned lands, and attending to the making final proofs of claimants. 
5. In uncontested claims my experience is-
For entry fees (double minimum lands)------···--· ______ ...••...••••....... 
Attorney fees for making entry papers ..••..... _ .....•....•......••......... 
Finalreceipts on proof .•.......•............•...............•....••....•.•. 
Notice of intention to make :final proof ...•.....•.....• _ ....••... _ •.......... 
Publishing the same ...•.............. ···-····-··· ....•.. ···-·· ______ ·-·--· 
Taking proof of claimant and witnesses by attorney or county clerk .. ___ ..... 
Examining papers by register ........ _ ......... _ ••..........••... _ .••..•••.. 
$18 00 
2"00 
9 00 
1 00 
3 00 
3 00 
1 00 
Total expense .••••.... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•........ __ ....••...• _ • _. 37 00 
For contested claims, additional, from $15 to $30, under either the homestead or 
timber-culture laws. 
6. In the relinquishment of timber-culture entries, the purch::i,ser of the rights and 
improvements now sends to the land office his application for the tract, accompanied 
with the entry fees, his affidavit, and the relinquishment of the former occupant, which 
secured for him a prior right to the land. I would suggest the same rules and laws to 
be made applicable to homestead entries. By the present rules a purchaser of the im-
provements has no rights to the lan<l, and often other parties succeed in getting places 
with valuable improvements that ought to have been secured by the purchasers of such 
improvements. "The :first legal applicant" now gets such land, while the purchaser 
ought to have a prior right. 
I would further suggest that the law be changed so that the affidavits to be taken, 
in making a homestead entry, can be made before the register, or receiver, or clerk of 
the county court, or other officer authorized to administer oaths, having a seal. The pres-
ent rules designate none but the register, or receiver, or a clerk of the county court. A 
notary public or county judge are generally more competent and convenient to attend 
to the business than the county clerks. . 
I would further suggest that the same rules be made applicable to t,he making final 
proofs on homestead and on timber-culture claims where distance from the land office 
would be the reason specified, to wit, before the county judge or a notary public, for 
the same reason as above. 
I wo~1ld thus make the rules uniform in regard to pre-emptions, homestead, soldiers' 
homestead, additional homestead, ancl timber-cuHure entries, giving full power and 
authority to county judges and notaries public as well as to the county clerks to take 
applicatioJJs, administer oaths, both in the affidavits required in making the entry and 
in making final proof in each of the above classes. 
7. The count,y of Kearney, Nebraska, is a gently undulating plain prairie, whose soil 
is a black loamy soil from one to four feet deep, generally two to three feet deep, and 
from my personal observation the greater portion of the eastern half of the State is 
similarly sitnated, aud suitable almost exclusively for agricultural purposes. The 
southwest quarter of the State is to a great extent also suited to agricultural purposes, 
a small portion only on the extreme western end of the State being more suited for 
pastoral purposes. The northwest quarter of the State is to a greater extent more 
suited to pastoral uses. There is yet no mineral developme11ts in this State that is 
worthy of notice. The timber is exclusively confined to narrow belts along the 
streams. 
8. It will be difficult to fix the character of the~e two clasf:es of land by any geo-
grnphical line or divisiou, for even in the extreme western portion of the State, along 
the streams the land would be properly classed agricultural lands, while adjacent to 
· them would be found considerable tracts of land uot at all suited for agriculture, but 
only for pastoral uses. A gener::i.l rnle npon actual survey is the only way the charac-
ter of the lands can be fixed without doing violence to the seYeral claf5se.s. This may 
be and pe1·haps ought to be done by specially appointetl commissioners for each St::tte 
or Territory. 
The claimants of land for pastoral uses often come in conflict with those wishing 
the same lands for agricultural purposes, thereby causing great and &erious <lifficulties, 
disputes, and sometimes loss of life, and which can only be remedied by the classifica-
tion by 8Uch rules all(l authority ai- will leas;e no grounds for such contests. 
9. I am not a practical snrveyor, but I think the present plan of parceling land is the 
best, most convenient, and economical for the agrieulturist that can be adopted for 
that class of land ~.mitecl for agriculture. 
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For the lands suited only for pastoral purposes I would suggest the parceling larger 
tracts of not exceeding four square miles to each owner and herder of catt.le, not ex-
ceeding two acres to each beef animal occupying his tract claimed, and under suita-
ble rules and restrictions. · 
The monopoly of large tracts by few men should be guarded against, and as the cli-
mate and amount of rainfall, as well as the character of wild grasses, seem to be un-
dergoing a change continuously, more suited for agriculture here in the central por-
tion of Nebraska, and west, it seems to me to be very unwise to finally dispose of these 
larger tracts until after several years has elapse<l and the above-mentioned commis-
sioners have reported several tito.es the actual condition of e;everal classes, and the 
pr6bability of the lands in whole or in part becoming agricultural lands. 
10. I cannot recommend any better system of parceling the lands or dispo~ng of 
them to the actual settlers than the present existing land system. The agriculturist 
is, so far as I can learn, universally pleased with the present system. The conveniences of 
making application for the tracts, the making the rules uniform for the several kinds 
of entries, and the convenience also of making proof, guarding only against fraudulent 
practices I ::...ave already referred tio. The cattle men are not so anxious to own in fee 
simple the ranges they can occupy as to be guarded in their occupancy pro tenipore. 
My suggestion would t.hen be after the certain tracts had been once classified as 
pastoral la.nds, to enter under a leasing system for a term of years to men whose sole 
condition will be continued occupancy with cattle, upon the payment of a .:mall entry 
fee, at the local land offices. Let that term be :ft ve years with priority rights to 
another five-year term. After the above special la.nd commissioners have resurveyed, 
re-examined, and reclassified the lands, and reported the same to the General Land 
Department. It may require several of these terms to finally settle the character of 
most of the lands lying i 11 the States of Kansas and Nebra8ka, and west of the one 
hundredth meridian. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate in the south half of the State suitable for all the staple cereals, includ-
ing winter and spring varieties of wheat; nearly all the desirable varieties of corn. 
Potatoes and all root crops do well. Rainfall is all we can depend on, irrigation 
being impracticable on the great bulk of the lands. The rain has heretofore usually 
been sufficient for securing fair crops of all kinds, and averaging about thirty-two 
inches during the year. 
~- The season of the greatest rainfall occurs during the months of April, May, June, 
and July usually, some years a little earlier, others a little later, and invariably has, for 
the last eight years, come at the season when most needed for agriculture. 
3. All of this section of the State may be cultvated without any irrigation. The 
soil of the State being of such a formation that the moisture from rains on cultivatetl 
lands is readily absorbed and retained to such a degree that droughts 6£ from three to 
four weeks seldom affect the crops deleteriously. 
4. Very little. Not one-hundredth part can be irrigated from the superficial forma-
tion, at1 well as the almost total want of supply of water. 
5. Therefore no crops are raised by irrigation. 
b. The lands in the central and western part of the State lie at an altitude of 2,000 
to 3,000 feet above sea-level, and t,he higher table-lands, or rolling prairie, seem as well 
adapted to crops ar those of lower levels or along the streams. The experience so far 
seems to indicate that the high prairies are more productiva than the bottom lands 
along streams. 
12. None of the central part of this State can be said to be adapted to pastoral uses 
only. All may be cnlti vaterl fully as economically as to pasture the lands. As I be-
fore remarked, only a small proportion in the western end of the State can be so classed, 
and not exceeding one-twentieth of the whole etwte. 
13. It will be extremely difficult to establish homesteads on pasturage lands; and on 
such lands as are foun,d to be adapted to agriculture, it is my opinion no permits 
should be granted to more lan<l than the homestead settler has. But on such lands as 
are suitable for pasturage and not adapted to agriculture I think it would be proper 
to adopt a system of leasing for short terms-say five years-to actual settlers, no 
greater amount than four sections to one settler, who shall have at least one beef ani-
mal to 13ach two acres of his tract. 
14. I would not advise to put these lands in the market for private entry at present, 
but rat,her hold them as before suggested, in trust for such uses. It is my observation 
that each year is developing a little larger growth of grass, and th1~ very character of 
the grasses is gradually undergoing a change, some of the smaller grasses giving way 
to larg-er, coarser grasses, and each year is demonstrating the fact that a much larger 
area of the State is adapted to agriculture than has heretofore been supposed. The 
present sy8tem is a complete check upon monopolists getting control of large tract8 of 
and, which is as it shonJd be. Such lands, however, as are eventually demonstrated 
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to be adapted only to pastoral purposes may be then properly put on the market for 
private entry under suitable limits. 
15. It is here taken to be fair to rate one beef animal, including the young, to every 
acre, but it being an agricultural section, and none making the wi1d lauds exclnsi vely 
their pasturage, taking up their cattle during the winter months and feeding t,bem. it 
would not be fair to compare it with lands exclusively adapted to pasturage only. .My 
impression would be that twice that amount woul<l. be necessary to each head raised 
and fitted for market on pasturage only. 
16. About 200 head of cattle would support an average family. 
17. But pa.~toral pursuit being engaged in by no one here exclusively, it would be 
difficult to compare the settled with the unsettled portions. Not more than four head 
to the section average in this county. 
18. The growth of the grass for the past eight years in this county on the wild or 
uncultivated land has very sensibly increased. 'fhe cause, however, I attribute to the 
check put upon prairie fires, and that no great herds of cattle nor lrn:ffalo have ranged 
on them. The character of the grasses in my observation has also undergone a change. 
In the spring of 1872 in Kearney County and adjacent counties but little else than 
"buffalo" grasses were found on the high prairies, which are now covered almost en-
tirAly with the "bunch," " blue joint," and other larger and coarser grasses. 
19. There being no ranges here, I cannot say but this-that when the homestead set-
tlers come, the ranges are ~1bandoued; fences, therefore, have neither been tried nor 
proven a failure. ~,enced ranges may prove a success if they are not so expensive as 
to be impracticable. The method that would probably be adopted would be to have 
a suitable ." corral" or yard to herd them in at nights or inclement weather, and 
watch them while out feeding. 
21'. The supply of stock water comes principally from wells. Those adjoining the 
small streams prefer to water their stock at the streams, but only for the convenience~ 
The well water is considered fully as good as the stream water. 
26. There are about 2,000 head of cattle and 200 head of sheep in Kearney County, 
but rapidly increasing with the growth of the county; these are in herds of an average 
of about six head in each bunch. 
27. The present system is a good one and satisfactory so far. The surveys are in 
-some few sections not quite clearly enough marked. The rules of entry and proof for 
the convenience and economy of the settler I have already alluded to. The corners 
are mostly found in a fair state of preserva,tion. At some places, especially where 
sandy, it is diffiult to find them, and in a few cases have to be re-established by county 
surveyors. A little charcoal or a charred post would have saved great trouble in a few 
instances if they had been used at the survey. 
TIMBER. 
1. There is no native timber on the upland of the State. None but the bottom lands 
skirting along the streams have timber. 
2. The cottonwood, box elder, walnut, ash, the maples, and Lombardy poplar are the 
varieties mostly planted, and all are thriving and doing well. The hard woods, the 
oaks, hickory, and beech, it is thought, will succeed after the ground is shaded so that 
they will not be directly effected by the drying winds. Many of the more intelligent 
of our farmers are giving considerable time and attention to the growth of timber. 
There are no native forests in the State, but from the ready growth of forest trees, 
observant men think it can be made to produce trees readily. 
Very respect.fully, your obedient servant, 
JOEL HULL. 
Testimony of Evan T. Jay, attorney and stock-grower, Frontier County,.Nebraslca . 
. The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
STOWE P. 0., FRONTIER COUNTY, NEBRASKA, 
Novernbm· 30, 1879. 
To Uie Public Land Commission, Department of the Interior, Wash-ington, D. C.: 
1. Evan T. Jay, Stowe P. 0., Frontier County, Nebraska, attorney and stock-grower. 
2. Nine years in this State-seven years in Buffalo County, and two years in this 
county. 
3. I lived seven yea,rs upon the southeast quarter of section 4, township 8, range 16 
west, Buffalo County. Nebraska. I received a patent from the government under a. 
soltlier's homestead filing. 
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4. Since my removal to this county I have had a limited amount of land practice 
before notary public in land contest cases where, by stipulated agreement of both 
parties, the depositions were taken before a notary public. 
5. From my personal experience I must say that my expense incurred in improve-
ments and cultivation of my homestead were far greater than my profits, owing to the 
fact I lost most of my crops each year. By grasshoppers, drought, or hot winds from 
the south, I lost $3,900 trying to farm; then sold my homestead for $1,200, wh:ich was 
'(}onsiderably less than my improvements cost. Had I devoted my time and attention 
to stock-raising instead of tilling the land, I might have made on the same capital, 
and during same time I devoted to improving my farm, eight or ten thousand dollars. 
While trying to farm I kept a small herd of cattle which brought me a handsome in-
come. My experience has been: the cheapest mode of acquiring title toland will be 
to plow just as little of the ground as possible, reserving the remainder for pasture 
and hay. 
Contested land suits are often very expensive luxuries, owing to the amount of spite 
and revenge under which the contest was commenced. I assisted one of my neighbors 
. in taking testimony before a notary public last month, which continued six days, hav-
ing 76 pages of legal cap written full of evidence, all about a 40-acre lot which, if 
aold under good title, would not bring more than $1.25 per ac,e. The plaintiff in the 
ca,se paid over $50 expenses, and has no positive assurance _of getting what all agree 
to be justice to him-that is, the right to this disputed 40 acres. The cheapest contest 
-publication and other fees are about $25. 
6. In the case above stated the plaintiff, a poor man, who had lived in this county 
five years, had undergone the adversities of grasshoppers and drought, but was enabled 
to starve along, living off of the increase of a small henl of cattle, selling the steers 
and making butter from the cows. About eighteen months ago he purchased the land-
office receipt given to one W. F. Owens, who abandoned his claim and moved to Iowa, 
'leaving his homestead papers with a neighbor to sell, if possible, for the amount 
alreauy paid at the land office. Mr. Nolan purchased the papers and proceeded accord-
ing to law, and had the :first :filing canceled after receiving notice from our district 
land office at Bloomington. The above-mentioned plaintiff proceeded to the county 
clerk's office and made his homestead filing upon this disputed 40 acres, and three-
fortieths of his first selected claim-making the exchange of 40 in order to better the 
condition of his home. His papers were sent to the land office by mail. In a few 
days Mr. Nolan was notified that his neighbor had placed a soldier's filing on the 
whole of this contested 160 acres in the name of a party living in Iowa. This neigh-
bor of Mr. Nolan's has an old grudge at Mr. Nolan, and in order to assist his revenge 
had succeeded in having this :filing placed upon this land before Mr. Nolan's papers 
were received through the mail. All this resulted in the above contest, which cost Mr. 
Nolan $50 in cash, the law being such that the plaintiff, on an appeal suit, had to pay 
for the taking of all the testimony. I consider that if the laws were so amended as 
to allow the persons who, in good faith, contest some prior filing to a tract of land, 
.and succeed in securing the cancellation of the same, that a sufficient time should be 
allowed that particular individual, say thirty or sixty days, to perfect his individual 
filing upon said land. The present rule being, the first application made a,fter the 
cancellation is returned receives filing. Said rule results in most cases in innocent 
parties having to be greatly wronged, and compels them to expend their bard-earned 
money or lose their homes, which, in many cases, conBtitute their all. 
7. The quality of our soil is a rich yellowish loam. The quality is excellent, and 
would produce all kinds of vegetation if rainfall could be furnished at proper inter-
vals. The altitude of this country is very high. Except on the creeks and their trib-
utaries, a distance of from 100 to 180 feet is necessary to dig in order to get water. 
Upon the margin of our streams a small amount of timber is found-white ash, cotton-
wood, and box elder. 
8, 9. I have not had access to the act of Congress referred to. Would be much pleased 
to have H. I do most undoubtedly believe, from nine years' experience in Western Ne-
braska, that if our national Congress would enact a law by which all the territory in 
Nebra8ka west of the 100th principal meridian should be exclusively devoted to stock 
range, that a far better revenue would be derived than by trying to introduce agricul-
ture into any portion of this territory. The citizens of this county, some five years 
ago, after having tried to prove this a farming district and failed, voted by a unani-
mous vote to abolish the herd law; and since that time this county has gradually 
settled up with a class of small stock-raisers, who are able to own from 50 to 500 head 
of cattle. Owing to the surrounding counties having herd laws, large stock-owners 
have not crowded our small ranges. The resuit is that this county has good live com-
mon schools. Our county does not owe a dollar of indebtedness, and we have a hand-
some little fund in the hand of our treasurer, (The said office I now have the honor 
of filling), while, on the other hand, the counties surrounding us are in debt; their 
county warrants only command 60 to 75 cents on the dollar. \Ye have a few citizens 
in tbiR county wbo still try to farm on n, small scale. Their living is rnade hy hauling 
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wood 30 miles to the railroad, and selling it for $4 per cord. Last season the hot "'inds 
from the south and the drought together rendered their crops a failure. Many of 
them will have to be supported by our county poor fund this winter or suffer. 
This, I presume, is all out of place, and not at all what your honorable commission 
wish to hear, yet I am willing to make affidavit, and can furnish you sworn testimony, 
even from many who have tried to farm, that this above statement is correct. Yet 
under the existing land-office laws many poor men are led to come into this far west-
ern district for the purpose of trying to make a home and a living by cultivating the 
soil. Most cases have resulted in these partiea returning again to the East, preferring 
to live on rented farms and give half of their crops rather than lose all here. 
Our railroad companies have advertised their lands through these counties as being , 
very productive, and many have been induced by reading these exaggerated accounts· 
in eastern papers to move west, and in most cases have been disappointed, and have 
allowed their land purchased from railroad companies to revert back again, with all 
improvements and expense, to the companies, in order to again move east to a more 
productive climate. 
I am convinced that if your honorable commission:were privileged to visit Western 
Nebraska in person, that you would all join in pronouncing my theory as to the dispo-
sition of the greater portion of that lying west of the 100th principal meridian only 
adapted to stock raising. · 
10. By dividing this section of territory into small ,tracts, say from one to ten sections, 
and surround it with a pro~sion that would protect the stock-grower, and the greater 
portion of the land could be sold by the government for fair figures. As to the home-
stead, pre-emption, and timber-culture acts, they are satisfactory, and in agricultural 
portions of the State are recognized as good, owing to the fact that speculators in real 
estate are barred out. Under the new act, allowing citiz1:,ns additional 80 acres, I think 
the act shoulcl allow the location of that 80 acres wherever found, and not require th& 
annexation to the :first 80; much inconvenience is caused to those entitled to the addi-
tional 80 acres. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate is pleasant and healthy. Rainfall, if at proper seasons, has been for the 
last two years in sufficient amount to have produced all kinds of vegetation. The 
hot winds ancl the drought usually set in at the time wheat and corn most need the 
rain. Early spring commences very favorably, but the season three times out of five 
results in drought and hot winds. 
3. Owing to the high altitude of this county irrigation is utterly impossible. Our 
county lays between the Platte and Republican Rivers. 
12. At least one-fourth of this county is only susceptible of agriculture, or of culti-
vation by plowing. The remaining three-fourths is hills, canons, and rough, broken 
highland. 
13. I think the past has proven that the homesteader should fence from ten to thirty 
acres for a" truck patch," or for raising millet hay for his ponies that have to work in 
winter, and leave the remainder lay out for free range pasturage. 
14. Answered in answer 10, as I view the situation. 
STOWE, FRONTIER, COUNTY, NEBR., December 29, 1879. 
To the Land Commission, Washington, D. C.: 
f was unexpectedly called from home, and am of the opinion that the above will be-
too late. 
I have written to the Department of the Interior repeatedly, in order to get the land-
office laws and blanks necessary to be used in assisting settlers, and also for the pur-
pose of posting myself on the laws relating to public lands. 
My dear sirs, I will remain under lasting obligations if you will send me a full outfit 
of laws and blanks, or cause the same to be sent to me. 
If you desire anything further, relative to your interrogatories, I will be pleased to 
assist. Hoping to hear from you, I submit the within. 
I am, very respectfully, 
EVANT. JAY, 
County Treasurer, Frontier County, Nebraska. 
Testimony of D. L. Bliss, H. M. Yerrington, S. H •. Day, and Judge Beatty, at Carson City, 
Nev. 
D. L. Buss made the following statement: 
I am a member of the Tahoe Lumber and Fluming Company, which is perhaps more 
extensively engaged in the lumber business than any other concern or person in the 
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State. Most of our lands are around Lake Tahoe, in the counties of DouglaH and 
Ormsby, and a small portion in \Vashoe County, Nevada, and some in California. We 
have title to most all of it. We have adopted the practice of buying the land, cut-
ting off the timber, and then abandoning it, in order not to have to pay taxes on the 
land. The land in Nevada was located by the State. We got parties to take it from 
the State-320 acres each. We didn't lay in scrip in this State. All the land we got 
in this State was selected by the State, and we had no difficulty in getting our title. 
We don't use any timber on the public lands. 
Nearly everything around the lake is bought up or taken up. Until recentlyon the 
other side of the lake we have only taken such timbers as would make logs, but lately 
we have cleaned off not only what was fit for logs but what woul<l make wood. At 
first the cutting off of the timber increased the chances of fire, because we left the 
dry limbs on the g-round, but after we commenced to utilize the limbs for cord-wood 
it decreased the chances of fire. 
I am unable to say how long it ta,kes for a second growth to grow up. If all the 
timber was off the hills it would take a very long time before new trees would grow 
up. It is of very slow growth. Fifteen or twenty years won't make much of a tree. 
Some trees we cut are 200 or 300 years old. I think we cut one that was 1,000 years 
old. It was 11 feet in diameter. In Montana it is said the majority of the trees cut 
are 150 years old, and that they are rotten at the heart, but that is not the case with 
ours. The majority of our trees are from 150 to 350 years old. 
We have yellow pine, sugar pine, and what they call bllll pine or black pine, which 
is least valuable to timber. 'l'hen we have red and white cedar and red fir. The 
latter is generally rotten for eight or ten feet at the root, called churn bottom. 
From all my experience in the timber business, I think the goverp.ment ought to 
sell its timber lands. I would grade the price. I would have some man that under-
stood the business to value the land by section or quarter-section, and I would sell it 
in unlimited quantities. 
We couldn't sell lumber within $10 per thousand as cheap as we do now if we were 
limited in quantity. We have got to have a large quantity in order to pay any profit 
on tho improvements. •I think private ownership best conducive to the protection of 
the timber. Tho agricultural lands that I know of are not contiguous to the timber 
lands. We buy as much timber from parties who have taken up 160 acres as we do 
timber land. I would as soon buy the timber in that way as any other. 
Land is nominally sold for $1.25 per acre, and we can't get hold of land unless it 
costs us from $3 to $:3.50 per acre; and we would ju~t as soon pay the difference to the 
government as to somebody else. Instead of that the government gets $1.25 per acre 
and somebody else gets the ~lance. There is too much red-tape about it. If you 
want to nse the land in the .xt two years, you don't know whether you are going to 
get it in that time. They do not plant any timber in this State. I do not know how 
much of the area of the whole State is timber. I ca.n make no suggestions about the 
timber lands other than I have made. There ought to be less red-tape about getting 
titles, and I don't think it makes much difference how the land is sold. I would just 
as soon buy timber of a man who owns 160 acres, as far as the price is concerned, .a.a 
to buy it from the government. Of late years we have got pretty particular in this-
that we don't buy any timber unless we know the parties own the land. We did used 
to buy without regard to that question. 
Mr. HARRIS. I will add another suggestion or two: I think all scrips ought to be 
abolished; I think that the mineral lands should be sold without reservation, and 
that the miner ought to have the timber that grows on the mineral lands. I think 
there ought to be a uniform method of publishing the decisions that are made by the 
department in land cases, as long as they insist upon the land officers performing 
judicial functions. 
H. M. YERRINGTON made the following statement: 
I am the superintendent of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad Company, and engaged 
in the timber business. I think the timber-lands ought to be sold, if the govern-
ment is desirous of getting its money and preserving the timber. They should be 
sold in unlimited quantities. By the introduction of the flumes which we use in these 
mountains, it takes a large aggregation of lanc1s and all this sort of thing to make 
the brn;iness profitable, and the result of it is that these little fellows (small owners 
of timber-lands) they can't make it win, because a flume costs half a million dollars, 
and that's the reason why if they are going to sell wood at a profit, they mnst sell it 
in large quantities. Our wood is scattered over an area of 50 by 70 miles; we have 
about 75 miles of flume, that cost about one and a half million of dollars. The timber 
bas been cut off so closely at all convenient and accessible points that it won't pay a 
poor man to haul it. 
When I first came here, in 1863, wood was growing within three or four miles of 
Carson; it was hauled by teams to Virginia City, and was worth about $70 per cord; 
at that time the consumption amounted to only a few hundred cords annually. When 
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we startecl in, the demand was increased to 200,000 cords a year, and teams couldn't 
do anything, because they could not make it pay, on account of the expense of haul-
ing. With the increased demand the price of wood fell. Here are thousands of acres 
worthless unless you can get at this timber by means of these flumes. If it were not for 
the flumes, instead of using wood they would go to ,vyoming for coal. That is the 
reason why I say if I were the government, I would sell the timber-lands in lots to 
suit customers. 
Mr. BLISS. When the wood was carried by teams (which was about one-half the 
distance it is now carried by railroad) we used +o get $35 or $40 a thousand for 
lumber in Virginia City; we are now selling it for $17. I am speaking now df square 
mining timber. At present we are now bringing wood from California ou a narrow-
gauge railroad in the mountains, then through the flume, thence by railroad to Vir-
ginia City, for $9 per cord. In Lake Valley, California, when we first went in there, 
they were then talking monopoly, and called it the Bank of Ca'liforniaconcern. They 
said we were going to grab up the whole country. Now I believe they a. a glad we 
got in there, for I believe there is not anybody else doing business there. .A.bout all 
the money they get, they get from our concern. The parties who own land there are 
not able to get lumber to market themselves. They depend on us to buy their logs 
and timber. They can't get it to market and sell it at the figures we do and make 
money without investing a laro-e amount of means. 
I do not think it is practicab~e to give to a person lfiO acres of timber land for a 
homestead, with the proviso that he should cut timber thereon and live upon the pro-· 
.ceeds. One hundred and sixty acres of such land would not support a man as a con-
tinuous thing. 
Mr. WRIGHT here suggested that people had been in the habit of filing pre-emption 
.claims on timber land, cut the timber off, and then abandon the filing. 
Teatimony of 8. H. Day and others, Carson City, Nev., relative to the swrvey of timber lands, 
cutting of timber, irrigation, pastoral homesteads, minfall, sale of timber lands, arid lands, 
agriculture without irrigation, lien lands and mining school. 
Mr. YERRINGTON. We have got all the timber lands that we want, and it don't 
make any difference to us what laws you pass on the subject. 
S. H. DAY made the following statement: 
I have been deputy surveyor-general of the State for nine and a half years. I have 
read your circular on the subject of lands, and have made up my mind to answer it. 
In my judgment, in reg-ard to the timber lands,'one drawback has been that they have 
not been surveyed promptly. At Eureka, for instance, the timber was all cut off before 
the survey was made. .A.bout the only timber fit for lumber is found in the Sierra 
Nevada Mountains. In other portions of the State it consists principally of fir, juniper, 
mahogany, and nut-pine. In regard to irrigation, I think under the present system 
all of the water in the State that can be used for that purpose is now utilized for irriga-
tion. 
Governor KINKEAD. · I think that by using the proper appliances and having 
money enough to do it, the waters of Truckee River could be made use of to reclaim a 
large amount of land. I have heard of a scheme for diverting water out of that river 
to irrigate about 200,000 acres of land, but it would cost, I am told, $250,000 to do it. 
Upon this timber question, last fall I was in the southeastern part of this State. I 
was pleased at the immense tracts of juniper and nut-pine which I saw there. They 
grow on, two or three feet thick, all the way from Eureka down to Pioche, but the val-
leys are dry. I think the idea of a pastoral homestead a good one. 
I have been in Nevada ever since it was Nevada. I think the rainfall is about the 
same now as in early times, except that we have had a series of dry seasons for the 
last three years. There is not anything in respect that can properly be called timber 
.except in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. I would sell those timber lands, perhaps, in 
unlimited quantities. The accessible part of this timber in Nevada has been 
.already cut off, and it requires combined capital to get it out. In other places it has 
not been done to that extent. It is getting worse every year. I think these lands 
-ought to bring $2.50 per acre. I think it would be injudicious to pass any law with 
regard to arid lands which woul<l. drive the great herds of cattle out of the State 
which are now being p::tStured here. I don't think as a general proposition there is 
any particular conflict between the grazing and agricultural districts. I do not think 
the State is overstocked. Some portions of the State were overstocked 1¥t year on 
account of the dryness of the season, but it is not overstocked for ordinary seasons. 
In some places, as in Truckee Valley, they raise very good crops without irrigation. 
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We have some fodian reservations in the State, but there are no complaints about them. 
I am in favor of Congress granting to the State a smaller quant~:y of land than she is 
entitled to under the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections, the lien l:1nds to be selected 
by the State. 
The State University at Elko does not amount to a great deal as yet, but we 
could establish a mining school with the proceeds of these lien lands, and it would be 
the best in the world, if properly provided for. It ought to be established at Carson 
or Reno, or anywhere contiguous to the Comstock. 8uch a school would have the 
:finest advantages in the world, and I think the genera:l government ought to foster 
an institution of that kind. It should have professors of high character, and official 
reports be made by them of the condition of the mines and tests of machinery. I 
think that would do more good to the State of Nevada than anything else, and to the 
country at large. This is the proper place for such a school. Here the scholars could 
have access to the mines every week, and receive practical education. 
Mr. FASSETT. The only matter that I care to say anything about is that memorial 
that was forwarded to Congress during the last legislature concerning lien lands in 
place of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections. 
Judge BEATTY. Upon the subject of square locations of mining claims, I might say 
this: It is a system that bas never prevailed in this country, and I don't know any-
thing about it. The old method of location under the local rules of miners was by 
posting a notice at the point where the ledge was discovered or near the ledge, and 
that, by the rules of miners, held a claim whichever way the ledge might run for the 
distance of the claim. Usually, by most of the local rules I am acquainted with, they 
had ten days in which to record the notice, and that held the claim as long as 
the requisite amount of work was done. The notice was recorded in the local record-
er's office. That was the whole system. It was the means of taking possession with-
out taking possession. This was changed by the law of Congress of 1872, and we now 
work under that act, still recognizing as being of some validity the rules and regula-
tions of the miners in regard to certain things, such as posting the notice and record-
ing the claims, the width of the claims. The act allows the local rules to restrict the 
maximum width within 600 feet. 
In regard to square locations-that is to say, locations confined to the surface lines 
in the form of parallelograms, a system under which the miner would not be allowed 
to follow the ledge beyond his surface lines, I will state that I believe it would be a, 
very unpopular system among the miners. But there are advanta,ges in that system. 
I have always doubted whether we did wisely in abandoning the Spanish system of 
location, but the miners are firmly set in the present system. The present mining law 
of Congress was framed by the Representatives in Congress from this coast, and it 
was passed with reference to their ideal ledge, and it has now to be applied to a great 
many formations that it never was passed with any reference to. I think there is de-
cidedly less litigation under the sy"!tem inaugurated under the act of 1872 than resulted 
under the old system. 
Test-imony of Edwa1·d R. Chase, farmer, Wells, Nev., relative to public lands, agrimiltural 
lands of Nevada, laws, hornestead application, local land officers, contested location, rail-
road lands, pre--emption, homestead patent, and claimants. 
WELLS, NEV. 
GENTLEMEN OF THE COMMISSION: Having been a resident of Nevada since it was a 
Territory, a practical farmer, engaged exclusively as snch for the last twelve years 
in Eastern Nevada, and somewhat familiar with our land system, I venture a few 
suggestions looking to the simplification and economy of the means of getting what 
remains of our public lands into the hands of bona fide settlers, &c. 
1. We were grievously wronged in this, that our lands within railroad limit,s was 
raised to double minimum. The rule that the lands nearest the road were enhanced in 
value by the road is reversed with us; the agricultural lands of Nevada become more 
valuable as you recede. This is a pate.nt fact, and is owing to the following causes: 
The market for our produce is found in the mining towns. They are off the road. 
We have little or no occasion to ship grain by rail, and on all occasions when grain 
brings a fair price the railroad company enters into competition with us. At this 
time they are delivering hay in Elko for $80 per car, of 20,000 pounds, while I have 
lying before me their letter, asking me $320 more for a car-load of tools for farming 
delivered to me from the East than they charge to Sacramento. Freight on goods 
from the West here is about 2t cents per pound; on hay eight-tenths of one cent. 
2. There is no present reason for" sticking us" with double fees afld commissions. A 
township of land in Nevada is not on an average of the intrinsic value of one section in 
the Northwestern States. 
3. The law ought to be so altered that any person living 50 miles from a land office 
can do his business before any officer authorized ·to administer oaths living nearest 
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him. If the reason heretofore given, to wit, to prevent fraud, is the excuse for con-
tinuing it, I think it no sufficient reason. It is surely more difficult to perpetrate a 
fraud of that kind in the immediate neighborhood where the facts are known than at 
the land office where they are not known. Why a homestead application must be 
made at the office when the final proof is permitted to be made at a distance is difficult 
to understand. 
4. I have a suggestion to make, which will not only overcome all the objections as I 
believe which can be. brought to the above, but will prevent many frauds. Make it 
the duty of the register to furnish an abstract of each week's doings for the local 
weekly; those interested in lands would keep posted; keep a broad light of that 
kind turned on the proceedings of the land office and there would be less villainy. 
One of the chiefest hardships we are subject to is the extortion of the officers of the 
local land offices. While it is made a crime and cause of removal from office to ask or 
receive more than the scheduled fees and commissions, the land officers are permit-
ted to practice as attorneys in any case coming before them, and to charge all they 
please for such services. In one case, I know that an agent sent in an application for 
a soldier's homestead; the register objected to the form used, made out new paper, 
and charged and received $30. I believe the fee, &c., is $13. In no case should the 
officers be permitted to charge for attorney's fees for practicing before their own tribu-
nal. Allow $1 for filing out pre-emption or homestead papers, and limit other busi-
ness to a certain sum per folio. 
There are several errors in the rules of practice. 
1. It is simple nonsense to pretend that when a hearing has been ordered and a loca-
tion contested by a person, that after the vacation of the contested location, every or 
any person has an equal show to locate the lands. The officers of the Land Office 
always disclose the fact to their friends, and it is just in my opinion to give the 
preference to the party who has been to the expense of showing that the location was 
improperly held. 
2. It is no less against legal precedents than it is against"the equities of trade to 
compel a person defending his location and sustaining his claim to pay half the 
costs. A friend of mine has just paid $50 in gold to the receiver to defend a desert 
land claim of 80 acres, where there was no appearance of fraud, wrong, or injustice. 
He sustained his claim at a cost of twice the value of the land. 
3. The law should make some provision for prosecuting an inquiry into an alleged 
fraud. Here is an instance: One Francis Honeyman attempted to obtain a homestead 
patent on lands he had never lived upon or improved. He procured final proof, stat-
ing that he had lived upon the land the requisite time; had fenced and cultivated 140 
acres; had put on $800 worth of irrigating ditches. The case was passed and ordered 
to patent. I learned the facts in the case and informed the department. They in-
sisted on mY. taking witnesses at my own expense before the land office to show the 
fraud, and informed me that they had no way of getting the facts in such a case un-
less witnesses would come forward on their own motion and at their own expense and 
establish them. 
The farmers living within railroad limits think the lands withdrawn from market 
for railroad purposes ought to be restored. We believe by a strict and fair legal 
construction of the railroad act of July 1, 1862, these lands tendered the company were 
tendered as a gift. Section 6 recites as the condition of the grants that the company 
should keep up the road and telegraph lines, so as to pay their cash obligations to us, 
in part, by transmitting messages and carrying mails and munitions of war. Their 
obligation to carry, transmit, &c., for us begat the necessity of keeping up repairs, 
&c.; in other words, there was no consideration money from the grantee to the grantor 
for the lands. It was, then, in law a gift. 'fhe law of gifts is that it is essential that 
it go into effect immediately. If it is to take place in the future it is only a promise, 
and, being without consideration, the law will not enforce it. 
It is evident the government considered it a gift, and to take place immediately, 
because the bill fixes the time when they shall take the lands. By section 4 it de-
clares that when a certain number of miles is completed and properly certified, that 
"then" patents shall issue to them for the 12,800 acres per mile for each completed 
mile. The word "then'' can by no possible legal or grammatical construction relate to 
anything but the time when they shou]cl take what lands they wished or intended to 
under the grant. Government would have no constitutional right to give an indefi-
nite period of time for them to accept these lands, and it is not to be presumed that 
they ever intended to exercise it. They hold these lands in trust; they are rei,itrained 
in the disposition of them to the exercise of that trust within the limits of the com-
mon -good and" general welfare." By the act of July 2, 1864, section 21, it was made 
a prerequisite that the company should pay for selecting, surveying, and conveying; 
but by no possible construction could it extend the time. The only reason that the 
Territories through which the road was to pass gave their support to the measure was 
that the lands were to be conveyed then-immediately-and would go to relieve them 
from the burdens of sustaining their municipal machinery by their taxation. That 
39 LC 
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act (the raill'oad act) was a tripartite contract. We the people were, by language 
clear and comprehensive, to have the privilege of buying all the lands not sold at the 
end of three years, a.t $1.25 per acre; that is, all of us that were eligible to pre-empt. 
We have the right to demand of you tbat these lands be in the future subject to that 
obligation. Whenever we offer to tax these lands they tell us they have never accepted 
them. When we offer to pre-empt, the land office takes our declaratory statement, in-
closes it in an envelope with a prepared affidavit, and addresses it to the perjury de 
partment of the Central Pacific Railroad, and it comes back and is received as evidence 
that the lands have not only been accepted, but sold or conveyed. We hope this com-
mission will change this in some manner so that we shall be relieved from the shame-
ful spectacle of seeing the general government asking of the Central Pacific Railroad 
Company what disposition to make of the public lands. 
The plea of the railroad company is that these lands have all been mortgaged to 
one of their number, and that the mortgage is a conveyance; and while they claim 
that we cannot tax the lands, the mortgage goes unrecorded and untaxed, and we 
carry double loads of taxation in consequence of it. While the improvement of our 
lands adds in an equal ratio to the value of theirs, their lands remain unsettled, de-
priving us of communities sufficiently dense to have schools or social organizations of 
any kind. 
The Secretary of the Interior, awhile ago, made a feeble effort in our behalf by de-
claring, I believe, that all lands held by the company were subject to pre-emption. 
Will you for me give him the legal information that the bill reads: "A.11 lands not sold 
or otherwise disposed of at the end of three years after the completion of the road 
shall be subject to settlement and pre-emption like other lands, at $1.25 per acre ;" and 
that it makes no difference how many times it has been sold since, itis always subject 
to settlement and pre-emption until it bas been so taken, let whoever pretends to own 
it. No number of conveyances from the railroad company could convey to the holder 
any greater right than the railroad had; and if these patents do not so read, it is a 
reprehensible negligence. on the part of the Commissioner of the General Lanrl Office. 
It was at best a limited grant. It would look much more manly in the Land Office to 
accept of a :filing on railroad lands, and leave the company or the grantee of the 
company to enforce his rights in the courts, than the present course. 
While we have a thousand wrongs to compfain of, they mostly relate to the mal-
administration rather than defective laws. I am constrained to believe that General 
Williamson is totally unfit for the place he occupies. He appears to have no sympathy 
in common with the people; every ruling has been adverse to them. He throws every 
obstacle in the way of their getting their lands. I believe it is the most sacred trust 
now left with the government. The pride and strength of every nation is in its farm-
ers, those who till the soil they own. It is the only clear pathway out of this labor 
problem. I am somewhat familiar with the people's wants and necessities. · I have 
lived twelve years on this homestead claim. I have tried for the whole time to obtain 
a homestead patent. A.t every step I have been thwarted by him and those acting 
under him. I have had my claim held up twice for two years and over on some trivial 
question. If I, without laches, without any charge or suspicion of unfairness, have 
to push away ten years, and at a cost of more than the government price of the land, 
am still kept at bay, what show is there for those less acquainted with the forms of 
business? Many, many have thrown up in disgust, and made recent purchases under 
the desert act. It should be the care of the Commissioner to help these lands into the 
hands of honest homestead claimants, and to guard them in every other quarter. He 
was appointed and is held in his place by railroad influences, and we have no mercy 
at his hands. If ~our commission qan wrench anything away from his grip for the 
people, God speed you. 
Regretting that my time (owing to farm labors)has been so limited that I have not 
time to rewrite and to give more point, if possible, to some positions I have taken, I 
will ask possibly the privilege of supplementing this, if I think 0£ more that is im-
portant to be said. I would like to .take one of your commission through this country 
and get the history of each claim. I think the Indian ring is humane and beneficent 
beside that of the Land Office. 
In haste, EDWARD R. CHA.SE. 
Testirnony of E. C. Hardy, stock-raiser, Elko County, Nevada. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
STATE OF NEVADA, Cvu,nty of Elko. 
To the Department of Intel"ior, Public Land Commiss'ion: 
HONORABLE SIRS: I hereby acknowledge the honor conferred upon me by the receipt 
of your circular of questions affecting the interest of the people of the Western States 
and Territories in way of disposing of the public lands. 
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PREFACE. 
I am strictly an uneducated man. You will, therefore, overlook all parts of my 
report that would be bettered or .finished by the advantages even of a common-school 
education. 
I will only state facts plainly as they have appeared to me in the course of my prac-
tical experience. Any further details I may make than answering direct questions 
will be for the purpose of explaining my ideas, or for the purpose of giving you a 
knowledge of the experience I have had in the subject-matter, as will appear, for 
example, in reply to first question in your circular. My report will be short and posi-
tively within my own experience on the Pacific coast since 1852, twenty-seven years. 
Name, Ebenezer C. Hardy; born in Haverhill, Mass., June 8, 1835. Parents emi-
grated to Wisconsin in 1842. I came to the Pacific coast (Oregon) in 1852, where I 
acquired land under the old" donation law," with which I became familiar. ln 1864 
I sold goods and mined in gold placer in Grant County, Oregon, where I became ac-
quainted with the regulations of locating placer mines. 
In 1868 I moved with my family to Boise City, Idaho Territory. I was with S. M. 
Wessels, first locator of lead ores bearing precious metals. These locations were made 
in Owyhee County, where I first became acquainted with that kind of ore bodies or 
contact veins. I have carefully observed the mountain timber interest of the various 
commonwealths. I was one of the first locators of Ward mining district, in White 
Pine County, Nevada. I moved with my family to Nevada in the fall of 1872, and 
have resided here since. My occupation at this time is growing sheep, cattle, and 
horses. 
3. I acquired title to 160 acres of land, and my wife, Mrs. M. H. Hardy, to 160 acres 
of land, under and by virtue of an act of Congress approved the 27th of September, 
1850, commonly known as the "old donation law." Said land was situated in Skama-
nia County, Washington Territory, certificate No. 112, issued by Andrew Johnson. 
4. Answered in No. 1. 
5. I settled on the donation claim August 11, 1855, and obtained patent December 
22, 1865, being ten years. This was an uncontested case, no conflict of title or of lines 
in any way. I think my expenses were about $25, besides a private survey I had made 
to guide me in making my fences, as under that act of 1850 as amended our lines had 
to be run north and south and east and west. I think my neighbors received patents 
about same time. We had to live four years on the land in compliance with law. 
Thus, you see, we were six: more years obtaining patent. Contested cases, such as 
Salem town site, Salem, Oregon, and Upper Cascade Landing, at the head of Cascade 
Falls, Bush vs. Bradford, in Washington Territory, much longer. 
I consider the "donation law" and the" homestead act" the best for the actual settler 
and the best for the commonwealths of any laws that are now or ever have been in 
force: For the settler, because when poor he acquires a home at a time when he bas 
no money to pay for one; to the interest of the country, because the offer ca.uses some 
to engage in agriculture that would not otherwise do so, and agriculture is the foun-
dation of civilization. It attracts industrious actual residentR, who all have the one 
object of making homes, and no necessity or opportunity existed under these laws to 
mortgage them for purchase money. A settler under these circumstances would im-
prove his place without fear of losing ; could thereby contribute more largely and 
confidentially to the support of common schools, roads, bridges, and public buildings, 
churches, literary, scientific, and charitable institutions. I would say here that prob-
ably but few Eastern men can realize the responsibilities that are, by force of circum-
stances, thrown on frontiersmen in general. I consider they have double to do besides 
paying for their land; generally have Indians, and Indian agents, and military officers 
all against them, because the settler is really the intruder; for in but few cases is the 
land treated for, and the treaties compJied with. 
6. I have not seen defects in the land laws, except that conflict of railroad companies 
with the interest of settlers, in consequence of tardiness of surveys. It is my duty to 
call your attention to this subject, with the hope that it may lead to the saving of 
thousands of homes being made desolate. Here we have an example: The Central 
Pacific Railroad bas been finished ten years, and the land along the route is not yet all 
surveyed. I have made $4,000 worth of improvements on unsurveyed lands. These 
improvements have been made from time to time as my business required it. I have 
no means of acquiring title to this land. Should I lay desert claim on it, part would 
fall on the Central Pacific Railroad land, and they do not offer their lands generally 
along the Humboldt for sale. Under this condition of affairs what would be the 
chances of my heirs in the event I were to drop off-die f Thousands of others along 
Humboldt are alike situated. Besides, I see here in Nevada no general public interest 
taken. Every man seems unsettled, public buildings neglected, taxes enormous!y 
high, and a general unsettled feeling among the inhabitants along the line of the 
forty-mile reserve. I firmly believe in granting lands for the construction of roads. 
They advance civilization, and are every way beneficial. This country is worthless 
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without the Central Pacific or some other road. But I must pronounce it impolitic 
and unstatesmanlike to make such grants without providing a method and means of 
survey at some time, so as to have the survey made in sections of country not longer 
than one year behind the completion of the road. If necessary, give more land and 
make the railroad companies survey it or defray the expenses thereof, and receive 
their land; then it would be taxable; and, to avoid the taxes, they would sell to actual 
settlers. This would be well for the country. Otherwise let their lands be forfeited. 
7. The public lands of this State are not (I should estimate) more than one-fiftieth 
agricultural. In a few of the very highest mountains and on the north hill-sides very 
small bodies of timber are found that will answer to saw into common lumber and 
mining timber. These bodies of timber are already (probably) more than half con-
sumed for mining purposes and to build mining towns. On many of the low mount-
ains are scattering "nut pines," or" pinion pine,'' and a "juniper cedar." Neither 
of these two last-named timbers are fit for building or lumber, but are very useful for 
charcoal for smelting ores. And the "juniper cedar" answers a good purpose for fence 
posts for wire-fences, being generally about the proper size for one post. Probably 
one-third of these two kinds of timber are already used up, and possibly one-half, as 
in the vicinity of large mining camps ancl near the larger railroad towns nearly all is 
gone for a large radius surrounding. 
As to the pastoral interests of this State it is secondary, the mining interest being first 
and the agricultural interest third. 
8. I do not think it practicable to make a geographical division of lands in this 
State, Nevada, or Idaho, or Arizona, but will suggest a plan in answer to question 19. 
9. As to land parceling, I think the present method good. 
10. I would classify lands in States or Territories where irrigation is necessary to pro-
duce an agricultural crop. 
First. Land that has water running through it or so near that the natural waters 
could be practically brought on to it to Wl\ter the whole tract with, as first-class lands. 
Such lands I would dispose of under the old methods, and under the " desert land 
law,'' not higher than $1.25 per acre even within railroad limits, as all the good lands 
of the agricultural States have been sold at these prices; and it must be borne in mind 
that irrigation is a great expense, first for ditches, and secondly an annual expense 
of conducting the water properly over the crop-land. Besides, these lands are generally 
poor and require more manure, as the water washes it a,way, and the ground is porous 
and much of the richness filters through below. 
Secondly. I would devote one section or more of lands as pastoral to each actual 
settler of such land, if cultivated, as would be compelled to hoist water with wind or 
other power to irrigate. I would make the term of residence to acquire a patent four 
years. I would further allow the settler to buy the same at 25 cents per acre after 
living on the same two years. Then I would allow any citizen of the United States 
to buy one section of such land at 25 cents per acre, provided he should first improve the 
said section of land to the value of $500, and then require the local land office to re-
quire ample proof to said improvements being equal to that amount before issuing 
certificate for patent. This last proposed law is more needed in this State than any 
commo:µ.wealth west of the Rocky Mountains, as the land is poorer, yields less grass 
per acre than any other, and will require considerable inducements to get settlers to 
buy and improve such lands. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate dry; rainfall light; season short ; snowfall in deserts light, from 6 
to 12 inches, the bunch-grass land often covered very deep. · 
2. The rainfall is principally in spring and fall; sometimes light rains in May and 
June. I cannot give you the number of inches, but surely less than any commonwealth 
west of the Rocky Mountains except Arizona. The general supply of water comes in 
the early crop season, and often in places does not last long enough to fully mature all 
crops. 
3. No portion of the State can be successfully cultivated without irrigation. 
4. Probably 1 acre to each 100 acres may be cultivated by irrigation of valley lands. 
More could be cultivated if water could be obtained. Upon second consideration I do 
not think there is running water to irrigate more than 1 acre to 500 acres, to average 
the State over. 
5. Wheat , oats, barley, potatoes, t urnips, beets, &c., and in the southern part of the 
State, in low altitudes, corn and vines and grapes, but generally in southern part of the 
State there is no water for irrigating lands. 
6. A large quantity of water is required to irrigate land in this State, as the land i s 
generally porous and the water sinks rapidly into the earth. There is no stratum of 
clay underlying the soil to keep the moisture up as there is in Illinois and Wisconsin. 
Added to this, the dryness of the atmosphere causes great waste by evaporation. 
7. The source of supply of water is from small mountain streams and springs 
that soon sink in the desert valleys. Even the larger streams-Humboldt, Carson, 
I 
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Rees, and Truckee Rivers-sink in this State. Fair crops are raised in the State 
to an altitude of 4,000 feet. A fine orchard is being grown at Humboldt House, Cen-
tral Pacific Railroad; elevation, 4,262 feet. This rule applies to plain levels. In gulches, 
where the little valleys are more protected from frost, crops are grown at much hi.gher 
altitude. Elko i.s 5,030 feet, and crops are grown higher on tributaries of Humboldt, 
lmt are confined to wheat, oats, barley, &c. 
9. I am unable to state what portion of water is lost in ditches. I have before stated 
the waste is great from dryness and openness of soil and atmosphere dry. The faws 
generally of the Western States provide that parties living on the heads of streams 
and having first use of water shall turn the same into its n:ttural channel, and vari-
ous decisions have been made giving damages to second parties where water is wrong-
fully wasted by first parties to the injury of second parties. These lawil are very 
important, affecting some of our heaviest mining interests, as well as agriculture. 
Water bas been taken up generally where it is anticipated that a mini.ng town will 
be established; that is to say, where good-looking mining prospects are found, and 
also where the water is needed by parties for irrigation. Nevada State law provides 
that the locator of water may have the plat of his ditch or .flume recorded in recor-
der's office of the county in which the proposed ditch or flume is to be constructed, 
then shall commence work on same within thirty days, and continue to work on same 
until completed. This act was approved March 3, 1866, and will be found in volume 
4, page 415, Nevada statutes. 
11. I have heard of several conflicts of water right, but only think of one now: 
Martin White Mining Company, and Mr. Wellington, in White Pine County. The com-
pany :finally bought the land from Wellington and the water-right for $12,000. This 
Martin White Company's place of business is at Ward district, White Pine County. 
12. I have heretofore estimated 1 acre in 100 to 1 acre in 500 to agriculture; the rest 
pasturage only. 
13. It is1 in my opinion, practicable to establish pasturage homestead, as I have 
before suggested under the head of disposing of the public lands of the Western States. 
Question. 14 explained under same head. 
15. It is impossible to make any reasonable estimate on the lands of this State, as 
some lands will support ten times as much stock as other lands in same county. I do 
not think thie State will raise on a general average more than one-fifth as many cat-
tle as Idaho Territory to the same number of square miles, and about one-tenth as 
many as Oregon or Washington to the same number of square miles. That is, leaving 
out of this estimate the great Cascade Range timber belt and sound country, i. e., I 
mean to include only the grazing portion of Washington Territory which lies e:1st of 
the Cascade Range of mountains. 
16. About 200 head of cattle will be required at present rates of cattle in thi.s coun-
try to support an avenige family. One hundred bead, or less, if all stock rounu as 
usually grown-if the grown cows thereof were used for dairying connected with 
stock-would be amply sufficient. It is proper here to state that this State is poor for 
dairy business in the high altitudes, where bunch grass gro.,ws plentifully. The sea-
son for butter making is short,; until first of June the cows eat wild onion, that gives 
milk and butter a characteristic taste; then the grass becomes too dry about middle 
of September-in dry season, sooner; so only three to four months can be calculated 
on, even from cows that bear calves, at suitable seasons. In the more desert parts can 
begin earlier, but must close earlier. On account of dry feed and scarcity of water, 
cows will soon have to go too far from water for feed. 
• 11. Elko County now has all the stock it will possibly support, and for your benefit 
I have gotten the returns of Assessor Henry V. Mundell for 1879: 
Number of horses assessed ______ ···-·-·-···--···---··----·------ ......... . 
Number of rnules assessed .. ___ ...... _. __ ...... ____ .. ____ .. _ .• -.. - . - - .. _ .. 
Number of asses assessed .... ··--··· ·· ---··---··----·· .... ····-· ..... ·--·-· 
Number of cows, calves, and young cattle assessed as stock cattle. - - -•... _. 
Number of beef cattle assessed .....••• _ ..•••••. _ •• _ ....... _ ... ___ . . . _ . _ •• 
Number of yoke oxen assessed. _________ .... ______ ···--··--------· ____ .... 
Number of sheep and lambs assessed.-~--- •... -----· ...... -----··----·---· 
Number of hogs assessed ______ ·---····--···---···----· •... ·----- .... ·-·-·· 
Total stock .•........ __ . . • _ • _ .. _ ... _ ... _ .......••••.. _ ..• __ ••• ". _. 
Deduct for hogs. _ ••..•. __ ....... _ . __ . _ ••..• - - - ... - ••..••••..• - - -.. -... - .. 
18,676 
5,381 
15 
60,000 
36,432 
240 
9,432 
1,400 
131,576 
1,400 
130,176 
Stockmen estimate seven sheep consume equal to one cattle ; thus subtract 
for sixth-sevent,hs of the number of sheep .•• --· .•. __ .. __ ••... ___ ..• _... 8,085 
Cattle it would support. _____ ···-···----· .............. ·---·· •... ····-·... 122,091 
Elko County is aoout 160 miles square, or 25,600 square miles, showing that it sup~ 
ports only a fraction less than five head to th~ square mile. I think it is safe to esti-
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mate that. there is one-third more stock than the books show, or about seven head to 
each section of land. There is a vast amount of waste land in this (Elko) County, 
such as mountains and desert plains; yet I think it is the best county for stock in the 
State, ·and Humboldt County next, and southern counties the poorest. 
18. Grass bas diminished fast in all the country I have lived in, to wit, Oregon, 
Washington, Idaho, and this State; but as the grass gets short, growers turn their 
attention more to sheep. 
19. I know of only one firm (Scott & Hauk, of Elko County) who fence. They keep 
their main band of stock on Snake River, in Idaho, and drive to their inclosures in 
Humboldt Valley the beef cattle, and hold them until the market suits to ship. In 
this inclosure they breed their fine horses and fine bulls. As a general rule cattle 
require their liberty in the winter in this State, as by instinct, when a storm is com-
ing, they go to the cedar trees or in gulches, if they can, away from wind. 
~O. I think if stockmen could buy land so that they could afford to fence, much 
better stock would be raised. They could grow fine stock, and a general improvement 
in beef would be the result. As it is now, land is too dear for that purpose, includ-
ing fencing; and to turn fine bulls or fine horses on to a range, all get the use of them 
alike; thus the owner loses part of his investment, and soon gets discouraged with 
trying to improve his stock. 
21. Answered heretofore ; mountain springs and spring lakes. 
22. In grazing or feeding sheep and cattle, stockmen estimate one head of cattle 
equal to seven head of sheep. 
23. Growth of grasses diminishes as fast, if not faster, pastured with sheep than it 
does with cattle. 
24. Sheep and cattle graze readily and voluntarily on some lands until grazed too 
close. Then the scent of the sheep left on the vegetation or herbage will cause the 
cattle to change; but a rain or snow seems to renovate the range. 
25. The prejudices cattle-growers have toward sheep-growers is founded in the fact 
that when a range is pastured closely down sheep can and will readily live on shorter 
feed than any other class of stock, and horses next; so when the range is partly eaten 
out the cattle-grower must move first if there is moving necessary. 
26. I do not ·think it practicable to herd in this State generally more than 1,500 
sheep in a herd, as they have to roam over too much ground to get feed ; "'dind w bile so 
scattered the cayotes, or parairie wolves, kill them before the herder can reach the op-
posite side of the herd. 
27. Answered. 
28. I have never known trouble to arise generally in ascertaining corners where I 
have lived. 
TIMBER 
I do not think the timber interest of this State worthy of your attention. But the 
same laws that govern other States would be applicable to this State, where there is 
actual sawing timber. 
1. Answered heretofore in explaining the general characteristics of the country. 
2. There is no timber planted in this country. · 
3. I would dispose of the public timber lands by homestead and pre-emption of 160 
acres. For instance, as timber is about to be valuable, t,be sooner the poor man set-
tles on it and protects it from waste until such time as he can sell it, the better. l 
have observed it in Oregon, Washington, and when traveling in the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains, in the vicinity of Truckee. I think the method as good to preserve the tim-
ber as any, and the poor man gets part of the benefit; can cut the timber and market it 
himself, and establish a business in accordance with his means and intellectual ca-
pacity. This policy makes competition in the timber business and prevents monopo-
lies in timber business, thus protecting other business with fair rates that might other-
wise suffer. 
4. I think I would only allow timber to actual settlers, and at one price. My object 
in so doing is, as I before stated, to guard the consumer against monopolies and con-
sequent high prices. 
5. Forests fallen here do not grow up again. 
6. In Oregon these fires generally were first set by Indians to chase the game, and 
made sad havoc. Mv remedy would be to kill the Indians and Indian agents and an-
nihilate the Indian Bureau, the curse of all frontier countries, as well as the Indian 
himself. I will leave the subject of prevention to the people of the Middle States, 
who suffer most from these destructive fires. 
7. Nothing to offer. 
8. Our local custom here is to possess the timber with a kind of brush fence. Idaho 
had a possession tim her law. 
9. No answer to make; have not formed opinion. 
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LODE CLAIMS. 
1. My main experience in lode mmmg was in South Mountain, Owyhee County,. 
Idaho, as owner of argentiferous galena and carbonate om mines. 
2, 3. Not observed sufficiently to reply intelligently and satisfactorily. 
4. I do not think the top or apex, the course and angle or direction of the dip or 
veins or ore-bodies can be determined in the early workings. I know it is wholly im-
possible as to contact veins. (See cuts of veins and ore-bodies, a~ found in different 
parts of the world, which you will :find :finely illustrated and their history explained 
in Von Cota's treatise on ore-deposits, written by Prim.) It is the standard history of 
mines of Europe. Every new mining district presents something new and pecnliar to 
its locality. 
5. I do know the rights of discoverers are not protected under t.he present laws; 
but ore-bodies are of so many shapes in different localities, and even in the same ledge 
or vein, that I cannot propose a law that would protect the discoverer without blight-
ing the prospects of other prospectors. 
9. The outcrops of lodes or ledge matter are sometimes wider than the lawful width, 
as, for instance, the" Original," located by T. M. Wessels and myself, in South Mount-
ain, Owyhee County, Idaho, as it is different in form from anything I have heard of 
or seen described in Von Cota's treatise. I will give you a rough diagram here. 
We located the ledge: supposed to be 100 feet wide of low grade ore, or ledge matter. 
It was tractable for two miles plain. We claim 3,000 feet in company, under old law, 
running eastwardly and westwardly from discovery stake and work. When, after years, 
we organized a company in San Francisco for work, Donally goes on. to our ground 
and sinks a shaft, as marked, and :finds a perfect vein running in nearly opposite di-
rections, calls it by a new name and separate ledge, running different from our claim. 
The company preferred to stand the blackmail rather than litigate and buys him out. 
After further developments were made, we found all the true ore, valuable to work, 
was in these crop veins, each one running in same direction and passing through and 
outside of main strata of ledge matter same distance on both sides. All valuable ore-
bodies in the camp were crossing this ledge belt in same way, although not generally 
understood, as we did not desire litigation. 
I could illustrate true:fissureveins, such as Comstock and War Eagle, and contact veins, 
such as Euteka and Ward, district South Mountain, Raymond and Ely, and Emma; 
but I have hurriedly consumed more time than I have space. I know as much about 
contact veins as I desire to know; if I knew less might recommend more. I do know 
that I could not propose a legislation that would prove equitable and satisfactory to 
me. I will, therefore, leave the subject to those who have more capacity, urging you 
to be cautious and examine the history of mines in Europe; ours in America are simi-
lar, no two localities exactly alike. For a period of :fifteen years I have studied the 
nature of ore-bodies, that I might be able to work what I had intelligently, or invest 
in others prudentially, and have decided that relative to contact veins nothing can be 
judged except what is opened up and shown. Fissure veins are easier to forru an opin-
ion with regard to, and would be easier to regulate by law, for reasons of their peculiar 
shape, as you will readily see after looking over Von Cota's treatise on ore-deposits 
by Prim. 
I will state that I think the present method of recording as good in practice as any 
I could suggest. 
I would answer some more of your questions with regard to the method of locating and 
recording lode and placer claims, but I have already held this matter two months too 
long, and fear that in case yon do find any facts contained herein that may be considered 
by you practical to adopt, the receipt thereof ;will be too late to be serviceable to you. 
The pressure of my business has c.1used me to put the matters off from day to day, and 
:finally has been poorly done evenings when I ought to have been at rest. 
Again thanking you for the honor conferred upon me, by soliciting my opinion, 
based on experience, and hoping yon may have more satisfaction in conducting your 
labors on mines and mining than I could have, if the work rested with me, 
I am, most respectfully, yours, 
E. C. HARDY. 
Suggestions of the Hon. C. N. Ha1·ris and others, at a rneeti11 g held in the governor's o.ffece, · at 
Carson City, Nev., relative to the best systern of controlling and disposing of the pttblic do-
rnain, and recommending such changes in legislation as rnay be beneficial to the people of the 
State. 
On the evening of the 31st day of October, 1879, a meeting was held in the gover-
nor's office, at Carson City, Nev., at which meeting there wero present the following 
prominent citizens of the State among others, viz: His Excellency Gov. J. H. Kinkead 1 
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Chief Justice W. H. Beatty, Deputy Surveyor-General I. N. Fassett, Secretary of State 
Joseph Babcock, Ex-Deputy Surveyor-General S. H. Day, ex-District Judge F. W. 
Cole, of Eureka, Hon. C. N. Harris, United States land register, at Carson City; S. C. 
Wright, receiver of United States land office; H. M. Yerrington, D. L. Bliss, Hon. 
James Crawford, Superintendent Unitefl States Mint, at Carson City; Hon. 0. K. Stamp-
ley, N. Soderberg, esq., attorney at law, and George G. Lyons, esq., private secretarv to 
His Excellency Gov. J. H. Kinkead. • 
Mr. Donaldson, member of the United States Land Commission, having stated the 
object of the meeting and requested of all the members present a free expression of 
opinion and of their views in regard to the policy of the Federal Government as to 
the best system of controlling and disposing of the public domain within the State, 
and such changes in the legislation of Congress as might be beneficial to t,he people of 
Nevada-
The Hon. C. N. HARRIS made substantially the following statement : 
I think there are at present too many papers and too many forms used in the land 
office, and I think the proceedings in obtaining titles to land from the government 
could be greatly simplified. It is also my opinion that all fees ought to be abolished, 
and that the officers of the land office ought to receive :fixed salaries. 
The ruling of the department to the effect that when an applicant :files his declara-
tory statement to purchase lands, no matter whether he consummates it or not, he 
thereby exhausts his right to purchase and to acquire homestead, I think is wrong. 
There is another rule which I think ought to be changed. In the case of the selec-
tion or abandonment of homesteads we take the proofs in the matter, send up the 
papers to the department, and perhaps, in the course of a year, the department sends 
them back. I think in the :first instance, as we take the proofs, instead of recommend-
ing a decision one way or the other, we ought to be permitted ourselves to enter up a, 
judgment in favor of the party entitled to the land. I think the register ought to 
have a seal. He ought to have the right to subprena witnesses and perpetuate testi-
mony. All mining recorders ought to be abolished, and the business ought to be put 
into the hands of the officers of the United States Land Office with power to appoint 
deputies. 
At present in a mining district half a dozen persons, who may not be miners, may 
organize a district, and make by-laws, limiting the amount of ground which shg,ll con-
stitute a mining claim. They may elect somebody recorder, and the only entry or evi-
dence we have of the claim of the miner is a copy of his record of the notice. Sup-
pose the paper is burnt up or the recorder absconds. In such case no patent can issue. 
Now, if the claims are filed in the local land office, and are reported at the end of the 
month to the Commissioner of the General Laud Office, there is a complete and perma-
nent record. If the records of the land office are burnt up, the Commissioner has them, 
and vice versa j if the officer of the laud office attempts to alter them, it is impossible to 
perpetrate the fraud, because it is sure to be detected, and the officer of the Meal fand 
office would be prevented from attempting any alteration for the same reasons. 
Here Judge COLE remarked tlrnt it would be impracticable to abolish the mining 
recorders, on account of the great distance, often many hundred miles, between the 
land office and tlie mining district. He said it was true that the county recorders 
might be appointed deputies, bnt that woulc.1 not help the matter materially. Mining 
districts are generally organized very suddenly. People ~ometimes flock in there in 
great numbers in a very short time, and there have been camps in this State and else-
where where the best locations have been made in two or three days. It is the rnle in 
most districts that a mining recorder goes on the ground when he records the claim. 
I see no reason why the government should exact that the miner must go to the land 
office or Us deputies when he locates a mining claim. The government never exacts 
that a man shall come to the land office when be makes a location to pre-empt agri-
cultural land. 
Mr. CRAWFORD. It seems to me that there is au easy way to obviate any difficulty 
in this matter. Some time ago I went down into Churchill County and located a mining 
claim there. I recorded it with the di.strict recorder ( that is the mining recorder there), 
and then I came by the county-seat, and recorded it there. A man could make a re-
cord that way. 
Judge COLE. There is no law authorizing such recording. 
Judge HARRIS (continuing). I think, also, that all these contests about mining 
titles could be tried by the district land officer. ·The whole matter of referring any 
quest.ions of this sort to the local courts merely involves the whole proceeding in in-
terminable trouble, voluminous, and expensive litigation, and without results that 
are at all satisfactory to the administrators of the Federal law. It is simply an abso-
lute decision of the local tribunals without the intelligent adjustment by the Federal 
authorities of the rights of the claimants. I am speaking now principally of the 
questions in regard to priority of location, which is the most serious source of liti-
gation. 
Question by the COMMIS8IONER. Have you heard the proposition of square locations 
discussed f 
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Judge HARRIS. I have talked it some myself, and conversed with a few gentlemen 
upon the subject. My opinion is that eventually it will be necessary to change the 
whole system of mining locations to that of square locations, no matter whether the 
ledges are perpendicular or horizontal. 
Mr. WRIGHT. I think that system would work very badly in this State. 
Judge COLE. It would not work in Eureka district at all. They had square loca-
tions there. The mining laws of that district at one time provided for such locations, 
but the system was soon abandoned as impracticable. 
Judge HARRIS. I think the present system of patenting ledges merely postpones 
to a degree the precise trouble that exists and always has existed in mining proper-
ties, frauds and the like in the absence of patents. 
Question. In getting patents from the General Land Office, how long does it take 
you T 
Answer. There is nothing that will enable me to state that even approximately. It 
may take months and it may take years. 
Mr. WRIGHT. That depends upon how much you can afford to send to Washington 
to some gentlemen there to get them to take up the case speedily. In that way one 
man can get his patent in a few weeks, while another man must wait for years. I 
think there ought to be no preference. 
Judge HARRIS. I have heard the idea of a pastoral homestead advanced. As I un-
derstand it, it is based upon this theory : 160 acres in the Eastern States will sustain 
a family. It will require about 30 acres of this arid land to feed a beef, and 100 head 
of cattle will keep a family, and that, therefore, a man should be entitled to take 3,000 
acres of such land for a pastoral homestead. That idea strikes me decidedly favor-
ably. In fact, we must in this country, under a peculiar condition, absolutely depart 
from all known regulations prevailing J,n the Eastern States, in order to adjust our-
selves to what we have. Of course no man should be entitled to such a homestead 
except upon arid lands. 
Another proposition: The wealth of our State, outside of mining, is cattle. We are 
going to be largely a stock-raising people. I would not be in favor of any law that 
would drive off these great herds of cattle that are now being pastured in different 
portions of the State. I do not think that that industry should not be fostered be-
cause such property is generally or sometimes held by monopolies. I am not favorably 
impressed with the idea of leasing lands for such purposes generally, but it may be 
that in the course of proper legislation for the purpose of distribution of the domain 
that a system of leasing might be practicable. My theory is that the disposal of the 
public domain finally sliould be arrived at as speedily as practicable. I would sell all 
the land cheap and in unlimited quantities, and I would protect the actual settler. I 
would sell the timber land and on easy terms, and as required by the business interests 
of the State. I am hardly ::.ule to say whether I would limit the purchaser to any 
:fixed quantity. I woulrl grade t he price of the land; the minimum price should be 
about $1.25 an acre, but I think that land valuable exclusively for timber on an aver-
age ought to bring about $2.50 per acre. 
I believe that private ownership is better protection than public ownership as a rule, 
and for that reason favor an early disposal of the public domain. If, however, no 
change is made by Congress in the laws govern·ng the tlispositiou of the public tim-
ber lands in any other respect, I think they ought to be put under the jurisdiction of 
the district land offices of the United States. (Of course I do mean that the Land 
Office should have jurisdiction over prosecutions for the infraction of timber-land laws.) 
There is always a serious objection with the American people to the interference by 
outside officers, such as these timber agents, who now practice a system of espionage 
upon the people. It is anti-American. It is not a desirable officer to place anywhere; 
but, if you are to require the land officers to perform judicial functions, I think the 
matter should be placed in their hands entirely. ' 
Aga,in, if the government does not sell or pass a law to sell the timber lands, I think 
it would be wise to authorize the district office to issue permits to cut timber upon the 
public land, under proper regulations, so as to protect the forests. At present the rav-
ages of fire and destruction of timber seems to l;>e less extensive than in former years. 
I have never studied up that matter so as to enable me to say why this is so. 
Mr. Buss. I think the reason of that is that all the good timber land bas been bought 
up, or taken up, and is held by private ownership. Up at Lake Tahoe, whenever we 
discover fire, no matter on whose lands, we go and put it out, or send help to put it 
out, right at the start, and so do other adjoining owners, because it is to our interest 
to prevent the spreading of such fires and save other adjoining timber. 
Mr. DONALDSON (to Mr. Harris). What about the surveys of the public lands 1 Can 
you make any suggestions about it T Are you in favor of the rectangular system or 
notf 
Answer. I am, with this modification : That a large portion of what you call arid 
land should be surveyed in tracts, and not subdivided. We have a great many com-
plaints about the lack of permanent monuments on the surveyed lands. People have 
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to employ surveyors to go and hunt them at a great expens~. There ought to be a, 
system of permanent monuments. As to tbe surveys, I think they should be made 
more upon the suggestions coming from the wants of settlers than from any system. 
There should be a paid corps of men to do the surveying, and the contract system 
ought to be abolished. 
Upon the subject of irrigation, nearly all the water that we have in the State is in 
the main used at present1, but I think more could be irrigated by building reservoirs in 
the mountams and with improvements in science of irrigation. I should undoubtedly 
favor a national or State system of irrigation. I think the national government should 
give to a man as reward all the land that be irrigates. I think some improvements 
could lie made in the township plats, furnished by the surveyor to the land office. 
Such plats ought to contain an accurate topographical description of the land. The 
deputy surveyor could take a barometer with him when he goes to survey the land to 
enable him to give necessary information about the climate. If he was a paid sur-
veyor and took more pains than at present he could tell you the altitude of the mount-
ains and the plains aud define tbat on the map. That would at once classify the 
lands. We are called upon interminably to give information to people at a distance 
as to the character of the domain where there are vacant lands, &c.; and we are 
wholly unable to give any reliable information. We see simply upon the maps squares 
of lands. We are unable to tell from any topographical description what is the char-
acter of the land, and whether available for settlement, and it is peculiarly necessary 
in order that the land office may serve its proper papers that we should have these 
topographical features. 
Mr. Buss. They lay down streams on the map and some of them will only have 
water in them two or three months of the year. 
Judge HARRIS. On these maps there are~ some extent statements as to what is 
meadow land and mountains and the like. 
The present system of disposing of the public lands I regard as wholly insufficient. I 
am unable to say whether the State has realized anything out of the sales of lien lands 
which have been sold here, on some of which the purchasers have paid 20 per cent. 
and afterwards abandoned them. It has been suggested that the general government 
should give to the State in lieu of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections a smaller 
amount of land, to be selected by the State giving the State scrip for such lien lands. 
Governor KINKEAD. The last legislature petitionecl Congress to give to the State 
two millions of acres instead of the grant of the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections, 
which amounts to upward of four millions of acres, allowing the State to select such 
lien lands. 
Mr. HARRIS. If I remember our records correctly, scarcely any of those lien-land 
selections have been as yet confirmed to the State of Nevada. I am unable to say what 
the reason of that is. 
Another thing : The land officers ought to receive official notice of the issuance of 
patents. In the records of the Land Office there is a column headed date of patent,, 
but we seldom receive official information of the issuance of the patent. I have one 
instance of that. It is said that the Scorpion patent was issued some time ago, but "e 
knew nothing about that officially. 
Mr. YERRINGTON. Have you received notice of the issuance of tbe Fairfax or V<>r-
mont patent¥ They have received one recently. 
Answer. I have never received any notice of any. 
Question (by Mr. DONALDSON). What other suggestions can you make in rega1·u to 
the public lands. Give us any ideas of your own on the subjec.;. 
Answer. I don't consider Nevada an agricultural State. It is mineral and grazing; 
agriculture is incident. I think the government ought to take measures looking mainly 
to an early and.final disposal of the whole domain, ancllthinkit ought to all be surveyed 
except running the subclivisional lines of the township. I think all these questions 
about the pasturing of cattle and the use of water ought to be settled under the ex-
isting law of Congress; the :first appropriator has a right to take the water for bene-
ficial purposes. 'l'here ought to be a law requiring the purchaser of land to pay for 
the same within a certain time or abandon it. I would make the limitation about one 
year . . I think the Laud Office should have jurisdiction to prescribe the terms and con-
ditions under which one partner in a mining claim may sell out the rights of his co-
owners, and the notice to be given in such cases. No other suggestions appear to me 
at present. 
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TeBtimony of J. C. Cooney, Fort Bayard, N. Mex., relcitive to lode claims. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
Public Land Cmnmission, Washington, D. C.: 
LODE CLAIMS, 
FORT BAYARD, N. MEX., 
Deceniber 15, 1879. 
1. Miner and prospector for nine years. 
2. No two men construe the United States mining laws alike. Sections 3 ancl 14 con-
flict, which is one of the greatest causes of litigation. 
3. The filing of surveys of lode claims which overlap on the surface should be dis-
continued. 
4. The top or apex of a vein or lode is the width of the vein or lode on the surface ; 
but the United States mining laws means the top or apex to be the width of the claim, 
600 by 1,500 feet. (Section 3.) The dip of a lode cannot be determined in the early 
workings of the lode. A vein dips more the first 200 feet from the surface than after. 
A vein will dip more when carrying metal than when it is barren. 
5. No; the rights of the discoverer are not properly protected under present laws. 
Subsequent locators beat the discoverer in all cases. We owe all the discoveries of 
mines and new mining camps to poor men, and the men of means beat them out of 
their rights. 
6. Litigation does not grow out of nottbeing able to determine the dip of a vein; it 
grows out of sections 3 and 14. Section 3 gives all the surface and all below the sur-
face; section 14 allows the subsequent locator to follow the vein under the surface of 
the prior locator's claim until he strikes the vein of the prior locator's claim, &c. 
7. Yes, often i and the contest settled with rifles. 
8. Yes, if he had not a good rifle. 
9. I don't think there are five claims in the United States wider than the legal 
width, and they can't be called veins or lodes; it is a multiplicity of spurs or seams. 
10. Yes. Crossing a deep gulch or canon they will run at right angles on each side 
of the canon. A vein of over a foot will not run outside of the side lines in 1,500 
feet. 
11. It works to the disadvantage of a poor man under present law. 
12. If A is a poor man and B is wealthy; A bas no means of going to law, and B 
gets his claim. 
13. Yes; not only from the dip, but from cross-lodes and spurs or seams running 
out of the mother lode. Subsequent locators locate those cross-lodes or seams across 
the prior locator's claim, in accordance with section 14, and they work the prior locator's 
ore if the prior locator is not rich enough to sink down or drift to prove that they are 
on his lode. 
14. If a locator has 300 feet on each side of his vein, he should not be allowed to 
follow the dip. There is not one vein in a hundred that will dip so much as to pass 
outside of perpendicular lines drawn down from the side lines in less than 3,000 feet, 
and it has been proven that veins do not pay for working below that depth. Lime-
stone deposits are different, and the metal lies in all shapes and forms. 
15. Yes, it was done in the district formed by miners and mine-owners only. A. pres-
ident and secretary were appointed and one blank book furnished, the boundary lines 
of the district established, and the amount of work required or depth of a shaft or 
length of a drift to be drove to constitute one hundred dollars' worth.of work. Cut-
ting down claims and district recording is becoming obsolete. We record in the 
county in which our claims are situated. 
16. The effect of a record in the county is good as far as I know. The mode of tak-
ing np claims are all about the same. The vein is described by prominent objects and 
adjacent lodes that are well known; the papers are made out on the ground and signed 
by the locator and witnesses, and a copy of the same sent to the county clerk for 
record. 
17. Yes, if changed to the land office. 
18. Yes; I have known district records to have been destroyed. The security is to 
have no district records; to have it in the county or United States land office. 
19. The initiation of record title should be placed exclusively with the United States 
land officers. 
20. Yes; I think it would be more satisfactory. 
21. SEC. 3. That the locators of all min mg locations heretofore made, with 300 feet on 
each side of the vein or lode, or which shall hereafter be made on any mineral vein 
lode or ledge situated on the public domain, their heirs and assigns, where no adverse 
claim exists at the passage of this act, so long as they comply with the laws of the 
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United States, State or Territorial, not in conflict with said laws of the United States, 
shall have the exclusive right of possession anu enjoyment of all the surface included 
within the lines of their locations, and of all veins, lodes, and ledges throughout their 
entire depth, the top or apex of which lies inside of such surface lines extended down-
ward perpendicularly; and provided further, that nothing in this section shall authorize 
the locator or locators, possessor or possessors of a vein or lode which extends in its 
downward course beyoncl the perpendicular lines of his or their claim to enter upon 
the surface or under the surface of a claim owned by another or others. 
22. I think five years is long enough. No locator or locators should be allowed to 
locate more than four claims of mineral land on the public domain. I have known 
men to locate from 20 to 100 claims in one district, thereby keeping men out of claims 
that would work them. Claims should not be cut down below 1,500 feet long, with 
300 feet on each side, side lines parallel with the general course of the vein. 
I remain, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. C. COONEY, 
Fm·t Bayard, N. Mex. 
Testirnony of N. J. Hall, Golf ax, N. Me:x., on agriculture and timber lands. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
1. Cattle raising. 
2. Have lived in the county of Colfax, Territory of New Mexico, eleven years. 
3. Have taken steps to acquire title to tl:.e public lands of the United States by 
homestead and pre-emption. 
4. None. 
5. My personal experience has been, I have not received a title yet, after the expi-
ration of over a year since the receipt of duplicate. Expenses of procuring pre-emp-
tion title, $72. I know of parties who have received duplicates over two years ago, 
and have not received patents yet. I do not know of any contested cases. 
6. Yes. In the great distance we are removed from the land office, making it diffi-
cult and expensive to reach it, and rendering it almost impossible to get there to make 
final proof in case of sickness or lack of means. Remedy, allowing final proof to be 
made before a justice of the peace or notary or other officer qualified for the purpose. 
7. Public land in Colfax County is pastoral altogether in the eastern part of the 
county, with but little timber, with some agricultural and mineral land in the western 
part. Western part mountainous; eastern, plain cut with some canons. 
8. By general rule, in agricultural land, of water sufficient for irrigation. 
9. Think that the surveys had better follow the canons and streams, as the land 
outside is utterly worthless for farming and hardly worth paying taxes on at 10 cents 
per acre. · 
10. Allowing the homestead and pre-emption laws to remain as they are, and selling 
the pastoral lands adjoining homesteads and pre-emptions to actual settlers at a low 
figure. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate, dry; temperature moderate; rainfall very light; length of seasons for 
farming not to exceed five months; snow-fall in the winter very light on the plains, 
heavier in the mountains. Supply of water for irrigation very limited, all being sup-
plied from small springs ; think not enough east of the Maxwell land grant to irrigate 
2,000 acres. 
2. Generally June and July, and this in showers, as we hardly ever have a general 
rain. The supply does not come when most needed for irrigation. 
3. None. 
4. One acre in one thousand. 
5. Wheat, oats, corn, and vegetables. 
6. Cannot say, as I have never made any trial. 
7. Spring entirely. 
8. Think the irrigation injures the soil to the extent of destroying its fertility in the 
end-the irrigation from springs. None so high but crops can be raised on it, if tilla-
ble land, and some crops succeed better at a high altitude. 
9. There is no water returneu to the streams in this section. 
10. All the water has been taken up under the homestead and pre-emption laws, 
where surveyed. 
11. None. 
12. All except what can be irrigated. 
13. No; without there is living water, and then under the present homestead law, 
with the privilege of buying more around it-at a, low figure. 
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14. Yes; if it could be put at a price not to exceed 15 cents per acre. No ; but give 
every settler the first chance to buy the land adjoining him. 
15. Full fifty acres; fully up to the average. 
16. Three hundred head. 
17. About seven or eight. 
18. Yes. 
19. Yes; in part. They can, if not overstocked. 
20. Yes. 
21. Springs and standing water. 
2'2. Two, as they tramp out more than they eat. 
23. It has diminished, and in many places entirely disappeared. 
24. The cattle will leave without they are compelled to stay; if compelled to stay, 
will die. 
25. There is a party feeling between them, but no conflict; but there is a liability 
for one at any time. . 
26. Cannot say; sheep from two to four thousand; cattle run loose. 
28. No, as it has just been surveyed. 
TIMBER. 
There is but very little in the east end of the county. 
Think there ought to be some rigid law in regard to setting on fire timber or prairie 
land. 
No mineral lands in this part of the county. 
N. J. HALL. 
Testimony of William Lee Thompson, merchant and farrner, Upper Membris, Grant County, 
N. Mex., relative to agriculture and timber lands. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1: 
1. Will~am Lee Thompson, merchant and farmer, Upper Membris, Grant County, 
New Mexico. 
2. Some thirty years. 
3. The land I now live on, under the homestead act. 
5. Cost for advertising, $10; traveling expenses, 100 miles, $50; 160 acres homestead 
in full, fees, $42; total, $102. 
6. The enormous amount.of writing and advertising should be done away. 
7. Very little agricultural, mostly mineral and pastoral lands. 
10. I would suggest that the small valleys in these Territories be immediately sur-
veyed, so that actual settlers can obtain title. I believe no other lands should be 
surveyed. I notice most of surveys made in this Territory have been made on barren 
plains of no earthly use for any purpose (very easy to survey). 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Climate fine, very little rain or snow; frost comes October 18 to 25; we farm it 
all winter. 
2. December, January, and July. 
3. None. 
4. About not one acre in 5,000,000. 
5. Corn, wheat, barley, and oats, and garden vegetables. 
7. Some small creeks and the Big Grande, which is dry now for some 300 miles. 
8. Irrigation enriches the land, leaves a sediment. About 6,000 feet. 
9. Three-fourths taken up, balance goes to the streams. 
11. No legal conflicts have as yet arisen. 
12. No lands have been entered for pasturage, as no law would give enough. 
13. Six hundred and forty acres is a very small farm for a pasture for a very small 
family. 
14. Not limited. 
15. Pive acres, about, for this Territory. 
16. One hundred and twenty head. 
17. One. 
18. About the same. 
19. No fences; no fences here. 
20. They would not. 
21. From springs and creeks (very scarce). 
22. Seven. 
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23. Grass does best with cattle. 
24. They do here, but to advantage. 
25. No conflicts as yet. 
26. One hundred to five hundred cattle; 100 to 2,000 sheep. 
28. Seldom a survey can be traced here ; surveying is very poorly done. 
TIMBER, 
1. No timber within 12 miles. 
2. Cottonwood and willow chiefly for fences; 20 miles up the stream some scrub 
pine grows, which are used for' houses. 
3. All timber lands are needed for the settlers. 
4. No real timber lands in this section. 
7. I am in no way interested in timber cutting, but believe any one who will manu-
facture lumber in this county is a benefactor. 
8, They cut for real needs. of settlers. 
9. Any suit commenced against any one for cutting timber would be a public damage, 
Testintony of Gem·ge Gmy, of New York, N. Y., relative to .the public lands and surveys. 
Before the Public Land Commission, Washington, December 11, 1879. 
ABSTRACT OF POINTS PRESENTED ORALLY BY GEORGE GRAY, COUNSELOR AT LAW. 
1. The present system of surveying the public lands has been in operation three-
quarters of a century. It is "the American system." It has the confidence and appre-
ciation of the people. It is simple, certain, and precise. It avoids that most harass-
ing and fruitful source of litigation arising under all other systems-namely, conflict 
of boundaries. It is the best system that can be devised to meet the wants of an 
agricultural people, which the Americans pre-eminently are and are to be. 
2. The region west of the one hundredth meridian, or the Missouri River, and north 
of the forty-fifth parallel is agricultural, mineral, or timber land. These agricultural 
lands do not anywhere require irrigation or special treatment to render them produc-
tive. The mining laws require amendment to give precision to claims and certainty 
to titles. This can, to a great extent, be accomplished by confining rights below the 
surface to perpendiculars from the superficial boundaries. The present system of sur-
veys is well adapted to the timber lands. The land-laws should be so amended as more 
effectually to protect the timber lands from spoliation under cover of homestead and 
pre-emption entries. This, with persistency in the efforts now made by the Interior 
Department for the preservation of the timber on the publfo lands, is all that is re-
quired. Sales of timber or of lands chiefly valuable for timber, may be as advantage-
ously made, for the purchaser and the government, under the present sysfom of subdi-
vision as any other; but such sales should be to the highest bidders or at an approved 
valuation. All agricultural lands should be open for sale by private entry, in quanti-
ties not exceeding one section, and until so entered they should remain subject to 
occupation and settlement under the homestead and pre-emption laws. 
3. Through the region above outlined the Northern Pacific Railroad is being con-
structed. From the Missouri River, in Dakota, to the Yellowstone, in Montana-about 
220 miles-the road will be completed and in operation in 1880, and within the same 
time about the same length of road-from the Columbia River, in Washington Terri-
tory, to Lake Pend d'Oreille, in Idaho-will also be completed and in operation. As 
an evidence of the perfect adaptation of the present system of surveys to the wants of 
the people, and of their confidence in its certainty an<l security, it may here be stated 
that, in anticipation of this early completion of those two divisions of the railroad, 
many hundreds, or rather thousands, have already settled on the agricultural lands 
within the limits of the grant. Where the lands are surveyed the government reserved 
sections are occupied to as great an extent as are the alternate odd sections. Where 
the lands are as yet unsurveyed the settlers are opening farms with equal feeling o"f 
security, since the railroad company offers all agricultural lands in the odd sections 
west of the Missouri River at the uniform price of $2.50, cash, per acre to actual set-
tlers; so they are fully protected whether afterward they are found to be on odd or 
even numbered sections. The present system of surveys is well ,understood, and it 
fulfills every requirement. 
4. The Gulf States containing public lands .are, like the region north 6f the forty-
fifth parallel, adapted for agriculture, and both regions are alike capable of sustaining 
large populations. 
5. The intermediate belt embraces vast extents of fertile lands, bountifully supplied 
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with all natural sources and means of productiveness; but in certain other portions 
of this central region, while the population, if any, continues sparse, surveys will not 
be required for some time. Persons engaged there in cattle raising have the free use 
of the public lands for grazing purposes, and the government is not thereby a loser; 
and every one employed in the business having the necessary qualifications can have, 
under existing laws, 160 acres of land for cultivation, the title to which he can obtain 
when the surveys are made. 
6. So long as there remain, as there are, large areas of the public lands naturally 
suitable for cultivation-not requiring irrigation or other artificial expedients to ren-
der them productive and involving the expenditure and investment of large capital-
the question of how to survey or dispose of the "arid desert" is not now a practical 
one. But even as to the desert lands, the present system of surveys by fixing standard 
parallels, base and meridian lines, will give established points of departure for sub-
divisional surveys when required. The extension of the system to this extent over the 
plains will be necessary in due time for the continuity and completion of the geograph-
ical survey of the country. 
7. The present system of surveying the public lands was adopted after the Louisiana 
purchase, and was not designed for the Atlantic States merely. It was founded in 
wisdom and forethought, perfected in over seventy years of practical operation, and 
has grown into the very life of the people. It has aided in giving happy and prosper-
ous homes and honorable means of livelihood to millions, as it will to the hundred 
millions of citizens who are to occupy the western portion of the United States. There 
seems to be no sufficient reason for revolutionizing the system which has given and 
is capable of giving such results. • 
· GEORGE GRAY. 
Testfoiony of J. W. Belknap, fa-rniei·, Lake County, Oregon, on agricultute and timber. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
Gentlemen of the Public Land Oom'ntission: 
I have before me questions directed to me with request to answer the same, which 
I will so as far as I am able. , 
1. J. W. Belknap, Summer Lake, Lake County, Oregon. Am engaged in stock-rais-
ing and farming. 
2. I have lived in Lake County five years; in the State of Oregon thirty-one years. 
3. I tried to acquire title to land under the pre-emption laws, but failed on account 
of not l1eing able to make the payment as required by law. 
6. I have observed defects in the public-land laws. 
7. The public lands in this country are mostly mountains, fit only for pasture and 
timber. Perhaps one-hundredth part of the land is fit for agricultural purposes. 
10. I think actual settlers in the mountain regions, where the land is principally pas-
toral, should be allowed more land than is allowed by existing laws. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate cold in winter and changeable in summer. Supply of water for irri-
gation moderate. 
2. The rainfall occurs between the first of November and the first of May in the 
winter. There is but little rain when most needed for irrigation. 
3. A.bout one-half of the land cultivated requires irrigation. 
5. Wheat, barley, and oats are the principal crops. 
6. About 200 inches of water will irrigate one hundred acres of wheat. 
7. The water that could be applied to irrigation is mostly small creeks or spring 
branches coming down from the mountains. 
9. In my section, water has not been taken up to any extent. Settlers claim the 
water that runs through their land; will not allow it taken out unless returned to the 
channel before entering their land; do not know under what law it is claimed. 
12. A.bout three-fourths. 
13. It is; each settler should have not less than 320 acres. 
14. If these lands were put in the market, the quantity to each purchaser should be 
limited. 
15. :From 3 to 4 acres. 
18. The growth of grass has diminished. Think there is about 150 head to the 
square mile. 
19. Cattle owners do not fence their range; think they could be confined with 
safety. 
20. Yes. 
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22. Ten head of sheep are equal to one beef; diminished the same as land pastured 
wi1 h cattle. 
~- No, not t6l any extent. 
28. There is some trouble in :finding corners; they are not properly marked. 1 
TIMBER, 
1. There is abundance of timber, mostly yellow pine; very poor for general pur-
poses. 
3. By sale ; do not think it should be higher than agricultural land. 
5. There is a second growth of same character. 
7. There has been no unnecessary waste of timber to my knowledge in this section. 
J. W. BELKNAP. 
TeBtimony of S. Coffin, regiBter, and Caleb N. Thornburg, receiver, United StateB land office, 
DalleB, Oreg., relative to agriculture and timber, lode and placer clairfiB. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Mild and Jtealthy. Rainfall principally in fa1J., winter, and spring. Snow in Jan-
uary and March. Irrigation not generally needed. 
3. A greater portion. 
5. Very little irrigation needed. 
6. Don't irrigate wheat. 
8. Crops are raised at a high altitude. 
12. Over one-half. 
13. Yes ; six hundred and forty acres. 
14. No. 
16. About one hundred and :fifty head. 
18. Diminished. 
19. No. 
21. Various streams. 
2.1. Diminished. 
24. No. 
25. Many disputes, but nothing serious. 
27. All road companies who have lien lands should be compelled to select them and 
let the balance now withdrawn be opened to settlers. If any grants to railroads, 
such as to North Pacific, are extended, the lands should be sold to actual settlers at 
$1.25 per acre in entire quarter sections only, and the money placed to the credit of 
such companies. 
28. Yes. 
TIMBER, 
1. Principally pine, fur, and oak. Cannot well estimate the proportion of timber 
land; but say one-twentieth. 
2. Locust and poplar. Think pine, fir, and oak would do well. 
3. Sell under the present law. 
5. Young timber starts immediately and grows thriftily. 
6. Generally started by carelessness of Indians. 
7. Timber depredations in this district not extensive; principally by settlers for 
necessary fuel and for fence and building purposes. 
9. Place the guardianship of timber lands in custody of United States district land 
offices, with power to arrest, &c. 
LODE CLAIMS AND PLACER CLAIMS. 
There are but few mining claims in this district. We have not bad any experience 
in mining-claim entries. 
Respectfully submitted. 
S. COFFIN, 
RegiBter. 
CALEB N. THORNBURG, 
Receiver. 
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Testimony of Geo1·geB. Cu,·reiJ, lawye,·, Canyon City, Grant County, Oregon, 011 agricultural, 
pasturage, and timber lands, mining laws ancl claims. 
CANYON CITY, GRANT COUNTY, OREGON, 
January 15, 1880. 
Publio Land Commission, Washington, D. C. : 
Sm: A circular containing numerous interrogatories concerning the operations of 
the United States land laws by some means has found its way to my table. 
In response to first series of questions, by number, I answer as follows: 
1. My name is George B. Currey; by occupation, lawyer. 
2. Have lived in Oregon 26 years. 
3. As attorney I have had somei;hing to do in procuring titles for clients of nearly 
every grade of land-agricultural, saline, mineral, homestead pre-emption, and desert. 
In answer to question 6, I say: 1. The rights of administrators or executors is not 
clear as to homestead claims where no heirs enter and take possession of the claim,. 
leaving it questionable if administrators can perfect title. 2. In most new countries,, 
where land districts are large, it works a hardship to compel pre-emptors to appear in 
person to make final proof. There ought to be some means inaugurated whereby the 
distance between the Department of the Interior and the Department of Justice could 
be abridged. The effect of the present encasement of each department in its own pe-
culiar shell renders perjury in making entries and final proofs under homestead, pre-
emption, desert, and timber-culture laws a thing of easy and safe accomplishment. 
Rich men constantly are in the habit of procuring the service of their hired men to 
take up claims, perfect title to parts of the public domain, and then transfer to their 
employer. A law prohibiting the transfer or lease of a pre-emption claim for, stty, 
five years after receipt of patent at the local land office might have the effect to stop 
the present practice. 
7. This is a mountainous country. It has · a considerable amount of mineral, gold, 
and silver lands; about one-tenth of the surface plowable, the remainder high lands, 
cut up with steep canons and rocky ridges, good for grazing purposes. There is a, tim-
ber belt following the trend of the Blue Mountains, about fifty miles wide and hang-
ing on either side of the summit ridge. 
No geographical division would classify the lands of this country. The classifica-
tion must be made, if made at all, from the qualities of the land as found upon ob-
servation made with intelligent and honest eyes. 
The present system of surveying will produce a more satisfactory means of desig-
nating lands than any other. Township the whole county, sectionize the timber lands 
on the lower rim and adjacent settled valleys, and as applications are made to pur-
chase subdivide. The high lauds had better be held for some years subject to the 
homestead and pre-emption laws. · 
Any scheme to lease or otherwise dispose of the grazing lands will retard the settle-
ment of the country and keep out actual homestead aml pre-emption settlers, while 
those who obtain possession of the grass lands will ~tock the same to their uttermost 
capacity, and in a few years, after having rendered it worthless, throw up their leaso 
and abandon the country, denuded of grass and timber, a sterile waste, where no man 
can make a living until years of recuperation have intervened. 
If held subject to homestead and pre-emption, lands which are now held in the esti-
mation of the local population worthless, as immigrants crowd in will be fonnd not 
only desirable, but valuable. 
'l'here is, in my opinion, no better way, both for government and people, than the 
homestead laws, with some better guards against loose swearing. 
This is a dry climate. The annual waterfall, including snow and rain, does not ex-
ceed 12 inches annually, The air is very arid. The greater part of the-rain falls in 
earl~ winter and spring, with intervening snow. The supply of irrigating water is 
from the melting snow in the high mountains. 
It is now thought that no part of this county will produce any crops without irriga-
tion. This, I think, is a mistake, as I am satisfied that good crops of fall-sown wheat 
and rye can be raised on the uplands having a hard-p'1,n or clay substratum. 
ri:here i_s but a very small proportion of this county that can be irrigated on account 
of its altitude above the beds of the creeks. Wheat, oa,t s, barley, corn, and garden 
vegetables of most kinds are grown here with satisfactory yields by aid of irrigation. 
My experience is that unless the subsoil is clay, irrigation soon drains or leaches by 
percolation the fertility out of the soil. It will take abont 100 inches of water, miners' 
measurement, to irrigate 100 acres of wheat; if the soil is loose and based on gravel 
it will take much more. 
Very little water returns from the irrigating ditches to the original streams; it is 
absorbed by the soil or lost by evaporation. There is no statute of the State of Oregon 
changing the common law as to the appropriat ion of water. A sort of a local custom 
prevails here similar to the practice under the statutes of California. 
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My judgment is that it is best not to put the lands on the market at private cash en-
try. The ingenuity of the law-makers can devise no effectual method of limiting the 
amount one man can procure with cash. 
The area of this county is so large and settlers so sparse that I have no means of 
:forming; an estimate of the space required to keep a single animal, but guess that a cow 
will eat nll that grows upon ten acres in the course of a year. _ 
In the vicinity of settlements and stock ranches grass has diminished amazingly in 
-the past five years. 
Cattle-raisers here do not fence in their range. 
Sheep and cattle will not graze on the same ground. The S'tench from sheep is re-
pugnant to the cattle, and they will not remain on the ground over which sheep have 
passed. • 
Sheep :1ml cattle men have thus far in this county got along without doing much 
more than to curse each other and make some threats. Killing will commence next 
spring. As far as :finding the ma,rks, mounds, stakes, and stones of the Unitecl States 
deputy surveyor who surveyed this county, the thing cannot be done. This country 
was surveyed on paper, with just enough field work done to keep jobs from overlap-
ping. No settler ever pretends to know where a corner is or ever was. Private sur-
veyors who keep certain starting corners up are relied upon to find out where the 
United States deputy surveyors ought to have put the corners. 
The forest timber of our timber belt is pine, fir, tamarack. Along some of the creek 
cottonwood, alder, and birch may be found. 
The mining laws for the disposition of placer and quartz lodes are rather complex, 
but seem to give satisfaction. 
I would suggest that there-might be some limit to the number of claims one man can 
-take up under the United States mining laws. 
Very respectfully, 
GEO. B. CURREY. 
Testimony of Lyman L. Hawley, stock-i·aiser, Silver Lake, Lake County, Oregon, relative to 
sicamp land, pre-emption ancl homestead claimants, homestead law, pre-emption law, lands, 
graz·ing lamcls, and agriculture. 
To the Public Land Gomrnission: 
1. Lyman L. Hawley; am a stock-raiser; have lived in the State twenty-six years, 
in the county seven. 
3. I have applied for State title to 200 acres of swamp land. I don't feel sure that 
l will ever get it, as I don't belieye the State has located it according to United States 
laud law·s. 
5. The expense on uncontested land is just what the law prescribes as fees and val-
ues. On contests with the State in swamp-land cases, United States pre-emption or 
homestead claimants, the expenses have been heavy and decisions delayed, and the 
whole of the business very detrimental to the actual settler. Other contests are set-
tled promptly wHh little expense to parties. 
6. I would say that the homestead law should lJe so amended that the settler could 
acquire title to as many locations as he lived full required time on, and abolish the 
pre-emption larw. There is a class of people who keep on the frontiers all their lives, 
and should be provided with a home as often as they choose to move; t,hey are the 
only people fit to make the first improvements and fit the country for a more dense 
population. 
7. I will confine my remarks to this county, which is made up of lake basins with 
low mountains coverecl with a poor quality of pine timber; there is some swamp land 
on nearly all streams that empty into the lakes, and two or three large marshes could 
be drained. There is a small portion of agricultural, a much larger pastoral, and still 
larger part is timber and worthless desert. The timber will never have other than 
1liocal value. 
8. The character of lands can only be ascertained by the surveyors. 
10. Land in this section being principally grazing should be leased in lots of from 
ene to ten thousand acres for twenty years at a time for a small sum; at the expira-
tion of such lease, if not applied for by Bettlers, re-lease it to the same parties. 
AGRICULTURE. 
The climate is cold and frosty; rainfall is light ; snowfall in winter is sufficient to 
:supply water for irrigation. The snowfall is from November to March. 
3. A very small proportion. 
4. There are some large tracts of sage-brush land that may be cultivated by irriga-
tion. 
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5. Small grain and hardy vegetkbles. 
7. The supply of water is abundant. 
10. Tllere is litt,Je State law on water rights; all water must be usecl or returned to 
its natural channel. 
13. If homesteads are made on pasture land in this section they should contain at 
least 5,000 acres. 
14. If lands are placed in market the sale should not be limited, as speculators will 
find means to purchase what they want. 
15. It will take ten acres of irrigated or farming land or 50 acres of pasture land to 
make sufficient grass for a beef. 
16. A family could be supported with 100 head of cattle if we could get title to lands 
and improve the same; as it is, the best is ve,ry risky, 
17. About sixteen. 
18. Diminished. We bave had too much stock. 
19. Good pastures for winter would be a great help to the stock-raiser. 
20. Yes; decidedly. 
21. Plenty. 
22. Eight head. 
24. Yes, if cattle are not wild. 
25. None exist. 
26. Cattle are owned in bands as large as 3,000 head; sheep are herded in bands of 
2,500. 
28. The corners were never set according to law, and are hard to find and determine. 
TIMBER. 
8. We take all we want for improvements. The timber that is cut belongs to the 
man who cuts it. 
9. No; not in this section. We would take what we needed anyhow on the coast. 
Where timber has a commercial value it might be better to place it in the hands of 
said officers in order to stop milling on government lands. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
None. 
I humbly submit these few points to your consideration without argument or reason 
for want of time to write more. 
Yours, 
LYMAN L. HAWLEY, 
Silver Lake, Lake County, Oreg. 
Testimony of D. D. Munger, farmer, Jordan Valley, Baker County, Oregon, on agricultw·e 
and timber. 
The questions to which the following answers are given ~an be found by unfolding 
page opposite page I: 
1. My name is D. D. Munger; residence, Jordan Valley, Baker County, State of Ore-
gon; am a farmer. 
2. Have lived on this coast over thirty years; in Oregon twenty-two, and in this 
valley fourteen years. 
3. I sought to acquire title to 160 acres of land in this State about sixteen years ago 
under the pre-emption laws, but when I appeared at the land office, 80 miles distant, 
I was informed by the register and receiver that the land I wished to pre-empt had 
been withdrawn from disposal two or three days previous to my arrival at the office; 
and again in February, 1874, I made application for a homestead on the land that I 
have been living on for over ten years, but the receiver at Linkville rejected my appli-
cation, as well as other applications, for the reason that I had a settlement on the land 
prior to survey, but advised me that I had a right to file a pre-emption on my land 
claim, which I did; but afterwards one of my neighbors wrote to the Commissioner of 
the General Land Office respecting the rejection by the receiver of our homestead 
applications, and the Commissioner reversed the decision of the receiver, who then 
advised me that I could change my pre-emption filing to a homestead entry, which I 
subsequently did. 
4. I have been deputy county clerk of this county for the last six years, and have 
prepared homestead and pre-emption papers for nearly all the claimants in this part 
of the county. 
5. As to thi1:1 question I cannot answer correctly, as there have been no titles to pub-
lic lands perfected in this part of the county, although one of my neighbors attempted 
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to make final proof of his homestead entry before the judge of our conuty court (which 
is a comt of record), and se11t a notice to that effect to the officers of our land office at 
Lake View to have it published, but the register informed him that he could only 
have tho evide11ce of his witnesses taken before the judge, but would be required to 
appear in person at the land office to make his final proof, which decision, I think, is 
not consistent, according to the act of March 3, 1877. 
6. I see no provision made to c::Ll'ry out the act of :March ~, 18i9, for having uot.ice 
published for final proof of a homestead or pre-emption being made at any other place 
except the land office in. case parties Ii ving at a great distance from such office, or 
from bodily infirmity, or other good cause, wish to make it before a judge or clerk, as 
contemplated in act of March 3; 1877. There are many settlers living at a great dis-
tance from their local land office, and in this and other new countries they frequently 
live a loug distance from their county-seat, as in our case. vVe live over 200 miles 
from our local land office and over 160 miles from our county seat, and in most cases 
the roads to these places pass over an unsettled, mountainous country, many times 
unsafe to travel over during the winter snows or spring floods, and the traveler at any 
season of the year is liable to meet with roving bands of hostile Indians; and as there 
is no law to compel the attendance of witnesses in case a claimant wishes to make 
final proof on his homestead or pre-emption, or in a contested case, it is liable to sub-
ject the applicant for a homestead, claimant or contestant, as the case may be, to 
great dangers and inconvenience, and to a heavy expense; and as tbe settler is liable 
to be poor, it might cause him to lose his land. I would therefore suggest that the 
act of March 3, 1877, "to amend section 2291 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States, in relation to proof required in homestead entries," be so amendeu. that where 
a claimant for a homestead, pre-emption, or other class of lands is prevented, by rea-
son of distance, bodily infirmity, or other good cause, from personal attendance at the 
district land office, that the final proof requirecl of the claimant, or any testimony 
required ill a contested case, or any affidavit or testimony required under any of the 
land laws of the United States, may be taken before any judge or clerk of a court of 
record of the county in which the land is situated, or before any notary public resid-
ing in such county, such affidavit or testimony to be certified to under seal. Pro-
vided, further,· tbat where such claimant, contestant, or an applicant for a homestead, 
from a like cause, is prevented from personal attendance at the district land office, and 
also from personal attendance at the county seat of the county in which snch land is 
situate, such affidavit or testimony may be taken before a j nstice of the peace of said 
county, <luly certified to by such justice, whose official character and genuineness of 
signatme should be certified to under seal. 
I wonltl also suggest that the act of March 3, 1879, en.titled "Au a.ct to proyide adu.i-
tional regulations for homestead and pre-emption entries of public lands," respecting 
the publication of notice of intention to make final proof, be so amended that such 
notice shall designate the place where, as well as time when, such proof will be made, 
and that there be proper blanks prepared for cases where such proof is to be made at 
other places except at the laml office. 
There are large amounts of land in the United States which have been granted for 
various purposes which have not yet been selected by the grantees; and as they are 
paying no taxes on them, but the pioneer who is making these lands more valuable by 
making valuable improvements in proximity to them, and are required to pay taxes 
to help support the government which protects these lands, and while these lands are 
not selecte<l, it retards the settlement of the country. I would therefore suggest that 
where any lands may have been granted to any State, Territory, corporation, institu-
tion, or otherwise, for the benefit of any railroad, wagon-road, or other improvement, 
and where such lands have been surveyed, and where such rights have attached, that 
such grantee or grantees be required to select such lands within two years; but where 
such ri~hts have not already attached, or where such lands have not been surveyed, 
then within two years from the time such lands are surveyed and such rights have 
attached; but if not selected within such time they shall be subject to disposal by the 
United States under the same rules and regulations as other lands under either the 
pre-emption, timber, desert, or any other land laws of the United States in force at the 
time of disposal, whereby such disposal is for money; providea, however, that all 
moneys paid to the United States for such lands shall be subject to the order of such 
grantee or grantees after deducting expense of sale and all other necessary expenses, 
but at any time prior to the disposal of such lands as provided they may be selected 
by such grantee or grantees, or by their legal representatives, and that all lands which 
may be hereafter granted in aid of any railroad, wagon-road, or other improvement, 
and not selected within two years from the time the land is surveyed and the rights 
of the grantee have attached, shall revert to the government, and that the records of 
all land offices of districts within which any such lands are situated shall show when 
such lands as have been already granted shall have become subject to disposal as pro-
-vided, and also when lands which may hereafter be granted shall have reverted to the 
government. 
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The act to encourage the growth of timber on the western prairies only allows one-
fourth of any one section being taken under it, whereas the homestead law allows the 
entire prairies not otherwise appropriated to be taken as homesteads. I would by all 
means encourage the growth of timber and allow all prairie lands to be taken under 
that act under proper restrictions, for timber is the great need of the prairies. 
7. I live in the southeastern portion of the State; have traveled over a great portion 
of the State. The Coast anu Cascade ranges of mountains (which are generally heavily 
timberecl with pine, fir, cedar, &c.) run the entire length of the State parallel with the 
coast, with the valleys of the ,vmamette, Umpqua, and Rogue Rivers between them, 
besides Ytuious smaller valleys on streams running from. these mountains. The foot-
hills and parts of the valleys between the Coast and Cascade ranges of mountains are 
covered more or less with oak, pine, fir, cedar, and various other kinds of timber, well 
watered, and the valleys are a goocl agricultural and the hills are a good pastoral 
country, but pretty badly eaten out by sheep. Some gold placers aucl some gold and 
silver bearing rock, and in the Coast range some iron ore and coal and copper. In the 
northern half east of the Cascade range is the Blue Mountain range, running northeast 
and southwest across Eastern Oregon, which are generally heavily timbered with pine, 
fir, cedar, tamarack, &c., with some gold in places along some of the streams and some 
gold and silver bearing rock. Between the Blue and Cascade Mountains and the 
Columbia River, on the north, is a triangular-shaped country, mostly table-land, des-
titute of timber and covered with either bunch-grass or sage-brush, except the valleys, 
which were originally covered with rye or red-top grass. A good pastoral country, with 
some small valleys of ri.ch agricultural land. A good many sheep, which have eaten out 
the grass so as to render it unfit for other stock. No mines, except a little gold in the 
sands of the Colnmbia River. 
East of the Blue Mountains, hilly, rolling, and mountainous, with some valleys of 
rich agricultural land; timber on some of the mountains; hills generally covered 
with good bunch-grass; about the best pastoral part of the State; in some placers, some 
gold and silver bearing rock. South of this country to Nevada line, rolling, hilly, and 
mountainous, with long stretche's of plains varied with bunch-grass, sage-brush, grease-
wood, alkali, rocks and sanu, and on the hills aud mountains bunch-grass, craggy 
rocks, and in a few places juniper timber, but no other; good grazing country con-
sidering the amount of barren waste land, which is about two-thirds or three-fourths 
of the whole; no mines, and but very little agricultural land; too much frost to raise 
fruit or tender vegetables. 
8. I hardly know what would be the best method. 
9. It might perhaps be a good plan that when settlers have settled in narrow and 
perhaps crooked valleys, bounded by hills, or mountains, or rocky plains, or alkali, or 
sage-plains, to have it surveyed so as to have the lines follow around the edge of the 
· agricultural land as near as might be, but not to Jose sight, however, of the sectional 
lines, as it frequently happens that a sectional and other lines run so tlrnt in order to 
get lGO acres, or perhaps less, of agricultural la.nd, that a person is required to purchase 
eight or ten subdivisions. 
10. I have no suggestions to make on this head. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate in this part of the State is variable. In the valleys as a rule very cold 
at short intervals during winter, moderately warm in summer, but subject to frost; 
no rain to speak of from first of May to fust of November; generally occasional rains 
in March and April and in November and December; a little snow in winter, but in 
the high mountains much more rai.n and snow. Some years scarcely any snoworrain; 
other years there is liable to be heavy and long rains in spring and autumn, and deep 
snows in winter. About enough water to irrigate what little agricultural land here, 
but in many instances rather expensive building clams and ditches to get the water 
where needed. 
2. Rain does not fall when most needed for irrigation. 
3. None in this portion of this State with success. 
4. Very little; say from one-fiftieth to one one-hundreth part. 
5. Barley, wheat, potatoes, a little cabbage and roots. 
6. I could not tell even approximately. 
7. From various streams fed by springs and snows in the mountains. 
8. I do not think it has injured the land here at least. 
9. The party first appropriating the water bas the preference for what his ditch will 
carry, if it needs that much. 
10. In some places all appropriated under the foregoing rule. 
11. None of account. 
12. li'rom forty-nine fiftieths to ninety-nine one-hundredths, although, as I stated in 
an answer to the seventh interrogatory of first series, about two-thirds or three-fourths 
of the lan<l<i nrc nearly worthless for pasturage or any other purpose. 
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rn. My judgment is that if any person wishes to establish a homestead on pasturage 
lands they should be permitted to do so the same as on other lands, :md the same quan-
tity; for if engaged in stock-raising they would naturally want a house to live in and 
some other improvements for their own convenience, and would want them on land of 
their own. 
14. I think that it would not be advisable to put the past ura.ge lands in market for 
private entry, for the reason that the stock-raising business is the principal industry 
in many parts of the country, as much of it is fib for no other purpose. It is now car-
ried on to a great extent by men of small means, and the profits are divided among the 
many; the poor man wouk1 not be able to buy the land, whereas if tho l:mda were 
subject to private entry they would be bought up by a few rich men, and stock-rais-
ing woukl then be in the hands of the few, and the poor man would be forced to sell 
his stock for whatever the lancl owner saw fit to pay him, and thus he would be com-
pelled to seek some other emvloyment to gain a living, and the pastoral portion of the 
country would, to a great extent, become depopulated; the land would necessarily have to 
be reduced very much in price to enable it to be sold, and would bring but a small rev-
enue to the government in comparison to the injury it would entail on the small stock-
raisers. The object is or should be to frame laws so as to be of the greatest benefit to 
the greatest number. Where a country is settled by people who are carrying on busi-
ness in their own right the country is more prosperous and the people are more con-
tented and happy than where they are dependent on employment that others may see fit 
to give them; and as a general rule, where a country is thickly settled and the property 
owned by the masses, there is a greater revenue to the government than where the 
same amount of property is owned by the few. I am no enemy to the rich man, but 
concede to him his just rights. 
18. Diminished to a certain extent. 
19. Do not fence their ranges; could not with safety. 
20. I think not. 
26. According to assessor's report, cattle, 36,103; sheep, 18,949; horses and mules, 
5,812; but I think there are about 100,000 head of cattle in the county. Tho county 
is about 200 miles long and 60 miles wide, and contains about 12,000 square miles, less 
than one head of cattle to the square mile. 
28. There is trouble in ascertaining corners. In many instances the original corners 
were of soft rock, which soon crumbled to dust; and where there were mounds and 
stakes, cattle have rubbad down the stakes and tramped down the earth mounds, so 
that they are not visible, and most of the stakes are gone. 
TIMBER. 
1. None in this part of the State, but a little about 25 miles from bere, near Sil,er 
City, Idaho. 
2. None planted here. 
3. I would sell timber lands to actual settlers only and in limited quantities. Say, 
for very best of heavy timber, such as redwood, 10 acres at $10 per acre; good heavy 
timber of best quality, except redwood, 20 acree, at $5 per acre; good timber, 40 acres, 
at $2.50 per acre; poor timber, 160 acres, at $1.25. I would think it best where there 
are mines and mining towns to collect stumpage, and have pay for all the timber felled 
whether wasted or used; and where there are largo bodies of timber, and it is needed, 
have foresters appointed, and all timber cut under his instructions and superintend-
ence. I think it would be a good plan to. reserve one-half of the timber lands, where 
there are large bodies, for the future. 
D. D. MUNGER. 
Testimony of W. S. Ne:wby, farmet, Yarnhill Coimty, Oregon, on agriculture and timba. 
:\fcMINNVILLE, OREG., 
December 20, 18i9. 
DEAR Srns: In reply to your interrogatives submitted to me, I would state that my 
name is W. S. Newby; residence, McMinnville, Yamhill County, Oregon; occupation, 
farmer and grain merchant. I have resided·in this county since the year 1844 (or 
thirty-five years). 
I acqui:.;-,d title to 640 acres of government land in the year ll:350 under the law 
known as the donation law of Congress in the year 1850. My knowledge of the prac-
tical workings of the public-land laws has been from personal experience and obser-
vation. 
The time and expense ordinarily incurred in procuring a title to public land in uncon-
tested cases would be from three and a half to six years, at a cost of from $20 to $ti0; 
this of course llepeuds upon the kinc1 of land located and also under what law it is in 
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accordance with. As to contested land cases it woukl likely terminate as other legal 
cases; the time and expense necessary to adjnstthe matter wonld be uncertain. I don'·-
just now call to mind an actual case of this kind containing anything important. 
In regard to the defects in practical workings of the land la.ws, I think upon th 
whole, as far as the same has come to my knowledge, that they have been very wisely 
formed; and with a majority of the honest class of people are quite sati factory; at 
least such has been the case throughout this section of conn try. 
The character of the public lands in this county (generally speaking), the soil is a. 
dark rich loam, calculated to prodnce crops for many years successively without ma,-
nuring; at least such hag been the case ( or result) of many years of practical use of ad-
jacent lands of a similar character throughout this county and. in fact the ·wmamette 
Valley. 
I presume it safe to say that two-thirds of the public laud in this county are pa:,;to-
ral and timber lands; possibly more than one-third might be termed agricnltuml. 
I think that the government can ascertain and fix the character of the sen~rn. 
classes of public lands in this and adjacent counties by a general rule; this I think 
would be more satisfactory than otherwise. 
The present system of land parceling surveys, in my opinion, is well adapted to th8 
majority of lands for settlement, as under the various general land laws settlers can ob-
tain, as a rule, all the lands of either class desired. 
The climate in this county, and in fact throughout the entire Willamette Valley and 
coast range, is quite mild, the warmest temperature seldom exceeding 100° in the shade, 
and the coldest weather never being more than an average of 6° below zero. Fall-
sown wheat does splendid, often yielding from 45 to 54 bushels per acre, and it is a rare 
thing that the freezing weather injures the wheo,t crop. The usual time of year the 
rainfall begins is from the 1st to the 10th of October, and is liable to continue at 
intervals until about the first of to the midclle of March, after which time we often 
have nice growing showers during the months of April, May, and June. 
It is a very mre thing to see the low lands covered with any depth of snow, and then 
not lasting more than from two to four days. 
Irrigation is a thing hardly known, and never employed by farmers; consequently, we 
may say that all of our lands can be profitably cultivated without irrigation. 
The highest bill-tops along the coast range have produced abundant crops whenever 
cultivated. · 
The proportion of lands adapted to pasturage only, I think might be placed at about 
one-third of all. 
· I should think the average amount of land required to raise one head of beef for 
market would be three acres; this section compares favorably with other sections iu 
this respect. 
I would think from three to four head of cattle sufficient to support the :werag\3 
family. 
Yamhill County contains 2t35,641 acres of land, 6,503 bead of cattle, 20,837 heall ot 
sheep, as per assessment of 1879. Cattle-raisers usually fence a portion of their rangeii 
at least. Yes, cattle can be confined safely on their ranges during the winter months 
by fencing. 
In grazing I think that four sheep are equal to one head of cattle. Sheep and cat-
tle will not graze on the same land if left to choose their pasture. Horses will graze 
somo with sheep. I think, as a general rule, the grass has diminished when it has been 
pastured by sheep. 
The supply of stock water is gooll in most localities-better, I think, than fouull in. 
a majority of the stock locations. 
I don't think there would be any trouble in ascertaining the corners of the surveyed 
public lands in this county. 
'rhe amount or proportion of timbered land throughout this section I would esti-
mate at about two-thirds the entire public lands of this and adjoining counties. 
The timber in this county is principally fir, oak, ash, and alder, and as to quality 
will compare fa,vorahly with the timber in any country; in fact, it is acknowledged to 
be of superior quality whenever tested. 
Usually when forests are fellecl there is a second growth of t,imber, which grows very 
rank, and therefort1 is quite frail when matured. 
As to the origin of forest fires, it is hardly possible to give you a definite answer, as 
there are various ways Ullf1erstood from which they might originate. 
Some years ago their destructiveness was much greaterthau of late years. I think 
as the lands are settled this difficulty will gradually grow less serious. I think these 
fires often occur from carelessness of travelers and hunters in leaving camp-fires to 
take care of themselves, &c. 
As far as my knowledge goe~. I don't think the depredations upon tho timbered 
lands very serious, at least in this county; for of fate years I am satisfied that persons 
are more conscientious about cutting timber on public lands for private purposes. 
I think it wonld be atlvisablc and advantageous, for obvious reasons that will occur 
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to you, to place the timbereu lands within the jurisdiction of the United States dis-
trict land offices ; this surely would be more cnnvenient to persons wishing to purchase 
and locate these lands. 
\Ve have no mining claims or mining interests in this section of country; conse-
quently I am unable to give you auy information in this direction. 
Hoping that in answering the questions submitted to me, this brief reply will be 
satisfactory, 
I am yours, truly, 
W. S. NEWBY. 
Testimony of L. S. Burnham, near Salt Lake City, Utah, relative to agricultural lands and 
lode claims. 
To the Public Land Commission : 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAIJ, December ~4, 1879. 
1. L. S. Burnham, 10 miles north of Salt Lake City; farmer. 
2. Twenty-fi.vo years. 
5. Many fraudulent entries; vicious protests (frontier administration). 
10. Only desert land entries (greatly altered); too quick; impossible. 
AGRICULTURAL LANDS. 
Never allow more than eighty acres of desert land filed on by one man and a fee of 
say $25, on conditions of reclaiming and inhabiting the same within three years ; prove 
the same and receive a patent fee, and we will have fifty times as much land reclaimed, 
:fifty times as many agricultural homes, and twenty times as many school-houses. By 
all means give a government commissioner or commissioners to make personal examina-
tion of all protests or disputes, ascertain the facts as by law, and correct any wrongs, 
.save a, thousand poor farmers, and a hun<l.red thousand lawsuits. 
I have somewhat extended experience in this western world in farming, irrigation, 
:mcl mining, especially mining lodes, for twenty-fl. ve years in Utah; born in Vermont; 
Ii.eel there to manhood; farmed fifteen years in Illinois; now sixty-three years of 
age; five son8 around me, farmers. · 
l\U~"'JNG LODE CLAIMS. 
21. Alter the laws; let all lode claims consist of not more Oum 1,500 feet length and 
not more than 1,000 feet in breadth; surface measure horizontal, end and side lines 
,e1tical, with square corners; possessory right ninety days to recording with diBtrict 
recorder (a county recorder); 120 <lays to survey and recording in district land office, 
H t hero be one, and one year to government purchase, or forfeiture, subject to relocation 
hJ· any other party or partie~J under a uew name. 
The aboYe, as laws, would stop millions of loss in lawsuits, and stop a multitude of 
1)1nckrnailiug, and open rnauy valuable mines that are silent and. shut <I own in quarrels. 
Aud give aforesaid co1nruissioners jnrisdiction over mineral as well as agricultural laud 
di-pntrq, with a salary, and never fees. 
I could post you somewhat on ranching, farming, mining, timber, water, irrigation, 
&c., but can't write as much as I can think. Congress need not bore artesian wells; 
the above proposed <lesert land laws will bore one thousand wells to Congress one. 
Truly yours, 
L. S. BURNHAM. 
Test imony of TVilliarn E. Hall, 1nine1·, Big Cottonwood, Utah, relative to agriculture, timber 
and lode clairns. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
:page opposite page 1 : 
1. William E. Hall; miner; Big Cottonwood, Utah. 
2. Se,en years. 
3. Yes, miuing lands. 
4. None. 
5. There has been considerable unnecessary expense in getting public-land titles, 
becamse of defective laws. 
G. There are many defects; have not time to write them. 
,. Mining. 
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8. Geographical division. . 
9. For mining, say, give each party 40 acres; it would give plenty of room for every 
purpose connected with mining. 
1. Plenty of snow in winter. 
1. Not much; pine. 
AGRICULTURE. 
TIMBER. 
LODE CLAIMS. 
1. Thirty-five years mining and mining superintendent. 
2. There are many defects in the United States mining laws; have not time to answer 
them. 
4. I understand it to be the outcropping of the vein. By no means, no; have known 
many instances of this kind. 
5. Parties so located ought to have time to determine the course of their vein. 
6. Yes, most decidedly; great injustice. 
7. Yes; many cases of this kind have come under my notice. 
8. Yes. 
9. No. 
10. Yes. 
11. To the disadvantage. 
12. Should not cloud A's title. 
13. Yes; this is often the case. 
14. Yes. 
15. Yes; Big Cottonwood. Partly miners, the rest citizens. 
16. Local records and customs generally are unsatisfactory. 
17. Yes, by miners meeting. 
18. Yes; none. 
19. Yes. 
20. Yes. 
21. A man should follow his vein wherever it went on his side lines 40 acres. 
22. No; yes; two years. 
'l'e!ifimony of ,Joseph Hatch, Salt Lake City, Utah, relatil'c to timber, timber laws, cutting of 
timbl'I', dcstnwtio11 of timber, 1n·olection of tiniber, ·timber in the pastumge lands . 
• Jo:::eph Hutch, of Heber City, Utah, testified at Salt Lake Cit;y, September 17, 1879, 
as follows: 
I am acquainted with the timber conntr.r of the \Va,hsatch and Minto Ranges. As 
I unden1tand tho timber law, it does not n,llow parties to cut growing timber nnl..r 8 
inches. My opinion is that parties fire the timber to kill it, so that they can get, dead 
timuer for nothing. I think the timber land ought to be protected in some wa.,y, a,nd 
that the timuer law might bo better administered if it was in the hands of district 
land officers. The timber is being very rapidly destroyed by fire. The next two years 
will clear tho timber in the pasturage lands, if fires are like they were last year. The 
most of these fires are purposely set, so as to obtain the timber witho1i.t violating the 
law. 
'Testimony of ,1/aso11 ;lf. Hill, Sal( Lake City, Utah, relative lo locle claims. 
The questions to which tho following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposito page 1: 
Unitecl States Public Land Commisi;iuu: 
GENTLE:\rnX: Replying to yonr cinestions asked, 1 herewith write n,ns,vers saiatim: 
1. I have liad experience in organizing mining districts, locating mineR, superintend-
ing developments, tracing a,nd experting, buying and sellin~, and the business some-
times attended with litigatiou, both for the companies for whom I acted an<l with 
myself personally. Places, Cn,lifornin,, Nevada,, and Utah. Fr m dates 18Gl to 1864 
in the former States, and since 18ti4 until now in Utall. 
2. Seemiug defects in the United States laws will be only briefly suggested in giving 
specific answers to sncceedi ng inquiries. 
~. No oYerlappiug burfacc claim t;}10nltl in any imnnnco lie accepted hy surveyor-
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generals so long as miners' records are permitted as having even a color of validity 
for evidence of possessory title. Any conflict involving" fee" title either to surface 
ground or lode should be adjudicated by a court of competent jurisdiction before any 
survey of a claim is accepted, or, rather, patent issued. 
4. The top or apex of a vein or lode is where it has lJeen projected through the coun-
try rock by an acting subterranean agency or force. Surface slides may cover it 
afterwards or obscure it so the "apex of vein" may be several feet from tho surface, 
but still the '' apex" where found incased in deJnecl wall rock, or bitweeu two for-
mations defined as a contact vein. 
The apex can be determined when found, but the course of the vein caref1tlly de-
fined means oftentimes expernliture of time and money. Its "angle or direction of 
dip" must be somewhat a matter of conjecture from any judgment based upon " early 
workings " of lode. 
5. I do not think" discovery rights" are or can be protected from encroachments or 
litigation by any location now made, but I suggest further legislation should compel 
discoverer to definitely define his discovery or claim. 
6. Some litigation and injustice have grown out of the impossibility to determine 
points above stated, but more on account of neglecting to determine them when it 
has been possible to do so. 
7. I have known of two seams parallel, located by different parties, giving rise to 
contests and litigation. 
8. I have learned in most instances afterwards deep mining developed a junction of 
the seams sometimes very low down in ledge. 
9. The outcrops of lodes are often wider than the present legal width of claims, 
whether located under United States or State laws. 
10. The outcrops very often deviate from a straight line, and sometimes pass beyond 
surveyed side lines. 
11. It may be used to advantage by discoverers of true lodes; but, better still, I sug-
gest allow greater surface width in survey for patent. This wm prevent this privi-
lege of location to be used to his disadvantage. 
12. B can, who has discovered nothing, cloud the title of A, and often extracts and 
carries away his ore before being traced out, and compels the discover often expen-
sive litigation. The instances in Utah courts are too many to state or give particulars. 
13. The first question in query 13 I answer yes. To second I answer, "Legal at-
tacks or invasion of discovery rights are about equally divided in being directed to 
dip of lode passing beyond exterior lines below surface," and in commencing mining 
work on surface ground exterior to located or patented lines, and prosecuting work to 
strike discovered ledge anywhere in its course down but away from main work or 
developments by discoverers. 
14. A. provision by which locators can secure and quietly have what they discover they 
have a right to ask. The lode in its depths may be the most valuable or, indeed, all 
that is valuable in the discovery. Greater surface width at the option of the locator 
to prevent invasion of his discovery right should be given him legally, and if he fails 
to protect himself it will be his own fault. I disapprove any legislation that would 
stimulate mining work to secure valual>le ore deposited in a lode at a low angle or dip 
in its course outside of the discovery rights to follow hanging and foot wall in the 
interests of the discoverer. The ledge is found in its depths by a surface discovery, 
and should not be parted in justice to the discoverer. Only another form of litigation 
would result by a mining provision contemplating its possibility, viz: the acquiring 
rights by doing mining work with the end in view of segregating a lode linearly where 
its dip takes it out of its exterior surface lines. The ore body foun<l. means all of it, 
limited linearly only by end lines or stakes, and the United States limitation provision 
in this respect is only a fair provision of law. 
15. I answer, I have, both in Nevada and Utah, several of them. At Reese River, in 
Nevada and several districts in Utah, includin~ the discovery ancl organization of Pa-
ranagat district, in the extreme southern port10n of the Territory, in the year 1865. 
The only officer generally was a recorder, and the only book a common blank book 
wherein to record claims. 
16. The mode generally has been to fix boundary limits to a district by some prom-
inent natural objects: mountain passes or streams, or all combined, name district, 
take up ledges in mountains by following float ore or discolored seams on mountain 
sides, or mineral stained outcrops of country rock. The direction of the lode bas been 
conside.red a reserved right of the discoverer to determine by after mining work as 
well as the dip or direction of lode jn going down. His location notice has been gen -
erally posted on letlge with supposed direction of vein according to compass points, 
and at same time left with district recorder, stating in what mountain or near what 
natural objects outcrop or notice may be found. In a majority of claims this prelimi-
nary work has been done so imperfectly, these records would aitl hut little even in find-
ing the lodes or veins they contain or describe. The effect of t bis imperfect record 
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loca,i.ion has been, however, to enable the real discoverer to hold his claims, oftentimes 
however with great difficulty. 
17. l can only suggest an amendment to all district records in the past by outlawing 
them in their present form. Some limitation act compernng a legal form of notice 
which would take all the valuable locations out of the old district record books, com-
pelling defined lines and monuments or stakes showing claim boundaries, would prevent 
innocent purchasers from losing often in making investments hereafter. 
18. Answering this question, I ha,e ; and only suggest as the most perfect security 
against frauds here to outlaw the record made in any mining locality, both those 
already made and those that may be hereafter made. Allow the miner, say, one year 
for such record to be thereafter verified and filed inn, mineral land and lode record to 
be kept by register of the United States land office. 
19. The land offices are too few and oftentimes too distant for immediate record of a 
mining discovery. A quiet record, including district record with a mineral record, to 
be kept only at the United States land office, with legal forms and notices of locations 
and filings, are necessary. All mining locations to be finally entered at least within a 
year at the register's office, and claims subject to relocation by failure to do so. 
20. Mining controversies should not be left to United States land offices when title 
or legal acts or facts to be settled by a jury arise. 
21. I approve the legal provisions of the United States mining laws so far made. 
Amendments should be made including following suggestions: Work done on any cl::tim 
sufficient to get a patent and buy surface rights ought to release, legally, owners from a 
yearly work assessment or expenditure. An additional time to secure patent there-
after should be allowed, but time of possessory title limited for holding claim, unless a 
certified amount, say $5,000, has been so expended in development and necessary min-
ing improvements without disturbing discovery title connected with a true following 
of vein in its dip. I would give additional surface rights, at the option of discoverer, 
with right to lodes undiscovered therein, confining him linearly to 1,500 feet, as now 
provided. 
22. A possessory title ought to be limited, but the extraordinary expenditure neces-
sary to get a patent for mines of mineral lands should be so changed as to enable a poor 
miner to get his patent. In some instances it now costs from $300 to $400 to get a pat-
ent for five or six acres of land on a mountain side. Locators, if compelled to patent 
claims, should be able to do so for a reasonable sum. United States surveyors are em-
ployed by the miner to do his work dictated anu controlled entirely by United States 
officers of the locality. Charging the miner for his time, those who pay not for it have 
the power to make a little work very expensive. It is done in almost every instance 
when application is made for a patent. 
I will extend statements and suggestions in answer to queries Nos. 21 and 22 when 
answering questions under head of placer mines in a letter which I will send you here-
after, the same now having been omitted for want of time. 
Very respectfully, 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. 
MASON M. HILL, 
Testimony of Chm·lea W. Stayner, attorney-at-law, Salt Lake City, Utah relative to home-
stead and pre-ernption laws, canals for irrigating, settlers' claims, dese1't lancl act, tim-
ber and mineral lands. Land laws-amendments suggested. 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. 
· GENTLEMEN: As an attorney practicing in Utah, and having some experience in land 
cases, as well as some knowledge of the difficulties under which the settlers of this 
Territory have to labor, both as regards land and timber, I herewith present for your 
consideration a few suggestions which are the result not only of my own observation, 
but of others who have constituted me their representative in these matters. 
First. In regard to the homestead and pre-em pt ion laws. I would respectfully call your-
attention to a memorial of the governor aml legislative assembly of the Territory of 
Utah, approved February 22, 1878, and to be found on pages 168 and 169 of the printed 
laws, memorials, and resolutions passed at the last session of the assembly. This me-
morial shows that settlers upon public lands in this Territory are "frequently dis-
tressed by the lack of water for domestic purposes, or the brackish and unwholesome-
nature of the water there obtaine<l. from wells, until by the construction of canals for 
irrigation water is brought through such land suitable for general use;" and the doc-
ument proceeds to ask for legislation that shall extend to bona fide builders of canals 
and ditches the benefit of existing laws in such a manner that so much means or labor 
expended upon such canals may be counted equivalent to a given residence on the 
land under the homestead act; proper and adequate proof to be given before the local 
land officers. I woulcl urge your consideration of this subject as set forth in said memo-
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rial, and also suggest that the legislation be extended to include settlers nnder the 
pre-emption act, and to provide that a portion of the money and labor expended on 
sn.icl ditches and canals be a,Uowed to apply on the purchase-money for said land. I 
would further represent that, in numerous instances, settlers being compelled to make 
actual residence on their claims for at least six months, are put to the expense of build-
ing a dwelling of some kind, and of moving their families on to the tract, and during 
said period and until the land is paid for are limited for daily use to the unwholesome 
water that prevails on land impregnated with alkali ; that some do, when practicable, 
haul water in barrels from the settlements or from the nearest creeks; that these set-
tlers are subjected to this inconvenience and expense without any good resulting 
either to the settler or to the public, as in most cases, if not in all, the settler will, as 
soon as the six months expire, if possible, make bis cash entry and immediately remove 
to a more healthy and comfortable neighborhood. He has in the meantime expended 
money and risked health, and in some cases life itself, to fill the law, and yet made no 
permanent impro-vement, except the cultivation of part of the land, which could have 
been done with greater ease and to a wider extent if the building and moving had 
not been required. 
I think that the making of irrigating ditches and canals, the building of fences, and 
a general imp.rovement of the tract by cultivation, would result in far greater good to 
the settler and to the public at large than the building of a shanty which is removed 
as soon as the law will permit that made it a necessity. 
Furthermore, families are in many instances removed miles away from the settle-
ments where they have congregated to protect themselves from Indians, and are com-
pelled to live out on an open prairie where they are subjected to conti!mal dread, if 
not actual danger, and are deprived of medical aid in cases of sickne&o, which is at 
times quite prevalent here as elsewhere, especially among the children. The younger 
members of the family are also debalTed from the advantages of school edncation, and 
thus lose months, and perhaps two or three years', schooling, owing to the poverty of 
the settler, who frequently cannot raise means to pay up for his land at the end of six: 
months, and must remain a resident upon it till he can and does do so. His opportu-
nities for raising the purchase money are also curtailed, through his being compelled 
to remain on the tract,, as be is debarred from working for money, which he might do, 
were be permitted to retain his residence in the settlement. 'l'hus his payment is re-
tarded sometimes till the expiration of the allotted period of thirty months, and the 
government is a, loser as well as the settler. The land is filed on by some other claimant, 
and the original settler is regarded as having abandoned and forfeited his pre-emption 
claim, notwithstanding his residence and his improvements, which may be very exten-
sive and valuable. 
Secondly. In relation to the desert act. This law evidently should be modifie(l so as 
to provide that when parties have expended a certain amount of means or labor in 
turning Rtreams of water from their natural channels, in order to reclaim a tract, and 
have not at the expiration of the three years allottecl thoroughly accomplished the re-
clamation of the ln.nd as required, they may, on proper showing and proof before the 
local officers, obtain an oxtension of time to complete their work; and, furthermore, 
some portion of their expenditure should in my opinion be allowed on the price of the 
land unless the general price under this act be reduced, which would be preferable 
and perhaps more just to rich and poor alike. In that case the price ought not to ex-
ceed 25 cents at time of entry, and 25 cents additional at time of final proof, for in 
nearly all cases of desert land in this Territory the land is very inferior, and the ex-
pense needed to reclaim it by irrigation is exceedingly heavy. 
'l'hirc)ly. I woulcl call your honors' attention to the anomalous condition of this Ter-
ritory regarding timber. Differently situated in many respects from other parts of the 
country, the agricultural classes, of which the inhabitants of the Territory principally 
consist, are suffering under the exacting provisions of laws made for other regions and 
for different objects from those which prevail here. On observing the visible mount-
ain-sides, it is palpably manifest that no timber grows upon them, but in order to 
reach the timber or even fire-wood the settlers must go far into the recesses of the 
ca.fi.ons, and the spots where timber is usually found are frequently, if not always, out-
side the limits of mining districts and of lan11s classed by the government as mineral. 
Consequently the cutting of timber and wood as generally carried on is not author-
ized by but is in direct violation of the law authorizing residents'' to fell and remoye 
timber for building, agricultural, mining, and other domestic purposes," approved June 
3, 1878, which limits such privileges to niine-ral lands only; and the settler so using 
the timber is liable to criminal prosecution under section 2461, United Atates Revised 
Statutes, which was evidently passed to protect timber for the use of the Na,y, and 
not in any manner to affect people in this inland Territory. 
These two laws slrnuld be so amended a.s to permit timber to be cnt in onr canons 
on lauds other than mineral. I wonld also represent that a provision forbidding the 
cutting of timber meast1ring less than eight inches in diamet,er, and contained in the 
rules and regulation8 issued by the honorable Commissioner of the General Lancl Office, 
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is too general in its character, in that it may be construed to restrict the cutting of 
scrub brush which is only fit for fire-wood, and which never measures more than eight 
inches in diameter. This brush constitutes the principal fuel in some parts of the 
Territory, its removal is no injury to the timber required for other purposes, it would 
never s-row into timber of any useful size, and yet the settler is unwittingly liable to 
harassmg suits for an infraction of the Uniteu States law above referred to, or n, pro-
spective tax upon every load of such wood hauled by him, and which has cost him in 
labor on the canon roads, and in time spent in hauling it, all that the wood when 
hauled could possibly be worth. 
Your honors will perceive that the above suggestions are offered chiefly in the inter-
est of the farmer and the working man, in whose behalf I respectfully solicit your con-
sideration and influence. . 
I am, gentlemen, very respectfully, yours, 
CHAS. W. STAYNER. 
Testimony of D. P. Ballard, lawyer, Yakima City, WaBh., reiative to agriculture, timber, 
and lode claims. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page opposite page 1 : 
YAKIMA CITY, WASH., October 3, 1879. 
To the Public Land Comrnission, WaBhington, D. C. : 
GENTLEMEN: Agreeably to your request, I beg leave to submit the following in 
answer to your questions contained in circular, and herewith forward as requested. 
1. D. P. Ballard, lawyer, Yakima City, Wash. 
2. Two years. 
3. Yes. Soldiers' homestead and pre-emption. 
4. By transacting business for others. 
5. Uncontested-average cost for homestead, $23.50; time, ten days. Contested-
cost, $150; time, forty-five days. 
6. Yes. 'fhere are too few land offices, and permitting parties to "prove up" or 
"make :filings'' before clerks, &c., opens wide the door of fraud and favoritism. 
These "clerks, &c.," having plats forwarded to them from land office 150 to 250 miles 
away, "cover up" special claims to accommodate pets. The homestead and pre-
emption laws being made for the poor, no fees should be charged for "entries." Also 
require contestants to proceed in local courts. 
7. Between Columbia River and Cascade Mountains-low mountain or hill covered 
with bunch grass and sage brush, and valleys varying from 1 to 30 miles wide and 10 
to 100 long. All pastoral and agricultural well up into the Cascades to timber line. 
Small skirts of timber along streams. 
8. No general rule or geographical division will do, unless we call lands agricultural, 
pastoral, and timber, the word "timber" not to include la.nds covered with brush, 
balm, or cottonwood, but such to be classed as pastoral in this entire Territory east of 
Cascade Mountains. 
9. Have been county surveyor. Do not think I could now recommend any change. 
10. Let each homesteader and pre-emptor, in prairie countries like this, with all the 
timber in mountains, and where we go from 5 to 30 miles for fuel, &c., be allowed to 
pre-empt 200 acres-160 prairie and 40 of timber-whether adjoining his home or not. 
Give each soldier of 1861-'65 a land warrant for 160 acres. Let sawmill men buy in 
tracts of 640 acres, and when any three county officers certify that that 640 is 
'' skinned," sell another section. Charge settlers-that is, agriculturists-$1.25 and 
sawmill men $2.50 per acre. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. Short winter, long summer. Rain in early spring and late fall. Season from 
March 15 to December 25. Snow one-half foot to four feet deep, according to locality. 
Plenty of water for irrigating. 
2. Spring and fall-two-thirds in spring. Yes. 
3. One-half of all tillable land, being about one-third the whole. 
4. One-third the whole. 
5. Wheat, oats, rye, ba,rley, corn, buckwheat, apples, peaches, pears. All small 
fruits and vegetables. 
6. Do not know. 
7. From mountain snow which melts in May, June, &c. 
8. By irrigation the fertility of soil is increased, as is evident from the fact that the 
tenth and twelfth wheat crop (as other grain) is better than the first, and no manure 
used. Three t,housand feet above sea. 
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9. One-tenth to one-fourth exhausted. After two or three years the land becomes 
"full" of water and requires little or none. Both. Custom and common law with 
act of July, 1866. 
10. So to speak, none "taken up." Riparian owners, by custom, facilitate its use. 
11. None, worthy of note. 
12. One-third. 
13. No. But if, then 640 acres. 
14. No, by no means. We have 300,000 cattle and horses now living on these lands. 
But if yes, then 640 acres to each man (on account of rocky wastes) and at 25 cents 
per acre. 
15. One acre (grass) favorably. 
ln. This question is not easily answered, for it is too general. 
17. Not over two or three. 
18. No perceptible change. 
19. No. No. 
20. No. It would d-n us. 
21. Plenty. 
22. Do not know. 
23. Diminished. 
24. Yes, and no-owing to locality. 
25. None so far. 
26. Sheep, 100,000; cattle, 300,000. 
27. None. 
28. Yes. Corner stakes rotted and gone; mounds poorly made. 
TIMBER. 
1. A strip 20 to 45 miles wide extending from south to north line of Territory. Pine 
fir, cedar, tamarac, and very little oak. All excellent but oak. 
2. Cottonwood, Lombardy poplar, and walnut in valleys. First two. Time, eight 
to twelve years. 
3. By sale. See answer to question 10. 
4. Classify both in kinds and size of tracts. 
5. Yes; scrubby in part. Twenty years. 
6. Are result of camping fires. Small in extent. Make it criminal. 
7. Railroad cut extensively, and should pay. Miners, builders, &o., should have it 
free, as they waRte none. Make it felony for corporations to depredate, except for 
mining, &c. 
8. Lent ad libitum. First who gets it. 
9. No; unless land offices be increased in number. Then, yes. 
LODE CLAIMS, 
1. South Western Missouri. Lead and zinc. 
2. Not posted. 
3. Can give none. 
4. No; to last part. 
5. I think so. 
6. Cannot say. 
7. Have heard so. 
8. Decline to further answer respecting mining. 
D. P. BALLARD. 
Test-iniony of James T. Berry, surve'I.Jor, Chehalis, Wash., relat-ive to agriculture, timber, and 
placer claims. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page-: 
1. James T. Berry, surveyor; Chehalis, Wash. 
2. Eight years. 
3. I have homestead; 160 acros. 
5. I obtained my patent within forty days after making final proof, uncontested. 
6. I think it a needless expense to have to travel to register's office to file and make 
proof. 
7. We have agricultural, pastoral, and mineral lands. The river and creek bottoms 
are good, productive lands. 'rhe Burnt Hills pastoral, generally coal deposits. 
8. General rule. Not possible by geographical lines. 
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9. I think the level and bottom lands unsurveyed should ue subdivided in sections 
to suit shape of lands, and the mountainous regions left to bo selected as wanted Ly 
mining parties. 
AGRICULTURE. 
1. The climate is even ai i d beautiful here. Rainfall great. No irrigation necessary. 
2. rrom October to June. There is always sufficient water-supply when most needed 
for growing Yegetation. 
3. All. 
8. At from 1,200 to 1,600 feet altitude. 
13. I think, one section. 
14. Only by actual settlement. 
18. Increased. 
20. I think so. 
21. Plentiful. 
24. No. 
25. Cattle will not remain on sheeps' pasture. 
28. In some few cases the corners are now hard to determine, especially where fires 
have occurred. 
TIMBER. 
1. '£he land has been onco all timber. 
5. I know of several fir forests, with no living cedar now, that once had fine cedar, 
which had been destroyed by fire. 
G. The natives set out the fires, which are very destructive to both soil and timber. 
7. The depredt.tions are Yery limited in this county. 
a. Perhaps so. 
PLACER CLAIMS. 
1. Coal and iron are very extensive; I believe coal underlies nearly half the surface 
of our county, 1,000 miles square. 
Testimony of A. K. Bush, Riverside, Trash.,postmaster. (Abstract.) 
Suggests the following defect in the present laws: "Under the ruling that those 
who notify on homestead claims and fail to perfect title may notify on another claim, 
it is a common practice to take off marketable timber, alJ::tndon, and relocate." 
The soil and climate of at least the larger portion of the Territory favors the growth 
of cereals, except corn, for which the nights ( on the coast range especially) are too 
cool. The yield of grass i8 very great on both hill and valley lands. Apples, plums, 
pears, cherries, and most small fruits yield largely and are of fine quality. Peaches, 
grapes, &c., on the portfons bordering on the ocean cannot be grown to any advan-
tage, for want of sufficient warm weather. 
There are many tracts of excellent timber available for manufacture of lumber, for 
ship-building, farm-building, &c. This land, when cleared, will produce a large growth 
of grass, and that portion which is not too hilly or rolling for cultivation will grow 
grain, vegetables, &c. All kinds of hardy vegetables yield largely, and are of fine 
quality. 
There arc indications of coal deposits in this county, in one or two places particu-
larly. The deposits are believed to be large and easy of access. 
Rainfall 49 inches and upwards; rainy seasons generally commence :November 1 to 
December 1, lasting until April or May; l<,ebruary often dry and pleasant; snow in 
western part of Territory almost unknown; country well watered by streams, large 
and small, springs, &c. 
Tide lands on bays and rivers (unless diked) and hills too steep for cultivation. 
Would dispose of tirnbe.r lands hy homestead to those wanting homes, by sale to 
mill-owners in tracts from 160 to 230 acres, if within available distance of their mills, 
at from $2.50 to ~'5 per acre, according to location, timber, &c. I would suggest !,bat 
640 acres be the very extreme sold to any one firm, unless in some country good for 
nothing but timber, and that we do not have in Washington, so far as my knowledge 
extends. If not limited, many will purchase large tracts, even where no mills are 
built, hold it for years, and thus prevent others from getting it who would build mills 
and manufacture it into lumber, &c.; also retarding settlement of country. There is 
much timber stolen by mill-owners and others furnishing logs to them. ·would sug-
gest that men be appointed and means be furnished to enforce laws already enacted. 
Laws not enforced are worse than no laws at all. 
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I do not think it would make much difference where the authority was vestetl, if 
all departments were alike honest and men who would act without fear or favor were 
appointed in each different section of country where such depredations were likely to 
occur, to look out for such depredations and report to the proper authority, &c. 
Res pee tfnlly, 
A. K. BUSH. 
Testimony of Hfrani Dustin, Golden Dale, .Klikitat County, Washington, relative to agri-
culture, timber, and lode claims. 
The questions to which the following answers are given will be found by unfolding 
page-: 
To the Land Commission : 
MESSRS: Raving received a pamphlet containing interrogatories, I proceed to an-
swer such as have come within myknowledge and observation, and also to offer a few 
suggestions in relation to your business as commissioners. 
1. I am a resident of the town of Golden Dale, Klikitat County, Washington Ter-
ritory, and have been for about two years. 
2. I have not acquired or sought to acquire title to any of the public lands in this 
Territory, but locjl,ted a homestead in Oregon some nine years ago. 
3. Being in the practice of the law in this county, I have had occasion to examine 
the present land laws, and believe that, as a general thing, they are efficient and pro-
duce the intended results, with the exception, perhaps of the act in relation to soldiers' 
additional homesteads, which I think is an instrument placed in the h1tinds of monop-
olies-provided they see :fit to avail themselves of it-that will do great mischief be-
cause of the vast quantity of soldiers' additional homesteads now for sale. I think 
the intention of Congress was to benefit the soldier, and that no one person should 
have a right to buy them up and locate more than one tract of land; but as it now 
stands a man can locate -as much land as he can buy soldiers' fl.oats to cover. 
The physical character of the country in this county is rough and mountainous; 
there is not over one-third of this _county that is adapted to farming, a greater port ion 
of it being timber and pastoral lands. 
This is a, temperate climate and very dry. The snow falls on an average about one 
foot deep. Some winters, however, there is scarcely any snow at all. The rain falls 
most late in the fall and during the winter. There is but very little irrigation of 
crops in this county; bnt in Yakima County, joining us on the northeast, they irrigate 
all crops; in fact, there is no certainty without it. My observation of irrigation bas 
led me to believe that it is an injury to the soil in certain localities, while crops seem 
to grow rank by its use. I think the land will sooner wear ont. In Yakima Valley 
there is the finest chance for irrigation; the land is level, and the streams rise high up, 
in the mountains which surround it and spread promiscuously over it. The farmers 
have brought two very nice ditches from the mountain streams, which afford abun-
dant irrigation. 
With regard to pasturage lan<l, I would suggest that it would be a good idea for· 
Congress to pass an aet allowing persons to locate pasture claims either as a home-
stead or allow them to purchase a certain quantity at, say, $1 per acre, but not allow-
ing any one person to locate over 200 acres. This, I think, would ke~p on an average 
about one hundred head of beef. Of course some parts of the country would do, I think, 
still better. There is plenty of beef cattle in this county, but as to the amount to the· 
square mile I am not able to say. There are also large herds of sheep in this county, 
which bring more money into the county than from all other sources combined; but 
still they are not a success, as they eat out the range and destroy it. One sheep, in 
my opinion, is ·more destructive on grass than a full-grown cow, and the growth -of 
grass is invariably diminished wherever sheep are pastured. I shall answer a few 
more questions with regard to the timber. 
I cannot say how much timber there is in the county, but will say that there is an 
abundance of it, and mostly pine, which makes the :finest finishing lumber we have in 
the market; I do not think it is excelled on this coast. There is, however, sectiomj of 
land without any timber, and upon a number of such persons have located timber 
claims, under the timber-culture act, but as yet I fail to see the timber growing. 
In fact, I do not think there is twenty acres of timber planted in the valley. 'fhe peo-
ple generally make raids upon the government timber lands. vVe have some six or su, en 
sawmills in operation in this county, all of them cutt ing timber from government land. 
What ought to be done under the circumstances is a little bard to determine, yet I shall 
suggest a remedy. Let Congress pass an act allowing persons to cut timber on the 
goverument land by paying a certain revenue, and have some one appointed in each 
county t o look after it an,-} collect it. Something of this nature must be done or elr,e 
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t he laws must be put in execution, because in a few years thousands of lumber will be 
shipped away from this county to supply other parts of the Territory. 
It is argued by some that it is not to the interest of the farmer ·that the mill men or 
tho wood men should pay stumpage, for the reason that they would be the losers-be-
ing the consumers would have td pay the bill. I ask, would it not be fin better for to 
pay a moderate revenue and thereby protect our timber and prevent its being de-
stroyed, than to get our wood and lumber a few cents on the thousand or cord for a 
few yea.rs and then have none in the county at any price f 
I do not wish to bring any one into trouble in expressing my vjews, but there is no 
,question but what there should be some steps taken to 'lrrestthe wholesale destruction 
and robbing of the timber of the government. Either make them pay stumpage 
or compel them to purchase it. The worst of it is transient mills or portable mills can 
be built almost anywhere in the mountains, and when they have culled out the very 
finest of the timber, they simply move to another and better place. By this means 
the finest and best of the timber is being used up. Of course in time there will be a 
second growth, but its growth is very slow, perhaps twenty years before it would be 
of any consequence for poles or fire-wood. 
As for lode claims I have had no experience wh:itever. Thero is, however, I learn 
from prospectors, good ledges or lodes not yet developed in this country, which will be 
a source of great w~alth to the country at no far distant day, and there is no doubt in 
my mind but what Washington Territory will in a few years rank among the first 
agricultural and mineral States in the Union. 
In conclusion, I would say, gentlemen, I hope you will excuse me for this very brief 
epistle and indefinite description of our country, but as I am not a tmveler my knowl-
edge of those things to which your attention as commissioners is called to is very lim-
ited, but this pamphlet was sent to me by the land agent of Vancouver, W. H. Small-
wood, and I complied with his request to the best of my ability. 
Yours, &c., 
HIRAM DUSTIN, A.tt01·ney-at-Law. 
GOLDEN DALE, WASH. 
Testimony of Edwm·d W. Smith, Evanston, Wyo., relative to the public lands, stock, water 
t·ights, surveys, cattle and sheep ranges, the sheep and cattle men, pastoral, homestead, timber 
lands, land surveys, arid and humid regions. 
EVANSTON, November 4, 1879. 
EDWARD W. SMITH, of the firm of Beckwith, Gwynn & Co., hankers, merchants, and 
,cattle dealers of long stancling at Evanston, testified as follows : 
I know the land in this district well. It consists mostly of grazing lands, and there 
is a little timber, with some precious metal. There is also deposits of coal in the dis-
trict. There is no rainfall, and but little snow. There is so little agriculture in the 
district that it is hardly worth while to take it into account; it is all done by irriga-
tion. The timber on the high mountains is spruce, shaking aspen, and cottonwood. 
On the grazing land bunch-grass predominates, intermingled with a little sweet swamp-
sage. The rains decrease under grazing, and it takes about five acres to support one 
beef. I call this district a grazing district. I should say there were 100,000 head of 
cattle and the same number of sheep in the district. Calves are worth about $5; year-
lings $10, and two-year-olds about $15. Beef cattle are worth $20 apiece, or two and one-
half cents per pound gross weight. Sheep are worth $1.50 to $2.50 common for mutton, 
and 20 to 28 cents at the railroad. From 5 to 8 pounds of fleece can be cut from each 
sheep annually. Our cattle are mixed and graded ; the breed is steadily improving, 
because of tho liberal introduction of blooded bulls. 
In the southern part of the district the water-rights have mostly been taken up for 
<iattle and sheep. In that country there is a rule established by custom that the first 
appropriation of the water holds and controls it. 
The district has not been wholly surveyed; the survey should be extended over the 
public lands in this district. 
Cattle and sheep ranges are held by suffrage and custom. There is now a law of the 
territory which prevents trespassing upon occupied ranges near settlements, but away 
from the settlements the shot-gun is the only law, and the sheep and cattle men are 
engaged in a constant warfare. The sheep men are generally the aggressors. Their 
sheep destroy the grasses, and the cattle will not again graze on the land. If the stock 
owners could obtain absolute control of their ranges under United States laws, the value 
of the herds, both cattle and sheep, would be materially increased, both as regards 
beef and mutton and ' the wool, and peace and quiet would supersede the present 
turmoil. 
The lands in this district are all arid, and there is no water for irrigation. The land 
should be surveyed and sold, in quantities to suit th" purchaser at, say, 10 cents per 
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acre; or I would lease or let them, referring all questions as to their occupancy to the 
district 1::tnd officers. I think 100 head of cattle, and their increase, would sustain a. 
family. Twenty-five or thirty acres of these lands will sustain a beef, so each settler 
should have a pastoral homestead of about 3,000 acres, and use of the land by his cat-
tle should be considered occupancy. I think, in the present, herds of cattle and sheep 
consists the mineral wealth of this section, and whatever laws are passed that interest 
should be first considered and protected. This question of grazing titles should be set-
tled at once. Possession of distinct and well-defined ranges will result in contentment 
and permanency. We have to have summer and winter ranges and put up hay for 
cattle. 
The timber lands should be surveyed and sold in unlimited quantities. They are 
annually ravaged by :fires, which destroy ten times what the people use. The entire 
subject of timber lands, as well as other lands, should be turned over to the United 
States district land officers. I would grade the price per acre both as to quantity and 
quality. Private ownership best protects property in this country. 
I am acquainted with the present system of land surveys, and think it should be 
improved and retained. Stakes at corners should be more permanently established. 
We need population, and the pastoral homestead will aid us to acquire it. ·we do 
business with-most all the people in this district, and I know that they want these land 
matters settled at once. 
This arid region never c3,n nave the same condition as the humid regions, and people 
must live in communities for school and other purposes. 
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APPENDIX B. 
OPEN LETTER OF R. W. RAYMOND RELATIVE TO MINERAL LANDS. 
[Published in the Engineering and Mining Journal serially, from November 22 to December 20, 1879.J 
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your circular contain-
ing a list of questions with reference to agriculture, timber, ~md lode and placer mining 
claims: to such of which as may be within the range of my personal information answers 
are desired. I am in receipt also of your complimentary special invitation to state any 
general views upon the subject of the mining law, with which my professional expe-
rience and my former official position as United States Commissioner of Mining Sta-
tistics have made me somewhat familiar. Regretting that the pressure of business 
prevents me from prnparing in response to such a call a full discussion of the prob-
lems involved in your inquiry, I feel, nevertheless, that, as a citizen deeply interested 
in the success of your labors, I am bound to do what I can in furtherance of them, and 
I beg leave, therefore, to submit the following statements and suggestions with refer-
ence to a part of the subjects now claiming your attention. 
The principle of the right of the sovereign to the ownership or control of any of the 
minerals in the earth, apart from proprietorship of the land itself, is not recognized 
by our laws. The government, like any private proprietor, possesses the' surface of 
its lands, together with all that lies beneath them, to the center of the globe. There 
is no distinction in this respect between the base and the precious metals, or between 
the Atlantic and the Pacific slopes, or between the areas acquired by the United States 
from individual States and those obtained by treaties with foreign nations or Indian 
tribes. So far as I am aware, the government owns the minerals when it owns the 
land, and not otherwise. 
The mineral right, however, although it accompanies the surface ownership, is sep-
arable by the act of the owner. A farmer in New Jersey may lease or sell the right to 
mine and carry away all the iron ore in his farm, with the privileges of .entry and use 
of the surface necessary to mining operations, retaining his title in all other respects 
unimpaired; or he may thus dispose of the right to a single bed or vein of ore, retain-
ing all others. A farmer in Pennsylvania may in like manner lease or sell all his 
"coal rights," or the right to one or more specified seams of coal, reserving to himself, 
undiminished, whatever is not thus transferred. A party owning two a<ljaceut farms 
may grant the mineral right to a given deposit of coal, ore, or other mineral upon one 
of them, with the right to follow and mine in the other that deposit only. All these 
and many varieties of grants actually occur in our Eastern States; and the rights 
thus conferred, as defined by the agreements creating them, are indepenclent of sur-
face ownership, although in their origin they rest upon the principle that the owner 
of the surface owns also the minerals beneath it. 
The government occupies precisely this position towards the public domain. It can 
do what it likes with its own. There is no "miners' right," created by the discovery 
of valuable mineral in any part of that domain, except what the government chooses 
to create by its own voluntary acts. By such acts it is bound, as an individual would 
be, neither more nor less. It is as free as any individual would be to dispose, as it 
may see fit, of any rights not already conveyed away; to change its policy at any time; 
to lease or sell on new conditions, or to decline to lease or sell at all. This elementary 
statement seems to be required to correct a popular impression that the principles of 
the law of mines are different in different part1::1 of our country, and that there i1::1 t;Oll.te 
mysterious obstacle in this difference to the introduction of a uniform system. The 
fact is, that the owner of a gold mine in Georgia might, if he chose, sell his mine on 
the terms prescribed by the government to purchasers of gold mines in Montana; and 
the government might, if it chose, by a change in the statute, alter its terms in Mon-
tana to conform to the present usual practice in Georgia. 
The course of Federal legislation in this respect has been dictated by policy. Its 
object has been to encourage the development of the mineral resources of the public 
lands, and to transfer the ownership of both' land and mineral rights to individual 
. citizens. That this course is wisest in itself, and best adapted to tbfl spirit of our insti-
tutions, scarcely admits of question. The policy of administering the public lands as 
a means of producing revenue, through mines, timber, agriculture, or rents, is one 
which a hi~hly centralized or despotic government may perhaps pursue; but certainly, 
it is not smted to Democratic or representative government; and even in monarchical 
atate1::1, it has not proved advantageous, as may be inferred from the general tendency 
• 
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in all enlightened nations at the present day, toward the transfer of governmental enter-
prises to private bands. It may be questioned, perhaps, whether a system by which 
the crovernment, as in Spain, Portugal, and Mexico, retains ihe ownership of mines, 
and feases them upon conditions involving their continuous working, is not calculated 
to secure a more active and steady mining industry than a system which, conferring 
individual ownership, permits mines to lie idle at the will of their owners. But ·1 
think no one can fail to perceive, upon thorough consideration, that the advantages 
of the Spanish system are delusive, and that its disadvantages, in the expense of 
administration and the inducements which it offers to the "robbing" of mines, 
are greater than its advantages, even if these were real. The tenant of a govern-
ment mine will work it if it be profitable, of course. He would do the same, if he 
owned it. When it ceases to be profitable, he may continue operations for a while, 
rather thn,n lose his lease. But there is no economic gain t.o the State in forcing 
its citizens to unremunerative labor. On the contrary, if a mine does not pay, it is 
best that it should be closed, while labor turns to more productive enterprise; and 
if a mine is to be closed it is far better that this should be done by an owner than 
by a tenant, for the owner may hope to resume operations under more favorable cir-
cumstances, while it is the interest of the tenant, whose abandonment of the property 
is final, to rob it of all accessible value and leave it in ruins. As for the revenue to 
be derived from renting mines, two things may be confidently asserted: First, if it 
were wise to burden the industry of mining with a tax not laid upon other forms of 
production, this could be done more effectively, conveniently, and equitably by a bull-
ion tax; and secondly, it is not wise to do anything of the kind. I am aware that, a 
dozen years ago, while the bullion tax was collected by our government, I favored in 
my report to the Secretary of the Treasury its continuance in reduced measure, and its 
devotion to special purposes for the benefit of the mining industries. I will not pause 
here to explain in what particulars the circumstances and in what parttculars my 
views have changed. It is quite sufficient at present to say ·that the obvious policy of 
the government is to treat mining like any other industry, and to administer the min-
eral lands, like the agricultural lands, with as little machinery a.nd as little interfer-
ence with private enterprise as possible. · 
We come, then, to this proposition-the United States is the holder, as the trustee 
of the people, of a vast area of mineral land. On the whole, it is be~t to sell this land 
as fast as possible, not looking fo.r large revenue from its sale, but rather transferring 
it to private owners at prices that will repay the cost of the surveys and other neces-
sary proceedings, and under conditions that will favor the exploration of its resources. 
To encourage mining, or at all events to lay no unnecessary burdens upon it, and to 
get rid of the unp:i;oductive property in mineral lands which cannot under our system 
be made productive by the government-these are the objects to be attained by Fed-
eral legislation. 
In selling the mineral lands should the government make any distinctions as to 
price? It would have a perfect right to do so; and it seems at first glance a wrong to 
the people that public property worth many millions of dollars should be given away 
to those who have no othe1 claim than that of discovery. This point deserves careful 
consideration. There are three ways in which the government might derive pecuni-
ary benefit from the developed value of the mines on the public domain. It might 
provide for an estimate of value by its own officers, and a price based on such an esti-
mate. It might sell the mining locations at public auction, thus leaving the estimate 
of value to competing purchasers. Or, it might reserve a certain percentage of the 
gross or the net product of a mine-an unassessable interest in the property-which, 
in case of a large and profitable development, would amount to a considerable sum. 
These three alternatives cover substantially all that could be done in this direction, 
apart from the actual retention of ownership by the government, and the collection 
of mine-rents. 
As to the first of these, it is evident that in most cases no government officer could 
possibly make a just estimate of the value of a mine, before it had been worked; and 
no intending purchaser would spend money in developing it, without knowing at 
what price he cou]d buy it; nor would it be for the interest of any intending purchaser 
to develop the real value of the property and thereby enhance its price. 
The sale of locations at auction is open to similar objections. Nobody will explore 
and develop a piece of mining ground, with the knowledge that every proof of value 
which he may expose will make its acquisition more costly and more doubtful. But 
if such sales are to be held without previous exploration of the claims, then the chances 
are that the prices to be obtained by this method will not exceed the ordinary rates 
sufficiently to pay for the extra trouble and cost of administration. 
The third alternative-the reservation of a proportion of the proceeds of a mine-
would prove in practice, I think, difficult, odious, and unremunerative. It would be 
really a special tax. If levied upon gross production, it would bear severely on strug-
gling enterprises. If levied upon profits, it would involve an inquisition into private 
business, a premium on deceit and concealment1 and a. vast amount of official labor for 
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comparatively small return. It would be like the revenue tax on spirits in difficulty 
of enforcement, but not in resulting revenue. 
We may conclude, then, that the true policy of the government is to sell the mineral 
lands outright at uniform prices and with as little trouble and cost to itself and the 
purchaser as possible, seeking its profit, i;i.ot in the direct proceeds of sale, but in the 
rapid development of natural resources and the establishment of prosperous commu-
nities. 
It remains to be considered whether the present system of Federal mining law, as 
construed by the courts and administered by the General Land Office, effectively exe-
cutes this policy; whether it needs reform ; and, if so, whether that reform should be 
of the nature of moderate amendment or radical change. In the discussion of these 
questions, I shall strive rather to present an impartial statement of both sides than to 
advocate a definite scheme. No scheme suggested by individual study or e:xperience 
can claim to be the best under the circumstances; because it is of the very essence of 
the problem that the system adopted by the government shall be acceptable to the 
mining communities. The present arrangement, whatever may be its defects, has the 
posi:ive recommendation that it will work, is working; that it is a growth, and, like 
all growths, possesses vitality, which mere symmetry without vitality cannot replace; 
that its evils are known, while those of a new system are unknown. Moreover, it is 
of the utmost importance that any proposed reform shall be practicable and accept-
able, because its failure to be adopted and successfully executed would indefinitely 
delay, and perhaps defeat, all reform in this department. 
The declaration that the Government of the United States" owns the minerals when 
it owns the land, and not otherwise," might be deemed inexact as to Mexican land 
grants within our borders not yet confirmed by Unit,ed States patent,. Such grants, if 
they did not originally convey to the grantee the mining right, reserved that right to 
the sovereign; and upon the transfer of sovereignty to the United States this re-
served ownership of the metals passed to our government, which thus became, in these 
instances, proprietor of the metals in the land otherwise owned by private parties. 
But the same leading cases in which this rule was laid down ( chiefly the so-called 
Mariposa cases) contain the decision that a patent in confirmation of a Mexican grant 
is not restricted to the interest transferred by Mexico to its grantee, although such 
Mexican grant did not; convey the precious metals. The practical application of this 
principle annuls the effect of the preceding one, and justifies the general statement 
that the right to metals in the soil, as a royal prerogative, is not incident to the sov-
ereignty of the United States or of any single State. 
The present system of Federal legislation originated in the tacit recognition of 
miners' customs, and has been gradually developed with perpetual, perhaps excessive, 
regard to those customs. Its general outlines are so generally known that I shall not 
burden this letter with a description of them. Still less can I attempt to discuss in 
detail its doubtful or ambiguous features, although some of these may receive atten-
tion in passing. I purpose rather on this occasion to consider directly the evils which 
seem to attend the operation of our present system, and the possible remedies for such 
evils. 
Not all the complaints so loudly made deserve the attention or fall within the proper 
sphere of the government. People who engage in mining, on the public lands or else-
where, have no special claim to be protected against the consequences of their own 
ignorance or over-eager credulity. The hazardous nature of the industry is good 
ground for rejecting the notion, once generally entertained, that special burdens should 
be laid upon it-that the mines, in some way not demanded of farms and factories and 
railroads, should" pay the national debt"-but it is not good ground for asking the 
government to furnish the technical knowledge required in mining, or to exercise 
supervision over mining operations. The general aid given to all the industries of 
the country by a scientific survey, and a complete statistical review of its resources 
and activities, is all that can be properly conceded; and this will never prevent the 
complaints of many adventurers who have suffered damage through the risks and diffi-
culties peculiar to mining. The evils of '' speculation," oC which we hear so mnch, can-
not be cured by legislation, if, indeed (as I do not believe), they are unmitigated evils, 
or if ( as I do not believe) speculation could be repressed at all, without producing some-
thing worse. We may set aside, then, all those features inherent in the industry of 
mining itself, as matters which the government cannot mend, and with which it 
should not meddle. 
Another set of embarrassments arises from the peculiar present conditions of mining 
in the public domain. The law-abiding instinct of our people is remarkable. The 
rudeness and violence often observed in our frontier communities cannot hide from 
the thoughtful observer the deeper fact that our institutions have bred in the masses 
a notable capacity for self-government. The very first step in a new mining district 
is the making of laws; and the degree to which such laws\tave been respected and en-
force by public sentiment is a significant testimony in behalf of democracy. Bnt this 
state of affairs, though infinitely better than barbarism, and certain, as experience bas 
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shown, to pass by peaceful gradations into the complete, lawful organization of society, 
necessarily involves much initial confusion, bearing the germs of future trouble. The 
fundamental right of property fails of adequate definition among a host of pioneers, 
settling suddenly, like a swarm of bees, in the trackless wilderness. The entrance 
upon the public lands of population in advance of official surveys, is the most prolific 
source of embarrassment arising out of the present conditions· of mining in those 
regions. Nearly all the other evils of this class will cure themselves faster than Con-
gress could cure them. This one, however, needs, in my judgment, a special remedy. 
It will not cure itself under the present system of land surveys. A system is imperatively 
called for, which will permit the surveys to keep pace with the pioneers. The exact 
determination of points of reference all over the country, to which local surveys could 
be referred, and the abandonment of the futile attempt to lay out our whole national 
area like a checkerboard, with meridians and parallels, would, I think, be a wise and 
feasible measure, so far as the mineral lands are concerned. Of the agricultural land 
system I am not qualified to speak; but it seems plain enough that the reform re-
quired for the mountain lands, which mostly contain the mines, would be required also 
for the valleys inextricably intercalated among them, and occupied with mill-sites and 
ranches. 
I conclude, then, with regard to the evils inherent, not in the nature of the mining 
industry, but in its present conditions in the West, that they are either (1) such a.s may 
be left to cure themselves, or (2) such as the local governments of States, Teri:itories, 
and municipal subdivisions should deal with, as they deal with other matters affecting 
public peace and the enforcement of contracts; or (3) such as the Fed.eral Government, 
the owner of the public domain, may measurably remedy by a more nearly adequate 
provision for the reception of settlers, and the adjustment of their initial relations to 
the land. 
We now come to a class of evils inherited from the earlier (and, to some extent, still 
continuing) local customs. In my official reports (particularly the first, transmitted to 
Congress in 1869), to which, for brevity's sake, I beg to refer, without further citation, 
I have discussed at some length the absurdity of permitting the title to mineral lands 
to rest upon the shifting and untrustworthy basis of an irregular, periodical plebiBcite, 
the edicts of which are carried out by irresponsible officials, and the records of which 
often may be, and often have been, exposed, without efficient guardianship, to loss, de-
struction, mutilation, or falsification. It has repeatedly happened that the disputed 
possessory title to valuable mining property has turned upon the memory or honesty 
of contradictory witnesses, concerning records which could not be found, landmarks 
whi.ch had disappeared,'' customs" which bad been repeatedly amended, repealed, and 
forgotten, and acts performed pursuant to or in violation of such customs by persons 
who had long since left the district or the world. Even if all mining recorders were 
sworn officers ; if all their records were properly kept and guarded ; if the local regu-
lations were carefully prepared, not liable to sudden change, aud permanently pre-
served for reference, there would still be great confusion arising from the lack of 
uniformity in the methods of acquiring and maintaining title. Something has been 
done, as I shall hereafter show, to remove the evils inherited from the miners' "cus-
toms." What remains to be done is to abolish altogether the irregular and whimsical 
subdivisions known as "mining districts," with all their officers, and to make all min-
ing titles on the public lands originate in entries duly attested and preseryed in dupli-
cate or triplicate by the regular officers of the United Stat~s. Once, this would have 
been difficult and expensive; but I think the time bas come when it can be thoroughly 
done, and will meet with the approval of the mining communities themselves. 
Should the Federal Government attempt to replace all local regulations with a · com-
plete mining code f The answer to this question depends largely upon the m11aning of 
the terms employed. It is evident that in all points within the sphere of State govern-
ments, legislatioJJ. should be left to them; and, by analogy, though not with the same 
force, we may conclude that similar freedom should be accorded to territorial legisla-
tures. According to the principles already laid down, the United States is simply the 
owner of certain lands, the development and sale of which it desires to promote. It is 
the business of the local governmeuts to look after the peace and general welfare of 
the inhabitants; even considerations of political economy, such as the prevention of 
irreparable waste, would not justify the Federal authority in doing more than to look 
after its own property. Consequently, it seems to me, nothing should be done by Con-
gress to establish mining regulations apart from such measures as are required to en-
courage the exploration and purchase of the public mineral buds, and (as incident to 
tllis end) to convey to the purchaser definite and secure title. 
It may seem desirable, on the whole, that the size of mining claims should be made 
uniform by law over all the public domain. The present law fixes the maximum length 
and a maximum and miniilljl.m wiuth; but. within these limits any size may be fixed 
by local" custom" or rule; and the liberality of such ''custom'' is apt to depend upon 
the number of miners to the· acre present when the ''custom" is ordained. It must 
be remembered that the practice of fixing these dimensions hy votes of the inhabit-
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ani.s grew up at a time when they involved only the use of the surface for mining 
purposes, such as dumps, machinery, buildings, &c., and not such an absolute owner-
ship thereof as rendered any intrusion by others an act of trespass. 'l'he miner waa 
not limited by his surface in his underground operations ; nor did his prior surface 
right hinder in any way the explorations of other prospectors, or their working of 
other veins within the space covered by his claim. Hence, very n11rrow surface claims 
were adequate appendages to very large mines. 
In any attempt to sell its mineral lands, the policy, as well as tho clear right, of 
the United States seems to be to divide the property into parcels of such sizA as will 
be at once most convenient to itself and most attractive to the buyer. Under tho 
present law, however, there is no great practical difficulty in consolidating claims so 
as to obtain a sufficient portion of the main lode, which is the object of the purchase. 
Moreover, the State and Territorial legislatures have done much, and in many casos 
have done it admirably, to supersede with definite codes the previous local regula-
tions of the districts. I am inclined to think that the size of claims, under the present 
system, may be left to them, within tha limits fixed by the Federal law. If the pres-
ent law is not cha,nged in any other particular, I do not think it need be changed in 
this, except so far as to provide for certain cases in which t.he actual width of a vein 
at the surface is greater than the width of the claim. This point may be better dis-
cussed under a subsequent head. 
Passing from the evils inherited from the mining customs, we come to consider such 
as are the legacy of former Federal legislation. The acts of Congress intended to 
correct the causes of complaint arising under the absence of all uniform law have en-
tailed upon us some unnecessary complications, which have been further aggravated 
by conflicting decisions of the La,nd Office and the courts. The Supreme Court has 
brought order out of chaos in a number of cases which have reached it; but many 
moot points remain, and will, perhaps, never be settled, before the necessity of con-
sidering them shall have passed away entirely. I refer now to those difficulties only 
which arise from the features of our earlier laws (principally that of 1866), repealed 
or amended by later acts with reservation of all vested rights. The law of 1866 has 
been held in some cases to convey to the patentee under it no real ownership of the 
surface, but to give him, nevertheless, underground rights which the act of 1872 does 
not confer. This doctrine was partly overthrown by the decision in the " Eureka 
case" in 1877 ; but a recent decision in Utah shows that some courts, at least, hold 
that, among the vested rights of a locator prior to 1872, the right to follow his vein 
on the course into the ground of a prior locator is included, and cannot be destroyed 
even by the patent of the United States granted (prior to 1872) to the prior locator. 
J-t is claimed also that parties locating under the act of 1866, though they did not ap-
ply for patent until after the passage of the act of 1872, had a "vested right" to ob-
tain, under the latter acts, a patent comprising all the privileges granted to patentees 
under either act. I have elsewhere argued, at length, the unsoundness of these and 
similar contentions. I mention them here simply to show the nature of the compli-
cations inflicted upon us by past legislation. 
I do not see that legislation is required to remedy this state of things. The num-
ber of mining claims located before 1866, held by uninterrupted possessory titlo ever 
since, but not made subjects of patents, is not largo enough to require a ~eneral meas-
ure; and tae troublesome questions of so-called '' vested rights," accrumg under the 
earlier statute will best be settled judicially. 
This brings us to consider briefly the evils developed in the administmtion of the 
present law. There is cause for complaint in the expense of proceedings attondant 
upon the procurement of surveys and the perfecting of titles. Your in'}uiries in the 
mining districts will have shown you that these expenses are not only onerous, but 
exceedingly irregular, being much greater in some districts than in others. As the 
true policy of the government is to sell its mineral lands, no unnecessa,ry obstacles in 
the way of costly proceedings should be interposed. A.nd this point is particularly 
reasonable in view of the fact that the surveyors who charge whatever they can get 
for their services have in many cases proved to be somewhat careless workmen; so 
that there is reason to complain of defective, as well as expensive, preliminary work. 
Changes in the machinery of the law, whether its general principles are changed or 
not, will be required to remedy such evils. The multiplicity of officials may be re-
duced; their duties may be redistributed ; and they may be paid by the government, 
and bound to pay over to the government all their legally-determined fees. The result 
should be a saving to the people and no loss to the public treasury. 
We have considered briefly the inhernnt, the inherited, and the administrfl,tive evils 
of our Federal system of mining law. We now take up, in conclusion, a fourt,h class 
of evils attendant upon that system, namely, those which flow from the main features 
of the sections of.the Revised Statutes constituting our only national mining code, and 
which require, as a remedy, important changes in the l:tw, not mere reforms of adminis-
trative detail, such as have been alluded to under foregoing heads of this discussion. 
1 repeat the declaration alr~ady made as a starting-point, that the true policy and 
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avowed purpose of the government is to sell its mineral lands on such terms as will 
promote their exploitation. Whatever may be the alternatives to which we are now 
shut up, we had, in the beginning, the possible course of renting the mines, or in other 
ways getting a revenue from them. I have already expressed my views on this point, 
and it may, therefore, be passed without further comment. Assuming, however, that 
the mineral lands should be definitely disposed of, the government might have, sec-
ondly, transferred them to the States as fast as these were organized and admitted, or, 
thirdly, sold them in large quantities to private persons or corporatione. In either 
case, the expense of surveying and selling in detail would have been saved. But the 
public advantages sought by the system actually adopted could not have been attained 
under any plan which permitted a monopoly of the lands, or the growth of conflicting 
rules in different localities as to the exploration and acquisition of mineral property 
by individuals. It may fairly be maintained that the retention of the mineral lands 
by the general government, with a view to their sale under uniform laws, to bona-fide ~ 
miners or mining corporations, was, under the circumstances, wise. 
But the law, as it stands,fails to secure fully the objects for which it was designed. 
What it should do, to secure those objects, is to encourage prospecting merely as a 
preliminary to purchase; to hold out inducements, or even apply pressure, which will 
lead the "possessory owner" or temporary occupant of a mining claim to become, as 
soon as practicable, its purchaser; and to give to each purchaser a definite and secure 
title, as a protection to him, on the one hand, and to the intending purchaser of a 
neighboring claim on the other. In all these points, the law is more or less defective; 
and its defects may be classed under two heads. Those which spring from the right 
to follow a lode in depth outside the side lines of the surface claim constitute the first 
class; and their consideration involves the question, whether it would be wise and 
practicable to cease granting this right, and limit by vertical planes drawn through 
the side-lines as well as the end lines of surface claims the owneri;bip of mines pat-
ented hereafter. "l'he defects which may be remedied without this fundamental 
change in the law constitute another class; and of these I purpose to treat first, con-
cluding my survey of the subject with a consideration of the so-called "side-line 
question." 
Assuming that the right of the mine owner to follow and exploit his lode in depth 
between the projected end lines of his claim and beyond its side lines should be re-
tained, the present law is still radically defective in several particulars. The theory 
of it is that, as a preliminary to purchase, the citizen may freely occupy and explore 
any portion of the public mineral lands not already occupied. This possessory title 
must be maintained by the performance of a certain amount of work annually. The 
amount fixed by the law is not enou~h to secure a real development of the mine ; but 
it is enough to discourage the practice, once common, of the holding of many claims 
by one adventurer, to the exclusion of those who would gladly work them, and it fur-
nishes a good legal test of the otherwise indefinite act of abandonment. I doubt 
whether this feature could be changed with advantage. But the present law, by con-
ferring upon the possessory occupant rights as extensive as those of a patentee, and 
by permitting the possessory title to remain undisturbed and invulnerable for an un-
limited period, offers too little inducement to the locator to apply for a patent. In-
deed, in a large number of instances, the inducement is the other way. Not only the 
expense of the proceedings for patent, and the chance of suffering local taxation, as 
owner of land, to which the mere squatter upon government land would not be sub-
ject, operate to the advantage of the mere locator and the disadvantage of the pat-
entee; but the application for a patent involves the precipitation of all pending con-
tests as to title. Adverse claimants must then speak, or forever after hold their peace. 
The result is, that locators often delay applying for patent, in order not to arouse 
opposition which they hope to wear out in time ; and disputes are thus nursed along1 
instead of being brought to an issue, and definitely ended. 
It seems that only two strong inducements to take a patent arise under this law. 
If a possessory holder wishes to be able to abandon his mine for a while, without 
losing it, he must get a patent. If he wishes to sell it to a distant capitalist, or to a 
stock company, he must usually get a patent, because such buyers usually ( and always 
should) insist upon this security against adverse claims. Unless these contingencies 
arise, there seems to be no special reason for taking patent. 
In my judgment, the law should limit the period of possessory ownership; should 
not authorize the working of lodes in depth outside the side lines of locations untiJ 
after the patent has been applied for ( even though, as now, that right be granted by 
the patent); and should render the holder of a possessory title on]y incapable of en-
forcing an ejectment against parties working on his lode beyond his side lines, or of 
collecting damages, after he has applied for a patent, for ore so extracted by others-
before he made such application-under which term, in the present connection, I mean 
to include l1ll the steps required of the applicant for the proof of his claim. 
It may be said that, under such a law, locators might still go on indefinitely, by tho 
simple expedient of repeated relocation. I admit the force of this objection; and I do 
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not think a prohibition of such relocation by the same parties would be very effectual, 
since it would be easy for them to evade it by employing others to make the record. 
But I apprehend that the consideration of the loss of priority in title by relocation 
would be a powerful objection to the course; and, at all events, it may be safely as-
serted that the inducements to apply for patents would be stronger than they now are. 
I would mention, in passing, the limitation of the right of purchase to citizens as 
a feature of the law which serves only to annoy foreign purchasers, without prevent-
ing them from really holding mines. A citizen may convey his patent " to any per~ 
son whatever"; and this being the case, why not let" any person whatever" buy the 
mine and get the patent f As it is, foreign corporations manage to control our mines, 
if they choose; and our citizens are never weary of inviting foreign capital to do so. 
The law as it now stands, and as it has been in some cases at least construed by the 
courts, operates to the discouragement of the most enterprising kind of explorations, 
namely, explorations by shafts or tunnels. Section 2323 of the Revised Statutes says 
that the owners of a tunnel "shall have the right of possession of all veins or lodes 
within three thousand feet from the face of such tunnel on the line thereof, not pre-
viously known to exist, discovered in such tunnel, to the same extent as if discovered 
from the surface." In this grant, I believe the words" on the line thereof" have been. 
so construed by the Land Office as to exclude veins crossing the tunnel, and thus to 
reduce the section almost to a nullity; but even setting aside this construction, the 
phrase '' to the same extent as if discovered from the surface" is enough to destroy all 
tunnel claims. For it is held that the discoverer of a vein "from the surface" can 
acquire no title, not even a possessory one, unless he finds its outcrop, and locates his 
claim to include that. If I remember correctly, the Land Office has refused to grant 
a patent for a vein discovered in a tunnel; and I confess that it is difficult to see how 
any other decision could have been made under the circumstances. A patent requires 
a surface location, and that location must include the outcrop or the "top or apex" of 
every vein for which the patent gives title. 
The tunnel section might as well be repealed. It is worth nothing to anybody as it 
is now framed and interpreted. But I think it would be just to declare that the dis-
coverer, in ground not already occupied, of a vein not previously known to exist, wb-er-
ever and however he may discover it, by shaft or tunnel, at its outcrop or in deptbt 
shall have the right to locate a claim covering the point of bis discovery, and to obtain 
a patent entitling him to work that vein as i£ its outcrop were within his cl::tim. I 
say this would be just; and it would encourage enterprise and promote the discovery 
of valuable deposits not otherwise likely to be exposed. But it would seriously com-
plicate the relations of patentees and locators. Less effectual, but perhaps more prac-
ticable, would be a provision authorizing the record of an underground discovery of a 
new lode, and giving to the discoverer a certa.in time within which he may seek for 
the outcrop or apex of the lode, and, upon finding it, be -entitled to locate upon it, with 
the date of his underground discovery. If the outcrop or apex, when found, should 
happen to be covered by a patent, that ought to take precedence; but a mere location 
of later date than the underground discovery ought to give way. The guiding prin-
ciple here is to encourage prospecting as much as possible; but, above all, to encour-
age the taking of pafonts. · 
Anotµer defect of the law, or Hs construction, is the vagueness of the title con-
veyed under it by a patent. There is nowhere in it any definition of the terms " de-
posits," " veins," "lodes," "ledges," "dips," "variations," " angles," " locations,n 
"claims," &c., which are freely used. Some of them are merely tautological. Such 
phrases as "vein, lode, or ledge," "dips, variations, and angles," merely lead to hair-
splitting constructions by puzzled jurists, who try to discover shades of meaning in 
what was probably nothing more than aimless rhetoric. The adoption of all the or-
dinary miner's terms without definition constitutes one of the most troublesome ele-
ments of the bondage to local customs which has fettered our legislation. Even 
if Congress should declare the mining law to be independent of such customs, the 
declaration would be futile so long as the customs must be appealed to for the inter-
pretation of the law. The meaning of the terms "vein," "lodet and "ledge," for 
instance, although much clarified by jurl.icial decisions, is still subject to doubt. In a 
recent case in Colorado (which I cite, not to assail the ruling, but to illustrate this 
point), it was held that a'' contact bed," or deposit, admitted to be legally a vein, did 
not begin to be a vein at its outcrop, because that was barren of precious metal, but 
did begin to be a vein, or in other words had its true outcrop or apex, at the point 
where it first showecl by assay" an ounce or more per ton" of silver. 
Now, any law or construction of law which makes the miner's title dependent upon 
subtle geological or chemical distinctions is unfortunate. As far as practicable, the 
statute should be bO worded as to avoid such contingencies. 
Another serious embarrassment of a similar nature arises from the construction 
which has been put upon the phrase of section 2322, "the top or apex of which lies 
inside of such surface lines extended downward vertically." Under this clause it has 
been held that unless a locator includes within the width of his claim the whole width 
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of the outcrop or apex of a lode, he cannot acquire the right to follow that lode be-
yond his side lines. This ruling has been applied in cases in which the local laws 
actually forbade the locator to make a claim wide enough to include the lode. It is 
easy to see that in such a case two or more locations may be made side by side on the 
same lode, and neither of the locators possess the right to follow it in depth. The 
remedy appears to be to consider the prior locator or patentee as entitled to the lode, 
and a slight change in the_ statute would put this beyond doubt; or else the provisions 
of section 2320 might be so modified as to forbid the limitation of width in mining 
claims by local regulation to a less width than thali of the vein itself at the sur-
face; or parties holiling locations side by side, comprising the outcrop, which neither 
of them singly covers, might be allowed to consolidate their claims and thereby ac-
quire a right which, under the present construction of the law, I suppose they could 
not acquire by consolidation, since they do not severally possess it beforehand. 
But all these and many more ambiguities and uncertainties arising under the pres-
ent law have their ultimate origin in the attempt to encourage the purchase and de-
velopment of mineral lands by granting to the locator and patentee something more 
and at the same time something less than the contents of his claim, according to the 
.ordinary common-law practice. Strictly speaking, the present system is, as I have 
shown, equally in accordance with the common law. But the ordinary common-law 
practice is that the boundaries of the mining rights are the vertical planes drawn 
through the boundaries of the surface tract. The convenience of this practice is at-
tested by its universality. Land goes from hand to hand in parcels, and even when 
the mining rights have been alienated the unit of land measurement naturally re-
mains the unit of measurement for the mining right. Our mining law involves end-
less trouble in its attempt to combine two units, the surface and the lode. Before the 
law was enacted the miners had but one unit, namely, the lode. Surface ownership 
there was none, only an easement or privilege of using the surface when necessary for 
mining operations. It may be questioned whether the present system is an improve-
ment. 
In the report which I had the honor, as United States Commissioner of Mining Sta-
tistics, to present to the Secretary of the Treasury, January 18, 1869, and in which the 
subject of the mining law was discussed, I used the following Language: 
"The Spanish and English laws, as I have shown, invariably bound mining claims 
by vertical, just as the property of land-owners is bounded. The modern Prussian law 
does the same thing. But, according to the present codes of other German states, and 
the ancient codes of all, inclined locations may be granted, with the right to follow 
the vein in depth, without reference to the surface ownership. The American miners' 
law is unlike either, and, so far as I know,·has no parallel in history. It comprehends 
the vein, its dips, spurs, and angles, to any depth; and under this provision, when two 
veins are found to meet in depth, the oldest location is held to be the main lode, and 
the other is confiscated as a ' spur.' (The word 'spur' is omitted from the United States 
law of ltl66; but the sweeping recognition in that law of 'mining customs' virtually 
restores it.) There is no justice in such a provision. On the other hand, there is no 
limit in American local regulations as to the distance between parallel locations, which, 
no matter how closely they lie together, are presumed to be on different veins until 
-proved to be on the same. This state of things both invites and protracts a litigation 
which is seldom settled except by exhaustion and compromise. 
"There are not wanting those who urge the adoption of' square locations' exclu-
sively as the cure for these evils. But with such, after mature reflection, I cannot 
agree. The great aim of the government, in disposing of its mines should be to secure 
their permanent and systematic working. To define the boundaries of mining ground 
by vertical planes does indeed lessen the danger of litigation; but it also lessens the 
value of the claim; and, in most cases, the value thus subtracted from one property is 
not added to any other. Thus, a miner under the Spanish law loses the right to work 
his vein because, at the depth of 600 feet it passes out of his surface boundaries into 
the neighboring claim; but the neighbor is not mu-ch better off for knowing that 600 
feet below the surface he may find a vein of ore. To the miner who has already reached 
that depth it i1,1 valuable; to the miner who must dig and blast 600 feet to find it, it 
may be worth nothing. Meanwhile it is undoubtedly for the interest of the country 
that the work should be continued in depth; and the proper person to carry it on is 
evidently the one who has commenced it and prosecuted it thus far. * * * For the 
present stage of ruining in this country, as for the earlier stages of mining in Germany, 
the inclined location must be accepted as the best for lodes." 
My later reports and publications show a more decided recognition of the advan-
tages of vertical boundary planes, now almost universal among civilized nations. But 
1ihey also repeat the one consideration, which seemed to me decisive, ten years ago, 
against that system, and which still constitutes the chief objection to it. I mean the 
encouragement to deep mining held ont .by the present system, or, rather, the encour-
agement to the investment of capital in mining, constitutes in the knowledge that the 
valuable mineral deposit may be followed indefinitely in depth. Can that advantage 
be in any way secured under a syRtem of vertical boundaries 'f 
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I shall waste no time in vindicating personal consistency in this matter. It might 
be shown that ten years have changed the conditions of mining in this country and 
the features of the mining law more than they have changed the views embodied in 
the long argument from which I have quoted. Our mining districts are better known; 
it is more easily practicable to measure and deJine the surface-unit at the beginning 
of operations ; the vague rights granted by miners' custom have been largely shorn 
and restricted by definition. Above all, the present requirement that the survey of a 
claim shall not be changed after first location, except by relocation (s:1Crificing prior 
date of title), and that it shall convey only that portion of the mineral deposit of which 
it contains the outcrop, top, or apex, utterly revolutionizes the spirit of the former 
system, and reduces to a slender remainder the ''rights of the discoverer." It is no 
longer possible for a citizen discovering valuable mineral in place to claim it by virtue 
of priority alone for an indefinite period. He must make haste to find its top or apex 
or outcrop before any one else ; then he must make haste to locate a claim including 
that upper edge ; and by that location, however wisely or unwisely made, he must 
abide through all subsequent proceedings for title. The certainty of a location car-
rying absolute ownership of a tract and its contents would be in many cases far better 
for the miner than this combination of the chance of getting a great deal with the 
risk of getting nothing. 
But assuming that a change could be effected in the present administration of the 
statute, or in the statute itself, by which more freedom should be given to the locator, 
or assuming that, in the majority of cases, the discoverer actually finds and success-
fully locates upon the outcrop of his deposit, then there is certainly a real encourage-
ment for him in the knowledge that he can follow the deposit in depth. Can this be 
secured under a system of vertical side boundaries f 
Two expedients only are suggested. The first is to vary the size of the claim,asthe 
Spanish law does, according to the dip of the deposit. This is open to the gravest 
objections. It delays the definition of the surface claim (to the manifest injury of 
neighboring explorers) until the mine has attained a certain depth. The Spanish law 
makes this depth ten yards, and the dip of the deposit for the first ten yards is taken 
as the basis for determiniug the width of the claim (which, however, never exceeds 
200 yards on either side of the outcrop). It may fairly be said that this offers little 
security to the locator. The uppermost thirty feet of a vein are, perhaps, more likely 
than any other part of it to show a false, local dip. Yet it would not be practicable 
to require a greater depth, and hence a greater delay, before settling the boundaries 
-0£ the surface claim. 
But if we cannot well vary the size of the claim according to the features of the 
deposit, the only other expedient is the granting of a tract sufficiently large to offer as 
great encouragement to miners as is now offered by the peculiarity of the underground 
-ownership. In myreport, above quoted, Imentioned40 acres as, the size of the "square 
location," which would in many districts be ne_pessary to effect this purpose. But that 
statement needs explanation and qualification. Let us first assume that the location 
is square in form. The tract of 40 acres is then 1,320 feet square. If the outcrop of a 
vein runs along one side of it, dipping into the tract-the most favorable case for the 
locator-the location commands 1,:120 feet of the strike, and a distance on the dip indefi-
nitely great as the position of the vein approaches the vertical, and diminishing as it 
approaches the horizontal, toward a minimum of 1,320 feet. Assuming, as an average 
case, the dip of 45°, the depth of vein within the tract would be about 1,867 feet, and 
the vertical depth at the point where it leaves the tract 1,320 feet. 
For many reasons, however, it is not to be supposed that square claims would be 
generally, or even frequently, so located as to carry the outcrop along one side. As-
suming, then1, as an avorage case that the location, of the form and size now under 
discussion, carries the outcrop through the center, and parallel with two of its sides, 
we have for a dip of 45° a distance on the dip, within the location, of 933 feet. This 
is not too much, if a single vein is taken into consideration; and if a mining district 
is to be surveyed according to the present land-surveying system, with the square mile 
as a basis, and meridians and parallels as the boundaries, and if such survey is to be 
independent of the course of the mineral deposits, and the mining locator or purchaser 
is to be obliged to choose his location among the squares thus defined, I think the 
square of 1,320 feet, or 116 of a square mile, is at once the most convenient and the 
smallest which can reasonably be fixed as the size of a claim. 
But I thought in 1869, and I think still, that the area of forty acres is too great to 
be accepted by the mining .communities, and that the attempt to introduce it would 
cause much trouble, particularly in districts where several parallel veins might cross 
such a tract. But few prospectors (sixteen to a square mile) could get a foothold un-
der such a system, and those few would occupy at the outset all the valuable mining 
ground. Prospecting would be discouraged, and the motive which supplies our new 
mining camps with the population absolutely necessary for a supply of labor, the es-
tablishment of communications, &c., would be almost destroyed. 
Hence, I think the attempt to lay out the mineral land in fixed squares would not 
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be wise. If the claims were permitted to have, on the other hand, any form and posi-
tion, a minimum width (or, better, a maximum length) and maximum area being pre-
scribed, one-half the area of 40 acres would suffice to secure substantially equal advan-
tages to the miner; and this is the size which I venture to recommend. 
Judge Hallett, of Colorado, in an able review of this subject, addressed to your 
honorable commission, advocates the absence of restrictions as to form and position of 
locations, fixing the size as not exceeding ten acres, in any form not Jess than 100 feet 
wide at any point. This would permit a maximum length of 4,356 feet; and cases 
might easily arise in which this length would be located. Given, for instance, a well-
defined vein or bed, easily worked near the outcrop, and yielding above water level 
oxidized ores reducible cheaply, say, by amalgamation, it would be the interest of a 
locator to take up 4,356 feet by 100 feet along such a vein, with the intention of rob-
bing its upper portion by an open cut: and then abandoning it. To encourage this 
would be to discourage systematic and permanent mining. Hence it would, in my 
judgment, be preferable to :fix no minimum width, but a maximum length of location 
in any direction of 1,500 feet. This length would permit, for the area of 10 acres, a 
width of about 290 feet, which is, in my judgment, not enough. For the area of 20 
acres, the width for the maximum length might be 579 feet, which is sufficient to en-
courage permanent mining. It is true that many, perhaps most, deep mines would 
extend beyond such a width. For the average case we have been considering, of a 
vein running through the center of the claim and dipping 45°, this width would give 
but 410 feet of mining depth; but it ma,y safely be presumed, as Judge Hallett re-
marks in a letter to the Denver Tribune, that this point will be met by "the ability 
and disposition of capitalists to gather up a sufficient area for deep mining where the 
· existence of valuable ore may be shown." In other words, a capitalist will buy the 
neighboring claim if he needs it. Judge Hallett, however, uses this argument fr 
favor of the ten-acre claim. I submit that such a claim is too small to secure tho nec-
essary deep mining to satisfy the mine-owner of the permanence and value of the de-
posit; while, on the other hand, if a rich and valuable vein passes out of a claim of 
1,500 by 290 feet, it is likely to enter the adjoining claim at so small a:depth below the 
surface as to invite the owner of that claim to work it himself, or hold it at an exor-
bitant price. Judge Hallett's proposed claim is less than one-half as large as the 
maximum now permitted by the United States law. The size which I suggest i~ 
nearly the same as the present maximum (1,500 by 600 feet). 
In all the suggestions which I have beard on this subject, it seems to have been 
taken for granted that no location should be made until after the discovery within it 
of "valuable mineral.:' This phrase is vague enough, and the administration of the 
part of the law containing it is very likely to be a farce. If the condition could be 
removed without detriment to the public interest, the whole problem would be greatly 
simplified. So far as the government is concerned, it seems a simple proposition that 
if the government is willing to sell agricultural lands at $1.25 per acre, and mineral 
lands at $5 per acre, it would have no reason to object to sell the latter and take the 
money, leaving to the purchaser the risk of value. We do not ask the settler upon agri-
cultural land to prove the fertility of the soil before we sell it to him. He pre-empts 
or buys at his own risk. We guard against monopoly of land, so far as we can, by 
limiting the size of the pre-emption claim. We can do the same thing to the sam~ de-
gree by limiting the size of the mining claim. In neither case can we prevent pebple 
who have the desire and the means from buying up farms, or land warrants, or min-
eral land patents, and then working upon the property or not as they see fit. 
Under our present system, a patentee mn.y allow his mining property to lie idle if 
he chooses. If he does so choose it is manifestly immaterial to the public whether 
there is really a mine there or not. But the locator, we ordn.in, must ]Jave found a 
valuable mineral deposit, and must bestow upon it, to maintain possessory title, a cer-
tain amount of work annually. The only reason that I can discover for this rule is. 
the uesire to prevent a mere locator from holding without developing a piece of ground 
in which, otherwise, some one else might find a valuable mine. If the miners were all 
owners under patents, we should, and safely could, leave the question of working or 
not working to their self-interest. .A.ny mine that promised to be profitable would he 
worked or sold in the course orno very long time. The policy of the government, as 
I have explained, is to encourage prospecting as a preliminary to purchase; to induce 
prospectors and possessory owners, by every practicable means, to take patents, nnd 
to grant patents on terms so easy and for tracts so small as to favor tlle miner of lim-
ited capital. It seems to me that these ends might be secured by a simple system 
like th13 following : 
Let mining locations be made anywhere on unoccupied publlc lands, whether any 
discovery of mineral has taken place or not. Fix the maximum area at 20 acres, and 
the maximum length at 1,500 feet. .A.How the locator to occupy by possessory title for 
one year-adequate evidence of the boundaries of the location being maintained on the 
ground as well as in the record. Require a certain amount of work for each 100 feet 
in length of the location to be performed as a conilition of re]ocn.tion. At any time 
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<lu1fog the year, if tht.. locator applies for patent, sell him the tract. If he desires to 
continue to occupy by -possessory title, require him to give notice to that effect, to-
gether with proof of the performance of the prescribed work, before the end of the 
year; and at the end of the year, unless some other party has, at least sixty days before, 
1nade application to pwrchase, issue to the locator the certificate of his possessory title for 
another year, on the same conditions. But if application to purchase has been made 
by some other party, and not by the locator, then the latter, during the last sixty days 
of the year, may elect whether he will purchase or vacate the claim. In case no such 
application has been made, and the locator has not appeared before the close of the 
year with his proof of work done, let the claim be open to relocation by others. 
Under this system, the locator would occupy the position of a tenant, to whom the 
proprietor should say," I will let you have this property for one year, with the option 
to buy it at any time at a nominal price. At the encl of the year, if you have done a, 
certain small amount of work on the property, I will let you have it for another year, 
unless a purchaser appears. In that case, I shall sell it-to you if you choose, or else to 
him. But if you neither buy nor improve the property, and no purchaser appears, I 
shall put somebody else in your place on the same terms as I offer you." 
Thus we should get clear altogether of the mineral deposit or lode as a unit, and 
base all proceedings on the land. The officers of the government, from the register 
and surveyor to the judge, would be relieved from the duties of mining experts, and 
geologists, chemists, and mining captains would Jlo longer be called upon as witnesses 
to settle by hair-splitting distinctions the right of property. If any radical change in 
our mining law can be successfully made at the present time, I believe this plan would 
be as practicable as any, and more beneficial than any, which have co111e to my notice. 
If this, or something like this, cannot be adopted, then it seems to me that it would 
be wiser to amend in detail our present law, rather than attempt changes which would 
be revolutionary without being remedial. 
There are many points still needing discussion. Whether the lines of a location 
should be alterable by resurvey before application for patent (I would say, Yes; the 
rights of neighboring locators being respected); whether a prospector should have any 
rights prior to a regular survey and record of location (I would say, Yes ; the right to 
stake off his claim provisionally, and to lose nothing by delay of the government offi-
cer in making official survey-all this under proper regulations) ; whether a prospector, 
simply roaming over the public land, and finding "mineral," should have any right 
by virtue of discovery (I would say, No; but his commencement to stake off or mark 
the boundaries of a claim should give him the inchoate right to that claim, to be per-
fected, however, by continuing and finishing the proceeding); whether one year, as I 
have suggested, is the proper term; whether sixty days, suggested in another place, is 
the proper term; whether possessory owners should be notified, by advertisement or 
otherwise, of applications to purchase, at the end of their term, the claims they a,re 
occupying; whether such notice should be given at the expense of the party acquiring 
the claim, or whether it is sufficient that these facts should be kept in accessible rec-
ords, and the possessor:y owner obliged to consult the record thirty days (or some other 
fixed period) before the end of his year, to discover for himself whether there is a pro-
posing purchaser; how far present possessory owners can be forced to take patents or 
to accept the terms of the new law (I fear nothing of this kind can be done so long as 
they obey the terms of the present law)-these and many other questions of detail 
.arise; but I cannot see in any of them difficulties which would constitute insuperable 
objections to the proposed system, or which would justify me in prolonging further 
these communications, for the length and diffusiveness of which I ought rather to offer 
my apologies. 
Yours r~spectfolly, 
R. W. RAYMOND. 
APPENDIX C. 
INFORMATION AND STATISTICS GIVEN BY MESSRS. HAGGIN & CARR REL-
ATIVE TO IRRIGATING THE FARMS OWNED BY THEM IN KERN COUNTY, 
CALIFORNIA. · 
SAN FRANCISCO, C.AL., December 3, 1879. 
DEAR SIR: I send you to-day reports of several engineers in my employment who 
have been engaged in the work of reclamation. They will show for themselves. Also 
a tin case containing maps: Frist, a map of that portion of Kern County in which I am 
interested, embracing all the desert lands in that section and showing the various 
ditches; second, maps A, B, C, D, which are referred to in Fillebrown's report and are ex-
plained thereby. These are maps made from actual surveys, and are the various maps 
that the different members of 0your commission desired. In the Fillebrown map, show-
ing the checks, he has only put down the checks between two of the ditches, omitting 
the balance, as the map is on so small a scale that the blue lines would be very numer-
ous and very close together if carried out. 
The reports are private reports and were not prepared for publication, but as I see 
no better way of giving to your board all the information it may desire, I send them 
to you to make such use of them as the board may deem proper. 
Yours truly, 
I. B. HAGGIN. 
Hon. J. A. WILLIAMSON. 
CommiBsioner General Land Office, Washington, D. C. 
Report of T. R. Filleb,·own, engineer of Irrigation Dist1'ict No. 4, dated November 251 1879~ 
To Messrs. HAGGIN & CA.RR, San Franci8co : 
GENTLEMEN: In accordance with your instructions I herewith submit my report of 
work performed under my supervision during the past year for the irrigation of the 
dry lands north of Kern .River and below the line of the Calloway Canal, known as 
District No. 4. 
1.-C.ALLOWA Y CANAL, 
Cost to April 1, as per estimate returned (W. H. Broad's contract) ........ $61,595 72, 
Ranchero's wages and repairs for April, May, June, and July, as per check 
drawn in favor of E. M. Roberts, ranchero ______ ...... ..••.. ...... .... 523 25 
Repairs by Fred. Stineman, removing temporary dams, clearing out obstruc-
tions, &c., as per amount placed to his credit on account of Belle View 
Ranch . __ •••...••....•.....• _ .•.••... _ •••. _ ....••.••..............• _ . 165 60 
Earthwork by teams belonging to Belle View Ranch, April 1 to date,..... 2,680 57 
Poso Creek Weir: 
Lumber, including freight and hauling. ___ .... _ ....•............ 
Carpenters and laborers, including board ..•••...•••....•.....•.. 
Pile-driving, including board of men ..•••..........•.....•... _ .. 
Hardware and nails ...••. ----· ·----· ·----· .•.••. ····-· ...• ·--· 
Blacksmithing _ . __ •.. __ • _ .. ___ ... - .. ........................... - . 
$928 60 
580 75 
303 50 
289 98 
72 00 
Engineering and superintendence •••••...•••...•••..... , . - . -- .. - ••••.... 
Total cost to date, not including amount paid to 0. P. Calloway .... ---·. 
2,174 83 
1,025,00 
68,164 97 
NoTE.-In addition to the foregoing there is about $10,000 paid to Calloway for 
work that he had done before Mr. Higgins acquired the ditch. 
Work is now in progress near the head of the canal, repairing and raising the banks, 
principally along the Kern River Slough, the cost of which, not having been deter-
mined, cannot be embodied in this report. 
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11.-BRANCH DITCHES COMPLETE TO DATE, 
Ditches 20 feet wide, 6H miles; cost .. _... . . . • • . . . . . . .. • • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .. $5, 843 33 
Ditches 16 feet wide, 50H miles ; cost . . . .. . . . . . .. • . . . .. • . . • . . . . .. . . . • . • • . 35, 179 78 
Ditches 12 feet wide, 3ff miles; cost ......................... _... . . . • • • . . 2, 265 87 
Ditches 8 feet wide, 3:Ht miles ; cost .••••.. ___ •• . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . 1, 869 83 
Total length 64-§-% miles; cost.... . . • • • . . • • • • . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . 45, 158 81 
Engineering and superintendence .•• _ ......................... _... . . . • .. . 4, 300 00 
Total cost, including head-gates and weirs ................................ 49,458 81 
Average cost per mile ..• _ . . . .•••..• _ • _ .....••.......•.. _ . . . . . . . . ....•.••. 
Add 20 side-gates per mile, at $12 .. ___ .. __ ••••••. ___ •••..•• _. __ .....••••. 
768 44 
240 00 
Total cost per mile, including weirs and side-gates .. _ •....•••... ___ . . . • • . . 1, ooi; 44 
The above ditches will irrigate 16,160 acres, making the cost of ditching per 
acre ..••......•....••....••............ ,.............................. . 4 00 
111.-NUMBER OF ACRES CHECKED TO DATE. 
Number of acres checked to date, ready for cultivation, including work done 
on Poso Ranch and by tenants ................................ _.. 5, 956 
Average cost per acre ......•••........•••...••••..•••••• _ • • • . . . • • • • $1 64 
Cost per acre for waste-gates ................................. _. _... 51 
Total cost of checking per acre ................... _ ...................... . 2 15 
Total cost, ditching and checking per acre ............................... . 6 15 
The Calloway Canal is constructed 80 feet wide on the bottom, with banks 5 feet 
high and 4 feet wide on top, with inside slope of four to 1 and outside 2 to 1, from 
Kern River to Poso Creek, a distance of 30 miles, at which point the upper bank stops 
and connects with a levee extending up the banks of the creek to a point where jihe 
natural surface is as high as the top of the canal bank. A similar levee is built on the 
north bank of the creek, thus converting that portion of the creek into a pond or res-
ervoir. In connection with the lower bank of the canal in the bed of the creek is 
placed a weir 150 feet in length, with wings at either end 20 feet long, extending into 
the banks. 
A plan of this weir is herewith submitted, marked A, an examination of which will 
better enable you to und.erstand the nature of the structure and the duties it is ex-
pected to perform. This weir is divided into 25 gates of 6 feet span each, from center 
to center of posts, so constructed as to be raised from the bottom by means of a chain 
passing round a windlass, which is turned by a movable iron lever. A bridge for 
horsemen is also provided on top of the weir. 
By this means the water of Poso Creek is made available for irrigating the land 
north of the creek and for several miles south, the grade of the canal being so slight 
that the water from the creek may be backed up the canal for several miles. 
Incas~ of very high water, which may occur during some winter seasons, these 
gates may alJ be raised,· allowing the water to pass down the creek in its usual chan-
nel. Should the canal and creek become partially filled with sand at their intersec-
tion, which is likely to occur, by raising the gates of the weir a few inches and allow-
ing a small stream to pass through the sand will be readily sluiced out and carried 
down the stream. 
This creek is entirely dry during a considerable portion of the year, but in most 
winter seasons carries quite a large volume of water for a short time, which water 
will be utilized in the manner above stated, and added to the available supply for irri-
gation of lands adjacent to the creek. 
North of Poso Creek the canal is at present extended but three-fourths of a mile to 
accommodate the tenants who have leased land on that side. This portion is but 160 
feet wide on the bottom, but is otherwise constructed the same as the other portion. 
The canal has a grade of eight-tenths of a foot per mile, which gives it a theoretical 
capacity of 894.7 cubic feet per second to the end of the eighteenth mile, at which 
point it is reduced to four-tenths, and is constructed upon that grade to the terminus, 
tb.e diminished grade admitting of the canal being run upon a little higher ground, 
thus bringing more land within the reach of irrigation, and at the same time not ma-
terially reducing the capacity of the canal, the ta.king out of each branch ditch hav-
ing the effect of accelerating the flow, and at the same time diminishing the require-
ments of the canal by the amount discharged by such ditch. 
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These branches, with a few exceptions, have been constructed 16 feet wide on the 
bottom, with banks 3½ feet high, intended for 3 feet of water, with slopes 3 to 1 and a 
grade of 1.6 feet per mile, giving to each a capacity of 196.5 cubic feet of water per 
second. 
The ditches are provided, at intervals indicated by the fall of the land, with weirs 
by which the flow is regulated and by which means the water may be held in any sec-
tion of the ditch until it rises if necessary to top of the bank and is forced out through 
side gates (which will be more fully mentioned hereafter) on to the adjacent land. 
In adopting a grade for these branches I have not been guided by the quantity of 
water which might be required (a quantity very difficult to determine at present, for 
reasons which I will state further on), but have given them as rapid a grade as I 
thought the banks would stand without washing, judging from a limited experience 
upon this character of land. 
The descent of these lands to the westward being from 12 to 20 feet per mile, all in 
excess of the grade of 1.6 feet per mile is overcome by drops, each weir having a verti-
cal drop of from 1½ to 4 feet, depending upon the descent of the ground. Should the 
velocity be found so great at this grade as t<> cause washing of the banks, eitch weir 
furnishes ready means of diminishing the grade, and consequently the velocity to any 
required degree . 
.A. plan of weir for 16-foot ditch, with 3-foot drop, is herewith submitted, marked 
B, and is made a part of this report. 
Levees or checks have been and are being built, extending from the bank of one 
ditch to that of another, following the contour of the ground, each check being on 
ground 1 foot lower than the preceding one, and built 1½ feet high, to make allowance 
for settling and yet hold the water until it rises to the base of the next higher check. 
Each check is provided with a waste-gate, and in some instances two, for draining the 
water off the ground above it on to that below when the former becomes sufficiently 
saturated. A side-gate in the bank of each ditch delivers water to the land above 
each check, thus giving to the tract of land between any two checks a supply of water 
from two ditches at the same time, besides the surplus water delivered through the 
waste-gate in the check above. 
The accompanying diagram, on a scale of 5 chains to the inch, marked C, shows a 
section of the main canal, with a portion of two ditches, with weirs, gates, checks, &c., 
as actually constructed, and will render the system clear and easily understood. The 
same exhibit shows also a cross-section of the main canal and of a 16-foot ditch, also 
a profile showing a small portion on an enlarged scale, with water standing upon the 
ground. . 
Persons who have irrigated land by this system, upon a small scale, state the annual 
expense of distributing the water at from 10 to 25 cents per acre. I am of the opinion 
that when the levees are thoroughly settled and the plans properly carried out it will 
be brought within the smaller figure; admitting, however, that it may reach the max-
imum of 25 cents, it will still compare favorably with the system of small ditches in 
use elsewhere, where the annual expense of irrigation ranges from 75 cents to $1.50 
per acre. 
The map marked D (scale 40 chains per inch), herewith submited, showing the three 
townships in which this system is being carried out, together with the three adjoining 
townships on the west, gives the correct location of the main canal through these 
townships and all branches constructed to date, denoted by a full red line; also a 
small tract of about 350 acres of very uneven ground (mostly on sections 16 and 21, 
township 27, range 25) as it is checked; and also the last, or most westerly check, 
now constructed between each two ditches-the lines denoting checks being drawn in 
blue. I have also drawn on this map dotted lines, showing approximately the pro-
posed extension of these ditches. 
These last lines, of course, will be subject to many alterations upon a careful in-
strumental survey, but they will serve the purpose for which the are alone designed, 
namely, to give a general idea of the number and extent of ditches necessary to be 
constructed to irrigate all the arable lands which may and should l>e embraced in 
this one system of irrigation. 
The ditches are located upon the highest ground, following the meanderings of the 
ridges wherever there is a material difference in elevation, but when the elevation to 
be gained by deviating from a straight line is slight and immaterial a straight line is 
of course preferable. 
By a glance at this map, therefore, it will be seen that, desirable though it may 
be for convenience in the cultivation and harvesting of crops to construct ditches 
and levees straight, and upon or at least parallel to the section lines, such location 
would be incompatible, in most cases, with a thorough, practical, and economical irri-
gation of the land, and when it is understood that these levees are built with broad' 
bases and consequently fiat slopes, so that farming machinery may be easily driven 
over them, the difficulty in the way of working the land becomes, I think, more ap-
parent than real. 
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In the location of Lranch ditches I· have been annoyed in some few instances by 
being obliged to deviate from the proper line as indicated by fhe topography of the 
country to avoid trespassing upon the pre-emption, homestead, or other claim of some 
sheep-herder who has filed his claim upon 80 or 160 acres of land for the purpose of 
grazing tho entire plain during the winter months, and wb.ose claim invariably be-
comes very valuable: in bis own estimation, as soon as it becomes known to him that 
it is in the way of the proper carrying out of any other enterprise. 
To segregate these lands into small ranclies of quarter, half, or whole sections, either 
for purvoses of lease or sale, to be bounded and defined by exact section lines, will 
conflict more or less with the proper carrying out of this system, which system I be-
lieve to be for the lands of this character the most practical and economical which 
can be adopted. 
Sl10ulcl it be found necessary or (lesirable to make leases or sales by sections or ex-
act subdivisions of sections, it will be necessary to construct division levees upon the 
section lines, which will in some cases considerably increase the cost. 
You will observe that in stating the cost per acre I have not included the item of 
proportionate part of cost of main canal. This it is impossible to arrive at with any 
degree of accuracy until it is more fully determined how many acres can and will be 
ini_gated from this canal. 
The number of acres in this district, between the canal and Goose Lake slough, is 
something over 200,000. To irrigate the entire district would, therefore, evidently 
necessitate a material enlargement of the canal, and, in all probability, an increased 
supply of water from the river. The acreage which will be irrigated, therefore, must 
depend mainly upon the extent to which these works are carried out, a question too 
broad in its scope to be more than alluded to in this connection. 
Attention has frequently been called to the question of increasing the available 
water supply of Kern River to meet the growing demand of this valley by the con-
struction of mountain reservoirs. This is a question of vast importance, and is worthy 
of more close and careful consideration than it has yet received from any one. 
The work of construction under my charge has demanded my entire attention and 
prevented my making any personal examination of this subject. I have been informed, 
howev-er, by persons familiar with the mountain region through which Kern River 
flows, and in whose judgment I have much confidence, that there are small valleys 
along its course which may be converted into reservoirs of almost unlimited capacity, 
at comparatively slight expense, by the construction of dams across the narrow canon 
below. I can, of course, make no estimate of the cost of such works at present, hav-
ing no data to work from, but call your attention to the matter a.gain in order that 
the importance and ultimate necessity of such works may not be lost sight of. I am 
not advised to wba,t extent the State engineer corps has investigated this question, 
but presume it bas not wholly escaped their notice. · 
This land in this district in its present condition is very dry and porous, and will 
absorb a large quantity of water at the first irrigation, which quantity will gradually 
and very materially diminish with each succeeding irrigation. The fact that most of 
these lands have an underlying stratum of either hard-pan or clay, from 1 to 4 feet 
below the surface, gives some assurance that, after once thoroughly saturated, they 
will retain moisture longer, and therefore require less water than lands on Kern Island, • 
or in most otter portions of the San Joaquin Valley. 
Yon will observe also that the ditches already constructed have the capacity for 
discharging several times the volume of water that the main canal will carry. It must 
he remembered, however, that these ditches will seldom, if ever, be run to their full 
capacity, that they will not all be rn'.nning at the same time, and that the crops de-
pending upon them when they are running will not all require to be irrigated at the 
same time. The banks have been built high, so that the water can, by means of the 
weirs, be held in any section of a ditch until it rises high enough to cover the highest 
ground adjacent to the ditch, upon which it is delivered through two or more side-
gates; which side-gates are so placed as to deliver the water first to tho liighest 
gronnd Letween any two checks, so that the high ground becomes partially frrigated 
by the running of the water over it, thus lessening the time necessary to keep the 
lower portions flooded. 
I have also had in view the ultimate deepening of the canal to a depth of 8 feet, ac-
cording to your original intention, which has been very properly deferred, however, 
until such time as the further settlement and cultivation of the land shall call for a 
larger supply of water than its present dimensions will furnish. 
Returning again to the lands now ready for cultivation in the district under consid-
Pration, I will state more fully relative to the rented lands. In 1877 you built five 
houses, barns, corrals, &c., in this district. 'l'hese have been occupied since that time 
l iy thrifty farmers, raisin~ crops of wheat, barley, and some oats. Some fruit-trees 
have also been started at most, if not all, of the places. These ranches are all irrigated 
from the Call<•,rn.y Canal by means of small ditches and checks,'lmt are not embraced 
in the tract upou which the general system of checks is being undertaken. Within 
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the last-named tract nothing w:is done in time for a crop last season, but work has 
been vigorously pushed forward for the last year, both upon the main canal and upon 
l>rancl..t ditches and checks, preparatory to the coming winter's seeding. · 
Yon have huilt upon this tract during the past year, besides the buildings upon the 
Poso ranch, twelve houses, barns, &c., for the use of tenants. These houses are two 
stories high· and 18 by :35 feet on the ground, with a porch or -verandah above and 
below, the entire length of one side. The barns are 30 by 45 feet, containing a gran-
ary and stalls for 20 horses below and hay-loft above. Each ranch is also provided 
with a well-pump and horse-power. Tbe depth to which wells have to be bored varies 
from 80 to 110 feet. The entire cost of house, barn, well, &c., for each ranch is ahont 
$2,000. The improvements on the Poso ranch (section 3, township 27, range 25 east,) 
consist of a house and well the same as built for the tenants, barn 45 by 103 feet, with 
granaries and stall room for 40 animals, with the addition of sleeping quarters for 
men, kitchen, dining-room, and blacksmith shop, costing in the aggregate something 
over $4,000. An artesian well is now being bored here, and has reached a depth of 
about 250 feet. No trials have heretofore been made in this district for artesian water, 
but as fl.owing wells have been obtained on Kern Island, to the southward, anc} at Tip-
ton, only 30 miles north, it is hoped and believed that the experiment being made here 
will prove a success. 
These ranches are now occupied by farmers who came mostly from Tulare County, 
but some, I believe, from Stanislaus and Merced, where they had sown crops last year 
and lost them by reason of the drought. The branch ditches running to and through 
their ranches have been built by them under contract, you furnishing implements and 
paying them 5 cents per cubic yard of earth. This has given employment to their 
otherwise idle teams and men, and though the price will strike most earthwork-con-
tractors as extremely low, the material being so light, dry, and easily moved, they 
have not only earned good wages for their men and teams, but have made a profit 
which has enabled them to purchase additional stock for carrying on their ranches. 
They have from 200 to 700 acres each now checked and ready for cultivation, the 
average being about 350 acres, while on the Poso Ranch your own force bas checked a 
little over 1,700 acres. It is hoped that the present acreage of about 6,000 may be in-
creased to 10,000 or more in time for seeding during the coming winter. The work of 
ditch construction has been partially suspended, the stock being needed to put in the 
crop on the various ranches. I have, however, 30 head of stock still necessarily engaged 
in hauling lumber and supplies, and between 60 and 70 men, including carpenters, 
laborers, and teamsters, engaged in putting in weirs and gates, my pay-roll at present 
amounting to about $120 per day. 
From the above you will see that I cannot at present give you a :final statement of 
the actual cost per acre, with a view to fixing a price at which these lands may be put 
upon the market; and I would suggest that your present system of leasing lands be 
continued until the works are carried far enough to determine this question more sat-
isfactorily. 
The tenants now occupying these lands pay you a rental of one-fourth the crop, you 
building the ditches and delivering the water to the land without cost to them, and 
advancing them the necessary supplies while preparing the ground and putting in 
their crops. If you can afforrl to continue these terms you will find no lack of tenants 
to cultivate your lands. It has in fact been intimated by some of your tenants that 
they, being men of small means, would rather and could better afford to lease lands 
upon these terms than to purchase it at the rate necessary to cover the expense of 
canals and ditches, with the liability of further expenses from time to time for keeping 
up repairs, enlarging and extending works as may become necessary in the future; 
while you, on the other hand, if you can afford to reclaim these lands at all, can better 
afford to retain the ownership nntil your plans are more fully developed than to dis-
pose of a few small tracts, the separate ownership of which might impede such devel-
opment by reason of a failure or refusal on the part of purchasers to co-operate with 
you. 
Very respectfully submitted. 
Poso R.A...•-rnn, November 25, 18itl. 
F. R. FILLEBROWN, 
Engineer Pourth District. 
Repol"i of C. Brol('er, agent, ancl Waltei· ,Tames, engineer, of Irrigation Di.strict Xo. 1, Kern 
Valley, dated November 25, 1879. 
BAKERSFIELD, CAL., Xol'embcr 25, 1879. 
Messrs. HAGGI~ & CARR, 
San Francisco, Cal.: 
GENTLE:\IEN : In compliance with your request for information concerning the avail-
::tbihty of the lands of this district, and the condition, cost, and progress of its works 
of irrigarion, we l.tave respectfully to subreit the following report: 
'.fho district is bounded on the north by Kern River and the hlnffs which skirt the 
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south bank of that stream; on the east by the east line of range 28 east, Mount 
. Diablo base and meridian of the United States survey, along or near which line the 
usually level surface of the valley breaks into the undulations of the foot-hills of the 
Tebachapa Mountains; on the south by a line drawn east and west throu~h the center 
of the basin known as Keru Lake; and on the west by that branch ot Kern River 
known as "Old River," which leaves the former stream at a point near the center of 
section 2o, in township 29 south, of range 27 east, and runs thence in a southwesterly 
direction to a slough connecting Kern with Buena Vista Lake. 
The area of the district is, in round numbers, 120,000 acres. It comprises at once the 
most diversified body of agricultural lands in the valley, the most considerably im-
proved, and the furthest advanced in the general system of irrigation works now in. 
progress of construction throughout the valley, and, as wen understood, wholly indis-
pensible for vegetable productions of any description in this arid region almost desti-
tute of rainfall. 
The lands of this dist1ict may be divided into three general classes: 1st, the re-
claimed swamp and overflowed lands of the" South Fork," numbering upwards of 
32,00U acres, with their soil of dark loam thoroughly enriched with the vegetable de-
cays of ages, upon which that invaluable forage-plant alfalfa thrives with unexampled 
luxuriance, and Indian corn and the various fruits of the temperate zone yield with 
surprising abundance; 2d, the gently elevated table-lands further east, whose slight 
admixture of gravel adapts them most completely to the cultivation of the raisin-grape, 
the almond, and the various semi-tropical productions; 3d, that body of lands, scarcely 
elevated above the reclaimed swamp-lands, and constituting the more extensive class 
of the lands of the valley, whose slight impregnation with silicious substances has 
proven them unsurpassed for the production of the cereals, as well as most excellently 
adapted to all the purposes of general agriculture. 
The various irrigation works projected and essential :for the supply of this vast dis-
trict, though under process of construction since the year 1870, and prior thereto, are 
still far from complete. They may be hastily enumerated in their present condition 
as follows: 
1. The" Kern Island Irrigating Canal," the oldest of the district and the most im-
l)Ortant by reason of its superior location at the highest point on the south bank of 
Kern River, has a width of 4~ feet in the clear at its head-gate in the northeast cor-
ner of section 17, township 29 south, of range 28 east, with a depth of channel of 4 
feet and a length of 18 miles; of its branches the " Central," with a width of 20 feet 
on the bottom and a depth of 3 feet, running in a southerly direction and distant from 
one to two miles easterly from the main channel, is completed for a length of 8 miles. 
Its continuation has been projected for a further distance of 7 miles to Kern Lake. 
'rhe town branch, for supply of the town of Bakersfield and the farming lands in its 
vicinity, is completed for a distance of 2 miles, with a width of 15 feet and depth of 2. 
The various distributing ditches connected with this canal and its branches have been 
treated mostly as lrmdens upon the lands which they sevemlly supply, R.nd are not 
borne on tbe books of the company; their aggregate length may be stated approxi-
mately at :35 miles. 
Besides the branches above mentioned, a third branch of this canal has been pro-
jected, to pass easterly through the town of Sumner; on the highest practicable line, 
to the_ easterly boundary of the district; thence southerly, with an ultimate connec-
tion with Kern Lake at its eastern extremity; this branch to have a width of 40 feet 
and a general capacity sufficient to supply the table-lands before mentioned, number-
ing upwards of 30,000 acres. 
The Kern Island Canal with its branches is calculated to supply all the lands lying 
east of range 27 east, as well as to supply through its several connections with the 
east branch of the '' Stine Canal" such water as may be required by the latter, when 
available for the purpose. 
2 .. Th~ '' .Farmer'.s Irrigating Canal." Head-gate located in the northeast qaarter of 
section 2-1, township 29 south, range 27 east. ,viclth 50 feet, and <l.epth of channel 3 
feet. 
The length of the main channel is about 15 miles, consisting almost wholly of natural 
sloughs an_d water-courses, the principal of which is known ns the "Panama Slough." 
It Las 4 nnles of branch constructions, varying from 10 to 20 feet in width, and about 
;~~ miles of 1listributing tlitches. The duty of this canal and its branches is the supply 
of numerous small farms and communities of farmers scattered through the eastern 
and central portion of townships 30 and 31 south, of rano-e 27 east. 
~- The" Stine Canal." Head-gate at the junction ol'Old River with Kern River. 
Width tlO feet, depth of channel 3 feet, and length 15 miles. This canal bas an aggre-
g'.1-te _of 3f.30 miles of branches, varying in width from 12 to 20 feet, and 41½ miles of 
d1str1bt:tmg ditches. It shares with the Farmer't. Canal the duty of irrigating the two 
townships last mentioned, besides supplying the easterly tier of sections in townships 
31 and :32 :south, of range 26 east, antl other lands in the southern portion of the district. 
4. The '' Castro Ditch." Head-gate adjoining that of the Stine Canal, on the east. 
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Width 16 feet, depth of channel 2 feet, length abont 5 miles. This ditch is intended 
for a limited field of irrigation in the northeasterly portion of township 30 south, of 
range 27 east. 
5. The" Panama Ditch." Width of head-gate, in section 14, township 30 south, range 
27 east, 10 feet; depth of channel 2 feet; length of ditch proper aml its branches 8 
miles. This ditch derives its water supply through the" Panama Slough," in common 
with the Farmer's Canal. Its field of irrigation is so blended with that of the latter 
as to be inseparable therefrom. 
6. "South Fork." Head-gate in northeast quarter of section 17, township 29 south, 
of range 28 east. Width 26 feet, depth of channel 2 feet, and length about 3 miles. 
The distributing ditches connected with this channel have an aggregate length of 
about 7 miles, and are used for irrigating lands in the immediate vicinity of Bakers-
field. The main channel is also used at times for the purpose of increasing the supply 
of the Kern Island Canal. 
Besides the canals and ditches above described may be mentioned five :flowing arte-
sian wells, located upon your lands at various points through the district, with depths 
ranging from 250 to 400 feet, and discharging from 3,000 to 10,000 gallons each per 
]1onr. Several additional wells are now under contract, and it is believed that the 
irrigation of the lands of the district may be greatly pro.moted through this means at 
com para ti vely reasonable cost, The wells heretofore constructed have cost an average 
of about $2,500 each; but present contracts for boring are being let at the rate of 
$1,600 per well, with guaranty of fl.ow. 
These canals and ditches having been the offspring of necessity, and constructed, 
without exception, by associations of farmers and owners of land for the purpose of 
rendering their lands habitable and possible of cultivation, rather than with any 
chimerical view to speculation in sales of water, the system has necessarily been 
hastened over a widely extended area at the expense of thoroughness of construction, 
and the channels are generally not opened to a capacity which the future will cer-
tainly require, nor provided with the necessary. works for controlling their current 
ancl preventing erosion. It will be jmpossible, therefore, at the present time, to pre-
sent such a showing of the cost of the irrigation works of the district, even so far as 
now constructed and in use, as would enable you to apportion the cost among the 
lands of the district with any degree of uniformity for the pmpose of establishing a. 
selling price per acre. A most important objection, furthermore, to the offer of these 
lands before completion of the general system of irrigation works in its main features, 
at least with such changes in the general plan as may be found necessary from time to 
time as the work progresses, would sugge!'lt itself in the opening which such cours~ 
would offer to .a wearisome line of obstacles and annoyances through the contumacy 
or cupidity of individual land-owners of small interest who might stand in your way. 
It will be remembered in your experiences of the past that man.v such impediments 
have been met with, and removed only through the purchase of obstructing lands at 
exorbitant price. 
\Ve would earnestly recommend that before such action be taken the irrigation sys-
tem of thB district be so completed as to place all of your lands with reasonable ac-
cess to the water necessary for their irrigation, that the total cost of the works thus 
completed be apportioned pro rata among the benefited lands of the district, and that 
this apportionment be added to the intrinsic value of the lands, to determine the 
price per acre at which they may be offered in tracts, together with permanent inter-
ests in the water-oourse by which they are severally irrigated. In our judgment this 
point may be arrived at during the coming year, and in the mean time we would re-
commend that, if not too burdensome to you, the present favorable terms of le.ase of 
these lands be extended for another year. . 
The marked success of your tenants during the past season has attracted toward 
these lands the attention of many persons who would without doubt become purchasers 
when the lands are :finally placed upon market, but having no opportunity for remain-
ing in the vicinity, their attention would probably be turned in other directions. Be-
sides, many excellent men and families.driven from other portions of the State and the 
State.sat our North, through the prevailing drought and absence of facilities for irri-
gation in our interior valleys on the one ba,ud, and the destructive results of excessive 
rainfall on the other, are :finding their way hither, and as they will form valuable ac-
cessions to our community as well as future purchasers of lands, it would seem politic 
to extend such aid as might enable them to recover from former embarrassments and 
gain a footing in our valley. 
There are in present existence on your lands, ~t various points throughout the dis-
trict, :fifteen leases of class I, the tracts varying from one to three. sections each. 
These tracts are each provided with a good two-story dwelling, large and commodious 
barn, granary, repair shop, and well. Lumber for fencing is also furnished free of 
charge, and such fruit-trees and vines as may be required for use of the occupants. 
The improvements of these tracts have been made at a cost of from $~,500 to $3,000 per 
tract. 
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'!'here are also thirteen leases of class II, in tracts of from 320 to 640 acres ; the im ~ 
provements in this class consisting of a good one-story dwelling of five rooms, a barn 
with stable room for 16 horses, and a well in each instance ; costing in the aggregate 
from $1,500 to $2,000 per tract. Lumber for fencing, trees, and vines are also furn. 
ished this class as in class I. These leases run for a period of five years, and their terms 
are rent and water free during the first year, and, thereafter, one quarter of the crop 
for each of the succeeding four years. When necessary and desired by lessees, provis-
ions, seed, feed, and implements are advanced to them during the first year, to be re-
paid at their convenience during the term of the lease. Additional aid is extended in 
the offer to purchase their crops at the market rate if they prefer to thus dispose of 
them. 
These operations have given an unmistakable impetus to the development of the 
country, outside of your own improvements, as may be observed through the various 
buildings springing up in the district, noticeable among which are the fine residences 
of J. C. Crocker, esq., recently completed, and the equally imposing edifice of his 
brother, E. M. Crocker, approaching completion. These gentlemen are among our lead-
ing citizens. They own some of the finest farming lands of the district, and propose 
to make it their permanevt home. 
As before stated, the cost of the irrigation works of the district cannot be presented 
at present with completeness sufficient for your purpose, but for your general infor-
mation such figures as we have are herewith presented, more or less accurate and in 
detail, according to the control or supervision which;your agents have been able to ex-
ercise over the system of accounts and affairs of the various channels in which you 
have interests, to wit: 
KERN ISLAND IRRIGATING CANAL. 
Statement of cost of constnwtion, repairs, jc., to Novernbm· 20, 1879. 
KERN RIVER DAM 
(In southwest corner section 9, township 20 south, range 28 
east.) 
June 15, 1875, to October 25, 18i5: 
Labor and team - work (including subsistence, 
feed, &c.) .. _ • • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • •••• _ ... . 
Expenses (pro-rata services, W. H. Conther) ... .. 
Reconstruction, improvements, repairs, &c.: 
April, 1876, to April, 1878: 
Labor and team-work .•. _ .................... .. 
Property-account (implements and tools, camp-
furniture, &c.) .•. _ ...................... _ ••• 
Material (lumber, hardware, &c.) .......... ·--~ 
Expense (incidentals) ... _ ..... _ .............. .. 
Removing portion of dam: 
$6,215 75 
i59 65 
10,587 36 
136 06 
346 15 
542 89 
November, 18i8: 
Labor .•.•..•.• __ .... _ ................ -· •....••......•.•..• 
HEAD SECTION. 
(From Kern River in southeast quarter of southwest quarter 
section -9, township 29 south, range 28 east, to head-gate 
No. 2, near northwest corner section 17, township 29, 2o.) 
Canal-bed, cut of 1874: 
February, 1874, to June, 1874: 
Labor and team-work ........... .. 
Property .•••••••••••...•..•.•.•... 
Material ••••••.••••••••••••...•••• 
Expense ••••...•.....•.••.•...•••. 
$6,465 26 
15 75 
261 52 
971 65 
Original head-gateNo.1 (northwest corner 
section 16, township 29 south, range 28 
east-removed): 
August, 187 4 : 
Labor and team-work....... • • • • • • $1, 031 28 
Material ......... _ ..... __ • • .. • • • • • 1, 862 65 
Expense . • • . . . . . • • . . • . • • • . • • • • • • • . 253 22 
$7,714 18 
3,147 15 
Construction. Repairs. 
$6,975 40 
$11,612 48 
177 90 
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Head-gates of November, 1875 (in canal 
and south fork, No. 2, northeast quarter 
section 17, range 29, 28): 
November, 1875: 
Labor and team-work............. $1,827 09 
Material . . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . 841 12 
Expense . . . . . . • . . . • • • . • • . • • • . • . . . • 346 92 
Reclamation levee (between above-men-
tioned gates and Kern River): 
November and December, 1875: 
Labor and team-work .••••••.••• ••••.•...•.... 
Head-gate No. 1 and cut easterly (north-
east quarter section 17 and southwest 
quarter section 9, townships 29, 28) : 
December 22, 1878, to March 16, 1879: 
Labor and team-work............. $3,663 11 
Material...... . . • • • . • • • • • . • . . . . . . • 2, 838 01 
Expense.......................... 114 89 
Improvements, repairs, &c. : 
August, 1874, to November 20, 1874: 
Labor and team-work ..••••..••••...••........ 
Material .•••••.•••••.•••••..•••...••.•........ 
Property ••.....•.......••..•.••.....•.....•••. 
Expense . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . ....... . ....•........ 
BLUFF SECTION. 
$3,015 13 
701 76 
6,616 01 
3,277 42 
479 43 
20 00 
555 84 
(From heacl section near northwest corner section 17, town-
ship 29, 28, to mill section on north line section 19, same 
township, including drop and bridge at latter point.) 
March 10, 1877, to August 16, 1877: 
Labor and team-work ..................... . .. .. 
Material •......•...•••••.••.•.........•.•..... 
Property •.•••.•••••..•.•••.........•..•....•.. 
Expense • . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Improvements, repairs, &c. : 
October, 1879: 
Labor •.••..••.....•....••...••••....••....... 
Expense ...•......••...•.....•.•..••.......... 
MILL SECTION. 
$14,958 40 
1,569 02 
835 n 
1,293 85 
122 00 
4 00 
(From Korn River, at head of Old South Fork, near northwest 
corner of northeast quarter section 17, township 29, 28, to 
head of construction of 1874, near south line of section 31, 
township 29, 28.) 
December 1, 1870, to August 22, 1871: 
Labor and team-work ...•.....•••••..•••.....•. 
Material .•.•....•••...•..... __ .......•........ 
Property .•.•.. , ..••.......•••..• _ • _ ••••• _ •.... 
Expense ..•••............•••.........•........ 
$10,511 03 
3,36~ 20 
605 65 
78 25 
Enlargements, improvements, repairs, &c., wing-dam 
on Kern River: 
July, 1873, to December, 1874: 
Labor and team-work ...••.....•.. 
Material .•••••.•.....••••......... 
$401 25 
7 25 
408 50 
Constrnctioni llepairt, 
$21,194 23 
$4,332 69 
18, 657 00 
126 00 
14 565 03 
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Clearing South Fork south of mill: 
November and December, 1877: 
Labor and team-work·-···· ...••• ----·· ··---· 
Other improvements and repairs : 
September 27, 1871, to November 20, 1879: 
Labor and team-work .. __ •... _. _.. $4, 181 89 
Material··--··--······--··........ 816 95 
Property.......................... 152 75 
Expense·----- ............ -···.... 1,569 30 
CENTRAL BRANCH. 
Canal-bed and drops: 
October 31, 1877, to May 31, 1878: 
Labor and team-work . _ .•.....• __ • $112, 249 04 
Material .•• _ ••.•• _.. • • . • • . . • • • . . • . 3, 118 27 
Property . • . • • . . . . • • • • • • • • . • • . . • . . • 608 56 
Expense .••••....••.•.....•..•• _.. 306 7 4 
Drops of 1878-'79 (3): 
February 12, 1879, to March 17, 1879: 
Labor and team.work .•••••..•••• 
Material .••••..•. __ •.•••••.• _ •••.. 
Expense .••••...•••.•..••.••••... _ 
Drain-ditch: 
October, 1879: 
Material .••••.•••••.•••••••••..••. 
Labor and team-work .•••••.••••• __ 
Expense .•.....••.••.••••.••••••.. 
Repairs, &c. : 
March, 1879 to November 20, 1879: 
$476 93 
326 42 
40 19 
$4 80 
243 08 
33 23 
Labor and team-work •••••• -· ...••••.•.•.•...••• 
Expense •.......•••..•.•••.....•••••..•.... - - - •. 
LOWER SECTION. 
$304 45 
6 720 89 
16,282 61 
843 54 
281 11 
457 50 
25 37 
(From "Mill section" near south line of section 31, town-
ship 20, 28, to Kern Lake.) 
February 25, 1874, to June 30, 1876: 
Labor and team-work •••• ·---···---·· •. $20, 704 58 
Material .••••....•....•••• ··-·........ 1,056 10 
Property ..................... ·-······· 291 51 
Expense ...................... _ . . . . . . . 2, 426 01 
----$24,478 20 
Drops of 1878-'79 (7): 
December 18, 1878, to March 7, 1879: 
Labor and team-work _ •...••.•••.•.••• $1,430 81 
Material •.••.....•... _ .•. _ • _... . . . . . . . 979 27 
Expense ••••••..••...••.•.• _. . • • . • . . . . 120 58 
--- 2,530 66 
Improvements, repairs, &c.: 
July 1, 1875, to November 20, 1879: 
Labor and team-work .•••.. ··~·-· ...••• ··-· ..•••. 
Material .•.....•••......•••.•..•.... ·-·· ••..•... 
Property. _ •.....•• _ ... _ .....•....... _ ..• __ ..•... 
Expense .....••. _ .......•..........••...... - .... 
$8,769 28 
2,328 23 
513 25 
233 62 
663 
Construction. Repairs. 
$7,433 84 
$17,407 26 
482 87 
27,008 86 
11,844 36 
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TOWN DIVISION. 
(Canals, ditches, &c., within and for the supply of Baker's 
field.) 
South Branch (Land 19th street southwest corner of town-
ship.) 
May to October, 1872: 
Labor and team-work .. __ . __ ._ - . - . ___ . $852 43 
Material·-·--··----------····--··--··· 12 15 
1\.1 and 18th streets extension : 
May 4 to 29, 1875 : 
Labor . _ .. _ .......•.... __ ..... __ ., . . . . $:53 48 
Material ........ ___ ... ___ ... _ - ... _ . - - . 105 64 
Other ditches, gates, bridges, &c.: 
March 24, 1875, to June 30, 1875: 
Labor and team-work .•..•..•.•••....• 
Material . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • • . . ..• _ ...•... 
Expenses . _ .... - • -.................. . 
$172 71 
164 25 
9 75 
Improvements, repairs, management, &c. : 
May 1, 1875, to November 20, 1879: 
$846 58 
$259 12 
$346 71 
Labor and team-work. _____ ·----· ... ··-·· ···-·· $1,196 47 
J\,Iaterial ...• _ ...•. _ •. __ • _ .•. _ .. ___ •.. ___ •.. _ • __ • 234 G5 
Expense ___ • _ .. ___ •.. _ .... _ • _ •. __ .. _ • -•. __ •. • . . . 587 97 
Construction. Repairs. 
$1,470 4! 
Construction and repairs ..•••. ···-·· •••••• ·-·-·· •... 107,278 19 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
$2,019 09 
38,029 25 
Of general application or specific application 
not to be determined : 
February 24, 1874, to November 20, 1879: 
Material (lumuer, hardware, &c.) ................. . 
Property (implements ana. tools, &c.) ..•.....•... 
Rights of way (purchases and condemnations) .... 
Labor ...••....••...•••..•••••..•••....•.• ···-·· 
Salaries (July 1, 1873, to January 25, 1879). ···-·· 
Rent (offices, July 1, 1873, to June 25, 1879) ··-··· 
Feed ..• _ .••.• _ •..•••••.••• _ •••••••..•• _ ...• _ •.. 
Team account ( wagon repairs) .•• _ •.•............ 
Incidental expense ...•....•••....•...•••...••••• 
$385 87 
1,372 25 
900 45 
479 95 
11,504 15 
1,131 35 
75 34 
68 25 
16,806 78 
32.724 39 
RECAPITULATION. 
Dam on I{ern River ..•.•......... _. _ •. _. _ . _ •..•.. ___ ...... . 
Head section ...••...••....••......•.•••. ···-·· .... ···-·· .. 
Bluff section .•••..••••..• _ •....•..••.•••.......... _. _ .... . 
Mill section ...••. ··--·· ••.....•...••••. --····-··· ........ . 
Central Branch ...••.•..•.•...•...•.•.....••...••......... 
Lower section ..•.... _ ••.....•.•••........................ 
'Town di vision ...••....•.......•••...••••..•.............. 
$6,975 40 
21,194 23 
18,657 00 
14,565 03 
17,407 26 
27,008 86 
1,470 41 
11,790 3S 
4, :{32 6fl 
126 00 
7, 43;3 84 
482 ~i 
11,84-! 3~ 
2,019 0~) 
107,278 19 38,0~9 ~0 
:1:o,,2is rn 
32,724 :~9 
Total Kern Island Irrigating Canal. •. , • _ •••... _.. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . $178, 0:31 ~:3 
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FAlUIER ' IRRTGATIXG CANAL. 
Your interest in this canal being limited, and its administration being 
in the hands of an association of the farmers whose lands it waters, the 
accounts of the company have not been kept in manner to enable us to 
present the cost of works in detail, nor can the necessary classification be 
now obtained. The cost of construction and repairs in gross is furnished 
us a.s follows: 
Expenditnrenpon main line .......... ···-·····-·· .... ·----· 
Expenditures upon branches ............ ____ ............. . 
TINE CA...~AL. 
$16,095 00 
2,787 00 
The early financial history of this canal is involved in more or less ob-
scurity. It is now under supervision of your agents, however, and the 
expenditures upon it, so far as obtainable, are as follows : 
Construction and repairs of main line , ............. _ •... _.. $44, 218 48 
Construction and repairs of branch No. 1. ......... _....... 16, 88fi 97 
Construction and repairs of branch No. 2... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 737 54 
Construction and repairs of distribntaries...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 028 57 
Co.f!struction in connection with Kern Island Irrigating 
Canal No. 1 ..................•• ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 537 01 
Construction in connection with Kern Island Irrigating 
Canal No. 2 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • • . 836 89 
665 
Repairs. 
$18,832 00 
---- 87, 245 46 
CASTRO DITCH. 
A private ditch, the construction and repairs on which have been pro-
vided by contributions without formality of accurate accounts. 
The cost is stated to be about ........................................ .. 
PANAMA DITCH. 
The remarks above made in connection with the Parmers' Canal will in a 
measore apply to this ditch. Its construction and rt1pairs have been 
prosecuted with such irregularity of form and accountiog that an ap-
proximation merely of the co t can be given, which is stated. at about .. 
SOUTH FORK. 
Until within a recent period no permanent accounts have been kept of 
the expenditures on this channel beyond those made by the Kern Island 
Canal for its own requirements. The addditional expenditures, includ-
ing cost of head works, is probably not to be stated at less than ...... . 
2,000 00 
6,400 00 
3,000 00 
Grand total .•.•....•..•..........•..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295, 50!) 29 
As shown before, the above figures are not strictly reliable. They present, more-
over, a very inadequate idea at best of the expenditures already incurred in the dis-
trict for the reason that scores of miles of branch canals and distributing ditches now 
attached to the various lands have been made by private individual and joint com-
munities, without preservation of the accounts or memoranda of their costs. These 
works assuredly should be considered a charge against the lands of the district in the 
final apportionment, and we see no method of arL'iving at a just estimate of their cost 
except through computation bnsed upon actual survey. These additions, it may be 
contended, will so augment the grand result as to burden the lands to the point of dis-
couraging purchasers; ·but it will be remembered that the body of lands to be bene-
fited is coextensive with the vast acreage of the district itself, which, by reason of its 
general uniformity of surface, contains practically no non-irrigable lands (to coin a 
word), and should au addition of even 50 per cent. upon the aggregate cost as above 
be reached with the final completion of the works the rate per acre would still prove 
insignificant in comparison with the value of the water rights attached to the land 
and the permanent advantages attending. 
Regretting our inability to report at this stage a degree of advancement in the irri-
gation works of the district sufficient for your purpose , but trusting that under the 
present very satisfactory rate o-f progress such point may be reached at au early tlay, 
vVe are, very re pectfully, you'i obedient servants, 
C. BROWER, .Agent. 
WALTER JAMER, E11ginee1·. 
43 LC 
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Report of W. H. 1Jfac11wrdo, engineer of Irrigation Distl'it'fs Kos. 2 and 3, dated Sorcmber 
25, 1079. 
Messrs. HAGGIN & CARR, San Frauciscu: 
GENTLEME~ : · I herewith band you a brief report of the results and effects of irriga-
tion as carried out in district No. 2 for the past four years. 
District No. 2 comprises all lands west of Olfl Kern River, south of New Kern River, 
and north and west of Buena Vista Slough, being portions of townships 29, 30, 31, and 
32 south, range 25, 26, and 2i east of Mount Diablo base and meridian, and containing 
an aggregate area of G2,000 acres. 
The general slope of the district is from northeast to southwest, with an average 
fall of seven feet per mile. The land is much diversified as regards the character of 
the soil. In the northern portion of the district the soil is composed of altnnating 
strata·of varying thickness of sand and alluvial deposits, containing but, liirlo clay 
in its composition until we approach the central portion of th~ district. Hne the soil 
becomes more clayey in its composition, and so increases as we go south, until, on the 
southern portion of the district, we find the soil to be a stiff adobe. 
The district is supplied with water for irrigation purposes by the following principal 
canals and their branches: 
The .Anderson Canal -Commencing in Kern River, near the center of section 26r 
township 29, range 27, Mount Diablo !Jase and meridian, and running thence in a south-
westerly direction about 4 miles, being 15 feet wide, 2½ feet deep, and having a dis-
charging capacity of 7f> cubic feet per second. This canal flows into Belle View ranch, 
which occupies the northern portion of the district, and is used exclusively for irri-
gating that ranch. The canal was in a state of coustruction when it first came uncler 
my supervision, and bas not been completed at the present time, owing to the impos-
sibility of obtaining many accounts against the canal. I am unable to state the actual 
cost of construction. The same facts exist, in regard to several of the canals named 
below. 
The Oates Ca11<1l.-Commencing in Kern River near the west boundary line of section 
26, township i9 south, range 27 east, Mount Diablo base and meridian, and running 
thence in a southwesterly direction abont 2½ miles, being 12 feet wide and '2½ feet cleep, 
and -having a discharging capacity of 48 cubic feet per second. This canal also flows 
into Belle View ranch, and is nsed exclusively for the irrigation of that ranch. 
The Buena, Vista Ca1wl.-Commencing in Kern River near the east boundary line 
of section 33, township 29, range 27, Mount Diablo base and merichan, and run-
·ning thence in a southwesterly direction 13¼ miles, 30 feet wiJe and 3 feet deep, and 
having a discharging capacity of 216 cubic feet per second. This canal flows through 
the Belle View ranch and the greater part of district No. 2, and is owned by 
yourselves aud many farmers who own land in their own right in the southern and 
central portion of this district. The capital stock is divided into 2,600 shares. Of 
these ~,600 shares 1,000 belong to the individual farmers who possess farms in this 
district. These farmers have constructed numerous branch ditches of various widths 
and dimensions :from the main canal to their lall<~s, and are using the water on these 
lands with good results. 
Of the amount of branch ditching, &c., done·by these parties and cost of construct-
ing such works 1 am unable to make any.definite statement . at present. The cost of 
constructing the main canal and bead-gates and weirs and keeping the canal in good 
repair and condition to date is $26,125.36. 
The Jarncs Canal.-Commencing in Kern River near the east boundary line of section 
33, township 29, ra.nge t7, Mount Diablo base and meridian, and running thence in a 
southwesterly direction 17± miles, tiO feet wide the first three miles and 40 feet wide 
the remaining distance, being 3 feet deep, and having a discharging capacity of 396 
cubic feet per second. This canal flows through the Belle View ranch, and besides 
furnishing an abundant supply of water for the irrigation of this ranch, it supplies 
water to the greater portion of the southwestern part of district No. 2, anrl is owned 
exclusively by yourselves. From the books and accollnts of the secretary I find that 
$16,600 have been expended in the construction of this canal. This does not include 
the cost of lumber for weirs, &c., and is below the actual cost of construction. 
The l'lunkctt Ca,wl.-Commencing in Kern River near the center of section 33, town-
ship :29, range 27, Mount Diaulo meridian, and running thence in a southwesterly di-
rection through Belle View ranch, being 3¾ miles long, 12 feet wide and 2-½ feet deep, 
and having a discharging capacity of 45 cubic feet per second. The water from the 
canal is used and belongs exclusively to Belle View ranch. 
The .Jleadwm Canal.-Commencing in Kern River near the northwest corner of sec-
tion G1 township 30, range 27, and flowing thence through the Belle View ranch in a 
southwesterly direction nearly 4 miles, 12 feet wide and 3 feet deep, having a dis-
charging capacity of 48 cubic feet per second. • 
The ffil8on C'wwl.-Commencing at a point, near the brad-gate of the Meacham Ca-
nal on section G, township 30, range 27, and flowing through Belle View ranch 2½ 
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miles in a southwesterly direction, 5 feet wide and 2-t feet deep, having a discharging 
capacit,~, of 11'.l cubic feet per secon<l. 
'l'he last two canals named above belong exclusively to parties owning land west of 
Belle View ranch, an<l. are used to irrigate lancls now being farmed by themselves. 
I am unaule to make any statement of the cost of these canals nor the amount of 
branch clitches constructed by them. 
The Hc11lr:y ('((11al.-Commencing on the northeast qnarter of the southeast qnarter 
of the southeast quarter of section 9, township :30, range 26, running thence in a south-
westerly direction about 2-½ miles, :3 feet wide, i feet deep, and having a discharging 
capacity of 10 cubic feet per second. 
The Frazier Canal.-Commeucing in Kern River on northeast qnarter of section lG, 
township !30, range 26, and running thence in a son th westerly dir~ction about 2¼ miles. 
5 feet wide, 1-t feet deep, and having a di~charg-iug capacity of 18 cubic feet per second. 
Weirs.-On ·section :33, township ~9, range ~7, near to and below the head-gates of 
the Buena Vista Canal and the James Canal a weir 150 feet wide an<l 20 feet long has 
ueen constrncted with arrangements so constructed that the water in Kern River ca.n be 
forced into these canals, and the sand which has a tendency to deposit in front of the 
bead-gates can be sluice<l ont, and allowed to i,ass down the river instead of flowing 
into the, canals at a cost of $1,ti00. 
On section 1, township :rn south, range '26 east, a combinecl weir ancl bridge, 400 feet 
in length, ancl 24 feet in width, has heen bnilt at a cost of $7,000, and serves the same 
purpose of the one just described. Both of these weirs are so constrncted that the 
whole interior parts can be removed at short notice, and allow the water to flow iu its 
usual channel without obstruction. A plan of the above described works can be seen 
and their object better understood by examining the plat of Belle View .ranch in-
closed with this report. A plan of the weirs use<l in the principal irrigating canals can 
be seen and understood by glancing at the plat of the M0Clung ranch accompanying 
my report on district No. 3, an<l. markecl "A plan of weirs in the Pioneer Canal." Such 
a weir costs about $i5. 
It will be seen by the foregoing description of the principal canal that their total 
length is about 51 miles; their aggregate discharging capacity 832 cubic feet per 
seconcl. 'l'his amount of water if evenly distribnted over the whole district would be 
sufficient to cover the district, 52,000 acres, 20 inches deep in 1,2ooJ hours, about 53 
days, which would in effect be equal to 20 inches of rainfall. But it has been fully 
demonstrated from experience and practice that to insure a crop of small grain on any 
part of the northern portion of this district (No. 2), 30 inches of water in depth iB 
necessary the first year, as the hard-pan or clay strata are so far beneath the surface 
that the water sinks down and drains off toward the lakes. 
Owing to the depth of the substrata, it has been fonud most expedient to irrigate 
the northern portion of district No. 2, especially the tract known as the Belle View 
ranch, and occupying the whole northern part of this district (and so shown on the gen-
eral map of Kern County), to run the water overt.he surface by means of numerous 
small ditches, and not by means of the system adopted in district No. 4, where the 
hard-pan is only a few feet below the surface, and consequently. holds the moisture 
near the top. 
This system of irrigation 1 by mean~ of small ditches, has been found very expensive, 
as it reqnires the constant attention of many hands, but it bas some adYantage over 
the method of irrigating district No. 4. 
1. In 1·eqal'(l to e<'onomy of tl'fder.-\Va.ter can be caused to flow over the lands in 
this part of the district, wetting the ground a foot or more in depth, whereas if checks 
were constructed, as in district No. 4, it woulcl require a much longer time to fill the 
checks and consequently would require a much larger amonnt of water, as it would 
soak or sink in the ground in proportion to the time occupied in filling, and all water 
sinking below a certain depth is, in great measure, lost. 
2. Econom,11 of cultiratio11.-The northern portion of the district is very uneven aml 
rolling anu woul<l necessitate the construction of chP,cks so near together that they 
would materially interfere with the economical working of the land. 
:t J1~j111·y to crups.-The land being uneven and rolling, the high portion of the field 
wonl<l soon drain oft' an<l become dry, while the low places wonld become too wet, 
thereby producing nrnt an<l climinishing the yield of the crop. 
It has been found by practice that it is best t,o run water over the higher parts of a 
field and allow the low places to irrigate from seepage, as far as possible, thus obtaining 
a better result and materiall,v re<lucin~ the average cost per acre of irrigation. 
In the year le75 water con !cl be reached at a depth of from 8 to 1·2.feet below the sur-
face of any part of the Belle View ranch; instead of rising nearer the surface from 
effect of using such large qnautities of water during the past four years, as woul<l. be 
naturally supposed, it has in fact chaugecl but little. This is probably due to the fact 
that the underlying strata have a declination toward the hikes sufficient to drain the 
wa,ter from the northern portion of district No. 2. 
I inclo'le a, pla,t of Balle View ranch (occupying the northern put of this district). 
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. Farming operation" han1 been confined chiefly to this tract. The p1at sh.nws a large 
part of the land cnltivnted in this district-, also the manuer of distributing water by 
means of small 11itcbeo. and plans of bead-gates and weirs. 
The different kinds of crop'3 are designated by means of colors, the principal crops 
being wheat, barley, aud alfalfa, though many different kinds of crops have been cul-
tivated with sncceR!-', 
Cotton and ri<'e have been successfully grown, and preparations are now being made 
for the more extent.led cultivation of rice. Flax, tobacco, and other crops have done 
remarkably well. Orau~es, lemons, and many semi-tropical fruits are in a flourishing 
~ondition. The grapes raised in thiR district cannot be surpassed by any section in 
the State. All the ordinary varieties of fruits are doing remarkably well. 
The yield of all crops bas been good, notwithstanding tbe unusual dry seasons, and 
a markecl increai,e in the fertility of tho soil bas been the invariable result wherever 
irrigation bas been carried on. 
It will be seen by the plat that a large area is seeded in alfalfa. This crop requirPs 
but Ht.tie water after the first year, the deep, loose soil of this district seeming partic-
nlarly adapted to its wonderful growth, which bas often reached the height of eight 
feet in a few months. Ju soil of this description the roots of alfalfa reach down from 
12 to 15 feet, and at tl.iis depth find sufficient moisture to support it through the 
driest, seasons. 
4 Arte-~ian well.~.-On tbe southern border of this district two flows of artesian water 
have heen secured. On section 11, township 31, range 25, Mount Pial>lo meridian, at 
a depth of 38f> feet a flow was ol>tained furnish, ng 3,000 gallons per hour. This well 
is cased from top to bottom with a double t3-inch iron pipe. 
On section 17, township :n, range 26, a well siruilar in description, 295 feet deep, 
flowing about the same amount of water per hour, has been obtained. 
DISTRICT NO. 3. 
Di8frirf ~Yo. 3 comprises all lands lying north and west of Kern River, north and 
east of swarnp-lanrl district No. 121, and sonth of Goose-Lake Slough, an<l includes 
portions of townships 27, 28, 29, and 30 son th, ranges 2~, 2:l, 24. 25, and 26 east, Mount 
Diablo base and meridian, containing an aggregate area of 63,000 acres. The general 
slope of the district is from southeast to northwest, with an average fall of 2½ feet per 
mile. 
District No. 3 is composed of several distinct qualities of soil, the eastern portion 
being similar in character to the northern portion of district No. 2, while the soutlrnrn 
and western sections correspond with the description of the southern portion of dis-
trict No. 2. 
Dis1rict No. 3 receives its supply of water for irrigation purposes from the following 
J_)rincipal irrigating canals and their branches, viz: 
The Railrond C'anal.-CommePcing in Kern River, near the southwest corner of sec-
tion :n, township 29, range 27, Mount Diablo meridian, and fl.owing thence in a north-
west3l'ly direction about 3,000 feet, at which point it discharges into Goose Lake 
Slough and flows to the extreme northwestern part of the district. TbiH canal iA 40 
feet wide in the bottom, 2 feet deep, and bas a discharging capacity of mo cubic feet 
per second. 
The Trible f'a11al.-Commencing at Keru River, near the northwest corner of section 
6, towm;hip :JO south, range :27 east, and running thence iu a northwestel'ly direction 
about 1,000 feet to the point of intersection with Goose Lake Caual, thence in the 
Goose Lake Canal to the point at which Goose Lake Canal discharges its waters in 
Goose Lake Slough, and from this point through the channel of Goose Lake Slough to 
the land along the northern border of this district. The Wible Canal is 40 feet wide, 
2 feet deep, and has a discharging capacit-y of 2:t2 cubic feet per second. 
It is in possession of farmers owning land in the northern portion of the district, 
who have constructed many branch ditches and checks, and has been snccessfully 
operated for the past three yP,ars. I am unable to state the cost of the main canal or 
,branches, &c., as the work has been entirely e.x:ecnted by other parties. 
The GooRP LakP f"anol.-Commencing in Kern River, near the northeast corner of 
~ection 1, township :30 south, range 26 east, Mount Diablo meridian, ancl runs thence 
in a northwesterly direction about 4¼ miles, at which point it discharges into the Goose 
Lake Slough, and flows thence in the channel of Goose Lake Slough along the entire 
northern border of the district, and is taken out at dift~rent points along the slough 
in canals and ditches to irrigate lands in the central portions of the district. This 
,canal has a bottom width of 140 feet, and a depth of:! feet, with a discharging capac-
ity of 1,050 cubic feet, per second, and has been constructed at a cost of $9,000. 
'Jl'l/llJ Pioneer Cannl.-Commencing in Kern River, near the northeast corner of section 
1 township 30 south, range 26 east, and running thence in a westerly direction 11½ 
~iles, and has a bottom width of 60 feet, with a discharging capacity of 450 cubic feet 
per seconcl, and has cost to coustruct to its present capacity $4:3,919.87. 
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It is contemplated to complete this canal to the northwestern portion of this district. 
to irrigate t"ie lauds bordering on swamp-laud district 121 and Goose Lake. It is now 
in snccessfnl operation th!·ongh tbe eastern arnl central portion of the district from 
the poiut o-•' diversion froIU Kern River on the east to section 1:3, township 30 south, 
range 24 east-. 
The Pioneer Canal is <livi<led into 2,400 shares. Of the 2,400 shares 350 shares belong 
to parties owning lau<l iu this district, aud the water represented by them is used for 
tlrn snccessfnl cultivation oft.heir farms. Thev have built branch ditches and checks 
from the main canal to their lauds with good r·esults. 
This canal tlows through the entire length of the McClnng Ranch, and is used for the 
principal 'irrigation of tl.Jat ranch. I iuclose a plat of the 1kClung Ranch, showing 
the ronte of the main canal and the many branches, &c. 
The ,Tames aiul 1Ji.ro11 Canal.-CommenciPg iu Kern River, on section 3, township 30 
south, range 25 east, aud running thence i'n a westerly direction fro about 3 miles, :30 
feet wide and 3 feet deep, aml baving a discharging capacit.v of ~-10 cnl>ic feet per 
second. lt is used upon the McCluug Ranch awl the lands west of the )lcClung 
Ranch. 
The Johnson Ca11al.-Cornmencin~ in Kern Rh·er, on section 6, township !30 south, 
range 26 east, and rnnning t!Jence in a southwesterly direction about 4 miles, 30 feet 
wide on the bottom, and :1 feet cleep, having a discharging ca,pacity of 2-10 cubic feet 
per second. The Jonhson Canal i8 owned l>y several di.fforent parties who own small 
tracts of land iu tbe southern portion of this di trict, and is operated an<l used exclu-
sively by them. 
A1:d11/s Ca11a/.-Commcnces in Keru River, Oil section 3, township 30 south, range 26 
east, aud runs thence in a westerly direction about 1 mile, t3 feet wide, and 2 feet deep, 
having a clischarging- capacity of 2--1 cnl>ic feet per second. It h:ts heen constrncte<l 
and n~t>d u:,.· Mr. J. R. Ashe upon bis farm npnn section 10, towns!Jip :10, ra11ge 2u east . 
.Jla!f'i; Ca;wl.-CommeHces on section 18, to1vmhip :30 sonth, ran6 t> ~rj east, ancl run-
ning thence in a westerly direction through section 1:3, 14, and lG, towu.· hip :30 south, 
range 25 east, 8 feet wide a11d 2 feet deep, haYing a discharging capacity of 36 cubic 
feet, per second. _ 
The Joice C'anal.-Commencing in Kern Rh·er, on section 23, township 30 south, 
·range 25 east, and running then<'e in a nort,bwesterly direct.ion auont -1 miles, 1~ feet 
wide and 2 feet deep, having a lfo.clrnrgiug capacity of 48 cul>ic feet per second. This 
canal was constructed witb a vie"'' of irrigating the southern portion of district No. :3, 
especially the Buena. Vi~t,a Ranch, which occ11pies nearly the entire southern portion 
of tbis district and has Leeu io succec,sful opera,t10u for the past five years. 
By means of this canal, its Lrancbes and checks, the Bnena Vista and a1ljoining 
ranches hn,ve l>een brought nud<>r cnltivation at a cmnparntively small expense. From 
the annual report of the s11perinten<1ent of rhe Hnena Vista Ranch arnl accurate ac-
counts of farmers owning a<ljoining hwds, it bas Leeu ascertainecl that it only costs 10 
cents per acre to irrigate land in this section of this district after constructing the 
ditches and checks. 
It will be seen by the plat.of the McClung Ranch that the same system of irrigating 
by small ditches ha~ b<>en adopted. This is owing to the same reasons given in my 
rep<nt on district Xo. ~-
The yield of all crops on the McClnug Rauch has l>een good, and the soil shows the 
same evidence of increasing fertility from effects of irrigation. 
Near the present terminus of the Pioneer Canal (and central part of this district) 
ranches have been laid out, houses, barns, and all necessary outbuildings have l>een 
built at an average cost and expense of about $2,000 for each ranch. These ranches 
are leasetl to tenants on the most favoral>le terms. 
Tb0 combined bridge and weir mentioned in my report on district N'o. 2 serves the 
pnrpose of controlling the water in the Railroad, Wible, Goose Lake, and Pioneer 
Canals. . 
This report is respectfully submitted for your approval, hoping that yon will till(l 
the results a,nd operations of the past four years wil\ justify you in continuing the 
development of a larger territory that bas for years remained a Larren waste. 
Very respectfully, 
BELLE Vrnw RAXC!I, X()l'fmber 2f>, 1879. 
W. H. :MACliURDO, 
E11gi11ee1· of &co11d and l'hircl lJi8f1 icts. 
SA:N" FRA:N"CISCO, October IO, 1879 . 
.A.um:sT E. GAXTZ, United States deputy SlHYeyor, made the following statement: 
I have been connected with the surveying department of this State since 18i:2. I am 
by education and profession, however, an engineer, suneying being but a slight por-
tion of that. 
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I will assume that, in consequence of· the recommendation which you have made' 
the rectangular system will hereafter form the principal way by which we get at quan-
tities for the purpose of disposing of the lands. It may be done in conjunction with 
other more scientific methods, but anyway I will assume that the rectangular system 
remains. The question then arises how to carry it into effect. It can be done direct 
through Washington-done something similar to what is being done now by having 
surveyors-general,or persons in trusted with the same du ties under different names. I wi 11 
also assume that hereafter the surveyors-general, or whatever their name shall be, will 
be absolutely competent men-professional men, that besides knowing all about land 
entries, &c., could also if called upon make an accurate snn·ey themsel ms. More than 
this, they ought not to be political appointments. If they are political appointments 
what is there topreventthe deputies from also being political appointments. There is the 
root of the evil. Leavingthesurveyors-general themselves out of the question, somebody 
must be a professional man. If the surveyor-general is not, then the deputy has got to 
be a professional man. At present, under the present system, the system works abso-
lutely in the direction of swindling and corruption. If it had been invented for that 
purpose it could not have been invented better. To-day Mr. Jones wants a contract. 
Mr. Jones says he is a surveyor. Mr. Jones don't know the surveyor-general, but he 
knows some prominent politician who gives him a letter to the surveyor-general. He 
is re']_uired to step up to the chief <lrangbtsman, who asks him a few questions, but 
before these questions are asked he is informed that a prominent politician has recom-
mended him, and these few questions are a farce and do not amount to a row of pins, 
are probably entirely immaterial and do not go to the gist of the thing at all, and the 
gentleman comes down again and the surveyor-general i@ informed that he has been 
examined. I ha,e undergone such an examination myself and know what it is, and 
that examination I bad to undergo when it was iutended to throw me out, and so it 
was severer than usual. This man takes the contract. He takes it at the present 
ridiculously low rates. The present rates aud present requirements are entirely out 
of proportion. The present rates are not within 100 per cent. of what is required to 
carry ont the Jaws properly. Anybody who takes a contract at the present rates does 
so knowing that he cannot carry out the la·ws. It is so understood, an<l when he 
com~s back from the field it is so understood, and they say," He bas done the best he 
can.'· 
This man is supposed to carry out the work "in his own proper person." These 
words were put into the contracts because heretofore contracts were absorbed by one 
or two men, and they "subbed" it out among half a dozen different parties, and the 
work was done loosely and it was not good work; and yet no deputy is supposed to 
have more than be can do personally within one season. The system is improved in 
that respect theoretically. You will find that the deputy who don't understand 
anything about his work during the first or second year gets some other deputy to 
come and help him, and that other man who does tbe work does not appear at all. 
The deputy getting the contract hires a man to do the work. He gets a competent 
man. In this particular respect I know it is being constantly done. I have not done 
it, but I have always felt that I worked at a disadvantage. There has been an incli-
nation to be lenient in that respect, and so that as long as a deputy was in the field 
him8elf with a part.y and directed the work, even if the instrumental work was done 
by another man untler his direction, that constituted what the contract calls "in his 
own proper person." It has been so construed by the present surveyor-general. I 
have always held that it was too lenient a construction. In fact, I have gone so far 
as to a k the Attorney-General of the United States, and he was, of course, not en-
titled to ~ive me an answer that might afterwards come back to him for adjudication; 
but the construction of the surveyor-general is t,hat as the work was done under their 
direction that was sufficient. I think that is a wrong construction. That direction 
requires continuous presence in the field; but I bold that there was no possibility of 
any proof being adduced of such continuous presence in the tieJd, and those who con-
strue the contracts in that way have a vast advantage over thobe who did their own 
instrumental ·work. Some cases in point are surveys made in the vicinity of Colorado 
River. I kuow positively that these surveys were made by parties that were in charge 
of cumpass-men only. I spoke of the case, and inquiries developed the fact that these 
compass-men bad been employed only part of the time, and then under the superviston 
of the deputy. I then tried to prove that these compass-men had been in the continu-
ous employ of the deputy for three year.s; but that proof was not called for, so I have 
never giYen it. 
Heretofore a great evil was the collusion between the surveyor-general aud the depu-
ties. In the case of Mr. Hardenburg, the Dyers were the well-known rnen through 
whom the work was done. Then after Mr. Hardenburg was dismissed Mr. Stratton 
was appointed and the same" color in blue" continued. The name was changed but 
the appropriation was again absorbed by certain men. These certain men manage 
to continue, and exist to this day. They continued in lesser degree through the ad-
mir..istration of Lawrence and Ames, and when the present surveyor came in he found 
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the prrsent state of affaira. He found that these deputies were accused of being mem-
bers of a ring. Mr. ,, ... agner's appointment was a vast step in aclvance. 
As a remedy for all this I would suggest a positive examination by competent men. 
I wonld constitute a board of examination. I would not exf'cnte our work by the 
same method which the Coast Survey employ. \Ve cannot offord it. I would not do 
that. The remedy is competent men and tenure of office. 
Establish a corps of engineers under the surveyor-general. First make him as com-
petent as possible, then have your competent men under him; give them a fixed salary 
and have them gentlemen. 
As far as technical matters are concerned w·e are behind. The pr~sent snrveyor-
general is no doubt 100 per cent. better than anything we have bad for a long time, 
but the very system under which he exists, the source from which he derives ulti-
mately bis power, that is, the appropriation of Congress, everything joins to bring him 
back again in the same old grooves, the same old ruts. He is con tautly beset by the 
same old political associates. In this case I have reason to helieve that the surveyor-
general was selected because Mr. Schurz thought him the best man for t,be place, and 
not upon the recornmenrlations of any political friends, and I am satisfied that the 
work is largely better than it was done before for a long time. The "confirmation 
business" operates in this way, that they consider themselves under obligations to 
those who do not oppose their confirmation. There was opposition expected to Mr. 
"\\r agner's confirmat,ion-a good deal of it. 
If there is any way by which at least the subordinates of the surveyor-general could 
be selected with reference first and foremost to their competency and without refer-
~nce to their greater or lesser political influence, there should be same way by which 
every competent mau who has no political influence might be selected as a deputy. 
Sometime ago the surveyor-general received permission to pay for employes out of 
tbe snbdeposit fund, and an additional amount of bond, I think $125,000, was re-
quired. Now, Mr. Wagner is comparatively au unknown man in Sau Francisco, and 
he had trouble to get that bond. The principal rich men in San Francisco are not his 
frien<ls, so the present chief clerk busied himself in running ahout getting the bond 
for him. And now, to show the inconsistency of the thing, Mr Wagner told me shortly 
after we bad that conversation in which be said he was going to get along without a 
chief clerk, in speaking of Mr. Rickard, "He has not invented gunpowder, neverthe-
less he is an honest fellow." But the pressure of the friends who had furnished the 
bonds was great enough, notwithstanding that he thoug'1t he was not very bright, and 
uotwithstan<1ing that be had told me he would ha\·e no chief clerk-that the law did 
not know of any snch position as cl.Jief clerk-notwithstanding all thi , there was pres-
8ure enough to compel him or induce him to appoint that gentleman chief clerk. 
There were two contradictory statements for v ou. · 
Mr. \Vaguer abolished the abominable corruption of" extra work." Now, when there 
is extra work done the amount is paid into the Treasury, and the draught men paid 
out of that. I do not know whether that is done· now, but certainly Mr. Wagner 
started in with the best endeavors and intentions. 
Q. If the surveyor-general should order the work to be done in the ordinary office 
hours, it wonld be done, would it not f-A. It is bard to tell. The clerical force is in-
.sufficient; but if a person comes in there and offers to par for that extra work, it is 
done <]uick. That money ought to be paid into the Treasqry, ant.I then the draughtti-
meu paid out of it. 
Q. Are not any of the draughtsmen now authorized to do work out of office hours, 
and take the money themselves f-A. No. That was tbe old rule. If it were not liable 
to such abnse it would be proper, but you cannot control it. It resnlts in irregular 
work, and work bein!! done without being paid for. The extra-work charge was abol-
ished by Mr. ·wagner, or properly I should say it was abolished, for in fact I do not 
know whether it is. There is another thing. If you wish to insure prompt work, you 
-0ught to pay them promptly. Prompt payment insures prompt work. 
Q. Is the office kept open after office hours f-A. Not to my knowledge is the office 
kept open after office hours, and nobody, to my kuowle<lge, is worked after office 
hours. If anybody, without the knowledge of the sun·eyor-general, does work-ex-
tra work-and takes pay from inclividnals, he is now doing it in office hours; be has 
no right to take work home. Men want to have a motive for working-they want 
their pay-I speak of the ordinary salaries of the office. In the first place, the salaries 
are paid quarterly; then the vouchers go to ·washington, and then from one place to 
.another until they get into the Treasury Department. I know of cases where salaries 
are not paid until six months after they are due-even a yt>ar after tht>y are dne-in my 
case, for instance. I have worked during the months of August and September, and 
have been engaged in surveying ranges at a per diem, and the expense woulcl not be 
coverecl by mileage at all. The necessar.r and actual expenses come out of my pocket, 
· fo the first place, and are afterwards refunded. I worked in August atHl September. I 
have rendered my account and I expect to ha Ye the money for this work in about three 
months, not for my services, bnt 11101H\Y that I have actually advanced to the govern-
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ment. Our contract states also that we are not allowed to do any private work within 
the territory covered by our contracts. Now, as far as I myself am concerned, I have 
steadily refused to take contracts. I have taken no contracts; but this provision is 
daily, hourly, constantly violated, and lands are picked out-townships are selected 
with that very purpose in view-to get those townships where the most private work 
is to be done. Of course, when a gentleman tells you, as he did to-day, that the work 
cannot be done at the present rates. ancl after he tells you the work cannot be hon-
estly done-under the rates, it is impossible to do it,, and he knows before taking the 
contract that be cannot do it for you-his reason for taking the contract must be the 
opportunities for private work, and that he intends to get the money without doing 
the work. 
Q. 1:3. Is it a fact that more or less contracts are let to men who hire men to go into 
the field and never themselves leave this city f-A. It is a matter of fact that there ex-
ists to-day in this city a force that acts as middlemen between the deputy surveyors 
and the men in the field. Benson & Co. have a little manufactory of field-notes. They 
, have rubber stamps cut out for each set topographic phrase. The business of that 
office is the making out of field-notes for parties in the field. It may be done to ex-
pedite business. The thing is possible. J. A.. Benson is known to be a very good man. 
I taught him what be knows about the business in 1872. He is known to be on good 
terms with everybody, and there is a league in Washington, because Mr. Benson is in-
formed from Washington before anybody else here. I will cite a case. 'rhis gentle-
man is known to be on good terms with everybody. Now, if an inexperiencell man gets 
into any dilemma be gets a little hint from somebody that the best thing he can do is 
to go to Benson's and he is all right. He makes his survey. If he can't get along, be 
sends for one of that firm to help him (as has been done), and the gentleman then 
tnakes out the field-notes and charges so mnch per township. This man bas a direct 
interest in having as many incompetent men appointed as deputies as possible, because 
competent men can do their own work just as expeditiously as he can. My field-notes 
when I come borne are ready to be copied, but I use abbreviations and I write hastily. 
I perhaps cannot lay my book flat, it looks bad, and in such a case I am the last man 
to copy them. 
Q. If a snrvey was made in Shasta you do not send a man from here, do yon f-A. 
Yes; sometimes they do t,hat. Now, there has been somebody behinrl the throne. I 
have been approached within the last few months and asked to'' let up." We are now 
working 100 per cent. better than we ever did; bnt there is still a great deal of im-
provement possible, and the principal improvement is competent men, tenure of office, 
and pay them decently. 
Q. Suppose a contract is given a man in Shasta County, bow can a man be sent 
away from here and in the face of the incompetent pay hope to make anythingf-A. 
He can't under ordinary business rules. There is no money in it if he has been sent 
on such work as I have been sent. I do not know how they do it. There are cases 
where men are appointed in Shasta County. He sends his bond down here as re-
quired and makes his survey. I do not understand bow a man can intrust bis field-
notes to another to rewrite. If he sends these notes down here and they come iuto the 
surveyor-general's possession and these notes are found incorrect they are not re-
turned to this man, but they are simply returned to Mr. Benson for correcLion, and be 
changes and corrects them. But still Mr. \Vaguer is 50 per cent. better than we 
have ever yet bad the office. 
This manufactory of field-notes bas existed for a long time; I do not know jn~t how 
long; I think about five years. Before that was established they made up their own 
field-notes; or possibly he was successor to some other person. Before Mr. Benson 
became the chief man it was nP.<'essary to be on t,be right side of Mr. Dyer. 
If the surveyor-general should be ordered to have so many men as their assistants at 
such and such a salary, these men to be strictly examined and not to l>e meu who 
acted as chain-carriers for six months· and then come and call tbemselvP.s engineers; 
if it was necessary that every depnty surveyor should be capable of making a decent 
map of bis own work, and a tolerably well educated man, then yon would have better 
work, provided yon pay them when the work is done. 
I was out with Mr. Hobbs in the winter among the timber depredations, and the 
pay for that lagged for five or six months after it became due, aud so it has been right 
straight along. The trouble is that most deputies are in the bands of brokers and pay 
2½ per cent. for their pay. Yon will find that one-half of the vouchers are accompa-
nied by a power of attorney. For instance, I have executed my contract, I have paid 
all my expenses, and I return my work, and it is proved there is due me $7,000. I have 
expended all I have, and I know I cannot get a cent for six or eight months; the con-
sequence is that I have to go to some broker, give him power of attorney to draw the 
check. He then advances me perhaps $1,000 or $2,000 to pay me my own mone)", and 
to live myself I have to pay him from 1-½ to 2½ per cent. per month until that 1lraft · 
arrives. When it arrives the broker takes out wllat belong,:; to him, with the intc-rest, 
and then passes me the rest. 
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There is one principal broker here, a man by the name of Greenbaum. Beuson is 
doing a great deal of it himself. 
If people will freely tell you their experience you can see the facts themsekes and 
draw your own conclusions. No matter what system you recommend, the proof of the 
pudding will remain in the eating of it, and it will depend upon how it is carried out. 
When a contract is awarded there is no way of testing his instruments. That is a 
great trouble. The government should certainly in the first place insist upon the beilt 
instruments known. The deputy surveyors furnish their own instruments, and they 
are not tested at all. There should be a standard instrument at each office. He never 
even brings in his chain to be tested. I do not think they have a standard chain in 
the office. The only way to test the chains is to compare them with a steel tape. 
There is supervision over the instruments that are used. \Ve are instructed to use 
solar instruments. All of the deputy surveyors are provided Nautical Almanacs, but. 
when they do not use the solar instruments they do not have the Nautical Almanac. I 
know of a man swearing that be ran a transit line, and it was a west line, bnt he did 
not look at bis needle. I heard that same man testify that a needle line that was run 
several years ago could be run again. The instructions require that we should use a 
solar transit or solar compass. I may be mistaken about that, but such is my impression. 
We have an immense mass of deputies, out of which I would not employ one hun-
dred and fifty of them. Mr. Van Light cannot be induced to take a contract. Alfred 
Carver cannot be induced to have a contract. I have not taken any contracts for a 
long time: The only contract I have taken was the surveying of a range, anc:l at $15 
per mile I lost $350 on it. 
Q. To whom do the field-notes go, and what proof has that officer of the correct-
ness of the survey f-A. Field-notes go first to the chief draughtsman, and be bas no 
other proof of their correctness than t.be mathematical correctness on the face of the 
paper, and the survey, too, is proof. You often tind that surveys are correct on paper, 
but in resurveying the whole or parts you ftnd the undoubted proof that something 
has been covered up, and I have known in tances where not a single solitary line 
agreed with the field-notes. The examination of the chief clerk passes the survey, 
and for proof he has nothing bnt the mathematics upon the papers, and upon which 
to give bis decision. So if anybody sat clown in this city and made the mathematics 
agree this survey would be approve<'!. The only thing that would prove anything is 
not done, and that is a quiet examination of the work in the field. There is a mode 
provided for inspection in the field, and the statutes provide for it, I believe, but you 
cannot appoint an agent unless there is money to carry it into effect. 
Q. How many draughtsmen are employed in the land office here 1-A. Out of the 
regular appropriation there are only three draughtsmen employed; the remainder are 
employed out of these special deposits. The regular draughtsmen vary from two to 
tive or seven. The average amount of special deposit varies very much. There has 
been a great deal of trouble about the Rpecial deposits. It seems that the predecessors 
of Mr. \Vaguer went it blind, and the special deposits were exhausted before the 
mining claims for which deposits have been made were worked up. 
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Allardt, G. F., California. 
Debris from mines, hydraulic mining, 15. 
Archibald, Albert W., Colorado. 
Pasturage homesteads, timber and agricultural land, pasturage land~, surveys, 
classification, 243,244. 
Arms, H. N., Colorado. 
Pasturage homesteads, pasturage lands, stock-raising, 244,245. 
Armstrong, N., Montana. 
Mining, and local mining laws, 340. Artesian wells, L, 2, 84, 106, 120, 243, 4:31, 
459,493,515. 
Ashburner, William, California. 
Timber lands, destruction of timber, irrigable lands, irrigation, water rights, 13, 14. 
Pasturage lands, mineral lands, snbterranean rights, 14. Hydraulic mining and 
debris, 15 . 
.A.fflrinson, H. M., surveyor-general, New Mexico. 
Surveys, rectangular system, monuments, triangulation, classification of lands, 
grazing lands, irrigable lands, timber land, mining law, districts, apex of a 
lode, Mexican titles, water rights, agriculture, stock-raising, timber land8, dep-
redations, forest fires, homestead and pre-emption laws, Spanish and Mexican 
grants, 441-441. 
Babbitt, A. T., Wyoming, 554. 
Bacon Daniel, Idaho. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, and lode claims, 327-3~9. 
Bailey, T. C., Utah. 
Classification and survey of the public lands, pre-emptions, repayments, pre-emp-
tion proofs, homesteads, cancellation, contests, witnesses, cost and expenses, 
publication, soldiers' homesteads, timber culture, desert lands, timber lands, 
mineral lands, 475-482. 
Baldwin, Charles C., Colorado. 
Mineral surveys and claims, rectangular sun·eys, 245. 
Ball, John A., Oakland, Cal. 
Lands under water, timber, desert, pasturage, irrigaule lands, agriculture in Cal-
ifornia, rainfall, homesteads, water rights, 18-21. 
Ball, Willis, Nebraska. 
Answers to printed iflterrogatories, 384, 385. 
Ballard, D. P., Washington Territory. 
Agriculture, timber, and lode claims, 637, 63~. 
Bane, .M. M., Utah. 
Timber lands, square location and mineral surveys, 4'.:l:3. 
Banns, V. V., Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 5i9. 
Beattie, R. C., Colorado. 
Sheep ranges and feucing of, homestead law, pasturage homestead in New Mexico, 
245,246. 
Beatty, \Y. H., chief justice of Nevada. 
Mining laws and lode claims; local rules and records, 395-403. 
Bt:liort1, James B., Colorado. 
Irrigation, pastm age lands, leasing of the public lands, pre-emption and homestead 
system, artesian wells, 247, 24 . 
Belknap, J. W., Oregon. 
Agriculture and timber, 62:J, 624. 
Bell, Aaron, California. 
Agricultural lands in Northern California; rainfall; homestead and pre-emption 
laws, additional homesteads, cancellation, abandonment of homesteads; min-
eral and non-mineral lands, hydraulic mining, mineral contests, mining rec-
ords, 22-26. 
Bell, V. G., Cal-ifornia. 
DJbl'is from mines, 33. Destruction of timber, 3-1. 
Berry, James T., Washington Territory. 
Agriculture, timber and placer claims, 63 , 639. 
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Beshoar, Dr. M., Colorado. 
Agriculture, irrigation, trouble between sheep and cattle men, stock raising and 
farming, 24tl, 249. 
Bielawski, C., California, 
Surveys, contract system, inspector of surveys, cost of surveys, townships surveyetl; 
permanent monuments; Spanish and Mexican grants, 570, 571. 
Bielawski, C., San Francisco. 
Rectangular system of snrveys, 26. Triaognlation, 26. StU\' eys of Mexican land 
grants, 27. Contract prices of surveys, 27. 
Bliss, D. L., Nevada. . 
Timber land and land scrip, 605, G06. 
Boggs, John, California. 
Irrigable, timber, and pasturage lands; water rights, grazing lauds: mineral res-
ervations, classification, irrigation, 21:!, 29. 
Bonnelle, E. B., Montana. 
Surveys, monuments, and inspection, 5D7, 59.:3. 
Boutelle, George 0. M., Utah. 
Changes suggested in the surrny of the public lands, 483-4::17. 
Bowers, W. H. H., Utah. 
Mining claims· surveys, location, and records, 519. 520. 
Boyle, James G., Dakota. 
:Filings in t,he local land office, occupation of land continuously by settlers, 579. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 317, :3H,. 
Bradley, H. S., California. . 
Timber, agricultural and mineral land; clebri8 from b~·draulic mining, 30-32. 
Bradley, .James F., Utah. 
Mining laws, amendments suggested; water rights, laws and decisions collated, 517. 
Bright, E. D., Colorado. 
Agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 576,577. 
Brown, J. T., Washington Territory, 542. 
Bruce, Minor W., Nebraska. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 385, 38fi. 
Bruner, Uriah, Nebraska. 
Answers to -printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 3bli , 3d7. 
Bruner, Uriah, Nebraska. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 599, 600. 
Brush, J. L., Colorado. 
Cattle raising on pasture lands; pasturage, homesteads, 248-201. 
Buck, Royal, Nebraska. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture anu timber, 887-389. 
Burchinell, William K., Colorado. 
Agricultural and timber lands, destruction and preservation of timber, pasturage 
lands, priva,te entry, surveys, mineral lands, square location, apex of a lode, lit-
igation, local records, 251-256. 
Burgess, M. T., Utah. 
Mining, lode claims, apex of a lode, mineral law litigation, mining districts, min-
ing recorder, locations, records, square locations, tunnel locations, and mill-
sites, 487-491. 
Bumham, L. S., Utah. 
Agriculture, cancellation, litigation, artesian wells, alkali be<l.s, pasturage home-
steads, Mormon land titles, 492, 4\:.13. Lode claims, 6!32. 
Bush, A. K. , ·washington Territory. 
Agriculture, timber, coal deposits , timber lands, and depredations, 6:{9, G40. 
Byers, William N., Colorado. 
Answers to ptinted interrogatories, 256. Agriculture, timber, lode and placer 
claims, 258, 259. 
Caplice, John, Montana. 
Mining claims and mineral surveys, 342, 34:1. 
Carpenter, Harvey, receiver, and James Mc~lartin, register, land office, Eureka, Nev. 
Fees and salaries, mineral-district recorders, homestead applications, rectangular 
system of surveys, triangulation, agricultural and pasturage land"", pasturage 
homestead, water right~, contentions between sheep and catt.le men, timuer and 
control of timber lands, timber depredations, rainfall, desert In 11<1 net, irrigation, 
pre-empt1on and homestead law, 4:24-42G. 
Carroll, Patrick, California. 
Debris from mine8, 34-3G. 
Case, Francis M., Colorado. 
Surveys of public land and irrigation, 259, 260. 
Catlin, Robert M., Nevada. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, and lode claims, 411-413. 
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Chamberlain, Charles H., receiver of public moneys, San Francisco, Cal. 
Irrigation, pasturage land, private entry, homestead, desert, and pre-emption acts, 
agricultural, timber, and nnsurveyed land; cancellation, contest, records, :19. 
Timber land, declaratory statements, 40, 41. 
Chan<ller, S. R., California,. 
Mining de bri8: lands saved from destruction by leYees; tule or swamp land, 41. 
Chapin, George, Idaho. 
Answers to prillred interrogatories, agriculture and timber, :~~9, 330. 
Chase, Edward R., Nevada. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, lode claimA, 404-408. 
Agricultural lancls of Nevada, homestead application, local land officers, railroad 
lands, pre-emption, homestead, 608-610. 
Chase, James A., Idaho. 
Auswern to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 330,331. 
Lode claims, placer claims, and coal lands, :~32, 333. 
Chessman, W. A., Montaua. 
Water rights, irrigation, placer claims, square locations, 34:~, 344. 
Christian, John Ward, Utah. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 494, 495. 
Clark, E. S., surveyor-general, Nevada. 
Present system of rectangular surveys, monuments and stakes, deputy surveyors, 
mineral surveys, timber-land survey and sale of; protection of timber, homestead 
and pre-emption filings, mining claims and local mining districts: agriculture 
and irrigation, grasses, land-office expenses, salaries, and fees, 42(:i, 42i. 
Clark, Galen, Yosemite Valley, California. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, and timber depredations, 
42-44. 
Clark, J. T., California. 
Irrigation and water rights; pasturage and grazing lands; Spanish land-grants 
pre-emption, timber, artesian wells, 44-48. 
Cobban, William S., Dakota. 
Agriculture and timber, 580. 
Coffin, S., register, and Caleb N. Thornburg, receiver, Oregon. 
Relative to agricultnre, timber, lode and placer claims, 624. 
Combs, Edwin H., Montana. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber and placer claims, 598,599. 
Cooney, J.C., New Mexico. 
Lode claims, 619, G~O. 
Courtis, William M., Michigan. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 333,339. 
Lode claims, 33!), 340. 
Criswell, R.H., Neuraska. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, GOO. 
Cross, Charles \V., California. 
Lode and placer claims, 571, G72. 
Cuppett, William M., Dakota. 
Answer to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 31!), 320. 
Curr, Jo ho, Colorado. 
Sale of non-mineral lands; pasturage land; fencing of pasturage land; timber-
culture, 5i8. 
Currey, George B., Oregon . 
. Agricultural, pasturage, and timber lands; mining laws, 625,626. 
Davenport, William, Montana. 
Pasturage lands; contlictR between cattle and sheep men; pasturage homesteads, 
agriculture, stock-raising, rainfall, 344. 
Davidson, Daniel, Utah. 
Pastoral lauds, conflicts, sale of pasturage lands, pasturage homestead, stock-
raising, 495, 49H. 
Davis, A. J., Montana. 
The mineral, pasturage an<l agricultural interests of the Territory; irrigation, de-
struction of timber, raiufall, pasturage homestead, mining records; deputy min-
eral surveyors, square location, water rights, mineral contests, 345-347. 
Davis, C. D., H. S. Patterson, California. 
Agriculture and timber; mining and pasturage lands, 572-574. 
Davis, John C., register land office, New Mexico. 
Relative to Spanish and Mexican grants, desert land act, classification and sale of 
public lands, disposition and sale of irrigable lands, sale of timber and pasturage 
lands, pre-emption and homestead, abandonment of homesteads, cancellation, 
irrigat.ion, pasturage homestead, timber land, mineral lands, mining districts, 
water rights, 445-447. 
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Day, S. H. and others, Nevada. 
Survey of tiruber lands, cutting of timber, irrigation, pasturage homestea<ls, rain-
fall, agriculture without irrigation, lien lands and mining school, 607, 60 . 
Decker, Peter, California. 
Amounts expended in consequence of the filling of rivers by tailings from mines, 
574. 
Deegan, Ralston, Montana. 
Pastnrage la nils, water rights, grasses on pasturage laml; pasturage homestead, 347. 
Dickson, S. R., Utah. 
Manner of making and recording mining claims assessments, 519. 
Downey, Stephen W., Wyoming. 
Agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 518-553. 
Downey, Stephen W., Wyoming. 
Letter to Secretary of the :Navy relative to cutting of timber upon the public 
lands, 554-560. 
Drum, W. H., California. 
Filling up of Ynba River bed, land damaged, sedimentary deposit as a fertilizer, 
52, 5:3. 
Dugal, Louis, register, and S. T. Thompson, receiver, laud office, Denver, Colo. 
Relinquishment of homesteads, &c.; cancellation, pre-emption regulations, arid 
and pasturage lands, unoccupied or reserved surveyed lands, sale of public lands 
at private entry, homestE,ad and timber culture, settlers, square locations, irri-
gation and timber-lands, 260-262. 
Dustin, Hiram, Washington Territory. 
Agriculture, timber and lode claims, f':40, 641. 
Edwards, C., Montana. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 348,349. 
Eisenmann, F. J., Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 320. 
Eldridge, Edward, Washington Territory. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
522-527. 
Emory, Wesley P., Montana. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
350-353. 
Evans, Elwood, Washington Territory. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 527-5:12. 
Fahringer, A. M., Colorado. 
Pasturage lands, private entry, pasturage, homesteads, 262-263. 
Fenner, Lawrence A., .Montana. 
Amendments to the mining laws suggested, 355. 
Ferguson, E. C., Washington Territory. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 532-534. 
Ferris, George, Wyoming, 561. 
Filcher, Thomas J., California. 
Lands destroyed by water, 53, 54. 
Fitch, M. H., receiver, land office, Pueblo, Colorado. 
Cancellation and abandonment of homesteads, rectangular system of surveys, non-
mineral lands, irrigation, pastmage land; timber-culture act, protection and de-
struction of timber; Mexican land grant, pre-emption and homestead; Fort Rey-
nolds reservation; mining records; coal lands, 26:3, 264. 
Flannery, William, Montana. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 353-338. 
Flick, Jerry D., Dakota. 
Agriculture and timber, 580,581. 
Flowerree, Daniel, Montana. 
Pasturage land, pasturage homestead, sheep and cattle interest, grasses, 360,361. 
Foote, E. S., Utah. 
Pasturage lands, stock raising, agriculture, irrigation. grasses, railroad lands, con-
flicts between sheep and cattle men, water rights, -199, 500. 
Foote, George B., Montana . 
. Mining: apex of a lode: litigation; mining districts; expense of mineral titles, rec-
tangular system of surveys and monuments, timber land, pasturage homestead, 
irrigation; water rights, desert-land act and placer-claim law, 358-360. 
Ford, Capt. T. C., Nevada. 
Agriculture, pasturage land; cattle and sheep; survey and sale of timber lands, 427. 
}.,oster, Albert, California. 
Debris from mines, soundings on Feather River, depth of water, canal to reclaim 
lands oYer.flowed, tilling up of rivers, 151-155. 
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Foster, Charles M., Oregon. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
468-472. 
Fraser, Daniel, California. 
BoUom and red lands, tailings from mines, farming land destroyed, 34, 55. 
Gales, N., New Mexico. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
447-448. 
Gantz, August E., California,. 
Surveys; rectangular system; surveyors-general, deputies, contract system, instru-
ments used, field notes and draughtsmen in land office, 669-673. 
Gardner, Robert, California. 
Pasturage lands, land scrip, mineral lands, surveying, mining and mining laws, 
timber lands, irrigation, desert lands of California, 56-60. 
Gast,! Charles E., Colorado. 
Railroad grants, right of way, 264, 265. 
Gibson, James, Montana. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 361-363. 
Gillette, W. C., Montana. 
Pasturage lands, pasturage homestead, agricultural and irrigable lands, sheep, 
timber, coal mine , irrigation, 363. 
Gilson, Samuel, Utah. 
Pasturage lands, irrigation, homestead law, 500-502. 
Goodwin, Louis, Colorado. 
Square !oration and mineral laws, 265. 
Goulter, John R., Washington Territory. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 534, 535. 
Gray, George, New York, N. Y. 
Public lands and present system of surveying, 622,623. 
Gwynn, Hon. William M., San Francisco, Cal. 
Timber lands, depredations, irrigable lands, pasturage lands, pre-emption and 
homesttad laws, sale of pasturage lands, water rights, 60, 61. 
Haas, Job n George, California. 
Agriculture and timber, 578, 579. 
Haggin, J.B., San Francisco, Cal. 
Information and statistics given by Messrs. Haggin & Carr relative to irrigating 
the farms owned by them in Kern County, California, 654-669. 
Hall, N. J., New Mexico. 
Agriculture and timber, 620,621. 
Hall, William E., Utah. 
Agriculture, timber and lode claims, 632,633. 
Hall, William M. , Colorado. · 
Pasturage laud ; fencing, agriculture, pasturage homesteads, pre-emption, and 
homestead, 26(3. 
Hallett, Hon. Moses, Colorado. 
Mineral lands, 269-271. 
Haraszthy, Arpad, San Francisco, California. 
Vine cu1tnre, grapes, rainfall , wines, disposition of the public lands, irrigation, antl 
water rights, 61-64. 
Hardy, E. C. , Nevada. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture, timber and loue claims, 610-615. 
Harriman, .A. T. 
Surveying, deputie1:1 , national system of irrigation, 6-l. 
Harris, C. J.B., Dakota. 
Agriculture and timber, 581,582. 
Harris, C. N., and others, Nevada. 
Relative to the best system of disposing of the public domain, and recommending 
some changes in legislation, 615-618. 
Harrison , Edwin , Colorado. 
Mineral surveys and claims; apex of a lode, titles, local records and laws, litiga-
tion , tunnel location , 267,268. 
Harrison. R. D. , Montana. 
Mining; location of railroad and government sections of land ; water rights, 
square location , general mining law, timber lands, production of the mines, 
placer mines; estimate production for the next year, :j63-3G6. 
Hastings, E. 0. F. , California. 
Timl.ler, preservation aud disposition of; homestead and pre-emption laws, pas-
turage land, priYate entry, pasturage homestead: water rights, irrigation, sub-
terranean rightl'l, mineral and agricultural lands, mineral reservation, and by-
<lraulic ruining, 78->-31. 
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Hatch, Joseph, Utah. 
'l'imber and timber laws, 633. 
Hauser, S. F., Montana. 
Pasturage lands and homestead, rainfall, 366. 
Hawley, Lyman L., Oregon. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture, timber and.lode claims, 626,627. 
Haydon, William, Dakota. 
Relative to lode claims, 321, 322. 
Haywood, W. T., California. 
Irrigation, pasturage, homeAtead and water rights, timber lands, forest fires, and 
protection of timber, 65-GS. 
Healy, Patrick J., California. 
Pasturage, homestead, irrigation, and disposition of the public lands, 68, 69. 
Hendren, Cornelius Downing, Colorado. 
Answer to printed interrogatories; agricultural and timber lands, 2il-274. 
Henry, John J., register land office, Leadville, Colorado. 
Agricultural and mineral land, cancellation, abandoned homesteads, pre-emption 
and homestead notices, water rights, timber lands, forest fires, destruction of 
timber, private entry, timber culture, scrip, South Park, coal land, pastoral land, 
unsurveyed lands, mineral laws and records, homestead or pre-emption proof, 
adverse claims, and litigation, 274-279. 
Herrmann, A. T., California. 
Surveys; rectangular system, topographical survey, 69-74. 
Hershfield, L. H., Montana. 
Pasturage, agricultural, and desert land, pasturage homestead, timber land, pla-
cer claims, irrigable lands, desert-land act, .366, 367. 
Hill, Harry C., San J;'rancisco, California. 
Mining laws and lode claims, 74-76. 
Hill, Mason M., Utah. 
Lode claims, 633-635. 
Hill, S. W., Colorado. 
Mineral laws, mining, and surveys, 279-284. 
Holden, William, California. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 77, 78. 
Holes, James, Dakota. 
Agriculture and tirn ber, 582, 583. 
Holt, William S., Colorado. 
Homestead and pre-emption acts, pasturage land, and fencing of, 284-236. 
Holter, Anthon M., Montana. 
Destruction and preservation of timber, timber culture, rainfall, irrigation and ag-
riculture, irrigable lands, pasturage lands, irrigation, water rights, mining, square 
locations, apex of a, lode, local rules, 367-369. 
HoMESTEADS.-T. C. Bailey, 479,480; John C. Davis, 445; Louis Dugal and S. T. 
Thompson, 261; J.C. Jones, 286; R. F. Knox, 98; William J. Lewis, 100; H. N. 
Maguire, 584; Orville B. O'Bannon, 342; J. H. Redstone, 180; L. L. Robinson, 
185: I. S. Singiser. 334; W. H. Smallwood and S. W. Brown, 535; Edward F. Tay-
lor, 217; J. W. Tripp, 218; A. W. Von Schmidt, 240; E. D~ Wright, 312. 
HOMESTEADS, abandonment of, 23, ~{8, 83,159,260,263,275,326,374,445. 
HOMESTEADS, additional, 23, 37, 375, 480, 
HOMESTEADS, cancellation of, 23, 39, 78, 83,159,260,263,445,479,507. 
HOMESTEADS, contests, 39, 85, 78, 140, 479, 609. 
HOMESTEAD, pasturage. (See pasturage homestead.) 
Hopkins, R. C., Arizona. 
Spanish laws of 1761 and 1789, relative to irrigation in the western provinces 
of Mexico, 569, 570. 
Howard, Governor William A., Granville Bennett, and others, Dakota. 
The public lands, present system of rectangular surveys, monuments, triangu-
lation, surveyors general, mineral surveys, agricultural land, the Black Hills, 
mineral laws, 409, 411. 
Howe, J.M., register laud office, Lewiston, Idaho. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 595. . . 
Agriculture; tiruber, lode, and placer claims, 596, 5!>7. 
Hull, Joe], Nebraska. · · 
Answers to printed interrogatories ; agriculture and timber, 600, G03. 
Hyde, J. D., register land office, Visalia, California. 
Present system of rectangular 1:mrveys, pasturage homesteads, timber lands, con-
tested cases, rent and fuel for districb lancl offices, 71'3. 
IRRIGABLE LANDS.-13, 44:3, 18, 28,445, 51,264,363, 60,367,369,413, 100, 104, 119, 127, 131, 
1:35, 139,378, 171,184,205,338,218,239. 
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lRRIGATIO-X.-Wi1liam Ash burner, 13; H. M. Atkinson, 443; .John A. Ball, 20; Hon. 
James B. Belford, 247; Aaron Bell, 22; Dr. M. Beshoar, 249; John Boggs, 28; 
Harvey Carpenter and .James McMartin, 426; Francis ~1. Case, 260; Charles H. 
Chamberlain, 36; W. A. Chessman, 343; E. S. Clark, 42G; J. T. Clark, 45; J. W. 
Clarke, 48; A. J, Davis, :145; John C. Davis, 446; S. H. Day, 607; Louis Dugal 
and S. T. Thompson, :162; M. H. Fitch, 263; E. S. Foote, 500; George B. Poote, 
360; Robert Gardner, f>8; W. C. Gillette, 3H3; Samuel Gilson, f>Ol; Hon. William 
M. Gwynn, 60; J.B. Haggin, 654; A. T. Harriman, 65; Arpad Haraszthy, 64; 
E. 0. T. Hastings, 80; W. T. Haywood, 65; Patrick .J. Healy, 68; Anthon M. 
Holter, 369; R. C. Hopkins, 569; .J. D. Hyde, 78; Alfred James and W. H. Nor-
way, 84; H. L. Knight, 96; B. P. Leete, 413; Jerome Madden, 105; H. N. Mc-
Guire, 389; John Markley, 116; William R. May, 506; John McClay, 118; John 
McDonald, 120; H. A. Messinger, 127; John B. Milner, 498; Judge J. W. North, 
131 ; George A. Nourse, 139 ; Orville B. O'Bannon, 342; William H. Parks, 157 ; 
Dana Perkins, 161 ; Benjamin Franklin Potts, 377; J. A. Robinson, 183; L. L. 
Robinson, 184; Thomas J. Read, 414; B. B. Redding, 162-170; Trinidad Romero, 
460; James W. Shanklin, 205; Colonel George L. Shoup, 338; Granville Stuart, 
3d2; James B. Thompson, 309; Alexander Topence, 515; J. W. Tripp, 218; A. 
W. Von Schmidt, 240; B. F. White, 429. 
Ivinson, Edward, Wyoming. 
Timber lands, origin of forest fires, timber depredations, 562. 
Timber laws, 561-56:3. 
James, Alfred, register, and W. H. Norway, deputy surveyor, Los Angeles district, 
California. 
Public lands; conflicts between cattle and sheep men; sale of pasturage lands; 
homestead and pre-emption laws, abandonment, cancellation, timber culture and 
desert land acts, reclamation, artesian wells, timber lands, taking testimony, 
records, surveys, classification, private land claims, 81-87. 
James, I.E., Nevada. · 
Mining laws, timber lands, cutting of timber, mining law-tunnel act-Comstock 
lode, locations, 427-428. 
Jay, Evan T., Nebraska. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 603-605. 
Johnson, William Neeley, California. 
Timber lands and sale of, agriculture, rainfall, placer lands, hydraulic mining, 
88-90. 
Jones, George W., California. 
Mines and mining; lode claims, 90-92. 
Jones, J.C., Colorado. 
Pasturage land, pasturage homesteads, agricultural lands, cattle raising, 286. 
Justice, Charles, California. 
Bear and Yuba Rivers, levees, debl'is from mines, 92--94. 
Kanouse, James E., Montana. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 370-372. 
Kent, Lewis H., Nebraska. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 389, 390. 
Kenyon, R. A., Nebraska. 
AnAwers to printed interrogatories ; agriculture and timber lands, 390. 
Keyes, J. H., California. 
Debris from mmes, 94, 95. 
Klotz, Rudolph, California. 
Agricultural and timber lands, 575. 
Knight, H. L., California. 
Timber lands and sale of; grazing lands and destruction of timber, 95-97. 
Knox, R. F., California. 
Lands in Napa County, surveying, mineral claims, timber and irrigable land ; pas-
turage lands, prospecting, quicksilver mining; land survey, 97-100, 
Kronig, William, New Mexico. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 448-450. 
Lamb, A. J., Colorado. 
Answers to printed interrogatorie2; agriculture and timber, 287,288. 
LAND GRANTS-H. M. Atkinson 444; c. Bielawski, 570; L. s. Burnham, 493; J. T. 
Clark, 46; John C. Davis, 444; M. H. Fitch, 264; R. C. Hopkins, 569: John 
Markley, 115; Judge J. W. North, 136; B. B. Redding, 174 and 177; J. Ii. Red-
stone, 181; J. A. Robinson, 183; L. L. Robinson, 185; Trinidad Romero, 460; 
John Wasson, 4. 
Leete, B. F., Nevada. 
Irrigation, irrigation canals, irrigable land, 413. 
Resolution petitioning Congress. 
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Lewis, William J., California. 
Timber, irrigable and pasturage lands, water rights, surveys, debris from mines, 
100-102. 
LODE CLAIMS-Daniel Bacon, 329; T. C. Bailey, 481; W. H. Beatty, 395; E. D. Bright, 
577; M. T. Burgess, 4~7; L. S. Burnham, 632; W. N. Byers, 258; R. D. Catlin, 
412; E. R. Chase, 407; J. H. Cbase, 332; J.C. Cooney, 619; W. M. Courtis, 339; 
C. W. Cross, G71; S. W. Downing, 552; E. Eldridge, 525; W. P. Emory, 351; L. 
A. Fenner, 354; G. B. Foote, 358; C. M. Foster, 470; Robert Gardiner, 57; Will-
iam E. Hall, 633; Moses Hallett, 269; E. C. Hardy, 615; E<lwin Harrison, 267; 
R. D. Harrison, 363; William Haydon, 321; Harry C. Hill, 280; M. M. Hill, 633; 
S. W. Hill, 279; J.M. Howe and R. J. Monroe, 597; I.E. James, 423; Geo1;ge W. 
Jones, 90; J.B. Low, 2tl9; William Magee, 112; H. N. MaGuire, 588; J. H. Mar-
tineau, 505; W. McDermott, 372; 0. H. McKee, 123; W. McMullen, 451; George 
G. Merrick, 298; Henry Neikirk, 300; George A. Nourse, 143; G. H. Pradt, 456; 
R. W. Raymond, 64!3; H. N. Reed, 303; A. D. Rock, 416; Chas. M. Rolker, 461; 
W. H. Stevens, 306; Edward F. Taylor, 215; D. Van Lennep, 418; Thomas 
Waser, 229; John Wasson, 3; Stephen C. Wheeler, 233; B. C. Whitman, 419; 
E. B. Wilder, 521; L. J. Wrinkle, 431; Carl Wulstein, 316. 
Low, J.B., Colorado. 
Mining litigation, apex of a lode, 289,290. 
Local mineral laws, square locations, placer claims, lode claims, tunnel loca tion-291. 
Madden, Jerome, Southern Pacific Railroad Company, Sacramento, Cal. 
Classification; disposition of timber lands and preservation of irrigable lands; 
irrigation; water rights; dei::ert-land act; pasturage land within railroad grants; 
land grants in California; survey of Spanish grants, and mining law, 102-109. 
Magee, \Villiam, California. 
Mineral surveys and monuments; recording mineral claims; answers to printed 
interrogatories, 110-115. 
MaGuire, II. N., Dakota. 
Defects in the workings of the public land laws; homesteads and pre-emptions; 
desert-land act, timber-culture act, and mineral land laws; coal, pasturage, and 
timber lands; surveys; mining records; litigation; irrigation, agriculture, and 
land grants, 583-589. 
Markley, John, California. 
Spanish grants; restoration of lands held under the railroad reservations; rain-
fall: timber, coal, &c., 115, 116. 
Martineau, .James H., Utah. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
502-505. 
Mason, Rowell H., surveyor general of the Territory of Montana. 
Surveys ; classification of lands; timber land; subterranean rights; mineral lands; 
forest fires; pasturage land; pasturage homestead; inspection of surveys; com-
pensation; local mining laws; mineral surveys and records, :380, 381. 
Mason, H. P., Utah. 
Timber lands; destruction and protection of timber, G06. 
May, Willi'am R., Utah. 
Irrigation, water rights, 506, 507. 
McBloome, W. H., New Mexico. 
Surveys, 444. 
McBride, John S., California. 
Mineral lands; local laws; debris from miues; mining, 116, 117. 
McCaskill, John, and others, Colorado. 
Pasturage land ; agriculture; stock; fencing; pasturage homestead; water rights, 
291-293. 
McClay, John, California. 
Timber, destruction and preservation of; debris from mines, irrigatiou, mineral res-
ervation, placer claims, 117,118. 
McCoy, Charles T., Dakota. 
Agriculture and timber, 590,591. 
McDermott, Walter, Montana, 
Answers to printed interrogatories, lode claims, 372, 373. 
McDonald, John, California. . 
Timber lands, sale of, protection of; minera,l lauds, irrigation, disposal of irrigable 
and pasturage lands; lode claims, square location, hydraulic mining, surveys, sub-
terranean rights, 118-122. 
McGillivray, James, California. 
Lands injured from hydraulic mining; timber lands and disposition of; tailings from 
mines, flood of 1862, reservoirs, water rights, 122, 123. 
McKee, 0. H., California. 
Mineral laws, present; square location, placer claims, contests, 123, 124. 
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McMullen, 'William, New Mexico. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, private land grants, lode and 
placer claims, surveys, 450-453. 
McMurray, R., Ca,lifornia. 
Tim her, preservation of, mineral lands, placer claims, debris from mines, h~4-126. 
Meeker, N. C., Colorarlo. 
Homestead and pre-emption laws, water rights and ditches, preservation and de-
strnction of timber, pasturage lands, :293, 294. 
Merrick, George G., Colorado. 
United States laws, lorle claims, apex of a lode, mineral land, mineral surveys, 
placer claims, 291:,-:300. 
Messinger, H. A., California. 
Timber, preservation of, irrigation, disposition of irrigable and pasturage lands, 
placer mining, non-mineral land, timber lands, 126-12::l. 
Metcalf, Henry H., Colorado. 
Pasturage lands, grasses, homestead ancl pre-emption, cattle-raising, climatic 
changes, private entry, water rights, 294-297. 
Miller, N. C., California. 
Timber lands, mineral lanus, agricultural lands, red land, debris from mines, 
128,129. 
Mills, Snydeuham, Colorado. 
Placer claims, lode claims, 297,298. 
Milner, J oho B., Utah. 
Surveys, monuments, rectangular system, timber lands and cutting of timber, 
water rights, irrigation, 4V6-49H. 
MIN:I<;S, debris from. G. F. Allardt, 15; William Ash burner, 15; V. G. Bell, 3:3; H. S. 
Bradley, 32; Patrick Carroll, 34; Peter Decker, 574; W. H. Drnm, 53; Captain 
Albert Foster, 15:{; Daniel Fraser, 55; Charles Justice, V:3; J. H. Keyes, 9-!; 
William J. Lewis, 102; ,John S. McBride, 117; John McClay, 117; Johu McDon-
alrl, 121; James McGillivray, 122; R. McMurray, 12f>; N. C. Miller, 128; James 
O'Brien, 146; George Ohleyer, 147 ; D. A. Ostrom, and others, 149; B. B. Red-
ding, 174; L. L. Robinson, 18;';; Thomas Sampson, 212; B. B. Spillman, :211; 0. 
B. Stiger, 209; J. W. Tripp, 219; A. W. Von Schmidt, 241. 
MINING, hydraulic-G. F. Allardt, lG; William Ashlmrner, 15; Aaron Bell, 23; V. G. 
Bell, 33; H. S. Bradley, 32; Sherman Day, 51; Thomas J. Filcber, 54; E. 0. F. 
Hastings, 81; William Neeley Johnson, 90; J. H. Keyes, 94; John McDonald, 
121; James McGillivray, 122; George Ohleyer, 147; D. A. Ostrom, aud others, 
150; B. B. H.edding, 174; L. L. Robinson, 18fl; Thomas Sampson, 212; A. A. Sar-
gent, 19 ; 0. B. Stiger, 209, J. W. Tripp, 219; A. W. Von Schmidt, 241. 
MINING recorders-M. T. Burgess, 488; Harvey Carpenter and Jas. McMartin, 42i; 
M. H. Fitch, 262; J. D. Hyde, 78; Alfred James and W. H. Norway, 85: William 
Magee, 111; Rowell H. Mason, 381; J. H. Moe, 373; A. A. Sargent, 202; B. C. 
Whitman, 419. 
MININGrecords-24,85.86,lll,143,202,268, 341,345, 331,416,419,488,517,520,588. 
MINERAL surveys-Charles C. Baldwin, 215; General M. M. Bane, 483; W. H. H. Bow-
ers, 519; John Caplice, 343; E. S. Clark, 426; A. J. Davis, 346; Edwin Harrison, 
267; Governor William A. Howar<l and others, 411; J.B. Low, 289; Rowell H. 
Mason, 381; George G. Merrick, :300; William Magee, 110; George A. Nourse, 
143; Col. Geo. L. Shoup, 3:38; Eugene K. Steinsou, 308. 
MINERAL surveyors-182, 308, 346. 
Mingus, Robert, Tuscosa, Texas. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, 473-475. 
Mizener, D. A., Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatoriesi agriculture and timber, 322,323. 
Moe, J. H., register laud office, Helena, Mont. 
Cancellations, mineral recorders, timber land, depredations, agricultural land, re-
linquishment of homesteads, homestead filings, pasturage homesteads, surveys, 
desert-land act, homestead and pre-emption act, registers and receivers, lode 
and placer claims, mining law, additional homestead, timber-culture act, square 
location, 3i3-375. 
Morrow, J. L., Oregon. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber and lode claims, 472,473. 
Morton, J. H., Utah. 
Mineral locations, records, relocation of claims, 517. 
Munger, D. D., Oregon. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, and timber, 627 , 630. 
Murphy, John T., Montana. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, lode claimg, 37,>-:3i7. 
Murphy, John T., Montana. 
Pasturage lands and homestead, annoyance from Indians, 377. 
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Nagle, E., Wyoming. 
Agriculture, 56:l, 564. 
Neikirk, Henry, Colorado. 
Mines and Mining, 300, 301. 
Neil, J. B., register, land office, S.alt Lake, Utah. 
Homestead and pre-emption: entries, cancellation, mineral titles, water rights, 
agricultural lands, surveys, classification, registers and receivers, timber lands, 
protection of timber, timber culture, square location; General Land Office decis-
ions, 507, 508. 
Newby, W. S., Oregon. 
Agriculture, timber, origin of forest fires, 630-632. 
North, John W., attorney-at-law, San Francisco, Cal. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, irrigation, timber, destruction of timber in the 
Sierra Nevada, water rights, homesteads; irrigable, timber, and pasturage lauds, 
private entry; Spanish and .Mexican claimants in Arizon~, 131-137. 
Norway, W. H ., California. 
Pacific railroad land grants; pastoral lands, 137, 138. 
Nounan, James H., Utah. 
Square location, timber lands, protection of timber, pasturage laud, 508,509. 
Nourse, George A., California. 
Timber lands, timber depredations, irrigable and pasturage lands; mineral lands, 
surveys, subterranean rights, pre-emption and homestead; taking testimony, 
mineral laws, local district laws, square location, tunnel location, 138-146. 
O'Bannon, Orville B., Montana. . 
Public lands, timber land, protection of timber, classification and sale of lands, 
mining claims, records, mineral lands, non-mineral land , rectangular surveys, 
irrigation, water rights, pasturage lands, pre-emption and homestead; railroad 
grants: Northern Pacific Railroad lauds, 340-:3-12. 
O'Brien, James, California. 
Timber lands, debris from mines, mineral laud and non-mineral land, 146, 147. 
Ohleyer, George, California. 
Debris from mines, lands destroyed, levees, 147, l4ti. 
Ostrom, D. H., and others, California. 
Tailings and debris from mines, overflow of 1862, levees, hydraulic mining, bottom 
lands, 148-156. 
Parker, H. W., register, and R. B. Harrington, receiver, land office, Beatrice, N'3braska. 
Homestead and pre-emption act of March 3, 1 ,~; land office, fees, rent of office, 
&c.; timber-culture act, grazing lands, public land surveys, 390,391. 
Parks, William H , California. 
Homestead and pre-emption, agriculture, pasturage land, irrigation, timber, and 
disposal of timber lands; land grants and sale of timber lands, 156-158. 
PASTURAGE H0l\IESTEAD.-Albert w. Archibald, 243; H. N. Arms, 244; H. M. Atkinson, 
442; R. C. Beattie, 246; J. L. Brush, 249; L. S. Burnham, 493; Harvey Carptn-
ter and James McMartin, 425; J. W. Clark, 47; William Davenport, 344; Daniel 
Davidson, 495; A. J. Davis, 345; John C. Davis, 446; S. H. Day and others, 607; 
Ralston Deegan, 347; Daniel Flowerree, 360; George B. Foote, :360; W. C. Gil-
lette, 363; William M. Hall, 266; S. F. Hauser, 366; W. T. Haywood, 66; 
Patrick J. Healy, 68; L. H. Hershfield, 266; .J. D. Hyde, 78; J.C. Jones, 286; 
Rowell P. Mason, :Jt!l; John McCaskill and others, 293; J. H. Moe, 374; John 
T. Murphy, ;377; Dana Perkins, 161; Benjamin Franklin Potts, 378; Thomas 
J. Read, 414; B. B. Redding, 169; W. G. Ritch, 458; Trinidad Romero, 459; 
George L. Shoup, ~337; I. S. Singiser, 334; William K. Sloan, 566; Edward W. 
Smith, ti42; Frank P. Sterling, 379; Granville Stuart, 382; Alexander Topence, 
516; William G. Town and E. S. Crocker, 431; J. W. Tripp, 218; B. F. White, 
429. 
PASTURAGE LANDS.-14, 21, 29, 36, 45, 50, 60, 61, 78, 79, 1, 82, 89, 97, 9H, 100, 107, 108, 116, 
120, 127, 129, 135, 140, 157, 159, 161, 171, 184, 196, 20H, 218, 239, 241, 243, 244, 245, 
247, 248, 249, 252, 261, 2G2, 263, 266, 277, 285, 28(i, 291, 293, 294, 297, :301, 310, 312, 
:327, 334, :3:37, 342,344, 345, 3-17, 360, 363, 366, 369, 374, 377, 378, 381, :Ji,2, 391, 414, 
425, 426, 427, 429, 431, 442, 446, 458, 459, 4~3, 495, 4!)9, 500,501, 507, 509, 510, 514, 
574, 578, 626, 641. 
Patterson, Charles M., register, and L. T. Crane, receiver, Marysville, Cal. 
Public lands, fees, patents, homesteads, abandonment of mineral lands, deceased 
claimants, survey and disposition of public lands, rectangular system of surveys, 
mineral lands, 15!:J, 160. 
Perkins, Dana, California. 
Lands within the limits of the Central Pacific Railroad grant; mineral and non-
mineral lands; timber, d~struction of, depredations, and sale of timber lands; 
irrigation, pasturage homestead, sale of lands in foot-hills, 160, 161. 
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Perkin11, Frederic W., ·washington Territory .. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 53i-539. 
Pettigrew, F. W., Flandreau, Dak. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, and timber, 591,592. 
Pinckney, H.K., Colorado. 
Pasturage land, homestead and pre-emption scrip, fencing of pasturage land, 
sale of pasturage lands; public lands, leasing of, 301,302. 
PLACER CLAIMS.-G. F. Allardt, 17; William Ashburner, 15; E. D. Bright, 5ii; Will-
iam N. Byers, 259; J. H. Chase, 333; E. C. Combs, 599; C. W. Cross, 5il; S. W. 
Downey, 55:{; Wesley P. Emory, 352; L.A. Fenner, 355; George B. Foote, 360; 
C. M. Foster, 472; Edwin Harrison, 267; L. H. Hershfield, :36i; J.M. Howe and 
R. J. Monroe, 597; Wil1iam Neeley Johnson, 90; J.B. Low, 29; William Magee, 
115; J. S. McBride, 116; John McClay, 117; W. McDermott,, 373; R. :McMurray, 
125; Syndenham Mills, 297; J. H. Moe, 375; W. McMullen, 1153; George A. Nourse, 
143; B. F. Potts, 379; L. L. Robinson, 185; A. A. Sargent, 19-,; Mr. Stephens, 306; 
Edward F. Taylor, 214; Thomas Waser, 229; Stephen C. Wheeler,234; Carl Wul-
stein, 317. 
Popper, Charles, Utah. 
Pastoral lands, stock, rainfall, fencing, grasses, leasing the public lands, renting 
large tracts, origin of forest fires, Indian reservations, 509-511. 
Potts, Benjamin Franklin, Governor of Montana Territory. 
Agricultural land, irrigation, timber lauds, coal, pasturage lands, pasturage home-
steads, recording of mining claims, mineral districts, conflicts between sheep and 
cattle men, water rights, sale of timber, surveys, placer claims, 377-379. 
Pradt, George H., New Mexico. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
453-457. 
Surveys, pay for surveying, mineral and timber lands destruction of timber, 
457, 45d. 
PRE-EMPTIONS.-T. C. Hailey, 478; Hon. James B. Belford, 247; Harvey Carpenter and 
James McMartin, 426; Edward R. Chase, 610; J. T. Clark, 46; John C. Davis, 
445, Louis Dugal and S. T. Thompson, 261; M. H. Fitch, 264; William M. Hall, 
266; Judge Jolm J. Hall, 275; J. D. Hyde, 78; Alfred James and W. H. Norway, 
87; R. F. Knox, 98; Jerome Madden, 108; John Markley, 116; John McDonald, 
122; George A. Nourse, 140-142; J.B. Neil, 508; W. H. Norway, ms; Orville B. 
O'Bannon, 342; H. W. Parker and R. B. Harrington, 390; William H. Parks, 156; 
A. A. Sargent, Ul6; Col. George L. Shoup, 338; I. S. Singiser, 334; W. H. Small-
wood and S. W. Brovrn, 5:35 ;-Edward F. Taylor, 217; A. S. Weston, 311. 
QUICKSILVER, mining of.-R. F. Knox, 97-100. 
Randall, W. H. P., Colorado. 
Mineral lands, present mineral law, apex of a lode, surveys, protection of timber, 
mining litigation, 302, :~03. 
Raymond, R. W., editor Engineering and Mining Journal, New York, N. Y. 
Open letter relative to mineral lands, 643-653. 
Read, Thomas J., Nevada. 
Classification of lands, irrigation, water rights, agricultural pasturage, timber and 
mineral lands, pasturage homestead, square location, lode claims, mining, local 
mining records, 414-416. 
Redding, B. B., San Francisco, Cal. . 
Climatic laws, agriculture without irrigation, rainfall, growth of timber, origin of 
forest fires, preservation of timber, timber laws, unsurveyed land, surveying, 
rectangular surveys, mineral lands, placer mines, pastoral homestead and irri-
gation, disposition of irrigable lauds, water right,s, desert land, rainfall, railroad 
lands, alternate sections, pasturage land, bottom lands, irrigation and ditches for 
irrigating, Spanish and Mexican laud grants, debris from hydraulic mining, lands 
destroyed, injury to the river beds, character of lands lying between tbe one 
hundredth degree of west longitude and Sierra Nevada, connected rectangular . 
surveys, recommendations as to railroad lands, 162-li\J. 
Redstone, J. H., California. 
Irrigable and timber lands, protection of timber, homesteads, irrigation, water 
rights and ditches, desert laud act, and Mexican grants, 179-1 1. 
Reed, H. W., Colorado. 
Timber, lode claims, 303, :304. 
Ritch, W. G., New Mexico. 
Water rights, classification of public lands, pasturage lands, agricultural land, 
pasturage homestead, stock-raising, cattle owners, artesian wells, 40:::-, 4f>9. 
Robinson, J. A., California. 
Mineral laws, work in the surveyor-general's office, deputy mineral surveyors, 
mines, registers and receivers, Spanish ranches, surveys, irrigation, 181-183. 
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Robinson, L. L., California. 
Destruction and protection of timber, sale of timber lands, mineral, irrigaule, and 
pasturage lands, grasses, homesteads, Spanish grants, hydraulic mining, d6bl'is 
from mines, swamp lands, irrigation, water rights and ditches, 183-189. 
Robinson, W. R., California. 
Answers to interrogatories, 189. 
Agriculture and timber, 190-193. 
Rock, A. D., Nevada. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, timber and lode claims, 416. 
Rolker, Charles M., New York. 
Relative to mining, lode claims, 461-464. 
Romero, Trinidad, New Mexico. 
Pasturage land, agriculture, conflicts between sheep and cattle men, fencing 
ranges, water rights, pasturage homesteads, homestead and pre-emption system, 
Mexican titles, irrigation, timber lands, destruction of timber, mineral claims, 
459,460. 
Russ, Joseph, California. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 19:3. 
Agricultural and timber lands, 194, 195. 
Sampson, Ole, Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, 3:t3, 324. 
Sargent, A. A., California. 
Disposition and sale of public lands, timber and grazing lands, pre-emption and 
homestead, surveys, water rights, timb~r depredations, hydraulic mining, placer 
claims, mining laws, lode claims, litigation, local mining recorders, 195-202. 
Schuman, William, California. 
Spanish grants, 221. 
Scott, P. C., California. 
Agriculture and timber, fi76. 
Shanklin, James \V., State surveyor-general, California. 
Timber, preservation aud destruction of timber, irrigation, water rights, pasturage 
land, 202-208. 
Sharp, Thomas S., Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, timber, 592. 
Shoup, George L., Idaho. 
Pasturage land, pasturage homestead, water rights, timber land, forest fires; dis-
position, sale, and protection of timber; placer claims, mining districts, local 
mining laws, square location, mineral surveys, contests, irrigation, 337, 338. 
Simpson, F., Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, 593. 
Singiser, I. S., receiver, land office, Oxford, Idaho. 
Registers, receivers, recorders of mineral districts; timber, protection of; pre-emp-
tion, homestead, pasturage homestead, water rights, mar h lands, testimony, 334. 
Skae, John, Nevada. 
Mining laws, local mining districts, square location, 428. 
Sloan, \V. K., Wyoming. 
Timber laws, timber for charcoal, destruction of timber, 512,564,565. 
Smallwood, W. H., register, and S. W. Brown, receiver, Vancouver, Wash. Ter. 
Pre-emptions, homesteads, timber culture, depredations, surveys, compensation of 
register and receiver, 5:35-537. 
Smith, Edward W., Wyoming. 
Water rights, surveys, cattle and sheep ranges, pasturage homestead, timber land, 
641,642. 
Smith, D. W., Washington Territory. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 539-542. 
Southworth, R. A., Colorado. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, 305,306. 
SPANISH AND MEXICAN LAWS relating to land grauts-H. M. Atkinson, 444; J. H. Red-
stone, 181; John Wasson, 4. 
Spillman, B. B., California. 
Debris from hydraulic mines, destruction of farms, filling up of riv<·rs, 211,212. 
SQUARE LOCATION-W. H. Beatty, 395,608; M. T. Burgess, 487; N. w. B,'iel'!'l, 251'.3; John 
Caplice, 346; W. M. Courth1, 340; A. J. Davis, 346; W. P. Emor.v, 351: George 
B. Foote, !158; Robert Gardner, 57; Moses Hallett, 269; Edwi11 HarriHon, 267; 
R. D. Harrison, J65; William Haydon, 321; Harry C. Hill, 74; S. W. Hill, 280; 
Alfred James, 86; J. B. Low, 289; William Magee, 112; N. McDi::rmot.t, 372; 0. 
H. McKee, 123; C. T. Meador, 346; George G. Merrick, 298; Remy Neikirk, 300; 
George A. Nourse, 143; G. H. Pradt, 456; W. H. F. Randa1l, ;302; R. W. Ray-
mond, 643; H. W. Reed, 304; J. A. Robinson, 182; A. A. Sargent, 198; W. H. 
Stevens, 306; Edward F. Taylor, 214; John Wasson, 3; B. C. Whitman, 419; 
Carl Wulstein, 316. 
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Stayner, Cbarlf's ·w., Utah. 
Homestead a]J(l pre-emption laws, canals for irrigating, desert land act, timber, 
and mineral lands, fl:35-637. 
Stearns, Orson A., Oregon. 
Answers to printt>d interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 465-468. 
Steinson, Eugene K., Colorado. 
Monuments; surveying,cost of; mineral surveys, square locations, deputy mineral 
surveyors, :~o .. 
Sterling, Frank P., receiver, land office, Helena, Mont. 
Pasturage home teads, homestead filings, errors in surveys, non-mineral lands, 
379. 
Stevens, W. H., Colorado. 
Mining-lode claims, sqnare location, 306. 
Stiger, 0. B., California. 
Destruction and protection of timber, mineral lands, debris from mineR, ditches for 
irrigating, quartz mining, 208-:.!ll. 
Stingfellow, George, Utah. 
Desert-land act, irrigating canals, 512. 
Stocking, Moses, Nebraska. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 301-394. 
Stuart, Granville, Montana. 
Timber destruction and depredation, forest fires, timber cnlture; pasturage home-
stead; mining square locatiorn,; homestead and pre-emption entries; water rights, 
irrigation, agriculture ; climatic changes, rainfall; placer mmes ; reclamation 
of farm land, 382-:3 4. 
Stuart, Robert G:, receiver of public moneys, \Vashington Territory. 
Public lands, homestead, 542, 543. 
St:RVEY OF THE PUBLIC LANDS-Albert \V. Archibald, 244; H. M. Atkinson, 441; T. 
C. Bailey, 475; Charles C. Baldwin, 245; C. Bielawski, 26 and 570; E. B. Bon-
nelle, 5!:17; George 0. M. Boutelle, 483; W. H. H. Bowers, 517; William K. Bur-
chinell, 25:3; Harvey Carpenter, 425; Francis M. Case, 259; E. S. Clark, 426; 
John C. Davis, 444; Louis Dugal and S. T. Thompson, 262; · M. H. Fitch, 263; 
George B. Foote, 359; August E. Gantz, 670; Robert Gardner, 57 ; George Gray, 
622; A. T. Harriman, 64; A. T. Herrmann, 64; S. W. Hill, 284; Gov. William A. 
Howard and others, 409; William J. Lewis, 101; J.B. Low, 2tl9; Jerome Madden, 
107; J. D. Hyde, 7o; Alfred James and W. H. Norway, 6: R. F. Knox, 98; 
William Magee, 110; H. N. MaGuire, 588; Rowell H. Mason, 380; W. H. Mc-
Bloome, 444; John McDonald, 121; William McMullen, 453; H. A. Messinger, 
128; John B. Milner, 496; J. H. Moe, 374; J. B. Neil, 508; George A. Nourse, 
140; Orville B. O'Bannon, 341; H. W. Parker and R. B. Harrington, 391; Charles 
M. Patterson and L. T. Crane, 159; Benjamin Franklin Potts, 379; George H. 
Pradt, 457; W. H.F. Randall, 303; Thomas J. Read, 414 . 
. SURVEY OF PUBLIC LAN"DS-B. B. Redding, 166 and 177; J. A. Robinson, 181; A. A. 
Sargent, 197; William Schuman, 221; Col. George L. Shoup, 338; W. H. Small-
wood and S. W. Brown, fl:16; Edward W. Smith, 641; Eugene K. Steinson, 308; 
Frank P. Sterling, :379; W. II. Stevens, 306; Granville Stuart, 383; Edward F. 
Taylor, 214; George R. Thomas, 567; William G. Town and E. S. Crocker, 431; 
A. M. Von Schmidt, 24i; A. S. Weston, 311; B. F. White, 4-29; William White, 
461; B. C. Whitman, 4~0; J. H. Wildes, 234. 
Taylor, Edward F., register land office, Sacramento, Cal. 
Mineral and non-mineral lands, homestead and pre-emption, mining districts1 local 
laws, recording of mineral claims, lode claims and surveys, timber depredations, 
timber culture, desert-land entries, scrip, 213-217. 
Tennant, John A., Washington Territory. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
543,544. 
Test, E. F., Nebraska. 
The public lands, settlement, churches and charitable institutions, 394. 
Thielman, Vale P., Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 324, 325. 
Thomas, George R, register land office, Cheyenne, Wyo. 
Desert land, pasturage, homestead, surveys, registers and receivers, timber, 566, 
567. 
Thomas, Sampson, California. 
Hydraulic mining, debris from mines, present mineral reservation, titles top lacer 
land, 212, 21:3. 
Thompson, James B., Colorado. 
Timber depredations, 308-310. 
Thompson, William Lee, New Mexico. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, agriculture and timber, 621, 622. 
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Tiernan, John, John T. Lynch, and others, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Relative to mining, lode claims, 512-514. 
TIMBER-William Ashburner, 13; H. M. Atkinson, 441; Daniel Bacon, 32~; T. C. Bailey, 
481; John A. Ball, 18; D. P. Ballard, 6:38; D. L. Bliss, 606: General l\f. M. Bane, 
483; John Boggs, 28; H. S. Bradley, 30; J. W. Belknap, 624; James T. Berry, 
(i39; James C. Boyles, 318; E. D. Bright, 577; Minor W. Bruce, 3d6; Uriah Bru-
ner, 387 ; Royal Buck, 389; William K. Burchinell, 251; A. K. Bush, 639 ; Will-
iam N. Byers, 258; Harvey Carpenter, 425; Robert M. Catlin, 412; Charles H. 
Chamberlain. 38; George Chapin, 330; James A. Chase, 331; E. S. Clark, 426·; 
Galen Clark, 43; William S. Cob ban, 580; S. Coffin and Caleb N. Thornton, u24; 
Edwin H. Combs, 598; William 1\1. Cuppett, 320; George B. Currey, 626; Dan-
iel Davidson, 495; A. J. Davis, 345; C. D. Davis, 573; John C. Davis, 446; 
Sherman Day, 49; S. H. Day and others, 607; Stephen W. Downey, 550; Louis 
Dugal and S. T. Thompson, 262; Hiram Dustin, 640; C. Edwards, 3,19; F. J. Eisen-
mann, 320; Edward Eklrifi~e, 524; Wesley P . Emory, 351; Elwood Evans, 531; 
E. C. Ferguson, 533; M. H. Fitch, 263; William Flannery, 357; Jerry D. Flick, 
581; George B. Foote, 360; Capt. T. C. Ford, 427; Charles M. Foster, 469; N. 
Gales, 447; Robert Gardner, 58; James Gibson, :362; W. C. Gillette, 363; John 
R. Goulter, 534; Hon. William M. Gwynn, 60; John George Haas, 579; N. J. 
Han, li21; William E. Hall, 63:3; E. C. Hardy, 61-1; C. J.B. Harris, 5:,2; R. D. 
Harrison, 365; E. 0. F. Hastings, 79; Joseph Hatch, 633; Lyman L. Hawley, 
627; Cornelius Downing Hendren, 274; Judge John J. Henry, 275: ,vmiam 
Holden, 77; James Holes, 583; Anthon :M. Holter, 3o7; Joel Hull, 603; J.M. 
Howe, 596; J. D. Hyde, 78; Edward Ivinson, 561; Alfred James and W. H. Nor-
way, 84; I.E. James, 42i;; William Neeley Johnson, 8 ; James E. Kanouse, :371; 
Lewis Kent, :3t>9; R. A. Kenyon, 390; Rudolph Klotz, 575; H. L. Knight, 95; 
William Kronig, 449; A. J. Lamb, 288; Jerome Madden, 103: William .MaGee, 
114; H. N. MaGuire, 588; John Markley, 116: Rowell H. Mason, 380; James H. 
Martineau, 504; Charles T. McCoy, 591; James McGillivray, 122; R. McMur-
ray, 124; N. C. Meeker, 294; H. A. Messinger, 128; N. C. Miller, 128; John B. Mil-
ner, 497; D. A. Mizener, 323; J. H. Moe, 373; D. D. Munger, 630; John T. Murphy, 
:{76; J. L. l\forrow, 4i3; H.P. Mason, 506; J.B. Neil, 507; Judge J. W. North, 132; 
James H. Nounan, 509; George A. Nourse, 13!:.I; Orville B. O'Bannon, 340; James 
O'Brien, 146; ,v111iam H. Parks, 157; Dana Perkins, 160; Frederic W. Perkins, 
5:38; F. W. Pettigrew, 592; Benjamin Franklin Potts, 378; George H. Pratt, 455; 
W. H.F. Randall, 303; ThomasJ. Read, 414; B. B. Redding, 162; H. W.Reed, 303; 
J. H. Redstone, 180; L. L. Robinson, 183; W.R. Robinson, 192; A. D. Rook,416; 
Trinidad Romero, 460; Joseph Russ, 195; A. A. Sargent, 196; P. C. Scott, 576; 
James W. Shanklin, 202; Thomas S. Sharp, 592; Col. Geo. L. Shoup, 33 ; I. S. 
Singiser, :334: W. K. Sloan, Gl2; William K. Sloan, 564; D. W. Smith, 541; 
Edward \V. Smith, 642: Charles W. Stayner, 636; Orson A. Stearns, 467; 0. B. 
Stiger, 208; Moses Stocking, 393; Granville Stuart, 382; Edward F. Taylor, 216; 
John A. Tennant, 544; George R. Thomas, 567; James B. Thompson, 308; William 
Lee Thompson, 622; Alexander Topence, 515; William G. Town and E. S. Crocker, 
430; J. W. Tripp, 217 and 220; David Van Lennep, 418; A. W. Von Schmidt, 239; 
E. C. Walton, 326; Henry Warren, 465; Thomas ,vai;ser, 228; John Wasson, 2; 
Gustavus A. Wetter, 327; Stephen C. Wheeler, 2:32; B. F. White, 429; B. C. 
Whitman, 424; Karl Winter, 594; John ·wood, 3:35; 0. M. Wozencraft, 238; Carl 
Wulstein, 315; H. M. Yerrington, 606. 
Topence, Alexander, Utah. 
Pasturage lands, stock, grasses, timber, irrigation, artesian wells, pasturage home-
steads, desert-land act, 514-516. 
Town, William G., register, and E. S. Crocker, receiver, land office, Evanston, Wyo-
ming. 
Land-office forms, registers and receivers, fees, salaries; desert, swamp, or home-
stead lands; timber depredations, forest fires, pasturage homestead, desert-land 
act, surveys, monuments, climatic changes, Indian reservation, artesian wells, 
petroleum-oil spring, coal land, mining districts, square locations, and mining 
laws, 430-431. 
Tripp, J. W., California. 
Agriculture without irrigation; timber, destruction and preservation of; desert-
land act, homesteads, pasturage lands, grass, pasturage homesteads; irrigation, 
water-rights, ditches, and canals; debri.s from hydraulic ruining, 217-220. 
Mining in Alaska-timber, climate, agriculture, mines, placer mines, general infor-
mation, 220, 221. 
Trittle, F. A., Nevada. 
Classification, sale of public lands to E5stablish a. permanent school of mines on the 
Comstock lode, lieu lands for school purposes, 42~. 
Van Lennep, David, Nevada. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
416-419. 
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Vickers, W. B., Colorado. 
Pasturage land, fencing, 310, 311. 
Von Schmidt, A. W., California. 
Timber lands, protection of; forest fires, agricultural lands, irrigation, water-
rights, canals, pasturage lands, debris, hydraulic mining, swamp lands, sur-
veys, 2 9-~43. 
Wagner, Theo., United States surveyor general, San Francisco, California. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 221-227. 
Walker, C.H., Nebraska. 
Answers to printell interrogatories, 394, 395. 
Walton, E. C., Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 325,326. 
Warren, Henry, Oregon. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 464,465. 
Waser, Thomas, California. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
227-231. 
"\Vasson, John, surveyor general, Tucson, Arizona. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 1, 2. 
Agriculture, 2. 
Timber, 2. 
Lode claims, 3, 4. 
Spanish and Mexican laws relating to land grants, 4-10. 
Spanish laws relating to mines and minerals, 10-12. 
WATER RIGIITS.-William Ashburner, 14; H. M. Atkinson, 442; John A. Ball, 20; 
Aaron Bell, 22; Dr. M. Beshoar, 248; Jol.tu Boggs, 28; James F. Bradley, 517; 
W. A. Chessman, 34:3; J. T. Clark, 44; A. J. Davis, 347; John C. Davis, 447; 
Sherman Day, 51; Ralston Deegan, 347; E. S. Foote, 500; George B. Foote, 360; 
Hon. William M. Gwynn, 61; Arpad Haraszthy, 64; R. D. Harrison, 365; Judge 
John J. Henry, 275; An thou M. Holter, 369; W. T. Haywood, H5; William J. 
Lewis! 100; Jerome Madden, 106; William R. May, 507; John McCaskill, 293; 
James McGillivray, 123; N. C. Meeker, 293; Henry A. Metcalf, 297; John B. Mil-
ner, 498; J.B. Neil, 507; Judge J. W. North, 134; Orville B. O'Bannon, 342; 
Benjamin Franklin Potts, 379; Thomas J. Read, 414; B. B. Redding, 171; J. H. 
Redstone, 1 "30; W. G. Ritch, 458; L. L. Robiusou, 184; Trinidad Romero, 459; 
James W. Shanklin, 20G; Col. Geo. L. Shoup, 338; I. B. Singiser, 334; Edward 
W. Smith, 641; Granville Stuart,383; J. W. Tripp,218; A. W. Von Schmidt, 
240; B. :E'. White, 429. 
Weston, A. S., Colorado. 
Mining laws, surveys, pre-emption and homestead, 311. 
Wetter, Gustavus A., register, and Lotts S. Bayliss, receiver, laud office Yankton, Da-
cota. 
Land-office forms, fees, salaries, abandonment of homesteads, homestead and pre-
emption, agriculture, timber, rainfall, pasturage, land scrip, 326, 327. 
Wheeler, Stephen C., California. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 231-
234. 
White, B. F., Idaho. 
Pasturage land, pasturage homestead, water rights, irrigation, preservation and 
disposition of timber, fencing ranges, agriculture, mines and mining, land-office 
papers, &c., 429, 430. 
White, William, New Mexico. 
Surveys, triangulation, sale of public lands, classification, minerals, titles, 460, 461. 
Whitman, B. C., Virginia City, Nevada. 
Mining laws; records and recorders, Miller mining claim, county recorder; Comstock 
lode; square location; mill sites, subterranean rights; timber, cutting of; tim-
ber law, 419-424. 
Wight, F. D., Colorado. 
Sheep-raising, pasturage land, agricultural land, homestead, 311, 312. 
Wilder, E. B., Edward Wilkes, and otbel's, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Suggestions concerning modification of mining laws, lode claims, 516,521,522. 
Wildes, J. H., California. 
Surveying, Spanish grants, monuments, mineral surveys, contract system, publio 
lands surveyed and on.surveyed in California, triangulation, 234-237. 
Winter, Karl, Dakota. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 593-595. 
Wood, John, Idaho. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture and timber, 334,335. 
Wooten, R. L., Colorado. 
Disposition of pastoral lands, 312. 
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Wozencraft, 0. M., California. 
Classification; timber, irrigable, and pasturage lands, 238,239. 
Wrinkle, Lawrence F. J., Nevada. 
Lode claims, 431-441. 
Wulstein, Carl, Colorado. 
Answers to printed interrogatories; agriculture, timber, lode and placer claims, 
313-817. 
Wyoming Stock Growers' Association, Wyoming. 
Notice published by the association, resolutions adopted by the association, 544-
546. Memoranda, 546-548. 
Yerringtou, H. M., Carson City, Nevada. 
Timber and timber lands, disposition of timber, 606,607. 
Young, John C., Idaho. 
Answers to printed interrogatories, 335,336. 
Agriculture, 336, 337. 
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